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$500,000 Building
City of Boston 109
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Curley Would Combine Police
Station and Transit Offices
in Single Structure
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governme
port Exercises
row by the display of the civic emblem
and special exercises in the schools, sugthe
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Walsh Will Give
Oration on July 4

Must Return $450
Paid in City Doles

-1-1r_RALo

CHARGE CITY RELIEF
HITS SMALL GROCER

' Philomena. Di Lingonnienici,
Mrs.
aftsalour. of 114 Carlisle street. Newton
Center, who had collected city doles
amounting to $450 for her four children,
was arraigned In the Newton District
file•
Court, today on charges of making an
seil sale of liquor to a. police officer and
Charging discrimination by the city
keeping and exposing liquor for sale. On
and if Boston against the neighborhood
the first charge sae was found guilty
flecond was sen- raver, representatives from 19 wholetined $100 and on the
ale, grocery houses in the city met yeatenced to a month in the Howse of Deten- ereav at 117 Commercial street and
tion. The sentence was suspended for
one year.
She was also ordered to pay back the,
WO to Miss Florence Fitzgerald, diree;
tea' iif the public welfare (letartnient, who
:1 iii in (mat to etaleet the money or
secure a warrant for larceny.
Mrs. 1)1 (its naonmenlei was arrested
following it raid at her home after shei
had sold liquor to an officer. In searching the premises the police dlecovered
250 go lions of wine and it leo discovered
$7000 hidden in a pillow eas,. "r11.• womsayan denied tacit the money was:
._ that, it belonged to a relative,.
ing

/-Salta /
, appointed a committee to draw up a
petition to halt further issuance of welfare checks, the recipients of which can
y
elrfl:hCo
eserogn
yagrzerleriB
bus
presided, said
those who now are given financial aid
by the city have no alternative other
than to cash their checks at one cf
three large chain store groups. He said
that the small grocers who normally
handle much of the business of the
poor, and who gave them much credit
during the period of depression, have
been robbed of their business by the
welfare board.
The committee was erdered to draw
up a petition which will be presented
by the wholesalers to Mayor Curley
within a few days. They ask that the
recipients of relief be permitted to cash
their checks and make their purchases
at their neighborhood stores where they
in nonnal times trade.

C7'ii
MOSQUITO FLEET
CLUB MUST MOVE
,

a'13

outcome ot a happy thought, sponsored by no oiganization but made delightfully v .rthwhile by a group of
men whose only point of common contact is an activity in the realm of
sport where the horse is the outstanding factor. Not quite a fact is the
statement that these ny have nothing to sell in promoting the banquet.
They really have ad last night more
than 950 men al
women most
ciently sold s
llowihip, the promotion of win. 1, the sole object of
this annual get-together.
Visiting around the foyer or banquet
hall one could fincy himself in
several places of gripping interest
within a few moments; the indoor
horse show at Boston Garden, the
steeplechase races at The Country
Club or Raceland, an open air show,
Chestnut Hill, Cohasset, Millwood,
Maresfield, Metropolitan or Winchester, a harness race meet on the Bay
State Circuit or a Grand Circuit meet
at Hartford or Goshen; Brockton,
Springfield or some of the other Fall
fairs and a. hunt club run at Myopia,
Notion, Dedham or Groton.

Among Those Present
Qu.rt,..red ie teal stalls in the

foyer
were such well-known horses as Hollywood Dick, a trotter with a record of
2:00%; Flag of Fashion, a thoroughbred runner with 35 victories in 39
starts to his credit; Royal Ace, a polo
pony of high quality; Treasure Boy, a
champion saddle pony; Show Me, a
frequent winner on the running turf;
Bucephala, champion Morgan mare;
the five-gaited saddle champion, Flowing Gold; the prize-winning Hackney
harness pony, Jasmine; Lexington, a
superb type of A woman's saddler:
the hunters, Lady Luck, Jenny the
Wind, and Jim.
These splendid animals held the at.
tention of the diners for half an hour
before the banquet hall doors were
opened.
As soon as the guests were seated a
trumpet sounded and into the hall
came a gray horse pulling a Victoria,
driven by Mayor Curley. Then as the
band struck up "Hail to the Chief,"
Gov Ely appeared on the stage riding
a handsome charger.
As the Governor left the stage Miss
Marjorie Leadbetter appeared on an
Arabian saddler and sang The Star
Spangled Banner. At her side, mounted on a Welsh pony, was Sally Scudder, bearing the flag.
Through the dinner music was furnished by the 110th Cavalry Band and
the Meistersingers. The vocal and instrumental numbers naturally
all
carried a flavor of the out of doors.
The stage setting at first represented
the outside of the Horse Lovers' Inn,
then the living room with a huge fireplace aril inside chimney.

SENATOR WALSH CHOSEN
FOURTH OF JULY ORATOR
United States Senator David I.
Walsh of Massachusetts will deliver
the address at Faneuil Hall at 11 a m,
July 4.
Sine? 1783 Boston has provided patriotic ceremonies at Faneuil Hall on
that day and among the orators have
been some of the most famous men
produced by Massachusetts.

Mayor Finds It Too Near
New Bathhouse

Inc ervi that the spurious virtue*
and illusory values of factitious
pacifism
insidious
and
internationalism may be obliterated
from their young minds, and ,the
duty and dignity of loyalty,
alle&lance and service to America
and Americanism may be stamped
en their souls. I emphasize these
things on May 1 in view of the
icious propaganda now prevalent
that aims to color the impressional
of youth and poison the soul
and sap the solidarity of the
Nation at its source.
"I ask that the keynote of the
celebration May 1 be loyalty to
America and its principles; loyalty
to Boston and its splendid traditions; loyalty to the teaching and
conduct that make for a contented
City, a peaceful community and et
united, harmonious people, who,
despite depression and unemployment. have not lost faith in American institutions."

Mayor Curley yesterday directed
Park Commissioner Long to arrange
for the removal of the Mosquito Fleet
Yacht Club building on the Strand.
way, South Boston. The new bathhouse for women comes so close to the
yacht club that the Mayor decided it
must go.
The club was formed 42 years ago
to race and sail small boats, and the
next year the first club building was
erected. The membership grew rapidly and it became necessary to en•
large the quarters in 1893.
Many of the leading . .dents of
Scuth Boston became /W.:tilted with 1 Tile re.ignation of two Boston offithe club, whose roll contains more ! cials from unpaid commissions, one
• because of a European trip and the
than 300 members,
other because of moor health, was an.
There have been suggestions that flounced yesterdy by Mayor Curley.
Gordon Abbott resigned as a trustee
the club would seek a new position on
of the Boston Public Library and
the Strandway nearer to City Point Charles
K. Bolton withdrew from the
and the order of Mayor Curley will, Commission
for the Marking of Hisno doubt, start the club into action ' torical Sites.
along this line. Yachtsmea say that
At the same time Mayer Curley anit would not be it very costly matter nounced he had appointed
Asst Corpoto move the club to another site on ration Counsel H. Murray
Pakulaki
toe shore,
to the place on the Board of Zoning
Adjustment vacated by Leo Schwartz,
legal adviser to the Police Department.
The Mayor expressed regret that Mr
Abbott and Mr Bolton were compelled
to resign and paid high tribute to
their snlend,d service.

ABBOTT AND BOLTON
RESIGN CITY POSTS

CITY OF BOSTON
109 YEARS OLD

Mayor Asks Anniversary
Observance Tomorrow MAYOR CURLEY TALKS

TO SOCIAL WORKERS

In honor of the lOath anniversary 4.
morrow of Boston's first City Government, Mayor Curley yesterday issued
the following proclamation:
"The 109th anniversary of the organization of Boston's first City
Government occurs May 1, and
marks the close of 109 years of
wonderful
material
expansion,
commercial development, human
Increase and spiritual growth,
stimulating to our pride as citizens
of a great city and constituting an
incentive to labor for a future as
glorious as the past has been
notable.
'Our civic emblem, the flag of
Boston, should be displayed upon
May 1 alongside of Old Glory, that
our citizens may thus make these
flags the symbols of their loyalty
to the Constitution and the law,
a.n evidence of their devotion to
the principles of American government and an expression of their
love for the city of their homes.
"I suggest that the day be made
a special subject of observance in
tho schools; that the story of Boston, its share in the establishment
and maintenance of the republic
and American liberty and its place
in American history be emphasized,
that our children may be impressed
with the nobility end patriotism
and the worth of nationalism, to

M. Curley was the
at,. speaker last evening
at the Social Workers' meeting and
supper in the Cathedral Church of Si
Paul. Th-i Mayor spoke in the Interest
of charitable and social work, discussing plans for the relief of the unernploy(' ., the maintenance of hospitals,
nursing S.`!'N'iCe and health units, and
Cie general betterment of conditions
among the needy. He referred to his
appeal "Now-and-When Making
Will—Remember Boston," ea apea;
that seeks help for all, regardless of
race, creed or color.
Rev George L. Paine presided. The
service was conducted hy Rev Dir
Angn, DL111 Of the Episcopal Theolog.
'cal School in Cambridge. Rev Dr DuS
spoke of the progress of social work
and commended the work of hospitals
and social workers.
There were 12.11 guests present.
ii 'lur gile,st
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HORSES GUESTS AT BANQUET
•

Thoroughbreds Given Great Reception in Boston
Hotel Ballroom by 950 Admirers
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WP.S RACE pAY
AT THE ANNUAL HORSE LOVERS BANQUET

•

By FRANK G. TROTT
Back in the stage-coach era travelers arriving at an inn frequently had
to pass through a stable yard,. but
probably never before last night have
the guests of a modern hotel experienced the novelty of entrance to a
dining room through a stable.
Sterling performers of the race
track, show ring, polo field, hunting
course and bridle path were honored
guests at the third annual horse

Icvers' banquet at Hotel Statler,
Which accounts for this out-of-theordinary occurrence.
Perhaps these dozen thoroughbreds
did not particularly care for their
Improvised stable quarters in the foyer
ci the hotel ballroom, and likely as
not they were not impressed by the
hearty reception accorded them as
later in the evening they appeared in
Arthur Lovsey's attractive miniature
ring in the banquet hall, but there is
no doubt as to the enjoyment they
gave tino. men and women who had

asoc,,moien to register their admiration
the horse used for sport and recreation.

Result of Happy Thought
This Spring gathering of lovers of
the horse hos come to be accepted ar
a most unusual affair, as unique In its
few hours of active life each year as
in the purpose of its being, and that of
last night reached the seemingly impossible in surpassing the highly entertaining novelties that, made such a
tremendous hit a year ago.
The horse lovers' banquet is the
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MAYOR SAYS DOYLE'S
SUSPENSION TOO EASY

it/ls 9/3/
ter also stated that the husband of Mrs
Young told the overseers that the
parties were acquainted when Doyla
worked in the City Hospital, and that
Mr Young did not want Doyle dismissed from the city's employ.
Young was drawing aid from the
city and last Friday was out seelcIne
work while his wife went to Cliardon
at to draw front the cit .

960 NOW EMPLOYED
ON GOVERNOR SQ JOB

Sullivan Obtains Right to
Writes Hecht on Charge of
Hire 200 More
CONTRACTS FOR $54,000 ON
Attack on Woman
STREETS AND SEWERS GIVEN
Chairman Simon E. Hecht of the
Board of Overseers of Public Welfare
Will receive a letter from Mayor Curley
today declaring that indefinite .mspension is not sufficient in the case of
William R. G. Doyle. a visitor employed by the oversera, who has been
in the city service 20 years. The in..
ference was the Mayor feels Doyle
should be dischar,ged.
Reports reached Mayor Curley that
a Mrs Nellie Young of 169 West 8th
at, South Boston, last Friday accused
Doyle of attacking her in a aide room
at the overseers building on Chardon
'St. The woman was taken to the Haymarket Relief Station and later notified the police that she would not prosecute.
A report was received late yesterday
from Secretary Walter V. McCarthy
of the overseers regarding the case:
that it had been heard by the oversers
and that Doyle had been indefinitely
suspended.
According to Mr McCarthy's report
to the Mayor, the former "had been
informed that Doyle asked Mrs Young
If she would have a drink or had pity
objection to a little petting." The lat-

Contracts aggregatIns morc than
$54,000 were awarded yesterday by
Mayor Curley for bitulithic and sheet
asphalt paving, sewerage, surface
drains and sanitary sewers.
Among the principal contracts were:
Sanitary sewers and surface drains on
Northern av, South Boston, 529,679;
bitulithic pavement in Linden at, Ward
15, from Adams to Juliette rite, Seminole at, Ward 18, from Cummins Highway to Wood av, to Henry F. Malley,
lowest bidder, $13,589.90, to be completed on or before Aug 1, 1931; sewerage works in Northern av, South Boston, to DeCristofaro & Bros Co, lowest bidder, $19,300.80, to be completed
an or before July 11, 1931; sewerage
works in Butler at, between Adams at
and Branch at and outlet In Huntoon
at. Dorchester, to John Williams, lowest bidder, $10,958.75, to be completed
by July 11, 1031; sheet asphalt pavement in Iroquois at, Ward 10, from
Darling to' Sachem at, Pleasanton at,
Ward 12, from Homestead to Ruthvon
sts. to Appel & O'Toole, lowest bidder,
£5033.45, work to be completed by Aug
I, 1931,

Col Thomas F'. Sullivan of the
Transit Commission yesterday notified
Mayor Curley that there arc now 960
men employed in the three /shifts on
the Governor-sq job, and the Mayer
late yesterday announced that he had
approved permission to add 200 addl.tional men on the job.
The letter of Col Sullivan to Mayor
Curley:
"I am sending 3 uu herewith blueprint of chart showing the gradual
increase of the labor force on the
Governor-sq Job from its beginning in
January until the close of business
Thursday, April 23, The total number of the labor force as of that date
is 960, which includes 470 on the day
shift, 240 on the evening shift from
4:30 to 12 midnight, and 250 on the
night shift from 12 midnight te
8 a iss.
"Your permission is requested to
employ 200 additional men, as conai•
tions now make it possible to alit:et
thia force."

°
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DENIES ANY TAX
BARBER PAINTS CURB WHERE
MAYOR'S AUTO WAS TAGGED RACKETEERING
Charlie Ofria Spreads Yellow on Historic Stone on Province
St, Opposite Which Battle of a 'Thousand
Words Was Launched
Another historic spot in Boston was
marked yesterday when a broad yellow stripe was painted along the curb
in front of the barber shop of Charlie
(MU at 9 Province at, where the tag
that laonched a thousand words was
hung on the ear of His Honor, the
Mayor.
Charlie
The painting was done b
Ofria himself, who said he had had
sevfor
shop
his
in
paint
of
can
the
eral months and had 131anned to paint
the strip of curbing in front of his
shop long ago.
Charlie declined to comment on the
controversy that followed the tagging
of the Mayor's car, but. did relate the
detail." of the event that precipitated
the verbal tattle.
"The Mayor's car was narked in

front of my niece only a minute or
two and the Mayor was in the chair,
when I saw Dolan fooling around
the car. I said to the Mayor, 'I think
that cop is tagging your machine,'
bet he only laughed. The chauffeur
had gone down to City Hall on an
errand and he found the tag when he
came back."
While he talked Charlie applied the
brush in lusty fashion, using up the
whole can of paint. He had just completed the job when a news photographer approached and unalung his
camera.
Charlie took one look at the camera,
glanced hastily down Province at to
School at, where the Mayor's machine
was parked in front of City Hell on
the left-hand side, and then popped
Into his shop, closing the door with
a definite bang behind him.

Pa!-cons Talies Issue With
Mayor's Charge
'Maurice E. Parsons, attorney, of
street, in an open letter to
Curley, taking issue with the
tax
s "war
en
abatement
racketeering," yesterday declared the
"avalanche of petitions for abatement
on property in the sum of 1150,00,00 is
not the result of racketeering, bat a
mighty groan of the overburdened taxpaer who smarts under the lash and
whine of the taskmaster of ther
Pharaohs."
The taxpayers should not be indicted,
but instead the present tax system
stands already indicted before the bar
of public opinion, he says.
Mr. Parsons asked for a half hour
conference with Mayor Curley..

L-(1'.1to make and it Is
eynicn would have prevented the pres- was the prover :nova
welcomed by all who have the interest
tint unfortunate conflict.
at
heart.',
sport
ate
"The Boston College Alumni Associa- of collegi
"It is hariay iieceseary to say that
tion, therefore, feels that rather than
flse institutions concerned
deprive lovers of football of an oppor all of the
e the qua.° and graceful mantunity • to witness this classic that approv
In which Boston College an:! the
under all circumstances it would be tier
have seen and mended the error
Well if Dartmouth and Stanford were Mayor way
their
allowed to play at the Harvard Sta. of
"Although alarverd stayed out of the
Ilium on Nov 28, 1931.
vermy ge ninth as was possible
'I, therefore, request that your aontro
the cirmlinstances, the work of
Honor reconsider the decision which knder
.8,nerarn, director ox *tatyou announced in your letter to Mr William J.
na all partlea amiably
braigi
in
letics,
,
19312
Bingham under date of April 10,
commendto a ao)cl undeisianding is
always
able. Mr Baigham has almost college
Game
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taken a most sensible view of
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s ug
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and
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Upon receipt of the communication a
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from Mr McLaughlin. Mayor Curley
what used to be
than
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ing
commu
bly
sed
the
follow
sidera
addres
it
and
tion to William J. Bingham, director known as a ore-horse town,'
It is more
of athletics, Harvard Athletic Assoeia- may safely cc p‘esurned that
town.'"
than a one football game
Rion:
"My dear Mr Bingham:
"I am in eeceipt of the accompanyling communication this day, which 1
beg to forward herewith, submitted by
the president of the Boston College
Alumni Association, in which he states
providing
that Boston College alumni Is agreeFavorable action on a bill along the
dway
stran
able to the game which Dartmouth and
000
$1,000,
a
for
was urged by
'Stanford Universities desire be played
East Boston waterfront
and
at the Harvard Stadium Noy 28.
before the Ways
Curley
Mayor
RepBy VICTOR 0. JONES
"The action as taken by the Boston
Committee of the House of
Means
e
College alumni is both sportsmanlik
resentatives yesterday.
New England football fans will he and commendable and objection having
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The strandway would be
seeing
holdof
the
to
unity
them
by
opport
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the
ed
withdr
been
afford
Department of Public"
State
the
by
beginning
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that if the of the people who have made the con"They both assured me
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oly Cross the first Piece was Ill-considered and
annual Boston College-H
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been
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Would
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.
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STADIUM GAME
IS SANCTIONED

Dartmouth and Stanford
to Meet Next Nov 28

Protest of Boston College
Alumni Withdrawn

CURLEY URGES ACTION
ON STRANDWAY BILL

Mayor Gives Approval as
Result of Action

CRIMSON PLEASED OVER
WITHDRAWAL OF PROTEST

CITY COAL CONTRACTS
SIGNED FOR 66,200 TONS

7/31
STADIUM GAME JAMES M. CURLEY JR COURT
TO RECEIVE COMMUNION
TO BE PLAYED

S

Dartmouth and Stanford
to Meet in Harvard
Stadium Nov. 2S
The withdrawal of all objections by
the Boston College Alumni Association,
through its president, Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., hes smoothed the path
for the holding of the Dartmouth-Stanford football game in the Harvard stadium, Nov. 28.
Mayor James M. Curley, following
receipt of a letter from McLaughlin,
yesterday notified William J. Bingham.
Harvard's athletic director, that the
MARY L. HARRINGTON
MISS NARY MeGILLICUDDY
game might be played at the place and
on the date specified in the contract The first Communion breakfast of .;ross Cathedral at the 9 o'clock muss.
between the eastern and western uni- James M. Curley Jr Court, M. C. 0. F.,
Mayor Curley will be the principal
versities.
will be held next Sunday in the Cop- speaker. Others will include City
members
The
10.
ley-P'a za Hotel at
BAN CREATED FURORE
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, past
Communion in the Holy chief ranger; Dr Helen I. Doherty Mcwill recet•
to
mayor
refused
Two weeks ago the
Gillicuddy, Josepl• McCabe, high chief
grant a permit for the game to be,
ranger; Rev Harry I. O'Connor, chapplayed in the stadium on Nov. 28 He
lain of the court and of the order.
gave as his reason that it would conMiss Mary McGillicuddy is chairman
flict with the annual Boston Collegeof the committee. The others are Miss
Holy Cross College game which has been
Elizabeth Currey, Miss Mary Harringa fixture on the Hub's gridiron calenA. H. Doyle was today awarded a
dar for many years. His dr.stic action contract by Mayor Curley, Amounting ton, James G. Tob.n, Thorriae Gemeili,
Arthur O'Keefe and Cornelius Murphy.
was taken after he had received a letpavement on
ter from the Boston College alumni to $9118, for eithulitic
head protesting against the staging of Botirnedale road
the rival attraction. The decision created a tremendous furore in eastern
athletic circles and resulted in many
con ferences being held by the interested parties.
McLaughlin's letter, received by the
William T. Aldrich, 30 Newbury it,
Civil Service Commission today
mayor yesterday, is as followers:
was named yesterday by Mayor Curannounced
the
of
list
those
eligible
to
I have just had a conference
ley for a live-yoar term KS a member
with William J. Bingham, director
appointment as heating and ventilat- of the Boston Art Commission. Mr
of athletics of Harvard University.
was one of three subing draftsmen in the Boston School 11driell'e
and Harry R. Heneage, supervisor
„ osfr,1 I,
'roEtce of the Boston
Buildings
Department.
Fifteen
appliof athletics at Dartmouth College.
Both Mr. Bingham and Mr. Hencants were examined and six found
ea,ge expressed to me their sincere
eligible, as follows: Peter J. McCorregret that the scheduling of the
mick, 59 Wales pi, Dorchester; AbraDartmouth-Stanford game at HarNow that Mayor Curley has been the
ham L. Rutstein, 91)6 Norfolk et, Dorvard stadium had created a situachester; Frederick L. Fennessey, 20 guest of Harvard University at one of
tion which under any circumstances
those
"high table” dinners in Lowell
Washington at. Hyde Park; David C.
might prove embarrassing to BosMiller, 181 Marion at, East Boston: House, perhaps he will forget the
ton College. They both assured me
Joseph A. Bergen, 107 Hancock fit, Dor- mean things the "Crirnnon" said about
that if the question of any interchester, and John M. Hunter, $16 Co- him for his refusal to permit the Stanference with the annual Boston
ford-Dartmouth football game to be
LuMbus ay. Boston.
College-Holy Cross game had ocnlaved in the Stadium.
curred to them, the matter would
have been handled in a way which
would have prevented the present
The s,ctien as tSKrIj uy top I:506t0n
unfortunate conflict.
College Alumni is both sportsmanThe Boston College Alumni Aslike and commendable and objecsociation therefore feels that rather
CURLEY VETOES PAY BOOST
tion having been withdrawn by
than deprive lovers of football of
Mayor Curley yesterday vetoed
them
to
the
holding
of
the
game.
an opportunity to witness this
I know of no reason why I should
the city council order for increased
classic that under all circumstances
withhold
approval.
it would be well if Dartmouth and
pay for Suffolk county employv,
You are at liberty to inform
Stanford were allowed to play at
President
A.
Lawrence
Lowell
the Harvard stadium on Nov. 28,
of
Harvard University and the repre1931.
sentatives of Dartmouth and StanI, therefore, request that your
CURLEY GIVES 200 JOBS
ford universities as to the
honor reconsider the decision which
decision
Mayor Curley last night appointed
arrived at.
you announced in your letter to
Respectfully,
200 additional men to the labor
Mr. Bingham under the date of
JAMES M. CURLEY, Mayor.
i'orce now employed on the GoverApril 10, 1931.
McLaughlin
had
no
comment to make nor sq. tunnel extension.
This
Mayor Curley's letter to Bingham in
amplification of his leJer. It was brings the total number of men up
was:
self-explanatory. Heneage. however,
to
1160.
My dear Mr. Bingham:—
delighted with the developments was
I am in receipt of the accomand,
before taking an early evening
panying communication this day,
train for
Hanover,
N.
H.,
said.
"I'm very much
which I beg to forward herewith,
pleased with the way things
submitted by the president of the
worked out.
Mr. McLaughlin acted like
Boston College Alumni, in which
a
gentleman in the whole affair and true
he states that Boston College
has
handled
the
Alumni are agreeable to the game
situation in a capable and
diplomatic manner. Dartmouth
which Dartmouth and Stanford
go ahead with its arrangementsnow will
universities desire to be played at
for the
game which is to be one of
the Harvard stadium on Nov. 28.
the greatest,
in Dartmouth hlat4rv.e
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AWARDED CONTRACT FOR
BOURNEDALE ROAD

ALDRICH NAMED MEMBER
ELIGIBLE FOR HEATING
BOSTON ART COMMISSION
OF
DRAFTSMAN IN SCHOOLS
Th.
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MIS CHAFE
!OUT I\11TE
`JET PET

Friday to collect the weekly allowance of $8 in place of her husband,
who was away seeking a job.
Doyle, who was in charge of the
disbursements, was alleged to have
invited the woman into the adjoining washroom, where, according to
the complaint to the overseers, he
asked her if she would like a drink.
al
When she refused, Doyle was
she
eeged to have asked her if
ac
'wanted "a little petting." This,
cording to Secretary McCarthy. was
to
the extent of the charges made
Haythe overseers, but police and
market Relief Hospital officials
contended that the woman charged
and
that she had been attacked,
e_ , g_treated for hysteria.
eiegt

I- i3
GORDON ABBOTT AND
C. K. BOLTON RESIGN
Mayor Expresses Regret
and Pays High Tribute

announced the
Mayor Curley today prominent city
resignations of two
commissions, one
officials from unpaid
days for
because of leaving in a few
because of
lEurope and the other
'health.
St. BosGordon Abbott of 17 Court of the
tl- 7-1/,3/
1 AP- vp f- 1;1ton, res:gned at; a member Public
board of trustees of the Boston with"It's a lie! It's nothing but a
Library and Charles K. Bolton
for the
drew from the Commission
lie!"
Marking of Historical Sites.regret that
Mayor Curley expressed
With this statement, Mrs.'
resign
men were compelled to
both
splendid
William R. G. Doyle stoutly deand paid high tribute to the
service rendered.
the I
fended her husband today
With thhe announcement of that
resignations, the Mayor stated
against chargcs that the v:,Corporation
he had appointed Asst
to the
eran cicr c the city wenn:
Counsel H. Murray Pa.kuiski AdjustZonIng
Board of
the
on
elect,
department made overtures to
ment, vice Leo Schwartz, now counsel
for the Police Department.
a woman who sought relief from
The Mayor made public the followthe
his department.
ing letter from Mr Abbott and
the former library
to
sent
reply
The charges were revealed in a
trustee:
Two members of unpaid boards of the
!demand of Mayor Curley on Simon
"This letter is written with sincere
welOne
public
offices.
their
of
city
today
regret, as you will surely understand
resigned
E. Hecht, overseer
you yesterday
was that of Gordon Abbott, for a num- from what I said to
fare, that Doyle be dismissed if
ber of years a trustee of the Public morning.
the charges were found to be true.
me greater
give
"Nothing would
Library, who tendered his oral resigna- pleasure than to go on with my peesChairman Hecht said today that
for
tion to Mayor Curley yesterday. Today eta duties at the Public Library
Doyle is under suspension and may
your consideration for
he confirmed It in the following letter another term:
interests
appeal to the full hoard of 12 for
the
the board of trustees and
to the mayor:
a hearing, a request that has not
tit the library has been perfect, and
give me greater our personal relationship has been such
would
"Nothing
been made yet.
i pleasure than to go on with my present that I shall look back upon it with
Doyle is accused of offering "a
very great pleasure. However, as I
,duties at the Public Library for another
explained to you yesterday, the stress
drink" and then "a little pettinz"
term. Your consideration for the board
of other business, and the fact that I
to the 34-year-old woman whom
of trustees and the interests of the
am well on in my 69th year, has made
welfare department officials, in anme feel that it would be fair neither to
library has been perfect and our peryou, the library, nor my family for
nouncing the indefinite suspension
sonal relationship has bone such that
to enlist for another five years.
use
of Doyle, refused to identify. HowI will look back upon it with great
"With renewed expressions of reever. records at the Haymarket Regret, and in the sincere hope that we
pleasure. However, as I explained to
may still meet frequently."
lief Hospital, where the woman was
you yesterday, the stress of other busiThe Mayor replied:
treated for hysteria, and police recand the fact that 1 am well along
ness
"It is with sincere regret that in
ords identify her as Mrs. NeUie
that
me
feel
has
made
year
69th
my
Ion
to your judgment and dedeference
Young of West Eighth at., South
cision, I accept your resignation as a
it would be fair neither to you, the
•Boston.
trustee of the Boston Public Library.
library nor my family for me to enlist
"During your term of service, and
REFUSED TO PROSECUTE
for another five years."
due In no small measure to your able
Doye made unmitigated denial of
y
sent
the
Mayor Curley immediatel
direction, the facilities of the library
following letter to Mr. Abbott:
the charges.
were enlarged and the Central Library
in
that
regret
is
with
"It,
sincere
made more inviting and the service
"The story is absolutely false,"
deference to your judgment and decision
the people improved in a most
to
anythan
"Other
that,
he said.
I accept your resignation as trustee of
marked manner.
your
Library.
During
thing I say cannot help the situathe Boston Public
whicl"The character of service
tion."
term of service, and due in no small
you rendered gratis could not be put.
The affair is alleged to have
measure to your able direction, the fachased, and the payment which I ex
taken place at the Chardon Jt. cilities of the library were enlarged, the
tend in the form of thanks, repre•
sents the highest award which a grate.
i charity headquarters. The husband central Illarary made more Inviting, and
a
in
improved
the
people
to
ful community can bestow for service*
l of the woman, explaining that he the service
marked manner. The character
of a higher order given unseinshir."
' was a friend of the welfare work- most
gratis
you
rendered
which
service
the
tof
er, declined to prosecute and the could not eb purchased, and the paypolice dropped the case, according ment which I extend in the form of
to the report received bo the mayor thanks represents the highest award
from Secretary Walter V. McCarthy which a gratetta community can bestow foe service of a high order, given
welfare board.
unselfishly."
Doyle lives with his wife end
RoxCharles K. Bolton resigned as a memAppointment of 200 teamster-laborchildren at 28 Langdon st..
on the marking
ers by Public Werks Commissioner
bury. He was suspended by Secre- ber of the commission
sites. Charles B. Maginnis Joseph A ,flout tie for cleaning streeLe
tary McCarthy. pending the out- of historical succeed him. The
mayor for a period of 30 days, VMS appr0,114
was named to
come of an investigation.
today by Mayor Curley
also designated H. Murray Pakulski, RSas
counsel,
secretary
corporation
iistant,
L
TREATED AT HOSPITA
o the board of zoning adjustment. sueIn a report to the mayor. it was
eceling Leo Schwartz, former assistant
explained that the woman had ap- ;orporation counsel and now counsel to
peared at the Wayfarers' Lodge .he police nionunissioner.

Mayor Orders the Removal of
Agent ;f Found Guilty
of Complaint

ABBOTT OUT OF
LIBRARY BOARD
Mayor Curley Accept•
Resignation—Praises
Trustee's Work

MAYOR APPROVES HIRING
200 TEAMSTER-LABORERS

G a Ai

•

VETNNFREDS' GROUP
' !AYH
HOLD ASKED
DAY RALLIES
TO LE BAN

City Censor John Casey, with the
approval of Mayor Curley, today
gronted to the provisional • united
front committee, representing
combination of Communist organizations, a permit for the annual
May Day demonstration on Charles
street mall in Boston common.
The city is being flooded today
with circulars calling all labor organizations to join in a demonstration of strength on May 1 as the
local angle of the world-wide observance of May 1.
From the headquarters of the
Needleworkers' Trades Industrial
League in Harrison eve, the following etetement was issued today:
"The organizations ref.ce;e::-.1;.:1
In the provisional united front
committee, among them the Communist party, the Trades Union
Unity League and the Needleworkers' Industrial Union, have
invited every labor union in
Greater Boston to join in a
monster demonstration on May 1."
The windows of the Harrison st,
headquarters were blocked today
with signs in glaring letters which
read:
"DOWN TOOLS MAY FIRST!"
DEMONSTRATE! BOST N
COMMON!
"CHARLES ST. MALL! MAY
FIRST!"
Simultaneously with .he Communist demonstration, the ladies'
tuxilieries of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Massachusetts will
Combine in a patriotic rally on the
Common at Parkman bandstand.
Congressman Hamilton Fish of
New York, chairman of the Honse
Communist inquiry committee, will
be the principal speaker of the rally. Congressman Fish will speak
on "Communism" coincidentally
with the speeches of Communist
organizers on the Charles at. mall.
A flag-raising at 11 a. 171. will
open the ceremonies, followed hy
historic pageants staged by 300
school children.

•

Mr. McLaughlin, Mr. Heneage
and Mr. Bingham met earlleee in
the day after the arrival of Helita,g•
from `-ianover. Then late lit itte
afternoon they conferred With.
Mayor Curley at. the City Hail
where Inc permission for the garno
was granted.
As a result Boston fans will have
t he opportunity to watch not one
hut two grid classics on the same
day, Dartmouth and Stanford in
:he Stadium and Boston College
and Holy Cross at Fenway Park.
John P. Curley, the graduate
manager of athletics at Boston
College, announced previously that
the B. C.-H. C. game would be
played in Boston on its regular
The Dartmouth-Stanford foot. date
no matter what decision
played
be
will
fall
this
ball game
shoald be reached. The contract
in the Harvard Stadium on No- for the game had already been
signed and the date settled, whether
vember 28.
or not Dartmouth and Stanford
Mayor James M. Curley last night played in the Stadium.
granted Dartmouth and Stanford
permission to use the Stadium on
that date following a consultation
with Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr.,
president of the Boston College
Alumni Association, in which McLaughlin requested the mayor to
reconsider his former decision forbidding the playing of the game in
Boston on that day.
Mr. McLaughlin's statement at
City Hall read as follows:
"I have just had a conference
Gordon Abbott today resigned as
with Harry Heneage, supervisor
member of the board of trustees
a
of athletics at Dartmouth College,
of the Boston Public Library.
and William J. Bingham, director
of athletics at Harvard UniverPressure of other business and his
sity. Both Mr. Bingham and Mr.
advanced age are given as his reaIleneage expressed to me their
sons for leaving the board.
sincere regret that the schedulIn a communication to Mr. Abing of the Dartmouth-Stanford
game at the Starlitim had created
bott, in which he accepted the resa situation vvhich under any conignation, Mayor Curley wrote:
dition might prove embarrassing
"It is with sincere regret that In
to Boston College.
deference to your judgnient and
"They both Otitillred Ylle that if
decision I accept your resignation
the question of any interference
its it trustee of the Boston Public
with the annual Boston CollegeLibrar3.
Holy Cross game had occurred tø
"During your term of service,
them the matter would have been
and due in no small measure. to
handled in it way which would
pine able direction, the faellities
have prevented the present. unof the library were enlarged and
fortunate conflict..
the ventral library' made more In"The Boston College Alumni
viting and the service to the peoAssociation feit that it would not
ple improved in a
I marked
be right to deprive lovers of footwanner.
ball an opportunity to witness
sit
serviee e111(.11
"The character
this classic which would have
you relOktf'd gratis could not. ee
been the case if Dartmouth and
the
and
purchased
payment
which
Stanford were not allowed to
I extend to you in the form of
play In Harvard Stadium on No1 hanks represents the highest
vember 28.
awe rd whieh e grateful com"1 therefore request Your Honmunity ears !restore fee eerviees of
or to reconsider the letter sent
a high order given unselfiehiv."
to Mr. Bingham under the date
of April 10, 1931.
''Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr."

200 Married Men
Given City Jobs,
were
Two hundred married men
today appointed teamster-laborers
In the public works department by
Mayor Curley for a period of 30
days. The men will be assigned
to the street cleaning service and
Will receive wares of $5 a day.

GORDON HOOTT
QUITS BOARD

Mayor Curley Acts
on Suggestion
Acting on this request the mayor
definitely put an end to the Stanford-Dartmouth - Harvard - Bostcrt
College-Holy Cross scramble which
has been the center of public interest for the last two weeks since
Mayor Curley's refusal to allow the
Indians and Stanford to use the
Harvard Stadium on November 28(
the date of the annual Boston College-Holy Cross game at Fenway
Park.

Mayor Aids Drive
for Jewish Home
Mayor Curley today expressed the
hope that the drive now being conducted by a group of prominent
local women to raise funds for the
Home for Jewish Children would
be a success.
The Mayor also made a substanhal contribution to the fund to a
committee which called on him. A
concert in aid of the home will be
held in Symphony Hall on May 11.
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Express Their Regret
reBot h the Harvard and Dart mouth
presentat ives expressed regret that
.the East-West game had been scheduled
in such a way as to embarrass Boston
'College and agreed that if the question
of interference with the B. C.-H. C.
game had occurred to them, they would
have prevented the conflict, President
McLaughlin explained.
-The Boston College Alumni Assortsi —it feels that rather than deprive
f.int ball fans of an opportunity to
nets this classic, it would be well under
Cl circumstances If Dartmouth and
Stanford were allowed to play at the
Stadium on Nov. 28," President McLaughlin informed the Mayor, requestIng him to reconsilder his decision of
three weeks ago to withhold approval
of the Stadium game ns demanded by
the B. C. alumni head,
Before taking the night train for Hanover, Harry Heneage. director of nthleties at Dartmouth. who was in Boston
all day yesterday as an observer of the
various deliberations leading up to the
Mayor's announcement, said that he
lwas glad that a sa t isfa ctor y agreement
had finally been reached, that he
thought Boston College had proved to
he pretty good sports over the matter
and that he hoped the controversial
features of the affair would now be for!rotten.

BOTH GREA
GRID GAMES
FOR BOSTON
Dartmouth - Stanford
Battle on B. C.-Holy
Cross Date
—

BOSTON COLLEGE
ALUMNI WILLING

Credit

to

Bingham

William J. Bingham, directer of Hares.I-A athtattee. said last night: "I have
neen informed of e letter written me

Mayor Announces Decision Result of7
Conference

HULTMAN TO
MEET CURLEY
:onfer Tomorrow on New

Stations
For the first time since their now famous tagging controversy, Mayor Curley and Police Commissioner Eugene C.
aHtulctnittayn
meet tomorrow morning
Hall.
The police commissioner has received
an invitation from the Mayor to confer
with him and Dater municipal department heads to consider the details of
the proposed construction of two new
police stations down town.
Political observers were confident that
the meeting would be pleasant, now
Mayor's
that Charles
Manion. the
chauffeur, has returned his parking fag
to the police.

200 MORE MEN
ON SUBWAY JOB

today by his Honor Mayor Curley in
eference to the Dartmouth-Stanford
football game which originally was
scheduled to be played in the Harvard
Stadium on Nov. 28, 1531, subject to the
approval of the Mayor of Boston. Since
his Honor has approved, the Stadium
will be available for Dartmouth and
Stanford on that date. I am happy that
e
en
to
area
(
n ttsar have
aetim
Work will be provided for V* more
Boston will witness the Dartmouth- area r ratatg
rniw
es at
ho
de
the aumto
men digging the Boylston street tunStanford football battle, after all. Boston College y and Dartmouth."
nel extension under Governor square,
Dartmouth. Mayor Curley last night approved the The decision to allow the
8, ilinder an order approved last night by
Nov.C e g2e.
a‘
t.
esta stot hbee
g a m e 1the se;ile codn
playing of the much-discussed
playedBoston College- 'Mayor Curley to increase the force of
laborers on the big job to
Cross gome, came after a conferiii the Harvard Stadium, Saturday, Holy
Stanfordi
b andc li
.a u g
between
,,hllui n
l,a rNytacrld
At the present time there are 470
e
.titiee tne
Nov. 28, while Boston College and
D
e 1"'
ri.
sato
gn
e
' working on the day shift, 210 from
4:30
o'clock to midnight and 250 from mid. Holy Cross climax their season on the !yesterday, when both were luncheon
guests of Bingham, it was learned from
night to 8 o'clock in the morning. The
same afternoon at Fenway Park.
authentic sources last night.
new men will receive an average of
The Mayor's decision to permit the It was through the efforts of Bingham .atinut 330 a week.
were
r
t
iev
the
en ee:t!i(1 McLaughlin
East-West classic came immediately
request
and
tlti
'a
ou
t ghHt togehr,
after he received notice that the Bos- mayor (tortes' that he sanction the conresult of the
direct
ton College Alumni Associativ had teat ieamiet "II
meeting, it
NN ithout 1
withdrawn its opposition.
gir
meson editorially this
author-' morning will commend Mayor Curley
delay he notified the Harvard furtherr
adm permitting"mending he
legef
,
ra"
and
ities that the city had no
or Bete
of theirelways."
error
CIONf. Ely ye.sterday said that he
would
reasons for withholding official alt- the Dartmouth-Stanford football game
sign Mayor Curley's bill authorizing
Director
the
commending
Besides
next fall.
city of Boston to appropriate
ornval.
$1.250.000
iels
l
elgete
•arbdrinAgtih
i(
)
1Ifenillatr‘
er
for the development of the. East,
I The action of the Boston College
Boston
concerned
ililaniJ
Bingparties
airport when the measure comes
the to an amicable agreement in the matter,
by
before
was characterized
alumni
' him within a day or two for
executive
how
is
eonBoston
that
say
Mayor as "sportsmanlike and corn- it will
siderably more than a one-horse town,
apP
rro
hbill
eval was enacted yesterday by
Mendable" in his letter to William J.
the
one-football game town.
House of Representatives and itt
Bingham, director of Harvard athiet- and a
the
inform
to
authorized
normal
course of legislative business
tes, whom he
will
come before the Senate this
Lowell and the representsafternoon
for
inlitkh
eeaction.
tines of Dartmouth and Stanford of
presence of members of the
decision.
the
Presidnt•
National Indian Wars Veterans' AssociaThe vote of the Boston College
tion the Governor yesterday
Alumni Association to withdraw its
aftornoc
signed the bill extending the
rotest in order to save both games
benefits
of state and military aid and soldiers'
or this city was announced to the
'
MeA.
Edward
relief to veterans of the Indian
President.
Mayor by
wars
and campaigns, their wives, widows
Laughlin, Jr., of the alumni associaand
dependents.
The
tion.
Governor
also
signed
, With the members of the exeentive
bills
authori . Assoizing the city of Bostcneientostrbrtionwn
commit let' of t he It i '. a',min
non.000 for hi school Construction a$112.c-t
ciation, President NI. Laughlin called
n anti
ther purposes
o
upon the Mayor early last night and
for reconditioning of streets.
r
expla Med I ha 1 the decision was trade
Direetor
erinferenee
with
following a
of Athletics Bingham of Itaryrird and
Harry II. Heneage, supervisor of athletics at Dartmouth.

Total of 1160 Now Dig.
ging Under Governor Sq.

1
,
riD
GOVERNOR TO APPROVE
BOSTON AIRPORT BILL

in amplification of his letter. It was
however, was
delighted with the developments and,
before taking an early evening train for
Hanover, N. H., said, "I'm very much
pleased with the way things worked out.
Mr. McLaughlin acted like a true
gentleman in the whole affair and has
handled the situation in a capable and
diplomatic manner. Dartmouth now
Po ahead with its arrangements for the
game which is to be one of the greatest
in Dartmouth history.'
From Bingham, who will receive the
mayor's letter this morning, but who had
been notified of its contents, came the
statement:
lAcLAUGHLIN LETTER
HAPPY THAT ARRANGEMENTS
The McLaughlin letter which really HAVE BEEN MADE
I have been informed of the letter
made possible the staging of the Dartwritten me today by his honor,
mouth-Stanford game was as follows:
Mayor Curley, in reference to the
I have just had a conference
Dartmouth-Stanford game which
with William J. Bingham, director
originally was scheduled to he
of athletics of Harvard tfilivtasity,
played in the Harvard stadium on
and Harry R. Heneage, supervisor
Nov. 28, 1931, subject to the apof athletics at Dartmouth College.
Both Mr. Bingham and Mr. Henproval of the mayor of Boston and
cage expressed to me their sincere
which his honor has approved.
regret that the scheduling of the
The stadium will be available for
Dartmouth-Stanford game at HarDartmouth and Stanford on that
vard stadium had created a situaday. I am happy that arrangetion which under any circumstances
ments have been made which are
might prove embarrassing to Bossatisfactory to the authorities of
Boston College and Dartmouth.
ton College. They both assured me
The conference which settled the issue
that if the question of any interand paved the way for the agreement,
ference with the annual Boston
was held yesterday noon at the HarBy ARTHUR SIEGEL
)College-Holy Cross game had ocvard Club. Although there was no reMayor James M. Curley yesterday
port as to what occurred, it was learned
eurred to them, the matter would
that Bingham was the man who made
gave his approval to the holding of thc
have been handled in a way which
the
meeting possible. Harvard's interest
ir
Dartmouth-Stanford football game
would have prevented the present
In the whole matter was only indirect.
the Harvard stadium on Saturday after.
The loan of the stadium was through
unfortunate conflict.
noon, Nov. 28, the original place anc
friendly motives and there the crimson
The Boston College Alumni Asparticipation ended.
date.
sociation therefore feels that, rather
But, since McLaughlin and Heneage
This approval was given in a. lette
than deprive lovers of football of
did not know each other, and 'Bingham
to William J. Bingham, director of ath.
knew
both, it is understood that he
an opportunity to witness this
brought the two together. He invited
letics at Harvard, after a receipt of f
classic that under all circumstances
both to lunch at the Harvard Club and,
letter from Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr,
it would be well if Dartmouth and. after the meal was over, left them topresident of the Boston College Alumn
gether to discuss the matter and, if
Stanford were allowed to play at
Association, withdrawing the objection.
possible, come to an agreement. Last
the Harvard stadium on Nov. 28,
week. McLaughlin had conferred with
which caused the mayor's denial t(
1931.
the Harvard athletic head, while BingDartmouth to use the stadium on th(
I, therefore, request that your
ham
and Heneage were together at
grounds that it would conflict with tilt
Philadelphia at the Penn relay carnival.
honor reconsider the decision which
game
Cross
College-Holy
Boston
annual
The athletic denartment. at. 'ROO lt1
you announced in your letter to
College and principally John P. Curley,
on that date.
Mr. Bingham under the date or
graduate
i anager, was not involved in
The McLaughlin letter was the outApril 10, 1931.
the controversy, nor was Cleo O'Donnell,
come of a series of conferences witlMayor Curley's letter to Bingham graduate manager of athletics at Holy
Cross. Neither had any public statethe mayor, Bingham and Harry R
was:
ment to make about the agreement, alsupervisor
al
of athletics
Heneage.
My dear Mr. Bingham:—
though both were pleased that everyDartmouth, which were held during the
I am in receipt of the accomthing had been settled amicably.
There were two confer'
pa.sf, week.
panying communication this day,
These two, however, will now
cores yesterday, McLaughlin first meetmine the site of their game which,deterwhich I beg to forward herewith,
early
In
the winter, appeared in be
consulting
then
with
ing Heneage and
submitted by the president of the
headed
for
Worcester.
That
Holy
Crofts
the mayor.
Boston College Alumni, in which
ents desire a real home game adherLs no
he states that Boston College
secret.
ENDS CONTROVERSY
That many Boston College
alumni
are
opposed
to the shifting of
Alumni are agreeable to the'game
the withdrawal of the Boston College
the game also Is well known.
which Dartmouth and Stanford
objection and the automatic approval
are disinterested and feel thatOthers
Holy
universities desire to be played at
of the mayor were foretold in The HerCross is entitled to prove Whether
it
can conduct this big game at
the Harvard stadium on Nov. 28.
ald last Saturday morning, April 25.
Fitton
field.
The
action
as
taken by the Boston
It ends an Intercollegiate-political
Whether the controversy which
College Alumni is both sportsmancontroversy which exploded two weeks
just been ended may influence has
like and commendable and objecthe
change
ago and which involved Boston College,
of sentiment among Crusader
tion having been withdrawn by
alumni remains to be seen. The
them to the holding of the game.
Holy Crass, Harvard, Dartmouth and
ing may be that since the B. C. feelI know of no reason why I should
gradStanford.
uates ceded one point they
withhold
approval.
should be
The only matter which now remains
granted another. If, on the other
You are at, liberty to inform
hand,
the athletic heads decide that
to be settled is the site of the Boston
President A. Lawrence Lowell of
ter is to be given one game, WorcesHarvard University and the repreCollege-Holy Cross game. It is exit, i
to be played Thanksgiving day. likely
sentatives
of
Dartmouth
next
that
the
within
month,
and
or
Stanpected
All
these
things, however, are a matford universities as to the decision
less, it will be known whether the conter of future development.
arrived at.
Respectfully,
thing is that Boston College The chief
teE, will continue to be held in Fenway
JAMES M. CURLEY, rayon
alumni, as
McLaughlin had no comment to make anticipated, have withdrawn their obpark in Boston or will be shifted, for
jection to the intersectional game,
one year at least, to Fitton field, the
and
that Dartmouth now may go
athletic plant of Holy Cross in Worcesthe plans for accommodatingahead with
the
thousands of alumni who plan to make
ter.
the
week-end of Nov. 28 a. gathering
of,,th

DARTMOUTH GAINS
USE OF STADIUM
FOR STANFORD TILT

Curley Approves Game at
Request of B. C. Alumni
Head

MOVE FOLLOWS
NOON CONFERENCE

Boston College-Holy Cros
Match May Be Moved to
Worcester on Thanksgiving

self-explanatory. Hetrilgo,
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G. G. A.Demands Curley Act to Curb URGE FILLING IN
Graft in City Collection of Garbage
OF CHANNEL, BAY

•

The Good Government Association
yesterday challenged the formal statebent of the finance commission that
municipal revenue from the collection
of refuse and waste last year showed
an increase of $15,000 over 1929 revenue, with the charge that the increase
of $500 contrasted with a decrease of
$31,000 in comparison with the revenue in 1927.
The association charged that the diminishing income makes necessary immediate action to "make admitted graft
in the sanitary division of the public
Works department less likely."
Comparison of revenue from collection of waste shows a drop of $38,000
in seven years which the association
believes is due to the "pocketing of
Money by city employes" as charged
last year by Mayor Curley.
In absolving Mayor Curley of responsibility for the decline in revenue, the
association thrust upon him blame for
failure to correct the situation last
year, in spite of the claims of the finance commission, denied by the figures
reported to have been obtained from
'Municipal records.
"The finance commission made the
Charge of graft," said the association

CITY EMPLOYE FIRED
IN WOMAN'S CASE
Veteran Worker Charged with
Attempting Familiarities

•

statement; City Hall admitted it; the
auditor's figures show practically no
improvement in 1930. The conclusion
appears inescapable. Mere shifting of
inspectors' beats is no answer to dishonesty. It is high time to devise a
system whereby graft is rendered less
likely in order that the revenue of the
city may be safeguarded."
After reading the statement of the
Good Government Association, Mayor
Curley made this comment:
The report made public by City
Affairs, the so-called Good Government publication, this day is
written upon the subject with which
the editor appears well versed and
from the place where the publication should be issued, the garbage
pail.
No person of ordinary intelligence would venture a comparison
relative to the falling off in combustible waste and garbage during
the prosperous year of 1929 and the
year of depression 1930, and no intelligent individual would wa.ste
time in replying to such a stupid,
Innocuous and inane communication as has this day emanated from
the garbage pail.

hysterical and was treated at the Hay- ,
market relief station.
Doyle is 51 years old, and entered the
welfare department in 1902.
Mayor Curley dictated a letter to
Chairman Simon Hecht of the overseers
of public welfare, in which he declared
that suspension was far too lenient
punishment for the offence which had
been officially reported. The mayor
added that there could be no condonation cf such an offence because of the
danger that such action might encourage others to more serious breaches.
Patrolman Henry E. Hart of the Joy
street division, who is assigned to the
welfare department, filed a report of
the affair with Capt. John McGrath,
but the refusal of the woman to seek
a warrant for the arrest c,f Doyle and
her insistence that she would not suffer the humiliation of appearurr in
court, prevented action by the nnliee

The overseers of the public welfare
were instructed by Mayor Curley last
night to discharge William R. G. Doyle,
a veteran e nploye of the public welfare
department, who has been under indefinite suspension since last Friday, for
conduct involving a woman who was
treated at the Haymarket relief station.
Doyle, according to a report to the
mayor made by Secretary Walter V. BUILDING
OFSTRANDWAY
McCarthy of the welfare department,
FAVORED
BY CURLEY
attempted familiarities with a woman
The construction of a strandway along
In the Wayfarers' lodge on Hawkins the East
Boston waterfront at a cost
street, when she visited there last Fri- of a
$1,000,000, half to be paid by the
, day morning to collect weekly relief city and
half
by the state, was favored
granted to her husband. She became yesterday by Mayor
Curley, who appeared before the House ways and means
committee. The project, the executive
said, would be an aid to unemployment
and an asset from a health and recreational standpoint.
When the committee pointed out that
all the state highway fund has been
appropriated and the general appropriation bill signed, the mayor replied that
the city is prepared to invest in the
roadway if the committee is prepared
to authorize borrowing the money outside the debt limit. He also called attention to the appreciation in real estate
values which have followed the development of similar projects in the city.
Members of the Legislature from East
Boston also favored the bill.

Rourke, Curle, New
Haven Official Back Project
Col. Charles R. Gow of Becton, supported today before the House ways and
,means committee the report of a legislative commission of which he was a
member, advocating the filling in of
Fort Point channel and South Bay
waterways at a total expenditure of
$6.821,800.
He pointed out that the water commerce in this section has dwindled and
that, if that section had railroad communication, it would be an ideal location for general warehouse purposes. He
called attention to the enormous expenditure snow exLsting in the unloading of goods from trucks. To carry
out the proposed fill, he said, "It would
be necessary to construct at a cost of
$3.282.000 a conduit system to carry
out Dorchester and Roxbury sewage
and storm flows beyond the Dorchester
avenue bridge."
He pointed out that the Dorchester,
Broadway and Dover street bridges now
cast about $87,000 for maintenance annually, while the Dorchester avenue
bridge will have to be replaced at an
estimated cost of $800,000.
He said also that the bill would benefi, passengers using the New Haven railread, because conditions at present limit
'the number of trains over the bottleneck bridge there. He estimated that
through resale of land reclaimed by filling an - by other means, a net return
of more than $6,000,000 could be obto ined.
Joseph A. Rourke. public works commissioner of the city of Boston, and a
member of the speciai commission,
agreed that the project. should go
;hrough. but disagreed in some reTeets with Gow as to the advantages to
the city. He said the Dorchester avenue bridge need not be rebuilt at present, that it will last 15 years or more.
Mayor Curley appeared in favor of
the measure. He declared that many
concerns have left the area and he assumed the project as outlined would be
of tremendous benefit to the railroads
and some real benefit to the city.
He said the present waterway is unsafe and insanitary at low water. Others
in favor were Arthur P. Russell. vicepresident of the New Haven, and forme!
Representative Renton of Brookline
Brookline, representing an Albany street
property owner. There was on two.
sition.
;

1
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FOUR CITY CONTRACTS
AWARDED BY CURLEY

Two street paving contracts and two
sewer jobs were awarded by Mayor
Curley yesterday to the lowest bidders.
Henry F. Malley will pave Linden
street, Roxbury, and Seminole street.
Hyde Park, for $13,589; Appel &
O'Toole will pave Iroquois street and
Pleasanton street. Roxbury, for $53,933;
John Williams will lay a sewer in
Butler
street, Dorchester, for $10.958, and
De
CrLstofaro & Bros. Co. will lay a
sewer
in Northern avenue, South Boston,
for
$19,300.

g/J/
ASK FOR TUNNEL CITY OBSERVES MAY DAY
TO SULLIVAN SO ON COMMON TOMORROW
•

Charlestown Fold Would
Raze El Structure
Extension of the Washington-st Tunnel of the Boston Elevated Railway
to Sullivan sq. Charlestown, was urged
today before the Legislative Committee
on Transportation. A large delegation
of Charlestown persons appeared to indorse the project, which would involve
the demol tion of the present elevated
structure to Sullivan sq.
Representative Robert L. Lee of
Charlestown, petitioner for the leglehttion, said that the fire hazard in his
district is great because of the elevated
structure. He claimed that the structure is old and in a weak conditlan,
having outlived its normal usefulneas
of about 25years.
Ho estimated the cost of the jroject
at about 46,000,000 a.nd said the cost of
tearing down the present structure
would be but little. He declared that
the Elevated would be glad to get rid
of the present system and pay rencal
for the use of a tunnel to Charlestown.
William H. Breen, in favor of the
bill, told the committee that Charlestown had from 10 to 15 millionaires
some years ago and was as pretty a
place to live as the Back Bay.

S

Congressman Fish and Mayor Curley to Speak
Public and Parochial School Children Take Part
on
May 1 will be observed tomorrow
Boston
Boston Common by the city of
with appropriate ceremonies lasting
Immediately
from 11 a m to noon.
the
following the city program at
of
Parkman Bandstand, the Veterans
Foreign Wars will hold a patriotic
in.
rally which will continue until 3 p
The orator will be Congressman
city,
Hamilton Fish Jr of New York
prominent in the anti-Communistic
movement. Mayor Curley will delivee
an address on citizenship.
At the Frog Pond there will be a
May Pole dance and May fete under
the supervision of the Community
Service of Boston and under the auspices of the city of Boston, In which
aDeroximately 250 of the primary

Called Health Menace
Miss Elizabeth R. Teaffe, director
1,4 the Charlestown Night Hogh Scho t
strongly opposed the "L" structure.
She declared that it is taking from the
streets of Charlestown proper sunlight,
taking from the city of Boston thousands of dollars' worth of taxes because of decreased valuation and is
creating a menace to the safety ond
health of the children of the district.
Ex-Representative John P. Shepard
of Charlestown said the removal of
the overhead trucks would be a blessing to the district. "It would bring
back the old Yankee families of which
Chat lestown was once so proud." Be
said Boston should pick up the trend
of the present day to beautify our
cities. Charlestown, he declared, could
be one of the most delightful residential districts in the city if only it were
given a chance to improve.
Mrs Adelaide English, president of
St Mary's Mothers' Club, recorded that
organization in favor of the bill, and emuncii.
H. Ware Barnum, counsel for the
asked the committee to "look kindly
trustees of the Boston Elevated, in optowa.d Charlestown."
Attorney Hugh Maraghy, president! position to the bill, declared thot le
of the Bunker Hill Social and Athletic could not "see why it can be said that
Club, told the committee that they the Boston Elevated Company is in
would gain the "everlasting thanks" favor of the tearing down of the strucof the people of Charlestown, if they ture.
"There are other things," he said,
acted favorably in the bill.
Ex-Mayor Wendell D. Rockwood of "more important than to conaider tearCambridge, property owner in Charles- ing down present. facilities."
As regards the statement of Repretown, said that the district looks as
though it were "laboring under a sentative Lee that the life of the El
blight," having a depressing effect on structure is no more than 25 yisere,
the physical and social life of the Barnum declared: "We figure the depeople. "The building of homes has precation of the structure on a basis
been at a standstill for the past 30 of 711 years and the trustees are criticised for not making the estimated lIfe
years," he declared.
Others recorded in favor of the Lee 100 years.''
of
Buckley
P.
He emphatically stated that the 1.
bill were Senator John
Boaton, the Bunker Hill Post, A. L.;, structure is kept in 100 percent condiCity
Boston
the
and
at all Ulnae.
tion.
Curley
Mayor

participate.
grade school children will
school
In conjunction with the public school
children this year the parochial
feature.
children will be an added
to par.
The parochial school children
are from
s
ceremonie
ticipate in these
Anthony's
the following schools: St
and the
Church, St John's Church
North End Settlement House.Guardian
The House of the Angel
eery.
Band, which has volunteered its
ices, will furnish the music. ions in
The participating organizat
Veterans of
the ceremonies include
States.
Foreign Wars of the United
United
Grand Army of the Republic,
LeSpanish War Veterans, American
Tewieh
gion, Disabled War Veterans,
VeterWar Veterans, Sons of Union
War,
ans, Military Order of the World
the
Army and Navy Union, Ladles of
G. A. R., Auxiliary to the United
to
Auxiliary
Spanish War Veterans,
the American Legion, American War
Mothers, Gold Star Mothers' Unite No.
I, Auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet.
crane, Daughters of Union Veterans.
Daughters of American Revolution.
Massachusetts Daughters of American
Revolution, Auxiliary to Army and
Navy Union, Women's Relief Corps
nd Service Star Legion.
The program follows: Opening ad.
ress, Mrs Ida Cohen, general chairIlan; invocation, Rev Wallace Hayes,
uttional chaplain, V. F. W.; selection,
America"; master of ceremonies, City
'ounclior Herman Bush, DSC; address,
ire Irene E. Hurley, department presiient Ladies' Auxiliary, V. F. W. adress, Brig Gen Alston Hamilton, U. S.
t., representing Patrick Hurley, Seewe nr
.
ps,

QUEEN OF FESTIVAL
CALLS ON THE MAYOR
Invites Him to Frog Pond
Party Tomorrow
Lydie Tagliuca, Queen of the May
festival to be held at the Frog Pond on
the Common tomorrow at 1 p m, today
appeared at City Hall in her festive
costume and
personally presented
Mayor Curley an illuminated invite.i
Bon.
"Mother Goose and all her Children
will be there and I'm sure you will enjoy this festival." was part of the letter of invitaticn. Mayor Gurley assured
the girl that he would enjoy It: gave
tydie is gift and then posed with
her
for the camera IMIL

NoIs PR 1111
BE'TUNED
-1
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Planning Board Would Follow Methods Pursued
In New York
FINDINGS TO BE
SENT TO CURLEY

NOISY MOTORISTS
New York has silenced auctioneers
who have been accustomed to resort to
Ititolsitintep
ers attract os
atotennti3
ioncon
as
s
as
considered
In need of local regulations which
.v:11 guarantee like silence.
In every municipality there is constant complaint about the practice of
motorists who signal occupants of
buildings with their electric horns instead of with the bells which are heard
only in the homes or apartments of
those whose attention is Intended to
be attracted.
The laziness of motorists is considered to be the real reason of this nuisance which it is felt can be controlled
in Boston as well as in New York. In
the latter city the aid of manufacturers
of motor horns has been enlisted for
the purpose of producing harmonious
sounding horns.
"This blowing of automobile horns,"
said Miss Herlihy yesterday, "can be
easily brought under control as was the
illegal use of automobile lights. It Is
one of the principal causes of complaint, but one which is susceptible to
quick correction. I am not so optimistic that I am looking forward to the
day when we in Boston can boast of
dogs which will only bark softly and
harmoniou.sly or when we can train
cats to refrain from indulging in night
disturbances. But there Are noises
which can be abated and it is quite
probable that Boston, which need not
expend any large sum for study or investigation, can make considerable
Progress toward a noiseless city."

Adherence to the New York plan of
noise-abatement is contemplated by the
Boston planning board if Mayor Curley
accepts the recommendation for further
'study of the problem which the board
. Ls expected to advise at its meeting
Friday.
Analysis of the comprehensive report
of the engineers who investigated the
necessity of noise-abatement .• New
York has impressed members of the
Iplanning board and Boston investigators
with the fact that with the exception
of volume, there Is little difference between conditions in the two cities and
that the results of the New York study
are applicable to the Boston situation.
TO REPORT TO MAYOR
How the members of the planning
I board will look on the problem of noiseThe withdrawal of the Boston College
abatement cannot be accurately fore- alumni objections and the approval of
told, because no serious consideration Mayor Curley of the Dartmouth-Stanhas yet been given the question, h•74: it ford game was a graceful combination
Is a fair assumption that the recommen- and happy solution of a problem in
which politics for the first time took a
dations which will be presented 'iday hand in intercollegiate athletics. Both
by Miss Elizabeth M. Herlihy, secretary Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., the B. C.
of the board, will be transmitted to alumni president, and Mayor Curley
Mayor Curley. It is probable that he really had no alternatives in the first
move, but both found a tactful way out
will be advised of the need of the crea- of the situation and left all concerned
tion of a commission to give further satisfied with the result.
study to the subject, preparatory to
McLaughlin and Curley exhibited a
recommendations for the enactment of diplomatic willingness to discuss the
i city ordinances or of additions to exist- !whole affair and then to hold a series
log regulations of the health depart- j of conferences which would present a
!satisfactory solution. And as much
ment.
praise must be given to William J. BingTo date New York has not achieved ham of Harvard, who, although not diparticularly noticeable progress in rectly connected with the affair, helped
noise-abatement but there is a cam- In the peace-making conferences.
paign in progress which is expected to
result in the adoption of a definite
policy of enforcing sections of the sanitary code which make It a punishable
offence to disturb the quiet or interfere
with the comfort of individuals.
New York has thus far met the noise
nuisance with simple regulations intended to eliminate principal sources of
complaint. Planning board officials feel
that Boston can do no better than to
follow the lead of New York unless it is
decided to be wise to make a demand
on the Boston Elevated for the junking
of trolley car wheels with worn fiat
surfaces, which create so much noise
that the cars form one of the principal
causes ot local complaint.
In New York the use of radio loud
speakers which disturb the quiet and
comfort of persons is prohibited. There ,
Ls no ordinance or health department i
regulation in that city which specifies ,
that radios which Are Alldible a, certain !
(11stance are a common nuisance.
,
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WORKERS FOR BLIND
GUESTS OF CITY
Delegates Praise Perkins In.
stitution
Perkins Institution for the Blind was
lauded by delegates of 37 nations who
have been attended a conference ot
workers for the blind called by President Hoover. at a luncheon tendered bY
the city at the Copley-Plaza Hetet yesterday. The delegates left last evening
for New York, where they will remain
two days before leaving for their respective countries,.
the
at
presided
Mayor
Curley
luncheon. He pointed out that Boston.
Robert
through the use of the George
White units, is cutting down infant
mortality and the death rate of
mothers during child birth, and also
!materially decreasing the number of
babies born blind, through pre-natal instruction.
Among the speakers, all of whom
, spoke highly of tht treatment they had
!received during their trip, particularly
In Boston. were Robert B. 'min. executive director of the American Foundation for the Blind: Pierre Guinot of
Paris, Dr. Lotha Gaelaler-Knibbe. pros:' dent of the organization for the blirel
in Germany: Henry Hedger, director
of the Sydney tAustralia) Industrial
'Blind Institute: Fraulein Margaret
Schafferm. representing Switzerland:
Senor Ramon Beteta, director of the
educational department of the United
Charities and Welfare of Mexico City.
Mayor Curley introduced several who
lost their sight during the war. They
included Capt. E. A. Baker, director of
the Canadian National Institute for the
Blind: Capt. Ian Fraser, director of St.
Dunstan's Hostel in London: Clutha
N. MacKenzie, director of the Jubilee
Institute for the Blind at Auckland, N.
Z.: Dr. Miguel Mend Nicollch of Spain.
Miss Hamar Greenwood of England was
presented with a bouquet.
Dr. Edward E. Allen, director of the
Perkins Institution, became toastmaster
when Mayor Curley left the room. The
delegates praised his administration of
the institution, which many considered
to be the bast of its kind in the world.
Discussion among the delegates has
centred about. the establishment of a
Permanent international council for the
blind at Paris or Geneva.
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ELY AND CURLEY
GLORIFY HORSE
k

One Rides, Other Drives Into Ballroom of Statler at Horse Lovers'
Banquet

not expect to make a speech and would
a
be glad when there was instituted .
FAY
M.
FRANK
BY
dinner without after-dinner spOitking
eona bridle path be
Gracing a night of nights devoted He suggested that
etructed along Tremont, Beacon street
to the glorification of the horse, Gov- and School street so that Mayor Curley
from his
ernor Ely and Mayor Curley fairly could ride on his steed
Jamaicaway home to City Hall grid
outdid themselves by their efforts last leave the thoroughbred tied to a hitchnot be
night, at the Hotel Statler, to make ing post. This he geld would for
the
good for himself but might he
the occasion memorable. Not only Lieutena
nt-Governor. The banquet, he
rode,
one
women
but
and
fy,"
did they "speechi
said, showed that the men
ge at this particular time
the other drove a noble animal into still had enure
to put on P,I,h a alien.
.
the great ballroom
Noted Horse Owners Present
This was the chief feature of a
toastmaster a ccc .lartms "ForThe
feaunusual
with
Drivnight fairly jammed
tune" 'Young of the Metropolitan
remarks
tures. It was the third annual ban- ing Club who in his opening
res
millionai
that those present,
shoulquet of the Horse Lovers, and more stated
to the stable boys, rubbed
down
learned
than 1000 devotees of the beloved ders and gathered all to beanimal
of
horse, the greatest
animal, including a large number of about the
ully
thoughtf
e
committe
the
that
and
all
the best women riders of show horses, arranged and had the horse, in flesh,
present, to "glorify horse, the beat
were present.
Mend man ever had." Bayard Tnek.1
ilthprs soeakers were
steeple.
erman, Jr.. who spoke of the
UNIQUE ENTRY BY MAYOR
and running horses; Henry
ohasers
banquet
by
the
opened
The Mayor
H., of the Norfolk
gray Vaughan, M. F.

ANNUAL DANCE HELD
BY COLUMBIA COURT
More Than 500 Persons at
Foresters' Program
----Columbia Court, M. C. 0. F., held
Its 3811: annual banquet and dance last
evening at the Hotel Princeton, Compersona
mcnwealth ay. More than 500
.
attended
James A. Desmond, a member of the
C.
high finance committee of the M.
Des0. F., was toastmaster. Mr
ranger
mond, who also is a past chief

JAMES A. DESMOND
Toast master

of the court, was presented with a
wrist watch by Arthur it. Neary, a
past chief ranger of the court and
now treasurer. Mr Desmond was
chairman of the committee in charge
of the banquet and the presentation
of the watch was a total surprise to
him.

Mrs Desmond, wife of the past, chief
ranger, was presented with a bouquet

of flowers by Eugene F. Canney. She
his appearance driving an "old
K. Leggett, president Is a past chief ranger of Blessed SacLouis
Club;
Hunt
mare," attached to a venerable hack of the Boston Horse Show; Augustus rament Court, M. C. 0. F. Both Mr
of the vintage of years when he was F. Goodwin, president of the Eastern and Mrs Desmond always have been
a young fellow. He was followed by Horse Club, and Mrs. Johnson McCor- actively interested In M. C. 0. F. acTtlees.
the Governor who appeared on a roan miek. Among those present was For- tivih
speakers were Chairman Peter
thoroughbred. They then took their reeler "Tim" Clark of Harvard fame.
Mrs.
and
represeats at the table of Mr.
was one of the most un- F. Tague of the Election Board,
affair
the
The
with
company
in
d
W. J. MeDomil
in many senting Mayor Curley; High Chief
usual staged In these parts
P.
EdRev
McCabe;
Mayor's daughter, Miss Mary.
g were Ranger Joseph
told years. Noted In the gatherin
la his address, Mayor Curley
of show, run- ward P. Twigg, chaplain of the court;
stables
large
of
owners
the
with
the Francis P. Hannigan, deputy high
how he first came In Contact
and harness racing horses in
F. Sullivan of the
horse when he drove a grocery wagon ning
who came from far distant chief ranger; Annie
country,
when
Saratoga
at.
was
he
time
the
until
The show, which started three high finance committee, and Mrs May
he and his friends lost their shirts on cities. ago and which those in charge McDonald, chief ranger of Blessed
and years
a horse ridden by Earle Sande last thought had reached its climax last Sacrament Court.
places,
which was able to walk home in
Solos were rendered by Fred and
y year, has been copied in other
great
place. He Alen stated that Kentuck
Vernie Harrington, Miss Kitty Buckthe affair last night was the of the
boasted of breeding the beet horses, hut
ley, May Ahearn and May Whelan.
the history of the sponsors
women and something which is not al- est In Lovers banquet. At one tint,
Mr Tague said that the M. C. 0. F.
Horse
18th
the
to
due
ridet,
in the front rank of fraternal
lowed in this country
than 20 horses with their were stands
more
the
that
qualified
hut
amendment,
organizations. He spoke of the great
hall and
raced into the dining
sportand
bred
Boston
of
was
lovers
This
Mayor Curley has for the
love
.
that
horse
greeted with great applause
ed the best horses In the country and
Cavalry Band. mounted, °lige nizat ion. He said, in part: "I
110th
the
when
boasted
Boston
for gaiety and lustre
Conductor Chester E. ; know of no man who has a greater
America. In command of
conclusion of ; love for this organization than the
of the beet womanhood In
Whiting, entered at the
loved
said,
he
horses,
love
who
the Grand Na- present Mayor of Boaton, who knows
Those
of
picture
moving
the
worth
to back them for all they were es but tional Steeplechase at Liverpool, Eng- tof the grest aselstarre rendered to the
people in their time of need. His feeland did not want to be hypocrit
who
those
for
betting
open
ing for your society is augmented by
favored
game.
the
activity of his beloved end d parted
the
love
who was instrumental in the orson,
Curley
Ely "Joshes"
ganization of one of the largest and
was
tics
g
gatherin
the
told
beat courts In the M. C. 0. F. in the
Mr. Ely
though he
pleased to be present and
at some other
teh members of Old Boatonta Court,
'
"
"The
Sta
NC' M scheduled to speak took A goadOiled with love for their organizer,
gathering returned and
GoverCurley.
Mayor
at
beikvIng him their worthy leeder,
natured fling
said that he was
changed the name of the court to the
nor Ely iii his address
4ind when he
James M. Curley Jr Court after his
not tisee, to riding horses
dinner did
de7th."
accepted the invitation to the
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inc cheers of the getherink, and Mrs.
Sydney Winslow, Jr., showed her excellent hackney pony, Jasmine, herself
handling the ribbons with all the skill
of a professional four-in-hand.
Then came the five-gaited stallion,
Flowing Gold, also from the Oldtown
Hill stable of Mrs. Dibble, to show the
crowd the smooth action of this type ,
of horse developed in the South to make!
easy the traveling over the large cotton
fields of arte-bellum days. Also fresn
the South came the saddle horse, Lexington, owned by Arthur L. Lewis of
Newtonville, a beauty in horseflesh, o
Illustrate the saying of that now famous
Irish groom to the effect that "if I ever
see a woman with a shape like that, I'll
marry her!"
By P. J. CULLEN
, One thousand horsemen and women BAYARD TUCKERMAN
of New England and other parts of the GIVEN GREAT RECEPTION
Allan J. Wilson of the Metropolitan
East gathered at Hotel Stetler last night
at the third annual horse lovers' ban- Drising Club drove his Hollyrood Dick
2:001 1, into the horseshoe of tanbark
quet to form the greatest assemblage in the dining hall, and the assembly
of its kind ever brought together in saw one of the greatest trotters of 1930
America to pay homage to King Horse. in action with the man who is regarded
The highest dignitaries of the state, as the foremost amateur driver in the
Gov. Ely and Mayor Curley, mingled United States handling the reins.
with the stable boys and swipes, along
And all this to the strains of the
with owners of stables of runners, 110th cavalry band, which furnished
trotting horses, show horses and work- the music. The rising generation of
ing horses in a setting that brought out riders was exemplified by six riders,
the brightness of the horse as a jewel mounted on Shetland ponies, Mary Wilwhose history goes back into the ages son, Eleanor Wilson, Betty Scudder,
unknown.
John Tolman, Billy Scudder and Dickie
Scudder, all well known to followers of
GRAND NATIONAL
horse shows in New England.
PICTURES A FEATURE
His honor the mayor spoke at some
Every phase of the horse world was length in his always enthusiastically rerepresented. From New York and points ceived style, but nearly every horseman
Soeth came the lovers of the trotting) in the hall appreciated the effort of
horse and the bangtails. From the Bayard Tuckerman, Jr., whose reputaNorth and West were representatives of tion as a steeplechase expert is known
the horse show world, while among the on two continents. Tuckerman's regreat assemblage were many others ception by the crowd consolidated his
whose interest in the equine king was position as one of the most popular
that of the ordinary rider, or worker horsemen in New England.
about the horse.
All, however, had one thing in com- CHAIRMAN NEWBERT
mon and that was to give to the horse RECEIVES CONGRATULATIONS
all the credit due him for his source
Credit for the success of the affair,
of pleasure, aid and joy to mankind.
which has alreadys in three years gained
The record-breaking crowd saw the an enviable reputation in the horse
second showing of the Grand National , world, lies largely with Walter E. Newsteeplechase moving pictures in Amer- bert, chairman of the committee; John
ica; it saw every style of horse from H. Gilbody, secretary and treasurer, and
the polo pony to the thoroughbred in the sponsors among whom were Augusaction on the ballroom floor, from the tus F. Goodwin, president of the Eastern
great Arabian strain to the Morgan, the Horse Club; Josiah P. Wescott; Arthur
only breed that is truly Amerisan.
H. Lovesy, who placed the rustic work
James F. Young of Quincy was,master in the banquet hall; Louis K. Liggett,
ceremonies,
and
his
of
introductions
president of the Boston Horse Show;
of
each event on the program were one of C. Harvey Mcore, who saw that the en-.
the features of the night's entertain- tertainment was smoothly handled; N.
ment. Mayor Curley opened the festivi- Howard Peckham; Attend J. Wilson;
ties by driving into the banquet hall Arthur L. Lewis and W. J. McDonald.
in a well turned out phaeton with a
Other sponsors were Robert Almy,
beautiful grey in the harness His ex- Hugh Bancroft, Reginald W. Bird,
mounted
horse,
entered
on a
cellency
Arthur Black, John J. Carroll, H. Holton
'hardly at his ease, but he made a big Crowell, Albion L. Danforth, Ar,,hur P.
hit with everyone in the hall.
Felton, Fred F. Field, Fred C. Green,
Joseph D. Knight, Chester W. LASPII,
"TIM" CLARK'S POLO
John R. Macomber, Adnah Neehart,
PONY SCORES HIT
Waldron H. Rand. Jr., Dudley P. Rogers,
Then came in kaleidescoplc succes-t Richard Saltonstall, Capt. F. D. Sharp.
sion the colorful exposition of the del F. Harold Tolman. Charles H. Traiser
velopment of the horse in America. The and Frank g-J. Trott.
full-blooded Morgan mare, Bucephala,
owned by Mrs. Florence F. Dibble of
Oldtown Hill stable, Newbury, the
champion Morgan mare of the world,
showed to the highest degree the beauty
of this great strain with Barbara Green
in the saddle.
"Tim" Clark, former Harvard polo
and crew star, exhibited his Royal Ace,
one of the best polo ponies In this section. The thoroughbred horse was represented by George H. D. Lamson's Flag
of Fashion, that speedy get-a-way flat
runner who has scored victories at The
Country Club and Raceland meetings.
Virginia Tolman of Cohasset rode her
father's, F. Harold 'Tolman's. Treasure
Box, champion saddle pony of America;
Sally Scudder, the niece of W. J. McDonald, one of this nation's famous
amateur reinsmen, rode the Arabian
44, into the bonouet ball to

HORSE LOVERS
HOLD BANQUET

1000 Enthusiasts Turn Out
For Third Annual
Get-Together

SENATE ADVANCES
CITY FINANCE B11.1
Will Allow Borrowing $1,000,000 Outside Debt Limit
Senate bills authorizing the city of
Boston to borrow $1,000,000 outside its
debt limit for the construction of two
municipal buildings in Dorchester were
ordered to a third reading by vote of
the House of Representatives yesterday.
The measure to authorize the erection
of a building at Field's Corner was advanced on voice vote while the bill authorizing the construction of a similar
building in the vicinity of Franklin field
was advanced by a rollcall vote of 141
to '13.
Enactment of the bills by the Legislature will pass to Mayor Curley and
the city council the final decision to
order, construction of either or both
proposed buildings, the legislation for
which was reported adversely by the
committee on municipal finance.
Representative George P. Anderson,
Back Bay Republican, and regarded as
the Curley spokesman in the House, opposed passage of the bills and declared
that they did not have the approval of
the mayor. Anderson led the House
fight a few days ago for the Curley bill
to borrow $1,250.000 outside the debt
limit for the development of the East
Boston airport.
Representatives John Halliwell of
New Bedford and Eliot Wadsworth of
Boston vigorously opposed the bills.
Halliwell declared that the city of Boston is not now in a position to borrow
more money outside its debt limit and
predicted that next year the city may
be compelled to reduce its valuation by
more than $30,000,000.
Wadsworth questioned the actual need
of the buildings. He said that the city
has borrowed up to all reasonable limits. Passage of the $1.250,000 airport
bill, he said, has resulted in a flood
of petitions seeking reduction of valuation on Boston property, amounting tot
$150,000,000,

CURLEY LAUDS ABBOTT I
FOR LIBRARY SERVICE
An exchange of congratulatory messages featured by the declaration o:
Mayor Curley to Gordon Abbott, retiring trustee of the Boston Public Library, that "payment which I extend
in the form of thanks represents the
highest award a grateful community
len bestow for services of a high order
given unselfishly" officially marked the
accsptance yesterday of Mr. Abbott's
resignation.
In his letter to the mayor Mr. Abbott expressed regret that he had been
fcrced because of his age and the stress
of business to decline the recent reappointment for a term of five years, but
ha complimented the mayor for what
1-,termed his "perfect consideration o:
:he bear of trustees and the interests
cr the library."
Another resignation accepted yesterrtay wr that cf Charles K. Bolton, as
a member of the commission on the
marking rf historical sites. He was
succeeded by Charles D. Maginnia.
The designation of H. Murray Patailski, as assistant corporation counsel, as secretary of the board of zoning
adjustment, to succeed Leo Schwartz,
lbw announced.
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Curley, in May Day Proclarriation, Stresses Patriotism and Nationalism
COMMON PROGRAM
EVENTS ANNOUNCED

and mgif loyalty, allegiance and serto America and Americanism
• be stamped on their souls. I
.pbasize these things on May 1
e, view of the viciou.s propaganda
mw prevalent that aims to color
hr impressionable mind of youth
,1 poison the soul and sap the
.idarity of the nation at its source,
I ask that the keynote of the
celebration May 1 be loyalty to
America and its principles; loyalty
to Boston and its splendid traditions; loyalty to the teaching and
conduct that make for a contented
city, a peaceful community and a
united, harmonious people who,
• despite depression and unemployment, have not lost faith in American institutions,

tli1v/2-9/31
MAY UNITE TWO
POLICE GROUPS

In calling on the residents of Boston
to observe May 1 by stressing the
nobility, patriotism and worth of nationalism in contrast to the spurious
virtues and illusory values of fictitious
pacifism and insidious internationalism,
Mayor Curley announced, yesterday,
that Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., of
New York, a prominent anti-communist,
will be the principal speaker at patriotic
exercises on the Common, Friday, from
noon to 3 o'clock.
In the mayor's May day proclamation
he asked that loyalty to America and
American principles be the keynote of
all celebrations.
Postponement cf the entire new West
PATRIOTIC RALLY
end police station project and use of
Municipal programs will include a the $350,000 made available by the city
May pole dance and fete at the Frog council.or A station housing the Hanpond from 11 o'clock to noon under the over and Joy street divisions in A buildsupervision of the Community service ing over the East Boston tunnel at
, North square was announced today by
with 250 public and parochial primary Mayor Curley.
the
participating
and
The announcement came following a
school children
House of the Angel Guardian band pro- conference with Police Commissioner
Hultman, Commissioner Thomas F.
viding music.
Sullivan of the transit commission. and
The Veterans of Foreign Wars will Supt. William J. Casey of the municipal
hold the patriotic rally at the Park- printing plant.
Mayor Curley urged speeding up of
man bandstand at noon and Mayor the
construction et the North square
Curley will speak on citizenship.
buildings, which include A duplex building housing the police station, tunnel
His proclamation read:
administration building and a new
The 109th anniversary of the ormunicipal printing plant. The land is
ganization of Boston's first city
now -being cleared for the buildings. The
government occurs May 1 and
5350.000 to have been need for the
marks the close of 109 years of
building in the West end provides for a
wonder ful material expansion,
new building for the Hanover etreet dicommercial development, human
vision and accommodation for 40 policeincrease and spiritual growth,
men who will be employed in the tunstimulating to our pride as citizens
when completed.
nel
of a great city and constituting an
The transit commission hem $150,000
as
future
a
for
labor
incentive to
set aside for A building as ita Shkre of
glorious as the past has been notthe n'roject. the printing department
able.
has $300,000 for its unit, thereby makOur civic emblem, the flag of
ing 5800,000 available for the new
Boston, should be displayed upon
building over the tunnel.
May 1 alongside of old glory, taint
The mayor has esked the city round]
eur citizens may thus make these
to transfer the police Station appropri1 gs the symbols of their loyalty
ation to the North seuare nralect.
'a the constitution and the law, an
evidence of their devotion to the
principles of American government
and an expression of their love for
the city of their homes.
I suggest that the day be made a
special subject of observance in the
schools; that the story of Boston,
its .shareln the establishment and
maintenance of the republic and
American liberty and its place in
,..iierican history be empha.eieed
oat our children may be impressed
wall the nobility and patriotism
eel the worth of nationalism to
le end that the spurious virtues
; ,id illusory values of fictitious
acifism and ineiclious internation,sm may be obliterated.from.their

Curley Plans Joint Station
at East Boston
Tunnel

•

PrRJD'Vv7/a/
MAYOR ASKS GIFTS
FOR CITY CHARITIES
Mails Appeal for Bequests to
Hundreds of Citizens
Letters were mailed to several hundred of Boston's wealthiest citizens, together with Boston attorneys, by Mayor
Curley yesterday afternoon requesting
that they consider his plan to aid charities with bequests to charitable work
Carrie on by the city when making
their wills.
The mayor, in announcing the requests during an address before Boston
social workers last night in St. Paul's
Cathedral, declared that a generous
icspons will create trust funds through
which city charities may be administered with increased effectiveness In
future years.
The letters specifically mention the
le-ty overseers of the public welfare, the
trustees of the George Robert White
fend, and tbre trustees of the City Hospital, RS recipients for either outright
12equests or trust .funds created in wills.
The mayor, introduced by the Rev.
George L. Paine. presiding, with a joke
about a Negro, hit sharply at race discrimination in Boston, "the city in
which started the fight for liberation
of the Negroes from slavery."
, He told of being visited about two
eelc.s ago by a delegation of 60 college students from Lincoln University,
Philadelphia, who were appearing in a
concert at Jordan hall. He invited
them to be his luncheon guests at the
City Club, but when the club discovered
they were Negroes, it was announced
the students could not be accomodated
until 8:30 P. M.
A hotel which the mayor next
tried
could not arrange to seat the Negroes
until 9:30. The Chamber of Commerce
dining room could not seat them
until 2:30, the mayor said, "when they
were certain everyone else had left and
wouldn't see them." Mayor Curley
that only the day before he had'said
debated with his daughter whether
it
would be more unfortunate to be
a Negro or Chinaman,and was born
vinced of his view that the Negro conmore unfortunate, as a result, Of was
the
exP,rnce.
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Discrimination Charged
In City's Poor Aid Checks

At a m eeti ng hem
yesterday at the
establishment of Milsolino & Berger,
117 Commercial street, representatives
of 11 wholesale grocery firms of Boston
r•era present to protest against what
they termed discrimination against
them in the matter of expenditures by
cheeks supplied to needy families by
the City of Boston for relief.
It was charged that the recipients ot
the checks are obliged to purchase theft
gi ocerien at certain
stores. A COMmittee was appointed to draw up a petition to Mayor Curley to halt furthei
Issuance of checks CM tiliA boftRia.

HIS HONOR DRIVES TO DINNER
k

Statler last. night, where
Photo shows Mayor Curley driving horse and carriage into the ballroom of the Hotel
a fancy rig years ago
drive
to
used
he
how
showing
is
Mayor
The
held.
was
banquet
Lovers
he Horse
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DELIVER
SEN. WALSH TO
ADDRESS HERE JULY 4
List
Name Will Be Added to Notable
Of Faneuil Hall Speakers
I.
United States Senator David
of
Walsh has accepted the invitation
Mayor Curley to deliver the Indepenat
dence day address at Faneuil Hall
11 A. M., July 4.
folThe selection of Senator Walsh
inlowed the declination of a similar
vitation extended to Owen D. Young,
which led Councilman Francis E. Kelly
of Dorchester to assail the mayor for
slighting ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith of
New York.
Municipal exercises in observance of
Independence day have been held in

-y
I

,
Faneuil Hall annually since 1783, arm
Walsh's
in announcing that Senator
thl
name would be added to the list
year, Mayor Curley recalled amon
other orators:
John Quincy Adams, Harrison Gray
Otis, Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw,
Franklin Dexter, John C. Gray, William Powell Mason, George Ticknor
Curtis, Horace Mann, Charles Francis
Adams,Charles Sumner, Charles Theodore Russell, Edward Everett, Dr. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, William Everett. the
Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Robert C.
Winthrop, Henry Cabot Lodge, John
Davis Long. Thomas J. Gargan, Dr.
Edward Everett Hale, Stephen O'Meara,
Curtis Guild, Charles W. Eliot, Justice
Louis D. Brandies, Justice Charles A.
DeCourcrv, the Rev. Charles W. Lyons
and Her: :4, Parker.

Y/t7/3/
BINGHAM AGREES
WITH MAYOR ON B1 C1
In Letter Calls Alumni.
Action Sportsmanlike
William J. Bingham, director of
athletics at Harvard, In a letter to
Mayor Curley, received today, expressed pleasure at receiving Mayor
Curley's letter of April 28, announcing the withdrawal of the Boston College objection to the Dartmouth-Stanford game proposed for Nov 28. Mr
Bingham said:
"I quite agree that the action taken
by the Boston College Mut-Int is
both sportsmanlike and commcp dable.
I hope that the Boston public will turn
out to both games, and that the arrangement will prove satisfactory to
all."

H
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TOO 1% fJCII THOREAIJ
The classic and scholarly Thomas A. Mullen
should oet be dismayed at the reaction of his
Roxbury audience of Tuesday night to his eloluent passages on Emerson, Thoreau and other
fellows of that kind, and at the request for a
discussion of ham-and-egg subjects. Local assemblages are interested primarily in local
(problems. When a city becomes large, the little
centres of population are often overlooked unless the citizens assert their needs through organizations. Streets, light, transportation, garbage collecting, schools, libraries, municipal
buildings, policing—these are the vital subjects.
When ex-Mayor Nichols was addressing a neighborhood gathering recently, he chanced to refer
incidentally to transportation. The applause
which interrupted him was so loud and long
that he immediately scrapped his prepared
.speech and specialized earnestly for. the rest of
the evening on rapid transit.
It is no discredit to the Roxbury Civic League
land Improvement Society, therefore, that Mr.
Mullen's comments on the great intellects of the
past were not welcomed warmly. There was a
time when Roxbury was a considerable place
all by itself, not merely a ward or two of a city
.in which it has lost its name, and is always in
:danger of losing its identity. The objections
Iwith which the towns and cities surrounding
Boston meet the proposals for annexation are
due essentially to the reasons which induce the
citizens of Dorchester, Roicburv and other parts
of the municipality to organize and try to better
local conditions. They are wholesome groups,
and are to be commended for keeping their eye
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BEQUESTS TO THE CITY

•

During its three enturi-: of existence Boston Das received many gifts and legacies for a
wicid"variety of purposes. Some have been small
and the quaintness of the language in which
'the annor's wishes are expressed often IS amusing. *Clti—rs have been very large, notably
those of George F. Parkman and George R.
White. , Large or small, general or specific in
their 'terms, they are visible reminders of t he
love which these Bostonians had for their fe.tilew-citizens, their children and their children's
!children.
Mnyor Curley, who has himself established
a $100,000 trust fund which will eventually be
used I. help the city's poor, calls attention to
, a few of the opportunities for civic benevolence
In a- booklet which he has sent to members of
the bar and to persons of wealth in the cornIntinity.' He describes at some length the heavy
responsibility which the overseers of the poor
assume in endeavoring to relieve needy citizens
of all races and creeds. He speaks of the health
units which have been built by the White fund,
iI but which should have endowment SO that they
can be developed to their fullest bv.ssibilittes.
He mentions the need for additions to the
special nursing fund of the City Hospital. Other
oppOrLunities will undoubtedly suggest themeyes to prospective donors. There are few
of
tore direct ways to help the rank and file
humanity than through the medium of a great
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TAXES ON REAL ESTATE
To the Editor of the Transcript:
There has been appearing in the voidens newspapers considerable discussion
pertaining to taxes on real estate and a
very interesting stot y entitled "Back
Bay Houses Being (liven Away" was
printed in lust Sunday's Post.
On Wednesday evening last it was
•'‘t. newspapers that the
announceu
city of Boston acque.ed two saes for
schools in East Beseon at prices ranging
from 100 to 200 pee cent in excess of
the assessed values.
As an owner of real estate and a
holder of mortgages in Boston for many
years, I have observed the following:
I.—Houses in the Back Bay sell for
from 50 to 70 per cent of the assessed
value: therefore most of the property in
this district pays taxes at the rate of
$50 to $60 a thoueerd '.nstead of $30.80
a thousand.

2.—Property in the market district sells
at from 50 to 75 per cent of the assessed

value, and property in this old part of
the city also pays at the rate of $45 to
$55 a thousand instead of $30.80 a thousand.
3.—Waterfront real estate sons for 50
to 80 per cent of the assessed value, and
therefore the tax rate in these sections is
nearer $50 to $60 a thousand instead of
$30.80 a thousand.
4.—Tn the suburbs of Boston and particularly in the sub-business centers,
property is not taxed up to its fair calih
value.
5.—In the outlying towns and cities
•such as Brookline, Milton. Cambridge and
Newton. assessed values are much lower
than real values. Therefore, properties in
these district* pay at a rate considerably
less than $30.80 a thouvand ileNi.USe real
values are much higher than assessed
values.
The State tax and the Metropolitan dls•
trict tax (for the support of Metropolitan
water, sewer and parks) are levied in the
various cities and towns on the basis of
te:sessed value of real estate In these
cities and towns. Now becativo of this
levy, If the old city proper of Boston (with
' the exception ef the retail dIstrict). the
Back Bny and the South End, are .tver•
is Ned, is not Boston subject to a terrine
dinerential on the State and Metropolitan
district tax in favor of the lower taxed
communities, seert as Cambridge, Milton,
Brookline, et,..?
Is It not proper at this time for a State
commission, recruited from the business
organizations, to study the assessed
values of the cities and towns in toe
State so as to have a uniform method of
assessing real estate and d:stributing the
urdens and expense more proportionately
amongst the owners of real estate? This
Is a matter which way well concern
the mayors of the leading (titles of
Massaohusetts and will have a tendency,
if It is corrected, to give Boston an op; portunty to grow commereitilly and inli
If 1left
' dwarf/illy at greater speed titan
as it now is.

Boston, April 25.
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Jordan's Present
Hayor is Against
Mayor with Table Reduction of Wages

•

A gift highly admired by those wile
saw it at City Hall this afternoon wittccepted by Mayor Curley from the Jot'Jan Marsh Company with words of commendation. It was a table in solid maple
end a reproduction of an early nineteenth
century design, ornamented in front with
an eagle modelled from the stern design
of an old clipper ship and made from
timber removed from the deck of the
famous Old Ironsides when the frigate
was being- reconditioned at the Charlestown Navy Yard three years ago. The
Jordan Marsh Company, through the
medium of the Berkey & Gay Furniture
company, designed the table in a style
o accord with the period when the Coll.
etitution sailed and fought. The resne
is a creation which combines b.it. .
torte value and practical daily lee-.
The. table was presented to Mayor
iraley by Ralph C. Hudson, executive
ieei• president and genera) manager ,,f
.forde 71 Marsh Company, who was
by Thomas F.
city
amp:leeI
nit, and It .1. Hawkins.
e tee
• eieleieie

Speaking at a dinner of the "Better
Homes Week" at the Hotel Vendome
:est night, Mayor Curley declared that
the %sage scale must not be reduced in
spite of financial depression. The Ameriman home is time finest in the world and
t is the home of the average working
Ilan and woman, and If the wage eicale
Is lowered, the standard of this home
mil, he lowered to the detriment of the
nation, the mayor said.
He warned employers that lowering of
the wage scale, which will decrease the
standard of the home, will only prolong
the period of depression. The prosperity
ef the country, he said, was 'need on the
high Mendersi of the American Home. He
praised the work of the leaders of "The
Better Homes" campaign and stated that
he would lend ell support in any attempt
to rid the city of its rickety tenement
'multilane+. Proper housing, proper sanl.
teflon, were of first importance for the
genera' welfare of the community
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IKONSIDES
TABLE FOR CURLEY
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3layor Curley to Speak
at Communion Breakfast
Janice: M. tietrle.\ . .11 .
Massachusottm Cal 1141ilt• 1/1,i,•1
VorestP114, Nkill 1101d its first .timual
- twit union
breekeiet at the Copley Plaza eueiley, at
10 A. M.. feleity ing attendance at e 11111QH
at I ,
I Iy t .l'uSa
.a,thf`dral, at 9 A. el.
The
I 0110 Was established January
1930.
e year before the deeth
Mayor
June-, M. Curley's son, whoee name it
beat's.
Mayor Curley will give the principal
eildrees at the breakfast. Other speakers
tm itt incite:1e High Chief Hanger Joseph
le McCabe, Dr. Helen I. Doherty Me( ettieuddy, past high chief ranger. City
Tree surer Edmund Dolan, Miss Grace
Killion, chief ranger of the court, Peter
Welch. deputy chief ranger, and Bev.
Here,. M. O'Connor. chaplain sir the court
the State high court.
City
Penal Commissioner
VIlliarn
UI fera will act as toastmaster and
special musical numbers will be renderee
by the Cathedral Choir. Antong the
guests will be Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M.
Stuart. parents of Joseph Stuart, first
member of the court, who died March 9.
1930.
'rho mass at the Cathedral will be in
The
memory or James M. Curley, Jr.
center aisle will be- reserved for members
of the court, who will receive communion
In a body.

•

MAYOR REAPPOINTS TWO
Guy W. Cox and Frederic J. Crosby,
members of the sinking funds cemmLe:don, whose terms expired yesSerday,
were reappointed for terms of three
years by Mayor Curley.

Piece Presented to Mayor by
Jordan Marsh Co.
A solid maple table made from timbers removed from the orlop deck 01
Old Ironsidee and ornamented with an
eagle modelled from the stern design of
the old frigate was presented Mayor
Curley today by the Jordan Marsh
Company.
The presentation was made in the
mayor's office by Ralph C. Hudson, executive vice-president and general manager of Jordan Marsh Company, who
was accompanied by Thomas F. Lockney, director, and B. O. Hawkins, store
manager.
When the famous frigate was being
rebuilt at the Boston navy yard in 1929,
Jordan Marsh Company acquired some
of the old timbers and its experts designed the table presented today. It is
like tables popular in the period when
the Constitution was making history on
the seas.
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SOUNDS KEYNOTE OF
CHILD HEALTH DAY
Curley Says Children Are
Nation's Greatest Asset
Mayor Curley, in a radio broadcast
ever station WNA.0 yesterday, soundad the keynote for the observance
ef Child Health Day, that was held
yesterday by. proclamation of Congress and the President of the United
States.
Time Mayor said that a community's
child health program is an index of
its Intelligence and that there is a
constantly-growing realization of the
thought that the Nation's greatest
asset is the health of its children.
Other observances of the day included the reading of the Children's
Charter, drawn up by the recent
White House conference on child
health, by Dr George H. Bigelow,
State Commissioner of Health, who
represented Gov Ely; exercises in the
Boston public schools and programs
by the Community Health Association,
of visiting
organization
Boston's
nurses, and other organizations.
Mayor Curley said, in part:
"We have added 20 years to the expectancy of life since the Civil War
and much of this has been due to
the fact that we have a sounder knowledge of how the lives of young babies
may be saved. In all intelligent communities, the infant mortality rate
has been cut practically in two since
1900. In other words, the chances of
a baby surviving at birth to at least
one year is twice as great as it was
then.
"We find, however, that 54 percent
of all infant deaths occur during the'
dangerous first year of life. To find
some method for the reduction of this
staggering mortality i.e the problem
with which we find ourselves confronted.
"How can we remain content that
everything is being done which should
be done when we lose almost 200,000
babies annually in the United States,
of which group more than 50 percent
die from preventable causes? What a
horrible indictment of civilization! The
need and value of an adequate program for the protection of the health
and welfare of the approximately
twenty-five million children of school
ago and under in the United States
should be indeed the concern of Government.
"We are pleased with the increased
annual expenditure of our Department
of Health, which has in less than 15
years grown from e300,000 to more than
$1,0000)0 expended in 1930.
We feel
that this expenditure has been justified
by the gratifying results manifested in
the improvement of the general health
of Our people and particularly in the
material reduction of deaths among
our children.
"Boston's infant mortality rate was
reduced materially in 1930 and we are
exceedingly gratified because there
were fewer children who died from all
causes this past year than In any year
In the history of Boston. We used to
lose 225 children annually from diphtheria but because of the wise expendtittre of money for diphtheria prevention approximately 10 children of
Boston residents died from this dread.
It•t i11unmo.ar. 1,,,.t
,Ibn r"
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nating factor in the Contest for governor The ai;V:rner
—"Vitlinir
a year from now whether he runs himTrue to prediction, the Weal'
dire°
self or not.
Mr. Fuller's criticism of the present Ele- tors, represented by Frederick E. Snow
one
of
attorneys
the
drag
helped
to
who
vated bill included the accusation that,
in addition to the favor-seeking of the the 1918 contract, declined even to die
cuss the twenty-eight-year bill for tht
soiekholders of the company, the support
oI' the A merica n Federation of Labor hs5 reason stated. Then the governor re:
marked that it might be a good ideletti$
been enlisted this year, in getting the
make them take the road back. He
:State branch to 'petition for legislation, called
a conference attended by Mr.
citt the ground that the union employees Snow. H. Ware Barnum, general counsel
,of the railway want to maintain their
fcF the Elevated; Senator Twohig, Rephigh wages, lax discipline and other ad- resentative Gilman, Senator Charles C.
vantages not strictly in the public In- Warren of Arlington. the Senate chairtcrest.
man of Metropolitan affairs; and the
It was said last night by a group of chairmen of the House and Senate Ways
House and Senate Democrats. ircluding and Means committees; Representative
Senator James J. Twohig, whose name is ,Albert F. Bigelow of Brookline and Sena.
synonymous with public ownership of tor George C., Moyse of Waltham.
, the El. and Representatives John V. Ma- ; It is understood that he tried to inn
Innit
Mid OWC•ii A . Gallagher of Dor- I press this ultimatum upon Mr. Snow, but
; :•liester :,lid 'William Ii. Doyle of Malden. that Mr. Snow showed neither interest
I hat. reg,JAI less of Governor Ely's feel- not concern, merely reiterating that he
Purchase
the, in the matter, they consider Mel could not accept on behalf of the directI i e itlh• purchase option in the present i ors the kind of bill they were offering
Elevated agreement too precious to bel him.
surrendered and will oppose any effort
The Curley declaration placed Senator
made to lurn the road back to private Twohig in juxtaposition with both the
managemen t. O nce the option is for- 1 State House and City Hall, from which
felted, it cannot be recalled, they say, position even now it is not clear he has
voicing the belief that, the trend is mov- made any conscious effort to extricate
lag more toward public ownership, or himself. He is a friend of the mayor; in
will he when the car riders fully under- fact, Mr. Curley borrowed the South Boastand after the first of July that they ton senator's entire argument on public
Richard D.(jrant
must make good a deficit of almost ownership to use at the hearing before
1$2.000,000 incurred in operation since a Xt'ays and Means, and Twohig said he
The move on the part of an influential year ago this time.
was glad to have such a powerful ally on
!group of Democrats in the Legislature to
Mr. Twohig has tiled a hill providing his side, even if Mayor Curley did get the
"break" with Governor Joseph B. Ely on for purchase of the road by the metro- newspaper headlines that day that the
the Boston Elevated control controversy, politan district anti the institution of a senator might reasonably have thought
flve-cent fare. • Time other members of reserved for himself. On the other hand.
coming simultaneously with an attack the group have not expressed
opinion he was in close touch with Governor Ely
on the twenty-eight-year Elevated bill as to whether they are with him on this before and after election on the Elevated
measure
but
will
discuss
the
situation
now before the House Ways and Means
'matter and. as a member of Metropolitan
Committee by former Governor Alvan T. generally at a conference scheduled for 'Affairs. had as much to do as anyone else
this afternoon,
with drafting the Ely viewpoint into the
Fuller and only a short time after the
When Mayor Curley, who, by the way, bill.
positive declaration for public ownership denied last night that he was a candidate
But the mayor and the governor new
by Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, ,or governor, saying that he was inter- are just as far apart on the Elevated
lesied only in performing his duties as problem as they were on the subject of
was interpreted today as an effort to mayor,
went to the State House a few Mi. Ely's qualifications for the
save the governor from the embarrassing weeks ago and told the House Ways iship during the campaign. At governor- i
that time, i
position in which he has placed himself ;and Means Committee that he was pre- it will beiveaclo
iendiratehte.
terminate
pared
make
Elevated
to
a
1
1
f
fight
ownerfor
lutff
public
.the
hatt
o
it
selwhat
ina
by advocating return of the Elevated to
ship of the Elevated, there were many was, would not have worked anyway, ac- t
Its owners if they will not accept the who thought he
to those who claim to know, be- I
had effectively "boxed''
new control bill.
the governor, whose statement that the cause the Elevated owners are not at all I
In view of the governor's previous stockholders could have their road back i sure that they might not do better under 1
efficient private management. At
strongly expressed views in faVor of pub- if they wouldn't take the 28-year control
any i
!bill had been made only two days before.irate, if the governor had the votes in his'
lie purchase of the El, the implied threat
party
to
go
through
Whatever they may do, Mayor Curley'own
a
'
hiisth deis
tk
, he
p, Vire
to terminate the 1918 contract was not and the governor are not pulling oars onl Anvoottilidmeti.nzd
Republicans,
same
the
side
the
of
Democratic
both
taken over-seriously at the time. Later
boat;
in and 1
outside of Boston are all set to vote
that
developments, including the apparent in fact. His Honor has frequently been l
accused of rocking the skiff a bit while' way'
Willingness of many of the Elevated stockNI( antime, Mr. Snow. who gave the in.
Ely was changing seats, but there
holders to accept the ultimatum and the are a few details of the Elevated situao! pression at the hearing that he might
mayor's timely entrance as champion of tion that do not dovetail as well aa approve a bill for public control with reduced dividends on both common and
the cause which -air. Ely seemingly was they might.
For instance. it is rather well known I preferred stock, has been down in Room .
ready to discard, brought about a shim- that the majority of the
245 chatting pleasantly with Acting
committee on (71,
Rigekm,
a1torni ‘
and the rest of the
hell that has the making of a major cant- metropolitan affairs fought to keeypearou.st
W
Means
and
ays
members
about
part
Section
of
17, in this
it in
paign issue for the gubernatorial contest' that
• Elevated bill, which allows the Common-, general way'
to be held In 1932.
The popular guess is that nothing startMr Fuller's comment on the Elevated ' wealth or metropolitan district to mub- I ling
will be done this year. The oyes.
was part of a speech delivered yesterday tract front the purchase price, in exerafternoon at a meeting of the Saugus cising the option to buy the road, the Gee is as to what will happen next year
Women's Club and the former chief ex- ilmount of whatever deficts assessed on after the fares go up and a big slice of
the 1930-31 defielt is added onto the tax
ecidive not only criticized the Ely ad- the cities and towns served have not
the district. That will be
someministration on this score but hammered been paid back. Representative George rate of
thing to keep company with the problem
it vigorously for its sponsorship of a pro. X. Gilman, House chairman of the com- of how to prevent
the
State
tax
representativ
from
told
es of the goybegrain that has doubled the amount of the mittee.
ing increased more than $6.000,000,
emir that if this provision wet-e left in
State debt since the first of the year.
there
might
well
program
as
be
bill
Norfolk
no
the
at
at
building
all
as it
The
Prisen Colony, the memorial beacon on as a foregone conclumion that the stockMount Greylock, the proposed Westfield holders would turn it flatly doten. Not.
Armory. compulsory motor vehiole Insur- withstanding this objection the chief When Mayor Curley ponders over the
ance legislation and general encourage- executive let it be known that if thi5 merit he might have acquired by
a
ment et' a free spending policy that pre- offending section Were not reported iU prompt and gracious
that
financial embarrassment of ss It, had been written in, he would not pollee ticket he must feel like
sageS I I
rept:Maths
Masaachueetts cities and towns, all were ign the measure.
the melancholy couplet that closet
In turn delivered smashing blows by the
"Maud Muller."
Cornier governor, who is leaving little
room for doubt tnat he will be a domi-

Ely in Tight
Place Now on
Elevated Bill

Fuller and Curley Moves Will
Force Showdown on Threat
to Terminate Contract

1
I

Group Firm

Lining Up Support for Public
Ownership, Some Believe,
to SaNe Governor
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CONSERVE CHILD HEALTH,,
MAYOR'S PLEA ON RADIO
duch Good Work Being Done, He Concedes, But
Urges That Parents increase Their Efforts

UUHLET ShNUS Ult-1 1U

ELYS ON ANNIVERSARY

Mayor Curley today sent to Secretary de Witt de Wolfe at the State
House, a gift in honor of Gov Ely's
25th wedding anniversary. The silver
wedding present to Gov and Mrs Ely
Is a silver humidor, in the shape of a
loving cup. Secretary de Wolfe forwarded the gift immediately to the
home of Gov Ely at Westfield.

BINGHAM PRAISES ACTION
OF BOSTON COLLEGE ALUMNI
of

Municipal child health conservation ea itself in the establishment of hosWilliam J. Bingham, director
to
vas the subject of the radio broadcast pitals for the care of our acute sick,
athletics at Harvard, in a letter extubercuthe
of
for
the
care
I
sanatoria
Mayor Curley, received yesterday,
17 Mayor Curley over Station WNAC
lar, improvement of facilities for the
pressed pleasure at receiving Mayor
it noon today. A community's child care of our unfortunate insane and
Curjey's letter of April 28. announcsealth program, said the Mayor, is all in the constantly expanding programs,
Coling the withdrawal of the Boston
index of its intelligence and there is a as a whole, for better health.
objection to the Dartmouth-Stanlege
the
n
of
realizatio
constantly growing
"Boston is officially mindful of the
ford game proposed for Nov 28. Mr
thought that the Nation's greatest as- significance of the challenge that every
Bingham said:
and
set is the health of its children.
well
born
to
be
a
right
child has
"I quite agree that the action taken
Mayor Curley said:
that everything which scientific medby the Boston College Alumni is
"President Hoover, in his recent ad- icine has to offer for the protection of
both sportsmanlike and commendable
dress at the White House conference maternal and child life is of immediato
I hope that the Boston public will turn
on child heath and protection, dra- concern to our municipally.
out to both games, and that the armatically challenged the interest of
"We are pleased with the increased
rangement will prove satisfactory to
every father and mother by saying, annual expenditure of our Department
all."
n
'If we could have but one generatio
of Health, which has in less than 15
of properly born, trained, educated years grown from $300,000 to more than
other
and healthy children, a thousand
We feel
$1,000,000 expended in 1930.
problems of Government would van- that this expenditure has been justified
ish.'
by the gratifying results manifested in
'Parents may draw quite an object the improvement of the general health
lessson, indeed, from this statement of our people and particularly in the
The wage scale must not be cut down
and dedicate themselves to renewed material reduction of deaths among
in spite of the financial depression,
effort for obtaining better health for our children.
Nlayor
Curley stated last night, speakchildren.
their
ing at a .dinner of the "Better Homes
"We have added 20 years to the exWar
The
1Veek" at the :Hotel Vendome.
Drop in Infant Mortality
pectancy of life since the Civil
American home is the finest in the
and much of this has been due to
"Boston's infant mortality rate was
knowlIs
the
it
sounder
of
home
a
and
the
world
have
average
we
that
the fact
working man and woman, and if the
e.dge of how the lives of young babies reduced materially in 1930 and we are
wage scale its lowered, the standard of
:nay be saved. In all intelligent com- exceedingly gratified because there
rate
this
home will be lowered to the detrimortality
munities, the infant
were fewer children who died from all
ment of the nation, the Mayor said.
.las been cut practically in two since
year
any
in
causes this past year than
lip warned employers that lowering
1900. In other words, the chances of
baby surviving at birth to at least in tile history of Boston. We used to) or the wage scale, which will decrease
was
it
the
as
standard of the home, will only
sne year is twice as great
lose 225 children annually from diphprolong the period of depression. The
then.
exthe
of
wise
because
but
theria
prosperity of the country, he said, was
''We find, however, that 54 percent
the pendtiure of money for diphtheria prebased on the high standard of the
of all infant deaths occur during
10
of
children
tely
find
A merieri n home. He praised the work
To
approxima
vention
dangerous first year of life.
of
dreadthis
from
died
this
the loaders of "The Better Homes"
of
residents
reduction
Boston
!:otne method for the
eampairio sod stated that he wouldi
staggering mortality is the problem ful disease last year.
lt,od
all support in soy attempt to rid
"Tuberculosis, attacking many chilwith which we find ourselves cony of Its rickety tenement condren, is being successfully combatted
fronted.
istiolls.
Proper housing, proper sanithrough the instrumentality of the tut
were of first Importance for the
berculosis division of our health de"Horrible Indictment"
gen"iai welfare of the conmiunitr.
partment and the facilities presented
"How can we remain content that
for the prevention of this disease
everything is being done which should among children upon the roofs of our
be done when we lose almost 200,000 health units.
babies annually in the United States,
clinics,
health
child
"Eighteen
)f which group more than 50 percent manned by 50 pediatricians from Harfie from preventable causes? What a vard, Tufts and Boston University
scrrible indictment of civilization! The Medical Schools, and at which there
need and value of an adequate pro- are held 30 conferences weekly, attract
cram tor the protection of the health thousands of intelligent mothnrs who
tnd welfare of the approximately made more than 80,020 visits last year
twenty-five million children of school to these clinics which concern themOne of the largest street surfacing
age and under in the United States selves in a material way with the sushould be indeed the concern of Gov- pervision of the health of the young- contracts of the year was that awarded
to, A. B. Doyle, Ines, at City Hall today.
ernment.
sters brought there periodically.
"May I, as the official representative
"Vaccination against smallpox and This company was the lowest of ten hidacof the city of Boston, gratefully
typhoid fever, immunization against ders, agreeing to apply sheet asphalt to
knowledge ray sincere appreciation of diphtheria, examinations for camps North Harvard street. Brighton, from
this opportunity presented for the in- and day nurseries are a few of the ac- Webster avenue to Cambridge, for $42,954
dorsement of this most laudable pur- tivities carried on at these clinics. A slut to have the work tinbshed by Aug. 1.
pose in the setting aside of this day staff of 25 dentists and dental hygien- Tills is a through highway of a
great
as Child Health Day, with the splen- ,sts, under the direction of the For- volume of travel and the
did opportunity it affords for the sythe Dental Infirmary, rendered pro- has been urgent fur years. improvement
stressing of the great need for the con- phylactic dental care to 58,000 young
servation of the health of our chil- children, who made 92,000 visits to the
dren.
health units last year.
"Citizens, familiar with the history
"About 150 nurses from the Departof Massachusetts and the history of ment of Health visit the homes of the
of
Boston, have a mindfulness indeed
newborn children, and stress to the
the interest shown by our people for mothers the importance of periodic
health
general
the
of
ent
improvem
) the
nedical supervision, and endeavor to
'of all and particularly for the wet- interest parents in obtaining the same
f
:fare of our chi,dren. It has manifest
rom their own family physicians or
at the clinics maintained by the Health
Department."

Mayor Warns Against
Lowering Wage Scale

Contract Awarded
for No. Harvard St.

•
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CURLEY ADDRESIES

b7/

BETTER HOMES PARTY,
Speaks Agaiust Reduction
of Wages
"No reduction of wages with corresponding lowering of the standard
of living" was the keynote of Mayor
Curley's address at the "get-together
and banquet" of the Boston units work'
leg for "Better-Homes Week," which
took place last evening at Hotel Vendome.
The Mayor, who was accompanied by
his daughter, Miss Mary Curley, addressed a gathering of more than VA
in which bright-faced and alert icoking
women greatly preponderated.
The Mayor regretted that it hail
taken a war to bring about a really
adequate standard of living nod of
wages to the working people of Amer.
lea, whether skilled or otherwise, and
to make it possible for parents of that
eiass to send their children to hig,h
schools or colleges, and thus"give them
a better start in life than the parents
themselves had had." •

Suggests Cut in Dividends

(Daily

.tteool Photo)
Spring came
,'
Kiss Your nano- yesterday when
IK

Mayor James M. Curley donned his straw hat to
greet little Miss Lydie Tagliuca, who's to be Queen
of the May at Boston Common's May Day today.
Re bowed low and kissed her band, paying compliment to her beauty

CONFERENCE SPEEDS UP
CITY BUILDING PROJECT
Mayor James M. Curley, Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman, Col
Thomas F. Sullivan and William J.
Casey, superintendent of the city
printing plant, were in conference at
City Hall yesterday on plans for
speeding up a build'ey program, which
will include a new police station tor
Division 1, a city printing plant, and
an administration building for the
Transit Commission to cost $825,000.
I
The buildings will be erected on the
roof of the East Boston Tunnel at
North and Hanover st.
The city printing plant saved $325,C00 and that amount will be expended
for a new building. Some time ago the
City Council voted $350,000 for a new

building to house jointly Division 1 and
Division 3. The Mayor will next Monday send an order to the City Council
to have the $3E0,000 order for the joint
ftation rescinded and a new order to
make the money available for Division
1 and Division 3 wait another year.
It will cost about $150,0Cp for the
tunnel administration building ST the
Transit Depattment, and it is planned
to make a sort of duplex building for
the transit and the police station. The
tunnel will require about 40 polite
officers on duty every 24 hours.

"Today the voices of poorly-informed
economists are heard recommending a
return to pre-war wage scales." said
the Mayor, "but I am convinced that
the grzater number of Americans
would prefer to see a cut in dividen
ds
rather than a cut in wages of workers
,
which would mean a further threat
to the prosperity of the people.
"I am ccmpelled to ask, should
not
the United States develop a
making for a continuity of program
that would insure a comfort industry
able living for all the people?"
The Mayor, referring again to
a prop.
osition to cut down wages,
termed
it "a crime to even talk of
it," and de.
clared that such a policy
would be "In
I the intercst primarily of the
the undertaker," and that doctor and
business de•
pression is always
accompanied by 0,
reduction in filing of
marriage inten.
tions.

Would Improve Tenements

He recommended as
preferable to
wage reduction,
$20,000 or so
on the salaries ofcutting
men receiving $100,-.
000 a year, in order to
maintai
n prevailing wage rates and
incidentally to
give the rising generation
ucation, more and better better edfood and
clothing and needed
books in the
homes.
Mayor Cui ley told of
fight some years ago his successful
to abolish t.nsanitary, dark baseme
He added that while nt tenements.
Boston has no
slums today, she still has
tenement,.
"the owners of which
ought to be
sent to jail fur
allowin
g
anyone to
live in them."
Ho declared that
expenditure or
$200,000 a year for 50
eradicate all unhealthy years would
Boston. He believed thattenements In
such a program would be a
profitable thing for
t
ie
hgle City.
ont
nconnection with the
work
clean up
l and to render dwellings neighborhoods
more
hygleole
lit was stated that more
en lodging house keepersthan 100 worn.
are members
of the Boston Better
Homes Commit.
tee.
,
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SEEKS GOVERNORSHIP
morning
Mayor Curley early this
carrying
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he
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the Goveron a quiet campaign for
norship.
the Gover"I'm not interested in
"I am
Post.
norship," he told the
present job
my
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more
the best I
and am trying to do it
added.
he
know how,"
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ammissioner Hultman displaying a peculiar grin on his way
1,14
miry at City Hall. If the commissioner had the famous Curley
it.
his pocket he carefully refrained from mentioning
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The piniing department will cony ri - < lined yesterday to
Myo
been
be photographed with Police COMMLS- tribute $300,000 and $150.000 lia.s
The refusal was by allocated from the tunnel fund to meet
rloner Hultman.
to
Implication rather than by a specific the cast of the municipal buildings
decision but the mayor's failure to in- be erected on the tunnel plaza.
appearornate
of
A duplex building
vite waiting camera men to his office,
where Hultman was attending a con- ance will provide accommodations foi
Hanover street police division and a
the
but
positive
as
a
d
ference, was construe
for thr
silent declination to permit A photo- tunnel administration bulletin;
transit department necessary to the
graph to be taken.
printing
Tile
tunnel.
the
n
of
operatio
he
Hultman was unattended when
walked into City Hall and he was alone plant building will be an independent
when he departed. The conference to unit.
Mayor Curley announced that thr
which Hultman, Col. Thomas P. Sullivan of the transit commission and West end police station building projec
been postponed until next year anc
had
l
municipa
the
Eaipt. William J. Casey of
printing plant, were bidden by the that he will oak the approval of thr
mayor, decided to abandon for the city council Monday for thc allocaa.
pre.:ent year the construction of a new tion ef the entire $350,090 appropri
it.
police station to replace the present. lion, intended to provide a building
Joy street building and to utilize the Joy street where the North and West
entire fund available, $350.000, for a end police divisions would be consolinew itation over the East Bostcn tun- dated, for the North square police building.
nel at North square.

MAYOR ADMINISTRATOR
OF LATE SON'S ESTATE

Mayor Curley was appointed by Judge
yesDolan in the Suffolk probate court
of
terday administrator of the estatedied
who
his son, James M. Curley, Jr.,
$9,500.
of
estate
an
Jan. 9, 1931, leaving
mayor I
His father is his only heir. The
has filed a $10,000 bond.

A May Pole dance and May Day
F'ete at the Frog Pond on the
Common with displa:- of the city
flag on public buildings, marked
Boston's observance of its 109th
anniversary as a city today.
In response to a proclamation issued by Mayor Curley, special observances were held in the schools,
but there was no official celebration of the event.
The festivities at the Frog Pond
took place at 11 o'clock under the
supervision of the Community
Service of Boston, with about 250
primary school children participating.
Parochial school children who
took part were from schools of St,
John's
St.
Church,
Anthony's
Church and the North End Settlement House.
Music was furnished by the band
of the House of the Angel Guardian,
which volunteered its services. The
dance and fete lasted an hour.
By roder of the mayor the city
flag was displayed on all public
buildings along with Old Glory.
Boston's first city government
was organized 109 years ago and
Mayor Curley pointed out the intervening period marks wonderful material expansion, commercial development, human increase and spiritual growth.
He asked that the keynote of the
celebration be loyalty to America
and Boston.

CURLEY BOOM
STARTS
WAYOR'S DRIVE
FOR GOVERNOR
BEGUN QUIETLY

ONE SEEKS PLACE OTHER FILLED

Friends Declare He Is in
Race to Finish Despite
Ely's Plans
_
FORMAL STATEMENT
• YET TO BE MADE
Believes Youngman Will
Be Opponent and Prediets Easy Victory
the
Mayor Curley Is a candidate for
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of the mayor's candidacy
support
win
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The Curley group in the Roston Decareer by
to round out his political
mocracy believes the mayor will run
comserving As the Governor of the
whether Gov. Ely is a candidate for
monwealth.
renomination or retires.
shining
"It is as certain as the sun is
te
that Mayor Curley is now a candida
intimate
for Governor," said one of his
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MAYOR CURLEY
IS APPOINTED
To

Administrate Estate
of His Dead Son

Muo or Curley was YestertIsY at).pointed administrator of the estate of
his son, Iamen M. Curley, Jr., who died
Ja n. 9 last. He gave a surety company bond for $10.1100.
In the petition asking for the appointment of an administrator Mayor Curley
Is named as the only heir-at-law and
next-of-kin.
The estate of the young man, who
WAS a student, was estimated at WOO,
all personal property.
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Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr.,the
New York, principal speaker from
that
at„li
bandstand
flag-draped Parkman
the
patriotic meeting sponsored by
:Veterans of Foreign Wars, charged thatSansupporting
were
aw
:
brted
and
g
fu
arhadsu
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tic
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o
i in
e
een
marinesschoualar
United States
citizens
American
the
!used to protect
murdered by the bandit leader.
commuk_ct
me time, four
spA
eatketrhse from
cr
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rirfile
denouncing
n activities.1n gIe Fish1,a
d
xes
anti-communistic‘vereb
street
mall.
his
about
attracted a crowd estimated at
2000, but that the listeners were nearly
all curiosity-seekers in search ef excitement was indicated by frequent
heckling interruptions and the demon.stration
g
when the "International” WitS
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of Police Michael H. Crowley,
of 300 patrolmen and inspec,.• fAled to the Common, was au'
ts.•rity for the count revealing that
only 29 persons had sufficient knowledge of the communist teachings to
raise their fists for their anthem.
"To be generous, I'll say there are 50
communists here," the superintendent
said. "But at no time have I counted
more than 29."
There was no semblance of a disrntan L. Bush and
left to right, front row, Mayor Curley, city t.ouneiiinan II,
turbance. Communistic placards disCongressman Hamilton Fish, Jr.
played in violation of park rules were
taken down at the first police suggestion. Two men, who made a trail of
dropped handbills behind a pair of
patrolmen, but made no attempt to give
the bills to any one, were ignored in
their apparent plan to have themselves
arrested.
With Fish as speakers during the
patriotic exercises were Mayor Curley,
(Br the Associated Press)
iBrig.-Gen. Allston Hamilton, representing Secretary of War Hurley: ConAmerica passed a quiet May day:+to grips with police at Barcelona, Spain. gressman William P. Connery of Lynn,
A workman and a communist alder- I Dr, Julian D. Lucas, department comand the rest of the world—save in
Cuba and in Spain and Germany, where man were wounded severely by gunfire mander of the V. F. W., and Mrs. Irene
pclice were forced to use their weapons at Methmann, in the Ruhr district of :E. Hurley and Mrs. Ida Cohen of the
veterans' organization auxiliary.
to subdue over-z,ealous agitators—was Germany. In Berlin a group of young
The New York congressman declared
communists charged a policeman, shoot- that the Anti-Imperialist League, with
quiet, too.
ing
him
so
severely
he
may
die.
repersons
were
headquarters
in New York and organto
three
one
From
Moscow made more of the day than ized from Mcscow, Is supplying the
ported killed and a number wounded
funds for Sandino's uprising. ''When
in p, series of demonstrations In Ha- any other community, for May day is peaceful American citizens woe brutthe major holiday of the communists. ally murdered by
vana.
the communist banTwo persons were killed and several Cries of "long live Stalin" echoed in the dits wider Sandino, then the government
I
Moscow
streets
and
should
have
used the marines to
30,000
soldiers
pacivilians as well as police officers were
raded to demonstrate soviet Rhs.
,la's protect American lives
wounded when May day agitators came pirparedne.ts for the "war of inter- or should have sent Gen. and property
Smedley Butler with sufficient marinas to mop up
vention."
Several lthierican cities—principally the bandits," he said.
New York, Boston end Cleveland—had
He declared the existence of an "irdemonstrations in which many thou- repressible conflict" between communsands of persons took part. There were ism and Americanism, and insisted the
sonic arrests, but only isolated cases of !communist, because he believes in detrouble between demonstrators and struction of American democracy,
can
police.
not be a loyal American and still cling
to the soviet doctrines. Fish vigorously
. PATRIOTS ON COMMON
May day was observed on Boston defended the deportation of foreignCommon yesterday with patriotic exer- born communists.
Mayor Curley asserted that the patcises at Parkman bandstand attended
riotic gathering was a "challenge to
by a crowd of 5000, a children's pag- the
communist who does not believe in
eant at the Frog pond, and a ccmmunist celebration at the far corner of the work and to the employed Who proCommon which attracted 29 commu- motes communism by discharging his
nists by' actual count and left 300 help. Such a man," he said, Is a.s
watchful policemen with nothing to do. much a communist as the man who
The communist contribution to the waves a red flag."
The mayor defended the use of public
observance, despite earlier announcement that 5000 "reds" from all New funds to aid men out of work. He inEngland would be present, was so neg- : sisted that the worker should not be.
ilfible that, police declared it was the held responsible for conditions beyond
his control which force him to walk the
streets. Through orderly proceedings,
the unemployment situation can be
solved, he concluded..
The other speakers struck sharply at
the "waving of the red flag'' as a
method of attempting reforms In government, and declared that veterans
f the world war are not numbered
nnona the communists.

Boston and New York Stage Patriotic Demonstrations to Offset Communist Meetings
—Police Busy in Europe
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Mayor Addresses Crowd on Common

S

Mayor James
M. Curley
delivering
fiery speech
from
Parkman
bandstand
yesterday in
observance
of May Day.
Armed police
patrolled the
Common
throughout
the exe, -ises,
prepared to
quell any Red
demonstrations.

!CURLEY SPEAKS
; mayor Curley declared the gatlierin% was a challenge to the Communist who did not believe in work
and to the employer who promoted
by discharging his
Communism
help in dull times.
Harry J. Cantor presided at the
Speakers
meeting on the Mall.
paid their compliments to capitalism by attacking Congressman Fish
as a foe of the working class. Police tore down one offensive poster
and a man in the crowd was overcome by excitement.

TFuqv
Mayor Curley Is Given Table
^

_

12/3 1
QUIET ON COMMON
V. F. W. Auxiliary Stagss Patriotic
Meeting, With Congressman Fish
and Curley as Speakers, in Counter . Move to

Radicals' (lathering

Along the Charles Street Mall
,, ncressman Jlaniilton Fish, Jr., of
,c York, was hailed as the first vet. •,,,i of the World war with a chance
be President, by Joseph H. Hanken.
%ere member of the national council
t be Veterans of Forefgn Wars, yes.
:day, following the demonstration or
Poston Common by members of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary
Fish was guest of honor of the
auxiliary at a luncheon which followed
the auxiliary's patriotic meeting on thf
Common, staged as a counter move
to the gathering of radicals on tilt
harles street mall. Despite the fax,
that
both
meetings
attracted
tre
mendous crowds it proved to be one n1
the most quiet May Days in recent
years.
Fish and Mayor CurleY were tht
principal speakers at the patriotic meet.
ing. A large list of Communist speak.
era followed one another on an im.
promptu speaking stand erected on the
mall. Police said the Communist
grout
consisted of no more than 60
persons,
Both meetings were held at the
same
time. More than 300 police officers
and a
number of department of justice
agents
moved through both crowds, but there
was never a semblance of disorder.
The Communists obeyed the
police
when they were directed to take down
a
big placard from their platform
and
several of their speakers were
heckled
weakly by a few in the audience. The
N•eterans' auxiliary meeting went along
...;tbeot
hiteh.

•
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Ralph C. Hudson, executive vice-president and general manager of Jordan Marsh Company, presenting Mayor ('urley an Old Ironsides table. Looking an (left are Thomas ('. Loekney, a director of Jordan Marsh, and Buroelle G. Hawkins, store manages of Jordan Marsh. Larkney also presented
the mayor a pair of old-fashioned pandloodinkg.
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15-C672151
Death Rate
for Children
Lowered

"Old Ironsides" Table
Presented to MayGI

Is

The death rate of Roston children was greatly reduced during
1930, through efforts of the city in
safeguarding the health of its
young, Mayor Curley revealed in a
radio address yesterday, which
opened observance of Child Health
Day.
Mayor Curley said the city's expenditure during the last 15 years
rose from $300,000 to $1,000.000 a
year for public health. An average of 10 children died annually of.
diphtheria whereas the average
some years ago was 225.
Disclosing the extent to which
the Hub protects its infants, Mayor
Curley said that a total of 18 child
health clinics are maintained in the
city. Last 'year more than 60,000
took their babies there for treatment., he :said. A staff of 150 nurses
who visit homes and give new-born
infants periodic tests is also a part
of the city's plan to cut down child
mortality, the mayor revealed.

Jordan's Gives Mayor
"Old Ironsides" Table
Officials of the Jordan Marsh
Co. yesterday presented Mayor Curley with a table made from the
original timber of the frigate Constitution. "Old Ironsides." The table is of solid maple and is a reproduction of those in use in this
country early in the 19th century.
Ralph C. Hudson, executive vicepresident and general manager of
the Jordan Marsh Co., made the
presentation speech. He was accompanied to City Hall by B. G.
Hawkins, store manager, and Thomas F. Lockney, representing the
board of directors

PRESENT MAYOR 'WITH TABLE
Ralph C. Hudson, executive vicc-president and general manager of Jordan
March Company, presenting Mayor Curley with an "Old Ironsides" table.
Looking on are Thomas C. Lockney, director of Jordan Marsh Company,
left, and Burnelle G. Hawkins, store manager of Jordan Marsh Company,
rit

A solid maple table, carved from the

•

original timbers of "Old Ironsides," WA
presented yeSterday to Mayor Curley
at City Hall by the executive officials
of the Jordan Marsh Company,
The presentation was made by Ralph
C. Hudson, executive vice-president and
. Lockney,
general manager; Thomas 10
director, and B. C. Hawkins, store man,
ager.
The wood for the table decoration
v.as obtained by the firm two years
ago when the old Constitution was being reconditioned at the Charlestown
navy yard.

CURLEY GIFT
TO GOVERNOR

CURLEY SI4INDS
ELY SILVER
WEDDING‘GIVI
Mayor Curley yesterday presentee
:o Gov. and Mrs. Ely a beatuifif
silver ice humidor in the form ot t
loving cup, on the occasion of theii
15th wedding anniversary. The gift
was forwarded to the chief executive and his wife at their Westfiele
home, where they observed the
event.

Silver Humidor for 25th
Wedding Anniversary
_
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oy vropaganda "taking
from Soviet Russia.

its orders"

dais of this rally went to the Hotel
Bellevue, where they attended a ape.
luhcheon.
Here Congressman
Calls for Loyalty
F;sh was hailed as "the first veteran
Continuing. Congressman Fish said: who will 'ecome President of the
"Two-thirds of the Communists in United States," and presented with a
the United States are aliens and can , diamorid-stridded V. F. W. emblem.
hardly speak the English language. Why J Mrs CiOt A was in charge of the
should men or women urging the de- luncheon and presided as toastmaster.
There were more than 5000 persons
struction of our form of government
ry force and violence, be afforded the at this pat •Iotic rally. Over on the
protection of our Bill of Rights? Or Mall the Communists attracted almost
be permitted to enjoy the benefits of as many, although Harry .1. Cantor.
American naturalization! How can an who acted as chairman of the meetAmerican citizen be loyal if he ad- ing, announced that his audience
heres to the code of the Third Inter- ! numbered between 12,000 and 14,000.
May Day on historic Boston Cora national for world revolution, and takes
By actual count of the upraised fists
Mon was a comparatively mild at an oath to defend the Soviet Union? in the singing of "The Internationale,"
Union
should
be
Soviet
the
there
were 29 Communists at this celeWhy; if
fair, opening with a pageant by Nortl defended, don't they go over there and bration and, judging frcm applause
given to the speakers calling for a
End school children and followed b3 defend it?
"In spite of the malicious falsehoods revolution, there were some 50 more in
meetings at the Parkman Bandstanc and appeals by Communists to class sympathy with the orations and
and on the Charles-st Mall, at whicl hatred, the spirit of Amer:can democ- projects.
Besides Harry Cantor, the other prin.
speakers held widely divergent viewi racy is 'marching on, and is still the
dream and the hope of the oppressed cipal speaker wise Richard B. Moore
on the subject of Communism.
of
New York, a National Director of
struggling
masses
the
world
and the
International
Labor
Defense.
Almost within hearing of eact over. We have recently seen an the
American boy born in poverty on the Moore outlined the advance of ComOther, speakers at a Communist East Side, rise
' from the sidewalks Munism in Soviet Russia and said that,
Meeting on the Mall corldemnec of New York to be elected four times 1"in spite of the Hoovers, the Fishes
by
the
people
as Governor of the Em- and Doaks, we will follow In the footcapitalism and lauded Soviet Russia
pire State. Another example of our steps of the Russian workers and
patriotic
the
speakers,
at
"while other
spirit of democracy was the election of bring America back to the workers.
rally of the Veterans of Foreign Herbert Hoover, left an orphan with- He denounced war and capitalism, and
out funds in childhood, to the highest demanded a seven-hour workday and
Wars Auxiliary at the bandstand, de- office in the gift of the American five-day work week, unemployment insurance and appropriation for relief
nounced Communism and the "wav- people.
"Let us give thanks that we are of the workers instead of for war
ing of red flags."
gases."
American citizens, and live in n
Prominent among those present on country that affords equal opportuni*y
Cantor charged that the "bosses"
ofuniformed
to
all, and life, liberty and pursuit of were trying to steal May Day for the
300
were
Common
the
workers
by promoting counter-demonhappiness. Let us rededicate ourselves
Accra of the Boston Police Depart- to the proposition that a
Government strattons.
There were almost as many police
ment in anticipation of outbreak,5 of the people, by the people, and for
officers as spectators on hand at noon.
of disorder that failed to materialize the people, shall not perish from the Three patrol wa2ons
pulled in at the
earth. Let us reaffirm our belief in o'rr
The rally at the bandstand openec republican form of government, be- Char:es-st gate as the meeting started
and
backed
up
ready
for use if pasM
Ida
Mrs
by
cause
it
is
the
address
fairest, safest, soundest
)
A
and most honorable and best form of sengers presented themselves. Mountoast State president of Um
C.)
ed
officers were on the outskirts, and
government devised by the mind of
V. F. W. Auxiliary. City Councilor man. Let us be proud of it;
let or the hill below the Soldiers' Monument
was
blue with uniforms and sparkling
Herthan L. Bush was master of cere- cherish it and defend it against all
with brass and badges.
and
monies and Rev Wallace E. Hayes. Its defamez-s and traducers
The Communists had erected a small
enemies, both from without and from
stand, draped with red crepe paper,
national chaplain of the V. F, W., within."
and across the top was a sign an"The employer, whose conduct in reAmong the
gave the invocation.
nouncing May Day and various Comemployment
breeds
Com- munistic
ducing
speakers were Congressman Hamilprojects,
munism, is as great an enemy to the
Because the displaying of placards is
ton Fish Jr of New York, Congress- Flag as any," said Mayor Curley. ConIn violation of the park rules patrolman William PaConnery Jr of Lynn. tinuing, he declared, "If this Govern- man Timothy J. Murphy of Division I.
ment is to continue as a Government of
Mayor Curley, Mrs Irene E. Hurley, law, we must have orderly behavior, removed it. During the speaking a
group of young Communists displayed
departinent president of the auxilia- not too radical and not too conserve- placards calling
for
various rery; Brig Gen Allston Hamilton, tive. We don't lack couraele. The forms and denouncing various persons,
War major portion of America is of pioneer Supt Crowley and other officers canSecretary
of
representing
This is a good day to take an tioned the sign-bearers
Patrick Hurley, and Dr Julian D. stoci!
to put them
account of stock, to see whether we are down and the signs
Lucas, department commander of the
disappeared. The
going anywhere definitely, or whether meeting was quite orderly
-and the goV. F. W.
we are drifting,
lice had nothing to do but listen to the
"At the time of the Boston Massacre condemnation of themselves,
at which
Congressman Fish Smaks
there were those who said it was sheer they smiled.
Between nonsense to take up arms against the
Conflict
"Irrepressible
A four-piece band, in which the melAmericanism and Communism" was mother country. But we did, and suc- °dies were carried by the bass
drumthe title of the address by Congress- cessfully. Later there were those who mer, played for the singing of
Red
man Fish, the principal speaker, ..ut said we could not gain freedom for the songs and, between songs, Irving
the most heated challenge to "Red" black man, but we did that too.
Keith, organizer of the Young Corn"'d I have no hesitation in believ- munists' League, led a cheering seeinfluence was issued by Congressman
ing .hat likewise we can solve the tion.
Connery. He said:
At the conclusion of the program
"It is our duty to see that the Con- problems of industrial depression. But
the
stitution of the United States is lived we cannot solve it by a lot of hot air little group in charge melted away,
or
by
There
flag,
an
appeal
to
red
and a
tfihneaslpl3e,ctoapteonresdlintgheeremd
up to. We are not perfect.
uanntdi
lice
poRusia."
mall
are plenty of evils to be corrected.
departed to the Parkrnan Bandstand
handful of men is controlling 90 perfor
the other Orogram.
cent of the wealth of the Untied Other Speakers
Mrs Bessie Hanken of Revere, past
States. That's wrong. There sht.uld
every
the
national president of
auxiliary,
be a living wage for the head of
family. The V. F. W. are not the only directed her t .tinorks to an attack en
but
as
the Pioknown
citizens,
organization
an
American
ones who are
pla.,•es neers of America.
we are opposed to anyone who
Mrs
Archibald
Ot-ier speakersewere
the red flag above the Stars and
evils ' Camphe,1 Gereon, chairman of the
Stripes The way to cure those
remc.0,-,
,
committee of the Ti. A. 0.
&tome
The
flag.
is not with the red
Atty Gen Joseph B. Warner repreis in the ballot box.
Congressman Fish asserted there senting Gov Ely, and Lieut Herman
between Isenberg of the Theodore Roosevelt
was no possible compromise
of the Marine Corps
Americanism and Communism, and Detachment
League.
claimed that the latter in this coonand. tha,wel.
.., avant.
• s nouris.ed b
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MAY DAY PROGRAMS
ON COMMON QUIE1

i

COMMUTiStS and Veteran:
Stage Rival Observances

•

I

CURLEY GIVES RADIO NOISE ABATEMENT
TALK ON MEMORIALS
INQUIRY ORDERED

•

Mayor's Broadcast to Lure Curley Asks City Groups
Tourists Here
to Form Commission
Boston is not justified in living permanently in the past, but has memorials today that are indicative of the
cultural progress of the people, Mayor
Curley told the radio audience of Stations WBZ-WBZA last night.
The Boston Mayor made the first of
series of radio talks sponsored by the
Massachusetts Industrial Commission
and designed to bring more tourists
and vacationists to the State during
the coming Summer.
Mayor Curley's subject was "Attractions In and Around Boston." He described the various points of historical interest and then turned to the
"present day memorials of cultural
progress."
He used the Back Bay Fens as an
outstanding example and said that
more than 14 institutions which contribute to the spiritual, intellectual,
moral and physical betterment of the
youth today have been erected. He
emphasized the fact that the grcnyth
of these institutions had not been
forced, but had been a steady one.
The Harvard Medical School, Beth
Israel Hospital, Notre Dame Academy,
Simmons College, Forsythe Dental Infirmary, Museum of Fine Arts, Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum, Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital, Commercial High
School, State Normal School, Boston
Latin School, Hospital for Crippled
Children, Massachusetts College of
Pharmacy and the Lying-In Hospital
were among the institutions which
Mayor Curley cited as outstanding in
their contribution to the people of the
State.

JAPANESE PRINCE SENDS
CURLEY
THANKS TO MAYOR
Consul General of

K. Hoionouchi,
the Consulate of Japan, New York
city, yesterday sent Mayor Curley a
letter expressing on behalf of Prince
and Princess Takamatsu deep appreall the
ciation and sincere thanks for
courtesies and hospitalities extended
by the Mayor on the occasion of tile
recent visit of the distinguished Japanese to Boston.

•

CONTRACT FOR REMOVAL
OF WOOD PAVING AWARDED

Considerable old wood block paviug
Roxbilry
from
r; moved
he
will
eta a result of Mayor Curley yesterday
approving a contract to Samuel J.
Publie Works
$32,796.
TOMMIcllo,
Commissioner Rourke approved sheet
asphalt for the following streets:
Dudley at from Washington to Warren; Northampton from Washington
Washingto Tremont: Ruggles from
Washington
ton to Shawinut av, and
ftetn William' to T4uMsi 14%

•
• The City Planning Board, in drafting a program ,for noise abatement,
recommended a special commission for
study of the problem, and- yesterday
Mayor rurlry rent invitations to various organizations asking_ that a rep.
aesentative be selected. '
The Mayor in his invitation said;
- "In 'their opinion representatives
should be. ;elected from the following ,
organizations, .and I would greatly!
appreciates the submission. by your
organisatioa' of the name of ;one individual t. serve as a member 'upon
the Noise Abatement Commission for
the city,of Boston in conjunction with
s
the City Planning Board;
Boston Bar Association, Boston CenBoston
of
tral Labor Union, city
Health Department, Harvard •Medical
School, Tufts Medical School, Boston
tialversity:School.of Medicine, city of
Boston Law Department.
Registrar of Motor Vehicles, Massitthusetts Institute of Technology,, Boston Society or Civil Engineers, Boston Chamber of -Commerce, Women'a
Municipal Leagues Boston League of
Woman Voteri. •
• City Federation of Women's Clubs,
oston :teal Estate Exchange, United
Improvement- Association, Ness England Telephone and Telegraph Cornpatsy and Massa.chusetti Real Estate
P :change.
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LOW BIDDERS WIN
CITY CONTRACTS
Several South End Streets Are to Be
Repaved This Spring
Low bidders won numerous contracts
for street paving and sewers awarded
by Mayor Curley. The largest award
was made to Samuel J. Tomasello, who
will recrive $32,796 for replacing wooden
block pavement in several South end
and Roxbury streets with asphalt pavement.
The streets to be reconstructed are
Washington, from Williams to Dudley;
Northampton, from Washington to Tremont; Dudley, from Washington to
Warren; Ruggles, from Washington to
Shawmut avenue.
Other contracts were: Granite block
paving in Congreas street between
Sleeper street and the New Haven railroad, Baker Construction Company,
$16,641; sewer, West Glow street, Dorchester, J. P. Kennedy & Co., $18,279;
sewer, Codman park, Roxbury, Joseph
Botta, $4495; sewer, Warren avenue,
Hyde Park, M. Desna() Company, $3347;
sewer, Martin street, West Roxbury,
Carmen Russo, $3384.
A contract for preparing the assessors'
poll tax list and poll tax bills was
awarded without advertising to the
Dewell Company for $8425.

CITY RECEIVES BEQUEST
FUND
OF $1500 FOR MEDAL
received a

The City of Boston has
will of
bequest of $1500 under the added to
John Harleson Parker to be
Medal
the John Harleson Parker
ago. The
Fund, established some time architocof
medal Is for the best piece
the sotnre, building or monument;
Soleetion to be made by the Boston
city of Architects.

MAYOR PREPARES
EUROPEAN TRIP
To Use Presidential Suite
on Liner France
Authorities of the French Line will
be in City Hall tomorrow to call on
Mayor Curley and present him the use
of the Presidential suite on the liner
France, sailing from New York at 3:30
on Thursday. Arrangements were also
made by officials of the French Line
with English authorities regarding the
Mayor's leaving the ship at Plymouth,
Eng, for a short trip to London and
Boston, Eng.
Mayor Curley will share the suite
with City Treas Edmund L. Dolan.
The other members of the party are
Miss Mary Curley, daughter of the
Mayor, and Miss Loretta Bremner of
Chicago, who was engaged to James
M. Curley Jr at the time of the latter's
death.
The Mayor will leave Boston on
Thursday for New York and while
there will keep an appointment with
Pres Philip Heineken of the Hamburg.
American Line for discussion regarding
sa0ings from Boston on a four days'
schedule.
On leaving England, Mayor Curley
will visit the Irish Free State and ir
due in Paris for the opening of the
Colonial Exposition, arriving anout the
same time as other American Mayors.
After a short time in France the Mayor and his party will continue to Rome.
He expects to sa it from the other side
on June 5.

CENTER-ST SEWER PLAN
APPROVED BY MAYOR
A surface drain had 23 catch basins
in Center at, between South and Weld
sts, West Roxbury, costing $28,693, and
a sanitary sewer in Center at, between
Merlin and Weld eta, costing $4385,
were approved by Mayor Curley today.
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Ulle master unester Noyes Green.
thy members of the "House" asked ough will invite
distinguished persons
friends to attend, some of these guests to his table. On such occasione,
a,
were Harvard faculty members not at- company not very different from that
tached to Lowell, some were teachero of Lowell House's "high table" will
at preparatory schools, some were 'eat in the dining room
of Dunster.
merely private citizens. Besides these, But they do not sit on a platform.
a half-dozen undergiaduate members and though in dinner clothes,
they
of Lowell were chosen at random and afterwards join the rest of the underbid to the "high table."
graduates in the common room. Dun.
When Monday evening rolled around, ster House, like Lowell, has two corn.
all these guests and the men who had mon rooms, but both of them are
invited them, repaired to Mr Coolidge's open to undergraduates, and w'ien
residence, a part of Lowell House. distinguished company is enjoying its
They went from there to the Tutors' coffee and cigars, it mingles quite
Common Room, which is situated be- freely with the undergraduates of the
tween Mr Coolidge's residence and the house.
main dining hall.
What, anyway, is the purpose of the
Meanwhile the undergraduates re- "high table"?
siding in Lowell House—or such of
Well, regarding the matter broadly,
them a.s had not been invited to sit at the whole idea of the "house
plan"
this
.particular "high table," without was to extend the Harvard education"dressing," repaired to the dining room al process beyond the class room. Mr
as usual. All of them were on hand Harkness and Pres Lowell are
agreed
at one time, for the doors to the din- that eating is part of
an education.
ing zoom were not opened until a quar- Instead of grabbing a
sandwich at
ter of an hour later than usual.
one-arm lunch, tinder the house pie
On the main floor of the Lowell the undergraduates sit down
to a
House dining room are numerous small leisurely meal, with tutors and profes; tables, most of them seating six or sors
sometimes dropping in to join
eight students. These were soon filled them. It's just another part
of the
with students who sat down infor- elbow rubbing
method of education in.
mally and started eating as noon as which Pres
Lowell
has always
the food was placed before them.
strongly believed.
Enter the "High Tablers"
Eating together, furthermore, gives
. About a quarter of aa hour later, each of the "houses" more of a sub.
at 6:30 o'clock, a door leading directly stance, makes each a more definite en.
from the platform to the Tutor's tity—or is supposed to do so.
Common Room opened, and House
Whether the "high table' at Lowell
Master Coolidge, Mayor Curley and accomplishes the purpose of the
the rest of the 'high table" com- "house plan" more effectively than
pany filed in. The "high tablers" does the "low table" at Dunster is a
'were dressed in dinner jackets, and question. There is no doubt that the
took their places on the platform. "high table," besides enjoying the reg.
Their entrance and their presence I ularity which comes from a weekly
was hardly noticed by the under- repetition, is also somewhat of a func.
graduates, who finished their meal, tion, a ritualistic representation of the
and singly and in groups got up and "house." Beyond that, it does not
left the room.
seem to enjoy any advantages over the
By the time the "high table" group Dunster House "low table."
had finished, most of the underAnother High Table Coming
graduates, having started earlier, had
Indeed, as far as the chances whicri
left for the Student's Common Room
the
get to mingle with distinstudents
for their coffee and smokes. The
"high tablers," however, rose in a guished scholars, politicians, and 80 on.
body and repaired to the privacy of the Lowell House procedure seems to
the Tutor's Common Room, there to lag behind the Dunster House system.
drink coffee, smoke and talk to their Had Mayor Curley, for instance, been
House Master Greenough's guest inhearts content.
Mayor Curley and most of the stead of House Master Coolidge's, after
guests last Monday stayed
until dinner he would have had his coffee in
'shortly after 10 o'clock. Some, hcw- the larger Dunster House Common
ever, had left earlier, End there have room, and any and all undergraduatea
' been times when the general break-up would have been at perfect liberty to
in the Tutor's Common Room did not join in tho conversation. At Lowell.
House Mayor Curley had the chance
occur until after midnight.
Except for the half-dozen or so only to meet a half-dozen or so stuundergraduates who it at the "high dents, and these, no doubt, because
table," the undergraduates play no of the overwhelming number of
, part in a "high table." They sit in "grownups" who were on hand, probathe same room with the masters and bly kept into the background.
At least one more of the new
their guests, but they are not addressed, and, indeed, scarcely pay "Houses" is to have a "high table"
more attention to the famous men on next year, this being Prof Roger B.
the platform than to the pictures on Merriman'a Eliot House. Prof Merrithe wall. When the meal is over, man, like Prof Coolidge, did some
they go into their own common room studying at Oxford and is strong for
and then to their rooms or elsewhere the "high table" idea. Perhaps others
'without being presented to the distin- of the five new "houses" which are
guished visitors or taking any real to he opened next Fall also will maintain a "high table," but it seems more
part in the "high table" business.
likely that, except for Lowell and Eliot.
flimsier
at
Table
No High
the houses will follow the Dunstet
distinguished
Dunster House, the other at present House system, with
guests
as frequent visitors, but with
completed "House Plan" unit, does tiot
them
platform
for
to
sit
upon and
no
neverthless
but
table,"
has c a "high
entertains in a manner not very on- with no common rooms reserved fox
the esolueive use of the tutors.
like
— Lowell Holisis, From UM.to 4M11.
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J. M. Curley, Jr., Court
Communion Brealifast

MISS MARY I., HARRINGTON
She is on the committee in charge
of

Communion

breakfast of James

M. Curley, Jr. Court, M. C. 0. F.
The first Communion hrelktast of
James Al. Curley, Jr. Court, M. C. 0. F.
No. 258, will be held today in the
copley-Plaza Hotel at to a. m. The
members will receive Communion in
the Holy Cross Cathedral at the 9
o'clock mass.
Mayor Curley will be the principal
speaker. *Others will inclucie City
Treasurer Dolan, past chief ranger: Dr.
Helen I. Doherty 'McGillicuddy, Joseph
McCabe, high chief ranger; the Rev.
Harry I. O'Connor. chaplain of the
court and of the order.
Miss .Mary McGillicuddy is chairman
of the committee. The others are Mks
Mary Harrington, James 1.7.
Thomas 0emelli, Edward O'Keefe and
Cornelius Murphy.
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PARKER MEDAL F ND
INCREASED BY BEQUEST,
An addition of $1500 to the WOO
with which the John HarlesSan Parker
Medal fund was created by him in 19al,
was made in his will and the bequesb
was received by Mayor Curley yesterday.
From the income of the fund, at least
every three years, a medal is presented
to the architect credited with designing
the most beautiiful piece of architecture
in a building cr monument. The selection is made by the Boston Society of
Architects wham recommendation is
presented to the mayor.
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WHAT MAYOR CURLEY SAW AND
DID AT HARVARD'S HIGH TABLE
jorera

Lee

efkoF.
coottoc.E-

pkAya.2. cUrzi

FiDf. R#,ND

Mt, cARVeg.

STUDENTS'
COM M 0 N
ROOM

The high table accommodates 26, 12 on each side and one at each end. The students sit eight to a table, aud
there are some 30 or more tables for them.
one wants to know, is a "high table," the main portion of the floor. Usually
By VICTOR 0. JONES
this platform is devoid of furniture,
Since Lowell House was opened who sits at it, how do they get that but on Monday night it supports a
of it?
way,
what
and
long narrow table, seating approxilast Fall as one of the first two units
mately 30 persons.
Fisting Formerly Private
of the Harkness "House Plan,"
Before the "House Phan" was intro- This is the now famous "high table," •
which eventually will alter the so- duced, Harvard undergraduates ate where have sat, among others, Pres
Lowell, Mayor Curley, Cardinal O'Concial system of Harvard University, their meals at their clubs, or if they nell, Mayor Russell, Mr
Harkness, Dr ,
lacked membership, they "ate around"
been
has
night
Monday
every
in the various public cafeterias and Alfred Stearns, Joseph Lee and other
all
notables
from
walka
of
life.
is
marked by the holding of what
the more swanky restaurants. Years
You can use last Monday's "high
before, there had been a college-run
known as a "high table" dinner.
"commons" In Memorial Hall, but table" an a fair example of how the
Even before the first of these more recently, eating, except for the function is run.
functions was held, it was, for one freshmen, was a private matter. The 1
Professors invite Guests
took no steps to satisfy the
reason or another, the subject of college
three weeks ago, Mason Ham- I
or
Two
wants of the inner man.
controversy among undergraduates,
Under the "House Plan," however, mond, senior tutor of Lowell House,
all the professors and tutors
graduates, and others interested in eating was to become a collegiate reminded
function almost as much as reading Who are attached to Lowell House that
collegiate affairs. Modeled, obvious- or attending classes. Each "House" there was ge,ftt 4,:o be another "high
ly, on the social routine of aristo- is equipped with a dining hall and the table." Ewell of the men has the
of that "House" must take privi!ege 0k inviting some guest to atcratic Oxford, the "high table" was rcsidents
a certain number of meals in them— tend.
undemoan
condemned by many as
Thus, House Master Julian L. Coolor, what amounts to the same thing,
importation must pay for a certain number of idge decided that he would ask Mayor
cratic, un-American
Curley to be his guest last Monday.
meals.
from the British educational system.
Lowell Honge has gone a step fur- wanting, perhaps, to honor the Mayor
With Mayor Curley's attendance ther in making eating a communal, of Boston with an invitation which
at one of these "high tables," this collegiate function. At one, end of its carries with it a certain distinction or
institution has become a matter of large dining room is built, a permanent thinking, perhaps, that. the Mayor
Niroulti be aood, pompanyo,
ADAM
gekeral public interest., What.every- platforra, about two. feet it_iging tt

( try

P.A4F1),,F44/

0S

era t Ions

et lit unborn
that
wonderful
gift of liberty of soul and spirit,
mind
and
, with 1.1lich the Church of
Christ Iii endo\%..i mankind and which
this country was born to perpetuate.

Come Like Thief in Night
"Don't imagine that these things are
so far away that they can never touch
You or America. This is the falsest of
false ideas. The enemies of God in
this country are already making preparations underground and from time to
time you eRTI hear the rumblings of
their disorders.
"They never really show themselves
until the time is ripe. They come like
a thief in the night and when It is thne
for them to appear, they appear like a
lightning bolt from the blue sky. And
then, alas, it Is often times too late to
Withstand the violence of their attack.
So, be wise and be prepared."
Immediately after the Cardinal's address, the members of James M. Curley
Jr. Court went to the Copley-Plaza.
Where -breakfast was served. Mayor
Curley was the principal speaker, and
was accompanied by his daughter, Miss
Mary Curley.
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CURLEY OFF FOR
EUROPE FRIDAY
Mayor Will Visit Irish
Forefathers' Home on
Way to Paris
Mayor Curley will sail for Pausal*
Friday from New York with Ills ulti.
mate destination, Paris and the ex-position there as the guest of the French
government.
The mayor will occupy the preeident.
ial suite aboard the French liner France
and goes in advance of the group of
American mayors who have been invited
by the French government to attend the
exposition. City Treasurer Edmund I...
Dolan will occupy the suite with him.
At Plymouth. England, when the liner
arrives there, Mayor Curley will be ex; tended the courtesies of the city and
will be given a reception. He then plans
to vLsit London and Liverpool before
going to Ireland, where he will remain
several days as the guest of the Irish
Free State government. He plans to
,visit the home of his forefathers in
Galway.
After ft few days in England he will
go to Paris, where he will bake a speech
at the exposition. From Paris he plans
to go to Rome, where he will spend six
days before sailing for home, on June 9.
Thursday night. while in New York.
he will meet Philip Heinken. president
of the Hamburg-American Lines, and
discuss the advisability of the inauguration of a four-day steamship service between Boston and Europe.
Miss Mary Curley and Mies Loretta
Bremner of Chicago will accompany
the mayor on the trip.

More Employes for
Welfare Dept. Urged'
The Boston Council of Social
Agencies, following an in‘ r
Lion of activities of the
public welfare department. ieree,
mends the department he
ri
•
r,
and
more stenographic
war, ne,
h(lp. This report
M4yor Corley totley. who turn, .1 ,1
(Wei to t he c4 t y entinell,
r .1,1 The social agenele44
while there theca'
that
been some mistakes in
department, due to the tare.. niim
bri of requests for Aid du'saai: h4
prio few
month/4, the nv,
whole heortedly to
hAve worked
handle the alluatien."
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BURLEY NEVER
TO RUN FOR
MAYOR AGAIN
Makes Announcement
on Eve of Leaving
for Europe

Deaf to Convene
in Boston July 20

announced
Mayor Curley definitely
betoday that he would never again
office of
come a candidate for the
mayor of Boston.
TO VISIT KING GEORGE
the
His statement was made during
deusual morning conference with his
partment heads. He also pointed out
during
that he had acted as mayor
debusiness
acute
of
periods
three
pression, namely, in 1915, 1921, and his

The 1 Oh national convention of
tho Notional Fraternal Society of
the Dear will be held in this eitv
from July 20 to 26 next, a committete representing the mgenizet;on
The
told Mayo! Curley today.
Mayor annotimid he will pp/velof
for
entertainment
a/date WOO
the convention.

present term.
Mayor Curley said: "I shall not be a
candidate for mayor again. This will
be the last time."
Referring to his impending trip to
Europe, Curley added: "I will pay your
respects to the King of England. President. Cosgrave of the Irish Free State,
the President of France and Mussolini.''
The rest of the time during which the
cenference was held was devoted aln
dew,indorsement
ifcomplete
ely
te entirely
most
ofh
welfare deportment
Curley'a part.
This Indorsement was coupled with a
plea that the heads of all departments
observe a 1116.‘t rigid economy hi order
that any surplus might be made available to the welfare department if necessary.
The mayor (expressed pleasure the an
exhaustive inquiry by private serial
agencies In the city into the welfare department had caused belief that the
welfare department was ably and efficiently managed. He added that Heston was not spending funds in this
field es large in amount as sums spent
loy other cities of equal size.
.
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..tion for Violators
Criminal it,
of Laws
Criminal prosecution ef property
owners who vielate municipal building
laws has replaced reort to iniunc1ione
hitherto the policy of the c:ty, and has
resulted in the impo611lon of fines cf
$2.7) upon two offenders and the issuonce of warrants for the arrest. of five
More who failed to respond to sum menses for their appearance in the
municipal court, yesterday.
Assistant. Corporation Counsel H.
Murray Pakulski is handling the campaign and has a long list of violators
who arc to be haled into court.
Judge Dowd disposed of three cares
ye.sterday by fining two defendants and
plectra a third complaint on file. The
violaliens are varied and include failure to install fire escapes on buildings
as well as to provide proper means of
egress.

f

HAS POLS GUESSING
Under provisions of the city charter
no mayor can be elected to succeed
himself. The second and third time
Curley was elected to office. four years
intervened between his terms.
Following today's statement, speculation was rife as to what Curley's plans
lot the future would be. One camp inclined to belief that the announcement
marked his retirement from public life,
while othera were equally certain that
his failure to mention the gubernatorial
chair placed him in a position to seek
that.
Miler.
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WHAT MAYOR CURLEY SAW AND
DID AT HARVARD'S HIGH TABLE
JOCerH LE

PROF • 10,e ewAYOZ eigttey cRftpJp
cool.
trwc9._

The high table accommodates 26, 12 on each side and one at each end. The students sit eight to a table, aud

there are some 30 or more tables for them.
By VICTOR 0. JONES
Since Lowell House was opened
last Fall as one of the first two units
of the Harkness "House Plan,"
which eventually will alter the social system of Harvard University,
every Monday night has been
marked by the holding of what is
known as a "high table" dinner.
Even before the first of these
functions was held, it was, for one
reason or another, the subject of
controversy among undergraduates,
graduates, and others interested in
collegiate affairs. Modeled, obviously, on the social routine of aristocratic Oxford, the "high table" was
condemned by many as an undemoimportation
cratic, tin-American
from the British educational system,
With Mayor Curley's attendance
at one of these ''high tables," this
institution has become a matter of
general public interest, What.event-

one wants to know, is a "high table," the main portion of the floor. Usually
who sits at it, how do they get that this platform is devoid of furniture,
but on Monday night it supports a
way, and what of it?
Eating Formerly Private
Before the "House Plan" was introduced, Harvard undergraduates ate
their meals at their clubs, or if they
lacked membership, they "ate around"
In the various public cafeterias and
the more swanky restaurants. Years
before, there had been a college-run
"commons" in Memorial Hall, but
more recently, eating, except for the
freshmen, was a private matter. The
college took no steps to satisfy the
wants of the inner man.
Under the "House Plan," however,
eating was to become a collegiate
function almost as much as reading
or attending classes. Each "House"
is equipped with a dining hall and the
residents of that "House" must take
a certain number of meals in them—
or, what amounts to the same thing,
must pay for a certain number of

long narrow table, seating approximately 30 persons.
This is the now famous ''high table,"
where have sat, among others, Pres
Lowell, Mayor Curley, Cardinal O'Connell, Mayor Russell, Mr Harkness, Dr
Alfred Stearns, Joseph Lee end other
notables from all walks of life.
You can use last Monday's "high
table" as a fair example of how the '
function is run.
1

Professors Invite Guests

Two or three weeks ago, Mason Hammond, senior tutor of Lowell House.
reminded all the professors and tutors
Who are attactied to Lowell House that
there was gelatg. 4,•,)be another "high
table." Eiceh of these men has the
privile,ge otf inviting some guest to at-

tend.
Thus, House Master Julian L. Coolidge decided that he would ask Mayor

meals.
Curley to be his guest last Monday,
Lowell House has gone a step fur- wanting, perhaps, to honor the Mayor
ther in making eating a communal, of Boston with an invitation which

collegiate function. At one end of its carries with it a certain distinction, or
large dining- room is built a permanent thinking, perhaps, that. the Mayor
platform, about two feat higher, thia 1'0344 O. so.94 ppwpanar.
*14.4E
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eratIons still unborn that wonderful
gift of liberty of soul and spirit, mind
and body, with whichi the Church
of
Christ has endowed mankind and which
this country was born to perpetuate.
Come Like Thief in Night
"Don't imagine that these things are
so far away that they can never touch
You or America. This Is the falsest of
false ideas. The enemies of God in
this country are already making preparations underground and from time to
time you can hear the rumblings of
their disorders.
"They never really show themselves
until the time is ripe. They come like
a thief in the night and when it is time
for them to appear, they appear like a
lightning bolt from the blue shy. And
then, alas, it Is often times too late to
withstand the violence of their attack.
So, be wise and be prepared."
Immediately after the Cardinal's address, the members of James M. Curley
Jr. Court went to the Copley-Plaza,
where breakfast was served. Mayor
Curley was the principal ,speaker, and
was accompanied by his daughter, Miss
Mary Curley.

v
CURLEY OFF FOR
EUROPE FRIDAY
Mayor Will Visit Irish
Forefathers' Home on
Way to Paris

'1

I
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The Boston Council of Social
Agencies. following an investigatiem of activities of the
Boston
public welfare department, recommends the department los given
more stenographic
and elslical
es.... sins, I n
help. This report
1‘4,4yof Corley 1 .'1 2 Y. ‘'.11,1 ttirn ^ r1 i
th, r'ty
r1{',
find:

sses
that who, ths., deis.ot, .
lossers,,sr rsi tiltes in the
nurnderailment, tilts tri the Iii
thfor nid
hrl ni
pn7.1 few also! hs, the
ve worked whole hesrterily in
handle the situation."

Makes Announcement
on Eve of Leaving
for Europe

Deaf to Convene
in Boston July 20

Mayor Curley definitely announced
today that he would never again become a candidate for the office of
mayor of Boston.
TO VISIT KING GEORGE
His statement was made during the
usual morning conference with his department heads. He also pointed out
that he had acted as mayor during
three period.s of acute business depression, namely, in 1915, 1921, and his

The nth national convention of
tIi
NatIonni Fraternal Society or
1h•
f will be held in this site
Isom lids. 20 to 25 next, a corn m11 tens iep,esentifl
the otganizat,on
Tie,
tots Mayor Curley today.
1,
Mayo, announ4d he will a11,1
print, WOO for enteotniororrit of
the corwention.
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CURLEY NEVER
TO RUN FOR
MAYOR AGAIN

More Employes for
Welfare Dept. Urgedi

Mayor Curley will sail for Europe
of Laws
Friday from New York with his ulti.
mate destination, Paris and the exposiCriminal proseeutlon of property
tion there as the guest of the French
owners who violate municipal building
government.
The mayor will occupy the president- laws has replaced r-rort to injunctions.
ial suite aboard the French liner France
policy of the c:ty, and has
,and goes in advance of the group of hitherto the
American mayors who have been invited resulted in the impoAtion of fines el
by the French government to attend the $25 upon two offenders and the issuexposition. City Treasurer Edmund L. ance of warrants for the arrest. of five
Dolan will occupy the suite with him.
more who failed to respond to sum,. At Plymouth, England, when the liner menses for their appearance in the
!arrives there, Mayor Curley will be ex- municipal court yesterday.
tended the courtesies of the city and
Assistant Corporation Counsel H.
'will be given a reception. He then plans Murray Pakulski Is handling the camto visit London and Liverpool before paign and has a long hat of violators
going to Ireland, where he will remain who arc to be haled into court.
several days as the guest of the Irish
Judge Dowd disposed of three cares
Free State government. He plans to. yesterday by fining two defendants and
visit the home of his forefathers in placirg a third complaint on fie. The
Galway.
Yiolalions are varied and include failAfter a few days in England he will ure to insts.11 fire escapes on buildings
go to Paris, where he will bake a speech
well as to provide proper means of
at the exposition. From Paris he plans (press.
to go to Rome, where he will spend six
days before sailing for home, on June 9.
Thursday night, while in New York,
he will meet Philip Heinken, president
of the Hamburg-American Lines, and
discuss the advisability of the inauguration of a four-day steamship service between Boston and Europe.
Miss Mary Curley and Miss Loretta
Bremner of Chicago will accompany
the mayor on the trip.
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present term.
Mayor Curley said: "I shall not be a
candidate for mayor again. This will
be the last time,"
Referring to his impending trip to
Europe. Curley added: "I will pay your
respects to the King of England, President Cosgrave of the Irish Free State,
r the President of France and Mussolini.'
The rest of the time during which the
I ecnference was held was devoted almost entirely to complete indorsement
of the public welfare department on
Curley's part.
This indorsement was coupled- with a
ttlea that the heads of all departinents
observe a most rigid economy in order
that any surplus might be made available to the welfare department if necessary.
The mayor ee'pressed pleasure th.z:t an
exhaustive inquiry by private szcial
agencies in the city into the welfare department had caused belief that the
welfare department was ably and efficiently managed. He added that Boston was not spending funds in this
field as large in amount as sums spent
hy other cities of equal size.
HAS POLS GUESSING
Under provisions of the city charter
no mayor can be elected to succeed
himself. The second and third time
Curley was elected to office, four years
intervened between his terms,
Following today's statement, speculation was rife as to what Curley's plans
for: the future would be. One camp inclined to belief that the announcement
marked his retirement from public life.
while others were equally certain that
his failure to mention the gubernatorial
chair placed him in a position
to seek
that. railer.
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”But, the menace was never ad erit
vious as it is in our time, when even
little children are beginning to throw
off the reverence which Christian
children were always taught to observe
towards their parents. And, this is no
mere chance, because we find the horrible truth that this sort of.irreverence
and disobedience under some very
leading title of self-expression is being
openly taught In even some of our
schools, and I regret to say, even in
some of our churches."
The Cardinal was speaking to the
members of the James M. Curley, Jr.,
Court, M. C. 0. F., and the Young Men's
Association of the Cathedral, at the
Cathedral of the Holy Cross, where
both organizations received holy comtnunion in a body.
Continuing, he declared that in some
schools now it seems to he the fact to
, train children to disrupt everything,
I according to their own impulses. That
Is the so-called self-expression, a fancy
title, covering a very disagreeable fact,
he said.

CARDINAL HITS
AT COMMUNIS111
A

Urges Awakening of Filial Respect
s 1 irst tep to UtFset rowing Menace
reverence to their parents, and the
Lashing an attack against Cam- so-called "self-expression in youth,'
munism, which, he declared, is flood- as the first steps against disobedience
jug Europe and beginning to make of the law'
itself felt in this country, Cardinal "In my generation it was the most
O'Connell sounded a Warning, yes- normal thing in the world for .chilterday, against the growing menace dren to be brought up with respect
of children throwing off traditional for their elders and their families,"
he said, "and we were all happy in
that Spirit of docility and obedience.

Spread of Communism
"Of late there Is all over the world a
very deluge of rebellious and intlam,matory opposition to all sorts of control,
whether it be religious, civil, or family,"
the Cardinal continued.
"Back of it all, of course, is the spirit
of atheism and Communism, which is
flooding Europe and beginning, as we
know, to make Itself felt in America.
The attitude that each one is his own
master is the modern gospel of Communism, that is spreading before the
world.
"And we see, unfortunately, its results. It is only natural from the start
it got In the 16th century that it is
working itself out in violent revolutions
in nearly every country in the world.
Religion Is being ridiculed; all obedience
Is denied, each one is living for himself—is that liberty?

Dangers to Youth
"Of course, it is nothing but the
most chaotic sort of license. The only
liberty possible in this world is the
liberty which comes by submission to
proper authority and a well ordered
life. Any exception is unbridled IItense and leads to the complete disruption of religious and civil order.
"Now, I repeat the youth of today
are surrounded on every side by these
revolutionary and destructive influ-,
enres. We only have to hear the will
a
and insane yells and screams of those
students of the foreign universities of
Europe, instead of submitting In the
Influence that wouid train them to
the
superior knowledge that trains thel
soul to love and order.
"Respect those above you, cultivate
obedience to those Clod has set over
you and cease to be the tools of
men, who are merely using the older
you
of today for their
diabolical
It is no longer a menace in purposes,
Europe, it
Is upon Europe, Central
America,
America. It is coming close to South
us.

Urges Love et God and Country

MAYOR CURLEY ADDRESSING FORESTERS
He is shown thanking members of the James M. Curley, Jr., Court,
M. C. 0. F., for perpetuating his late son's name at a communion breakfast
at the Copley-Plaza yesterday. Cardinal O'Connell also addressed the members at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross.

"Are we immune irom all
we not living on the fine this? Are
our forbears, who in their example of
(lays were
filially submissive to those
who represent4d to them family authority
rind
authority of the state.
"Keep your true
liberty—liberty under the law. To love'
God
Him is the greatest liberty and serve
of the universe. Love your country
is the noblest liberty. It and nerve it
sets
men free
in the highest sense,
because it not
only keeps him free, but
hl
country
free. Love your parents
an ti
toward them the reverence
and
respect,
which as Christians and
Catholics you
know is your duty.
There
is
the
Whole
law of the prophets.
"Do this and thou shalt
live
and obtain not only life, but
pass on to gen.
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happens to exist. In
country they are, there whatever
is unrestrained
libertinism and license.
RESPECT THOSE ABOVE YOU
What sort of citizens would
these
young students be expected
to become? How will they ever
understand respect for government,
their purpose is to overturn since
government? And that is youth. Youth
that has thrown off the gentle bond
of religious restraint and family
counsel and has taken to itself a
superiority to all the leading minds
of the last 20 centuries, and has repeatedly thrown away again and
again, the command of God, "Honor
thy father and thy mother."
Respect those above you, cultivate obedience to those God has set
over you and cease to be the tools
of older men, who are merely
using
the youth of today for their own
diabolical purposes. It is no longer
a menace in Europe, it Is upon Europe, Central America,South America. It is coming close to us. Are
we immune from all this? Are we
not living on the fine example of
our forebears, who intheir days were
filially submissive to those who represented to them family authority
and the authority of the state.
And these poor children are being taught that this is liberty. Oh
yes,liberty! That is fine language.but
the name is usurped. It is not liberty. These people really are using
fine words for the purpose of imbedding into the minds of youth the
very worst kinds of sentiments and
principles. What liberty has the
Russian today? He is simply under
the heel of the most merciless little
clique, that are by brute force dominating millions. They haven't a
word to say in their defence. They
are crying for liberty and this Is
what they get. They refused the
sublime liberty which ennobles man
and for that they exchanged this
servility of the vilest kind to a small
clique of merciless tyrants and despots.
Now you young men by your act
of reverence to Almighty God by
coming here to refresh yourselves
with the bread of life, to fight, the
batties of life, you realize what
your responsibilities as youth are.
Don't be deceived by these false
cries. That is the usual time-worn
trick of despots to cry beautiful
words and fasten the shackles.
Keep your true liberty—liberty under the law. To love God and serve
him is the greatest, liberty of the
universe. Love yopr country and
serve it and that is the noblest liberty.
It sets man free in the highest
sense, not only keeps him free but
keeps his country free. Love your
parents and observe toward them
the reverence and respec which as
Christians and Catholics you know
Is your duty. There is the whole
law of the prophets. Do this and
thou shalt live and obtain not only
life but pass on to generations.
still unborn, that wonderful gift of
liberty of soul and spirit, mind and
body, with which the church of
Christ has endowed mankind and
which this country was born to perpetuate.
Don't imagine that these things
are so far away that they can never
touch you or America. This is the
fAlsest'of false ideas. The enemies
of God in this country are already
making preparations underground
and from time to time you can hear
the rumblings of their disorders.
They never really show themselves
until the time is ripe. They come
like a thief in the night and when
it is time for them to appear they
appear like a lightning bolt from
the blue sky. And then, alas, it is
often times too late to withstand
the violence of their attack. So be
wise and be prepared.
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GLOWING TRIBUTE
-Mayor Addresses James M. Curley,
Jr., Court, M. C. 0. F.
Remarkable tribute was paid the
, memory of James M. Curley, Jr., when
400 members of the James M. Curley,
Jr., Court, M. C. 0. F., gathered yesterday at their first communion breakfast
at the Copley-Plaza Hotel.
The mayor spoke publicly, for the
first time since the death of his son,
of his love for the boy. Pour members
of the Curley family. Miss Mary Curley,
and Paul, Leo and George Curley, were
present.
Reference had been made by speakers to James M. Curley's organizing
ability, as demonstrated in his organization of the court, once known as
Bostonla Court, but which Was changed
shortly after his death. James Jr.,
was chief ranger of the court.
Mayor Curley then said:
"Fields are fair far away." That's
an old Irish saying. The restless
spirit of the age, this constant
striving to engage in something
without purpose, this wanting to be
on the way without knowing where
we are going. In all this how
cheering it is to find a group of
bright, intelligent and capable
young men and women giving an
exemplification of faith.
Not how long, but how well, has
RR individual lived is the story. My
son's life was snuffed out too early.
it was Ii.ke opening a wonderful
book and reading the first page and
the preface and having to close
without having a chance to read a
single chapter.
He must have accomplished much
and it was difficult to be a good
example at his age. His father was
a mayor, every avenue .for mistake,
for the commission of sin was open.
But he devoted the leisure that
could have been given to pleasure
to industry, the study and development of mind, and thinking of ways
to be of service. A life of service
If only for a year is often better
than a life without service that
lasts a century.
EXAMPLE OF GOOD LIVING
If he was an example of good
living, of firm belief in the principles of the Catholic Church, industry and playing the game square
and above board, then God knows
he did not die in vain.
I have met the faculty of Harvard and it was moving to hear
the boy's professors RS to his industry and character. Professors
James and Frankfurter among
others testified to his modesty, industry, determination—it is an unusual thing when the qualities
which regard as negative can still
make progress. There must have
been a lot to the boy that I didn't
know. In my case 'Fields are fair
far away'—perhaps I was harboring
a jewel under eye and didn't ace
It. Truth, honesty, modesty—who
Is there to say he lived in vain.
Consoling words were also directed
to Mrs. Joseph M. Smart, whose son,
Joseph Smart, a member of the court,
died while only a youth.
William G. O'Hare, penal Institutions
commission, was the toastmaster of the
affair. He was introduced by Miss
Mary McGillicuddy, the chief ranger.
Other speakers were Edmund Dolan,
city treasurer; Peter Welch, deputy
chief ranger of the order; the Rey.
Harry M. O'Connor, chaplain of tha
court and the order; Dr. Helen I.
Doherty McGillicuddy, past high chief
ranger. The mass at the cathedral,
at
which the members received communion. was celebrated by the Rev.
Neil
A. Cronin of the cathedral staff.
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CURLEY THIE
ON FRIOill

Mayor Curley sails for Europe
from New York on Friday afternoon aboard the S. S. France of
the French line. He will be accompanied .by his daughter, Mary;
Miss Loretta Bremner, fiancee of
the late James M. Curley, Jr., and
City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
Application for passports was
made at the Custom House today.
Because of the pressure of business, Thomas J. A. Johnson, city
greeter, will be unable to make
the trip,
Mayor Curley and his party will
leave Roston on Friday morning
and will occupy the presidential
suite aboard the liner as the guest
of the French government.
The mayor will visit Galway, the
birthplace Ot his parents.
In
France the mayor will deliver an
address in French at the Colonial
Exposition in Paris. A tour of the
principal citi..1 of France will be
followed by a visit to Rome. The
party sails rom Italy for Bostonon June 0.

Mil RETURNS
SEX Elm BAN

Expressing the opinion that the
motion picture industry will ;:hort,1v recognize the growing protest
,against sex and crime pictures,
Mayor Curley today returned to
the City Council, without approval,
an order adopted last week to prohibit such pictures.
"The
tion picture industry
from the ..tandpoint of money invested is today a ranking industry in America and unquestionably both those persons in charge
of the industry and persons with
money invested in it are desirous
I hat such a course he pursued as
will continue to merit for them
not only public approval, hut publie support," the mayor wrote,
"Approval by me of the order
RS adopted by the City Council,
even though I had the legal
authority to do so, which I have
not, would, in my opinion, he not
only inadvisable but an injustice
as I am quite certain that the
motion
picture industry must
shortly recognise the growing
protest against this character of
presentations. In the event that
they fail to do so after a reasonable time has elapsed. action RS
contemplated might he consid' eyed."
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CARDINAL CALLS
YOUTH TO MEET
RED CHALLENGE
Prelate Says Obedience to
Lawful Authority Needed
In Nation
CURLEY IN TOUCHING
TRIBUTE TO HIS SON
Mayor Shows Emotion in
Address to Court Bearing Name
Communism Is making inroads in
America through the secret, underground work of radicals, Cardinal
O'Connell warned in an unexpected address at the Cathedml of the Holy Cross
yesterday morning. He called on the
youth of America to answer the challenge by obedience to lawfully constituted authority.
Cardinal O'Connell arrived at the
cathedral early yesterday morning to
pontificate at the 10 o'clock MASS.
Hearing that 400 members of the James
M. Curley, Jr., court, M. C. 0. F., were
In the church for their first court communion, and also 150 members of the
Young Men's Association of the Cathedral, he seized the opportunity to address the young people.
MAYOR IS MOVED
Immediately after the cardinal's address the members of the court were
addressed at communion breakfast at
the Copley-Plaza by Mayor Curley, who
for the first time since the death of his
son, James M. Curley, Jr., spoke publicly of the youth, in one of the most
moving talks he has ever been heard
to give. The mayor's son was chief
ranger of the court addressed by the
executive.
The cardinal, in his address on the
danger of communism and rebellion
from constituted authority, spoke in a
tense voice which clearly told of his
convictions. He cited the change in
the teachin• of the present generation
to venerate and respect authority, be It
religious, civil or family, and pronounced the lack of such teaching a
serious danger.
"We find the horrible truth that this
sort of irreverence and disobedience under some very misleading title is being
taught in even some of our schools, and
I regret to say, even, I am told, in
some of our churches," he said.
"Of late there is, all over the world,
a very deluge of rebellious and inflam-
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school. Now it seems to be the fact
matory opposition to all sorts of conto train the children to disrupt
trol. Back of it all, of course. Is the
everything, except their own imspirit of atheism and communism
pulses. That is the so-called selfexpression, a fancy title, covering a
which is flooding all Europe and beginvery
disagreeable fact.
ning as we know to make itself felt in
Even the pagans understood the
America.
necessity of this in the formation
of society and in the conservation
RELIGION RIDICULED
of all that was proper in social life.
"Religion is being ridiculed, all obediThe Jews had it and still have it
ence Is denied, each one is living for
I am told in a very strong sense.
"Honor Thy Father and Thy Mothhimself. Of course it is nothing but
er" WAS one of the commandments
the most chaotic sort of lietnse. The
given to Moses and the Jewish peoonly liberty in this world is thet liberty
ple, during all time until recently,
which comes by submission to/proper
understood the full meaning of this
and of other responsibilities of paauthority and well ordered life. Any
rental
authority and filial obediexception is unbridled license and leads
ence.
to the complete disruption of religious
But of course the great break
came with the so-called Reformaand civil order."
tion
in the 16th century, when at
He urged youth not to be used as the
that time there was an open rebeltool of older men who would turn its lion against
constituted religious
enthusiasm for "diabolical purposes." discipline and authority and it is
He deplored the type of citizen these only a short step toward disobedispecious doctrines of freedom would ence of civil authority. They of
course could foresee very little of
produce, and urged a return to the the monstrous consequence of open
older code of respect for the church, rebellion at that time, but I think
the eyes of many of them are open
the family and the state.
to the fact that if the gate is open
The text of his talk follows:
wide against all obedience and disMy dear young men end women
cipline that at once there is a menace to the very foundations of soI am very happy to see you heie
ciety itself.
In the main, whatbefore the altar, performing your
ever the logical conclusions might
religious duties. Devotion to rebe with regard to this rebellious atligious duties indicate that you are
titude toward reverence, the fact is
that the old Catholic traditions still
firm in your faith and in the exstood firm, despite the theoretical
pression of that faith by your apview about liberty, religious and
pearance here in church today and
and civil.
All well-bred people, Protestant
your aproaching the altar and your
as well as Catholic, were brought
reception of the blessed sacrament.
up in the norms of filial respect
It is certainly a most appropriand reverence, toward whoever had
ate moment to speak of the dangers,
a right to command or direct them.
which beset the youth of today, the
But of late there is, all over the
only remedy against which is active
world, a very deluge of rebellious
and strong faith, which is a Chrisand inflammatory opposition to all
tian inheritance, such as you are
sort of control, whether it be civil
exhibiting here today, and that is
or religious or family. Back of it
why I rejoice with you.
all of course is the spirit of atheism
The dangers which beset you toand communism, which is flooding
day arc of such enormity and so
all Europe and beginning as we
constantly before you and around
know to make itself felt in Ameriyou that only the greatest firmness
ca. The attitude that each one is
and devotion to your religious
his own master is the modern gosduties can offer any protection
pel of communism, that is spreadagainst them. To begin with, there
ing before the world.
is a great menace to the reverence
And we see unfortunately its reand respect due to all authority.
sults. It is only natural from the
That menace is never so obvious as
start it got in the 16th century
it is in our covn• time, when even
that It is working itself out in violittle children are beginning to
lent revolutions in nearly every
throw off the traditional revel ence
country
in the world. Religion is
which Christian children were albeing ridiculed; all obedience is
ways taught to observe towsrd their
denied,
each
one is living for himparents. And this is no mere
self, that is liberty?
chance because we find the horrible
Of
course it is nothing but the
truth that this sort of irreverence
most chaotic sort of license. The
and disobedience under some very
only
liberty possible in this world
misleading title is being openly
is the liberty which comes by subtaught in even some of our schools
mission to proper authority and a
and I regret to say, even, I am told,
well-ordered life. Any exception is
In some of the churches.
unbridled
In my generation it was the most
license and leads to the
complete disruption of religious
normal thing in the world for chiland civil order.
dren to be brought up with respect
for their elders and their families
Now I repeat the youth of today
and we were all happy in that spirit
are surrounded on every side
by
of docility and obedience, while we
the.se revolutionary and destructive
were children. That accounts for
influences. We only have to hear
the normal attitude which people
the wild and insane yells
and
before the present age assumed
screams of those students
of
toward their elders, whether of the
foreign universities of Europe. the
Infamily or of the state or the church.
stead of submitting to the influences
that would train them to
1UNNORMAL CHILD RARE
the superior knowledge, that trains
It was a normal thing for the
the
soul to love and order, they
children to be brought un in that
up all sense of discipline, throw
turning
atmosphere and an unnormal child
the universities into howling
forums, each one proclaiming a docwas a rare exception. But they of
trine
more radical than the other
course had the natural spirit of
and rushing out into the street,
youth and here and
iere, there
they overthrow thrones, kings,
were acts of disobedience, which
nresidents or whatever authority
goes without. saying. But. at that
times and it is not SO very long
ago, nothing else was taught, in
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Honors Son!
At Communion Breakfast in Son's Memory

•

Mayor James
M. Curley,
shown with his
daughter,
Ma‘-y, leaving
Cathedral of
the Holy Cross,
South End,
yesterday,
after speaking
at the first
communion
breakfast
of James M.
Curley, Jr.,
court, No. 258,
M. C. 0. F.
Court was
named for his
late son.

Mayor James M.
Curley as he gave
principal
address
yesterday at first
communion breakfast at the CopleyPlaza Hotel of the
James M. Curley,
Jr., Court, M. C.
0. F., named in
honor . of his late
son, first president
of that body. His
daughter, Mary, is
at left.

„
He Warns of Deception
"Now you youncr men by your act of
reverence to Almighty God by coming
here to refresh yourselves with the
bread of life, to fight the battles of
life, you realize what your responsibilities as youth are? Don't be deceived by these false cries. That is
the usual time-worn trick of despots
to cry beautiful words and fasten the
shackles. Keep your true liberty—
liberty under the law. Love God and
serve him is the greatest liberty of
the universe. Love your country and
serve it and that is the noblest liberty.
"It sets man free in the highest
sense, not only keeps him free but
keeps his country free. Love your
. C. end observe toward them the
reverence and respect which, as
Christians and Catholics, you know
is your duty. There is the whole law
of the prophets. Do this and thou
shalt live and obtain not only life,
but pass on to generations, still unborn, that wonderful gift of liberty
of soul, mind and body, with which
the Church of Christ has endowed
mankind and which this country was
born to perpetuate.
"Don't imagine that these things are
so far away that they can never
touch you or America. This is the
falsest of false ideas. The enemies
of God in this country are already
making preparations underground and
1 from time to time you can hear the
rumblings of their disorders. Thew
never really show themselves until
the time is ripe. They come like a
thief in the night, and when it is time
for them to appear they appear like
a lightning bolt from the blue sky.
And then alas it is oftentimes too
late to withstand the violence of their
attack. So be wise and be prepared.”

Mayor Speaks at Breakfast
Following the service, the members
of the Curley Court of Foresters went
to the Copley-Plaza for breakfast.
Mayor Curley spoke in appreciation of
the honor paid hits son by the court in
perpetuating his memory. He paid
high tribute to Cardinal O'Connell for
hie address.
The Mayor said that Boston Catholics do not appreciate what a wonderful leader they have in Cardinal
O'Connell. If he was situated in another part of the country, they would
be anxious to secure copies of his addresses. Hie pronouncements are sufficient to set all thinking, regardless of
religion. He urged the audience to follow the Cardinal's advice as to respect
for lawful authority. Without it there
can be nothing but chaos, Mayor Curley said.
The Mayor spoke feelingly of hie son.
His life, he said, reminded him of a
wonderful book of which one had read
the preface and had then closed without reading a chapter.
He said that the boy must have accomplished much by good example.
"His father was Mayor and every avenue for the indulgence of pleasure
and the commission of sin was open
to him," said the Mayor, "but they did
not interest him. He devoted himself to industry, development of mind
and ways to be of service. A life of
service for a year is better than one
without service for a century. God
knows he did not live in vain.
"It is true that I had the pleasure
of breaking bread with the faculty of
Harvard University, but the greatest
moment of my life was when I listened to the professors' testimony as
to the industry and character of the
boy. All were attracted to him he:ause of his modesty, industry, retiring

disposition and determination. He apparently made progress, though modest
and apparently retiring. There must
have been a lot to him which I did not
know. I must have had a Jewel under
my eye, whieh lived a short time hut
well. He had the virtues of truth and
modesty."

TO PAY FIRST
VISIT TO HUB

O'Hare Is Toastmaster
Miss Mary McGillicuddy was chairman and Penal Institutiens Commissioner William G. O'Hare was toastmaster. Other speakers were Rev
Harry M. O'Connor. chaplain of the
court; Edmund L. Dolan. city treasurer; Peter W. Welsh, DHCR; Joseph
McCabe, HCR; Dr Helen I. Doherty
McGillicuddy, PHCR, and Miss Grace
Killion, chief ranger of the court,
Mr and Mrs Joseph Mikolajewski
sang.
The committee in charge included
Miss McGillicuddy, Miss Mary Harrington, Miss Elizabeth Herrington,
Miss Elizabeth Curran, James Tobin,
Thomas Gomel11, Cornelius Murphy
and Edward Keefe.
The court was esjettlished Jan 12,
1930, as Boston's'. Court, with James
M. Curley Jr as chief ranger. After
his death a year later the members
voted tp change the name to his.
There are 708 members.

Gen.Higgins,International
Salvation Army Head,
to Be Honored

MAYOR VETOES
MOVIE CRIB
Refers Censorship Resolve
to Board of Review

On his first visit to the United States
since his election in 1928 as head of
the International Salvation Army, Oen.
Edward J. Higgins will pay a two-day
visit to Boston, Wednesday and Thursday, during which he will be honored
by state and city officials, will be a
luncheon guest of the Boston Rotary
Club, and in Tremont Temple, will
snake his first public appearance here,
with Gov. Joseph B. Ely in attendance.
Gen. Higgins will be accompanied by
Mrs. Higgins, who since the age of 17
has been a Salvation Army officer, and
a staff consisting of Lieutenant Commissioner E. J. Parker, national secretary; Col. William C. Arnold, chief secretary of the eastern territory; Col.
Fletcher Agnes, field secretary of the
eastern territory; Col. Bond, editor in
chief of the eastern territory; Col.
Joseph Pugmire, aide de camp to the
general, of London, England, and Maj.
Frank Taylor, the .general's private
secretary.
Wednesday, Gov. Ely will receive the
party at the State House, and Mayor
James M. Curley will greet its
meinhers at City Hall. At 12:15 o'clock
the
general and his party will be
guests of the Boston Rotary luncheon
Club at
the Statler, and at 3 o'clock,
rest, he will hold a reception after a
to the
press.
Thursday, the general will Visit the
Wonderland camp at Sharon.
At 8
P. M. will come his public
appearance
at the meeting in Tremont
Temple.
He Will be presented to the
by Philip R. Allen, chairman audience
visory board. Following this of the adMeeting," the visitors will "welcome
leave for
Wasklpgtee.„

Mayor Curley today returned with
his veto the order passed by the City
Council last Monday rem...T.
47177n
to Instruct the city censor to prohibit
the showing of any picture relating
to crime or sex in any theatre wh,:re
children are admitted and the display of any poster or advertisement
t56
of such pictures. The Mayor said he
4
had referred the order to the National Board of Review, of which Wilton
A. Barrett is executive secretary.
The Mayor's comment on the order
was as follows:
"The National Board of Retrieve
Mayor Curley will sail for France from
passes judgment upon pictures that are New York on the
afternoon of Friday,
shown in 41 States, including Massa- accompanied
by his daughter Mary, City
chusetts.
Treasurer Edmund L. Doland and Miss
"The motion picture industry, from
the standpoint of money invested, is Loretta Bremmer of Chicago, who was
today one of the ranking industries in engaged to be married to the mayor's
America, and unquestionably both Fon.
The mayor goes abroad as the
those persons in charge of the Indusguest
try and pe:•sons with money invested of the French Government to attend
the
in the industry are desirous that such opening of the Colonial exposition
in
a course lie pursued as will continue Paris, on which occasion he will
ineke
to merit ff)r them not only public ap- t speech. But he will visit
Paris after
proval, but public support.
t trip to Dublin to pay his
respects to
"Approval by me of the order as President Cosgrove5 of
the
Irish Free
adopted by the City Council, even state and a trip
to
Galway
to
visit the
though I had the legal authority to :irthplace of
his parents.
do so, which I have not, would In
Arrangements have been made for the
my opinion be not only inadvisable
but an injustice, as / am quite certain Rtearnship France to stop at Plymouth,
Eng., where the council has arranged to
that the motion picture industry
must greet the mayor and
shortly recognize the growing protest
give him a reception
against the character of presentations in recognition of the compliment he paid
referred to in the order adopted by to the English delegation which came to
Boston
the City Council. and in the
event year. for the tercentenary exercimes last
net thsy fall to do so after a
reason- mayor After a few days in Paris the
able time hi s elapsed, action as
will go to Italy to spend six days
templated might be considered." con. in and about Home. Ile will nail for
name June 9.

Curley Will Visit
Home of Parents
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CARDINAL DELIVERS
WARNING TO YOUTH

ovposItIon
- aorta of ' control,
I, whether it be civil or religious or
family. Back of it all, of course, ts
the spirit of atheism and Communism,
which is flooding all Europe and beginning, as we know, to make itself
lielt in America. The attitude, that
each one is his own master is the
modern gospel of Communism that is
spreading before the world,

Results Are Apparent

Strikes at Disrespect of Authority
In Address Inspired by Sight
Of Curley Court Members
A warning against disrespect of auwhether It be masked under
the term "self-expression" or appears
as Communism, was given by Cardinal O'Connell at the Cathedral of the
Holy Cross yesterday.
The Cardinal was present at the
10 o'clock mass. when 400 members
of James M. Curley Jr Court, M. C.
0. F., and 150 members of the Cathedral Young Men's Association received communion. Inspired by the
sight of these young folk, the Cardinal delivered a message to them and
to youth generally.
The occasion was, in part, a memorial service honoring James M. Curley
Jr, the Mayor's son, and Joseph
Smart, 16-year-old West Roxbury boy,
members of this young Foresters'
court, who have died. Mayor Curley
spoke at the communion breakfa.st
which followed.

"And we ace unfortunately les results. It is °ivy natural from the start
it got in the 11.411 century that it is
working itself out in violent revolutions in nearly every country in the
world. Religket Is being ridiculed: ad
obedience is denied; each one is living
for himself. That is liberty!
"Of course it Is nothing but the most
The only
chaotio sort of license.
liberty poss•ble in this world is the
liberty which comes by submission to
proper authority and a well-ordc red
life.
Any exception is unbr;ciled
license and lea& to the complete disruption of religious and civil order.
"Now I repeat the youth of today
are surrounded on every side by these
destructive
inand
revolutionary
fluences. We only have to hear the
wild and insane yells and screams of
those students ei the foreign universities of Europe. Instead of submitting
to the influences that would train them
to the superior knowledge that trains
the soui to love and order, they throw
up all sense of discipline, turning the
universities into howling forums, each
one proclairaina a doctrine more radi!cal than the other. and rushing out into
the street they overthrow thrones,
Kings. Preside:-is or whatever autnority happens La exist. In whatever
country they ari. there is unrestrained
libertinismann license.
, "What sot t ce citizens would these
young students e expected to become?
How will they ever understand respect
tor government, since their purpose is
to overturn government?

normal thing in the world for children
to be brought up with respect for their
elders and their families and we
were all happy in that spirit of docility and obedience, while we were children. That accounts for the normal
attitude, which people before the present age assumed toward their elders,
whether of the family or the State or
the church,
"It was a normal thing for the children to be brought up in that atmosaThere and an unnormal child was a
rare exception. But they, of course,
had the natural spirit of youth and
here and there, there were acts of disobedience, which goes without saying.
But that time—and it is not so very
long ago—nothing else was taught in
school. Now it seems to be the fact to
train the children to disrupt everything, except their own impulses. This
is the so-called self expression, a fancy
title, covering a very disagreeable fact.
"Even the pagans understood the ne- Youth Without Restraint
cessity of this in the formation of so"And that is youth. Youth that has I
ciety and in the conservation of all thrown off the gentle bond of religious
The Cardinal's Address
The restraint and family counsel and have
Ithat was proper in social life.
"My dear young men and women," Jews had it and still have it, I am taken to themselves a superiority to I
began the Cardinal, "I am very sappy told, in a very strong sense. 'Honor all the leading minds of the last 20:
to see you here before the altar per- thy father and thy mother' was one centuries, and have rrpeatedly thrown
forming your religious duties. Devo- of the Commandments given to Moses, away again and again the command
tion to religious duties indicates that and the Jewish people, during all time of God, 'Honor thy father and thy
you are firm in your faith and in the until recently, understood the full mother.'
expression of that faith, by your ap- meaning of this and of other respon"Respect those above you, cultivate
pearance here in church today and sibilities of parental authority and obedience to those God has set
over
your approaching the altar and your filial obedience.
you and cease to be the tools of older
reception of the Blessed Sacrament.
men, who are merely using the youth
"It is certainly a most appropriate
of today for their own diabolical purCame at Reformation
moment to speak of the dangers which Break
poses. It is no longer a menace in
beset the youth of today, the only "But, of course, the great break came Europe,
it is upon Europe, Central
kemedy against which is active and with the so-called Reformation in the America, South
America. It is coming
strong faith, which is a Christian lath century, when at that time there close to us. Are we
immune from all
inheritance, such as you are exhibit- was an open rebellion against constithis?
Are
we
not
living on the fine
ing here today. And that is why I tuted religious discipline and authority, example of our
forebears,
who in their
land it is only a short step toward disrejoice with you.
days were filially submissive to those
"The dangers which beset you to- obedience of civil authority. They, of
who represented to them family aulay are of such enormity and so con- course, could foresee very little of the
thority and the authority of the State.
itantly before you and around you Monstrous consequence of open rebel"And these poor children are being
hat only the greatest firmness and de- lion at that time, but I think the eyes
taught that this Is liberty. 0, yes,
,rotion to your religious duties can of many of them are open to the fact
iffer any protection against them. To that if the gate is open wide against liberty—that Is fine language but the
iegin with, there is a great menace to all obedience and discipline, that at name is usurped. It is not liberty.
These people really are using fine
.he reverence and respect due to all once there is a menace to the vsry
words for the purpose of imbedding
tuthority. That menace is never so foundations of society itself.
Into the minds of youth the very
)bvious as it is in our own time, when
"In the main, whatever the logical
worst kind of sentiments and princi-1
ven little children are beginning to conclusions might be with regard to
pies. What liberty has the
,hrow of the traditional reverence this rebellious attitude toward rabelRussian!
always
children
were
today?
He is simply under the heel of
which Christian
line tht. fart I. that that nlei rstbintir
Aught to observe toward their parents. traditions still stood firm, despite the the most merciless hold of a little
clique that is by brute force domiAnd this is no mere chance, because theoretical view about liberty, religious
nating millions. They haven't a word
we find the horrible truth that tttis and civil.
disobedience
and
irreverence
to
say in their defense. They are crysort of
"All well-bred people, Protestant as
under some very misleading title Is be- well as Catholic, were brought up in ing for liberty end this is what they
ing openly taught in even some of our the norms of filial respect and rever- get. They refused the sublime liberty
which ennobles man and for that, they
schools and, I regret to say, even—I ence toward whoever had
a right to
churches.
am told—In some of the
command or direct them. But of late enchanged this servility of the viler4
kind
to a small clique of rnerOlhe
there is, all over the world, a very
Respect Once Was Normal
deluge of rebellious and inflammatory tyrants and deentet„.4.41.,4,;i4114,,,i4
my generation it was the most
thority,
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MAYOR CURLEY DEFENDS PROJECTS
WHICH GIVE JOBS TO UNEMPLOYED
Replies to Charges of "Reckless Extravagance"
Made by Tax Association—That Group Attacked
And Supported in City Council Meeting
The recent statement of the Massachusetts Tax Association charging
"reckless and needless extravagance"
in certain construction projects by
Boston officials to relieve unemploy•
ment brought fourth a statement yesterday from Mayor Curley and also
came up in the City Council, where
Councilor Donovan of East Boston attacked the association and Alexander
Whiteside, its vice president, while
Councilor Norton of Hyde Park defended the association.
Mayor Curley, referring to the East
Boston Strandway and the filling of
South Bay, declared the benefits that
will a.ocrue are not confined merely to
the giving employment, but afford
additional industrial and recreational
opportunities. "Sane spending Is intelligent economy," said the Mayor.
Councilor Donovan told the Council of
the advantages of the Strandway project. He said the Massachusetts Tax
Association might be composed of excellent tax abatement experts against
the city, but that they did not know
the needs of the city.

passed. It asked that the superintendent of the Supply Department be requested by the Mayor to strike from
the list of competitive bidders the
name of any individual or company
who has been convicted of giving the
city short weight.

Criticizes Curley

direct
w tan,Ue anmengeaTY to provide ny
already
taxation, in addition to what
an
budget,
has been provided in the
amount equivalent to an increase in
the tax rate of 78 cents,

Work vs Charity

meet
"Why has Boston been able to much
demands for public welfare at a
in
experienced
less figure than that
another cities of the country? The
period
swer is self-evident. During the have
in question more public works
bean started in this city, under my
direction, than In any similar period
Because of
in the history of the city. employment
this fact, opportunities for
men,
have been opened for hundreds of
who, in the absence of such opportunities, would have been forced to
apply to the Public Welfare Department for aid.
"It is true that the construction of
the Strandway at East Boston and the
filling of the South Bay involve large
expenditures of money. The fact that
such expenditures are involved, however, is not sufficient reason for the
tax association to criticize the projects.
Such action overlooks the benefits
which will accrue to the city. These
benefits are not confined merely to the
giving of employment, but induce additional industrial and recreational opportunities.
"Sane spending is intelligent economy. At the present time, any expen•
diture which adds to the assets of the
city and averts the necessity for
municipal dole is sane spending and
therefore, intelligent economy."

Councilor Kelly took a parting fling
at Mayor Curley who sails from New
York on Friday for Europe. He said
the Mayor may be tired and ne:s1 a
rest but the fact Is the Mayor Is running away from criticism.
He also charged the Mayor had a
fund of $100,000 to assure Lieut-Gov
Youngman of the Republican nomination for Governor; that Mayor Curley
fortnhtle
Elyioti
defeatex
and
nominationwould tr y and
expected
Youngman easy to beat for Governor.
During executive session the Council had for visitors Philip Chapman,
superintendent of the Purchasing
partment, and Bernard Scanlon, seeretary of Police Commissioner Hultman. Councilor Norton planned to
question both men regarding pdblic
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silveradvertising and competitive bin.. Recently he claimed much could be man, in a communication to Mayor
saved by those methods in &warthog Curley, today announced his intention
Deplores "Luxuries"
contracts. Mr Scanlan said it was the of nol pressing two complaints for
The project was classed as a luxury policy of Commissioner Hultman to
parking violations brought against Joby Councilor Norton, who claimed that have competitive bidding.
in his district there were streets finThe Municipal Employment Bureau seph Fucillo, of hie investigation force.
passible to children, fire apparatus and was snubbed again. It asked for the This is Mr Silverman's
answer to the
ambulances, and until such conditions remaining $30,000 appropriation and
police summons, which he says "Is
were remedied he classed as luxuries was given $10,000.
Indicative of the intention of the Police
not only the Strandway in East BosDepartment to refuse to cooperate with
ton, but rose gardens, lagoons and Mayor's Statement
58000 for entertaining the Japanese
Mayor Curley yesterday gave out a ray department in carrying on the
Prince and Princess.
statement in which he said:
emergency work nevensary for proper
Councilor Bush questioned the $8000
"It is unfortunate that the Massa- investigation of fraudulent claims and
figure of Councilor Norton for enter- , chusetts Tax
suits
against the city."
Association, in a recent
tainment, and later Mr Bush declared ;
The letter also said that prior to the
statement, deemed it expedient to apit cost leas than $4000.
ply the term 'reckless and needless Investigation Department being orCouncilor Dowd charged that Mayor
extravagance' to certain projects ad- ganized, the claims were investigated
Curley had notified tho heads of de- vocated
by officials of Boston in an by the Police Department, and Mr
partments not to send to the office of
attempt to relieve unemployment. It Silverman says that In many instances
Acting Mayor McGrath any contracts
to be hoped that such a careless and investigations did not take place for
during the Mayor's absence from May is
several months. It
8 to June 15. Mr Dowd's order passed far-wide-of-the-mark statement will investigate claims is now possible to
within 25 hours, but
not blind the citizens of the community
without comment telling department
to an Intelligent considration of the it Is essential that the investigators
heads to do business with Mr Mc- facts.
have their automobiles
available to
Gr
"An excellent presentation of such render proper service.
Mr Silverman states that last
facts is to be found in a report, reyear
Coal in Small Lots
ceived by me today, relative to the the Police and Traffic Departments.
Another order by Councilcir Dowd work of the Public Welfare Depart- agreed to recognize the necessity; that
was for the Mayor to request the ment. This report contains the follow- the Police Commissioner now repudiates the agreement, and hats
overseers of the Public Welfare De- ing significant statement:
made a
is worth
paement to discontinue buying coal in noting that the rise in Boston's relief particular drive against the Investi.
gators' cars.
buy
in
lots;
to
small
quantity and for this period (January, 1930-FebruIn conclusion, Mr
Silverman said:1
have the men in the woodyard bag it. ary, 1931) would have been somewhere "In my
opinion the law of
The Council also passed Mr Dowd's over $700,000 instead of $578,000.'
sanity should be made to reason and
apply in our
order that the overseers discontinue
"The difference between the two fig- case and the
Police Commissioner ingiving the needy orders on a certain ures used in this statement is approxi- formed by Your
Honor
that he is
company
which,
$125,000
store
he
said, mately
for one month, or, on seriously affecting
chain
the work of my
got 60 percent of the business. The the basis of a year, $1,500,001. In other department and coating
the
taxpayers
Councilor said it was time the orders words, if the trend of Boston's ex- many thousands of
dollars."
penditures for relief has followed that
went to independent grocers.
Councilor Norton got into the coal displayed throughout the country, it
situation with an order which was

rm.

Silverman Won't Prosecute
His Aid Hits Police

,
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HALL OF "NUDE DANCE"
CHARGES MAYOR
PLAN WIDENING
MAY LOSE LICENSE
EVADES INQUIRY
OF CROSS STREET

•

Dowd Defies Welfare Heads to
Arrest Mother of Seven

l Integral Part of East Boston

In a renewal of his attacks upon the
administration of the public welfare department, Councilman John P. Dowd
of Roxbury yesterday charged Mayor
Curley and the overseers of the public
, welfare with running away from an investigation of the department. He
charged that a woman, with seven
children, whose husband, a victim of an
accident, had been confined to a hospital since September, has been threatened with a jail sentence for accepting
money from generous neighbors when
she was receiving $20 weekly aid from
the department. Dowd challenged the
, overseers to make an issue of the case
as he switched to an attack on the
visitors of the department. He characterized them as "inhuman, contemptible and slanderous." He ventured the
opinion that 80 per cent of the visitors
should be summarily discharged, and
based his conclusion on first-hand information obtained during a visit to the
department building on Chardon street,
without his presence being known.
"I claim that the taxpayers are being
looted of $75,000 annually on coal purchases alone" was the charge which
Dowd hurled as he contrasted the payment by the department of $16.50 per
ton for coal which the supply departDowd
ment purchased for $12.28.
argued, and the council agreed with
thc
asking
adopting
order
by
his
him
welfare department to purchase coa;
in bulk, that men receiving relief could
bag the coal and that truckmen could
be employed to make deliveries at a
saving of approximately $3 per ton
from the price paid by the department.

The widening of Cross street between
North and Mercantile streets, necessitating the acquisition of property of an
I assessed valuation in excess of $1,000,000 has become an integral part of the
$16.000,000 East Boston tunnel project.
The new plan, which Mayor Curley
described as a first step towards the
ultimate development of the downtown
arterial highway, was disclosed yesterday, when pressure was exerted upon
representatives of the property owners
to accept for their realty 10 per cent.
more than the assessed valuation.
The conference in the mayor's office
was attended by the transit commissioners and the members of the planning board.
There was reluctance
among property owners to accept the
proposal of Mayor Curley. Some of
them positively refused to make such
an agreement but at the termination
of the discussion the mayor declared
that a majority had signified willingness to accept the terms.
Under the tunnel act the transit
commissioner has the power to make
street widenings within 1000 feet of the
,portals of the tunnel. The apparent
!cost of the tunnel construction and
other appurenances, including the widening of North street from Dock to
North squares is so far below the original estimates that the transit commission feels justified in adding the additional Cross street widening to the program.
The new plan is to widen Cross street
from Hanover to Mercantile streets,
thereby providing a broad thoroughfare
connecting the tunnel portal with the
market district, as well as with Hanover
street and Dock square.

WILL PRESENT PLAN TO
ENLARGE COURTHOUSE
Mayor Curley Has Conferred with
Sheriff and Herbert. Parker
Mayor Curley will present a comprehensive plan of enlargement of the Suffolk county court house, providing what
are considered to be necessary additional accommodations, to the legislative
committee on ways and means tomorrow morning.
How extensive an addition will be
suggested by the mayor will not be determined until today, but the proposal
a the city will be based on recommen-

Tunnel Project

dation.% made at a conference yesterday
at which the problem was discussed by
the mayor with Sheriff Keliher and
Herbert Parker, president of the Boston Bar Association.
'Others attending were John E. Beck,
city real estate expert, the assessors,
Auditor Carven, Budget Commissioner
Fox, Corporation Counsel Silverman and
his first assistant, Joseph P. Lyons.
The mayor refused to tell the extent
of the recommendations, but he was reported to have been insistent that Boston combat any proposal to saddle the
expense of a costly addition upon the
city if less expensive construction will
meet the needs of the county departments.

Performer
Curley Asks Suspension if
Guilty
Is Found
alleged nude
If the participant in an
4 BerkeleY
at
hall
Berkeley
dance in
found guilty
street, last Friday night, is
police, the
of the charge brought by
Chief Juscensorship board, comprising court and
tice Bolster of the municipal
Hultman, will be
Police Commissioner suspension of the
asked to order the
remainder of
public hall license for the
the year.
John
Mayor Curley yesterday directed
a meeting
M. Casey, city censor, to call
of
conclusion
of the board, after the
event of a
the court action and in the
inform Judge
finding of guilty, and to Huh/nen of
Bolster and Commissioner suspension
his recommendation for the
of the license.
on Casey to
The mayor also called Commissioner
direct the attention of requires that
Hultman to the law which
Ala
a regular police officer in uniform
public
be in attendance at every
,whenever it is in use.
1ECtiR
1-2
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'Votes to Give.
...keting Mayor
Full Power
Stepping over the head of
Mayor Curley, the City C,ounch,
yesterday, voted that Acting
Mayor McGrath be vested with
the authority to handle all contracts and city business in the
absence of Mayor Curley, who
sails for France on Friday to be
a guest of the French goveenment at the Colonial Expositinn
in Paris.
In demanding that McGrath be
given full authority as mayor,
Councillor Dowd. who introduced
the order, charged that Curley had
Instructed department heads not to
bring any business before the
council during nis absence.
Councillor Kelly of Dorchester
tcok the floor to declare that tn.:
nil:tin
reason for the
mayor's
3ourney was to escape criticism.
He charged that Curley has a
S100 000 fund available to assure
the Republican gubernatorial nom'eation for Lieut.-Gov. Youngman.
Kelly dech.red that the mayor
wanted Youngman nominated be.
cause he felt that he would be
:.,elected over Ely in the Primary
and find Youngman an easy oppenent.
Officials of the French line
called op the mayor yesterday to
present him with tickets for his
passage to Europe on the S. S.
France, which sails from New
York on Friday. Included in the
Curley party will be Miss Mary
Curley, Miss Loretta Bremner.
fiancee of the late James M. Curley, .7r., and City rreasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
Mayor Curley has planned side
trips to England and Italy • • .a
visit to the home of 41111

GIVE FIERY WOULD FIRE $1,000,000
WELFARE NORTH END
FAREWELL
TO CURLEY OFFICIALS
WIDENING
Flayed in Council for Dowd, in Hot Attack, Mayor Moves to Get
Claims They Abuse
Action on Trip
Cross St. Project
Hub's Poor
Property
to Europe
Disitil -al of four out of five of the
Minority members of the City
Council late yesterday, in open ses- city's welfare workers for alleged
sion, hurled a blistering "bon voyage" abuse of the city's poor was recomto Mayor Curley while he was pre- mended yesterday by City Councillor
paring to leave the city Thursday for John F. Dowd of Roxbury in a sharp
five weeks on his first visit to Europe attack on the overseers of public welas the guest of the French government.

"RUNNING AWAY," HE SAYS

fare from the floor of the City Council.

Both Councillors agreed that the
Mayor deserved a rest, but protested
that he had failed to give their measures in the Council his approval. Seeking re-election this fall, Councillor
Kelly protested that the Mayor was
trying to defeat him.
The verbal explosion started when
the Council received official word from
the Mayor that he would be absent
from the city from May 8 to June 16.
During his absence President McGrath
of the Council will serve as acting
Mayor with legal authority to carry
out measures which will not admit of
delay.
As the steamer France cannot come
here Friday without violating Its mail.
carrying contract, the Mayor will be
forced to start by train for New York
Thursday to sail from that port of the
French liner, Friday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock.
On his Initial trip to Europe, the
Mayor will be accompanied by City
L. Dolan, his
Treasurer Edmund
daughter, Miss Mary Curley, and her
Loretta BremMiss
college classmate,
ner of Chicago, fiancee of the late
James M. Curley. Jr.

Hanover to Mercantile street as the
first link in the proposed downtown
central traffic artery, Mayor Curley
indicated late yesterday, following a
conference

with
property owners.

city

officials

and

"TREATED LIKE DOGS"

He protested that a woman with
Councillor John F. Dowd of Roxbury,
charging that the Mayor had ordered seven children, whose husband was in
his cabinet to hold up all Important the hospital, was threatened with ar'natters until his return, secured the rest by the welfare officials because
passage by the City Council of an She did not tell then4 that she had
order calling upon the Mayor to direct received a cash collection taken up by
the city department heads to transmit her neighbors.
all matters to President Joseph McGrath
"Poor unfortunate People applying for
of the Council, who will serve as act- city aid at the charity headquarters are
ing Mayor until June 16.
treated like dogs bY the abusive, inIn him farewell message Councillor human and slanderous welfare workers
Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester accused k 'who should be tired from the city payHis Honor of "running away from the roll," protested Dowd.
city to duck criticism." To the gallerlie charged that the "city treasury
ies he shouted that the Mayor was was being looted of about $75,000 a year
"Plotting to depose Governor Ely to In the purchase of coal by the welfare
become Governor himself." And he department." The Councillor compared
charged that tile Mayor had a fund "of the price of $12.713 a ton paid by the
$100,000 to get the Republican noniina- 21ty for coal purchased through the
tion for Lieutenant Governor Young- supply department as against $16.50
man so that he could beat him in the paid by the overseers.
election."

Mayor to Sail Friday

At a cost of $1,000,000, the city
will purchase property in the market
district to widen Cross street from

Order to Buy Coal in Bulk

In a letter to the Council, Chairman
Simon E. Hecht of the overseers explained that the poor relief coal was
delivered in 100 pound bags and that
the large companies until recently refused to bid on small lot deliveries In
zhree-story tenements.
Dowd secured passage of an order
ay the Council requesting the overseers
to purchase the coal in hulk, so that
the unemployed might put it In bags
and deliver it as a means of earning
their dole.
Councillor Dowd Again entered an
order asking for an investigation of the.
Referring
department.
to
welfare
Chairman Frank A. Goodwin's report
that the Finance Commission found isolated cases of unworthy persons among
the poor, Dowd charged that the Mayor
and Chairman Goodwin were playing
.Amos and Andy game of "check
the .
...ea double-check."

FROM TUNNEL FUND
The money will be taken from the
fund of $16,000,000 allowed by the Legislature for the construction of the Past
Boston tra.flic tunnel. This act authorized the city to construct street widenInge within 1000 feet of the tunnel entrance at Cross and North streets.
Because of the price of the contract
for the actual construction of the under water tithe, the city will have
'
able a sufficient balance to make widenings for the relief of congestion near
the tunnel entrance.
With the support of practically every
commercial, industriel and civic organisation in the city, the Mayor sought to
obtain a loan bill of $7,000,000 to start'
the construction of the central artery
from the North Station to Albany
street, taking in the Cross Street route,
but the Legislature put the matter over
for another year.

At Value Plus 10 Per Cent
The Mayor's new move showed he did
not propose to postpone the development until 1932. At the conference late
yesterday in his office, he informed the
property owners that the city would
purchase their holdings on Cross street
at the assessed valuation plus 10 per
cent. This was the agreement made
with the owners of downtown property
already taken by the city for the tunnel entrance.
Most of the remaining Cross Street
property owners yesterday agreed to
accept the city's offer, the Mayor said
at the end of the contereece. Attending the conference were the members of
the City Planning Board. the Boston
Transit Conunission, which Is building
the $16,000,000 tunnel, and the ()where.
Further conferences will be held shortly,

lin R. lit C
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I WON'T RUN
AGAIN FOR
ORLEY
He Has Passed Through Thr44
Slumps and Sees End :t
of This One
!ri•
Three important finnoun4
ments were made by MayS0
Curley today at his regi;ii4
h
monthly meeting with city jAi
I partnient heads.
haft
The first was that he was titpg.
I
„
hig his las( term s mayor.
The second was that demailadir
noon the public welfare dep4rI4
,
mem indicate that within
last four weeks there has he41111
a definite optiiro from depre90

/
1
4/
12-15
17
Doughnuts Didn't Do It

I.' ever an organization did a splendid job of selling itsell J
the public it is the Salvation Army.
Time was when small boys pelted stones at earnest souls
ho stood on the corner and prayed for th6ir attackers. Be it
:Eaid to the credit of the much-maligned saloon of old days: into
the saloon the Salvation Army lasste could go and never an insult would be offered her. Instead she would come forth with
a tambourine in which many coins mingled.
The younger generation knows but little of the persecuHons these men and women faced unflinchingly. And never
;/s there defiance in their attitude, always calm steadfastness. By sheer force of example they won over their tormenters. Some persons may tell you the war did it, that the Sallies
won the world with doughnuts when they had failed with song.
The doughnuts helped, but the spirit is what did it.
Tomorrow and Thursday of this week Boston will welcome
Gen. Edward J. Higgins, commander-in-chief of the International Salvation Army. With him are Mrs. Higgins and an official staff. Gov. Ely and Mayor Curley will receive them. The
public will gather Thursday evening at Tremont Temple to
greet them. At Washington they will be received by the
President and Mrs. Hoover.
•
It would not surprise us a bit if, in the audience that
gathers to dO- honor to the Salvation Army, are same men who
in their boyhood threw stones at Sallies. Doughnuts could
inever accomplish this transformation. Sincerity did.

naked department heads to
64f
means of reducing exThe third was that there prnlk.
p
rn.rrs and said he would name a
hly wonid he an increase l
commit tel headed by Corporation
rates In the rel.: Mr,
torshoi.: CounselheSdilt;inor oifanteets
o tdotti.
nrw
deaths and marriages, in
aN'tvh uti•3e.a
th;
f hittehs, deaths and e mag
r:
registry of probate, in thr
land riagea. end for the registry of proand divorce emir and in the
do- bate,, for the land
and
divorce
pa rtment of weights and mesacourts and (nu the sealer Of
VI"( igh I a and measures,
1-115
The new ra teq. he said, would
"This Is the third period
view in
of h,s
:
itt tw:,Tt sp self-supp
r:IFiotrh.:}81:
orting
depression that 1 have
been
through As mayor of Roston and
It will be the
he said. "I
shall not be a candidate for thia
afflee again. I had the same PI.
Iwrietweg in 191:1 and 1921.
"The demands upon the
nubile
welfare department daring I be
pass four weeks show a falling
off of 590,000 over the preceding
four weeks, and there seems to
be a definite torn in affairs,
"The Boston Connell of SOCIIII
Agencies has Ins estigated this
department and find, t hat it is
managed and t hat
efficiently
Mayor Curley yesterday returned
BOA On is not spending as much
with his veto the order passed by the
)))))nev for relief work us other
City Council last Monday requesting
cities of the same size."
him to instruct the city censor to
He paid tribute to the overseers
prohibit the showing of any motion
of public welfare. Citits all ovei
the nation have adopted the Boston
picture relating to crime or sex in
dethe
during
system of welfare
any theatre where children are adpression, he said.
mitted and the display of any poster
emerging
departme
is
nt
"The
or advertisement of such pictures.
from repression ulth a eleiln
The Mayor maid he had reffrre0 the
slate and an rorelnble record."

G U RLEY VETOES BILL
RELATING TO FILMS

Refers Order to National
Board of Review

order to the National Board Of
view, of which Wilton A. BarrettReIs
executive secretary.
The Mayor's comment on the order
was as follows:
"The National Board of
Review
passes judgment upon pictures
that
are shown in C. States,
including
Massachusetts.
•
"The motion picture industry,
from
the standpoint of money
invested, is
today one of the ranking
industria
ls
in America, and unquestio
nably both
those persons in charge of the
industry and persons with money
in the industry are desirous invested
that such
a course be pursued as will
continue
to merit for them not only public
approval. but public support.
'Approval by me of the order
as
idopted by the City Council,
*yea
hough I had the legal authority
to
lo so, which I have not,
would in
my opinion be not only inadvisab
le
nit an injustice, as I am quite
certain
.hat the motion picture industry
must
shortly recognize the growing
protest
against the character of
presentations
*eferred to in the order
.he City Council and in adopted by
the
that they fail to do so after a event,
reason- ;
able time has elapsed, action as
con.'
ismplated might be considered."
s
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HIS HONOR AN HONORARY HONORABLE
MAYOR CCR1,E1

MAJ. J. W..11. MYRICK

This is how Mayor Curley became an honorary member of the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery Company in his office today. Maj.
Myrick presented the certificate of honorary

( A P I'

ItAN( IS S. CUMMIN6S

CAPT. AS'. M. Mel{EN N A

membership, Capt. McKenna pinned on the
gold medal. and Cant. Cummings, commander
of the company, officiated in conferring the
other honors. (Staff photo.)
4

Denbigh, commander of the Ancient
and Honorable Artillery Company
of London.
Capt. Francis S. Cummings, commander of the company, presided
at, the exercises. Maj. James W. H.
Myrick presented the mayor with
a certificate of honorary membership and Capt. William McKenna
Mayor Curley trul, became en: pinned a gold hedge of the organIZA i
to the /11Flyr11*.- coat.
Complaints of violation of the honorary member
of the Ane;ont
city's building laws will be prose- and Honorable Artillery
Comp tocuted in the criminal courts inAtead at exercises in his office in (7;tY
of in the equity sessions hereafter, Ha
Only four other men now .iold
Mayor Curley announced today.
that. honor. They are King George
The mayor said a number of of England, former President Calcases have been pending for some vin Coolidge, Maj.-Gen. Beaumont.
B. Buck. U. S. A., retired, and Lord
time in the equity courts.
These cases include instances of
buildings that are fire menaces.
others where no building permits
were obtained, and still others that
had proper exits and in each the
owners are elleged to have ignored
orders for alterations given them
by city officials.
Mayor Curley said that of three
offenders arraigned before Judze
Thomas • H. Dowd in municipa,
court, two had .been fined $25 and
•
the th1rd..$5.

LIMING LIE CURET JOINS
TO BEENFORCE0 THE ANCIENTS ,

r---),„

4/3,
1
5/
DEAF OF NATION TO CONVENE IN BOSTON

MAYOR CURLEY

lc A /ti

MR. RATTERSBY

MR. CRYAN

The 11th annual convention of the National
Society of the Deaf will be held in Bogton
from July 20 to 23. The committee called on
Mayor Curley to discus arrangements. On

MR. O'ROURKE

MR. NICHOLS

the committee are, 1. to r., William H. Bat.
lerShy, Thomas Cryan, John O'Rourke and
I. Davis Nichols. The mayor presented key
of city to Mr. Battersby. (Staff photo.)

city.
Mg I he work of my department
"Prior in the establishment of
end costing the taxpayers many
the investigating division of this
dollars."
thountinds of
department our claims were inpollee departNo comment was ntacit, by Mayor voNtizatPti by the
ment and In many instances the
tthh:.,
1
,
,
tc
ae
:itle
,
maarshcit
Cis thlie y,a wwho
:
Investigation did not take Plane
C
i a.:gtittna
! for several months
Since the biof this division it is posf he day previously Leo Auhwartz. stallation
sible to Investignti. claims within
to Commissioner It home of the rocept of notice
advisor
11egal
The charge that police are ,.p 1.
i
reelgn
to
aaked
of the accident."
'T-fitItman, had been
sectiting" city employes by tagging
Ile said it was essential, in the.
city zoning board.
their ears was made by Corporation from the
performance of this work that inCorporation Counsel Silvertrian's vestigators have their automobiles
Counsel Samuel Silverman today in
availribb, and thnt the police dothe second recent clash between letter read:
"Mr. Joseph Fuelllo of the M- raitment and traffic commission
city officials and the police.
agreed to this.
in a letter to Mayor Curley, the vestlgating division of this de- hsd
turned ostow tfwo
tagging of whose car a week ago
,.
partment Intiny h
caused a flareup, the corporation
or
m
'memorise.; served on
counsel charged Police Commisand rev,rulea
the
of
violation
sioner Hultman had repudiated an
commission
agreement that cars of investigd. lotions of the traffic
vehicle in
tors of the law department woultl in thet he tattooed hit
minutes.
five
the street more than
not, be molested.
Silverman, who said he would nol RAPS P01.1(•E STAND
pros the tags, intimated the drive
..i propose in nol pros theme
was the result of the Installation I complaints by virtue of the nothe investigative division, thereby thority granted me under Section
taking investigations for the law 15 of
ter 275 of the General
ll
department out of the hands of i,
believe that these
as I
La wa 'CalaP
police.
cases are indicative of the intenTAXPAYF,RS LOSERS
tion of the pollee department to
refuse to co-operate with my do•
Concluding. he said:
pertinent. In carrying on the
"In my opinion, the law of realemergency work neeeesary for the
con and sanity should he made to
of freudit•
• sligeion
Proper ime.
apply in our ease, and the police
and snits 'Spinet the
commissioner informed by your • 11:17t. ("II"
hosioe• One he is .NerieuelY effect.
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EVIDENCE THAT WORST CURLEY TO SAIL
FRIDAY
FOR
OF DEPRESSION !S OVER Goes toEUROPE
Great Colonial
Mayor Curley Cites Decrease in Needs ot the Overseers of the Poor of $90,000

Exhibition in Paris

Mayor James M. Curley it going
abroad, leaving New York on Friday,
as the guest of the French Government and, therefore, is compelled to
sail from New York, though he exMayor Curley will not be a candidate way and resulted
in cleaning the retail
pressed a preference for Boston, even
for a fourth term as Mayor in 1938, he shelves as well as the wholesale, of
though he sail on some other line.
merchandise.
"There was more clothtold his department heads in farewell
The steamer, having a mail contract,
conference this morning, preparatory ing sold the last two months," said
Curley, "than in the preview
could not stop at Boston and pick up
to his steaming for Europe from New Mayor
12 months."
York Friday.
the Mayor, and, in view of the invitaThe Mayor referred to the OM Age
The charter imposes a restraint Pension act,
tion being from the French Governwhich will become effectagainst any Mayor's being a candidate ive in
ment, for the Mayor to 8all on
July. and he sa!d that $500,000
any
for the term immediately following his would be necessary. Boston
other steamship line would be considwill
be
awn term. After a lapse of four years, assessed
ered
a
breach
of
courtesy.
on the entire number of men
however, a Mayor may again he a aria
Officials of the French Line are axs
women pails, and even though
sandidate, and Mr Curley is the only Boston
should collect but 60 percent, pected to call on the Mayor today and
one of the city's Chief Executives to Boston must pay
the
percent. tender him the use of the Presidential
take advantage of this provision since "I ask you heads State 100
of departments,' suite on the liner France. Arrangemerits have been made by the French
=old the Mayor, "to exercise the same
The Mayor told his official family legree of economy in
Line officials with the English authoriyour departthat, in the past four weeks, require- ments its you would in your homes, ties for the Mayor to leave the ship
ments of the Overseers of the Poor to but maintain it at a high degree of ef- at Plymouth and make a short trip to
pay as aid to poor or destitute fam- ficiency.
London and to Boston, Eng.
ilies has dropped some $90,000.
The Mayor and his party will leave
This
Speaking of the white-collar men
fact he cited in suport of his own ex- Who never did laboring
Boston Thursday. He is due in Paris
work, but have for
pressed view that the worst of the dethe-opening of the Colonial Exposis
families to support and receive three tion.
ression has passed.
days' pay a week, the Mayor expressed
While abroad the Mayor and his
Mr Curley asked the department pride at a report from Chairman Hecht
chiefs for suggestions for reducing ex- of the Public Welfare Department, party will visit Rome and the Irish
pense and will name a committee in- that of 2000 men put to work cleaning Free State. He expects to sail for
cluding Corporation Counsel Silverman up streets, alleys, parks, etc, to pay fol. home June 5.
to make a new schedule of fees to their Welfare money, that less than
apply in the Registry of Births and 20 refused to perform the labor.
Marriages and Probate and Land and
In closing he told his audience that
Divorce Courts, as well as the sealer he would convey their best wishes tc
Boston's recommendations for
of weights and measures. It is his In- the President of the Irish Free State,
retention that the fees will make the Mussolini, the King of England and enlarging the facilities of the Suffolk
President
the
of
France. They then County courthouse were the
departments self-sustaining for the i
subject
wished him bon voyage.
I of a conference at the Mayor's
first time.
yesterday and it was agreed office
According to the Mayor, it is one
Mayor Curley tomorrow present that
of the steps that must be taken If it
the
recommendations to the Committee
is ever hoped to reduce the real estate
on Ways and Means.
tax and real estate throughout the
At the Mayor's conference
country was bearing nearly 80 percent
Addressing his official family thi.5.
were
Sheriff John A. Kellher,
of the burden.
Herbert
noon, Mayor Curley sported upon nis Parker, John
Beck, city real estate
lapel the badge of honorary member- expert; members of the
board of
Other Cities Copy Boston
ship in the Ancient and Honorable Ar- assessors, Budget Commissioner Fox,
Auditor
Department,
Welfare
Carven,
said
Paine
The
Corporation Counsel
tillery Company. This will constitute
Silverman and Asst Corp
the Mayor, was costing 4300,000 monthCounsel
ly despite the fact that the city was his ticket of admission, he said, to Lyons.
In the throes of the greatest construc- Buckingham Palace in London, one of
tion program. He paid a tribute to the the royal residences.
overseers of Public Welfare, and said
His eye a-twinkle at the prospect,
it was apparent that all were doing
the best they could and gave their Mr Curley said he would be glad to
Property valued at approximatel
y
siervices gratis.
avail himself of the privilege this $1,000,000 between North and
tile ate, on Cross st, needed MercanAlmost every city in the country, he passport gives him, when
he
Lonis
in
in
consaid had written to learn how Boston don, to take a look at Buckingham
nection with the East Boston
s
was handling the situation and then vast wine cellars, which are
project, was the subject of atunnel
below
the
conmethods
their
own
te
applied Boston
ference yesterday when Mayor
Curle3.
municipalities. He called attention to bottom of the Thames, alongside which, tried to induce the
Buckingham etants on an estate about
property owners tc
the report made recently by the Bos- as big as Boston Common.
accept 10 percent over the
assessed
ton Council of Social Agencies, which
Other holders of this badge, Mr Cur- valuation. After a long discussion it
includes all private charities. The
is said the majority
council credited the Boston overseers ley recalled, are Ex-President Calvin the Mayor's proposal.agreed to accept
with the best department of any city Coolidge and Lord Denbigh of the
Members of the City Planning
`• •"we London Denbighs.
Board
in the country, though, said Mayor
Buckingham was the scene of much and Transit Commission were present
Curley, "they were never friendly to
at
the conference. The property
eeeneor in the Victorian reign,
will
me or the party I stand for."
be taken for the purpose
of street
The department, he said, is emerging when the Queen herself made it he
widening.
residence.
favorite
with a clean slate and an enviable
Cot Thomas Sullivan of
record He also called attention to
sit Commission expressed the '.Vran
the °pinto
progress in Washington n the formathat
the tunnel would be
tion of a Federal Industrial Planning
constructed
well
within
the
Commission which he said was in hie
appropriation o
$16,000,000.
opinion the most forward step since
the abolition of slavery.
Payment of the soldiers' bonus thus
far, in the opinion of the Mayor, had
been a tremendous help in a business

DISCUSS EXTENSIONS
ON SUFFOLK COURTHOUSE

1

MAYOR CURLEY WEARS
BADGE OF ANCIENTS

AGREE ON PROPERTY PRICE
FOR TUNNEL PROJECT

•

RP-...N SC-

Curley Not

•

cby,,

expressed his belief that tile 4.0r
point of the businees depression could be
regarded as a menth since. He asked his
official family to suggest means of in
cretwing the municipal revenue and au
nounced that he would soon appoint a
commission to make new schedules of
fees for the registry of deaths and marriages. the probate, land and divorce
courts. Ile spoke of the report just re•
ceived from an investigation of the welfare department by modal workers as Indicating that the department had operated
in a most enviable manner.
Mayor Curley wore the badge whicl
So Declares to Departmeni No Help from Donahue
had been presented to him a short tinvIf Mayor Curley shies his hat into tie before in token of his admission into thc
Heads on Eve of Sailing
gubernatorial ring, he will do so NvIti- Ancient and Honorable Artillery Comfull knowledge of the opposition of th, pony, and told the department heath; or
for France
Democratic State Committee, headed
his profound appreciation of honorary
'Frank J. Donahue. The mayor and Dom. membership in the oldest military organi,hup have been political enemies for years zation of the country, and of the fact
I The enmity was increased during tie tha tonly four other men hold similar
presidential campaign while Curley wm honorary • membedshipa—Former Presi'campaigning for Governor Smith in tle dent Calvin Coolidge. Major General B. P
old Young Motel dining room, independ Buck. the King of England and Lord
City Family Accepts Dictum a!' ently of the plans of the State machine Denbigh, commander of the English orDonahue and Governor Ely are dos, ganization. A delegation of fifty memMeaning Mayor Will Rim
friends and it is asserted that the for bers of the Boston command had called
mer has such a strong hold on his asso on the mayor at noon for the ceremony of
for Governor
elates in the committee that Curley wouh presentation. Major James W. H. Myrick
he able to make no headway with then. presented the diploma and Captain William McKenna pinned the badge on the
Individually.
By Forrest P. Hull
But Mayor Curley never depended upon mayor's lapel.
the Boston Democratic City Committe.• In his parting salute. Mayor CurleY
Mayor Curley will never again seek the ! for his victories, either as member of tin told his audience that he would present
office of mayor. This was his announec- old Common Council, the City Council. their respects to the King of England,
Alderman, Congressman or I resident Cot3grove af the Irish Free
mene today as he addressed his official the (Board of
as mayor. Be had many an opportunity State, the president of France and Moe
family, sixty or more heads of depart- to control the committee through the solini.
ments, as they sat in the large room on years, but the only political organization
1-30
the fourth floor of City Hall, in monthly which he desired to cultivate was the
Tammany Club of Roxbury, which 1.
conference. The mayor was happy on
founded and which he has kept runniiii
the eve of his sailing for Europe, as for many years. Nor has the mayor ev,
guest of the French Government at the sought the support of such lenders as the
opening of the Colonial Exposition in late James Donovan, former Mayor .10)11
Lomasnei
Paris. He had just been presented with T4'. Fitzgerald or Martin M.
He has depended upon appeal directly 1..
his credentials as honorary member of the people for his support and he has.
the Ancient and Honorable Artillery with one notable exception, been success
Company.
ful.
Curley, Twohig, Donovan
"I have passed through three serious
Department heads who left the 0,
business depressions as mayor of Bos- Hall chamber after the address of
Reply to Statement
ton," Mr. Curley announced. "The first mayor uniformly expressed their bell, .
was in 1915, the second was in 1921 and that he was sincere in what he had said.
the third is now passing. They were Some of them admitted that he had told
Vigoreas thaniiiciatior, of the Massatrying times. 1. shall rever be a candi- them from time to time that three four'ehusetts Tax Association for its appeal
date for mayor again.'
yea rterms were enough for any mayoi
becoming s„ irk.
, The statement was apparently without land that the duties
for postponement of the old-age /taxislprevious reflection, and it was tartieu• some that perhap few men could stand
.tanee act and its criticism of expenditarty significant in that the mayor had the strain, even though four years must
tures by the city and State for relief
given no such intimation in any of his elapse, by provision of the city charter.
ef imemplo)ment came yesterday
with newspa tier men before a mayor can return to the chair.
private audience
from
Senator Twohig of South Boston, Mayor
These department heads also admitted
since he was elected for the third term
Curley
and
City
and
here
hints
felt,
Councillor Timothy F.
from
a year and a half ago. His words came that they had
Donovan of East Boston.
naturally in the midst of a speetm lii there, that Mr. Curley would soon make
Twohig decried the suggestion of the
which be was extolling the work of the the announcement. that he would set"
tax association that if the old-age
penPublic Works Department in its tiis• the gubernatorial chair next year. In
sion measure is to be put into operation
pensing of relie to the poor to the extent the City Council session of yesterdic
it should be financed by a $3
Poll tax
of $500,000 per month and urging the afternoon, Councillor Kelly of Dorchester
Ott men and a $2 poll tax cm women.
As
officials to he as economical as possbb. declared, in a fiery speech. which was ap
a substitute for that teethed of flnanelag the South Boston Senator proposed
'in order that the public welfare work plauded by the gallery, that the mayoi
that the peni-ion plan be
mfght go on with all possible financial was without doubt planning his guber
natorial campaign, and with the hop,. through an inerease in taxes financed
encouragement.
on ail InYoungman
Governor
Lieutenant
that
comes amove $10.000 a year, as %%ell as
after
within
Naturally,
a few minutes
opponent.
Republican
The
an
his
would
be
increase
made
political
mayor
his
had
anon
the
inheritance and estates
nouncement, the word spread quickt! exchange of "courtesies between the
kitties.
Mayor Curley charged that the tax asthrough the ancient City Hall and tin mayor and Mr. Youngman over the
sociation, in its criticism of thc city's
modern Annex. Even before the depart- mayor's deliberate failure to include the
proposed expenditures for improvement
ment heads ha dreturned to their respec lieutenant govern in the list of invited
at the East Boston airport, the conth•
honor
of
banquet
in
the
tive decks their subordinates were di- guests for
struction of a shore boulevard at East
cussing the mayor's future political ens Japanese visitors, was cited as a snot-,
Baiton and other developments
wa,
has
sibilities, and trying to recall any recent significant indication that politics
failed
to take into account that by such
all.
it
behind
hinte
had
occasions when the mayor
propositions the city had been able to
that he would leave the mayoral chait
finance the largest unemployment relief
Extolled Public Welfare
next year to seek the Democratic nomi
situation in its history
For more than half an hour the mayor crease in the tax rate through less innation for governor. There were ilium'
than had been
devoting
possible in other cities of the country.
stating hints to recall, but no formal oi spoke to the city officials today,
City Councillor Donovan defended the
most of the time to a discussion of tht•
Informal statements.
had
proposed expenditure of $1,000,000 for the
But, as a matter of fact. the mayoi public welfare department which
has for months impressed his closest in been under fire. He declared that the East Boston strandivay AM! criticised
decreased
Alexander
more
had
'Whiteside, former corporaoperation
woua,
coats
of
timates with the feeling that he
than $90,000 in the last four weeks and tion counsel and vice-president of the
tax association, for his objetutten ,
be found in the gubernatorial race next
year, even though Governor Ely decided
to seek a second nomination by his party
None of the mayor's friends expect that
Governor Ely will be satisfied with a
single term, but they assert with emphasis that Mr. Curley has done nothing to
'date to embarrass the governor and will
,f., nothing as the months go by. Thoi,fleve that the governor must rise or
ill upon his own record and assert that
he has been wise, enough to du notitiocf.
so far as Boston is concerned, to alien•
ate the good will of the citizens.

to Run for
Mayor Again

Urges Strict Economy

TAX ASS'N
IS DENOUNCED

I

I
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Sees No
'Mayor Curley Becomes Curley
"Reckless"'Outlays
Member of Ancients

Mayor (7urley being made an honorary member of the Ancient and;
Honorable Artillery Company. Left to right, Maj. James H. W. Myrick,
Mayor Curley, Capt. William N. McKenna and Capt. Francis S. Cummings.

Now in Group with King
George, Lord Denbigh,
Calvin Coolidge
Mayor Curley became a full-fledged
ionorary member of the Ancient and
ionorable Artillery Company today.
?le received not only the badge of memsersh:p, but a framed certificate which
places him on a parity with the four
Living honorary members of the corn'any, King George of England. Lord
Denbigh, commander of the Ancient
tnd Honorable Artillery Company of
1.,onclen: Calvin Coolidge, and !Maj.Den. Beaumont B. Buck, U. S. A., reIred.
PRESENTATION AT CITY IIALL
As Capt. William N. McKenna pinned
he badge upon the lapel of the mayor's
!oat, he suggested that during his cornng visit to England he seek out the
ord mayor of old Beaton, England, essort him to Buckingham Palace, and
lain entrance by displaying the badge.
A delegation of members of the
Ancient.; witnessed the presentations in
the mayor's office. Capt. Francis S.
Cumming. (-min-milder of the company, pro.7critN1 Maj. James H. W.
Myrick. who awarded the certificate of
membership after lauding the mayor
for his unflagging and deep interest,
both in and out of office, in the Grand
Army vrt-rans, the SpanL-411 war vets,
the world war vets, and, the citizens',
military training cams.
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CITY HALL NOTES I

spendWith the statement that "sane
Curing is intelligent economy," Mayor
Massaley replied to the protest of the
the
chusetts Tax Association in which
extravawords "reckless and needless
projgance" in building and construction
ects were used.
Massachu"It is unfortunate that the
statesetts Tax Association, in a recent
the
ment, deemed it expedient to apply
extravagance'
term 'reckless and needless
construction projto certain building and
city of
ects advocated by officials of the
existing
Boston, in an attempt to relieve
unemployment," the mayor said. "In
the
one breath the commission labelled
project in question as being vain and
consuperfluous and charged the officials
cerned with carelessness and thoughtlessness. It is to be hoped that such a
careless and far wide-of-the-mark statement will not bind the citizens of the
community to an intelligent consideration of the true facts.
"An excellent presentation of such facts
is to be found in a report received by me
today, from the social agencies of the
city, relative to the work of the public
welfare department. The report contains
the following significant statement, 'It is
worth noting, however, that the rise in
Boston's relief for this period (January.
1930—February, 1931) would have been
somewhat over $700,000 instead of $578,
000."
"The difference between the two figures
used in this statement is approximately
$125,000 for one month, or, on the basis
of a year. $1,500,000. In other words, it
the relief had followed that displayec
throughout the country, it would be nee
essary to provide by direct taxation
in addition to what already has been pro
vided in the budget, an amount equiv.'.
lent to an inerease in the tax rate of sev•
enty-eight cents."

Criticism of the official reception I
granted to the Prince and Princess Takamatsu here recently was voiced in
the City Council yesterday by Council-1
lor Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park, I
who charged that the city spent $80001
on the demonstration and insisted that
$2600 would have been enough.
••••
Mayor Curley will appeal to the legislative ways and means committee to
morrow for authority to expand the
As the first link in the proposed flo.
Suffolk County court house on Pem- town central
artery, Mayor Curley has
berton Hill for the purpose of relieving
the congestion which has been the sub- laken steps to widen Cross street, from
Hanover to Mercantile street, at a cost
ject of protest for the past decade.
of $1,000,000. At a conference with prop••••
erty owners he informed them that the
Hundreds of City Hospital employees city would
purchase their holdings at
were disappointed yesterday when they the
wafted ;it City Hall In vain for their The assessed valuation, plus 10 per cent.
money will be taken from the fund
pay envelopes until after the treasurer
left for home at 6 o'clock. But the of $16,000,000 allowed by the Legislature
money will be ready for them today for the construction of the East Boston
when the hospital will go back to the traffic tunnel. This act authorized the
city to construct street wideninge
Tuesday pay day.
within
RuSh of work prevented the municipal 1000 feet of the tunnel entrance at Cross
and
North
street.
clerical force from getting the payroll
Because of the price •-if the contract for
out on the first day of the work week,
it was explained by City Treasurer Ed- the actual construction of the und-.1-a/a
top tittle the city will have
mund L. Delano after trying out the ,
available
Monday pay day for a short period, ad, I a sufficient balance to make wideninge
for
the
go
will
relief
hospital
of
back
on
congestion near the tunthe
the Tues.
nel entrance.
day payday.

Curley Moves to
Widen Cross Street

I
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!Council in Parting
Flings at Curley

•

H. Ainsley Nights-Ian, right, general agent for the French Line, is shown
a‘ City Hall yeate“lay as he presented Mayor James M. Curley with
tielets or she lafter's hip abroad. His Honor will sail for Europe or
lampriena stammer,.
8 aho•rgi one 01 the Fx enrh
()) f

o J
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N. E. CHINESE BUSINESS

DIRECTORY ISSUED
Lists Some 8000 Persons—Gov Ely and Mayor
Curley, Whose Pictures Are in It, Receive Copies

•

Gov Ely and Mayor Curley yesterday
received in the mail complimentary
copies of the latest edition of the Chinese business directory of New England, and both officials were flattered
and amused to see their names in Chinese in captions for the published portraits of both in the volume.
Wong C. Poy, leading Boston Chinatown merchant, assembled the material
for the directory. There are some 8000
Chinamen in New Eng.and, and the
business enterprises a-e listed by
States.
Of this total about 4500 live in Greater Boston, and Mr Poy says there are
approximately 3000 Chinamen, 1000 children and 150 Chinese women. There
are about 200 Chinese families in Beaton's Chinatown, Harrison av, Beach,
Tyler, Oxford and Hudson sts, in what
used to be Irish residential territory,
called the Old South Cove.
The Chinese people are proudest of
thcir numbers in New England educational institutions, and the names of
the Chinese students at Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology are listed in the directory.
There are 80 at Harvard and 35 at
Tech, as well as other smaller groups
at Boston and Tufts Colleges, Radcliffe, Wellesley, Smith, Mount Holyoke
and Yale Colleges, to say nothing of
those in fine arts and music schools.
There are 70 Chinese restaurants it
Massachusetts, of which 40 are in Bos•

ton. There are some 1500 hand laundries, conducted by Chinamen in Greater Boston, a little less than half of
Which are scattered throughout the
city proper. Then there are four wetwash laundries in Boston, conducted
by Chinamen who have learned machine processes.
Chinamen began to migrate to the
United States to join the California
"gold rush" in 1840, the volume tells,
but the first Chinamen to arrive In
Boston came in 1888.
These Chinamen were members of a
diplomatic mission, but a few years
afterward their humbler countrymen
made their way East to Boston. At
the visitation of the official delegation,
Mayor Shurtleff tendered them a dinner in the old St James Hotel (now
the Franklin Square House), which
was, at that time, Boston's finest ho- ,
tel, centered in what was the city's '
best residential section, prior to the
filling in of what was to he the Back
Bay, reclaimed from what was the
Charles River, At this dinner Gov
Bullock, Senator Charles Sumner, Dr
Oliver Wendell Holmes (father of Justice Holmes) and Ralph Waldo Emerson welcomed the visitors.
While most of the Chinamen at present in Boston have come by way ot
the Golden Get°, numbers have come,
and are coming, through Canadian
ports and by way of Seattle, Wash,
The Greater Boston Chinese population has about doubled in two decades,
Mr Poy asserts.

During a lively session of the City
Council yesterday, several parting flings
were hurled at. the mayor, first with the
eharge of extravagance in connection
with the Strandway improvement in East
Roston, next in reference to the expenditure of more than $4000 for the entertainment of the Japanese visitors and later
in refenence to the report that the mayOr
is cmapaigning for the Democratic gubernatorial nominatino.
Councillor Norton classed the East
Boston work as a luxury in view of the
pact that in his district there are streets
impassable to 'children, fire apparatus
Councillor
Dowd
:ind
ambulances.
charged that the mayor had notified
heads of departments not to send to the
office of Acting Mayor McGrath any contracts during the mayor's absence abroad, ,
and the Council passed the order asking
,lena.rtinent heads to do business as
usual.
Another order by Councillor Dow was
for the mayor to request the overseers
of the Public Welfare Department to
dsicontinue buying coal in small lots,
which was passed, as well as another
order that the overseers discontinue
giving needy persons orders on a certain
:
, •hain store company.
Councillor Norton submitted an order,
which was passed, asking that the superintendent of supplies be requested by the
mayor to strike from the list of competitive bidders the name of any individual or company convicted of giving
the city short weight. It was Councillor
Kelly who charged that the mayor. in
going abroad, was running away from
criticism.
He charged also that the
mayor had a fund of $100.000 to assure
Lieutenant Governor Youngman of the
Republican nomination for governor;
that Mayor Curley would try and defeat
Governor Ely for the nomination and
expected to find Youngman easy to beat
for governor.
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MAYOR ANSWERS
TAX ASS'N BLAST

S

Calls Sane Spending Intelligent Economy—Cites
Benefits
3 COUNCILMEN BACK
RATE GROUP ATTACK

department. This report contains
.the following significant statement,
"It Is worth noting, however, that
the rise in Boston's relief for this
period (January 1930—February
1931) would have been somewhat
over $700,000 instead of $578,000."
The difference between the two
figures used in this statement is
approximately $125,000 for one
month, or, on the basis of a year,
SI 5n11 nnn To other words. if the
trend of Boston's expenditures for
relief had followed that displayed
throughout the country, it would be
necessary to provide by direct taxation, in addition to what already
has been provided in the budget,
an amount equivalent to an increase in the tax rate of seventyeight cents.

The Massachusetts TAX Association
Was yesterday assailed and defended at
City Hall because of its criticism 01
"reckless and needless extravagance" ir
building and construction projects advocated by Mayor Curley.
The mayor answered criticism of his
judgment with the declaration that
"sane spending is intelligent economy" Council Refuses to Rush Big
and referring to the East Boston
Strandway and the South Bay reclamaExpansion Loan
tion projects asserted that their cost,
without considering the benefits to accrue to the city, is no justification for
Opposition in the city council, as yet
the tax association to criticise and deonly remotely threatening the passage
cry the projects.
of the $1,250,000 loan order for the deASSOCIATION CHALLENGED
its extenIn the council, Councilman Timothy velopment of the airport and
'F. Donovan of East Boston challenged sion to Governor's island, developed yesthe ability of the officials of the tax terday and thwarted the attempt to
association to pass expert judgment On couple acceptance of the recently enactthe need of the proposed strandway. ed legislative act empowering the exOne of his retorts was that the associa- penditure with a first reading of the
tion officials, if "the projects should be loan order.
There is opposition, also, to the $1.placed in the category of tax abatements could qualify as experts." He ac- 000,000 East Boston Strandway project,
cused the association of unfairness in and the reaction in East Boston favors
attempting to crystallize legislative sen- the rejection of the airport extension
plan if preference must be shown to
timent against the strandway.
Councilman Clement A. Norton of one of the projects.
Mayor Curley submitted the airport
IHyde Park expressed accord with the
views of the association and Council- legislative act to the council, along
with
a loan order, and recommended
man John F. Dowd of Roxbury, who
was joined by Councilman Francis E. acceptance of both.
Councilman Laurence Curtis, 2d, obKelly of Dorchester, asserted that the
jected to such rapid consideration of
attempts to justify the orgy of spendsuch
an expensive project and without
ing by the claim of alleviating unemthe council sent both matters
ployment were "hokum end buncome." protest committee
on finance.
to the
The three councilmen agreed that the
Councilman Curtis was likewise disassociation criticism was sound.
reseed to call for delay in the acceptance of the street reconstruction act,
CURLEY'S REPLY
which authorizes the borrowing of $1,The answer of Mayor Curley read in
000,000, half within and half outside
part:
the debt limit, but when representaIt is unfortunate that the Massations were made that the money is
chusetts Tax Association, in a reurgently needed to finance the street
cent statement, deemed it expedprogram, he withdrew his objection.
ient to apply the term "reckless
The municipal employment bureau
and needless extravagance" to certruck stiff opposition to the effort of
tain building and construction proAlfayor
Curley to have $30,000 transjects advocated by officials of the
ferred from the reserve fund to provide
city of Boston, in an attempt to
for the maintenance of the bureau for
relieve existing unemployment. In
the remainder of the year. Several
one breath the commission labelled
weeks ago tit-e council cut a $35,000
the project in question as being
recommendation of the mayor to $5000.
vain and superfluous and charged
Yesterda.y...10,000 was transferred after
the officials concerned with carean effort -to have the entire amount
lessness and thoughtlessness. It
set
aside was defeated.
is to be hoped that such a careless and far wide-of-the-mark
statement will not blind the citizens of the community to an intelligent consideration of the true
facts.
An excellent presentation of such
facts is to be found in a report received by me today, from the social agencies of the city, relative
to the work of the public welfare

AIRPORT PROJECT
STRIKES A SNAG

•
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POLICE KEEP UP
[1,11"11 TAG' 11111111

Paper and cardboard shots in the
eeto tag war became very confusJoe indeed today what with conferences and battlers for the tagged
ones being tagged themselves.
It all grew out of two summonses
to appear in court on parking
charges being issued against Joseph
Fueillo, of 19 Meet at.. North End,
en investigator for the city law department, and Corporation Counsel
simile' Silverman's assertion that
would nol pros the summonses.
'roday, therefore. Asst. Corporation Counsel Julian Rainey went to
the courthouse and conferred with
Court Clerk Edward J. Lord on the
two summonses
Rainey left some time later without exercising the nol pros provilege claimed by the corporation
counsel's office.
When Atty. Rainey got back to
the law department it was only to
learn that, in the interim, Fueillo
had received a third summons on a
hird parking charge—and now, 0(
-ourse, had three instead of two.
The assistant corporation co:insel was still pondering heavily over
this when he himself received a
:eimmons to court to answer it
pi king charge.
That was all there was stirrine
today in the tag war --but that wae
el!nty, for the law department.
.,•hieh charges that police are, per.,eutine, the department members.

City to Raze Shacks
Near Arboretum
A group of dilapidated buildings
edjoining ;he entrance to the Arnold Arboretum in West Roxbury
be removed at a cost of $150,100 and one of the most unsightly
:pots in the Boston park system
•.\-iped out, Mayor Curley announcei
today.
Decision to acquire the property
,n(1 beautify the spot was arrived
I by the mayor at a conference
elth the members of the street
ommission and Chairman William
P. Long of the park commission.

13E
Councilor MIA d Asks
City Welfare Shakeup
C

I?jb

'Inc council passed Dowd's order
without debate. He declared that the
mayor's absence should not interfere
with the orderly progress of municipal
business and that necessary contracts
be
for street reconstruction should not
led until the European vacapigeorr-ho
The startling charge that the_city was being looted
tion jaunt is ended.
of $75,000 yearly by the Overseers of the Public WelQUESTION OF SCOPE
from the
fare and that 80 per cent of the Visitors were inhumane
Absence of Mayor Curley
of six
period
a
for
city and country
to poor dole seekers, was made yesterday by Councilor
question
weeks had previously raised the
Acting
John F. Dowd of Roxbury at a meeting of the Comof the scope of the authority of
search
a
to
led
had
and
mon Council.
McGrath
Mayor
the speDowd also demanded that the Overseers of Public Welfare
of the city charter to discover
cific provision covering the situation.
Department be reorganized and all incompetent welfare visitors
Under the charter only matters
fired.
upon
whirls are considered urgent, and
His accusations fell like a bombshell in the meeting as he
should not, be delayed,
action
which
to
alleged
were
who
alms
seekers
specified case after case of poor
but
are submitted to the acting mayor,
have been treated with cruelty, slurs and brusqueness when they
charter
the
of
tion
interpreta
broad
a
in
mayor
called for the dole that would keep them and their families from
provision, the absence of the
substiprivation.
from the country confers on his
mayoral
The allegations were hurled at the department by Dowd when
tute many of the important
the
that
stipulated
two letters from Simon E. Hecht, chairman of the welfare departis
It
es.
prerogativ
and
ment, in answer to recent criticism leveled at his branch were read.
city clerk, the corporation counsel
me council recently had called
the chief clerk of the mayor, who ordion .he welfare board to reveal
narily handles official business matters,
I
what it paid for coal and to whoin
shall constitute the board clothed With
it delivered it. It was chargsd
power to determine the urgency of any
persons who
business requiring the formal approval
did not ask for
the mayor.
of
coal and others
President McGrath of the city council
in
who lived
declared after action had been taken
steam -heated
flats and rooms
on Dowd's order that he was not ambireceived coa I.
tious to pass official judgment, on matwhile those
ters not of an emergency character
who needed it
and that he did not apprehend that
were in some
cases kept withsubstituting for Mayor Curley would be
out it.
productive of any entanglements with
in his letter
department heads or other persons.
stated
Hecht
Councilmen Request Mayor
WILL LEAVE THURSDAY
coal was deliv- John F. Dowd
ered to persons
The mayor will leave for New York
tment
To Notify Depar
on recommendation of its visitors
Thursday morning. He will be ascomand that $16.50 a ton was paid lot
panted by City Treasurer Edmund L.
Heads
it.
Dolan, his companion in the occupancy
Dowd then took the Dem and
of the presidential suite on the French
launched his tirade. He revealed
line steamship France and by Miss
TRIP
PEAN
EURO
superin,
A.
Chapman
that Philip
Mary Curley and Miss Loretta Bremcity,
the
for
of
supplies
tendent
STARTS THURSDAY ner of Chicago, fiancee of the late
paid $12.28 a ton for coal. with
James M. Curley, Jr. An appointment
$1.50 added for labor when it was
packed in 100-pound bags.
in New York Thursday evening with
Tour Will Include Dublin, Philip Heiniken, president of the
Dowd charged that the differenes
betweeen what the board paid for
steamship line, will,
Galway, Paris, Rome— Hamburg-American
coal and what it could be bought
result in a discussion of the advisabilfor resulted in a loss to the city of
ity of the establishment of a regular
Back June 16
$75,000 annually. Referring to the
four-day trip across the Atlantic be- I
visitors who are assigned to distween Boston and Europe.
tricts and investigate cases among
The city council took formal cogthe poor, Dowd said:
nizance yesterday of the scheduled de"Flighty per cent of the visitors
parture, Thursday, of Mayor Curley on
should be discha reed. There
never was such an inliiiiii ane lot
vacation trip to Europe which will
a
on the city's payroll. They are
until June 16, by requesting him
!extend
unfair and slanderous to poor
all department heads to
instruct
to
persons, who should be treated
recognize Acting Mayor Joseph Mcwith respect and kindness."
Grath.
Citing instances of cruelty to
The charge by Councilman John F.
dole seekers, Dowd told of the ease
children
seven
of
of a mother
Dowd of Roxbury that orders have been
whose hustintnd was injured in AA
Issued to department heads to refrain
couldn't work. He
Accident and
from transmitting matters of official
'
oft
her
cut
overseers
the
charged
business to the actims mayor, and the
front further relief and threatened
assertion that specific instructions have
to arrest her for lareens because a
group of boys in her vicinity had
been given that no more contracts will
raised 5200 as a CAlriStMOS AM for
be awarded until the mayor's return.
her family.
enlivened the council session.

ASK FULLPOWER
FOR IVI'GRATH AS
CURLEY LEAVES
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Standard
filed with the bid of the
year, but I know
this
ny
Compa
Coal
I.
was filed by the
tnat last year the check
n. I have nevconcer
coal
lvania
Fennsy
ints against
compla
any
er received
Kline."
Mr. Kline
At his home last night
statement to The
ing
follow
the
made
[Jerald:
absolutely
Those charges are
only one
false. I was in court on
$25 fine
a
paid
I
1923.
on,
occasi
in New I
was
I
.
weight
for short
and it
e
offenc
the
York the time of
of a new
resulted from the mistake
weighing
employe who had been
wn to
unkno
time,
coal but a short
me.
has gone
This particular contract
past 10
the
for
ny
compa
to my
many other
years. I have received
of the
city contracts and also
often withd
checke
We're
state.
and city
out knowledge by the state
resealers and I have never been
ported.
th(
Councilman Norton said before

NORTONCHARGE
CITY IS LOSE
ONCOAL AWARD

c was

•

Head of Winning Firm
Brands "Short Weight"
Accusation False

HAS LONG GIVEN
SERVICE, HE SAYS

Supplies Supt. Defends
Him—Mayor Asked to
Kill Compact

carried
A few days ago the press
from City Hall,
out
sent
stories
The city council yesterday asked
comstating that through open, fair
Mayor Curley to abrogate business rebidding, the city was to
e
petitiv
thel
and
city
of
latiorships between the
save $22,000 in the purchase
Standard Coal Company of which Max, approximately 66,200 tons of coal
!Cline is president and treasurer, after for $405,427.
Councilman Clement A. Norton of Hyde
I was interested to know that we
Park had alleged that both Kline and were to have fair bidding at City
Unthe company have been prosecuted in Hall, open to every citizen.
Boston courts for "short weight" in de- doubtedly, these statements to the
liveries.
press about the fairness in the letOn Saturday the Standard Coal ting of the coal contracts were inCompany was awarded the major share spired by my statement at the last
of the contract for supplying municipal council meeting to the effect that
departments with coal for the coming the state of Massachusetts a few
year. The money involved is approxi- yards up School street, was buying
mately $300,000.
its tires and tubes, for a year, at
In his attack on the company and less than one-half what the city
Kline, Norton charged that Kline ap- was paying. The state has almost
peared in the Dorchester court March double the Timber of automobiles
8, 1922, in a short-weight case; that as has the city and covers the enthe tire commonwealth—not just the
Dec. 28, 1923 he was fined $25 in
city of Boston as do city cars. Yet
1926,
15,
Oct.
that
and
municipal court
with double the number of automn..
d
charge
was
biles and a greater area
the Standard Company
t? alges.
3600.
tne state buys its tiresanc
With "short weighting" the city
what the
lf
s
for
less
than
one-ha
pound
17,600
of
ry
delive
pounds in a
city pays in a year.
of coal to the Grant school,
However, I was gratified to learn
CK
ATTA
ERS
ANSW
that the coal contract was given
who
,
Norton
of
s
In reply to the attack
was brought to
the cow- out fairly until it
read a prepared statement at
the concern
ion
that
attent
my
superan,
ell meeting, Philip A. Chapm
which is to supply the city with
night,
last
said
es,
suppli
intendent of
over $300,000 worth of coal, the
representative of
that Kline is merely a
rd Coal Company, of which
Standa
which
n,
concer
a large independent coal
Max
Kline .1S'; president and
Mr.
ish an agency
has not tesen able to establ
treasurer, had accepted the coninvesti
edly
repeat
in Boston, has been
tract at a price so low that no
years, but
gated during the last two
reputable coal company in Boston
of
ce
eviden
that in no instance has any
had a chance. Companies with
ered.
s, their own vessels and
short weight been discov
s wharve
weight
of
sealer
ey,
Sween
"James A.
other equipment on which they pay
d
stoppe
edly
repeat
taxes in Boston, enabling them to
a nd measures, has
and in quote a very low
price—found that
I:line's trucks on the streets
overthey were not low enough—that
has been
every case the load
Max
Kline
had
underbid them
I have nevweight. I must admit that
Reputable Boston coal concerns
crimabout
ation
inform
some of them even owning mines'
er received any
I do not re- have been at a loss to know how,
ina; sotiOn against, Kline.
which
member who put up the check

ms. mine could quote such a low
price.
On March 8, 1922, Max Kline
pleaded "nob" to a charge of
short-weighting 975 pounds of coal
out of a supposed or alleged delivery of 8600 pounds, before the
late Judge Churchill in the Dorchester court.
On. Dec. 28, 1923, Max Kline, president and treasurer of the Standard
Coal Company, who is to supply
the city with over $300,000 worth
of coal this year, was lined $25
for having a shortage in weight
of 1130 pounds of coal, out of an
order calling for 9,250 pounds before Judge Bolster in the Boston
municipal court.
As late as Oct. 15, 1926, the
Standard Coal Company of which
treasMax Kline is president and
"short
of
guilty
found
was
urer,
,
weighting the city of Boston
an
3600 pounds of coal out of
he
order of 17,600 pounds that
School,
was delivering to the Grant Boston.
in the West end section of when
I want to see the day come for a
every Boston boy working
citibusiness concern; when every
d fairly.
zen of Boston, will be treateble coal
In this case, the reputa able to
dealers of Boston, who are every
under-bid Mr. Max Klinedepartplace except in the supply
and
ment at City Hall, ask why,
they are entitled to know. agent,
I ask the purchasing
the
through his honor, to strikeStanname of Max Kline and the
city
the
dard Coal Company from
lists..

WOULD RESCIND ORDER
ON POLICE STATIONS
Discovery that Police Commissioner
Hultman cannot exercise any authoriity in the construction of police stations or a police garage at the Brighton
station led Mayor Curley to ask the
city council yesterday to rescind orders
placing $700,000 at the disposal of the
commissioner for two new stations, and
$25,000 /or the Brighton division
garage.
The superintendent of buildings Is
clothed with authority to supervise the
erection of public buildings, and as far
as police stations are involved the extent of the commissioner's power is to
recommend sites.
Councilman John I. Fitzgerald became inquisitive when the request for
the rescinding of previous council orders was made by the mayor. At his
request the council deferred consideration for a week. Fitzgerald is interested in the postponement for a year of
the erection of a new Joy street station
and the diversion of money appropriated to a new building in North square
nn
to house the Hanover street irtivini

_
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HIGGINS,'SALLY
for Terminal Theatr€ HEN, VISITOR
N747'
11\1 BOSTON

Curley reak's Ground

Army's" London Official Is
Accompanied by His Wife;
Here for Two Days

(;,.n. Edward J. Higgins of
London, head of the entire Salvation Army organization, arrived here today for a two days'
visit in connection with his
tour of the United States. He
was accompanied by his wife.

Mayor Curley using a steel e.ril I toda y to st art the constriction of th
Terminal Theatre to be erected in the concourse of the South statian.

Work Officially Starts on Movie House in South
Station Concourse—To Be Only One of
Its Kind in World
Mayor Curley broke ground today for
the construction of the Terminal Theatre to be erected in the concourse of
the South station. Among those present were Arthur Russell, vice-president
of the N. Y., N. H. & H. railroad; H.
M. Biscoe, vice-president, of the Boston
& Albany; William H. Wright, assistant

to the president of the Boston Terminal Compan,, and Chief Engineer Tuttle.
The new theatre is the first to be
operated in a railroad station. Joseph
M. Levenson motion picture and theatrical magnate, l. at the head of the
new enterprise. Associated with him is
Max L. Levenson, former member of
the state attorncy-general's office; N.
Ballinger and N. Thomson.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of 600. extending from the back
wall to track 27. It will have the most
modern picture and talkir
apparatus.
The interior will he in the modern
manner of design. The theatre's policy
will be news reels and short subjecti
and will be open to the public- from 8
A. M. to midnight at popular prices.
There will he an elaborate lounge
and smoking room for women. Construction work is in charge of J. M
and C. .T. Buckley, under supervision
of Warren Rauch. The architects are
HeAdricka & Hayward.

The London chieftain was met at
South Station by a delegation
headed by Col. Joseph Atkinson,
head of the organization in New
England.
Others in the welcoming party
included Edward P. Barry. former
representing
lieutenant-governor,
Mayor Curley; J. A. Moriarty, president of the Boston Central Labor
Union; Mary E. Gallagher of Suffolk County Mothers' Club; Rev.
Dr. George L. Paine, executive
,:ecretary of Greater Boston Federation of Churches, and Mrs.
George F. Fearing, chairman of
the women's committee t.nd member of the advisory council.
In Tremont Temple tomorrow evening Gera Higgins will speak on
"The Army's Message and Work."
He also plans to attend the annual
meeting of the Greater Boston advisory board tomorrow.
In addition to his wife, Gen. Higeins is accompanied by Col. Joseph
Pugmire and Comdr. John McMilthin, commander of Eastern territory.
A blackthorn stick from County
Waterford, Ireland. was Mayor
Curley's gift today to Gen. Higgins
of London. who called at City Hall
mitt, ktra Higgins and a score of
officials of the "Sallies" from this
vicinity.
Mrs. Higgins was given a gold
paperweight. The mayor praised
the work of the "Saiii,—."
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N ROW ON

WIDE-OPE
E
ATR
THE
WORK BEGUN ON
CITY TAGGING ISSUE
IN SOUTH STATION
Court

Mayor Curley Operates Drilling Machine—To Run
Short Features

Summons Out
Silverman's Aide

for

Corporation
The controversy between
CommisCounsel Silverman and Police
of
tagging
the
over
Hultman
sioner
employ of
cars of investigators in the
parked in
the city legal department,
Beacon
front of the city law offices on
street, broke wide open today.
ion
Julian Rainey, assistant corporatanbeen
counsel, through whom it had counsel
ion
nounced that the corporat
be nolwould ask that such cases Edward
prossed, conferred with Clerk
today
J. Lord of the municipal court been
' and learned that a summons had
appear
issued for himself, Rainey, to
May 28.
comRainey also learned that a third inplaint against Joseph Fucillo. an that
vestigator, had been issued and
on the
he is to be summoned to appear
complaints
same date. Two other appearance
against Fucillo call for his
on May 20 and May 22.
Officer Thomas Conboy of the Joy
street station is the complaining officer

(OADTU AIRPORT

TO COST $600,000
Alayor Also 0.K's Centre and
Morton Streets Plans
Three major street Improvement:
were authorized today by Mayor Curley
The most costly is the widening of Porter stret, East Boston, from the portals
of the proposed East Boston vehiculat
tunnel direct to the airport. This will
cost $600,000 and when completed will
afford an 80-foot highway direct tc
the flying field.
He also authorized the taking of several parcels of real estate immediately
adjacent to the Arnold Arboretum administration building on Centre street
Jamaica Plain. This was done to provide
E
STATION
THEATR
SOUTH
a more beautiful approach to the ArboreMAYOR, CURLEY STARTING WORK ON THE
tum and to widen Centre street at that
With a compressed air drilling ma- C. Attwill, chairman of the Public Util- point.
Wes Commission; Gen Edward L. LoA new bridge on Morton street on the
ihine, Mayor James M. Curley this gan and
Fred Mougey.
east side of Blue Hill avenue was else
conthe
ns
on
operatio
nornine began
The new theatre will seat 600, and authorized. The present bridge over the
struction of the first Terminal Theatre, will extend from the back wall to track New Haven tracks is narrow, and acts
to be erected in the concourse of the 27. It will be equipped with the most as a bottle-neck to impede traffic. The
modern and finest picture and talking bridge will cost $70.000.
South Station.
Wearing a pair of cotton gloves, the apparatus. The interior will be in the
and
machine,
modern manner of design. The theatre
Mayor lifted zle
began boring a hole in the side of the will be devoted to news reels and short
opstarted
Having
subjects, and will be open from 8 a m
South Station.
erations, he shut off the machine and until midnight at popular prices. An
elaborate lounge for women, with a
gave a bow to the audience,
Among those present were Arthur smoking room, will be features of the
New
the
of
new house, and the 3,500.000 cornRussell, vice president
Haven Railroad; William H. Wright, muters and travelers who pass the
assistant to the president of the Bos-I'station every month will have the theeton Terminal Company; Chief Engi- Itre's facilities at their disposal, J. M.
neer Tuttle, executives from operat- and C. J. Buckley, Boston contractors,
ing and architectural companies spon- are doing the building under superArchitects
soring the enterprise; Joseph M. Lev. vision of Warren Rauch.
enson, moti'm picture and theatrical are Hendricks and Hayward, the latnew
magnate, who is president of the
ter a former associate of Thomas W.
corporation; Max L. Levenson, former Lamb, one of the country's leading
s
General'
Attorney
the
of
member
theatre architects.
office; N. SallInger, N. Thomson, Henry

City to Take
Small Jamaica
Plain"Village'
Seven Houses and I a III
Needed for Center St.-Porter
Street Authorized

l Mee,. Enterprise Ulanned at the South Station. Large Group of Commuter, and Officials of the New Haven Railroad and the Theaters Watch
Initial Step of Breaking Through Solid Granite Wall, Dorchester Avenue Side
ANDLING an electric drill, which
was steadied by two laborers,
Mayor Curley today started the construction of the projected Terminal
Theater, just off the concourse of the
South Station. It was necessary to break
through the solid wall of the station,
Dorchester avenue side, to provide a doorway, and it was there that the mayor was
'stationed as the movie and still cameras
irecorded the scene.
Mayor Curley drove to the station with
Lieutenant General Edward L. Logan
and City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan,
and was greeted by Arthur Russell, vice
president of the 'New _Haven, H. M.
Biscoe; vice president of tho Boston &
Albany Railroad, William H. Wright; assistant to the president of the Boston
Terminal Company, Chief
Engineer
Tuttle, and others.
The new theater will be he first of its
kind in the United States, and is to he
operated by the Terminal Theater Company. Joseph M. Levenson, motion picture and theatrical magnate, heads the
new enterprise, and associated with him
will be Mx L. Levenson, former member

H

of the attorney general's office of Massachusetts; N. Sallinger and N. Thompson.
Joseph Levenson at present operates a
chain of New England theaters, and was
one of the group who built the Strand
Theater in New York, the first of the de
luxe moving picture palaces in the country.
The new theater will have a seating capacity of 600, extending from the back
wall to track 27, and will be equipped
with the most modern and finest picture
and talking apparatus. The interior will
be in the modern manner of design. The
theater will be devoted to the showing of
news reels and short subjects and will be
open to the public from 8 A. M. until midnight. An elaborate lounge for ladies,
with a smoking room for their convenience, will he one of the features of the
new house, and commuters and travelers,
numbering approximately 3,600,000 every
month, will have the facilities of the
theater at their disposal.
Construction work is in the hands of
J. M. & C. .1. Buckley, Boston contracting
firm, under tlie direct supervision of
Warren Rauch. Architects are Hendard.
ricks ‘9.-•

Another chapter in the Center street
boulevard history was written into the
official records today by Mayor Curley,
members of the street commission and
Park Commissioner William P. Long,
when it was decided to take by eminent
domain the pretty little village on the
southern approach to Center street from
the Arborway, In order to provide a
sweeping portal for the widened thoroughfare.
This "village" is an old settlement, at
least two of the dwellings having been
built long before the annexation of West
laavhury to Boston and appearing on the
leap drawn in 1873. The oldest estate
is that belonging to the heirs of William
II. Homes, at the corner of the Arborway and Center street, and containing a
tine old mansion, a large barn and nearly
an acre of land. The Arborway frontage
Is owned by Carrie S. Murray in three
property owners are WilOtt
Ring, Charles P.
H. an
and Ih man N. Haas.
s large taking, which a, 'though
mayor will mean an outlay
...ling to t
St leap' :I150,000, has been in 1M,
minds of the street commission's enei.
Ili:ars, the plans for a wider
• ,`et have been in the making for
a period that the residents of 1;,0
, Wage" had begun to experience
:rung feeling of security. But Mayor
Curley has always felt that as t1e,
lage" provided so unsightly an arc; a
the entrance to the Arnold Arboretem.
its extinction should be seriously considered at some time.
Today the mayor ,
referred to It as "the most unsightly
part of the entire park system."
Plans for Center street are really pro-1
:greasing now and it is expected that they
will be ready for the mayor on his return from abroad. Still,another engineering change has been authorized to avoid
a sweeping curve in the vicinity of the
ledge of the Rowe Contracting Company.
The new line will pierce the ledge property.
Two other street projects were authorized by the mayor today, one for the :
widening of Porter street, East Boston, ,
this providing an eighty-foot highway
from the tunnel to the Airport, for which
the cost will be $600,000, and the other
providing for a change in grade and a
widening of Morton street, near Pollee
Station 19, preparatory to the reconstruction of the bridge over the tracks of
the old New England Railroad. The
bridge must he raised to afford an Itfoot headroom, as was done with the
River street bridge last year. There will
be rather heavy grade damages, in which
three schools will be involved, but not
property takings.
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Mayor Curley Makes an Announcement
661 SHALL not be a candidate for mayor

•

CURLEY NOT TO RUN
' FOR MAYOR IN 1938

again."
So says Mayor Curley in bidding au
revoir to department heads as he prepares Friends
Interpret Word
to leave for Europe on a vacation trip.
as Valedictory to Post
No mistaking the meaning of these
words. No "I do not choose to run." Just
Speaking yesterday to the city's
a clear announcement:
department heads on the eve
of his
"I shall not be a candidate for mayor again."
departure for Europe, Mayor James
M. Curle announced that lie will not
Possibly the mayor will amplify his remark.
Possibly be a candiy date
for Mayor in 1938.
he will explain why he arrived at this conclusion.
Possibly
The law provides that no Mayor may
he will let it rest as it is, letting the reaction be wha
be a candidate for a term Immediately
t it may. Yellowing one he ham served; he may,
Yet it is possible that the mayor is simply tired
if he chooses, run again after
of it hpse
a
of one term.
all. His years in public life have been years of hard
The Mayor's statement yeste
work.
rday
was interpreted by his friends to
He still works quite as hard as he did in his youth, hard
mean
er per- that he will never
again seek the Boshaps. He shows no let-up of speed. He has lost som
ton Mayoralty after hie prese
nt
terra
e of his expires.
impetuosity, perhaps, but none of his efficiency
The worst of the depression
and intentness passe
has
d, Mayor Curley told the depar
of purpose.
tment heads during the conference
. In
the past four weeks, the Mayo
You will be told that he wishes to be Governor. Of cour
r
said,
se there has been a drop of $90,000 in
the
he does. He has for years. But we feel that he wish
amount distributed by the city
es for the
among
needy.
something more, for peace, for relaxation, for mor
e time to be
The Mayor asked for sugge
stions for
with his family. These may be his real reasons. Howe
reducing expenses. He annou
nced that
ver, be is going to appoint a commi
ttee
let us forget all that for a while and wish him smoo
With
Corpo
ratio
n
Couns
th seas verman
el Samuel Silat its head to make a new
and clear skies.
techedule of fees
---
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PORTER ST, JOB GIR SOBS FOR
AUTHORIZED ZEBRA REND

•

The
B0310h
street cortiniea,aon
While her girl traine.r sobbe
d F.1
was authorized by Mayor Curle:' the
parting. Queenie, a fiveyeartoday to begin immediate constiatc-; nlri
zebra. was presented to Mayo
r'
tlen of Porter et., Fest Boston, ee I Corley
at City Hall tnday for the
an nn-foot boulevard from the por- Franklin
Park Zoo- the I ft f,f
tal of the new traffic tunnel to
the John Pint:lin:1. eircils proprietor
.
airport, at a cost of $600,
"Oh," soldwd Mary Lenn
000.
eiie,
Funds for the project will come the trainer,
"If they were ettina
from the $2,700,400 autho
rized by I,, give a 7.0,111St R
why didn't
the Legislature last year.
Iii ey givo a lint 111(.1. enc.
ThisiIa
The mayor also authorized
the
lie,1
of the tient 741111 I h
'he
commission to proceed at once
intel
ligen
'me."
t
wodi
the widening of Morton st.,
William
DorConway
and
Frank
chester at. R post. or 570.0011.
Braydon of the Ringling
circus
staff, who acted for Ringling
in
the
presentation,
c.elnied
the
trainer. and then Mayor Curley,
on
the City Hall lawn, placed
his
derby on the zebra's head
for
protogra phers.
The zebra departed from
City
Hall to take lip its new resid
ence
in the zoo.

to be charged by the
Registry of Births and
Marriages, the
Probate and Land Courts
partment of the sealer of and the deweights And
measures. These
departments the
Mayor hopes to make selfsustainlag.
Probate fees include those
for divorce
actions.

The Public Welfare Depar
Maid the Mayor, is costing tment.,
e500,000
monthly despite the fact that
the city
was In the throes of const
ruction program.
Almost every city in the
country, he
paid had written to learn
how Boston
was \handling the situa
tion and then
had applied Boston methods
at
lie called attention to the repor borne.
t made
recently by the Boston Conne
ll of Social Agencies, which credited
the Benton overseers with the best
department
of any city in the country,
though,
'maid Mayor Curley, "they were
never
friendly to me or the party
I
stand
for."
The Mayor referred to
the cid age
pension which will beco
me effective
in July, and said that $500,
000 would
ke necessary.
''I ask you heads of
departments,"
paid the Mayer, "to
exercise the same
degree of economy in
your departtnents as you would in
your homes,
but maintain your
departments at a
high degree of effici
ency."

By his veto of the City
measure aimed to prohibit theCouncil
ho wn g in Boston of all crime
movies, in theatres to whieb and sex
children
admitted, Mayor Curley
ays
praiseworthy common sense, adispl
quality
in which local censorship has
too
often
been sadly lacking.

JOHN RINGLING WISHES
MAYOR CURLEY BON VOY

AGE

John Ringling, the circu
on Mayor Curley yeste s man, celled
rday to bid the
Mayor bon voyage. The
Mayor and
Mr Ringling swapped
yarns
at length
and before leaving
Mr Ringling was,
resented a .011011*

4/

Queenie joins City Zoo

C.Jl&E,

4/32

CITY TO HAVE tEW
ii -ACRE PLAYGROUND
Idayor Curley and Park Commissioner William P. Long yesterday announced that the School Department
had agreed to hansfer to the Para Department 350.04ie square feet of land
adjoining the eaa of the Dunbar.av
playground.
Commissioner Long plans a playground of 11 acres containing football,
baseball and so:cer fields, tennis courts
and places f.Jr mothers and chtlIzen
as well as a stadium seating 4000.
It Is olanneo Lc construct in such a
manner that In the Winter a large section can be fit-oded for skating and
hockey.
Councilor Latdiner Wilson Jr called
on the slayot und thanked him f.ar his
efforts in btheth of the playground a
project Court dun Wilson has whiked
for for several years.
The playgrot..4 which is the first in
Ward 17, will be, in the opinion of Commissioner Lo. g one of the finest
equipped In du, city of Boston,

•

C. E. FAY NEW ASSISTANT
CORPORATION COUNSEL
The appointment of Charles E. Fay,
46 Rossmore road, Jamaica Plain, as
assistant corporation counsel at $5000
a year, was appioved yesterday by,
Mayor Curley. Mr Fay will succeed i
Leo Schwartz.

RINGLING TO ONE LtniA
TO CITY TODAY FOR ZOO
A zebra, one of the large herd with
the Ringling Brothers and Barnum
and Bailey circus, now playing at the
Boston Garden, will be presented to
Queenie, zebra trained by Maj. Frank Braden of the 'tingling circus. the city of Boston today by John
Curley
zoo.
for
Miss .31.try Linnette, fa- Ringling.
the city
being :incepted by Mayor
The zebra will be taken to City
mous horsewoman, made the presentation. Photo shows the zebra, wearHall at 12:30 this noon by Warren
ng the mayor's hat. Mayor Curley and Miss !Annette.
Jones, menagerie superintendent of the
show, and William Conway, contracting agent, and circus workers, and
formally presented to Mayor Curley.
It will then be taken to Franklin
Park Zoo, where it will join Stanley
Iwo considerations nave MIlUenced his and Lydia, the pair of zebras now
there.
The proposed service would enable the pilots at all times to have
a sufficient number of men on station at the outer entrance of the
harbor to promptly meet all requirements of ves.sels, regardless of
weather conditions, this insuring
Favors Their Application for the safety of hundreds of thousands
Two bills in equity, one asking that
of passengers entering and leaving
the Grove Hall Savings Bank he enPermit
the harbor, and the vast amount of
joined from using the building at 437
property involved in handling the
Blue Hill av until alterations satisships in and out of Boston harbor
year.
factory to the Building Comm:ssioner
during the course of the
Mayor Curley recorded himself yesopinmy
the city of Boston have been made,
of
in
would,
service
commisSuch
terday with the federal radio
the second asking that the Standard
ion, outweigh in importance, from
sion in favor of the grant of a permit
011 Company of New York and Simon
the standpoint of value to the pubto the Boston Pilots' Association for
Cohen be compelled to remove the
lic, that which is proposed by the
the operation of a ship-to-shore wire,
building at 130 Staniford
telephone company.
leas telephone service in preference to
was
been filed for the city of 13oaton
have
Association
pilots'
the
ago
the
Months
to
permit
similar
the issuance of a
New England Telephone & Telegraph authorized to install wireless telephone In Suffolk Superior Court by Asst Corservice on the two pilot boats but when poration Counsel H. M. Paktilski.
Company.
With regard to the savings bank
Experts of the commission maintain their petition for authority to install
similar equipment in their shore sta- case, the city claims that alterationa
communicaof
that two such methods
tion cannot be operated without inter- tion was filed, the telephone company made there have not been done In acference and the mayor, assuming that asked for permission to establish a like cordance with drawings approved by
the Building Cornmissionet. In the
but one permit will be granted, believes service.
Case of the Staniford-at building, thc
that public interest will be best served
the
claims that an eight-Inch parts
of
city
application
the
by recognizing
wall, which is now nn elternal wal
pilots association.
of the Ouilding, is in a dilapidated con
In support of his conclusion the
dition and is tied no with wire ropes
mayor Informed the commission that

MAYOR WITH PILOTS
IN RADIO BATTLE

•

CITY SEEKS TO ENJOIN
USE OF TWO BUILDINGS

MAYOR DOES A JOB ON TERMINAL THEATEF
'II

ARTHUR. P. liUssEl.i,
\Nork on the
Mayor Curley shown dart in
South Station Terminal Theater, which is to
he on the Dorchester aye. side of the station.
It is to he for the entertainment and amuse-

)1Alifilt
mint of pa SS1.11ZPrti 'ailing for trains. Mr.
II,\ ice-president of the New Haven, and
)1r. 1.eNenson of the Terminal Theater Co. are
sevintr that the mayor fliWw. A rood job.

-'

Tag War Bares Conry
Gave Illegal'Permits
An attack by Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman on Police
Commissioner Hultman because cars of Silverman's operatives had
been tagged resulted in the revelation yesterday that Traffic Commissioner Joseph A. Conry had issued special parking permits 1..
Silverman and to City Treasurer Edmund Dolan.
Other members of the traffic'or deny the fact that he had recommission have already held that ceived such a letter.
issue of special parking permits by
A week ago at a meeting of the
Conry is illegal.
traffic commission, Conry was acThis newest mixup in traffic rules cused by Commissioner Hultman
came yesterday after Corp. Counsel of issuing special parking priviSilverman made the charge that leges and was scored for doing so.
police were "persecuting his emAt this meeting all membeis of
ployes" by tagging their ears, and the 'traffic commission save Conry
that he would nol pros the charges declared that speeial parking perof traffic violations.
mits were illegal and that Conry
At this point Corny admitted that had no power to issue them.
piotests by
he had issued special parking pervigorous
Despite
mits to Silverman and to Dolan.
other commission members, he still
Asked If he had received a let- declared Ire had the right to issue
ter from Silverman declaring that such permits.
the traffic commissioner had no leThe Silvei man incident, that regal right to issue special parking vealed Conry's allege] illegal action
p,rmits. Conrv refused to affirm

occurred yestermay woen JObt1.1.1
Fucillo of the investigating division of Silverman's department had
two summonses seived on him for
violation of ti ffic commission
rules.

MAYOR WEARS BADGE
TO ENTER BUCKINGHAM
Mayor Curley, addressing his
official family yesterday, wore the
badge of honorary membership in
the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company. This badge, he said,
constitutes his ticket of admission to Buckingham Palace, the
King's residences In London.
His eye a-twinkle, Mayor Curley
said he would be glad to avail himself of the privilege this passport
gives him when he is in London,
to take a look at the extensive
wine cellars of the palace, which
are below the bottom of till
Thames.
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CurlPy Stepping Aside
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Mayor Curley's decision never to
Mayor again, announced yesterday at
his conference with city department
heads at City Hall, rekindled the ambition of a number of his audience to
take his place some time in the future.
No less than a dozen members of
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tioned f 'ready AS possible saccessors
the throne, either in the next mayoralty
election of 193.1 or at least fnur years
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later, when the younger crop of leade
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REAL ESTATE MEN
STRIKE AT MAYOR
Deny Being `Abatemcnt Racketeers
Claim Assessors Coerced to
Keep Up Valuations

Mayor to

to Park for Emergency Cars
Following complaint by Corre,ratat
tion Counsel Samuel Silverman
the police were persecuting oper
of the city's emergency cars fnr 13 king, Mayor Curley last night indicated
he would request the Traffic Commision to amend the present traffic code

exempt official cars on emergency
business from the traffic penalties.

to

TWO GET PRIVILEGE
tne assessore nave oeen obWhile
declining to discuss the corpolicy
of
regeneral
liged to adopt the
abatements, thus forcing
poration counsel's complaint that an
Hitting back at Mayor Curley, the fusing to grant
property owners "either to submit .or to
operator of an emergency car had reBoston Real F.state Exchange last undertake the slow and expensive proceived
two parking summonses, which
action.",
statement, cess of court
public
night issued a
would be not prossed, Traffic CommisDenying the Mayor's contention that
sioner Conry admitted when questioned
charging that lie. was exerting politi- the flood of petitions resulted from the
that he had granted special parking
the
cal pressure upon the city assessors work of the alleged racketeers,
privaleges to Mr. Silverman and City
board of directors 'stated "With the aravoid
valuations
and
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
to increase tax
rival of tile present depression and he
The traffic commissioner declined to
resulting loss of rentals, however, many
reduitions.
reveal when the special parking priviowners were faced' with the
property.
to
answer
The statement was in
leges had been issued, and, when asked
necessity of obtaining relief from overwhether he had authority to grant spethe Mayor's recent contention that a valuation, and a large number of suits
cial parking privileges, Br, C'onry
result."
the
been
has
abatement
for
racketeers,"
band of "tax abatement
would only say, "See Mr. Silverman."
Increase in the city lax rate was
Both the city treasurer and the corwere responsible for a flood of tax predicted by the exchange In pointing
poration
counsel denied, last night,
abatement petitions at City Hall, de- out that the city is faced this year
they
had been granted special priviwith an increase In the State lax and
manding reductions totalling $50,- with reduced receipts from the State leges, contending they never parked
their cars in the downtown restricted
Income tax, while there is little or no
000,000 in assessed valuations.
areas.
chance of increesed valuations for want
corporntion Counsel Silverman said
of new building construction during the
that, with the approval of the police
CALL ASSESSMENTS TOO HIGH past year.
officials, the traffic commissioner had
"We appreciate the diffieultlen of
issued cards In identify the emergency
The directors of the exchange stated Mayor Curley's situation," reported the
that they had specific Instances of over-. directors. "But the situation does not
machines of the law-department Invesassessments in Boston, hut contended Justify him in making what appears to
tigators and the city-treasury paymas.
ters.
that they were ton numerouh to men- be a sweeping accusation of "racketeertion, and insisted that the situation was ing" against property owners who use ,
Honored Until Recently
so generally recognized that it needed the means provided by law to secure
no further proof.
Abatements, when the great majority
"These cars were honored by the noover-assese"Chronic and continued
of them are using the only means in
lice'rlepartment until recently, when the ,
ment can result only In municipal chaos their power to get simple Justice."
police commissioner started a no-park- i
and disaster to the city," the Real Es.
That the newly created State Board i irr drive to get even with the traffic
tate Exchange warned, adding, "There of Tax Appeals would correct the al- !
commissioner following their personal
Is ne remedy for the present situation leged abuses of over-valuation was the
tilt," said Corporation Counsel Silverexcept a drastic reduction in municipal opinion expressed
by the Exchange!
man.
expenditures."
directors. This board of three com"Every day T drive In town, I pay to
If left to themselves, the board of missioners has been empowered to hear!
park my car in a public garage," said
assessors would gradually and conserva- the cases of property owners who apSilverman. "But there are investigatively make their valuations conform' peal from the decisions of the city '
tors in the law department and payto changing conditions, the exchanger assessors, thus taking over the work
masters lit the treasury department who
directors agreed. "But the assessors, that formerly went to the courts.
must park their curs in restriet fel areas
of Boston.," they assert, "are not left
in the course of emergency teisinese,
Claim "Boom" Valuations Remain
to themselves, and right here is where
so they were given identiticatiort cards
in commenting on the present situ.
the trouble begins. They are obliged
by the traffic comfy-if/wiener, which had
to allow political expediency to influence Minn In this city, the directors con..
been approved by Leo Schwartz, countended that valuations Jumped during
their action.
sel for the pollee department, while he
"Every Mayor, like every other elec- the boom following the World war and
was a mem* of the law department."
tive. officer in our system of govern- that they have not been reduced 1,,
The cards were isetted tn the payappeared
present
the
to
up
meet
the
lowering
values.
has
ment,
masters and investigators shout six
by
The exchange voiced a warning
to gain more pelitical strength
months ago, the corporation counsel
spending than by saving and has been against sharp changes in assessments
stated. Such action was legal, he, said,
under the censtant urge to get more either up or down to meet prices In
because Section 3 of the i'raffle Cede
the real estate market, pointing out
!money to soend.
exempts "municipal cars in emorgeney
that
In
boom
times
the
prices
were
service," he said, as well as police wagPressure on Assessors
above the Intrinsic value, while In deons, aro apparatus, ambulances and the
emergency repair wagons of public"The assessors, therefore, have !MPH pression times the prices were below
head
the
from
pressure
V1111Stallt
the real value.
service cerrora tient..
1 under
Commenting on this phase of the
of the city government to raise their
!valuations wherever possible and to problem, the directors stated "Assessed values in any city or particular
a void reductions as long as possible.
"In spite of this pressure, however, It section of a city do not conform imwas always possible up to a few years mediately to changes in market value.
ago in get reasonable consideration by of real estate, whether up or down.
the assessors In genuine cases of over- if a particular district is having a
aseeesment snd to obtain some meas- rapid growth in value, the assessors
properly
increase
valuations
ure of relief without going to the quite
courts," tile Exchange directors ex- gradually and moderately, because in
such eases prices are apt to outrun
plained
+••• frsIlnIst
Since the last year of the administra- eeel srelsv•ar nr6.4
tion of former Meyor Nichols, they
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Seek Right

Mayor Curley Becomes
Ancient Artilleryman

00
5/c/3)
BACK
MAYOR AND ELY
PILOTS' RADIO PLANS
Former Favors Association
Over Telephone Company
Gov
Mayor James M. Curley and
Toneplt B. Ely yesterday injorsed the
ilots' As
applicatiqn of the Boston
4ociatton to the Federal Radio Con and
mission for permission to instal
equipment
operate wireless telephone
a shore
on their two boats and at
indorsement
station. Mayor Curley'a
application
took cognizance of another
Telephone
filed by the New England
permisand Telegraph Company for
sion to enter the ship-to-shore radio
communications field.
According to the Mayor's letter,
three months after the pilots' petition
was filed, the telephone company filed
its petition. The Mayor said he has
learned that the Radio Commissior
service. Ti
one
will permit but
Mayor's approval was given the pilets
he said, for the fulbwing reasons:
"The proposed service would enable
the pilots at all times to have a sufficient number of men on station al
the outer entrance of the harbor, tt
promptly meet all requirements of yes

\l \ VOR CURT,FN HONORED BY ANCIENTS
A solid gold badge and a certificate of honorary membership in the Ancient
and Honorable Artillery Company was pre5ented to Mayor Curley yesterW. H. Iklyrici;, Commander F. S. Cummiript,
i day. Left to right: Majo,.
Mayor Curley and Captain W. N. McKenna.
Entry to 'Buckingham Pal re Re a
"comrade" to 'King George W5l present
eel to Mayor curley yesterday on the
verge of his departure for Europe in
the form of a solid gold medal, emblematic of honorary membership in
the Ancient and Bonorable Artillery
Company.
The King of England, Lord Denheigh.
former President Calvin Coolidge a n d
Major-fIeneral Beaumont B. Buck now
form, with the Mayor, the select circle
holding honorary memberFhlp in the
oldest military command in ,..e country.
The medal, together a Ail a framed
certificate of memhership, was presented to the Mayor by offirers of the
Ancients yesterday nt city Haft because he will leave tomorrow for NAP'
York, to :3.311 Frid...1
for a. five weck.s.
visit to England, Ireland, Prance and

A

SKS MOVING
OF CHAPIVIAN

' sels, regardless of weather conditions, I
thus insuring the safety of hundreds I
of thousands of passengers entering
and leaving the harbor, and the vast
amount of property involved in handling the ships in and out of Boston!
Harbor during the course of the year.
"Such service would, in my opinion, outweigh in importance, from the
standpoint of value to the public, that
which is proposed by the telephone
company."
Gov Ely's letter said:
"The Boston pilots desire to equip
all pilot boats and the office with wireless telephone service, in order to meet
the needs and requirements of the
shipping and property interests into
and out of the port of Boston.
"This service is necessary in order
to overcome e 'lays to mail, passenger
and freight sh.ps entering and leaving
the nort."

Norton Objects to Award
of Coal Contract
Councillor Clement A. Norton of Hyde
Park last night announced that he
would present to the next meeting of
the City Council an order requesting
Mayor Curley to transfer Purchasing
Agent Philip A. Chapman to some other
position at City Hall.
He protested against the purchasing
agent's defence for awarding a coal contract to a company, which Councillor
Norton alleged had been before the
court in the past on charges of giving
short-weight.
-I shall request that the purchasing
agent he transferred to some other Bepartment." said Norton. "lis Is a likable, honest type," said the councillor.
demanding that the Mayor cancel the
coal contract before sailing for Europe,

11.slo Lc

Mayor Asks Rights
for City's Autos
Mayor Curley will request the Traffic
Commission to amend the traffic code to
exempt official city cars on emergency
business from traffic penalties.
While declining to discuss the corporation counsel's complaint that an operator of an emergency car had received
two parking summonses, which would be
nol prossed, Traffic Commissioner Conry
admitted when questioned that he had
granted special parking privileges to Mr.
Silverman and City Troasucer Edmund
L. Dolan.

i

Will Never Run for Mayor Again,
Curley Tells His Department Heads

S

Announcement of his retirement from
Boston mayoralty contests was made
without reservation yesterday by Mayor
Curley. He made no reference in his
brief address to municipal department
heads about his candidacy for Governor
next year.
After referring to what he called the
unfortunate fact that he has served as
mayor during three serious depressions,
he said: "This will be the last one because I shall not again be a candidate
for mayor."
He gave unstinted approval to the
administration of the public welfare
department, whicn has been under serious fire from city councilmen for the
past two months, and asserted that
other American cities have adopted BOStnn methods of administration because

1N JUSTICE TO T. A. MULLEN
To the Editor of The Herald:
In justice to Thomas A. Mullen, I
think that perhap.s the newspaper
readers of Boston may be interested
in a letter which I sent to him. I am
enclosing a copy.
L. GERTRUDE HOWES.
Roxbury, May 3.

•

fTbe, letter to which our correstondent refer3 is as follows:
Roxbury, Mass., April 29,' 1931,
Hon. Thomas A. Mullen,
Director Commercial, Industrial and
Publicity Bureau, City of Boston,
Mass.
My dear Mr. Mullen.
In behal: of the Roxbury Civic
League an(' Improvement Scotty, I
wish to thank you cordially for the
honor of your presence and for the
message you brought on the occasion
of the Roxbury Community dinner,
April 28.
Your ..ddress was appreciated by the
large and cultivated audience, as you
must realize from thc prolonged applause which followed as response to
your speech.
We welcomed the expressions of
thought R lid aspiration of our New
England poet; for th, betterment of
life and elevation of standards of living.
The facetious comment of the toastmaster was twisted out of true interpretation by a reporter (not a Herald
report—Ed.) and caused dismay and
profound regret to the great throng of
Roxbury associates who were deeply interested In the meeting, the speakers.
and the subsequent ent-rtainment, and
who work for community uplift spiritually es well as materially.
Permit me to subscribe myself perronally, RS well as for the committee.
C-rat:fully ours.
L. GERTRUE/E HOWES.
Chairman of Committees, R. C. L. and
—Ed.]
I. S. •

of the enviable record which the department has established.
Because of the necessity of conservation of municipal funds to meet abnormal demands late in the year, for the
maintenance of the welfare department,
he urged department heads to be economical so that surpluses in appropriation accounts may be available in
the event that more money will be
needed for the welfare department.
The mayor declared that he will
welcome suggestions about reducing
municipal expenditures and
made
known his purpose of creating a committee, headed by Corporation Counsel
Silverman, to revise upward the schedule of fees in the registry of births and
marriages, the probate, land and divorce courts and in the department of
weights and measures, in order that

these departments may be self-supporting.
Welfare department expenses are
$500,000 monthly despite a drop of $90,000 in the past four weeks. He lauded
the overseers, declared that they are doing excellent work without compensation, and that proof of their efficiency
has been found in the indorsement of
the management of the department by
all private social agencies of Boston.
"They were nevee friendly to me or
the party I stand for," said the mayor
of the private agencies. He claimed
that recent loans to ex-service men on
their adjusted compensation certificates
have been beneficial to retail business.

NORTON REQUESTS
CHAPMAN TRANSFER
Councilman Declare's Supplies
Head Is Inefficient
,Expressing disappointment that Philip
A. Chapman,city superintendent of supplies, stands back of the Standard Coal
Company, the lowest bidder for the
$300,000 worth of coal, despite the court
convictions against the concern for short
weight, Councilman Clement A. Norton
announced last night he would introduce an order in the council, requesting the mayor to transfer Chapman to
another city department.
"We need an efficient, trained, skilled
executive to buy the supplies for the
city of Boston: to root out the 'favorites' who are now in control," the councilman declared. "The waste and_extravagance amounts to millions of dollars annually, at a time when we have
100.000 men, women and children in
Boston accepting some form of charity.
"I am now busy investigating the
'favorite contractors, although the purchasing department investigation seems
endless. I call upon the mayor before
he sails from New York for Paris,
to
cancel the coal contract, just
awarded
by the city."

MAYOR A MEMBER
OF THE ANCIENTS
Enrolled Prior to Departure
For Calls on King George
And Others
Mayor Curley became an associate
yesterday of King George cf England,
Lord Denbigh of London, Calvin Coolidge and Maj.-Gen. Beaumont B. Buck,
U. S. A., retired, when he was officially
enrollee' as an honorary member of the
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company.
After the presentation of a framed
,:ertifleate of membership and a distinctive badge, which he was as.sured by
Capt. William N. McKenna will secure
immediate admission to Buckingham
Palace, the mayor told municipal department heads that he will not only
extend their compliments to King
George, but to President Cosgrsve of the
Irish Free State, President Doumergue
of France, and Premier Mussolini or
Italy.
In the presence of 25 members of the
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Corn.
pany, Capt. Francis S. Cummings, commander, presented Maj. James H. W.
Myrick. who lauded the mayor for his
unflagging interest in reteran.s of all
I wars, and gave him the framed certifirate. He was fcllowed by Capt. McKenna Alm pinned the badge on the
mayor's 'coat.

FAY NAMED COUNSEL
IN PLACE OF SCHWARTZ
Charles E. Fay of 46 Rossmorc road,
Jamaica Plain, was named an assistant
corporation counsel by Mayor Curley
yesterday. His salary will be $5000, and
Fay will fill the vacancy due to the
resignation of Leo Schwartz to become
legal adviser to Pollee Commissioner
Hultman,

&ig /),/
NEW PLAYGROUND TO BE'
BUILT IN DORCHESTER City Seeks to Compel
The transfer by the school department to the park department of 350,100 feet of land adjoining the Dunbar
%venue playground, Dorchester, will
permit of the development of a play;round of 11 acres, with football, baseball and sncrer fields, a stadium seating 4000 and recreation reservations for,
mothers and children.
After negotiations over a period of
srveral months, an agreement for the
transfer has been reached and work on
the playground, the first to he eatablishsci in ward 17, will be started within
a few Weeks.

Bank to Altcr Building
The Grove Hell Savings
Bank may
haVe to conduct its
business elsewhere
than at its present
addrese at 457 Blue
Hill avenue.
The City of Bonton yesteittsy
a
1,bIl
In equity in the
Superior
Court seeking to enjoinSuffolk
the hank from
using further the building
lions there conform to the until SlitPrAdesires of the
hiffiding commissioner.
the alterations have notThe city claima
been
done in
Accordance with drawings
approvet1 by
the commlasionar.

•

BRANDS CHARGES
AGAINST HUB AM
FOR NEEDY FALSE

the CatholiC Charitable Bureau, Executive Director R. M. Selekman of the
Associated Jewish Philanthropies, Goo.
eral Secretary Malcolm S. Nichols of
the Family Welfare Society of Boston,
General Agent William H. Pear of.l.he
Boston Provident Association, and Peateutive Secretary Roy M. Cushman of
.he special committee, Boston Council
of Social Agencies.

Social Workers Report Lauds Help
Given by City Bureau — No Trace
of Dishonesty—Mayor Praised

inNot only was the corps of visitors
adequate here, but the number of clerks
the
low,
too
also
was
Poston's method of providing re- et headquarters
entire force in the Boston department
ef for the poor and unemployed was reaching a total of only SI, while Cleveh ad pio workers in its welfare diheld tip as a model for the entire land
Vision.
of
Council
country by the Boston
Social Agencies in a report to Mayor
sensational
the
decrying
Curley
charges hurled against the municipal
Public
ticularly

Welfare
by

Department,

par-

the

City

members

of

Council during the past few months.
with
On the basis of their experiences
the
the work of the department during
repreworkers
winter months, trained
the
genting the private agencies paid
12
highest tribute to Mayor Curley, the
of
unpaid overseers and the personnel
the city's relief corps.
While conceding that mistakes doubtreens were made In isolated cases, the
had
port stated that the in‘estigation
disfailed to reveal any evidence of
honesty.
Worked Osertime
the
On the contrary, the report stated,
city welfare visitors and other workers
1abored overtime during the winter
nights to meet the record demands upon
the department.
been
The department visitors have
eonsclentious, sympathetic and kind toas
ward the poor and not abusive
7.harged in the City Council. The private
visitors'
the
investigators reported that
knowledge of their districts was nothing less than phenomenal.
deserved
All aid given by the city was
investigators, the
In the opinion of the
office
that
out
pointing
report stated,
routine was sadly neglected as red tape
aid
was made secondary to providing
city's welfor those who needed it. The
overloaded
fare workers were heavily
in
with cases, the number of applicants
and yet
one district alone reaching 720,
stated.
the workers held 111), the report

Compared With Cleveland
forced to
Flaeh Boston visitor was
seven times as
check and investigate
visitor in
many cases as the average
reCleveland, which Was taken In The
edze.
port as a city of similar welfare
Although each city had 12.000 Poor
done
cases In February, the work was
visitors. while
in Boston by only 2.8
cieveland had 202 visitors to perform
the ao,e amount of work.

Rise Not as (ireat

Yet, the rise in poor and unemployment relief in Boston was relativity not
as high as the other cities of the country, "Had it been," the repo;:t stated,
''the Boeton overseers' relief disbursements for February would have been
of
somewhat over $700,000, instead
$578,000."
This saving, according to the Mayor.
was made through his programme of
public improvements, which provided
actual work for the unemployed, so
They were not forced to line up for
poor relief.
The policy of getting work from the
applicants in return for aid given them
was endorsed by the report. which
warned that demoralization of families
would result if a measure of employment were not provided for the recipients of aid.
era,t
The investitralnott rem-trierI- that
number of the poor and unemployed
preferred work to accepting charity and
insisted that work-wages were better
than relief.
In recommending an Increase In the
visiting and clerical staff, the report
pointed to the necessity of making follow-up visits to the homes of people
obtaining aid, so that they would not
continue to draw money from the city
treasury after they have obtained work
and members of their families have
started to earn money.
The limited number of visitors would
he unable to follow up the thousands of
families on the present relief list, in
I order to drop applicants when they no
longer require city relief, the report
stated. The city of Detroit employed
245 visitors to chece 5e,I,000 applicants for
relief, as compared to Boston using but
28 visitors to cheek 12,000 families, the
report stated, adding that on this basis
Boston should hire 31 more visitors.

CONRY EXONERATES
ENGINEER HURLEY
Complete exoneration of Traffic Engineer John F. Hurley on charges of
the Finance Commission that he gave
the commission misleading information
cerning bids for traffic light equipis contained in a report to the
imn by Chairman Joseph A.
.'ports which were forwarded last
,.day to the other four members of
, •1 the commission absolve Hurley from
i•hargae regarding the lighting equipment and that he used traffic commission automobiles for junkets and vacations.

fif co
CITY WORKER
IS CLEARED OF
ATTACK CHAR(;F
B.

G. Doyle, vis:tor
William
the overseers cf public welfare
Iwas acquitted ye.:teriiay following
a hearing of an attempted attack
on Mrs. NAlie Youn of South Boston. mother of six children.
He charged tht.t the case was
frameup

and. said

h ,:•.

had

a
been

called on the p'Ione by a lawyer
who told him the whole thing
would be hushed up if he would
die. up ell the money he could.
Mrs. Young to'd her story to the
board of overseers, tu, became angry when Asst. Corp. Counsel Hale
Power began to question her and
flurried from the room shouting
th..i city had tahcn hcr good name
from her.

Curley Protests Bill
Ending Physical Tests
Mayor Curley visited Governor
Ely yesterday and protested against
Pie bill making physical examination unnecessary for candidates in
The bill
classified labor service.
which is now before the Governor
for signature eliminatet, the physics) test unless a city council specifically requests it.

Signed by Leaders
The report, which was taken am a
complete vindication of the serious
accusations fired at the city's public
welfare department, was signed by
leading public welfare officials.
Included in the signers were Chairman Richard K. Conant and Secretary
Alice B. Huling of the department of
the family, Boston Council of Social
Agencies; Director. T. R. Reynolds of

AWARDED STREET OONTRACT
A contract for bitulithic paving
of
Market at., Brighton, from
Western ave.. -to Washington at.;
at a cost of $77,213 was awarded to
the C. J. Maney Co., by Mayor
; Curley last night.
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Circus Zebra Joins
Franklin Park Zoo

WELCOME FOR
MAYOR IN ERIN
Free State Minister Wires
Cordial Invitation
Promise of a cordial welcome In
Ireland during his impending visit to
Burope was extended yesterday to
Mayor Curley in a telegram from
Michael MacWhite, minister plenipotentiary of the Irish Free State at
Washington.
In a communication received late
resterday at city Hall, the Irish minister said: "I have just learned that
:yen are sailing with a small party for
Europe May S. I wish to renew the
cordial Invitation to visit Ireland extended to you by President Cosgrave
some months ago, and to assure you
and your party of a very hearty welcome in the Irish capital."
The Mayor and his party are planting to start today, leaving the Back
Bay station on th,e 5 o'clock train for
Izew York, where they will embark
en the liner France. sailing tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.

To Remove Buildings,
Eyesore to Arboretum
A group 01 Iilapidated buildings
a , joining the Arnold Arboretum
In ill be removed at a cost of II50.000, thus ..emoving an eyeiiore in

NEW ZEBRA VOR THE CITY
Mayor Curley is shown with zebra presented to him by Mary Lenettc, shown toe park system. Mayor Curley anin photo, and the Mayor is whispering in the animal's ear a few words of .ouneed yestecaay. The project
advice concerning the way it shouid behave in the Hub.' iss Linette and will be carried out it, connection
the zebra are with the big circus, now ulavinc• here.
with the widening or Center at.
at the
kingdom
Boston's animal
Franklin Park zoo welcomed a ciroux
zebra into the fold last night wittot a
beael y. a nswerin.-:
5-year-old striped
the name of "Mae," arrived as a gift to
the children of the city from John
Ringling, owner of 'the greastest show
on earth."
True to his promise, the big drew
magnate led the proud animal up to thr
lawn of City Hall yesterday where, It
the presence of a large crowd, Mayo'
Curley accepted the zebra on hchali
of the city and paid tribute to Mr
re=t in Bo.ten.
Ringling's civic int,

Zebra Dons Mayor's Tammany

Derby

REALTORS OPPOSE
LOAN FOR AIRPORT
Characterizing the expenditure as
"unwise extravaganee," the legislative
committee of the Boston Real Estate
Exchange, through Edwin D. Brooke,
secretary, last night went on record as
being opposed to the Boston City Council approving a loan order of $1,250,000
authorized by the Legislature for expansion at the East Boston Airport.

"Mae," 5-year-old Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey Circus zebra, presented yesterday by Miss Mary Lennette, trainer, to the city of Boston
for the Franklin Park Zoo, was accepted by Mayor James M. Curley
for the city. The mayor tried his Tammany derby on "Mae" and Am
didn't seam to mind it a bit.
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CHARGES
RACKET IN
TAXATION

'fair
Board of As.sessors are of

the properties
''Prior to the taking of tunnel,"
stated
necessary for the traffic

$618,452

IS COMING
TO BOSTON

conferences with
the Mayor, "I held
arrive at a fair
the owners in order to
city for such
purchase price by the
exorbiProperties. In order to prevent
takings. I oftant awards for the land
of 10 per cent
fered to settle on a basis valuations,
easessora'
In excess of the
to Rereinsed
-Some of the owners
cent, not-,,ttlem•nt of in per
had
115 the f.,t that they
! •
‘-‘
ts•••,-,
filed 'whinny. f. •
lug ellbstpul',,1

Mayor Hits at Real
Estate Exchange
Members
Charges of racketeering at the expense of the taxpayers were hurled
directly at members of the Boston
Real Estate Exchange last night by
Mayor Curley, replying to a public
statement issued by the board of directors of the organization.
OVER VALUATION
of the
he
Members
Exchange,
charged, appeared in court as owners
and experts to teetify that property
taken by the city for public Improvements was worth twice as much as the
Yet, before the
APPPRAPd
valuation.
city decided to tike properties, owners
appealed for tax abatements, contending that the assessments were above

•

value.

Sought Fair Prices

ION
A COMPLETE 'VINDICAT
Council
Boston
the
The report of
of the
of Social Agencies on the work
comPublic Welfare Department is a
the
of
vindication
sweeping
plete and
more
overseers and their aides. It is
eulogy of
than a vindication, it is an
under
the work of the department
es.
circumstanc
especially trying
The representatives of the social
organization which made the investigation arc men and women trained to
vastsuch work. They naturally are
illthan
judge
to
competent
more
ly
infot med critics who seize on isolated
incidents and seek to build up a case

for criticism.
The investigators are quite lavish
in praise of the personnel of the department. Declaring the department
grossly under-staffed, as compared
the fair VEI
with other cities, they paid a high
The Mayor stated that the city assent.to the hard and unselfish work
tribute
ors could produce any number of glarof
of those who make up the staff
ing examples to show the real estate
experts and the owners quoting low
visitors.
values for assessments apd high tattles
It is apparent that the social workfor sales to the city..
ers who were detailed to gain inforThe Mayor stated that the statement
of criticism issued by the Exchange
mation about the workings of the dehoard of directors was "not impressive
partment were agreeably surprised at
for the season that the directors evidently avoided the real issue preaented
the superior efficiency of the city
by me on several occasions in connecworkers as compared with those in
tion with the so-called racketeerirg in
private agencies.
petitions for tax abatements." Ile challenged the Exchange to deny that the
The conclusion arrived at — that
actions of some of its members was not
the Overseers of Public Welfare have
raeketeering.
done a splendid job, considering the
Declines to Comment
handicaps the present depresgreat
Secretary Charles E. Lee of the 1xsion has placed on them—will, we
change last night declined to comment
I on the Mayor's latest broadside, exthink, he accepted by fair-minded
pressing the personal belief that the
citizens.
parenough,
far
gone
had
leontroyersy
The investigation committee pays
tieularly in view of the fact that the
Mayor wax leaving for Europe.
warm tribute to Mayor Curley for
la
' Replying to the directors' criticism of
his consistent and understanding supover-asseesmente in this city, the Mayor
past. the
port of the Public Welfare Departsaid: "For several yea FR
Hoard of Assessors have been reducing
ment. This tribute is deserved. The
values in certain se,tions of the city
Mayor has been indefatigable in his
where they have been convinced that
'there ham been a real shrinkage or deefforts to relieve distress in the city,
crease In a'altiem.
very
and we believe he is entitled to
"A notable illustration is the considefforts.
intelligent
eration that the Board of Assessors
his
for
credit
great
have given to propero values In the
north section of the city. The recent
expel iPlICPS of the city In being obliged
of parto tatie a considerable number
cels of real estate In connection with
have
the traffic tunnel development
convinced me that the values placed
the
by
this
leealltv
in
property
upon

City's Share of Extra
Cent Tax Upon
Gasolene
The city of Boston on Thor 1 will
receive from the Commonwealth's
treasury $678,452.26 as its share in
the distribution of $2,720,750 to the
cities and towns from the recently
applied extra cent tax on gasolene,
according to the announcement yesterday by Commissioner Henry F.
Long of the Department of Corporations and Taxation.
BOSTON GETS MOST
Boston's share of the extra cent gasolnits tax that went into effect May I
will be the largest of any of the cities
or towns. commissioner Long has notified the cities and towns that the
money must be used for highway work
and Is to be deducted from tie appropriations made by the municipalities for
In this way snore
such purposes.
funds will be available for public welfare work.
Worcester will receive the second largeat amount, $124,044.10.
Springfield is
next with $109,297.05. The largest amount
,to go to any town will he $51,498.03 for
Brookline. Gay bead, on Martha's Vineyard receives the smallest amount,
$52.30.
Other apportionments follow: Arlington, 319,741.45; Belmont, 312,141.6$; Beverly, $16,703.33; Braintree, 38.445.63; Brockton, $29,991.32; Cambridge, $68,846.68; canton, t3682.22; Chelsea, $22.774.63; Concord,
$3$20.73; Dedham, $1733.30; Everett, $,441,63; Fall River, $56,374.27; Fitchburg,
$22,068.69; Framingham,$12,943.07; Gioucester, 213,449.06;
Haverhill, 32405.73;
Holyoke, $42,149.96; H1111, $5343.30: Lawrence, $49,062.93; Leominster, 310.328.31.
, Lexington, $6455.46; Lowell, $48,S43.73;
Lynn, $50,330.91; Mellen, 225,307.70; Marlboro, $6929.12: Medford, $25,743.01; Melrose, 112,850.86; Milton, 312,707.74; Nahant. $1699.60; New Bedford, 167,691.591
Newburyport, $5669: Newton, $61,092.45;
North Adams, 311,374 21: Northampton,
511,1.52.40; Norwocbl,
l'en body,
$9618.47: Pittsfield, $24,76794; Quincy, we
967.51; Reading, $6343.30: Revere, 114,.
904.11; Salem, 221,12715i SoniervIlle, $46,.
11R3.09: Waltham, $20,515.88; watertowl%
419.427.68; Wellesley, P0,663.23,, and WO.
burn. $8063.47.
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WAYOR EXPLAINS
REALTY RACKET

•

Cites Instances of Double
Valuation If City
Wants Land

PROMISES EXCHANGE
MORE GLARING CASES

•

//7,/._3 /

)
ing Ene fact that they had filed petitions for abatement:I requesting
substantial reductions from the assessors' valuations.
It, thus appears that there are
two kinds of values in the, mind;
of many property owners, a low
figure for the purposes of taxation
and a high figure when the city is
obliged to take properties for public
improvements.
On which side of this question
of values do the directors of the
Boston real estate exchange stand?
r stand?
This idea of two values is not
confined to the owners of property in this section. In a recent
case in connection with the Charles
street widening a taking was made
by the board of street commissioners, the valuation of which was
fixed by the board of assessors at
6113.800. The award made by the
board of street commissioners was
$140,000. The... amount received by
the owners RS a result of court
In support of his reiterated charge
trial was approximately $200,000.
that organized
in tax
racketeering
The sworn testimony of the ownabatements has become a serious mener, a member of the Boston real
estate exchange, and experts reace to the city and that real estate extained by him, also members of the
perts quote two values on property,
Beston real estate exchange, was
Mayor Curley, replying last night to a
to the effect that the value of the
challenge of the directors of the Bosproperty, in their opinion, was
from $250,003 to $265,000, or a valton real estate exchange, asserted that
uation in excess of the ass-seed
members of the exchange recently set
value of considerably more than
a value of from $250,000 to $265,000 on
100 ner cent.
property assessed for $113,800.
Do the directors of the Boston
An offer to have the assessors proreal eLtate exchange deny that
vide the exchange with "any number of
this is an example of racketeercases equally as glaring" was made by
ing?
the mayor.
If add.tional examples, similar
His allegation that experts place
In character, are desired the assesslow value on property for purposes of
ing department, is prepared to furtaxation and a high value when the
nish any number of cases equally
city is obliged to take the property for
as glaring.
public improvement.; preceded the disclosure that a property owner and ex- UNWISE
EXTRAVAGANCE
perts employed by him, all holding
membership in the real estate exchange. Real Estate
Exchange Officer Comset a value more than 100 per cent, in
ments on Airport Loan Order
excess of the tax valuaticn on property
taken for the widening of Charles street
Edwin D. Brooks, chairman of the
for which the street commission awarded legislative committee of the Boston Real
$140,000 but which a jury decided was Estate Exchange, issued the following
The statement yesterday on the airport loan
worth approximately $200,000.
mayor's statement:
order:
The legislative committee of the
The statement of the directors of
the Boston real estate exchange apBoston Real Estate Exchange is
watching with interest the action of
pearing in the merning press is
the city council on the loan order
not impressive for the reason that
for the $1,250,000 bond Issue for
the directors evidently avoided the
the East Boston airport recently
real issue presented by me on sevoccasions
with
in
connection
authorksad by the Legislature. Eeveral
era' of the members of the council
the so-called racketeering in petiare apparently quite doubtful of the
tions for tax abatements.
wisdom of authorizing the loan at
"TWO KINDS OF VALUES"
this time, and wisely so.
The matter WEL; carefully studied
For reveral years pact, the board
by the joint committee on municipal
of assessors have been reducing
finance of the Legislature. Little
values in certain sections of the
or no support from the bodies u.sualcity where they have been conly interested in airprane matters was
vinced that there has been a real
evident at the committee's hearing.
shrinkage or decrease ;n values. A
Evidence was preeented showing
notable illustration Ls the considerathat no such sum of money could
tion that the board of assessors
wisely be spent on the airport this
have given to property values in
year, and the committee reported
the north section of the city. The
adversely on the bill. In view of
recent experience of the city in
the.se facts the passage of the bill
being obliged to take a considerable
by the Legislature over the adverse
number of parcels of real estate in
report of ILs joint committee came
connection with the traffic tunnel
as a surprise, especially in view of
the strong and steadily growing
development have convinced me
feeling among People at large that
that the values placed upon propextravagant public spending must
erty in this locality by the board
be stopped.
of assessors are of fair value.
The Legislature's action, however,
Prior to the taking of the propsimply gave Boston authority to get
erties necessary for the traffic tunItself
further into debt if it wished
nel I held conferences with the
to do so. On the members of the
owners in order to arrive at, a fair
city council rests the responsibility
purchase price by the city for such
of saving whether this additional
properties. In order to prevent
burden shall be loaded on their felexorbitant awards for the land taklow citizens.
ings I offered to mettle on a basis of
The fact remains that the ex10 per cent,, in excess of the assespenditure this year is unwise exsors' valuation. So Mr of I In, owntravagance,
rind will iv so regal(led
ers .refused to accept this settleby the ettizena.cot Boston.
,PletssaMatsameied,004014.j_

CURLEY APPROVES

STREET WIDENING
Cost of East 1Floslon Work Set
At $600,000
The widening and extension of Porter
street., East Boston, from the portal of
the East Boston tunnel to the airport
was approved yesterday by Mayor
Curley.
The estimated cost of $600.000 makes
the conversion of this street into an
80-foot highway one of the major street
improvements authorized this year. No
plans for iLs extension have yet been
prepared and It is unknown whether
the thoroughfare will be extended across
the Narrow Gauge railroad tracks at a
grade crossing or whether the crossing
will be by a bridge or an underpass.
The improvement will provide access
to a large acreage of undeveloped marsh
land and flats adjacent to the airport.
This land, now of no value, will undergo
a substantial appreciation because of
the improvement.
The Porter street development is tied
in with the tunnel project and the completion of both projects will provide a
direct traffic artery between Dock
.iquare and the airport.
Another important improvement approved by the mayor will require the
taking of land and buildings adjacent
to the administration building of the
Arnold arboretum on Centre street, West
Roxbury. The cost may reach $150,000
as the land is held to be worth $1 per
foot. The purpose is to provide a
sightly approach and entrance to the
arboretum and to do the work in connection with the widening of Centre
street.
A third improvement to coat $75.001
will result In the changing of the grade
of Morton street, Dorchester, in con,nection with the building of a new
bridge over the New Haven railroad
ItrnrIra

ivicGRATH TO ASSUME
MAYORAL DUTIES
Will Run City While Mayor
Curley Is Vacationing
In Europe
Mayor Curley will transfer the direction of the municipal government
to President Joseph McGrath of the
city council this afternoon, just prior
to his departure for Europe. upon a
vacation, which Is scheduled to extend
to June 16.
In preparation for his absence the
mayor practically disposed of all pending city business, leaving very little to
occupy his attention today.
The European trip, upon which the
mayor will embark at New York tomorrow afternoon, will include brief
stops in England and Ireland, a more
extended stay in France, where Mayor
Curley will speak in behalf of American
mayors at the Colonial exposition, and
eight days in Italy,
In the mayor's party will be Miss
Mary Curley, Miss Loretta Bremner of
Chicago and City Treasurer Edmund
L. Dolan.
An official invitation to visit President cneerave of the Irish Free State
r1 I • mayor • :.tordaY from Michael MacW hitAt=ilister of the ".
Aaate ;la ,the •

.(,) c/41
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similar in
"If additional examples,
. character,
are desired, the assessing deMayor Returns to
any numpartment is prepared to furnish
Realty Charges ber of cases equally as glaring."

Tells Exchange of Instance
of Alleged "Racket" on
Valuation
'urley, in support of his
Nlay01'
charges that organized racketeering in
tax abatements has become a serious
Problem for the city, replies to a statement issued by the directors of the Boston Real Estate Exchange with the remark that members of the exchange recently set a value of from $250,000 to
$285,000 on property assessed for $113,800. The mayor said:
"The statement of the directors of the
Boston Real Estate Exchange appearing
in the morning press is not impre,ssive
for the reason that the directors evidently avoided the real issue presented
by me on several occasions in connection with the so-called racketeering in
petitions for tax abatements.
"For several years past the Board of
Assessors have been reducing values in
certain sections of the city where they
have been convinced that there has been
a real shrinkage or decerase in values.
A notable illustration is the consideration that the Board of Assessors have
given to property values in the north
section of the city. The recent experience of the city in being obliged to take
a considerable number of parcels of real
estate in connection with the traffic tunnel development have convinced me that
the values placed upon property in this
locality by the Board of Assessors are
of fair value.
"Prior to the taking of the properties
necessary for the traffic tunnel I held
conferences with the owners in order to
arrive at a fair p rchase price by the city
for such properties. In order to prevent
exorbitant awards for the land taking I
offered to settle on a basis of 10 per cent
In excess of the assessors' valuation.
Some of the owners refused to accept
this set lenient of 10 per cent not ithstanding the fact that they had filed pe•
titions for abatements requesting sub.
stanti:il reductions front the assessors'
valuations.
'It thus appears that there are two
kinds of values in the minds of many
the
property owners, a 1ow figure for
purposes of taxation and a high figure
properwhen the city is obliged to take
ties for public improvements.
of
"On which side tit this question
Boston
values do the directors of the
Real Estate Exchange stand?
"This idea of two values is not conthis
fined to the owners of property in
section. In a recent case in connection
taking
with the Charles-street widening a
was made by the board of street commissioners, the valuation of which was fixed
The
by the board of assessors at $113,800.
comaward made by the board of street
missioners was $140,000. The amount recourt
ceived by the owners as a result of
trial was approximately $200.000, owner.
"The sworn testimony of the
Estate Exa member of the Boston Real
change, and experts retained by him,
also members of the Boston Real Estate
Exchange, was to the effect that the
opinion.
value of the property, in their
a valuawas from $250.000 to $265.000, or
value of
tion in excess of the assessed
considerably more than 100 per cent.
Boston Meal
"Do the directors of the
is an
Estate Exchange deny that this
of racketeering?
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CURLEY WINDS
UP BUSINESS
BEFORE TRIP
Department
Meets
Heads on Eve of
Voyage
Mayor Curley spent a busy day today
cleaning up city business matters and
;meeting department heads prior to
'leaving for New York to sail for a vacation abroad.
MEETS HULTMAN
He conferred with department heads.
including Police Commissioner Eugene
C. Hultman and Traffic Commissioner
(.1Joseph A. Conry, member of the traffic
commi&sion, Park Commissioner Wiliam P. Long, Public Works Commisisioner Joseph A. Rourke and Chairman
Thomas J. Hurley of the street. commission.
He later met the library trustees.
City Hospital trustees, Dr. John C.
Dowling of the City Hospital and was
,visited by many City Hall employes.
1He signed several contracts and at'tended to other matters.
Upon leaving City Hall he visited
Mrs. William Lowell Sherman, who is
ill, and who was active in the tercentenary last year. He carried a baskct
of fruit.
President Joseph McGrath of the city
council becomes mayor until Curley's
return June 18. The mayor plans to
stop in England and Ireland befon
going to Paris, where he will speak in
behalf of American mayors at the Colonial exposition. Later he will spend
eight clays in Rome. In the mayor's
'party will be Miss Mary Curley. Miss
Loretta Bremner of Chicago and City
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
FAVORS RADIO RULE
Before leaving, the mayor stated if
the city council would make two minor
"'Flanges in the recently adopted ordinance making it a criminal offence to
verate a radio between midnight and
I A. M. audible 100 feet distant, he
sill approve the ordinance. The mayor
pbjected to the phraseology in the ordilance, which makes it easy for a poiceman with a grudge to bring complaint against the owner of the radio
ind occupants of the building in which•
it is operated.
The mayor approved the appointment
pf the following visitors in the public
welfare department: Rose M. Coughlan, 142 Tyndale street. Roslinda le:
William P. Lally, 40 Forest street, Roxbury; Austin D. Mulvey, 2 Cambridgo.
terrac.:, Brighton; Joseph Foley, 4 Linroln Park strset, South Boston. sad
William Phipps, 50 Harriet street,
Brighton.

AR.446, R)
Carley Has Atelakriatitre-mitrew

•

Curley Honors
Mrs.Putnam on
His Departure
Takes Fruit to Tercentenary
Leader Who Is Iii at Her
Beacon Street Home

•

Numerous acts of
were performed by Mayor Curley today. during
his struggle with the odds and ends of
city business to clear his desk before
leaving on a six weeks' vaeation abroad,
but the outstanding act of courtesy was
that ef visiting Mrs. William Lowell Putnam, sister of President Lowell of liar.
bard 'University, and presenting her with
a basket of fruit.
Mrs. Putnam performed an extraordinary service during the Tercentenary
celebration 4a-st year as chairman of the
committee on racial groups. The mayor
paid her high compliment on the conclusion of her work. Since that time she
has been 111 at her home, 49 Beacon
street. and among the many messages of
sympathy which she has received have
been those from the mayor. Today he
declared that he could not leave Boston
for so long a period without again ex•
preAsine. his esteem Thy "tin. scoog.i.”foi
.voinan Who Is honored and respected le
dl who know her."
The mayor left his office at 2.311
his afternoon to go home and finish pa,
ng for the journey. All day long he
Adden his friends farewell. No mat',
low busy he was, everybody who call,
tt the outer gate was admitted to the
Alice. Though lie had addressed the eit‘
ifficials on Tuesday, he received pratel
ally all of them yesterday and today ie
arivate audience, conferring on a hundred
-ind one different matters. There war,
Final instructions for the City Hospital
trustees, the Public Welfare Departmen,
the Traffic Commission, the Street Con,
mission, the Public Works and Park departments in particular.
Today, it was interesting to see Pollee
Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman add
Joseph A. Conry in the office together, members of the Traffic Commission, mai
an hour later to see the three other llama
bers, Joseph A. Rourke, William P. 1,01
and Thomas .1. Hurley waiting for
final word from the mayor. It was he
tively stated that Mr. Curley did not a
Mr. Conry and Mr. Hultman to compe
their differences.
Announcement was made by the
that be hall apponited John L. Hall of 11..
law firm of Choate, Hall & Stewari d
trustee oil the Boston Public Library le
fill the vacancy caused by the voluntal:,
retirement of Gordon Abbott; also, tha,
he had approved the appointment of II ,
architectural firm of Gray & Hefferna,
us architects of the transit department administration building at the portal el
the new East Boston tunnel.
One of the mayor's last official a
was the veto of the City Council',..
restricting lite noise from radios or ()ill.
musical instruments between the hour,
of midnight and.? A. M., to less than lee
feet from the bididIng where the instrn
ments ate, located. The mayor told tie
Council that if It would make two toino,
sh.ik ,
tn,-

Social Merit Commended

Plans for Court !louse

After careful, detailed study, the BosTo provide relief for over-crowded conton Council of Social Agencies endorses
dition at the Suffolk County Courthouse,
the integrity of Boston's unpaid board Mayor Curley offered two alternative
of public welfare, and finds that in view plans to the Senate Ways and Means
of all the difficulties the department's Committee yesterday.
The present building could be raised to
administration of relief work during the fifteen stories in height, providing space
winter deserves high commendation. In not only for the needs of the county, but
this the council's judgment supports the for those of the State as well, the mayor
said, or a building could be erected on
expression of confidence which, after land now occupied by Barristers Hall and
inquiry, we offered on March 30. "More additional land formerly occupied by the
and more," we said,"this city department old police headquarters building.
In the second instance the mayor said
has been recognizing during recent years accommodations would be provided only
the need of making its work conform as for the registries of deeds and of pronearly as possible to the high standards bate, the land court and possibly the Social Law Library. Under this plan, the
of investigation and judgment which the mayor said, the needs of the Supreme
private philanthropic agencies of Boston and Superior courts would have to be
so carefully apply. Indeed, it can be taken care of in the present building.
Mayor Curley appeared to favor the
said that in every respect the adminis- first plan. It would cost about $5,000.000.
tration of the city department has been The other plan would cost about $3,500,‘Senate ways and means comon the up-grade of late, growing steadily 000. The
mittee had before it the bill recently restronger in its control."
ported favorably by the legislative comThere is one constructive point of mittee on State administration providing
special interest, among others, in the for a commission to supervise the construction of the new courthouse.
survey-report submitted in conjunction
Mayor Curley said if the courthouse is
with the statement of the Boston Coun- enlarged the city would be willing to pay
50 per vent of the coat, with the State
cil agencies. In the opinion of the expaying 60 per cent. It was pointed out.
periented private social investigators
the mayor, however, that Boston pays
'25
per cent of the State tax, so that acwho have been co-operating of late with
the department, in addition to Boston's cording to the allocation suggested by
the mayor the city actually, Curley said,
admirable system of so-called "Outdoor would be contributing 621
/
2 per cent,
Relief," which avoids bread-lines and
soup-lines through direct aid to the
Brooks Finds Airport
home and the family, would develop
Loan Order Most Unwise
some system of general work-relief.
"Many of the men, heads of families,"
Edwin D. Brooks, chairman of the
were "found dissatisfied with receiving
legislative committee of the Boston
Real
money from the city without giving any- Estate Exchange,
has issued the followthing in return for it. Many applicants ing statement on the airport loan
order:
-The legislative committee of the Bus.
who go to the overseers think that they
ton Real Estate Exchange is
watching
are applying for work rather than for with interest tho
action of the City Counrelief. A program of work-relief would cil on the loan order for the
$1,250,000
help such as these to save their self- bond issue for the East Boston Airport
recently
respect at the same time that it would Several authorized by the Legislature.
members of the council are approduce something of value to the city." parently quite doubtful of the
wisdom of
Certainly this recommendation should authorizing the loan at this time, and
wisely
be taken seriously, and given every at"The matter was carefully studied by
tention. Indeed, Commissioner Rourke the joint committee on
municipal
of
the. Legislature. Little or no fina.nce
of the Department of Public Works and
support
from
the bodies usually Interested in
his earnest and able division engineer,
airplane matters was evident at the
coin.'
Adolph J. Post, have lately given the mittee's hearing. Evidence
was presented
matter much thought on their own ini- showing that no such sum of tnoney
tiative, and in fact, with Mayor Curley's could be wisely spent on the airport this
year, and the committee reported
adsupport, they have made a very im- versely on the hill. In
view of these facts
the
passage of the bill by the
portant practical beginning of such a
Legislature
system, using welfare department men tc over the adverse report of its joint committee came as a surprise, especially
in
help meet the city's special "spring- view of the strong and
steadily growing
cleaning" needs. This excellent worli feeling among people at large that expublic spending must be
should be extended and fully developed travagant
pped.
sto"The Legislature's action, however,
simply gave Boston authority to get Itself further into debt if It wished to
do
so. On the members of the City Council
rests the responsibility of -paying whether
lIds additional burden shall be loaded
on
their fellow citizens,
"Tile fact remains hal Cie x peed I t are
this year is unwise extravagance. and
will be so regarded, by the ditbisina..dt
Rastsin."
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Mayor James M. Curley, left, presenting cane
to Gen. Edward J. Higgins of London, head of
Salvation Army, on lat.ter's a-rival in Hub yesterday for a two-day
visit. Mrs.'tiggins, mar:ing the Ani,rican tour
with her husband, is
shown in center.

GEN.HIGGINS
4EW TRUSTEE Of THE
PUBLIC LIBRARY
LAUDS BOSTON
World Salvation Army
Commander Inspects
Hub Headquarters
Gen. Edward J. Higgins, commanderil-ehief of the International Salvation
Army, Mrs. Higgins, and the official
party who arrived here yesterday for a
two-days visit, made an official inspeeC.on of the Boston Salvation Army
headquarters today.
They were rectived by Col. Joseph
Atkinson, commanding the New England forces. and W. A. Nicol, campaign
director. The general highly praised
the work being done by the local
branch. He also took occasion to expleas his appreciation of "the wonderful reception the people of Boston, Gov.
Ely. Mayor Curley, and the presr, have
given us."
Tonight at 8 o'clock Gen. Higgins is
to be guest of honor at a public meeting
I., be held in Tremont Temple. Churches
of various denominations are co-operating for the public reception.
Gov. Ely is to be a speaker and guest.
Philip R. Allen, chairman of the army's
advisory board. is to present the Governor, whn in turn it to introduce Gen.
Higgins to the gathering. The general
is to talk on "The Army's Message and
Work."
Tomorrow Gen. Higgins and party
leave for Washington, where they are
to be received by President and Mrs.
Hoover.

GURLEY PAYS VISIT
TO MRS PUTNAM

John L. Hall Appointed by Harvard President's Sister
Mayor Curley
Aided Tercentenary
John L. Hall, senior member of the
law firm of Choate, Hall & Stewart,
30 State at, was appointed a trustee
of the Boston Public Library today by
Mayor James M. Curley. Mr Hall will
succeed Gordon Abbott, resigned.
s Mr Hall is a member of the board of
directors of the New York's New Haven & Hartford Railroad and for many
years was counsel for the road. His
father, the late Judge John M. Halt
was the president of the New Haven
Railroad in 1900. He is a native of
Willimantic, Conn: a graduate of Yale
with the class of 1894 and a graduate
of the law school two years later. He
began practice in Boston Immediately.
and in 1900 formed a partnership with
the late Charles F. Choate Jr.
He is a director of the Merchants
National Bank, the Boston Publishing
Company, the 'Union Freight Railroad
and the Charming Home. He lives at
285 Clarendon at, Boston.

Mayor Curley, this afternoon, before
leaving Boston for New York. to sail
on his European trip, made a personal
visit to Mrs William Lowell Putnam,
49 Beacon at, sister of Pres A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard University.
Mrs Putnam did much to mako the
tercentenary celebration such a groat
success last year,/
.

Al 1Y. HALL NAMED

TO LIBRARY BOARD
John L. Hall of 285 Clarendon street
Of the law firm of Choate, Hall & Stew.
art, was today named by Mayor Gurley
a trustee of the Public Library to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of Gordon Abbott.

Rcr? JP/
White Trustees
Pay Honor to
Georfre
z-‘ Phelan

3/

their better domestic hygiene without
intruding upon their family privacies. or
Impairing their self respect by ostentatious charities.
"His counsels at our board meetings
were safest guides toward the realization of the humane purposes of the
founder of our trust, in providing for the
teaching and maintenance of the benefits of healthful childhood, and safeguarding the cradle from the perils of
infantile disorders and disease.
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h'Olt GOVIAiNfirt?

I From the W,,,
er "i
it
The report that Mayor Curit:y of Boston hae begun active campaigning for
the Democratic nomination for governor
in 1932 gives prominenee to the story,
current for some time amongs politicians,
that Governor Ely intends not to seek a
second term. Incredible as is the story
of the governor's intention to retire, even
more incredible would be the action imputed to Mayor Curley, if the story has
At Work At Fifteen
no
basis in fact.
"George Phelan, as we were wont to
Why Governor Ely should decide thus
call him, in the companionship of our
early
that he will not be it candidate
affection, and as he was known throughout the world of business Boston, was next, sear is a mysteey. So far he has
born in old Cambridge, May 20, 1871. been a good governor and there is no
reasoil for thinking that as the months
An eloquent tribute to the life and Without opportunity for
much academic
services of the late George E. Phelan. education, and at the age of fifteen years, go by his performance will deteriorate.
He has displayed notable tact In his
manager for the trustees of the George he entered into the employment of the dealings
with the Republican LegislaRobert White Fund from 1922 to 1930, late Charles E. Coifing, of Boston, a re- ture. Though his emergency relief prolation which continued for twenty-eight
gram
has
was written by Herbert Parker, member years.
been cut and altered appreFrom this association. Mr.
of the board, and inscribed in the records Phelan gained invaluable instruction and debts-, it is by no means certain that
his popularity has not been enhanced in
at yesterday's meeting.
Mr. Parker experience. through observation of the the outcome.
Ills program, conforming
methods of business of one of the most
admired
knew Mr. Phelan intimately,
astute, energetic and accomplished real in essentials with that of President
his high integrity, his impressive per- estate managers Boston has ever known, Hoover in the nation and of Mayor
sonality and his ability in real estate who extended to his younger associate O'Hara in this city, had widespread support among tile people of the Commonmanagement. The eulogy reveals Mr. the intimate confidence which his fidelity wealth.
Nevertheless, of course. air. Ely
capacity had well warranted.
and
Parker at his best. It is as follows:
"In 1915, the late John Mason Little may have personal reasons which out"The earliest acquaintance of many of enlisted the services Of George Phelan, weigh political considerations.
If, however, the story of the goverus with our late and lamented associate, who was then recognized as high an.
nor's plan to withdraw has no basis in
George Edward Phelan. was through thoeity in the matter of real estate confact, and if Mayor Curley has taken the
what we may call 'the hospitalities' in- structions and investments, to aid in tile field
regardless of whether the governor
cident to the administration of urban real planning and erection of the imposing
may or may not choose to run again (as
estate.
We thought ourselves guests, Little Building which has so well justiindeed one of his friends has declared),
rather than mere tenants, as we became fied the estimates of its projectors. As
occupants of the buildings within his evidence of his confidence, Mr. Little then the Boston burgomaster is guilty
of
colossal effrontery. With the mayor
field of direction. His cheerful and in- made his associate a trustee of the John
terested solicitude for our comfort, en- Mason Little Estate, a service which Mr. given credit for every good point which
listed a loyalty to him, even more stable Phelan well and wisely- discharged up to can on any ground be attributed to him,
it, remains inconceivable that Massachuand constant than the structures of steel the moment of his death.
and concrete which houee the myriad
"He was, by selection Of the Mayoe, setts Democrats, that Boston Democrats,
workers of our city days. The qualities and with the hearty approval of the even. should prefer him an almost certhat gave him prominence, even suprem- trustees under the will of George Robert tain loser. to Mr. Ely, whose chances of
acy. in his ..emsen field of business en- Vt hite, appointed manager of the trust winning must be rated—at this time
anyway—as greater by far than those of
terprise, were not the developments of estate. created
by that eminent a;111
ambition for success and employment benevolent Boston citizen, who dedicated any other Democrat.
Unless the governor does intend to
alone, where sharpest competition has
ted largest part of his great wealth to step down and
the mayor has been apalways obtained. His purpose and his
amelioration of human suffering, and prised of the fact,
the circumstances, as
power sprang from the inherent quali- the
ties of a warm-hearted regard for his fei- for the better and happier living of the revealed at tile moment, furnish justifipeople
the
loved,
city
of
needed,
he
who
cation for refusing to take the Curley
low men. Naturally then, the buildings
under his charge became the households but could neither ask, nor scarce dare candidacy seriously.
And one of the
ever
which
hope
for
beneficence,
such
In
of his friends. There has never been in
circumstances—the mayor's belief, as
doubtless
had.
generous
the
donor
the happy thought of any one alto has
expressed by those who claim to speak
known him in the world of affairs, a more has, as we believe, happiness, real and for him, that William S. Youngman as
distinctive or more cormetent influence deserved,4es great as that of the succeed- the Republican nominee would be an
in the sound developments of Boston real ing generations of his beneficiaries.
easy antagonist to
"There was always in the demeanor or for the surmise thatdefeat—givps reason
estate interest than his.
the reported Curley
"To no more capable, better trained, or our friend a virile charm, an animated foray is designed not so much to hurt
more sympathetic hand than his coul enthusiasm, a zealous devotion to the the Democratic Mr. Ely as to help
the
have been committed the detailed appro- duties he had undertaken that stimulated opponents of the Republican Mr. Youngpriations of the munificent resources, and his associates to their best efforts, for th, 'Tian In his party primary.
the advancement of the high and gener- highest accomplishment of their united
ous purposes of the White Fund. H energies.
knew the life of this great city, it
tragedies, its sufferings and its joys. H No Thought for Himself
-None of Us will ever forget his cheese,
had high faith in its happy and prosper
oils future. He gave quick ear to th breezy speech, his spirited gracious prescry of the children, and through the op- ence that infused into our official delibrra
portunity of the set-vice of his later days tions something of his own happiness in
he became their foster parent, thee the promotion of what was to him a.
friend and their protector. The greate singularly exalted public service.
"We never knew that he had thought
vigor of mind and body of the rising gen
eration of our city youth will bear livin for himself. His own cares and anxieties
and lasting testimony to his foresight, incident to every human life, he carried
and his sincere humanities, revealed in in his own heart, nor asked others to
his most cherished, supreme, and, as in- bear them with him. Bravely, and with
exorable fate decreed, last life work. He head erect, he mingled with and led his
studied and knew the characteristics, the fellows in response to every call of true
temperaments, of each of the many com- patriotism, in war as in peace. In the semunities making up our complex metro- clusion of his own courage, and with a
politan life, lie learned the habits of splendid and unfaltering fortitude, he rethought and the traditions of the later sisted to the last the inevitable and incomers to our shores, lie knew how. exorable progress of an ailment that,
through intelligent kindliness, to gate brought him into the valley of the shadow
their confidence, and how to promote of death on the twentieth day of May,
the year 1930, yet that shadow lifts anti
passes in the eternal light Of his good

Herbert Parker Delivers Eulogy of Manager of City's
Great Benefaction
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Ely N(larin!)i
Crisis with
His Followers

\yere wild °my ILEA) or 11,75
a day, in
.1.,ad of the average of $5
they now 14,,, In Intv, woOld vote to override are rett.
i til:11 I think is a very fair wage for What the effect of this MOVP, if
,l1r•
lio,,I.illod labor."
cesstall, would be on the course
of rotore
legislation was a large Wier for see,
it
Democrats Displeased
discussion at the State House teda•
,.
,,
A veto by 11 I
the There is no doubt, however. that, rv(,
.a
H°1most poPil
If the expected veto is not overridden
l
'
. “l"'1
“ursue,
,
a
havieg in mind thy terlings of Ms fello definite break between Governor Ely
w
and
Democrats In the House and Senate who a large group of his supporters Is boun
d
have worked hard to bring about pas- to come.
Representative
sage of the measure. Senator Runes .J.
Birmingham, Muter
Twohig of South Boston. Representative House leader, who has been practicali
e
I,eo M.
t ,
of Brighton and ignored by the chief executive In recent
others saw red when they heard that weeks, as far as legislation in concerned,
'the governor intended to send in a veto is lining up votes against the veto. -Rep.
and declared that they and their associ• resentative Frank E. Rafter of Salem.
...
who represented Mr. Ely on the 1-1011,,,,
Mee would vote to override the chief
floor while the emergency road and buillexecut lye's objections.
"It is about the worst thing Governor ing bills were under fire, has no desire ,e
By Richard D. Grant
Ely could do at this time.- said Senator be Democratic leader and Representati.,- r
—
Jose
ph Twohig. "Here we've been plugging to Edward J. Kelley of Worcester, the for.
The relations between
rnor
floor or
leade
mer
this bill over and now, after we've ,
B. Ely and Boston DemoGove
r and
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e _ kind
legis
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r of
lationg
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done it. he u
of the Legislature, strai
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ned somewhat window."
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have
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ght before hint
s during con Further significance is attached to the for signature, is in the same relative
sideration of a number of
important mat- situation, particular
ly as It relates to the position as far as leadership is concerned,
tees, including the proposal
to reduce the interest of Mayor Curl
The fact is that Governor Ely has been
are limit of the Old Age
ey, in view of the
Assistance Act widespre
ad belief that the mayor will be the real leader himself almost front the
and the governor's sever
al shifts on the a candidate for governor
in the 1932 day he took office. He has mile in cone
Boston Elevated problem, were
other stiff twist today when give. an primary against Mr. Ely. Some of the mon with the Boston Democrats except
It became Democrats think the governor may
have the commonsense theory that in unior
known that the governor inte
nds to veto been - influenced by this considerat
ion, there is strength. Up to now, he has sue
the bill recently passed, doin
g away with visualizing the dynamic Curley char
ging ceeded very well in preserving a unified
the necessity of physical exam
inations him from the stump a year hence with If somewhat disgruntled, esprit du corp
s
under the classified labor servi
Whether he can continue to crack
ce in Mae having let down the bars to pers
tie
S emsetts cities,
onswhe
could not possibly qualify for heavy whip once his followers have gotten 4 A II .
When the House convened this
of hand is something that many are
morn, work under private employment.
ing for its customary shor
belt
t Friday seeApart from- the political aspect of the enough to doubt.
sten, a message front the
governor was matter, the general opinion
scents to be
read in, recommending imme
diate en that the mayor's stand is the
actmem ,,f legislation cont
right one
inuing the if the measure would result
in the eonPresent ..\ il service rule giving prefe ditio
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been
the veto on ti.. ordered to a third reading.
TO CHARLS L. WINSTON
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the
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BOSTON TO Hal
BRIDGE HIGHWAY
PLAN COMPLETE:uch

with the new back state road, now unMr. ray further pointed out that the
der construction, to connect with Hing- erection of big bridge or tunnel projects
by
private interests, is no new thing,
ham.
as many of the recent bridges and tunSpeaking on the proposition last nels in New York have been thus
oight, Mr. Fay said:
erected as well as the recently coin"This year new interests in New York pletd bridg across Lake Champlain.
Under
'le standing back of the South Shore interests the proposed plan, the private
will issue bonds to pay the
rrou p that have previously advocated costs of construction and will charge
toll
to
provide
revenue to take up
a project, the finest and atrongest
these bonds. When the bridge is finaloacking that could be asked for.
ly paid for, it becomes the property of
"Such a toll bridge highway would the state and will be a free highway.
not interfere in any way with the deIn mast places the bridge structures
elopment of the port of Boston. will be 20 higher than Brooklyn bridge.
and there seems to be little question of
Further, it would not interfere with the war
department granting Its sancpleasure ,raft or other small boats, as tion.
The
toll
cost, Mr. Fay said, he was
they would be able to pass under the
unable to announce at this time, but
bridge at any point where the water
he expressed the opinion it would be
makes the craft navigable."
something between 50 cents and $1.
The present proposition is entirely in The highway, he said, would afford
accord with the recommendation of the travel for 60.000 vehicles a day and
special commission appointed by the the distance could be covered in less
Legislature last year to study the pro- than 20 minutes. At present to make
nriaal of establishing a highway across Nantasket from Boston takes from 60
the harbor to Hull. This commission, to 90 minutes.
Town officiabs and business men of
Mr. Fay pointed out, was unanimously
South Shore towns have already voiced
cpposed to the proposed low level struc- their hearty apprm al of the project. In
ture with draw bridge, and recom- fact for the last several years they
mended the construction of a high level have been urging such a series of
highway by private capital and enter- bridges across the harbor, providing the
shorter connection between the South
vise.
Shore and Boston.
Boston
from
highway
bridge
A toll
to Hull, the financial backing of which
has been assured Mayor Curley, has
already been planned in detail and
tiow lacks only the necessary legislative action and the sanction of the
V
war department for the spanning of
Boston harbor.

Mayor Assured Financial
Backing if Legislature
Approves

COST ESTIMATED
AT $20,000,000

Tolls Expected to Retire
Bonds to Be Issued for
Construction

PROPOSED ROUTE FOR HULL BRIDGE

THE ESTIMATED COST IS $20,000,000
Unlike the low level structure with
drawbridges previously proposed to the
Legislature, the present proposition
cans for a high level bridge with a
height of 155 feet above the main ship
channels, affording ample space for the
largest ships that can navigate the
channels.
The plans, prepared by Frederic H.
Fay, chairman of the Boston planning
board, provide for the toll highway'
to start at the Boston end with a bridge
from Columbus circle, South Boston
strandway, over Dorchester bay to
Squantum bay, with a structure as
high as Brooklyn bridge. The next
The P.e..(en approach
starting at Columbus Circle,
bridge will be from Squantum head to the
the first span would he from
pumping stat'on at the Cow
Pastur7t0 Suilantum Head,
Peddock's island, followed by a. bridge Squanturn
the second from
to Peddocies Island, the third
to Bumpkin Island,
from there to Bumpksin island. A
and a viaduct to
Nantasket.
Nanisland
the
latter
to
!auseway from
aaket at a point near the steamboat
ending, completes the project.
Mr. Fay will appear before the Boson chamber of commerce this aftersoon to explain the project. The New
irork backers will be in Boston next
vfonday and confer with the local back•rs in Mr. Fay's office. On Tuesday
he proposition will be outlined before
he legislative committee on highways
ind motor vehicles, before whom is
sending the necessary bill to permit the
iarrying out of the prcject.
LOCATION CONVENIENT
The location is considered ideal with
is connection at the Boston end with
the Strandway and the Southern artery, and its connection at Nantasket
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CURLEY DEPARTS
FOR TRIP ABROAD
Friends Bid Mayor's Party Goodby
At Back Bay—Group Will Sail
Today on Liner France

have an audience wan
roe Pone-

McGrath Takes Charge

Mayor Curley and his
Mr Dolan appeared in daughter and
fine spirits at
the station. The Mayo
r had cleaned
up practically all city
he turned over respoaffairs before
nsibilit y to
Joseph McGrath, presiden
t of the City
Council.
The Mayor's two boys
• Leo Curley, were at , George and
the station to
say goodby to their fath
as were Gen and Mrser and sister,
Edward L.
'Logan, Col Thomas Sull
ivan chairman of the City Transit Comm,issi
on,
and Corporation Coun
sel Samuel Silverman.
Thomas J. M. Johnson, direc
tor of
municipal celebrations, who
nally planned to accompan had
y the Mayor,
was also on hand. Busi
ness duties
, prevented Mr Johnson
from taking the
extended trip at this time.
Before his departure
Mayor
rnade a personal visit to the Will
iam
Lowell Putnam, 49 Beac Mrs
on
sister
st,
of Pres A. Lawrence Lowe
ll
of
Her'yard. Mrs Putnam did much
to make
the Tercentenary celeb
ration last year
suocess.

Conferences All Day

CITY TRII.l.i S. DOLAN. MISS NAR
Y ('litthEY ANT) 'rto:
MATOR LRAVE ON
EUROPEAN TRIP.

•

aio ceremonies at the station.
Enthusiasm got the best of
Whitfield
Muck of Winchester and he calle
d for
three cheers for Mayor Curley,
"The
greatest Democrat in New Engl
and."
IThey were given.
Mayor Curley planned to stay
at the
Ritz-Carlton in New York
city last
pight and will sail at 3:30 o'clo
ck this
afternoon on the steamer Fran
ce, for
;Plymouth, Eng. The Mayor's
party
;will first visit Boston, Eng, wher
e they
will be guests of honor
at a big reception planned by the officials
who were
guesta of this city duri
centenary celebration hutng the Terparty will also visit Lond year. Tho
Whitfield Tuck Leads Cheer
on, Ireland,
Pari
Mayor Curley and his party were tilt° s and Rome. The Mayor will be
recipient of honors in Fronee,
given a warm sendoff by a big gather. whoa, special gues
t he is, and in
[Rome,
Ina. At his evitt request, there
e he will be greeted by
tr • Premierwher
itwypoup!,4I AlLp.9
1,41 eteo.,to

Mayor James M. Ctirley, acco
mpanied by his daughter, :Mary,
and
City Trees Edmund L. Dolan,
left the
Back Bay Station at 5 o'clock
yesterday for New York city on the firat
leg of his trip to Europe that will
keep him away from his omelet
duties for at least. Six tt'eeks,
Miss Loretta Bremner of Chicago,
who was the fiance of the late Jame
a
M. Curley jr, was to join the party
in New York last night.

The Mayor was busy
during the
day clearing up the last
odds and ends
of municipal affairs.
Ho conferred
with Corporation Counsel
Commissioner of Public WorkSilverman,
s Rourke,
Supt of Buildings Engl
ihe Board of Library ert, members of
Trustees, Street
Commissioner Thomas
Commissioner Long andHurley, Park
Xhowling of Boston City Dr John C.
Hospital.
He p.nnounced the
Willie.% Phipps, 50appointment of
Harriet et,
Brighton; Joseph Fole
y, Lincoln Park
at, South Boston; Rose
M.
Coughlin,
Tyndale at, Rosl
le: William
F.
Lally, 40 Forrestinda
at,
Augustin D. Mulvey, 2 Roxbury, and
Cambridge terrace, Brighton, as
visit
Be Welfare Departme ors in the Pub.
nt.
The Mayor approved
of Gray & Hefferna the appointment
n as architects of
the Administration Building
for the
Transit Department, at
the Boston end
of the traffic tunnel.
The Mayor also said he
I
k to the City Coun would send
i;:adiner Wilson Jr's anti cil, Robert
-loud speaker
ordinance, with the
sugg
two minor changes be estion that
which he would then apprmade, after
ove it. The
,ordinance would make
It an offense to
loperate a loud speaker so
that it may
be heard a distance of
100 feet, between
the hours of midnight
its present form, ever and 7 a m. In
yone in the room
from which the soun
could be arrested and d was coining
the
would be given too muc police officer
h power, the
Mayor believes.

Bound for Continent

Mayor Striving to Get
North German Lloyd to
Use This Port

•

Leaving Hub,
to get along for awhile
with

a

"temporary

mayor," Mayor
M.

Curley

James

yesterday

boarded a train at Back
Bay station, with

his

daughter, Mary, shown
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CURLE11111Y 1.
SAILING TODAY

with him, to go to New
York to board French
Line

steamer

Paris

which will carry him on
two

months'

Journey.

overseas

MAYOR WAVES
ADI,EU, SAILS
ABROAD TODAY
Several hundred friends, including heads of the various city departments. waved adieu to Mayor
Curley last night when, he left by
train for New York where he is to
sail today for Europe as the guest
of the French line.
The mayor and his party will
at Plymouth, where he will
handa
deliver an address, and then proceed to London and Galway, where
his father and mother were born.
lie will then go to Paris.
Accompanying the mayor were
his daughter. Mary. and City TreasLoretta
Dolan.
Edmund
urer
Bremner of Chicago, fiancee of the
late James M. Curley, Jr., will joie
the party in New York.

NEW YORK, May 8—Mayor Curley
sails on the French liner France this
afternoon for Europe fore a month's
vacation. Before sailing. he 'expected to
with Dr. Phillip Heinken,
confer
president of the North German Lloyd
Steamship Line, concerning the possibility a the Bremen or Europa using
;he port of Boston, making it possible
for such fast ships to cross the Atlantic
in four days.
The mayor and his party, which includes his daughter. Miss Mary Curley,
Miss Loretta Bremner of Chicago. fiancee of the late James M. Curley, Jr.,
and City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.
They will occupy the presidential suite.
The mayor is much concerned with
making Boston a leading port of the
country. He has arguments in favor of
such a plan.
One of his strongest arguments will
be that Boston is 200 miles. the equivalent of half a day's travel for a fast
liner. nearer Europe than New York.
Boston's connection with transcontinental air lines will make it possible to
travel from Chicago to Europe In four
and a half days.
Under the plans which he has outlined. American and British transoceanic steamship lines will soon be
building vessels far swifter and larger
than any now afloat, making possible
a great saving of time should Boston be
adopted as their western termini.
He will emphasize also the probability
that fast boat trains connecting Boston
with the middle West and other important centres of travel would serve
to expedite and increase transatlantic
travel in the future. '
His departure from the Deck Bay
station, where several hundreti cheering
friends 'wished him bon voyage, was so
hurried that but for the assistance of
trainmen he would have missed the
train.
Cameramen insisted on snapping the
mayor and .his daughter beside the
train, and while they were issuing
orders which the mayor graciously
obeyed, the cars started to move. Conductors and other train employes helped
him aboard.
En route to this city tne mayor spent
two hours completing municipal business which he was unable to handle
during the day. His secretary, Cornelius A. Reardon, worked with him.
Contracts which he approved included: Construction of the Charlestown junior high school, Matthew Cummins Company. $543,800: sewerage
works In Centre street. West Roxbury,
V. J. Grande. $20,033: pavine East
Eighth street, South Boston, and Adams
and Park streets, Dorchester, J. A. 13IV
narella, $31,716; paving, Maverick and
Tyler Streets, East Boston, Dooley
Brothers. $17.600.
His conference with Dr. Heineken
the only business appointment ha It
for tomorrow.
As representative of American movie
Mayor Curley will speak at the
exposition at Paris and later the
will spend eight days in Rome,
Premier Mussolini Will recce
ireor. He expects t.0

S

3,

RUNNING START
FOR THE MAYOR

10,10211. stop am in.
nrong gannea,
'rho Mayor'. daughter, Ildise Mary
Curley, and City Treasurer Edmund D.

Dolan had already boarded the train
wit lig the Mity01 was obliged to
acknowledge the lingering wishes for ft
'bon voyage.'' At the Ritz-Carlton
lintel at New York, they plaaned to
meet Miss Curley's; college classmate,
N1 isA Loretta Bremner of Chicago, who

wilt be the fourth

member of the

(*Nen 1.,tvely Reception
The serd-en at the Back Bay st+atipm
devedoped Into a PI Ply reception fur
aernodwhd1:dparwittyh.

Delayed by Well-Wishers Forced to trh"ezimMawyaosr
Dash for Moving Train on First
Leg of Trip to Europe

wTehne-wwimahh
Led by Whitfield Tuck, the crowd
ari"6g.
shouted, "Three cheers for New England's
hest Democrat," as the Mayor entered
the station.
Until the Mayor returns hotne In time
for the opening of the Bunker Hill anniversary celebration on the eve of
June 17, President Joseph McGrath of
the City Council will serve as acting
Mayor at City Hall, and Assistant
Cashier Arthur F. Swan will serve as
acting city treasurer.
Under the city charter, the acting
Mayor will have the powers of the
Mayor "only In matters not admitting
of delay."
Specifically, the charter

warns that this does not give him the
authority to increase the city's force of

permanent employees.

'LIBRARY TRUSTEES
The city lost the services of an accomplished,
gracious gentleman when, against the urging of
the mayor and fellow-trustees, Gordon Abbott
felt constrained to decline a reappointment to
the board of the Boston Public Library. He
gave generously to it of his time and thought.
h; is a far better system, physically and otherwise, than when Mayor Nichols named him five
years ago.
'In appointing to the vacancy John L. Hall,
head of the firm of Choate, Hall and Stewart,
and a leader of the New England bar, Mayor
Curley has also made an admirable choice. A
city which can draft men of this kind for work
which entails considerable drudgery, from which
the only return is a sense of having made unMAYOR CURLEV OFF FOR EUROPE
selfish efforts to improve the community, is to
Photo shows Mayor Curley as he left the Back Bay
be envied.
station
last
night
with
his party on the Irst leg of their trip to Europe.
Both Mr. Abbott and Mr. Hall approached
Behind the Mayor is his
daughter, Miss Mary Curley, and in rear, City Treasurer
Edmund I,. Dolan. their trusteeships after serving as prentice
hands on the examining committee. Although
Off on his first trip to furope,
little is heard of this group, it is one of the most
HAS TO RUN FOR IT
important factors in the system. It is named
Mayor Curley with a running start
A crowd of more than fifft relatives,
annually. It has complete liberty to examine
hoarded the 6 o'clock express mit of friends and public officials,
who crowd- esery
aspect of the library, from the budget to
the Back Ray station last night for ed the station platform. ell hut separated the mayor from his party with a the condition of stairways at branch
libraries.
New York to sail at n :AO o'clock round of handshak
es. The train start- The roster of this committee
and of the board
this afternoon on the liner France, ed on the split-second and the Mayor
was
to run tor it, making the of trustees since lS52 contains the names of
hound few Ireland, England, Prance gradeforced
after a abort dash. Innocent outstanding leaders in the things which make
and Italy,sa. the official guaet of pattertigerm crowded the entrance to the R big city a great one.
moving ear, hut the Mayor gripped the
the Pre4tti Obreriiinent. •
hand-rall and got a toe-hold on the

I

FOUR'"I
OPE
SEES EUR
FROM,.
bAYS
ERE

For Ship Business
have several things in view en
my trip," he asserted, "but the main
thing we are interested in is getting
s
t,)
teoa
gm
ettesrh
imtip butanes, and we are going

,

•

Mayor Curley, on Eve of Sailing,
Says North German Lloyd Is
Interested in Boston Plan
"T pointed out that we are the only
3rt ,on the Atlantic Coast that has
steamNEW YORK, May 8—Sailing for is convenience of railway and
lip facilities alongside the piers.
Plymouth, Eng, on the liner France rains can pull into Commonwealth
this afternoon, Mayor James M. ier now and also on the Army pier.
would make it possible. we sugCurley of Boston said that as a re- his
este& for a person on a four days'
sult of conferences here with of- tiling to reach Chicago from Europe
ficials of the North German Lloyd in a .ay and a half less than the
Ude, he has high hopes of seeing present time, and to reach New York
with the saving of a day.
four-day crossings of the Atlantic
Inaugurated direct from Boston.
Appear Interested
North German Lloyd officials, the
"The men of the German line were
Mayor said, were interested in Bos- particularly interested in my anton railway facilities at the Boston nouncement that we were expending
piers, and the development of an air $16,000,000 for the development of a
traffic terminal in Boston. It will be
terminal at East Boston.
•
possible for the person flying from
The Mayor pictured the Bremen Chicago
or anywhere in the Missisand the Europa using Boston as a sippi Valley to reach Europe in much
port instead of New York, and saving reduced time—a tremendous business
advantage, and we are very hopeful
Chicago passengers a day and a half that the North German Lloyd, after
and New York passengers a day by the corning conferences, will recognize
the wisdom of establishing the service.
eliminating 250 miles of ocean travel.
It they do, we believe that the port of
Boston will regain its former standing.
Four Days Away
"We discussed the matter from variAi*
ous
angles with a view to having them
Present also at the conference with
give it their most earnest consideration
German steamship officials were Col
between now and the next time for
Thomas J. Johnston and Charles E. discussion."
Ware of the Port Authority.
Mayor Curley said that the idea of
With both planes and steamer-train another great Atlantic seaport was not
new, but that the boat train service.
connections at Boston with New York such
as that to London, Paris and
and the West, the Mayor argued, New other continental cities
might be dupliYork should be only four days and cated here, with particular benefit to
four hours away from Europe, with Boston.
When asked why he had selected
Chicago 414 days away.
this particular line, and whether it,
"We talked the matter over briefly," had followed conference with
men of
teetered Mayor Curley, "and from the other companies, he said that because
of
the
success
of
the
Bremen
nterest that / found I am encouraged
and the
Europa they first had been approached.
.o make a survey of European port
One point on which he was particussnditions and hold conferences with larly emphatic was that he
wanted
more Boston express boats of the fu!.
--uropean steamship men.
"I asked these New York officials ture to stop at some port of the Irish
Free State, probably Cobh, and that
o come to Boston May 19 to consider
the talks which he planned with offihe feasibility of trying out our idea, cials of France 'and Italy
would have
vith a view to the ultimate establish- similar import.
oent of four-day
sailings.
Briefly, Mayor Curley has gone to
They
greed to come, and later aft..r my Europe with the idea in mind
of "selleturn we shall have another chat.
ing? Boston to Europe. The various
"My argument to them was that railroads, he indicated
to the steam;oaten was about 2.50 miles nearer to ship officials, were heartily
in favor of
:urope than any other American port the idea, and would
furnish every fan the Atlantic Coast, and that. we cility that one might
expect to all
°neve that If the North German points. There would be
loydi or some other company saw fit nections with the New definite conHaven. the
) establish that falling it *muId prove Boston & Maine and others,
and the
ttremelt advantageous to the port Atlantic isv elevated might
be torn
Isorion.
down to ftect this.
By ROGER BATCHELDER

•

'
packin& hlastilyailltd thheis BBL,
rey
friend, Mayor Walker, who wished him
oon voyage and immediately shot out
a motorcycle escort from Police Headquarters. By the time that the Mayor
had hannect over me %rungs so ins
porters, a sergeant appeared and reported.
The trip to the dock with the accompaniment of the motorcycles was
made in record time and Mr Curley
and his daughter, Mary, had ample opportunity to receive the numerous
friends who were waiting for them on
the ship.
those who escorted Mayor
Am
Curley were: Paul, Leo and George
Curley, Cornelius J. Reardon, Walter
Quinn, Col Johnson and Mr Ware;
Samuel Bickford. of New York, and
Thomas F. Lockney of Jordan Marsh
Company, Boston.
Those sailing with the party included
Miss Laurette Bremner, and Edmond
L. Dolan, city treasurer.
The trip was made at the invitation
of the French Government. who asked
him to represent the Mayors of American cities at the exposition which is
now in progress. He was also invited
by the Irish Free State, not only to
talk over the steamship matter, but
also to be the guest of honor at the
old home of his parents in County Galway.
In Italy he will have a conference
with Mussolini, and will undoubtedly
visit toe vaticen to pay hts respects to
the Pope.
Another visit, after the landing at
Plymouth. the home of the Pilgrims.
will take the party to Boston, England,
where he will return the call made to
him by then Mayor Salter of that community, who made the trip to Boston.
Mass, for the Tercentenary celebration
last Summer.
To the present Mns or Bagley he will
express the best wishes of the Commonwealth. According to his plans,
he will return to Boston on June H.

CURLEY ASSURED
OF 4-DAY SERVICE
BY GERMAN LINE
BREMEN, TROPA
TO SEEK RECORD
VIA BOSTON PORT
Mayor Gets Guarantees in
New York as He Sails
Abroad
WILL SEEK OTHER
BUSINESS AS WELL
Hopes to Interest Mussolini
And Chief of Irish
Free State

some others awake to what British
tee uuriey party lagged so far behind
lines, in conjunction with the English that policemen, who located the car,
and Canadian governments are doing, piloted it to the dock just in time to
, of travelling
and make a crossing possible in less have the essortment
trunks and bags thrown no the France.
than four and one-half days, the steam11 the attaches
prat
t
At the pier
e pi-,ttird his arship lines will realize in the not distant of the mayor's ellPurfuture that Montreal has become the rival. With them were .I;; M,S* A.
cell, Andrew Dazzy, soldier:: relief commost popular port in North America," missioner John J. Lydon; Joseph
said the mayor.
Cheever and Al Moore,
Miss NJ" r-: reirley and her companion,
"The governments of the provinces
Chicago, were
are advertising the attractions of thtis Miss Leer:" Erimner of
enmp,- ‘,1 hy Miss Mayline Donnelly
, Rrooietnc and Missee Florence Gertrip dovOlti the St. Lawrence river, it
the Canadian railways are already at -I .'Th ee and Anne Kleigl of New York;
s Aiee :i.leGinnis of Boston and Edto their Atlantin!
tracting
C'
tnnelly.
steamerS by promising a crossing in
Highman, New England:
less than five days.
I' Cftnr Prench line, eS"New York cannot compete with Pe: t:, nom presiten yor, City
ton if speed in completing the cee :tit
and Misses
trip is to attract patronage; but Boeten,
upy,
because of its advantageous locatien,
denied the
can offer more attractive inducemeitta ,•,
iropean trip
o, where the
to patrons of ocean liners than MonItrt eced to Dub: : ;cot vitt,
nclon. They will
treal"
The German officials agreed with the t,
,t ,.; of pr lent Cosgrave of
I 1r^ Stat
In Paris the
mayor that the shortening by one (ti;
1.;
Ii half of a group
of the .regular running time bettt ,
len
I ities who will
New York and Europe will permit of
i
F.
week.
very substantial saving in operatint
it to r
" the mayor'
t
;in appointcosts and may be the medium whicl
filler
and an
will attract residents of the mid-west
welt
Pope
is
the
to be az-1
ern states to choose the shortest a -.
I'-

able route to Europe.
Charles E. Ware and Thomas J. A.
.Johnson of the port authority particle:lied in the conference, and auring the
, tentiert of the mayor they will arrange
le meeting in Boston, June 19, at
t the North German Lloyd Line ofill be prepared to reveal e
et - .:chedule of operation from
neeissary support from the
dssured.
ii' i ,1
boarding the French liner
Fee . and acknowledging the. fare-,
wells of 51] no- Ionians, Mayor Curley
made this .'. • 1,a-nt to The Herald:
-5 ern
.11 el that the Gorman
will t tt
advantage of the
e
.
tepee t
eQtnhli,11 a four-day,
peope,
,
r t.ttI
ft n
mt. t r tr,irs1dent Cos
to at,
1';
State in a Cam-,
the restoration!
,
e. and I intended
t,.
,t
elini to exert the
tinier
riel the Consulich
ships to Bostotet
Line iii r
1
,,uuiitn ,
If
ors throuv.h with
the keen intertind I ki ,
Ii PresIdent Heineken has had
t
teist, year, busily
Is I": pl
crowd the port
facilities Of Our ('It'
But for the offittal ears and the
police escort whiali Mayor Walker
placed at the disposal of Mayor Curley
after he had been unsuccessful in his
efforts to reach the latter by telephone
this morning. I lie nen-41.111rd sailing. of
the France would have be-en di laved.
In the rush fnun I he hotel la, the
pier a taxicab filled with bagglIge of
MONTREAL AS CoM1ET1TOR
"pnless either the German lines or
—

Hy JAMES OOGGIN
!Special filowateh to The neraldl
NEW YORK, May 8—Mayor Curley
eiok with him to Europe today the
unqualified
agreement of German
steamship line offcials to inaugurat tt
four-day service, this year, beta it rt
Boston and Europe, as well as the hope
that he will succeed in his plans to
enlist the active co-operation of the
Irish Free State and of Premier Mussolini of Italy in the regeneration a
the port of Boston.
In the absence of President Philip
Heineken of the Consolidated German
Lines engaged in transatlantic passenger and freight service, other executive
officers writ anteed Mayor Curley that
they will
assign the Europa or
Brcructi to :t. !•titpt a record crossing
from fl •
t Cherbourg in midsummer. 'they also agreed to cooler
in Boston June 19, with the mayor, the
port authority and representatives of
the railroads, about the establishment,
of a permanent and regulai service
based upon the spanning of the ocean
t Ilan the fasteNt, tim,.
in one yla ,
which has ever been made to or from
New York,

I

Fr

HIGH ROADS OF EUROPE JUST
AHEAD

MISS NIA RI' E. CU It LEV

M.oI

URL

EY MISS
A trip through Irel.'ncl, Engl
and, France and
Italy was ahead of llayor
Curley. his daiu.411ter. Mary E. Curley, City
Treasurer Edmund
L. Dolan• and Miss Lore
tta Bremner of Chi-

•

BIG LINERS TO
VISIT BOSTON

New
York, May a---Four-day
crossings of the Atlantic
direct
from Boston may beco
me a reality
coon, as a result of
conferences
here between Mayor
Curley and
fficials of the Nort
h German
Lloyd Line.
The conferences
took place before the Boston
mayor sailed for
Plymouth, Eng., on
the
liner
France.

1,04t EVIL\ 11/IFIIN

.EDM UND L. DOLAN

vim). fiancee of the mayor's
late son, James
l. Curley, Jr., as they
steamed towards
Europe on the liner France. The
y are shown
here as they sailed 3‘esterd
ay. (Intl photo.)

The mayor pictured the
Bremen
and the Europa using Bost
on as a
pert instead of New York
, and saving Chicago passengers
a day and
a half and New York passenge
rs a
day by eliminating 250
miles of

ocean travel.
Present also at the conference

with German steamship offic
ials
were Col. Thomas J. Johnston
Charles E. Ware of the port and
authority.
With both planes and steamertrain connections at Boston with
New York and the West, the mayor argued, New York should be
only four days and four hour
s
away from Europe, with Chicago,
four and one-half days away. .

!iJRLEy /ASSURED
OF 4-DAY SERVICE
BY GERMAN LINE

some others awake to what Bret '
:lie uuriey party lagged so far behind
lines, in conjunction with the Ellett_ it that policemen, who located the car,
and Canadian governments are doing, piloted it to the dock Just in time to
have the assortment of travelling
trunks and bags thrown on the France.
than four and one-half days,the steamAt the pier practically all the attaches
ship lines will realize in the not distant of the mayor's office awaited his erfuture that Montreal has become the rival. With them were James A. Pureel]. Andrew Dazzy, soldiers' relief commost popular port in North America " t:e•-tee-r John J. Lydon; Joseph
said the mayor.
n ncl Al Moore.
tte Curley and her companion,
"The governments of the
e,
: a Bremner of Chicago, were
are advertising the attraction ct :
• enpeited by Miss Mayline Donnelly
trip dove?' the St. Lawrence river.
Brookline and Misses Florence Gemthe Canadian railways are alreade
and Anne Kleigl of New York,
A1:' MeGn i.e of Boston and Edtracting patronage to their Atlee•
steamers by promising a crossing In
I r
mean. New England
less than five days.
e
•
French line, cee
"New York cannot comp,
et loom presltt
mayor, City ,
ton if speed in completing. tlie
i•
m and Misses
trip is to attract patronage; but Bcy,t,,,1,
e ;my.
because of its advantageous locate-et,
.1 horned the
can offer more attractive inducements
iropean trip
: Ply:me:et, v.there the
to patrons of ocean liners than Mon•
k and pt ,•reci to Dub- •
treal."
teed and Lone ••n. They will •
The German officials agreed with the ,
es of Preside: ciesgrave of
re- Stale.
Iii Paris the
mayor that the shorteninc
je
! a group
of the :regular running t •
'CI
who will
will pi rmit, 01 sail
New York and
t • -1(.1'
nt week.
• met in operatint Af t ,
very subetant
Frei,e the mayor
medium whicl will ge to II
He has an appointcosts and may b,
• t he mid-west ment with ,', viler Muerenini and an
will attract rt—irice•
le.pundience With the Pope is to be artest avail
ern states to
able route to Europe.
By JAMES GOWAN
Charles E. Ware and Thomas J. A.
'special Dimpaleh to The Rel.,'Idl
Johnson of the port authority particiNEW YORK, May 8—Mayor Curley, pated in the conference. and auring the
:ook with him to Europe today thei absence of the mayor they will arrange
at
for the meeting in Boston, Jun r
unqualified
agreement of German which the North German Lloyd I
ersteamship line offcials to inaugurate a ficials will he prepared t
four-day ,service, this year, between. definite schedule of opet
front I e•
Boston and Europe, as well as the hope' Boston. if necessary support
railroads is assured.
that he will succeed in his plans to
Before boarding the French liner
enlist the active co-operation of the France, and acknowledging the fareIrish Free State and of Premier Mus- wells of 50 Bostonians, Mayor Curley
made this statement to The Herald:
solini of Italy in the regeneration of
"I am convinced that the German
the port of Boston.
Line will take advantage of I i .
oppCrtiin'i
to establish a feltret it.
In the absence of President PhiIlo
•rip ft em
on t ,,
trop(
Heineken of the Consolidated Germs n
ra'
(
PPf
Lines engaged in transatlantic passen)..
State in a, camrestorationl
'
et
the
ger and freight service, other executive
titian. and I intended
officers guaranteed Mayor Curley that ti
••
le. •
t
essolini to exert the
they wilt either assign the Europa or inDa II( 7
ill lead the Consulich
set,
ships to Bostode
to
beat
Bremen to attempt a record crossing Line
n,
goes through with
from Boston to Cherbourg in mid- If the
its pl. :
I know the keen intersummer. They also agreed to confer est wheel President Heineken has had
in Boston June 19, with the mayor, the In the mall, - for the past year, busiport authority and representatives; of ness is renin to overcrowd the port
facilities of our city."
the railroads, about the establishmentl But for the official cars and the
of a permanent and regulai service police escort which Mayor Walker
based upon the spanning of the ocean placed at, the disposal of Mayor Curley
after he had been unsuccessful in his
in one dey less than the fastest time efforts to reach the latter by telephone
which has ever been made to or frnm this morning, the scheduled sailing of
the Prance would have been dr-toyed.
New York.
in the rush from the hotel to the
MONTREAL AS COMPETITOR,
pier a taxicab filled with baggage of
epnlellts either the German lines or " —

BREMEN EUROPA
TO SEEK RECORD
VIA BOSTON PORT
Mayor Gets Guarantees in
New York as He Sails
Abroad

WILL SEEK OTHER
BUSINESS AS WELL

Hopes to Interest Muss°lint
And Chief of Irish'
Free State

HIGH ROADS OF EUROPE JUST AHEAD

•

•111,

MISS MARY E. tl ItI,EY

31ISS 1.04tErl'A BREMNER

A trip through Irel.,nd, England, Fran
ce and
Italy was ahead of Mayor Curley.
his (laughter, Mary E. Curley, City Treasure
r Edmund
L. Dolan • and Miss Loretta Brem
ner of Chi-

•

BIG LINERS TO
VISIT BOSTON

New York, May
- Four-day
crossings of the Atlantic direct
from Boston may become a realit
y
soon, as a result of conference
s
here between Mayor Curley
and
fficials of the North Germ
an
1,loyd Line.
The conferences took
place before the Boston mayor sailed
for
Plymouth, Eng., on
the
liner
France.

EDMUND L. DOLAN

cago, fiancee of the mayor's late son,
James
M. Curley. Jr., as they steamed
towards
Europe on the liner France. They are show
n
here as they sailed yesterday. (Intl
photo.)

The mayor pictured the Bremen
and the Europa using Boston as a
port instead of New York. and saymg Chicago passengers a day
and
a half and New York passengers a
day by eliminating 250 miles of
ocean travel.
Present also at the conference
with German ateamship officials
were Col. Thomas J. Johnston and
,CharIrs E. Ware of the port authority.
With both planes and steamertrain connections at Boston with
New York and the West, the mayor argued, New York should be
only four days and four hours
away from Europe, with Chicago,
four and one-half days away.
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READY TO START WORK
ON GOVERNOR'S ISLAND
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AERIAL TRAFFIC PATROL
FOR ARMY MANEUVERS

•

GOODWIN SAYS CITY
TRADES WITH SON

MAY 18 PROCLAIMED AS
CURLEY
"BUNDLE DAY" BY
been set aside

Monday, May 18, has
on as
by the Near East Relief AsociatI
prior to
bundle day. Mayor Curley,
owleaving for Europe, issued the foll
:
tion
ing proclama
of the
"This annual rail far aid
port In
needy has received generous sup
ton ea('
the past from the people of Bos
an even
conditions today warrant
It is
ty.
rosi
larger measure of gene
had enough to be in need of food and
ause of
shelter, but to be unable, bec
h in
lack of raiment, to venture fort
even
t
is
quest of food or raimen
worse."
of BosThe Mayor urged the people
and
ton to assemble their old clothing or
fire
leave the same at the nearest
e
"th
and
day
police station on that
very
city of Boston will undertake delie of
which may result. in some measur unprotection and comfort to the
fortunates in the Near East."

A ,11 Ai 3 C R
Will Ask Every Boston Repro.toe command of the city nes peen ex- introdticed.
the group of
As a matter of fact,
in fighting againet it.
public ownership
for
sentative to Vote Against hausted
leaders
ic
Democrat
of
"Then aside from the basic question
ng Representatives
or management is in the House, comprisi A. Gallagher and
Ways and Means Measure what kindbillof iscontrol
, Owen
Mahoney
V.
John
The
anyway.
bill
bad
a
the
the

t of
William H. Doyle, fully cognizandefeated
fact that their desires may he
are not
by Mr. Gilman's point of order,
chance that
depending too much on the
are planthe point may be overruled, but crystalning a course of action that may
price
lize in a tight over the minimum comto be paid for the Elevated
$85
of
takes
Baiting the Public
mon stock if and when the dietrict
"The provision that there be no assess- over the railway.
repay
to
stop
ments on the district this year
There is nothing in the world to
the large deficit that already has occurred them from arguing that this is not a
little
a
just
is
It
They
plan.
is likewise a poor
fair price and they probably will.
bait, thrown out to the people, in the may insist that a more representative
support
will
t
sentimen
nearer
By Richard D. Grant
public
that
hope
value of the stock would be down
the twenty-eight-year bill. If there is no the exceedingly low figure at which many
on the cities and
the
Characterizing the elimination from theassessment of deficits tan district this of the shares were bought at the time
publicIws of the metropoli
act went into effect. Mr. Gilman
1918
twenty-eight-year Boston Elevated
how
fares,
_yearn and no increase in the
and a large number of his associates in
control bill, reported yesterday by the bout next year? The burden will then the House think that $85 is a very good
they
that
assuming
House Ways and Means Committee, oi be twice as great,
average and that if the public eventually
money in 1932 as they have buys the railway at a flgure based on
that section which calls for extension oi lose as much
to
have
will
district
The
lost this year.
price it will get its money's worth
the leases from the city of Boston of sub. pay that and all in one big lump. It is a that
obliging the company stockholdwithout
ways and other rapid transit facilities, as deliberate misrepresentation that any ers to sacrifice their holdings.
great
without
"one of the most outrageous actions I fair-minded person can see
Hearn 14) Lead Fight
ever heard of," Corporation Counsel Sam.t rouble."
Several members of the Legislature
Hearn of I
Representative NVilliarn
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Democrat
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the
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for
to
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arose, than
of public ownership are able to muster.
3'
and contracts on transit faeilities Is first isirt
of the control act .
It is said that a large number have
put hack into the measure. Prn going It is almost certain that no proposal to Promised to vote that way in return or
to make it my business to get in touch exercise the option for public purchase favors received on their own bills and in
at once with every Boston member of ,,i. the Elevated, under the 1918 Act will view of the goVernor's lack of decision o n
the
the Legislature and any others who are se entertained by the floor, despite
qufstIon. it is said, many outsiders
t rengly expressed opinion of Senator tho
interested in helping protect the interests,
more inclined to help out their Ho-'.
are
he
that
Boston
o. the city taxpayers and ask them to.fames J. Twohig of South
tsn friends than to follow the dictation
the
41C
exercise
for
move
vote against this unjust, discriminatory is at liberty to
of the chief executive.
omment big
option at any time, simply by offering his
and one-sided public control bill.
Representative Gilman,
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no
form
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emotion in
on the probable voting lineup, said today
other
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representa-lthe existing
that there were only two
tives of the city if the leases are not As soon as such an effort is made, Rep. timmilttee on metropolitan affairs, Senaco-term ate with the period of resentative George A. Gilman of Boston. ter Twohig and Representative Eliot
made co-termin
public control. This outrageous action is House chairman of the Committee on Wadsworth of Boston, who dissented
one of the worst attempts to
Metropolitan Affairs, or someone else trom the committee report in the first
1e ‘vlio favors the public control measure.
of
-: and
deceivel1
deprive
taxpayers of the community
place and these, with the members
them of their legal rights I ever heard of. will raise a point of order, based on the House ways and means, who presumably
pub.
messbut
Into
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nothing
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The axpayere have
alt vots,i to ronort their amended
contention that, since
the subways and other rapid transit lie control was mentioned in the petition uro give a total of twenty-one votes to
•_ .
receive an for legislation or in the governor's in- start off with.
facilities.
: augural address, on which the bill was The Ways and Means Committee, in
adequate return on that investment.
"The elimination of Section 3-A would Partly based, and that, therefore, any filing the bill, issued a statement in which
leave them entirely at the mercy of the other proposition is outside its scope. a majority of its members voiced the
Elevated Railway, which would be in a When Representative Gilman gave no- opinion that the measure "safeguards
position to dictate the rentals they would tice of his intent to do this a few days every interest concerned—the Common••
f the f il
pay for the
ago there were many who doubted wealth. the taxpayer, the public which
the taxpayers holt"ng the bag. Without whether he could "get away with It.' pays the fares, and the holders of the
our subways there could be no such thin Since that time able parliamentarians securities of the Elevated company," and
at the Boston Elevated Railway. Where and legal authorities who have been con- would prevent a "most serious situation"
would they run their cars?
sulted have given favorable opinions should no legislation be enacted during
"I drafted that section and, with the upon it. The actual rulings will have to the current session.
Aside front the
approval of Mayor Curley, had it includ- be made, of course, by President Bacon changes in its provisions already outed in the bill submitted by the committee and Speaker Saltonsitall.
lined, it is almost the same as the form
on metropolitan affairs. I showed it to
in which it was reported by the Metrofor
H. Ware Barnum, general counsel
politan Affairs committee.
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by
bill
control
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to protect the People of Boston had been to block the
celIa of Boston, Michael
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Chic,,provided
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it
Coakley
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and Daniel J.
any but votes or by insisting on ehanges that Lawrence
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Unjust to Taxpayers

best,
establishment of a minimum price for
the purchase of the common stock at $85
a share in the event of exercise of the
option for public ownership is very much
in favor of the stockholders of the El.
That price is away too high.

Refuses Even to Discuss Its
Merits Unless Section 3-A
Is Restored

BOARD DIVIDES
OVER TABLETS
Chairman

and

Secretary

Of Sites Commission
Are at Odds

OLD STATE HOUSE
MARKERS AT ISSUE
One member of the City of Boston
commission on marking historic sites
has resigned, at least, one other member
is contemplating resigning and a. bitter
dispute is in progress over the erection of two tablets on the old State
House.
The row, which has been brewing for
ieveral weeks, burst wide-open last
light when Walter Gilman Page, chairnan of the commission, at his home on
tfantucket, termed Walter K. Watkins,
iecretary of the organization, "a little
sit senile" and said he has been using
sower he doesn't possess.
Mr. Watkins, however, asserted that
the first the members of the commission•knew of a contract being awardet
to John F. Paramino, the sculptor, foi
the two tablets was when they rear
about it in the newspapers, that lu
has notified the sculptor not to go
ahead with the work, and that the
commission had agreed to pay not more
than $800 apiece for tablets, unless they
were of outstanding importance, while
the contemplated tablets will cost $1000
apiece.
Charles K. Bolton, librarian at the
Boston Athenaeum, resigned from the
commission about a week ago. In his
letter to Mayor Curley he stated thdC
he Was going to take a trip to Europe
for his health and would be unable to
continue as a member of the commission.
Although Mr. Bolton declined to
comment on his resignation last night
it was learned that the real reason is
because he has been dissatisfied with
the work the commission has been doing. A.s.sociates declared that Mr. Bolton, as well as other members of the
commission keenly resented the tact
tnat a contract had been awarded by
the city for the ereetion of the tablets
without, the full authorisation of the
commission.
It was pointed out that members of
the commission had voted in favor of
small, short inscriptions on the tablets,
with pictures eliminated. The tablets
as proposed now, however, call for pictures.
Questioned, as to the status of the
tabiets last night, Mr. Page declared
that the subject is being studied by the
commission and the Inscriptions which
will be placed on them are being arranged. He continued:
I think you'll find that the tablets will go up. This whole thing

Is all an error on the part of the
secretary. Mr. Watkins assumed
powers that he didn't possess and
there has been nothing official
back of his actions. No vote has
ever been passed by the commission, to my knowledge, which would
give any-body any reason to assume that the tablets wouldn't be
erected.
We have tablets on the Old
South Meeting House and on Faneuil Hall and there isn't any reason why we shouldn't have them
on the old State House. The mayor
has signed the contract. and I've
signed it and as far as I am concerned the tablets are going up. I
don't know of any higher authority than the mayor.
I think that the secretary of
the cosnmision has been very cifisloyal. He ham stirred this thing
up end it has resulted in a lot of
societies protesting against the
tablets. Ile has passed out a lot
of misinformation and people have
been led to believe that the old
State House was going to be dts-

figurc.d.
The secretary knew that the inscriptions suggested for the tablets were only tentative and that
they were not absolutely adopted
and yet he criticised them. The
whole matter will be settled at
the next meeting which will probably be held in about two weeks.
SOCIETIES PROTEST
Mr. Watkins, however, maintained
that the tablets have never been authorized by the commission and that he
notified Sculptor Paramino not to go
ahead with them because he didn't
want the city held liable for them.
It also was learned that further fuel
was added to the row when Chairman
Page warned all the members of the
commission not to pay any attention
to Mr. Watkins's communications after the latter had called a meeting of
the body.
The Bostonian Society and the Copley
Society have both protested against the
erection of the tablets. The Bostonian
Society meets in the old State House
but inasmuch as the society leases the
building from the city it has no control over what shall go on the outside
of the structure.
Wilfred F. Kelley of the Dorchester
high school for boys and a member
of the commission said that he understood that a meeting will be held in the
near future by the commission at which
the whole matter will he thrashed out.
He said that he Was not present at the
original meeting when the matter of
the tablets was brought, up but he
understood no final vote has ever been
taken by the commission. The ohly
one taken that, he was aware of, he
said, was a vote to refer the whole
matter to a sub-committee. This subcommittee is expected to report at the
next meeting, he said.
Other members of the commLssion
are Charles A. Coolidge, Judge Thomas
H. Dowd, Richard A. Fisher, Judge
Frank Leveront and the new member,
Charles B. Maginnis, who was appointed
by Mayor Curley to succeed Mr. Bolton.

,/il3,
CITY NOT
FAVORING
HIS SON
Goodwin Says Batteries Have Long Been
Sold by Him
Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the
Finance Commission, in a public
statement issued last night, forced
out into the open the "whispering
campaign" that his son was selling
automobile batteries to the city.
BATTERIES SOLD FOR 10 YEARS
Hitting directly at the inference that
the son was using his father's position
me chief investigator of the City Hall
admit istration in order to get the city's
bu.iin 4s, Chairman Goodwin stated
that the city has been buying Goodwin
batteries to:: la years, although he was
appointed to the Finant e Commission
less than two years ago.
atter to
His action in bringing , .
public attention was take- • in a letter
to Superintendent of Supplies Phillip
A. Chapman requesting him to "give,
particular attention to the prices and.
quality purchased" by the city, "in order that there may be ne cause for
criticism." The amount of business
done by his son with the city was
as "so insignificant that I suppose 1
should not bother about it."
His son, Fred B. Goodwin. proprietor
of the Goodwin battery service at
Saratoga street, Zast Boston, preferred
last night to offer no further amplification of his father's letter in regard to
the. battery purchases.

Chapman Explains Buying
:Purchasing Agent (Thapman stated
last night that the city had been buying Goodwin batteries for the past 10
years. He said: "He was the lowest
competitive bidder, giving the city a
price which was from Eitt cents to al
less than that charged by competing
contractors for batteries of similar
Quality. lie guarantees his product.
"He has given very good service, according to reports from the public
works and the. fire departments, which
batteries.
The. business
the
use
amounts to about ;1500 to 42000 a year.
Since last September, when the demand
for batteries starts in anticipation of
the cold weather, his contracts with
the city have amounted to only POO.
. "There will not be many calls for
batteries from now until the tall, but
on the. records, he will get the business
. as long An he can (pinto the lowest
' prio• for fIrst class producte," said
, Chapman.
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
By JOHN D. MERRILL

shall be $11.1 a share. Even those wno
favor public ownership-And it Is
known that Gov Ely himself is in
that group—cannot fail to see the advantage of waiting. There is, of
course, the possibility that the system
can be operated most of the time without a deficit, in which case the price
for the stock would not go as low as
$135, but even then the bill now before the Legislature provides that the
stock shall be acquired at not more
, than $105.
There is also the contingency that,
if another long fight develops, the
members of the Legislature may become thoroughly disgusted with the
whole situation, as they almost were
two years ago, and vote to turn the
property back to its owners, placing
the responsibility on them to control
and manage their own system. Many
troubles are in sight in that path. If
the stockholders of the road regain
posession of their road, they may decide to raise the fares, to cut down
the wages of the employes, or take
other steps which would be distasteful
to the public. And yet it is not beyond
the range of possibility that the Legislature may become so provoked that
It will seize the opportunity to wash
its hands clean on the subject.
The indications at the moment are
that the bill just reported has a better
chance of passage than any of the
acts considered irk previous seesions
of the Legislature, but no one would
be greatly surprised if another failure occurred, and the existing conditions went on for another year.

The Legislative Committee on Elec- 111Pni would like to ha ce them prol e
tion Laws, as was expected, has re- true
No one could blame Goy Ely if he
ported a bill providing for pre-priITI ry
made up his mind that two years in
but
State,
in
this
political conventions
the Governor's chair were enough. He
it is by no means certain that the act Is daily almost overcome by applicants
will go through the House and Senate; for office. He has had, and will probably continue to have, trouble with a
according to current rumor the pro- hostile Legislature, whose members
the
to
acceptable
posed legislation is
think they are hound by the laws govupper branch and must stand or fall erning political strategy, to oppose him
whenever they can, although they have
in the House.
the greatest admiration for him as an
One prominent Democrat Repre- individual. The Governor has had all
sentative Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, the honor his present office can give
favors the bill, but the attitude of him. He is not one of those who are
most of the members of that party is content merely to wear the badge of
; in doubt. The Republicans will be in- office; he wants to do things.
fluenced by the attitude of their State
In spite of all these facts, however,
Committee, but some Republicans will he will probably run for another term
probably hesitate about supporting a unless he has given his word that he
bill which, its opponents say, takes would not, end it!, reasonably safe tc
assume that he has not done that.
something away from the voters.
As a matter of theory, the argu- Most office-holders are disposed to look
ment against the pre-primary conven- for that "vindication" which reelection
tion is not very convincing. No mat- alone can give.
Another reasonable assumption Is
ter \that it does, the people will have
an opportunity in the primary to ac- that no Democrat can defeat Gov Ely
cept or reject the advice which the In the primary if the Governor decides
convention has given. But the im- to run. It is common knowledge that
portant practical feature is that the Mayor Cairley would like to be Governcandidates endorsed by the convention or; he has said so himself. The Mayor
will have a great advantage in the possesses great political strength not
primary over those who run without only in Boston, but in the State at
that approval, and it is probable that large, and yet few experienced poll
in most cases the former will win in ticiane believe he WoUld bAive much of
nomination
the primary. There will be excep- any chance e1 taking the
they feel confitional cases, Some candidates would away from Gov Ely;
will not make the atdoubtless prefer to run without the dent the Mayor wait until the present
tempt, but will
endorsement of the '.machine." In
his second term, if
had
Governor
has
general, however, nomination by the he cares for it.
convention will be a great asset in the
If Gov Ely made it known today, or
primary. Perhaps it should be so.
did so in the next few months, that he
, Lieut Gov William S. Youngman has has had all he wants of the Governortaken a decided stand against the pre- ship, there would be a real scramble
primary convention. He believes, ap- for the Republican nomination for that
parently, that it is designed to prevent office. In spite of the troubles caused
his nomination for the Governorship by the prohibition issue, there are
In 1932, but the chances are that he plenty of Republicans who would be
need not worry on that score. Unless glad to run against Mr Curley, or alconditions change in the next few most any other candidate the Demomonths, he will probably have no op- crats could find, but the prospect of
position in the primary, irrespective of opposing a Democratic candidate for
I the fact whether there will or will reelection at a time when the Repubnot be a ere-primary convention. The lican party is divided on prohibition
truth is that most of the ambitious deters everybody except Mr Youngman,
Republicans are not anxious to run who, naturally enough, looks for proagainst Gov Ely; they are willing to motion and believes he can be elected.
give Mr Youngman his opportunity
because they think he will probebly The Boston Elevated
be defeated at the polls and thus leave
The troubles of the Boston Elevated
the field open two years later, when have apparently not been ended by
the Democrats will have to present a the bill which the Committee on Ways
new candidate for Governor.
and Means has reported to the LegisOne hears every day that Ex-Gov lature. Its opponents are many. Some
Alvan T. Fuller and Ex-Gov Frank G. think the system should be turned
ellen propose to be candidates for the back to the stockholders; others beRepublican nomination for Governor' lieve the State, as represented by the
in 1932, but it seems a good bet that Transit District, should buy the propneither will run until the prohibition erty; still others object to various
question ceases to trouble the party provisions in the bill, especially to the
one that the period of public operain the State.
tion shall run for 28 years unless the
district in the meantime takes over
.4 bout Gov Ely
the road.
Gov
that
is
rumor
Another current
Most people believe that the friends
Ely will not be a candidate for a sec- of public ownership can make little
ond term. A close friend of Mayor headway against the bill recently re; Curley said just before the election last ported by the committee with, it is
November that Mr Ely had promised said, the approval of Gov Ely. The
not to run again tinder any circum- Governor has brought it about that
stances, but those stories are on a par the Transit District In a few years
with the statements of candidates for can buy the common stock of the Elepublic office who say the Governor hies vated at 885 a share. It seems impromised to appoint them. Such re- probable that the Legislature will now
ports must he viewed in the light of all proceed under the act of 1918, which
the circumstances—the most important Provides that the price for the stook
of which is that the *people who spread'
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Just What McGrath Can or
Can't Do as Acting Mayor
Courts Hold His Power Is Actual, But He May Make No Permanent
Appointments or Let No Con tracts Which Aren't Imperative .
resit 'coon.
He can make no permanent appointinertia and he is restricted In his signing of documents and letting of eontracts only by the clause that states
"will not admit of delay."
Just what mayoral aetivities will "adroit of delay" is pretty much a matter
of the acting Mayor's discretion.
The
first day Acting Mayor McGrath
was
on the job he signed some $225,1110 worth
of bonds and several contract
s that
wouldn't "admit of delay."
The courts are inclined to
view the
acting Mayor of a rity as
the actual
Mayor. They doa't consider the
person
greatly. This was shown in
the controversy ex-Mayor Fitzgerald
had with
wafter Collins, who was his
substitute
for a spell when Mr. Fitzgera
ld went
I to South America In the
Interest of the
Iport of Boston.
While Mr., now Judge,
Collins was
acting Mayor he signed
several documents which Mr. Fitzgera
ld thought
he should have left for him
to sign or
refuse to sign. As the case
might have
been.
Mr. Fitzgerald conteste
d the
legality of Mr. Collins'
acts before
the Supreme ,•uurt. The
eourt found
that Mr. Collins, as acting
Mayor, had
the legal Hein te vonduct
the office according to his own best
Judgment.
, one
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Acting Mayor Joseph C. McGrath—and some of the things
which
keep an acting Mayor acting.
•
r
Charles P. Haven
The Gloom Deepens
Plenty grief goes with the glory, Occupants of the seat of acting Mayor
'Of

The "Mayor's Cabinet"

being acting Mayor of Boston.
The functions er the ,11 y
Ilia Boston are, In the public mind,
are in no
dbeweer breaking ,Jown
If you have any doubt of that fact
while the
placed In line for the steady jot). About
Mayor is away and the
you might sit beside the No. 1 chair
municipal ship
in School street any day for the nextiWthe hall the other day could be heard: will sail along on an even keel in spite
of the fact that a new
'ell, this puts Joe in line for the Job
man is at the
jew weeks with smiling, dynamic
when Curley retires. And he'll have helm. This will happen
because of the
President Joe McGrath of the City coriey's support, too."
city's unoMelai "Mayor's
cabinet."
Council who is holding down the job i The dopestern may have the thing
This "cabinet" is
d of ett)
'during Mayor Curley's absence in etraight. But no acting Mayor of Bos- Clerk Wilfred Doyle, compose
City Auditor Ru.
too, in the memory of the oldest In- pert Carven and
F.urope
Corporation Counse
. i I.. ii t, has ever become
Jti ay..t. qamuel Silverman. They are
Joe as so many thousands of per-'
the mer
,1'
who we that the municip
sons know, is not a seeker after grief. i . " \\Ileum', In lafei. ran for the
al ship is no
..
r
, ,, , r ,II :,,st John i.' i.'. . -..
uoldenly run on the roeks because
what reaction would you get if i i .,t :ttt,:
At
..
,,,t :t I.. odful of ‘...
nexperienced man sits in the
on the first day in the job five,
Mayor':
count tit. iii t 1 0 oroti bY N1;111111 I.""..'
Pem, five former acting mayors
Mayor Curley, himself an
r'""P whose"
11
experience,
"Ian" w"'
dropped in to inform you that flick- .Thitt isn't to
xnd
say that because.
e xcent Iona i ly
I.
a It IC
helmsman
ritath has tasted of the glory of tieing makee few big
want that favor done and that,
derdsion
,
ha N without test
Chief Executive of Boston that, he has .tur them out hornre
ng served as acting
i
i
Messrs. Doyle
mayors t en
:been bitten by the mayoralty bug. Carvell and Silverman.
selves, they know you
And .1rip Mi
have 1 -t-ii-le t Quite the reverse is true. .loe would Grath has the benefit.
power to do it?
of their advic
rather be in the Council than in the While the besot is 8WAV.
Also, what would you care for the Mayor's
office and Is hoping that his
As to th e etiquette of the
nffice h
glory if there were 125 Hbless inc ii , doubtful luck in
0(
1f..0,
trir stn
onva
being acting Mayor 4.
,pw
l,
u,n,anibila ra
ad
ee
vtiro
eu Reify
waiting for you when you arrived 'won't endanger his chances for re-elecwaiting
marie.., -",
dubbed
iii'
at the office?
One hundred and Jinn.
Standish is a dlIplo
t , It's too bad to disillusion the aloe- in..,,,
se
m'aret t',7fY.exceedIng
twenty-five men, most of them front i
.
And the Job of seeing to
your own ward who call you by your i !orate as to the honor they suppose --th,..----•
it that
t cuthalance every other
of Boston commits no
phase of the o
'muchfirst name and just can't understand
t
ri-eisili.a
li e
tlYnio small lately We'll corns
lob of being the city's pinch -hitter .0
back
why, now that you have become the while the
.
Mayor is away. But there are
The "Mayor'e i.ahinet"
Big Shot, you can't put them to work the fact'.
was estah!jailed by Mr. Cerley during the
r,ght away?
'first
weeks of his present administration.
Has Much Power
Also, again, what would you do 1
He found that he had at his
; .itt that universal human trait that i' As to the a,.tual power poes.esse,1
cornby mand the services of one of the
coon1 pm ii iii
: tl,ei 111C11 to imply to you a high_ ,
Mayor, It is pretty Hearty try's greatest .experte
on municipal
:
w =.1tair:
t itheslia
ny
ao
nronott beiiio
toMti ku
eimidletr
. 1tl
1 .t attitude immediately YOU sitCp .
ner.,,e
e ihaawd, tX/i
Drovyie
l!
t hie
ee. 0
...inthe
healftoumndbz
tahe
the spot of power, e:ltelt charter
i ...1
everythlet that the men," Mr. r7arven. Aleo.lie found "nocan do
Me
t • 11;11-11:.t attitude is as foreign t) Mayor.
1,1, had at
N 1 oS,the.JagOtifil,404..4. to 1-419P114.1
l'et*"..k. •
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APPEAL BY
CURLEY TO
Ho oR DAy
A.

Mayor in Tribute
Mothers From
Liner at Sea

"Sacrifice and Service"
been
"The Mothers of the world havee and
the very embodiment of saerifie
y
tedl
devo
and
hly
rVit given unselfis
Upon
!•I he benefit of their offspring.
day, therefore, dedicated to moth
,-rhood -ur prayers and thoughts should
y
ingl
inch
go out to the Mothers who unfl
n
and uncomplainingly have gone dow
h
into the N'alley of the shadow of deat tam
for the perpetuation of the human they
that
ght
happy in the thou
to the
t e given sons and daughters
‘. odd for the benefit of humanity and
the glory of the Most High.
g
''The opportunity to honer the tirin -01 pay tribute to the dead is a privi
adtake
so great that all should
-,iitge of It, even though it be with
it
• a single flower, knowing that
t that
e-eld bring comfort to the hear
an sympathy
may be longing for hum
call
and a touch of kindness that will
ghty God."
Almi
from
n
tdnr
Anev
hies

on the
From the liner France, now
or
seas bound for Europe, May
his
o
radi
by
Corley yesterday sent
\I others' Day proclamation, appealpay
ing to the people of Boston to
od
erho
of
moth
it
spir
the
to
r
hono
here today.

BEACON PILES UP NINE
CUP SERIES
IN CURLEY outf
it of Everett

Beacon A. C. soccer
averley, 9-2,
swamped Dorchester-W
F. Healey
yesterday at the James a second In
Playground, Roslindale,
Curley Cup
round game in the Mayor
:.ompetition.
ing one minAtkinson opened the scor mlxup on
A
ute from the kickoff.
permitted
the part of Wright and Row Atkirmon
n
Alexander to equalize. The
ed another
rushed off again and popp
man made
no past Pettigrew. F'. Nor
ty clearance
it three and another faul
Bennett
l)y the Beacon fullbacks gave
second
a chance to score Dorchester's
, Ross
and last goal.' Before half time
brought the
McDougall had
end
"Oilers'" total to five.
s
In the second half two more goal

by Ross and a brace by Bob Ferguson
tc
brought the Everett team's total
nine.
.
Ross was hurt in the second half

/-)(

OW IN
CURLEY CUP SERIES

SilitiltVANI

Sturtevants soccer team of Hyde
Park, holder of the Mayor Curley Cup,
were eliminated from the competition
tion read:
at Reedville Playground yesterday by
The Mayor's proclama
second Sun- the Norwegian-Americans despite the
''The designation of the
ld be, and 1 fact that they managed to get a 1-1
shou
ers
Moth
to
day in May
throughout draw game with the North Brighton
rved
obse
trust will be,
on the
particularly in our eleven. In this series, playeds
America and more
home system, goal count.
e
-andhom
h
whic
in
day
as a
own City of Boston,
The Norwegians won last week by 3-0.
tribute to those
The game was a rough ,r-rid tumble
to pay honor and
with us and rev- affair. F. McMaster scored for the
mothers who are still
r
e
Sturtevants in the first half afte som
have departed.
erence in those who
good playing on the part of the entire
bethe
from
custom
t line. The Norwegian-Americans
"It has been the
pay honor to man fron the better of the going in the
ginning of creation to
world mon- had
the
of
ion
port
second period, but it was in the last
and in every
rphy"
reared to honor the
minute of the game that "Mu
uments have been
diseved
achi
a
have
memnry of men who an impossibility, Nilsen beat Tommy McMaster with .
level
st
ms
g the tea
brin
to
shot
t
grea
tinction. It is almo
h
whic
single city in
however, to find a
been bestowed upon
similar honors have
e
man's greatness—th
of
ce
sour
true
'c
t..iliers of 151en.
e
ram, *hi
vienng s (),) ro
ening'
even
r vse
theoe
ration
r.
!
=l1fOl
ri
to aband0
year it is planned substitute
e end
attir
al
form
the

Atteno
Noted Public Figures to
7s L;47t,
l
t
n
e
r
i
e
t
a
.
"
711
1
'
.r:1
sotf
igPo
gle;
u
7
r
i
t
,
Hl.
te
Fe
'
re
fo
Charlestown 'Night Be

and black shoes.
white shirt, black tie committee memthe
that
y
likel
It is
the same attire the
bers will appear inn in accordance with
following day whe s they will ride on
past year
us Members of the Leg- custom of the head of the osrarie
res are York. Numero
at
figu
es
like
hors
ic
publ
will
cil
d
coun
ture and the city
A galaxy of note
banquet board isla
r guests.
expected to grace the
- wise be among the hono
e.ele
re"
Befo
ht
ral chairman
"Nig
gene
s
is
own'
er
lest
Cast
Charles
at Char
er
the annual dinn
ions committee, and City
brat
cele
bration on June 16,
the
of
the
which ushers in
Green the honand entertainmention of Bunker Hill Councilman Thomas H.
an Green, in
cilm
Coun
n.
day-long celebrat
irma
orary 'cha
e
Judg
plans for
day.
the
of
and
e
Curley
known som
Gov. Ely, Mayor recently appointed making ht before" observance, to be
Jr.,
"nig
s,
the
Burn
J.
are
said that
John
superior court,
at Charlestown armory.
justice of the
ris already heldinnovation is planned this year in
ence
pres
e
ittee an
among those whos
to be warn by the
celebrations comm
the matter of attire
e,
assured. The
the presence also members of the celebration committe
on
ts
coun
tly
confiden
AS Rudy
g approxidnately 75. years, he
nding figures Anto
erin
-sta
numb
out
!
.1.
n
such
of
in past
, Mayor
Almost invariably
ciently
,
Vallee, Babe Ruth
weather has been suffi rt of
ago, Primo Camera
Cermak of Chic Maloney, Ma.-Oen. I said, the
for tlw discomfo
e
mak
Jim
in
m
key,
war
does and
James ,
Jack Shar
And Lt.-Col.
e, attired in tuxe
tion ir
Smedley D. ButlerHennigen, winner of the committe
rs, A nd fated to func
colla
my
Jim
stiff
e,
the duMead
ut
ibly
ugho
poss
thro
J.
and
s
,
role
race
ial
thon
offic
mara
the recentFranklin D. Roosevelt of New i their
also Gov.
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Proceednigs
"I'utilise" Says C. K. Bolton

eon/ Mission's

•
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a etoue ta.otet at true point in memory
of General Knox disregarding the fact
that the Sons of the American Revolution had previously placed a General
Knox tablet on the sight of his home, on
Essex street, Boston.
"A short while ago the mayor asked
Secretary Watkins to arrange for a tablet to the memory of the late General
Leonard Wood, since the Spanish War
Veterans meet in Boston this year. The I
chairman was not consulted. The secretary arranged a three-quarter size has
relief of the late eminent general, to be
Placed at the Boston City Hospital where
he served an interneship as a young
doctor. Bruce W. Saville of Harcourt
street, Boston, is to furnish the tablet
at a cost of $1000. This would have, undoubtedly cost thousands of dollars more
if handled in the usual 'way.
"Because I do not believe that'i' the
mayor of Boston was correctly informed
as to just what was going on, I respectfully request that this matter of placing
tablets on front of the Old State House
be postponed.
-Many Protests Received
Eighty - five local historical societies
comprising the Bay State Historical
League, have protested against the old
State House tablets, said Councilor Norton, as well as the Copley Society of
Boston, the Society of Colonial Wars, the
Bostonian Society and the Sons of the
American Revolution. Charles H. Taylor of the Boston Globe, he said, on April
1 wrote to Mayor Curley as follows:
"I understand that there is a project
on foot to put two tablets on the Old
State House. I sincerely trust that this
will not be done. Just what extra historical value could be added by defacing
the front with the tablets I cannot see."
The principal complaints against the
tablets have been that that commemorating the wooden arch is not significant.
and that no picture or accurate record of
the Old Towne House exists.
Charles K. Bolton. librarian of the Boston Athenieum and a member of the
commission, resigned from the commission recently, giving as his reasons the
fact that he will summer in Europe and
pressure of work.
Mayor Curley then appointed Charles
Maginnis, of the architectural flrm of
Ma.ginnis & Walsh, to teke Mr. Bolton'
place, but Mr. Maginnis declined the ap
noin tment.

Cie'ries N. Bolton, librarian of the
Boston Athenieum who resigned his post
as a member of the commission on marking historical sites last week, said today
that his resignation wat, caused by his
feeling "that certain proceedings were
unwise."
"The chairman seemed to be needlessly
harsh," Mr. Bolton said, "with the only
man who shared to any extent the contracts with Mr l'aramino, and on the
other hand insisted on Mr. Paramino's
presence at the meetings when the commission determined to distribute the work
to other Boston contractors."

Memorial Mass
for Ilrs. Curie\
among to.,
Many city officials %%ere attended a
large congregation which
of
memorial high mass at the Church
Plain, this
Our Lady of Lourdes, Jamaica
Curley, wife
morning for Mrs .lames M.
their son. Jamee M.
or Mayor L...
ea. ,laughter Dorothea.
i
Curtev,
it connection with
The /mesers' Day, was celettle ohs.
le Kelly, pastor of
1
brated
the chur(11

s7///3/
MASS FOR CURLEY'S
WIFE AND CHILDREN

for Mrs. Jame..
A. memorial high
M. Curley, James M. Curley, Jr., and
wife, son and
Curley,
Miss Dorothea
daughter, respectively, of Mayor Curley,
was celebrated today at the Church of
Our Lady of Lourdes. Jamaica Plain. by
the Rev. James F. Kelly. the pastor.

I ritiC.L=-Ai

Asks Public Meeting
on [Slemorial Tablet
Norton Would Air Monopoly
Charge Against Commission
on Historical Sites
Hyde
Councilor Clement A. Norton of
Walter GilPark today demanded that
commission
man Page, chairman of the
open
on marking historical sites, throw
the commisto the public the meeting of
sion which Chairman Page announced
Norton's
lust night he would call to rebut
charges concerning John F. Part min°,
sculptor.
The Hyde Park councilor. who has
charged Paramino with "monopolizing'
the work in memorial tablets carried on
by the commission, said today:
"I shall request Chairman Page to hold
a meeting of his commission which will
be open to the public. The public is
entitled to know why one contractor in
bronze memorials has received ninetenths of the work and, why the various
sculptors in Boston were not given a
fair, open opportunity to bid on this
I am against 'favorites.'
work.
Chairman Page arrived at Boston from
his home at Nantucket at 12.30 this afternoon and was met at South Station by
Mr. Paramino. He declined to comment on
r'ouncillor Norton's charges until he has
discussed the matter with other members
of the commission, and Mr.Paramino likewise made no statement.

Wonder if Mayor Curley, out at sea,
111 trying on the costumes he may wear
at various ceremonial functions in
Europe?

/11/
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CURL ES BOAT
ONE 0111 LATE

A radiogram received from Mayor
Curley at sea today revealed that
receptions planned for him in England will be held up 24 hours because of delay to the boat on which
his party is crossing.
The message, received by Secretary Cornelius A. Reardon at City
Hall, read:
"All well. Boat will be one day
late. Notify authorities at Plymouth and Boston. England."
Officials of Plymouth, England,
;lad arranged a reception for the
mayor for •May 14. Another was
scheduled for Boston, England, for
May 21.
Secretary Tteardon said the mayor's party has been invited to visit
Lord and T..ady Astor among others,
and also the Royal Yacht Club.
On the l6th the party leaves for
Liverpool and a trip through Ireland.
Aber *tee days in London the
party
leave for Paris May 24.
There the mayor will attend the
Colonial Exposition and make his
first speech in French. Then follows a short tour 01 France, and
a visit to Rome and a meeting with
Mussolini, the party sailing for
home about Juno 9.
Accompanying Mayor Curley are
his daughter, Mary, Miss Loretta
Bremmer of Chicago, fiancee of
1h.. late Janies M. Curley, Jr., and
Cay Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan.

win

CITY'S FLYING FAN.
Four members of Mayor Curley's official family are flying enthusiasts. They are Stanton White
and Frank Travers of the public
celebrations department and John
Sullivan and "Bill" Mullen of the
.seeretarka staff. The quartet have
been frequent visitors to the East
Boston airport since the inception
of the daylight saving season and
have been aloft a number of times
recently.

R iti
"there are many people in Boston
"assume authority," and meanwhile a
this work
number of historical and patriotic sods- fully competent to perform competitive
submit
ties have complained that the two tab- who are anxious to
should be given
lets are inaccurate. unnecessary, and that hide. In fairness, they
should not
they will deface the exterior of the Old this opportunity and one man worla"
the
State House. One of the tablets is to he allowed to monopolize
commemorate a wooden arch erected on
the occasion of Washington's visit to Higher Price for Paramino
Boston In 1789. The other commemorates
Enumerating certain items of bronze
the Old Towne House, which formerly work done for the commission, Councilor
stood where the Old State House now Norton said that Partunino has been paid
of
stands. The controversy has languished
$4200 for six tablets, while the firm
for some weeks, but broec out anew T. F. McGann & Sons Company has reI 'ate' was ceived $1960 for six tablets of equal value
Saturday when Chairman
looted as announcing definitely that the and size. The tablets made by Pararnino
tablets will be placed on the historic were as fellows: Cotton & Vane, $500:
building.
Old Brick Church, $650; Faneuil
Speaking in behalf of his resolution, $600: John Winthrop, $750; Endicott and
$600.
protests
Councilor Norton outlined the
Yale, $800, and Evacuation Tablet.
•
iCaI
McGann firm were
whichvariouspatriotic and
the
by
made
Tablets
i
0 :;:iniait ions have made against the Old ais follows, he said: Boston Neck, $360:
Cambridge
47,7te lieuse tablets.
he ' First Meeting House, $300;
7 • :I c
-7
of these protests."
Church, $330; Paul Revere, $376
Street
-aid, "Chairman Waiter G. Page, of Nan- Thomas Hutchinson. $325, and the North
tucket, appointed last year by Mayor em Battery, $370curley to head the city of Boston commisncilor Norton declared that thert
Sites, a cornon marking
evidence that Mayor Curley has no
is
during
proceeding:
mission which did not function
been fully informed as to the
lite Mayor Nichols regime, stated last
in regard to the Old
commission
Two
the
,if
you'll
think
'I
Saturday in the press:
State House tablets.
the tablets will go up. The mayor
"Apparently this condition exists besigned the contract and I've signed it cause Mayor ("allies, has not been fully
has
_ —
tablets
the
concerned,
am
I
as
and as far
informed," he said. "It is hard for a
are going up.'
mayor of a great city, with its multituBy Charles W. Morton, Jr.
"It would appear that Chairman Page dinous duties to know everything.
He
-commishad no authority from his own
must rely on subordinates. When I drew
Charging that the city's commiesion ,
sion to go ahead with this work, since on
city
his attention the fact that the
on marking historical sites has wasted 1pril 14, 1931, Secretary Watkins wrote to
contractor, as was paying over twice as much for their
thousands of dollars in allowing John la john F. Paramino, the
auto tires and tubes as was the State,
!follows: 'This commission has directed
Paramino, sculptor, to enjoy a virtual
he instituted an investigation immedichairman
the
if
that
to inform vo
Again, when I called attprition
ately.
consuch
any
monopoly of work on bronze memorial (W
signed
- u
ealierG. Page)
'
1n
that the man who secured
fact
the
to
.
.
.
inadvertence.
by
this
I tract, it was
tablets, Councilor Clement A. Norton
awarded the city contract for the furnishing of
Page
Chairman
"Apparently
afternoon offered an order to the City
over $300,000 worth of coal was a shortmayor this work without consulting his corn- weighter, even had short-weighted poor
Council, requesting that Acting
ttee.
Josephini
people in the winter time, he demanded
--Magrath consider rescinding conall the facts in the ease and sought legal
tracts by which Paramino is to make "$57,000 To Feminine"
opinion as to cancelling the contract. If
"Investigation shows," said Councilor the mayor were here, and had this infortwo tablets for the Washington street
by
spent
$67,300
of
out
"that
1
Norton,
facade of the Old State House.
re. mitten at bis disposal, I am sure ha
this commission. John F. Pammino
defacing of the wall.
.............
Charles K. Bolton.....................
Bolton who resigned front
worth of would stop the
approximately $57,000
:
objected
When Charles H. Taylor
today"
the commission last week, said
the work. When another contractor has the mayor immediately sent the letcommission
that he had done so because he consid- done similar work for the
Secretary Watking. The sectsabout one- ter to
planned to meet the mayor at
, ered "certain proceedings" to be "unwise." the price appears to be justParamino.
tary
Among principal charges made by half of that charged by Mr.
a luncheon arranged by his Commission
"With close to 100,000 people accepting and to explain to him the Taylor objecCouncilor Norton, in support of his resoaltoday,
Boston
some form of relief in
I iution, were the following:
Chairman Page cancelled this
don.
most one in every eight, these are no times luncheon. Apparently, the chairman is
1.—That Palomino has been paid
meon
money
people's
to squander the
to properly
' approximately $57,000 of some $67,is a: sick man, who is unable
moleal tablets. How to feed the poor
investigate these matters."
300 appropriated for tablets and mequestion.
the
—
moria.le
"There is evidence that the work done ,$950 Price Spread Charged
2.—That the lettering on the $45
altobeen
not
has
Paramino
Mr.
by
'.
"There is evidence," he continued. "that
000 Founders' Memorial built last
'
satisfactory. For instance, the
jgether
year was illegible and has been r
Chairman Page has a very high regard
' officials of the Merchants' National for Mr. Paramino's work for he has sug•
-e
furbished with gold leaf.
Bank, Boston refuse to allow one of the
the World
3.--That "the. people's money has
placed on their building to gested that the memorial to
tablets to be'
be erected in Boston and
been squandered for the benefit of
commemorate the site of the old Ex- War veterans
a
that Mr. Paramino perform the work.
contractor in bronze memorials."
change Tavern.
in the
"The same contractor built the Found- There is $10,000 now available
"Paramino has monopolized elle work.".
Memorial, located at Beacon and Phillips fund, and Chairman Page has
said Councilor N t , ''
men Pre'
intimated
that Mr. Paramino should Coltstreets on the Boston Common. l
that we stop thie squandering of the spruce
'
, $45
..000. Secretary waelstruct a memorial to the veterans of the
people's money for the benefit of a con- Ii cost the city
Spanish
American
War with this money.
tractor in bronze memorials. leetIS tOr 1‹. Watkins of the Commission, an :Secretary Watkins of the committee, in
1-- authority, informs me that the same
make sure that every competent artist
tenild have been built for $30,000 or less, one instance, went ahead and arranged
in Boston be given an equal
opportunity, There have been so many complaints for a $350 tablet to be placed on St.
at competitive prices, for this work."
registered asking just what the memorial Stephens Church. The Colonial Brass
The contracts which Councilor
Norton represents that an explanatory inscrip. Company was to furnish it. Chairman
seeks to have rescinded were
signed by ton is to be placed on it. The lettering Page stepped in and insisted that the
Mayor Curley several weeks ago
and tiff- on the Beacon street side was so In. work go to Mr. Paramino who furnished
gregate WOO. They have been the
cause distinct, that gold-leaf has been elbsti- the tablet at a cost of $1300.
of a heated internal
disturbance in the toted, and some of this is already be.. "Chairman Page was desirous of nantcommission on marking historical sites, einning to wash out. What, will it look ing Roxbury Fort after General Knox.
and Walter K. Watkins, secretary of
The Roxbury Historical Society vigorthe like (Me hundred years from now?
commission, has accused Chairman W. "Incidentally, John Francis Paramino ously objected and pointed out that
Gilman Page of signing the contracts has inscribed his own name and that of Colonel I.ufus Putnam and Colonel Jereand submitting them to Mayor Curley to the mayor. on this memorial, in letters tnish Gridley, Roxbury men. planned and
sign withoUt ever having been authorised almost as big as those used for the int- built the fort. But the chain-mut Wan
ful .ln. having Mr. 4.aresiistwimpagg
.
to do so by vote of the commission.
mortal John Winthrop and William eittests
....
n omffwIth Plant*
t.uou
them
Chairma.n Page In turn has charged Bradford, and seta
Iy.
coney
snace—more
Secretary 'Watkins With at/IlisPilkhallP ILO of

Charges Art
Monopolyb
John Parami110

Councilor Norton Says Sculp.
tor Got $57.000 Out of $67,.
300 Paid for Memorials

ou Id ()1(

ontracts "Regardless

Asks Acting Ma)or to Rescind ,ion
'Tablets for
- 0...r
11lose
find
Old State House
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ORDERS PROBE FOLEY SAYS SUFFOLK
OF JURY STATUS JURORS TRUSTWORTHY
City Council Asks Method
Answers Charges Made to City Council That Many
of Drawing Panel Studied
Who Serve Have Criminal Records
Say Many Men of Criminal
Record Serve in Court

it has operated, C'hief
As a City Council committee pre- the system as P. Hall of the Superior
Justice Walter
paled today to review the Municipal Court replied that he would make no
Election Department's processes of as- comment.
sembling lists of male citizens for jury
Chairman Peter F. Tague of the
duty, as a sequence to the stir created Election Commission and his associate
over
session
Council
s
In yesterday'
commissioners,Daniel H. Rose,Charles
charges that many serving as jurors T. Harding and Mrs Helen Macdonald,
themselves have criminal records, Dist showed readiness to discuss the jury.
Atty William J. Foley, in a statement drawing process with Councilors R. G.
to the Globe, gave commendation to Wilson, W. G. Lynch and I. Ruby, the
the jury-drawing process as it now committee delegated by the Council
works out.
chairman to review the process, with
a
of
statement
the
by
Staggered
"I am glad to be able to say that the idea of possibly proposing means
Suffolk
in
bethat
jurors
the
we have found
for its improvement.
Ilnember of the Judiciary
County to be trustworthy and reliThe Election Commissioners clearly
tween 20 and 30 percent of Suffolk able," Mr Foley declared.
do not attach much weight to the
County jurors who are drawn for
"When 10,000 names are placed in criticism offered by Councilors yesterElection Department's day. Their official documents on the
criminal sessions are found to bays the box in the
or the city clerk's offices, it is to be ex- 185 men excused from jury duty sinee
Robert
Councilor
criminal records,
pected that some with criminal records Jan 1, after their appearance at the
Gardiner Wilson Jr of Dorchester will get in, accidentally.
Courthouse, show that, of this num"But the Probation Department, on ber, only 17 were rejected for having
order
an
yesterday introduced
supterm,
each
of
day
opening
the
a criminal record.
yhtch passed the City Council, ceili- plies to the judge in each session the
Most of these men were rejected by
of the jurors drawn
any,
if
spade!
record,
a
of
nt
appointme
the courts for physical disabilities, exng for the
session.
that
for
into
cused for busines sreasons, as
evestigating committee to look
"The court in every instance ex- ment employes, or else given Govern.
deferred
has
who
man
any
service
from
cuses
situation
he jury
service. In several of the 17 cases,
a record of having committed any
He wants methods devised to pre- really serious violation of law. Trivial the Election Department itself had
notified court authorities in sell/anus
vent men with records reaching the matters, or any minor offenses that that there had been minor
infractions
happened years ago, are sometimes of the law on the part of the
L•ourtroom to serve as jurors.
man Inthe
On
even by the court.
,
overlooked
Chairman Peter F. Teruo of the whole, experience has demonstrated volved.
Chairman Tague said he doubts if
to be trusted,"
election board, having charge of the that jurors here are
many other cities of Boston's size can
he conducted.
duty,
jury
for
upon
show
names
so low a percentage on this score.
comment
of
selectlon
A alr0,1 if he cared to
toek exception to the figures of
i...;ouncelor Wilson and then explained
the methods adopted by his body
since he took office last year. The
jury box is emptied every three
changes of ownYears and Mr 'Tague's arst crop 'Will police were not called upon to inves- purcnasers and what
ere there have been In the past year
tigate the Election Department's jury of property on Cross st, this city,
go into the box next months
list.
and Power at. East Hostel,.
"Several weeks ago,' said Mr Nor- Another of his orders which passed
List Sent to Chief
order. but
similar
a.
"I
Introduced
ton.
to apHe said the names were selected by It met with opposition though I knew called upon the Acting Mayor
a committee of five member-Et to
his department and the list seut to that bootleggers, thieves and larceners point conditions in other cities and
study
the Pollee Commissioner. who appor- sat as jurors, and if their names were see if it is possible to give 8011tOle 4
press that we would ower tit* rte.
tioned them in districts to polies sta- published in thehave
such a. list."
be ashamed to
tions and policemen investigated those
A concern doing a business of aboset
the
s
,
step
next
The.
on their routes.
$00,000 with the Overseers of the Pubnotifying a apparent eligibles to come lic Welfare In supplying coal to the
to the election commission and fill out poor, was attacked by Councilor
a questionnaire.
Dowd on charges of short weighing
When they are drawn In the Council and the Council passed an order •s
eiees
soother
chamber the jurore face
ing the overseers to explain why they
tionnaire and representatives of the were doing business with the pitrticu•
e
investigat
then
t
Departmen
Election
hr company.
with the probatien authorities.
Chalrmase Tagus said that out of No Forced Payments
7000 retries for jury ser,lee, less than Employes of the Public. Worsts De.
200 were sent back. Oath is telten to partment must not he compelled t. sitt
the queetiontie ire, het Mr Tague said scribe one day's pays month to the unhe never knew of anyone being prose- employment fund, as the result of an
cuted for misrepresentation.
order by Councilor Dowd. Tie said
Of the thousands of names in the that a union of is few members orballot box at City Hall, which each dered all employes to contribute.
three years holds from 7000 to 10,00e The Council passed an order intronames. some have never been tlrawe duced by Councilor Dowd calling upon
of .Aesesartre to present to
and among them ere many who were
to the the Board
isy,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,dart
never investigated, for aetordirsg
elly t
t
chaIrtuan, about two years yro the

Wilson Introduces Motion
for Investigation
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Curley Given Control
•

Of School Construction
Revelation that Legislature Passed Bill
on
Taking Authority from Commissi
In April Causes Sensation

DIDN'T BOTHER Army? IT
"None of the other departments know
ibout it, either. I did discuss it with
3ommissioner Long of the park departnent, so he knew about It and finally
igreed that it was a good thing. My
lepartment, the law department, knew
ill about it and approved it.
"There was no sense in notifying all
,he other city departments, since they
ill came under the provisions of the
All, and I didnt' trouble to notify them
—I never do in a case of that kind.
"If any one were to call it to the
attention of the school department it
would be me, but since the bill applied
to them all alike I didn't bother about
it. I'll assume responsibility for not
notifying the school department or any
other department."

C-1^ 0//iL/3
LAIC
t
ion and pair by a department controne
extravagance.
Final authority on construct
mayor might result in
involvpassed
schools,
repair work in Boston
Under the building law, as
of dol- and signed by the Governor, the school
ing the expenditure of millions
forced to
the school buildings department will be building
lars annually, is taken from
city
placed obtain a permit from thecan be done.
and
oners
commissi
buildings
nt before work
nt and departmeW. Roemer is the present head
with the city building departme
Edward
of
s
provision
of the city building department.
Mayor Curley, under the
and
re
Legislatu
the
by
LANE IS INDIGNANT
a law passed
had
signed by Gov. Ely in April.
Chairman Lane last night said he only
been heard that the law had been passed
Revelation that the bill had
single in- last Saturday.
passed and signed without a
of it," he denotified s "It was the first I heard
being
official
school
terested
"I am especially inaignant that, More people should pay taxes, acclared.
we
school
whether it is a good or a bad law,
caused a sensation last night in
con- did not have a chance to say anything. cording to speakers at a discussion led
circles and resulted in a hurried
e It might at least have been called to iby Tax Commissoner Henry F. Long
ference of the Boston school committe
'3'esterday, at the annual luncheon our attention.
combuildings
employ meeting of the Massachusetts Chamschool
of
and the board
"If it means that we have to
on
things
watch
to
ber of Commerce, held at the Hotel
legislative counsel
missioners.
an Beacon Hill it is a new thing to which Statler yesterday in conjunction with
The conference decided to start
called
a taxation meeting with other Massawe may give considreation. I
investigation, under Chairman Richard Corporation Counsel Silverman toclay chusetts business and trade groups.
procecomstrange
buildings
this
school
against
Taxation should be spread over as
to protest
J. Lane of the
me that some one in large a section of the people as possimission, into the reasons why the dure. It seems to
e coun- ble, according to Tax Commissioner
legislativ
the
or
nt,
departme
his
It
school officials were not notified.
city of Boston might have ,Long, who believed that that would
be sels of the
was also decided that Gov. Ely will
obtained our view on the matter.
make more people in Government. So
"For years our department has built greatly did this principle enthuse
apprised of the importance of the situwe have two Alexander Whiteside, vice-president of
Here
.
buildings
school
rules
e
legislativ
ation today and, if the
departments working on the same thing. the Massachusetts Tax Association,
.committee refuses to admit an amend- We have men trained and experienced that he commented on it with apnt
ment exempting the school departme
as well as the building department. In troval before he began reading his
approved
from the law, he will be asked to send getting plans for school work
typewritten manuscript.
building inspectors there is The Tax Commissioner said that
city
re
by
Legislatu
the
to
message
a special
in
rly
particula
delay,
a
be
bound to
only about 7 percent of the people are
urging the exemption.
the case of repair work on schools this affected by the income tax. He wished
Millions of dollars worth of school summer.'
to "spread taxation over as many
Under the present city charter no People as possible," he claimed, "not
construction and repair, which would
contract can be made by the city until merely to interest them in Governsumthe
during
started
ordinarily be
the mayor approvss it.
law, ment, but also to interest them in
Another vital feature of the
mer months when children are not in
g expenditures low."
e tne
es
kx
halls. In buildings in e
!school, may be held up until the mat- relates to school
yeerw
s,ouhide
ta;pali
glow
Arnim there are nabs used by the pub- said, those too poor to pay any. He
possibilnot
beyond
is
It
ter is settled.
lic there must be a six-foot clearance also looked with
disfavor on tax.
ity that school officials, if forced, will on two sides of the building so that
In the
the public safety might be guaranteed, exempts.cities and past 10 years, be
go to the courts for relief.
towns of Massachuschools the halls are in the argued,
The bill passed last month was in- In many
increased their annual excentre of the buildings, placed them setts have
s
until
they
have reached
ative
pcnditure
Bernard
Represent
troduced by
because the building Is of first-class
$267,000,000.
Finklestein for Mayor Curley. The fireproof construction.
He hoped that cities and towns In
mayor was roundly condemned at the
future would think of expenditures,
SILVERMAN EXPLAINS
in terms of the tax rate, but renot
secret meeting last night for having
Corporation ounsel Samuel Silvertried to "obtain control of the school man, reached at a hotel in New York gard to the amount of taxation per
it
city early this morning, said that inasbuilding department."
much as the bill affected every depart- "In 1932," he concluded. "I hope
The present law under which the ment, he had not considered it neces- you'll all be alive. It you are, I hope
school building department operates sary to notify each department sepa- God'll be with you, for you'll need it.
Taxation will be worse."
was passed in 1929. It was favored rately.
In
bill was introduced in the same "To keep the Governor's program
originally because of the feeling that "That as
all other bills are introduced bounds," said Mr Whiteside, after
manner
control of school construction and re- and was for the purpose of requiring praising the principle of spreading
Tax Assoevery department to be under the in- taxes, "the Massachusetts
nded five prinspection of the building department, ciation has recomme
ciples:
that Ls, to get the benefits of its judg"No reduction in the age limit for
. .
"
assistance.
"I dont' think the mayor knew a bout old ageIncrease
In the State tax.
the bin; he signed it along with 50 or "No
increase In the Income tax, es.
50 others that I brought in for his "No corporative taxes.
;ignature and I don't believe he studied PeclanY
"Gain revenue by Increased gasoline
iny of them.
tax.
"PRY for the Old AAA.. Anstastanee ,.jet

TAXATION SHOULD
BE MORE GENERAL

Commissioner Long Tells
Chamber of Commerce

, eosins or
Pmtbo
aserAmereyet
. W"11104,
unborn
' for generations
"I demand, Mr President, that sere
stop this squandering of the people's
money for the benefit of a contractor
in bronze materials. and, more impottant, I demand that this desecraan
tion of a famous patriotic Americ
, shrine be stopped."

CITY COUNCIL ORDERS DELAY
ON OLD STATE HOUSE TABLETS

Passes Order Calling on Acting Mayor McGrath to
Consider Matter of Rescinding Contract
With John F. Paramino

PARAMINO INDIFFERENT
S
ON TABLETS' CONTRACT
said

The sculptor John Paramino
last evening that he had done nothtng
about the Old State House tablets.
He said when he. found there was
opposition to them he thought it would
be best not to go ahead with the work,
he
and as far as he was concerned,
didn't much care whether tne concantracts for the two tablets were
Mt celed or not.
by
ed
suppli
tablets
erices for
ed by the
Paramino and others suppli ny were
Compa
T. F. McGann & Sons. showing that
offered to the Council,
the following:
Mr Paramino supplied
Briok Church,
Cotton &Vane. $800: Old
John Win$e50; Faneuil Hall. $600: Yale. $800:
throp. $750; Endicott &•total $4200.
vacnation Tablet, MOO:.
Company supT. F. McGann & Sons
ot Tablet. $12: :
Flugen
for
tablets
Plied
Meetinghouse,
Roston Neck. $360; First Church, $3330,
$300: Cambridge Street
-------Thos. Hutchinson,
Paul Revere, $275;
y, $370; total.
$325: Northern Batter
11972.

Boston's contract with John F.
Pot-amino for two tablets to be placed
on the Washington at outside wall of
the Old State House was aired in the
City Council yesterday and the body
passed an order calling upon Acting
Mayor McGrath to consider the matter of rescinding the contract.
Councilor Clement Norton of Hyde
Park, who introduced the order.
charged that of $67,300 spent by the
Commission on Marking Historical
Sites, Mr Paramino received aprroxiIna tely S57,000 worth of the work and
that "when another contractor has
done similar work for the commission, Money for Needy
is to gel.
"The greet question today needy.'"
the price appears to be about one-half
the
Money to feed and clothe
of that charged by Mr Paramino."
is no time to
Objecting to Mr Paramino being said Mr Morton, "and it
money on metermed "a contractor in bronze me- squander the people's
Pararnino,s Founmorials," Councilor Bush declared he mortal tablets. Mr
Mr ders' Memorial on Boston Common that
was a distinguished sculptor.
have been built for
Bush in turn was characterized by cest, $45,000, could
Secretary Walter
Councilor Norton as "an emissary of $30,000, according to
commission
His Honor the Mayor." and Councilor Sfs Watkins of the
Chairman
"There is evidence that
Bush retorted. "Whatever Mr Parahigh regard for Mr
Mino is, he is not a. bull artist. He Fags has a very
suggested
has
for he
charges what he values his services Paramino's work
World 'War
that the memorial to the
are worth."
and tlia,
veterans be erected in Boston
--a me.
Paramino should construct
ts
Table
ibes
Descr
veterans of the Spanish
the
to
Mortal
Councilor Norton, speaking on • his American War with this money.
order, described the two tablets which
"Secretary Watkins of the commit
have already encountered great oppo- tee. in one instance, went ahead and
a
e
morat
comme
placed ;
One is to
sition.
as-ranged for a. $350 tablet to be
wooden arch, a temporary structure, on St Stephen's Church. The Colonial
under
,
Norton
lor
h it.
Counci
furnis
to
to
ing
was
accord
Wats Comapny
and inwhich Washington passed when he
Chairman Page stepped in Me
sasee.
en In
visited Boston in 1789.
sisted that the work
The second tablet is to eommenaorate mino, who furnished the tablet at is
ly
former
which
"
House
e
the "Town
cost of $1300.
occupied the Old State House site, and
"Chairman Page was desirous of
Mr Norton said there are no accurate naming Roxbury Fort after Gen Knox.
records of pictures showing what the The Roxbury Historical Society vigorhouse looked like.
ously objected and pointed out that
"Historical societies of Boston." said
Col Rufus Putnam and Col Jeremiah
in
unit
a
ally
practic
,
"are
Norton
Mr
d and
two Gridley, Roxbury men, planne
condemning the placing of these
built the fort.
tablets on the famous wall. They insful
in
succes
was
an
"But the chairm
clude the Copley Society of Boston, the
Mr Paramino place a $1500 tabhaving
the
of
ians
custod
,
Bostonian Society
let at this point in memory of Gen
Old State House; the Bay State His- Knox, disregarding the fact that the
local
torical League, composed of 85
Sons of the American Revolution aarl
historical societies: the Sons of tho
previously placed a Gen Knox tablet
y
Societ
the
and
Arnerican Revolution
on the sight of his home on Essex et,
l
of Colonia Wars.
Boston.
"Regardless of protests that the tablets have been objected to as being
Postponement
neither historically correct nor sig- Asks
"Because I do not believe that the
nificant enough to warrant. defacing
of Mayor of Boston was correctly inthe wall, Chairman 'Walter G. Page
by formed as to just what was o..ing on.
the commission appointed last year
I respectfully request that this matMayor Curley has declared: 'I think
g tablets on the front of
find the tablets will go up. The ter of placin tiousa be pestpened.
and tho (Id State
Mayor has signed the contract, am
as I
'We in Boston do not own the old
I've signed it, and, so far
We only hold it in
up.'
Site I4suse.
concerned, the tablets are going
It belongs to the patriotic
ity trust.
"Chairman Page had no author
Americans throughout the length and
to go ahead
from his own commission no was sent bteadth of our land.
Parami
Mr
14
April
and cm.
man
"It belongs an a symbol to the free.
ocizeraunieation that if Chair
_people of the entire world.
lay ine dons-taiva
page sign.* the contract it was
i „ , **A 100,samaarveAste
Avggil
advsytertems."
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BOSTON SUGGESTED
AS SEADROME LINK
Sponsor Here Explains
Plan for Ocean Planes

salward R. Armstrong, sponsor of
the plan to rn::intain a chain of eight
sea,dromes or floating islands at intervals of 400 miles across the Atlantic
as refueling and meteorological stations for transatlantic air service,
paid Boston a visit yesterday.
In an interview at the Copley-Plaza,
r Armstrong said the purpose of his
visit was to invite the city of Boston
to become one of the major American
terminals for the seadrome service.
The invitation was relayed by radiogram to Mayor Curley aboard the
steamship France, at sea, by Thomas
A. Mullen and John T. Scully of the
etttysCommercial Industrial Publicity
Bureau.
Mr Armstrong said that the Langley.
the first of the eight seadromes, will
be started within two months and
completed in a year. Its location, he
said, will be about 125 miles south
of Nantucket Island, due East front
Atlantic City, and a one-stop hop
from Boston, New York, Norfolk and
Bermuda.
He prophesied that within s few
years six or more inter ,.ational air
services, using large amphibian planes,
will be crossing the ocean by the seaframe route in from 24 to SO hours.
The projected anchoring of sealromes or landing decks on the ocean
has been widely discussed for s me
time. Some of the features pictured
have been a hotel on each seadrome
tccommodatIng 100 persons, bars beyond the reach of prohibition, radio
communication with shore, motion pie.
attires and entertainment.
Mr Armstrong took a leave of absence from the E. I. du Pont de N'emours Company of Wilmington, Del,
where he was chief of the mechanical
experimental division, some years ago
l manto become president and genera
oMe rieVelogs
ager of Armstrong Seadr
merit. Inc.
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average panel was not fit to sit on a
criminal case."
Councillor Robert Gardiner Wilson, who will head the survey comwas
mittee, told the Council that he
informed by a judge that 30 per cent
of the jurors had criminal records.

FOR UPLIFT I
OF SUFFOLK
CO. JURORS

Etc declined to name the judge.

RECORD CHARGE DENIED

under oath, stating whether they have
court records.

Double Inquiry System
gation
About 7000 survive the investi
Tague, and
and the oath, said Chairman
jurors
of
list
the
on
they are placed
jury
and their names locked up in the
box. When the Council then draws
jurors
300
of
from the sealed box a list
for service, the records of those selected are again sought in the tiles of the
State Department of Correction, the
probation department at the court
house, and the flies of police headquarters, before they appear in court to
sit.
That a few men might swear falsely
In order to sit on the jury, end reruse
to disclose court records in other
States, Chairman Tague agreed was
possible, but he insisted that the number would be small and all hut impossible to stop.

an
Called before the Council, Chairm
CommisPeter F. Tagtie of the Election
been
sion, stated that such might have
a
the case a year or two ago when
to
previous election commission failed
tive
have the records of the prospec
dejurors investigated by the pollee
the
partment, but he contended that
the
present system was recognized as
best in the country.
unHe characterized as "positively
of
true'' the assumption that one out
every five jurors had a court record.
than
He expressed the belief that less
,
three out of 100 had court records
which they might have picked up betime they were investigated
Boston's City Council last night tweenthethetime
they appeared in court.
and
the
e
Out of the nearly 300,000 voters on the
started a survey to improv
the election commissionsaid,
list, he
method of selecting Suffolk jurors as ers pick about 10,000 names for investiThose approved
by the police.
the result of the observation of a gation
by the police are called into City Hal!
out a questionnaire
Superior Court justice that "the and required to

Many Now Called Unfit—City Council
Starts Survey

nu

Hundreds of Boston residents were
forced to bOrrow water from their
neighbors Yesterday when inspectors
cut off the city supply in a drive to
force landlords to pay more than
$150,000 in back water bills.
OFF FOR DAY ONLY
In

a single block at Norman

street,

CIVIC COSTS STUDY
BEFORE CITY COUNCIL
A study of costs of municipal governments in cities of a size comparable to
that of Boston will be made by a committee of live members of the city council, if the council accepts the proposal,
sent to the committee en rules, yesterday. for the creation of such a plan.
Councilman Dowd of Roxbury sponsored the order, and briefly stressed the
need of council action which will result in a substantial tax rate reduction:
He expressed the belief that comparison
of governmental methods and costs of
Boston with those of other cities may
produce information upon which can
be based constructive reform in departmental management.

children
West End, 75 men, women and
e their
were left without water becaus
at City
landlord, according to officials
for at
bills
Hall, had not paid his water
ing to
least three years, a bill amount
$1500.
for a
ThA supply was shut off only
Division
single day, it was explained by
in
Engineer Christopher .1. Carven,
charge of the water division at City
the
Hail. This, he said, was to give
ohhealth inspectore time in which to
lain a complaint in the court,' against
nub.
the landlords for maintaining a
y
canes. Under the law, the propert
water.
owner is required to supply
In most of the rases, the inspectors
turn the water on again at nightfall,
drive in the
40 that. the measure to
taxem will not seriously affect the tenstated. Rer
enginee
vekter
ants. the
ceipts by the city collector on water
bilis was far below the total for this
e
time last year, and the shut-off practic
will be carried out to bring the money
in.
Under orders issued some time ago by
Mayor Curley, the water division OPcells were forbidden to keep the water
supply shut off until the bills were paid,
the Mayor contending that this was a
hardship upon the tenant, rather than
the landlord.
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Hurls Charge
of Grafter at
City Coal Man
Hurling charges of graft and
short weight at Benjamin Waldman, City Councillor John F. Dowd
teetered at yesterday's meeting that
the concern of which he was a
member had received $58,000 in city
coal orders since Jan. 1 because of
collusion and political pull.
Dowd startled the council when
he declared Waldman had twice
been convicted and fined in the
courts for giving short weight.
"He gave a blind man In
Charlestown 1110 pounds for half
a ton of coal," Dowd asserted.
e
"The overseers of public welfar
didn't prosecute him because of
made
they
political pull. But
him deliver 300 pounds more.
Simon
"I am asking Chairman
al
Brecht to tell us what politic
has
pull Waldman has. The time
answer
come when Becht should
to the people Of Boston. Why
discharged
Waldman
wasn't
after eh int; short weight to fa.
1,11 nil man. The SII/SNcr is colltpt

0
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Chairman Page Hits at
Critics of Sculptures
•

WANTS COUNCIL TO
STUDY OTHER CITIES
A country-wide tour of other American cities by five members of the Boston City Council, to study the costs
and the administration of municipal
government, was demanded, yesterday,
by Councillor John F. Dowd of Rox-

bury.
He Insisted that the Council should
take action to cut the tax rate and
expressed the belief that the study of
governmental costs and methods in
other cities would reveal reforms which
might he adopted in the city departments here. His order was referred to
the Council committee on rules for
further consideration,
b

2
/
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CROSS STREET LAND
BUYING QUESTIONED
Dowd Calls on Assessors for
Names of Purchasers

•

Suspicion based on inconclusive evidence that real estate manipulators
have schemed to capitalize for their
financial enrichment, advance knowledge of the plans to widen Cross street,
North end and Porter street, East Boston, prompted the city council yesterday to ask the assessors for information about changes of ownership of
TERCI.VII,V\RY MEMORIAL CRITICISED IN COLNCII,
property involved during the past year.
Councillor
This $45,000 monument on the Common cost $15,000 too much,
Councilman John F. Dowd of RoxParamino,
Clement A. Norton charged yesterday. Carved by John F.
bury proposed the order which calls
nothing,
shows
it
Roston,
on the assessors to inform the council
sculptor, to portray in bronze the founding of
the assessed valuation of each piece
according to Norton.
of property, whether valuation has been
increased in the past 12 months, and
The order Introduced hy the Hyde
I hairman Walter Gilman Page or the
the names of all purchasers of realty
city committee for marking historical Park councillor requesting that the
along the streets in the same period.
sites last night hit right back at the acting mayor "consider the matter of
"I have been informed," said Dowd,
critics who protested against the fees
"that the real estate men who have
was received
F'. Paramino, Boston rescinding the contract,"
paid to John
He
manipulated
real estate deals under
Joseph McGrath.
sculptor, for civic monuments and me- by Acting Mayor
the present administration have been
agreed to "consider" it, but indicated
morial tablets.
busily engaged in manipulating deals
rescind it, being unReplying to the demand of Councillor that he would not
damage suit on the
along both Cross and Porter streets."
Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park that willing to place a
Dowd charged that the "joker" in
when he returns home.
the contracts with the sculptor be re- Mayor's hands
the East Boston tunnel act endowed
Chairman Page announced last night
scinded, Chairman Page shot over the
of
meeting
early
an
call
the
will
transit commission with authority
telephone from his home at Nantucket: that he
committee for marking historical
to make street widenings within 100G
"Why, that fellow's kick seems to in- the
suggestion of the
feet of the tunnel portals and that the
dicate that he would not know the dif- sites and, on the
whether the tablets will
Cross and Porter street projects have
ference in value between a cigar-store Mayor, decide
of
interior
or
exterior
the
unexpectedly been fastened to the $16,Indian and Cyrus Dallin's famous 'Ap- be placed on
varithe
for
As
House.
kitate
Old
the
000,000
tunnel plan,
peal to the Great Spirit' in front of the
sculpdifferent
by
charged
fees
in
ance
In announcing the decision to widen
Boston Museum."
no
had
Cross street between North and MerChairman l'age questioned the histori.- tors, he insisted that artists
cantile streets, Mayor Curley made
cal and artistic knowledge of his crit- standard scale of prices
other
that
protested
Norton
councillor
known last week that the asse.ssect
ics and expressed confidence that. the
much as
as
half
only
charged
sculptors
Mayor
by
valuation of property which must be
ordered
Paramino tablets,
yet the latter was given
taken exceeds $1.000,000 and that a
Curley for the Old State House, before Paramino and
for
city
the
spent
by
of
$67,200
out
majority of the owners agreed to acleaving for Prance, would he accepted $67.000
,
memorials in the past year.
cept. 10 per cent, above valuation. His
and properly unveiled.
offhand estimate of the cost of making
Porter street an 80 foot highway from
the tunnel portal and extending it to
the airport was $500.000
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I segret deeply What I think Is the
of
most significant feature Corporathat
whole affair, namely,
contion Counsel Silverman ha.s
stituted himself as the sole judge
of
question
and arbiter ot the
or
whether the school committee
shall
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WHY Trns crnious BILL?
m:4
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than
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must have the approval of the mayor. Mr.
Rourke has obtained the necessary signature
without hesitation, Why now add to these provisions the requirements of this'new and curious
substitute section?
The present system has been working well.
gaEven the finance commission's school investi
tion certified that red tape had been eliminated,
repairs had been expedited, and that the "immediate effects had been beneficial." Why now
make this change?
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schoolhouse commission, as well as Louis
Rourke, would like to know why.
The act as a whole deals with the duties
of the building commissioner and with our
to
building laws. It contains requirements as
issuance and revocation of building permits and
his authority to order the stopping of work on
any structure until he allows resumption. The
section, now amended, exempted from the authority of the commissioner certain buildings
as noted above. The substitute seetinn, now
law. omits from the exemptions both the
buildings and, another corlou.s thing. buildings
belonging to Suffolk county. The effect of the
law, therefore, is to require the schoolhouse
commission to deal with the building commissioner at City Hall to a degree that was not required before.
Heretofore, during the year and a third that
Comthe present system has been in operation,
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WILL END ROW
OVER TABLETS
Prornie Made by Walter,
Gilman Page
set tieffirnt if hp 1•011trde
versy over the memorial tablets (+no
.dered for the cud State House wag
promised last nIght•by Chairman WM.,
ter Gilman Page of the Boston commit.
tee for marking historical sites before
he returns to his home on Nantucket

lain mmii.

Following his arrival here yesterday'
he made arrangements for conferences
I oday with the other members of the
committee, after which he will reply to
the critics who have charged that John
F. Paramino, Boston sculptor, has been
igiven a monopoly of the memorial work.
'Chairman Page Htated.
That the inscriptions on the Old State
hs
memorials will
proposed
;House
'changed was made known when Chairman Page explained that it has been
the custom of the committee to alter
monumental inscriptions between the
time the work is given the sculptor and
the final acceptance of the tablets.

COURTHOUSE
BILL FAVORED
Construction Measure Reported by Senate Ways
and Means Body
A bill providing for the construction
of a new ccurthouse in Boston to house
the supreme, superior, probate and
other courts and the various registries
was reported favorably today by the
Senate ways and means committee.
The state would pay 30 per cent, of the
cost of the building, and Suffolk county
10 per cent., according to the terms of
the measure. The construction would
be carried on by a commission of three
men: one appointed by the Governor,
'ale appointed by the mayor of Boston
and one appointed by a committee to
be named by the chief justice of the
The commissioners
subreme court.
would determine, the location of the
building and plabsi for it.
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THE TAX DOLLAR—Continued
A COMPROMISE IS PROBABLE
It is not unlikely that the solution will be found in a compromise between these extremes of view. For
example, adherence to the pay-as-you-go policy might be insisted upon for an amount equal to the normal expenditures of the past and borrowing might be permitted for excess amounts.
Or, as a concession to the
extraordinary circumstances which now confront us, the amounts for these purposes to be included in the
1931 tax levy, might be smaller than normally and the amounts to be borrowed increased proportionately.
Undoubtedly the term of the bonds will be scrutinized carefully. The present proposals are for twenty year
bonds for schoolhouses and ten year bonds for street reconstruction, which are stated to be well within the life
of the improvements. However, a worthwhile argument may be presented that shorter terms will save interest
charges and reduce the debt more quickly.

THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
I ant greatly intere-led in our Annual Mid-Winter Dinner which will be held in the Ball Room of the CopleyPlaza Hotel on Thursday, March fifth. (You will receive
a notice about the time this Bulletin reaches you.)
We are particularly fortunate this year for we have
secured several distinguished guests, namely:
His Excellency, Joseph B. Ely, Governor of the Commonwealth, and His Honor, James M. Curley, Mayor of
Boston, both of whom will address us on subjects of their
own choosing; also Harry S. Kissel], President of the
National Association of Real Estate Boards, and Judge
Arthur J. Lacy, Chairman of the Property Owners Division
of the National Association of Real Estate Boards.
Harry S. Kissell is a man of charming personality, one
He is a delightful
whom you will all enjoy meeting.
.speaker and will tell something of what the National Association is doin.„, for the protection of property owners
and so helping the bret—rs by increasing the desire of the
•
average person to own real estate.
Stephen W Sle --.1-r is chairman of the committee in
charge of the dint. — ."--1 Toronto last summer several of
us, including Mr. Sleep,, and myself, heard Judge Arthur
J. Lacy of Detroit speak on matters of importance to
property owners. Mr. Sleeper heard him again in St.
Petersburg last month, and became so enthused that he
forthwith secured him for us. Judge Lacy is an unusually
interesting speaker, in fact he is an unusual man. He retired from the bench in 1914 and resumed the practice of
law, devoting himself primarily to realty matters and
taxation problems, one of his outstanding achievements
being the winning for Senator James Couzins and others of
the famous Federal Income Tax case on the valuation of
Ford stock, involving about forty million dollars.
A large property owner himself, Judge Lacy has taken
an active part in the protection of vested rights. He is a
splendid straightforward speaker with a most interesting
message of what has been done and is being done in other
states to safeguard real estate.
Ownership of realty is the backbone of the real estate
business. The broker cannot sell unless someone wishes
to own, and so it becomes as important for the broker to
know what is being done for the protection of real property as for the property owner; it is selling talk.
Every person interested in property, either real or personal, should hear what Judge Lacy will say; he will be
interesting and suggestive.
I ask every member of the Exchange to interest as many
as possible in coming to this dinner in order that a knowledge of what is being done may reach far and wide. We
promise that no one who comes will regret it.

BOSTON

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
ANNUAL DINNER

The annual Mid-Winter Dinner of the Boston Real 'Estate Exchange will be held in the Ball Room of the Copley-Plaza Hotel on Thursday, March fifth, at seven o'clock
promptly, following a reception to officers and honored
guests at six-thirty.
Our distinguished guests will be:
His Excellency. Joseph B. Ely, Governor of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
His Honor, James M. Curley, Mayor of Boston.
Harry S. Kissell, President of the Natienal Association of Real Estate Boards.
•

THE FINANCE COMMISSION REPORT ON
THE BOSTON SCHOOLS
We are indebted to the Finance Commission of the City
of Boston for copies of its "Report of the Committee to
Investigate the Methods of Administration in the Boston '
Schools," dated January, 1931, and enclosed therewith is
a memorandum beginning:
"Under date of March 12, 1927, the Boston Finance
Commission received notice from the Executive Secretary
of the Boston Real Estate Exchantre that the Exchange,
at a meeting on March 11, 1927, had adopted a resolution
which in effect requested the Boston Finance Commission
to make a comprehensive study of the Boston schools."
It may therefore be of interest to our members to reread the vote of March 11, 1927, which was printed in
our March Bulletin of that year.
, "WHEREAS, the lax rate of the City of Boston for
1926 was $31.80 per $1,000 of valuation, of which rate
$27.34 was for city expenses and 84.46 for County and
State expenses, and of the $27.34 applicable for city expenses $10.43, or 38 per cent, was for public school purposes;
"It is voted that the Directors of the Boston Real Estate Exchange ask the Boston Finance Commission to
make a comprehensive study of the Boston schools, showing the ejects taught in each of the-grades and in all
extension, evening or other courses, or instruction of any
sort given at the public expense, including athletic and
playground instruction and supervision, and showing the
number of pupils or other persons receiving instruction of
every sort at the public expense, classified as precisely as
may be; and showing all expenditures and estimates for
Hit, above services and for all other outgo including cost
of land, equipment, construction and maintenance of buildings and grounds, loss of taxes and water rates in municipally owned property used for the above purposes, supplies, salaries of teachers and others and showing in as
much detail as may.be the services rendered and hours of
employment of each class of teachers, instructors or other
persons employed. Also to make comparison between the
services and expenditures so rendered and incurred with
the services and expenditures of school departments in the
other leading cities of the country.
"That a copy of this vote be sent. to His Honor, the
Mayor, with the suggestion that, if he approves of such
a survey, he should introduce an order into the City Council for an adequate appropriation to meet the expense of
making it."

Judge Arthur J. Lacy. Chairman of the Property
Owners Division of the National Association of
Real Estate Boards.
Tickets are four dollars and a half. Tables may be reserved by groups that wish to be together, but a suitable
number of the best located tables will be unreserved ,o
that the man coming alone or those coming by
threes will have as good seats as the larger pa,— Music will - be by the Harwardians, the orche:Ire which
made such a hit at our dinner at the Hotel Somerset last
spring.
Time is short and it will be appreciated if everyone will
send for his tickets at once.
Bring a friend.
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THE TAX DOLLAR
on Municipal
Facts and Opinions on 1 he ('it y Finances of Boston. Prepared by the Joint Committee
Finance of the Boston Chamber of Commerce and the Boston Real Estate Exchange

•
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n avoid a large increase' in the 1931 tax rate by changing from the pay-as-you-go
a borrowing !who to finance. schoolhouse construction and street reconstruction?
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Should 11,,ton avoid the threat of excessive debt authorization and heavy debt requirements for
of the immediate'
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entered into the 1930 tax
MP essential facts can best be understood by comparing the elements which
rate with tt e. probable developments in 1931.
HOW THE 1930 TAX RATE WAS DETERMINED
This included appropriations for all city and
In 1930, the obligations Of the city totaled $76,200,000.
Schoolhouse construction
,•ounty departments, debt requirements, state and metropolitan assessments.
was deamounted to $3,115,000 and street reconstruction called for $1,000,000. From this amount of $76,200,000Included
ducted revenue from sources other than the property tax, totaling $16,500.000 (mostly estimated).
therein was $10,100,000 for the city's share of the state income. tax and corporation tax proceeds. This left a
having been determined
remainder of $59,700,000 to be raised by the property tax. The assessed valuation
•
to be $1,972,148,200, the tax rate became $30.80.
THE TENDENCY IN 1931
For 1931, most signs indicate larger oldigations than in 1930, and smaller revenues from sources other
principal
than the property tax, thus tending to increase the amount to be raised by the property tax. The
item of increase in the city's obligations will be in the Public Welfare Depart meta, where it is probable that
several million dollars additional will be required in 1931. Normal increase's in other obligations are to be
expected which combined may reach a considerable sum. Estimates of other revenue threaten a serious depletion owing to the anticipated reduced yield of the state income and corporation taxes. There is small
be required of
likelihood that the assessed valuations can b:, increased to absorb such larger amount as may
the property tax.
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appropriation of $1,000.00t.
permission to borrow the same amount, but the Legislature required a collateral
this amount in tb.
in the tax levy. Presumably the city government would prefer to be relieved of providing
tax levy.
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THE RAILROAD CHESSBOARD
Mayor Curley of Boston thinks that the four main trunk line
railroad systein
—
s-iThich will probably be constituted as the result of recent negotiations, should be granted sections of the New England railroads, to establish free competition. He has written to the New England governors' railroad committee that the Pennsylvania railroad is
credited with having acquired a working control of the New Haven and
Boston and Maine railroads, and as the New York Central controls the
Boston and Albany, he is satisfied that at the present time the main
railroad lines of New England are already in the hands of outside interests. He favors giving a New England outlet to the Baltimore and
Ohio railroad and also to the Van Sweringen system, so as to place these
lines in active competition with the Pennsylvania and New York Central.
If this can't be done, then he wants steps taken to divorce the New
Haven and Boston and Maine from the control of the Pennsylvania. But
If the Pennsylvania through subsidiaries and stock ownership does really
control the New Haven and Boston and Maine, it would not be likely to
relinquish its interest without a long and hard fight.
Then there is the plan actively backed by Providence business interests, which would divide up the control of most of the New England
companies among six different trunk lines. Enthusiasm in the Rhode
Island city for this plan seems to be excited by a hope, which looks
slightly visionary elsewhere, that such
move would lead to an extensive
seaport development in their city. Boston's experience, however,
shown that seaport business is not wholly easy to obtain or keep. The
majority sentiment around here has felt that if there was to be any merger, it should be a combination of the Boston and Maine and the New
Haven under New England ownership. But while our people have debated others have acted, and control today, as Mr. Curlt•:; concludes,
may lie outside of our section. Some might ask, whether New England
financial interests could not acquire a sufficient block of these stocks
even now, with prices of Boston and Maine around 60, and New Haven
around 90, to exercise a powerful influence in the policies and future of
these roads?
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"Mayor Curley is not opposed to
free speeM`liy any decent, respectable citizen of the commonwealth,"
said at the legislative hearing his
representative, Edward C. Collins,
legislative agent for the city of
Boston. The case at issue was the
mayor's alleged habit of deciding in
advance which of the Boston Common Sunday speakers are likely, or
liable, to get in trouble with the law
by abusing the privileges of free
speech. The limitations which Boston City Hall would thus Impose
tipon soap box oratory may seem a
bit irresponsible even to some 100
per cent Americans who believe thoroughly in bolding ail speakers responsible for the legality of what
they say in public. Before accepting
Mayor "Jim" Curley's ardent restriction of the speaking privilege to
"decent, respectable citizens" some
might like to have legalized, and
made quantitative, not qualitative, his
definition of "decency" and "re'spectability." Is the mayor's personal standard of these desirable
attributes to prevail, or one established by a state board, presentably
'responsible? The limitation, furthermore, to persons resident in this commonwealth might app.ar to he somewhat unfortunate. Not every speaker
with valuable information and ideas
Is necessarily a Massachusetts taxpayer. Somebody from New York or
even from abroad might have a message which would b more or less
worth while.
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t MAYOR CURLEY found that the members of a committee which pleaded with
him to find jobs for the jobless didn't want
the jobs that he offered them. What they
really wanted was to be able to say that he
was unsympathetic with their demands. j
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Recently we commented upon Mayor Curley's plan for a
Federated Greater Boston wnich has caused at least one of
our readers to remark that perhaps all do not agree with us
-,ewton does not desire such a step. We would remind
3--bat i'!'
our r Ars that our columns are always open for expression
of pi ,-,A; opinion and we welcome comment on either side of
this t 'ckny other matter of civic concern.

C•uatio.R- Ciri
o vet
"-Boston has slipped and la
fit wt b
coming one of the
insigniticant
of the country says
Corpora tio a
Counsel Samuel Silverman,
rept ,_12
senting Mayor Cerley's
ambition for
a greater Boston. Among
those who
will congratulate the country
are the
editors of the Chelsea Record,
Malden
News, Winchester Star,
'Woburn ,
Times, Somerville Journal,
Newton
Graphic, Brookline Chronicle,
etc.
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VIGOROUS OPPOMON TO
PLAN FOR CREATER ECSTON
•

ers in Eght
Rep. MacLeod of Chelsea Joins Oth
harge It
Against Mayor Curley's Bill—C
Would Mean Annexation
regThere was vigorous opposition
bill
istered yesterday against the
Curley
sponsored by Mayor James M.
ciT.TIFI
of Boston for a federation of
Bosand towns to be called "Greater
ton."
nTermed "annexation" by its oppo
lengthy
ents, who were numerous and
the bill,
in their arguments against
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uded John
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city,
this
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measure'
that he did not think the
ared that
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Boston
there is always the fear that
g over."
will try "to put somethin
spoke
Rep. William H. Melley also
in opposition.
those in
Under Mayor Curley's bill
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favor said
but would
towns would not lose,
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on could
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population it,
boast of a 2.000.000
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would aid the city mater
son. chairJohn
D.
eth
Kenn
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Board of Selectman of the Milton
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men, said that the proposed
and would be in
! would carry the load
asses carrying!
1 a way burros or jack
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SUBURBS FIGHT
CURLEY GREATER
BOSTON EFFORTS
Be Just Jackasses,
Carrying Load," Says Foe;
Prof. Beak Warns of
"Decadence...

Would
'

Harvard
BOSTON, Feb. 4—(AP) A
James
r
Mayo
professor spell:Mg for
Boston
ter
grea
a
for
bills
y's
M. Curle
without
federation warned today that
rbs
subu
its
and
city
federation the
ther in the
would be swallowed up toge
obscurity or decadence."
rine
Prof. Joseph H. Beale was refer
stifles a:A
to the fears of the two score
Boston'
, towns makin.c up Greater
the billI 2.000,000 inhabitant's that
ption
would mean their .t!ventual absor
by Boston proper.
ver. and
Despite his warning, howe
s.O Samthe plea of Corporation Coun eaetoarepr
tiel Silverman cf Boston,
antives of Boston's suburbs one aftere on
other told the legislative committewere
they
metropolitan affairs that
anything
to
opposed
unalterably
to annexwhich would epen the way
ation like tip, t.resent bills.
"Would Be Jackasses."
son of
Chair...an Kenneth D. John comn
the afillan board of selectme in the
pared the beroughs provided for
s.
hill prepared to Prof. Beale to burro
y"We would ,:ust be jackasses carr
ing Boston's load," he said.
Be waz dot impressed by Pr4
,tn
Realm's arguinant that a metropolit to
wei,,,
organization of 11000,100 souls
also
bring in greater business and
ln
help in the development of forel
trade,
of
Neither were representatives
eWeymouth. Lynn Somerville, Arlin n
ton. Cambrclge, Quincy. Lexingto
Wellesley and a few others.
One of the Greater Boston bills
would provide for a very loose feder
ation, each lndividual city anti town
rity
government continuing in authoHos.
hut participating in ,a Greater
ton council which would consider such
ntiom.
matters as crime, tire preve
taxation
water supply. traffic and
make recommendations for jotnt
tlon. The other bill Is more drastic.
Providing for the creation of boroughs
t,
out of the various cities and tovvn
each to be represented in a Greater
Boston counli.
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control and the development to a
maximum capacity of this great gift
of God to the United States of
America. The Mississippi River taps
thirty-eight of the forty-eight states
of the Union with its tributaries. The
Mississippi River overflows its
banks every year. The conservation
of that water which now represents
disaster and sorrow and tears and
financial loss to every individual in
the Mississippi River Valley, properly
controlled with great water basins
and hydro-electric power stations, developing power at less than one-half
a cent a kilowatt, with the possibility
of direct contact, with single handling
and single shipment of the products
of that field to Latin America or by
way of the Panama Canal to the
Orient, presents possibilities greater
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ever
than any single thing that has
been directed to the attention of the
nation. There is no question that
with direct water transportation a
twenty cent a hundred freight rate as
against an eighty cent a hundred rail
rate would mean that every large industrial establishment in America
would be required, as a result of its
importance in industry, to locate a
plant along the Mississippi River.
Such a development would return
greater revenue to America in
twenty-five years than the Louisiana
Purchase might return in two hundred or two thousand years. The
possibilities are there. All we lack
is the faith and the faith in the possibilities that would be in evidence
were we in closer contact with the
people of Latin America.
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REDS PLAN REIGN
OF TERROR?
Rebuff By Mayor Stings Leaders
Smarting under the rebuff, they will open a meeting on the
handed to them when their com- steps of the State House.
mittee for the unemployed, ap- Speake'rs will call upon
those
peared before Mayor James M. present to "demand food"
and
to
curley, of Boston, at which time "demand work" and to
"demand
he offered them jobs and sh mod that the Governor see the
comthem from his office, the Red mittee."
leaders of the Communist party
are reported as planning one of Secret plans are said to have
the most desperate drives in the been made for a further demon.
along the streets of Boshistory of their activities to re- sttations
ton,
providing,
that the police
taliate.
drive them from the vicinity of the
According to information • reaching the office of The American :-;fate House.
Pushed to the limit to show their
Eagle, a mass demonstration is
planned for February 10. It will pretended power "with the masstart at 12 noon on Boston Com- ses," the leaders of the Red orrzttnization in Boston, may throw
mon. Speakers will address
discretion
to the winds and advise
throng
and
expected
then a mar ch
their deluded followers to commit
will start for the State House.
The Reds have appointed a acts against the statue laws never
committee, similiar to the group before witnessed in this city.
These mass' demonstrations will
that visited the Boston City Hall
on Janaury re„ to wait upon Gover- he held in several cities in New
nor Ely and present "their dem- Engla nd on the same date, Febmands for the unemployed."
Ac- ruary to, at 12 noon, and the same
cording to the infor !nation received program, said to be outlined for
tat this office, if they are denied Boston, may be enforced in these
the interview with the Go vernor cities.
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the countries to the south of us and
,)ur own people.
I believe that one of the best things
ever done since the signing of the
Monroe Doctrine was accomplished
under Woodrow Wilson, the War
President of the United States, when
provision was made for the reimbursement of some fifteen millions of
dollars to the people of Colombia, in
connection with the construction of
the Panama Canal. Although we
waited a considerable period of time
before we righted that wrong, it is to
the credit of Americans that it was
finally righted.

•

HON. .1 AM ES M. CURLEY
The Mayor of Boston was one of the
principal speakers at the sessions of the
American Association of Teachers of
Spanish, held in that city in December.

•

other Americans, I should like an excuse to go down there again.
Exposition buildings could be
erected where the products of the
respective lands could be brought to
the attention of the peoples of the
different countries. This would do
more than anything else to break
down the natural barriers sometimes
found to exist between the peoples of
this hemisphere, who have so much
in common and who should travel
over the rough roads of life together
for their own welfare and for the
friendship of the people of the
world.
Certain agencies, commercial in
character, perhaps have been most
responsible for the little difference3
that crop up between the people of

EUROPEAN MARKETS CLOSING
No student of economics can for
even one moment convince himself
that it is possible at any time in the
next quarter of a century, or perhaps
for a longer period of time, to enjoy
the commerce of Europe that has been
the particular preference and pride
of America during the last quarter of
a century. The ferocity of the
struggle for very existence among the
countries of Europe makes Europe
itself a closed door for anything other
than raw materials during the next
quarter of a century. I believe that
we are back in the same position regarding export trade with Europe
that we occupied fifty years ago. I
would it were possible for the United
States of America to take the same
viewpoint with reference to the industrial depression that has afflicted
the whole world during the past year,
that has been taken by the countries
of Latin America.
I believe that the people of the
United States will embark upon an
inland empire in the Mississippi River
Valley. I know of no greater contribution that could be made than the
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Trade Relations with Latin America
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AMERICAS WILL BECOME
UNITED STATES COMMERCE WITH THE
URE
INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT IN THE FUT
By James M. Curley
ICAN
ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AMER
THE MAYOR OF BOSTON, IN AN
AT BOSTON ON DECEMBER 26,
ISH
SPAN
OF
HERS
TEAC
E REASSOCIATION OF
G PHASES OF LATIN AMERICAN TRAD
1930, MENTIONED INTERESTIN
ED HEREWITH.
PRINT
ARE
CH
SPEE
HIS
FROM
ACTS
LATIONS, AND EXTR

ed States must
pleasure the people of the Unit
T HAS been a very great
r to cope sucen- come in contact in orde
to listen to the interesting pres
of commerce
of cessfully in the markets
tation of the spiritual aspect
ish in and industry.
the colonization by the Span
Prothis hemisphere as presented by
DISTANT LANDS NEARER
will,
you
if
fessor Jane, outlining,
it is
I sometimes wonder if we have a
their religious fervor. I believe
er true appreciation of just how much
unfortunate that we have not a high
e nearer we are to the people of distant
and a better appreciation of thos
y than we were ten, twenty
qualities that are common to the lands toda
- and thirty years ago. I recall having
people of Latin America—not arro
erful dinner while in Havana with the
gance, but pride; their wond
le American Ambassador, Mr. Guggenspirit of loyalty; their remarkab
er heim, and his charming wife. The
hospitality. I confess that it is rath
ss Minister of Honduras and his wife
difficult to understand them unle
guests. I asked how long
one is a member of some organization were also
it took them to get there and they resuch as yours.
plied, "We had a very fast plane; we
I want to say that I congratulate
made it in eleven hours. It takes
you, Mr. President, and your splendid
it eleven days by boat and rail." I look
organization on the work that
will be
it is •forward to the time when it
is doing. I personally believe
on,
s possible to have breakfast in Bost
nearer the fulfillment of the hope
na,
perhaps to have luncheon in Hava
and the ideals and the dreams of the
back
be- dinner in the Argentine, and be
founders than it has ever been
ing.
morn
next
the
work
for
on
Bost
is in
fore in its history. I think there
of
I recently talked to the President of
gradually developing in the minds
ica Cuba. My knowledge of the Spanish
the good men and women of Amer
was as limited as his
the need for better relations between language
e of English, but I succeeded
the people of this country and the knowledg
ating to him the thought
people of Latin America. I think we in communic
ze that I felt it would be possible III that
are gradually beginning to reali
l country of his to arrange
that commercially our field is the beautifu
American conference or
Orient and Latin America. There is for a Pan
e congress each year in the months of
no greater asset than a knowledg
uary and March. I cannot imof the language and familiarity with Febr
agine a more delightful place to visit
the hopes and the aims and the asand I admit, in common with many
pirations of the peoples with whom
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IMMINGS READY
TO LEAVE RACE If
FITZGERALD DOES

it is about time to test the Since ri t y
of ma Fitzgerald's protestations of his
itIon o the Democratic party.
Suggests Withdrawal.
"If John F. Fitzgerald will take
himself out of the present state Primary both as a ..candidate for Governor and for senator, I will withdraw
in favor of Andrew J. Peters, formerMayor of Boston, former congressman,
former Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, former president of the
Boston Chamber of Commerce, chairman of Gov. Smith's business a5.70elation and intimate friend of President Wilson.
"Of course, Mr. Fitzgerald, knoreing
that it is not to the interest of Mayor
Curley, who wishes to be elected gov:
ernor in 1932. that any Democrat be
" By DONAL F. MaePHEE.
elected governor this year, would be
BOSTON, Aug, 1—Bearing an olive willing to run for senator and wani,,
branch in one hand and a bludgeon Joseph B. Ely to take the rap as c:,,,
in the other, John J. Cummings of didate for governor. He knows
Boston, candidate for the Democratic Ely cannot be elected. Mr. Fitzgerald
last time Alt.
nomination for Governor, this after- recalls that in 1922, the Mr. Ely reEly ran for governor,
noon brought forth a new proposal ceived 21,523 votes out of a total of
for harmony in Democratic ranks de- 178,150 cast. If Mr. Fitzgerald wished
signed to make uneasy the life of his to balance the ticket at that time.
gubernatorial ;why did he not then withdraw for
mate
for
running
honors, former-Mayor John F. Fitz- Mr. Ely?
"Since his defeat by Mr. Fitzgerald
gerald.
Ely has associated himself with
In brief, Cummings offers Fitz- Mr. firm of Ropes, Gray, Boyden and
gerald an opportunity to be a martyr the
Perkins,
who are counsel for many
to the cause of harmony by joining of the great power interests and who
, him in withdrawing from the guber- are so powerful that they have been
natorial race in favor of former-Mayor able to name Mr. Graustein of their
If Fitzgerald
Andrew J. Peters.
tam as president of the International
, doesn't listen kindly to this, Cum- Paper Company and Mr. Comerford,
mings makes .an alternate suggestion ; a young lawyer in their employ, rts
',hat it would he .a happy solution in president of the New England Power
the interests of harmony for the two Company.
of them to engage in combat for the
Lists Fitzgerald Defeats.
; nomination for lieutenant-governor.
"Mr. Fitzgerald, since he was
Sees Ely Taking "Hap."
elected to the old Boston Common
Cummings, in his statement, rakes Council, 40 years ago, has been runccais of fire on the head of Fitzgerald. ning for public office. Since 1910 he
makes him appear as a tool of Mayor has never been elected. In 1910• he
Curley of Boston and charges him was the Democratic candidate for
with trying to get 'Joseph B. Ely of United States Senator against Henry
Westfield to "take the rap as candi- Cabot Lodge and was defeated. In
date for Governor."
ISIS, although not a resident of the
"My opponent, John F. Fitzgerald," district, he was a candidate for Conhis
statement, "has gress against Peter F. Tague and was
Cummings says in
repeatedly stated that he would defeated on stickers, and was thrown
rather go down in history as the man
u t, of Congress on irregularities in
who promoted harmony in the Dem- the election, including the voting on
ocratic party and brought about, the names of dead soldiers and sailDemocratic victory this year than be ers. In 1922 he was a candidate on
Governor of Massachusetts. He has the Democratic ticket for governor
likewise repeatedly stated that he and was defeated by Channing COX
would abide by the decision of a con- by 60,000 votes. Is it not clear that
ference even if it meant his elimina- the people of Massachusetets will not
tion as a candidate. %
stand for Fitzgeraldism in the State
"He had his opportunity when 600 House?
men met this week in Worcester hut
"Mr. Curley, who publicly promhe deliberately broke up the conference when it became apparent the ised during the mayoralty contest to
conference was determlnd to eliminate make Mr. Fitzgerald senator or govhim both as n candidate for senator ernor, whichever the gentleman deand for Governor.
sired, and who Mr. Fitzgerald now
"His antics have deceived no think- calls upon to pick Mr. Ely for goving Democrat in this State. From ernor and himself fnr senator, was
the first to the last it has been evi- likewise repudiated in 1924 by the
dent that all he wanted was a con- People of Massachusetts, when he was
ference that would pick him as the a candidate for governor, by the trenominee and select a ticket to run mendous majority of 150,000 votes.
with him. In order to bring about Last year Mr. Curley, with every
professional politician in the city with
his own nomination he has repeatedly him, received 70,000 votes less than
racial
attempted to raise religious and
Gov. Smith received the previous
animosities and fears by his continual year. while Frederick W. Mansfield
talk about balancing the ticket.
received 100,000 votes in less than a
"I am now, as always, opposed to month's campaigning. These are the
all talk about religion in political two men who seek to dominate the
campaigns. I recognize no right of two chief executive offices of the
any self-constituted gyoup, whether State.
they call themselves conferees or
"This is the year for Democracy to
other title, to supplant the right of win in Massachusetts and we must I
the people to choose their own 'nomi- not permit Mayor Curley, through the;
nees in the primary. Nevertheless, I political antics of his septuagenarian!
see no reason to prevent any candi- candidate, to wreck the prospects of!
date from withdrawing in favor of the party to repay his overlord, GOV.,
another who may be more revailable Allen, Massachusetts' pictorial Gov-I
at a given time T have decided that

Would Withdraw in Favor
of Peters for Governor;
Seeks Move to Have
( Ely Take "Rap."

1

l

ernor. who, it as spent as rmicn time
wrestling with the unemployment situation as he does posing for the camera, *Mild be one of the Commonwealth's greatest governors instead
of a failure.
"If Mr. Fitzgerald will not agree to
ray suggestion that we both give way
to Mr. Peters, would it not he a happy
solution of the situation and in the
interest of harmony; for Aim to become my running mat on the BOW
as candidate for lItutenant-gostkrnor?"
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OVER $15,000,C00 TO BE
USED ON PUBLIC WORKS
Big Highway and Building
Construe t ion Program —
No Democratic. Withdrawals Likely
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, Aug. 4—Answer of Gov
Frank G. Allen to the charge of John
Fitzgerald of ...Boston, Democratic
gtOernatorial aspirant, that the governor has done nothing to relieve unemployment, was contained in a statement issued today by Charles P. H.P.,ard, chairman. of the commiAsiou up
administration and finance, showing
that the state has awarded more contracts in the past seven months than
during any similar period in its history. The total money Involved in
these contracts is more than Si1,000,000 and the work is in connection
with the governor's program for giving work to those out of employment.
Contracts call for construction of public- buildings, roads and bridges, and
for dredging of harbors, and will provide work in every part of the common wealth.
No Withdrawals In Sight
I
Any intimation that either Joseph
" P. O'Connell or Thomas C. O'Brien,
Boston Democrats, would withdraw
front the senatorial race, was laughed at by a prominent Boston Democratic office-holder today, when he
was asked if he though such withdrawals possible.
He declared t:le
Republican leaders are anxious to
keep these men in and will have no
trouble in doing so insofar as O'Brien
is concerned, because he is in to work
off an old political grudge against a
Boston Democrat who is part of the
4,444eyels'itzgerald machine, which is
ac7ffedited with desiring to smooth
things in every way possible for Curley's run for governor_ln 1032.
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Quincy.,Milton
eymouth Hit
Bigger Boston
registcr opposition. He said his town
was not within any legitimate MetSpecial to The News)
ropolitan area and had everything
State House, Boston—Opposition to to lose, including its civic pride, by
the two proposals, one for a Gfeater coming into Boston. He said his town
Boston and the other for a Metropor could conduct its own affairs without
itan Boston, both of which would em- help or suggestion from Boston and
brace the cities and towns of the expressed his opinion that the bills
Metropolitan district, was entered by• were wedges whereby Boston graduQuincy, Milton and Weymouth speak- ally would absorb the powers of
era before the legislative committee neighboring towns and cities.
Etther bill is like an octopus, with
on Metropolitan affairs when it resumeliiits hearing late yesterday af- Its tentacles reaching out to grab,
ternoon.
Rep. Josiah Babcock of Milton stated
Practically all of the speakers inIn
opposition. He said he also was
ferred that either of the bills only
served as an opening wedge for the a member of the Milton board of
subsequent annexation of the cities selectmen and could not see any benand towns of the district to Boston. efit whatsoever to his town by the
Such annexation would only serve for bills.
Judge Kenneth D. Johnson of the
the betterment of Boston alone and Quincy district court, chairman of
not for the towns and cities affected, • the Milton board of selectmen, optirespeakers asserted
i posed the plans, saying Milton had
Senator Joim b. Mackay of Quincy nothing to gain and much to lose
spoke in opposition. Mayor Thomas :under them.
J. McGrath attendeu th,. hearing.
Johnson termed the Curley plan as
Senator Newland H. Holmes of . camouflage and an opening wedge to
Weymouth stated that he did not jannexation. Under the Beale plan,
wish to take Boston to task, but he the judge said, the proposed boroughs
declared the proposition of a greater actually would be burros or jackasses,
or metropolitan Boston for the sake earying the load for Boston.
of booming Boston in the eyes of the
Mayor John J. Murphy of Somerworld and industry, would be nothing more than false advertising. He villa, president of the Federation of
said Boston would be the only one Municipalities within the Metropolito gain by the passage of either bill tan district, said the organization
and he recorded the selectmen of would co-operate to aid Boston, since
the prosperity of neighboring comHingham in opposition.
Frederic G. Bauer, town counsel munities depended greatly on Bosfor Weymouth, said the selectmen of ton's prosperity, but that it would not
his town were opposed and prophesied co-operate with shy scheme of anthat if the proposition was put up nexation.
to the residents to vote on, practically every citizen in the town would
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Not yet time.
It is evident that the communities of Greater Boston are not disposed to encduragc any closer connection with the larger city. The
"entering wedge" is still the crY
against any attenipt to recognike
officially the connection that exists between Boston and the cities
and towns surrounding it. Political
annexation is the bugaboo which
loads those who privately will admit that it would be a good thing
to bring about a closer connection
between the communities involved,
to oppose any legislation to bring
about even the loosest union because of fear that political annexation will follow.
Gradual additions to the functions exercised by the metropolitan
omrnission cause little agitation
Imong those who begin to flutter
IS soon as any legalized cooperaIon between the communities in
he metropolitan district is promsed. Yet in the selection of the
mrsonnel of this commission the
mople for whom it administrates
aave no voice, nor have they more
than an indirect voice through
:heir legislators in determining
what the extent of its powers shall
be or what responsibilities it shall
I

Assume.

Outside of Boston itself-and the
motives of Boston are frankly selfish—the sentiment in favor of any
sort of regional government, although growing, is still noticeably
weak. Until there is a decided
change no legislation toward a real
Greater Boston can be expected.
For that matter, it is undesirable,
for with so widespread an antagonism it could result in nothing but
continual criticism and evasion of
the spirit if not of the letter of
the union, whatever form the later might take.
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Gov J0soph B. Ely proves to the
' people of the state that he is no
salary grabber in these unpropitious
times when he announces that he
would veto the proposed measure of
Mayor Curley of Boston fixing the
salary of the governor at $25,000 a
year, if it should include the present
year. Mayor Curley is right in his
contention that the office of governor of this commonwealth is worth
$25,000 a year.
Everyone familiar with public life
knows that the office of governer
means a constant drain on the purse
of the occupanT, who must also
maintain a pretty dignified position
as to his manner of living. And any
man who guides the destinies of a
great state like Massachusetts is entitled to reasonable compensation regasdless of the distinction and honor
which goes with the office.
The present governor, howewer, as
was expected of him by those who
know him well, realizes that this is
I not the year for the increasing of
his salary to that extent. Accordingly, he announces in advance that the
measure, as applying to the current
year, would meet with his veto.
This, doubtless, will put a stop to the
activities of the letter writers who
have been pretty critical of him
without waiting to find out what his
position on the matter would be.
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When the 1930 Laettir.al census
figurekivarelrublished, people
"AT over the West and South
looked and commented on the standing of Boston.
Los Angeles, sprawling over an area comparable to
a good-sized New England county, hooted disdainfully at historic Boston. Los Angeles had 1,238,048
souls, according to the census, and 2,000,000, according to the Chamber of Commerce. Boston had
only 781,185 inhabitants and its Chamber
of Commerce felt no urge In denounce the census taker.
Cleveland and Detroit with 900,000 and 1,500,000
Inhabitants speak deprecatingly of BoatOn. St.
Louis and Baltimore, going beyond the 800,000
mark, were gleefully superior.
This situation is a reason for the bill now before the Legislature to make a new political unit
in East Central Massachusetts—to create a metropolitan city as well as a metropolitan district. This
would make Boston a town of more than 2,000,000
people—a city ranking almost with Philadelphia
and away ahead of Los Angeles, Detroit or the
other upstart places farther West.
Unfortunately, the West doesn't know that far
more people live within ten miles of the State
House at Boston than can be wheedled into Los
Angeles even by the expedient of running the city
boundaries 20 miles to the sea or across a few
stretches of desert to include the villas of Hollywood millionaires. So Boston. actually a fast-growing community, takes rank behind many towns
of
the hinterland.
Bostonian pride purposes to dispose of this
by annexation of one kind or another. Perhaps annexation would be a very good thing for all
the
cities and towns concerned. But it is rather deplorable that so much emphasis is being put on the
necessity for making Boston bigger when apparently equal emphasis could be made on the proposition that Boafon ought to be better.
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Boston's Financial Example

•

Mayor Curley is using the radio to stresS the need of a
Great er*ISost on.
One of the Mayor's problems is that of school construction. It is certainly not an impressive recommendation for
a Greater Boston to be asked to come under a system which
has $16,000,000 of indebtedness on school property valued
at $22,000,000 in 1916.
With the prices Boston as paid for school house plots
and construction contracts, what has Boston to recommend
'to the suburban cities and towns?
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Police And'The Reds

S

•

There are two elements in greater' Boston and the rest of the
United States that are of invaluable assistance to the motives of the
agitating Communists. The first of these, perhaps, is unemployment
and the second, the police. The first of these elements is beyond our
control, but the second, if it is nett, ought to he, because if there is
anything in the world that is ell'designed to make two Communists
grow where only one grew before it is the indiscreet exercise of police power.
Boston this week had a little experience with Communists which,
to say the least, was enlightening. A tiny group of Communists alvertised for several days that it would conduct a mass meeting of the
unemployed on Boston Common. At noon, the little group gathered
upon the Common and, finding- the Parkmen Bandstand surroundel.by
.a strong detail of police repaired pet....efully to a mall about one hundred yards distan2e. The Communist group was excecCingly small;
an4 it was led by two or three beniqlited, but harmless fellows whosy
bosoms were burAing witib something to say, however stupid, .and,-who
wanted a place in the open in whieh ti) say it. A very small:crowd of.'
Etle Cu::cus gathered about them, and -one of the Communists began._
,
, his -harangue. Enter the polkce!
The s,eaker had uttered but a half dozen words when he was
•rously away to a polU•e station, a portion of the crowd folhauled
lowing him. A second Cominunbn took up the ,address *here the first
was interru, c-(1, but he met the same fate, and a portion of the crov0i
followed him on his way to durance. A third speaker began, and the
process was repeated. Meanwhile, the disturbance attracted others
and the crowd grew to several hurt/red. Soon the Common was
swarming. The JiAle crowd had multiplied itself several times, this
because of the act:v.ty of the police. Undoubtedly, if the Communists
were permitted to let off their excess steint undistin4bed, the meeting
would have languish I and died, and the Communists would not have '
achieved a most prominent place, on i page one of all the afternoon
photographs woUlil not have adorned the inside
11ewspa pe . Their
pages of the next morning's newspapers., As it turned out, the police
enabled the Communists to obtain advertising of inestimable value
to them.
There are two ways of d'sarming the type of Communist we have
The first is to offer him work, as Mayor Curley offered
Boston.
in
work to several of them recent.. This will cause him to flee in terror
aril the chances are he will not return. The second way to disarm him
is to permit him to talk unmolested. Our Communsts in Boston take
exceeding care that they talk in 1).a:es where it is certain police will
interfere. If they are arre.stcal, if they succeed in receiving an odd
poke on the jaw from a peliceman they then become martyrs and, of
eourse, every cause thrives on martyrdom.
As long as the municipal authorities continue to play into the
hands of the agitators by attempting- to suppress their free speech,
they will continue to be the agitators' best friends.
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A'ai.ATER BOSTON
Many of the leading papers in the surrounding
communities have again given vent fo their
13oston.thoughts on the -,iihject of a -Greater‘
1 -During the past few weeks, editorials have appeared in several papers of nearby communities
against the proposed plan for annexing to Boston several small towns for the purpose of extending the Metropolitan area.
Of the many editorials which have been read
by us on the subject, one which appeared in the
Canton Journal seems to cover the question the
most thoroughly and we reprint it here in part as
further proof that we have not been alone in discouraging from the beginning an idea which would
terminate our fondest ideals:
-There is an increasing agitation at present for
a Greater Boston. Mayor Curley, of course, is
anxious to see Boston take a more prominent position among the big cities of our country. According to Mayor Curley's first plan, each town and
city entering this larger municipality was to retain its own individuality and self government.
This would be a grand thing for Boston, but we as
yet fail to see how the small town would benefit.
"But the Greater Boston battle which has al:
ready started at the State House is a different
proposition. The present bill calls for the formation of a municipal corporation. Professor Beal
was chairman of a committee to make a study of
the subject. Under the terms of his measure, the
cities and towns in the metropolitan district would
be federated into a city to be called Metropolitan
Boston.
"Each municipality in the district would be a
borough, while the whole municipality would be
governed by a president, elected from the district at large, and a council consisting of one
member from each borough for each 20,000
population.
"Just imagine how little Canton (Norwood)
would have to say about its own government?
Corporation Counsel Silverman of the City of
Boston urges that either of these plans be reported favorably. Silverman is opposed to the submitting the question to a referendum vote to the
citizens of the cities affected but thinks the Legislature could remedy the situation.
-This would seem to be a high handed procedure, might should not make right. The smaller
towns should have the right to decide whether
they wish to remain an individual town, governed
by their own citizens or become the tail end of
a big city, governed by voters who have no interest outside of their own locality."
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Practicallvory Other town that has come under the proposed plan has voiced these same seniments. From the beginning we have been of the
)elief that with th.; realization of such an idea,
Vorwood would immediately lose its individuality—its greatest asset at the present time.
The idea should not have its origin in Boston,
3), Boston men whose only wish is to further
Boston's interests but the many towns which come
under such a proposed project, should be the first
N'tsk. be consulted.
UNION, eS' pleiN
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Briefs from the State House
By DONAL F. MacIIIBE
Would Abolish Commission.
Mayor Cujle4's

recommendation for
abofifirm ortlii Boston
Traffic Com-

mission, vesting the powers of that
body in a single
was
strongly supported commissioner,
before the
mittee on Highways and Motor ComVehicles.
A second
recommendation of
Boston's mayor to increase the
powers
of the commission to give it
the right
to regulate pedestrians met
with stiff
opposition from Frank A. Goodwin.
former registrar of motor
vehicles.
"

No Greater Boston Yet.
Cule dream of a greater
ive to wait for another
Bost5Invill fii—
year at least. His bill to consolidate
and towns of the metropolitan
district into one huge city has been
adversely reported on and that adverse report accepted by the Senate.

cities

•

•

•
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paid out of the revenues now raised
by taxation in the cities and towns.
A two thirds favorable vote of the entire membership of the council would
be required before any loans could be
authorized or bonds issued.
Nominations and elections of candiThe "Greater Boston" bills filed in
and for members
the present Legislature by Mayor Cur- dates for president
be accomplished
land Professor Joseph H. BeaTe—of of the council would
as the mayor and
Harvard University, have been re- in the same manner
Boston are nomiferred to the next annual session of city councilmen of
nated and elected, provided that memthe Legislature.
from Bo3As summarized by the Boston Tran- bers of the council elected
and elected
script, under the terms of the Beale ton would be nominated
districts, each
measure, the president of the pro- in the representatives'
number of
same
the
elect
to
district
electbe
would
Boston
Greater
posed
the Legisto
sent
now
are
as
members
comvarious
the
of
voters
ed by the
for the
munities and would hold office for lature, with further provision
additional
four years. The council would be coin, election at large of such
necessary to make
posed of one member from each bor- members as may be
which the city is
ough of the enlarged municipality, one up the full number
additional member for each 25,000 entitled to.
The first meeting of the commission
population and a metropolitan BoisDiston commission consisting of foul would be held in the Metropolitan
Boston,
members of the Metropolitan District trict Commission's building,
in
Commission and the president of the on the first Wednesday in January
each year and monthly thereafter.
entire area.
servg;•
The council would have a veto All officers of the counbil would
Power over the president by a two- for two years.
district
thirds vote. The president would have All interest on metropolitan
authority to appoint an auditor, trees bonds, all sinking fund requirements
urer and counsel for metropolitan Bos and redemption funds and other like
and
ton and other officers created by th payments made by the State for
on account of the district shall be
council.
The council would be required to ex charged to and collected from the metcitercise all the legislative functions o ropolitan Boston and the several
be directed to
the government, to act on all appro ies and towns would
for
priations for the maintenance of de make all such payments required
city
partments, authorize issuance o district operations to the enlarged
bonds for improvements,. to adop and not to the State treasurer.
Still another provision of the measrules governing its proceedings, t
elect a chairman, to fix the salarie ure would transfer all the employees
Commisof the president, members of the co in the Metropolitan District
mission and other officials created b sion, Transit Commission and Board
the new governit, and in general to have full legisl of Port Authority to
same civil sertive powers in relation to the affair mental body with the
In addition, all the propof the metropolitan Boston as co vice rating.
park, sewer
ferred by the State generally on citie erty of the metropolitan
and water districts, the Metropolitan
and towns.
AuThe measure provides also that Transit Commission and the Port
be transferred to
shall be the duty of the commissio thority Board would
metropolitan Boston.
to exercise full executive control
Provision is also made in the Beale
tht4 organization, maintenance an
on signed
direction of the several departmen measure for referenda votes
of any
outside of those created by the coun Petition of one hundred voters
borough. The act, it is proposed,
cil. The commission would be re
effective on its passage.
quired to submit to the council a budwould become
get annually together with recommendations for improvement of conditions,
lextensions of public works, creation
lof new departments or expansion or
consolidation of those already existing; to exercise all the functions and
powers now conferred on the Metropolitan District Commission, the Metropolitan Transit Commission, the Boston Port Authority.
For the support of the new government, the bill provides there shall be
allotted and paid into the treasury of
sum
the same by each city and town a
equal to the amounts now paid by
each city and town for the support
and maintenance of all the functions
now taken over by the metropolitan
Boston, plus all the sums now due and
paid by them to the Commonwealth
on acfor maintenance and interest
concount of the administration and
struction of metropolitan works now
administered by the Metropolitan Disbe
trict Commission; said sums to

ANOTHER SETBACK
TO GREATER BOSTON
MUNICIPALITY
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•
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OeT-OF-1VOIIK ALLOWANCES
To the Editor of The Republican:—
Our American dole, the sums paid In
outdoor relief through the welfare departments, is rapidly becoming a serious burden for the cities and towns
of this state. In Boston Mayor
Curley has stated that the money pald
out In January is at the rate of
$7,000,000 a year or 3% times the
normal amount This increase is not
peculiar to Boston because of its size
or location. In the little town of
Amesbury the amount paid for outdoor relief in January, 1931, was more
than 34 times that of a year ago, and
in North Adams, in Western sfassa.
i chusetts, it was 2 2-3 times larger.
I suggest that the Legislature has
a splendid opportunity to relieve the
cities and towns somewhat of this
mounting but nece.ssary burden by
passing House bill No 490, drawn up
by me and introduced by Representative Sawyer of Ware, to provide outAd-work allowances to the unemployed for a limited number of weeks in
any one year through a system of
unemployment insurance.
It is just as reasonable to requ!re
employers to insure against cau.sing
unemployment as it is to require them
to insure against industrial accidents
to their employes, and just as reasonable that a man who is laid off or
discharged should get part of his pay
as it is that a man who is hurt while
at work should ;-zet part of his pay
through workmen's compensation.
ALFRED RAKER LEWIS.
Cambridge, February 24, 1931.
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City and Town Highways
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Jobless Menace
Public Buildings
Threat to Blow Up City and
State Structures Received
by Curley. ,
BOSTON, Feb. 18—(AP) An anonymous threat to blow up city and state
buildings if unemployment Is not
remedied in three months was received
at the office of Mayor James M. Curley today.
The communication, mailed in Bosto the
ton Tuesday and addressed
Mayor read: "If there is no work in
the
all
three months from this date
city and state buildings wi'l be blown I
up." It was signed with tb ree
-TrAZ
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LETTER SENT TO
MAYOR CURLEY ,
Boston, Feb. 18---"H there is a,
work in three months from this
date, all the city and state buildings j
will be blown up." said a letter j
signed, "Triple XXX" received today at office of !Mayor James M. I
Curley. The letter was printed in
ink.
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THREATENS TO BLAST
HUB PUBILC BUILDINGS
18. t AI'l --An
Feb.
C'BOSTON,
anonymous threat to blow up city
and state buildings if unemployment
is not remedied in three mont,hs was
received at '' the office of Mayor
James M. Curley today.
The commiffffEation, mailed in
Boston yesterday and addressed to
-the mayor, read: "If there is no
work in three months from this
date all the city and state buildings will be blown up." It was
signed with three x's.
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TRAFFIC RULES FOR PEDESTRIANS.
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when
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1914:
it was being surveyed, and in
it.
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the canal carried about 250.0
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Improvements in Cape Cod
Canal Stressed by J.
1.1ampton • Moore
Head of Deeper Waterways
Convention Gives Talk
at Hyannis
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any kind was made in his Inaugural.
"As conditions got worse after the
first of the year Gov. Allen took no
steps toward having the state meet
them. Several resolutions were introduced in the Legislature to deal with
the problem. Most of them were summarily rejected. I have been unable to
learn that the Governor ever sent for
leaders of the Legislature or proponents of these resolutions to take any
steps whatever to have proper legislation passed so that the state might
successfully combat the unemployment
problem. One resolution to appropriate money to provide for employment
during periods of general depression
was referred to the next annual session. Constructive proposals providing
for the establishment of a state reserve fund for the purpose of employing citizens on public works in times
of business depression were promptly
allowed to withdraw. Such funds have
winter
been in existence in some other states
evitable during the coming
could have been prevented if adequate for years. A petition relative to comsteps to meet it had been taken early piling more complete statistics concerning labor and wages by the DeIn the year.
"Speaking over the radio during the partment of Labor and Industries was
primary campaign I said that immedi- given leave to withdraw, as was a
ately following my election I would similar proposal which was reported
call a conference of leaders of busi- favorably but rejected by the Senate.
ness, of labor, economists, and heads Finally one proposal was allowed to
of state bureaus to co-operate along pass, that providing for a special comthe lines of the plan laid out by the mission not to go ahead and plan to
Industrial conference of 1921 for the meet the unemployment situation but
to investigate it and consider possible
relief of unemployment.
remedies.
"It is an extraordinary thing — in
"On Oct. 1, LeRoy Sweetser, head of
view of the experience in dealing with the Department of Labor and Industhe unemployment problem in 1921 tries, invited to the State House a
and 1922 and the plans formulated at number of social and industrial experh
that time for tackling such a difficulty interested In the unemployment prob—that not only did the President of lem.
the United States fail to do anything
"The Governor did not even attend
to combat the situation until last Sat- that conference. Mr. Sweetser had lie
urday. but the Governor of Massachu- plan to bring forward, no definite
setts likewise neglected to take any ideas of organization or procedure. He
proper steps to protect the interests merely proposed the appointment of
of the people of this Commonwealth a number of committees 'to investiand prevent the hardships which are gate.'
certain to develop this winter.
"The Democratic platform confirms
"The full force and effect of the my suggestion. Speaking upon that
stock market collapse was apparent plank before the convention, I said:
last November. Immediately in its 'The task which immediately confronts
wake, as everyone knows, hundreds of our party is to create an economic
thousands of men were thrown out of condition by co-operative
effort that
employment in all sections of the will result in wider distribution of the
country. The automobile industry — profits of industry. Following my elecone of the great key industries of the tion I propose to call a conference of
country—began to restrict its opera- leaders of business, of labor, econotion by more than one-half. It has mists and heads of state bureaus.' The
been kept practically on that basis Governor endeavors to tell you that he
ever since. The President himself Is
responsible for an enlarged building
admitted and recognized the situation program,
and
with pride to the
In the conference of business men administrationpoints
of his social welfare
which he called in Washingtoh last work. In his inaugural
of
His
fall and which made the now his- Excellency, Alvan T. Fuller, 1927,
said: 'By
torically futile effort to assure the my
direction, the commission on adpublic that everything was all right.
ministration and finance has during
"In the face of these facts, as a
the past year made a careful study of
business man, Gov. Allen should
the building needs of the Commonhave recognized the necessity of
wealth with a view to preparing a
prompt action. He should have
constructive program for a wise exmade sure that the state of
pehditure of capital outlay. This study
Massachusetts moved promptly to
bas convinced me that the Commonprevent the development of untowealth must immediately meet largely
ward conditions as far as possible
Increased expenditures for new conand yet not a recommendation of
etruction if it is to live up to its obligations to the sick and unfortunate.
Failure to provide funds for this
would of necessity involve a lowering
of our standards for care to a degree
which the citizens of Massachusetts
would not approve.'
Credit Due To Fuller
"It was under Gov. Fuller's guidance
that the progress of social welfare improvement was mapped out, and to
him belongs the credit of it. It was
Gov. Fuller who formulated the plan
!for a new hospital in the Metropoli-

Curley Cites Butler
Record as "Blackest
Ever Presented Voters"
Boston ayor and Cummings Both Strong for Ely
—Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate Assails
Allen's Failure to Act on Unemployment—
Coolidge Says Butler Hostile to Labor
The record of William M. Butler, G. 0. P. candidate for l". S.
senator; is "the blackest ever presented the voters by any man running for office," Mayor James M.
Curley declared in an attack on
the Republican leaders, launched
before 2000 men and women in
Symphony Hall in Boston last
night.

Good-Natured Banter

•

Curley was particularly strong in
his praise of the Democratic candidates, and was unmerciful in his arraignment of Butler and the other Republican office seekers. All signs of
the bitterness of the primary campaign among the Democrats was missing. There was good-natured bantering over primary incidents.
The ratification meeting not only
brought Mayor Curley to the platform
for Joseph B. Ely, gubernatorial candidate, but also John J. Cummings,
who opposed the Westfield man in the
primary.
Ely, given a flattering introduction
by Mayor Curley, then launched into
an attack on Gov. Allen. He declared
250,000 are without jobs in this state,
and the Republican administration doing little to aid them and that the
Republican party has just started to
admit there is unemployment.
"Unemployment," Ely said, "on such
a large scale has never been witnessed
in your day or mine. It is a situation
which is more important than the success of any political party or candidate.
"It transcends every issue of the
campaign and merits the co=operation
of every loyal citizen of the Commonwealth without regard to party. I
would prefer to be defeated for governor than to prolong for one day this
intolerable situation.
Could Avoid Hardship
"Much of the hardship which is in-
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Pedestrians.

lull Ric,
herald News.
Ni., x)i• 1ul:1w/ of Boston %%ants the
Ito to give the Traffic Cont- I
iion authority
to regulate pedes•
ian as well as motor 0 affic in that
With much gayety and many rem11 Y- Other cities awl towns are In.
rested in the matter because if such
iniscences the Boston Bicycle club obwer is extended in Boston there
served its 54th annual dinner at the
Ito reason why it should not be
ex- Boston Art club. Dr. Waaer G. Kentended to all communities.
dall, president of the club, presided.
I:ot can pedestrian traffic be reguThe speakers included Nat Butler,
t,y legislation? The answer is: Charles Howard, Thomas Leavitt,
•bly not. One of the favored re4. Standish Wilcox, who represented
s Is to forbid people to cross Mayor Curley; Milton Bridgeman,
afoot except at street line, - Frank Collier, Ralph Clifford, EdThat means that the person ward Shbrwin and Elmer Whitney.
Ill III 0
1Ie of a city block who wants
Mayor Ctlyjey sent a letter of apto do ,
• -iness in a stare across 111,1 preciation oT the organization's spento cross for any other plir- did contribution to the cause of am1,1
go to the nearest corner. ateur sportsmanship and congratucroz-s there and walk back. How many lations to *tie president, Dr. Kendall.
Edward Sherwin, one of the foundwould co it'
In opposing Mayo, Curleys proposal ers of the club, was present. The
on this lit e, Flank A. Goodwin. form,r 1931 officers of the club are Quincy
register of motor vehicles, pointed out Kilby, president; Dr. Kendall, capthat a law of the kind- sought would tain; Edmund H. Norris, secretary,
t'ive a traffic board authority to take and Josiah S. Hathaway, treasurer.
The committee in charge of the
away rights which pedestrians !hive o
Inc hignArays. If a hoard should re- dinner was Josiah S. Hathaway, Thoqui; e crossiwt only at street corne:•-. mas Leavitt, Malcolm L. Bridgeman,
to cross anywhere e_se would be Mead. Edmund H. Noris and Dr. Kendall.
and a person receiving injuries through
careless driving of an automobile
could not collect liainageS•
Tilti ASS W013u
seb
Motorists ar4 already Inclined to hog
the stret ts, regardless of the rights or
others. They have been able to ect CURLEY TO BE HONORARY
I•twity with it because of the timidity
MEMBER OF ANCIENTS .
'of people afoot to run the risk of in- (;)
jury involved In standing for their
Mayor Curlew's name because of
rights. To give motorists legal author
ity to disregard pedestrians elsewhere his inTeTest in the company and their
than on authorized street crossings
quarters in Faneuil hal, will be prewould increase the dangers of the highway, which are already greater than sented to the memhers of the Ancient
is fair to the inherent right of citize!),- and Honorable Artillery Company at
to the use of their streets.
their meeting Monday noon for holtI

•
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Tendall Presides
As Wheelmen Dine

Zakari4. Ce..vcava,;;
"Concord Boy Takes TN%0
Cups at Ski Meet

•

Odd Overgaard of the NorwegianAmerican Ski Club of Boston broke a
record, in addition to winning two of
the three events held at Shoestring
hill, Marlboro, Sunday, Feb. 8. He
totalled 18:15 points to capture the
Lt.-Gov. Youngman cup for the championship of class A in ski jumping.
Overgaard also won the Mayor CusleY
cup for the longest standing jump,
breaking the former record of 108 feet
by 11 feet.
Overgaard won the open competition at Middlesex the week before.

orary menViership, an honor at presfour living men,
ent held by on
King George of England, former presand Gnu. Benjamin B. Buck, U. S. A.
ident Coolidge, the Earl of Benleigh
Maj. James W. J. Myrick, past commander of the company, has been selected to purpose the mayor's name,
and Past Commander George it.
Hutchinson has been aelected to second it.
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WHAT ABOUT A GREATER BOSTON

Du .ing the past several weeks, we have been standing on the
„side lines reading of speeches that have been made by mayors of
various cities, selectmen of small towns, leaders in the civic and
social life of communities in greater Boston, all ridiculing the ideas
Mayor
as set forth by Professor Beale of Harvard University and
BoIron
around
and
James M. Curley of Boston, that the section in
(Melrose landed) should all join together in what will be known
as a greater Boston. Many are the claims made by both gentlemen who sponsor the bill and it seems to us that they have many
worth while ideas, which should be given very careful consideration before we jump up and criticise them for even daring to think
of such a proposition.
If we only look back in our history. we will recall that the
Great Columbus was ridiculed and laughed at. Robert Fulton was
jeered at when he brought forth the steam boat and many many
nlen have met ridicule and abuse because they dared to present
what they thought were real constructive views on some subject
or other. Now we have men of today bringing forth their views.
They have undoubtedly spent a great deal of time in getting these
ideas together. Should not we he willing to sit in with them and
tafk the proposition over.
To-day seems to be the day of consolidations. Big mergers
have taken place in business. Groups of men are getting together
in service clubs and like organizations in order that they might
benefit from one another's views. Grocery stores are joining with
one another in large groups that they might buy more economical,y
1 and thus offer better values to the buying public. Many large
chain store organizations have come' into being within the past
several years. IT this is so in business, might it not work well in
the business of coriductng a city or a town?
Of course there are many, (and their views are well taken)
who believe that if Melrose should enter into a consolidation with
other communities in and about here to make a Greater Boston,
then we in this "spotless town" of ours would lose our individuality and many other characteristics of which we are very proud.Well, the proponents of the bill for a Greater Boston make the
claim that we would not lose out individuality and even though
there was danger of such a thing happening, would that be so terrible? We think of the owner of a small store in a neighboring city
who would not adjust himself or his store to serving the public
in a modern way and he was thus eliminated from the struggle for
business and the up-to-da t e cha in , tore took his place in business.
It is not the purpose (d. this papin' to say that the bill for a
Greater Boston is a good one but W.' do say that some of the ;
would-be politicians are talking a bit Ihisty when they rush to the
defence of their respective communities as opposing the bill before they have an opportunity to carefully investigate the entire
proposition. We believe any bill is well worth the serious thought
and consideration of the people to be affected.
It might be than many in Melrose have definite ideas regarding the plan for a consolidation of the cities and towns in greater
Boston. If so, the SECTOR would be very pleased to print them in
is columnk and, if the writer so desires, their name will appear at
the foot of the article.

L/347its.
Pleads for State lost'ranee
Against Unew
noon
To the Editor of The Gazetta,
Sir:—Our
American
dole, the
sums paid in outdoor relief through
the welfare departments, Is rapidly
becoming a serious burden for toe
elites and towns of this state.
In
Boston Mayor
Curley has stated
that the money paid' out In January
Is at the rate of 87,000,000 a year or
three and a half tan -a the normal
amount. This increase is not peculiar to Boston because of Its size
or location. In the little town of
Amesbury the amount paid for outdoor relief in January, 1931, was
more than three and a half times
that of a year ago, and in North
Adams in Western Massachusetts it
WAS two and two-thirds times
larger.
I suggest that the Legislature has
a splendid opportunity to relieve
the cities and towns somewhat of
this mounting but necessary burden
by
passing
House
Bill No. 490,
ilrawn up by me and introduced by
Representative Sawyer of Ware, to
provide out of work allowances to
the unemployed for a limited number of weeks
in any one year
through a system of unemployment
insurance.
It Is Just as reasonable to require
! employers to insure against
causing
, unemployment as it is to
require
them to insure against causing industrial
accidents
to
their employes, and just as reasonable that
a man who is laid off or discharged
should get part of his pay Re it is
that a man who Is hurt, while at
work should get part of his pay
, through workmen's compensation.
Such a law would be a blessing to
the worker. It is also perfectly fair.
If a factory shut down and a leak
developed in the roof so that the
Idle machinery Was suffering damhe
employing
corporation
:mmodiately repair the roof
t he Idle machinery. Why
; i,r
•
not employers be
required to protect their idle workers by unemployment Insurance and ;.
thus give idle workers some of the ,
protection they now give to Idle
machinery?
The obvious Justice of this way of
caring
for the
unemployed has
caused both the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ and the executive committee of the State Federation of Labor
to endorse the
principle of unemployment
insurance. let Ile hope that the Legislature will listen to t heir voice.
BAKER LEVV/S.•
mhricl7e, Eel), 24.
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REPORTS FAVORABLY
ON ATHLETIC BILL

•

,Legislative Committee Endorses Boston Move
!
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Replying to statement by proponents, Casey said "nobody can ban
play from coining to Boston," and
he denied that dire results would be
levied upon theatre managers if they
itppeared at the hearing in favor of
the bill.
(6/
Bernard J. Bothwell of the Watch
Legislative Bill Would Deprive
and Ward Society opposed the but
Curley's Censor, John M. Casey, . He commended the work of Casey
and said the public is becoming sat.
of Present Powers,
urated with "sex stuff."

BOS.! JN'S I t.A. tkAL

The legislative committee on municipal finance yesterday reported favorably a bill on the petition of Mayor
, James isl_gurley, Boston, authorizing
BOSTON, March 3, (,4").—i
, the school committee of Boston to ex- Boston's "one-man" censorMilp of
/Y0 /
/Y1
9...b
pend money for athletic wearing ap- theatre producti
ons was strprigly asparel and clothing and for the resailed today before the,legislative
N C /Z P r
pairing and maintenance of the same
i for the use of pupils of the public committee on cities. .,,With equal
vigor John M. Casey„-''clilef of the
' schools of the city.
city licensing' divisiott and others deAs reported, the bill reads:
"The net receipts accruing from all fended the •efforte., of Casey and
athletic contests and games engaged Mayor James M.' Curley to insure
in by the pupils of the public schools none but clean sttertMrings.
of the city of Boston shall be deposited • The committee considered a bill
in the city treasury and held for ex- giving the power of censorship to the
penditure for ptfrchasing athletic wear- district attorney by making it a part
ing apparel and clothing, and repair- of his duties to prosiecut indecent
e
ing, altering and cleaning of the same produetf
ons. Upon the public would
for the use of the pupils of said schools
large portion of the censorshiP
in connection with athletic contests fall a
and games, and for other incidental prieedings..
Cem-orship as now exercised in
expenses connected therewith, and
shall be expended as aforesaid on order ,floston was characterized as obof the school committee of said city." noxious to the fundamental principles I Boston, March
6.— (A.P.) —GovThe act would become effective upon of democracy by Reuben L. Lnurie
ernor Joseph B. Ely today conferred
its passage.
1,f Boston, representative of tie civil
The Haverhill school committe found Liberties League, lie held that the
with leaders of the Legislature and
it was up against the same obstacles IlOWC1' of the MR yor was supreme and
the mayor ot Boston on a plan to proin regard to making payments for high that what he said regarding the banvide state aid for cities and towns
school athletics for similar purposes, a ning
of a production was law.
t:te authority ruling that an athletic
hea-ily burdened with expenditures
Leo Meltzer, chairman of tho social
ssociation would be the proper organ:justice, committee of the Community for the destitute.
.
licandle such _a_skkeitles.
of Youth, said theatrical productions
Legislation was to be drafted and
bar,aAvould be intellectually barren if laid before the governor late today.
the present a St m of censorship
At the conferences during the
continued to pc
forenoon and afternoon were mayor
Judge
H. 13ilodeati, legisi : James M.Curley of Boston,President
lative counsel for the city and rep- 1 Gaspar G. Bacon of the Senate,
E7'[7
resentative of Mayor Curley, said in
Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the
opposition to the bill that, if "it
House of Representatives, Corporais
necessary to have '9'.6at.' in, plays,
tion Counsel Samuel Silverman of
then the city of 13os'
Boston, State Tax Commissioner
not want
Henry P. Long and Robert S. Carven,'
city auditor of Boston.
Of Boston:" Bilodea.0
said, "do not want this, and the mayor
Mayor Curley said it was apparof Boston is satisfied with the law as
ent-that some relief must be provided .
it is. He is doing a good job in keepfrom some form of state income bo
ing the stage and plays clean.
be apportfOned among the cities and
I
would rather take the judgment ot
towns. In'Boston last year, he said,
the mayor than the judgment of some
public Welfare expenditures rose 100
At a meeting Monday night of the of the intellectuals who can't put on
per cent:The first two months of this
a play without 'smut.'"
year, he 'added, indicated another
committee in charge of the annual
Samuel Angoff, a lawyer, said seriincrease of 100 per cent.
Ladies' Night of the Hyde Park ous plays have been the objects of
Public ' • welfare expenditures in
censorship while burlesques have not.
Boston last'year, he said, aggregated
Board of Trade Inc., it was announHe said Casey was "sincere but mis$4,000,000 and it was indicated the
ced that no tickets will be sord afte.
city Wou/d spend 66,000,000 this year,
:taken."
Walter Pritchard Eaton, dramatic
He expressed the hope that through
March 19. The affair will be held in
critic, another proponent of the bill, sonic 'form of relief the state
might
the Current Events hall on Monday
said no one questioned Casey's good
provide funds to absorb one half of
evening, March 23. A reception will intentions but
this
increase.
remarked that "it is
'
i he held from 6 to 6:30 followed by a too ridiculous a situation for the city
Commissioner Long and Corporation
of
Boston to have such a condition
Counsel Silverman began preplhanquet and later by an entertain
exist."
arationof a plan to be submitt
ed to
meat and speaking.
Mu:or III
Casey said that New York pro- the governor.
.
M. Carley will
be the principal ducers, including Plorenz Ziegfeld
The governor also conferred,
sepaal-eaker.
and William A. Brady, were in favor rately, with Members of the
joint
of the system in vogue here. He ex- legislative 'ways and means
President Thomas F.
McMahon,
commitplained 1..s reasons for censoring Car- tee.
who is chairman of the committee
thin plays in the past. He took issue
further stateJ that no one will be with proponents
of the bill in their
admitted into the hall unless he has remarks about the recent controversy
over "Strange Interlude," which repr cured a ticket.
sulted in that production being shown
in Quincy instead of Boston.

STATE AID PLANS
TAKEN UP BY ELY

Governor Confers With
d Mayor Curley and Leaders of Legrgrature Today

i. i
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SALE OF Tlt,liETS
'LOS' MARCH igint:TIlheectcuiatlizpeplays,"
Ladies' Night In Current Events Hall

•
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CURLEY SUGGESTS TAX STRATEGISTS IN GOVERNOR ACTS
INCREASE ON INCOMES PARTY CERTAIN
TO CUT COST OF
THEY'LL WIN OUT WELFARE WORK
IN CONVENTION IN LARGE CITIES
Boston, March 6—A suggestion for
a flat 10 per cent increase in the
present state income taxes, the proceeds to be turned over to the cities
and towns to aid in the relief from
tremendous expenditures for public
welfare during the present depression, was made to Gov. Joseph B.
Ely today by Mayor James M. Curley of Boston at a conference attended by Tax Commissioner Henry
F. Long. President Gaspar G. Bacon
of the Senate, Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the House of RepresenBoston, March 6—Gov Joseph B.
tatives, Corporation Counsel Samuel
Ely, M.
,)
Silverman and City Auditor Rupert prominar— James M. Curley and other
Massachusettl -Democrats
S. Carven.
today praised the "home rule" prohiThe increase would t)e for one bition plan proposed at the Washingyear only and would be payable to ton Democratic national committee
the cities and towns on the basis of meeting.
their last returns. It was estimated
Washington,
that it would* raise in-, the state by opposition March 6 —Undaunted
of dry leaders, those in
about $4,500,000 of which the city of control of the Democratic
party maBoston would receive about $1,000,-* chinery will press for adoption of
the Raskob "home rule plans" for
000.
Tax Commissioner Long and Sil- prohibition modification in the platverman will get together and draft form for next year's presidential
a bill embodying the ideas advanc- campaign.
The assault of dry forces against
ed at the conference.-'
this course at the Democratic national committee meeting here yesterday was staged with unrestrained
/ L. trO R j)
fury.
Never within memory has a
3
441
national chairman been subjected to
such sharp and direct criticism as
was showered upon • John J. Raskob.
It .1 l'S MAYOR
‘4
It was unprecedented that a
Democrat
Boston, March 6—Councilor John of the prestige of Senator Joseph T.
Robinson, vice-presidential candidate
F. Dowd, in a letter to Mayor Curley on the
Smith ticket In 1928. should
yesterday, attacked the failure
to lash the party chairman to his
face
in such fashion.
and charged
remove snow
that,
nut Raskob and his backers rethough over 175 snowplows belong- named confident
that the issue must
ing to contractors were working In be met and that it should be
met In
the suburbs, thousands of unemploy- some way similar to that proposed.
ed were refused work because of orItriskelb Confident
ders. According to Councilor Dowd,I Party morale
was shaken tempoIt was said that be Mayor express- rarily at least by this outburst
of
ed the opinion tint sun and nature; feeling, which provoked hissing and
cat-calls. The voices of dry leaders
would take care a' the storm.
in and out of the party were being
heard from today, as men like F.
Scott McBride, superintendent of the
Antisaloon
league, and
Josephus
Daniels of Raleigh, N. C., one of the
influential spokesmen in the South,
assailed the proposal.
The predictions of disaster made no
impression on those in control of the
party organization. Apparently they
are convinced the party's hope next
year lies in grasping the prohibition
Issue with the expectation that it will
aid in swinging large pivotal
eastern
states and that the dry Democrats of
the South will he willing, after they
have spoken their minds, to go along
with the party.

Voices of Dry Leaders Being
Legislation to Relieve Present
Heard: Daniels Assails
Conditions Promised After
Proposal
Conference
Boston, Al arch 6-17,( islation designed to relieve cities sad towns of
the enormous increase in public welfare expenditures will be sought
immediately.
This was announced today after a
conference between Gov Ely and several officials of the state and the city
of Boston.
Attending the meeting, besides the
chief executive, were Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, CorpoT"fetton Counsel
Satirise* Silverman of Boston, State
Tax Commissioner Henry F. Long,
President Gaspar G. Bacon of the
Senate, Speaker Leverett Saltonstall
of the House arid City Auditor Rupert
C. Carver of Boston.
It was announced that legislation
coming within the scope of some
measures pending before the General
Court will be drafted and submitted
to the governor later today by Long
and Silverman.
Pointing out that public welfare
expenditures by the city of,, Boston
increased 100 per cent last year, Mayor
Curley said it was apparent some
form of relief must be provided from
state income to be apportioned among
the various municipalities.
Another conference was to be held
this afternoon for further discussion
of the relief project.
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1"Greater Boston"
• Advocate Speaker'
for Board of Trade

roughlSys
Offers Bo

•

session at
It now looks like a stormyg on Tuestin
the Board of Trade mee for then the
day night, Rotary Hall, Greater Bosa
first leading advocate of Rea
ding.
ton invades embattled
Harvard,
of
k
Bea
H.
eph
Prof. Jos
Tins have
to
plan
nal
whose sensatio
rngove
the
of
y
man
ton take over
r
othe
and
g
din
Rea
of
mental affairs
his
t
mee
to
ng
goi
is
ns,
commutor tow
tell them
local foes face to face and know the
who
se
Tho
.
a thing or two
"a hot time
professor are looking for t. The meet! in the. old town" that nigh ic.
ing wi!I be open to the publ
Boston
"Are we going to let thecles and
tena
his
out
h
reac
octopus
government?"
snuff out Reading's town
swallowed up
be
"Are we going to
our identity
LE
by the Hub giant and lose
PROF J. H. BEA
as a town?"
just a- poti"Are we going to become city polibig
;tical foot-ball for greedy
!eicians to kick around?"the questions
These are some of
have been
which local townspeople Beak and
asking ever since Prof.their Greater
Mayor Curley presented
Legislature
BatTrItt—iritts to the state
recently.
py-cock con"That fear is a lot of pop
backwoc isn
tow
l
smal
by
jured 0
y Boston
man
of
y
repl
men," L the
the other
advocates of the plan. Ond authority
var
Har
the
hand men like
Boston scheme
insist that this Greater
ness of Readwill be a boon to the busitowns.
ing and the surrounding
Well, who's right?
answer the
In order to get at the gs
out Prof.
brin
de
Tra
of
local Board
business
ding
:Rea
that
r
Beale in orde
the question
men can hear his side ofsound concluand thus be able to form
is now exsions on a Matter which
people in the
, citing the two million how you may
whole area. No matter
interested in
feel now, you will be
Prof. Beale's address. leaders of the
He was one of the
He has long
Tercentenary movement.
municipal govbeen an authority on his new ideas
ernment and .many of is a professor
have startled folks. He
He started
at Harvard Law School. ol in Amerischo
ti.e first graduate law
to the. instrucca devoted exclusively
en.
wom
of
tion
went to London
Last summer he tist
ein in relation
study the borough
g tried (Int in
bein
plan
h
suc
e
som
,o
ber of Mayor
lloston. He is a mem Planning Comton
Bos
ter
Grea
s
Ctirley'
ton bill that
mission. His Greater Bos rt the other
Cou
l
era
Gen
the
to
went
sorts of wild talk
day has aroused all is a Fellow of the
He
.
con
and
both Oro
Arts and SciAmerican Academy of tes much space
devo
Who
's
Who
ences.
and to listing the
to his achievements government which
and
law
on
books
haq written.
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exereizeu
as obnoxious
deof
principles
to the fundamental
, ,i) in. keeping the stage and plays
mocracy by Reuben L. Lourie of Bos:ean. I would rather take tho judgton, representative of the Civil Libment of tile mayor than the judgment .
erties League. He held that the
11 .
el- some of the Intellectlials who can't
power of the Mayor was supreme and
,
pot on a play without 'sinut'."
that what he said regarding the ban(
:
,r31(y).,c
1ahy
aa
n ft‘rra.mcc
serts5;;
toann,
"111an i da 130
ning of a production was law.
Leo Meltzer, chairman of the Social
!he "one-man censor." "All have a
Justice Committee of the CornmunitY
„ .
ocrfect right to come here. I an willof Youth, said theatrical productions
here would be Intellectually barren if
to take on my shoulders anything.
:he present zystein of censorship conI do, but I resent anyone atttenipting
a 'iclictile me or my work.
tinued to prevail.
That
Judge Thomas H. Bilodeau, legislastatement that dire results xvould lie
tive counsel for the city and reprelevied on theater managers for an.
sentative of Mayor Curley, said in oppearing here in support of this hill is
C
position to the bill, that if "it is
absolutely untrue. Not one of these
necessary, to have 'smut' in plays,
!
people who have appeared here before!
Prom Our Special Reporter
then the city of Boston does not want
Boston, March 5—One-man censor- you has told the truth about "the!
intellectual plays."
ship of Boston theaters is ridiculous, Strange Interlude.' Mayor Nichols saw!
"The citizens of Boston," Bilodean
the legislative committee on cities woos. ti" play in New York and when the
said, "do not want this, and the
Iitold today by proponents of a bill tol producers came to him about the liMayor of Boston is satisfied with the
place censorship on the shoulders of cense, he told them he saw the show
law as it is. He is doing a good job
and did not think it fit as it WAS
the public and immediate
In keeping the stage and plays clean.
°3L1-11(12
1 staged there to be shown here. The
for indecent productions ItTp
I would rather take the judgment cf
producers returned to New York and
district-attorney.
, the Mayor than the judgment of some
Representatives of various orlan za- deleted some of the objectionable fenof the intellectuals who can't put on a
tions and theatrical guilds favored the tures and then came back to the ma3,-play without 'smut.'"
measure, but no theatrical producers Cr and told him what they ha.1 done.
"Sincere, but Mistaken."
When he could not guarantee them
appeared, one proponent
declaiing
Samuel Angoff, a lawyer, said serithey dared not favor this matter, fear- that there would be no interference ,
from
t-he police commissioner and
ous plays have been the objects of
ins; dire results that would follow.
r,iu•:tiee, of the municipal court, ;
censorship while burlesque have not.
The city of Boston apposed the
PO!•,,..,titute the l!oard of censor- ,
He said Casey was "sincere, but misas did the Watch and Ward
society..1
ii Ls. went to Quincy
taken."
the
The committee was told by one pro_
Walther Pritchard Eaton, dramatic
popent that censorship as now Avernap;' ?he COY° banned and
critic, another proponent of the bill,
cised in Boston is obnoxious to .he
:;ate I
Said
no one questioned Casey's good I
being
sjliteed in
fundamental principles
dernocr:.!•!,-. 1!
n and
intentions, but remarked that "It is !
• ,easons for .each.ac,
Now the mayor is su., • ne. ,t ,
hiefly Oh
too ridiculous a situation for the city
oily and profanity.
argued, and what he • I I I.
!id Now )isBoston to have such a condition
officials and probanning is law. Citiz—
ento '
exist."
such
a
I
;z Ziegfeld and
to have serlisis play.;
•.• e in 11.
..,in
Casey
said that New York proBrady
,,
the system in
ton, and if objectionabli, the rerny,iy
ducers, including Florenz Ziegfeld and
in Bost a
Ind desire such a
should be in the clisuirt-attorney's
William Brady, were In favor of the
No, .rk.
hands, it was asserted. Th.:, ia•esent
T,
system in vogue here. He explained
!ta
ward agent opposed
laws are adequate withodt this en)ehis
,
reasons for censoring certain
public is becomman supervision and the mayor should
plays in the past. He took issue with
ing saturat!,1 a ult "sex stuff.'
not tell the people what they should
proponents of the bill in their reor may see or hear, it was contended.
marks about the recent controversy
Many fine plays are warned from Bosover "Strange Interlude" which reton because of this condition, yet bursulted in that production being shown
trlf'IIOA/
lesque shows go on unhampered, the
in Quincy instead of Boston.
committee was told.
Replying to statements by propoWalter Pritchard Eaton of Stocknents, Casey said "nobody can ban a
bridge, dramatic critic and director of
Play from coming to Boston" and he
the Cambridge School of the Theater,
denied that dire results would be
representing subscribers of the Thealevied upon theater managers if they
ter guild, said these members are
appeared at the hearing In favor of
riouts theatergoers and know what tic
the bill.
want to see, especially the serious proBernard J. Rothwell of the Watch
and Ward society opposed the bill. :
ductions. They ask for freedom of acHe commended the work of Casey and
tion and judgment, said Eaton. "You
said the public is becoming saturated
trust one man to say what we shall
with "sex stuff"
see and then you get ridiculousness.
We cannot trust the judgment of one
man. No one is questioning the fain_
e.sty of that man, but it is too ridiculous a situation for the city of liositdi
to have such a condition exist."
Asked by Ft Curley member of the I
committee if Earl Carroll favored the
bill, Eaton replied: "I don't think so. !
BOSTON, March 5—(Al) Official
Earl Carroll thrives on being arrestBoston's "one-man" censorship of
ed."
Another speaker said theatrical prc- theater productions was strongly asductions will be intellectually oarren sailed today before the legislative
if the present system of censorship Committee on Cities.
With equal
prevails. Many others spoke for the vigor. John M. Casey,
chief of the
their
during
talks frequently city licensing division,
bill and
and others dereferred to "The Strange Interlude," fended the
efforts of Casey and Mayor
which originally was booked to piny James
M.
Curley
to
insure none but
in Boston and finally staged in Quincy
clean attre"Irffffrings.
because of the mayor's objections.
The* committee considered a bin
Judge Thomas B. Bilodeau, appearing for Mayor James 11, Curley of giving the power of censorship to the
Boston, declared there is no
ity district attorney by making it a part
for such legislation. "If it is neces- of his duties to
Prosecute Indecent
sary to have 'smut' In plays, then the productions.
Upon the public would
city of Boston does not waht intel- fall
a large portion of the censorship
lectual plays," he said. "The citizens
proceedings.
of Boston
and the
_ don't want
. this
•
Termed Obnoxious.

uensorsnip

mayor ol liOston . • .- al114,,I',1 ,1..n1. IA,
i; t \V OS it is and !•., iS (loin :;' a gond

Eaton of Stockbudge Among in,
Those Wanting Oistrict-Attorney to Prosecute Boston
Stage ases
.
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OIN.,-IVIAN STAGE
CENSORSHIP FOR
BOSTON FLAYED

"Situation Too Ridiculous,"
Says Walter P. Eaton;
Curley Spokesman
‘
41 Defends Practise.

ton

was

as now
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TEMPEST IN DEMOCRATIC PARTY
ON PROPOSAL MADE BY RASKOB

•

Discuss State
Aid For Cities,
Towns On Poor

Glass Says It Would Be Fatal to Either Party
to Make Prohibition a "Party Question"—Walsh in Accord With Views of
National Chairman

BOSTON, March 6 '
4
')—Gov. Joseph B. Ely today conferred with
leaders of the Legislature and
the
mayor of Boston on a plan to
provide
state aid for cities and towns
heavily
burdened with expenditures for
the
destitute.
Legislation was to be drafted and
laid before the governor later today
.
At the conferences during the forenoon and afternoon were Mayo
James M. Curley of Boston; Gaspar r
G.
Bacon, pre1176ht of the Senate: Leverett Saltonstall, speaker of the House
af Representatives, Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman of Boston, the
state tax commissioner. Henry
F.
Long, and Rubert S. Carven, city
auditor of Boston.
Mayor Curley said it was apparent
that some, relief must be provided
front some form of state ncome to be
apportioned among the cities and
towns. In Boston last year, he said,
public welfare expenditures rose 100
per cent. The first two months of this
year, he added, indicated another increase of 100 per cent.

EMPORIA, Kan., March 6 (AP)—Revolt of South
ern
and Western Democrats if their party adopts a. wet platform was predicted today by Dr. Clarence Trwe Wilso
n,
secretary of the Board of Prohibition, Temperance and
Public Morals of the Methodist Episcopal church,
BOSTON, March 6 (INS)—Gov. Joseph B. Ely, Mayor
James M. Culla and other prominent Massachusetts Democrats today praised the ''home rule- prohibition plan proposed at the Washington Democratic national committee meetinz.
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Income Tax of 10 Per Cent
vv -34
Proposed for Relief Fund BOSTON
DEMOCRATS
Proceeds Would Be Turned Over to Cities and
PRAISE frASKOB PLAN
o

Towns to Relieve Welfare Expenditures
Under Curley's Plan.

Special to-The Springfie/d Union,
The present income tax rate is 1%
BOSTON, March 6—A flat increase per cent on salaries. 3 per cent on
of 10 per cent in the present state gains and 6 per cent on interest and
dividends. The Governor, discussing
Income taxes, the proceeds to be
the situation with newspapermen, deturned over to the cities and towns clared it is a pressing need to find
to aid In relief from the tremendous some relief for the cities and towns
and that so far he had not heard of
expenditures of public welfare durar.y better plan than the one offered
ing the nresent depression, was the at this morning's conference. Mayor
proposal made to Gov. Ely this morn• Curley. cliscthesing the meeting. said
that it was held to devise ways and
ing by Mayor James M. Curley of means of relieving cities and
towns
Treg
from
Boston.
the increased burden due to pubestion carnrr"The
welfar
lic
expend
e
itures
course of an hour and a half confer.
. He pointed'
ence attended by Tax Commissioner out that these expenditures jumped
100
per
cent
last
year
over
any preHenry E. Long, President Gaspar G.
vious year and that the estimate for
Bacon of the Senate, Speaker Levthe first two months of this year inerett Saltonstall of the House, Cor- dicates anoth
er 100 per cent jump.
poration Counsel Samuel Silverman
It is npparent, he felt, that some
and City Auditor Rupert S. Carven.
relief must be provided from some
Bill to Be Drafted.
form or state income to be apportioned
The increase would be for one year
among the cities and towns. A numonly and would be payable to the
ber of plans were discussed at the
cities and towns on the basis of their meeting, he said.
; last returns. It is estimated that
After ilb.eussing the situation in
'about 31,5,00,000 %%mild be raised, of Boston, Mayor Curle said
that if with
which appfoximatetly $1.000,000 would some form of !eller the State would
to Boston. Tax Commissioner aid to the extent ol on hal;
go
of the
Long and Mr. Silverman will get to. increase in public
weLitre expendirzether and draft n bill einhodyIng the tures. It would
be
maltin
g
a
real
conides), advanced at the conference.
tribution to the cities and townx.

Boston, March 6—Coy.
Joseph B.
Ely, Mayor James M.
Curley and to
other prominent Massa
chusetts Demtterats today praised the
home rule
prohibition plan proposed
at the
Washington
National
Democratic
committee meeting.
"The Southern dry
Democrats
have challenged the
Democrats of
the rest of the natio
n," Rev. Roland
D. Sawyer of Ware,
declared,

1

•

_pI
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Washington, March 6—Th
e prohibition issue, as it affect
s the Democratic party, was
pushed squarely
into the open today
--the
main until the National re to reconvention
next year, makes its
choice of wet4
or dry for the
presidential campaign
of
1932.
The process of getti
ng

into the
open left some
ruffled feelings
among those who
the meeting of the participated in
tee, but on all sides national committoday there was
apparent a feeling of
relief that at
last the controversy
has been dragged front the darkness
of suppression into the light of
ssion.
Front now on, for discu
the next 16
months, Chairman John
J. RaskoWit
bold proposal that the
home rule plank on theparty adopt a:
liquor quelltion, promises to be
the principal
topic of conversation
in Democratic
Circles.

E ,e? P .s.
so
p
W
0
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in the House,
ton
Gov. Ely's spokesman
confergliani of Brigh the
Bvmin
Mayor Curley, during the al obM.
Rep. Leo
immediately afterwould
:nee, waived aside constitution
n
know
made
1918
that he
lection by citing the instance in d on
conference concluded,
effort to inwhen additional taxes were place to
ition to anysmall salaried ,
oppos
lead
ns
ratio
of
foreign and domestic corpo
taxes
crease the
pay the war bonus and in 1923 when
wage earners.
an additional tax on individual incomes was imposed to make good
national bank tax reimbursements.
Curley indicated that unless some
unusual relief was provided for meeting the unusual public welfare and
other expenditures by cities and towns
the
practically every community In
0 L, V 0
its
state would be forced to increase
real estate tax.
s
The report of the ways and mean
committee disclosed that Gov. Ely was
stappropriation he reque
. granted the
g
I ed in his budget. Instead of givin
bonds as he sugserial
ar
10-ye
him
Post)
(Special to The
d
gested, the committee recommende
BOSTON, March 7—State and B06
the money be raised for the
today
that
ring
prepa
were
als
offici
tax
ton
ay program on short term notes
a re-I
to present the Legislature withpercent highwa four-year period with a proviover
quest for a flat increase of 10
only, sion that the entire amount be paid
in the income tax for this year
e Massarday by April 30, 1935.
yeste
rence
BOSTON, March 9—Th
confe
a
of
result
a
as
has recBosThe bill is the first section of the
tts Tax Association
chuse
between May9r Curley:Juni other state
unemployment restate budget. In its report the comthat
ton officials 'find G'iy and
nded
omme
be
State
mittee estimated that between 25 and
taxation experts.
lief throughout the
the tax 50 percent of the total expenditure
If the Legislature passes
-cent increase in
two
a
by
the
ced
n
e
finan
withi
reliev
thus
it
would go to labor and
proposition to be before
ional will
the gasoline tax.
next 10 days $14,350,000 addit includ- unemployment.
red last
es,
sourc
us
vario
from
The association decla
The committee expressed the conbe raised
,$5,350
in income
ase
incre
the
highway building should
n
that
ing $4,500,000 from incomes.
that
victio
night
from
Mayor James
000 from gasoline, $3,000,000 tax.
be financed from current revenue as
taxes proposed by
le.
polls and $1,500,000 from state
ran thd—fffilt
possib
as
n
far
Bosto
of
y
to
M. Curle
"It is the best plan I have heardthe It gave its approval to the particuof the Slate,
out
al
capit
wing
of diTiffirgi
date," Gov. Ely declared follo
lar projects for which the $11,500,000
there
in the. taxes
ase
that
incre
ked
remar
an
and that
conference. He
was requested and expected that conrate incomes unquestion
was an urgent need for additional.
five
next
corpo
the
n
withi
on
let
be
could
intracts
fund.s because of the tremendously for months.
d drive out industries.
woul
ably
ties
ipali
at a low
creased demands on munic
Defend Gas Tax
ularly
Gasoline now is selling
extension of public works, partic
her the tax be two
ding its gasoline tax recomwork.
.whet
defen
re
In
welfa
and
,
public
price
for
and
s
street
sents a
mendation the committee explained
$130,000 To Worcester
or four cents it repre
states have as low
of the annual
ntage
perce
The 10 percent would be returned that only six other
gible
negli
on a tax as Massachusetts and none had
automobile,
pro-rata to the cities and towns recost of maintaining an
one lower.
the basis of their last income tax
urged that
It
said.
n
iatio
d
that
assoc
ional
mende
addit
the
The committee recom
turns. This would bring an
increase
the
of
inascent
the
of
ed
ster,
one
reliev
Worce
be
least
to
at
cities and towns
estimated $130,000
municithe
to
tly
with
direc
them
on
n
d
d
retur
ibute
place
distr
tax
ents
e
sessm
be
creasing the state incom
for
the entire
them
over
g
by
takin
used
fund
be
ay
to
highw
,000.
palities,
to Worcester to nearly $1,500
cent
e and reconstrucway purposes. The other
d to cost of maintenanc
high
panie
accom
was
y
made
Curle
be
r
Mayo
Govtion. Abatements also would
would be used to meet the
n Counsments for snow removal by
the State House by Corporatio
rred of asses tment of Public Works. Land
highway program.
confe
's
ernor
They
rman.
Silve
el
Samu
sel
on
r G. the Depar
Governor Ely, commenting
be paid for from this
with Gov. Ely, President Gaspa
Salton- damages would
mmendation, thought that
reco
the
Bacon of the Senate, Speaker
fund.
L.
was unstall, Tax Commissioner Henry
The committee estimated that the
the two-cent increase
the BosLong, and Rupert S. Carven, and a four-year increase would produce a
thought it preferHe
.
sarly
neces
hour
proton city auditor, for an
on the
total of $21,400,000 which would conable to increase the time
ay
half.
to vide for $10,000,000 for highw
10 years and
to
hope
als
s
offici
bond
ays'
0
c
50,00
highw
publi
$14,3
the
The
la- struction, $1,500,000 for
gasoraise with permission of the Legis
to turn half of the one-cent
works building, $900.000 for interest
comthe
to
back
ase
ture is in addition to the $42,000,000 on the notes and $900,000,000 for the
incre
tax
line
es.
raised last year from various sourc and abated assessments for the four-year
munities.
ways
on
ttee
commi
joint
•
The
ase
anti- period.
"One quarter of the cent incre
means yesterday brought out its ent
cities
The Curley proposal combined with
also could be used to relieve
cipated favorable report for a one-c it the gasoline tax increase is likely to
sand towns from certain asses
increase in the gas tax, to make
Interfere with the current plans for
"Cities and
Ely said.
It also will
three cents a gallon, for four years
."
tax.
ments
poll
the
asing
Incre
movestarting May 1. Within a few days
towns in this way could be given
t a Increase the opposition to the House
the taxation committee will repor
in progress in the
now
ment
the advantage this year of approxion
$1
tax
poll
the
measure to increase
lower the minimum eligibility
to
es
femal
for
mately $4,000,00o, which would be
$2
of
tax
new
ance act
males and a
means clause in the old age assist
and
ways
on
ttee
within $500,000 of the amount to
commi
the
and
in from 70 to 85 years.
ene by a 10 per cent increase
be
prepared to recommend an increase it
to
accru
ted
No difficulty is expec
y bill,
the state tax of $1,500,000 to make
on incomes and corporate incountered in getting the Curle
$8,500,000.
now being drafted before the Legis
comes."
Public Welfare Work
of
g lature in spite of the expiration
The numerous methods of raisin
bills.
need for the time limit for filing
funds conic because of the re work
Early in the session Chairman
funds not only for public welfa
Frank A. Goodwin of the Boston finstate
the
but
towns
and
cities
ng
In. the
relieve ance commission filed a bill seeki gs
program for public works to
ant an additional tax on incomes, savin
for
unemployment, the old age assist
ns
ratio
corpo
ess
ties. banks and busin
act and expansion of state activi
for an unemployment relief fund. The
The curley suggestion would be
bill a
apply to committee on taxation gave the
but a single year and would
be, public hearing on Feb. 17 at which
returns filed last Monday. It would
might
tax
the
Goodwin suggested that
collected in the fall.
be increased 20 percent.
The joint ways and means commitOrdinarily the mayor would have
ase tax
tee reported its gasoline increof
$11,- difficulty in getting his bill before the
bill to provide a total revenue
d Legislature but with no report hav500,000, $10,000,000 to be apportione,ing been made on the Goodwin
$1,500
and
on
ructi
const
ay
tor highw
re, it easily could be combined
,
000 for a new building for the State i measu
with that legislation, the hearing reDepartment of Public Works.
opened and presented under that

Increased Taxes
Are Planned From
Various Sources

•

•

Income, Gasoline, and Poll
Tax Rates May Be
Raised

URGES 2-CENT TAX
ON GAS TO FINANCE
RELIEF FOR JOBLESS
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Flat 10 Percent Increase
On State Income Tax Returns
tc, Meets Favor of Governor
Proposal Is to Turn Proceeds Back to
Cities and Towns to kid in
Welfare Work

lief to the Inunicipalitica, on their
side the muslicipalities roust make a
Sincere and determined effort radically to reduce expenditores. This is
a hard and unpopular process, hut, if
far greater disaster than anything
we have yet suffered is to be avoided, the process must be undertaken.
"The association realizes that the
governor, the legislature and municipal authorities are in the midst of a
perplexing situation. It has confidence in the intelligent and conscientious consideration which is being
supplied, and it is anxious to aid in
any way it can."

Mayor Curley's suggestion for a I
flat 10 arlrefftrtincrease on the 1930
State income tax returns filed MonMayor Thomas H. Graden will atday, the proceeds to be turned over
tend Mayor James M. Curley's con' to the cities and towns to assist
ference of mayors and-VIM/nen in
their public welfare programs, was
Boston City Hall, Tuesday afterno
declared by Gov. Ely yesterday afon,
to discuss means of relieving the burternoon to be "the best plan I have
dens
of
public welfare work in cities
heard to date."
and towns. The mayor said last
The suggestion
was made by
night he hoped to be present if
no
' Mayor Curley at a conference in the
other more important business inter! Governor's office at the State House
feres.
with various leaders of the State
Reluctant to Comment.
Government, including the GoverThe Boston executive has sent in1.
There
should
reducti
no
he
at
on
nor, Pres. Gaspar G. Bacon of the
vitations to attend to every mayor
,
pension
present
age
in
the
.old-age
Senate, Speaker leverett Saltonl and selectman in the state.
Mayor
stall of the House, Tax Commission- limit.
'Braden had not received his
There
should
2.
more
be
no
inlast
er Henry F. Long, Corporation
night
and therefore was reluctant to
Counsel Samuel Silverman of Bos- crease than is absolutely necessary in commen
t on any of its proposals. He
ton and City Solicitor Rupert S. the state tax.
expected to get it today.
3. There should be no increase this
Carven of Boston.
Mayor Curley's plan has caused
year in the tax on incomes, and parAfter the conference Gov. Ely
storm of protest, most of which
ticularly on corporate incomes.
has
said there was a very urgent need
centred over a proposed increas
e of
4. The funds for the relief profor providing additional funds for
19 per cent in income tax returns
this
the welfare departments because of .ram should be raised largely by a! year, the revenue from
which would
the tremendously increased demands Iwo-Cent increase in the gasoline tax, provide $4,000,000, accordi
ng
to
Curon municipalities from the pro- a substantial part of which should be I ley's estimate, for
distribution to citdistributed to, or used for, the mu- !
longed business depression.
ies and towns. The money would
go
Mayor Curley told reporters that nicipalities for highway and traffic toward charity work in
public welthe city of Boston was going to purposes.
fare departments during the present
The funds needed for old age depression.
.5
spend $6,000,000 for public welfare
work this year, an increase of ap- pensions should he provided by an
i.'uricy said in his letter that in
proximately $2,000,000
over the adequate Increase in the poll tax, and other communities outside of Massawomen.
adequat
for
an
poll
e
tax
amount expended last .year, and
chusetts funds have been raised
for
The association was reluctant to the relief of the needy
that last year's expenditures were a
through a
legislat
take
any part in the
ive prob- community chest or otherwise.
100 percent increase over the exHere,
penditures of the preceding year. lems, the statement said, because it I he said, 'we have been free of moveUnder Mayor Curley's proposal was formed to gather data upon ments lor me yeller
CIT tier city in
the rates on salaries would go up which a revision of the tax system ! town treasuries
the care f the
needy
and have likewise been free of
from 1.5 percent to 1.65 percent; s nd laws could be based and to conthe rate on gains from 3 percent to sider to what extent governmental bread lines and soup kitchens. This
has
been
possible through such in3.3, and the rate on interest and economics can he effected.
crease in the a.pprqpriation for the
dividends from 6 percent to 6.6 per- "Emergesvey Ptuation."
mainten
ance of public welfare decent. Under this plan, if a man
There appears, however, the state- partmen
ts as has been found neees•
now pays $10 as tax from his salment continued, "that an emer- sary to provide
for the requirements
ary, it would be increased to $11.
gency situation has arisen which of the unemployed
and needy.
requires the attention of all people
"The
burden, as a consequence of
L a w :
11"
of the commonwealth.
Moreover, this method of meeting
this ernerwhatever steps are taken to meet gricy confron
ting government, N1 hich
ri
this emergency may have more than in my opinion
is the only sound and
a temporary effect on our tax situa- sane plan of
providing for the untion and
various
governmental fortunate needy,
has been borne alagencies."
most wholly by real estate, and that
The statement said the association the burden may in
part be shared by.
lad seen little or nothing in regard other agencies than
real estate, afid
to governmental "economy" in all the that no additional
burden be placed
discussion.
upon those who would find it
difficult
"It is a fact," it continued, "that to meet the obligati
on, this system of
in thel ast 10 years the cost of gov- levy is presented."
ernment in his commonwealth has
He said similar
BOSTON, March 8, (W).—The ex- risen in an alarming degree. Our in 1918 when the action was taken
Massachusetts legecutive committee of the Massachu- governmental agencies, particularly islature provided for
an additional
,tts Tax Association today, after a the municipalities, have been spend- tax upon the net income
of
_pedal meeting, issued a statement ing far more than they could afford and foreign corporations for domestic
one
.;‘• its position on various proposals to spend. Yet, we hear little or noth- to meet the additional burden year
im, or unemployment relief now before ing from executives of many of our posed upon the commonwealth
by the
,municipalities to indicate that they war bonus.
the strte legislature.
'appreciate this, or have any desire
His plan has been endorsed
Five Conclusions Set Forth.
by
Governor Ely.
The association's conclusions were to remedy it.
legislat
9f
the
ure
gives
some
resummarized as follows:

1.
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Mayor Braden to Attend'
Conference Called for
Tomorrow by Curley

Ely indorses Curley's Plan
For 10 Per Cent Income Tax
Increase On 1930 Earnings
Sum of $14,350,000 Involved In Program Over and
Above Last Amount of $42,000,000; Measures
Proposed Concern (;asoline, Poll Taxes and
State Impost
oias 'fax Increase
Boston, March 7— Recom mendation
t by
ways and means committee
semen
joint
indor
The
y
and
Curle
Mayor
y
per reported its gasoltne increase tax bill
Gov Ely of a fiat increase of 10
re- to provide a total revenue of $11,50,.
cent in the Mate income tax will
be apportioned for
sult in placing before the Legislature 000, $10,000,000 to
and $1,500,000
uction
the
constr
of
taxes
ay
highw
the
se
proposals to increa
ng for the state debuildi
than
more
new
by
a
tts
for
chuse
Massa
citizens of
partment of public works.
$14,000,000.
The Curley proposal would be an adThis figure ia in addition to the
does ditional tax to be collected next fall on
$42,000,000 imposed last year and
li- the 1930 returns which were filed durnot include revenue from motor car
February. The mayor
censes and registrations and from ing January and
dismissed any constitutional objections
state departments.
the by advancing the precedent of 1918
A recommendation to increase
onal tax was imposed
gasoline tax from two cents to three when an additi domestic corporations
and
cents for .% period of four years start- on foreign
House to pay the war bonus, and that of 1923
ing May 1 was reported to the
on when the state placed an additional
yesterday by the joint committee
tax on individual incomes to make
ways and means.
el
national bank tax reimburseCouns
good
ation
Corpor
ed
direct
y
. Curle
Tax ments.
i Samuel Silverman to confer with
draft
Curley at Conference
Commissioner Henry F. Long to
inCurley discussed hi proposal at a
a bill for his proposed income tax
returns 1 conference at the State House attendcrease, making it apply to
ed by Gov Ely, President Bacon,
filed last Monday.
Within a few days the legislative -Saltonstall, Commissioner
to Speaker
committee on taxation is expected
poll Long, Corporation Counsel Silverman
report a bill recommending a new
In ; and City Auditor Rupert S. Careen.
tax of $2 on women and an increase
was learned
$3.
to
$2
' During the conference it
from
the men's poll tax
ted that unless some
indica
y
Curle
means
and
that
ways
on
ttee
The commi
d of relief was provided
Is prepared to recommend an increase unusual metho public welfare expendng for meeting the
in the state tax of $1,500,000, bringi
rial deituresiliemanded by the indust to inIt up to $8,500,000.
Pres:dolt, he might be compelled
would
tions
menda
recom
four
real esThese
crease the city's tax rate on
result in producing a one-year increase tate. •
folmeans
from various sources estimated as
The report of the ways and
lows: Incomes, $4,500,000; gasoline, committee disclosed that Gov Ely was
$1,state,
,000;
ted
$5,350,000; polls, $3,000
granted the appropriation he reques
terms.
500,000; total, $14,350,000.
in his budget but not on his
for
ature
Legisl
the
on
serial
re
The pressu
Instead of giving him 10-year
this huge increase In revenue has 'met, bonds, the committee recommended
Gie
highapplied as the cumulative result of
thnt. the money be raised for the
Ely's ambitious program of public way program on short term notes over
m.
loyme
provision
works for the relief of unemp
a four-year period with a
Mayor Curley's demand for relief from that the entire amount be paid ey
oia
the
,
itures
expend
e
public welfar
the Republicans
in April 30, 1935. Thus
-go
age assistance act and expansion
have protected their pay-as-you
state activities.
.
policy
Legislators Disturbed
"Mounting Debt"
the
Legislative leaders yesterday were
The bill is the first section of
frankly disturbed at the prospect of state budget. In its report the commitmeeting the demands which so sudden- tee estimated that between 25 and 50
ly have been placed before them. The per cent of the total emenditure would
immediate result is likely to oe an ef- go to labor and thus reTieveyunemployfort to stem the tide of prospective ment, with the remainder going to materials, overhead and profit.
spending.
The committee expressed the convicCurley's suggestion for a 10 per cent
be
increase in the tax on incomes wouldi tion that highway building should
be frit* a single year and the proceeds financed from current revenue as far
on
and
hensi
as possible. It expressed appre
would be returned to the cities
towns on the basis of their last income that a general borrowing policy, once
the
that
ted
estima
is
begun, might lead to a considerable intax returns. It
i- crease in the cost of construction, and
city of Boston would derive approx
create a "mounting debt for which fumately $1,000,000 from this plan.
well curse us."
The governor was not prepared to ture generations might
It gave its approval to the particular
give it his entire approval, but he ad$11,500,000 was
mitted that he had not. yet discovered projects for which the that contracts
ed
a more reasonable suggestion. Repre- requested and expect
the next five
sentative Leo M.Birmingham of Brigh , could be let within
ton, his spokesman in the House, de- months.
I In defendi
its gasoline tax recomdared that he would lead vigorous opned
position to any attempts to increase mendation t e committee explai
have as low
taxes on the incomes of small salaried that only six other states
wage-earners.

i

and none had
a tax as Massachusetts
one lower.
recommended that
The committee
relieved of the asbe
towns
cities and
with the
sessments placed on them the entire
highway fund taking over reconstruccost of maintenance and
be made
tion. Abatements also would
removal by
of assessments for snow works. Lana
ilia department of public
from this
damages would be paid for
fund.
that the
The committee estimated ce a toprodu
four-year increase would
would provide
tal of 821,400,000 which ay construcfor $10,000,000 for highw
public works
tion. $1,500,000 for the
interest on the
for
00
$000,0
ng,
buildi
abated
notes and $900,000,000 for theperiod.
ear
assessments for the four-y ned wen
combi
The Curley proposal
is likely to
the gasoline tax increase
plane for
Interfere with the current
also will inIt
tax.
poll
the
sing
increa
movement
crease the opposition to the
te lower
now in progress In the House in the
clause
the minimum eligibility
70 to 65
old age assistance act from
years.
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Gas Tax Would Pay Off Four-Year Notes
for $11,500,000 Unemployment Construction Program—Ely Favras
Curley's Suggestion for Helping
Cities and Towns with
Welfare Expense

•

•
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Boston, March 6 (.43)—An emer- danger oi some 01 mese projects being
gency unemployment
to determine on a lump
construction held up,
program involving $10,000,000 for sum to be spent by the Department
roads and $1,500,000 for a public of Public Works within the limitaworks department building was re- tions indicated"—the facilities of the
ported to the House of Representa- department and the resources of the
tives today by the joint legislative Commonwealth.
committee on Ways and Means.
"A general borrowing policy on
The program would be financed by highways," the committee set forth.
four-year notes for $11,500,000, repre- "easily continued, if once begun, would
senting a departure from the pay-as- lead to a considerable increase in the
you-go policy that has been a Mass- cost of construction. It would likeachusetts tradition since the govern- wise create a mounting debt for which
orship of Calvin Coolidge.
future generations might well curse
The recommended legislation also
---—
would relieve cities, towns and coun- us, in that they would still be paying
ties of their assessments for state for the construction of the past while
being obliged at the same time to find
highways.
A one-cent increase in the gasoline t revenue for the present."
The committee strongly approved
tax was proposed to meet the entire
cost of this program. The estimated the erection of a public works departcost of the entire program, including ment building to be paid for, ulti-.
highways, building,
interest and inately, from the highway fund.
It pointed out that no state at pres-'
abated assessments is $21,400,000. A
one-cent increase in Lie gasoline tax, ent has a lower gasoline tax than
based upon 1930 figures, would in Massachusetts. It proposed a limitafour years bring in $21,400,000. Under tion to the one cent increase, howthe proposed legislation the total gas ever, to the period during which revtax would he three cents.
enue is needed to pay off borrowed
The legislation comprises the first 'money.
It held that cities, towns and counsection of the budget of the new
Democratic tie:ministration of Joseph ties should be relieved of the assessB. Ely to be filed and it signifies co- ments for state roads and, while
operation between the Republican - pointing out that such relief would
dominated committee and the Demo- deplete the highway fund it concluded
cratic governor.
that the proposed increase in the
The only change from the recom- gasoline tax should be more than ademendations made by Governor Ely is quate to meet this inroad.
the method of financing. The money
needed Is to be provided by notes WOULD RAISE STATE
INCOME TAX 10 P. C.
maturing not letes- than April 30,
1935, ins.eact of by 10-year bonds, as
Curley Suggests Such Action to Help
proposed by the governor. The
Cities, Towns with Welfare Exrecommendation in this respect follows the suggestion of Henry L. ..pense—Gov. Ely in Favor,
Boston, March 6—Governor Joseph
Shattuck, former chairman of the
B. Ely said today following a conferWays and Means committee.
The gasoline tax would become ef- ence in his office at the State House
fective May 1 and would terminate with various leaders of the state govApril 30, 1935.
ernment and Mayor James M. Curley
The relief of the towns and coun- of Boston, that he was very favorably
ties of assessments for the mainten- impressed with a suggestion by the
ance, construction and keeping of mayor that the state income tax be
state roads clear of snow would be increased 10 percent to assist the
provided in an amendment of the cities and towns of the Commongeneral laws. It would apply to the wealth in carrying on the
extensive
assessments for 1930, 1931, 1932 and public we:fare programs necessitated
1933.
by the industrial depression.
The committee reported that the
"It Is the best plan I have heard to
variant highway projects
recom- date," the governor said remarking
mended by the governor all appeared that there was a very urgent need
for
to be desirable and that contracts providing additional funds for the purcould be let on each within live pose because of the tremendously
inmonths, with the exception of two creased demands on
municipalities
sections of the Worcester turnpike within the past year.
where difficulties have arisen. It
Mayor Curley, who was accompanied
concluded that ''it is wiser not to to the State House by
Corporation
particular
where
projects
specify
Counsel Samuel Silverman, conferred
emergency unemployment legislation
is concerned and.where :there is

I

L

with Mr. Ely, President Gaspar G. Bacon of the Senate, Speaker
Saltonstall,
Tax Commissioner Henry F.
Long and Rupert S. Carven, the
Boston city auditor, for an hour
and a
half. When he came out he told reporters that, the city of Boston
was
going to spend $6,000,000 for
public
welfare work this year, an
increase of
approximately $2,000,000 over the
amount expended for the purpose last
year and that he thought the
state
ought to be willing to help the various municipalities meet such added
burdens, at least in part.
Mayor Curley said he did not expect
that the state would pay the full
amount of the increase but thought it
might fairly pay half. The 1930 figure of $4,000.000, he sale, was twice
as large as the sum that had to be
spent the year before, so the full extent of the drain on the city finances
could be easily seen by comparing the
figures.
The suggested increase in the income tax, Governor Ely later declared,
would be merely a measure of temporary relief and would continue in effect for a year. Both he and Mr. Curley expressed the viewpoint that a
number of measures similar to the
mayor's recommendation, now pending
before committees, might be consolidated and a single bill reported. One
such measure. House bill 299, was petitioned for by Frank A. Goodwin,
, chairman of the Boston finance commission, and would levy an additional
income tax on savings banks, and
business corporations for the purpose
of establishing in the state treasury
an unemployment relief fund to be distributed to cities and towns as reimbursement for their own expenditures.
The application of the tax increase
to the state as a whole, Governor Ely
believed, would result in the raising
of about $4,500,000. The plan will involve immediate conferences between
Tax Commissioner Long, Corporation
Counsel Silverman and the governor,
the first of which probably will be held
on the return of the chief executive
from his home in Westfield the first
of next week. Mr. Ely left for his
home almost as soon as today's conference was at an end.
The present rate on salaries is one
and one-half per cent. Three per cent
is assessed on gains and six per cent
on interest and dividends.
"If the governor is able to bring
about some form of relief for the local
municipalties in this way, he will be
making a real contribution to the aid
of the cities," Mayor Curley declared,
adding that the disbursements during
the first two months of the present
year indicated the possibility of a 100
per cent jump.
Following his conference with the
mayor, Governor Ely spent some time
with Senator George G. Moyse of
Waltham and Representative Arthur
W. Jones of Nantucket, Senate and
House chairmen, respectively, of the
legislative committees on ways and
means. They were accompanied into
his office by Representative Albert F.
Bigelow of Brookline, who is a member of the House committee.
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INCOME TAX OF 10
PER CENT FAVORED

•

Mayor Curley Suggests it
Foelrelief Fund
TO GOVERNOR ELY
Estimated $4,500.000
Would be Raised—Will
Draft Bill Embodying
Ideas of Conference.

WoiteissreR afq2. - TTE

After discussing the situation in
Boston, Mayor Curley said that if
with some form of relief the State
would aid to the extent of one-half
of the increase in public welfare expenditures, it would be making a real
contribution to the cities and towns.
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C17/24Crif
in the White
engineer
'With a great
tp obpossible
House it should be
support for the employnational
tain
Person.
which H. S.
ment program
Taylor So,
the
of
managing director
ttLIO's
before Nagar C
clety, outlined
Frederunemployment conference.
to
whom some believe
ick W. Taylor,

have been one of the greatest men ei
modern times, would presumably
have approved in toto the scheme set
Boston, March 7—A flat increase of ' forth in the name of Taylor society,
10 per cent in the present state in- It, in essence, is this; education of
come taxes, the proceeds to be turn- ,
employers and employees in better
ed over to the cities and towns to aid
methods of management; making in-t
in relief from the tremendous exresponsible for the
penditures of public welfare during dustry basically
own
the present depression, was the pro- maintenance and security of Its
posal made to Gov. Ely yesterday labor forces; repeal of existing
morning by Mayor James M. Curley trust legislation and enactment of
of Boston. The suggestion came in I comprehensive legislation to encourthe course of an hour and a half con- age integration of industries; acference attended by Tax Cmmission- ceptance of some form of national
er Henry P. Long, President Gaspar plapning against depressions like the
G. Bacon of the Senate, Speaker one through which we are passing
Leverett Saltonstall of the House,
It was Taylor whom Lenin, an exile
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverin Switzerland, read and studied just
man and City Auditor Rupert S.
before the World war broke out. It
Carven.
badly
The increase would be for one year is Taylorism which, however
only and would be payable to the cit- they are doing it, the present overies and towns on the basis of their lords of Russia are putting into operlast returns. It Ls estimated that ation in the largest undeveloped land
about $4,500.000 would be raised, of area of the world, with results that
$1,000,000 are already challenging attention. An
approximately
which
would go to Boston. Tax Commis- American plan of putting the Taysioner Long and Mr. Silverman will loresque
national
principles into
get together and draft a bill embodypractice is what Mr. Person set
ing the ideas advanced at the conferforth in his New .England address.
ence.
the active engineering mind
The present income tax rate Is Vi Whether
general-manages the Unitnow
that
on
cent
per
3
salaries,
on
per cent
gains and 6 per cent on interest and ed States will see sufficient congresdividends. The Governor, discussing sional and other political support in
the situation with newspapermen, front of him for carrying out the
declared it Ls a pressing need to find Ideas of the Taylor society, with
some relief for the cities and towns which he must be broadly sympathetic,
and that so far he had not heard of in a very important uuestion—„,-,0
any better plan than the one offered
at this morning's conference. Mayor
Curley, discussing the meeting, said
4.0vvi_zt.1
that it was held to devise ways and
towns
and
cities
relieving
means of
from the increased burden due to
expenditures. He
Casey batting for the Boston cenpublic welfare
pointed out that these expenditures sorship made some hits which pleased
jumped 100 per cent last year over his supporters. From press reports,
any previous year and that the es- too, one would gather that his aptimate for the first two months of pearance was that of a well meaning,
this year indicates another 100 per
reasonable man. The real ease, so
cent jump.
far as there is one, against the BoIt is apparent, he felt, that some
tonese form of censorship lies in the
from
some
provided
be
must
relief
form of state income to be appor- certainty that Mr. Casey will not live
tioned among the cities and towns. forever and that some very objectionA number of plans were discussed at able kind of person might be selected
for this job, responsible solely to a
the meeting, he said.
political mayor. A's an old theatrical man himself Mr. Casey undoubt-
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.PROPOSED INCREASE WOCI,0 itt:
FOR ONE, YEAR ONI,1
(1-1,- Gazette state 11011%e Reporter
BOSTON. March 7.—A flat increase of 10 per cent in the present,
state income taxes, the proceeds to
be turned over to the cities and
towns to aid In relief from the expenditures of public welfare during
present depression, was the proposal
made to Governor Ely yesterday by
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
The suggestion cattle in the course
of an hour and a half conference attended by Tax Commissioner Henry
F. Long, President Gaspar G. Bacon
of the Senate. Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the House, Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman and City
Auditor Rupert S. Carven.
The increase would be for one year
only and would be payable to the
cities and towns on the basis of their
last returns. It is estimated that
about $4,500,000 would be raised, of
which approximately $1,000,000 would
go to Boston. Tax Commissioner Long
and Mr. Silverman will get together
and draft a bill embodying the ideas
advanced at the conference.
The present income tax rate is 1 1,2
per cent on salaries, 3 per cent on
gains and 6 per cent on interest and
dividends. The governor, discussing
the situation
with newspapermen,
declared it is ft pressing need to find
some relief for the cities and towns
and that so far he had not heard of
any better plan than the one offered
at this morning's conference. Mayor
Curley, discussing the meeting, said
that it was held to devise ways and
means of relieving cities and towns
from the increased burden due to
public
He
welfare
expenditures.
pointed out that these expenditures
Jumped 100 per cent last year over
any previous year and that the estimate for the first two months of this
year indicates another 100 per cent
Jump.
It is apparent, he felt, that some
relief must, he provided from some
form of state income to he apportioned among the cities and towns.
A number of plans were discussed at
the meeting, he said.
After discussing the situation In
Boston, Mayor Curley said that if
with some form of relief the state
would aid to the extent of one-half
of the Increase in public welfare expenditures. 3 would be making a
real contribution to the cities and
towns.
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edly knows the show business from
A to Z, and he well may command
the respect of many of the theatrical
producers. The system under which
he operates, however, is rather arbitrary. One can conceive of, say, a
Republican mayor elected with strings
on him from certain fundamentalist
religious organizations who might
appoint as Mr. Casey's successor a
veritable snooping, long -nosed bigot,
and the metropolitan community
would have no say about such a censor's decisions, provided h't were
Supported at City Hall.
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HIGHER INCOME
TAX SOUGHT FOR
WELFARE RELIEF

STATE INCOME
TAX RISE ASKED

It doesn't require an
abnormal
power of insight to grasp
the intent of Mayor Curley of
Boston in
his proposal to boost
the state
income tax 10 percent to
get money
that can be redistributed
to the cities, and towns of
the Commonweatlh for public welfare
work.
I;turing the past 12 month
s, communities of this state and all
others
have
been
spending
record
amoonts of money for
compulsory
relief work.
The swollen ranks of
unemployment have forced
the local public welfare board
s to more
extensive programs than
ever.
From Our Special Reporter
The final analysis will
be found
Boston, March 6—State Tax Comon the tax bill.
The political onus
missioner Henry F. Long and Corpowill he horn by the
mayors and
selectment of the commu
ration Counsel Samuel Silverman of
nities.
One statement of fact
buried Boston are at work drawing up a
deep in Mayor Curley's
story, that bill to provide for a flat increase of 10
to some may seem
insignificant, per cent in income taxes, the $1,500,000
Ity Telegram State
holds the key to the
Reperter
•
connection of it is estimated this would raise,
to be
BOSTON. March S.—A 10 per cent
the -burden of the welfa
re work to returned to cities accor
ding to their
Mayhr Curley. Some
Increase in the present state incoth
$4,500,000 last income tax
e
returns, to enable
extra will be extracted
taxes, the proceeds to be
from tbe them to
turned
have relief from the treinceme tax payers of
over to cities and towns to
Massachusetts mendous expenditur
aid in
es for public welby this 10 per cent
the relief from the tremendous expen
additional levy. fare work during the
present depresBoston's share will be
ditures of public welfare during the
in round sion.
present economic depression, was
numbers, $1,000,000.
sugIncrease for One Year Only
gested to Gov. Joseph B. Ely
Now wouldn't a milli
today
on dollar
by Mayor James M. Curley of
The suggestion that such a boost in
contribution to Boston's stron
Boston.
...—
g box income taxes be made came
from
help out the cash balan
Gov. Ely later eclared that it Is
ce treinend_ Mayor James M. Curley. The increase
otislY next fall, when Mayo
urgent to finel some relief for
r Curley worrttrhe for one
only and it is
the
cities and towns and that
is figuring the tax levy?
he
And the i estimated Boston would benefit to the
not
heard any better plan than had
.istnte political boss of
exten
t
of
$1,000
,000.
The
the
prese
nt tax
the Hub
one offered at today's confer
is 1. 1/:., per
certainly would be loath
ence.
e to dis- on profit cent on salaries, 3 per cent
The increase would be for one
s and 6 per cent on interest
year
claim credit for making
only
and would be payable to
such a and dividends.
The proposed boost
good financial showing in a
and towns on the basis of theircities
period would not mean a tax of 11% per cent
last
of
returns. It Is estimated that
depression, when
the pubiie on salaries, but would mean that if a
such
an increase would raise about
works and relief department.;
34,50,
were man were paying $20 income tax on
000 of which the city of Bosto
working westwise.
n would
his salary under present conditions,
receive $1.000.000,
lie
Yes, look for the personal
would be paying $22 next year.
The suggestion was discus
benefit
In a, Curley scheme, and you'll
conference attended by the sed at R
Suggestion by Curley
find
gover
And
the cause of it.
mayor. President Gaspar nor
He operates that
Mayor Curley asked for the appoint0
Bacon
of
way.
the
Senat
ment yesterday and obtained it and
e, Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the House
Gov Ely asked President Gaspar G.
. Corporation
Counsel
Samuel
Bacon of the Senate and Speaker
Silverman,
Tr.SF/ifL.P
1././/
Auditor Rupert S. Craven of
Leverett Saltonstall of the House atBoston
and State TAX Commission
tend the conference.
er Henry
Others present
F. Long.
were Silverman and City Auditor RuTo Draft Rill
pert S. Carven of Boston.
Immediately afterward it
The governor said it is absolutely
WAS announc
ed
that TR:: Commissioner Long
necessary to find some relief for cities
and
Mr.
Silve
rman
would draft, a bill
and towns because of public welfare
embodying these Ideas.
casts and he has not heard any better
The present tax Is one and
plan than that advanced by Mayor
one-half
per cent on salaries, three
Curley,
per cent
on gains and
per
cent
on Interest
Mayor Curley made known at the
and dividends.
FrOm Yesterday's Latest Edition
conference that Boston's welfare work
The only problem remaining tonight
BOSTON, March 6 UP)—A 10 per increa
ser' 100 per cent last year over
was the method of
getting such a
cent increase in the state income the previous year, for total expen
suggestion before the Massachuse
ditts
tax was proposed by Mayor James tures of $1,000,000, and outlay the first
Legislature. One plan will be
to
t
months of this year indicates the
M. Curley today to relieve towns arid two
a hill that will come within the draft
scope
total
for 1931 will be close to $6,000,009.
of pending petitions and let
Cities Of some of their burden
the legislative committee considering
aiding the poor.
them
:colon
t his measure. The other plan
The suggestion was made to Govwould be to offer Ft Dew petition
ernor Joseph B. Ely at a conferthis would require a four-flftha but
vote
ence in which leaders of the legisfor admission. WhIeh Is not
looked
upon as easy to accomplish.
lature also participated. Governor
Ely told newspapermen that some
Mayor Curley said after the
confereffet
relief must be found for cities and
,thifrflt Boston, last year, the
publi
c welfare expenditures Increased
burde
with
public welfare
towns
ned
100 per cent and for the
expenditures and that he had not
first
months this year the Increase two
heard any better plan at today's
indicates anotler 1..t0 per cent
conference than that to increase the
jump.
The mayor pointed out that
Bosto
n
Income tax
spent about *4,000,000 last
year and
The proposed increase would he
the ratio for the first two
for one year only arid would be
this year Indicates that themonths 01
1931 expenditures will be about
payable to the cities and towns on
86.000,000,
• If, through some form of
the basis of their latest returna. It
relief, the
state aided to the extent of
was r‘timated that such an increase.
one-half
of this increase, it would be
making
Would yield $4,500,000 of which the
clty. of Boston would reoelve about;

Bill Being Drawn For 10 Per
Cent Increase to Aid Citis
and Towns in Meeting
Heavy Expenditures

10 Per Cent Increase to
Go to Municipal Public
Welfare
CURLEY

PROPOSAL

Bill Will Be Drafted--Ely
Thinks Plans Is Best
Offered

CURLEY IS FOR
AN INCREASE IN
- INCOME TAX
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Commissioner Conry Is Hampered In His
Efforts To Perfect Traffic Regulation

STATE HOUSE NOTES

Rejection of Proposition To Give Boston One-Man CommisWorks
sion Is Attributed To Negative Influence of Public
Investigate
To
Decide
Commissioner—City Council May
"MacaRelationship of Two Competing Chains—This Is
Campaign
Nichols'
Them—Mayor
roni Week" With Both of
For Second Term Is Now Under Way

Urges Mayor Curle)'s Bill
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, March 2—Boston munieiPal
counsel today urged municipal finance
committee to report favorably MIIILT
Curley's petition to borrow $1,000,000
to IVIden and reconstruct Dorchester
avenue from Fort Point channel to Old
Colony avenue.
Intent is to relieve
congestion and eliminate a bad curve.

purpose
he will hardly abandon his
that
known
is
it
to do so, although
Traffic Commissioner Coney, who
his associates are in ((pof
some
has done splendid work since he be•
position to him on almost every imante chai..man of thi commission and
portant 111Pa:4111'P.
who has been halllloorcil to a marl:ed
'degree by the opposition of some of
'Ile- associate cot missioners. went to
1 he State House for the pimpose it
By Peter Fitz Curley

advocating lee'slat Ma pt.( bv iili
sinele commissioner. The lie
Curli',vas sponsored by Ala

I'm

'realizes limy Chairman t'onry's hands I
Ii VI' been tied and how his churl-- ti.
imm.ove traffic conditions have !well
constantly opposed.
'I he ooly rovinher of the iii ioard,
to apin addition to Chairman
pear before the legislative committee
Commissioner O'Rourke of the
e
Vl'orks Department. Ile favored
the chailee, lett lio ex pri,Siivil
.1 way that the commit
acceriline, to one or iis members.
did nol lei I that his opinion was
tilled to grcii I weight, for his main
re :son for favoring a 0110-111all t'0111ttiO bilSy

111i,
iiiiiili \Vas

assigned to hint as public
work.. commissioner to give his time
to the traffic commission.

thy dillies

Curley and Daughter Back In Hub;
4/layor Replies to Goodwin Criticism
es.seiv, March 2---Mayor Curley and
his daughter, Mary,(Miry tanned by
Florida sunshine, returned home last
night, the mayor apparently ready to
take the aggressive against recent
critics of his administration.
One of his first acts was to deny
charges by Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the finance commission that
he controls both the school committee and the school building department.
"Why, or course not," said the
mayor. "The members of the school
committeft are elected by popular vote
and surely they can not he sald to
he under my control. The record of
the school building department will
fail to show any interference by me."
"It Is true," added the mayor, with

c

Q“

'lids, according to members of the
legisla 1 ive commit tem did not help
Curlie.'s me isiirns in the slightest degree. and although Conmiissimier Conry made his ustnil effective
plea for sole responsibility, the committee declined to report affirmatively.
Very naturally, because of tile Ingle.
deciHoti, l'onimissioner Conry
111111111orCil ill iliS plallS to perill
et traffic coeilitions iii Boston, but

tc,9N
I-IEkStfl
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TACKLING THE IMPOSSIBLE
Mayor Curley of Boston says that
he is goinTrrb find a way so that new
paving won't have to be ripped up
just about as soon as it is laid. Some
on
hundred others cities
will await on that discovery.— Portland Express.

I-

broad smile, "that when either or
both have been dilatory I have attempted to accelerate them."
The mayor indicated no resentment
over the Goodwin charge, however,
and apparently charged It up to the
heat of the warfare raging between
the finance commission and the school
commission.
Mayor Curley also defended the
project for a new municipal golf
course at Hyde park. This has been
criticised in the city council, hut the
mayor declared the city Wan getting
a good bargain and MS.) providing
work for many unemployed,
Expressing optimism over husiners
conditions, the mayor said that financial leaders whom he met 'n the Smith
were unitnimmis in the opinion that
business generally is becoming better.

y PA? r/p/ar
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Firei.
Ntayor Curley of Boston is trying
Suspicious

to get the ralf Changed so that investigation of suspicious fires in ,
Boston will be under the authority
of the Boston fire department in- .
stead of under authority divided
between that department and t he
State fire marshal. Possibly there
would be some gain in greater
speed and directness ill running
down the cause of fires of this !
sort.
But on the other hand, !
authority centered in one city department suggests easier laditical
control of the matter, if political
control should ever become an object.
If the change were made ,
as urged, we wonder whether the ;
Boston mayor could give any guarantee that the new system of investigation would be as sure to
operate and as persistent in running down all the facts as the one

now in,Nrce.

to prosperity.
One of the Principal reasons why there is no
market for real estate is on account of the heavy taxes which
make real estate an undesirable
investment.
It is well known that our industries, with a few notable exceptions, are
htuving
a fierce
struggle to make both ends meet,
and it is clearly unwise to add
anything more to their burdens.
The association
believes that
the most
feasible
method of
granting the relief that seems
necessary or inevitable is by a
two-cent increase in the gasoline
"
41,11sx, of which at least one cent
should be distributed directly to
the municipalities, to be used by
them for highway purposes, thus
releasing other funds for therelief program. The association believes that an increase in this tax
will fall as lightly as any tax
that could be imposed.
In regard to an increase in income taxes, the association is reluctant, prior to the revision of
our tax system which should be
made next year. to see any radical
change made in
present rates.
Any increase
runs the risk of
driving capital out of the state
at a time when every citizen of
Massachusetts should be desirous
of attracting capital here.
The mayor of Boston suggests a
10 per cent
increase in these
rates. The association doubts if
this is wise.
One point is certain, that no increase should be
made this year in the tax on corporate incomes.
Our
governmental
agencies,
particularly the municipalities,
have been spending far more than
they could afford to spend. Yet
we hear little or nothing from
executives of many of our municipalities to indicate that they
appreciate this, or have any desire to remedy it.
The officers of the Massachusetts
Tax association are: President, Chandler Bullock of Worcester: vice president. Alexander Whiteside; treasurer,
Francis C. Gray; executive secretary,
Wendell W. Howie.

Higher state lax

Urged for Relief
Mayor Curley Proposes 10 Per Cent. Increase
to Gov Ely, With Increased Revenue to Be
Turned Over to Municipalities to Lighten
Burden of Unemployment Assistance Now
Looming.
Boston, March 6.—(UP) — The
Massachusetts State income tax
would be increased 10 per cent.
and the additional proceeds would
be used to relieve municipalities
of the heavy burdens of public
welfare expenditures, under a plan
submitted to Gov. Ely to-day.
--The proposal was made by Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston at a
:ionference Areh he, Gov. Ely and
several other State and city officials
attended to consider the relief question.
Mayor Curley's proposed increase
would be effective for one veer only

and would be payable to cities and
towns on the basis of their last returns.
It was estimated the suggested
boost would create a $4.500,000 fund,
of which Boston would receive about
$1,000,000.
The current income tax rate is
1 1-2 per cent, on salaries, 3 per
cent, on gains in income, and 6
per cent. on interest and dividends.
Gov. Ely, discussing the situation,
said it was imperative that relief
steps to taken and that he had
heard of no better plan than that
proposed by the Boston mayor. The
conference lasted one hour and 3(
rninntex
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More and More Taxes
•00.0•••

Now an increase in the state income tax rates
is proposed as a means of sweating more money out
of Massachusetts taxpayers. Mayor Curley's recommendation, which Governor Ely hails as a masterpiece of public financiering, is a ten per cent increase. Whether this inectas that the tax on taxable interest and dividends, now six per cent, shall
be sixteen per cent, or whether the increase would
b. to 6.6 per cent, is not clear, but one is ready to
believe the worst.
The gasoline tax seems 'certain to go tip fifty
per cent—from two cents a gallon to three. The
poll tax for men is to be three dollars, and women
are to pay a, poll tax of two dollars. Now the governor approves a ten per cent increase in income
taxes. All this, mind you, for the benefit of Mr.
Taxpayer. Business has been bad, income out, of
which taxes must be paid has been reduced to the
lowest level in years; and the fiscal geniuses'at the
istate House proposed to help the people by taxing
niore money out of them.

/VFV1,S
"A general narrowing policy oi
highways." the committee set forth
"easily continued, if once begun, wool(
lead to a considerable increase in th,
,'Oat of constraction. It would like
wise create a mounting debt for whici
future generations might well curst
its, in that they would still be payint
for the construction of the past whih
being obliged at the same time to fine
revenue for tile present."
The committee strongly approver
the erection of a public works depart.
ment building to be paid ft:, tilp•
mately. from the highwify fund.
It pointed out that no state at preft
eni has a lower gasoline tax thar
Massachusetts. It proposed a limits;
Lion to the one cent increase, how.
period during which rev, ever, to the
errue is needed to pay off borrowec
money.
It held that cities, towns and counties should be relieved of the assessments for state roads and, whit(
pointing out that such relief woult
deplete the highway fund it conclude(
that the proposed increase in thi
gasoline tax should be more than ade•
to meet this inioad.

the cost of d very large program of
construction, if made to extend over
a period of four or five years. Re-

cently the real estate boards and
other organizations interested in
land and buildings spoke out against
any further increase in the tax burden on real estate. They declared
that real estate is carrying too much
load now and their contentions are
supported by high officials of the
state department of corporations and
taxation.
In the proposal for increase in the
Income tax there comes a protest
The
from the business interests.
point is made that the income from
business cannot properly be cut down
to that extent, if we are to bring
about a return of prosperity. The
business men say they are the ones
whose success will mean 'he return
Of normal conditions and they point
out that any crippling of their businow would have far-reaching
triess
Vev11
3//7/3(
effect in continuing the period of
depression. In opposition to the
IS REAL NUT FOR THE proposed large increase in the inSTATE TO CRACK
come tax it is claimed that the presimof
prices of products and the close
way
the
ent
in
Barriers placed
position of additional taxes to pay margin of profits in most lines of
the most of public relief and en- business will not allow for such an
larged programs of public work to Increase in the income tax.
help out .:11 the unemployment situaIndications new are that the addition may properly be taken as an tional burdens which have come as
indication that the tax burden can- a result of the long period of unnot safely be placed in any one employment will have to be shared
place. Real estate refuses to carry by a variety of interests. The gasothe load, the motor vehicle organiza- line tax may properly bear a subtions and interests are aroused in stantial part of the cost of new road
opposition to any substantial in- construction. The proposed increased
crease in the gasoline tax, and now poll tax for men and possibly'-`the
comes a storm of protest against assessment of a small poll tax on
the proposal of Mayor James M. women may take care of the old-age
Curley of Boston tolircrease the tax pension requirements without much
onlreomes to 10 per cent. It seems hardship. It may be found possible
that no one wants to assume the en- to raise the income tax sufficiently
tire load and we are left without to give a part of the revenue fez
adequate revenues to meet the ex• public relief disbursements, levying
tra cost imposed upon the cities by upon real estate the rest of what is
the old-age pension law, the exten- required for that purpose.
tsion of the veterans' relief privileges
Ultimately we may have to come
and the necessity for paying the to a process where small taxes are
cost of disbursements for charity. levied here and there by the state
When a substantial increase in the to place upon the well-to-do the burgasoline tax was proposed to help den of caring for those who are unthe state in its great undertaking fortunate. Long continuance of the
of public works sponsored by Gov period of unemployment will certainJoseph B. Ely there was a vigorous ly have no other result than the exprotest that has now forced the as- tension of taxation to cover the costs
sessment down to a proposal for less that come to the public. If we are
than one cent additional tax per gal- to buy our way back to pros: -rity
lon. In view of the large consump- through great programs of public
tion of gasoline throughout the state work we will have to pay the cost
it is believed that the levy will cover sooner or later.

PE DFORD STY/A/DAR!)

ASSOCIATION
WANTS 2-CENT
GAS TAX BOOST
Urges Program for State to
Take Care of Relief for
Unemployed
Heston, March 9—The Massachusetts Tax association has recommended that unemployment relief
throughout the state be financed by a
two-cent increase in the gasoline tax.
The association declared last night
that the increase in income taxes proposed by Myer James M. Cliaty of
Boston ran Mg" risk of driving capital
out of the state, and that an increase
in the taxes on corporate incomes unquestionably would drive out industries.
Gasoline now is selling at a low
price, and whether the tax be two or
four cents it represents a negligible
percentage of the annual cost of maintaining an automobile, the association
said. It urged that at least one cent
of the increase be distributed directly
to municipalities, to he used by them
for highway purposes. The other cent
would be used to meet the governor's
highway program.
Gov Ely, commenting on the recommendation, thought that the two-cent
increase was unnecessary. He thought
it preferable to increase the time on
the highways' bonds to IA years and
to turn half of the one-cent gasoline
tax increase hack to the communities.
"One-quarter of the cent increase
also could be used to relieve cities and
towns from certain assessments," Ely
said. "Cities and towns in this way
could be given the advantage this year
of ausroximately $4,000.000, which
would be within $500,000 of the
amount to accrue by a 10 per cent increase on incomes and corporate inconies."
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MAYOR NOT
ATTEND
INCOME TAX MEETING
Worcester probably will not be represented at the meeting in Boston
City hall tomorrow, sponsored by
Mayor Curlez to which representatiNitirof ctrW- and towns were invited
to discuss the passibility of raising
the tax on incomes 10 per cent this
year In order to aid the communities
in their welfare work,
Mayor O'Hara said this morning
that press of business in the city tomorrow would prevent him from attending, but that he would communicate with Mayor Curley by letter
today, advising him of the city's attitude. Yrsterclay he gave tentative
approval to the project, stating that
"the state should do something to
help cities and towns defray the expenses of the new schemes the Legislature is continually putOng into etferq."

A/R w LDcoRP
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ELY, CIALEY PLAN
TO BOOST STATE
TAX $149000/000
Governor Backs Boston Mayor's Proposal of 10 Per Cent Increase
in Income Rate
THREE CENT LEVY ON GASOLINE
Legislative Joint Committee Recommends Increase Affecting Motorists
for Four Years Polls to Jump
(Special us The standard)

Boston, March 7—Recommendation by Mayor Curley and
indorsement by Governor Ely yesterday of a flat increase of 10
per cent in the state income tax will result in placing before thft
Legislature proposals to increase the taxes of the citizens of
Massachusetts by more than $14,000,000.
This figure is in addition to. the $42,000.000 imposed last
year and does not include revenue from motor ear licenses and
registrations and from state departments.
A recommendation to increase the gasoline tax from two
cents to three cents for a period of four years starting May 1.
was reported to the House yesterday by the joint committee on
ways and means.
Curley directed Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman to
confer with Tax Commissioner Henry F. Long to draft a bill
for his proposed income tax increase, making it apply to returns filed last Monday.
Within a few days the legislative committee on taxation is
expected to report a bill recommending a new poll tax of $2 on
women and an increase in the men's poll tax from $2 to $3. .
The committee on ways and means is prepared to recommend an increase in the state tax of $1,500,000, 'bringing it
up to $8,500,000.
employment, Mayor Curley's demand
How increase Would Come.
for relief from public welfare expenwould
ations
the old age assistance act and
recommend
ditures.
These four
expansion in state activities.
result in producing a one-year increase
from various sources estimated as folLeaders Are Disturbed.
lows:
$4,500,000
Legislative leaders yesterday were
Incomes
5,350,000
Gasoline
3,000.000 frankly disturbed at the prospect 01
Polls
1,500,000i meeting the demands which so sucl•
State
denly have been placed before them
$14,350,000 The immediate result is likely to bc
Total
an effort to stem the tide of prospec•
The pressure on the Legislature for tive spending.
Curley's suggestion for a 10 per cent
this huge increase in revenue luks been
result, of increase in the tax on incomes would
applied as the cumulativeprogram
of be or a single year and the proceeds
Governor Ely's ambitiouS
public works for the relief of the un-

an(
would be returned to the cities
incomf
towns on the basis of their last
tiv
that
tax returns. It is estimated
city of Boston would derive approxi•
mately $1,000,000 from this plan. n
The governor was not prepared
give it his entire approval, but he ad.
mated that he had not yet discoverer
a more reasonable suggestion. Repre'sentative Leo M. Birmingham ol
Brighton, his spokesman in the House
declared that he would lead vigorous
opposition to any attempt to increase
taxes on the incomes of small salaried
wage earners.
The joint ways and means committee reported its gasoline increase tax
bill to 'provide a total revenue of
$11,500,000, $10,000,000 to be apportioned for highway construction and
$1,500,000 for a new building for the
state department of public works,
An Additional Tour.
The Curley proposal would be an
additional tax to be collected next fall
on the 1930 returns which were filed
during January and February. The
mayor dismissed any constitutional
objections by advancing the precedent
of 1918 when an additional tax was
Imposed on foreign and domestic corporations to pay the war bonus, and
that of 1923 when the state placed an
additional tax on individual incomes
to make good national bank tax reimbursements.
Curley discussed his proposal at, a
conference at the State Rouse attended by Governor Ely, President Bacon,
Speaker Saltonstall, Commissioner
Long, Corporation Counsel Silverman
and City Auditor Rupert S. Carvell.
During the conference it was learned
that Curley indicated that unless some
unusual method of relief was provided
for meeting the public welfare expenditures demanded by the industrial
depression, he might be compelled to
increase the city's tax rate on real
estate.
The report of the ways and means
committee disclosed that Governor Ely
was granted the appropriation he requested in his budget but not on his
terms. Instead of giving him 10-year
serial bonds, the committee recommended that the money be raised for
the highway program on short term
notes over a four-year period with a
provision that the entire amount be
paid by April 30, 1935. Thus the Republicans have protected their pay-asyou-go policy.
The hill is the first section of thel
state budget. In its report the committee estimated that between 35 and
50 per cent.of the total expenditure
would go to labor and thus relieve unemployment, with the remainder going to materials, overhead and profit.
Approves Highway Program.
The committee reported that the
recomvarious highway projects
mended by the governor all appeared
to be desirable and that contracts
could be iet on each within five
months, with the exception of two
sections of the Worcester turnpike
where difficulties have arisen. 1
concluded that It is wiser not ti
specify particular projects what
emergency unemployment legislatim
is coneerned and where there i?
clanger of some of these projects beim
held up, 'lot to determipe on a him'
:Aim to be spent by ihe Departmen
of Public Works within the limitai
tons indicated"—the facilities of th,
department and the resources of th,
Common wealth.

3/s1.

CURLEY WOULD AID
INCOME TAX BOOST;
ELY FAVORS MOVE

um/ ot a million aohars be Made
Wycliffe C. Marshall in a letter to
available subject to the disposition
"D;>: Commissioner Henry F. Long that
of the governor.
general be petitioned tO
"The measure reported by ways and I he attorney
proceeds in the MassachUmeans limiting the borrowing for institute
Supreme court to restrain the
highway construction to four years setts
Nsw England Telephone & Telegraph
and relieving the cities and
town Co. from Its present use of public
from certain assessments and
the
Marshall wrote was
counties from contributions, is per- highways, which
laws of the
fectly sound from the point of view not authorized by the
Marsnall contended that the
state financing, but doe's not fur-1
cish as much relief to the cities and concern is a New York corporation
towns as the plan which I have ad- and is usurping permits for poles and
vocated
for 10-year bonds, which conduits given three Massachusetts
would have been carried with a quar- companies in which the New York
ter of a cent of the gasoline tax In- corporation owns all the stock.
Marshall is counsel for the Boston
stead of three-fifths of a cent under
Central Labor Union in the petition
the proposed legislation.
"I have found it impossible: to for lower rates and his letter today
make such distribution of the mil- was part of his action in the rate caset
lion dollar elhergeney fund as to: Mayor Curley's hill is being drafted
bring the relief to the cities and by Tax Commissioner Long and will
towns which the linexpartedly large he presented to the governor Monday.
welia-re
expennituri-s require. Be- It Is now determined that it can be
cause of that situat:en. only $400,000; presented in the Legislature through
of the suggested $1060,000 has been report on pending petitions for simcalled for. Using the city of Boston nel' legislation filed by Frank A.
as an example. the welfare expendi- Goodwin.
tures are estimated at $2,000,000
over last year and It is necessary
either to raise the tax limit $1 ,1!.•
thereby impose the additional
den largely on real estate. or 1•1
iBv Telegram -late House Reporter
some other method of raising
•
'BOSTON, March 7.—Taxation proh- money. The mayor has suggested
lems loomed large for the Massachu- 10 per cent Increase in the income
setts Legislature today as Mayor Cur- tax rates for 1930 tax returns. This,
ley of Boston made plans tifogrolleile seems to me the best proposal yeti
support for his proposal to Increase made to meet this emergency.
1930 income tax payments In per
Sees Boost 'Needed
cent to reimburse cities and towns
"From this resume it is perfectly
for the extraordinary expenditures
for public welfare relief due to the apparent that the increased expenditures of the city of Boston, which
economic depression.
Governor Ely. from his home in I am using for the purpose of illusBOSTON. March 7—(AP) All may.
Westfield, issued a lengthy statement tration, must be paid by an increase
would fall
Jea and chairmen of selectmen in Mas•
amplifying his brief comment of yes- in the city. taxes, which
sachusetts were invited by Mayor
terday, reiterating, "this seems to me 75 per cent on real estate, or from
the best proposal yet made to meet incomes through the proposed legis- Tames M. Curley today to meet In
lation.
this emergency."
his proMassachusetts Boston T`trji to discuss
people
of
"The
Mayor Curley ia.aUeti a call for a
posal to increase the income tax 10
had
we
have
that
remember
should
meeting of repreeentativen of every
little In the per cent. Mayor Curley's proposal,
city and town in the Boston City no bread lines and very
contribution and Submitted to Gov. Joseph 13. Ely, was
Hall, Tuesday afternoon to discuss way of charitable
entire expense of designed to produce funds to aid cities
hi.s plan and gain aid to push It that practically the
an unfortunate situation has been and towns in their public welfare
through the Legislature.
agencies, as
work during the business depression.
The Massachusetts Tax association borne by governmental
increased taxation
had a session in Boston at which the a result of which
Mayor Curley pointed out that Maspractically
is
temporary
measure
plan Was discussed in detell. The as a
3achusetts
has avoided bread lines and
eccordance
association said It had taken action inevitable and strictly inpolicy."
soup
kitchens through its adininistrapay-as-you-go
with
the
but would not make known its stand
tion of welfare funds. He said his
Curley Seeks Data
until tomorrow night when it exproposal to aid the various commuMayor Curley indicates that at
pected to issue a statement.
nities
with their relief work burden by
Tuesday's meeting the various city an increased income tax
Illy EsplaIns
levy had the
would be
representatives
town
and
The statement of
sanction of precedent. Such an inGovernor Ely
asked to give figures relating to the come tax increase, he said,
had been
"The proposed 10 per cent increase increase in welfare expenditures in employed to meet the soldiers' bonus
In Income and corporation taxes ap- their communities and pass their after the war and later in making up
plicable to 1930 returns is a measure opinion on his plan for relief through
refund to national banks made neeto assist the financial conditions of this one-year Increase of 10 per cent esnary by a tax decision of the Suon income taxes, He will argue that preme Court.
the towns and cities of the *tete.
"It was to forestall such a situa- the money., must come from someThe meeting will be in the City
tion that I had previously recom- where and that there is no further ex- Council chamber at 2 p. m.
burdening
real
estate.
cuse
far
mended that three quarters of one
cent additional gasoline tax he devoted by way of relief from assessment and direct contribution to the
einem and towns and an emergency

WOULD REPAY
CITIES FOR AID
GIVEN JOBLESS

10 Per Cent Raise Sought
•--Hub Mayor Issues
Meeting Call
SEEKS RECRUITS

Session Tuesday Planned
To Gain Help For
Law Drive

pniv 6. F41-7f, rput3Licav
MAYORS 'ARE'INVITED

TO MEET AT BOST01\

Selectmen Also Asked to
Conference on Increase Income Tax
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Ely for permitting Mayor Curley to

•

ball" with him. Others mainGov Ely as a Compromise ..!y
tain It is good diplomacy on Gov
Ely's part. The latter view seems betPossibility For the
ter; while it would he easy to oppose
the Boston mayor, it could not acPresidency
complish as much as diplomacy will

/6 /
week or a bill tor an adverse report,
for
to reduce the minimum age-limit
beneficiaries under the old-age assisThe
business.
tance law was not good
a
law as passed last year calls for
into
70-year limit. It has not gone the
effect, SS yet, July 1 next being
policy
date for its inception. It is poor
has been
to change a law before it
majority of
given a trial. Yet the
act
House members would change this will
much it
before it is known how municipalities
cost the state and its
devised
and before a method has been million
to raise the three or four
first
dollars that will he needed the years
by five
year. Reducing the age approximatewill increase the cost by
estimated.
ly 40 per cent, it has been
raise twoThe cities and towns must
thirds of this cost.

Correspondent
Minos about.
From Our
Gasoline and Extra Poll Taxes
Boston, March 7—Whatever one
In addition to this proposed tax inmay think of the Raskob-Robinson
which would hit corporate inbattle over the 18th amendment and crease,
terests most heavily because they pay
the future policy of the Democratic the largest percentage of taxes, the
party with respect thereto, it is nat- public faces a boost in the gasoline
until April
ural for some Massachusetts Demo- tax of one cent a gallon undoubtedly
)30, 1935, by which time it
crats to see in this difference of will come to be so accepted that somesapinion increased chances that Gov one will propose continuing this threeJoseph B. Ely may be compromise cent tax and the Legislature will
candidate for President at the next adopt the idea. The public also faces
BOOMED
Democratic national convention. Al a general increase in poll taxes for MAYOR CURLEY
Smith's mysterious air as to whether old-age pension costs, because it seems
ENCY
VICE-PRESID
FOR
men
for
he is a candidate or not detracts from probable that the $1 increase
the chances of Gov Roosevelt of New and the $2 tax for women will be
York. If the two should happen to adopted. Monday will bring the secnoise of conSubmerged in the
enter the convention as possible ond section of the budget, probably
candidates, they would be apt to split calling for an $8.500,000 issue of short- troversy over the prohibition issue at
the convention vote to such an extent term notes, which will have to be the
of
the
Democratic
Meeting
that neither could win. Both are good financed. One guess is the Joint way's
will recommend National Committee was a quiet boom
friends of Gov Ely and if the party and means committee
$2,had to look around for someone as a an increase in the state tax of or on behalf of Mayor James M. Curley
done
compromise candidate, Gov Ely might 500,000, but whether this is
fi- of Boston for the vice-presidency, it
be
to
have
will
draw the support of both these New not, the notes
by taxes.
York leaders. Ely could carry Massa- nanced eventually
known today. Election ComMunicipalities are not curtailing became
chusetts, New York, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New Jersey without their expenditures as they should. City missioner Peter F. Tague of Boston
much doubt, his friends think, and after city has adopted a budget this and Frank Finneran, president of the
this would give him an impetus that year calling for greater expesidttures
of Massachusetts,
would be hard to o. arcome.
than last year, when the proper pro- Democratic Club
Just now, the southern Democracy cedure would be to cut until it hurt, who attended the session, were the
seems to be demanding a dry candi- land then cut some more. Fall River
c,ate. When the time comes, it may be
being forced to do this and the time salesmen of the Curley stock.
that section will be ready to accept is coming when other cities will face a
are
a Protestant wet, if his views
like condition unless they start prac"acceptable." Gov Ely might meet this ticing real economy.
requirement because he has been a
If one watches the monthly surveys
modificationist He would modify the
department of labor and
18th amendment by adding to its pro- of the state
be realized that
visions the words "except as the Con- industries, it must
forced
gress may otherwise provide." This wages are gradually being
any
would enable Congress to stipulate al- down. These surveys seldom show
sees
one
monthly
almost
coholic content, permit states to make increases but
wages,
weekly
average
in
decreases
thcir own decisions as to whether they
This
desired to be wet or dry, and control of this or Chat branch of labor.
methods of distributing liquors. Con- being true, how can the small home
gress could, under such change, dic- owner continue to bear an increasing
tate the scone of state authority in burden with his income dropping? Yet
this matter. This idea might he more the state stands -idly by waiting for
acceptable to the dry South than the private tax association to tell it
what it should do in the way of revisChairman Raskob's plan.
ing its taxation* laws. Intangibles obTax Increase Dangers
viously have got to bear a greater
Thus far, Gov Ely has given what share of the cost of governfnent The
Is accepted generally as an excellent longer action to this end is delayed,
administration. There are so many the more serious it becomes for the
pitfalls endangering a governor that small property owner...
It is with difficulty they all are avoidGov Ely the past Week INSA Imed. The greatest political danger that
faces Gov Ely is that his administra- portuned by a California veterans' orhead to MAI part in' a
ganization
tion will be accused of permitting additional taxes to be imposed upon the cross-country telephone onversation
People. The depression has brought withapoy Rolfe of California on a day
about unusual conditions in public wheffrabos Angeles was celebrating the
welfare work that have cost munici- "return of prosperity," dtle to the
palities a great deal of money. Nat- passe& of the bonus certificate loan
urally, they may have to be helped. boost. The Californian was told by
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston one of Gov Ely's personal workers
has come fortrrefi-,eretgewermeeiggestion that this was the most ridiculous proto boost the bills of income taxpayers posal he had ever heard, for in Massaby 10 per cent for one year. Gov Ely chusetts there are hundreds of persons
rather likes the idea, without com- accepting public welfare doles and
mitting himself to it, and it is go- jobs, and in danger of starvation withing to he incorporated into a bill for out such help. Prosperity has not returned to Massachusetts, the Calilegislative action.
was told
The Curley plan can be reported fornian was told, and he
to tle Legislature under a bill now further that it did not seem possible
pen-ding before the committee on tax- it has returned to California so quicklegislaation. That the measure will meet ly after this bonus certificate
stiff opposition, particularly by the tion.
Massachusetts State Tax association, Changing the Old Age Assistance Bill
The substitution by the House this
seems assured. Some condemn Gov
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--State and Local Topics

not borrowing it for 10 years. It is
not a difference worth making into
Americans do not realize what a great issue; and probably the govheavy taxation means. Lord Astor ernor sees it in that light.
hands over to the British government 60 per cent of his income each Gasoline Tax and Highways
year. A man of his wealth, to be
Gov Ely's proposal that a large
sure, has surtaxes to pay and the amount'of extra building of state
surtaxes rise in proportion to the highways should be done as an Unamount of the. income. Yet all Brit- employment relief measure, as modishers are taxed to a degree that ified by the joint ways and means
has never come within our Ameri- committee, rests on the acquiescence
can experience, even in wartime. As of the Legislature in the increase of
for the Germans, the world takes the gasoline tax by one cent over a
for granted their back-breaking hur- period of four years. Should there
den of taxation. If either the Ger- be failure to enact such legislation,
man or the British burden were there would still remain the problem
suddenly placed on Americans, there of financing the construction of the
would probably be an insurrection. highways and the $1,500,000 state
This by way of reminding our- public works department building
selves that, if hundreds of thousands through loans. Without the gasoof persons in this state remain out line tax there would be involved an
of work during the coming year, increase in the general tax levied by
sonie taxes or other must be in- the state that would not be apprecreased to take care of those unem- ciated by the municipalities. Perployed; and that, if they are in- haps the fact that the price of gasocreased for that reason, we shall line is low and, as is indicated by
still have not nearly so much to the news of the day, seems likely to
holler about as the back-bending go lower, may make less hitter the
Englishman does. The richest person opposition to any increase in the tax
in Massachusetts, with a 10 per cent that has already been expressed.
temporary increase in his income A powerful argument for this large
tax to pay, would still be in clover, expansion of the highway program
on an income tax basis, compared is that the motor vehicle gets a
with Lord Astor, who pays in all a definite return for the money spent
,.60 per cent tax. In this stete the in gasoline taxes. The motor vehipresent income tax on salaries is cle has caused the need of the costly
1.17i per cent, on capital gains it is highways and it gets a special bene3 per cent and on interest and divi- fit from them.
dends received it is 6 per cent.
It is the worst possible time to
The facts must be faced. If busi- lower
the age from 70 to 65 for
ness does not revive as speedily as those
eligible under the new state
( was hoped, the cities and towns law
for old-age assistance, or penmust continue to carry a heavy load sions.
The sy,stem has not yet been
of emergency expenditure for what tested
at all by expeisence and what
is called their public welfare pro- it
will cost with 70 years as the
grams, which in plainer language
minimum age qualification is more
means relief for the victims of the
or less guesswork. The Legislature
depression. It was appreciation of must
still determine how to raise
this burden, and the present pros- the
money for operating the syspect that it must be carried for tem.
The Senate should not follow
months to come, that caused the the
House in redricing at this time
'State House conference, Friday, be- the
age limit for old-age pensions.
tween Mayor Curley, the governor The
proposal that the money for
and the leadefs --Crt-the Legislature. financing
this project 'be found by
The wisdom or feasibility of the pro- levying a
poll tax on women as well
posed 10 per cent raise in income as an
increase in the poll tax on
taxes, for one year, invites discus- men, is
sound from the point of view
sion.
of the political equality of the sexes.
It is open to the objection that it i;
The difference between 10-year
economically inequitable, as between
bonds and four-year notes for state
rich and poor, in raising funds for
road hiiikling is that when you borsuch a project as old -age pensions.
row money for four years von are

Taxes

i
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Such an extension of the poll tax,
however difficult to collect it might
be, would seem more justifiable if
jroposal for a 10 per
the Curlej
.
cent in-crease in the state income,
tax were adopted. For the income
tax increase would hit the poorest
classes of citizens less than would
the poll tax on women and the raise
in the poll tax on men.
John M. Casey finally admitted at
the State House hearing last week
that he is the actual censg; of all
plays publicly produced inwthe city
of Boston. This exchange of question and answer is worth placing on
record:—
"Why are you called the oneman censor?" asked Mr enase.
"Because I am the active censor," was the reply.
"Then you do censor plays?'
"I most certainly do."

censor,
Linder the law the
but he delegates the job to Mr
Casey, who began his career in the
fine arts as the drummer in a theater orchestra.
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Private Show
Mrs. Baynard. Thayer of Lancaster

and Boston. Is a member of the reception committee which wilt welcome a group of special guests invited to a private view of the sprIng.
1 flower show at Mechanics hell, Finsi ton, next Monday evening between
1 6 and ll o'clock. The show, under
i auspices of the Massachusetts Horticultural society, will he open to the' public on Tuesday. Guests attend-.
ing the private showing will inclUde
Governor Ely, macu_riy. and presidents of Massachusettoleges. .
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MAYOR BATES INVITED
TO DISCUSS CURLEY'S
PROPOSED TAX PLAN
acid he hopes to convince
Mayor Bates stated this rooming Isle relief,
the city and town authorities as to
that he had received an invitation the advisability of such a plan.
Mayor Bates of Salem early tofrom Mayor Curley of Boston to atintended to make
tend a special conference of repre- day stated that he
tion of the
sentatives of every city and town in a more through investiga
yet decided as to
the commonwealth to be heist in plan and had not would
It if
attend.
he
Boston tomorrow for the purpose whether or not
that the mayor
of discussing the proposed 10 per Interesting to note
the present time
cent. increase in the state income is receiving at
the cities of
tax for one year. Mayor Curley in much information from
relative to expenhis communication states that there the commonwealth
dewelfare
public
the
in
is no way to Justify the further bur- ditures
attend todening of real estate, in a serious partments. If he should
likely present
economic depression, provided it can morrow, the mayor willion,
the purbe prevented without undue hard- some of this informat
to obtain
is
which
ship to the citizenship as a whole pose of
ures of other
The Boston mayor realizes that he some idea of expendit
welfare in comparihas a hard fight on his hands to cities for public
pursuade the legislature that the son with that in Salem.
state income tax should be increased
10 per cent. for a year to provide
money to reimburse cities and towns
for increasing expenditures in we!-

rt"'• Vi 1.5 b.41

GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT
FOR THE PRESIDENCY
President Francis J. Finneran of the
Young Men's Democratic Club of Massachusetts will during the coming week
place his organization on record as
the first organization of its kind in
New England to indorse Governor
Roosevelt's candidacy for the Democratic President nomination in 1932.
Following a conference with Governor Roosevelt at New York, after
the session of the Democratic national committeemen at Washington,
where Finneran went as an observer,
he returned to Boston highly enthusiastic over Roosevelt's chances for
the nomination, and declared that
Roosevelt wants as a running mate
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
whom the New York Governor recognizes as one of the most magnetic
campaigners in his party throughout
the country.
President Finneran felt, as did many
others present in Washington during
the conference of the Democratic national committeemen, that Al Smith
will not seek the party nomination for
the Presidency. The belief in Washington, Finneran says, is that Smith
wants Owen Young for the Presidential nomination, and that Chairman
Raskob of the Democratic National
Committee is another Young enthusiast,

Lek
V/
that had not taken place and had not
been given.
Th% mayor took a lot of pleasure
meetings
Mayor Curley adopted some years out of those miniature mass
He would be
office.
private
his
in
ago a plan for meeting folk which,
talking to one man in an easy conwhile it did not please those who
versational tone while a political and
wanted to meet him, eased his bur- personal enemy of the man then beden considerably and gave him the ing talked to was seated not far away,
waiting his
reputation of pursuing an open door glaring at the other chap,
announced his intention of running for
was going
he
that
knowing
and
another term, but he is being boomed
policy. I do not know whether he is turn
receive the same kind of treat- for the office to succed Mayor Curadhering to that policy today, but it is to
ment that his enemy was receiving. ley by Democrats as well as Republia good one under certain conditions.
haven't been in the mayor's office cans all over the city.
I
He would order a whole bunch of
since Mayor Curley returned for his
As a matter of fact, ex-Mayor
people, there on various errands and
term, and I do not know wheth- Nichols is one of a very few men in
for various purposes, let into his pri- third
he is having those interesting the Commonwealth today who could,
vate office at once. There they were, er
nowadays.
"salons"
as a Republican candidate for Governin the private office, but with little
Malcolm E. Nichols, who or, swing Boston for the Republican
would
Mayor
He
or no hope of privacy.
his second de': ticket.
summons one of them to his desk is planning to have
Curley re- 1 When Thomas N. Hart was serving
Mayor
when
term
that
ferred
voice
of
and talk to him in a tone
in his his second and final term as mayor—
different
permitted almost everybody in the tires, was entirely
happy and that was thirty years ago—he
a
had
He
visitors.
of
t
was
treatmen
room to hear what the mayor
or went as far as to keep the door to
als
faculty of handling individu
saying.
his inner office open, and that door
could
he
that
way
a
such
in
groups
floor
If the visitor began to talk low and
ents opened directly on the second
constitu
of
army
whole
a
see
d very
was
try to be confidential in his requests
disturbe
he
but
,
corridor
during a small space of time, learn
and suggestions, the mayor's voice
little by callers, and at times—I was
what they wanted and dispose of
just
would continue to be clear and intelthen in City Hall a great deal—he
grante
order,
their wants in rapid-fir
ligible, and there wasn't a chance for
to be really lonesome. His
seemed
ing some requests and turning down
the visitor, when he weitt out, to say
y was his son-in-law, the late
secretar
even
le,
others which were impossib
that Ile had enjoyed a private conCarl \V. Ernst, and the latter's affecfor a mayor, to do. Occasionally he
mayor
the
if
course,
Of
n.
versatio
tion for the plain people, as representwould devote something more than
really wanted to talk privately and
ed by the humble workingman, in
a
providto
visitor,
time
allotted
the
confidentially with persons, that could
with the idle rich of Beacon
contrast
ing, of course, that the caller was an
be and was arranged, but the gatherHill, was earnest and very sincere. A
execuchief
the
whom
oldtime friend
ings in the inner office ceased to be
great many of the plain poiiple were
tive liked.
occasions for great joy on the part of
escorted in to see Mayor Hart by the
Mr. Nichols, or "Mal," as lie is
those whose speciality was to talk in
son-in-law, and sometimes the nutyor
to
his
es,
associat
low tones and afterwards invent a familiarly known
was not overjoyed by the visits of
discussion and possibly a promise may not have formally or informally those who had received special preference.
13
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MAYOR DILLON IS
• IN ACCORD WITH
CURLEY'S TAX PLAN

Governor Ely, commenting on the
reeommendation, thought that the
two-cent increase was unnecessary.
He thought it preferable to increase
the time on the highways' bonds
to 10 years 5,nd to turn half of the
one-cent gasoline tax increase back
to the communities.

Believes Proposed 10 Per Cent Increase in Income Levy is Excellent Way in Which to
Qbtain Funds to Lift Burden of Relief j
Work From Cities and Towns. most of the
Mayor William 'I'. Dillon is in
full accord with Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, who is sponsorining a bill that would increase
per
come taxes in this state 10
cent. this year to obtain funds that
could be given to the citie a and
for
towns of the Commonwealth
relief work.
Mayor Dillon may go to Boston
tomorrow in response to an invitation of Mayor Curley. All the mayors and selectmen of the state
have been asked to attend a meeting tomorrow afternoon in the City
Council chamber of Boston to dis-

It is expected that
Commonmunicipal leaders of the
of this
wealth will be in favor
keeping
measure, as a means of
Sizable
rate.
tax
local
the
down
imminare
here
everyw
es
increas
such as this
ent. Any extra receipt
estate tax
will help the local real
the proproblem it is assured by
ponents of the measure.
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cuss this plan.
TO AID TIE
In commenting on the Curley
said
measure today, Mayor Dillon
that the local communities are
hearing by far the lion's share of
A
ithe burden of the extra expend
rethe
for
ry
necessa
made
tures
on.
lief of the unemployment situati
of
!laud
Real estate is the only source
ilosT ,N, Mar. 9—The Massachurevenue that the local communities
recomhave, and he feels that the extra setts 'fax Association has
on
mended that unemployment relief
levies that are planned this year
do throughout the 'state be financed
real estate everywhere will
the gasharm.
bY a two-cent increase in
levy.
ncy
emerge
tax.
an
oline
only
is
This
last
declared
points out, and will
The Association
Mayor
income
in
e
now
increas
the
funds
that
extra
night
provide for the
de- taxes proposed by Mayor James M.
without hampering the desired
of
Curley .of Boston ran thFik.
velopment of real estate.
capital out of the state, and
Holyoke will received approxi- drifing
as- that an increase in the taxes on
mately $42,500 from this extra
so corporate incomes unquestionably
about
means
which
sessment,
rate.
would drive out industries.
tax
the
on
nd
thousa
cents a
from
d
Gasoline now is selling at a low
obtaine
not
is
If this money
and whether the tax be two
be
to
price,
have
will
the income tax it
cents It represents a negDilfour
Mayor
or
taken from real estate,
tage of the annual
percen
ligible
lon warns.
cost of maintaining an automobile,
money
the
plan,
Curley
By the
It urged that
cent, in- the Association said.
taken in from the 10 "per
least one cent of the increase
at
$4,500,
-.about
ecome tax increas
municipalthe be distributed directly to
000—will be redistiibuted to
be used by them for highto
ities,
the
for
state
the
CiiiCS and towns of
other cent
The
the relief way purposes.
extra requirements in
to meet the govused
be
would
is
esdepartments. Boston's share
ernor's highway program.
timated at $1,000,000.
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Swapli,
1.11.1.1 Welfare
:
ense
Mayor Curlezs plan to increase
the state income tax ten per cent
to relieve municipalities of some of
their burden in aiding the poor
transfers the cost from one pocketbook to another. Whether real estate or income should bear the burden is the question.
Under the plan discussed at the
state house Friday, the increase
would be effective for but one year
and would be payable to the cities
and towns on the basis of their
latest roturns. It is estimated sub,
an increase would yield $4,500,000 of
which the city of Boston would receive about $1,000,000.
The present tax rate is 11,6 per
•
_
cent on salaries, three per cent on
; gains and six per cent on interest
and dividends.
each
Under existing statutes
poor
municipality carries its own
have
who
those
to
given
while aid
not acquired a domicile within .the
town is refunded by the town or city
in which they do have a residence.
It, is true, as Mayor Curley says,
the cost of public welfare work has
For inIncreased tremendously.
ison of
compar
stance a four year

i

charities work in Montague shows
In
a gradual increase of over $6,000.
the
of
es
expens
total
the
Greenfield
welfare department were $2,000 more
in 1930 than they were in 1929. Only
a few days ago the local depart
of last
ment said the expenses
'Month were $1,000 more than the
total expenditure
i month in 1930.
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Beacon Hill Awaits Fight Calls Conference
On Tax hicrease
On Two Important Issues
SPECIAL DISPATCH.
BOSTON, March 9—Two conferences at the State House between
Mayor Curley of Boston and Governor Ely--the first of which passunnoticed—promise to
ed almost
bring one of the great legislative
battles of years to Beacon Hill.
The Curley visit resulted in the
Mayor that the
proposal of the
state income tax be raised by 10
per cent, the additional tax to be
returns,
1930
imposed
on the
which were filed during January
and February. Some question of
constitutionality as to such taxation
on an old return has been raised
dismissed by
but was instantly
Mayor Curley, who pointed out
that in 1918 an additional tax was
Imposed on foreign and domestic
corporations to pay the war bonus.
Curley wishes the revenue raised
by the additional state income tax
to be returned to cities and towns
to pay the enormous bills that are
Incurring to meet the demands of
depressed
poor
relief in these
economic times.
Curley plan
Opposition to the
will, of course, be tremendous and
is natural for no one, or no one
class, wants his taxes raised. This
additional tax would come out of
the rich and the prosperous, those
fortunate enough to have sufficient money to be subject to state
taxation.
Proponents of the
Curley income tax raise plan—which although not absolutely endorsed by
Governor Ely, is called by Ely as
good a plan as any advanced to
him—will argue that the needed
revenue is coming from the very
source that should be made to pay.
They point out that in order to
meet excessive demands for expenditures because of hard times,
passed
demands of the recently
old age pension law, etc., provisions
are already being advanced for
taxing the poor and those, who although they have some of the luxuries of life, can by no stretch of
imagination be classed as wealthy.
Proposals have been made ,or will
very soon be made at the State
House, to increase the gasoline tax
by one cent, to increase the poll
taxes for men by ono dollar, making it $3 instead of $2, and making the new poll tax for women
$2, Instead of nothing, as at present, and to increase the state tax.
An increase of the state tax, it
Is pointed out, affects real estate
property owner.,
and the small

increase in the gasoline tax affects every car driver, the owner
of the flivver as well as the owner
of the Rol Is, the owner of the
cheap commercial vehicle as Weil
as the owner of the most costly
van; increase of the poll tax for
men and the creation of a poll tax
for women affects everyone. Now
the bulk of "everyone" is not rich.
Hence it will be pointed out
when hearings reopen on these taxation questions, all the proposed
taxes, excepting the increase state
income tax, would take money out
of the home owner, who is poor
or of moderate means. It will further be contended that these great
additional tax burdens cannot, and
should not, be borne alone by those
of the lower strata of society—financially speaking—and that something should be done to tap the resources of those higher in the financial scale.
of the
increased
Proponents
state income tax will make much
of a statement contained in the report of the committee of taxation
issued April 28, 1930, in which it
was stated: "Every dollar of tax
laid on machinery a.nd real estate
is a direct burden in competition
but the illy.xes raised from intangibles are not a burden on industry.
Just as water
diverted from a
stream above the mill wheel diminishes the water power, while the
water diverted below does not affect the
power, so taxes levied
where they are a direct element in
the cost of industry diminish the
competitive power of industry,
while taxes levied on the realizes
profits of industry are not a direct
burden on its productive power."
The question is being asked" on
all side's, "Where is taxation leading us; will there never be an end
of taxation?" The answer is that
the present limes are presenting
extraordinary financial
problems,
which were augmented by the last
Legislature, which passed an old
age pension law without finding a
source from which the revenue to
meet the requirements of the law.
Those who contract bills must
be prepared to meet them; those
Who do not have an earning capacity must receive assistance from
those who have—or go hungry.
This applies to people in government groups as to individuals. The
problem of raising money to meet
demands is before the state. It
must and of course will be met, but
the meeting of it will be only after
teeruendeus letrisletive struggle.

Curley Plans Meetings of
Mayors and Selectmen
BOSTON, March 7 fill—All mayors
and chairmen of selectmen In Massachusetts were invited by Ma or James
''Boston
M. Curley today to meet
Tuesdesssit discuss his proposal to increase the income tax 10 percent.
Mayor Curley's proposal, submitted to
Gov. Joseph B. Ely, was designed to
produce funds to aid cities and towns
in their public welfare work during
the business depression.
Mayor Curley pointed out that Massachusetts had avoided bread lines and
soup kitchens through its administration of welfare funds. He said his
proposal to aid the various communities with their relief work burden by
an increased income tax levy had the
sanction of precedent. Such an income tax increase, he said, had been
employed to meet the soldiers' bonus
after the war, and later in making up
a refund to national banks made necessary by a tax decision of the Supreme Court.
The meeting will be In the City
Council Chamber at 2 p. m.
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STATE HOUSE NOTES
Says Airlines Should Pay Charges
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, March 9—Boston was criticized by Senator Arthur W. Hollis of
Newton today for permitting cornmercial airlines to use the city's airport at East Beaton without imposing'
any charge. This came during a hearing before the municipal finance committee on Mayor James M. Curley's
proposal that TM city be allowFT to
borrow $1,250,000 outside the debt
limit to improve the airport's facilities.
One New York line pays rental and
taxes but the line operating Boston
and Springfield pays nothing as is
has not made any money yet. The
federal government pays $1 a year
rental. This. Senator Hollis called,
"outrageous."

P/Ic1FIELJ.WV I 0 Ai

Taxes Alone a Certainty
lie Ways and Means Committee of the
General Court is making its recommendations in
three sections, presumably in deference to a
demand that proposed increases for highway
, and building construction may be hastened in
aid of employment without waiting for the
ordinary budget. The first section of the report
tarthorizes new highway construction costing
$10;000,000 and of a public works building
costing $1,500,000. It is understood that a
second section of the report will authorize
$8,500,000 for general building construction
with the necessary proposals for financing I.
The third section will deal with the ordinary
budget.
Presumably the financing of the increased
general building will be of the same order as
that for highway construction. That is, the
recommendation may be against a 10-year bond
issue as originally sought by,the Governor.
The total additional cost, whatever its net may
be, may likewise be financed by notes to be paid
within four years from public revenue.
It is estimated that a one cent increase in
the gasoline tax will in four years pay the
costs of the advanced highway plus the interest
charges on the notes issued as required and
payable when revenue is available; and it might
possibly offset the lost of revenue to the highway fund through relieving cities and towns of
their percentage of payments for construction
or maintanence. That, however, is problematical.
If the general building proposals are also
financedoby short term notes, provision must be
made in some way for payment of principal and
interest. But in any event apparently the program shaped is to call for authorized extraordinary expenditures of about $20,000,000.
Just how much aid to employment such a
program if authorized will provide this year or
in the next two or three years, is largely a
matter of speculation. In any case it is certain
that new taxes must be levied or old ones increased so that, whatever benefits the taxpaying
public will receive must be of an indirect nature.
Private business or property provides probably
90 per cent of the employment of Massachusetts
people and directly or indirectly provides al!
the revenue of government. If private business
and Property pay increased taxes to finance an
extraordinary program for public works in aid
of employment, it is obvious that the only way
in which benefits can be derived to offset the
increased taxes is in any increase of business
that may result from public money spent on
roads and buildings and returned to the channels
of trade. A qeestion that would still be left
open is whether the added tax burden would not
set hack employment in industry or private
business more than they were promoted by
Public expenditures on roads and buildings.
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In the financing of these extraordinary costs
the intention undoubtedly is to keep the burden
from real estate. But there is a good deal of
dubious reasoning in "posed methods for
avoiding an increase of the real estate burden.
To the person owning real estate it may make
little difference whether he pays additional
taxes on such real estate or on gasoline, or by
a poll tax or by an increase in income tax rates.
In any case he pays more and the fact is no
less obvious to him because it is not on his real
estate. Most people are grounded ih some
manner in real estate whether they are owners
or renters, and taxes are taxes however levied.
Mayor Curley has come along with a proposition IriaT may illustrate this quite plainly. It
is understood that he in collaboration with Tax
Commissioner Long is working on a bill to make
a flat 10 per cent increase on current income
tax payments, estimated to produce $4,500,000
to be returned to the cities and towns to reimburse them, partially at least, for their expenditures for unemployment relief. As a large
part of income tax revenue comes from business
and as business is mainly attached to real estate
it follows that to a very !re extent it would
be an added tax on real estate.
In any case the State would not return to
the cities and towns any money except that
collected in them and from their citizens. It
may reasonably be asked why cities and towns
would not be as well off, If they were not in
theory, rather than in fat. reimbursed. There
is a great deal of hocus pocus in such a proposal. The taxpayei s would hand the State
money out of one pocket and the State would
hand it back to them, so that what they had
already spent for welfare work would not be
affected.
A better and clearer view of the prospects
may be gained after all propositions for increased expenditures and increases in taxes are
in and fairly shaped for acceptance by the
Legislature but, however matters are shaped.
the results are likely to be clouded in uncertainty with one notable exception and that is.
that taxes will be higher and that business.
which is striving desperately to perk up, will
pay them. directly or indirectly, individually or
collectively or both.
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Warner Proposes Counties
Be Relieved of Highway Expense
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CUHLEY PLAN
1, IS OPPOSED

Massachoselts Tax Association Hits Proposal for
Increase in State Rate
Upon Incomes
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Bonds or Notes?
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In commenting upon the proposal of the
Ways and Means Committee of the General
Court to finance an advance program of publi,:
works by short term nott.:s, Governor Ely is
quoted as stating that the plan does not furnish
as mach relief to the cities and towns as his
plan for ten-year bonds that could be carried
by a quarter of a one cent increase in the
gasoline tax instead of three-fifths.
It is a little difficult to follow the Governor
in such general estimates either in theory or
in fact, for he does not appear to take into
consideration any difference in rates for short
term notes or long term bonds. Otherwise he
could hardly claim such a fixed difference In
the carrying charges. The difference between
,ten-year bonds for road building and four-year
notes is not simply the difference between ten
and four years, as has been suggested.
In advocating his plan for ten-year bonds the
Governor has stressed the advantage to the
State of the present lower costs of materials
but apparently he has not taken into consideration at all the advantage to the State of
the present lower costs of money, and especially
the difference between the going rates for bonds
and for short term notes. At present money is
relatively cheaper than materials for road or
for building construction.
Recently the city of Springfield sold $3,000,000
nine months notes at less than 2 per cent, 1.96
in fact, and, we believe, Boston sold some short
term notes at about the same figure. This was
at a time when the Gover.nor's commission, appointed to pull Fall Rivet out of its financial
difficulties, had to pay 4142 per cent on bonds
with the State's guarantpe behind them. Because of special conditions this may not be a
fair comparison, but it caln be safely said that
if. after legislative authollization, the State put
$10,000,000 or $20,000,000 ten-year bonds on the
market, they would have to be sold at a rate
about twice as high as Springfield and Boston
have recently obtained on their short term rotes.
As conditions of the money market are the
State could probably float short term notes for
one half the rate it would obtain on ten-year
bond issues.
While it is true that the an-ortizat'on tif
$20,000,000 in four years wodld cost more
annually than the amortization of the same
amount in ten years, the actual saving to the
State and, therefore to the taxpayers on the
same amount of road or building construction,
would easily be from $3 000,000 to $6,000,000
depending on whether the bonds were to he of
the serial payment class or payment at maturity
by a sinkfng fund established out of revenue.
When it comes to a question of relief for the
towns and cities it is a question whether thidifference in costs for the same work would not
be worth more to them than other suggested
eypedientg.

Inasmuch as, the advanced program in road
construction is assumed to anticipate needs for
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such construction for the next three or tour
years, it seems to follow that the carrying costs •
• and payment of short term notes would largely
be taken care of out of the gasoline tax without
any increase at all, unless the revenue from
that tax were to be devoted to other than highway needs.
In any event, it is a fair presumption that,
if to an increased gasoline tax is added m_ultr
Curley's proposed 10 per cent increase in in•
,coThrtax payments for 1930, an increased poll
tax for men, a $2 poll tax for women and
possibly an increased state tax, the cities and
towns, which after all are the people thereof,
would be rather hard put to discover traces of
their relief. Certainly the proposal to exempt
cit'es and towns from the cost of maintaining
state highways would be ther inconsequential
relief or none at all, as. we believe, would be
the crtip of Springfield which builds and mainlairs it own hipitways.
All this is on the dubious assumption that

there A some value in advancing highway and
building construction in aid of unemployment.
and that these increases of taxation are essential
for that reason. But there is this general
principle, that the more taxation in any form
is increased in this State the more expensive it
becomes to live in it and the more difficult it
becomes to do business in it. With our two
dozen varietes of taxation oil the books at
present, Massachusetts cannot compete in industrial growth with States in which taxes are
consideralAy less in the aggregate on the same
basis of business or other income. There is
such a thing as a point of diminishing return
in general welfare and both the Governor and
the General Court might profitably study the
possible perils of added taxes fqr relief that
might shortly turn up es a little more depress'on or distress.
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agree \N ith the mayors
turned down Mayor Curley's plan for
a
per cent boost in the income tax
and preferred a moderate increase in
the gasoline tHX. Objection to the
gasoline tax can be made, but there
is less to be said against it than
against the Income tax. The gasoline tax will be the most widely distributed, will not influence business
or industry adversely, and will he
the feast definitely felt by .taxpayers.
Gasoline users will be taxed chiefly
for the cnjoyinent of pleasure trips
and convenience riding which makes
it :nearer the idea of a luxury tax
than anything not directly classed
'as. a luxury.
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ECONOMIZING IN STATE GOVERNMENT.
The legislature is considiring an assortment of proposals for increasing the amount of money paid into the public
- ayor
treasury through taxes of one kind and another. M
the income
Curicv of Botiton wants JO per cent. added to
taxes for a few VC:11'S, and an increase of the gasoline tax is
advocated by Governor Elv and others.
These projects and others like them mean taking more
money front people at a time when incomes are decreasing.
They are being called upon to contribute to public revenue
more and more while they must economize in their personal
expenses to offset the decline in their resources to sav nothing of paying taxes now established. The burden, of taxation
of one kind and another •was a just source of complaint when
times 'were good ; to increase it when times are bail adds to
the justice of the complaint.
If individuals are being forced to economize because of
deplch-d incomus and earnings why shouldn't the state economize likewise?
In all the proposals for raising money believed desirable
for the relief of general uneuiployment and for the support
yet to hear a single one that
of the state activities, we
!involves a material curtailment of the outlay of departments,
consolidation of the functions of any that can so be handled,
a special effort to economy in department expense; or personnel or any other of the devices which business men have
been forced to adopt to make ends meet.
While it is i».obable that the million; expected as the
return from various fax lifting schemes might not be egnalled
as the result of getting the state government costs down to
Lard pan, it is not unlikely that an impressive saving could
be made by as thorough an effort to take in the slack during
hard times as is forced upon business and upon
At least, it would. be shown to • , xpayers . that they are not
to be left to make all the sacrifie, necessary to support the
riot's relief plans conc(ii C Iy. the anions on Beacon hill.
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The State's Financial Problem

•
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The Legislature is confronted with the problem
of providing revenue for new projects which call
for a total of nearly $28,000,000. Of the four
major items making up this amount, the old age
Pension fund, estimated at $3,000,000, will constitute a permanent charge against the state. The
other three are emergency measures, resulting from
the unemployment situation.
Two of these are embodied in Governor Ely's
proposals to advance the normal program for public buildings and highway construction. The third
is Mayor Curley's plan to have the state assume
part of the extra burden of welfare relief which
the business slump has imposed upon the cities
and towns.
The ways and means committee has approved
the governor's highway program, but has adopted
the Shattuck plan for financing it. This calls for
an incredse of one cent in the gasoline tax, designed to take care of short term notes limited to
four years, instead of the ten-year bond issue
which Mr. Ely advocated.
In addition to the $10,000,000 of highway eon-'
struction, the committee would erect the $1,500,000 office building for the public works department with revenue from the same source. This is
not a serious departure from the policy of limiting the gasoline tax to highway construction, since
that work is one of the department's important
functions.
If the committee follows the Shattuck plan for
all or part of the remaining $8,500,000 of the
governor's building program, it will be proposed
that this also be financed by short term notes to
be met by a tax increase which Mr. Shattuck has
estimated would not run to more than 25 or 30
cents on a thousand for the entire program.
Mayor Curley's proposal to have the state aid
the cities and towns is really a move to shift the
added burden of relief from the real estate ownera to the income tax payers in each community. '
It is significant that the Massachusetts Tax Asoelation, which objects to his scheme for a 10 per
cent increase in income taxes, holds with him that
any increase in real estate and corporation taxes
is a thing to be avoided.
The association would meet the difficulty by
adding still another one cent increase to the gasoline tax and, by calling this A contribution to the
highway work of the cities and towns, enable the
localities to use it, in effect, as an aid in their
relief work.
The further proposal of the association to meet
the cost of old age pensions by increasing the poll
tax to $3 and adding a $2 poll tax for women is
wholly unsound. This would impose a $5 tax upon
a married man who might be out of work and
struggling to keep from appealing for charity. In
any case, it would place the hulk of the pension
burden upon the most numerous class which includes the poor and those with very meager incomes. The Legislature should find a more ethical
way than that to meet the pension costs.
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All of these major items must he considereu
in their relation to each other. But in the attempt
to avoid an increase in real estate taxes, we are
faced with the immediate need of deciding between
Mayor Curley's plan for adding to the income tax
and the association's plan for boosting the gasoline tax and diverting this revenue to the cities.
Once this "gas" tax goes up, it is not likely to
come down. If the motorist pays in this way for
city relief work this year, he is likely to pay for
some other city expenditure next year. There will
always he town and city highway expenses which
can he used to justify the diversion of this gasoline tax revenue from the fundamental purpose of
state road construction to which it should be confined.
The wise. course for the Legislature would he
to insist, that the "gas" tax he applied solely to
legitimate state road construction. If that sound
,.6rinciple is accepted, a choice can be made between increasing the income tax and permitting an
Increase in the burden on real estate.
As the
amount M.12E Cut
....lej would raise is only $4,500,000, it would not add greatly to either field of
taxation if it were divided between the two.
But, in any event, the plea of the Tax Association for the rigid curtailment, of expenditure
is one that. ought to he heeded. On that point
the association is unquestionably sound. And its
advice, he it noted, applies to the cities and towns
as well as to the state.
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Increase of Gasoline Tax
It is wise to abandon the suggestion of Mayor Curley for a io per
cent increase in state income taxes
this year, and in turning down his
proposal the mayor and selectmen
from the 65 towns and cities who
so acted yesterday followed the
course which will meet with general
approval.
The further unanimous action of
the selectmen and mayors that a
one cent increase in the gasoline tax
of the state be endorsed will probably be supported by most citizens,
if conditions today seem to warrant,
and there is considerable evidence
, that conditions so warrant the arising of additional funds.
Gasoline is high in this state, excessively high, and at times unreasonably high. And there is lack of
uniformity in the price of gasoline.
Inasmuch as no dealers or companies are in business wholly for
their health, and each one must be
making some profit, it is evident
that the margin on gasoline is not
negligible by any means.
When consumers in this state
know that they are paying from
15 tO 20 cents per gallon for standard grades of gasoline, compared
with less than 15 cents in New York
state, with corresponding reduction
in prices across the country till the
Pacific Coast is reached, where, due
to a gasoline war, the price is now
five cents a gallon in places, naturally not all take kindly to any tax
on gasoline, and certainly not to
continue increase in the tax on
gasoline.
However, the public is getting accustomed to the stringency of the
times, and probably automobile
users will not strenuously object to
the proposed increase, if they can be
assured that the increased revenue
Will be expended where the powers
that be promise it will be expended.
Certainly if there must be increase
of taxes, it must fall first on the
luxuries, and in many instances
gasoline must be regarded as one of
those daily commodities that k
much of the time a luxury.
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BATTLE EXPECTED
OVER CURLEY PLAN
or lo Per Cent Income
Tax Increase

f

IN THIS STATE

Much Arguing for an
Against Proposed Gas.
oline Tax and Poll Ta
Increases.
(Special to the Transcript)
Boston, March 10.—Two conferences at the State House betweer
Mayor Curley of Boston and Governor Ely—the first of which passe(
almost unnoticed—promise to brim
one of the great legislative battle!
Of years to Beacon Hill.
The Curley visits resulted in thc
proposal of His Honor the Mayoi
that the state income tax be raiseC
by 10 per cent, the additional tax tc
be imposed on the 1930 returns,
Which were filed during January and
Webruary.
Some question of constitutionality
s to such taxation on an old return
as been raised but was instantly
smissed by Mayor Curley, who
anted out that in 1918 an additiontax was imposed on foreign and
maestic corporations to pay the
'ar bonus.
Curley wishes the revenue raised
by the additional state income tax
to be returned to cities and towns to
pay the enormous bill that they are
Incurring to meet the demands of
poor relief in these depressed economic times. Opposition to the Curley plan will, of course, be tremendous and is natural for no one, or no
one class, wants his taxes raised. This
additional tax would come out of
the rich and the prosperous, those
fortunate enough to have sufficient
money to be subject to state taxation.
Proponents of the Curley income
tax raise plan—which although not
absolutely endorsed iv Governor Ely
is called by Ely as good a plan as any
advanced to him—will argue that the
needed revenue is coining from the
very source that should be made to
pay.
They point out that in order to
meet excessive demands for expenditures because of hard times, demand$
of the recently passed old age pen,
sion law, etc., provisions are
aheadl
pool
being advanced for taxing the
and those, who although they have
some of the luxuries Of life, can by
no stretch of the imagination be
classed as wealthy. Proposals have
been made,or will very soon be made
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at the State House, to increase the
gas,nne tax by one cent to increase
the poll taxes for men by one dollar,
making it $3 instead of $2, and making the new poll tax for women $2,
Instead of nothing, as at present, and i
to increase the state tax.
An increase of the state taX, it is
pointed out, affects real estate and
the small property owners: increase
in the gasoline tax affects every car
driver, the owner of the flivver as

well as the owner of the Rolls, the
owner of the cheap commercial vehicle as well as the owner of the most :
costly van: increase of the poll tax .
for men and the creation of a poll
tax for women affects everyone. Now
the bulk of "everyone" is not rich.
Hence it will be pointed out when
hearings reopen on these taxation
questions, all the proposed taxes, excepting the increase state income
tax, would take money out of the
home owner, who is poor or of modate Means.
It will further be eontended that
_
these great additional tax burdens
cannot, and should not, be borne
alone by those of the lower strata of
society—flu
speaking, and 1
that scanhould be done to tap
the resou.
,,i those higher in the
financial seal
Proponents of the increased state '
income tax will make much of a 3
statement contained in the report of
the committee of taxation issued
April 28, 1930, in which it was stated,
"Every dollar of tax laid on machinery and real estate is a direct burden in competition but the taxes
raised from intangibles are not a
burden in industry. Just as water
diverted from a stream above the
mill wheel diminishes the water power, while the water diverted below
does not affect the power, so taxes
levied where they are a direct element in the cost of industry diminish the competitive power of industry, while taxes levied on the realized profits of industry are not a direct
burden on its productive power."
The question is being asked on all
sides, "Where is taxation leading us:
will there never be an end of taxation?" The answer is that the present times are presenting extraordinary.,financial problems, which were
e
augmnted
by the last legislature,
which passed an old age pension law
without finding a source from which
the revenue to meet the requirements
of the law.
I Those who contract bills must be
prepared to meet them; those who
do not have an earning capacity
must receive assistance from those
who have—or go hungry. This applies to people in government groups
as to individuals. The problem of
raising money to meet demands is
before the state. It must, and, of
course, will be met but the meeting
of it will be only after a tremendous
legislative struggle.
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MAYOR
URGES MOVE
RELIEVE
To
CITIES
Calls on Curley to Press Legislature
For Immediate Action--Tax
Limit Jump Possible
A n i ncrease of $ 3 i n th e w or, •
r tax rate, a bore the present
$28.40, is possible in view of probe ble expend it tires necessary during
the year, City Auditor Henry A. All, n said
yesterday.
At the same time, Mayor O'Hara
There is little chance that toe
wrote Mayor Curley of Boston usg- t'ity's valuations will be increased
!fig that the conference of city end over those of last year. This would
town officials called for today to rnean that, should the income and
consider Mr. Curley's proposal for a tiorporation tax returns approximate
10 per cent increase in the state in- '
,hose of last year and should the
come tax, press the Legislature for 3udget be no larger than last year.
Immediate action to relieve the ever- in increase In the tax rate might
increasing burdens
on cities and lot be needed at all. However, this
towns, especially welfare costs and s not a fact. The budget is $800,000
the Impending old age assistance law. arger than that of 1930 end the eathe state
returns from
Not only may it become necessary imated
corporation
and
income
to increase the local tax rate, but through
differnet
a
less,
$800,000
larger expenditures
and
decreased .axes are
revenue may necessitate a Jump In ince of $1,400,000 which must be
the city's tax limit to allow a larger nade up in some way,
May Add Big Sum
can be mede
budget outlay than
On top of that, It is quite posunder existing legislation, according
ilble that $750,000 may have to be
to the auditor.
Mr. Allen said that a $3 increase idded to the budget appropriations
In the tax rate would add about within the next few months. The
*1,000,000 to the revenue of the city. welfare board received $400,000 In
A $1 raise would mean an addition the budget for relief and estImates
of about $350.000. Faced by a pos- it will spend $1,000,000 for the pursible *100,000.000 outlay for city re- pose including *40,000 for the old
lief and a drop of more than $800.- age pension before the end of the
000 in the revenue anticipated from year. In other words. $690,000 more
the state Income and corporation may have to be put into this actaxes, officials are not viewlpg the count. Mayor O'Hara will also have
to find another $150,000 to add to
situation with any degree of joy.
the $1,500,000 public works loan unTrust In Legkiat lire
der the clause of the act requiring
Mayor O'Hara and the auditor both 10 per cent to be appropriated from
expressed hope yesterday that the the tax levy for all money borrowed.
Legislature will find some solution
In addition to these, Auditor Alto the problem facing all cities and en pointed out that other expenditowns. They pointed out that the tures now unforeseen may be necesLegislature is constantly adding new ary during the coming months. Adlaws to the statute books requiring ding the $750,000 for the street and
municipalities welfare appropriation to the 81,400.increased outlays by
but fail to give them the where- 000 net difference noted above in the
withal to pay the bills. The mayor 1930 and 1931 budget and income tax
also stressed this point in his letter figures give a total of more than 42,to Mayor Curley. to he read at today's 000,000.
Consequently, the predicBoston conference, which the mayor tion of A *3 raise in the tax rate,
cannot attend bec,nise of other en- which would bring in an additional
gagements.
*1,000,000 to the treasury, appears
The myaor's budget, now before an under-estimate rather than overthe finance committee, is approxi- estimate, It was observed in City
mately $60¢000 larger than that of hall oircles.
1930, but this is generally regard"The idea should not prevail that
ed as a normal annual increase in Worcester Is any glaring example in
ukrrent expenses. Mayor O'Hara feels this difficulty." Mr. Allen warned
Mit the proposed expenditures have last night. "We are only facing the
been pruned to the limit if the city same problem which Is bothering ofis to continue its constructive policy. ficials of every city in the state. Any
Many projects which doubtless would city which has carried on. As we have
executive
find favor with the
in for the past few years, an ambitious,
normal years have been eliminated, constructive program is bound to he
some of them to the disgruntlement up against It when it strikes a lean
of the department heads concerned. year. Other cities will have greatly
That the finance committee also increased tax rates this year, and
feels the budget as constituted has some of them will be well above that
been kept to A minimum figure has of Worcester."
been expressed by members of both
Warns of Confusion
parties on the committee. who have
The auditor warned that the tax
predicted that the document would rate and the tax limit should not he
he rctuined to the Council without confused. The former Is, of course,
a change. The committee will net the amount per $1000 valuation asinfly on the matter Thursday night sessed on
real estate and personal
; and the Council will get its report property. The tax limit is the tech'Monday.
nical figure set by the council to
limit the stye of a mayor's budget
expenditures.
and
The ...resent tax limit Is $28

the proposed budget calls for expenditure of $26.93 from this tax limit.
The tax limit can be raised by the
Council on recommendation of the
mayor at any time, Mr. Allen said.
theoe
4 1tt
m1921$1
ose
era
allow
This
rtahteian iiinteIrfn
lac reocr
urp
ti toa
b3uoud eew
limit
Before the
$28, the auditor said.
Council can act, it must hold a public hearing on the proposal.
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RumOrs of Alliance
Between Russell
Curley

Reports of an alliaticc between
Mayor Russell and Mayor Curl.v to
bring about the removal 01 City
Treasurer Henry F. Lehan spread
through Boston city hall Wednesday
afternoon as a result of a conference
there between the two executives, according to a story in a Boston newspaper Wednesday morning.
In a statement to a Tribune reporter
Mayor Russell said la' dropped in to
see the mayor and dis.aissed with him
topics of municipal finance and government in general, particularly the
unemployment situation. He preferred
to make no comment as to whether
there had been a discussion of the
Lehan issue, as he considered that
such a statement should come from
the mayor of Boston.
"Curley declined to discuss the conference in any Of its phases but it was
learned that the appointment for the
meeting had been made several days
ago,- according to tlw Boston newspaper. "Although tlw problem of retn,
ving Lehan is exclusively Russell's,
iI I he
that Curley entertained
lavorably the suggestion that he lend
his support to the movement ta drive
from Ititiet: the intimate friend lpi his
uncompromising political enemy.
"The Russell bill was heard by the
legislative committee on cities February 12 but Ill) report has been made although the members subsequeutly have
assembled for several executive sea'ions. It has been repeatedly reported
that adverse action will be voted as
the req:It tu the committee deliberations, but no thformation has been
forthcoming in explanation ot tif.• Lug
delay ill reporting it.
"At the conclOion 14 the conference
Russell said that they had di,cussed
the propfeed increase in the gasoline !
tax and its effects on municipalitie,.
.1 !lc% also, he said, talked all nit iiiiiiiI finance and the unempli,yliwitt
sitrati
Only a few %stalls, he satd,
had licen exchanged in relation to tlw
Allan a flair.-
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TAX AS NO AID OF cuREy's PLAN

..‘layo'r Says Boost in Mof
Unable to Attend Hub Contorists Levy Not Beneri- ference. Writes Approval
cial to New Bedford
of Relief Move
Boston
to
Unable to Go
Mayor O'Hara. unable, because of
Meeting, He Sends Mes- press of city liminess, to attend the
in Boston today sponsored
sage, Tells of Finances conference
by Mayor Curley, relative to a 10 per
Mayor Ashley was unable to attend cent increase In income taxes, applicthe conference on taxation called in able to the 1930 returns, in order to
Boston for today by Mayor Curley, relieve communities of some of their
aletter to the
but he sent a message to the confer- financial burdens, sent
he placed himself
ence setting forth the financial posi- meeting In which
on record as favoring the proposition
tion of New Bedford. In it the mayor in principle.
goes on record as saying that an inHe wrote:
crease in the gasoline tax will be of
takes
"My dear Mr. Mayor: no benefit to New Bedford. Be
cent
''It will be impo--,sible for me
per
10
no stand on the proposed
to attend the conference menincome tax increase.
Asmd today concerning the pos- tioned in your letter of March
sibility of salary cuts in April, the 7. relative to an increase in the
mayor replied: "I have nothing to say income tax to be apportioned to
reimburseon that matter at this stage of the cities and towns as
ment for the sums expended for
game. There have been no developthe
relief to
needy.
ments.'
"While I cannot attend the
Debt Reduced.
conference I desire you to place
me on record as favoring the proThe mayor's message to the Curley
position in principle. It is only
conference:
too
evident that there is urgent
valuaits
"New Bedford has reduced
need of a remedial measures
tions over $50,000,000 in the past four along
lines proposed by you. or
years—its public debt has been re- remedial measures of some kind.
duced $3,500,000.
"So many expenditures have
"There should be a further reducbeen put upon us by the state
tion in preient
that the time is right and oppor"A gradual scaling down of depart- tune for the state to do somemental appropriations, without impair- thing to relieve us of the burden
ing the efficiency of the city depart- under which we are now laboring.
ments, has been the policy In New I would further say that this reBedford for the past few years.
lief should come without delay,
"The welfare and soldiers' aid •ex- come so that
we may benefit
penditures will exceed those of the from it this year. The demand
previous year by about $200,000.
upon us for the relief of the
"The old age assistance law, passed needy has reached unbelievable
by the last Legislature, Will entail ex- proportions.
"I agree with the contention
penditures that, as yet, can not be
burden
additional
no
that
estimated.
tax
should be placed upon real estate
"An Increase In the gasoline
BedNew
burden
carrying
to
which is already
will be of no assistance
ford, as we have no state highways enough.
"I favor action. and I favor
within our borders, except the New
Bedford and Fairhaven bridge, taken action now, whereby cities and
towns may receive from the state,
last year by the state.
"Some new revenue must be pro- aid to which they are Justly enconvided to assist cities at this partic- titled in the situation now
fronting us.
ular time."
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Boston's Budget
Totals S38,957,838
Indicates Possible Jump of
:-$1.75 Over 1930 Tax
Rate of $30.80.
BOSTON, March 1—(AP1 A city
budget of $38,557.833 was submitted
the Council today by Mr Jams M.
This represented a reduction
I of 17;243,545 from the estimates originally submitted by department officials, but Is $2,094,580 in excess of
the total appropriation recommendations for 1930.
Under these figures, the tax rate is
, Increased $1.04 a thousand, but unofficial estimates placed the budget increase and other expenses as indicating a possible Jump of 31.75 ;over
the 1930 rate of nom. Before a
definite rate can be decided the various
departments must be heard from individually.
The personal service requirements
are $27,068 in excess of last year's, the
increase of $433,134 offsetting a decrease of $159,386 to temporary, and
overtime Pay oils, as provision was
made for Increasing the compensation
of city employes under the compulsory
sliding scale system.
The recommendations of Public
Works Collin)issioner Rourke were
most heavily slashed by the Mayor,
particularly an Item of $2,000,000 for
contract construction and repairing of
streets and sidewalks.
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TIMEX" BOOSTS BOSTON
3XT,March 16, tA.P.)—Mayor James M. Curley is attempting
to persuade trams-Atlantic lines to
start a weekly four day service between Boston and Europe which
-euld make Boston "the first port
on the Atlantic," he said Saturday ,
night.
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Ely, Back.! By Fitzgerald
On‘Tax PL31, Is Amuse
By FuL T's Bitter Attack
Governor Intimates He May Reply to Former
'
Executive In Radio Talk Tonight; 'Honey Fitz
I.
Calls Ely First Human Governor Since David
The HerrrniuMe•Fuller as sayWalsh
ing that already the high MassachuBoston, March 10—Former Mayor
John F. Fitzgerald, pr minent eastern
Massachusetts Demo at, today defended Gov Joseph B. Ely and his tax
increase program.
Fitzgerald's statement was in the
nature of a reply to a statement by
former Gov Alvan T. Fuller, who
attacked the Democratic administration of Ely, saying that the "already
high Massachusetts tax rate has given
the kiss of death to many of its industries."
"I was a little amused at Mr Fuller's
statement," said the governor.
The governor, with a smile, intimated that he perhaps would reply
indirectly during his 15-minute broadcast tonight from the executive office
over station WBZ at 7.45 o'clock.
The chief executive indicated that
he would discuss the financial program as he outlined renewing his belief in a 10-year bond issue with one- ,
half of the proposed gasoline tax increase going to cities and towns.
The governor spent practically the
entire morning interviewing delegations on behalf of candidates for thei
superior court vacancy.
Terming Ely "the only governor,
since David I. Walsh who has had i
the human touch," Fitzgerald asked:
"What has Fuller to offer for the:
relief of sufferiag unemployed men
our large cities?" He
and women
continued: "The smokeless chimneys
were here in Fuller's eight years as
lieutenant-governor and governor. I
went to him twice and asked him to
make a survey. Fuller did nothing.
He has always favored dollars above
human beings."

setts tax rate had "given the kiss of
death to many of its industries, and
with the added taxes which pending
legislation will make necessaothe
rY
Massachusetts industries will pass
out of the picture just as sure as
fate."
While, it would be unfair to state
the $10,000,000 appropriation and one
cent increase in gasoline tax to meet I
such appropriation is in danger, still
it ia fair to say that the proposal of
Mayor Curley of Boston that the income taxes be increased for one year
to reimburse municipalities for unemployment relief expendituves, has

greatly harmed‘the program reported
out by the joint ways and means
committee Friday.
1I
Amendment To Be Sought
Curley's proposal is regarded as
giving the governor's 10-year bond issue idea additional support, in contrast to the four-year notes the committee favors. The bill embodying the
provisions for the highway and public
works building program has been set
for House consideration Wednesday
and it is assured that a motion will
be made to amend the bill to provide
for 10-year bonds instead of four-year
notes. It is in support of this proposed
amendment that Gov Ely plans to
take the air.
Ely Stands By ills Plan
It is Gov Ely's contention that his
plan would do a great deal more to
aid municipalities than would the
four-year note plan or Curley's income tax increase. Under the plan reported by the committee, the extra
cent gasoline tax would 'pay up the
$10,000,000 notes in four years and
Boston, March 10 — For the first take care of certain abatements as to
time in history the governor of Mas- highway work granted municipalities.
sachusetts tonight will make a direct
Under Gov Ely's plan, one-quarter
radio appeal to the people in behalf cent would take care of the 10-year
pendlegislation
of
piece
of a specific
bonds and interest, one-quarter cent
ing before the General Court.
would take care of abatements grant' The precedent will be established by ed municipalities on highway work
Gov Ely .when he utilizes the recent- and one-half cent would go to muly-installed microphone on his State , nicipalities. In other words, approxiHouse desk to speak over station mately three-quarters of the one cent
WBZ in support of his 10-year bond increase would go to municipalities
issue plan. He will go on the air at and the governor contends they could
7.45 p. m.
use much of this to meet extra exGov Ely's $20,000,008 highway and penditures for unemployment relief,
institutional program, financed by the
which would not be available on the
10-year bond issue and calling for a
notes plan, which plan
one-cent increase in the gasoline tax, short-term
Curley suggestion of
three-quarters of which would go to brought out the taxes.
municipalities to aid them with their Increased income
Another point made by Gov Ely
local tax problems, would make unnotes and innecessary the proposed 10 per cent against the short-term
that this plan
boost in income taxes, he claims. Gov creased income taxes is
raising a lot more
Ely feels that his original plan, as would necessitate
meet unoutlined in his inaugural address, money by local taxation to
and this
opens the beat way out of the present employment relief outlays,
would mean increasing the burden on
situation.
that must be
The Boston Herald, in a copyright- real estate, something
particularly to
ed story today, quoted former (tow avoided if possible,
Alvan T. Fuller as attacking the pro- help the home owner.
A one-cent increase in the gasoline
posed tax increases indorsed by Gov
ISIAYOr Curley.
tax would raise an additional 10 to 11
million dollars.

Legislators Hear From Home
President Gaspar G. Bacon and
were
Speaker Leverett Salton.stall than
closeted with Gov Ely for more
and
afternoon
this
30 minutes late
was I
the bill pending before the House
discussed. Indications are that members of the Legislature are hearing
who
from constituents back home
large
are becoming alarmed over the
expenditures proposed, and it is to
counteract any such alarm and try
that
to make the proposition clear
Gov Ely plans to use the radio tomorrow.
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CURLY PLAN PROVIDES
t CITIES, TOWNS RELIEF
BOSTON, 3Iarch I•1 (INS)—
Mayor James 31. Curley today
sponsored a new plan urging that
half the revenue from the present gasoline tax he filmed o‘er
So the larger pities and towns iii
an aflort to relieve the burden on
rya, e•tate.
Before .1 group of legislators.
mv%or Curie, %a,, said to hate
pointed ont that it was not his
Intention to interfere with 1:ov.
to,epti
plan for tiew
highway ronstritetion to lu!
financed through a one-vent invrease lo the gasoline lax hut
stated it more important that
cities and towns he relieved.

WOreCeSTL.::
C:Li-

el

Just because at yor
Fla ra nr
Worcester gives keys of the city
when famous visitors come, it is
Interesting to know that
Ctt....1r
of Boston originated -i:Fe
idea. During his first term. as
mayor he gave a little metal key
to distinguished visitors, A littie later he substituted the wooden key. The custem seems to
have spread throughout the country for recently the Boston City
hail has received keys from several other large cities.
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MAYORS.FAVOlf
BOOSfINC OF
GASOLINE TAX

favored an increased gasoline tax, they
were not ready to record themselves
on the 10 per cent increase on the
state income tax.
One or two of those addressing the
meeting voiced their belief that the
Curley suggestion would not provide
sufficient money to cope with the relief burden piling up on the cities and
towns due to the present industrial depression.
As the meeting was' breaking up,
Mayor Curley suggested that all those
present get in touch with state senators and representatives from their
districts and impress upon them the
necessity of the proposed legislation.

Join with Selectmen in Endorsing Increase by One
Cent Per Gallon
Curley Outlines Situation.
CURLEY SHELVES
presiding, outlined
INCOME TAX LEVY theMayor
purphe meeting and with(a going into the cause of the prescm situation, impressed on those presBoston Mayor Suggests ent
the need
finding ways and
that Added Income Go means to raise offunds
to distribute
among the needy without placing an
to Cities and Towns
additional burden on real estate. Mayor Curley said that even the exevise

Bost on, :March 11 — \ hunt of every reasonable economy in the
50 mayors and select iii ,n from management of the city government
of Boston, there was no prospect of
assachusetts• commit ii Iies avoiding
an increase in the tax rate.
went on record unanimously He said that with view of avoiding
abnormal
an
jump in the real estate
at Boston city hall yest erday
ti straight tax he proposed A 10 per cent increase
afternoon ,tn..l'avor
on the state income tax for last year.
i three een ;, gasoline la x as mayor curley said that though he
!means of giving eit is and felt that the country was emerging
the conditions that had pretowns of the Commonwealth from
vatted for some time he believed that
sufficient motley o meet ill- until there was more tangible eyicreasing expellent tires for wel_ denee that better times' were on the
way, it, was the duty of municipalities
fare distribution due to econo- ,to
provide funds for the needy.
mic conditions.
Mayor George J. Bates of Salem

l

Larkin Submits Proposal,

•

The meeting had been called by
Mayor Curley to organize support for
his plan to reimburse municipalities
for welfare expenditures by the en _
actment of legislation that would impose a 10 per cent increase on the 1930
state income tax. Though many of
those present voiced approval of Mayor Curley's proposal, there appeared
to be a greater sentiment for an increased gasoline tax; the mayor, sensing the situation, deftly tossed the
income levy idea out the window and
stressed united support for the increased gasoline plan, providing that
one cent go to cities and towns for
redistribution.
, Mayor Edward H. Larkin of Medford promptly moved that the meeting favor a proposal whereby one cent
of the present two cents gasoline tax
be distributed to cities and towns and
the other cent be devoted to the state
Highway department. The a.ssemblage
also favored an increase of one cent,
as originally requested by Governor
Joseph B. Ely, for a period of four
years, to meet the emergency.
It seemed to be the opinion of all
present that the increased gasoline
tax was the best means of dealing
with the welfare relief problem because the funds provided would be
permanent. while the money furnished
by the Curley proposal would be only
for one year. The meeting swung to
the gasoline tax idea after a few of
the speakers indicated that while they

commended the Boston mayor
for
calling the meeting, and reviewed the
relief situation in a number of cities
and towns of the state, based on offichit information furnished him by the
various municipalities. Mayor Bates
isaid frankly that he was not with
the Curley proposal. but that he did
favor a gasoline tax increase, with the
provision that some of the money go
back to the municipalities.
O'Neill for Both Plans.
Mayor Michael C. O'Neill of Everett
favored an additional one cent gasoline tax and also the Curley plan relative to state income. He felt that
some way of raising funds must be
found without further burdening the
home owner and the industries,
Mayor Thomas J. McGrath
of
Quincy said he did not think it advisable to attempt the 10 per cent Income increase at this time and he felt
It would be better if all got solidly
behind the gasoline tax increase and
obtained for their communities some
of the money that is now going to the
state.
Mayor Andrew A. Cassassa of Revere advocated imposition of the income increase on the isround it 'would
place the burden where it belonged.
He said be thought that the Legi.slatitre wiuld not favor an increased
gasoline tax:
Mayor John J. Whalen of Chelsea
favored the Curley plan and also a
one cent tax increase on gasoline, if
the entire procedds of the increase
would go to cities and towns for redistribution.

Mayor J. Fred Manning of Lynn,
favored the Curley suggestio
n but ,
said he thought it would
not furnish ,
sufficient money to handle the
relief
problem. He said he would
insist on
an additional gasoline tax
as well.
Touching on the old age pension
system, Mayor Manning said
that the
state is placing additional
burdens on
municipalities and furnishing
no
means to meeting the situation.
Without naming former
Governor
Alvan T. Fuller, Mayor
Patrick J.
Duane of Waltham took a fling at
the
former governor's statement
against increased taxes, asking what
Mr. Fuller did in his eight yearn on
Beacon Hill to remedy the situation.
Mayor Duane endorsed the Curley
plan.
Mayor William V. Dillon of Holyoke favored the OW14 idea and an
Increased gasoline tax. Hhe said he
thought the 10 per cent proposed by
Mayor Curley would not be sufficient.
Other speakers were Selectman Edward S. Cook of Franklin and Harry
J. Geb, a Franklin manufacturer; Selectman John R. Gillespie of Sharon:
Chairman Blanchard of the Wakefield Board of Selectmen, City Clerk
J. Albert Sullivan, representing Mayor ;
Bent of Brockton: Henry W. Vale. '
representing the city of Newton, and
Mayor Landers of Lawrence.
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of I toston, Hnuer-wood ot
orange, '1% :triter ef Sunderland,
Rafter said the automoone
Webster of Blati
:none, latitwieler of Newton, Mallio er
brought so many complex problems
Medway, Otis of Pittsfield, Roldint, .,
that It ought be willing to share its
of Worcester, Sessions of liampdte.
burden of increased costs.
D. A. Snow ef Westfield, Squires
Representative Bigelow of Brookit
Worce.ster and Tuttle of Framingham. line, speaking for the ways and means
committee, because Chairman A. W.
Hee Westeners Voted
Jones is not in good health, althott,gh
.
Western
Ilassnehusetts members
he was present, said the budget has
were recorded thus on, the Rafter
been divided into six parts and examendment:—
plained
them. The bill in hearing was
in favor: Clark, Gaffney, Markley;
part
No 4 he said ad the whole oil,
.
Mezzre, O'Brien, O'('onnor, O'Dea, Otis,
Pee of the committee in reporting
Roach, Sawyer, 1). A. Snow, Tink4
this bill was to relieve the tinemployer-12.
.,
four years would pay for the highAgainst: Brigham, Cawley, Cheva4
way construction program.
tier, Coakley, Kirkpatrick, Aztrtel,
Mee
Representative Herter called the
Culloch, Petersen, Scott, Sessions,.
problem one of economics and viewed
Shaylor, Sisson, Stacy, Swan, Underi
as unsound a higher gasoline tax for
wood; Warner-16.
,
I
-.
1
Absent---Foxward, Sauter, N. L. 10 years. Regarding 10-year bonds, he
said that relief for cities and towns
I Snow—t!tree.
has become necessary because of pamt From Our Special Reporter
i
tin the ways and weeps hill: •
Boston, March 13—Ma ar James M.
hondings. The state should take its
1
If"r IY,S,;“-:,' I ,/
1.111,
1
l'il4iiillg':
I 110 Valler,
Clark.
Coakley, warnings from the cities and towns, Ctity of Boston was host to about 60
Gaffney. KiriLeatrick, Markley, Mar- he said. He emphasized that the bill njenTers of
the House of Representatel, McCulloch, Moore, ()Brien,
O'Con- is an unemployment-re her measure,
nor, O'Dea, Otis, Roach, sessions, a but would not be ko if the gasoline tives at the Parker house this afterA. Snow, Swan, Tinker,
Underwood, tax continued for 10 years and bonds noon. At the conclusion of the dinner
Warner-21.
were issued.
he urged upon them the logic of re/
Against—Brigham, Sawyer, Scott,
Representative Leo M. Birmingham turning one-half the
present gas tax
Shaylor, Sisson, Stacy—six.
hoped the amendments would prevail. to cities and towns as
reimbursement
Absent—Forward, Petersen, Sauter, Thousands of cars from outside states, for
moneys expended in unemployN. L. Snow—four.
he said, come into this state. The ment relief and asked their support
of
Rafter Opens Debate
i gasoline tax, he declared, has required a bill now pending before the LegislaRepresentative Rafter opened the the out-of-state motorists to assist in ture to this end.
To take one cent from the gasoline
debate on the highway bill by moving the cost of roads. "The people in our
state," he continued, "who are for- tax, which at present goes entirely into
amendments printed in the calendar!
the
highway fund, would be to take
tunate enough to own a car should
calling for increase from $10,000,000 . be satisfied and willing to bear
an ad- more than $5,000,000 from it. Not only
would it seriously handicap highway
to $11,500,000 in total
appropriation, ' ditional expense in order to help those constructio
for 31
n, but it would immediately
/
2 per cent interest and for 10- not so fortunate.
destroy all chances of the present
year bonds to raise money.
"Cities and towns will be relieved of highway
construction
"I say to ex-Gov Fuller now that i the public welfare burden if work Is fore the House, being bill pending beenacted, becaus.
,
his declaration as to conditions being found for those now unemployed. I it would take
so much from the refound wanting brought about im- think we are going to. do something ceipts that the
balance could not pospeachment of his party on November constructive to relieve these communi. sibly pay for the
bond or note issue
4. last, when Gov Ely was placed in ties under the bond Lssue. The peo- proposed in this
bill, even if the tax
charge of this commonwealth." Rafter ple are satisfied with the gasoline tax were boosted to three
cents on the
challenged anyone to show where and are willing to pay it in order to gallon.
either political party has put a bur- find relief for those unemployed."
Coming as this does, after the Curden or one cent on industry and
Representative McLeod (34 Chelsea ley income tax proposal, which he dishoped industry would he left alone
carded for this idea, when he found
by the House. No man, he said, said very few persons are put to work the majority of mayors
and selectmen
charges the present economic depres- on street. construction work. What as- of the state did not
like this idea and
sion is political. The political ma- surance is there, he asked, that Mas- the people generally
chinery' of the state and federal gov- sachusetts .citizens will get these jobs, the move is interpreteddisapproved it,
as
ernnu nt is doing what it can to re- that Massachusetts cont,ractors will do kill the highway program planned to
of Gov Ely
lieve conditions, he declared. Fuller's the work and employ hical men? The and thus leave the
governor
floundergreatest friends. •tdien he was gov- cities and towns have been borrowing ing in the throes of
defeat by the Legernor, were the I ,. atocrats in the Leg- so much that they have weretteally islature.
islature, said fla•• , made the people bankrupt, he said.
Rafter referz. ! •
President Hoo- -Where is the money coining from, he
ver's spokesman. Lei Arthur Woods, asked, for old-age pensions, and buildgoing about apptetling to Legislatures ing construction?
and the public to do all possible pubThere was considerable other comlic work now.
ment before the vAting.
Criticizes Curley's Plan
The gasoline tax is the only way to
get the money without burdening inz/i1p
dustry, said Rafter. He criticized
Mayor Curley's proposed 10 per cent
increase on income taxes as absurd.
lie- praised Representative Christian
Various suggestions are made to the legislature as to how the
Herter of Boston for his cooperatien
In prepa ring statistics as to t he
money for the enlarged construction program of Gov. Ely can be
revenue from the gasoline tax.
,
obtained. Mayor Curley of Boston wants a 10 per cent. addition to the
The split would come on the bond.
Income tax, and Gov.irry seems inclined to agree. That is open to the
issue, said Rafter, because the Republicans say "don't borrow money to
objection that the flat income tax of six per cent. on securities is a very
build roads." Real estate owners must
undiscriminating thing, bearing equally hard on people of small means
have relief, he warned, not more burdens. The bond issue is the hest
and on people of wealth. The federal government asks only a
1%
Method of financing, Rafter declared,
per cent, tax on small incomes, it allows a 25 per cent, credit on incomes
as short-term notes would not permit
under $5000, and it gives $3500 exemption to married people and
proper relief to the town* Municipali$1500 to
ties borrow outside the .. •:. limit for
the unmarried. The state grants no exemption on the securities tax,
and
highways yet it Is clain.. I the state
it makes a six per cent. assessment. The taxes are already too
high and
should nut follow this 1.
•e, he said.
should not be raised, unless possibly a graduated scale of taxation
A bond issue would cze-i more but
is
would bring more relief to communi- ,
fixed for different incomes. The best plans yet suggested are for
taxes !
ties, he asserted.
on gasoline and an increased poll tax. These taxes should raise
i
this
money in a few years without causing suffering.

CURLEY PROPOSES
HALF GAS TAX CO
FOR MUNICIPAL USE

Boston Mayor Gives Dinner
to House Members and
Suggests This Course Be
Adopted by Legislature
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The Governor Explains
Governor Ely's presentation of his policy
ever the radio Tuesday night was the clearest
explanation he has made of his proposals for
meeting the existing situation and the most logical statement of his reasons for them. The
whole matter may have been somewhat clarified
in his own mind by further consideration, by
some modifications of proposals for taxation
that he had previously endorsed and by an inclination not to quarrel with the General Court
Aver the methods of borrowing for highway and
building construction.
Though the Governor had twice spoken in
endorsement of Mayor Curley's proposal for a
10 per cent increase in raratints on current tax
returns, he entirely omitted reference to it in
his radio talk, an omission that may have been
quite discreet, inasmuch as Mayor Curley himself had shortly before abandoned this offspring
of his mind, when it completely failed to gain
the favor of' the sixty-five mayors and selectmen whom he had assembled for the consideration of the proposal. The sentiment of that
conference, while varied, finally resolved itse'f
inta an endorsement of a cne-cent increase in
the gasoline tax with a permanent division of
the present two-cent tax so that one cent would
go to the cities and towns for their own road
building and road maintenance.
The Governor, however, appears to have
varied this propeksal, provided the increased gasoline tax were to be adjusted to his ten-year
bond issue by using one half of the increase for
ten years to carry charges oil the bonds, while
the other half would be returned to the cities
and towns. This proposal, however, would be
subject to revision in case of the adoption of the
four-year plan for the issue of short term notes,
a plan that the Governor would now be inclined
to accept if the General Court deemed it wiser.
In any sent, the proposition for immediate
extra road construction simmers down to a
process of financing from a three-cent gasoline
tax, some part of which might be distributed to
the cities and towns for partial relief from increases in real estate taxes. A portion of the
revenue from the gasoline tax would go to offset
increases in the cost of welfare work of the
cities and towns. It is virtually a plan for the
motorists to pay more so that real estate may
pay no more than at present.
The Governor seeks to justify the increased
tax on gasoline both by its relatively light load
on the operation of motor vehicles and by a
clever if rather severely critical balancing of
the costs of the motor transportation in re!ation
to benefits. The automobile has, as he said, annihilated distance, and brought comfort and joy,
butt on the other hand, it has destroyed the
capital invested in horses, millions of dollars invested in street railways, produced serious competition with the millions invested in railroads.
required the Government to reconstruct roadways. and beyond all this caused more deaths

12/
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and
man m the World War, increased banditry
regtraffic
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the cost of
the .ulation and of the courts and furnished
18th
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of
favor
in
t
argumen
"most potent
Amendment."
In other words, the automobile, like intoxicating liquor, falls into that ntrinerous class of
ratural human conditions or man made devices
that are both good and bad. It has virtues and
vices. It is a blessing and a problem and the
problem can't be solved by prohibiting the automobile. Hence the consistent thing is to tax
it to pay for what it costs.
However sound the argument, it is not at *II
likely to gain the enthusiastic acceptance of nutomobilists who constitute about one fourth of
the population. They are not likely to be placated or converted when reminded that if they
w.on't pay an additional tax on their gasoline
iep of insurance charges, and other expenses,
ihey will get it on the houses they own or rent.
The average individual regards a tax as a tax
no matter how it falls on him, provided he is
conscious that it is falling on him. Of course,
the ideal tax from the standpoint of the governmental expert looking for revenue is one that
hits the taxpayer without his being aware of it.
Unfortunately the limits of this agreeable ideal
have been reached.
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\ The :Revenue Conference
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The conference of city and town officials called by
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Mazy Ciztly for the purposing of endorsing his plan
for
year,
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a 10%, increase in the State income tax for
opposed
distribution to the cities and towns, was manifestly
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for the current tinanciai year. i.lese
Pacts, if weighed and studied sanely I
:Ind intelligently, offer the best refutation possible for the
unfounded
charges and criticisms that have been
made. ?he editions of the Sunday
newspapers of February 1, 1931, and
1
the minutes of the council meeting for
February 2, 1931, refute the charge
that I have failed to give public utterance 'to the necessity for a radical
reduction this year In municipal expenditures.
The subject of the articles appearing in the publications previously
mentioned was my veto of a council
order to provide a $200 increase in
the existing maximum salaries of patrolmen and privates in the police and
fire departments. In my veto message, I not only stated that I could
Boston, March 12—s:
1_)r Curley, not approve the increases 'proposed,
replying in detail last nrat to'toffticisms of the Democratic tax program, but that in view of the existing ecomade earlier this week by former nomic depression I had come to the
Gov Fuller and Alexander Whiteside, decision that, for this year at least,
no increases of any sort could be aldeclared that he (Iles not wish.
through an increased tax rate, to add :owed to city employes. To my mind.
this
Is the most "radical" utterance
to the heavy burden now carried by
that any public official has made in
owners of real estate.
He pointed out that nearly 80 per connecting' Willi iitaalMenance appro.
--cent of the total direct taxes collect-1 pi iatious for the year 1931. In my
ed each year by state and local gov-1 public experience, ranging over a
ernments are contributed by home number of years, I can recall no elmowners and owners of business prop- liar decision.
erty.
In the three monthly conferences
"I have, therefore, advocated and that have been held so far this year
will continue to advocate the passage with department heads, I have stated
of legislation which would help this that In view of the extraordinary disyear to offset the additional appro- bursements of the public welfare depriations made necessary by the se- partment, it would be necessary this
rious unemployment situation."
year to make radical reductions in de"It Is, easy to sit at home or in an partmental estimates and further, that
office Ind make the bald statement department heads would not only be
the maintenance expenditures should, expected to live within their reduced!
and must, be reduced," he added.
allowances, hut would also be called '
"1 only wish that the leaders who upon to effect savings wherever pusseek the columns of the public press sible, so that at the end of the year
for the expression of their individual unexpended departmental
balances
beliefs would offer specific suggestions might be available if appropriations
for taxation relief rather than indulg- for public welfare and soldiers' relief
lag in generalities which are not only proved inatiequate.
unfounded in fact, but add nothing in
the way of Improving conditions as
they actually exist."
Mentions 'Veto
He mentioned his veto of a council
order to provide a $200 increase in
police and firemen's salaries, and his
announcement that in view of present
economic conditions no increases of
any sort would be allowed city employes.
''To my mind," he added, "this is
the most 'radical' utterance that any
Public official has made in connection with maintenance appropriations
for the year 1931. Ini
public experience, ranging over a number of
years, I can recall no similar decision."
Defends Actions
Mayor Curley's statement follows:—
Much space has been devoted in the
public press in the last few days,
either by means of editorials or special articles, to what has been termed I
the ruinous process of mounting public expenditures. In these articles municipal officials have been charged
with being oblivious to the present
need of curtailing expenditures wherever possible. There has been personally directed at myself, the criticism that I have failed to utter "one
word about a radical reduction in
Boston's expenditures for the year
1931, or about any need for economy
on the Part of municipal Boston."
In so far as these charges and critiCianle apply to HOSI011, I present the
following facts concerning the municipal appropriation policy that is being
carried forward under .my direction
•
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Mayor Curley
Blasts
Ely Program
HOLDS STATE
NOT EQUIPPED
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Hmuc

to Give
Asks 60 Legislators to Aid His Bill
en
Towns Half Gas Tax—Split Betwe
-----Private
Mayor and Governor Looms
Meetings With Solons a Surprise.
formation of the meeting and he
had departed early in the afternoon for his Westfield home with
no knowledge of what had occurHe was not available last
red.
night for ,comment on the unique
It ,disclosed that beprocedure.
yond question there is no co-operation existing between the two
gram.
most prominent Democrats in the
bill
his
for
support
asked
He
State in relation to the Democratic
of
ion
distribut
the
for
providing
administration's plans for relief of
one-half of the present 2-cent gas- the unemployed.
towns
and
cities
the
oline tax to
Coming so speedily after the
of the Commonwealth for their mayor's subsequently repudiated
release
thus
and
highway funds
10 per cent. inappropriations in proposal for a flat
$5,000.009 in
in the income tax it was recrease
dewelfare
public
their budgets for
garden as almost certain to anger
t ment purposes.
In substance he
the Governor.
made
5
'Nil
appeal
The mayor's
d legislators that
assemble
the
told
classical
the
in
behind closed doors
under no circumstances could the
Dickens room of the Parker House,
Governor provide for expenditures
where the legislators had previousto the extent for which he had
ly been his luncheon guests.
submitted recommendations.
The governor had no advance in-

Mayor Curley, while disclaiming
any intention of obstructing the
governor's program, which is now
the issue in the major political battle at the State House, urged the
legislators to back relief for cities
and towns by sacrificing a portion
of the highway construction pro-

leased could be used for public
welfare distribution.
The mayor, throughout his address, spoke in a calm, subdued
tone of voice and at its conclusion
he invited questions from the floor.
He was cross-examined to some
extent by Senator Joseph Finnegm
of Dorchester and to a lesser degree by Representatives Edward J.
Kelley of Worcester, William H.
Hearn of East Boston, all Democrats. and Abraham B. Casson of
Dorchester, Republican.
At the conclusion of the meeting
It was agreed by many of the
Democrats favorable to the Governor that his hopes of obtaining
passage of the compromise ways
and means committee bill now before the House of Representatives
had been delivered a severe blow.
One went to the extent of characterising the procedure as "base
treachery of the worst description.'
•---
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CURLEY'S PLEA
F
FANS TAX ROW

Party Chiefs Worried

Democratic leaders who were present at the luncheon were particulardisturbed
at e ti tmhea twhhie
sn remarks ashould
o
ju lsdt
come
had
saved from defeat the
ways and
means committee bill by which the
governor would get $11,500,000 on
short term notes for increased highway construction and a new departrelent of
public
works
building
through a 1 -cent Increase In the gas
',
rate. The fact that there were several Reptihlicans at the meeting who
had bitterly opposed the ways and
iiican8 bill gave rite to the fear that
cnriey Was throwing them a suggesLion by which they might success. fillly combat the governor's messThe more vigorous opponents
I he ways and means bill had tried
0 block It because of the proposal
1 10 increase the gas tax while the
mayor's bill would not do so.
The more conservative legislators
who attended the luncheon entertamed varied views. Some of them
regarded the mayor's remarks as a
plea for help to cities and towns and
By JA311.:S H. GUILFOYLE
accepted at face value his expresBOSTON, March 13.—Declaration
sion of friendliness toward the goyby Mayor James M. Cti
of Bosernor's program.
Their view was.
ton
while he was no trying to and this
view was held by some of
interfere with Governor Ely's public the Republicans present, that
both
works program, he considered relief the ways and means bill
and the
for cities and towns from the In- Curley proposal would
have to be
creased burden of public welfare ex- decided on their individual
merits.
penditures
more
important than
Perhaps the unusual significance
highways at this particular time, attached to the mayor's plea for
his
tonight fanned the controversy over ' gasoline fund return was due to
the
taxation problems which has kept general opinion that his recent proBeacon Hill stirred up throughout posal to the gdvernor for a 10 per
the week.
cent increase In the Income tax was
Mayor Curley made his statement responsible for the first decision of
at a luncheon which he gave to a the Massachusetts House to wreck the
group of 60 legislators at the Parker ways and means report. It led to
House, where he urged support of the suspicion at tenet. that the mayor
his bill for a return of one-half of was endeavoring, through another
the present
2-cent gasoline tax to method, to throw a monkey wrench
into the machinery.cities and towns.
Almost, immediately after his disclaimer of any desire to Interfere or
block the governor's program the
The Mayor before concluding his
mayor remarked that the State Pubaddress pictured the present plight
lic
Works Department
was
not of
cities and towns due to the heavy
equipped to efficiently handle more
than $12,000.000 highway work in a demand for public welfare relief which
year. lie pointed out that the gas has about doubled over normal time.
tax and other revenues bring into told of 'the recent conference o:
the highway fund about 819,000,000 a mayors and selectmen In an effor ,
year, and that even If $5,000,000 Was to find ways and means to help tho
taken from this amount, his esti- situation and ended with a 'ringing
mate of what would be distributed plea for support of his bill.
Many of those present said his atwould still have $2,000,000 more than
it could use to advantage In a year. titude appeared to be one of "I'll
On that premise, he saw no harm if take care of my bill. Let the govprovision was made to distribute one- ernor take care of his."
The petition of Mayor Curley for
half of the present gas tax to munithe distribution of the gasoline tax
cipalities.
18
now pending before the House ways
Under the governor's program tiae
Department of Public Works would.. and means committee.
The ways and means committee bill
-not only handle the normal program
but $10,000,000 additional. The mayor remained with the House committee
did not explain If his remarks about on bills In third reading with no inthe amount which the department dication of when they would report
can handle in one year was addrea8e4 it for the next stage in its progress.
merely to the normal program. He passage to enactment. In the meanwas rather emphatic, however, In his time Democratic leaders over the
weekend plan to consider compromise
declaration as to the amount of work
the department could handle, point- Ideas which might get the bill by
House despite the requirement of
the
ing out that Boston's highway department Is larger and vet cannot handle the two-thirds vote on .the enactment stage.
much more than $12,000,000.
'
Despite his disclaimer of opposing
the governor, many friends of the
chief executive immediately interpreted the mayor's remarks as a
challenge to the governor's program.

Fetes 60 Legislators and
Asks Aid For "Gas'
Tax Bill

VISION CHALLENGE 'if

Ely's Friends See Menace
To Program Despite
Disclaimer
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REALTY BOARD
RAPS CURLEY'S
(,PROPOSAL ON
DEBT LIMITING
Boston Chamber of Commerce
Also On Record Against
Program
Boston, March 18—The bill of MA/2r
James M. Curley, asking that -The
debt limit of 141Tes and towns be increased from 2% per cent of their
valuation to 3 per cent, was opposed
today at a hearing before the legislative committee on municipal finance
by Edwin D. Brooks of the Boston
Real Estate exchange.
The Boston
Chamber of Commerce was also recorded as opposed to the proposition.
Corporation Cininsel Samuel SilverMan of Boston, informed the coinMB tee that the bill will give Boston
between 9 and 10 million dollars More
to fillIal011 With.
Brooks felt that
such an increase would be unwifie and
stated that the bill will release inure
than $9,000,000 that the city would
not have to come to the Legislature
for. He urged the committee to hold
down the debt limits of the cities and
towns, declaring, "We are increasing
our debts faster than our growth In
population and wealth.
Fall River
has gone to the end of its rope and
we are on the same line."

Plight of Cities

Some saw in
newal of the
the primary
mayor took
governor.

it possibility of the rebitter feud that marked
fight when the Boston
the stump against the

nicE
/11 tfi/
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CURLEY'S BILL IS
MUCH OPPOSED
BOSTON, March 18 (UP)—At a
hearing before the Legisletive Committee on munlcpai finance, Edwin
D. Brooke today opposed the bill of
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
which would increase the debt limit
of cities and town from 2 1-2 per
cent to 3 per cent of their valuation.
Chlmlber of ComThe Boston
merce also wus recorded In oppositon.
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman of Boston told the committee tho bill would give Boot.n
which
to
$10,000,000 more with
function.
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Mayor Curley demands that one-half the present twocent tax on gasoline be turned over to the city. Boston will
need more than that sort of dole before the present mayor is
through with it. But, there is a serious question if the legislature can comply with this demand. The tax was assessed
for the purpose, and only that purpose, of road construction
and maintenance. The suggestion of Mayor Curley would only
open up the pathway for more tremendous impositions upon
auto owners.
If one-half the present gas tax is turned over to the
cities, the State Highway Department will demand more gas
taxes to keep up with its road construction and maintenance
plan, and everyone knows we are getting poor results from
our tax investment now, without going further into the pockets of the people.
It would be better for Boston and better for the state if
some suggestions of economy were proposed instead of the
excessive demands for more money, such as we are hearing
from Boston about every day. More money for cities and
towns to spend when they are now spending more than ever
before in the history of the country.
f-' N /id
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Cities and the "Gas" Tax

•

It would be an interesting situation if, in the case of the ultimate
defeat of all big state public works
projects, the plain issue of an increase in the gasoline tax for the
relief of the municipalities should be
fought out in the Legislature.
If present tendencies continue the
cities and town will not be able to
avoid curtailment, whether it is injurinos or not. Springfield, for excircumstanced
ample, favorably
though it may be as compared with
many other municipalities, may find
it imperative to cut down its street
work and confine itself as much as
possible to operations that can be
carried on by the jobless who are
depending on the welfare department for their support.
The alternative is a rising tax rate,
It is common knowledge that the assessed valuations here are now in
many cases much above the selling
value of the real estate, in spite of
the fact that reductions amounting
to some millions of dollars have been
made in the last two or three years.
A higher tax rate in such circumstances would be manifestly injurious.
If the assessors should recognize
this condition and make a general
reduction the effect would be merely
to increase the tax rate. But it is
unlikely that they will do so because
sales under present conditions cannot be regarded as est ahlkhing fair
prices --the prices reached by willing

3//S4j
buyers and willing sellers. They
have more the character of forced
sales, on which assessments are not
supposed to be based.
But even the maintenance of the
present tax rate when assessments
are inequitably high, if only temporarily, means in reality an increase of taxation. To increase the
rate means a good deal more than
it would in normal times, with value
and assessment bearing a reasonable
relation to each other.
In Fall River it has been found
that salvation lies only in radical
curtailment of the city's expenditures. If the business depression is
protracted beyond present expectations, if the cost of relief continues
to increase and if the revenues from
sources other than real estate taxes
continue to dwindle, there will be
ether cities and towns that will have
,o do the same thing.
If the metropolitan water commission should start work on a large
scale this year in the development
of the Swift river reservoir, how '
would it be known whether the
change of plan was due to the plea
of the Ware Chamber of Commerce
for work to relieve unemployment
or to the push given by former
Gov Fuller in his "kiss of death"
pronunciamento? Possibly it would
be the result of a spontaneous recognition that now would be a good
time to start all the operations I
going that are practicable.

CURLEY SPLITS WITH ELY
ON TAXATION QUESTION
• Mayor Says Public Works libts Ely's Highway
Dept. Not Equipped for
Construction Program
Program
Urges Legislators to Sacrifice Part of Road
Building Plan
Open Rupture Comes at
Private Meeting in
Boston Hotel
(Special to the Courier-Citizen.)
BOSTON, March 13.—An open nipture between Governor Ely and
Mayor Curley developed tonight as
a result of the mayor's declaration to
more than 60 . members of the legislature at a private meeting that the
State Department of Public Works
is not equipped with adequate enMAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY.
gineering forces to carry out effigovernor's $30,00,000 ,
the
ciently
tem from nutting that much money'
highway program.
into their budgets for highways.
The
Urges Program Be Cut.
money thus released could be used '
Mayor Curley, while disclaiming for public welfare.
The mayor throughout his address,
any intention of obstructing the governor's program, which is now a ma- Spoke in a calm, subdued tone and !
jor political issue at the State House, at its conclusion he Invited questions I
urged the legislators to back relief from the floor. He was cross-exfor cities and towns by sacrificing a amined by Senator J3seph Finnegan
,portion of the highway construction of Dorchester and to a lesser degree
by Representative Edward J.
!program.
Kelley
' The mayor's appeal was mad'1 be- of Worcester, William H. Hearn of
hind closed doors In a room o! the East Boston and Abraham B. Casson
Parker House where the legislators of Dorchester.
had previously been his tun( heon
At the conclusion of the
meeting It
guests. Coming so speedily after the vas agreed by many of tile
Demomayor subsequently repudiated pro- crats favorable to the
governor that
posals for a flat 10 per cent Increase his hope of obtaining
passage of the
in the income tax, it was regprded compromise ways and means
comas almost certain to anger the gov- mittee bill, now before the
House et
ernor. In substance the mayor told Representatives, has been
delivered
the assembled legislators that under a severe blow. One went to the
exno circumstances could the gov..m•nor tent of characterizing the procedure
provide for extmnditures to th6 ex- as 'hese treachery of the worst
detent for which he had submitted rec- scription."
ommendations.
Under the existing system of tontributions to the highway fund the
mayor said, the state receives approximately $20,000,000. A retui n of
one cent of the gasoline tax te the
municipalities, he continued, m ould
leave $15,000,000 in the state fund, a
sum $3,000,000 in excefs of its raps—
rity, according to his figures, tc. expend with any degree of effieiencY.
As We ttsseribed Ms plan it vontud
give tb the communities. :Op.:listmately $5.000,000, and
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Curley Attacks Ely Program
Finds State Not Equipped
To Handle Big Road Fund
Calls Upon 60 Legislators to Aid His Bill That Gives
, Towns Half of Gas Tax Proceeds; Private Meeting
With Solons Described As 'Base Treachery'
Boston, March 14—An open rupturci Joseph Finnegan of Dorches
ter and to
between Gov Ely and Mayor Curley a lesser degree by Representatives
loomed today as a result of the may- Edward J. Kelley of Worcester, Wilor's, declaration to more than 60 liam H. elearn of East Heston, all
members of the Legislature at a Democrats' and Abraham 13. Carson
private meeting that the state depart- of Dorchester, Republican.
ment of public works was not equipAt the conclumen of the meeting it
ped with adequate engineering forces was agreed by many of the Demoto carry out efficiently the governor's
$30,000,000 highway construction pro- his hopes of obtaining passage of the
. compromise ways and means commitgram.
Mayor teurley, while disclaiming l tee bill now before the House of Repany intention of obstructing the gov- resentatives had been delivered a secrimes program, which is now the were blow. One went to the extent of
issue in the major political battle at characterizing the procedure as "base
the State House, iirg:td the legisla- treachery of the worst desciiption."
tors to back relief for cities and towns
Now Before the House
by sacrificing a portion of the highThe ways and men 9s committee
is ayconstruction program.
measure in addit,•
I., increasing
n the
Ile
suppoet For his bill pro-1 gas tax from two
three Ants
Cal distribution of one-half I for a periode!'
00provideie
s
of h
• , at two-cent gasoline tax for an add it'
00 to the
nnd towns of the corn- highway fu:
•
work
eet their highway funds I and approei
V Fa
of a
a'lase $5,000,000 in appro- cent re!c•••
f
• in their budgets for public fund iv!
department purposes.
aniniF I.
Tiie mayor's appeal was made be!i
hind closed doors in the classicall P, t
.1.
Dickens room of the Parker house, 11.
c.t
!
where the legislators had previously I.IF
a
Of
been his leecheon guests.
t.F , .1
exie'ained the amen !
The ge ,•. , :•nor had no advance in- t ,,
v.avs ani on•ar,"; Ii'lllIIi'I
.1
oatbel •••• the meeting and he had he had suln,1 1 -•
I • •
• 'y
afternoon for inc.; the cour::
with no knewl- reeled a terrific tittack oil ti'
Ira iii
l...•
—eturred. He was gasoline tax increa—, measly:
, IIde•not
, eable today for comment on clared his uncentip misin4 oPlIosition
the IiMque procedure.
It disclosed to the emergency construction measthat beyond questelm there is no co- ure.
operation existing between the two
His amendment would strike out all
most prominent Democrats in the previsions for the otmergency constate In relation to the Democratic strnetion. 1•1.i declared that the ex- I
administration's plans for relief of istiaLe; bill suestantially amounted to
the unemployed.
.1s1:ing 271 cities and towns to tinsii.!
Coming so speedilye nta-r the may- th ,-, hot for the purpwie of r.roviding 1
or's subsequently repT1,1,. • , •1 proposal unemployment relief e the hat hi
othiT communities. This
4or a fiat I a
ent iic •
in the
ncome t
\v,,,k, bc 'oiiliniii'il. will be given
almost
certain to
11n. st•ut» of the lithor market arri
!!,\!.!!11,,/.. in sub- to
stance he told t I, assembled legisla-,( 111 irviY omii. net' town Of P tilt Pt•
1
tors that IIFFI:
a ,,irceimstances
''lion.'
asked, "does the e,•overnot•
could the t•-••
ett to preeele work for heeds of
. ale for expenditurt,. t.. •
.• which he fl F Ft 5 in Suffolk county by ere-Ting' I
had suite,
I I,
work em the hicrhways up hi
TiI
11o115
Under 1'.
of con- .ilong the Mithowk trail? It is an uatribution, io the highway fund, the I itert.sonalee request to ask its to pass,
maytir !. H.! that the state received ap- the hill."
Ma emeliusetts citizens,
,,, $20,000,000. A return of
centinte• . •
ei the municipalities, he con- lied, probably would benefit
• from
the
measur
tiny
e
''of
in
tinued, would leave $15,000,000 in the,
the
• ', i
7.-t ructstate fund, a sum $3,000,000 In excess contricta would he n!
a a
which i
of its capacity, according to his fig- ilag' firms from ()ell
• comures, to expend with any degree of icould ever:-1 tc,
eaillt their own local
efficiency.
As he described his plan, it would
give to the communeles approximately $5,000,000 and thus relieve them
from puffing that much money Int.)
their budgets for highways. The
motley thus reles!ied could he used for
Public welfare distribution.
Cross-Examined
The mayor, throughout his address,
spoke in a calm, subdued tone of voice
and at its conclusion he invited questions from the floor. He was crossexamined to some extent by Senator
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Ve Hotta stages of engrossment in that brunch and be sent
back to the House for enactment.
Then Speaker Leverett Saltonstall,
who is a stickler for the pay-as-yougo Policy, will have the unwelcome
baby in his lap, and once again the
House leadership will be put to test.
Two-thirds vote will be required. If
the majority leadership offers any reasonable compromise prior to enactment. the governor might accept it
and thus put the whole unemployment
relief program right up to the Republican party in the House. If such
compromise then failed of enactment,
the governor could say to the public
that he had done everything he could,
even to agreeing to the last Republican compromise proposal and had
found unwillingness to cooperate to
bring about relief. Indeed, it would
be a sorry spectacle If'--the House
leaders then refused to enact the bill,
after having opposed the first compromise measure reported by the ways
and means committee, which is under
Republican control.
Gasoline Tax Increase
The votes of the House members
are being closely watched all over
the state. The gasoline tax incrpame
appears to be absolutely necessh.ry.
Any who say the real estate owners
are wallowing in profits are not conversant with conditions. Real estate
is standing all the strain it can stand
and the gasoline tax seems the fairest means of meeting the highway
construction burden, because it is only
those who ride who have to pay, as
Gov Ely has pointed out. It is natural for the automobile associations to
oppose, because it is their business to
fight for their automobile-owning
members. Their opposition should be
discounted on this account. Real estate men are justified in opposing any
program that will further burden real
estate. Industrialists are watching the
situation closely.
Above all, citizens of the state ought
to watch the moves of Mayor Curley.
He is ambitious and is looking ahead
for his own, political career. If he
can discredit Gov Ely, be may have
hopes of amounting to something in
1932. Gov Eiy is a westerner. No
Democrat can be elected without
many western votes. If westerners allow a political marplot in the east to
destroy one of their own, they may
expect to be called upon to vote for
that easterner, or the man he wants,
for governor in 1932.
erough

Our Beacon Hill Observer—
State A Hairs and Politics
Mayor Curley's Influence
--May Wria. Gov Ely's
Relief Program

S

From Our Special Correspondent
Boston, March 14—If Gov Ely's public works program is defeated in the
Legislature, many will blame Mayor
James M. Curley. By insidious methods, he has brought to bear an indirect propaganda upon the general
public coucerning tax increases and a
corresponding fear thereof. One political observer has said that the wily
Huh politician took the "boy frem the
sticks," his characterization of Gov
Ely at the now famous Democratic
convention in Tremont temple—into
camp and by so doing, brought about
the halt at least, and possible defeat,
of the 'pending highway construction
program.
if Mayor Curley didn't know that his
proposal for an increase of 10 cents on
each dollar of taxes was timed so that
it came at just the right moment to
Influence public opinion, then he is
much less keen-minded than those who
know him have given him credit for.
Not only did he make the announcement appear as a "10 per cent increase" in income taxes, when it was
not that at all, but he engineered the
announcement so that it came from
Gov Ely and not from Mayor Curley.
And Gov Ely made a mistake in saying, even with reservations, it was the
best idea that had yet come to his
attention.
Legislators Hear From People
The people "back home'' fairly flew
to their legislators when the latter
were home last week end, and protested in vigorous terms. The result was
that when these legislators had before
them for vote last week this bill to
provide for the highway improvements, to be financed by an increase
of one cent In the gasoline tax, they
remembered the objections of their
constituents and many of them were
thus influenced to vote against the
bill. Mayor Curley was to blame and
the onus cannot be put anywhere else.
Corley's Party For Legislators
If that trick of the Boston mayor
were not enough, he added to it yesterday afternoon by entertaining 60
legislators at the Parker house and,
after filling them
full of good
food, he presented to them the proposition that they support his newest
idea, adopted after he dropped the income tax proposal, to return one-half
the present gasoline tax to the cities and towns. This would absolutely
destroy the highway bill that is now
pending, if incorporated into it. Curley
ought to know that, and if he doesn't
again he is less keenminded than he
is given credit for being. Curley has
been freely assailed during the past
week for his own failure to curb municipal expenses in Boston, by authorities on Boston's finances. One recalls his $25,000,000 circumferential
highway proposal and several other
Curley projects in considering whether the mayor is sincere in his declared
effort to help the unemployment situation and bring relief to the people.
What the Highway Bill Will Do
Residents of Western Massachusetts,
particularly of Berkshire county, would
do well to cot-ender what the pending
highway bill will do. For one title.. it

will bring about construction of highways into that section of tile state
from eastern Massachusetts, which
would mean that many easterners w ill
be attracted there in greater numbers
than now. Coining down from New
Hampshire over the trail leading from
the White mountains on a Saturday
afternoon in summer, one is struck by
the great number of Massachusetts
cars headed northward carrying their
occupants 'into the resort sections of
the Granite state. These residents of
eastern and central Massachusetts are
attracted to the White meuntain section partially because of the fine roads
leading from the Massachusetts border
northward.
They prefer to tackle a
longer trip into the New Hampshire
region than the shorter one to the
Franklin and Berkshire county territory because they dislike the narrow,
curve-filled highways leading toward
Worcester and beyond. The pending
highway bill would rectify this condition, in part, and at least would give
one through route across the state
from east to west that wouldn't have
to be apologized for.
Need of House Leadership
One thing the highway bill has done
and that is it has shown the need of
real leadership in the House. One is
kind to describe the efforts of Republican leaders in that branch this week
as pathetic. They had to go against
their own ways and means committee
report and it is small wonder so many
Republicans switched from one day to
the next in their votes on this measure. Now the bill rests in committee
on third reading and before it emerges,
these Republican leaders hope to be
able to effect some sort of an agreement to save their faces. What it will
be is the subject of much conjecture.
Compromise Nay Boost State Tax
One.surinise is that the compromise
will be reduction of the total called
for in the bill from $11,500,000 to $10,000,000 and boosting of the state tax
from $7,000,000 to $8,500,000. GOY Ely
has said he is against boosting the
state tax because it means additional
burden on real estate, but he might
be in a mood, after this week's experiences, to permit a boost in that tax
to $8,000,000. If any compromise Is to
be offered to raise the amount that is
to be returned to cities and towns from
the gasoline tax, then the amount of
the note or bond issue will have to be
reduced, because such program would
take eonsiderable from the money that
would be used to pay interest and
principal on the borrowed money. It
may be said with a degree of confidence that Gov Ely might be willing
tq reduce the total of money to be
h&rrowed slightly, but not to a large.
der
jpree.
he committee on bills in third read! g undoubtedly will report the bill
back to the House next week, but •
whether it will be early next week,
or late, none seems able to say: The
committee is ruled by a Boston Republican who is a close ally of the
House leaders, so it cen be held up
as long as they wish. When it is
returned, it seems a foregone condoalon that it will be passed to be engrossed, as only a majority vote is
necessary and then sent to the Senate. President Bacon of the Senate
has given his approval to the measure, and, inasmuch as he dominates
the upper branch without question, it
ie
to to predict the bill will go
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wealth is for greater than that of the
elly of Boston, the Commonwealth
having approximately 700 engineers,
while the city of Boston has about
200 engineers in streets and public
werks departments."
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ENGINEER SCORES
CURLEY'S STAND
Intent
ON STATE WORK Curley Denies
To Injure Ely Power

Doeton, Mitich 11,----Ma,y,)1. Curley
denies his intention to injure the Ely
ograin. 1-Ds statement follows:—
"The conference of legislative representatives Irom the city of Boston
held on Friday was called in conformity with an agreement made by the
mayor of each Massachusetts city and
the chairman of each board of selectetten14—Calling
Boston, March
men for the purpose of presenting
t ion to the fact that the State has an facts relative to the fionormal requirethe budget for 1031 for the
engineering force that Is more than ments in the unemployed and needy.
relief of
three times as large as that of the Similar meetings will be or have been
and chair' city of Boston, A.. W. Dean, chief en- arranged by the mayors of ,most of
men of boards of selectmen
gineer of the State Department of the cities and towns in the commonwealth.
Public Wor&s, this afternoon issued
"The charge that the action was a
flat deniel of the statement made yeso
deliberate attempt to injure in any
Curley
M.
terday by Mayor James
res way the legislative program of Gee
Boston that iTIV State with it
or was intended in a hostile spirit
ent engineering force cannot spend Ely
is ridiculous and absolutely without
i more than $12,000,000 to advantage in toundation. it was specifically Set
highway work in any one year.
forth at the meeting held upon FriCurley Gives Luncheon.
day at the Parker house that the exCurley's statement was made in th ecutives of the municipalities of the
course of a luncheon giv.‘n by him t Commonwealth were unanimously In
favor of a one-cent increa_fe in the
a group of Greater Boston legislato
yesterday in furthering his program gasoline tax and likewise unanimously
for a return of half of the present in favor of Senate bill 47, which progasoline tax to cities and towns for vides for a distribution of one-half of
public welfare expenditures. The May- the gasoline revenue now received by
or had a similar bill in last year, but' the commonwealth out of the presit was defeated and he is again spon- ent two-cent tax. That there might
soring the proposal despite its possi- be no misunderstanding and that eaca
ble detriment to Gov. Ely's enlarged member of the Legiaiature might be
highway program. Boston, it may be familiar with the facts a communicanoted, would receive by far the larg- tion was mailed after the meeting to
est slice of the more than $5,000,000 every meneee- of tat: state Legislature
r which would go back annually to cities setting forth the above.
and towns under the Curley plan.
"1 have it prowund appreciation ot
, Engineer Dean took the Mayor the problems confronting the goverthat
nor and I am only too familiar with
; sharply to task for his argument
i the department of public workti. is in- those confronting myself and tin.
adequately prepared to handle the mayors of cities and the chairmen in
Governor's program or highway cop-I the boards of selectmen throughout
struction in addition to the ordinary the commonwealth. The needy are not
routine construction undertaken each responsible for the present industrial
year from revenue accruing from the. depression, and it is futile to depend
upon the benevolence of the public to
, two cent gasoline tax.
Commissioner Frank E. Lyman ofi provide for their needs. So that until
i
the department who was not present society has devised the machinery for
at the State House today, had pre- proviuing for the unfortunate and
viously placed tile department on neeuy it is plainly the duty of those
i record as being fully capable of han- in public office to meet the situation
dling the entire program which the in such manner as will be the least
Governor desires for the current year. burdensome to the public as a whole,
It was on the basis of the Commis- and until some better method is presioner's guarantee that the Ways and sented than that determined upon by
Means Committee reported the $1O,- the mayors and chairmen of boards of
000,000 highway bill which is now electmen there Is no other course
! pending before the House.
open but to labor earnestly and aci "The department," Mr. Dean said. tively on behalf of the prdposed legis"Can handle without difficulty all the lation."
work under consideration for 1931, including all the projects in the proposal
of His Excellency the Governor, without any question.
3/
1
"The department has already ap- 61.13. STF?Aidollitp 3//Jproximately $3,000,000 worth of conbids
for
advertise
struction ready to
1 of the 510,000, 00 of the Governor's
I program, awaiting appropriations from /.....Curley Boosts Port of Boston.
.also
the Legislature. The department 00 ; Boston, March 14 t/P1—Meens• James
has approximately $200,000 Chapterand M. Cniley is attempting 1 -1 nersuade
weekly
work ready to advertise for bids
trans-Allan'ic lines to st.,
awaiting appropriations by the Legis- four day service between
ston and
1
Legislature
the
lature. By the time
Europe which would make Liston "the
has acted upon the budget proposed by first, port, on the Atlant;e," he said tohave
will
department
the
Governor
the
for night,.
a much larger amount available The
immediate advertising for bids.
department has already let contracim
this year involving $2,650,000. The

Massachusetts
Facilities to
Proposed Road Pfojects,
Dean Declares
Has Ampic
La IAA, Out

Cog
engineering

force
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BILL NO. 47 APPROVED14

Town Manager Burton L. Winslow
attended the meeting in Boston on
Tuesday of the mayors and Selectmen
called by James M. Curley, mayor of
Boston, at which it was unanimously
voted to approve Senate Mill No. 47,
whch provides in substance that one
cent of' the present two cent gasoline
tax shall be distributed to the cities
and towns of the Commonwealth in
proportion to their payment of the
State tax, to be used by the cities and
towns for highway construction and
the reconstruction of existing ways,
the remaining one cent to be credited
to the Highway Fund of the Commonwealth. It was also voted unanimously that the recommendation of Gov.
Ely that the present gasoline tax be
increased one cent be approved. Bill
No. 47, if passed, will result in $5,000,000 being available to the cities
and towns.
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Democratic Chiefs Seek
Compromise on Ely Bill
•

the
Today Mayor thirlEIV as di that
Mr.
thought of interferring with
mind.
Ely's program was far from his
He said that an a matter of fact
he Was in favor of a one-cent increase in the gas tax but was prillhaving the
with
cilly concerned
cities and towns get one-cent of the
present tax, which would only take
$5,000.000 from the state highway
fund and leave sufficient amount to
carry on a more extended program.
The mayor said he made it clear that
he wanted a one-cent increase in
the gas tax bii addressed himself
more praticulfny to hl own bill for
a return of half the present tax,
The mayor pointed out that at
the recent conference of representstides of cities and towns held in his
office there WAS general support for
the increased gas tax AS well as for
his bill. He attached no considerable significance to yesterday's gath/ It was but
ing pointing out that
chief
/1P of a series which other
\ecutives would arrange to talk over
tors.
legisla
with
municipal problems
This explanation may mitigate to
,,,me extent the imprecsion of the
,
LE
oference that the mayor was etaBy JAMES H. 611 1 1./00V
taxaand
tying the governor's program yesterhectic week of prohibition
BOSTON, March I 4.--Thia
an
may have
day, but there still remains to come
ced obvious Nets which
tion on Beacon Hill has produ
Massachusetts. , an explanation of his belief that
future political history of
am
progr
important bearing on the
the publio works department was
ded
ar bond issue for an exten
not sufficiently equipped to handle
Governor Ely's plan for a 10-ye
"as a doornail."
dead
is
nt
loyme
unemp
more than $12,000,000 worth of conof public works to relieve
to finance the
means committee proposal
struction In n year
The fate of the ways and
l.
matica
proble
is
notes
The answer to that came today !
nrneram through short term
from Chief engineer Arthur W. Dean
toThere Is little encouragement
of
the state public works departbill
night that the ways and means
ent
ment,.who asserted that his force!
m Is finally
progra
in its present form can gain suffici or's
govern
If the
WAS able to handle without difficulty
opposi
alreany assured that a
momentum to overcome the
How defeated it is
all the work now under consideraibility
tion of the Republican leaders.
e of the respons
measur
large
the goverctory
the shoulders of' tion for 1931, including
to amend the bill to a satisfa
will be placed on
nor's program. The chief engineer ,
of Boston,
Curley
compromise is the problem to which
M.
their Mayor James
said the department already is In
on InDemocratic leaders are giving
am for other taxati
problem whose progrfrightened Many persons
position to advertise for bids on $3.attention. It is a difficult
has
creases
of
ad000,000 worth of work called for in
and one that seems Incapable ion Into the belle! that the present o
the
reduct
program. It also has $200.000 ,
period
was in for a
solution unless there is a
m which minist7ation that would increase the
of Chapter 90 work, in which the
in the extent of the progra
agance
extrav
state, county and communities co- 1
and real estate.
the givernor has Proposed.
burdens an Income
ed to the gov- operate. ready to advertise. The deMayor Curley propos per c
partment also let contracts for this
of 10
ernor an increase
year's work totalling $2,650.000.
be returned to eftto
tax
e
incom
the
exRegardless of p&itical considerato take care of the
towns
and
its
welthe upper
expense for public
Lions Governor Ely has
of view. traordinarv
generalhand In the popular point
Tenet. nlnt. proposal is
grate
of
m
Mr. Dean SAW Also that contrary
progra
ed
extend
He proposed an
g many repreunemploy- ly credited with scarin
to the mayor's statement the engiagainst the
public works to relieve
voting
Into
ives
sentat
and
ways
neering force of the commonwealth
representament on a bond issue. The
accept governor's program. The constituents
is far greater than that of Boston, ,
means committee refused to
their
from
ed it tires heard
having approximately 100 engineers I
that plan because they believ pay- aplenty after that plan was suggested
to Boston's 200.
executive
represented a departure from the
chief
The
or.
govern
the
to
in the
The willingness of Commissioner
e to blame.
as-you-go policy so successfull
tee of the state Is in a measur
E. Lyman of the public works
Frank
aphe
when
state. The Republicanized commit
little
a
d
much His foot slippe
department to co-operate with the
reported a plan of its own anddespite peered to endorse the plan by asserthis refusal to play
governor and
to the surprise of everyone, legisla- Ing It was the best proposal that
politics was largely responsible for
the general agreement of the
relieving the altuafor
seen
had
,he
done
if the the favorable report of the ways and
tors that something should be
there Lion. It would have helped
means committee.
to help the economic situation, lead- , governor had withheld expression of
Republican
When this committee had Mr. Lyhis
of
fate
the
WAS the spectacle of
after
until
on
their own 'opini
man in private session It believe that
ers opposing a program of
program had been determined
own
it could draw from him statements
party's making,
the impression
to say Many persons gained saddle an M- that would Justify them In wrecking
Governor Ely is in a position
to
didn't that he was going
the program. The inquiries directed
"I proposed a program. Youof your creased income tax on the public In
toward Mr. Lyman dealt largely with
increase in
ilks it. You fashioned one
-cent
one
till
to
on
additi
the ability of his department to hanacceptable
own. The compromise was
tax.
gas
the
somedle such an extended program. If
defeat
ion
confus
to me but you tried to have offered
There is considerable
Mr. Lyman had expressed doubt the
of your own making. Iloyment. If over Mayor Curley's Iciest proposal
committee would have cut it down.
the way to help unemp take the re- made to a group of 50 legislators at The commiasioner, however, took the
you don't want to do it shoulders." a private luncheon yesterday, The members by surprise saying his dehad
sponsIbility on your own
partment was fully prepared to handle
over the impression WAS that the mayor
There is of ce•::rse dispute
in challenged the governor's program every bit of the ',"ork and giving apm
progra
or's
govern
efficacy of
urging
proximate date. and other facts reit so in- with one of his own design by
reliving the situation but
cities garding the time when proJecte could
e system is support of a plan to return to
t
volved that the averag
be gotten underway.
from the and towns one-half of the presen
likely to consider it only executive
nt tax on gasoline. His declarastandpint that the thief unemploy- two-ce
Of
tment
Depar
tion that the State
made an effort to relieve
Works WAS not prepared to
talking point Public
ment. It. Is a powerful
handle more than $12.000,00 worth
on.
strati
for the admini
of highway work 111 a year was certainly interpreted as an attempt to
obstruct the governor's program re2,ardless of later statements of the
mayor. The governor's program contemplated so expenditure of some
S30,060.000 in highway construction

's Program
Reduction in Extent of Governor
r Point
Seen Necessary Although Popula Upper
of View Is That Executive Has
ons He
Hand Curley Denies Accusati
One of
Challenged Ely Program With
Statement
Own Design Hub Mayor's
Work of
That State Could Not Handle
by
Contemplated Program Disproved
dership
Engineer G. O. P. House Lea
Mettle
Criticized as Rep. Herter Shows
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State and Local Topics

A Legislative Crisis
' It is impossible to keep Mayor Cur-

President has resisted extravagant
expenditures, but the • projects
herein provided for are necessary.
FP they are not completed now they
they must he done within the next
four years."
He detailed its meritorious features in\ providing relief from
highway assessments from the
cities and towns. The House, he
said, eventually will have to make
a choice between this bill or a
huge bond issue for a 10-year
elimination of grade crossings.

one thing at a time. The public
works bill is one form of attack on
the unemployment problem through
the use of the state's credit in a conservative way. The defeat of it and
the whole program of which it is a
part will mean confusion, and perhaps the final failure of the Legislature to contribute anything substantial to the common weal in this
period of crisis.

ley out of the picture. A Vegieltri
Ihe had the headlines with his futile
10 per cent income tax proposal.
Now he comes through again with
his Parker house luncheon speech to
60 invited guests from among the
members of the two branches of the
Legislature; and the 60 guests included many Republicans as'well as
Democrats.
The Automobile Legal associaWhat the outcome will be it is,
Exaggerated importance, probably,
tion's determination to fight against
has been attributed to Mayor Cur- idle to predict. The ways and meansi making the gasoline tax a matter of
ley's flank attack on the public works plan, though favored by a majorityl emergency legislation and thus imbill which has passed the House on of the House through its third read- mune from referendum prreedings
its third reading. The Boston news- ing, is under a heavy barrage from is not based on truth. If the prespapers fighting the ways and means big business and is being openly at- ent situation is not an emergency,
committee's compromise undoubtedly tacked on the flank by Mayor Curley. what is it? It would be a good thing
have found a strong ally An the The powerful motor vehicle interests if the legislators at Boston listened
mayor and it is their role to exploit are fighting any increase in the gaso- less to the Alvan Fullers and the
to the utmost the aid he brings to line tax and hence are enemies even spokesmen for special interests and
them. Yet there were members of of the ways and means committee bill. paid more attention to what is going
the Legislature at the Curley lunch- It will be interesting to see whether on back home.
eon who dissented from his position. they will line up with Curley, whose
Senator Parkman, Republican, who latest plan does not include any inwas present, declined to express his crease whatever in the gasoline tax.
views because of his membership of And it will be interesting also to see
if all the opponents of the emergency
the ways and means committee.
program do not concenconstruction
Mayor Curley's assertion that the
department of public works is not trate on a distribution of the gasoinequipped to carry out efficiently the line tax, either with or without
any
highway program authorized in the crease, as a means of defeating
pending bill is old stuff. The same proposal that involves a tax increase
point was urged against Gov Ely's in any other form.
Yet, all conjectures aside, it is unSince then the
original proposal.
Republican ways and means com- likely that Gov Ely will be stammittee has reported a compromise peded. By virtue of his executive
a rational
based on the Ely and Shattuck pro- leadership he . advocated
which
relief,
unemployment
for
plan
posals, and the ways and means comauthority to sustain
mittee is utterly discredited if it has had the highest
Republican ways
reported in favor of a highway pro- it in principle.
committee reshaped it
means
and
of
capacity
the
beyond
gram that is
reported a section of it with its
the department of public works to and
In this form the plan, so
approval.
carry into effect.
far as reported, has been accepted
Representative Herter of Boston,
by the goose, and the governor, as
in supporting the compromise bill
the public understands, accepts it
Thursday, spoke as a member of tht
The course to follow is to go through
ways and means committee. Quoting
with the bill to the finish, so far as
i now from the Boston Herald's report
its essential features are concerned.
of the debate:—
Let those who seek to kill' it take
He characterized It as equitable
public responsibility on roll call
full
In all details, without political
votes in case they succeed.
considerations, and a means of
The enemies of the bill may create
carrying out President Hoover's
various diversions, as they are doing.
advocacy of an extension of public
To make parhmount the question of
works expansion during the depression.
the relief of city and town treas"This bill," he continued, "will
uries is a diversion. Mayor Curley
provide some relief for unemployraises a legitimate question in this
ment. We have been told that It
particular, for city and town "welwill give work to only 7000. Well. 'fare" expenditures may reach the
what of it? That will remove
breaking point if depression long
many names from the rolls of the
cqntinues. Yet it is fair to insist on
public welfare departments which
The
are in substance a dole.
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Emergency Fund Taxation
Two taxation pi:oposals are before the Legislature and
the public, providing for raising the funds for emergency
highway construction and to relieve cities and towns from
assessments for the State highway fund. One proposal is at
present advocated by Governor Ely and the other by Mayor
Curley.
The Governo'r's plan is the bill reported by the Committee on Ways and Means to incraese the gasoline tax from
two cents to three cents for a period of four years, producing an annual revenue of $5,350,000 or a total of $21,400,000
in the four years. This would provide $11,500,000 for an
emergency highway construction fund, pay interest charges
on notes for borrowing and relieve cities, towns and the
metropolitan district from assessments for the State highway fund which would release the city of Boston from an
annual contribution of approximately $238,000. The State
Department of Public Works reports that it is equipped to
handle all the work under consideration.
Mayor Cstg says he favors the Governor's bill, but
also advintefiTh'is own bill to provide for a return to the
municipalities, in proportion to their State tax assessments,
one cent of the present two-cent gasoline tax. This would
yield Boston in excess of $1,250,000 to be used for its own
highway fund and thus release budget appropriations for
welfare purposes. The legislation to return one cent of the
levy would be permanent, distributing $5,350,000 to the
Cities and towns annually. The Mayor says the Department
of Public Works is not equipped to handle the construction
program in the Governor's plan.
In respect to the. statement of the Mayor that the Department of Public Works cannot handle the proposed construction, it is authoritatively announced that the engineering force of the State is far greater than that of the city of
Boston, the State having approximately 700 engineers while
the city has about 200 engineers in the street and public
works department.
The intrusion of Mayor Curley into the Governor's
program, first in favor of a 1:0% increase in the income tax
for one year, which he has abandoned in face of protests,
and second a permanent division of the present two-cent
gas tax, one half to go to cities and towns, is not calculated
to advance the Governor's program.
The issue has sharply divided adherents of both political parties and is apt to take some little time before solution..
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EmOloYmint in Road Building
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•
Department of Ptiblic Works, whether Whits its
normal resources of nearly $20,000,000 or has
$10,000,000 additional. Only by greatly increasing the cost and curtailing the extent of road j
eqnstruction could additional man power be
gained by a reduction of mechanical processes. I
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THE MAYOR AND THE GOVERNOR
Attention is focussed just now on
two Democratic chieftains who are in
danger of coming into conflict with
each other. We have in Governor Ely
an affable, genial gentleman with a
mind of his own, and still considerably surprised at becoming in fact
an idol of his whole party and the
governor of the state. Mr. Ely is
something of a fighter and yet he has
the power too of self restraint. If we
are not mistaken he has been'eonsiderably riled at the actions of the legislature and yet he has kept his
mouth shut. It is a great man who
can conquer himself. He is naturally
the head of his party just now and if
he is big enough he may long be with
Senator Walsh the guiding hand behind the Democrats.
Opposed to him, however, is the active and genial Mr. Curley, a powerful
and brilliant candidate for the governorship at some future date. Mr.
Curley is a man of astonishing energy. His mind has a marvelous activity. He is forced just now to be a little bit of an economizer although at
heart he is one of the very best spenders in public life. As mayor of Boston
he is about as big a man as the governor of Massachusetts. The voters
are now unconsciously comparing the
two men. Although generally working for the same ends they are actually rivals and are in continual
conflict. The Democratic voters will
some day point thumbs down at one
or the other. Governor Ely gives the
mayor every opportunity to join in his
councils. The state at large has probably more confidence in the governor's taxation views than it has in
Mr. Curley's.
It has been said that Mayor Curley thinks that day lost whose low
descending sun sees no new scheme of
spending money proposed. He lately
astonished us by proposing a ten per
cent increase in the income tax, and
the governor made a momentary error in saying that this piece of advice was the best suggestion yet
brought to his attention. Although
the mayor has greatly grown in mental sta.ture since he first entered polities he is still such a politician that
suspicion througisout the state meets
all his taxation suggestions. On examination they all bring great relief
to Boston and also consolidate the
Boston vote. In the late brush between the mayor and the governor
It is safe to say that eventual victory
will be with the governor. He certainly has a wider outlook than Mayor
Curley.
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Evacuation Day Is
Observed in Boston
Belated Tribute Paid to Famous Native Son, General
Henry Knox, Who Brought Guns to Dorchester
Heights and Won Bloodless Victory
By JOHN B. KNOX
and, as artillery chief, brought the
BOSTON, March 17 ()—Boston, American guns to a high state of efcelebrating today the 155th anniver- fectiveness. He was promoted to major
sary of its evacuation by the British general and became secretary of war
In the Revolution, pays belated trib- under Washington. He founded the
ute to a famous native son, General military academy at West Point.
But the exploit for which he is
Henry Knox,
Astonishment gripped Sir William chiefly honored by his native city and
Howe, commander of the British forces Mayor James M. Curley on this anhere on the morn of March 5, 1776, as niversary is his service in helping
he trained his glass on Dorchester force the British from Boston.
A memorial tablet, unveiled today
Heights. For there, frowning down
at him, was an ugly array of cannon on the heights of old Fort Park in
"Major General
--cannon the Americans W/TC not sup- Roxbury, reads:
Henry Knox, born in Boston July 25,
posed to !awes&
1750,
chief
of
artillery, Continental
The miracle that brought
those
guns to the American Army investing Army, founder of military academy at
Boston was of General Knox's mak- West Point, first secretary of war,
1789, commanded the expedition which
ing.
Knox, born of Scottish-Irish par- brought greatly needed cannon from
entage in Boston in 1750, was early Ticonderoga, thereby compelling the
In prominent in the colonial militia. British to evacuate I3ostcn, 17, March,
Be' was one of those who tried to 1776. This memorial tablet placed by
prevent the Boston Massacre in 1770. the City of Boston, 17, March, 1931.
true Bostonian, he opened a book- James Michael Curley, Mayor."
store in 1771, lait he left his books
a few years later to fight at Bunker
Hill, on the heights north of Boston
Inadequately prepared, the Americans lost. The youthful Knox then
planned the defenses of the camps
of the untrained army, raw levies from
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts, outside
Boston. During that first long winter in which Washington, the new
commander, organized hie troops,
X/10X, then only 28, was off on an
arduous mission.
Sleds
He was in charge of an expedition
to Fort Ticonderoga on Lake George,
New York. With characteristic en--ergy, he and his men succeeded in
hauling 50 cannon on sleds drawn by
oxen over the long trail, through fore ts, over hills and acrom unbridged
a
rivers, to Washington's headquarters
iii Cambridge.
Thus prepared, Washington sch-ecl
Dorchester Heights, south of Boston.
The move was similar to that of the
Americans nearly a year before in occupying Bunker Hill. Better equipped,
this time, they were further favored
Boston, Mar. 17, ()P—Boston, celeby fortune, for a storm lashed Dorchester Bay that day and the Brit- brating today the 155th anniversary
ish could not cross. Before the stomi of its evacuation by the BritiAi in
abated, Washington's position was cc the Revolution, pays belated tribute
secure that the British dared not at- to a famous native son, Gen. Henry
tack. Under threat of hating the Knox.
town knocked to pieces about him
Astonishment gripped Sir William
the British commander sailed away
March 17 with his 8000 troops and Howe, commander of the British
forces here on the morn of March 5,
1000 Loyalists, for Nova Scotia.
1776, as he trained his glass on DorBloodless Victory
This bloodless victory accomplished chester Heights. For there. frownwhat Bunker Hill had failed to do. ing down at him, was an ugly array
Left the Americans enriched with sup- of cannon—cannon the Americans
plies, and emboldened friends of the were not supposed to possess.
Revolution everywhere.
The miracle that brought those
'Enos's service also included The
battles of Trenton, Princeton, Mon- guns to the American army investing
month and Yorktown. He was one of Boston was of Gen. Knox's making.
Knox. born of Scottish-Irish parWashington's meet trusted advisers
entage in Boston in 1750, was early•
..Drorninent in the Colonial

BOSTON PAYING
BELATED TRIBUTE
TO GENERAL KNOX

Hub Celebrates 155th Anniversary of. Evacuation
by British
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He was one of those who tried to I
prevent the Boston massacre in 1710. ;
A true Bostonian, he opened a book—
store in 1771, but he left his books a
few years later to fight at Bunker
Hill, on the heights north of Boston.
Inadequately prepared, the Americans lost. The youthful Knox then
planned the defenses of the camps
of the untrained army, raw levies
from New Hampshire, Rhode Islnad.
Connecticut and Massachusetts, outside Boston. During that first long
winter in which Washington, the
commander, organized his
new
i troops. Knox. then only 26, was oft
, on an arduous mission.
He was in chare of an expeditior
to Fort Ticonderoga on Lake Champlain, New York. With character's.
tic energy. he and his men succeed,
ed in hauling. 50 cannon on sled:
drawn by oxen over the long Chi]
! through forests, over bills aro
across unbridged rivers, to Washing•
ton's headquarters in Cambridge.
Thus prepared, Washington
seii:ed Dorchester Heights. south of
Boston. The move was similar to
that of the, Americans nearly a year
before in occupying Bunker Hill.
Better equipped this time, they were
further favored by fortune. for a
storm la ;bed Dorchester bay that ;
day and .the British could not cross.
Before the storm abated Washington's position Was so secure that the
British dared not attack. Under
'neat of having the town knocked
o pieces about him, the British
ommander sailed away March 17
vith Ms 8.000 troops and 1,000 Loylists, for Nova Scotia.
This bloodless victory accomplishad what Bunker Hill failed to do.
Left the Amercans enriched with
supplies and emboldened friends of
:he Revolution everywhere.
Knox's sedvices also included the
battles of Trenton. Princeton. Monmouth and Yorktown. He was one
of Washington's most trusted advisers and, as artillery chief, brought
the American guns to a high state
of effectiveness. He was promoted
to major general and became secretary of war under Washington. He
founded the military academy at
, Washington.
; But the exploit for which he is
, chiefly honored by his native city
ey. on this
and Malloy James M. Curl,
anniversary is his service in helping
force the British from Boston.
A memorial tablet. unveiled today
on the heights of old Fort Park in
Roxbury. reads: "Major General
Henry Knox, born in Boston July
23, 1730. chief of artillery. Continental army, founder of military academy at West Point, first secretary
of war. 1789, commanded the expedition which brought greatly needed cannon from Ticonderoga. thereby compelling the British to evacuate Boston, 17. March, 1776. This
Imemorial tablet placed by the city
of Boston.- 17,• March, 1931. James
Michael Curley, -mayor.
..
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"Direct" Help Phone persons who, for one reaIs the Doleig son or another, oppose the
emerge

•

ncy highway program
sponsored by
joint ways and means committee
of the Legislature should be wary of picking
up
the gasoline tax bill of the mayor of Bo_s_tos
as a
weapon against it. The Curlerplan wriiTd turn
back to cities and towns half of the present gasoline tsx as a measure of welfare aid. The
most
stressed argument in its behalf is that the funds
thus released would go for "direct" help
to the
need,, whereas the highway program would supply only "indirect" help--the Jobs which the program Is designed to create being regarded apparently ea an indirect form of help.
This taming devotion to "direct" help is a sudden—and it must be said, too—an unexpected development. Resolved into ite elements, "direct
"
help is nothing other than the dole under anothe
r
name. The welfare departments of cities and towns
dole out help to the needy. To be sure, it is
a proceeding with which no one can quarrel. When fellow-townsmen are in need the rest of us
must help
them; indeed are anxious to help them. This
willingness on the part of the rest of us, howeve
r, does
not modify the circumstance that the help
thus
extended is to all intents and purposes the
dole,
against which so many sociological conside
rations
contend. Also there are many among the
needy
who, because of reluctance to ask for charity
, shy
away from the dole.
Much more desirable sociologically and
much
more desirable from the standpoint of those
among
the needy who are where they are because, throug
h
no fault of their own, they can find no employ
ment is a plan whereby Jobs rather than doles
can
be furnished.
It is Jobe which the highway program w
furnieh. If we could furnish enough jobs the necessity of giving doles would be cut to a
minimum.
Unhappily it is impossible to furnish enough
Jobs.
Doles (or welfare work) must be continued,
and
continued on a rather generous scale for
some
time to come. That at least is the prospect
at the
moment. But even so, we should not lose sight
of
the realities. We should always be alert to
substitute Jobs for doles wherever and whenev
er we can.
Mayor Curley's bill, it would seem, tends
the other
way around. It would give the doles
precedence.
Since the terms of his proposal are not at
all compatible with the terms of the ways
and means program, the one is necessarily destruc
tive of the
other. Of the two the ways and
means program is
infinitely preferable, Later a more
suitable mode
of aiding the cities and towns to meet
their welfare expenditures can be devised.
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Mayor Curley's Latest Proposal
V./ Though Mayor Curley protests that his new
proposition for returning the receipts of one
half of the present 2 cent gasoline tax to the
cities and towns is not intended to interfere with
Governor Ely's additional $10,000,000 for highway construction, it nevertheless appears to
have the usual relation of a monkey wrench out
of place in the machinery.
The purpose of the Governor is to put
$10,000,000 of borrowed money on top of about
$20,000,000 of available revenue for advanced
road work in aid of employment. Mayor Curley's
new proposition is to divert about $5,000,000
from the 2 cent gasoline tax to the citio and
towns to enable them to offset increased expenses due to providing for the unemployed.
His theory is that this money could be used by
the cities and towns for their own road or street
work, thereby releasing an equal part of their
normal revenue to be applied to unemployment
costs.
Curley's assumption that this would leave
the State money enough to do all the Toad
work it can do efficiently with its technical
cquipment does not appear to be well founded,
at any rate the Commissivner of Public Works
has riven assurance that he has completed plans
for all the extra work that the extra $10,000,000
would permit, and he ought to know about that
better than Mayor Curley who seems to
be
especially eager to obtain about $1,000,000
somehow for Boston.
His present proposition may be regarded as
a substitute for his original proposal for a 10
per cent increase in 1930 income tax returns—
a proposal which the Governor first indorsed
and then dropped. Instead of picking it up again
Mayor Curley has put in a bid for revenue from
the gasoline tax. If there is slight possibility
that he will get it, tbe effect may be to prevent
the Governor from getting what he wants.
Monkey wrenches in machinery often act in
that way.
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A Problem of Offsets
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MAYOR CURLEY'S PLAN.
There is weel ground for agreement with .Nlayor Curley
of Boston that there is a limit to the amount of money that
can be economically expended by the State Highway departmeta in road work in a single season. The point was raised
b.
,the Boston mayor at a conference with members of the
w Melt Governor Ely's plan for increasi ng t hi
jigisi3t II" at
highway fund to 00,000.000 hy raising the gasoline tax and

One question that until settled may delay
action on the Governor's proposals as revised
the Ways and Means Committee for ad1tional highway work this year is as to the
methods by which additional expense to cities
and towns can be offset. Under the revised
proposals the gasoline tax would be increased
to three cents for a period of four years, the
proceeds being applied to road construction plus! by loans was discussed.
a building for the Department of Works, while.
Mayor Curley contended that the department already has
at the same time, the cities and towns would $20,000,00t shit front the present automobile fees and
have abatement of the assessments under thei gasoline tax. He recommends that the present tax be reexisting law in connection with state road work.
tained and that one-half of it be given to the municipalities
It is estimated that the total of such abatements
for the four-year period would approximate to to relieve them by so much as their allotment amounts to
ft um equivalent appropriations for public welfare purposes.
ithe cost of the increase in the gasoline tax.
One difficulty with this offset undoubtedly The amount thus allotted would be about $5.000.000. That
is that it would be very unevenly distributed xvould leave $15,000,000 for state highways.
among the cities and towns. This would be
Everybody will agree that the proper expeaditure of
especially the case with some of the cities in
such a sum in one year requires muelt preliminary planning.
which the State does little or no highway work.
Yet it is in such cities that the increased welfare Even after the work is designated, a long time 'must elapse
I.cquirements have been heaviest in the past lir fore the engineers' plans aru! completed. Mayor Curley
year and doubtless will he heavy for much of is reported to have said that'4415,000,000 was at least O.the current year.
000,000 more than the &pa rtment could economically exMayor Curley who is naturally concerned
over tte inchelsed budget for Boston has pro- pi tel this year, a conclusion that merits consideration in the I
, posed that one cent of the gasoline tax be ps,,),,,•:tis to put more Inorn'y into the hands of the departI returned to the cities and towns in proportion ment.
•
to their valuations. While this would return to
Some misgivings may also le. felt by people who have i
l the cities and towns a much larger sum annually
observed modern me thotis of state high way construction
than would be gained by assessment abatethe actual amount of benefit to the totem pl eyed that
"out
ments, it would go so far as seriously to curtail
road
work.
It is under- "lc
Governor Ely's additional
are of snub "St sit ins as are being mentioned
stood that the Governor favors a compromise will afford. Most of the work is done by machinery. The
whereby, as a substitute for the abatement of working gangs are comparatively small.
Moreover, as
assessments, one half of a cent of the proposed , m„„„„ Curley pointed out, not much relief for the uncut ployincrease in the gasoline tax would be returned
mew situation in Boston will result from highway construeo the cities and towns.
G
lr
i
ViCillity of Mohawk rai I.
Undoubtedly this would permit a much more o tt
Th.
s(•
are suggestions which Mayor Curley invites the
•ettitable disposition of benefits to the cities and
towns and presumably it would not interfere, I. gislaturc ii 'ouisidcr. a nil in these days of ascending taxes
as Mayor Curley's proposal would, with the I
prospect of increasing them fartljer by adding to tie;
Governor's major proposal of advancing road state dr it warrants
thorough study of a.ny proposal that will
construction to the extent of $10,000,000. Appurposes
desired without adding to the present
rve the
perently his majer proposal is not
have smooth sailing unless it is so arranged ,hardt'n•
that the cities and towns can count on definite
7enetits from any increase in taxation.
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Gov Ely Reviews Evacuation
Day Parade Staged at Hub
City In Gala Dress As Citizens Celebrate Rout of
British From Boston 155 Years Ago
Boston, March 17—Her homes and ffeyeRe .../ovRnbcot_
buildings bedecked in colorful bunttoday celebrated
ing, South Boston
3//4
31
/
Evacuation day, the 155th aniversary
the
by
Boston
of
evacuation
of the
REV. R. K. MORTON SAYS MAYOR
British.
! CURLEY PROTECTS THE HOME
scheduled
a
was
The entire day
—
k
round of festivity climaxed with a parade in which 10,000 members of mili- "The present Mayor of Boston has
tary and civic units took part, headed
ls Chief Marshal Edward Sheehy and steadfastly sought to protect the
his staff.
home and the public in general from
Gov Joseph B. Ely, May;iar James
greedy and unscrupulous venders
the
miliother
M. Corley and numerous
tary gwr civic celebrities reviewed the of smut and vire. Thousands who
parade at different points along the
'differ from him politically now stand
line of march.
The parade was in two sections, the firmly behind his stand on the censorfirst made up of strictly military units
7000 soldiers and ship of theatrical performances."
numberinr, about
representatives of military organizations, pncl the second comprised about
3000 roembers of civic units which included nearly 100 floats of varldirt descriptions.
Earlier in the day hundreds of
sch d children of the district were
guests of the city at two theatrical
functions.
Senator James J. Twohig, heading a
delegation, went to Dorchester Rights
and placed a wreath on the monument which designates the spot where
Washington's army placed redoubts to
gain advantage over the British troops
billeted in Boston.
After reviewing the parade Mayor
Curley and other city officials proceeded to the new L street bath house
on the strandway where the mayor
laid the cornerstone to the new structure.

This is the opinion of Rev. Richard
K. Morton as erpressed last Sunday
morning at the Community Church
of Christ, Point of Pines. He said
cfl part:
His pwn sadly afflicted home has
been the admiration of the city, and
served to tell us all something of
love and a high conception of family
life.
Men with smut to sell and sensual
excitements to arouse do not like the
position of Mr. Curley. I believe he
hates the obscene and the corrupting.
He knows what parents desire for
their children, and he knows the possibilities in youth which is not dragged down into the depthS'of vulgarity and immorality. I stand squarely with him on this issue. I am glad
that such a man has power over theatrical productions in the great city
of Boston.
I believe it is falsely charged that
the Mayor has foistered his ideas
upon the community. Even were this
true, his ideas about morality are
very much higher apparently than
those of some unscrupulous and lowminded producers of plays. It is better to have the mind of Mr. Curley
thah the mind of nobody who cares
at all what Boston sees. Mr. Curley
deserves the warm gratitude of parents and all others interest.] in the
training of youth and in the public
welfare for his attempts to keep Boston free from dirty plays.
Mr. Morton's sermon for Sunday
will be "Visitations of Divine Power."

i
(,STATE HOUSE NOTES
3/'

From Our Speeial Reporter
Boston's High School Situation
Boston, March 16—Not fewer high
schools, but smaller ones is the need
for the ever-increasing number of
pupils, Chairman Joseph H. Hurley
of Boston school board today told
municipal finance committee, speaking in favor of committee's petition
for $16,977,000, for the next three
year's school bpilding program. He
would place those desiring to fit for
college in a central high school;
those not so desiring, in smaller,
schools in outlying districts.
Against Boston Blection Biil
With Democratic members dissenting, the committee on cities this
afternoon reported adversely on a
petition that provision be made for
'party nominations and elections of
mayor and elective officers in Boston.

Golf Coarse Licenses
The committee on citie.s this afternoon reported adversely on petition of Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston for—ism lo license -rrtffdoor
and indoor pee-wee golf courses and
games in Boston.
Pulaski Anniversary Measure
Valiant service rendered by BrigGen Casimir Pulaski to this country
during the Revolutionary war was
outlined to the committee on rules
today, during a hearing for authorization to have the governor issue an
annual proclamation on October 11,
Pula.ski's death anniversary. No opposition appeared.
Boston Street Bill
was
of Boston
Curley
Mayor
latuflitr-by onrgpeaker at a hearing
before the municipal finance committee today on his petition to permit Boston to borrow $2,000,000 outside the debt limit to reconstruct accepted streets. Curley's efforts to keep
men employed was explained. Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the Boston finance commission suggested the
committee take no action until the
Boston budget can be studied. The
Boston Chamber of Commerce opposed if it would mean abandonment
of the pay-as-you-go policy. The Boston real estate exchange also opposed. .
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BOSTON FACES A JUMP
OF $1.75 IN TAX RATE
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HARMONY IN BOSTON
MARRED BY DISCORD

State Has Hand in Determining
What Shall Be Spent, and
Revenues Have Decreased.

URGES BOND ISSUE
TO BUILD SUMS

I
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Back of nit tilts is tee problem of the cities.
\Now lhese are crying for help. On Monday the or. gtnized and mobilized nw ors and selectmen will
' hold forth in the big Gardner auditorium at. the .
.oate House, with their plea, or demand, that the
. tiles profit from the present gasoline Vax. With
the merits of Mover Curley'. hill we are not here
concerned, but we are imp!. --ed by the extraordinary picture of an onslau! ,,1 on the state governmentkby mobilized HI y ::, .,•1•11H1.!nt forces, seeking to force the hand of thi, ,-it:• . This is some- ,
Oiling new—not in kind, but in .1 , •.,—. Cities have
ever sought relief or favors or justice front the
state. This is the first time, within a long period
•certainly, that a major policy of state taxaMon
has been undertaken and forcefully agitated by
organized city government agencies.
In this instance, also, personal political significances are pushed forward for attention. The
leader in this movement of the cities against the
state is Kaax Ctky, one of the ablest, most
adroit and resource-77ot public men. Success for
his plan inevitably would place hint in a commanding position. People think loyally. If he were
to establish the thought that he had won a very
' substantial measure, from the state government.
if his leadership could divert front the rural state
highways • large sums for the alleviation of city
financial needs, he would unquestionably become a
figure of great popularity in the cities and towns
of the state.

other to succeed !ill*. Burke on the hoard ot neap.
for Fall River. These appointments were confi—
dently expected last Wednesday. They (lid not occur. The governor is embarrassed with a superfluity of candidates, lie may reflect on the lament
of Louis XIV.: "Every time I fill a vacant office
I make ten malcontents and one ingrate." Names
"mentioned," justifiably or otherwise, for the registrarship, include Frank A. Goodwin, Captain
Beaupre of the state police, Deputy Registrar Anthony A. Bonzagni, Alonzo Cook, John J. Maloney, Joseph A. Maynard, Leo II. Leary, and
DeWitt De Wolf. Bonzagni is a good guess.

Mr. Sawyer's Convention Plan
The prohibition issue has produced no novelty
this week. This is what it most lacks. In the preprimary convention fight there is, however, a new
angle, in the plan proposed by Representative Roland D. Sawyer of Ware, which has as its distinguishing feature a convention numbering 240 delegates, one from each representative district, and
no proxies allowed. His point is that 240 is about
I as large a number as can act wisely and effectively; and the representative district is a logical unit.
Ile might go farther, and take the congressional
districts, giving us a nice tidy state convention
with 16 or 15 delegates; or even farther and take
the councillor districts. That ought to produce a
convention that would get results.

• Mr. Ely's Leadership
So we see in the Democratic party, as in the
Reim Id ica il, a growing confusion as to possible
candidates for governor. Thus far Ille notahle fact
in Democratic party affairs as manifested on Beacon 11111 has been the successful assertion of party
Imidership by Governor Ely. It was no light task
for him to push his plans to that degree of 811(Tess
which they have thus far had, lie has been for
the past fortnight the outstanding member of his
party in t he state. His original plan . with its 10- ,
year bond issue did not go through, lint he won I
something quite substantial. Are the next few 1
weeks to see Mr. Corley taking his place in partyl
import'. lice?

I

As to what the state issues are to be in 1932
—the issues on which we shall elect a governor—
opinions will continue to differ. In the time of a
Presidential election, state issues are likely to fade
in importance; yet the state contest does not necessarily follow the national, as we in Massachusetts know from experience.
Senator Watson of Indiana, majority hoot'
leader in the United States Senate, says that .economic issues will dominate the next national campaign. On the other hand, Mr. Raskoh. chairman
of the Democratic national committee, is seeking
, to emphasize the prohibition ijiSlle, and is hoping
to break down opposition on that score in the
South. These considerations have interest in relation to our coming state contest.
The governor has many troubles ahead—two
of them imminent in the necessity for making two,•
I mportant appointments, one to succeed Captain .
Parker as state registrar of motor vehicles, the ,
. _
. . ,. .._...

Another novelty of the week was Mayor Curley's appearance before the transportation committee, urging that the state fling the doors wide
open and admit anyone with a railroad—the Van
Sweringens and all the rest, lie visualizes a transcontinental line running to and from Boston, with
billboards, maybe, along the way saying, "Welcome
to Boston."
Again we see the political angle in this. It is!
an aggressive, bold step, and it serves again to!
place the mayor in a conspicuous position—which
is in no sense a hostile criticism of his suggestion.
Thus on two counts—the gasoline tax share plan,
and the open door for railroads, Mr. Curley has
loomed large in the week's news as a progressive
and an aggressive Democrat.
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ASHLEY HITS
POLL TAX RISE
Levy Divided Between
State and Cities Costly to
Latter, He Says
Curley Endorses New Bedford Mayor's Stand Before State Club
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required to meet the demands. It
represents a 100 per cent increase
over the demands of last year. The
table also shows that the cities will
suffer a sharp decrease in income tax
returns from the state.
The table shows tryst florins January and February, New Bedford spent
$103,241.91 for relief
On this basis,
the sum which the city will have to
spend during the year for this purpose is $619,450.86, an estimated increase of 53 per cent over the 1930 expenditures. Mayor Bates estimates
that New Bedford will receive $149,092 less from the state this year because of lowered income tax returns.

LEGISLATURE TO
HEAR RAILROAD
MEN'S OPINIONS
Views of Representatives of
Leading Eastern Railroads
on Boston Port Development Are Sought
Boston, March 25 (Ip)—The transportation committee of the Massach
usetts legislature today voted
to have
representatives of leading eastern
railroads give it their views on
Boston
port development. Several
hearings
for this purpose would be held
next
month.

Back at his office today after
spending a few days in Boeton, Mayor
Ashley refused comment on the petitions of 20 mills asking abatement of
1930 taxes. He also refused to discuss the proposal of Emile Auger that
a finance commission be established
for New Bedford.
"I know about the mill petitions
and the suggestion of Mr. Auger,"
said the mayor. "I heard about them
while in Boston. I have nothing to
say on either matter now."
Will Act for Citizens.
As the time is approaching for setdal salaries of city officials, the
mayor was asked if he had any comments to make concerning a possible
wage cut.
"No," he said. ''Except that whatever action is taken on any matter
will be for the best interest of the
citizens."
At the meeting of the Mayors club
on Saturday, Mr. Ashley was called
on by Mayor JaMe6 M. Curley to tell
the mayors whislaslia—tisght of the
proposal to increase the poll tax of
men by $1 and assess women $2 poll
tax, part of the increased revenue
to go to the state. In calling upon
Mayor Ashley, Mayor Curley spoke of
him as a "mayor who has had more
experience in governing a city than
any of us."
Curley Endorses Ashley Stand.
Taking the floor, Mayor Ashley said:
"It actually cost the city of New Bedford $13,000 when we had a poll tax
divided between the city and the state.
The commonwealth collected from the
city its share of every poll tax assessed.
We failed to collect some of the polls,
but the city had to pay. That is
exactly how it will operate this tim-."
Mayor Curley endorsed that position and added that only 70 per cent
of the assessed poll taxes are collected in Boston at a cost of 30 per cent
of the revenue to make the collections.
The legislative committee on taxation,
in his opinion, is seeing a mirage in
this respect.
An interesting table prepared by
Mayor George J. Bates of Salem, president of the Mayors' Club of Massachusetts, was presented. It showed
that if the combined January and
February rate of expenditures for outside relief by the public welfare departments of the 39 cities of the commonwealth continues throughout the
year, the sum of $14,126.167 will be
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The committee's action followed
a
request by Mgypr James M. Curie
at
a bearing today that
rallroaoe'ornpeting with the Pennsylvania
railroad
be heard on the subject of New
England transportation in its relation
ship
to the port development.
The roads which will'be invited
to
send representatives are the
Chesapeake & Ohio Nickel Plate
(Van
Sweringen), Canadian National, Canadian
Pacific, Baltimore & Ohio,
Bangor & Aroostook, and Maine Central and the Penn road corporat
ion
which controls stock of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford
railroad.

Brokers who hold large blocks of
stock of the New England roads,
supposedly
for outside railroads,
would also be invited to be present.
Mayor Curley has favored entrance
of the Van Sweringen interests
into
New England in current
discussi
of allocation or consolidation of ons
New
England roads. The Van Sweringen
brothers, 0. P. and M. J., of Cleveland, have sponsored a plan whereby
they would be given control of the
Boston & Maine. Today Curley said
the
State Should -Induce"
the Van Sweringens to make Boston
a terminal for their lines.
Curley said the grain shipments
through Boston dropped from a maximum of about 40,000,000 bushels
annually 25 years ago t6 4,000,000
bushels last year. He held local carriers partly responsible for this decrease, saying that the New Haven
road had declined to co-operate with
the city and state when a $1.000,000
publicly owned grain elevator was
planned.
In support of his suggestion that
the Van Sweringen roads be brought
Into New England, Curley said they
tapped the great wheat country of
the northwest and operated through
Detroit and other automobile centers.
L. C. Probert. vice president of the
Pere Marquette railroad and assistant to the president of the Chesapeake & Ohio. both Van Sweringen
roads, was present at the hearing.
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until the

UTWIN QUARRFLc
Willi MN 1-fiERN ON
BOSTON'S FINANCL

Says Inquiry Asked Merely
to Satisfy Grudge Because
Back SenaC
tor F'or Prosecutor
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FULLER As)AiLs g
G . O. P. LEADERS
IN ANSWER TO :thief?.
LABOR'S ATTACK
:

:

Air Fuller's statement follows:—
It was a pyrrhic victory which the
politicians won over the people yesterday in imposing a further $5,000,1100 tax, with other torus to follow.
lin e or two more victories like that on
gooltrnoofr th
in stpieoiltieticuifanmsysweillti. make

I have no doubt a good many of
rio people are sincere In believiag that
it is the duty of the government and
of them as our representatives to
supply the needs of various organized
-roues ow of the public treasury.
According to my ideas, that is not
the function of government, although
,s
Declares Further Increac.,
I appreciate in opposing these things
I shall fall heir to various criticisms
Taxation Will Ree!ect Him
•if one kind of another.
If a man is opposed to giving the
Governor
soldiers a billian dollars, whether they
are in comfortable circumstances or
Gov not, why then
:rifler
Boston, March Iii
he is called unpatriotic.
Fuller renewed his crus ide against If he is opposed to buying
wheat from
increased taxation last night by re- the farmers if they
insist upon growleasing another attack frankly
ing ci•inja beyond the demand, why
seeded at Gov Ely, Lieut-Gov
then he is supposed to favor industry
Senate,
as
opposed to agriculture. If a man
the
Bacon
of
President
man,
Speaker Saltonstall of the House and is opposed to extravagance in govern-.
the Ways and Means committee for me.nt and high taxes, then he is sup-s
permitting the enactment ot the bill posed to favor the corporation.
As a distinguished gentleman said
Tuesday to increase the gasoline tax
of me the other day, I am opposed
I tent for a period of two years.
,
''It was a Pyrrhic victory," he said, to the gas tax because I am in the
motor car business. I cannot believe
"wh:ch the politicians won over the the people of Massachuse
tts believe
. people Tuesday in imposing a further that I am opposed to high taxes and
fol- high cost of governmen
: $5 000.000 tax v.ith other taxes to .
t for personal
low. One or two more victories ke advantages. If I thought any serious,
will worthy minded
. that on the part ot the politielans
person would believe
make me governor in spite of my- , that, I could change the conclusion
' self."
in that respect In short order.
Sees Issue At Polls
Undue Generosity
I believe that our representatives
He predicted that the people will
the
on
vote
ppot.tunliv
to
and
congressm
en and senators know
o
an
h• •
gas tax increase as an issue at the that a tremendous amount of this
clear
extravagance is unnecessary, but they
next election. He did not make it
whether It would be as a direct refer- feel that their interest lie along the
candidate
to
a
as
him
line
of proving themselves generous
for
or
endum
ueeeed Gov Ely.
by giving various groups money out
Meanwhile 311pr Curley continued of the public treasury. My conception
his advocacy of—his birro distribute of the duties of a representative is
I cent of the permanent 2-cent gaso- to realize that he is a representative
line tax to the municipAlities. Under of the people and that it. is difficult
. his leadership a gt-oup of city, and to discriminate in favor of a few
town executives from various sections without doing injustice to many
will assemble in Mass equally worthy people. I have never
or the state
been
to see, for example, why it
meeting at the State Hohse Monday was able
that the butcher, the baker and
to exert pressure on Gov Ely and the the candle-stick maker should conmembers of the Legislature for pas- tribute to the pensions for some of our
public employes who earn more and
sage of his bill,
The Mayors club of Massachusetts, work less than the people who have
pay the. pension. And that appeals
to
a.
r :sor of the proposed siege ot
con Hill, hopes to mobilize most of to me as a fair Illustration of the
the ma3 .irs of the 39 cities and a large :general situation.
I believe altogether too many of
number of the more than 1200 select•
men. Apparently it is proposed to ex- our representatives are making quick
decisions
in an effort to appease orgbiet
plain to the legislators and the
executive that refusal to support the ganized minorities, and I think it leads
legislation will be an invitation to ix- to trouble and confusion and injususe themselves to political reprisals:Hee- Believing that, I am opposed to
- !these special appropriations, and if
in the next election.
am to be called ungenerous because
The former governor expressed hia
generous with other people's
gratification at the resolution of the pI am not
, money, or generous in seeking an opgroup of 55 members of the House portunity to make payments out
of ,
who stood firoAly against the gasoline
,'the public treasury, why then I am ;
tax increase ni:rasure in the face of Perfectly willing to fall heir to that
the organized support of the leaders :celticisna.
of both parties. He prophesied that I
•--their ranks would grow as the I
progress of the current session reveals
additional measures demanding more I
and greater expenditures.'
In renly to a blast directed at him
yesterday by the Massachusetts State
Federation of Labor he again reiterated his opposition to increased taxation and challenged its spokesmen to
make the most of his expressed opposition. The •People, he predicted, wilt
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Hunt for Taxes.

rrout. the

Rostost Post.
The so-called highway bill, with ite
cent extra gasoline tax, will likely he
enacted or killed this week. As a compromise measure it has a fair change
of becoming a law in spite of very intense opposition The fact that It will
require a two-thirds vote In each
branch of the Legislature to secure
enactment leaves its fate in doubt. But
before it has met the test another demand for more money, this time from
the cities and towns, looms up.
It, seems that only the finesse of
MaLesi:Curley prevented a march upon
the' ."-iteillrftse this week by mayors
and selectmen of nearby cities and
towns, with the object of demanding
that one-half of the present gasoline
tax he turned over to municipalities.
Mr. Curley succeeded in having such
action postponed until the new bill
was either dead or a law. But assuming that the bill passes and the mayors and selectmen carry out their proposed program, meeting their demands
would throw the entire schedule out
of joint once more.
All cities and testis are facing increased taxation on real estate and all
officials naturally wish to avoid it
as
much as possible. A big revenue
from
the gasoline tax would help them
a lot.
But, in the long run, it Is to be
feared
It would simply mean that the
user
of gasoline, the automobile
owner
Principally, would be burdened with
a
tax even greater than that
proposed
by the highway bill. A three-cent tax
is too much. To go higher
than that
figure would be outrageous.
Mayors and selectmen confronted
by
extraordinary expenses due to unemployment and rehire would do well
to
consider tie proposition of cutting
ordinary expenses down. There are
few
places where such a program
could
not be carried out. But the
idea of
reducing these ordinary expenses
so
seldom recommends Itself,
although
Mayor Curley has given a good
object lesson with his budget.
Let's have real economy and
not
the endless hunt for niore money
fromthe pockets of the people.
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Hayor Cuxlei or Boston continues to be a great help to Gov
Joseph B. Ely, in a negative way.

TRANSCRIPT
Holyoke, Mass.
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The Governor Worried
Hon. James Michael Curley
politician!
Mayor of Boston, and
extraordinary, must always be /
reckoned with when plan or policy for the Democratic party in
Masscahusetts is being formulated.
Governor Joseph B. Ely, without
ithe cooperation
Boston
of the
democracy, hurdled the highest of
obstacles to win
his way to the
governorship of Massachusetts last
fall. It was only natural to look
to the rising force of Western Massachusetts democracy as accepting
responsibilities with vihis new
with a feeling of congor and
fidence that he was in sole command.
If Governor Ely assumed the
latter, a privilege that was justly
his, he has every right to feel now
that he is being harshly treated by
his fellow partyman, who leads the
Democrats at the other end of the
state.
There are many strong undercurrents flowing beneath the surBeacon Hill—far
face on
more
than were indicated to the public
the past week in the voting on the
Ways and Means coMmittee financial report. The three main forces
—the Governor, the ldayor of
of Boston, and the Republican
Legislature—are all in action from
the three tips of the triangle.
The
climax
yesterday
came
when Governor Ely left for his
Westfield home to rest over .the
week-end, and Mayor Curley called some 60 Democratic legislatorsH
to a secret meeting in the Parker'
House and told them that the Ely
/ $30,000,000 highway construction
Program was not practical.
This clash between the two powers of the Democratic party threatens to wreck the Ely program. It
unless the Governor can
will,
merge the varying intereets, either
with a compromise or a club. If
he bows to Curley to compromise,
he will lose prestige and the power to accomplish that goes with
the man who holds tne respect of
his followers. If he wields the
club, he will be declaring open
warfare on a man, who is the fastest moving
politician, when
in
action, that we have in the state.
It is not mere fancy to predict
that the Governor is having uneasy moments just now.
Is Ely feeling the Curley knife?

......
.,
_
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bring about more competition between
railroads. Its felt confident the Van
Sweringens would be interested, because part of their lines tap the great
Wheat fields of the Northwest.
Sees Boston as Export Center
Mayor Curley also felt Boston collie'
be made the center for shipment 0:
American automobiles to Europe anc
the Van Sweringens would be inter.
ested in this phase, also, because tilt
Pere Marquette operates through Dc.
trolt and other automobile-makink
• centers.
'Then st Is a golden opportunity pre.
suited in the present situation proding we can capitalize it," Mayot
i 'orley said. "New England is an in.
Mistrial center. Raw materials must
be brought in and manufactured prodtiros shipped out. .We have great
natural advantages enjoyed by lir
t
other port on our seaboard. The interests of the Pennsylvania railroad are
largely in Pennsylvania and NeR
York. What justification is there tot
turning over the New England lines
to one carrier whose interests lie elsewhere than in Massachusetts? On the
other hand, there in every reason le
From Our Special Reporter
believe that the Van Sweringen lines
•
Boston, March 25—The legislative would ha interested in coming to Boston. ;Wherever they have located,
committee on transportation has voted progress
and prosperity have followed.
to invite spokesmen for the Van i l suggest that they be induced to enSweringen interests, the Canadian Na- 'ter Massachusetts and Boston.
"Things have been too soft with our
tional, Canadian Pacific, Baltimore &
roads. The Storrow, report calling for
Ohio, Bangor & Aroostook and Maine
consolidation of the New England lines
'Central railroads and the Pennroad
may
corporation to give their views, in was have been a good thing when it
made, but
conditions
have
!connection with the Investigation of changed.
The railroads here are now
'outside control of Massachusetts railpaying dividends but are doing nothroads. This decision was reached toing to develop the port of Boston. It
day following a hearing at which
is time to consider a change of policy
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
in connection with our railroad activearnestly urged that representatives ities.
Let us hear from the Van
of lines competing with the PennsylSweringens, the Baltimore & Ohio and
cania railroad be heard on the subwould be inject of New England transportation the other roads which
terested in doing business with us,"
and its relationship to the develop
ment of the port of Boston.
1-lea!'ings for appearance of such
repre•, “tives will be held April 1,
6, R, I
and 27. The committee
will els. avite brokers who hold large
Mcks
stocks In New England systems fen sunp6sedly outside interests
to attend and he questioned.
Van Sweringen Man Present
It developed later, although it was
not known at the hearing, that while
Mayor Curley was urging the Van
Sweringens be given opportunity to
speak, L. C. yrobert, vice-president of
the Pere Marquette and assistant to
the president of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, two roads owned by the Van
Sweringen interests, was sitting in the
room. He left the State House without making himself known.
Mayor Curley declared the state
should go as far as "inducing" th,..
Van Sweringen interests to secure
Boston, March
Boston as a termin.V. He called at- Frank A. Goodwin,27—Charges that
chairman of the
tention to decreased grain shipments Boston finance
has failed
through Boston in the past 25 years, to investigate commission,
city affairs properly,
saying cargoes dropped from maxi- and that he has
raised
a
"smoke
mum of about. 40,000.000 bushels a screen" to cover
his failings were
year a quarter century ago to 4,000,- made.yesterda
y by ex-Senator Joseph
000 bushels last year.
J. Mulherekt a hearing before the
In some measure, Curley held local tegislative
committee
on cities on his
carriers responsible in the falling off bill
to abolish the commission.
of this gram tai.s“icr.s. saying the New
"Mayor Cty has got Goodwin in
Haven railroad declined to cooperate
with the city and state when it was his Mk po-eFet, and Goodwin does
not
dare to investigate any city deplanned to construct a $1,000,000 publicly owned grain elevator near South partment," the ex-senator asserted.
station, because the Boston & Albany "He's Curley's man. Curley got Allen
had 1,000,000 bushels of grain for long- to appoint him to the job, for which
Curley agreed to support Allen for
time storage in Boston. Curley said
the New Haven's refusal in this in. governor, which he did."
He said that be felt an investigation
stance was not an indication it deof the finance commission at this time
sires to help the port of Boston. He
would he beneficial.
wah confident the grain-carrying business of the port could be Improved
rnatorbilly if artinn
were taken tc
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Legislative Committee Act3
After Mayor Curley Laud.;
Van Sweringens as Aids in
Developing Boston
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Excavation Work Started

IA TUNNEL
AFTER ALL
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EASTMAN SPEAKS

At the end of the exercises, work
was begun on the excavation for the
Interstate Commerce Commissioner
shaft at London and Decatur Sts.,
At
East Boston. The excavation will be Eastman is a Massachusetts man.
35 by 45 feet and of a depth of 45 one time he was rated as the only
feet, and as soon as the shield which really true friend of the dear peohas been purchased of a Boston con- ple on the commission. There was a
cern is assembled, and a compressing
of the
plant, tool house, quarters for the time, indeed, when that portion
"sandhogs" and other essential equip- pr,,ss which was then in close affiliament are completed, the excavating tion with the railroad corporations
for the tunnel will be begun. Several looked upon him with suspicion and
weeks will elapse before preliminary
years ago.
work is completed. Mayor Curley. was distrust. That was some
Today Commissioner Eastman is
tile principal speaker, and he devoted
his address, which was heard through as intensely loyal to New England
amplifiers by 7000, to a prediction of and Massachusetts as he ever was.
t lie unprecedented commercial and inHe feels that no more trunk lines
dustrial development which East Boston is certain to enjoy. He visualized should be permitted to enter New
the landing at the airport of huge England and compete for traffic. It
hydroplanes, with passenger carrying is true that the New York Central
capacity of from 200 to 300, which controls and operates
the Boston and
Real Work Will Start Immedi- will span the Atlantic, in 30 hours, Albany and that the Pennsylvania
and quoted Hugo Eckner and Dr. Samately After PreliminaryStepsAre uel W. Stratton of Tech, as authori- controls and is preparing to operate
ties for the forecast about the ulti- the Boston and Maine and the New
Taken. MasonFavorsLocalHelp mate development in oceanic air Haven, but, nevertheless, Commistravel.
Col. Thomas F. Sullivan,
chairman of the transit commission, sioner Eastman feels that no more
presented the Rev. Fr. William B. outsiders should be permitted to come
Believe it or not, ground has ac- Whalen, who offered prayer;' Presi- in.
tually been broken for the new $16,- dent Mason of the contracting firm, lie says nothing about putting the
000,000 vehicular traffic tunnel, which and Councilman Timothy F. Donovan. New York Central out of the sacred
will eventually connect this Island tFollowing the exercises Mayor Curley six New England
States, and he sugwith Boston. Much has been written !entertained 50 guests at lunch at the
and said regarding the benefits which Parker House. Among them were gests no positive or really feasible
will be forthcoming when the project Mayor Thomas A. Tully and Gen.acheme for ousting the Pennsylvania
is completed. It is to be hoped East James J. Haggerty of New Haven,from its present control, which it is
Boston does profit. There has been who were guests of the city.
!steadily strengthening. He feels that
much blah-blahing, as is the case In,
the New England roads should be
practically every large undertaking,
operated and financed by New Engbut it begins to look as though work
land people, but, as a matter of fact,
will commence within another month
—real work. This will be a godsend
some of Boston's most prominent
to many honest East Boston men, who
financiers have been aiding the Penndespite the fact that they are willing
sylvania in its project to control every
to do almost anything for a week's
railroad line of importance in New
pay, find it. extremely difficult to obEngland except the Boston and Altain work. At the present writing it
is not an easy matter to look ahead
bany, which it cannot grab.
and fathom the actual benefit that the
There is nothing in Commissioner
tunnel will bring to East Boston and
Eastman's communication to Governor
the state in general, but it is safe to
Ely to justify any suspicion that the
add that the results will be appreciable. Quite naturally the beautiful
Pennsylvania has anything serious to
picture painted by Mayor Curley was .
fear from him as it proceeds to make
taken with more than a grain of salt
the bulk of the transportation lines
by the majority of persons who were
of these six States its own property.
on hand last Monday afternoon to wit-4
ness the ceremony. His Honor has
It would seem to be all the more imbig things planned for East Boston—
portant that (he Governor and all
cheers and plaudits. Seriously, howwho object to the Pennsylvania's
ever, the occasion was very signifimet hods and purposes do what they
cant in that it opened the way for accan to counteract the work of those
tual work on the tunnel. Coincident
with the actual start of the construceminent and patriotic Boston finantion of ,the East Boston traffic tunnel, I
ciers who are acting as the Pennsylthe transit commission, after investivania's agents.
gation of a report which gained wide ;
circulation and attracted much comment, denied that negroes from outside of Boston constitute the force!
which Silas Mason & Co., Inc., of
New York, has assembled for the job.
The unqualified statement that Boston citizens will be given preference
in the employment of workers and
that as far as possible all materials
will be purchased in Boston was made
at the exercises, in connection with
the turning of the first shovel of earth,
by Sam A. Mason, president of the
contracting firm, who has already established a residence here.

Mayor's Son Breaks Ground
MondayAfternoon for Much
Discussed Traffic Tunnel
WILL PROVIDE JOBS
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Ylu,i.AGIVIAN ASSAILS
PREITRIMARY MOVE
IN TALK AT MILTON

clam arises of methods of distribution. Worcester
has not been exempt from the symptom. In Boston
Just now, the city's relief activities are being at.
tacked generally with charges flying that city relief has become a racket. The mayor "calls a halt"
in the jargon of the headline-writers, and will require that all future aid be given in goods. More. he able-bodied jobless he providover, he orderst
ed with work for the benefit of the city.
The criticism centers principally on the use of
relief funds to pay instalments on homes, radios
and what not. Here is a controversial point. The
man who is paying for his home ought not to be
Speaks
Rep. Babcock
4
spoke in- deprived of his last assets, many will say. CertainBabcock
Josiah
Rep.
A severe attack upon the progly about measures in the ly there are two sides to the question, and the famposed pre-primary political conveu- terestin
ure which affected the
Von and the Republican leaders Legislat Milton. He referred to ily head who accepts $15 or $20 a week in doles
of
and uses some of the money to keep his home
who are urging its adoption in this .town
the Senate as the graveyard of legstate featured the address of Lieut.
not, perhaps, be stigmatized as a racketeer.
should
some
d
that
admitte
and
islation
d
Gov. William S. Youngman, w hc
.Zn Mayor's declaration that reciptpassed in the
But the Bez
bills
the
of
at
least
was one of the speakers last night
deserved to be buried deep.
at the Legislative Night dinner of House tative Babcock, who is A eats of city aid mus?Ye put to work will he less
controversial. Moreover, application can be made
the Men's Class of the Mattapan l Represen
member of the legislative commitBaptist church in Milton. Former
in
almost all cities. Here in Worcester, something
th
e
about
told
towns,
Id*S4t
Rep. Charles B. Webber presided tee.on
them of the same problem,exists. Giying aid to hundreds
and the pastor, Rev. A. B. Webber, in which some towns found
of Milk except when the streets were covered with snow
Offered the invocation. There was selves and said the people
l fa/ the city found considerable difficulty in
thankfu
feel
to
cause
had
ton
or
ce.
Council
attendan
providing
a large
of publi
way
the
in
had
they
what
exwas
who
l,
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Campbel
Chester
work for any considerable proportion of the recipi.'
public service.
utilities andve
pected, was unable to arri
He denounced employers who ents.
Curley for Governor
Here is a constantly recurring problem which
in,I paid their employes low wages and
Mr. Youngman, who intimated
said that the light of publicitYi neither Worcester, nor Boston, nor any other city
the course of his address that the should be turned on their prac- has yet worked out
satisfactorily. In periods of
next Democratic nominee for gov- tices. He also emphasized the immight not be Governor Ely, portance of every legislator beingidepression, the community must support the desbut Mayor James M. Curley, re- in his seat and ready to vote on'Witte. For the most part, those who receive muferred to his own efforts to obtain every important measure. whethernicipal aid are willing, even eager to work for
a college education and his observ- & 31.01 !**4 Yial 0
04 al'. 4414
8
0
!their money. The difficulty is in providing work,
ations of the workings of the old
One reason why the work is not provided percandits.
convention system of nominating
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flints of Mayor Curley as Next Democratic Nominee for
' Governor—Sen. Mackay Defends State Legislators
as Faithful Public Servants
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Welfare work Wherever welfare agencies
are at work in these times
And Criticisn4.
so' of unemployment, much criti-
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Gasoline Revenue Sharing ;
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, up the strife again with a vicious
assault on Fuller, who was termed
"Allie," "the shrinking statesman"
' and "the little Napoleon." Said the
labor men, "Fuller will bleat as long
as he has one lung left to carry on."
And again the labor men declared
! that they awaited with keen anticipation the candidacy of Mr. Fuller,
who they declared was out in his
criticisms of the Legislature and the
governor, not for scalps but for votes.
Within twenty-four hours of the
Issuance of the A. F. of L. statement
Fuller's hat had gone in the ring.
The Railroad Situation
Fuller's Hat in the Ring
Mayor Curley of Boston made one
Former Governor Fuller's hat Is of the most
effective appearances in
practically in the political ring. He his whole
career at Beacon Hill this
(Special to the Transcript)
says that more victories for the poll- week when,
before the TransportaBoston, March 27 — Headed by ticians on Beacon Hill like the gas tion Committee, he advocated letting
tax victory will make him governor,
various railroads enter MaseachuMayor Curley of Boston as their
gen-IIn spt
spite of himself. This, translated
eriTISsiino,-/i young army of munic-! into ordinary English, means that setts for the purpose of competing
between themselves. Curley declared
ipal officials will march to the State Fuller is itching to get into a camthat the roads now hero were having
House on Monday to urge passage of paign with Ely.
it too soft and that there must be
the Curley bill which provides for This should tickle Ely almost to lower freight rates brought about
death. Ely could have ignored Fullthrough competition of the roads if
distributing one cent of the perm- er's attacks on him in connection
Massachusetts was to thrive indusanent two cent gasoline tax to the with the gas tax bill, in fact, many
trially.
cities and towns of this state. In the Democrats thought it unwise for Ely
For over an hour Curley analyzed
invading host will be the mayors of to take one or two rape at Fuller as
the railroad situation and its effect
Fullgave
squabble
and
started
a
this
many of the 39 cities of the state and
on the various Massachusetts indusa large number of the more than 1200 er a starting point for his campaign.
tries. Spectators were amazed to
selectmen of the towns of the state. Ely replied to the Fuller criticisms
learn that a "mere mayor" had such
Cities and towns want as much and Railer became so excited that
an extensive grasp of railroading.
revenue as possible, in view of the he finally almost admitted his canCurley pointed out that Massachuarge sums they are paying out in didacY•
setts lost the automobile and radio
poor relief in these days of depression. Then Ely smiled for he has the
Industries for its laxity in not being
Apparently these municipal officials spectacle of Fuller, Lieutenant Gov- on
the job; he wanted no such laxity
believe that they can impress upon ernor Youngman, President of the
to lose the development of the port
toe minds of the legislators that if Senate Bacon and possibly former
of Boston with its great prospects
they refuse to eupport this legisla- Governor Allen all out as potential, for
shipping with attendant advantion they may suffer political repris- candidates against him.
tagee to all of Massachusetts. He deThese three Republican possibilals from the home folks at the next
clared that Massachusetts must get
ities must confront such troublesome raw
election.
materials
through
cheaper
expenditures,
public
the
as
issues
„1
With the passage of the gas ta
freightage than now prevails and
our
and
convention
idea
pre-primary
bill, imposing an extra cent, on gas4
that manufactured goods must be
ohne used in motor vehicles, Gov0 old friend, prohibition, the greatest
ernor Ely won a mighty victory, thorn in the side of the Republican exported from the state more cheaply' than now.
triumphin g over a Legislature of dif _ party.
As a result of the Curley speech tie
Fuller is against large public axferent political c-inplexion than he
wears. The passage of this measure, penditures and has been recorded in committee immediately decided to
invite representatives of all the great
however, opens new fields of activity, the past a.s a dry. Youngman is deA petition for a referendum on the voting his efforts to opposing the pre- eastern railroads not now serving
gas tax increase has already been primary convention plan, sponsored Massachusetts to come before the
filed at the State House. Whatever by many Republican and Democratic committee and to explain any plans
the fate of this petition may be, one leaders. He is not getting into any they may have for externing Boston.
thing can be safely assumed.'The at- r argument over the Ely financial pro- The hearings will last for several days
the early part of next month.
tempt to put the gas tax increase !gram.
Governor Ely anticipates that the
question before the voters for a diBacon is playing his cards cleverly.
rect vote was in no way intended to He went to Springfield to let the Metropolitan Affairs Committee will
stop the operation of the present law, western part of the state know first report a Boston Elevated Railway
The Legislature tacked an emer- hand how wet he was. He voted un- Control Bill, which can be whipped
gency preamble on the measure, necessarily in the Senate in favor of Into shape and made a satisfactory
bill. If he solves the vexatious Elewhich means that it is immediately the gas tax increase bill.
effective. No referendum petition can
Allen always watches politics close- vated bill he will be a superman; the
stop the operation of this law. The ; ly, When he was defeated by Ely It chances are that he will not.
referendum is aimed at further in- was generally assumed that he would
creasing the gas tax. Opponents of I run at the next election. Now that is
increased gasoline taxation feel that I not so sure.
on
the Legislature Ilse found an I Sr while the 'Republicans have var- ,
, easy way of raising revenue they will lolls candidates for the gubernatorial ,
I continue in this way. These gas tax nomination each holding different
! opponents want a vote of the people views on the major questidffs, Ely,1
so that the Legislature may be "in- whose position on these questions is
structed" not to indulge in any more well known, just sits on the side lines '
gas taxes in the future,
and watches the scrap. For one the
Governor Fuller predicts that at 'es"are enjoying a battle withthe next election the people will have In the opponent's ranks.
an opportunity to vote on the gas tax
Fuller certainly got all the publicincrease although he doers not make it , 114 he wanted in his controversy with
clear whether he believes that the Ely. After the smoke of the battle had
voting will be on a referendum quea- 'died down the state branch of the
tion or on the question of .his sue- ,anieriatui Federation of Labor stirred
testailkeing.i.doliegaa.B...X1Y an goveeniqe.- i

Heads Young Army of Municipal Officials Who Will
March on State House Monday to Urge Passage
of Curley Bill Which Would Give One Cent of Permanent Two-Cent Tax to Cities and Towns —
Fuller's Hat in Ring—Railroad Situation to the
Front.
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incomplete inAn intensive but
the
vestigation, for several weeks, of reunemployment
; 4200 recipients of
comfinance
lief, has provided the
members,
mission, according to its which to
I with sufficient evidence on
of the public
, characterize this phase
with such
welfare work as a "racket" possibility
ramifications that there is
of conreport
of a highly sensational
More Than ditions at the conclusion of the inthe Coun- (miry.

CURLEY HAL i ED
RFT iFF "RACKET"
GOING ON IN HUE

".,1sh Payments of
$600,000 "Over
ter" Since March 1; Have
to Work Hereafter

Boston,.March 28—An unemployment relief "racket" described as the
principal contributing factor to unthe
expenditures of
precedented
city's public welfare department, ag;
was
1.
Jan.
gregating $2.000,000 since
abruptly halted yesterday by Mayor
Curley.
Aroused by preliminary reports of
a finance commission investigation.
by disclosures of his own personal
investigator and by the knowledge
that cash payments of more than
$600,000 have been made "over the
counter" since March 1. the mayor
demanded a drastic reduction in exthe
commanded
and
penditures
overseers of public welfare to inimwill
inaugurate new policies that
mediately check an orgy of spending
which he will no longer tolerate, be
said.
By request of the mayor these
changes will be made immediately:
Unemployment relief will be provided in the form of grocery orders
and rent receipts instead of in weekly
cash payments of from $5 to $25.
Recipients of relief will be cornpelted to make adequate return to
the city in the form of labor on public works, in the parks and playgrounds or in whatever municipal
service the overseers direct. Refusal
to engage in laborious work will be
punished by elimination from the relief list.
Present unemployment relief list
of 4200 names, including many not
entitled to municipal aid. will be
discarded and a new list will be compiled restricted to unemployed who
have been found upon thorough inof
deserving
be
vestigation, to
assistance.
of
branch
every
in
s
Expenditure
the welfare department will be cut
to the lowest possible minimum.
A conference was called by Mayor
Curley yesterday to present.
Demands For New Policies
on the overseers. The conference was
attended by Chairman Frank A.
Goodwin Judge Joseph A. Sheehan
and Courtenay Guild of the finance
commission, an investigator and accountant of the commission, the
overseers Frank B. Howland, the
mayor's personal investigator, City
Auditor Rupert S. Ca.rven, CorporaCommistion Counsel Silverman
sioner of Public Work Rourke, Park
Commissioner Long and Soldiers' Relief Commissioner Lydon.
The mayor emphasized his determination not only to put a quick
check upon expenditures for welfare
land soldiers' relief, but to insist upon
immediate drastic reductions.
The primary purpose of the conference was to devise methods of
compelling recipients of unemployment relief to engage in municipal
work, but the merseers of public
welfare suddenly found their administration under direct fire from the
finance commission.
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have Bostonians
and that he would
and give up their attempts
surrender
u
! to rehabilitate the port.
tt ff
n(C,..i.teornritalt•Nt.iiratinfeoramnv
president of the
comment
maritime bureau, declined to
illness but
at this time because of
Riphinted as disagreement with the
ley proposal.
Hold Views Astonishing
300
The foreign Commerce club of
nt,
members' through its vice-preside
RipWalter F.. Doherty. stated that
ley's views were a,Aonishing. He comBoston, March 31 — Resentment at
pared Ripley's proposal to a statetuent
the statement of Prof William Z. RipHarvard should
that that would imply that
ley of Harvard who declared
up its business and other gradugive
salvation
the
zoastwise shipping was
ate schools because better results
)f the port of Boston was voiced yeswould be achieved by consolidation
transoceanin
engaged
men
terday by
university and
with John Hopkins
offiport
ic freight transportation, by
Columbia.
'cials and by Mayor Curley.
The city's industrial bureau through
Frank S. D'a7ni, secretary of the John T. Scully, director, went on recthat if New
maritime bureau of the chamber of ord with the statement
lerving it with
commerce announced the Ripley pro- England had railroads
foster and to make subposal as unsound and without merit. a desire to
here it would be a
Mr Davjs said that the maritime bu- stantial investment for them to bring
of expediency
reau dill not agree with the Ripley matter
freight and ths develop this port.
precepts for port development.
to
The Boston port authority will call
The professor said that any effort
meeting at which a definite
attract foreign commensei.to Boston a special
stand will be taken with respOct to
must necesearily be wasted:
views. Richard ParkMayor Curley said that it was ditt- Prof Ripley's
secretary of the organization,
cut to comprehend the Ripley position hurst,
mucivhinged on the quesand it appeared to him that the pro- said that so
would have to receive
fessor had the New York point of view tion that it

RIPLEY'S PORT
VIEWS RESENTED'

Ocean Shipping Men Report
to Proposal to Neglect Foreign Trade
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Mayor Curley of Boston is writing a
booklet of aphorisms. If he
will ask the newspaper
colyumists, they will have to tell him that so far
RS they have been
able to observe, the supply of aphorisms is greater
than the demand.
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1BOSTON GRANTS $1200
FOR EDWARDS' SERVICES

Mayor Curley of Boston has announced that he has approved the
expenditure of $1200 by the public
celebrations department of the city
to assist veterans of the Yankee Division in arranging memorial services
in memory of the late Maj. Gen.
Clarence R. Edwards.
The exercises will be held at the
Boston Garden

I Apr. 5.

on Sunday evening,
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Curley Wars On Boston
Unemployment 'Racket'
department's
oliecgieasud revision of the
ur

•

$2,000,-1 pt
Probes Expenditure of
To Change System
were ordered
The following changes
000 Since Jan. 1; Asks
by the mayor:
nt reChange in System.
Provision of an unemployme
re-1/P1--BOSTON. March 28, 1931.
declared
Mayor James M. Curley has
"unemploywar on what he terms an
resulted
ment relief racket" that hascity welIn huge expenditures in the
fare department.
that
The mayor said last night $2,d
these expenditures have totalle
demand000.000 since January 1 and
expendied immediate reductions in

i•-• 0 W

t..

1\4

rent
lief in grocery orders and
nts
ceipts instead of in cash payme
of from $5 to 825 weekly.
Adequate return to the city in the
relief.
form of labot by recipients of
list
Preparation of an entirely new
nt
to replace the present une&ployme
relief list of 4200 names.
Reduction of the lowest possible
f expenditures in every
minimum
A....rMnent
bran"'

IV. 1361_
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Curley Wars on
,'
"Relief Racket
(.43)—Mayor
BOSTON, March 28
ed war on
declar
has
y
James M. Curle
what lie terms an "unemployment relief racket" that has resulted in huge

i)19,e,t,

ole-D STrny
3/.2

CURLEY HITS AT
RELIEF—COSTS

Boston Mayor Demands
Cuts in City's Welfare
expenditures in the city welfare deExpenses
partment.
The mayor said last night that these
Racket"
expenditures have totalled $2,000,000 "Unemployment
since January 1 and demanded immeand
0 Since
es
0,00
ditur
in
expen
diate reductions
Totals $2M0
revision of the department's policies.
Jan. 1, He Charges
The following changes were ordered
by the mayor:
Provision of an unemployment relief
In grocery orders and rent receipts
Instead of in cash payments of from
$5 to $25 weekly.
Adequate return to the citz in the
form of labor by recipients of relief.
Preparation of an entirely new list
to 'replace the present unemployment
relief list of 4200 names.
le
Reduction to the lowest possib
every
minimum of expenditures in
.
branch of the welfare department

•

James
Boston, March 28 (R)—Mayor what
M. Curley has declared war on
relief
he terms an "unemployment
exracket" that has resulted in huge
penditures in the city Welfare depart
ment.
The mayor said last night that these
,000
expenditures have totaled $2,000
since Jan. 1, and detranded immeand
diate reductions in expenditures
revision of the department's policies.
The following changes were ordered
by the mayor:
Cash to Be Abolished.
Provision of an unemployment relief in grocery orders and rent receipts
Instead of in cash .payments of from
$5 to $25 weekly.
Adequate return to the city in the
form of labor by recipients of relief.
Preparation of an entirely new list
to replace the present unemployment
relief list of 4,200 names.
Reduction to the lowest possible
minimum of expenditures in every
branch of the Welfare department.'
-
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CURLEY IS BACKED
c BY MAYORS'CLUB
Only Franklin Selectmen
Dissent to Diversion
At,Special Parley
Special in the Telegram
the LegBOSTON, March 30.—Either
and
cities
the
give
will
e
islatur
$5,000,towns relief in the way of a
ne tax
000 return from the gasoli
will
revenue or the city of Boston
and close
uction
constr
road
nd
suspe
the ultithe streets of Boston, was
spematum of Mr Ctylpy at the
club of
cial meeting of the-Mayors'
toMassachusetts In the City club,
day.
y
The challenge was issued directl
Rep. Augustine Airols of _Revere,
earl
no of a dmen state senators
the
cpresentatives, who accepted
, 'lib's invitation to attend the meetaning. He was the only delegat_! to
several
swer directly the request of make
mayors that the Legislature
he
its views known. He flatly stated
s plan.
did not believe in the mayor'by more
The meeting, attended
s and
than 100 Massachusetts mayor furtown selectmen, was called to 47, a
ther discussion of Senate bill Curmeasure introduced by Mayorreturn
ley to establish a permanent lf the
to cities and towns of one-ha -cent
revenue from the existing two
gasoline tax.
to
Sporadic efforts by members ly
spur the club on to the recent
threatened "march on the State
ty.
House." were curbed by a majori
an overbut the session ended with the Curof
whelming vote in favor
reasonable,
ley measure as the "only
within
equitable measure of relief, grant,
to
the power of the Legislature
ns of
burde
which will lighten the
being carried
.1 public welfare now
: solely by the cities arid towns."
Mayor Carriere of Fitchburg spoke
In favor of the bill.
Four dissenting votes were registered: by a group of selectmen from
the town of Frt.nklin, who anpounced they were unconvinced that
the proposed bill would benefit them
and feared It might interfere with
the liberal state aid already granted
rural districts and small townships
for highway construction.
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Calls Halt on Boston's
Pu blic Welfare Expenses

HOUSE TO TAKE UP
TIPSY OOP,9!U.,

Investigators Probe Alleged to Show Money
Has
Been Secured in City With Greatest of Ease—
./
$600,000 Passed Over Since March 1

Lll)III

J

O'Hara Thinks Conditions
Here Probably Similar

•

l‘it'astler

title I)eIcJlcjatlI to

1 ia
()Ivo St t

(Special to The Post)

According to
BOSTON, March 28—Ma,
zir Curx sion, one familythe finance commiswas found drawing
today called an immediate halt
$20
a week, devoting the money to
to the
Department of Public Welfare's spend- payments on an
expensive radio. Aning, in which $600,000 has
been other was discovered using the money
passed over the counter since
to pay premiums on a $7000 life inMarch
1 and approximately $2,000,0
00 has surance policy. Complete lack of
been disbursed since Jan. 1.
financial embarrassment was found in
An astonishing ease in getting
a the homes of many getting aid.
name placed on the cash list
The overseers contend that less
$5 to $25 a week, some aid for from than 100
recipients
of the 4200 on the unemsecuring more than they got
ployed list are fakers and that these
when
they worked, use of public
are being eliminated as quickly as
welfare
funds by those aided in purchas
ing proof is found of their lack of need.
luxuries, use of funds for payment
By ordering a return to the diss
on mortgages or life insuran
ce poli- carded policy of providing relief in
cies and other "serious leaks"
were the form of grocery and provision
found by investigators of the Boston
orders and rent
Finance Commission and of Mayor Imposed upon thereceipts, the mayor
overseers a policy
Curley's office. which will stop the
The mayor, in a conference yester- ments of cash to. thepractice of payunemployed, in
day, emphasized his determination
to his opinion.
put a halt to what some have termed
To Reduce Relief Lists
"a racket." The Department of PubThe insistence of the mayor that
lic Welfare expenditures are
the able-bodied unemployed must actually
greatest in history of the city.
labor for the aid which
By request of the mayor these from the "City is expecte they receive
d automatichanges will be made immediately:
cally to rid the relief lists of several
Unemployment relief will be provid- hundred names.
ed in the form of grocery orders and
How extensive and
rent receipts instead of in weekly cash have been the paymenthow generous
s which have
payments of from $5 to $25.
been made in cash to unemployed,
Recipients of relief will be com- who have represented that they
were
pelled to make adequate return to the without means of support, is
shown by
city in the form of labor on public the records of the welfare departm
ent
works, in the parks and playgrounds for the current month.
or in whatever municipal service the
The pgyments over the counter of
overseers direct. Refusal to engage in more than $600,000 in March
laborious work will be punished by lish a new record. Not all estabof this
elimination from the relief list.
money has been charged to the unPresent unemployment relief list of employed list., but it represents the
4200 names, including many not en- total cash payments which have been
titled to municipal aid, will be dis- made to recipients on all relief lists.
carded and a new list will boa comIn addition the bills for coal furpiled restricted to unemployed who nished by the city are expected to
have been found, upon thorough in- exceed $60,000, the cost in February,
vestigation, to be deserv:ng of assis- and it is estimated that the cash
tance.
equivalent of the grocery orders
Expenditures in evgry branch of which have been distributed will apthe welfare departmen.will be cut to proach $30,000. These figures do not
the lowest possible minimum.
include the administrative cost of the
The conference was to devise meth- department, and it was officially adods, of compelling recipients of un- mitted yesterday that the total exemployment relief to engage in mu- penditures for the month would be
nicipal work, but the overseers of far in excess of $700.000.
public welfare suddenly found their
In January and February welfare
administration under direct fire.
department expenditures were about
An intensive but incomplete inves- $1,200,000, of which more than $950tigation of the 4200 recipients of un- 000 was charged to "outside relief,"
employment relief has provided the which includes the unemployment list.
finance commission, according to its
members, with sufficient evidence on
which to characterize this phase of
the public welfare work as a "racket"
with such ramifications that there is
possibility of a highly sensational reMayor O'Hara expressed the opinport of conditions.
i Despite the emphati^sertions by ion today that conditions in the welthe overseers of confidence in their fare board here are similar to those
'permanent force of visitors and in the in Boston where a check-up of con18 temporary visitors whose services ditions by Mayor Curley revealed that
have been loaned by private welfare perhaps 25 percent of the cases aided
agencies, the finance commission As- are unworthy. The Mayor said that
serts
possession of proof of many the auditor made an investigation
cases which have 'lover been inves- here with startling disclosures, but
tigated but abotr . .ich reports have that the results were minimized by
I been submitted b: isitors to the over- the members of the welfare board,
seers.
• that has jurisdiction in these matters.
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-----BOSTON, Mar. 27—By rolleall,
99
i to 96, the Massachusetts
House of
I Representatives yesterd
ay - substituted for an adverse
committee report a hill permitting
a person arrested on a charge of
driving a Traitor vehicle while under
the influ/fence of liquor to be
ed by, a
' physician of his own exanye
chid ..
Representative Goulart of
New
1 Bedford, who moved
said the bill was not substitution,
intended to
I protect drunken
: vent unfairness drivers but to preon the part of police officers.
' Substitution was
uts A by Representative Halliwell of
New Bed- ,
I ford, who told of a
man who bud
, been stunned,
although the police
officer in the ease
wanted to bring
a charge of
intoxication.
The House refused,
114 to 83, to substitute by rolleall.
for an ad1 verse committee
report a bill to
provide for party
nominations and
elections in the city of
Against substitution. Boston.
RepresentaChase of New
he bill provides forBedford said
a
two-year
term for the Mayor
I low him to succeed and would alhimself
"forever and ever."
I was one reason theThat, he added:
commit
tee
had
reported adversely.
Another measure that
was
debated and resulted in a
rolleall was
that on the bill for
establi
shment
of
a system of unempl
ance and the ineorpooyment insurration of an
employers' mutual
oyment
insurance company. unempl
By
106 to 92. substitution was rollcall,
refused
.
The Senate yesterday
refused to
reconsider the vote by
Tuesday ,it had passed which, on
grossed a bill extending to be enthe period within which by an hour
sports may
he played on Sunday.
Under the exlisting law municipalities
feept 1:ie act ulay permit which ache played between 2 ii, sports to
al 6 on Sunclay afternoon,; the
bill
Senate passed on Tuesda which the
y made the
1 period 1:30 to 6:30.
The
alerady passed the bill. House lissl
I Charges that
; chairman of theFrank A. Goodwin,
Boston finance
, commission, ha failed
to investigate
iI city affairs moperly.
" hats raised a "smoke and that he
'cover his failings Were screen" to
made yesterI day by former Senator
Joseph J.
Mulhern at a bearing before
the
Legislative committee on
cities on
his bill to abolii a the
commiss
iol.
. "Mayor Curley has got
. in his bacirliochet and Goodwin
doe5 not dare to investi Goodwin
gate any
city department,"
Mulliern asserted.
"He's Curley's man.
Curley
got
Allen to appoint him for
the
which Curley greed to job, or
Allen for governor, which support
He said that he felt an he did."
investigation of the finance
commission at
this time would be benefici
al.
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impulses.
The heart is credited with most good
be credto
ought
alth
onwe
Comm
the
The Heart of
ited at least with its own bright ideas.
mmendaOne of Police Chief Foley's first reco
l a signal
'lions, when he took office, was to instal
s, whereby
system in Worcester, at strategic point
on top
the flash of a headquarters signal-light
their
from
rs
office
police
call
of police boxes would
At
them.
with
touch
in
ly
quick
get
so
beats and
headto
in
call
to
used
present the boxes are
on officers in
quarters. The lights would summ
emergency.
district, such
Over in firighton, an outer Boston
Mayor Curley
lights have Just been put to work.
commended Ptifire.
inspected their operation and
enterprise.
Commander Hultman for his
been done except to
has
ng
Here, as yet, nothi
was prompt in
Foley
Chief
idea.
t
brigh
the
have
along to the
it
ng
passi
in
getting it and prompt
ded the city
remin
tly
recen
has
He
il.
City Counc
fathers.
be provided to
If anything within reason can
it would be
ency
emerg
speed up police action in
can use the
ster
Worce
If
it.
de
economy to provi
seems to
trial
n's
signal-light system,—and Bosto
has
Foley
Chief
it?
l
instal
prove it,—why not
every
done
has
, he
picked the locations. In short
And
tion.
menda
recom
own
his
thing except act on
that is not his job.

C'TILtN
An aphorism a day is AlayMeur
has a
lei's latest pastime, and
chance at. a lot of good material front
day to day. As a sample he says
"An optimist is an Irishman who
talks in terms of millions when he
hasn't got a dime." Is he thinking
of city councillors?
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HUB WERIE BOARD
( PEES CONHIJCIED

Revision of Policy May Resilt From Current
Investigations
te
Special Dispatch to The Gazet
with
BOSTON. March 28.--Faced work
welfare
for
expenditures
,$2.000
to
ely
ximat
appro
amounting
City
000 thus far this year, Mayor
i
alf5r
and the Boston rinancenmi
have been conducting separate undercover investigations into the city's
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(Fuller, Curley and Taxati

Thought of Here; Done in Boston
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g high
Former Governor Fuller, registerin
the
and
Ely's
rnor
indignation against Gove
way
high
nded
expa
of
Legislature's program
tax, sounds
‘arork and an increased gasoline
to run for
y
read
ng
maki
i'eke a man who is
This is an
omy.
econ
Office on a platform of
of Fulce
rtan
impo
The
excellent platform.
ins to
rema
ver,
howe
it,
upon
ping
ler's thum
iinnu
an
like
d
talke
be determined. He has
ed to a
retir
then
and
re
befo
e
idat
cand
Dent
self-imposed Elba.
of
More important now in the interest me
sche
ey's
Curl
or
.I.24:
public economy is
profor distribution to municipalirin of the ine
gasol
cent
twoent
pres
ceeds of half of the
tax.
for
Proceeds of the gasoline tax are used the
of
eeds
proc
the
half
If
.
work
way
high
municipresent tax are distributed among high
way
palities the normal funds for state
oxiappr
nt
amou
an
by
ced
work will be redu
nmately that provided in the bill for expa
Curr
unde
,
Thus
.
work
way
sion of high
work
ley's plan, any expansion of highway
d
ente
prev
be
to
ar
appe
d
by the state woul
Fulurbs
dist
so
h
whic
en,
burd
tax
the
and
ler, maintained at a normal amount. but
placed more heavily upon the motorist
With the principle of Curley's plan we
are in sympathy. We are not disposed to be
ram
enthusiastic now for an expanded progosed
disp
are
we
and
work
way
high
state
of
inordito relieve municipalities from an re ennately heavy burden of taxes. Befo that
sure
dorsing it, however, we would be ipalities
ihe funds distributed among municway work would be used exclusively for highstate does
aml that financial relief from the nditures
not tempt municipalities into expe
d not even
that can be avoided and that woul
n by the
give
was
aid
no
if
of
ght
be thou
state.
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, it became
public welfare department
known last night.
ed" following
The information "leak
noon at
conference yesterday aftzir
mayor, Simon
'•:ty hall at which the
department,
1:. Hecht, head of the in, Court- ,
Goodw
chairman Frank A.
Joseph A.
,nay Guild and Judge commission
-;iieehan of the finance Samuel SilCorporation Counsel
erman were present.
of the welRevision of the policy
result. It ,
fare board probably will m of dissyste
the
that
ed
expect
is
the counter to
tributing cash over
for aid will be
the 4200 applicants distribution of
abolished, and that
revived. It hits
grocery orders will be
that the entire
ted
sugges
been
also
and a new one
list be abandoned
made up.
for some weeks
It devoleped that
ssion has had at
the finance commi
rs checking up
least eight 'investigatoance. Some have
assist
ing
receiv
01
those
$25 a week. One
, had as high as

to nave
the investigators is said to be refound that one family, said cItty was
ceiving $20 weekly from the idstallfor
using some of the money
of it to
ments on a radio, and some
life insurpay premiums on a $1500
.
ance policy.
to halt..
Chairman Goodwill is said aepartthe
criticized the visitors in
is expected,
ment. and some change
there.
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Our Beacon Hill Observer—
State Affairs and Pol:tics
on. mis is
tiai highway, around Bost
highway
a big program to give a wide slature
Legi
the
if
and
city
the
nd
arou
ations are
approves and other consider
over a pemet, the work will extend
riod of years.
ng for $2,Mayor Curley also is aski issue for
From Our Special Corresponden
000,000 in a 30-year bond
the
of
s
ber
ent. He
Mem
Boston, March 28—
Stony Brook channel improvem
committee seeks another $1,000,000 30-year bond
House ways and means
cult issue for con truction and widening of
may "have approached a diffi
another $2,in Dorchester avenue. Still ear bond isght
thou
one
problem with but
000 is sought in a 10-y
000,
n
tisa
ng city streets. He
mind," and may have put "par
aside," sue for reconstructi 15-year bond hia
in
...
ns
00
atio
00,0
ider
$5,0
s
cons
ical
seek
and polit
et, and
s of the sue for widening Beverly stre s for
ts Chairman Arthur W. Jone
nding over 30 year
exte
00
50,0
$1,2
the
g
Boston.
3ommittee stated, in reportin
ort improvements at East
gen- airp more bond issues are sought, ,
budget Thursday night, but the
Two
a
op- each to run 15 years, one for municeral public is going to have an
and the
re jpal building at Fields corner,
e
befo
rwis
portunity to think othe
cipal building at
muni
a
for
r
othe
g
thin
this budget bill is enacted. Onewill be Franklin field.
Boston
Is certain, and that is there
In addition to these, the s for
beet
budg
this
bond
a hotter battle over
mayor seeks $500,000 on
e,
stag
t
tmen
City
enac
the
een
fore it reaches
truction betw
hway con- highway cons
than there was over the hig s threat square and Sullivan square, and $7,for an additional
struction program. Gov Ely'
m is 000,000 on bonds
. The total of
to veto the bill in Its present for
building at City hospital
issues is
justified,
these petitioned-for bond
'
ests
Curley's Bond Issue Requ
0
to $30,750,00'
Program
One of the difficult problems
$18,000,000 School Building
legto make
osed
ugh
prop
to
eno
ect
fathom with resp
If this ware not
M. Curs program sit
lslation is why Mayor James
those opposing Gov Ely'
petitions 1 up and take notice, the municipal flley of Boston can present
ling more nance committee of the Legislature
calling for bond issues tota
city, and has another two-forked proposition of
than $30,000,000 for his
namely, money
objection
hardly a peep is raised in Ely pro_ Boston's before it, buildings in the
ol
Gov
scho
new
use
for
beca
ht
yet
soug
thereto,
three years. The
$20,000,000
poses two bond issues for ent relief, ' city during the next
a total of approxias measures of unemploymans rise to school board wants
such construemately $16,000,000 for
the howls of the Republic
's plans
n from current
the heavens and the governor by all tion, money to be take
want to apand
nue. But it does not
are fought tooth and nail,
esenta- reveriate any this year, because it
Repr
d.
man
com
r
thei
at
ns
Prop
mea
e an additional
Westfield is
does not want to plac
tive Dexter A. Snow of
has had the burden on the taxpayers, due to the
the only legislator who in
legislative
the city's pubcourage to speak out Boston bond large expenditures bynt this year in
this
rtme
up
depa
w
sho
are
and
welf
session
her has done lie mployment doles. It wants to hold
une
issue program. Not anot
extend the exa year and then
so in any way,
issues to run off itures over the next two years,
Gov Ely proposed bond
pend
est it. based on
ey wants perfor 10 years. Mayor Curl Ithose lives and contends its requ Boston's school
g—
homi
of
t
y
issit
stud
to
ve
usti
mission
s, and the exha
will run from 2 to 50 year
unt to $10,- needs.
Goodwin Opposer;
interest on which will amo
half the
ission,
200,000 alone, or more than
on Finance comm
Bost
The
by Gov Ely.
A. Goodwin as
nk
Fra
total bond issue asked
y
fier
the
mayor can with
study
,Why is it that Boston's ram of bond its head, denies an exhaustive
opresent such a vast prog
ect has been made and It
subj
the
nce,
of
urba
dist
a
agues without creating commonwealth Poses the school board's program. m
gra
Pro
yet the governor of theors of opposite would have a one-year
outlay of.$3,500,000
s condemned by edit
every issue adopted calling for
political faith In almost doesn't. ex- to $4,000,000.
Why
ittee will hold an
of their newspapers?
The finance comm
lake at fling at
consid'Gov Alvan T. Fuller
session Thfirsday to seems
e
nst
utiv
agai
exec
has
he
s. It
tion
peti
Curley's program as
on
Bost
n
er's shafts have er these
that of Gov Ely? Full e extent and ?doubtful if 411 of them will be giveof
larg
the program
but
been blunted to a
on,
acti
e
that
rabl
t,
*avo
statemen
as
anyone who takes his
or is there just
the
continues, Fuller the Boston may
Ely's was when
if the Ely program
Gov
Massaas
h
of
muc
rnor
the
will he elected gove e of himself," howl against it started. Whatever rts
"in spit
chusetts again
nce committee repo v
lance of probabil- municipal fina
-Go
as having any semb Fuller himself is favorably, its reception by ex exReal Estate
on
ity, insofar as Gov
Bost
the
find
to
er,
Full
apt
achusetts State Tax
concerned, will be very
end. Fuller will change, the Mass legislators, and the
himself misled in the
the
s
fact
ion,
if
ciat
n
asso
agai
e
be awaited with
never seek public offic
public in general will
' at hand are correct.
Interest.
Program
, Boston Bonding
is interestram
prog
ey's
Curl
Mayor
to
bit. The petitions
ing to analyze a
re
befo
ing
pend
are
put it into effect
finance,
cipal
muni
on
e
committe
.
them exhaustively
which is studying
bill
program is a
the'
0
Foremost in
issue of $11,000,00
calling for a bond
the money
s,
year
50
over
to extend
building the so-called
to be used in fare, or olroumfe.ren•
Boston thorough

Hot Battle is Forecast O ver
the Budget Bill on
Beacon Hill
t
•

•

ri

•

given
,
Adams, In the meantime had
h Adams
land for an armory in Nort ked so
and Snow was again sidetrac This
fit.
that North Adams could bene
before
time, Snow kept working and, it was
Gov Ely was elected last year would
ory
agreed that the next arm the money
be erected in Westfield and1931 budget.
the
in
go
therefore would
that natWhen Gov Ely took office, Westfield
urally did not displease him,
being his home city.
Gov Ely
In making up the budget,
ory approincluded the Westfield arm e from the
priation, the money to com governor.
bond late proposed by the
Snow inResolved to take no chances,
ure in the
troduced a separate meaa for an appresent legislative session but it has
ry,
propriation for this armo t in House
man
been allowed to lie dorittee pending
comm
ways and means
The budget bill
the budget report.
this project, so
carries no money for n time by the
take
not
had
w
if Sno
d his separate
forelock and presente defeateo ,tan.
measure, he would he
y ta moke a fight
Now he stands read matter how the
for his armory, nocommitOe rep rts.
ways and means
votes, he ought
If sympathy will sway
.
easy
ory
vict
find
to
this $140,One can but wonder why
the budget
000 was eliminated from
'a lig at the
bill. Was it intended .ts
use it would
governor himself, beca
own city? If
erect an armory in his unfair. When
so, the idea Is distinctly position of
Allen was holding the being comgovernor; the armory was `sn't it fair
pleted in his town. Why constructbe
to permit an armory to rnor'a town,
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c
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ernor, tne tact is, coat toe governor
,who asked ior $10,000,000 In bonds.
got all the way from 811.000.000 to
$15,000,000, according to your ability
as a mathematician, for relief of unemployment. That is so if you add
to the construction program the
money to be returned to cities and
towns after all is needed because of
, unemployment.
There is one thing that must be
said about the budget-makers. They
have it all over the cross word puzvle
artists. The way they have manipulated funds from the current budget
Into emergency programs has given
students of finance a headache trying
to find out just how much excess
work will be provided over the normal
program. The mental strain 111 apparent from the advice to Chairmen
Arthur W. Jones, that he must take
an immediate rest or go to a hospital. If it affects the chairman of
the ways and means committee that
way, pity the poor seeker of information on the outside.
Although the committee in its I
statement indicated that the 81.500,000 for the Norfolk prison colony on
short term notes was plus the building program of $4,000,000, it seems
to be fairly well established now that
it meant the sum was included in the
program. !Definite information will
have to await the printed and itemized budget which will be ready sometime next week.
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LLS NEVI! HAVEN CURLEY FAVORS
ROAD WERE PAWN SALE OF B.
Used 11," Pennsylvania in
Railroad Chess Game,
Says Silverman

Wants to Welcome Van
Sweringens As ''Pa't of
New England Family"

Boston March 12—Mayor Curley Is
INS) —That
BOSTON. March 20
unreservedly in favor of the purchase
the New York, New Haven & Hartford
of the Boston & Maine railroad by the ,
railroad, one of the largest New EngVan Sweringen group which is ambi-1
land carriers. Is R "pawn" being used
Orilla to acquire a seaport terminal in I
by the Pennsylvania railroad In the
Boston.
game of "railroad chess" it is playing
He declared himself Tuesday in a
with the New York Central is a sumradio address which was featured by
mary of the view taken by Samuel
reference to the necessity of terminatSilverman, corporation counsel, of
ing the "strangle hold" held by the
the railroad situation as it exists In
Pennsylvania railroad on the Boston &
Massachusetts today.
Maine and New Haven roads.
Appearing before the legislative
"Threatened as we are by Pennsylcommittee on transportation the repvania domination" said the mayor "it
resentative of Mazar James M. Curis clear to me that we in New England
ley called attention to statemlontS
should not only welcome the Van
made at previous hearings by offiSweringens
to become a part of the
cials of the Pennsylvania frotn which
New England family, but we should
it was plain to be seen, he said, that
lend our support to and place our best
the Pennsylvania intends to hold the
rt behind the plan which they have
,
ff
New Haven as a check-mate over the ,
in a tine open-handed manner proactivities of the New York Central in
tapping this section of the country 11308(.4.1 as a constructive solution of this
)
i
'PO
E
its control of the Boston & !great and important railway problem."
11 through
The mayor definitely allied himself
/ 491.
Albany.
with 11(3.aton interests who are working
Silverman contended that neither
in cooperation with commercial organthe Pennsylvania nor the New York
izations of Providence to further the
Central care anything about the debusiness
shipping
velopment, of
campaign of the Van Sweringens for
of
because
that
and
Boston,
through
the acquisition of a New England road
this alleged situation, Massachusetts
which will assure a seaport terminal.
eihould do everything possible to enHe failed, however, to indicate the
courage greater competition for Masmethod that can be successfully purthe
all
from
eachusetts business
sued by the Van Sweringens to compel
song-haul carriers of the country.
the Pennsylvania to dispose of its stock
This is especially needed, he went
holdings in the Boston & Maine, and
cm, because of the situation which refrained from sponsoring a definite
exists in New York city. Lines cenproposal for the consummation of the
tering their business in that metropForm Our Spedial Reporter
merger which he believes to be most
continued, go so far in their
he
olis,
desirable.
Boston, March 19—Mayor James M.
efforts to secure business from MasCtiylsy of Boston visit;Thov Joseph sachusetts and other New England
B. -Pfly at the State rrouse today and 'dates that they offer free lighterage
instances free
invited him to take part in ceremonies charges and in some
facilities to New England
in connection with docking at Bos- storage
P I tic
concerns to ship through the port of
ton of the steamship France, giant 4 New York. rather than the port of
liner of the French line, which is mak- Boston.
"Moreover." he went on. "certain
ing its first trip to Boston on SaturReception for Steamship.
members of the Associated Industries
Mayes Cawley visited Gov. Ely 33ith
da y. The liner will ply between New
take advantage of the Piirposirti inviting him to
Massachusetts
,of
Boston.
take
York and France, stopping at
kthis situation for the shipment of
art in the ceremonies in connection
Gov Ely indicated he will be glad
goods through the port of New with the docking in Boston harbor of
.their
intends
Curley
Mayor
to be present.
,York. They get service free of charge. the Steamship France. liner of the
to make the occasion a memorable
some instances, a service given by
one and has arranged for appropriate On railroads at a loss. And further- French Line, which is making its first
Ithe
trip to Boston Saturday. The liner
exercises.
!more, some Of our traffic managers mm ill ply between New York and
York
New
of
port
the
ebtp through
France, stopping at Boston.
The
at a loss to the concerns for which Mayor intends to make the occasion
they are working because of certain of the arrival of the vessel a memcircumstances which prevail in the orable one and has arranged for ap;larger city."
propriate exercises.
Arthur P. Russell. Vies president. of
Hart&
Haven
New
York,
New
the
ford railroad, giving additional testimony, said that the Pennsylvania
directly and through its affiliated organization. the Pennroad Company,
owns somewhat more than 21 per
cent, of the stock of the New Haven.

ELY TO SEE D9CKING
OF STEAMER HANCE

lin:lied by Mayor Curley to
Like Part in Ceremonies
lomorrow
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Building Compromise

4//
insuucs

An,*

4 1111./IUMISe
,

in truth represented accomplishments
find
in which both parties could
some glory. The committee had kept
icen
Republ
the construction to what
leaders contended was all that the
Department of Public Works could
handle. It had not ventured tar
Irani the pay-Rs-you-go plan. Governor Ely could claim he got Nalf his
Program. It was a very satisfactory
compromise all around but It had a
fairly substantial basis on which to

Observers See little Hope of Additions to
Revised Program May Eliminate Mil- The buildineprogram, on the other
virtually gives the governor
lion Dollar Tax Increase Ely Will Con- hand.
nothing that he asked and makes a
s
der
Lea
P.
.
0.
---G
day
Mon
es
Mov
,,roposal to take from cities and
fer on
towns some of the cash distribution
Split Over Bill
, that It gave under the highway pro!AV/11%10(.114.y

,1 gram. The committee must have
I known that such inconsistency would
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Ely's attract hostility from cities and
nor
on
Gover
als
propos
se
promi
BOSTON, March 2g.--Com
towns and it must have known that
was slashed by the House Ways and Means 1 , the governor could not preserve his
building program, which
fashy
are
s
alread
lican
Repub
ng
Leadi
without vetoing the bill. In
committer, will begin at once.
first ;I stand
ways and means bill. Governor Ely's
effect it reported a bill that expeioning amendments to the
will be
rience should have shown had not
a week end at his home Monday
activity on his return from
getting
of
e he will the slightest chance
ratic leaders to determine the cours
Democ
with
rence
confe
a
through either branch.
Mossy •,.
tin.,
true
is
.
it
follow
While
Perhaps the committee felt that by
harm
auo
compromise but it influential Republicans see no
There will be
keeping the building program low
probee
ng
tax
buildi
comwill add little to the
in raising the state
through it would be easier to reach a
the most
or a
gram. Indications are that
is a promise by giving the govern
•
there
be
years,
will
lished
pant
accomp
in
reductions
that will be
not too much. It
ed init Is not now little more but
the elimination of the propos
large group that feels
been in a much stronger
have
would
,
They
se.
Increa
tax
state
the time to make the
crease of *1.000.000 in the
r, if it had reported
term
and towns are !position, howeve
the
and the substitution of short that, point out, that cities
revenue a program that would command
get
to
work
effort
the
of
t. The ftill
making every
notea to take care
in their entire Republican suppor
extra
them
this
help
to
by
state
done
party for the
from the
would have been
the peon- I credit would go to the
unusual burdens due to
tax,
in that event but
tax increase !accomplishment
on
that the
omic depression. A state
means
The situation which now exists
omise
a
minutely, to the now any compr
with
will add, although
ffeaccm Hill was inevitable
certain glory must be shared.
is
iend
Republ
estate
a
and
real
or
burden on
Democratic govern
D
There is also coupled the vexafrom
old game 'to bring a wave of protest
in getting through the
✓an Legislature. It is the
an mayors
men whose ef- tious delay
partis
select
a
And
taking
parties
both
of
!regular appropriation budget. This
in
se
increa
their
an
forts brought about
view of state affairs to preserve
, need not cause as much concern RS
do any the gasoline tax so their commun- it
political Issues. It doesn't
would appear. It may handicap deit.
from
as
return
act
a
one
get
have
Ripe could
perticular harm to
partments to some extent but under
ated
Elimin
matter
He
a
As
Will
other.
month
the
e check on
it the law they can spend each
mind
omises which
With this situation in
a sum equal to one-twelfth of the ,
of fact, from the compr
se
increa
tax
state
and
year
Appears that the
actual expenditure for current exwill come throughout this
The Is certain to be eliminated from the
year. It will.
next real progress will made.
means penses in the previous
other
.
only
the
The
that
is
e
bill.
featur
present
however, cause some delay to getting
only unfortunate
building program
be
to
had
the
nt
ing
loyme
way.
financ
unemp
tinder
ts
ng
projec
'of
distress of
se pro- the buildi
which the $1,000.000 increa
Difficult Position
made the political football,
term
short
h
eided for is throug
Would tee Veto
The committee is in a difficult
that notes. That leaves the only question
on to defend the report alThere isn't any question, but
the ex- positi
omise
compr
buildthe
the
veto
In
ed
Involv
h It is likely it will present
thoug
Governor Ely would
term
present form. tent to which additional short
some telling arguments. Someone is
ing program bill in its
will
tight
The
s why notes shall be issued.
certain to bring up, however, that
but, there are several reason
in that shape. center there. There will be a large- Governor Ely asked for only $20,000,It will never reach him
will
who
House
is
bill
the
the
in
sized group
000 borrowing for the entire state
In the first place while
views of Twit agree to a larger program than while Mayor Curley for the city of
supposed to represent the
there
is devel- yeported but in the Senate
Boston alone has asked to be perthe Republican leaders It
who
There
considerable group
mitted to borrow $31,000,000 outside
oping that this Is not true. bility will be a
more
that
n
opinio
advisa
the
will express
the debt limit. Of course the Legisis disagreement over the
There is should be done and additional short lature will not give him that much,
of Increasing the state tax.
extent of term notes issued.
but whatever Boston gets It will be
disagreement also as to the
leaders
The House Ways and Means com- proportionately more than the amount
the building program. Such
of
loss
the
Bacon of the mittee appears to suffer
of borrowing for the entire state.
as President Gaspar G.
upper the brilliant Henry L. Shattuck. , The committee is likely to be faced
Senate and his cabinet in the
Rethe
ve
preser
to
printrying
the
Is
It
to
d
While
with two other pertinent questions
branch are not oppose
to publican policy of pay-as-you-go it that will not help its cause. One is:
construction
ciple of extended
barIn
favor a him revealed no cleverness
What is the sense of giving $2.500.000
help unemployment. They
to municipalities in the gas tax and
such as gaining with the enemy.
plan
ing
borrow
able
reason
tax?
other
When the highway program was taking back $1,000,000 in state
short term notes. On the
Ely's The other is:
Why is it more imGovernor
slashing
Salton.stall of reported
hand. Speaker Leverett
anan
on
ays
0,0oo
portant to build highw
are rep- proposed expenditure of e10,00
the House and his cabinet
build
essential for excess construction to 85,000.000 ticipated program than It im to
only
ng
favori
as
resented
sick, the poor and
year. Governor it did not provide for any cash dis- facilities for the
this
construction
r basis? Why
expressed, is tribution to towns and cities. It unfortunate on a simila ng program
Ely's view, as frequently
program not anticipate the buildi
the
e
it
to
financ
ed
such
propos
is
that the state's credit
In- in exactly the same way and use
of to re- largely through the one-cent
should be taken advantage
from short term notes to be retired from
ex- crease in the gasoline tax
an
that
and
ng
nt
loyme
lieve unemp
a curtailed expenditure for buildi
works Is, which cities and towns would binetended program of public
in Ulf next two and one-half years?
the
I fit only through relief from
VieldA More Work
the way to do It.
the. Usual highway assetutmet ts. The goyIf the situation is looked at solely
With these conflicting views
to;
going
is
The
red.
omise
his
demur
party
and
compr
ernor
from the standpoint of employment
snivel at a
it will result was that the bill was re-draft- it is claimed that building construche more difficult but of course
would ed but this time the committee leadtion gives more work than a highway
have to come. Otherwise there
era, while not increasing the excess
program. That will be something else
be no building program.
it
before
delay
the
of
ance
to answer.
construction, took cogniz
There will be some
governor can use of short term notes and the plea
Looking back at the highway prois reached because the
a larger of cities and towns for cash. It could
gram which was named by opth
be expected to stick out for
es and alened . by the goybranch
the
end, have done that in the first place but ,
program of building. In
hOwever, he will have to accept some- the delay made it appear the goveven ernor end Mara Curl
had forced
thing to save a part of the plan
as he did on the highway program.
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Curley to Reorganize
Unemployment System
Boston, March 28—(A.P.)—Mayor
James M. Curley has declared war on
what he terms an "unemployment
relief racket" that has resulted in
huge expenditures in the city welfare
department.
The mayor said last night that
these expenditures have totalled $2,000,000 since January 1 and demanded immediate reductions in expenditures and revision of the departinput's policies.
The following change.s were ordered by the mayor:
Provision of an unemployment relief in grocery orders and rent receipts instead of in cash payments
of from $5 to $25 weekly.
Adequate return to the city in the
.
form of labor by recipients of relief
Preparation of an entirely new list,
ployto replace the present unem
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On Jobless
`Relief Racket'
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BOSTON, March 28 (4') — Mayor
James M. Curley has declared waron what he terms an "unemployment
relief racket" that has resulted in
huge expenditures fh the city welfare
department.

The mayor said last night ihat
these expenditures have totalled
000,000 since January 1 and
manded immediate reduction4 in
penditures and revision of the
partment's policies.
The following changes were

$2,de-
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ordered by the mayor:
Provision of an unemployment relief in grocery orders and rent receipts instead of in cash payments
of from $5 to $25 weekly.
Adequate return to the city in the

form of labor by recipients of relief.
Preparation of an entirely new list
to replace the present unemployment relief list of 4200 names.
Reduction to the lowest possible
minimum of expenditures in every

branch of the welfare department.
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PUBLIC WELFARE RELIEF.
"WE WANT A DOCK!"
44/1/ ..lo I
All Cape Coddcrs of clip mind_
The city of Boston finds it 1,
,,-,
r Curley and the tiovernor
It's "Get the dock."
eery to check the wholesale granting Vayo
....._
...—
Preference as to place you'll find,
of re
Mayor Curley of Boston is still trying to throw
toli
the unemploy
ef
ed.
Mayoi
But "Get the dock."
Curley tells us that from $600,000 -lc d monkey wrench into
the state's financial maA pier where New York boats may land
Is being disbursed every / hinery. Harangui
ng 100 mayors and .selectmla,
Folks and freight on Cape Cod sand; month. Part of this is cash
givenout
To make the canal simply grand
over the counter. It is proposed to he persuades most of them to endorse his demand
Just "Get the dock:"
stop this practice of giving cash and .that half the normal gas tax revenue, about
confine aid to rent receipts and or- $5,000,000, be turned over every year to the cities
rOMING from the flower show in ders on grocery stores.
Mayor Curley ,and towns.
N---1 Boston, the other day, Deice- thinks that the charity of the
city'
With this amount made available for their
vare King of Quincy walked through has been abused and he
purposes to street and
road work, the various municipal auCopley square and was impressed stop it. Probably a similar
condition
with the great barren triangle in could be detected in many
other cit- thorities could divert a like sum to meet the
its midst, as many others must ies. We have not only
experienced extra cost of their welfare services. But in the
have been.
Here is a plot of very hard times, but they have been highway bill
already passed they are allotted
goodly proportions, right in the extremely well advertised.
It
heart of the Back Bay region, bor- been difficult to say where to has $2,500,000, with enough more in abatements to
draw,
Nobring the
dered by the Public Library, two the line in administering
total up to approximately $4,500,000.
relief.
handsome churches, a couple of doubt the public welfare
Five million taken from the present state conofficials in
sightly hotels and business build- other cities beside Boston
have gone struction program would wreck the plan that has
ings that are pleasant to contem- too far,
already been aceepted.' COrried to its logical conplate, and yet it is left neglected
Boston now proposes to get
and forlorn when a little dressing work from those who receive some elusion, su.ch a policy Would mean that new road
relief. building
up with flowers and shrubs would This would be refused
would be haltect'so that the gas tax reveby no
transform it into a thing of beauty man. In Norfolk, Virginia, decent nue could be used to pave our city
streets. That
many
in place of a civic reproach. We worthy men out of work
may be advocated, in time, but this is not the time
know of no other like spot in a asked to give their serviceshave been
in return for it.
great city that is more unkempt for groceries. Painters
and carpenIf the municipalities can't get this extra five
except that utterly ugly Union ters have been put
to work not only
square in New York. Boston has In public institutio
ns, but in charita- million, Mayor Curley declares, Boston will susbeen prodigal elsewhere, in its Pub- ble institutions managed
by private pend road work and close its streets. Just so far
lic Garden, its Fenway, its espla- corporations. Thus
work
nade along the Charles river and done on old men's homes has beenlas this statement constitutes a threat it is a piece
and hospi- of unadulterated bunk. The
in its parkway drives, in turning atls, which do not seek
city's street work
a profit. ft may be
spaces into beauty spot:. Why the Is a good thing for
curtailed and traffic here and there may
a man's own morseeming indifference as to Copley ale to work for
what he receives from have to bump along over poor pavements where
square? There is a triangle that the city.
better ones are needed.
presents possibilities in landscape
Mayor, Curley now proposes to set
But if the mayor attempted to close one of the
gardening which might make it more of
the
something for the city to be proud Where those unemployed at work.eity's ma4n thoroughfares, he would hear from the
relieved are able bodied,iP
of, a goodly sight for the eyes of they might
oston
men and from the legal authoriwell be asked in this, city tiem in a business
way
the many strangers who go to that and other
to make his head ring. Mayor Curley
cities to do Some work at
hotel section and pleasant for the the hospitals
or the old men's or old isn't going to close any streets, and he knows he
home folks to contemplate. Why it ladies' homes.
There are always some isn't. He is simply trying to wreck
is not treated in some adequate way jobs which
a sound consuperintendents of these structIon
program for which Governor Ely can
is amazing to Mr. King, and all Institutions
would like to have done,
who have occasion now and again although
there are not enough spare claim a large share of the credit.
to visit that part of Boston share funds
The problem of unemployment relief in the
in the exchequer to do them.
in his failure to understand why ,But anything
is better than long cities aTid towns is a real one. It cannot be solved
the opportunity has not been im- continue
d charity to able bodied men to the satisfaction of everyone.
The mayors and
proved. Does Mayor .,,f,„aley, who It is
bad training. It is of course nc selectme
has done so much to beautifyhis secret
n have a difficult financial question before
that we have among us famicity, sometimes drive out that way lies in
which occasional relief fron- them. But Mayor Curley, in addition to that, has
and pass by with unseeing eyes? the
city treasurer is absolutely count. before him a difficult political question. A DemoWe wonder.
ed on, and is accepted without corn- cultic governor has occupied the center of the
stage
punction or shame, In fact, it is con- and has pushed the
4./3/1:1,--coR
mayor out of the picture.
sidered as due to such families. Tha'
Politically, to all appearance, Mr. Curley is
irb.:-..:RcuR V
sort of thing should be frowned on
Although the legislature has ban. done for. And In his present outbreak the chance
ished the word "pauper" from ou of success is very slim. For it is not merely the
statute books, the fact of pauperisn governor's program he is trying to
upset but the
continues. The work of •administerim Republican program,
which
has
been
endorsed by
public relief demands experience am
very good judgment. In practice, i two-thirds of the Legislature, Democrats and ReIs often administered lavishly by in publicans alike. That seems a poor course to folexnerienced men of floor Inclement. low for a politician who wants to come back.
Boston, .4pril I (4,9—Mayor James
M. Curley, Police
Commissioner
Eugene C. Hultman and more than
20 other men and women prominent
in city and state public life have
received threatening letters within the
past month, police headquarters revealed tonight. The letters are all in
the same handwriting and are believed
to be the wo,k of a crank. They contained threats to "expose" the public
and private lives of the recipients but
did not demand money. Inspector
George V. Augusta has been sent to
New York tc consult handwriting
experts lp an attempt to run down
the authdr.
Z.,e./
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NORTON ANSWERS CURLEY WILLING
I MAYOR CURLEY TO TRADE SUPPORT
Issued Statement Regarding Band
C:ty Councillor Cement A. Norton
of Hyde Park issued the following
statement in answer to Mayor Curley
who calle.1 his resolution seeking
$100,000
information about the
drive now on to endow the Boston
Fire Depaitment Band, as "unwarranted" and "unjust":
"My re.iolution would inform the
public as to whom it was who authorized a drive upon our business
men for $100,000.00 to endow a
musicrtl outfit, a band, the members
of whiA are all on the city payroll,
at a time when the vital question of
the .day is how to raise enough
money to prorerly feed, clothe and.
shelter .the unemployed, the aged
aid the sick, and when mony professional musicians are unemployed.
"Who authorized the turning loose
on the business men of Boston of a
group of professional solicitors who
will solicit anywhere, at any time,
for any cause, provided they collect
for themselves so much on the dot-.
lar? And all this in the name of
helping out the injured members of
the Boston Fire Department an4
their families. The Boston Firemen's Relief Association appeals to
the 'public yearly and our busines1
men contribute generously, for the
Boston firemen are well thought of.
This association performs" a great
work. Drives such as this one for
the band, unnecessary at this critical
period, tend to hurt the Relief appeal."

•

Will Back Boston Legislator.
in 1932 if They Will Push
Bill, He Promises,
BOST(IN, April 2, (T).—Mayor
James M. Curley today urged the
Boston members of the state legislature to support his legislative program, and in return, promised them
liis personal support at the next elec-

tion.
The legislators, assembled at a cur
Hall conference, were asked especially to support the mayor's. blI
which would give the cities and towns
;yr
^,,ot out of the gasoline tax.
The measure, Curley said, would
cause the distribution of $5,000,006
additional among cities and towns
thls year. Boston's share, he said.
would be $1,300,000—without which
there would be a 60-cent boost in the
tax rate.
If they supported the program, the
legislators .were told, the mayor
would be pleased Co write their cone
stituents next fall that they had done
everything to help keep down the city
tax rate.
"Find out what the pet measures
of the members from other sections
are and trade votes with them," the
mayor advised.
"I can conceive of nothing more
injurious to a candidate for re-election than to be compelled to admit to
the people that he had not attempted
to ttafeguard the rbghis of the city,"
the mayor added.
•

WANTft E. CONSIDERED
IN MAIL SERVICE
BOSTON, Mar, 31 113)—The Boston
Transcript today sail that a group
of prominent persons headed by Commander Donald B. McMillin, polar explorer, have been working to have
New England considered in the proposed transatlantic. airmail service,
which the United States has scheduled
to go by way of Bermuda and the
Azores. Mayor James M. Curley and
Howard Coonley, chairman of the
aeronautical development committee
of the New England council, were also
behind the movement, the Transcript
said.
The Transcript said that Commander McMillan would have a conference in Washington tomorrow with
Postmaster General Walter F. Brown
In an effort to convince him that the
far northern route from Boston to
London by way of Labrador. Greenland, and Iceland is more practical
than the southern route.
At the same time, the Transcript
said, Brown would he informed that
McMillan is planning to survey the
route as far as Iceland this summer.
He would 'fly over Labrador, Greenland and Iceland in an extensive air
survey in June.
Th e Transcript said that although
public announcement of New England's interest in the transatlantic
airmail had come suddenly, the actual
study of the route, had been going
on here for many months. The papet
said that Coonley had been in communication with the postoffice department and that Mayor Ciolarhad written to all members of congress from
this section asking their support.
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New Governor's Island Lease
Follows City's Terms As
Result of Protest

With Hub Members

— --Legislative Committee On MuniADVISES "TRADING"
cipal Finance Hits
Program
Tells Them to Support
Boston,
Out-of-Town Projects
April 3—M %LI!: cu.ay's
ambitious 831.000.000 program outlined
For Votes in Return
for the development of the city of
ity Telegram state House Reporter
BOSTON. April 2.—Mayor Curley's
latest attempt, to force Tirrislattffirto
support his 4111 Jor a return of one
cent of the present two-cent gasoline
tax to cities and towns, which came
at. a noon conference with Boston
inembcrs eff
the General court,
aroused a storm of protest tonight.
Criticism came not only from Democratic suppoxters of Governor Ely,
who believe that today's session was
a continuance of the attempt to Interfere with the administration program, but also from Republicans who
took the mayor's remarks as a direct
threat to their future If they did not
support his measure, which Is now on
the Senate table.
Charge Vote Trading

•
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'ORDERS DRASTIC Mator Curley Wins
CURLEY OFFERS CUT IN CURLEY.'S On AirpOrt Lease
AROUSE SOLONS PLANS FOR HUB
-Btil 11e,(P„;''',('''in%'1'
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Upstate legislators were thoroughly
aroused by the mayor's advice to the
!Boston members to support pet projects of the out-of-town members in
return for a vote for the Curley bill.
Rep. Daniel J. Coakley of Chicopee
declared, "Curley may boss Boston
but he doesn't rule the sticks." He
said that If Curley believes he can
effect a trading of votes he is due for
r. surprise.
Pointing out that the Curley proposal would wreck the highway program now under way, Coakley said
the upstate representatives felt their
communities would
benefit more
through the hignway program than
through the proposed gasoline tax return. Coakley said the upstate members were not concerned with Boston's
tax rate.
"Nest Elections"
The mayor stated that If the senators and representatives co-operated
on his plan It would give him great
pleasure, when the elections are upon
us next fall, to direct a communication to the voters in the various districts, telling them that their legislator did everything possible to help
the people of Boston in a time of
emergency.
Conversely, the implication was
that those who did not work for the
passage of the bill might have sonic
next t he
explaining to do when
sought the favor of the voters.
lie declared that a crisis exists and
that his bill "must be put across."
Failure will mean an increase of 60
cents in the tax rate, he said.

Boston was scrapped last night by
ths legislative committee on municipal finance. Out of a sheaf of 14 bills
seeking authorization to borrow that
amount of money outside the debt
limit, for promoting various projects,
the committee recommended that he
be Riven $3,500,000 for four of them.
The others were entirely rejected.
Armed with the advance knowledgel
that the committee was prepared to
tear the outlined program apart, Mayor Curley attempted to rescue a sub•stantial portion of it by submitting a
private list of the projects he was
anxious to promote.
The order in
which he had rated their importance
was:1—$11,000,000 arterial highway.
2—$2,000.000 in street construction.
3-11.250.04 for airport development.
4—$2.000.000 for improvement of
Stony Brook channel.
6—$1.000,000 for widening and reconstructing Dorchester avenue.
•
Artery Rejeeted
The committee rejected the arterial
highway, Stony Brook channel an-1
Dorchester avenue projects, recommended $1,000,000 for street construction and $250,000 for the airpqrt.
In addition to those two recommendations the committee also voted
to give the mayor $2.000,00o fur new
high school construction and $250,000
for a municipal building in Charles.
town.
The central arcerial highway was to
have provided a traffic outlet in two
directions from the new East, Boston
tunnel and was vigorously supported
by business interests, but the committee reached the conclusion that it
would destroy real estate values to so
great an extent that It was completely eliminated in spite of the mayor's
frantic effort to rescue it.
When informed of the result of the
committee's deliberations at a late
hour last night tile mayor declined to
comment extensively on the report but
indicated that the legislators may he
influenced to a change of mind when
the serionsness of the situation is impressed on them. He said:—
"I prefer not to make any comment at this time. Of course. It is
conceded that practically every organization in the city favored the construction of the arterial highway at
this time. Any injury done to the city
is an injury to the state."

Mayor Curley's threat to appeal directly to President Hoover and Secretary of War Patriek 3. IfriTley
against the restrictions iniposed by
army officials at Washington on the
transfer of Governor's Island to the
control of the city, has resulted in the
removal of the restrictions, it was
'learned Wednesday night.
Following the Mayor's protest a new
lease was forwarded by Washington to
Major-General Fox Connor. comtnanding the first corps area, which has
!the complete approval of the city of'ficials. Under it the city will not be
required to build an army roadway
from the airport to the island, construct a special wharf, erect a certain
type of dirigible mooring mast, or return the control of the island to the
,. War Department on a month's notice.
All these provisions have been reI
moved from the new lease, so that it
follows the agreement made by the
!Mayor with President Hoover and Congress. The city must, of course, give
up the island in the event that the
War Department should' need it In an
emergency for coast defence purposes.
The new lease, with the objections
removed, has been tentatively approved by Chairman William P. Long
of the park commission, who will have
charge of the proposed expenditure of
$1,250,000 to level the island and develop, it as an extension of the Boston airport.
In a conference with General Connor the park commission chairman expressed confidence that the new lease
would meet with the approval of the
Mayor, inasmuch as it was in perfect accord with the specifications
which the Mayor outlined to Secretary
of War Hurley.
t
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Legislators Use Knife
on Curley's Proorain
Municipal Finance Committee Slashes
Street, Building, School and
Airport Budgets
BOSTON, April 2 (4:1--The legis- committee announced it had taken
lative committee on municipal fi- the position that, with the many denance tonight reduced the street, mands on the public treasury at the
building school and airport programs present time, it was undesirable to
of Mayor Curls)
, and the Boston allow large borrowings by the City
School committee from $31,000,000 to of Boston.
$3,500,000.
In an executive soss.ion that lasted
"L
LD /)
S
until nearly midnight, the committee slashed entirely-from the pro4-1 /4/
gram the mayor's projeCt for an $11,000,000 radial highway to care for
ABOUT THE STATE
traffic of the new East Boston tunnel, reduced the proposal for $1,250.000 for the Boston airport developPresident McGrath of Boston city
ment to $250,000, slashed the $2,000,- council charges fear of consequences
000 street program to ;1,00k00 .and ltas prevented overseers from comcut the school budget of $5,000,000 plying with demand for numerical
annually for the next three years to classification of persons aided by
*2,00,000 for new high schools.
welfare department.
In making public the report, the ,
Harvard's world war memorial
will commemorate alike the Harvard men who died serving the allies
0.e_t)
and central powers, if present plans
are carried out.
ST-Anix),9*.D *
/.21•71
Mayor Curley threatens to close
streets of-Brebein and suspend all
road construction if Legislature refuses to give refund of gasoline tax
revenue.
Boston. April 2 ',Pi—Mayor Jame:
Deeds passed by which Clinton
M. Curley, Police
Conuniosioner citizens purchase Lancaster mills
• Eugene C. Hultman and more than after last minUto hitch almost can20 other men and women prominent cels deal.
in city and state public life have
Prof. Ripley's plea for Boston to
received threatening letters within the concentrate on coastwise trade,
past month, police headquarters re- \iffiws sharp replies.
vealed today. The letters ,are all in
Almy D. Adams of Wellesley,
the same handwriting and are believed Boston real estate man, shoots himto be the woik of a crank. They con- elf at Berkeley and Stuart streets.
tained threats to "expose" the public
Brookline selectmen defer action
and private lives of the recipients but on movie house for Village section.
did not demand money. Inspector
Hathaway's parents visit him at
George V. Augusta has been sent to jail; repeat belief in son's innocence
New York tc consult handwriting Mother denies he is "spoiled playexpert,s in an attempt to run down boy" who inherited fortune.
te author.
Gov. Ely has complete authority
to direct $1,500,000 expenditure for
now building for state department
of public works.
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CURLEY BACKS YOUNG
FOR THE PRESIDENCY
Boston, Am,! I— Mayor James M.
Curley today was on record for Owen
D. Young as the next Democratic candidate for President.
'You might well be advanced as a
native son candidate from Massachusetts," declared Curley in inviting
Young to make the Fourth of July
address in this city.
Second to Young. the mayorkavored
theo andiclecy of GOV
ert C.
Ritchie of Maryland.

MAYOR VETOES WAGE
i„ RAISES IN COUNTY
Boston, April 2—Without assuming
to dictate to the city council as its di:don on the cla.ssificatioe and compensation plan for Suffolk county employes, Maw Curlez. yesterday sent
back to the councTr without his approval the order passed by that body
a few days ago under chapter 400 of
the acts of 1930.
In his accompanying message Mayor Curley wrote that it -perhaps will
lead to speedier action and more accord if It is undert000.? that he shall
approve no changes which involve
any increase in salaries for the year.
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MST SWEAR
TO NEED OF AID
Charity Applicants to Face
New Welfare System in
Boston
Boston, April 1—The overseers of
the public welfare will inaugurate
today the new system of compelling'
all applicants for unemployment relief
to swear to specific statements relating to the lack of funds and urgency
of their need of relief.
Payments which have been made In
accordance with the list of 4700 families and individuals will not be summarily stopped, but before assistance
is granted, either in the form of cash
or in orders for groceries and provisions, the recipient must file a sworn
statement.whioh will he the basis for
arrest for perjury if investigation reveals fraud.
The introduction of the new system
Is expected to result in an immediate
substantial reduction in the number of
cases on the unemployment relief list.
In advance of the change in policy,
which was ordered by Mayor Curley
aft- r abuses discovered by-the flnffirre
commission and his own personal investigator, the overseers yesterday
issued a statement in whiea they virtually challenged the charges of racketeering.
Admitting that the facilities of the
department have been overtaxed, the
overseers defended the management
and stressed their claim to the attainment of efficiency under a complexity of adverse conditions.
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The Port of Boston
As there are plainly two sides to the difficult
question of determining the relation of the New
England railroads, to themselves and to the
proposed five consolidated trunk line systems
mainly west of the Hudson, Mayor Curley will
' doubtless find considerable support for lin plea
that all the five systems may he permitted to
gain entrance to Boston and for his opposition to
sa merger of the New E4,
. _bald lines. His theory
of the benefits of a figlistras competition, however, is subject to qualification because Federal
rate regulation minimizes competition so far as
rates are concerned.
Mayor Curley complains that under the
present railroad control the port of Boston has
made no noteworthy progress hut it hardly
follows that, if all the trunk lines were run into
Boston, it would improve the port or its shipping.
For this purpose what Boston needs apparently
is a rate as favorable as those enjoyed by competing Atlantic ports, in addition possibly to the
more animated enterprise of Boston itself.
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Curley's Boom for Young
Coming at this time, immediately after the
poll of the 192S delegates and alternates, which
elanived a marked preference for Governor
Franklin D. Roosevelt as the Democratic presidential nominee in 1932, the Massachusetts boom
for Owen D. Young launched by Mayor James
M. Curicy of Boston takes on no little interest
and, perhaps, some significance.
It seems to indicate that Curley is in no
mood now nor at any time in the near future
to attach himself to the Roosevelt retinue. He
has made it clear that his second choice is
or does he
Governor Ritchie of Maryland.
seem to warm up to the idea of presenting
Senator David I. Walsh as the favorite son of
Massachusetts, notwithstanding the fact that
the Senator received four complimentary votes
In the poll of the 192R delegates and alternates.
In fact, Curley's present attitude seems to
be entirely out of tune with that of the senior
Democratic Senator from Massachusetts, not
only as regards the presidential nomination but
also in the matter of making prohibition the.
outstanding issue in the 1932 campaign. A
recent conference in Florida with Chairman
Raskob of the Democratic National Committee.
hoge wet views are well known and who is
understood to favor Young for the nomination
In preference to Roosevelt. may have had something to do with shaping Mayor Curley 's attitude
and action.
In Boston Democratic circles it is taken for
granted that Curley will be one of the delegatesat-large to the 1932 convention. In the natural
order of things Senator Waist' n Il be at least
the titular leader of the Massachusetts delegation. To what extent lie will be the actual
leader may in no F. mall measure be determined
by the attitude and conduct of Curley and others.
It may be taken fer granted that the Massachusetts delegation will be decidedly wet though
Senator Walsh is understood to be in favor of
soft-pedaling the wet aid dry issue and trying
to substitute something else. The Senator is
also understood to be in no way averse to a
movement which has grown up among his
followers in this State and which is said to have
found some support aiming his Democratic
colleagues in the Senate, to boom him for second
place on the ticket with Roosevelt.
The politically astute ha. Carley is, of
course, wise to this situation. Hence the interest
which attaches to his enthusiastic declaration in
favor of Young as first choice for the presidency and Ritchie ae second choice, backed up
by us action in inviting Mr. Young to be the
incipal. speaker at Boston"e Fourth of July
celebrat ion.
Senator Woleh's hopes, aspirations or desires
do not scent to figure in the Curley plan. In
fact, the Boston Mayor has gone quite a hit
out of his %Nay to ignore, if not actually dispute,
the Senator's assumed leadership.
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V) Watch the Relief Lists

ent
THE DANGERS that are inher
In every system of "relief" are witnessed
with
by the disclosures made In Boston
and
regard to use that some lazy
of that
urprincipled persons have made
y,
City's employment relief. Mayor Curle
lack of
whom no one will accuse of a
Boston Mayor Says Commis- sympathy for the needy, frankly admitine
that p, "racket" has grown up
sioner Eastman's Arguments
reBoston: that many persons have
ly need
Are Inconsistent.
ceived aid who do not actual
been
It; that money thus received has
for luxuries and for entertainspent
r
Mayo
(..—
BOSTON, April 3,
cants have chosen
statement ment; that some appli
James M. Curley in a
on what they could get out of
live
lo
B.
h
Josep
Issued tonight criticized
ut making any effort to
Commerce the city witho
ing.
Eastman of the Interstate
get work and become self-support
Z.
am
Willi
no
commission and Professor
The result is an order to pay out
in
stand
the
Ripley of Harvard for their
more money, but to give relief in
New
of
r
favor of a proposed merge
form of paid grocery bills and rent
ing
England railroads.
bills, and to insist that men claim
.
isComm
The mayor charged that
relief shall work it out for the city
pubion
were
when required to do so. The situat
stoner Eastman's views
public opin- is, as we have said. inevitable. It occurs
lished solely to influence
iety
the propr
whenever the government offers support
ion and he questioned
part of an offi- or semi-support to people out of
of such action on the
which eventually employment. One of the chief difficial of a tribunal
future rail- culties with the labor situation in
Oust pass judgment on
are
England is that so many men
!road plans.
argu- content to subsist in idleness on the
er's
ssion
commi
Declaring the
nt, Curley urged .4dole" and not only decline to look for
ments were inconsiste
ative committee work, but refuse it when offered. This
legisl
him to tell the
reasonably Is of course no argument against legitwhat
on transportation
or more imate relief work, which is essential.
three
from
could be expected
ng New There are thousands of families in need
placi
of
way
trunk lines in the
basis through no fault of their own, and
tion
porta
trans
England on a
the 'thousands of honest workingmen out of
of
parts
other
comparable with
a job just now. who would ask nothing
country.
the better than a chance to earn their own
ated
advoc
has
Mayor Curley
Sweringens sys- living again. But the ranks of the
entrance of the van
to end the re- "unemployed" are swelled by many who
and
Engl
tem into New
Pennsylvania do not like work and are glad of an
the
of
ported control
e and the excuse to avoid it, and there are always
Main
&
over the Boston
some people who are not too proud to
New Haven.
y, the take government charity to spend on
Riple
ssor
Profe
Referring to
ities of
"disloyal, deroga- ZomethIng else than the necess
mayor said it was
work must go on, and
relief
The
life.
sayard
Harv
the
on generously: but those in charge
tory and unfair of
unsound attack on go
ant to make an
in other cities than Boston must
it,
city
of
the
h
whic
in
n
'the port of Bosto
" be careful to investigate suspicious
0,000.
$25,00
ted
inves
tax payers
and state had
proposal, the cases, and see to it that the
of lazy
Attacking the merger
not are not being worked by a lot
could
and
Engl
mayor said "New
and unscrupulous "racketeers."
be worse off."
New Haven road
He charged the
against Boston
ting
imina
discr
erricieuenkte,
was
:Ote
-.DF
England ports by AtreiL.:
New
other
and
the
to
ts
expor
and
113/de
carrying New Engl
and there proport of New York
faother
erage and
viding free light
than freight
cilities costing more
of origin of
(a
point
the
from
charges
ct.
Batton, April 3 (FP)—The legislative
the produ
n,
Bosto
ce last
port of
committee on municipal finan
The decline of the
in:*
was due to the
reduced the street, building,
night
_
the mayor said,
oads here to corn
school and airport programs for MaYability of the railr
lines serving other r Curley and the Boston school compete with trunk
from the interior. mittee from $31,000,000 to $3,500,0011.
ports with exports
In an executive session that Meted
until nearly midnight, the committee
the
..f)
slashed entirely from the program
0,000
mayor's project for an $11,00
c of
7/3/
radial highway to care for traffi
/?Fesibtf /3.1- /C. e-rt Pe
reduced
the New East Boston tunnel,
for the
the proposal for $1,250,000
Boston airport development to $250.
street
000, slashed the $2,000,000
cut the
program to $1,000,000 and
'"
budget of $5.000,000 annually
l
schoo
e
Mayn
(AP) —
$2,000,600
Boston. April 6 —Boston will have for the next three years to
of
Tames M. CurleyWedn
for new high schools.
l
appea
to
y
esda
, the
an opportunity joint legislative cornIn making public the report
Personally to the
for his committee announced it had taken the
ce
finan
ipal
munic
mittee on
program. position that, with the many demands
improvement
$51,000,000
present
son of th,
the public treasury at the
Chalmers George P. Ander
Mayor Curley on
undesirable to allOw large
committee said today.
was
it
time,
Boston members
recently wroto to all to the commit- borrowings by the city of Boston.
e and
of the Legislaturrt for his plans.
tee asking suppo

CURLEY'S PROGRAM
CUT TO ONE TENTH

I
CURLEY CAN APPEAL
FOR HIS CITY PROGRAM
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CUltili HITS
AT EASTMAN
AND RIPLEY
Criticizes Their Stand in
Favor al Merger 01 N. E.
Railroads
Boston, April 3 (43)—Mayor James
M. Curley in a statement issued tonight criticized Joseph B. Eastman
of the Interstate Commerce Commission and Prof. William Z. Ripley of
Harvard for their stand In favor of
a proposed merger of New England
railroads.
The mayor charged lhat Commissioner Eastman's views were published
so as to influence public opinion and
he questioned the propriety of such
action on the part of an official of a
tribunal which eventually must pass
judgment on future railroad plans.
Declaring the commissioner's arguments were Inconsistent, Curley urged
him to tell the legislative Committee
on Transportation what reasonably
could be expected from three or more
trunk lines in the way of placing New
England on a transportation basis
comparable with other parts of the
country.
Mayor Curley has advocated the
Van Sweringens'
entrance of the
system into New England to end the
reported control of the Pennsylvania
over the Boston and Maine and the
New Haven.
Referring to Prof. Ripley, the mayor
said It was "disloyal, derogatory and
unfair of the Harvard savant to
make an unsound attack on the port
of Boston in which the city and
state had invested $25,000,000."
Attacking the merger proposal, the
mayor said: "New England could not
be worse off." He charged the New
Haven road was discriminating against!
Boston and other New England ports;
by carrying New England exports to
the port of New York and there
providing free lighterage and other
facilities costing more than freight
charges from the point of origin of
the product.
The decline of the port of Boston,
the mayor said, was due to the inability of the railroads here to compete with trunk lines serving other
ports with exports from the interior.
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town—and their name Is legion—
Tunnel a Forward Step
The Alternative
mooted question. It will
The construction of the new traffic
Irrespective of the amount of money would act is a
tunnel between East Boston and the spent by the city or state on the East be remembered that the Hon, James
city proper is a substantial and for- Boston Airport location, the question Michael Curley—non-partisan Mayor
ward step in preparation for the crea- must not be lost sight of, whether of Boston—has asserted that he could
tion in the East Boston section of a the deep channel waterfront of East come to East Boston, make one or two
new shipping center and railroad ter- Boston shall be an up-to-date marine speeches, spend one or two hundred
minal. The city will welcome the port and great freight traffic termi- dollars (for legitimate electioneering
development of shipping enterprise nal or merely an airport such as expenses) and sweep the district for
calculated to increase the toll revenue might just as well be located else- himself. Maybe he could, for himself,
of the tunnel. The duty of an early where.
by virtue of his hypnotic forensic magstart is imposed on the interests
netism, but could he do it for McCormack against Douglass? We think not.
responsible for waterfront improveEven the Quincy club oracle could
ments in cooperation with the entei*hardly be rash enough to claim that.
prise of the city in that direction. The
However, the possibility, yes, the probtunnel will be in operation long before
ability of the Hon. Malcolm E. Nichols,
new business is provided to absorb
returning from a vacation, to parathe necessary amount of toll charges.
phrase Hon. James M. Curley, is liable
Port development in the East Boston
district will provide much impetus in
to upset all calculations and well laid
that direction.
Plans of the Tammany sycophants. A
factor to be considered in the next
Port Development Plans
mayoralty fight is District Attorney
The Boston Port I)evelopment comWilliam C. Foley, whose conduct of
pany, officers and directors of which
his office has edified his friends' and
are among the most enterprising and
chagrined his enemies in the political
acBoston,
of
progressive citizens
game. When Bill Foley remembers.
:1200
ago,
about
quired about two years
one" who supported Senator Mul"the
acres of upland- and fiats - from MP
him for District Attorney,
against
hern
East Boston company, located in East
he is not likely to wax enthusiastic
Boston and Revere. About 1000 acres
over the "prospective" mayoralty asof this territory is well located to
pirations of John W. McCormack. So
serve the purposes of port developthere you are. Figure it out at your
ment in connection with the lands
leisure.
already acquired by the state. The
company had devoted much time to
the consideration of plans for the de- Catherine Bell, First Section ReI— 0 k•••1/ t-=
velopment of the port; both on its
3,
own property and on that of the state
publican, May Oppose Flock
ri b r--,y
Co
and city, in full belief that unless East
of Democratic Aspirants
Boston is soon established as a shipping and industrial location, the opportunity for the suitable development of
the entire district will have passed.
Rumor persists that the Hon. Martin
The Ideal Location
On its own land and waterfront the M. Lomasney, who handles political
Boston Port Development company candidates like a chess player arhas tentative plans for, and may conranges kings and queens, is hoping Mayors' Club Approves Bill
struct commodious piers and railroad
Calling for Distribution of
require
that Congressman John J. Douglass
would
this
terminals, but
dredging, from the main harbor chan- may be physically fit to make the run
$5,000,000 by State.
ways off,
nel near Governor's island, more than for Mayor in 1933 (a long
preclude,
to
as
basin.
distant
far
but not so
a mile to the proposed turning
out
BOSTON, March 30 ()—The MayThe company is entitled to construct maybe, the feasibility of feeling
if his ors' Club of Massachusetts, meeting
such a channel to reach its property sentiment). The congressman,
Hall today, was recorded as
even though the consequence be a health continues to improve, as seems at City
Senate bill 47, providing for
present
favoring
i
his
finished
have
island
will
Governor's
evident,
of
severance
total
reversion to municipalities of about
inbe
might
he
mainand
eventual
year
next
term
from
island
or Apple
$5,000,000 annually as their share of
land connection. But such a water. duced to be a mayoralty candidate. the original-two-cent gasoline tax.
front development would lack many One of his closest friends, in fact, a
Twelve mayors and 16 selectmen
of the advantages inherent to the legal associate, says the only reason
and only toe selectfrontage on the main channel. The that Johnny Douglass would care to were present,
H. J. Gibb, E. S.
ideal place for pier development, of run for Mayor of Boston if, in his opin- men of Franklin,
would Cook and A. H. Simon, declined to
win,
could
England,
New
he
that
all
felt
for
he
ion,
needed
sort
the
y" re- , vote for the measure. Mayors Car,
is on the main channel waterfront be for the sake of "practicall
ac- warding some of his best friends who ' dere of Fitchburg, O'Neill of Everbut
field,
air
an
as
occupied
now
ett, Whelan of Chelsea, Casa's& of
tually owned by the Commonwealth, rallied to his support in times when , Revere, Duane of Waltham, Murphy
Billy
approach
including
easily
pressed,
sorely
may
he was
where vessels
of Salem and Larkin of Medford
the quays or be warped into berthing Healey, Dan McInnes, John Boyle, Bill spoke in favor.
Crawford, just to mention a few and,
spaces at little cost.
Mayor Curley of Boston, aroused
In the event of his "flinging his hat
Utilization of Waterfront
elec- by the refusal of Franklin's town
the
to
appeal
an
in
ring"
posthe
of
in
bounds
the
It is not outside
to have them consider fathers to endorse the measure, said
sibility that a company may be or- torate of Boston
to be the presiding -. . . Such tactics play into the
ons
qualificati
for
time
his
short
ganized within a very
for four years, a hands of what is called organized
Hall
of
City
at
genius
utilization
the proper commercial
in East Bos- money. This under-cover power conhere
made
This
be
would
test
the East Boston waterfront.
Con- tinually evades taxation, and city
candidate,
Curley's
possibility may be said to have suffi- ton, whether
McCormack, or and town officials accept the eastert
cient basis on which to urge the re- gressman John W.
way—pile new burdens on real esJ. Douglass, would
iection of any proposals to spend Congressman John
is but tate.
It
Island.
the
on
call
municipal
the
have
or
state
of
large sums
"Unless we get some relief in Bosthat the local canmoney in improvements on leased natural to suppose
ton," Mayor Curley added. "I know
the
and
favorite
the
be
must
would
things,
didate
of
land, that in the nature
we'll have to suspend a good portion
to win, but how the ficklebe surrendered, when needed, to the i best betcoin-l
of our road -construction and rutidthis
of
Democrats
oving
minded,
purposes originally intended.
mending work and close some, . .
,,a a to public travel."

DOUGLASS
FOR MAYOR

Rumor that Popular Congressman May Enter Ring
in Coming Campaign
COUNCIL CANDIDATES

I WOULD GIVE CITIES
SHARE IN GAS TAX

I
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I elapse, atter the beginning of opera- uer ot commerce, the City administions, before the marine improve- tration, and everybody concerned. If
meats would seriously hamper the the temporary rights of the city in
contiguous operations of the flying the airport lease should seem to inter. field, or vice versa.
. fern with marine construction in any
!
As a Preliminary
way, it is unthinkable that such rights
Assume now that a company may shall not be waived in the greater
be organized with a substantial capi- common interest of marine port contalization for the purpose of construct- struction. It is true that the City of
ing and operating a pier and terminal Boston has a lease of the grounds for
development in East Boston. It should the next 17 years. but no one doubts
acquire, as a preliminary, the use of that this lease will be partly or wholly
all commonwealth lands, a portion of vacated as soon as the demands of
which is now leased to the city for the location for port development Paran airport, and subject thereto. It Poscs are indicated in a tangible
should also acquire rights of the manner.
Expenditures on the Air Field
City of Boston to flats easterly of
Wood- Island park, these being necesIt is fortunate that the interests
sary for an approach, and hinterland and enthusiasm of Boston in the cause
to the area now owned by the state of aviation are not dependent upon
in connection with any adequate any particular site for an operating
scheme of port development.
It , field and that no one may accuse its
should also acquire about. 1,000 acres auvocates or intending to hamper the
of upland, marsh and flats lying for original plans for a marine port by
the most part easterly of Bennington appropriating the present landing field
St., all of which is neessary for rail- to the exclusion of the commercial inroad assembling yards and industrial terests of Boston. And yet, it is now
locations in connection with a proper time to question the expediency of
port development. Up to the present further expenditures for air facilities
time nothing has happened to block on this property, in view of the possithe possibility of such a comprehen-1 bilities of marine development and
the need of that site in connection
sive plan.
therewith
A Job for Private Initiative
Trunk Lines Projected
With these contiguous properties
The propositions now being considavailable, private enterprise would be
in a position to go forward with the ered for the rearrangement of western
work of development; dredging out trunk line connections for the New
berthing spaces; building piers and England railroads, under which the
constructing nearby head houses, Boston & Maine may be allocated to
grain elevators and other improve- the Nickel Plate with trackage rights
to both Canadian systems, thus makments.
ing Boston a natural coast outlet of a
State Control of Port Facilities
vast continental hinterland, are of
This initiative must be taken by
striking encouragement to developprivate enterprise, because it is not
ment of the port of Boston. It indi
likely the state will ever undertake
cates the early need for definite plans
the further public construction and
to secure that development.
operation of piers, warehouses and
Differentials May be Overcome
terminal facilities at East Boston or
The handicap of Atlantic port differanywhere else. Its experience in
building and owning the Common- entials now operating to the disadvate
wealth piers in South Boston, with tage of Boston may be overcome and
vast storage, only to find the space equalized by lower ocean rates, in the
practically useless, because, after a opinion of shipping authorities. So
specified number of 'hours, the state long as Boston is penalized by the
declines to be in competition with imposition of port differentials, Its
private storage interests, reveals only shipping interests are not obliged to
one difficulty of public operation of continue as a party to the conference
such a utility. If Boston is to have agreement for equal rates to Europe.
improved pier and warehouse facili- Therefore, when Boston has western
ties, it is evident they must be pro- and northern connections to supply
vided by private enterprise, subject to traffic to its terminals in quantity, it
state supervision and control as to will find Boston shipping ready to
charges imposed on 014ppers and carry on, at rates sufficient to overshipping. Therefore, the Common- come the longer rail haul, at ally
wealth, in accordance with its pur- competitive cost, as eetablislied by
pose of protecting and fostering the the Interstate Commerce commission,
legitimate commercial advantages of or otherwise. The short and quick
the port of Boston may well consider ocean trip to Europe is a factor of
proposals for constructive coopera- great importance towards the early
tion as lind when made by substan- construction and equipment of an additional up-to-date port center in
tial private interests.
Boston.
The

DAMAGE IS
TRIVIAL
Despite Airport Lease, Marine and Commercial ProgressCould Get Underway

QUESTION OF TIME
Sooner or Later Flying Field
and Seaport Would Tread on
Each Other's Toes

In this edition of the Argus-Advocate the third and final installment
regarding the history and development of the airport, together with
suggestions for other sites, etc., is
printed. It has been our aim to publish what we consider the facts of
the situation, and to let the people of
East Boston decide the question of
airport vs. seaport.
No Great Damage Yet

is fair to say, except for some
extra outlay on the part of the city
and its privilege lessees on the flying
field, that up to the present time, no
great damage has accrued to the state
or the city through the 20 year lease
granted to the latter, terminating in
1948. Even the long lease, with 17
years to run, is no actual deterrent
to the commencement of a program of
development of the state lands for the
original purpose of a marine port. A
very excellent safeguard of both
leases to the city was the reservation
by the state of a strip 500 feet wide
on the channel waterfront "for the
purpose of constructing an extension '
of railroad tracks now leading to
these premises and roadway facilities
and the full use of the same as may
be necessary for the development and
use of other lands and flats of the
Commonwealth which lie easterly and
southerly of the leased premises; and
the lessee will not erect any runways
or do any work to interfere with the
tull use of the area by the Commonwealth."
Port's Vital Interests
Work May Start at Any Time
What shall be the attitude of the
With this reservation in the lease, City of Boston in the event
that a
nothing prevents the initiation of work plan for the definite
development of
as and when agreed upon at any the port of Boston be proposed either
time for the construction of piers, by the state or by private
interests?
docks and warehouses on the channel Only one answer seems possible:
that
waterfront in connection with a defi- port development will be
welcomed
nite plan of port development. It is and encouraged in every
possible way
quite possible that a period of three by the business interests, the Chamto five years, perhaps more, would
It

Harbor Channels Provided For

The National Government and the
Commonwealth have done much and
are ready to do more for the opening
up and dredging of Boston Harbor
lanes. The harbor needs little
more
work done in it to make ready
for
the greatest possible port
reconstruction.
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rcOLONS CUT MAYOR CURLEY'S
PROGRAMS BY $27,500,000

•

BOSTON, April 2 (P)—The legLsative committee on municipal finance
tonight reduced the street, building,
school and airport programs of Mayor
Curley and the Boston School Coinmittee from $31,000.000 to $3,500,000,
In an executive session that lasted
until nearly midnight, the committee
slashed entirely from the program the
mayor's Project for an $11,000,000 radial highway to care for the traffic of
the liew East Boston tunnel, reduced
the propnsal f.r 1.25n non for the

Boston airpott development to $250,000 slashed the $2,000,000 street Program to $1,000,000 and cut the school
budget of $5,000,000 annually for the
next three years to $2,000,000 for new
high schools.
In making public the report, the
committee announced it had taken
the position that, with the many demands on the public treasury at the
present time, it was undesirable to allow large borrowings by the City of
Roston.

c
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CURLEY URGES LEGISLATORS
TO SUPPORT HIS PROGRAM
BOSTON, April 2 (IP)—Mayor James
M. Curley today urged the Boston
members of the state legislature to
isupport his legislative program, and
lin return, promised them his personal
support at the next. election.
The legislators, assembled at a city
hall conference, were asked especially
to support the mayor's bill which
would give the cities and towns an
extra cent out of the gasoline tax.
The measure, Curley said, would
cause the distribution of $5,000,000
additional among cities and 'towns
Boston's share, he said,
this year,
would be $1,300,000—without which
there would hp a nn-ront Mast in the

tax rate.
If they supported the program, the
legislators were told, the mayor would
be pleased to write their constituents
next fall that they had done everything to help keep down the city tax
rate.
"Find out what the pet Measures
of the members Irons other sections
are and trade votes with them," the
mayor advised.
"I can conceive of nothing more
Injurious to a candidate for reelection than to be compelled to admit to the people that he had not
attempted to safeguard the rights of
the city." the mayor added.
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credited with opening the PresidenMAYOR CURLEY of Boston is
inviting him to be the Fourth of
tial campaign -Or Owen D. Young by
Boston municipal celebration. That interJuly orator at the official
sound and correct. He is a strong
pretation of the invitation may be
much water will run over the dam
possibility for the nomination. But
August. Early booms are apt to
between now and a year from next
dry up and wither.
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of what is called organized money.
This under-cover power continually
evades taxation, and city and town officials Recent the easiest way—pile
Mayor':
IlOston. March 31 (ice—The at city new burdens on real estate.
meeting
"Unless we get some relief in Bosclub of Massachusetts,
recorded as favoring ton," Mayor Curley added, "I know
was
Monday,
hell
for reversuspend a, good portion
Senate bill 47. providing about $5,- we'll have to
truction and roadof
road-cons
our
ities
of
municipal
sion to
their share of the mending work and close some high as
annually
000,000
gasoline tax. - ,
to public travel
original two-cent
and 16 seleCl'iteas
mayors
Twelve
selectmen
only the
were present, and
OM, E. S. Cook,
of Franklin, H. J.declined to vote for
Simon,
H.
and A.
Mayors Carrier of Fitchthe measure.
of
of Everett, Whelan
O'Neill
burg,
Revere, Duane of
of
Casassa
Chelsea.
Salem and LarWaltham, Murphy of
in favor,
spoke
Medford
kin of
Boston, arottAd
of
Curley
Mayor
of Franklin's town
by the refusal
the measure, said
endorse
fathers to
into Use hands
May
tactics
such
-• •

MAYORS' CLUB ASKS
PASSAGE OF BILL
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NEW,
CALL ISSUED
Curley Asks Legislators
To Attend Conference

1)4

BOSTON, April 2.—Mayor James
. Curley of Boston has issued another summons to what is little
attre than a private session of the
legislature. Yesterday's summons_
worded in the form of an invitation, is for a council at Boston City
hall today "for the purpose of considering legislation essential to the
best interests of the citizenship of
Boston and the Commonwealth."
The speaker of the house, the
president of the senate, derartmental officials of Boston and a
picked group of legislators have
been "invited." At the first session,
'ostensibly a luncheon, the legislators were urged by
support his plan for a disbursement
of half of tile present. g ,,,,„,...
back to cities and towns, a petition
for which he now has before the
legislature.
At today's meeting Curley probably will again urge support of Ma
proposal to return 1 cent of the
present 2-cent gasoline tax back to
cities and towns. It would he a good
bill for Boston, because Boston
would get the lion's share. The
point against the bill is that it deprives the public works department
of almost half its revenue for road
building in all sections of the state.
Western Massachusetts would be
hard hit by such legislation.
The mayor also will undoubtedly
emphasize the need of his own
building program, which entails the
borrowing of about $31,000,000 outside the debt limit. It is understood that there is very little enthusiasm for this measure on the
part of the committee on municipal
finance, which is considering it. The
majority of the members of this
committee feel that the present is
not the proper time for such an
ambitious orogram.
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agar( AGAINST
STATE SPENDING Council Votes For ExJILLAUTO MONEY
Governor in Fiery Session
'
SMITH, NOT YOUNG,
FOR HUB ORATOR
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Told Boston Legislators Half
of Gas Tax Should Be
Turned Over to Cities and
ToWns
Boston, AprO. 3---The theory that
all money from automobile sources
should be expended for highways by
the state department of public works
must be torn down. Mayor Curley
told Boston legislators yesterday at a
conference in City hall.
Mayor Curley urged the legislators
to support several bills before the
legislature, including one by which
one-half the existing gasoline tax
revenue would be turned over to
cities and towns. Boston's share of
the additional one-cent gas tax, if
cities and town obtain it, would be
$1.300,000. The,mayor said that If Britton does not get its share an increase
of 60 cents in the Boston tax rate will
be necessary.
The mayor told the legislators that
if they supported these bills he would
be pleased to write to their constituents next fall that they had done
everything to help keep down the tax
rate in the city. He did not say what
might be done if they do not support
the measures.
In opening, the mayor said there is
no way to justify any increase in tax
rates, in any city or town, under existing conditions, and that ways and
means must be found to prevent any
increase of the burden on the already
overburdened.
Massachusetts cities, lie said, are
faced with an outlay in excess of $7,000,000 for public welfare work. Opposed to this is a decrease of approximately $4,000,000 in state income
tax, which reduces the amount the
communities will receiye from that
source.
•
"Last year's automobile fees and
gasoline tax," he said, "brbught to the
public works department of the state
approximately. $19.000,000. The proposed one-cent Increase will add
about $8,000,000 to the sum which
this department has to play with.
"If the department could not spend
all of its $19,000,000 it surely cannot
spend $25,000,000. The disbursing of
this income has come to be
liegarded as a State Privilege
which must not be disturbed. We dr:1
not propose to touch any part of it/
except the gasoline tax which, last
year, amounted to about $10,000,000.
On the basis of the state assessment,
Boston pays 26 per cent, of the
amount distributed, yet she would
receive under this bill only about $1,300,000 If the .measure is adopted.
The amount would not be sufficient
to cover Boston's cost of $1,763,000
for public welfare, but It would help.
Of the total amount received by the
state from the gasoline tax, Boston
pays about 40 per cent.
"You may find that the legislators
from the Berkshires, from Middlesex,
or from some other part of the state
have a pet project that, they wish to
succeed. Trade with them if you have
to. We have a crisis before us and
we've got to put this across."
Mr. Curley told those present they
need not feel they would be alone in
their struggle to get the legislation
he seeks, because within 72 hours
every city and town In Massachustts
will hold conferences similar to the
one In City hall.

isosTON,

pH I t ( P)—'1'he
y Council wound up a fiery
debate on national politics, today
by voting IN to 3 to ask Mayor
James NI. Curley (ii invite Alfred
and NOT Owen D.
E. Sin h
ming hi be the room. or July
(his
year.
Orator
Councilman Francis E. Kelley
was aroused by reports (nit 441had invited Young and introduced an order 11.4k ing the
mayor to rescind the Invitation
and send it to Smith instead.
hat Curley ga vi'
Ile charged
smith lukewarm support in 1928
and that be was now "trying to
play politics with a sacred day."
Other Democrats retorted' t hat
it was none of (lie counell's
business whom Curley invited
for that was an executive function
and (hi' few Republican
members joined in wit hi solidiiion for (he position of former I:fiVerlifir
h should be re(ph e a see01111-babli I mivitat hill.
However. there was NO finest ion
when the vote came oil how I he
commit stood.
I ii
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Soldi,yrs of Fortune Are Among Those
Veterans Who Muster Daily In City Hall
l'costram Grafters, Bogus Lottery Fakers and Other Gentlemen Who Work, But Work Only Other People, May Be
Seen In Corridors Daily—Traffic Commissioner Conry's
Friends Are Already Boosting Him For Mayor
•
By Peter Fitz Curley
may say that I know a lot of veterans, anti I never saw so many of
them hanging around City Hall as
there have been during the winter
now past and the short time since
spring arrived. They are not members of the American Legion or Veterans of Foreign Wars, for they are
merely soldiers of fortune, and nearly all of them were absent when the
boys were lined up for draft purposes.
They are engaged in all sorts of
games, not one of which is legitimate,
and their one purpose in life is to
live fairly well without working, except as they devote themselves to
their specialty, which is working

•

easy to understand, except that a
lot of people are born that way.

I am told that Traffic Commissioner
Coury's friends are boosting him for
mayor to succeed Mayor Curley, and
that already he is being favorably
considered for the position by nonpartisan citizens who feel that a man
of Commissioner Conry's intimate ac•
quaintance with municipal affairs
Curley.
Mayor
succeed
should
Whether Commissioner Conry would
care to quit his post of duty is a matter of some uncertainty. He is giving more hours to the consideration
of traffic problems than almost any
man would tare to give, and he has
lother people.
mastered every detail of the work alI saw at least a dozen of them in ready done and waiting to be done.
the corridor of the City Hall annex
As Mayor Curley has not yet corn-1
yesterday forenoon. They had gatholetnd the first half of his term, it
ered to discuss the state of the coun- considered finally who, in his opin
try and of their finances. Some of ion, should be his successor at (7Ity
them are program grafters. Their Hall, but it is believed that his high
specialty is devising mythical benefits regard for the commissioner, which
and issuing souvenir programs. Usu- has been manifest in many ways,
ally the benefits are in aid, or sup- would be of considerable influence in
posed to be in aid, of some worth- reaching a decision. Commissioner
while organization. No benefits are Conry began his political career as a
held, and the advertising programs, member of the old Common Council,
are sloppy things as a rule, andl and as president of that body he made
printed merely in order to collect fori a record for intelligent leadership and
the advertising. Some of the pro- discreet rulings.
gram grafters have brains to spare,
and they could make more than a
comfortable livelihood if they were
• willing to do something more reputable than working other people.
I saw in City Hall this week a man
who was pointed out to me as the
chap who has been working a good
one in the name of the American Legion. His story is that the American
Legion is conducting a lottery and he
calls at a likely looking house and tells
they
the people living therein that
in
have won $90 and a set of dishes
for
asks
he
and
lottery,
the legion
cost of
• $10 with which to pay tile
that
fact
The
shipping.
packing and
conductnot
is
Legion
American
the
him
ing a lottery has not prevented
in a
Once
well.
fairly
doing
from
great while, t hey tell me, he hits a
house where the people refuse to accept prizes, because they are opposed
hapto lotteries, hut that does not
pen very often. Why anybody should
part with $10 on a stranger's word
that they have won something is not
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Hofs*hi Tactics Create
Crucial Test for El

! lures, The mayor has talked with
other mayors and selectmen and
gained their support. He has outlined his views to the legislators
from the "sticks," and now he has
practically assured the Boston legislators if they want the support of
the mayor In the years to come "an
awfully good way" to get it would be
•c, work for his bill.
pfi,v.aanosupp odarthes odarthes °deli
(rave Error
The Curley bill is on the table in
the Senate. Latest indication is that
the mayor is making grave error every
time he moves to have it passed. The
governor's supporters see him in the
role
of the monkey-wrench thrower,
Hy JAMES H. 61.111.F011.E
the legislators from the "sticks" don't
BOSTON, April 4—The Democratic administration
on Beacon
care much about Boston's tax rate
Hill faces a crucial test •next week. There is
not only a concentra- and
do not see any great benefit to
tion of important legislation, but the Senate may
carry out its threat their own communities. Many of
the
to embarrass Governor Ely unless he makes the
House Deinocra Es Boston legislators don't like even
behave.
the suggestion of a threat
unless
For the past week or two a fusion•
they
go the Curley way. The recommand
of insurgent Republicans and Demosult
is
Cagay
an
continual
declareI
crats has made the regular Republi- governor may be genuine, but there
can House organization "look sick." was no particular evidence of it in tion that the Department of Public'
Bill after bill has been substituted the House the latter part of this Works can't handle the program the
for adverse reports and passed. Time week, when the vaccine was to take. governor has outlined and that, therewas fore, cities and towns ought to get
bill
was when an adverse 'report Just True, the compensation
about spelled disaster for any meas- killed when it came up for engross- $5.000.000 more of the gas tax marks
tire. Lately it has been a symbol for ment, but the Democrats have shown his bill for sudden extinction.
the Democrats to get busy and over- no disposition to desert other meWednesday we'll have the registrar.
urea which they supported in'the
And if Colonel Herbert doesn't
turn it,
The result of this activity has been. early stages. This has not escaped want it, or there is some reason why
he
can't have it, place yoitr bets on
causing concern to legislative leaders, the observation of the senators and
Much of the legislation which the the retaliatory tactics may be re- Leo Leary, A very estimable gentleman from Brookline, which toWn
House has favored in the face of sorted to tnis coming week.
this
It is not at all certain that such year had its first Democratic victory
'unfavorable reports has been of
questionable value. Some of it has, a move will work to any particular dinner.
"Just In Fain"
been regarded as downright danger- advantage. It is not beyond possi. bility that the governor's veto might
The presidential
ons to public welfare.
talk
which Is
not be sustained. It would be un- beard all the wry from Albany
"Passing Buck"
to
And while the House has continued usual, of course, for his own party Washington and way stations
cropped
to pass this sort of legislation the to ignore such official action, but out in
Massachusetts this week.
1-nate has been working overtime some of the members may feel It Mayor Curley declared for Owen D.
oung fot-thea 7.
1'fling it. There was suspicion the snore .mportant to be consistent in
-emocratic nominarouse was doing little more than their vote than loyal to their party. tion. And Just .n fun, of course, have
'passing the buck" to the Senate. The It might even be that the organiza- you noticed that in other places
tion Republicans would seek to even there has been mention—just in fun,
arouse was shooting through so-called
labor measures, and bills that might the score by lending their might, to of course—that Mayor Curley or Setsslot Marcus A. Coolidge and
•
• .
bave popular appeal in theory but
Governor Ely—might be dark horse
ark out badly in practice, and letCronin and Coakley
candidates for vice president/ This
ti,la the Senate take the onus of
just
There has been considerable comin fun mention will soon
killing them. some of the measures ment on
reach
sufthe attack which Representficient
proportion
s for a special arrclvanced by the fusion really didn't ative
Cronin leveled at Daniel H.
ticle if :t keeps on and
appeal to the Democrats. They prob- Coakley of
there are
Brighton during a recent
some interesting stories that
ably wouldn't have voted for them House
can ,be
debate. In the election camtold.
1f they had not relied on the Senate paign
Republicans used the argument
It is assured that the
to throw them out the window.
redistrictthat Mr. Coakley was a very
ing committee won't be
valuable
President Gnaw G. Bacon sensed ! ally of Governor
its work tor some little through with
Ely, and no doubt
time yet, so
this situation the other day, after he was. There
the
Is
16 congressmen will
no
use dodging the
the House had passed a bill making fact that a
continue to
worry
great
as
many
to
who
persons who
will lose
retroactive to .1910 legislation for pay- followed
In the meantime, prepare his seat.
politics believed Mr. Coakto hear
ment of compensation to depend- ley would
every one mentioned as
probably be rewarded
the loser.
ents of policemen end firemen. No through an
Thus far Congressmen
effort to have him reinFrank
H
how
much
knew
, one
of a burden stated in his
aoss of Fitchburg, Underhill
of Somsuch legislation would place on cities was all talk, practice at the bar. It
erville,
of
course,
Dellinger
because
of
the
and towns. Nobody seemed to care. Supreme court
Luce of Waltham haveCambridge and
would pass on that
lost
Conservative \estimates had it well question
tricts "according to reliable their disand not the governor, but it
authoriover the million mark. But the House added zest
ty."
That
to
means
political gossip. Thus •
12 more must yet
substituted the bill for the adverse when
be ment.oned in the
Mr. Cronin was so outspoken
report and President Bacon got into In his opinion
fore the committee newspapers beof Mr. Coakley It attakes all into
action.
tracted the attention of the gossips. Its confidence as to what it
Without going into great detail, And
proposes
to
do,
so
particularly so
Governor Ely can decide
if
Mr. Bacon simply told Gov. Ely that sentative Birmingha because Reprem, the Demo- ! we elect by districts or at large in
unless he controlled the unruly Dem- cradle leader,
went to such great , 1932.
ocrats who were passing some of this pains to defend
questionable legislation, the Senate ter, reputation not only the characand intellect of the
'was going to step from under, and vitriolic "Radio
Dan." as his friends
present the governor with a nice call him, but also
his loyalty to the
batch of bills that he would hesitate Democratic party.
to sign.
Since Birmingham represents GovBacon Mu Make Good
ernor Ely, who was violently assailed
Prestdent Bacon can make good on in the primaries
by Mayor Curley,
anything he says about the Senate. who was equally violently
assailed by
When he told the governor that the Dan Coakley when he ran for
mayor,
Senate would no longer assume the you can fit the pieces into your
own
burden of being the safety valve for crossword puzzle and
determine
why
the House. but Would push these the, little exchange in the
House
measures along with voice vote ap- caused such interest.
proval, the governor knew that he
Mayor Curley continues to argue
meant it. That day Gov. Ely met for hie' bill to return one-half of
the
with his steering committee at lunch- present two-cent gas tax to the cities
eon. There are reports that he di- and towns for munieipal expend'.
rected that no representative vote
for legislation he might have to veto.

Senate, Resenting Necessity of Rejecting
Many Bills Passed to It, May Send Them
on to Governor for Veto Action
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sacred name of economy America
may one day be found defenceless
-Propaganda directed against tb.
maintenance of the citizens militar:
headers who conir;bo:e to this
training camps in general, am
column are asked to keep their from public platforms, pulpits am'
articles short. Contributions of a educational institutions the voic:
slanderous nature will mit be pub- of the internationalists is hear(
demanding that the most efficient
liNhell
tiul 011ly
COMmunications
cons:eh-red of t.!•iieral 'merest will and least expensive form of nationhe used. Signed artich-s will be al preparedness be destroyed.
"As cutodians of a great heritag
given more consideratioo than unfor the consummation of ideals fo
signed communications.
which humanity struggled for near.
The following was clipped from ly 18 centuries, we shquld demand
such measures of national defena
last Sunday's Boston Post and gives
as will assure to posterity tht
Mayor Calky.'..s views on C. M. T. C.
heritage of liberty which was gainvamps:
ed through the sacrifice of those
W1111 MasCchusetts 8tripped o:
hefocp
its 1.1':',111:kr "fioldiery, as reveaeld ex- who have one
clusively in the Post, Mayor Curle;;
has aplicated for preparedner and
1-7194
um-maw nation:1i cietente in his
s‘b 0/3
proclainatom tor Army ILly, tthicit

COMMENT COLUMN
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ecichruted Monthly tilun
411i anniversary or ine

the World war.
propaganda against the R. 0. T. C. and the C. M.
1'. C. was attacked by the Mayor hi
a warning that unless public opinion is crystallized in favor of preparedness. America would be founu
defenceless, with her wealth, greater than that of six leading nation:
combined, serving only as a menact
to the Lv Iv 1 the people here.
He prot,..nted that though Congress coot( nil:late:I a soldier for
each 1035 persons in the country
there were but 116 oLicers and 376
enlisted men left in Massachusetts
Portraying Ow existing situation
here, he said . liat there were neither officers no' enlisted men al.
many impee int garrisons, including Fort Andrews, Heath, Buckman
Strong, Duvalle, Revere, Standish
and Warren.
At Camp Devens, he said, there
were but 20 men; at the airport, an
tircorps roan and a medical man:
at the Springfield armory, 15 regattas and 30 tlss.gned Lien; at Watertown arsenal, 11 o;ficers and on
enlisted man; at the ordinance
school, 19 officers and one man, and
in the medcial department, but a
single officer and a trio of men.
"A more serious situation has
never been in evidence in the history of our country on army day,'
the Mayor's proclamation warned
'and unless public opinion crystal.
lizes in favexr,...of -adequate nationn
defence, the decimation of arm;
and navy will continue until in thi
iiiernationalist

•
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Fines to Municipalities
BOSTON, Apr. 17
0--Favorable action on measures seeking to turn
over to cities and towns all fines
received from prosecutions by local police under the motor vehicle
laws and regulations was urged yesterday before the House ways and
means committee. At present fines
collected by municipal courts, with
the exception of those collected for
local traffic violations, are turned
over to the State. Two bills were
before the committee, one introduced by Mayor Cut-ley, applying to
Boston, and
filed on request of several Cape Cod towns
affecting the entire State.
Alfred F. Foote, State commissioner of public safety, favored the
principle of both
measures and
suggested that fines received from
State police prosecutions go to the.
municipalities in which the arrests
are vade, lie said that there need
be no fear that autoists will be
coerced by the zeal of local polict
officers to increase the revenue t);
their respective towns. He felt that
toe present statute nas outgTtren
its usefulness.
Judge Thomas H, Bilodeau, appearing for the bill of Mayor. Curley, favored the State-wide bill also
and told the committee the Boston
police force has been increased by
300 men in the last three or four
years. One-third of the time of the
officers, he said, is taken up in
court.

SCORES RACKET
IN ABATEMENTS
Curley Says Realty Group
Threatens City's Financial Structure
Boston, April 10--M.Lizer Curley
struck hard yesterday at real Nistte
experts whom he denounced for I
- racketeering" in a group raid on the
city treasury in the form of tax assessment abatements.
Calling attention to a recent assertion of James Jackson of the finance
commission in charge of the city government of Fall River, that the plight
of that city is primarily due to the
"racket" in tax
abatements, Mayor
Curley declared that "this racketeering must not be allowed to gain a foothold in Boston.'
The mayor's statement said in
part:—
A new and startling racket striking
at the heart of the financial structure
of Boston has assumed alarming proportions, the board of assessors today
advised me.
iz:R.lietcering in the :tame manner
ills held sway in Chicago, which
led to the financial collapse of that
eity. is apparently the aim of the sinister tnnuences governing tne group
operating in Boston.
This group has, for many months,
directed its attention to the assessing
department and to cases before the
newly created state board of tax appeal, in the racketeering of abatevalue assessments.
ment of present
Not satisfied with this raid upon Se..
treasury of the city, they have also
turned to the boosting of values in
land damage cases before the courLs
where groups of real estate experts
representing various interests have
kited valuc.3 upwards of 100 per cent
In order to dip into the coffers of the
city and at the same time embarrass
the present high standing financial
position of Boston.
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Railway ProbIizis Emerge
Third Governor in Succession Has Boston Elevated Puzzle to Solve, While Cleavage Develops Regarding
Management, of New England Roads
By BEACON HILL
There is cleavage op. two general lines: PreaBOSTON, April 4.—The
week has exhibited the tkm of a New England consolidation and manageusual combination of is- ment, or encouragement of trunk lines, without
sues and personalities, but any fegard fOr 'local Ownership or management.
.There are three questions here involved. • One.
has developed no novelty.
From now on everything and it is the one which has received the bulk o/
that occurs on the Hill will the attention thus far on thE Hill, is the question
he examined and interpre- of the port of Boston—the question of what policy
ver••••••••
ted by the political-minded would hest, serve the interest of this capital city.
There is a broader question of all New Engit relation to its significance for the election year land—what. policy would best encourage, mainf 1932. Nothing of the tain and develop New England industries.
There is a third question of intimate interest
week past has shed any
to those outside Boston: What policy would best
light in that direction.
The outstanding item in serve the public, the cities and towns, other than
LA-111LAAILIL...
inn
news i; Itt. bill proposing an exten- Boston? Would vigorous development of Boston
siou of public control for the Boston Elevated, as a cargo port work to the material advantage of
other cities incidentally—Worcester, Springfield,
but he would be a daring prophet who undertook
to forecast the outcome. This problem of the Bos- the textile cities,. the shoe cities? Do the best hopes
ton Elevated has become a hardy perennial of for the Massachusetts industrial centers lie in development of a coastwise trade, or in enlargement
the Legislature, and the vexation of a succession
of Boston's importance as a cargo port? Would
of governors. Each hopes to solve it, and up to
date none has. Will this Legislature, will this the bringing in here of merchandise for transoceanic
governor, have better luck—or more effective ; shipment mean large advantages to all the state,
or principally.. to this single city?
achievement?
There have been three successive combinations
Mr. Cltrify has won some prominence by his
to face this problem. Governor Fuller attacked it;
and he had it Legislature which was often hostile. champiotiairof the trunk line development, letting them all come in—getting, as he might say,
Governor Allen attacked it; and the Legislature
was predisposedi to be friendly and co-operative. the business. One of those who take his point of
Neither quite succeeded. Now comes Governor Ely, view put it like this, a few days ago on the Hill:
'What's the use in an all-New England railroad
Democrat, with a Republican Legislature. The
set-tip looks less favorable than that of the two consolidation, regardless of the rest of the counpreceding governors, yet. there are some signs— try? It makes me think of the man who had
at the present stage—that there is a spirit of co- come back to civilization after being marooned,
along with a dozen others, on a Pacific island. His
operation.
Another curious feature. of the situation is friends said things lutist have been very dull there;
what did they do for business? 'Oh,' he said. 'we
this: Both Governor Fuller and Governor Allen
were favorable to a continuation of public control. had plenty of business—we took in each other's
washing'.••
Governor Ely has favored public ownership. The
As against this view there is that of t,referendum. or appeal to the people for their opinwho
ion. showed a plurality among the three positions, believe that we can expect little or no It: ,, rom
in favor of continuation of public, control. It any railroad system which is not under some lei .re
would he an odd circumstance if the present gov- measure .of control , by New England interests.
administra- —rhere's no sentiment in business," said one of
ernor should be the one under who
tion the question were solved—In so far as the these. "Let this railroad czar get us by the throat
state government was concerned for the present. and we'll squeal--but that'a all we can do."
This issue will loom larger in the public mind
An issue of momentous Importr'.nee, bet one after Joseph B. Eastman, of the interstate emuWhich has aroused little popular discussion, is that. merce .commission, conies here to address the legisof the New Engtand railroads. Nothing could have lative committee on transportation, if he accepta .
more vital significance: yet the man on the street the committee's invitation for April 22. Commisdoes .not discuss it, appears to have little under- Moiler Eastman can claim to have something of a
New England point of view, as well as a national
st a nding of it and 110 interest in it:
understanding.
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ROSTON MK& BOSTON COUNCIL
IN HOT WRANGLE te IN HOT WRANGLE
Substitute A!
OVER AL SMITH Smith For Young
as FourVi
Kelly I ries to

Kelly Tries to Substitute Him
for Young As Fourth
of July Speaker

•

of July Speaker

Etostop, April 7—The city council
engaged in a bitter political fight yesterday over the attempt of Councilman Francis E. Kelly of Dorchester
to influence the council to substitute
Roston, April 7—The city
Ex-Gov Alfred E. Smith. for Owen Ti.
council
Yopng as the Fourth of July orator
engaged in a bitter political
fight yes- in Faneull hall.
terday over the attempt of
Before the Kelly order was passed.
Connellman Francis E. Kelly of
Dorchester with an amendment which made it
to influence the council
to substitute meaningless, Councilman Thomas H.
Ex-Gov Alfred E. Smith
Green of Charlestown severely atfor Owen D.
tacked Chairman Frank J. Donahue
Young as the Fourth of July
orator
In Fanetill hall.
of the Democratic state committee,
whnnr he accused of inspiring Kelly to
Before the Kelly order was
passed, "use loaded dice"
with an amendment which
the purpose of'
made it blocking a politicalfor
plan attributed to
meaningless. Councilman Thomas
Green of Charlestown severely H. Mayor Curley.
at"There isn't any Donahue or any
tacked- Chairman Frank J.
Donahue other man,
of the Democratic state
however exalted he may
committee,
be" shouted Green, who voted for
whom he accused of inspiring Kelly
to! Smith
at the New York and Houston
"use loaded dice" for the purpose
of conventions
and who is prepared to
blocking a political plan, attributed
to vote for him again
Mayor Curley.
in 1932, 'who is
"There l'Pn't any Donahue or any going to starkpede me or put me on
other man, -however exalted he may the spot."
Then, raising his voice so that he
he" shouted green, who voted for
Smith at the New York and Houston could almost be heard throughout city
hall,
he yelled: "Donahue. I refuse to
conventions and who is prepared to
vote for him again in 1932, "who is be bluffed by you and all I can say
going to stampede me or put me on to the poor people of Fall River is
'God help your city.'"
the spot."
Poke Fun During Scrap
Then, raising his voice so that he
could almost be heard throughout city
During the scrap among the Demohall, he yelled: "Donahue. I refuse to cents, Councilmen Seth Arnold and
be bluffed by you and all I can say Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., proto the poor people of Fall River is fessed their allegiance to the Repu'i'God help your city.'"
lican party, and took advantage of
Poke Fun During Scrap
numerous chances to poke fun at their
During the scrap among the Demo, colleagues.
Kelly's ardor Called on the director
erats, Councilmen Seth Arnold and
Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., pro- of public celebrations to ask Mayer
fessed their allegiance to the Repub- Curley to invite Smith to be the Mrlican party, and took advantage of, d a y'llirato r.
"Sort of a second-hand invitation?
numerous chances to poke fun at their
queried Wilson. "I'm not in favor of
colleagues.
because T would look upon it as
that
Kelly's order called on the director
of public celebrations to ask Mayor sk deliberate affront to a Democratic
Curley to invite Smith to be the holi- Paden"
Kelly charged that the plan of the
day orator.
"Sort of a secondThand invitation? mayor to invite Owen D. Young to he
queried Wilson. "I'm not in favor of the orator was an attempt to arouse
that because I would look upon it as Interest in the presidential candidacy
a deliberate affront to a Democratic lof Young, at the expense of the taxpayers. In their behalf Kelly made a
leader."
Kelly charged that the plan of the vizorous objection and called for a
divorcing
of the holiday observance
mayor to invite Owen D. Young to he
from the 1912 presidential contest.
the orator was an attempt to arouse
Among
other things hurled at the
interest in the presidential candidacy mayor
by Kelly was the charge that
of Young, at the expense of the tax- he was not sincere in his support of
payers. In their behalf Kelly made a Smith in 1928,
hut that his activity
vigorous objection and called .for a was camouflage
to conceal his deterdivorcing of the holiday observance mination
promote
melfish political
to
from the 1932 presidential contest.
ambitions under the guise of the
Among other things hurled at the , Smith candidacy.
mayor by Kelly was the charge that
"Now" continued Kelly "he's lining
he was not sincere in his support of tip the aristocrats and the highbrows
Smith in 1928, but that his activity for Young in order that he, himself,
was camouflage to conceal his re er- may he a candidate for governor next
minatilon to promote selfish political year.", Kelly insisted that if any Demambitions under the guise of the ocratiC presidential aspirant is
to be
Smith candidacY.
Invited to do any oratorical work on
"Now" continued Kelly "he's lining independence day it should be Smith.
tip the aristocrats and the highbrows
for Young in order that he, himself.
may he a candidate for governor next
year." Kelly insisted that if any Democratic presidential aspirant is to he
invited to do nay oratorical work on
Independence day it should be Smith.
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hen Jurors Are Drawn
.ow utat may, Curley of Ito-;ton has exercised his prerogative
and has presided at the drawing of
Jurors in anticipation of the third
trial of former Police Officer Oliver
B. Garrett, if the trial comes out
better than the other ones it may
be argued that the Boston mayor's
supervision had something to do
with it.
Anyway, there is a word
to be said for Mayor Curley's action
In the matter. It had the effect of
focussing public attention on the
drawing, in a way that would not
have been provided if the whole
matter had been left to the city
council with the mayor busy elsewhere. And unremitting publicity
at that early stage of the proceeding's, as well as at other stages all
along the line, might help to keep
jury trials from becoming something else than they are intended to
be.
It might even help to keep
them from becoming abortive.
Indifference and neglect, where
the public or its elected representatives take too much for granted In'
the operation of the legal mechanisms of'government, leave the way
open for manipulation or miscarriage.
Close attention, by someone in authority and entrusted with
the safeguarding of the public interest, is always beneficial. If one
public official relaxes vigilance,
others are likely to.
Tile system
Is bound to be at its best when every
factor in it is functioning, each
doing a full share to make the whole
effective and right.
Mayor Curley's presence at this
last drawing may not have changed
a single detail of it, yet by exemplifying public authority, overseeing
what was being done, he made the
right gesture.
It was significant,
because it represented all the difference between negligence and responsibility.
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WOULD GIVE CITIES
AUTO LAWS FINES

PROJECTS CUT

Propositions to spend large
sums of money are not
'
slipping through
easily as they did.
The people are becoming
aroused about heavy
taxation. On the whol

e it is a good state of
mind, though it should not
permitted to interfere with
measures essential to deve
lopment. If the
public makes its feeli
ng against heavy taxations
very obvious, it may
stimulate a movement
needed nearly everywhere,
to improve the
methods of conducting
the public work so that
there shall be more money
available for essential
development projects.
The city of Boston has
an important developm
ent problem on hand,
as presented in the
program which Mayor Qat
z is advocating, and
which calls for borrowin
g $31,000,000 outside the
debt limit. The most
vital item is one for
$11,000,000 for an arterial
highway. The legislative
committee on municipal
finance recommends that
but $3,500,000 out of
the $31,000,000 loan
programs be approved at this
time, and suggests
postponing the rest for a
year for further study. The
arterial highway
proposition seems absolutely
needed.
The congested traffic
conditions in the commercial
center, with
very slow movement of
vehicles through those narr
ow streets, is a very
serious handicap to the
business and progress of the
city. There is
urgent need for a new wide
street connecting the north
and south ends.
Possibly the matter should
go over a year to make
sure no mistakes
are made. Yet the pres
ent is a good time to get
things done for the
least possible expense, and
work is badly needed for
unemployed people.
The gains to be made by
postponement may not offse
t the losses.
While this is primarily a
matter for the city of Boston
to settle, yet the
whole state has an interest
in the progress of that
city. The other
features of Mayor Curlers
program call for the expe
nditure of $20,000,000 for new schools, and
for various street and othe
r projects. The
whole thing seems a pretty
big proposition for these times
, and it is not
surprising that the legislativ
e committee has balked at
it. But it should
not carry its objection so far
as to tolerate unnecessary
delay in the relief of the city's intolerable
traffic congestion.
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Proposal Brings Disagree, / ment Between State
kd
Departments
By Telegram Stale Howie itCpOriPt
BOSTON, April 9.
Legislation
"eking to turn over to cities and
towns all fines received from prose
cutions under
the motor
vehicle
laws and regulations by local police
officers was advocated by a
number of speakers today
before the
House ways and means committe
e.
At present fines collected by municipal courts, with the excep
tion
of those collected for local traffi
c
ordinance violations, are turned, over
to the state. Two bills were hear
d by
the committee, one on petition
of
Mr Cu.!y. applying
to Boston,
and the fairer at the request of
Cape
Cod town officials affecting
the enure state.
Alfred F. Foote, commissioner
of
(tibial safety, favored
the principle
• tit' both bills and went RA
far as
to include the fines
received from
prosecutions by the state
police in
the revenue of the munic
ipalities In
•Nhich arrests are
made. He told the
committee it need have no
fear that
autoista will be coerced by
the real
of local police officers
to increase
the revenue of their
towns. When
the present law was put
on the books
20 years ago, he said,
it probably
WPS necessary becau
se there were so
. few automobiles, but
the statute has
outgrown its usefulness.
The comroittee was
informed that
the State Public
Works
opposed the bills because department
the money
would be taken out
of the este
ii:•21)way fund whic
h
now receives
for these

l
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Council Orders
Named Sc!..
Mayor Curley to
After Wife of
Recall Invitation
Mayor Curley
Boston, April 7—Capping a noisy

Boston, April 7—Termiffter a
meeting with a flood of bitter deba
te
the city council late yesterday "or- devoted mother and an inspiration
dered" Mayor Curley to recall his in- to boys and girls, the school comvitation to Owen D. Yonng and in- mittee, last night, voted to name
new
intermedi, t,•
40-room
stead ask former Governor Smith tb the
deliver BostOn.'s July Fourth oration school on Pershing road, Jame!,
Plain, the Mary E. Curley Interat Fancy!! hall.
To which the mayor responded last mediate school, in memory of the
night that the "order" was not worth late wife of Mayor Curley.
the paper on which it was typed and, School officials stated last night
submitted today for his consideration it is the first time in the history of
in view of the fact that under the ithe city that a school building has
charter the legislative branch of the been named after the wife of a
city government has no authority in mayor of the city.
The new schoolhouse is one of the
the matter.
The order had been killed in execu- finest of the new group of school
build
ings being erected, and it is but
meeti
tive
ng, but when it was
brought out on the floor again by a stone's throw from the mayor's
Councilor Francis E. Kelly of for- home in Jamaica Plain. Although
cheater it was adopted. as the mem- there are no innovations in school
bers, facing reelection in a few construction In the new building, it
months, hesitated to be placed on is recognized as one of the best in
the city.
record as "opposed to Smith."
The Dorchester councillor
was
bra.nrieci by Councillor Thomas H.
'Green of Charlestown as a "tool of
Daisy Donahue, who has thrown a
couple of loaded dice Into the city
oouncil in an attempt to wreak his
vengeance on the mayor."
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BOSTON MAYOR PAYS
FITZPATRICK BROS' BILL
' FOR CHARLESTOWN FETE
i
On advice of the city
i Boston, Mayor Gurley has law dept of
approved the
, payment of a bill of
$497.50 to Fitzpatrick Bros, local caterers,
contracted
by the director of publi
for the municipal banq c celebrations
the night
before Bunker Hill day uet
in 1929. Following the feat there
were arguments
as to authority for order
ing the banquet.

1

1

A second bill for $60 for
the muni-

cipal celebration the next day,
was also
approved. Mayor Curley,
in explaining the bills, said they
were inherited
from the former regim
e and he
waS
simply cleaning UV.
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By C. G.
Mayor Curley. according to the Boston Posit. will
send Mahatma Gandhi a cordial invitation to visit
Boston when he comes to the United States, but
quotes the Superintendent of Police, Michael H.
Crowley. as saying that the Indian leader will have
to wear more clothes then are shown in the familiar pictures of him. "We can't let any man appear on the streets here in very much less than a
one-piece bathing suit," says the police head-- or
at. least that is what the reporter says he said;
my own position in the matter being summed
up in the favorite phrase ot an acquaintance: "It
ain't what I know, only what I hear."
It sounds reasonable, however. Our dominant
white civilization is distinguished, aMong Other
things, by an urge to put clothes on people who
are happy without. them. It is a safe presumption
that Gandhi wears a 0-string, or a loin cloth
which is not much more than that, because he
likes that kind of a costume. He is a poor man,
but not so poor as not to be able to afford a pair
of pants and a shirt, if he really wanted them. The
climate in which he lives roes not call for hrs. and
1318 asceticism forbids litm to array himself like
Solomon in all his glory. &tell coneideratione, however. will not prmail against our Pell to dress people
lip. White civilization. coming in contact with inhabitants of the tropics end equatorial regions who
have been content since the dawn of time with very
scanty apparel. first of all forcesilthem to don
clothes 'resembling our own. The Purlose is twofold: it, nerves the ends of what we call morality,
and it creates a market, tot cotton cloth. That it
also .conduces to hibereuloais the whites magnanimously overlook, It is pretty well established
that the dusky folks who go nearly naked are
benefited thereby because they need all the sun•
light, they can absorb-an amount of sunlight, in
short, that. would he fatal to a Tk hit. But what
of that? We overlook it in our desire to ,see them
modestly covered.
•

•
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FROWN ON MAYOR CURLEY'S
ATTEMPT TO GET SLICE OF
FUND FOR CITIES
-State
Opposition
Prompts
Their
Selectmen's Association To
Meet For Action
—
The oppositiou \ -iced by thc local
Selectmen at the Mayor's Club meet-•
ing in Boston, which voted to approve
Mayor James F. Curley's bill to give
the cities a good share of the gasoline
tax money, has sth'red up 'the Selectmen of a number of other 'towns and
they are beginning to see just what it
would mean to the towns if this bill
becomes a law.
Apparently some town fathers did
not get the idea, but the Franklin men
saw what it meant to small towns and
did not hesitate to voice their objection•, with the result that other Selectmen began to sit up and take notice.
The outcome is that the County and
State Selectmen's Associations have
!called a meeting to be held in the
State House next Saturday afternoon
at which' time they will discuss this
matter thoroughly and it is believed
that when the bill is thoroughly understood, considerable pressure will be
brought to bear on the representatives
in the General Court to bring about its
defeat. .
The local Board of Selectmen, Edward S. Cook, Harry J. Geb, and A.
Harry Simon will attend.
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The question now is. "What shall Gandhi wear
in Boston?" It is not for me to trespass upon the
domain of the Superintendent of Police, but f
would .suggret, a plug hat, frock coat, white vest,
striped trousers, fancy socks and patent leather
shoes. White piping on the vest would lat proper,
but, is not. necessary. Dreesed like this, Gandhi
would he thrice welcome in Boston, would be given
the freedom of the city, would be allowed to buy
things at the regular pricee, and would have equal
Privileges with the ritizene in such matters as
bring hit by automobiles. But not, even the liberator of India, one of the greatest humanitarians
of the world, ran expert to get. by in apparel that
so completely defies the dicta as to what the welldressed man should wear, and ths t possesses a
Beantinesa permissible only on the sea shore. •

URGES BEQUESTS TO
(, BOSTON ACTIVITIES
Boston, April 8—Mayor James M.'
CuLtyj In a radio broadcast yesterdays afternoon, called attention to a
booklet he is sending to lawyers, taxpayers of wealth, In order that they
can call to the attention of persons
making wills the excellent activities,
three In number In the city, which are
greatly in need of large and small
contributions.
His desire is that the public welfare
department, the George Robert White
health fund foundation and Free
Nursing at the Boston City hospital
be established with sufficient funds'so
that, ih event of depression, they can
function perfectly without city funds
necessary for other purposes.
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CHARGES BOSTON
RELIEF BOARD
IN LEAGUE WITH:
COAL, COMPANY

Charges Records Destroyed
"In that 48 hours, I say that
overseer obtained sufficient time.
consult with the coal dealer an
charge that in that period the reconia:
have either been changed or destroyed.
"I have at my command iv", reputable persons, citizens and taxpayers of
Boston, who will swear under oath. ;
that the driver who delivered coat at;
issaichusetts avenue declared thAt
the coal came from the welfare department of the city of Boston. I have
the delivery silos, revealing the hand.
writing of two different persons, as
well as designating the name of the
driver who made the deliveries.
"I charge that there has been deliberate falsifying of records. I warn the
officials of the coal company which received $25,000 from the welfare department during January that they
will have the opportunity to declare
under oath whether I have revealed
Boston,,Apsil 9—"Falsificataon of de- the truth or whether the truth has
partment records" and "collusion with been disclosed by the secretary of the
officials of a coal company" which welfare department.
received $25,000 from the public welfare department for deliveries of fuel
in January and February, were additional charges made against the welfare officials by Councilman John F.
Dowd last night. His statement was
/y7 //eyvj
SH
in reply to the denial of Walter V.
welfare
the
of
McCarthy, secretary
department, af Dowd's accusations Tipsy Pedestrian
concerning deliveries of coal to lodgers
in a steam-heated rooming house at
Proves a Problem
664 Massachusetts avenue.,
Accidents
declared
The councilman further
'in Road
that if 4,Mr Cuile,,v and the city
State House, 13u.au April 7—The
council refused to sanction a "thor- ;drunken pedestrian has become alough and impartial investigation of
as much of a problem in highthe welfare department," he would de- 'way safety as his intoxicated brother
mand legislative investigation.
behind the steering wheel, and alQuoting an unidentified former em- though it is true that the pedestrian
made
that
company
coal
ploye of the
under the influence-Of liquor usually
deliveries to the Massachusetts aVe- ikills no one but himself, even such
nue rooming house as his informant, i form of modified suicide constituted
Dowd further charged that "coal paid a substantial part of last year's fafor by the taxpayers of Boston tality toll.
through the public welfare departFigures given to the governor's
Relief Racketeering
ment has been delivered in Everett. committee on street and highway
the safety by the registry of motor veMayor Curley of Boston has opened a cam-Waltham and Chelsea, and that
which have been paid for coal hicles show that six per cent, of the
paign agarn-S1 "relief racketeering" by the arrestPriees
$S a
447 pedestrians killed last year were
"
been RS "V
Facts"
of Peter Iacobaeci on the charge that he obtained have Promises
ton."arl
"Sting
either drunk or had been drinking,
the drivers in$205 from the city emergency relief fund on the Revealing his determination to dis- 1while nine per cent, of
recipients of 8000 tons of volved in fatal accidents which took
claim that he, the so:e support of a wife and fournover the
lives were in the same
w nen. oal delivered an orders of the welfare 'a total of 795
children, was out of work and penniless.
department this year, he predicted condition.
While the barefigures do not reAs a matter of fact, he possessed a savings bank that the inquiry would reveal startling
veal complete details, such as the I
facts that would "rock the city."
account of $2000.
said, possibility of a sober motorist being !
Undoubtedly many cases of fraud have or-I ''I am firmly of the belief," he
effort to dodge a drunken
hiindredstter the delibetately false statement killed in an or a fatal accident in'vire
city
every
curred this winter in
ade by the department, that condi- pedestrian,
n raised or ap- tions in the public welfare department volving both intoxicated driver and
of thousands of dollars have
walker, the scores of the two classes
are indescribable in so far as graft,
propriated for relief. The campaign in BOStOileorruption and inefficiency are con- are accurately listed in the investigation which the registry made of every
will do even more than punish those who haveleerned."
fatal accident tat year.
.
re
who
ive
deat
councilman,
Roxbary
calculated that the world owes them a living The
In flat- figures they show that 35
m
oa
nIsestofrh
oio
a
p
l
c
motorists involved in fatalhilae 4cci1
without their spending their last do:lar. It wit
n gcharitable were drunk at the time,
ve arileceptrvievate
had
show also what eruel waste of opportunity lies 1 --a
n-gencies which distribute coal to the been drinking. On the pedestrian,
acting on that pOpular saying, "Better to give tOrieedy of Boston, about deliveries to side, 11 were drunk and 22 had been
ten impostors than to let one honest man starve.'e64 Massachusettst avetnuaer,terattackedr drinking. The grand total amounted
ve re
w
thet ewelfare
to 109 lives, which if sobriety could
Organized charity has long ago discarde u
In- have saved them would hsve meant ,
d that the '
en
.nmce
olu
a ne
recordsael
careless methods and has kept close
Tstigation of Secretary McCarthy had reduction of 91 fatalities in 1930 over
every case but in an emergency, time and work-felled to reveal the accuracy of Dowd's the previous year instead of the in.
crease of 18 which the. fiscal year
ers are often lacking to make thorough investi-cbsrgesi
m eblIuffing?” asked Dowd. , finally produced.
f
e„
,;
Igations. Then one of the fundamental weaknesses,,
get through, well exll bI
ee,
S
of the system of charity is apparent, for too oft,enpose the bluffers. Isn't it very pecuit allows the shiftless and deceitful to profit, tar that after a lapse of 49 hours
while it always humiliates those wno have become he secretary of the welfare departent has discovered that my charges
destitute through no fault of their own and who bout coal deliveries to 664 Maasachuhave therefore the first claim to belp. . Punishing etts avenue were false and without
the frauds will turn attention once again to the he slightest basis? If there exists
this departInadequacy of charity alone as a solution to the he slighest efficiency in
ent, the se( retary could have dia.
/suffering caused by unemployment.
hovered from official records in less
than an hour, whether I made accurate or false charges.
Mayor Curley's high tribute to
Gov. Ely that the chief executive is
the "busiest, most capable, and most
efficient governor" that the state
has had in 25 years is to be taken for
What it is worth, but does sound very
much at variance with the remarks
made by Mr. Curley about Mr. Ely
When the latter first got into the
race for governor.
The term of the new chief executive is still very young, and it is
quite too early for any very accurate observations, such as Mr.
Curley has made. The observations
are very interesting, and Curley-like,
sweeping and superlative, but must
be taken as the personal statement
of Mr. Curley himself.
There is considerable room for
play of the imagination, conflicting
opinion, and personal estimate in
such a matter as this, and it is to
be hoped that Mr. Curley will have
no reason to change his mind that
Mr. Ely is the busiest, most capable,
and most efficient governor which
the state has had in 25 years.
Incidentally, it is to be remembered that the governor of Massachusetts 25 years ago was William
L. Douglas.
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Dowd Says Firm Received $25,000 for Deliveries In
Two Months
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Mayor Curley takes up the
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but
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startl
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Spe
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he said

when
Lowell the other night
t'or neatly three hours 12a 4-''
into
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that
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Selectmen Oppose
Curley Tax Plan
Believe Such Projects as
Parker Street Would Lose
Out by Method.
EAST LONGMEA DOW, April 12—
Selectmen Glynn, King and Ford attended the meeting of the Mastochusetts State Associat ion of Selectmen
(aturday afternoon in Boston, Where
they were recorded in opposition to
the plan of M...uszr earjay of Boston
•

tor return to inc cute and towns ot aria ,:ouniy nave eacn proonbett io
the Commonwealth of 1 cent of the contribute equal amounts. Passage of
permanent 2 cent gasoline tax. They Mayor Curley's proposed legislation
believed that the money which a town would make unlikely the continuance
like East Longmeadow would receive of such cooperative road construction
as a refund from the ga.soline tax Projects as the one planned for Parker
vioulci be less than state aid for high- Street.
way construction now provided by the
State Public Works Department for
streets like Parker Street which are
not state highways but are constructed
hy funds contributed in equal shares
by the State, county and town. At
the annual town meeting In February
the citizens appropriated $3000 for a
stone base, gravel top road in Parker
Street from the end of the newly constructed road southerly and the State

-

end of the half"Tii
another large vault, the same dimensions as the one previously mentioned.
Leading from the clerk's office, and
facing Meridian St., are the judges'
chambers, beyond which is a large library, with a flrepla6, built-in bookcases, etc. Beyond this library is a
courtroom for civil business, in the
rear of which is a large waiting room
for Overflow, Entrance is also gained
to judges' chambers, library and civil
court from a hall. On this floor is also
provided a staircase leading to the
police station, up which prisoners
come into a detention room, one for
women and another for men. Means
are also provided so that women and
men prisoners will not come in contact with each other. Of course juvenile and adult prisoners will be
separated. The judges will be able to
pass from court to court without coming in contact with the public, and
also visit the probation and clerk's
offices in the same way. Every room
has outside exposure, except one waiting room. The building will be well
lighted and heated by oil burners. Altogether the new courthouse will present an appearance of which every
East Boston citizen may well be proud,
and the building in general will be a
welcome addition to the Island.
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MASON NOT
TO BLAME
Mayor's Unemployment Bureau Selects Men to Work
on New Traffic Tunnel
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to'learn the
ston's'Tempii)rstry °ince
to meet
story. The next step was

sad
happened to
the man in charge, who
cordial person.
he Mr. Fowler. a very
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‘lr. Fowler flatly denied
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engaging of labor, and
Mason's personal
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to
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fortunately, was
representative who,
time. This, of
the
at
by
sitting close
the street.
across
trip
a
course, saved
Mayor's

Unemployment Bureau
Up on Workmen

Checks

to my
The young man listened
some time,
charges very intently for
ed. Then he
in fact, until I had finish
very thorion
situat
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ned
explai
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.wh
that
said
He
oughly.
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first
Co.
Construction
half a
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nary work
ctive labordozen men, several prospe
spot. In
ers were hired right on the
approached
other words, these men
given a
the man in charge and were
days
Park Comm'r to Discuss Child job.
This did not go on for many
Maythe
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a
before
Health at Meeting of Women's or's
Unemployment bureau put a stop
method of employing help
ay
this
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From that day until the present,
type
man taken on for any particular
aforeof work has been hired by the
asgoing the said bureau. This organization
The story which has been
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time
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to the effect that local help .was
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vehicular traffic tunnel, and that aliens if East
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zens in many cases, caused the Argus- to get in touch with the Unemployaround ment bureau at City hall, so that when
Advocate to do a little looking
two the time comes for their particular
on its own account. For the past
kind of work they may get the call.
many
ed
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has
weeks, our office
Work Still in Early Stages
complaints from persons, some critiWork on the $16,000,000 project has
cizing the manner in which the Mason only just started, and at the present
help, , time comparatively few workmen are
Construction Co. was hiring
employed. The writer was told that
others stating that the paper should
when additional help is needed the
unemthe
come to the support of
I Mason authorities simply get in touch
up with the Unemployment bureau and
ployed in East Boston and open
letter they furnish the men. If, by any
on the party concerned. Another
tic Chance, East Boston men are squeezed
brought the supposedly authen
out, their bone of contention is with
news that the Mason Construction Co. this bureau, not with the Transit Corn.
had nothing to do with the taking on mission or the Mason Construction
matter Co. It stands to reason that East Bosof new help, but that the
, ton men can't be favored with all the
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t
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jobs, just because the tunnel happens
one
in
which has established quarters
to have an outlet here. It is a Metrosection of what was formerly the New- politan affair, and from what this reporter learned, any citizen of the City
bury store on Meridian St.
of Boston is eligible for a Job. No
Transit Commission Not to Blame
views aliens will be accepted, which is just
There were several conflicting
y- as it should be. It is hoped that the
as to just who was doing the emplo
Argus-Advocate has settled the eming. The only way to find out just
ployment question—at least lot the
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(July 14) court opened in the ;
Mond
Clerk of Court Nicholls Draws Sketch
new quarters promptly at 9.30 o'clock,
For some time, previous to any defiJudge Barnes Praises Nicholls
nite start on the courthouse addition,
thoroughly did Mr. Nicholls acSo
been
had
Boston
East
the people of
his task that Not a single
complish
improvement.
of
agitating some kind
court business was lost.
of
minute
clerk
was
When William C. Maguire
,
Mr. Nicholls obtain the
did
only
Not
of court, he made a sincere effqyt to
but he also drew a
quarters,
new
obtain added space but without sucestablished heating apcess. Then Mr. John S. C. Nicholls sketch, which
a detention room,
was appointed clerk by Gov. Calvin pliances, new vault,
quarters, offices of
Coolidge in 1920, and at once took up a dock, probation
Judges' room and a courtthe battle for more courthouse space. the clerk,
mind you, was planned
this,
All
room.
was
there
Nicholls,
According to Mr.
without the loss of
Nicholls
Clerk
by
quarold
the
nothing satisfactory in
highly comBarnes
Judge
time.
any
The
ters except the adult courtroom.
the excelfor
Nicholls
Mr.
plimented
remainder of the building was contalking with .Tmlp-ck
gested and there was a dangerous tont results. in
stairway to 'enter. Mr. Nicholls at Barnes Wednesday morning before
once wrote Mayor Curley, who replied court, the writer was informed that
it would be Mr. Nicholls who would
that he had promised to build the
Dorchester and Brighton courts, and make every plan for the arrangementl
when they were completed would give I of the removing to the old quarters4
needs of Eat Bos- 1! now vastly improved, which is indeed
Last Word in Efficiency. Clerk his attention to the
.
ton. This Mayor Curley did, when he a real honor.
New Quarters Are Very Modern
Nicholls Drew up Sketch from again came to office in 1930. FollowIn obtaining a description of the
ing a consultation with Judge Joseph I
H. Barnes, Clerk of Court Nicholls new courthouse so that East Boston
which Addition was Planned
created three sketches. The first one residents may have some idea of what
called for the taking of the second to expect when the doors are open on
floor of the .police station, plus the the morning of July 1, the writer depresent floorage for the courthouse. cided to talk the matter over with Mr.
Curley,
M.
James
Mayor
to
Thanks
!
to give the police a third story Nicholls, who furnished a most deand
addition
the East Boston courthouse
the entire building. The archi- tailed account of what the interior of
over
will soon be •a reality. Facts speak
tect, however, said that in view of the new building will look like. It
for themselves, and there is no disthe difference in levels it would be might be well to add here, that the
puting that it was Mayor Curley who
better to make an addition to the courthouse will be right up to the
started the ball rolling for the sadly
,building. Thus a second sketch was minute, in every phase,
needed addition, towards the end oi drawn up by Mr. Nichol)s, which is
' Description of Courthouse Addition
his previous term of office. Republi- practically
the same as the new courtGoing through the main entrance, a
the
give
alike,
Democrats
cans and
house will represent. At the same beautiful room with fireplace, built-in
credit to His Honor. He undertook the
time a third sketch was made, prOvidproject during one regime and con- ing for a separate building, the loca- bookcases, extra closets and lavatories greets one. Primarily this room
tinued where he left off at the start tion to be decided later. The commitwas meant for a bar association, but
of his present reign. Everyone ad- tee, however, could not agree on the
mires a man who keeps his promise, proper site, and because of extra ex- Judge Barnes believes he will use it
for juvenile sessions on Wednesday
and here is one instance where Mr. pense the sketch was abandoned.
mornings. To the left is the waiting
Curley deserves to be praised.
Mayor Curley Gets Busy
room of the probation officer for delinTo Be Ready for Occupancy July 1
Despite the fact that it was near quent children, from which leads the
In an interview, Wednesday morn- the end of his term, Mayor Curley private office of the
probation officer,
ing, with Mr. John P. Englert, superin- made a start, taking two parcels of whom everyone knows is
Mr. Fred
tendent of public buildings, the Argus- land down to Elbow St., by eminent O'Brien. In this
office, records will
new
the
that
informed
was
Advocate
domain. He also selected an architect, also be kept. After passing these
courthouse would be definitely ready who visited Judge Barnes to inquire rooms, one enters the
lower main hall
to occupy on July 1, which happeos whether he had any plans regarding or corridor. To the right
is the main
to fall on a Wednesday. This an- the addition. Judge Barnes produced stairway, leading to the
second floor.
nouncement will, undoubtedly, be good the second sketch. The architect then To the left is a
small corridor. On
news to East Bostonians. Just before drew the plans for the present court- this floor there is also a
large vault,
this reporter talked with Mr. Eng- house. When Mayor Curley came into 1.5 feet square by 15 feet
high for the
popFinnegan,
Mr.
interviewed
lert, he
office this term, he at once set to work storage of overflow records. Leading
pier clerk of construction, who stated on the courthouse project.
from Meridian St. is the judges' priunexpected
that excluding any more
vate entrance, with stairs to judges'
Construction Work. Gets Under Way
contract
setbacks, his part of the
1 chambers on the second floor. There
far
not
very
had
Work
I
progressed
would be completed by the first of when it was learned that the
old Is also an entrance to Mr. O'Brien's
June. It will take about a month to ' building rested on 15 inches of
peat. office. The rest of the first floor is
put on the finishing touches, so that and Mr. Cummings feared going
ahead given over to the police. The main
by July 1, the new courthouse will be under those conditions. A conference stairway enters into a
large hall on
occupancy.
ready for
was held, and it was decided to es- the second floor, which leads to a
Excellent Co-operation by All Parties tablish a new foundation, thus making large courtroom on the right.
From
All persons and concerns connected a third story, over the police station, this main hall on the right, Is a corriwith the extra work on the courthouse a safe bet. The old courthouse build- dor which runs along backside of the
co-operated to the fullest extent, and ing was torn down to the first floor courtroom, also two rooms for
attoralthough from time to time they en- but the finding of the weak founda- neys and their clients. In
addition
countered obstacles that were not tion, naturally brought about some de- there are the rooms of the court
offianticipated, the entire job has been lay.
cers, court interpreter, and emergency
carried out with dispatch. The firm
sick
room
and
the
press room. At the
Nicholls Finds Temporary Quarters
of Barr & McLaughlin were the archiWith the old courthouse being re- end of the corridor are more lavatotects, while the contractor was Cum- paired, new quarters had to be
ries.
From the main hall on the secfound.
mings & Co. Both are well known in Judge Barnes designated Clerk
of ond floor and to the left, entrance is
Strangely
circles.
business
Boston
Court Nicholls to look around. In due gained to the waiting room for
enough, Barr & McLaughlin were the time Mr. Nicholls succeeded in ob- probation hfficer, and from this the
room
libranch
present
the
architects for
taining a rental of the basement of leads the little hall to the private
brary building on Meridian St., where the Meridian St. library. Court was office of the probation officer.
From
the temporary quarters of the court held as usual on the morning of July this hell awl Iwyotirl iho Waiting room,
10010,440W located.
entrance
may
be had to the clerk'ai
12 (Saturday) and on the

READY BY I
JULY FIRST

East Boston's New Courthouse will Be Fully Completed on That Date
A MODERN BUILDING
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Dartmouth:Stanford Game

Is Sought for Providence
Game Barred from Boston by
Curley to Protect B. C.-

fairness of the mayor's decision must
be apparent to all."
Mayor Curley amplified his statement
yesterday by saying "If such a proposition as the Dartmouth-Stanford game
would be permitted, it would seriously
affect the chief source of revenue from
football of both Boston College and Holy
Cross.
BY .10111X R. BESS,
"If an attempt should be made to hold
Dartmouth alumni in Rhode Island, a counter attraction to the Harvard-Yale
Boston and other New England cities game, my attitude would be no different.
will be asked to endeavor to obtain for I feel there are plenty of other dates
Providence the Dartmouth-Stanford during the football season upon which
football game, barred from the Harvard this game can be held."
Stadium on Nov. 28 by Mayor James M.
It is hardly possible to take seriously
Curley of Boston, on the-grounds that the statement of protecting a Harvardit 'WIT be a counter-attraction to the Yale game from counter
attractions beBoston College-Holy Cross contest.
cause it is not probable that Boston's
Theodore T. Shapleigh of Barrington, mayor would interfere if one of Boston's
a member of the Dartmouth Alumni Colleges wanted to rent a ball park for
here, is the prime mover in the plan a game on the H-Y football date. A
and yesterday wired Harry R. Heneage, Harvard-Yale meeting is an unequalled
:director of athletics at Dartmouth, ask- attraction and there is no game which
ing that Providence be given preference could compete with It in Boston.
as a site suitable to New England Dart- tive
committee of the alumni associamouth men. Shapleigh stated he hoped tion whose attention to the matter was
to obtain the Brown stadium for the called by its graduate athletic board.
game if his proposition receives considMembers of the B. C. Alumni Associaeration.
tion's executive committee which gave
Brown however, has never loaned the McLaughlin instructions to bring the
use of the stadium for a contest and the matter to Mayor Curley's attention inrequest, if made, must be passed Upon clude President McLoughlin, Rev. J.
by the Athletic Council. No official re- Walter Lambert and John F. Manning.
quest for the Stadium had been made vice presidents; Henry J. Smith, J.
last night.
Burke Sullivan, assistant corporation
Chicago Site Favored
counsel; Charles F. Hurley, State TreasIn the meantime Dartmouth is seek- urer; Rev. David F. Regan and Joseph
ing a site for the game. Soldiers Field, P. McHugh.
Chicago, and Franklin Field, PhiladelGame Arranged in 1928
phia. are considered favorably. ArrangeArrangements for the game were made
ments to play the game in some other in December of 1928 when Mayor Nichcity have already been started, according ols was in office and use of the Harvard
to Heneage, but if Mayor Curley changes Stadium was contingent upon the
his mind, the game will be played in Mayor's permission as the Stadium is on
Boston.
the Bo.im side of the Charles river.
Dartmouth men are disappointed at William J. Bingham wrote Mayor Curley.
Mayor Curley's refusal to permit the who took office on Jan. 1, 1930, early
game in Boston, while Boston College last December, but received no reply.
people are somewhat elated that there He wrote on April 8 a'nd on Tuesday,
will be no competition from one of the Mayor Curley announced his decision.
most attractive intersectional games of "The matter of the Dartmouth-Stanthe season on the date of their meeting ford game being played in Boston on
;Nov. 28, 1931," McLaughlin said, "was
with Holy Cross.
The situation likewise emphasizes the called to the attention of the executive
Bosbetween
relations
committee of the Boston College Alumni
break in athletic
have Association by its graduate athletic
ton College and Harvard which
College board a little over a week ago.
been at odds since Boston
"dropped" Harvard in 1921 when the "Up to that time the officers of the
football
a
schedule
association had had no intimation either
Crimson declined to
can- from the athletic associations of Hargame in 1922. Boston College then
with vard, Dartmouth or Stanford or the
celled baseball and track contests
golf or alumni associations of any of these inthe Crimson end except for a
breach
stitutions that it was intended to play
tennis match now and then, the
time.
this game on the day on which the Boshas continued to the present
ton College-Holy Cross football game
B. C. Resents Harvard Action
Corporation, had been scheduled.
Harvard
the
When
for "This latter game has been played on
through its feeling of friendship
after Thanksgiving for
Dartmouth. offered the stadium for the the Saturday
years. The game attracts apDartmouth-Stanford contest on the over 15
-Holy proximately 40,000 persons from entire
Saturday of the Boston College
natural re- New England. It is looked upon naCroat; meeting, there was a
College tionally RA one of the outstanding games
sentment on the part of Boston
certain to of the East.
men. The game was almost
Would Protect IL-Y. Game
is some
pack the stadium, although there
any serious in- "At the request of my executive com, doubt that it would make
atat the Boston vittee I called the matter to the
road into the attendance which draws tention of the mayor's office. The sound
meeting
Cross
-Holy
College
well each year.
Edward A. McIt now develops that
Laughlin. president of the Boston Colcalled Mayor
lege Alumni Association
conflict of
,Curley's attention to the
that he was
dates. McLaughlin stated
execuinstructed in this action by the

•

H. C. Contest.
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'-vco.. clelehnol as First Choke for Site
i'C
of :.tanford Game.
Hanover, N.1.1 April 15.--(AP)---The
Daily Dartmouth.
' Dartmouth College
undergraduate publiestIon, in an ectijtorial to appear tomorrow; assails Mayor
itialTIPS M. Curley of Boston for Ins decision to refuse use of the Harvard Stadium for the Dartmouth-Stanford foot,
ball game on Nov. 28.
Declaring that It appears to WI
• * * no more than a cheap .pandering to that particular group of Boston people who have supported him
during his campaign," the paper says
it feels cegtain the refusal to permit
use of the Stadium was actuated by
neither Holy Cross nor Boston College.
It was becautte:the traditional Boston
College-Holy Cross gape will be played
in Boston on Nov. 28 that Curley with! held permission for the Stanford -Dartmouth game in the Stadium on the same
date.
1. Tonight indications were that Cleveland was the first choice in efforts to arrange the game in another city, with
Chicago second in favor. Harry R. Hencage, director of Dartmouth athletics,
will make a Western trip later In the
week with a view of scheduling the intersectional clash in one of the two
cities.
In its denunciation of Mayor Curley%
action, the Dartmouth says that the
normal attendance at the Boston Colkge-Holy Cross game is about 22.000
and asserts it can see no reason for Boston to object to an influx of some 500000
to 60.000 additional spectators.
, It charges "the big cigars and diamond necklaces of politics have at last
wedged their way into the realm of intercollegiate sport."
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Frederick J. Dillon who also ap30, at which a
rPeared to epresent the governor,
Parker House, March
measure Was first
Curley
their legthe
time
Mr. Zet- !urged the selectmen to ask
to support the governor in
presented for endorsement.
today's session, 'stators
at
speaking
terman,
the bond Issue fight for public buildthe selectmen were
said at that time Silverman,
corpora- Ina construction.
told by Samuel
"Governor Ely," he said, "recomBoston, that the
an intion counsel for
not in- mended In his budget message
would
enacted
if
Legislation
the gasoline
of the gen- crease of one cent In
that
terfere with that chapter
further
the linen- tax, And recommended
eral laws which relates to the state coies and towns of the Commonbetween
arrangements
cm'
in respect iwealth be given additional assistance
and the cities and towns highways. in maintenance of their highways.
ia the payment for state
explained this relief in detail from
Commissioner of Public Works Ly- lale waiving of assessments on cities,
at today's the
Ely
Gov.
representing
man
the Cur- towns and counties and the cash remeeting flatly declared that with the turn of $2,500.000 each year tp.muntinterfere
ley bill would
law, and If cipAlities on the basis of the state
operation of the present
will break the tax,
"it
enacted
was
bill
the
concluded
under
meeting
the
Before
backbone of the highway law" cornSelectman Boudreau paid tribute to
of the
which state highwaysconstructed.
r
Commissione
the woOk done by
monweelth have been
of the Lyman for the small towns of the
A. L. Boudreau, chairmanthat
the state and on motion of Mr. ZetterHinsdele selectmen, asked
to the man a vote of thanks was extended
association go on record as
ice to the commissioner.
Curley bill and no dissenting"
was heard.
at
indignant
Mr. Zetterman was
with his
the letter apparently signed appeared
name, Although the spelling
the signato be "Zettlemen." Under
as
ture, however, he was identified
association.
head of the selectmene
ost thoant The letter also bore the name of
porter
Mayor Bates of Salem. Mr. ZetterIlitarorgef
tsfri
nmep
ia
,
aj
.
rral
eogO
eSlyT
ra
O
m
'
:B
13
0
the
man said he knew nothing about
the selectmen of Massachusetts were
letter until it WAS called to his at"hoodwinked" into endorsing a bill
but
one
receive
not
Boston tention. He did
M. Cjly
when he lleard that other selectmen
be
town
and
cltie
that
providing
had, he becaine suspicious and degiven one cent of the preent twocent "gas" tax were made at a meet- cided to call todays meeting. Mayor
ing of the State Selectmen's asso- Bates could not be reached,
Called 'April Fool'
ciation this afternoon, after which
record as
Mr. Lyman characterizing the letwent on
the members
unanimously opposed to the measure. ter as an 'AprIl fool Joke" said the
The association voted to instruct the purpose actuating it was a desire not
legislators of the state of their ac- only to get the return which the
tion and urge them to defeat the emergency highway bill provides and
under which cities and towns get
Measure.
The action of the selectmen came about nine-tenths of the one-cent inafter long discussion during which crease but another cent AS well unAxel Zetterman, head of the select- der the plea that the State Departmen's association, charged that a let- ment of Public Works would otherter bearing his signature was sent wise have $25,000,000 to spend. Into the selectmen of the state with- stead, he said, the state will have
out his knowledge. He said that the 314,685,000 for highway purposes.
If the Curley measure is enacted,
letter contained an inaccurate version of the effect of the Curley bill the commissioner warned the policy
upon the finances of the towns of which the state has for years mainthe state.
tained of co-operating with the cities
The meeting today was the climax and towns in the building and mainof a controversy over the Curley bill, tenance of state roads will have to
which has led to charges by sup- , be abandoned and future highways
porters of Gov. Ely that the Boston would have to be of cheaper matermayor was endeavoring to wreck the ials.
for exchief executive's program
"Instead of being a step forward
tended public works to relieve unem- it, would be a step backward," he
ployment. The mayor has had sev- said.
eral meetings with the legislators,
Commissioner Lyman said that citurging his bill and asserting that ies and towns will benefit greatly
the department of public works could through the emergency highway bill
not take care of the big program Just signed by the governor, as they
outlined for it by the governor. The will receive millions through the remayor has denied that he had any turn of the one-cent per gallon. Fie
Intention of Interfering with the Ely estimated that this, together with
program, but it was explained today. other items, would bring about a
to the selectmen. If the cities and substantial reduction in local taxatowns were to receive one cent of
Boston will be one of the large
the present "gas" tax it would so tionO
public beneficiaries. Mr. Lyman said, as for
of
reduce the department
works receipts that work would be the next two years the city would also
greatly curtailed.
be relieved of paying for state highway construction and for MetropoliAdvised 'Trades'
During one of his conferences with tan district highway improvements.
In the same way, he continued.
Boston members of the Legislature,
Mayor Curley advised them to make cities and towns will be relieved. as
trades with the upstate members, for instance in the case of the convoting for projects in which they are struction of the new Worcester turninterested In return for ft vote for pike, those communities through
his bill. The plan aroused consider- which it will run being exempt from
able antagonism on the part of the state assessments.
CommIsaloner Lyman Arlie' it was
upstate members who declared that
they would show "the Boston mayor necessary to start work as quickly RE
possible
on state highway construcboys
the
from
of
boss
the
he wasn't
the sticks." The mayor at the same tion, but said If the Curley bill beconference also gave the impression came law there might be a delay.
that if the Boston members wanted However, if the Curley bill was
his support In future campaign they enacted, he said, its operation could
would have to work for his bill which be delayed by petitioning for a refIs now on the table in the Senate.
erendum on the legislation.
The Assoelation of Massachusetts
fessai,„ausita.Jailateatineia wet at, the

tLEIVED, SAY
SELECTMEN ON
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Association on Record as
Opposed to 'Gas' Tax
Measure

'HOODWINK' CHARGE

Leader Says Letter Was
Sent Out Without His
•
Knowledge
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Curley's BM to Refund
Gasoline Tax Is Turned
Down 1370-3:r Sf.ait Selectmen
•Chief Executives of TOWIIS Turn About Face
VVhen State Com'51r Syf-, It WoAl. Seriously rn
tate's Prrain
The Massachusetts Association of ,,reak the backbone of the
highway
Selectmen
unanimously
rejected I law" under which the state highways
Mayor Curley's bill providing for a of the commonwealth have
been
direct cash return to cities and towns constructed.
of one-half of the regular (old) twoHe frankly characterized the comcent gasoline tax after a meeting in
munication as "'an April fool letter."
the Gardner Auditorium, State House
Enactment of the legislation he said
Saturday. The action was taken after
would result in turning back to the
Frank E. Lyman, state commissioner
cities and towns $10,500,000 of the
of public works, told the Selectmen
$16,000,000 revenue which the threethat Mayor Curley's bill would sericent tax will produce during the next
ously interfere with the operation of
two years.
the state public works department
and would compel him to withhold •"Instead of having $25,000,000 to
approximately $6,000,000 annually ex- spend as you have been told," he said
pended in co-operative work on the "my department will have only $14,roadways of the smaller communities. 685,000." Restriction of the departThe action was somewhat of a sur- ment's expenditures, he said would
prise because it was rather generally compel him to abandon his co-operaunderstood that the Selectmen of the tive work with the cities and towns
state, particularly those of the larger and also to construct state highways
communities in and near metropoli- on a cheaper basis with resultant intan Boston, were supporting the ferior roadways. Instead of an advancement in construction, he said,
mayor's bill.
It was alleged that the Selectmen it would be retrogression.
had been victims of misrepresentation Says New Gas
Tax
by the sponsors of the bill, and they Will
Help Towns
voted to urge the representatives and
Isenators in their home districts to deHe gave a comprehensive outline of
feat Mayor Curley's project.
the gasoline increase tax bill recentAfter the meeting Mayor Curley ly 'signed by Gov. Ely and submitted
said that this decision meant that he to cross-examination OK all its details.
would abandon any further effort to He explained the numerous benefits to
have half of the regular gasoline tax the towns and predicted that it would
divided among the towns and cities. bring about a reduction in local taxes.
He declared that it would be injurSays Circular
ious to the towns if he were comLacked His 0. K.
pelled to deprive them of the co-opAxel Zetterman of Ashland, presi- erative work which includes snow redent of the Selectmen's Association, moval, land damages, highway conmade the charge that a circular let- struction aid and grade crossing elimter giving the bill his approval, had ination assistance. The discussion of
been circulated among other boards the Curley bill, he said, has embarof the state without his knowledge or rassed his department because he has
not felt at liberty to proceed with all
approval.
Com'sr Lyman went the full dis- his program until he knows definitely
tance in condemning the Curley bill. how much money he will have to exIt not only would seriously interfere pend.
with the operation of the existing
"I hope the bill is killed and killed
laws, he said, but its enactment would promptly," was his parting shot•
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Cat. Coolidge
To Have Adorns
House Fireplace
BOSTON, April 13 (P) — A
fireplace which knew Calvin
Coolidge as an ambitious and
not too conspicuous member of
the Massachusetts Legislature
is to be his. It is the wish of
Mayor Jamep M. Curley of
Boston.
The mayor struck the first
blows in the razing of the old
Adams house today, but before
doing so he inspected the two
rooms and bath Mr. Coolidge
while serving as
occupied
representative
Northampton's
in the Legislature. Curley then
secured the promise of the
head of the wrecking company
that the fireplace could be kepi
Intact so it could be sent to the
former president.
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CURLEY OBTAINS OLD
FIREPLACE FOR
COOLIDGE
BOSTON ,
l P)—A fireplace which
knew Calvin Coolidge as an ambitious and not too conspicuous
member of the Massachusetts
Legislature is to be his. It is the.
wish of Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston.
The mayor struck the first
blows in the razing of the old
Adams House today but before doing so he inspected the two rooms
and bath Mr. Coolidge occupied
.while serving as Northampton's
representative in the Legislature.
Mayor Curley then secured the
promise of the head of the wrecking company that the fireplace
could be kept intact so it could
be sent to the former president.
The Adams House was one of
Boston's oldest hotels and on its
register had been written the
signatures of many famous persons.
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SELECTMEN OF STATE ADOPI
BOUDREAU MOTION OPPOSING."of the
CUI.LEY HIGHWAY MONEY PLAN and

"April Four Letter.
Geeimissioner
frankly
Lyman
eharacterized the comnittnication as
em April foot letter." Enactment
legislation, he said, would msuit in berning back to the cities
towns $10,500,000 of the
000,000 revenue which the threecent tax will produce during the
next two years.
Hinsdale Man, Sponsoring Motion Before State Select- "Instead of having $25,000,000 to
as you have been told," he
men's Association, Sees Loss to Berkshire Alone of spend
said, "my department will have only
Restriction of the de$30,000 if Curley's Bill Goes Through—Select- $14,685,000."
partment's expenditures, he said,
men's President Says Letter Sent Out Over His would compel him to abandon his
cooperative work with the cities and
Name Was Unauthorized--Lyman Opposed to Cur- towns and also to construct state
highways on a cheaper basis with
ley Measure
resultant inferior roadways. Instead
On the motion of Dr. Archie L. from every conceivable angle. With of an advancement in construction,
he said, it would be retrogression.
Boudreau, chairman of the select- the single exception of the town of
He gave a comprehensive outline
men, of Hinsdale, the Massachusetts Franklin it was given universal ap- of the gasoline increase tax bill reState Association of Selectmen proval by them, even by the head cently signed by Governor Ely and
went on record unanimously Satur- of their association."
submitted to cross-examination on
day as being opposed to the bill, Axel Zetterman of Ashland. pres- all its details. He explained the
sponsored by Mayor James Curley ident of the selectmen's association, numerous benefitc to the
towns and
of Boston, providing for a direct charged that a communication giv- predicted that it would
bring about
return to the cities and Lowe.> of ing the bill his approval had been a reduction in local
taxes.
the commonwealth, of one per cent circulated among the selectmen of
He declared that it would be instate
,the
authorization
without
his
.
permanent
gasoline
of the
two-cent
jurious to the towns if he were comtax. The meeting was held at Gard- The circular was printed over the pelled to deprive
them of the co-opnames
of
Zetterman
and
Mayor
auditorium
at the state house.
ner
erative work which includes snow
George J. Bates of Salem, president
Loss $30,000 to Berkshire
removal, land damages, highway
Dr. Boudreau. when interytewel of the Mayors' club.
Zetterman told his associate se- construction aid and grade crossing
today declared, that passage of the
lectmen
that he not only had not elimination assistance. The discuswould
Curley bill,
mean a ios.s to
sion of the Curley bill, he said, has
Berkshire county towns of about authorized the use of his name, but
embarrassed his depart
he
that
never
annual
highway al$30,000 in the
had seen a copy0f cause he has
not felt at liberty to
lotment. He gave the following the letter. The letter was dated
proceed with all his program until
figures representing the amount April 1. According to his story, as
he knows definitely how much moneach town in Berkshire would lose told yesterday, he wrote to Mayor
ey he will have to expend.
Bates seeking an explanation of the
if the Curley bill became law:
"I hope the bill is killed and killed
Becket,
Alford, $475;
$1450; letter, and has not yet received a
promptly," was his parting shot.
Cheshire. $1050; Clarksburg, $250; reply.
Frederick H. Dillon, member of
Egremont, $800; Florida, $1075;
Lyman. Aroused,
the executive secretarial force, repHancock, $750;
Hinsdale, $875;
The unanimous vote to repudiate resented
Governor Ely at the meetLanesboro, $1050; Monterey, $1300; the Curley bill was registered after 'rig.
After telling the selectmen of
Mount Washington, $500; New Ash- Frank E. Lyman, state commissionford. nothing; New Marlboro, $2125; er of public works, had told the se- the governor's interest in their diffiOtis, $1200; Peru, $925; Richmond, lectmen that passage of the pending culties he urged them to ask their
$825; Sandisfield, $1975; Savoy, legislation would seriously interfere legislators to support the building
$1400; Sheffield; $1175; Ty,ringham, with the operation of his depart- construction measure now pending
$625; Washington, $1275; West ment, and that it would compel him before the senate.
Stockbridge, $900; Windsor, $1450. to deprive the cities and towns of
The action came as a surprise in approximately $6,000,000, which is
C
view of the fact that it had been annually expended on co-operative
commonly accepted that the select- work on the roadways of smaller
if 0 L.›,
'
4:4 7 iirinc. g'Pr"men had joined forces with the communities.
Massachusetts Mayors club in supCondemns Letter
port of the measure. Alleging that He declared that the
circular letthey had been the victims of con- ter repudiated by Zetterman
comsiderable misrepresentation by the pletely
misrepresented the benefits
Mayor.Cusley evidently felt
original sponsors of the bill they i iind effects
of the Curley bill as it
some twinges of conscience yesvoted lo urge the legislators from !would
relate to the towns. The
terday as he wielded the axe that
their home districts to defeat the
statement made by Samuel Silverstarted the demolition of the old
pending legislation.
man, corporation counsel for the
Adams Hopse at Boston, which
Informed of the action of the
goes the way of all things to make
selectmen last night, Mayor Curley city of Boston, at the Parker house
room for a two and a half million
said that their decision meant that as,sembly of mayors and selectmen
theatre.
It was the thought that
he would abandon any further en- on March 30, to the effect that the
Suite 179, the Boston home of
deavor to have the, bill translated enactment, of the legislation would
not interfere with the operation of
Calvin Coolidge, while member of
into statute.
the general laws relating to finanthe Legislature and Governor of
Curley's Comment.
Massachusetts, was to go down in
"The selectmen," he said, "have cial arrangements between the
the wreckage, that gave him the
the privilege of changing their state and the towns. Lyman said,
twinges.
Before he swung the
minds. It is apparent that they was inaccurate.
Lyman went the full distance in
axe he did one of the things that
have become convinced that the
show why men admire him even
gasoline tax revenue is sacrosanct condemning the Curley bill. It not
if they disagree with his political
fund to be retained by the state de- only would seriously interfere with
philosophy.
He secured the
partment of public works. It would the opertion of the existing laws,
promise of the head of the wreckbe useless to attempt to pass the he said, but its enactment would
ing company that the fireplace in
bill in the face of such opposition. "break the backbone of the highthe two-room suite should be
In our sessions with the selectmen way law" under which the state
carefeully removed, crated and
they were given every opportunity highways of the commonwealth
sent to the ex-President at his
to discuss every phase of the bill have been constructed.
Northampton home.

The Oracle '
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DECEIVED SAY
SELECTMEN ON
CURLEY'S BILL

Via

considerable antagonism on the
Part of the upstate members who
declared that they would show "the
Boston mayor he wasn't the boss of
the boys from the sticks."
The
mayor at the same conference also
gave the impression that if the B08ton members wanted his support in
future campaign they would save to
work for his bill which is now on
the table in the Senate.
The Association of Massachusetts
Mayors and Selectmen met at the
Parker House, March 30, at which
time the Curley measure was first
presented for endorsement.
Mr.
Zetterman, speaking at Saturday's
session, said at that time the selectmen were told by Samuel Silverman, corporation counsel for Boston
that the Legislation is enacted
would not interfere with a chapter
of the general laws which relates to
the financial arrangements between
the state and the cities and towns in
respect to the the payment for state
highways.
Commissioner of Public Works
Lyman representing Gov. Ely at the
meeting flatly declared that the
Curley bill would interfere with the
•
operation of the present law, and if
Boston, April 13—Charges that the bill was enacted "it will break
the selectmen of Massachusetts were the backbone of the highway law"
"hoodwinked" into endorsing a bill under which state highways of the
of Mayor James M. Curley of Bos- commonwealth have been constructton providing that cities and towns ed.
be given one cent of the present
Mr. Zetterman was indignant at
two-cent "gas" tax were made at a the letter apparently signed with
meeting of dm State Selectmen's as- his name, although the spelling apsociation Saturday afternoon, after peard to be "Zetterman." Ur der
which the members went on record, the signature, however, he was
as unanimously opposed to the I Identified as head of the selectmen's
measure. The association voted to association. The letter also bore the
instruct the legislators of the state name of Mayor Bates of Salem. Mr.
of their action and urge them to de- Zetterman said he knew nothing
feat the measure.
about the letter until it was called
The action of the selectmen came to his attention. He did not receive
after long discussion during which one but when he heard that other
Axel Zetterman, Ashland, head of selectmen had, he became suspicious
the selectmen's assocition, charged and decided to call Saturday's meetthat a letter bearing his signature ing. Mayor Bates could not be
was sent to the selectmen of the reached.
state without his knowledge.
He
Mr. Lyman characterized the
said that the letter contained an in- letter as an 'April fool joke" said
accurate version of the effect of the the purpose actuating it was a deCurley bill upon the finances of the sire not only to get the return
towns of the state.
which the emergency highway bill
The meeting was the climax of a provides and under which cities and
Curley
bill;
the
controversy over
towns get about nine-tenths of the
which has led to charges by sup- one-cent increase but another cent
Boston
porters of Gov. Ely that the
as well under the plea that the
mayor was endeavoring to wreck State Department of Public Works
for
program
the chief executive's
would otherwise have $25,000,000
extended public works to relieve un- to spend. Instead, he said, the
had
has
employment. The mayor
state will have $14,685,000 for
several meetings with the legisla- highway purposes.
asserting
tors, urging his bill and
If the Curley measure is enacted,
that the department of public works the commissioner warned the policy
procould not take care of the big
which the state has for years maingram outlined for it by the gover- tained of co-operating with the
building
nor. The mayor has dented that he cities and towns in the
had any intention of interfering and maintenance of state roads will
with the Ely program, but it was have to be abandoned and future
explained today to the selectmen highways would have to be of
if the cities and towns were to re- cheaper materials.
ceive one cent of the present "gas"
tax it would so reduce the department. of public works receipts that
work would be greatly curtailed.
Duding one of his conferences
with Boston members of the Legistore, Mayor Curley advised them to
make trades with the upstate merehers, voting for projects in which
they are interested in return for a
vote for his bill. The plan aroused

• Assocation on Record
As Opposed to 'Gas'
Tax Measure

letterman Says Letter
Sent Out Without His
Knowledge
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B. C. Alumnus Is
Responsible for
I Curley's Action
McLaughlin Called Mayor's Attention to Conflict
In Gridiron Dates
BOSTON. April 15 (A)—Edward A.
McLaughlin, president of the Boston
College Alumni Association, said today
that he had called the attention of
Mayor James M. Curley to the conflidt..-In dates of
'DartmouthStanford and Boston College-Holy
Cross foJtball games.
; His action was followed by the refusal of Mayor Curley to permit the
inter-sectional contest in the Harvard
Stadium on the date in question, Nov.
28. McLaughlin said he acted at the
request of the executive committee of
the alumni association and he praised
the "sound fairness" of the mayor's
decision.
"The matter of the DartmouthStanford game being played in Boston on Nov. 28, 1931," McLaughlin
said, "was called to the attention of
the executive committee of the Boston College Alumni Association by its
graduate athletic board a little over a
week ago.
"Up to that time the officers of the
Iassociation had had no intimation
either from the athletic associations
of Harvard, Dartmouth or Stanford
or the alumni associations of any of
these institutions that it was intended
to play this genie on the day on which
the Boston College-Holy Cross football game had been scheduled.
"This latter game has been played
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving
for over 15 years. The game attracts
approximately 40,000 perlons from
entire New England. It is looked
upon nationally as one of the outstanding games of the east.
"At the request of my executive
committee I called the matter to the
attention of the mayor's office. The
sound fairness of the mayor's decision
must be apparent to all"
After admitting it was upon McLaughlin's protest that he had decided to withhold permission for the intersectional contest, Mayor Curley
said:
"If such a proposition as the Dartmouth-Stanford game should be permitted, it would seriously affect the
chief source of revenue from football
of both Boston College and Holy
Cross.
"If an attempt should be made to
hold a counter-attraction to the Harvard-Yale game, my attitude would be
no different. I feel there are plenty
of other dates during the football season upon which this game can be
held."
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Mayor Curley's
request that
the fireplace used by
Calvin Coolidge when he was
Northampton's
representative in the
legislature,
and rooming at the
old Adams
House, should be pres
erved in the
tearing down of this
historic hosMayor Curley Denies Per
telry, and sent to
mission
Mr. Coolidge,
for TaItiee with Dartmouth
was a gracious gest
ure of respect
in
for Massachusetts'
Harvard Stadium Nov
most distin.
. 28,
gushed living citi
Westerners' Only Open
zen. And if Mr.
Date
Coolidge decides to
—Fear of "Bucking"
accept and
B.
C..
utilize the old
hearth, it would
Holy Cross Game Reason
.
seem
highly appropriate
that it
should
be
installed in "The
CAMBRIDGE, April 14.
('P).—DartBeeches," possibly in
Cambridge, Mass., April 14
mouth and Stanford
the library.
VP)will not be able
There, on chilly wint
Dartmouth and Stanford will not -to
play their football
er evening..?,
be
game in the able
to play their football game in
Harvard stadium on Nov
the former Presid
. 28 next be- the
ent could gaze
ctlu
Harv
se of the refusal of
ard stadium on November 28
at the same bric
Mayor James next
ks which doubtbecause of the refusal of Mayor
M. Curley to grant the
necessary per- Jam
less his eye bac
k in 1907, when
es M. Curley to grant the necesmission, Harvard
university an- sary
he was state
nounced tonight. Har
permitistriff; Harvard university
representative, or in
vard long ago anno
unced tonight. Harvard long ago
invited Stanford and
Dartmouth to invited
play their game in
Stanford and Dartmouth to
1912 to 1916, Twis
Cambridge, pro- play
tle-tre was slat t
their game in Cambridge, provided the mayor appr
senator, and tbiaki
oved and the vided
ng ,o( the varithe mayor approved and the ininvitation was acce
pted.
ous legislative
vitation was accepted.
problems in which
City Must Approve Gam
e.
he was .toncern
When the stadium was bunt
When the stadium was
ed. To be sure
built on the Boston side of the Charles on the
,
there is a very
Boston side of the
river a
pleasant hearth in
Charles river a contract was drawn betw
een the city
contract was drawn
the iihrary at
between the city and the university that
"The Beechs" at
the
and
city's perthe university that
present, but 1)
the city's mission must be obtained
have the old fire
permission must be
for any
obtained for any athletic event in the stad
plhee from the
ium not par.
athletic event in the
\dams Home
stadium not par- tIcipated in by Harvard.
its "lace would
Two years
ticipated in by Har
vard. Two years ago the mayor at that
he rather a fit.
time, Malago the mayor at
ling _ouch,
that time, Malcolm colm E. Nichols, rais
provided it can
ed
no objection
E. Nichols, raised
he
made to harmon
no objection to to the Stanford-Dartmou
th game but
ize with the ot`t
the Stanford -Da
rtmouth game but when William J. Bin
er furnis'iingF
gham, Harvard ;
when William J.
in the room.
Bin
director of athletics, aske
d Mayor
director of athletic gham, Harvard
Curley again for the nece
s, asked May
Curley again for
or
ssary perthe necessary per- misaiop, the mayor refu
sed,
mission, the mayor
Curley said that Holy Cros
refu
s-Boston
Curley said that Hol sed.
y Cross-Boston College game, long a Boston feat
college game, long
ure,
a Boston fixturc. was scheduled for that day and
that
was scheduled for
that day and that they were entitled "to a littl
e revthey were entitled
"to a little rev- enue." He said Dartmouth and
0
Stanenue." He said Dar
vv..%
tmouth and Stan- ford could play any other day
ford could play any
next
fall
but
Nov
othe
emb
r
er
day next
28.
fall but Nov. 28.
Bingham said tonight
Harvard
Stadium Offered
would offer Stanford and
Thanksgiving.
Dartmoutn
Btu hn ni Said
tonight Harvard the stadium on Thanksgiving, or any
would offer Stan
Saturday Harvard was
ford and Dartmo
not playing
uth
the stadium on
Thanksgiving, or any there. However, it was understo
od
Saturday Harvard
was not playing that Stanford could play only on
there. However.
Nov. 28. The game migh
it was understo
t he played
od in Phil
that Stanford
adelphia or Chicago inst
could play only
ead.
on
Nov. 28. The gam
Boston, April 15—Athlet
e might be play
ic officials
in Philadelphia
ed
or Chicago insj
at Dartmouth college today
were
considering cantellation,
postponement or a shift to Philadel
phia or
Chicago of the Dartmouth-S
tanford
football game, scheduled at
Harvard
stadium for Nov. 28, follow
ing refusal by Mayor Jams M. Cur
ley to
issue a permit foe=e game lftt
that
date.
In his decKon made to Wil
liam
J. Bingham, athletic director of
Harvard, Mayor Curley
declared
the
game would conflict with the Bos
ton
College-Holy Cross grid clash.
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CURLEY BLOCKS
HID GAME IN
CAMBRIDGE

Stanford and Dartmouth
Can't Play on Day of
Holy Cross-B. C. Game

i
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4.7/5/3,
DARTMOUTH UNDECIDED
ABOUT STANFORD GAME
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DARTMOUTH-STANFORD BATTLE cunEY REFUSES
APPARENTLY LOST TO BOSTON CAME PERMIT
Mayor Curley Refuses Permit fur intersectional Tilt at Harvard Stad;um---Game May
Be Played in Philadelphia or Chicago.
Boston, April 14. —(UP)— Chicago or Philadelphia prcbably will
be the scene of the DartmouthLeland Stanford football game to
have been played at Harvard
Stadium next Nov. 28.

Stanford and Dartmouth
May Not Appear in
Harvard Stadium.
CONFLICTS WITH
B. C., HE SAYS
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Plans to play this intersectional
CURLEY REFUSES USE OF
•
classic on he local gridiron went
HARVARD STADIUM FOR
askew lasnight when Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston refused to apSTANFORD-DARTMOUTH
Prove a permit for the game on the
ground that it wonld conflict with
Cambridge, Mass., April 15—
the Boston College-Holy Cross bat- (AP)—The
Harvard stadium will
tle, staged annually on the Saturday
not be available to Dartmouth colin question.
lege .for the Dartmouth-Stanford
A remote hope that the Dartfootball game November 28 next
mouth-Stanford game might yet be
because of the refusal of Major
played at Harvard Stadium
was
raised to-day when Cleo O'Donnell, James M. Curley of Boston to
athletic director at Holy Cross Col- grant the necessary permission.
lege, said there had been some talk Harvard university announced the
of transferring the Boston College- mayor's refusal to grant permisHoly Cross game from Boston to sion for the use of the stadium by
Worcester this year. If this were DaAmouth last night.
The stadium, built on the Bosdone, Mayor Curley doubtless would
grant a permit for the intersectional. ton side of the Charles river, cannot be used for athletic events
game at Harvard Stadium.
Those in charge of arrangements not participated in by Harvard exfor the Dartmouth-Stanford game cept with permission of the mayor
appeared, however, to have virtually of Boston under a contract drawn
abandoned hope of having the teams between Boston and the university.
Two years ago, while Malcolm
Harry Heneage, supermeet here.
visor of athletics at Dartmouth, after E. Nichols was mayor of Boston,
a long-distance telephone conference no objection was raised to a Stanwith A. E. Masters, supervisor of ford-Dartmouth game, but when
athletics at Stanford, indicated that William J. Bingham, director of
Chicago or Philadelphia would get athletics at Harvard, asked Mayor
the game. It was agreed that Ilene- Curley again for permission, the
Stanford and
age should go ahead with new ar- mayor refused.
Dartmouth were offered the use
rangements for the contest,
of the stadium and accepted a long
time ago.
Curley said last night that the
Holy Cross-Boston college game,
long a Boston fixture, was scheduled for that day and that they
were entitled "to a little revenue."
He said that Stanford and Dartmouth could play any other day
next fall.

1
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CAMBRIDGE, April 15. (AP)—
Dartmouth and Stanford will not be
able to play their footfiall game in
the Harvard Stadium on Nov. 28
next because of the refusal of Mayor
James M. Curley to grant the necessary permission, Harvard University
announced last night.
Harvard
long ago invited Stanford and Dartmouth to play their game in Cambridge, provided the mayor approved
and the invitation was accepted.
When the stadium was built on
the Boston side of the Charles river
a contract was drawn between the
city and the university that the
'city's permission must be obtained
for any athletic event in the stadium not participated in by Harvard.
Two years ago the mayor at that
time, Malcolm E. Nichols, raised no
objection to the Stanford-Dartmouth game but when William J.
Bingham, Harvard director of athletics, asked Mayor Curley again for
the necessary permission, the mayor
refused.
Curley said that the Holy CrossBoston College game, long a Boston
fixture, was scheduled for that day
and that they were entitled "to a
little revenue." He said Dartmouth
and Stanford could play any other
day next fall but Nov. 28.
Bingham said last night Harvard
would offer Stanford and Dartmouth the stadium on Thanksgiving
or any Saturday Harvard was not
playing there. However, it was understood that Stanford could play
only on Nov. 28. The game might be
played in Philadelphia or Chicago
instead.
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CAMBRIDGE, Apr. 15 (A')—The
Harvard .stadium will not be availUndergraduate Publication
able to Dartmouth college for the
Charges Politics in Grid
Dartmouth-Stanford football game
Game Ban
Nov. 28, next, because of the refusal of Mayor James M. Curley of BosDartgrant the necessary permission.
HANOVER, N. H., April 16 (INS)--BOSTON, April 15.—Thefootball ton to
CurLashing out at Mayor James M.
Stanford
university announced the
ard
Harv
almouth-Leland
d in the
ley of Boston for his refusal to
game will not be playe 1931, ac- mayor's refusal to grant permission
Stand
Lelan
meet
to
outh
Dartm
28,
low
Nov.
Harvard Stadium,
a
made last for the use of the stadium by Dartford University of California in
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football game at the Harvard StaM. Curley of mouth bast night.
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Mayo
by
night
tics Wildium on next Nov. 28, the Daily
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Dertmouth, • undergraduate publi
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the
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had agreed to allow
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when
mouth game, but
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Boston.
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becau
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Meanwhile, Harry Heneage, supermission for such a game
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he believes such a
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Mayor Curley Refuses Permission for Contest at
Harvard Stadium—Will
Approve Another Date.

1
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struggle came today In a statement
by Edward A. McLaughlin, president
of that organization. who Said that
he had called the matter of the conflicting games to the attention of the
mayor's office at the request of the
executive committee of the Alumni
association.
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GAME MAY BE
POSTPONED
'

Daie of Dartmouth -Stanford
Contest Would Interfere
With Holy Cross-Boston
College Clash
llu't ii, April 15—Athletic officials at Dartmouth college today
were
considering
cancellation,
postponement or a shift to Philadelphia, Chicago or some (Abet
city of the Dartmouth-Stamford
football game, echminled at HartolloN\ ilig
vard Sladium for
refusal by Mayor James, M. Cil„Lr*'
ley to issue a Permit Tht the gaVe
on that date. In his decision, made
wlilian t J. ilinghain, athletic
lirector at Harvard, Mayor Cerley
declared the game would conflieti
with the Tioston college-holy Cross'
h.
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Use Of Harvard
Stadium Barred
By Mayor Curley
Dartmouth Sought Football Arena For Stanford (ame—Another Contest On Same Day
Cambridge, Maw, April 15. (,4))_
The Harvard Stadium will not be
available to Dartmouth College for
the Dartmouth-Stanford football
game November 28 next because of
the refusal of Mayor.James M. Curley of Boston to grant the necessary
permission. Harvard University announced the mayor's refusal to
grant permission for the use of the
stadium by Dartmouth last night.
The stadium, built on the Boston side of the Charles river, cannot. be used for athletic events not
participated in by Harvard except
with permission of the mayor of
Boston under a contract drawn between Boston and the university.
Two years ago, while Malcolm E.
Nichols was mayor of Boston, no
objection was raised to a StanfordDartmouth game but when William
J. Bingham, director of athletics at
Harvard, asked Mayor Curley again
for permission, the mayor refused.
Stanford and Dartmouth were offered the use of the stadium and accepted a long time ago.
Curley said last night that the
Holy Cross-Boston College game,
long a Boston fixture, was scheduled
for that day and that they were entitled "to a little revenue." He said
that Stanford and Dartmouth could
play any other day next fall.
Bingham said that while the stadium would be offered the teams on
Thanksgiving or any Saturday Harvard was not playing there, it was
understood that Stanford could play
only on November 28.
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Holy Cross
Dartmouth And
Surprised at
Stanford Can't
Curley's Move
Play In Boston
Curley Refuses to Allow
Game at Harvard Stadium November 28
Cambridge. Mass., April 14.—(AP.)
—Dartmouth and Stanford will not
be able to play their football game
In the Harvard Stadium on November 28 next because of the refusal of
Mayor James M. Curley to grant the
ner8Srary permissioirMarvard University announced tonight. Harvard
long ago invited Stanford and Dart• mouth to play their game in Cambridge, provided the mayor approved
and the invitation was accepted.
When the stadium was built on the
Boston .side of the Charles 4iver, a
contract was drawn between the city
and the university that the city's
permission must be obtained for any
athletic event in the stadium not
participated in by Harvard. Two
years ago the mayor at that time,
Malcolm E. NichoLs, aised• no objecStaillird-Dartmouth.
the
tions to
game but inetin William J. Bingham.
Harvard d.rector of athletics asked
Mayor Curley again for the necessary
permission, the mayor refused.
Curley said that the Holy CrossBoston College game, long a Boston
fixture, was scheduled for that day
and that they were entitled "to a Attie revenue.'' He said Dartmouth and
Stanford could play any other day
next fall but November 28.
Bingham said tonight Harvard
would offer Stanford and Dartmouth
the stadium on Thanksgiving or my
Saturday Harvard was not playing
there. However, it was understood
that Stanford could play only on November 28. The game might be
played in Philadelphia or Chicago
stead.
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authorities when lie said:
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"1 am very much It is the first
Mayor. Curley's move.
matter. it
have heard about the
surprise when
comes as a double
site of the anwe realize that the
Cross game
nual Boston College-Holy
decided upon.
has not been definitely
1ng
endeavor
are
Holy Cross alumni
Worcester this
to bring the game to definite conclufall, and as yet no
sion has been reached." told that
Holy Cross officials.
sought official
Boston alumni had
surprised.
intervention, were much
conflict had not ocThe idea of a
inasmuch as the site
curred to them.
Arid that the
was not decided on.
have their
Jesuit colleges usually
own following..
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-CambrIdgc, Masi- , April 15
he Harvard stadium will not be
available to Dartmouth college for
football
Dartmouth-Stanford
the
game Nov. 28 next because of the
M.
Curley of
refusal of Mayor James
Boston to grant the necessary perHarvard university anmission.
nouneed the mayor's refusal to grant
permission for the use of the etachurn by Dartmouth last night.
The stadium, built on the Boston
side of the Charles river, cannot be
used for athletic events not participated in by Harvard except with
permission of the mayor of Boston
between
under a contract drawn
Boston and the university.
Two years ago, while Malcolm E.
Nichols was mayor of Boston, no

objection was raised to a StanfordDartmouth game but when William
J Bingham, director of athletics at
Harvard. asked Mayor Curley again
for permission, the mayor refused.
Stanford and Dartmouth were offered the use of the stadium and accepted a long time ago.
Curley said last night that the
Holy Cross-Boston college game Ion
a Boston fixture, was scheduled for
that day and that they were entitled
"to a little revenue: He said that
Stanford and Dartmouth could play
any other day next fall.
Bingham said that, while the stachum would be offered the teams on
Teanksgiving or any Saturday Heryard was not, playing there, it was
understood that Stanford could play
only on November 28..
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OLD FIREPLACE
FOR COOLIDGE
Mayor Curley Makes Promise in Starting Razing
Of Adams House

E /1.1 iYsVVS

Dad(trnouill-Sianit ord
Contest In Stadium Is
Halted By Hub Mayor

•

/WINCH ESre R N H
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BOSTON, April 18 (111--A fireplace
which knew Calvin Coolidge as an
ambitious and not too conspicuous
member of the Massachusetts legislature is to he his. It is the wish of
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
The mayor struck the first blows in
the razing of the old Adams House
today but before doing so he inspected the two rooms and bath Mr. Coolidge occupied while serving as Northampton's representative in the legis- r
!More. Curley then secured the promise of the head of the wrecking enni.,..
puny that the fireplace would be kept
!intact so it could be sent to the form-1
pr,ident.
The Adams House was one of
inn's oldest hotels and on ht
ter had been writter the signat
of many famous persons,

i

H. C:Accepts Action
Of Curley in Banning
Intersectional Game

"Mayor Curley has advised me that
he will give his approval for such a
game on any date other than Nov. 28.
"I have notified Dartmouth accordingly."
Mayor Curley's statement:
"Mr. William J. Bingham wrote me
last week, asking for a permit to use
the Harvard Stadium for a Dartmoubh-Stanford game. I wrote Mr.
Bingham that I would be entirely
agreeable to such a game on any date
except Nov. 28. I think that other
colleges should receive some consideration."
And to top off these two statements,
comes the following from Harry
Meaneage, director of Dartmouth
athletics:
"We are very sorry to hear of the
complications which have arisen in
Boston over the Dartmouth-Stanford
game. It is too bad that Harvard
should be placed in such a position
Although
news that
Mayor! Cross that there is no cause to
after going so far out of its way to
James M. Curley. of Boston had re-' give ground to the Dartmouthaccommodate Dartmouth and Stanford.
fused permission for the DartStanford clash as the Boston Col"We would like, of course, to play
mouth-Stanford football game on
lege-Holy Cross game has held on
in Boston, but unfortunately it does
Nov, 28 came as a surprise to the. that date for a long period, has
not appear possible to play on an.,
date other than Nov. 28. Stanford
become a sports fixture in this secHoly Cross athletic officials, the
plays Califoinia on the Saturday betion and has won the right to that
authorities at Mt. St. James have
fore that, and has already informed us
important date.
that it will be unable to make any
accepted the action as final.
Athletic Directoi. O'Donnell was in- change in that arrangement. We could
clined to believe that the ban would
Kills Chance
not play on Thanksgiving, because of
The only possible regret to some of mean dropping of all consideration of the transcontinental trip which Stanthe officials and to many of the Wor- changing the date of the H. C.-B. C. ford will have to make. We cannot
cester football fans comes from the game to Thanksgiving or bringing the play on Nov. 29, a Sunday, for obv•:.us
knowledge that Mayor Curley's action game here.
reasons. Right now it looks as though
Holy Cross football followers also
practically kills any chance of the
the game would be played either at
annual football clash between Holy feel that the action settles definitely Chicago or at Philadelphia, and it may
Cross and Boston College coming to all chances for at least several seasons have to be cancelled entirely."
to have the game held in Worcester.
Worcester this year.
Resume
Outright cancellation, postponement
When announcement was made at
Harvard that the stadium had been or a shift to another city of the DartThi et of statements tells the story
given to the Dartmouth team for a mouth-Stanford football game, sched- prett
oroughly. Here, however, is
return game in its intersectional series uled for the Harvard Stadium, Nov. a brie resume of the stelae leading to
problem
the
aththe
facing
28,
was
with Stanford, the first of which was
the present crisis:
stag.ed on the Pacific Coast last fall, letic authorities of these universities.
Two years ago, Harvard made a
After receipt of Mayor Curley's de- I very great exception in its usual policy
Holy Cross supporters immediately
stetted a move to bring the annual cision by William J. Bingham, direc- , by granting Dartmouth the use of the
tor of Harvard athletics, notice was 'Stadium, the final arrangements
contest here.
being
The competition that the two Jesuit served, by Harvard upon Dartmouth completed through Pies. Hopkins of
elevens would meet in the intersec- that the stadium would be unavailable Dartmouth and the Harvard Corporational game was advanced as an argu- for a Stanford-Dartmouth game Nov. tion.
ment for bringing the contest here 28.
, At the time, Bingham wrote to the
and in that manner determine whethCurley's Reason
then mayor, Hon. Malcolm E. Nichols,
er or not it was advisable or possible
Mayor Curley explained that his
asking whether such a game would
to stage the game here on alternate
refusal to grant Harvard a perbe agreeable to the Boston authorities,
years.
Nichols replied that he mould rather
mit for this important intersecConsiderable pressure was brought
that the incoming mayor pass judgtional game was based on the
to bear to have the game at Fitton
fact that it constituted a conflict
ment on the proposal, and as a result,
Field and despite some stories from
with the traditional B. C.-H. C. It was not until last week that the
Boston it is known that the site of the
game. He added that he was permatter was finally put up to Mayor
game was not definitely determined
fectly agreeable to thee two
Curley. Hifi reply has been recorded.
nor was the game definitely scheduled
"outside" teams playing in Boston
Mayor Curley's legal right to forbid
for Boston ea It was the Holy Cross
on any other date whatsoever, the Dartmouth-Stanford game seems
"home game" this year.
and Holy Cross should receive
to be a moot question. Undoubtedly
Nearly as much pressure has been
some consideration In the matter. the mayor could deprive the game of
brought to bear, it became known toHarvard authorities intimated that very necessary police protection and
day, to have the game held in Boston they
it might be possible for the city to
without any change of date. Advo- grant would be perfectly willing to tax
Soldiers Field were it to become
the use of the
cates of this move felt that the tradi- stadiumDartmouth
on some other date, but the the scene of sporting events in which
tion carried by the Jesuit clash would Dartmouth
Harvard
authorities
stated
that
was not one of the particimore than offset the attractive opposi- Stanford
had been unable to rearrange pants. At any rate, Harvard officials
tion offered by the intersectional its schedule
to permit the playing of said last night they would under no
game.,
this game on another date, and as a circumstances attempt to have the
Cleo A O'Donnell, athletic director result, the Dartmouth-Sta
nford game game played without full sanction
.bstelloly Cross, claimed that the action will very probably be played either
at from the authorities.
of the Boston mayor was a surprise to Franklin Field, Philadelphia, or
So there the matter stands, with no
in
him, and he has had no opportunity Chicago.
Dartmouth-Stanford game for Bosto discuss the matter with the other
Here is the statement made by ton thLs fall sinless Mayor Curley
college authorities. When interviewed. Bingham:
changes his mind before the Big
today he seemed confident that there
"Two years ago the Harvard Cor- Green and the Bears definitely dewould be no move by Holy Cross to poration extended Dartmouth the use cide upon some other
battleground.
influence the decision of Mayor Cur- of the Stadium for a football game
John P. Curley, graduate manager
ley either to strengthen the move to with Stanford on Nov. 28, 1931, mak- of athletics at Boston College. said
bring the game here this year or to ing the reservation, however, that this no statement on the situation would
give way to the other colleges.
arrangement should meet with the ap- be forthcoming from Boston College
at this time. He intends, he said,
Sports Fixture
proval of the mayor of Boston.
to confer with Cleo O'Donnell. direrUnofficially it is felt at Holy
,0 ell del fe.;4,...
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Boston Mayor's Decision Not to Permit Dartmouth--gtanfalls Grid Tilt at Stadium on November 28
Was Surprise to Purple Athletic Officials—
Means H. C.-B. C. Game Will Not Come to
Worcester This Fall

ss-vm
Curley Refuses Dartmouth.

•

Permission to Use Harvard
, . Stadium for Football k,Jaurie

/r/31

Defends Curley
Refusing Permit
or Grid Game

_
*
CAMBR I I1( ; E, April 15 (W)--The jection was raisi,d r a si:liford-DartAin inni
College
J. Boston
but
William
when
game,
mouth
Ilarvard stdium will not be available
on Fair
Decisi
Bingham, director of athletics at HarHead Says
to Dartmouth college for the Dartvard, asked Mayor Curley again for
ned
Concer
s
To College
mouth-Stanford football game Nov. 28 permission, the mayor refused. Stanthe
offered
h
were
next because of the refusal of Mayor ford and Dartmout
a
James M. Curley of Boston to grant use of the stadium and accepted
BOSTON, April 15 (.4)—Edward A.
e ago.
the necessary permission. Harvard long
,McLaughlin, president of the BosCurley said last night that the holy ton College Alumni association, said
university announced the mayor's repsa1 to grant permission for the use Cross-Boston College game, long a today that he had called the attenOf the stadium by Dartmouth last Boston fixture, was scheduled for that tion of Mayor James M. Curley to
day and that they were entitled "to a the conflict in dates of the Dartnight.
The stadium, built on the Boston little revenue." He said that. Stan- mouth-Sanford and Boston collegeside of the Charles river, cannot be ford and Dartmouth could play any 'Holy Cross football games.
His action was followed by the reused for athletic events not Partici- ;other day next fall.
Bingham said that while the sta- fusal of Mayor Curley to permit the
pated in by Harvard, except with permission of the mayor of Boston un- dium would be offered the teams on j intersectional contest in the Harvard
der a contract drawn between Boston Thanksgiving or any Saturday Har- stadium on the date in question, Nov.
vard was not playing there, it was j 28. McLaughlin said he acted at the
and the university.
Two years ago, while Malcolm E. understood that Stanford could play request of the executive committee of
the alumni association and he praised
Vinlinlq was mayor of Boston, no ob- only on Nov. 28.
the "sound fairnes" of the mayors
decision.
"The matter of the DartmouthStanford game being played in Boston on Nov. 28, 1931," McLaughlin
said, "was called to the attention of
the executive committee of the Bos4
ccRAY, i
4-1-//
r--7f>1
}/i.:::11)
ton College Alumni association by
its graduate athletic board a little
over a week ago.
"Up to that time the officers of the
association had had no intimation'
either from the athletic associations
of Harvard, Dartmouth or Stanford or
the alumni associations of any of these
institutions that it was intended to
play this game on the day on which
city's permission must be obtained
the Boston College-Holy Cross footfor any athletic event in the stadiball game had been scheduled.
um not participated in by Harvard.
"This latter game has been played
Two years ago the mayor at that
time, Malcolm E. Nichols, raised no Ion the Saturday after Thanksgiving
objection to the Stanford-Dartmouth 'for over 15 years. It attracts approximately 40,000 persons from engame but when William J. Bingham, Harvard director of athletics, tire New England. It is looked upon
nationally as one of the outstanding
asked Mayor Curley again for the
necessary permission, the mayor re- games of the East."
fused.
(Special to the News)
Curley said that the Holy CroesCambridge, April 15—Dartmouth
College game, long a Boston
Boston
to
able
be
not
and Stanford will
was scheduled for that day
fixture,
Harthe
in
game
play their football
they were entitled "to a
that
and
benext
28
vard stadium on Nov.
" He said Dartmouth
revenue.
little
James
Mayor
cause of the refusal of
could play any other
Stanford
and
necessary
M. Curley to grant the
but Nov. 28.
fall
next
day
anty
Universi
permission, Harvard
Bingham said last night Harvard
nounced last night. Harvard long would offer Stanford and DartDartago invited Stanford and
mouth the stadium on Thanksgivmouth to play their game in Cam- ing or any Saturday Harvard was
approvbridge, provided the mayor
it was
accepted. not playing there. However,
ed and the invitation was
could play
Stanford
that
od
understo
on
built
When the stadium was
river only on Nov. 28. The game might,
the Boston side of the Charles the therefore, be played in Phialdelphia
between
drawn
was
contract
a
the or Chicago instead.
city and the university that

Dartmouth-Stanford Game
At Stadium Nov.28 Is Banned
Necessary Permission
IF R(.411Sed By Mayor
Curley
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toward intercollegiate football. Is
football. to Boston people, no more
And if
Plan a commercial vent lire?
t is, can Boston support no more
.han one game with a normal atsnidance of 20,000 on the same Sat.irday. As far as the city and Its
Pocketbook is concerned, we can see
10 objection to an influx of some 50
m 80,000 spectators. We feel eels
kain that this step was in no way ac; itated by either Holy Cross or Bumon College, for their game will be
S
played regardless.
"There must be something far
back in the mayor's keen mind. And
it appears to us to be a distinctly
frI ppolitical move; no more than a cheap
to that particular group
of Boston people who have supported
him during his campaign, to their
own good.
"Malcolm E. Nichol:4 raised no objections to the game and we fail to
see any reason why such a step
be in order now, except to secure for that great and good man
few
a few more votes, a
more palatial homes, a few more
sleek, high-powered cars.
"And so. as far as we're concerned,
the Curley worm gets the bird.
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CLEVELAND LOOMS
As SELECTION FOR
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Chicago Second Choice —.pandering
Dartmouth Game on
Nov. 28
,

SCHOOL PAPER BITTERLYshould
ASSAILS MAYOR CURLEtCurley
Charged with Injecting Poli
tics Into Intersectional
Sport

Special to The Union.
HANOVER, April 15—Either Cleveland or Chicago appeared today as
the site of the Dartmouth-Stanford
football game next fall on November
28, and it is expected that Harry it.
Heneage, director of Dartmouth athletter, will make a western trip later
this week with the intention of making arrangements for the contest in

•

one of those cities.
refusal to allow the
Mayor Cait
intersectionaTThlash to take place in
Boston on the same date as the Holy
has
game
College
Cross-Boston
forced a change in the plans which
the
in
meet
to
teams
called for the
Harvard stadium, and today the
municipal stadium apCleveland
peared as the most popular choice,
with a Chicago field second. Cleveland is a strong Dartmouth alumni
center and there is a large delegation
of students from Ohio in the college.
The news of ,Curley's action came
as a shock to the student body today,
and there was much adverse criticism of him, for the Stanford game
in Boston would have been as popular as the annual Harvard clash
when nearly all the student body
makes the trip to the game.
Editorial Raps Mayor.
A caustic editorial entitled "The
Curley worm gets the bird" will appear in the Daily Dartmouth tomorrow morning which states In unmistakable terms much of the student
attituds s'')ward the action of the
Boston a tyar
The edi, srisA in part is as follows:
"The big cigass and diamond necklaces of politics have at last wedged
their way into the realm of intercollegiate sport. The Hon. James M.
Curley, fawning before the Irish
vote of Boston, withholds permission
football
for the Dartmouth-Stanford
years
game scheduled for over two
stadium.
Harvard
the
to be played in
on the mayor
By way of explanati
Cross-Bospoints out that the Holy
affair of long
ton College game is an
these
standing in Boston and that
revecolleges are entitled to a little
nue.
fact that the
"Over and above the
the
Dartmouth game has been on
object to
we
books for two years,
attitude
business
Curley.'s big

Goodwin Deplores
Spending $10,000
For Relief Probe
Boston, April 15—Condemning the
expenditure of $10.000 to
nvestigate the public welfare deairtment, Chairman Frank A. Goodvin of the finance commission, in a
etter received yesterday by Mayor
3ulley, insisted that the money
fiTsuld be applied to the relief of the
teedy.
While admitting that his investisttors had disclosed several cases of
he distribution of cash, coal arid
:soceries to persons not entitled to
Ad. Chairman Goodwin contended
hat It would be a miracle if no unleserving cases were found amone
he '7500 persons collecting city aid
Advertising to the nation that the
velfare headquarters was infest, d
vith crooks, he said, was Imre . so
,he trustees, to the ern''
:c4 the city. Slipshod
ot cases
;silting from the ovi.
brought by the recent depression,
and by the lack of space at charity
headquarters, had been unearthed
by the finance commission probers
he said, adding that they expected
to find more unworthy cases before
they finish and make public their
report. But he insisted that the finance commission would plug the
leaks and make every effort to determine whether any of the welfare
officials had been guilty of anything
more than carelessness in the distribution of aid.
In making public the letter, Mayor
Curley also issued a statement, signed
by Chairman Simon E. Hecht of the
unpaid board of overseers of public
welfare, in
which
he
protested
against the action of Councillor John
F. Dowd of Roxbury, in condemning
the department because of the finding of "Isolated unworthy cases." lie:
explained that, mistakes have been
made and corrected, and that they
were only natural, when the demands
on the department increased 300 per
fPur rnntIfIla
cent, in

3roposed

Curley Issues Call
for Another Parley
Legislators Asked to Attend
and Discuss Essential
Measures.
Union.
Special to The Springfield
James M.
BOSTON, April I—Mayor
ir4M.ed another
Curley of Boston has
more than
suniffrons to what is little
Legislature.
a private session of the
in the form
Today's summons, worded
a council at
of an invitation, is for
Thursday "for the
Boston City Hall
g legislation esconsiderin
of
purpose
of the citinterests
best
the
to
sential
Commonthe
and
Boston
of
izenship
wealth."
presThe speaker of the House, the
tal ailident of the Senate, departmen
of
group
claim of Bostbn and a picked
At
legislators have been "invited."
luncheon,
he first session, ostensibly a
the
the legislators were urged by
Mayor to support his plan for a disbursement of half of the present gasa
oline tax back to cities and towns,
petition for which he now has before
the Legislature.
At the Thursday meeting Curley
probably will again urge support of
his proposal to return I cent of the
present 2-cent gasoline tax back to
cities and towns. It. would he a good
bill for Boston. because Boston would
get the lion's share. Tbe point against
the hill is that it deprives the Public Works Department of .almost half
its revenue for road building in all
sections of the State. Western Massachusetts would he hard hit by such
legislation.
The Mayor also will undoubtedly
emphasize the need of his own building program, which entails the borrowing of about $31,000.000 outside the
debt limit. It is understood that there
is very little enthusiasm for this
measure on the part of the Committee
°a Municipal Finance, which is conThe majority of the
sidering it.
members of this committee feel that
the present is not the proper time for
such an ambitious program.
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tor of athletics at Holy
ably Friday, after which CreSS, probtliii position
of the two colleges
will be made
known.
"The situation came upon us
so
suddenly we cannot. make any
statement at this time," Curley said.
_
MANCHESTER, N. H., April 15 (ke
—Chicago is favored as the scene of
the Dartmouth -Stamford
football game
Nov. 28, Harry R. Heneage,
director of
athletics at Dartmouth, said today in
expressing regret that the game could
not be played in Boston.
"We will try and play the Dartmouth -Stanford game in some city,"
said Heneage, "and prefer Chicago
to
Philadelphia. It's too bad we can't
play In Boston as planned."
The date chosen for the game in
Hesston conflicted with that of the
annual Boston College-Holy Cross
game.
Henea.ge later was told that the directors of athletics at Boston College
and Holy Cross planned to confer on
the matter later in the week. He
said, "If it is agreea,ble to them and
Mayor Curley gives us permission to
use the Harvard Stadium, we will certainly go through with the game. Arrangements have been started Co play
the game elsewhere but the game will
be played in Boston if permission is
granted."
Oh>
,67.5t PaS.T. %le$-/
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Stanford Ready
To Play Game
I ht Other City
Graduate Manager Says
It Will Not Be
Called Off
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, Calif.,
, April 15 (W—Refusal of Mayor James
H. Curley of Boston to permit the
DartmetiMStanford football game to
be played in Harvard Stadium Nov. 28
next will result in the contest being
played an another locality, Al Masters, graduate manager of Stanford,
said today.
"The game will not be called eiff,"
Masters said. "It will be played either
: in Pl'i,ladelphia or Chicago on Nov.
28. If we cannot schedule it in either
of these cities, it Is possible we will
ii bring it back to Stanford Stadium
again. However, we prefer to Play it
.in the east to complete the "homeand-home" emu-vete-et wit), Dartmouth. The gaini ii: i i i.i..i y .ii did
not draw an attendance up to our
expectations."
Masters said Stapford had been offered the ThanksgiVing Day date for
Harvard Stadium, but this was not acceptable. Stanford plays California
Nov. 21, which will not leave sufficient
time for the eastern trip. Stanford
has no earlier dates available.
Mayor Curley refused permission
for the use of the Stadium on Nov.
28 because the Holy Cross-Boston College game is scheduled for that date.
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CURLEY BANS BIG
GRIDIRON GAME IN
FAVOR OF B.0 C.
Bars Use of Harvard Stadium for Stanford-Dartmouth Tilt on
November Date
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the invitation was

built on•
When the
river
the Boston side of the Charles
the
a contract was drawn between
the
that
university
the
end
city
city's permission must be obtained
for any athletic event in the stadium
Two
not participated in by Harvard.
years ago the mayor at that time,
objecMalcolm E. Nichols, raised no
Stanford -Dartmouth
tion to the
Bingham,
game but when William J.
Harvard director of athletics. asked
Mayor Curley again for the necesrefused.
sary permission, the mayor
Curley said that the Holy CrossBoston College game, long a Boston
fixture, was scheduled for that day
a
and that they were entitled "to
little revenue." He said Dartmouth
other
and Stanford could play any
day next fall but Nov. 28.
Harvard
tonight
Eingllarn said
would offer Stanford FFi I), 7 !mouth
'! or any
the stadium on
playing
Saturday Ha•..vard WAS
there. However, it was II. ,•!erstooct
that Stanford could play oily on
Nov. 28. The game might be played
instead.
in Philadelphia of Chicago
The announcement came as a distinct surprise to Cled A. O'Donnell,
direetor of athletics at the Holy Cross
college,
urn v ry much surprised that
was made by Mayor
•ii
mi. O'Donnell said when Inacterned of the Huh executive's
of
thought
even
Lion. "I had not
the
such a move particularly since
-Boston
site of this year's Holy Cross
definitely
College game has not been
usually
game
decided upon. True, the
efforts of'
is played in Boston, but bring the
the Holy Cross alumni to delayed a
game to Worcester have
final decision."
Asked if he had had any inkling
forththat such refusal would be
coming, or if Holy Cross authorities
Mr.
it,
about
had known anything
O'Donnell answered most emphatically "no".
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COLLEGE PAPER
RAPS CURLEY
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DARTMOUTH NUNN *1001114Tka1itt1 IND1GNATION
Much indignation has been regitstered here, as well AS any other
place where Dartmouth Men hold forth, relative to Mayor
Curley of
Boston, refusing to allow Dartmhuth and Leland Stanford to meet
at the Harvard Stadinm in an interiectional football clash on Nov.
28, the same afternoon that Holy err,* and Roston College are
scheduled to play their annual grid game. presumably at Fenwav
Park. The Stanford -Dartmouth tilt Is one that all loyal Dartmouth
men, anti every Dartmouth man its loyal, to I have been informed
rather emphatically, have been leekiftg forward to, and now that
the game will not he played in °gen, followers of the Rig Green
learn from this section *ill have to journey, in all probability, hundreds of miles to alt in on the battle.
There is quite a poesibility that the contest will take place
in SOMA Mid-Weet city, with either Chicago or
Cleveland being fa vored at the present time. Arguments pro And eon have been bruited
about since Mayor Curley's deeltlan Waved in print, but it seems
as though Darri"
--"i util"ette het get any the beat of it. In 1930, the
Hanoveriane journeyed to the Far West for a game with Leland
Stanford, and this meason the boy& ebached by "Pop" Warner were
to come here, but as stetter* Beir Stand If Leland Stanford proceeds
as far as Cleevland or 011eigo, toirtitouth men from the East will
have to be eatiAted,
Holy ('rose and Boston College are traditional rivals, 'tie
true, hut in view of the filet that Dartmouth and Stanford were
going to play an intersectional genie, A contest bound to be very
colorful, something Otit bi the ordinary and something that
might happen only rarely, Matey folks hereabouts were hoping
that Holy Cross and Roston College would move their 1931 game
to this city. In fact, the Metter keti Mit been definitely decided
as :tet, but it, might as *ell be, au Mayor Cnrley's ban bit the
Dartmouth-Stanferd game it the Plarrard flitadinm removes the
last ohstarl In the path of the Holy floose-Roeton College game
for the Hub.
Some weeks ago the athletic office At Robtott College gave out
word that the football game bativsen the Eagles and the Crusaders
would, as usual, be played in Boston. Holy Cross, through Mr. Cleo
A. O'Donnell, did not qitite agree with the Boston College angle, At
the time. In feet, as mentioned above, the site of the game ha e not
been'detinitely decided upon ie yet, but there will be another conference, and no doubt Boston will be picked. This was a good year
to teet whether or not Worcester would- patronize a. Holy CrossBoston College kame, but it teilinpi as though Roston College holds
the balance of power when it comes to deelding whether the contest
should take place in Boston or in 'Waite/Dee.
•
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James M. Curley's action in banning

the proMayor
posed Dartmouth-Stanford football game, planned for the
Harvard stadium next fall, comes as quite a surprise.
This game was to have been one of the attractions of
football season, and many fans had already arcoming
the
ranged for reservations. Now the game will go to Chicago or

•

Philadelphia, it is expected.
Harvard authorities who had granted the Hanover institution permission to use the stadium, were silent on the
matter last night. Mayor Curley declared that the Rome
would conflict with the annual Holy Cross-B. C. rrsme
which is a fixture in Beantown. Trre, the mayor may be
right in taking this action, but it seems that the stA.-.4o, of
the game only once would not have entiwely ruined the two
Jesuit schools. It is so seldom that Boston gets a chance to
see one of the major teams from the Pacific coast in action
that the banning of the game will be a keen disappointment
to many.

Lays. Refusal of Game
Permit to "Cheap
Pandering"
HANOVER, N. H., April 16 (AP)—
The Daily Dartmouth, Dartmouth
college undergraduate publication, in
an editorial appearing today, assails Mayor James M. Curley of Boston for his decision to refuse use of
the' Harvard Stadium for the Dartmouth-Stanford football game on
Nov. 28.
Declaring that "it appears to us
* * * no more than a cheap pandering to that particular group of Boston people who have supported him
during his campaign," the paper
says it feels certain the refusal to
permit use of the stadium was actuated by neither Holy Cross nor
Boston college.
It WE,S because the traditional
Boston College-Holy Cross game will
be played in Boston on Nov. 28 that
Curley withheld permission for the
'Stanford-Dartmouth game in the
stadium on the same date.
Tonight indications were that
Cleveland was the first choice in efforts to arrange the game in another city, with Chicago second in
favor. Harry R. Preview, direetmi ef
Dartmouth athletics, will oaks a
western trip later ha tele week eritk
a view to scheduling' tke iattersectional clash in one of *e two
cities.
In its denunciatiom of Mager Oneley's action, the Dartmeoulle WE
that the normal attendeenee at Ate
Boston College-Holy Cron inmas,is
about 22,000 and &awes ft eau am
no reason for Boston to object to an
influx of some 60,000 to glet atditional spectators.
It charges "the big cigars tad *V
mood necklaces of politics have at
last wedged their way Ina* lialt mist
of intercollegiate sport."
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OF B1
MO ELI
11 TAKE ACTION

STANFORD s.sl's
WILL RE
PI,AVED El.sEWIDERE
STANFORD
UNIVERSITY,
Cal.,
April 15 (API—Refusal of Mayor
James H. Curley of Boston to permit
the Dartmouth-Stanford game to be
played in Harvard Stadium Nov, 28
next will result, in the contest being
played in another locali'v. Al Masters, graduate manar.;er of Stanfora,
,aid today.

"The game will not he ealled off."
Masters said. "It will he played either
Philldelphla or Chicago on Nov.
,• , onot, schedule it in either
.1 es. it is possible we will
iwing lt rise kto Stanford Stadium
gain. However, we prefer !o play it
'n the East. In complete the "home
.-ind home" arrangement with Dartmouth. The game here last :year did
not, drew an attendance up to our expectations."
Masters said Stanford had been ofSTANFORD
I fered the Thanksgiving Day date for
t5
y
hsi Cwa5
10rn
no
la
t
Nov. 21. whirl) will not leave sufficient tint efor the Eastern trip. StanBOSTON. April 15 (API---Edward ford has no earlier raie a VAiii hle
A. McLaughlin, president of the Bos•
ton College Alumni association, said MANA(Mit AT II. V. 1{111
today that he had called the attenSI SKI' sTAT1:311;:sT
tion of IIIIIALJames M. Curley to the
BOSTON, April.15 (API—John P.
conflict in dates of the DEPetrtoitthgraduate manager 01 athletStanford and Boston College-Holy Curley,
College, said today no
Cross football games. His action was les at Boston
on the refusal of Mayor
statement
followed by the refusal of Mayor CurDartmouththe
ley to permit the inter-sectional con- Curley to permit
the
game Nov. 28 at
Stanford
test, in the Harvard Stadium on the
conflicts
Harvard Stadium which
date in question, Nov. 28. MeLtrighCollege
Cross-Boston
with the Holy
lilt said he acted at the request of i2.aine at this time
He intends he
the executive committee of the
i said, to confer with Cleo O'Donnell.
Alumni association and he praised
director of athletics at Holy Cross.
the "sound fairness" of the mayor's
probably Friday. after which the podecision.
two colleges will be
sition of the
"The matter of the Dartmouth made known.
Stanford game being played in Bos"The situation came upon us so
ton on Nov. 28, 1931," McLaughlin
suddenly we cannot make any statesaid. "was called to the attention of
ment At this time.- Curley said.
the executive committee of the Bos- entertainment will he the mystery
ti.iociation
Colle
by its
<>graduate athletic board a little over
lb Favors Chicago
Dail
a week ago.
"Up to that time the officers of the.
MANCHESTER, N. H.. April 15 (API
as3ociation had had no intimation —Chicago is favored HS the scene of
either from the athletic associations the
football
Dartmouth-Stanford
of Harvard, Dartmouth or Stanford game Nov. 28, Harry R. Heneage, dio- the alumni associations of any n` rector of athletics at Dartmouth, said
these institutions that it was intend- today in expressing regret that the
ed to play this game on the day on game could not be played in Boston.
which the Boston College-Holy CroF.s
-We wilt try and play the Dartfootball game had been scheduled
mouth -Stanford game in some city,"
Praises Corley's Action
:;ald Heneage, "and prefer Chicago to
'This latter game has been played Philadelphia. It's too bad we can't
Thanksgivin7,
after
Saturday
on the
play in Boston as planned."
for over 15 years. The game attracts
The date chosen for the game in
approximately 40,000 persons from enBoston conflicted with that of the
tire Ncw England. It is lookzd upon Annual
Cross
Boston College-Holy
nationally as one of the outstanding
game. Heneage later was told that
games of the East. At the request of the directors of athletics at Boston
my executive committee I called the College and Holy Cross planned to
the 't
of
the attention
twitter to
confer on the matter later in the
mayor's office The sound fairness 0.
week. He said. "If It is agreeable to
the maym's decision must be appar- ihcm and Mayor Curley gives us perent to all."
It was upon mission to 11Se the Harvard Stadium.
After admitting
through with the
McLapghlin's protest that he had de- 'A'C will certainly go
In, game. Arrangements have been startcided to withhold permission for I
elsewhere but
game
intersectional contest. Mayor Corley ed to play 'he
the game will be played in Boston
Said :
permission is granted."
"If such a proposttion as the Dart- if
mouth -Stanford game should be per-

President Praises Reitisal
et Ma\ior to Permit Game
to Conflict With Holy
Cross Tilt

WANTS GAME
„Heacr,
e p7adb eS.tasdtinunnflorbdupt
PLAYED IN OTHER CITY

flitted, it would seriously affect the
footWet sources of revenue front
sill of both Boston College and Holy
made
be
should
'rot. If an attempt
hold a rounter-attraction to the
a ttii tide
game. my
1,trvard-Yale
there
would be no different. I feel
the
during
dates
are plenty of other
game
football season upon which this
can he held."
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ALUMNUS OF B. C.
VIEWS STAND OF
CURLEY AS FAIR
Edward McLaughlin, President of Graduate Body,
Makes Statement
Says
He Approached Hub Mayor
Boston, April 15—(AP)—Edward A.
McLaughlin, president of the Boston
College Alumni association, said today that he had called the attention
of M. 'or James M. Cur , to theconflict in he dates of tlDartmouthStanford and Boston college-Holy
Cross football games.
His action was followed by the refusal of Mayor Curley to permit the
, intersectional contest in the Harvard
I stadium on the. date in question, November 28. McLaughlin said he acted
at the request of the executive committee of the alumni association and
he praised the sound fairness "of the
mayor's decision."
"The matter of the DartmouthStanford game being played in Boston on November 28. 1931," McLaughlin said, "was called to the attention of the executive committee of
the Boston College Alumni association
by its graduate athletic board a little over a week ago.
"Up to that time the officers of the
association had had no intimation
either from the athletic associations of
Harvard, Dartmouth or Stanford or
the alumni associationi of any of
these institutions that it was intended
to play this game on the day on which
the I3oeton college-Holy Cross football game had been scheduled.
"This latter game has been played
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving
for over 15 years. The game attracts
approximately 40,000 persons fmm entire New England. It is looked upon
nationally as one of the outstanding
games of the East.
"At the request of any executive
committee I called the matter to the
attention of the mayor's office., The
sound falrneas of the mayor's ddcision
must be apparent to all."
After admitting it was upon McLaughlin's protest that he had decided to withhold permission for the Intersectional contest, Mayor Curley
said:—
"If such a proposition as the Dartmouth-Standford game should be permitted, it would seriously affect the
chief ectnrce of revenue from football
of both Boston college and Holy
Cross..
. f

an attempt should be made to
hold e counter-attraction to the Harvard-Yale game, my attitude would be
no different. I feel there are plenty
of other dates during the football season upon which this game can be
held."
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Dartmouth Editorial
Flays Boston's Mayor
Hurls Vitriol at Hon James M. Curley For Refusal to
Sanction Green's 1931 Football Fray With Stan.
ford--Cleveland Likely Site

•

"Malcolm E. Nichols raised no objections to th e game and we fa to
Hanover, N. H., April 15 — Either see any reason why such a step should
Cleveland or Chicago appeared today be in order now, except to secure for
as the probable site of the Dartmouth- that great and good man, Curley, a
Stanford football game next fall on few more votes, a few more palatial
November 18, and it is expected that homes, a few more sleek, highHarry R. Heneage, director of Dart- powered cars.
mouth athletics, will make a westorn
"And so, as far as we're concerned,
trip later this week with-- the intention the Curley worm gets the) bird."
of making arrangements for the contest in one of those cities. Mayor
Stanford Wants Game
James H. Curley'S refusal to allow
Stanford University, Cal., April 15—
the intersectional clash to take place
in Boston on the same date as the (AP)—Refusal of Mayor James H.
Holy Cross-Boston college game has Curley of Boston to permit the Dartforced a change in the plans, which mouth-Stanford football game to be
called for the teams to meet in the played in Harvard stadium November
28.next will result in the contest being
iiarvard stadium, and today the played
in another locality, Al Masters,
Cleveland municipal stadium appeared
graduate
manager. of Stanford, said
to be the most popular choice, with to lay.
a Chitago field second. Cleveland is a
"The game will not be called off,"
strong Dartmouth alumni center and
Masters said. "It will be played either
there is a large delegation of students In
Philadelphia or Chicago on Novemfrom Ohio in the college.
ber 28. If we cannot schedule it in
The news of Curley's action came
of these cities, it is possible
as a shock to the student body to- either
e will bring it back to Stanford
day, and there was much adverse again.
However, we prefer to play
criticism of him, for the Stanford It in
game in Boston would have been as and the East to complete the 'home
home'
arrangement with Dartpopular as the annual Harvard clash
when nearly all the student body mouth. The game here last year did
not draw an attendance up to our exmakes the trip to the game.
pectations."
No Pouches Pulled
Masters said Stanford had been ofA caustic editorial entitled, "The fered the Thanksgivin^,•-day date for
Curley Worm Gets the Bird," will ap- Harvard stadium but this was not acpear in the Daily Dartmouth torrvir- ceptable. Stanford plays California
row morning which states in unmis- November 21, which will not leave
takable terms much of the student sufficient time for the eastern trip.
attitude toward the action of the
B. C. Delays Statement
Boston mayor. The editorial in part
; John P. Curley, graduate manager
Is as follows:—
"The big cigers and diamond neck- of athletics at Boston college, said
laces of politics have at last wedged no statement on the situation would
their way into the realm of intercol- be forthcoming from Boston college
legiate sport, the Hon James M. at this time. He intends, he said, to
Curley, fawning before the Irish vote confer with Cleo O'Donnell, director
of Boston, withholds permission for of athletics at Holy Cross, probably
Friday,
the
Dartmouth-Stanford
football the two after which the position of
colleges will be made known.
game, scheduled for over two years,
to be played in the Harvard stadium. "The situation came upon us so
suddenly
we cannot make any stateBy way of explanation the mayor
points out that the Holy Cross-Boston ment at this time," Curley said.
college game is an affair of long
standing in Boston and that these
colleges are entitled to a little revenue.
"Over and above the fact that the
Dartmouth game has been on the
books for two years, we object to
Mr Curley's attitude toward inteicolleglate football. Is football to Boston
people no more than a commercial
venture? And, if it is, can Boston
support no more than one game with
a normal attendance of 20,000 on the
same Saturday? As far as the city
and its pocketbook is concerned, we
can see no objection tG an influx of
some 50,000 or 60,000 spectators. We
feel certain that this step was in no
way actuated by either Holy Cross
or Boston college for their game will
be played regardless.
"There must be something far back
In the mayor's keen mind, and it appears to us to be a distinctly political move. No more than a cheap
pandering to that particular group
oif Boston people who have supported
him during his campaign to their own
good.
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Railrbad Consolidations

Portland
or clit:1:41, of Boston

4

NA

And

does not agre(
as tc
Massachusetts
of
Ely
Tiovernor
with
fat
so
England
just what is best for New
eoncerned
are
consolidations
as railroad
'The mayor wants to encourage the Van
Sweringens to extend their railroad 1ineF
In New England,so as to help build up our
:aeltusetts
ports. The governor of :\l:),
favors the taking over of all New Eland
railroads LV New England capital and uniting them in one system, independent of out l
side systems.
The advocates of on 'ii plan have many
arguments to offer and it is difficult to determine which one is best. Each state or
city must look upon this question from its
own viewpoint and decide for itself what
would hest serve its interests.
We can say offhand that there is no objection to the Van Swering,rens in this State,
or in this City, that appears to exist ill some
The Van Sweringens have
other places.
achieved wonderful things wherever they
have operated. They are said to want to
reach the Ne* England coast and lend a
hand in developing some of its seaports.
Many Portland people seem to be of the
opinion. that this City has more to gain
from the Van Sweringen railroads than they
have from others.
Everyone knows that Portland has the
best harbor on the North Atlantic coast.
Its facilities are not being used to the extent they might be. This is partially due
to the fat that the railroads have not been
able to teclire the Western business which
this pr,::t ought to have to reach its highest
development. If the Van Swering,ens became
interested in making Portland a Shipping
tioint for Western products it might result
n filling our harbor With ships.
Once the Grand Trunk Railway was perfOrming this service for Portland a part of
the year.
When the St. Lawrence River
was closed to shipping in Winter several
tines of British ships sent their vessek here
to get the cargoes the Grand Trunk was
hauling to the Eastern ports from the Great
West. While this continued Portland was
a busy port in the Winter.
Hundreds of
men were given employment and all the
available steamship docks were filled with
vessels.
The Maritime ports of -Canada, esp-)-ialis
Halifax and St. john, New Brun,wick,
wanted the business and sueovedod in getting the most of it. When the (;ra int Trunk
pit hauling grain and other products from
the Great West to Portland our shipping
business fell off at once. The other railroads seemed unable to do much to make
up the loss.
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THE DAILY
DARTMOUTH
SCORES RV

Masters, graduate manager of Stanford, said today.
"The game will not be called off,"
Masters said. "It will be played either
in Philadelphia or Chicago on November 28. If we cannot schedule it in
we
either of these cities, it is possible
m
will bring it back to Stanford stadiu
:igain. However, we prefer to play it
in the East to complete the "home
and home" arrangement with Dartdid
mouth. The game here last year
not draw an attendance up to our
expectations."
Mayor Curley refused permission
for the use of the stadium on Nov.
28 because the Holy Cross-Boston colHanover,, N. H., April 15 (P)—The lege game is scheduled for that date.
Daily Dartmouth, Dartmouth college
/64C-446
undergraduate publication, in an ediscsails
torial to appear tomorrow
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston for
his decision to refuse use of Harvard

Charge -iiiiticsiiehind
Ban on the DartmouthStanford Game

rGA UA.,/.4/

FOOTBALL CLASSIC
WITH COAST TEA1V
EAGERLY AA AIM)

stadium for the Dartmouth-Stanford
football game on Nov. 28.
Declaring that It appears to us no
more than a cheap pandering to that
particular group of Boston people who
have supported him during his campaign," the paper says it feels certain
the refusal to permit use of the stadium was actuated by neither Holy
Cross nor Boston college.
It was because the traditional Boston college-Holy Cross game will be
played in Boston on Nov. 28 that
Curley said he withheld permission
for the Stanford-Dartmouth game In
the stadium on the same date.
were that .SPecial to The Union.
Tonight, indications
Cleveland was the first choice in efHANOVER. April 15.--News that
forts to arrange the game in another
Dartmouth will not be able to play
city, with Chicago second in favor.
Stanford on November 28 in the HerHarry R. Heneage, director of Dart\ arc! Stedium because of the refills/11
a
western
make
s,
will
mouth athletic
of Mayor Curley of Boston to grant
view
a
with
week
trip later in the
permission for the game due to its
onal
inter-secti
the
ing
to schedul
with the Holy Cross-Boston
clesh
cities.
two
of
the
clash in one
College contest at the same time
In its denunciation of Mayor Cursays 'came as a shock to most of the Dartley's action, the Dartmouth
that the normal attendance at the
mouth student body.
Boston college-Holy Cross game is ' The Stanford game would have
no
see
can
it
asserts
about 22,000 and
hen the first big intersectional clash
reason for Boston to object to an inwhich practically all of the Dartaddi60,000
to
50,000
flux of some
have witmouth students could
tional spectators.
few years these
last
the
In
nessed.
NiE.
m
Malcol
that
It points out
big games for Dartmouth have been
chols, former mayor of Boston when
e from
the inter-sectional game was sched- played in cities whose distanc
the trip impossible for
uled two years ago for Nov. 28 of this Hanover made
ChiThe
most of the college men.
year, saw no objection.
contest in 1928 was attended by
cago
charge
the
throws
l
The editoria
only a few of the students. The
of politics in the opening sentence: Navy game in 1929 in Philadelphia
neckd
diamon
and
The big cigars
drew a larger crowd, but the Stanlaces of politics have at last wedged ford game last fall was heard over
he radio by practically all the stutheir way into the realm of interent body.
collegiate sport."
Boston, the nearest metropolitan
The student body expressed keen
center to Hanover, has always been
n.
decisio
s
Curley'
at
disappointment
students on their
, a haven for the
With the Stanford game In Boston rpeerades." At the time of the anwould
e
raduat
underg
virtually every
!noel Harvard game, when an athtrip to letic holiday is given by the college
be able to see the contest—a
the trip
Cleveland or Chicago will be out of nearly all the students make
most tO Boston, and the Stanford contest
the question for many, if not for
there
played
been
w•hich would have
s.
s
of the Dartmouth student
during the Thanksgiving holiday
has been looked forward to ever
Game Will be Played.
two
the
of
since the announcement
Stanford University, Cal., April 15 year playing contract several years
H.
(,P)—Refusal of Mayor James
the Dart- ago.
Arrangements made for the game
Curley of Boston to permit
game to be
take place in some city besides
mouth-Stanford football
I-to
m
Novemstadiu
Boston can not be as favorable to the
played in Harvard
in the contest 'students. es they will prevent many
ber 28 next will result
another locality. Al watchinz; the contest.
being played in
-.

Mayor Curley's Action f?, tter
Blow to Dartmouth
Student Body

*..
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GURLEY REFUSES
PERMISSION FOR
CRIMSON STADIUM
15.—(AP)—•
Cambridge, Mass., April
will not be avail:he Harvard Stadium
for the
ble to Dartmouth College game Nol
)artmouth-Stanford footbal
the refusal
'ember 28 next because of
of Boston
if Mayor James M. ChElsx.permission.
necessary
o gra/Tr—the
the
University announced
iarvard
use of the
‘layor's refusal of the
last night,
;tedium by ,Dartmouth
Boston
The Stadium, built on the
cannot be
ide of the Charles River.
not particiii'ed for athletic events
with perAted in by Harvard except
Boston under
nission of the Mayor of
between Boston and
k contract drawn
he university.
m E.
Two years ago, while Malcol
objecNichols was Mayor of Boston, no
rd-Dartion was raised to the Stamfo
J.
William
mouth game, but when
HarBingham, director of athletics at
k arch, asked Mayor Curley for permis
rd and
,ion. the Mayor refused. Stanfo
of the
Dartmouth were offered the use
ago.
Stadium and accepted a long time
Curley said last night that, the Holy
a
Cross-Boston College game, long
that
Boston fixture, was scheduled for
"to a
day and that they were entitled
rd
little revenue." lie said that Stanfo
and Darthiouth could play anY Other
day next Fall.
Bingham said that while the Stachum would be offered the teams on
Thanksgiving or any Saturday Harvard
was not playing there, it was understood that Stanford could play only on
November 28.
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permission
mayor gives
the
If
Dartmouth and Stanford can certainly use the stadium. The 'field
is in Boston, and not in Cambridge,
it
so Mayor Curley can say whether
will be played. We agreed two years
d
e
oii;
ms
h
agoe lth at f ltlhartntitoduitu

I r

contingent upon permission from the
mayor."
At that time Mayor Nichols said
that the game could be played as far
as he was concerned. but that he
would prefer to have definite permission granted from the incoming
mayor, who is Mr. Curley.
Mr. Bingham told The Union.
Leader that he wrote to Mayot
There is still a alight ellance that Curley last December. but re.
the
football ceived no reply as the execu.
Dartmouth-Stanford
game November 28 may be played tive was on his vacation. When
,he returned, his son died, and it was
at the Harvard stadium.
impossible to get a reply at that
the
ti me.
Definite decision as to whether
"I tried to get Dartmouth men to
game will be played will not be
him, and then last week I wrote
known for several days, as permis- see
to him, receiving the reply Tuesday
sion for the game hinges on Mayor that Boston college
and
Holy
Curley of Boston, who declared Tues- Cross had the prior right for a footday that it was impossible to have ball game on November 28, and that
it in Boston because the Boston col- Dartmouth and Stanford could not
lege-Holy Cross game on the same use the field. Harvard gladly volunteered the use of the stadium with'date has the prior right.
It was
It was learned by the Manchester out any income whatever.
Union-Leader and the Associated just sportsmanship to a friendly inthat stitution."
afternoon
Press
yesterday
The stadium is available any other
John P. Curley, athletio director
of Boston college, and Cleo O'Don- day next fall when Harvard is not
and Mr.
Bingham
nell of Holy Cross will confer, playing, Mr.
probably Friday, and discuss the Heneage said, but it will be imposthan
other
date
any
play
to
sibla
If agreeable to the dimatter.
rectors, and they express their wish November 28. Stanford plays Caliwould
to Mayor Curley, the latter may then fornia the week before, and
give permission for Dartmouth and be handicapped by a hasty journey
Stanford to play on November 28. east to play on Thanksgiving Day.
The Harvard stadium is within the The team would not arrive until
soon
city limits of Boston, and if Mayor Wednesday, and it would be too
day.
Curley does not give permission for to play the next
Mayor Curley declared that the
the game, it will have to be shifted •
Holy Cross and Boston college gam(
elsewhere.
fixture the
be has long been a Boston
"The game will certainly
Saturday after Thanksgiving, anc
played," Harry R. Heneage, athletic that they are entitled "to a little
director of Dartmouth said yesterday. revenue."
"Arrangements have already been
However, if these colleges agree
started in two or three other places.'
game at Hamar(
a second
Questioned as to where he would that
stadium would not conflict with the
stage it, he said Chicago and Phila- "gate," and tell that to the mayor, i'
delphia are considered, with Chicago is probable the latter will give per
preferred because of the elaborate mission to Dartmouth and Stanford
accommodations at Soldiers
Transfer of the Dartmouth-Stan
Stanford defeated Dartmouth on the ford game from Boston also wil
coast last fall.
wreck the Dartmouth alumni plan,
Dartmouth alumni throughout New to hold their annual national gather
at
disappointed
England were keenly
ing in the Hub of which this gam(
This annua
the announcement of Mayor Curley, was to be the climax.
banning the game at the Hub, be- "roundup" has never been held ir
cause of the annual alumni gathering New England, and Darmtouth alum
the week of the game. The reunion ni had looked forward to the event 85
may be shifted to the city where the as opportunity to meet old friends
which even class reunions at Han.
game is played.
"If Holy Cross and Boston college over each June do not afford.
agree to let us play the game, and
Mayor Curley then gives permission,
we will certainly play the game in
Boston." Mr. Heneage stated. He
was informed of the Associated
Press dispatch that said the Boston
,cellege and Holy Cross athletic directors would confer in regard to a second game in Boston, and thought it
"reasonable" to suppose the mayor
would give permission if B. C. and
Holy Cross agreed to the game.
Mr. Curley of Boston college said
no definite statement would be forthcoming from that institution at this
time. He intends, he said, to confer
first with Mr. O'Donnell of Holy
Cross, after which the position of the
two colleges will be made known.
Bingham Reluctant.
'The situation came upon us so
suddenly we cannot make any statement at this time." Mr. Curley said.
William .1. Bingham, director of
Harvard, told The
athletics at
does
Union -Leader that "Harvard
not want to get into any trouble,
but,
Roston,
of
the city
with
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College and Holy
Cross Officials To Confer Tomorrow
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Denied Dartniouth
(‘- For Stanford Tilt

Harvard Stadi

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., April 15 071—
be a,
Tile Harvard stadium will not
the
vailable to Dartmouth College for
No
game
football
Dartmouth-Stanford
refusal
vemUer 28 next because of the
Boater
of Mayor James M. Curley of
permission.
necessary
the
grant
to
Harvard University announced the ma
tot
yor's refusal to grant permission
the use of the stadium by Dartmouth
last night.
The stadium, built on the Boston
side of the Charles River, cannot tit
used for Athletic events not participated in by Harvard except with permission of the Mayor of Boston under
a aontract drawn between Boston and
the University.
Two years ago, while Malcolm E.
Nichols was Mayor of Boston, no objection was raised to a Stanford-Dartmouth game but when William J.
Bingham, director of Athletics at Harvard, naked Mayor Curley for perm;ssion, the mayor refused. Stanford
and Dartmouth were offered the use of
the stadium and accepted a long time
ago.
Curley said last night that the Holy
Cross•Boston college game, long a Box
ton fixture, was scheduled for that day
and that they were entitled "to a little
revenue." He said that Stanford and
Dartmouth could play any other day
next fall.
Bingham said that while the stadium
would be offered the teams on Thanksgiving or any Saturday Harvard was
not playing there, it was understood
that Stanford could play only on November 28,
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Mayor James M. Curley of Boston seems to have stirred
up quite a little feelnik—rk his banning of the DartmouthSanford football game, planned for the Harvard stadium on
November 28th, next.
Mayor Curley was prompted to action by the Boston
College alumni association, accerEfing to latest reports. The
B. C. grads felt that the big intersectional game would take
all of the color, and not a little of the gate receipts, from the
annual Jesuit classic.
But there seems to be an old feud between Harvard and
B. C. which is responsible for the whole affair. B. C. had
some sort of disagreement with the Crimson back in 1922
and dropped the Cambridge institution from its athletic
schedules. Since then the schools have been at odds,
athletically. When Bill Bingham granted Dartmouth the
use of the stadium, the Maroon and Gold followers felt that
it was a direct slap at them, and proceeded to retaliate. The
mayor's action was the result.
The whole mess seems quite off color. According to
Cleo O'Donnell of Holy Cross, the coming B. C.-H. C. game
has not as yet been definitely secured for Boston. It may be
shifted to Worcester this year. If this is the case, the Boston
College grads are wrong in causing the postponement of the
intersectional game.
Such battles are few and far between and the fans of
this section are more than anxious to witness one. B. C.
would make more friends if it would request Mayor Curley
to allow the game to go on as scheduled, and take its own
chances with the gate receipts at Fenway park on that day.
The Dartmouth-Sanford game will be only played once, but
the ill feeling that has been created will last for a long time.
It's not worth it.
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Curley's Action Against Dartmouth
"Cheap Pandering,"Students Assert
tuse the trad.tional
Am-.1 If; f..Pa--The
Dartmouth, Dartmouth .011eg under- Roly Cro,s game will be played in
l •zraduate puhlication, today editoria: :!um•it On NOV. 23.
Thu to rtmouth said that the nor.
ty assailed Ma,,,ya.James M. Ca4r1a of
Bo.-ton fur his decision to refuse use mal attendance at the Boston CollegeoC the Harvard stadium for the Dart-. 110:y cross game is about 22,000 and
oth-Stanford football game on Nov. asserted it Could see no reason for
Bo,a ino object to an Influx of some.
2s.
The editorial declar^d that "it ap- 5emon to 1;0,000 additional spend. t ,rs.
TI;.e editorial charges "The
x x x no MON) than a
pears to
nut diamond necklace of p,a,
eholp wintering to that partkailal
it
ushave at last wedged th,ur
iv
group of Boston people who have sup.
t
112 r,alin
of interoe::....ti.
po-t,
d him dorinz his campaign" and I
said that "x x Ix we feel certain that sport."
Indications today were Oat Clev'etIi" re!'usal to rerm.t use of the stadium was actuated by neither Holy i land was tkie Brat choicz in efforts to
I arrange the' game in anothe: city
Cross nor Boston Oollege."
Chlego second in favor.
.%Layor Curley withheld permission

kliORe eesT:6- A2 Posi
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Dartmouth Daily
Criticizes Curley
Credits Politics for Ban
On Stanford Game
lp At Boston
HANOVER, N. H., April 16(—
The Daily Dartmouth, Dartmouth
College undergraduate publication,
Ma_yer
assailed
today
editorially
James M. Curley of Boston for his
decision to rerlItr use of the Harvard
:Stadium for the Dartmouth-Stanford
e
'football game on ,Nov. 28.
The editorial deccarcd that "it ap- •
pears to us x x x no more than a
cheap pandering to that particular
group of Boston people who have supported him during his campaign" and
said that "x x x we feel certain that
the refusal to permit use of the
:radium was actuated by neither Holy
Cross nor Boston College."
Mayor Curley withheld permission
hccause the traditional Boston College-Holy Cross game will be played
in Boston on Nov. 28.
The Dartmouth Daily said that
the normal attendance at the
Boston College-Holy Cross game
is about '22.000 and asserted that
it could see no reason for Boston
to object to an influx of some
50,000 to 60,000 additional spectators.
The editorial charges "the big
cigars and diamond necklaces of politics have at last wedged their way
into the realm of intercollegiate
sport."
Indications today were that Cleveland was the first choice in efforts to
arrange the game in another city,
with Chicago second in favor,

VIAYOR CURLEY URGES
LAW FOR SPRINKLERS
B,,,„:,„„,

April 16—Mayor C:111c.y of
Boston was zr guest of tITtl`Firilefs'
,'huh of Massachusetts at its monthly
luncheon yesterday at the Parker'
house. He spoke regarding the activ..1
itles and good work of the club on
matters perfaining to fire prevention
and protection of lives and property
'through legislation, and of the good
accomplished for the officers and men
of the fire departments.
Mayor Curley strongly advocated a
kw requiring a sprinkler system In
factories and other buildings„ which
would tend to lessen dangers to week,
ers and occupants, and would decrease
the large fire losses.
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Hub Sports Writer Watlit,s
To Know What Mayor Hxs
To Do With a Grid Game
Bill Cunningham Tells River
Works Foremen That He Has
Not Ascertained Yet.

tra red by several examples which had
some under his notice.
Elite Play Football.
The greatest social adjunct in California is to play on one of the big
°liege teams and this sect comprises
the elite from a social viewpoint. Mr.
I Cunningham said, in his opinion, the
Polish race is coming into its own on
the football field and will dominate
the stars of the grid arena.
In relating various incidents the
speaker touched on Frank Carideo,
the Notre Dame quarterback, and
stated Carideo in Italian meant "Dear
God." This, he declared, was probably
uppermost In the minds of the West-I don't know yet what the mayor erners, when
Notre Dame smeared
of any city has to do with a football them on that memorable day last fall.
game," declared Bill Cunningham, He said the game was the most colorBoston sports writer, speaking to more ful of any he had ever seen and he
paid high tribute to the students'
than 200 members of the River Works cheering section and their
brightly
Foremen's Association and gussts, at colored cards by tnedium of which
the River Works auditorium, Thurs- they formed pictures. However these
day night, the occasion being the students v.,ere a little premature in
monthly meeting of fhe organization. their nominations of their stars to
This reference was aimed at the re- places on the All-American
eleven,
cent decree of Mayor James M. Cur- which formed a
part of the pre-game
ley of Boston, who declined to give
permission for the Dartmouth-Stan- ceremonies.
Tribute to Rockne.
ford game at the Harvard Stadium,
Mr. Cunningham paid a high tribute
nest fall, on the same date as the annual Holy Cross-Boston College con- to the late Knute Rockne and said
Notre Dame would, miss him greatly
flict.
The ejaculation manifested itself as he was a great teacher who evolved
dewhile the speaker was giving a
great football teams. He said every
scription of some incidents preceding season something outstanding occurs
the Southern California-Notre Dame on a field to make an imprint deep on
game. at Los Angeles, last fall and a his mind. During the 1930 season it
parade of Los Angeles city fathers was the run of
O'Connor, to score
in automobiles around the stadia. The
remark was greeted by unbounded ap- the second touchdown, the one one
that broke Southern
California's
plause by the gathering.
heart. The cooperation of the team
Serious Over Athletics.
was what made the run possible, in.
Mr. Cunningham's talk was con- clearing O'Connor's path of would be
fined solely to football and incidents tacklers. The speaker
declared that
of his trip to California, where he
,saw the Southern California-Notre cooperation was necessary in business
the second touchdown, the one as well as football, to win victories.
The meeting of the association was
counters. His word picture of his
trip was punctuated with various tales confined to the dinner which was
listeners
served in the new restaurant and the
of happenings that kept his
menu 'comprised roast ham, mashed
doubled up in laughter.
He told of the seriousness the Cali- potatoes, spinach, ice cream and cake
fornians take their athletics, especial- and other delicacies, topped off with
ly football and they assert they are cigars. An orchestra presented a mu50 or 60 years ahead of the East in sical pfogram. Vernon W. Pelley,
football. The East to the Californians president of .the association, presided
is all the country on the other side
and introduced the speak. Mr. Cunof the Rockies. In his opinion, the
speaker said, the Californians were 30 ningham in addition to his entertainto 40 years behind the East in their ing address also was induced to preattitude to and appreciation of foot- side over the piano and rendered sevball. and this viewpoint was illus- eral selctions.

RELATES PACIFIC

TRIP

Asserts Californians Take Athletics Seriously; Says O'Connor's Run Great Play.

CURLEY FLAYED BY
DAILY DARTMOUTH
Publication Blames Politics for
Barring "Big Green"-Stanford Game in Boston.
NOVER, N. H., April 15. On-1'11e Daily Dartmouth, Dartmouth
Hg undergraduate publication, in
Ii edi(ariai to appear tomorrow, assails Mayor James M. Curley of Boston for his decision to refuse use of
the Harvard stadium for the Dartmouth-Stanford football game on
Nov. 25.
Declaring that "It appears to us
* • * no more than a cheap pandering to that particular group of Boston people who have supported him
during his campaign." The paper says
It feels certain the refusal to permit
use of the stadium was actuated by
neither Holy Cross nor Boston college.
It was because the traditional Boston college-Holy Cross game will be
played in Boston on Nov. 28 that
Curley said he withheld permission
for the Stanford -Dartmouth game in
the stadium on the same date.
indications were that
Tonight,
Cleveland was the first choice in efforts to arrange the game in another city, with Chicago second in
favor. Harry H. Heneagc, director
of Dartmouth athletics, will make a
western trip later in the week with
a view to scheduling the inter-sectional clash in one of the two cities.
In its denunciation of Mayor Cur.
lay's action, the Dartmouth says that
the normal attendance at the Boston
college-Holy Cross game is about
22,000 and asserts it can see no reason for Boston to object to an influx of some 50,000 to 60,000 additional spectators.
It points out that Malcolm E. Nichols, mayor of Boston when the intersectional game was scheduled two
years ago for Nov. 28 of thin year,
saw no objection.
The editorial throws the charge of
politics in the opening sentence:
"The big cigars and diamond necklaces of politics have at last wedged
their way into the realm of intercollegiate sport."
The student body expressed keen
disappointment at Curley's decision.
With the Stanford game in Boston,
virtually every undergraduate would
be able to see the contest—a trip to
Cleveland or Chicago will be out of
the question for many, if not for the
most of the Dartmouth students.
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I Ine OHO Portland
has lost for all I iine this great business
which the Grand Trunk once supplied, H
the Van ,Sweringens, with trunk line connections to the West, could be induced to
'make Portland one of their shipping points
it is probable that once again this port
would be thronged with trans-Atlantic
Hdinships. It does not seem likely that
an all New England 'railroad system would
ever be able to do much along this line.
And there are few Portland busines.: men
who think the Boston and Maine, if it were
united with the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, or the Pennsylvania would ever
1 a ke much interest in employing Portland's
1,;, rhor facilities to the utmost.
'1;iine has had sonic eNperience with mitH.HNI which has come into this State
,to help encourage its industries and budd up
its business.
Without this help it seems
ifprobable that this State would ha\
fered far more severely during the period
of depression than it lma. Portland has the
harbor and with sonic help from the railroads it could he made as busy as any on
The management of
the Atlantic coast.
the Grand Trunk made full use of it until
political interference in Canada forced it to
divert its business elsewhere. 'Why isn't it
reasonable to suppose that American capital, intent upon developing an American
port, could not bring back to this City the
shipping activity it once enjoyed, providing
it was successful in crpating through railroad connections with the great storehouses
Of the West?
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Short-Sighted

'The student body ,and the alumni 01 Dartmouth college are showing some resentment ovei
the refusal of Mayor Curley to permit the Dartmouth-Stanford football game, scheduled for November 28, to be played in the Harvard stadium
the reason for his action is assumed to be that
Ids is the date of the Boston College-Holy Cross
:ame, and that objection has been voiced by the
,upporters of these two teams to their being exposed to the competition of an inter-sectional
match on that date. The point is not well taken.
Boston is a large enough center to support two
big games on the same afternoon. The Dartmouth-Stanford contest will attract people who
would not attend the other game, and would bring
to Boston a large number of visitors. It is a
short-sighted policy that compels the Dartmouth
management to place the Stanford game in another city.
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MliNiiiPAPIG614, COURSE
TO BE STARTED SOON;
BIDS ARE OPENED
Very Attractive and Picturesque Course Planned;
Ideal Location for Hyde Park; Municipal Golf Tournament May Be Held Here Next Year; Golf Professionals to Be Seen Here for First Time
The bids for the construction of
the new Municipal Golf Course have
been opened and there is every reason to believe that the work can be
started in the near future. The low est bid was submitted by Thomas J.
McCue of Watertown, for $198,000.
This added to the cost of the land,.
the preliminary work already done,
the club house and expenses that
may arise, the total cost will be between four and five hundred thousand dollars.
This community is very fortunate
in having a course so conveniently
situated, and upon ground so ideally
suited for its purpose. The lay of
the ground makes possible a most
picturesque course with endless variety of vistas at every hole, hills and
valleys, undulating fairways, and all
manner of natural hazards.
The land did not lend itself to residential development and it would
have been many years before some

Pif
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parts would have undergone development for this purpose.
It will now be transformed into a
most attractive and serviceable development, bringing healthful recreation to all and greatly enhancing the
value of the surrounding territory.
His Honor Mayor Curley and his
able park commissioner. Mr. Long,
with his efficient corps of assistants
are to be congratulated upon their
vision and effort that has made this
most useful and attractive course
available.
We are publishing in our next
issue a cut of the grounds plan showing the length and location of each
hole with hazards and bunkers.
It was a very happy thought on
the part of the Mayor in suggesting
that the course be named after Mr.
George Wright, who was the first
one to bring the game of golf to
Boston. It is rumored that the Nationa Amateur Municipal Golf association will hold its annual tournament on these links in 1932.

/)

Late Telegraph Bulletins)
IP

MAYOR CURLEY GOING TO CHICAGO

Boston, Aprirl7—Boun-rfor Chicago where -he Vanned to inspect tin
overhead highway system, Mayor James M. Curley, of Boston, left her
this afternoon.. He was accompanied by his secretary, Cornelius Reardon
who planned to go only to Albany.
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ASSAILS 0, C. ALIJIVNI
Calls Protcst ",gainst Use
of Harvard Stadium "Despicable Commercialization"
HANOVER, N. H.. Apr11 18 (API—
The Dartmouth. •Dartmouth College
student daily, today editorially denounced commercialization in intercollegiate sport and criticized alumnt
interference by the Boston College
.Vumni association.
The Dartmouth recently assailed
Mayor James M. Curley, of Boston.
for his refusal to permit the use of
Harvard Stadium for the DartmouthStanford game Nov. 28. Edward A.
McLoughlin, Jr., president of the
Boston College Alumni
association,
i,as assumed full responsibility for
suggestions that caused Mayor
curley's action.
Mayor Curly refused the use of
the stadium for the intersectional
game because of the conflict with
the date of the Boston College-Holy
Cross contest.
The Dartmouth editorial said:
"When it comes to a case of
the president of an alumni association slipping up to the mayor
of a city and demanding that the
mayor forbid any competition in
the gate receipt industry, and
when, the mayor for one reason
or another, accedes to his request.
we object as strenously as we
possibly can.
"The dabbling of alumni in
undergraduate concerns is bad
enough, but coupled with that is
this brazen admission that the
motives are purely commercial.
Neither Darthmouth nor Stanford
are situated in Massachusetts.
Holy Cross and
Boston College
both are, therefore, patronize the
neighborhood
football
games.
Give them a monoply, regardless
game
would
that an interrectional
mean no liking off the favored colleges' noses, regardless of the fact
that this game would be one of
the big events of the year. or
Darmouth students
that few
would be able to see the game if
It is refused by Boston.
"This is dirty commercialization
of the most despicable form and
we trace the muddy footprints
back and lay the mewling offspring
of Americtn intercollegiate sport
at the door of the wild-eyed football public in general and the
Boston College Alumni association
In particular."
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Dartmouth Editorial to Assail
Boston College Alumni Head
Commercialism and Graduate Interference in Football
Denounced as Blocking Big Green — Stanford
flame at Hub
^

cr. N. If., April 17—(AP)—
hr Laity Dartmouth, student public:1,n,, which assailed Mayor James M.
curly of Boston for his refusal to
Permit Harvard to lend its stadium
for the Dartmouth-Stanford football
game next November 28, will comment
editorially in tomorrow's issue upon
the president of the Boston College
Alumni association, who is Edward A.
McLaughlin, Jr.
McLaughlin. has assumed full reespon.sibility for the suggestion/4 that
caused Mayor flty to prevent the
DartmoutIrsgtanfo
-Fr game from conflicting with the Boston college-Holy
Cross contest which has closed the
football season at Boston for many
years. The editorial denounces commercialization In intercollegiate sport
and sharply criticizes alumaii1nterference.
"When it comes," the student editorial says, "to a case of the president
of an alumni association slipping up
to the mayor of a city and demanding
that the mayor forbid any competition
in the gate Aeceipt Indust,.. tad when
7

-

the mayor, for one reason or another,
accedes to this request, we object
as strenuously as we possibly can.
"The dabbling of alumni in undergraduate concerns is bad enough, but
coupled with that is this brazen admission that the motives are purely
commercial. Neither Dartmouth nor
Stanford is situated in Massachusetts. Holy Cross and Boston college
both are. Therefore, patronize the
neighborhood football games. Give
them the monopoly, regardless that an
intersectional game would mean no
skin off the favored colleges' noses,
regardless of the fact that this game
would be one of the big events of the
year, or that. few Dartmouth students
would be able to see the game if it is
refused by Boston.
"This is commercialization In its
most despicable form and we trace the
muddy footprints back and lay the
mewling offspring of American intercollegiate sport at the door of the
wild-eyed football public in general
and the Boston College Alumni aNsoci,,, U.1, in part,icular."
/i4 "I 47

Commercial Motives in
Boston Mixup Denounced
McLaughlin, B. C. Alumni President, Subject of "Daily Dartmouth" Editorial—
Alumni Interference Again Is Scored
HANOVER. N. H., Aprli 17 (AP)—The Daily Dartmouth, stuof Boston
dent publication, which assailed Maarte James M. Ct
for his refosal to permit. Harvard to lend its stadium, for the Dartmouth-Stanford football game next Nov. 28, will comment editorially
in tomorrow's issue upon the president of the Boston College Alumni
association. who is. Edward A. McLaughlin. Jr.
Purely Commercial
McLaughlin has assumed full re .,
sponsibility for the suggestions the
The dabbling of alumni in undertiv
prevent
Curley
to
Mayor
caused
graduate concerns Is bad enough.
Dartmouth-Stanford game from con• but coupled with that is this
brazen
(betting
with the Boston College' admission that the motives are
pureHoly Cross contest which has close( iy commercial. Neither
Dartmou:h
the football season In Boston fill nor Stanford are situated In
Massamany years. The editorial clenotince chusetts.
Holy
Cross and Boston
commercialization In tritercollegiat, College both are.
Therefore. patronsports and sharply criticizes alumni !ze the neighborhood
football games.
interference.
Give them the monopoly. rega..elleas
"When it comes," the student edi- that an
intersectional game would
tonal says, "to a case of the presi- mean no skin off the favored
colleges'
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that this
ping up to the mayor of a city and game would be one of the big
events
Id
demanding that the mayor
'
f°r "
of the year, or that few Dartmouth
any competition in the gate receipt students would be able to
see
the
industry, and when, the mayor for game if it is refused
by Boston,
w
one reason or another, accedes to th:s
"This is commercialization in Its
request, we object as strenuously as most despicable form
and
trace
we possibly can.
the muddy footprints back and lay
mewling
the
offspring of American
intercollegiate sport at the door of
the wild-eyed football public In general and the Boston College Alumni
association in particular."
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Mayor Gunny's action, have flowed newspaper reporters, nor did he
Sao this department's .mail box anticipate that any effort would
the past couple of days, it might he made to drive the. Stanford bewail to mention a word or two Dertmouth game out of Boston.
Mr. O'Donnell. together with
about the unfortunate situation
Holy Cross undergraduates. alumhere.
It is an unfortunate situation. ni and Worcester folks, had hoped
There is much cause for regrets that the 1931 H. C.-B. C. game•
that Boston, great football center might be played at Fitton field.
i9 By ROY MUMPION
that it is, thinks it hasn't room For some time efforts have been
enough for two such outstanding made to have this game played
contests as the Holy Cross-Boston here on alternate years. This seaCollege and Dartmouth-Stanford .son, with the Dartmouth-Stanford
game scheduled to hold .sway in
tames on the same afternoon,
TI1P opening of baseball's maI may he wrong. But it is my Boston, seemed the logical onto
r league pennant chases, 'fes- Contention that both this highly experiment. Only last week my.
,00ned with all the gala getaway colorful intersectional tilt and Prat Holy Cross alumni told me
eatures seasoned old veterans, the time-honored Jesuit college that they thougtft the game would
proven stars and promising kids, !classic could be staged before he played here in November.
4ras generally expected to mono- !packed houses, providing the day
polize the sport columns this was clear and the rival teams
•
9i
4.P /r
d
p
Fteek.
tame down to the finish of their
But with Jack Dempsey and seasons with records that preTaylor ready to carry saged close competition and plen!their troubles to the divorce ty of thrills.
*nulls, Mrs. Tyrus R. Cobb sudThe thousands of alumni and
tlenly discovering that the Georgia int hers who have followed the
Ed
reach Is a cruel husband,
'gridiron destinies of the Cruseilltrangler Lewis headlocking the eters and Eagles in past years',
wrestling championship away wouldn't he very likely to desert
from young Don George, a new this annual feature next Novemboxing war looming as the roeult ber. Not if there was promise of
Of Primo Camera's return to the a keen battle. And only a very,
nod geaces of the New York !very few H. C.-B. C. games liaN
tate Athletic commission and the tailed to hold this promise.
retty girl swimmers splashing
item national titles in New York.
The whole thing smacks of
fellow almost has to search . a commercialism that is dedays
these
ads
want
plorable. It is no secret that
Hanover, N. II., April 17--t
,b rough the
.
po find the box scores.
The Daily Dartmouth, student publiintercollegiate 1001 hall, with
cation, which assailed M, James
its towering stadia, high-salEven the Boston Braves' great.
M. Curley of Boston for his Tefusal to
aried coaches and scholarart in their concerted effort to
permiewalervard to lend Its stadium for
ship to athletes, is A big
t Bill McKechnie take them
the Dartmouth-Stanford football game
business.
when the
But
omewhere this season, Chuck
' next November 28. will comment edialumni of a college get civic
'lein's three homers, and the
torially upon Edward A. McLaughlin,
officiate to interfere in order
president of the Boston College alum.affy fielding of Mr. Babe Herni association, in Saturday's issue.
to protect "their" interests,
an, who is one of the weirdest
McLaughlin has assumed full reIt. appears to he carrying the
y-catchers of Uncle Wilbert Robsponsibility for the suggestions that
thing a bit too far.
nson's buffoons of Brooklyn, has
Mayor Curley to prevent the
caused
ailed to give baseball free reign
Dartmouth-Stanford game from «inIt, is true, of course, that Holy
the newsprints.
flicting with the Boston College-Hely
These things are all very Inter- rross and Boston College, both
Cross contest which had closed the
football season in Boston for many
sting, particularly the strange M assachUsetts colleges, have been
years. The editorial denounces comight of seeing a Boston baseball eneeting in annual gridiron bat.
mercialization in intercollegiate sport
bib perched atop one of the lies at Boston for many years.
and sharply criticizes alumni interendings columns. But there are Dartmouth, from New Hempference.
thee items craving for a share of lehire, and Stanford, from the far
"When it, comes," the student ediicoast, will be meeting in the East.
c sportsman's attention.
torial says, "to a case of the president i
' this fall for the, first time. So
of an alumni association slipping up to!
. 'Among them, Mayor CurleyS'
the mayor of a city and demanding
ecent refusal to issue a permit Mayor Curley,5 acting for "home
that the mayor forbid any competition
or the use of the Harvard sta- Industry,'' frowned on the InterIn the gate receipt industry, and when,
turn for the much-anticipated in- sectional contest. This, despite
the mayor for one reason or another,
ersectional football game he- the fact that there are legions of
accedes to this request, we object, as
Stanford
and
this
in
Dartmouth
alumni
section
Dartmouth
i'3wean
strenuously as we possibly can.
ext Nov. 28.4 Here in New Eng- who are anxious to see the Big
"The dabbling of alumni in undernews
of
hit
Green
action
in
startling
against
eleven
graduate concerns is bad enough, but
and, this
pee
The
coupled
furore.
with that is this brazen admisWarner's famous creation
as created no small
sion that the motives are purely comolks seem to have entirely over- awl that when the contest was
mercial. Neither Dartmouth nor Stanooked the mad rush of the toCeinally arranged, it is underford are situated in Massachusetts.
that it would be permitted
raves in their haste Co discuss 1
Holy Cross and Boston College both
his latest angle of football's In the Harvard stadium.
are, therefore, patronize the neighbor--Over -emphasis" question.
hood football games. Give them the
monopoly, regardless that, an intersectional game would mean no skin off
the favored colleges' reeve, regardless
gocorrespondent
of the fact that this game would -bewasn't
'Your
From a Worcester standpoint,
one of the big events of the year. or
to say anything about Mayor
that few Dartmouth students would be
beca7fse the one bright part of the whole
rOrley's move, chiefly
able to see the game if it is refused
that Holy Cross officials
lhithboughts on the matter were thing is
by Boston.
had no hand In it. Cleo A. ()'Donrich that he deemed it. advisable nell, director of
hathletics,
so
not
did
But,
himself.
to keep them to
r:-Tthidlespiicabrenimfoerit:iciilalinadth'Wne n traictes
kums- Of Ma yov Curley's action
muddy,
the
footprints
sue e y letters, most of thelli Iii
back
and
lay
the
bed been informed b4b
mewling offsprire of American interprotest, but a few approvingsleetil he
collegiate sport at the door of the
eyed football public in general andwildBoston College Alumni Association the
in
particular.

Through the
Sport Lens

•

•
Plenty of News
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Alumni Head Of
B. C. Is Assailed

Dart mouth Paper, Out
Today, Raps McLaughlin

1
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Pi Deplorable Act

II. C. Wanted Game
To Be Played Here

ELY JUST A"GIGOCJI GOY.
--FEARS J. M. CURLEY
FOR GOVERNOR IN '32
ELY JUST A GIGOLO!
Gov. Ely Tosses Consistency to the Winds on
' Lowell Bill. — Says He's Man of No Fear,
Yet He Was Afraid of a Curley Boom for
Governor.—But Braden Isn't Worrying. -Will Invite Gov. to His Inaugural January
6th, 1932.

•

When His Excellency failed
Consistency Thou All a
to sign this bill he vetoed a
Jewel!
After his action on the Lo- little statement that he made
well bill, His Excellency Gov. at the Lowell Chamber of
Ely should get in touch Commerce recently, that he
with this little proverb, study was a "Man of no fear." Well
it over carefully, and if he is maybe he still is, and maybe
capable of digesting it, will he can place his veto act unlook less foolish in the future der the classification of exwhen coping with business of treme caution. His Excelstate. At present he is the lency knows that Jim Curley
He
laughing stock of Republican may run for governor.
legislators. He has knocked knew that Bruin and the boys
the bottom out of the main would form a Curley for govportion of his inaugural ad- ernor club if he didn't veto
dress, and by his inconsis- the measure. And for the
tency has provided a more or same reason he signed a similess hostile legislature with lar bill for Pat Duane, the
sufficient ammunition to reta- Democratic mayor of Walliate back when his Excell- tham. Had Ile acted otherency tries to expound some wise Curley would have got
new doctrine on them. From a good booming in these two
now on he must be considered cities.
So His Excellency probably
by them as "Just a Gigolo."
His Excellency never look- said to himself: "Though I
ed more foolish than when he am a man of no fear, I'll also
oave as the reason for veto- be a man of caution because
ing the Lowell bill, was that I want to win that renominathe city should adopt a pay- tion in '32." So the dickens
Yet he with consistency and out
as-you-go policy.
disrupt went the Lowell bill.
state
the
have
would
that policy to suit his own But just to show that we
desires. And right here was don't feel so badly about it,
where he violated all of the we'll have Mayor Braden inHe vite the governor to his inrules of consistency.
must have a "Jester" down augural in 1932.
there to make such a remark.
Even Andy Barrett could
think up a better alibi than
that.

The Hon. James M. Curley,
Mayor of Boston, save the
city for the Democrats when
he refused to let the great
intersectional game between
Dartmouth and Sanford be
played in Boston on a date
that will also house the Holy
Crossi-Boston college annual
While this action
classic.
surely protects the Democrats, it is sure going to hurt
Boston bootleggers and hotel
proprietors as the Racoon
Boys from Dartmouth sure
lap up the suds like no other
college in the western hemisphere.
While it appears a shame
to deprive Boston of this
classic, the sons of Democracy must be protected. However the thing might be
ironed out by playing the
game a week later in the Hub,
or the first week in December. It might be a little
colder, but as the stadium can
always be heated with booze
it should not be too bad. And
the Californians would be
able to get back to the coast
in time to hang up their
Xmas sock and thaw out for
St. Nick's annual arrival.

Massachusetts needs a salwart man like Jim Curley on
the ticket next fall if Massachusetts is to give her electoral vote to the Democratic
presidential nominee in '32.
And when Curley goes into .
the fight Gov. Ely will be just !
a gigolo.
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Curley, The Sturdy
Boston Mayor Believes in
Protecting Local Industry
By Barring Stanford-Dartmouth Game in Classic Boston.—How About Boyle's
30 Acres?

.\ ears ago; but it seems that
only last week Edward A.
McLaughlin, president of the
B. C. Alumni association, had
his attention called to the
fact that the traditional
rights of the BC-HC classic
were being infringed upon.
How about pulling this classic off at Boyle's 30 Acres.

The stanch old Republican
principle of protection of
home industries was introduced into the amateur sport
of college football when Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, refused a couple of outsiders, Dartmouth and Stanford, permission to play at
Harvard on November 28.
Mayor Curley frankly stated that such a contest would,
undoubtedly, reduce the gate
receipts of the game to be
played on that date by Boston
college and Holy Cross.
Furthermore, to prove that
his action is purely economic,
His Honor added that if the
invaders attempted to move
the struggle up a week and
conflict with the HarvardYale game, he will also rally
to the defense of the EliJohnny finances, and refuse
to issue a permit.
Dartmouth, located in the
hills of Hanover, N. H., and
Stanford, which will cross at
the mountains from here to
Palo Alto on the peninsula below 'Frisco, are now arrango transfer their meeting
ing t—
to Chicago or Philadelphia.
Such civic earnestness not
only introduces a new and
disturbing element into football but has, undoubtedly,
I brought no end of chagrin to
numerous important academic personages. This contest,
the second of a home-andhome series, was personally
arranged for Dartmouth by
President Ernest Hopkins,
one of the gentlemen most
interested in deflating football.
It was conceived as an afbetween two social
fair
schools; and Bill Bingham, of
Harvard, emphasized this
phase by offering the use of
the Stadium.
All that happened two

•

LIGHT WHINES & CHEEKS
can
they
If the city employees' wages are to be reduced
cut last
cent
per
7
a
blame Gov. Ely. New Bedford took
governor
n
Republica
a
week. Gov. Ely is sure making quite
as far as the working man is concerned
friends and
Gov. Ely is taking care of all Dave Walsh's
foot.
he's giving Jim Curley the
will reThey say if Curley runs for governor, Gov. Ely
for
him
tire. He might just as well. Curley would wallop
a goal.
0
Fiztgerald would have licked Ely easily if he stayed in
of his
the fight. He almost beat him anyway on the flat
Ely.
to
back. And what will the fighting Curley do
Curley
With Curley & Fitzgerald teamed up in '32 with
FulAlvan
as governor backed probably by Frank Allen and
have
don't
ler how can the gent from the sticks win. He
the Irish flag of sympathy wrapped around him in '82.
In order that the Governor can continue to boast that
he is a man of no fear, he is doing everything to keep Mayor
Curley out of the governor fight, in '32.
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HEWER WATCH TAXES
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The ambitious plans of Governor Ely to cut loose and spend
millions upon millions of the State funds for projects, for the
purpose of stimulating employment, has been curbed considerably
by the legislature, many of the legislators feeling that the carrying out of the scheme would not serve any practical purpose and
would, in effect, be a waste of money and result in increased taxes
that are unwarranted at the present time.
The legislature also has curtailed some of the expenditures
which Mayor Curley hoped to make in the aid of the unemployment situation. The idea seems to be to keep taxes down somewhere near the present level, and we believe that the taxpayer, at
least, who is now already overburdened will be grateful that such
action has been taken.
Money that is spent has to be made up somewhere and the bill
always comes back to the taxpayer.
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DARTMOUTH RAI'S
BOSTON CRUM
ALUMNI OFFICIAL

•

ECHOES FROM THE

ll,

Telegram

.‘ilme House Reparter

Every now and then some scribe
puts on paper the sad news that
baseball is passing as a national
sport. But, what a grip It Ihust
have on the people when the entire law-making machinery of a
state will go to work earlier and
rush business Just to attend the
hall game—and not because they
have a free pass, particularly,
hut because they like the sport.
That's just what happened Tuesday when the season opened.

COMMERCIAL MOVE
IS TERMED "BRAZEN"
Shown in "Most Despicable
Form" in Granting of
Monopoly, Declares
Editorial.

•

issue.
Mciaaughlin has assumed full responsibility for the suggestions that
caused Mayor Curley to prevent the
Dartmouth -Stanford game from conflicting with the Boston College-Holy
Cross contest which has closed the football Season In Hos:on for many
years. The editorial denounces coinmerclalization in intercollegiate sport ;
and sharply criticizes alumni interference.
Object Strenuously.
"When it comes," the student editorial says, "to a case of the president of an alumni association slipping
up to the mayor of a city and demanding that the mayor forbid any
onmpetition in the gate receipt industry, and when, the mayor for one
reason or another, accedes to this request, we object as strenuously as we
possibly can.
"The dabbling of alumni In undergraduate concerns is bad ( nough, but
coupled with that is thls brazen admission that the motives are purely
commercial. Neither Dartmouth not.
Stanford are situated in Massachusetts. Holy Cross and Boston College
are. Therefore, patronize the neighborhood football games. Give them
the monopoly, regardless that an intersectional game would mean no skin
off the favored colleges' noses, regardless of the fact that this game
would be one of the big events of the.
year. or that few Dartmouth students
would be able to see the game if it
is refused by Boston.
"This is commercialization in its
most despicable form and we trace
the muddy footprints bark and lay
the mewling offspring of American
Intercollegiate sport at the door of
gen.
the wild-eyed football public in
College Alumni
Pr/11 and the Boston
Association In particular."

"Some years ago," he continued,
Mayor Curley was at bar at. the opening of a league season. But, he didn't
hit the hall like Governor Ely. He
took three futile swings. If I remember correctly, the late General
I Edwards was catching. "Why
don't
' you hit?" he asked. "I never
had an
opportunity to *play baseball. I had
to work," was the reply
of Mayor
Curley, or at least It was
something
like that. "Sure." said General
Edwards, "but look at Babe Ruth He
was brought up in a home and he
hits them all over the lot."

State Capitol I

Student Paper Denounce!,
McLaughlin, Who Says He
Asked That Stanford
Game Be Barred.

HANOVER, N. II., April 17—(AP)
The Daily Dartmouth. student publication, which assailed M:t James
M. Cutisy of Boston for -El; refusal
to permit Harvard to lend Its stadium
for the Dartmouth-Stanford football
game next Nov. 28, will comment editorially upon Edward A. McLaughlin,
Jr.. president of the Boston College
Alumni Association, in tomorrow's
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It will be 297 years on May 14 since
the first House of Representative.% met
111 this state.
Yet It's still going
strong.

B Lit,I IR
LOUIS
Blacks'one

Dennis H. Haverty of Worcester,
the hustling department adjutant
of the American Legion, smiles
every time the membership increases. Perhaps the jump from
29.264 a year ago to 31,511 this
year accounts for the perpetual
smile he wears.

Richard R. Flynn, Winthrop, commissioner qf state aid and pe,thions,
BlackRep. Louis A. Webster of
has the long distance record for bestone is one of those busy little fel- ing on the job. He has not lost a
lows who is here, there and every-, minute from his job on account of
where. It is estimated that he wears sickness for 21 years. That covers
out 20 pairs of shoes each cession go- five years as deputy commissioner and
ing from office to office and corridor 16 years as the head of the departto corridor to do the many things his ment. And every service man In trie
constituents request him to do. Mr. state knows him or about hint.
Webster doesn't always win his battles, but at least he tries. His esNo one can deny that the Bospecial interest is anything that perton police department th R reastains to Massachusetts Agricultural
onable department. The motor
college. or as one should any now,
vehicle policemen who roll around
the Massachusetts State college, for
the city in machines of a wellit is his alma meter and he's proud
known make have the city Real
of the lessons he learned there.
prominently displayed • on the
--sides of the vehicle. Burglars,
Governor Ely's easy swing at
bandits and other criminal's can't
the pitch delivered by Former
complain that they didn't know
Gov. Frank G. Allen at the basethe police were around.
ball opening the other day turned
attention to the physical condiMassachusetts has 292 registered
tion of men in public life. The
public and private hospitals with a
governor has the grace and cartotal bed capacity of 49.820. according
riage of a natural born athlete,
to statistics at the State House.
and wasn't a bit clumsy at the
hat, evert though it, appears his
If you like mathematics figure
principal athletic activity was in
out this one. There are 50 checks
the cheering squad at Williams.
in the ordinary pocket checkbook.
t took 800,000 checks to pay the
Allen
always
Governor
Former
14,000 permanent employes of the
seems in perfect physical condition.
state during the past two years.
How many checkbooks is that'?
I It 1%
' said that he keeps in shape by
: frequent resort to the handball court.
i He is a player of skill, speed and
Mayor Ashley of New Bedford is one
stamina. Governor Ely's principal cli- of the ben known chief
executives In
i version is walking, and he often strollLs the state because be has
served so
I at night around the Charles river,
many years. He smokes 20 cigars a
Lieut. Gov, William S. Youngman is day even though he is 73
years old.
devoted to horseback riding.
The mayor says he never suffered any
Ill effects from smoking.
"But take Mug& Ctulta of Boston," said a man who-keeps telp,
Nowadays if a man st l'N
on the physical ability of public
Masaaehusetts as governor for
men. "One would think to look
more than four years It is conat him he would be en excellent
sidered an exceptionally long
athlete. He has the build and apreign. But Levi Lincoln served
pears strong and husky, Yet I
know of no sport In which he IN
expert, His principal diversion Is
,
riNajt,
golf.
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Boston Mayor Visits in Chicago

iI/i44/ /

Inspects Streets
Mayor James M. Curley or Bwiton,
who has been elected to that office
three times, arrived in Chicago yesterday on the Twentieth Century Limited, to be the guest of Mr. ard Mrs.
John B. Bremner, 603 Stratford place,
old family friends. While here he
will inspect the city's boulevard system with a view to planning an elevated highway for Boston.
"Chicago is to be congratulated on
the results of the mayoralty election."
said Mayor Curley on his arrival.
"Changes of administration usually
bring improvements. I had been told
in Boston that Mayor Cermak would
win by 200,000, so that the election
• was no surprise to me. I am a Democrat, although I was elected as a
nonpartisan."
Mayor Curley scored Gov. Emmerson's action in
eteing the Illinois
prohibition repeal bill. "A governor
should follow the expressed will of
the people." he commented.
James M. Curley Jr., who recently
died, was engaged to Miss Loretta
Bremner, daughter of the mayor's
hosts. Miss Mary Curley, the Boston mayor's daughter and a classmate of Miss Bremner, has been a
guest in the Bremner home for several days.
Accompanying Mayor Curley were
Edward L. Dolan, city treasurer of
Boston; Col. Thomas J. Johnson, official city greeter; Leo, son of Mayor
Curley, and Walter Quinn, business
associate of Treasurer Dolan.

Lett to right: Mary Curley, daughter: Mayor Janie' M. Curley of
Boston; his son. Leo, and Mr. and Mrs, .Ichn B. Bremner,
mayor's
host and hostess, at La Salle .ctreet station.
11it NE Photo.
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ettaanship has doubtless actuated
many of the members, particularly in
the lower branch. The pay-as-yougo policy has become a fetish. It
has practically destroyed Gov Ely's
program to relieve unemployment and
so delayed the various major appropriation hills that the season is so
well advanced that it may be two
months before some of the building
construction contracts are under way.
Had the Republicans who adhere so
strictly to their policy been a little
more far-sighted and a little less
partisan, some of these contracts
would be awarded now, and numbers
of workmen would be employed who
now are either working on a hit-ormiss program or not at all.
Delay In Unemployment Program
If the public can understand that
tWs delay in the unemployment relief
prog,rato is due to this financial policy
and to politics, they may be able to
understand better the aiguments that
wit he advanced %%Ilea the 1932 gubernatorial campaign acts under way.
Gov Ely. if he is a candidate for reelection, can truthfully say that he
tried to do something yo help conditions, but was blocked by the Republican members of the Legislature in
the majority. The Republicans will
"point with pride." no doubt, to the
fact that their adherence to the payas-you-go policy kept down expenditures and taxes, hut to do this successfully they will have to ask the
voters to forget that the outlay of
money to help the unemployed is reflected in those taxes. They may try
the responsibility for the
to place
boost in taxes that is sure to come on
the Democratic governor and meet
with some success. But to the thinking person, it ought to be self-evident that taxes are bound to be imposed whether the money is laid out
now on permanent public improve-
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Adams House.

The old Adams House in Boston is
at last being torn down, the work actually starting this week, Mayor
Curley striking the first blow. A $2,000,000 theatre is to be erected on the
premises by the Paramount interests.
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1VIAYOR DUE BACK
FROM CHICAGO TODAY
Chicago, April 21 -- Mayor James
M. Cipiley of Boston left Chicag
o for
Boston yesterday after a three-day
unofficial visit with friends hera.
Ile
will arrive in Boston this
morning. Accompanying him were
hie son
and daughter. Leo and Mary. Thoma
s
J. A. Johnson, City Treasurer Edwar
d
L. Dolan and Walter Quinn,
Boston
banker.
At the train to bid the mayor goodbye among some El friends and
his
hosts. Mr and Mrs John B.
Bremn
of this city, was "Big Bill" Thomp er
son,
ex-mayor of Chicago, who
was defeated last month by Mayor A. J.
Cermk
a.
S
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Curley Suggests
Stanford Game Be
. Played on Sunday
144otston, April 2

/P)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston PIRA
peppered
today to meet Edward A.
McLaughlin.
president of the
Boston
College
Alumni association, and
Harry R.
Heneage, Dartmouth graduate
ager of Athletics, in an effort, manto fix
a date agreeable to all concer
ned for
the Dartmouth Stanford
football
game.
I Mayor Curley recently
refused permission to Harvard to lend
its
ium for the game on Novem stadber 28
next because it w9uld
conflict with
the annual Boston College-H
oly Cross
game. McLaughlin
later took reaponsibility for asking Mayor
Corley
to make the decision.
The mayor called McLau
ghlin and
Heneage to a conference
at City hall
today or tomorrow to confer
on some
date other than November 28.
lie
called attention to the fact
that the
law permits Sunday sports and
that
a football game could be played
Sunday starting at 1.30. It was
not
termined whether either Dartm deouth
or Stanford would be agreea
game on Sunday. Nov. 29. ble to a
J
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v mingman
'Amuses'
Mayor of Boston
-11.

When the work of razing the building
was started Mayor Curley suggested ifr .
that the building wreckers save the
wood-work of the room occupied by
Calvin Coolidge while he was Governor
of Massachusetts and sell it in small
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Speaks "Like Disciple of Don
Quixote': in Referring to
I Governorship, He Says. .
souvenirs.
He says the
BOSTON, April 21—When Mayor
full of relic hunters who

pieces as
country is
Curley arrived in City Hall today
from
are crazy to get hold of such souvenirs. hie visit to Chicago his
attention was
called to the speech of Lieut.
-Gov.
Youngman at Worcester in which
he
had declared that his opponent
for
Governor in 1932 would he Mr. Curley
'end that he would easily defeat him
at
the polls. The Mayor dictated the
following contr.
:lent:
AYoungman again speaks like a
dls:Mole of Don Quixote.. His
previous
Ipolitical utteranrim. namely,
that
proposed to act aa dictator of the he'
RePublican party in Massachusetts,
Is
less amusing than his latest contri no
bution."
The alayor made no mention of
hi.;
reported gubernatorial aspirations,
felt highly amused at what Mr. Vol but
a_
man had sal I.

L.S.
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' , Other Editors Say\
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THE SHRINKING OF THE ARMY
Mayor Curley of Boston recently
called attention to the fact that there
are less than 200 regular army soldiers in and around Boston. It is the
first time since the days of Washington when so few regular soldiers were
to be found in and about the largest
city in New England.
The 200 the
mayor of Boston refers to embrace
clerks at the Army Base, caretakers
at the several forts and other special
duty men.
A recent report of the inspector
general of the Army shows the Army
garrisons
as
being
"dangerously
weak."
It indicates that unless the
, civilian authorities are less parsimonious it will not be long before the
Army sinks back to its low pre-war
level.
Calvin Coolidge recently wrote: "In
spite of all our other precautions,
the
peace we enjoy still has in it a large
measure of preparation for nation
al
, defense.
No self-respecting people
desiring to live under a reign of
law
at home and abroad can afford to neglect their Army."
'
Today the Army is not
large
enough to carry on one of its impor
tant duties which is that of
providing instructors for the civilian
components of our military forces.
Curtailment of Army personnel attac
hed
to the National Guard. the
Officers
Reserve Corps, the various units
of the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
, the
Citizens Military Training
Camp.s, is
going on all the time.
These duties
make such a demand upon the
regular
forces that Army units
everywhere
are left without sufficient
men to
carry on their training
schedule.
Something must be done
about it
very soon.
A very large number of
our leading citizens have
criticized
the Hoover administration
severely
because it has permitted the
Army to
shrink to a condition where
it is no
longer able to function
properly.—
Portland Press Herald.
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FAIL IN ECHOES
Of THEM
Political Bigwigs in Pose of
Little Interested in Lieutenant Governor's Forecast of Succeeding Ely
ELEMENT OF MYSTERY
IS SHOT AT CURLEY

T

'/2O/3,

He thought he could take AIVR11
T. Fuller into camp in
1924, but
missed it by a margin of more than
160,000 votes. Whether or not, if he
were running against Youngman. the
1024 eatatrophe would be repeated.
is another question.
Youngman, a political "go-getter,"
has had a popular appeal matched by
few In recent years. His strength is
recognized, and Is not to be taken
lightly. However, It is a "Youngman
for Youngman" organization, and is
kept together by its leader being
politician nights. Sundays and holidays. He built it himself and Is maintaining it himself, with little or no
outside aid. He crashed the gate In
the lieutenant-governor's race four
years ago, made good, and has been
everlastingly at it ever since, pointing toward the chief executive's chair
ripe.
when the opportunity seemed
He would have been a candidate last
fell but for the fact that Allen chose
to run again Whether or not he could
have defeated Ely is problematical.
He claims he could. In private, but
that Is water over the dam, and nobody can tell whether or not he could.
There are many hide-bound Republicans who vow and declare they will
not vote for him if he ever runs for
governor, but on the other hand there
are thousands of the "men In the
street" who think he is everything to
het desired. His hand-shaking policy,
his personal letter game, all have endeared him to those voters who appreciate such things. and It would or
on these votes that he would ride in.
if it came to a show-down.
•--- -

Apparently the political panjandrums refuse to take seriou3ly the
prediction of Lieut. Gov. William S.
Youngman that he would have and
defeat James Michael Curley AS an
—M-1•slip next
opponent for the goveri
year.
Elia statement to that. effect %VAS
made here Saturday night, at t he
dinner of the John Ericsson Republican Club of Massachusetts. Only one
of the three Boston newspapers coming into Worcester yesterday carried
the story, and that had only vat()
paragraphs.
Mayor Curley is in Chicago, unavailable today for comment. Just
EsT OR
why the lieutenant governor should
pick Curley as an opponent Is anyPo s
body's guess. It would seem as If his
"dope" had gone wrong somewhere.
Controversy over banning of the
for the panIzzaries of the political
recently Dartmouth-Stanford football game !
predicted
world have all
that Governor Ely would be a candiat the Harvard Stadium on Nov.
date for a second term.
Of course, Youngman doubtless will 28, the same date as the Holy
be a Republican candidate. Since he Cross-Boston Colleee annual grid
pre-empted the position of titular classic,
which smouldered the past
head of the party last fall, he has
proclaimed that he would lead the few days following the initial outCI. O. P. to victory and be governor burst when Mayor James M. CurIn 1932. It is well known that In cer- ley
tossed his bombshell into the
tain circles. he does not fit as well
as some others might, and there are ranks of the two colleges, has flarsome who have been unkind enough ed up anew.
in hope that he does run in 1932,
predicting
his defeat by a strong
Conference
Democrat.
Marked by a proposal that the DartBut why pick Curley? Last fall In mouth and Boston College officials
the midst of the Ely campaign, Cur- confer with Mayor Curley on a new
ley made his now famous pronounce- date and a scathing editorial in the
ment calling into the fight the spec- Harvard Crimson, the furore over
ter of racial lines. He was promptly Mayor Curley's action has started
shouted down, denounced and other- again.
wise scoffed at, and at that time,
A proposal that the game between
his political sun appeared to have the Green and the Coast eleven be
But James Michael staged at the Harvard Stadium on
definitely set.
Curley Mut dipped below the horizon Sunday, Nov. 29, was made by the
before, only to come back stronger, t3oston chief exectitiVe but ft'is hardly
than ever,
likely to bear fruit.
He has had, front time to time, ! Meanwhile Holy Cross, sitting outgubernatorial aspirations, and there side the circle of the persons involved
was it time, not many moons ago, in
the controversy, continues to
when the story was going the rounds remain aloof from all arguments and
that he had a deal Axed up with offers no further comment, on the sitFrank G. Allen, then governor, to uation. The Holy Cross attitude has
help re-elect him for a second term, always been that the site of the game
and to he a candidate himself two never was definitely decided and that
years hence, with Allen dropping out the action of Mayor Curley was at the
of the picture. With the defeat of btthest of a Boston Collegt, alumni
Allen last fall. however, and the elec- head who was not acting in any
tion of Ely, the deal blew up, If It capacity for Holy Cross.
Cleo A. O'Donnell, athletic director
ever existed. and It Is hardly credible
that Curley would have the colossal
conceit to believe he could be a candidate against the present governor
and defeat hini.
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tat Holy Cress, interviewed today, continued to Withhold comment on the
situation and said that the time land
not come for any statement. No plans
had been made up to press time to
attend the proposed conference at
Boston today or tomorrow.
Mayor Curley started the fireworks
when he refused permission for the
game at Harvard Stadium, which is
located in Boston territory and comes
under the jurisdiction of the Boston
authorities. Recently there has been a
sentiment seeking a conference. and
this seems likely to bring a compromise. Mayor Curley returned yesterday
rom Chicago and offered the Sunday
date as a possible solution. It was
also suggested that the Sunday date
might be taken by the Jesuit colleges
and the game staged at the Harvard
Stadium.
Holy Cross has been an outsider in
the controversy. Mayor Curley's original ban came RS a surprise to the college officials and they have been slow
to comment on the situation from the
start. The officials have taken the
attitude from early in the year that
the date and site of the game has not
been definitely decided despite the fact
that the Boston College announcements have been that the game would
be played on the usual date at Boston.
Holy Cross fans have hoped since the
announcement of the conflict of games
that the result would be the staging
of the game in Worcester for the first
time since the present series started.
One of the alternatives now leaves the
way open to bring the game here on
Thanksgiving Day.
Harvard has done nothing, for the
whole matter rests with the mayor. A
suggestion was made last week that.
Dartmouth and Stanford might play
on Sunday. Nov. 29, and Harvard
passed this suggestion to Dartmouth.
This apparently was ruled out, as was
the proposal that the contest be shifted to Thanksgiving.
Harvard Editorial
The Harvard Crimson, reopening
publication since the spring recess,
yesterday said in part in its editorial
columns:
"The latest chapter in the commercialintion of- the great American
autumnal industry was written last
week when municipal authority was
called upon to insure a profitable
football show next fall between Boston
College and Holy Cross, Mayor Curley's action In refusing a license permitting the Partmouth and Statifford
football teams to play in the Soldiers'
Field stadium on November 28 is not
only a wholly unreasonable interference with the athletic functions of
several institutions but an extremely.
dangerous precedent for the future.
"Undoubtedly the blame must be
laid at the door of the Boston College
Athletic Association, although Director John P. Curley has attempted to
pass the onus onto the shoulders of
the Boston College Alumni Association. It is also true that some criticism might be made of the Dartmouth
and Stanford officials for seeking the
stadium for their game. The desire
to hold the contest in Cambridge does
not arise purely from a desire to antis;ty graduates. The small seating capecity of the stands at Hanover undoubtedly bears considerable weight:
"The position of Boston College in
the intercollegiate world will be seriou:.ly tveakent•ct front the wooded hills
of Hanover to the sunny shores of
California. It will be known as the
first college which has sought a protective tariff for its golden goose of
tin, gridiron. It is not yet too late
for the college on the Heights to retire
in comparatively good grace by
urging
Boston's mayor to reconsider the Initiewilited veto."
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Stanford-Green
'• May Play Sunday

•

E.,..TON, April 22, (UP)--Mayor
Janis M. Curley has suggested that
the Dartmouth-Stanford
football
game, originally
for
scheduled
Harvard stadium November 28—
the date of the traditional Boston
College-Holy Cross game here be
played Sunday, November 29.
Curley refused to grant a license
for
the Dartmouth-Stanford game
November 28, contending that it
was unfair to Boston College and
Holy Cross, who 'lave been meeting
on the last Saturday in November
for many years.
Though Cleveland and other cities
have been under consideration as alternative sites for the intersectional
contest, Dartmouth authorities are
admittedly anxious to stage the
game here if some satisfactory settlement can be reached.
In advancing the suggestion that
the game be played Sunday, Curley
promised to exert his influence toward assuring that a ladge crowd
would attend.
A.
McLaughlin, Jr.,
Edward
president of the Boston College
Alumni Association, who objected to
playing of the Dartmouth-Stanford
game on the saint day as the Boston College-Holy Cross game, was
. expected to confer with Curley today. Harry R. Heneage, supervisor
of athletics at Dartmouth, also was
expected to confer with the mayor.
The Harvard Crimson, underglad_
uate daily, charged editorially yesterday that the Boston College Athletic Association, and not the B. fl.
Alumni Association, was behind the
movement to deny Dartmouth and
Stanford the use of Harvard stadium, November 28.
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CONSIDER ANOTHER
DATE FOR CONTEST
Mayor Curley Meets Alumni Heads of Dartmouth
and Boston College Today.
Boston, April 22—(A.P.)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston was prepared today to meet Edward A. McLaughlin, president of the Boston
College Alumni Association, and
Harry R. Heneage, Dartmouth graduate manager of athletics, in an eff art to fix a date agreeable to all conc rrned for the Dartmouth-Stanford
football game.
Mayor Curley recently refused pert iission to Harvard to lend its stadium for the game on November 28
next because it would conflict with
the annual Boston College-Holy
Cross game. McLaughlin later took
responsibility for asking Mayor Curley to make the decision.
The mayor &lied McLaughlin and
Heneage to a conference at city hall
today or tomorrow to confer on some
date other than November 28. He
called attention to the fact that the
law permits Sunday sports and that
a football game could be played on
Sunday, starting at 1:30. It was not
determined whether either Dartmouth or Stanford would be agreeable to a game on Sunday, Nov. 29.
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PLUNKETT AND BRAY
GUESTS OF CURLEY
Boston's Mayor Takes
Senators to Game
Today
State Senators Albert C. Bray of
Buckland and T. R. Plunkett of
Adams were scheduled to be gue:rts
of Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
at the baseball game in Penway
Park, Boston, this afternoon between
the New York Yankees and the Boston Red Sox which will mark the
opening of the American league's
1931 season in the Hub.
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DARTMOUTH-STANFORD BAME
MAY BE STAGED AT STADIUM
Mayor Curley Suggests Way Out of Tangle--Would Put on Game Sunday, November 29
-Day After Boston College-Holy Cross
Game.
Boston, April 22.—(UP)—Mayor
James M. (7urley has suggested
that the Daximouth-Stanfrull football game, originally scheduled for
Nov. 28—the
ilarvard stadium
date of the traditional Boston College-Holy Cross game here—he
played Sunday, Nov. 29.
Curley refused to grant a license
for the Dartmouth-Stanford game
Nov. 28, contending it was unfair to
Boston College and Holy Cross, who
have been meeting on the last Saturday in November for many years.
Though Cleveland and other cities
have been under consideration as
alternative sites for the sectional
contest, Dartmouth authorities are
admittedly anxious to stage the game
here, if some satisfactory settlement
can be reached.
In advancing the suggestion that
the game be played Sunday, Curley
promised to exert his influence toward assuring that a large crowd
would attend.
Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., president of the Boston College Alumni
Association, who objected to playing of the Dartmouth-Stanford game
on the same day as the Boston
College-Holy Cross game, was expected to confer with Curley to-day.
Harry R. Heneage, supervisor of athletics at Dartmouth, also was was
expected to confer with the mayor.
The Harvard Crimson, undergraduate daily, charged editorially yesterday that the Boston College Athletic Association, and not the B. C.
Alumni Association, was behind the
movement to deny Dartmouth and
Stanford the use of Harvard stadium Nov. 28.

REVIVES HOPES
OF DARTMOUTH
(, ALUMNI BODY
Curley to Hold Conference on DartmouthStanford 6ame
Boston, April 21 ()—Mayor James
M. Curley said tonight he expected
Edward A. McLaughlin, president of
the Boston College Alumni association,
and Harry R. Heneage, Dartmouth
graduate manager of athletics, to confer with him tomorrow or Thursday
on the question of the Dartmouth Stanford game.
Mayor Curley recently refused permission to Harvard to lend its stadium
for the game on November 28 next
fall becau.se it would conflict with the
annual Boston College-Holy Cross
game. McLaughlin later issued a
statement taking responsibility for
asking Mayor Curley to make the decision. Calling of a conference at City
Hall revived hopes among the strong
Dartmouth alumni body here that the
game would be played in the stadium
after all.
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Curley Will Assist
Needy in Future
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iklayor Curley took out policies
tiling $102,285, and upon his deatii
income will he shared by
i•hiiiiren driving their lives. After I
death of the last child the money will
ihe invested for 125 years. At the end
lof that time 1he principal, with 5 per
leent compound Interest will have
reached the sum of $15,515,527. Each
,•.f,t* thereafter the fund, at 4 per t.Pnt
rest, will produce shout $1,821,012,
amount sufficient to proeide $20 a
IOSTON, A pril 21-01') Mayor it eek to 1700 needy families.
In making+ public hi;-, Fiction. Mayor
, James M. Curli, today purchased life
urged Ilia! other individuals
insurance policies that eventually—in Curley'
lad agencies supplement the fund with
about 200 years—will provide a. fund similar policies so that the poor in the
of $45.518,527 for relief of improvisheil future wauld not be dependent on
Itostonians,
'Mxtition for aid.

Takes Out Life Policies to
• Prpvide $45,500,000 Fund
in 200 Years.
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TO CONFER ON DATE
Ae, FOR BOSTON GAME

Dathrmith and B. C. Directors to Meet Curley
BOSTON (Th—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston was prepared today to
meet Edward A. McLaughlin, president of the Boston College Alumni association, and Harry R. Heneage, the
Dartmouth graduate manager of athletics, in an effort to fix a date agreeable to all concerned for the Dartmouth-Stanford football game.
Mayor Curley recently refused permission to Harvard to lend its stadium for the game on Nov. 28 next
because it would conflict with the annual Boston College-Holy Cross game.
McLaughlin later took responsibility
for asking Mayer Curley to make the
decision.
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CUJILEY REPLIES
TO YOUNGMAN
ri
From Our Special Reporter
Boston, April 21—Lieut-Go" William S. Youngman's declaration at
Worcester recently, in which he referred to Mayor James M. Curley of
lloston as his opponent for governor
in 1032, and that he would easily defeat Curley at the polls, brought from
Niayor Curley today a reference to
the lieutenant-governor as a "disciple
,f Don Quixote." This came upon
Curley's return from Chicago and
After the Youngman speech had been
vatted to his ettention. Curley'a comment follows:—
"Youngman attain speaks like a dieAple of Don Quixote. His previous
political utterances, namely, that he
proposed to act as dictator of the Re,oblican parry in Massachusetts, is
di, less amusing than his latest COntrl:.
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YOUNGMAN SPEECH
AMUSES CURLEY
_
Says Lieutenant Governor
Is Doll Quixote
--•

By Telegram State noose Reporter
BOSTON, April
again speaks like a 21.—"Youngman
disciple of Don
I Quixote. His *previous
political utterances, namely, that he proposed
to
act as dictator of the
Republican
party in Massachusetts is
no less
amusing than h's latest
tion," thus spoke Maxpr contribuJames M.
y when he returned to
Boston
td7TNV from Chicago.
The mayor's remark
was made
When his attention WaS
called to a
recent Worcester Speech of
Goy. William S. Youngman, in Ueut.
which
he derlared his opponent
for governor in 1932 would be
Mayor
Cti4
!end he would easily defeat::
.211.111-4I
the polls.
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Proposes Dartmouth-Stanford
Pro
Football Battle on Sunday tiotel Men test
Vlayor Curley's Ban
On Football Game

BOSTON, Apr. 2 (JP)
M. Curley of Boston --Mayor James game.
McLaughlin later took rewas prepared to- 1
sponsibility for asking Mayor
day to meet Edward
A. McLaughlin, I to
Curley
make the decision,
president of the Boston
College AlumThe mayor called
ni association, and Harry
McLaughlin anti
R.
Dartmouth graduate manag Heneage, Heneage to a conference at city
er of ath- today or
hall
letics, in an effort to
tomor
row
to confer
fix
Claim They Will Suffer if
able to all concerned a date agree- date other than November on some
28. He
mouth-Stanford footba for the Dart- called attention to the fact
The Dartmouth-Stanford
ll game,
that the
law permits Sunday
Mayor Curley recently
sports and that a
refused per- football
mission to Harva
game
Game Goes Elsewhere
could be played Sunrd
stadium for the game to lend its day starting at 1.30. It
was
on
not
deNovem
ber
28 next because it
tersnined whether either
would
Dartmouth
the annual Boston Colleg conflict with or Stanford would be
BOSTON. April 20 --Mayor Curley's
agreeable to a
e-Holv Cross
action cancelling the Dartmouthgame on Sunday, Nov.
29.
Stanford football game, scheduled for
)10fee
Boston next fall, has been Questioned
by the Boston hotel men, by direction
of Arthur L. Race, president of the
City of Boston Hotel Men's Associa/41C-01,5 4-ik/ tion.
The hotel men have registered disAn Adams House Relic
appointment and surprise at the
BOSTON. Massachusetts, New Engmayor's step, especially in view of his
land, and to some extent the rest of
apparent desire to improve business
the country, are interested in the
conditions.
demolition of the old Adams House.
They state that with two such
major games in the city at one time,
Boston Mayor Buys Life That substantial hostelry has served
much
added revenue would be circuIn its day a vast army of patrons, who
lated and that neither of the attracretain pleasant memories of it, but
Insurance to Go For
tions
would
draw from the other. The
perhaps its chief title to fame is the
hotel men's letter follows:
Welfare
fact that it was so often the Boston
"Dear Mayor Curley:
home of Calvin Coolidge. Whenever
"At a meeting of the executive comhe was in this city as a member of the
mittee
of the City of Boston Hotel i
RISES TO MILLIONS state government, and that was often
Association one of the subjects up for
between 1907 and 1921, he stopped at
discussion was the possibility of havFund Will Amount to the
Adams House.
When he was
ing the Stanford-Dartmouth football
Governor he lived there in a simple
$45,548,527 by Time
game scheduled for Boston for next
fall.
two room apartment with none of the
Avail
able
"I was directed to inform your
elegance with which governors of other
It Is
honor that this association is unanistates have been known to surround
mously in favor of the game being
themselves. While Mr. Coolidge was
BOSTON, April 11 (API—Mayor
held here for many reasons, as it
Governor there was no doubt of the
.1Ames M. Curley today purchased
means considerable revenue to the hodemocratic character of any of our
. I:fe insurance policies that eventualtel and business interests.
ly—in about 200 years—will provide
institutions. The chief magistrate of
"May we hope for your cooperation
I a fund of $45,548,527 for relief of
Massachusetts lived at the old Adams
and assistance in bringing this about.
i impoverished Bostonians.
House with less ostentation than many
"In our opinion, the fact that
Mayor Curley took out policies totwo
a shoe drummer from St. Louis. From
major games would be played in Bostalling $102.285. and upon his death
those modest rooms he went to Washton the same day ,t,ould not affect
the income will be shared by his
situation adversely as there are the
ington and eventually to the White
children during their lives. After
more
than enough who would attend both
House. The building wrecker chose to
the death of the last child the money
games
to
tax
begin
the
the demolition of the building in
capacity of Fenwill be invested for 125 years. At
way Park and the Stadium.
the end of that time the principal. those very rooms and persuaded Maya.
"In our opinion the city and
Curley to strike the first blow. Surwith five per cent compound Interthe
hotels need all the business possibl
est will have reached the suns of
rounded by photographers the Mayor
e
to average up on some of the
$45,548,527.
leanl
used his axe, or whatever it was, with
periods
.
Each year thereafter the fund, at a will, though
he expressed his regret
"Thanking you for your
four per cent interest, will produce at the
favorable .
destruction of rooms so historic
consideration,
about $1,821.943. an amount suffiand
exacte
d a promise from the wrecker
."Very truly yours,
cient, to provide 429 a week to 170()
that the fireplace should be taken down
"GEORGE H. CLARK,
needy ,families,
intact and shipped to the ex-President
"Secretary.
in Northampton. Whether Mr. Coolidge
"City o.Benton 1-totrl Assnriatinn
"
will welcome this gift may be doubted.
Anything more useless than a fireplace
without a chimney we cannot imagine.
4.40411 .ST L t
There are probably all the firepla
ces
necessary at The Beeches, and no
one
13 LS
4-14 T.
would erect one of the old Adams
House
fireplaces merely to gloat over
Its
Mayor Curley of Boston calls beauty, for they had
none. As a sentiLieut-GoV. Youngman a political mental impulse, Mayor Curley'
s salvawindmill. One wonders if that is all tion of the old merble structure before
which a rising statesmen once may
Mr. Curley ever intends to call the Imagin
be
ed to have warmed his toes,
"leader of the Republican party" in has its excuse: but we
fancy that Mr.
Massachusetts. Incidentally. suppos- Coolidge. a practical man and
not a '
dreame
r,
will
permit
the
crates
ing Mr. Youngman leads the Repubtont am the mantel iind the side that
pieces
lican party to defeat? Would he still to remain unopen
ed in the capacious
call himself the leader, or only the stable of The Beeches. The
'sell be less in the way there contents
follower in that case?
than if
they were lugged into the
house.
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CURLEY FORMS
RELIEF ESTATE
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MAYOR CURLEY
W!1 DISCUSS
GAME DATE
(By The Associated Press)
22.—Mayor
BOSTON,
April
ostop, was
James M. Curley of
prepared today to meet Edward A.
McLaughlin, president of the Boston College Alumni Association,
and Harry R. Ileneage, Dartmouth
Graduate Manager of Athletics, in
an effort to fix a date agreeable to

•

all concerned for the Dartmouth
Stanford football game.
Mayor Curley recently refused
permission to Harvard to lend its(adluiii for the game on November
28 next, because it would conflict
Nvith the annual Boston College-Holy Cross game. McLaughlin later
took responsibility for asking Mayor Curley to make the decision.
The Mayor called
McLaughlin
Heneage to a conference at
it y Hall 'today
or tomorrow to
c, ler on some date other than Novetober 28. Ho called attention to
the fact that the law permits Sunday sports and that a football game,
could be played Sunday, starting ati
1:30. It was not determined whether either Dartmouth or 8tunford
would be agreeable to a game. on
Sunday, Nov. 29.

OFFERS TO DEBATE

MAYOR OF BOSTON
Hyde Park Councillor
Issues Statement
City .Councillor C!ualr,,t, A. Norton, in a statement issued this week,
again charges that the •city of Boston, through its purchasing department, is paying from 40 to 50 per
rent more than necessary for automobile tires and tubes and accwied
(Superintendent Philip A. Chapmaa
iof the purchasing department with.
making false statements concerning
a tire manufacturing company previously referred to by the councilman.
He offers to debite the question
with Mayor Curley, "any time, any
place at his convenience." The
statement in part says: "The purchasing agent of the city is quoted as
saying the concern I stated could
stir ply the city of Boston with tires
and tubes at from 40 to 50 per cent
off the price the city now pays, was a
"bankrupt concern that made its
tires in Akron 0."
"That.statement is unfair to the
'largest manufacturer anti the only
manufacturer of tires in Massachusetts today. The concern is not
bankrupt."
At Chicopee
Falls,
Mass., over 2000 people are employed making these tires.
"Every Boston Elevated railroad
bus is now equipped with them.
iGovernor Ely insisted that his newstate car be equipped with them.
Every state car is equipped with
them. Why not Boston's?
"I demanded to know why Boston
refused to accept a saving of from
40 to 50 per cent and was politically assaulted in the council by the
mayor's sokesman.
Later
the
mayor ordered me "summoned before the finance commission and
placed under oath."
"I was up there in a jiffy. I don't
usually make statements without
thoroughly investigating my subject
and knowing what I am talking
about. I sent word to the mayor to
be there also. He was not there.
Chairman Goodwin treated me with
,courtesy and fairness."
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WARD FOR JAP
PRINCE DOUBLED;
PLOT OVERHEARD
Prince and Princess Takamatsu Arrive at Boston -Hotel Hostess Fears Assassination
Boston, April 23—(AP)—Prince and
Princess Takamatsu, world traveling
imperial honeymooners from Japan,
arrived here tonight by train from
New York. They were greeted by
Mayor James M. Curlev, representatives of Gov Joseph B. Ely, the army
and the navy.
o
The brother of Emperor Hirohit
and his bride of a year were escorted
went
by police to their hotel. They
immediately to their suite. An extra
the
police guard was stationed about
overhotel because of a conversation
hours
heard by the hotel hostess a few
arbefore the distinguished visitors
rived.
She heard two men talking outside
plotthe hotel. They appeared to be dy.
somebo
ting the assas.sination of
the
and
r,
The hostess told the manage
The police
manager called police.
ordered
guard around the hqtel was occurdoubled, but nothing unusual prince
red during the arrival of the
and princess.
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BOSTON TO WELCOME
0JAPANESE ROYALTY;
If PLAN BUSY PROGRAM
BOSTON, April '23—A ^,uiet eveat
ning will preede 2, oomewh
strenuous five-c'iay stay in Boston
when the Prince and Princess Takamatsu of Javan arrive here tonight.
After a reception at South Station where they are expected at 7
o'clock, the coopio will retire for
the night at the Copley Plaza HoThe reception committee will
tel.
be led by Courtenay Crocker, honorary Japanese consul at Boston.
State, Army and Navy representatives and prominent local Japanese will greet the Prince and PrinA bouquet will be presentcess.
ed by Miss Mary Curley, daughter of Mayor Jame M. Cley.
John IC: Allen, representing
Crocker and the Japan Society of
Boston, and H. Yatsuhashi, representing Japanese residents of
Boston, will go to Providence, R.

I., to meet the imperial party.
Although a busy week is scheduled for the Prince and Princess
they have left plenty of time open
for shopping tours and visits
about the city.
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114 SUNDAY FOOTBALL

Mayor Curley's "solution" for the
Boston football tangle is no solution
at all. He suggests that Dartmouth

play Sanford next fall on Sunday
Nov. 29 in order to avoid a conflict
with the Holy Cross-Boston College
game on Saturday, Nov. 28. He
would guarantee a large crowd, he
says.
There is no need, and no excuse,
for New England colleges to start
playing football on Sundays. It is to
be hoped that Dartmouth will have
enough common sense to turn thumbs
down on the Curley proposal.
College football has already been
commercialized enoagh without resorting to Sunday games as a means
.of drawing big crowds, or even of
Voiding conflicts with other intercbklegiate games.

la it*
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To the Editor of the Chronicle: V:
Many Brookline friends of mine have
deplored Mayor Curley's attitude on the
football game
Dartmouth-Stanford
scheduled for November. Surely there
could be little clash with the Holy
Cross-Boston College game as that
game is usually sold out, to and by
their own enthusiasts. There is a very
large football public outside of Boston
who could, and would, easily support
both games. The Boston papers appear to hold Mayor Curley sacrosanct,
for there is very little, if any, criticism
of his stand outside of by the Hotel
Association and tbc Dartmouth press.
This large metropolitan area consists
of a cosmopolitan makeup and it surely
isn't good politics for Mayor Curley to
be too restrictive. Is it not well that
Brookline and other local municipalities !
?
are not yet under the aegis of Boston
How we would rebel against any one
his
man, inspired or not, laying down
bias for us! Alas! poor Boston!
FRANCIS H. OWEN.

C/dlderra

TO HOLD SCHOOL
OF P01 ITICS IN
CITY ON MAY 4
•Republican Leaders of State
Will Speak---Banquet
on Program
A school of politics will be conducted in Busfield's hall, the afternoon and evening of May 4 under the
auspices of the District Republican
Club of Haverhill. Prominent members of the Republican party in Massachusetts will be speakers. The
meeting will open at 2:30 and a banquet will be served at 6:30, the meeting continuing into the evening. Mrs.
Helen Consalus, field secretary of the
Republican state committee, made the
arrangements. Reservations for the
'banquet can be made with Mrs.
Charles Marston, Jr. The school is
being held for the benefit of the
Fourth Senatorial district.
Taylor, chairman of the
Republican state committee, will open
the school. Mrs. Frank Roe Batchelder, Worcester, vice president, will preLewis
side at the afternoon session.
R. Hovey, of this city, state committeeman will preside at the evening
meeting.
Congressman Joseph Martin of the
one
15th Congressional district will be
Presiof the speakers. He will discuss
r,
Batchelde
dent Hoover. Frank Roe
Worcester, will speak on the tercenFall
tenary last year. Judge Emma
Schofield, Representative Dr. Marion
Burrows, Lynn; Mrs. Anna Weinstock
Schneider, U. S. commissioner of conciliation; Judge Felix Forte, Boston,
Miss
professor at Boston University;
Katherine Parker, president of the
Massachusetts Women's Republican
will
club, and Mrs. Lewis R. Hovey,
speak.
welMayor Forrest V. Smith will
Smith,
come the guests. Vinal W.
!chairman of the Republican City corn'mittee, will make brief remarks.
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THINK DARTMOUTM

UNLIKELY TO PLAY
GAME ON SUNDAY
Big Green Not Desirous of
Setting Precedent for
N. E. Colleges
Special to The Union.
HANOVER, April 22—Unofficial reports from the Dartmouth athletic
,office today stated that Dartmouth
will not take a radical step and play
the scheduled cfntest with Stanford I
on Sunday, November 29, in Boston ,
as Mayor James M. Cutty suggested I
yeste`effry in late overtures to keep
the contest in the Hub city after refusing to sanction it on the same
day as the Boston College-Holy Cross
encounter on November 28.
It was understood here that Dartmouth will probably go to Chicago or
Cleveland in order to keep the agrees
ment to play Stanford on the Saturday date, rather than play in Boston
on Sunday. The Indians do not desire to be pioneers in taking this
radical step, for no New England
colleges have played football on Sunday dates before this.
Dartmouth is apparently following
a policy of aloofness from all conferences. and Harry R. Heneage, director of athletics, who was reported to
have gone to Boston to confer with
Mayor Curley, did not leave Hanover. He declined to make any statements tonight and merely waited for
the
from
developments
further
mayor's office.
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TURN DOWN OFFER
, FOR SUNDAY GAME

BOSTON, April 23.—The suggestion by Mayor Curley that the
(AV fi$,c/ L,P RPP084-leA'Y 2_1
Dartmouth-Stanford football con3/ test, booked for Harvard Stadium
Nov. 28 and balked by the refusal of His Honor to issue a permit, be played on Sunday, the
29th, was turned down today by
Harvard officials, who refused to
oston, April 22--An apparent efsave
rent the stadium for a Sunday
fort to adjuat differences and uth
for Boston the Stanford -Dartmo for
coot est.
d
schedule
y
football game, originall
Because of 'the difficulties that
of
date
the
on
stadium
the Harvard
have come out of Mayor Curley's
Cross
college-Holy
Boston
the annual
refusal to permit the game to be
Curley on
clash and banned by Mayor
by
played on Saturday. it is believed
that date as a result of Si. protest
Alumni associaHarvard, in 1 he future, will keep
the Boston College
a conferIts field to Itself hereafter. It is
tion, will be made at Edward A.
expected that month agreement will
ence among Mayor Curley,
McLaughlin, Jr., president of the
he reached within the next few
the
made
alumni association, which
days.
includothers,
protests, and perhapsgraduate manaHeneage,
ing Harry
Dartmouth, who is
ger of athletics at
in Boston.

SUNDAY GAME MAY
END FOOTBALL ROW
W
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Dartmo WSiléiW
on Latest Moves
for Stanford Tilt
Understood Big Green May
Play Coast Grid Team at
Cleveland or Chicago
on Nov. 28.
Specs' to 'I Jo :izprinpficid Cuicni.
HANOVER, N. H., April 22—Dartmouth's policy in the football tangle
which has resulted in the banning of
the Stanford game from Boston on
Nov. 28 apparently is aloofnese from
all conferences, for although Harry
Heneage, supervisor of athletics, was
reported to have been in Boston for
a meeting with Mayor James M. Curley, he has not left Hanover.
It is the feeling here by those close
to the athletic office that Dartmouth
will not take such a radical step in
scheduling the game for Sunday. Nov.
29. No New England colleges have
played football on Sunday before and
Dartmouth has no desire to be a pioneer in this matter.
Information from unofficial sources
tonight stated that Dartmouth scheduled the game for Nov. 28, and despite
the Mayor's late overtures to keep the
game in Boston, Dartmouth will g0
to Cleveland or Chicago in order to
keep the agreement with Stanford for
the Saturday date. Heneage declined
to make any statements tonight, and
merely waited for f urther developmerely waited for further devolp-
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Those Football Games

Tirt MORE we think of it, the
harder Ire find it to understand why
the Mtyor of Boston should be asked
to give his consent to the loan of the
Harvard Stadium to two college football
teams who want to use it, or why,
having been asked, he should think it
Mayor
wise to refuse his consent.
Curley has, of course given his reason,
which is that two other colleges are
scheduled to play football in Boston
on the same day: but to an unprejudiced outsider that reason does not
seem good. It can only be supported
by a frank admission of the fact that
college football is not a sport to be
engaged in by the students of two rival
colleges for the fun of the game and the
pleasure of the undergraduates and
alumni of the interested colleges, but a
Ivast public spectacle, arranged to enterthin the population in general,
conducted on commercial lines for the
purpose of making money. If that is
the case, of course one pair of colleges
with a prior lten on a particular date
may fairly object to another Ng game
same •clay. But to those W130
ent
rare for health in our attitude toward
college sport. it would seem that it
Siotlld be better to permit both games,
and let the !them!, undergraduates
friends of the two groups attend the
particular game in which they feel a
speeini interest. Mayor Curley prefers
to regard college fairSTITP-as primarily
a commercial enterprise, but we think
he is wrong. or if he is right, that
college football had better be scrapped
altOtielber•
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FRAUD IS ALLEGED IN
• BOSTON PETITIONS FOR
61 9,112scuieqpiliFY VALUES
Owners and Attorneys
Investigation May Result in Prosecutions—
Public Service Corporation Seeks Reduction of $3,000,000 On Valuation of
$8,000,000.
was +sited
BOSTON, April 23(4)—An investigation
.ston
rowne
rty
prope
of
ions
petit
500
today into the
ies
i‘pert
"
of
who seek reductions in the valuation
to
tends
,,ich
i.
evide
All
amounting to $150,000,000.
tions
senta
repre
on
based
show the claims are
for prosecution.
will be turned over to the district attorney
The step was taken after Mayor
red "1th
James M_ urley had confer
After
murTMI.1 department heads.
Fox, eity
the conference Charles J.
said
auditor speaking for the mayor,
show
a cursory examination tended to
ay
that a definite scheme was underw
by attorneys and other representatives
of property owners to secure reductions in valuations with the attorneys
being employed on a contingent fee
basis. He said that of the 500 petitions
the board of assessors had found the
majority had no merit and many
were fraudulent.
Among the petitions is one filed in
behalf or a public service corporation
which seeks a reduction of $3,000,000
on a valuation of ;8,000,000.
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Stanford May Come East
GTO Play Dartmouth in 1932

knew
As for Harvard, not everyone
s Field
that its stadium on Soldier
BY LAWRENCE PERRY.
It stands
idated is not in Cambridge.
Copyright, 1931, by The Consol
Boston
across the Charles river On
Press Association.
Athletic
rd
Harva
thus the
and
land
-It
BOSTON, April 22—(C.P.A.)association is subject to the author
hooray over ity of the New England metropolis.
now appears that the
to pro.- Heretofore there never has been any
the decision of Mayor Curley
university and
r•College trouble between the
teet the Holy Crairitogrel Boston, the municipal government and, as a
in
game set for Nov. 28 next entertain matter of fact, Harvard is concerned
in so
by forbidding Dartmouth to
m on in the present situation only
Stanford at the Harvard Stadiu
far as she has been prevented from
alone.
Boston
to
ed
confin
is
that day,
cheers. making a generous gesture in behalf
Holy Cross is not giving three
ng.
stalwart at- of a sister seat of learni
Quite the contrary, the
There is talk that the Dartmouth.
in favor
titude of Boston's mayor
in New
played
he
may
in the Stanford game
of home football made no hit
York city. There would be plenty of
all.
at
ter
Worces
of
city
sister
com- competition here on that day. But
They were hoping there that
games so far as the city Hui horities are conpetition of two important
an- cerned, their attitude would surely
would be avoided by shifting the
Bos- favor more and bigger competition
nual gridiron contest against
all along the line. How the colleges
a
ton college to Worcester. For time,
be Involved would feel about it is anindeed, it seemed that this would
Then other matter. So far as the writer
the solution of the difficulty.
Talk can learn, Dartmouth's real inclinacame Mayor Curley'a statement.
into tion is to let the game slide for a
was that politics had entered
is season, with the understanding that,
football, but now the bitterness
rd would pay the return visit
subsiding into quiet regret over a Stanfo
she owes the Hanover college in 1932.
loss opportunity to give Holy Cross' At the same time, it is not out of the
home town a big and thrilling show.
that the game may
be
question
played somewhere out of Mayor Curfall.
next,
ction
jurisdi
ley's
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ROYAL COUPLE
INVITED HERE
Prince And Princess Takamatsu Of Japan
Asked To Newport

•

WILL BE IN BOSTON THIS WEEKEND
tong. Burdick

Wires Jui

Lii nitt

To

'Visit This City

Learning yesterday
afternoon of
the visit to Boston of Prince and
Princess Takamatsu of
Japan this
week end, Congressman Clark Burdick telegraphed to Courtenay Crock41:', honorary
consul of Japan
at
Boston, an invitation
to the royal
Japanese couple
to visit
Newport
during their stay in New England.
It was through an invitation received by spevial delivery yesterday
from Mayor James M. Cupy of
Boston, asking Irft"? tiziatt -id
the
city of Boston's dinner to the prince
and princess this evening, that Mr.
Burdick learned
of their
proposed
stay in New England anti although
U preVioUS engagement prevents the
congressman from going to Boston
for tonight's affair, he hopes that
the royal visitors will have opportunity to visit Newport, particularly
because of its connection, through
Commodore Matthew Galbraith Perry, with the Japanese empire.
In the early part of the 19th century, Commodore Perry, a son
ot
Newport, led the naval expedition
from the United States which served
to open the ports of Japan to commerce and in taken of its great regard for the commodore, the Ishii
,Mission, in 1•917, paid a special visit
'to Newport to lay a wreath on the
naval officer's grave in the Island
cemetery.
During the visit of the mission,
the city entertained them, and Mr.
Burdick, then
mayor; of Newport,
was their host at a formal dinner.
"To
nutnifest
our
affectionate
wishes", as the • diploma read, ....the
Emperor of Japan, Yoshihito, conferred on Mr. Burdick the
Third
Class Order of the Sacred Treasure
in token of appreciation for
the
courtesies extended the Ishii Mis.sion
during its visit to Newport".
Should the
prince and
princess
find it possible to come to Newport,
Congressman Burdick will take Immediate steps to arrange for their
entertainment, the program to conform to such time as they may have
In the city.
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Curley's Auto Tagged; He
Blames Resigned Official I
\*
Boston, kpril 24 (bl')—Mayor
James M. Curley left a barber shop
today to find his automobile tagged
for violation of a traffic ordinance
and the mayor was just as dis-

missioner. Referring to the tag as
a "vent to your spleen," he forwarded it to Schwarz with "my
compliments."

turbed as any private citizen.
Patrolman John F. Dolan, who
pinned the tag on the mayor's car,
with visions of grazing land on the
outskirts of the city, was embarrassed, to put it mildly. "I thought
his car was No. 350, not 577," said
Dolan. "I suppose I'll be transferred to the sticks."
When asked about

the affair,
Traffic Commissioner Joseph Conry
said, "It's a nice day."
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman would not even discuss the
weather.
The mayor, who said he did not
blame Patrolman Dolan, professed
to see Leo Schwarz as the villain in
the piece. Just previous to the tagging he had received Mr. Schwarz'
resignation as assistant police corn-
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WILL INVESTIGATE
- VALUATION PETITIONS
Boston to Find Out About
Efforts to Have Property
Values Reduced
Boston, April 23—(AP)—An Investigation was started today into th. •
500 petitions of property owners in ,
Boston who seek reductions in the
valuation of their properties amountbig to $150,000,000.
All evidence
.waich tends to show the claims are
based on fradulent representations
will beturned over to the district-attorney for prosecution.
The step was taken after Mayor
James M. Curley had conferred with
municipal department heads.
After
the conference Charles J. Fox, city
auditor, speaking for the mayor, said
a cursory examination tended to show
that a definite scheme was under way
by attorneys and other representatives of property owners to secure rtductions in valuations with the attora.
neys being employed on a contingenr
feet basis. He "sai(i that of the 509
petitions the board of assessors had
found the majority had not merit and
many were fradualent.
Among the petitions Is one tiled in
behalf of a public, Service corporation
which seeks a reduction of $3,000,000
on a valuation of 000.000.
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not to Murder
Prince Feared
(41
Boston Police on Guard
After Assassination Talk
Is Overheard.
BOSTON. April 23—i A P) Prince
and Prine •,s. Takamatsu. world-traveling 'MM.!'in I honeymooners frorn
Japan. arrived here tonight by train
from New York. They were greeted
by Mayor James M. °miry. rf+presenla tives of Gov. J0,17611-- B. Ely. the
Army and the Navy.
The brother of Emperor Hirohito
and his bride of a year were escorted
by police to their hotel. They went
immediately to their suite. An extra
police guard was stationed about the
hotel because
a conversation overheard by the hotel hostess a few hours
before the distinguished visitors arrir
;
She
de. overheard two men talking outside the hotel. They appeared to be
plotting the assassination of somebody. The hostess told !ha manager,
and the manager called police. The
pollee guard around the hotel was
ordered doubled hilt IlOth ing unusual
occurred during the arrival of the
Prince and Princess.

•

.ayt.z4r6, 0 „MAYOR CURLEY'S
AUTO TAGGED BY
PATROLMAN

Officer Dolan Expects
Transfer to "Sticks"
Mayor Does Not Blame Policeman but
Thinks Leo
Schwarz, Who Had Just Resigned as Assi
stant
Police Commissioner, Is the "Villain
"—Sends
Tag to Schwarz With His cgs;1434442;taat
s
BOSTON, April 24 (/P)---Mayo
r
James M. Curley left a barbe
rshop
today to find his automobile
tagged for violation of a traffic
ordinance and the mayor was Just
as
disturbed as any private citize
n.
Patrolman John F. Dolan, who
pinned the tag on the mayor's
car,
with visions of grazing lund
on
the outskirts of the city, was
embarrassed, to put it mildly.
"I
thought his car was No. 350,
not
577," said Dolan. '"I suppo
se I'll
be transferred to the sticks,"

A Nice Day

•

'

When asked about the affair,
Traffic Commissioner Joseph Conry
said,
"It's a nice day."
Police Commissioner Eugene
Hultman would not even discuss C.
the
weather.
The mayor, who said he did
not
blame Patrolman Dolan, profes
sed
,see Leo Schwarz as the villain in to
the
piece. Just previous to the taggin
g
he had received Mr. Schwarz's resignation as assistant police commi
ssioner. Referring to the tag as
a
"vent to your spleen," he forwa
rded
it to Schwartz with "my compl
iments."
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A Gift to Future Generations.
F at the time that Brockton was first incorporat
ed as a town
some public benefactor had laid aside even a
small sum to
accumulate at compound interest there
would now be a
fund such as might make the city financiall
y independent.
Mayor Curley of Boston is doing such a thing
for his city. Was
not Benjamin Franklin about the first to bring
forward this plan?
The mayor has taken out an insurance policy for
about $100,000.
His children will receive the interest returns on
this policy when
he dies, but when the last of his children
shall have died the fund
goes to the city to grow at compound inter
est for 125 years. It
will then be more than $45,000,000, returning
an annual dividend
of nearly $2,000,000 to be applied for
taking care of needy families.
The 125 years is not a long span in the
life of a city. Boston
is 300 years old. Brockton's corporate
life goes back more than
a century and it was a separate part
of the old town of Bridgewater far longer than that. The
many public gifts in perpetuity
,
such as libraries and parks, are
for use of the present as well
future generations. This other
as
kind concerns the future
only
and is chiefly of interest in the way
it can be made to grow.
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Royal Party Arrives in Boston

Photo ici International Newsreel
I'!' H'' and Princess Takamatsu of Japan W4.1.4. grreleil al the Smith Stilt kill. 11141.41011, upon their
imperial government are
New York. The toili.il couple with menthers nr the In
arri% a I I it
Eeft to riillit ;
N. Fanziatia, Japanese vice conotil of New York;
making n toile of the United Si te..
yoniniandec Ellis Zachary, E. s. N.; Miss Nlary t'urley, daughter of lloston's motor; Princess Taka•
moist!, Prince Takamatsu and l'onclenay Urockec of Boston.
P.011iMi
ntritt.
R.............
•

to Boston at. City hall by Mayor
tames M. Curley. A two-word speech.
.Something;
. , perso u'
11VPI
k
Massachusetts,re;po Ia.oes bN Viv,
S.
%
personages
made the various greetings by the
prince. fle said, "Thank you," follow1 rig this with a polite bow.
!nt nlee,g laan
heuluC;
et o.pmittuh
ouelt
l:
and
ersm pC
e(..iritto.3
s -r• ,
pitched, Before
li :l)eat is.croyaltIi

following
to the Hall of Flags
this the party went o
sem.
sebneaev,,asas
photgraed,
State
While11
House
o
st
stepsState
Caspar G. Bacon
bled, President
the Prince and
Princess
escorted
and their party into the chamber.
iu,raeirntcy.
kthtkilu m..
T
,earkerihnetsactosrttrfe dantud tP
rostrumessktuKiaers
their
about the chamber. The Prince sat
at President. Bacon's right and the
Princess at his left while the presiding officer of the Senate presented
the royal visitors to the Senate.
Price
Takamatsu
had
After
acknowledged the introduction the
and
their
party
left
the
Royal visitors
Corridors of the State
chamber.
House were Jammed as were the steps
outside as the Royal visitors left for
City hall, the couple was given a big
ovation.
Mayor Curley welcomed the honeymooners to Boston. He presented them
with photographs and two wooden
keys. carved from the oak which stood
on the battle field at Lexington. "It
was a battle for liberty." said the
Mayor.
"Thank you," replied the
Prince, bowing.

ON
RE
ET
5
ROYALPrince
COUPLE
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Japanese H 0 n eymooners i
Are Welcomed by Ely
, and Curley—Presented
• to State Legislature
CROWDS CHEER PAIR
UPON TOUR OF CITY
BOSTON, April 24 IINSI—Heavily
..narded, followIng discovery of a susthem. Prince
p,rted plot to harm
today were
1.,kamatou and his bride
cotred to Massachusetts -;ht Gov.
ioseph B. Ely, were cheered when .
appeared before the 11011;ie of
they
Representatives. WCIT cordially greetwere welcomed
ed by the Senate. and

Japan.

cablegram
The prince assured

his

brother. the cmper r. that he was
ably guarded and that, although he
had received reports of supposed
threats against his life, he knew no
reason why such threats should be
and
made.
Cheers
handelapPing
ereeted the prince and his bride
everywhere they appeared about the
city.
Governor Ely greeted in the executive office the Prince and Princess
Takamatsu. Prior to the arrival of the
royal couple the governor's office was
cleared of all visitors, except the official greeting . party, which included
President Gaspar G. Bacon of the
Senate and Speaker Leverett Saltonstall of the House of Representatives.
At the suggestion of the governor,
the party then visited the Senate and
House of Representatives and were
presented to the members of the LegJointure from the rostrums. Upon
their return to the executive office,
the governor personally escorted them
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BIG GREEN-STANFORD
IDRON GAME LIKELY

r

Herald
Dartmouth-Stanford

BOSTON LIN—The Boston

that

the

football game will be played as originally schedued Nov. 28 in the Harvard stadium.
The Herald says that the objections
of Boston College alumni against the
game being played on the same day
as the Boston College-Holy Cross
game will be withdrawn. The withdrawal leaves the way clear for Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston to reverse
his decision against allowing the
game to be played in Boston on the
day of the Boston College-Holy Cross
game.
The Herald also says that the site
of the Boston College-Holy Cross
game, however, has become uncertain
and that the. Holy Cross alumni are
making strong efforts to have the
game kransferred,to Worcester.
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TWO DAYS ON THE JOB, BOSTON
POLICE OFFICER TAGS CAR OF
MAYOR CURLEY;COP IS WORRIED

Report Harvard Stadium to
Be Available Nov. 28
says

l'Cc

Boston, April 24 (INS) Two days
on the job, Patrolman John F. Dolan of Police Station No. 2, today
automobile
saw a chauffeurless
parked in the outside line of a double line in Province Street, near City
Hall.
Dolan made out a parking tag. As
he attached it to the steering wheel
of the car, bystanders shouted: "It's
the mayor's car."
"Stop your kidding," said Dolan.
At this moment, Mayor James M.
Curley came hustling out of a barber shop and his chauffeur, Charles
Manion who had been looking in a
store window, came up.
Bystanders asserted that the mayor exclaimed to Dolan: "I'll get you
for this." The mayor denies he said
anything.
Dolan said he was uneasy, fearing
he would be "shifted to the sticks"

—an out of town station.
The mayor said it was a "plot" instigated by Leo Schwartz, who was
ousted yesterday as member of the
zoning adjustment board, and was
appointed by Police Commissioner
Eugene C. Hultman, as counsel at
police headquarters. Schwartz denied he had anything to do with the
tagging of the mayor's car.
Mayor Curley wrote Schwartz a
letter, expressing his compliments
and enclosing the tag.
An automobilist can be prosecuted on a first tag but it is generally
issued as a warning. Today was
the first time "Hizzoners" car had
been tagged. It is a new car on
which the city seal has not yet been
painted. The numerals on the license plates had been read at roll
calls in the various stations last
week.
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Japanese Royalty Reach Boston

Associated Press Photo
Prince nod Princess Takamatsu of Japan
greeted by state 80(1 city notables and a largeupon their arrival at the south station, Boston, where they Were
crowd. The group of four In the center, left to
Curley,
Mary
right: mhim
daughter of 3lay4ir James M. Curley, the Maces; the
Prince. and Courtenay Crocker, head
the reception committee.
----of
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Curley Is
'eeved at
Tag on Car
:. onds Card With
mews to Farmer Assistant Commissioner
M. CurBOSTON (4'i—Mayor,Janies to find
today
ley left a barber shop
for violation of
his automobile tagged
the mayor
and
ance
ordin
traffic
a
any private
was Just as disturbed as
citizen.
, who
Patrolman John F. Dolan 's car,
the mayor
pinned the tag on
g land on the
with visions of grazin embarrassed,
outskirts-of the city, was
"I though his car
to put it mildly.
said Dolan. "I
was No. 350, not 577," erred to the
suppose I'll be transf
sticks."
affair, TrafWhen asked about the Conry said,
Joseph
er
ssion
Commi
fic
"It's a nice day."
Eugene C.
Police Commissioner
even discuss the
Hultman would not
weather.
he did not
The mayor, who said professed to
Dolan,
lman
Patro
blame
the villain in the
see Leo Schwartz as
to the tagging
piece. Just previous rtz' resignation
Schwa
he received Mr. commissioner. Reas assistant police as a "vent to your
ferring to the tag
rded it to Schwarz
spleen," he forwa
s."
iment
compl
with "my
F•s-4-0
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TAGGED CURLEY

CAP BUT OFFICER
IS NOT BLAMED
Mayor
BOSTON, Apr. 24 (P)—
barber shop
a
left
y
Curle
a
s
Jame
obile tagtoday ‘.44 find his autom
traffic orged for violation of a
was just as
dinance and the mayor
n.
disturbed as any private citize
who
Patrolman John F. Dolan,
's car,
pinned the tag on the mayor
land on the
' with visions of gx Azing
embarwas
city,
the
of
otitskirtc
thought
rassed, to put it mildly. "I
57.7," said
his car was No. 350, not
transferDolan. "I suppose I'll be
red to the sticks."
affair,
When asked about the
h ConTraffic Commissioner Josep
ry said, "It's a nice day."
C.
Police Commissioner Eugene
the
Hultman would not even discuss
weather.
The mayor, who said he did not
ssed
blame Patrolman Dolan, profe
villain
to see Leo Schwartz as the
the
in the piece. Just previous to
Mr.
he had received
tagging
Schwartz' resignation as assistant
tc
police commissioner. Referring
the tag As a "vent to your spleen,'
he forwarded it to Schwarz witl
-my compliments."
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REALTORS DEFY
MAYOR CURLEY
to Take His Evidence to
the Grand Jury
Mayor Curley'R
Boston, April 24 —
politicians and
rs,
lawye
hold
to
threat
e for conntabl
accou
s
property owner
of an investigation
spiracy as a result
claims for tax abateof more than 500 taxes, was met last
ments of 1930 challenge by Charles
night by a virtual
the Boston Real EsLee, secretary of him to "take his evfor
nge,
excha
tate
jury."
idence to the grand
prominent Boston real
John Heard, a
in
estate man, gave out a statementfor
Curley
which he attacked Mayor
assuming that persons who desire tax
abatements are "racketeers." Mr Heard
mayor
challenged tile statement of the
true in "isothat over-assessment was
ons
secti
of
lated instances" with a list s cannot
of the city where realty owner the asof
obtain more than a fraction
a particsessed valuation. He cited as
ssessularly flagrant example of overa rty,
prope
ment the lintel Touraine
"payfor
where the lease return called per anment of city taxes and $5000
s of
num" on pioperty valued in exces
$2,000,000.
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CURI.,61P ICAR
IS TAGGED AS
HE IS SHAVED
(By The Associated Press)
April
24.—Mayor
BOSTON,
James M. Curley left a barber shop
today to find his automobile tagged
for violation of a traffic ordinance
and the mayor was Just as disturbed as any private citizen.
Patrolman John F. Dolan who
pinned the tag on the mayor's car,
was embarrassed, to put it mildly.
"I thought his car was No. 350, not
577," said Dolan. "I suppose
be transferred to the sticks."
When asked about the affair,
Traffic Commissioner Joseph Con.ry said, "It's a nice day."
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman would not even discuss
the weather.
The mayor, who said he did not
blame Patrolman Dolan, professed
n
to see Leo Schwarz as the villai
the
in the piece. Just previous td
Mr.
received
had
tagging he
Schwarz' resignation as assistant
police commissioner. Referring to
the tag as a "vent to your spleen,"
he forwarded it to Schwarz with
"my compliments."
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DARTMOUTH GAME
AT HARVARD NOV. 28
Report B. C. Alumni Have Withdrawn Objection and Green Will Meet Stanford in
Stadium--Holy Cross-B.C. Game
for Worcester
BOSTON, April 24 (in —The Boston
Herald says that the Dartmouth colipse-Stanford universtly football game
will be played in the Harvard stadium
on Nov. 26 as originally scheduled.
The Herald says that the objection-s
of Boston College alumni again.st the
game being played in conflict with the
annual Boston College-Holy Cross
game, scheduled in Boston on the
same day, will be withdrawn,
Withdrawal of the alumni protest
will leave the way clear for Mayor
James M, Corley to reverse his deelsiffri against'allowing the Intersectional contest to be played In Boston
on the day of the Boston College-Holy

Cr.' game.
The Herald says that while the
Stanford-Dartmouth game in the
stadium on Nov. 28 is now assured, the
site of the Boston College-Holy cross
game, scheduled for Braves field on
the same day, has become uncertain.
with Holy Cross alumni making P.
strong effort to have the game transferred to Worcester.
Mayor Curley recently said.he would
not give his consent to a BtandiordDartmouth game in Boston ort Nov.
28 after Boston College alumni protested that the game would compete
for attendance with the big game of
the year for Boston College.
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MAYOR CURLEY'S CAR
,TAGGED BY NEW OFFICER
Bystanders Declare Mayor Threatened
To "Get" Patrolman Dolan But
His Honor Makes Denial
DECLARES IT IS ALL A PLOT AGAINST IIIM
Boston, April 21—Two days on
the job Patrolman John F. Dolan
of Station 2 today saw a chauffeurless automobile parked in the outside line of a double line in Province street near City hall.
• Dolan made out a parking card.
As he attached it to the steering
wheel of the car bystanders shouted: "It's the mayor's car."
"Stop your kidding," said Dolan.
At that instant Mayor Curley
came from a 'barbershop and his
chauffeur, who had been looking in
a shop window appeared.
Bystanders asserted that the
mayor exclaimed to Dolan: "I'll get

You for this."
The mayor denies lie said anything.
Dolan said he was uneasy fearing
he would
be shifted to the
"sticks", an out of town station.
The mayor said it was a plot instigated by Leo Schwartz who was
ousted yesterday as a member of
the zoning adjustment board and
was appointed by Pelice Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman as
counsel at police headquarters.
Schwartz denied he had anything
to do with the tagging of the mayor's car.
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MAYOR CuRITY FINDS CAR TAGGED 4ND
BLAMES RESIGNING POLICE OFFICIAL
BOSTON, April 24.—(AP)—Mayor James M.
Curley left ft
barber shop today to find his automobile tagged
for violation of
a traffic ordinance and the mayor was just as
disturbed as any
private citizen.
Patrolman John F. D3lan, e he Hultman
would not even discuss
pinned the tag on the mayor's car, the weather.
with visioes of grazing land on the
The mayor, who said he did sot
ottskirts of the city, was em- blame
Patrolman Dolan, professed
barrassed, to put it mildly. "I In see
Leo Schwarz as the villain
,.hought his car was No. 350, not in the
ilece. Just previous to the
177," said Dolan. "I suppose I'll
tagging he had received Mr.
e tran,f('Ted to the sticks."
Schwarz's resignation as assistant
hen asked about the affair, police
commissioner. Referring to
'rattle Commissioner Joseph Conthe tag as a "vent to your spleen,"
y said, "it's a nice day."
he forwarded it to Schwarz with
Police Commisfoner Eugene C.
"my compliments."

4
CURLEY
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DISTURBED

ASTAR IS TAGGED
Sends Tag to Discharged
Assistant Police Commissioner Schwartz.
BOSTON, April 24 (AP)—Mayor
James M. Curley left a barbershop
today to find his automobile tagged
for violation of a traffic ordinance,
and the mayor was just as disturbed
as any private citizen. Patrolman
John E. Dolan, who pinned the tag
on the mayor's car, with vision of
grazing lands on the outskirts of
the city, was embarassed,,to put it
mildly.
"I thought his car was No. 350
not 577," said Ddlan. "I suppose
I'll be transferred to the sticks."
When asked about the affair
Traffic Commissioner Joseph Conry said:
"It's a nice day."
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman, would not even discuss the
weather. The mayor who said he
did not blame Patrolman Dolan,
professed to see Leo Schwarz as
the villian in the feat. Just previous to the tagging he had received
Mr. Schwarz's resignation as assistant police commissioner.
Referring to the tag as a "vent
to your spleen" he forwarded it to
Schwarz "with my compliments."
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BOSTON GREETS I
JAPAN ROYALTY
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Boston Welcomes Royal Pair

Crowds Stare as Honeymoon Couple Are
Feted
GUESTS AT DINNER
500 Present, Including
Gov, Ely, at Big Civic
Function
BOSTON, April 24 (AP) —Old lady
Poston craned her neck today for a
glimpse of the tiny wife who is having a glamorous honeymoon as the
bride of s prince.
Sidewalks were lined end off4e
st•Indows crowded as Prince and
PrInc.ess Takamatsu of Japan passed
from one official reception to another
in 0. day crowned by an official dinner given by Mayor James M. Curley
tonight.
Gov. Joseph B Ely. former Gov.
Alvan T. Fuller, and high representatives of the army and navy and the
clergy were among the 500 guests at
the affair.
Earlier In the day the Imperial
couple were greeted at the State
House and City hall. Governor Ely
gave them a paper knife and A new
penny after the old Yankee tradition
that friendship may he severed by
the gift of a sharp instrument unless
a coin accompanies it.
At City hall Mayor Curley presented
the key to the city of Boston to
Prince Takamatsu
smilingly
and
dubbed the princess acting mayor
"with everything that goes with the
Office except the salary.'
Cultural Boston had its inning In 11
,
l';i
the afternoon as the prince and his I
Sl.i II Janie, M. Corte) shaking 'Iii ha
or Prince Takattial-ii
bride attended a. Boston symphony I
III
prince
: is
The
,
orchestra concert.
it on her litt,hatiii's left.
rrince...
Taltattnit,
i•onsitlereil no nutstandiriv,
o
in iier native land.
The 'shove vereopoties took place on the ...lens
of Boston City hall
s•c.terdn3.
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TANFORD GAME
HUB AFTER ALL

CEFUL END
FOR FOOTBALL
Row FoREcAST

A 14.4

This, however, remains to be seen.
It Is Holy Cross's home game. Other
Crusader "home" contests have been
played in Boston. Alumni in the
central and weste-rnTatets fat me state,
however, have been demanding a
game at Holy Cross. one nearer their
homes. It was believed that this
au
nl.d be a good time to try the
.)n'eea; pwlo
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MAYOR'S CAR IAMB
c BY HUB PATROLMAN

Additions to Stands
In previous years, the obstacle has
Boston, April 24—Two days on Ili,.
been the limited seating capacity at
job, Patrolman John F. Dolan today
Fitton field. Since then additions
saw a chauffeuriess automobile parkhave been made to the stands and
ed in the outside line of a double line
the capacity can be Increased to 30,000 for next fall.
in Province street, near City hail.'
Holy Cross has been awaiting the
Dolan made out a parking tag. As he
confervarious
developments of the
attached it to the steering wheel of
ences. It is known that, contrary to
the car, bystanders shouted, "It's the
custom, the date and place of the
mayor's car."
Boston College-Holy Cross contracts
not
gamehave
for the 1911 football
"Stop your kidding." said Dolan. At
been filled in. Two months ago plans
this moment MaaiLL_Janteaiii...CUrley
were made for the game to be held
came hustling out of a barber shop ,
at Worcester on Thanksgiving day,
and his chauffeur, who had been
with only the hour of the kick-off to
looking in a store window, came up.
be settled. These plans, however,
Bystanders asserted that the mayor
must now be held in abeyance in
vlew of the latest Boston College
said to Dolan, "I'll get you for this."
st and.
The mayor denies he said anything.
Returning to the withdrawal of the
Special to the Telegram
Dolan said he was uneasy, fearing
B. C. protest, It is reported, but not
he would be shifted to "the sticks,"
BOSTON, April
24.—DartmoutIsl confirmed, that a "deal" may
be
an out-of-town station. The mayor
will play Stanford's football team irl made with Harvard, which has been
Said it was a plot instigated by Leo
the Harvard Stadium on Saturditif placed in an embarrassing position
by the complicated turn of affairs.
Schwartz, who wag ousted yesterday
aftbrnoon, Nov. 28, Re originall$1
The "deal," so the rumor goes, is
as member of the zoning adjustment
planned.
that Boston College may be permitThis was definitely established to./ ted to use the Harvard Stadium on
night when it was learned from ail the Saturday after Thanksgiving in
authoriative source that the Bostort,1912, now that a precedent has been
College Alumni will withdraw their set by the loan to Dartmouth.
objections and Mayor James
Curley then will reverse his earlie
decision which denied the use of th
Dartmouth
tit*,
Stadium
on
to
grounds that the game would con.'
flict with the annual contest betweers
Boston College and Holy Cross.
This move of the Boston College!
Alumni nde a two week controversy
41J n iNj h1,11
i,
f/J
/
which threatened to set a precedent in,
the conduct of college athletics. 4
13 the culmination of a series of conferences in which some of the principals were Mayor Curley, Edward a.
McLaughlin. Jr., president of the B.
C. Alumni, and William J. Bingham,
Boston, April 24 (INS)—Two days on the job, Patrolman
director of athletics at, Harvard.
John Dolan
of Police Station No. 2 today saw a chauffeurless
McLaughlin to Withdraw
automobile parked in
McLaughlin
who
the outside line,. a double line in Province street,
It was
presented
near City hall. Dolan
the protest to Mayor C'trley two weeks
made out a parking tag.
ego on behalf of his 8rOtip and who
As lie attached it to the steering wheel of
influenced the mayor's first statethe car, bystanders
ment. Now It is learned that he will
shouted, "It's the Mayor's car." At this moment
Mayor Janice M. Curwithdraw his objection, also on behalf
ley came hurrying out of a barber shop and his
associate.s.
of
chauffeur, who had been
From the same source also comes
looking in a store window, came up. Bystanders
asserted that the Mayinformation
that Boston College
the
or exclaimed to Dolan, "I'll get you for this::
and Eioly Cross will play their game,
The Mayor denies he said anything. Dolan
as ustirriek.„renway Park, thereby
said he was uneasy, feargi.ving Boston ,twO, ,znajor football
ing
he
would be shifted to the "sticks." The Mayor
same
the
on
afterna•m. It
rout esis
said it was a plot instigated by Leo Swartz, who was ousted yesterday
College
s understood that Boston
as a member of the
will insist on the game's being staged
zoning adjustment board and was appointed by
Police Commissioner Euhere. despite the conflict and in face
gene C. Hultman as counsel for police
of the WA% Cro,s sentiment. for a.
headquarters. Swartz denies
he
shift to Fitton field, Worcester, either
had anything to do with the tagging.
Thanksgiving 'aim or Nov. 38.

Boston College-Holy Cros4
Contest May Be Moved
To Worcester
_
OBJECTIONS ENDED
Dartmouth to Meet Coast
Team in Stadium
Nov. 28

I
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without
enough
The tax situation in Boston is serious
having any addition hitched to it by an abatement racket
which has no legitimate basis.
While it may be inconceivable to, some persons, who con
not understand the attitude of the executives of the big corporations, the fact that one railroad corporation, whose property is assessed for $8,000,000 wants a reduct:on of $3.000,000 and that another public service corporation, which
holds very valuable franchises from the people of Bosotn, is
demanding a similarly heavy abatement, shed a little light
upon the character and the power of the groups which Mayor Curley has begun to fight.
It has been well said that big corporations are without
souls. They promise much and they know how to obtain
considerations and concessions which are beyond the reach
of the average citizen. We wish Mayor Curley well in his
campaign and hope that nothing will dissuade him from
achieving his purpose.
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The threat of Mayor Curley to seek indictiments against
lawyers, politicians and property owners, who are accused
of conspiring to secure tax abatements, is the most drastic
move ever made by any mayor of Boston to protect the taxpayers.
If the facts at the disposal of city officials warrant the
action which the mayor has threatened, it is hoped that there
will be no delay in starting the prosecutions of those who
are trying, without right, to reach into the city treasury,
and secure money which must come from the pocketbooks
of the small taxpayers.
Evidently the big property owners have decided that
the time is opportune to press their demands for tax reductions. The period of depression which has hit them as hard,
but no harder, than it has hit the owner of a dwelling house,
has been seized upon as the psychological time for demanding relief from taxation.
Mayor Curlep has declared that he will stop a "racket'
which really threatens to disrupt the financial structure of
the city. We hope that he will achieve success. He is acting
wisely, if drastically, to protect the great majority of the
taxpayers of Boston.
Usually in tax cases it is the small home owner who
pays his bills, perhaps under protest that he feels the assess
/trent is too high, but without thought of resort to his right
to ask for an abatement.
It is not so with the "big fellows" who have learned
that political influence can sometimes be purchased to gain
tax reductions.
In the present situation it appears that lawyers and property owners do not form the group which has asked for
abatements of many millions of dolars on property assessed
in the aggregate for $150,000,'00. Investigation has disclosed that alleged politicians who claim to be able to cl^
things at City Hall have encouraged property owners to
seek abatements upon the understanding that one half the
deduction in taxes will be turned over to them as compensation for the exerting of their influence.
Obviously these political fixers are not the small fry.
They are the falsely labeled "big fellows" who know, from
experience, that favors can be sometimes obtained, if the
proper kind of persuasive influence is employed.
There is no reason why the large property owners should
not pay taxes in proportion to the taxes paid by the small
home owners. In any final analysis it is just as burdensome
for the small taxpayers to discharge his annual obligations
to his city as it is for the owner of a building in the business
district.
We are impressed with the consideration which Mayor
Curley has shown to the small taxpayers. He has indicated
his determination to protect their interests to the limit, even
though it becomes necessary to seek criminal prosecution of
conspirators who would relieve themselves of bike burden of
municipal taxation by shifting the load to those less able to
bear it.
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Dartmouth- tanford
Game in Hu Kevorted

• WILL TAKE PLACE
IN STADIUM ON
ORIGINAL PLAi

Boston College Alumni To
Withdraw Objections
to Contest
B. C.-HOLY CROSS MAY
PLAY AT WORCESTER
Curley Now Expected To Reverse Decision on
Matter
BOSTON,
April 24.—(AP)- The
Boston Herald says that the Dartmouth College-Stanford university
football game will he played in the
Harvard stadium on November 28 as
Originally scheduled.
The Herald says that the objections of Boston College alumni
against the game being played in
conflict with the annual Boston Col' lege-Holy Cross game, scheduled in
' Boston on the same day, will he
withdrawn.
' Withdrawal of the alumni protest
will leave the way clear for Mayor
James M. Curley to reverse his arrrsion againsr.."Irlowing the intersectional contest to be played in Boston
on the day of the Boston CollegeHoly Cross game.
The Herald says that while the
Stanford-Dartmouth game in the Stadium on November 28 is now assured,
the site of the Boston College-Holy
Cross game, scheduled for Braves
field on the same day, has become
uncertain, with Holy Cross alumni
making a strong effort to have the
game transferred to Worcester.
Mayor Cur' - recently said
he
would not give his consent to a Stanford-Dartmouth game in Boston on
November 28 after Boston College
alumni protested that the game
would compete for attendance with
the big game of the year for Boston
College.
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TRAFFIC LAWS AND OFFICIALS
A month or two ago a Woree:,t or wiliee officer, entrusted with the duty of affixing
i,•kets" to motor ears parked illegally in rest rirt ed areas, placed one of the tickets on the
ear provided by the city of Worcester for its
II ay or.
Forthwit it the officer was removed
rimii the centre of the city and Put out in "the
st ks."
The newspapers ferreted out the story and
printed it. The officer's stay in "the stieks"
lasted hut two hours, but the mayor of the i• it y,
referring to the episode in a published statement, declared certain policemen as of "low
mcnt a lit y."
One day last week the ear of Mayer
of Boston was tagged foe similar viola ion of
'0 'peat 1:iyor Curley
the parking rrgailit
ing 1,1
wrote a plait
about the incident.
;Followed speedily genortil or,l,,rs I n the polio
depart 111(111 front Polio Comm is,ioner Hull man
to "show every courtesy." -not Only to Mayor
Curles ear hot to find driven hy the mayor's
To ensure this ihe p ,10(. were given
rat i 011 1111111bcr, of Inc
1 fere ill WorerOier
week a p,,!ire officer
who had been doing tr;irficinly :it Main andl
hi,, isant. streets, was transferred to a less atp,„,1 ii number part of te city after
w•iiilo on traffic duty, a memhe 111 ;•ri1
ftiard of Aldermen for the manner
i
( ber
in whit•li the hitter operated his automobile, the
spi'ciiie criticism being that his ear was stopped
half way over the Front and Main Street crosswalk used (when they get a chance) by pedestrians.
The alderman complained at the traffic bureau that the officer was "discourteous." Followed apologies to the alderman by chief of poli,e and the traffic officer concerned and then
came the officer's transfer to another and, presumably, less satisfactory traffic duty post
which, in turn, was followed by the announcement that the transfer was not "directly because of his controversy" with the alderman.
Stories of recent instances, here and elseWhere, of clashes between officers sworn to enforce the laws and officials elected to make the
laws may be amusing reading but they are not
wholesome examples for those of us who neither
make nor enforce laws and who also are in nc
position to secure the special privilege of immuitity from them.
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YOUNGMAN AND CURLEY.
Lieutenant Governor Youngman
recently told an audience that he expected to be the Republican candidate for governor next year, and his
opponent would be Mayor Curley. He
predicted that he \Mild defeat the
mayor. Although predictions are rash
at this early moment, the lieutenant
governor may be right. His suggestion starts one thinking. It is not at
all difficult to imagine Mr. Youngman as the Republican candidate. He
has proved his ability to get votes especially in last fall's Democratic
landslide. He will have served two
terms as lieutenant governor, that
best of all positions in which to learn
the governor's trade. He knows much
about our public institutions which
it is his duty to visit. He is strong,
where our present governor is weak,
in his knowledge of the state's business. We think he will be the next
Republican candfdate for governor.
As for Mayor Curley it is quite evident he is constantly trying to take
the spotlight from Governor Ely.
What he thinks of the governor was
made known in his pre primary attacks. He is not content with running
the city of Boston, but is *interfering
in state policies. He is forever trying
to make the front page, an art which
Governor Ely has not at all mastered. He considers himself an expert in
state taxation and has tried without
success to marshal the simple selectmen and mayors of the hinterland in
his train. He thinks he is a world
compeller, and the work of governor
of Massachusetts is a mere bagatelle
to hity,.,. A wonderful man is Mayor
Curley. and he suits the Democracy
of this state much better than Governor Ely.
If he enters the primaries next
year as a candidate for governor one
would be rash to say he could not
beat Governor Ely. The latter may
have sounder vier, but the former
has the power to get votes. He has
and personality. If
magnetism
Youngman meets Curley next year,
who will be victor? If the same petulance against prohibition persists,
Mr. Curley could win. However, the
voters will by that time get the full
weight of Governor Ely's increased
taxation, and a reaction to the Republican pay as you go policy is not
improbable.
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AUTOMOBILE TAGGED:
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CURLEY SEES SPITE
IN TAGGING CAR
Boston, April 25 01-0—Mayor James
M. Curley left a barber shop Friday to
find his automobile tagged for violation of a traffic ordinance and the
mayor was just as disturbed as any
private citizen.
Patrolman John F. Dolan, who
pinned the tag on the mayor's car,
with visions ot grazing land On the
outskirts of thecity, was embarrassed.
The mayor, who said he did not
blame Patrolman Dolan, professed to
see Leo Schwarz as the villain Ira the
piece. Just previous to the tagging
he had received Mr. Schwarz's resignation as assistant police commissioner. Referring to the tag as a.
"vent to your spleen," he forwarded
it to Schwarz with "my compliments."

sticks."
When asked about the affair, Traffic
Commissioner Joseph Conry said, "It's
a nice day."
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman would not even discuss the
weather.
not
The mayor, who said he did
to
blame Patrolman Dolan, professed
in the
see Leo Schwarz as the villain
piece. Just previous to the tagging
resighe had received Mr. Schwarz's
nation as assistant police commissioner. Referring to the tag as a
"vent to your spleen," he forwarded
compliments"'
it to Schwarz with "my
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Visit of Japanese Royalty
Gives Boston Great Thrill
Sidewalks and Windows Crowded as Prince and Princess Make Round of Official Receptions—Gov Ely
Presents Paper Knife and New Penny
Boston, April 24—(AP)---Old Lady
Boston craned her neck today for a
glimpse of the tiny wife who is having
a glamorous honeymoon as the bride
of a prince.
Sidewalks were lined and office windows crowded as Prince and
Princess Takamatsu of Japan passed
from one official reception to another
In a day crowned by an official dinner given by Mayor James M. Curley
tonight.
Gov Joseph R. Ely, former Gov Alvan T. Fuller, and high representatives of the army and navy and the

clergy were among the 500 guests at
the affair.
Earlier in the day the imperial
couple were greeted at the State
House and city hall. Gov Ely gave
them a paper knife and a new penny
after the old Yankee tradition that
friendship may be severed by the gift
of a sharp instrument unless a coin
accompanies it.
At city hall Mayor Ctirl.ey presented
of Boston to
the key to the
Prince Takamatsu and smiling:k
dubbed the princess acting mayor
"with everything that goes with the
office except 'the salary."
Cultural Boston had its inning in
the afternoon as the prince and his
bride attended a Boston symphony orchestra concert.
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The tax situation in Boston is serious enough without
having any addition hitched to it by an abatement
racket
which has no legitimate basis.
While it may be inconceivable tio some persons, who con
not understand the attitude of the executives of the big
corporations, the fact that one railroad corporation, whose
property is assessed for $8,000,000 wants a reduction
of $3.000,000 and that another public service corporation,
which
holds very valuable franchises from the people
of Bosotn, is
demanding a similarly heavy abatement, shed a little
light
upon the character and the power of the groups
which Mayor Curley has begun to fight.
It has been well said that big corporations are
without
souls. They promise much and they know how to
obtain
considerations and concessions which are beyond
the reach
of the average citizen. We wish Mayor Curley
well in his
campaign and hope that nothing will dissuade
him from
achieving his auroose.
'
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Proposed Police Station Site Is Not Feasible for Several
Reasons; Municipal Building Suggested as an Ideal
Location; If Plan Is Accepted Arrangements Will Be
Made for Keeping That Part of the Building Open on
Sundays

•

The city planning board, to which with its use by the citizens or Hyde
Mayor Curley referred the question I Park and would allow for arranged installing a Comfort Station at I ments being made to keep that part
()I. near Cleary Square, has made its of the building open on Sundays.
report. The proposal to loe.ate it in
This problem has been unsolved
the 18th Precinct Police Station does for many years and the citizens of
not seem feasible for several reasons. this district were sadly neglected in
To remodel the building as construct- this respect. We can now feel safely
assured that with the decision of the
ed would be very costly. Space need- planning board we have obtained one
ed for the activities of the depart- advantage towards the welfare of
I ment would be too greatly curtailed, the community.
' and leaving part of the station open
The Indepeildeilt is always behind
to the unrestricted use of the public, the people in aiding them to acquire
would not be compatible with the oc- the necessary improvements to mike
Hyde Park a better place in which
cupancy by the department.
to live. The spirit and cooperation
The board recommends that in of the good people of this district
view of the close proximity of the will obtain for them, and their secMunicipal Building the needs could tion of greater Boston, the desired
wants to make their district stand
more easily be met by increasing the
out as an ideal spot in which to make
present facilties without interfering their home.
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THREAT OF INDICTMENTS WILE
NALT BOSTON TAX RACKETEERS
The threat of Mayor Curley to seek indictiments against
lawyers, politicians and property owners, who are accused
of conspiring to secure tax abatements, is the most drastic
move ever made by any mayor of Boston to protect the taxpayers.
If the facts at the disposal of city officials warrant the
action which the mayor has threatened, it is hoped that there
will be no delay in starting the prosecutions of those who
are trying, without right, to reach into the city treasury.
and secure money which must come from the pocketbooks
of the small taxpayers.
Evidently the big property owners have decided that
the time is opportune to press their demands for tax reductions. The period of depression which has hit them as hard.
but no harder, than it has hit the owner of a dwelling house,
has been seized upon as the psychological time for demanding relief from taxation,
Mayor Curlep has declared that he will stop a "racket'
which really threatens to disrupt the financial structure of
the city. We hope that he will achieve success. He is acting
wisely, if drastically, to protect the great majority of the
taxpayers of Boston.
Usually in tax cases it is the small home owner who
pays his bills, perhaps under protest that he feels the assess
ment is too high, but without thought of resort to his right
to ask for an abatement.
It is not so with the "big fellows" who have learned
that political influence can sometimes be purchased to gain
tax reductions.
In the presem situation it appears that lawyers and property owners do not form the group which has asked for
abatements of many millions of dolars on property assessed
in the aggregate for $150,000,'00. Investigation has disclosed that alleged politicians who claim to he able to dr
things at City Hall have encouraged property owners to
seek abatements upon the understanding that one half the
deduction in taxes will be turned over to them as compensation for the exerting of their influence.
Obviously these political fixers are not the small fry.
They are the falsely labeled "big fellows" who know, from
experience, that favors can be sometimes obtained, if the
proper kind of persuasive influence is employed.
There is no reason why the large property owners should
not pay taxes in proportion to the taxes paid by the small
home owners. In any final analysis it is just as burdensome
for the small taxpayers to discharge his annual obligations
to his city as it is for the owner of a building in the business
district.
We are impressed with the consideration which Mayor
Curley has shown to the small taxpayers. He has indicated
his determination to protect their interests to the limit, even
though it becomes necessary to seek criminal prosecution of
conspirators who would relieve themselves of the burden of
municipal taxation by shifting the load to those less able to
bear it.
•
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Will Ely Choose to Run
Rumor Persists of Governor's Unwillingness to Seek Reelection, But an Obvious Effort to Crowd Him Out
Might Cause Him to Try to Stay In

•

By BEACON HILL
ROSTON,

April 25.- — remains true, as political history teaches the obS'eltle time ago a man died servant. that two influences may yet operate to
in Seaille, and the date for chango the sitnntion. First, circumstances may so
his funeral had been set shape themselves that the party will draft Mr. Ely
a id
necessary
the
ar- to run again. That is, if when the time comfy, for
raugements for the sad designating possible candidates it appears that the
ceremony had been made. governor's popularity is such that he has an exMs brother arrived front cellent chance of winning re-election. and it also
Los Angeles. to pay his appeal's that no other Demorrat ham anything like
last melancholy respects Iso good a chance, then the party may very likely
to the departed. The hour
such pressure to hear upon hint that he will
for the services arrived, ,feel compelled. despite any personal inclination to
the brother was on hand, Ithe contrary, to allow the use of his name. Met
were other relatives is, his renomination may he forced by the opinion
as
and friends. Only the min- of his party.
The second Influence which might keep him in
later was missing. He had been unavoidably dethe picture would be a too persistent and too obtallied.
Time passed; the mourners became impatient. vious effort of others to crowd him out. It is one
At last one of the relatives approached the broth• thing for a man voluntarily to put from hint a.
er, and suggested that lie might fill in the interval nomination. It is apother thing altogether to stand
of walling by saying a few words about the acquiescent while others take it away from him.
(deceased. Se this brother at nod up before the as- There are some indications of an effort to shove
the governor aside, for the political advantage of
SPRIbled throng. and !hoglin Ha follows:
“My frIP11(11. I did not know my brother very others. He MAI see these, as others see them. A
well. but now that I 31111 on my feet l would like continnallee of them Would problibly ((wee him
to say a few words to you about the beauty and to decide in favor of Seeking renomination and
re-election.
the progress of beentiful Los Angeles."
Any effort accurately to gauge the present poThe Gcveriwr's Popularity
litical situation is likely to end no more satisfacThe measure of the governor's popularity and
torily than that. The Republicans. or some of strength is not easily taken now. We may
not
them. find pleesure in talking about the pay-as- getige it precisely by the degree of success he is
you-go policy, and the Democrats like to recall the having or is not having with his finandal program.
statesmanship of Thomas Jefferson, but none of IThere is a good deal of emotion and sentiment in
them is eager to venture an opinion as to the party !polities. People vote as they feel quite as much
advantages, if any. in the present situation; and as under the dictates of cold logic. A. successful
no one likes to prophesy as to what is to come legislative program doe's not always presage infrom it for use in 1932----ft year which is drawing dividual success at the polls; nor does failure, or
ever nearer, as years have A way of doing.
a shortened success, necessarily spell defeat.
'I'he rumor persists that Governor Ely will not
‘Vhat the people like Is a fighter. Consider the
be willing to seek a re-election. He has said noth- psychology of the present situation affecting the
ing, so far as we can discover, that warrants that governor. He has been making and in making a
rumor, yet it is heard on many aides. Potential fight -- for what? To get money appropriated or
candidatea in both parties are working front that borrowed by means of which he can relieve the
basis. The recent talk by Lieut. Gov, William S. unemployment situation. That is a popular thing
Youngman In Worceetcr in which he is reported to do. Whether he gets the money, or part of it.
to have predicted that he would oppose and defeat or none of it, is likely to make a less lasting imJames M. Curley for gOVI,IillOr a year front next pression on the voters' minds than the fact that
November is hi most notable public inalance of he has been making his fight.
this belief.
A failure or dilution of his pregram is quite as
Yet. whatever may be in the mind of the gov- likely to do political injury to those who cause
ernor regiirdieg another term. prophecies are risky such failure As to hint whose program is
thus deat this stage of the political game. If
we assume stroyed or made largely ineffective.. The governor
that the governor is DOW disinclined, or that he has been making a number of spcci•hes ott this
has been always disinclined, for a second terms It Htheme of spending money, and, he has One so
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Boston Cops Ordered
Not to Molest Cars of
1, Mayor or Daughter
•

trolman Dolan's station, and Patrolman Dolan himself to immediately
furnish him with complete reports
of tht; incident.
Patrolman Dolan told reporters the
mayor's ear, which he thought was
350, the daughter's number, instead
of 576, was parked eight minute
s on
Province Street though Mayor Curley
said it could not have been
more than a minute and a half. there
As in Worcester, the Boston police
simply make a record of the first
and of the second unless in the tag
second case a traffic tie-up
results.
Prosecution sometimes comes with
the
third or fourth violation.

Officer Who Tagged Curley Car Expecting Transfer
To "the Sticks"—Hubbub in Hub as Result of
Incident Which Parallels Experience of Mayor
O'Hara
tioned every other block in the business district with tags and pencils.
Duplicates Mayor
They're setting bookkeeping records
that
are causing office chiefs in big
O'Hara's Experience busines
s places some envy.
Toomey Incident
Worcester's "non-fix 'em" tags are
patterned after those in Boston arid
like the present situation here, got
some attention from official administrative forces some time ago, when
Patrolman Toomey tagged Mayor
O'Hara's car while it was in a restricted area on his beat and chaufferless.
When Mayor O'Hara's chauffeur returned to the official chariot and
found the tag he ran to the Mayor
with it. Officer Toomey was transfered to "the sticks" and Mayor
O'Hara penned a scathing arraignment of the police department during which he called them men with
"low mentality" but Officer Toomey
was back on his old beat within two
hours.
Mayor Curley's chauffeur, Charles
Manion, parked the car on Province
Street yesterday. The mayor went to
a nearby barber shop for a shave.
The mayor's chauffeur went places
too. When the mayor was spicked
and spanned and emerged from the
barber shop he found a reception
committee of Province Street hangers-on waiting to inform him that
the official car had been tagged.
MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
Offers to "fix it" were ignored by
of Boston
the mayor and he immediately wrote
a
letter to Atty. Leo Schwartz, police
(Sp-Petal to The Post)
BOSTON, April 25 — Boston's attorney in which he referred to him
as the assistant police commissioncops went on the street today
with er and putting him "on the spot."
Mayor Curley enclosed the tag.
the order to leave Mayor
Curiere
Duller Pencil
automobile alone hereafter still
Officer Dolan, who did the
ringing sharply in their ears.
tagging, told reporters he didn't
know the car was the mayor's,
Boston Hubbub
that he had the registration numbers
wrong apparently and that
His, car was tagged yesterday and i
he saw a heat out in the sticks as
since \then political, police and prachis reward. But he was still in
tically every other circle in Boston
Province Street, with a little dull has been going around like a hoop
er pencil today.
Commissioner Hultman's first reacwith development following on develtion
was a statement that he would
opment swiftly and entertainingly'
support his officers
and no sign of the hubbub settling told that Mayor , after he had been
Curley had
public his letter to "Assistant made
down for some time.
One upshot of the tagging of the Commissioner Schwartz" whose Police
mayor's car was the statement by nation as secretary of the city resigPolice Commissioner Hultman that he ning board had been demanded,planand
would stand behind his cops. if they're recehed, by Mayor Curley. Mayo!
But observers saw the tagging Curley alleged Schwartz was behind
officer looking wistfully toward duty the tagging.
out in "the sticks" and a third was
Last night and today, officer
s gothe order that neither must Mayor ing on duty were given the
numbers
Curley's motor car be tagged or mo- of the mayor's and of his
daughter's
ears and specifically instruc
lested in any way.
ted to
Boston's tagging is along the lines keep their hands off them.
of that in Worcester. A special squad
In addition to ordering that
handles it, or at least did until Traf- courtesy be extended to the every
mayor
fic Commissioner Conry and Police and his family, particularly
Commissioner Hultman got into a parking, Commissioner Hultm as to
an
also
squabble about it. Now cops are sta- directed Capt. Martin H. King
of Pa-
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CONTROVERSY
NOT SETTLED
BC Alumni Head Denies
Changed Status of Football Discussion
McLaughlin Still Opposed to
Dartmouth-Leland Stanford
Game
BOSTON, April 25, (4)—Edward A
McLaughlin, predident of the Boston
College Alumni association, today
said the Dartmouth-Stanford, Boston
college-Holy Cross football date controversy was still deadlocked. He denied any settlement had been reached
whereby Dartmouth would meet Stanford in the 'Harvard stadium on the
same day the Jesuit rivals were opposing each other at Fenway park,
November 28.
McLaughlin said the BC alumni
had not retracted its protest against
the Dartmouth-Stanford game being
held in the same city, the same day
and the situation remained just as it
had before William J. Bingham, director of athletics at Harvard, had conferred with him yesterday.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
had lensed to permit the Big Green
to meet the Cardinals at the stadium
because the game would interfere
with the attendance at the Holy
Cross-Boston game. The stadium is
in Boston and through an agreement
the city has the right to sanction
games played there, in which Harvard is not a participant.
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CMTC Drill Squad
Wins Mayor Curley Trophy
At Charlestown Contest

Its first competition since
it
Nv si) organized, the Lowe
ll CMTC
drill company last nigh
t went to
Charlestown where it
bested crack
National Guard and Legi
on outfits, attained a perfect score and
returned to
Lowell with a handsome
silver loving cup, donated by Mayo
r James
M. Curley of Boston. The
local boys
were given a perfect scor
e of 16
points;
Co. L of the
National
Guard
came
second
with
12
points, while Cambridge post
American Legion was awar of the
ded third
place. The five judges, all
members of
the regular army or the
National
Guard, were unanimous
in their selection of the Lowell company,
the only
junior outfit in the comp
etition.
The Curley cup was
presented to
Commander Raymond Frai
odore Glynn, former fire zer by Thecomm
of Boston. who represen issioner
ted Mayor
Curley. In making the
Mr. Glynn praised the presentation.
efficiency and
appearance of the Lowell
platoon.
The competition was ,spo
nsored by
Bunker Hill post, 26, Amer
ican Legion, and was held
in the state armory. The cup was insc
ribed as fol
lows:
Presented by
Mayor James M. Curley
To the
Bunker Hill Post 26, AL
For Competitive Drill
at the
State Armory, Charlestown
April 24, 1931
The Lowell company part
icipated
last evening under the asup
ices of
Lowell post, 87, American Legi
on,
has been preparing for the even and
t for
a number of weeks under the
direction of Lt. Henry E. McGowa
n, instructor and organizer, and
Capt
Edward J. Jennings, assistant drill ain
instructor.
Capt. Fraizer commanded the
company in the drill, and the boys
who
participated were as follows:
Corp.
Joseph
A.
Cullinan,
Corporal
John
Gallagher, Corporal Robert
Means, Corp. John Fenlon,
Ralph
Noonan, Charles Noonan, Edm
und
Hoar, Charles Day, Joseph Goud
ling
E. Vincent Latham, Francis Murp ,
hy,
Paul Tucker, Thomas Daley, Thomas
Robbins, Edward Corcoran and
Paul
McNeely.

SUN STAFF PHOTO

VIE MAYOR CURLEY TRO
PHY WON BY LOCAL BOYS
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amiably and persuasively. He makes an agreeable line station
and asked the attendant If he had any
personal impression
on his hearers. In other gas that would stop knocking. When
the attenwords, since his coming to the governorship he dant
said that he had some, the man at the wheel
has been building up a considerable personal popsaid:
elarity.
"Well, then, just give my wife on the back seat
On the Republican side. Lieutenant-Governor a glassful."
Youngman remains the only conspicuously probRut the former governor has not been knockable candidate of his party for the governorship ing.
He has been offering criticism which accords
thus far. This, because he has made it perfectly with
his views of government; and any former
plain that he will he a candidate for the nomin- governor
has an unquestioned right to do that.
ation, and no one else has done anything of the To
argue from such utterances of an ex-governor
sort. His hold declaration at Worcester
week that they mean his re-entry into the active
field
ago tonight did two things: It clinched his pri- in
the primary is to stretch the point.
Friary candidacy, and it sharpened the issue for
We have two other former governors who are
the Democratic, primary.
in the political mind as potential candidates for
Mr. Youngman won a substantial victory when public office—
Frank G. Allen and Charming Cox.
the Senate, by a rising vote of about 3 to I. ap- Mr.
Allen has been singularly silent since laying
proved the budget item giving to the lieutenant- down
the responeibilities of government. A numgovernOr and the executive council an appropri- her
of occasions have offered themselves which he
ation for secretary, stenographer and clerk. Here might legitima
tely have used to put his, views
was a test of Mr., Youngman's strength, in an at- before
the public. These he has not utilized. He
mosphere not supposedly committed to his guber- has stepped,
apparently, entirely outside the politinatorial candidacy.
(111 picture. Whether or not he has permanently
There is always the possibility that Gaspar retired
from political life will he demonstrated
Bacon may leap all the hurdles at once and place within
the next few months. If he has Any intenhimself in the race for the first place on the tick- Hon
of coming back he will have to make a start
et; hut he has said nothing thus far warranting
the expectation that he will do so. His strength
'rile name of Charming Cox enters simply bespecifically would lie in the issue of prohibition.
cause it is ever present in party discussion, and
More than others of prominence, he has identified
this despite the fact that he has resisted every
himself with the wet side of this controversy. If
effort to draft him back into public service. Mr.
the Republicans of the state decided to make proCox is a man who grew rapidly ie office. He left
hibition the paramount issue, and determined to
the governorship much stronger than he entered
seek recapture of the state through the avenue aif
it. It is probable that he could not be induced
anti-prohibition agitation, then Mr. Flacon would again to
plunge into the difficulties and tributeautomatically become the logical candidate for
tions of active candidacy, yet there is talk on the
governor.
1-1111 of urging him to allow the use of his nanie
Mr. Bacon, however, has other claims oethe at,
possible candidate for governor in 1932.
governorship than his enthusiasm in opposition to
Discussion on the Hill relative to the law reguthe 18th amendment. He might approach this hish
Wing the choice of delegates to the national conoffice on other Issues. which in the past have miteh
volition has emphasized some brisk intraparty
interested him end which he has discussed with
polities. affecting future Republican party control
exceptional intelligence and statesmanship. If he
this state. The present national committeeman,
In
prefers to approach the governorship on those
lines, other than prohibition, he has. his friends Louis K. Liggett, will in the natural course Of
events retire from that position not later than
say, little or nothing to gain by entering the
mary this next year in opposition to the lieutenant- 1932. A definite movement is on foot to have John
governor, but will be more inclined to wait, seek- Richardson No, 1 Hoover man, succeed him.
ing in 1932 the nomination for second place— Meantime, some of the party who do not look forwhich he can have on a platter, all decorated with ward with anything like enthusiasm to such a
watercress and floral adornment. His pathway change, will try to persuade Mr. Liggett to seek
thence to the governorship would not he difficult. retention of his present position for another four
It would he SP near a sure thing As POiiiieS often years; or if not that, then to use his power, which
is considerable in the party, to designate his
offers.
own
successor--not, presumably, Mr. Richardson.
Mr. Fuller and Others
There is a group of Republicans whom their
Thus we may tussuime. perhaps, Mr. Youngfriends want very much to place in leadership
of
man to be a candidate for the first place
nom- the party—Richardson, Christia
n Herter, Henry
ination, and at present standing an A No. 1
chance Parkman, Jr., for instance. Eben
Draper was in
of getting it. We may assume that the second
this same classification, and though
he crowded
place Is Mr. Bacon's for the asking, if he wants
it. himself into the political backgro
und by his illYet it is probable that. someone will
oppose Mr. advised statement following
his primary defeat by
Youngman for the head of the ticket. Who?
Mr. Butler, it is entirely possible that the
next
Mr. Fuller's name has not been mention
ed year may see him again in a place
of party promiduring the week. It is an off week. There is
no nenee.
means of knowing whether or not he will
enter
Democratic Friction, Too
the contest. Thus far there is nothing to indicate
None of theme events and tendencies
that he intends to do so. He does not
operates
mind being a t all towards
building party harmony; but if
called a back-seat driver. He probably has
heard there it; potential
discord in the present condition
the old story of the man who drove up to the
gaso- of the
Massachusetts Republicans, so there
is
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among their adversaries, the Democrats. Friction.
characterizes both parties at the moment. The
governor leans on some Republicans quite as
much as on members of his own party; and there
I x likelihood that he will be obliged to do so even
more as time passes. The pressure on him in the
eases of several important appointments is more
than likely to irritate conditions in his own party,
and no one knows this better than the governor.
The Anderson dinner is still a topic for discussion in the state house corridors, where candidaciets are made and destroyed daily. ''What I he
Republican Club ought to have done," said one of
the oldtime wiseacres this week, "was to hold a
dinner to discuss prohibition, allotting an equal
amount of time to the wets and the drys. This is
a big issue. but the party has taken no official
stand on it for 1932 yet. If the Anderson dinner
meant anything political at all it means that the
club was seeking to read all the drys out of the
Republican party. Migosh. haven't they got votes?
We can't afford to lose 'ern, no sir!"
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Boston rarely gets through a
week without its political comedy.
Last week Altar Curley's automobile was tagged by the police while
it stood on Province street, just outside the City hall. The mayor suspects that the tag was placed there
with malice aforethought—in so far
as it is possible to do a strictly legal
act with malice aforethought. And
this act was terribly legal. Traffic
Commissioner Conry, a Curley lieutenant, has been engaged in a picturesque dispute with Police Commissioner Hultman, and it is a
strange coincidence that the mayor's
car should have been discovered illegally parked so soon after the outburst.
The mayor specifically
charges a demonstration of spleen
against Commissioner Hultman's
legal adviser, Leo A. Schwartz, who
was recently removed from the zoning board. Boston's administrative
squabbles make good comedy all
right, but it is not so sure that they
make good advertising for Boston.
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Controversy Over
Boston Grid Date
Far From Settled
B. C. Alumni licad Denirs
Retraction Of Stadium
Came Protest
Boston, April 25- -(AP)---Edward A.
McLaughlin, president of the Boston
College alumni association, today said
the Dartmouth-Stanford, Boston College-Holy Cross football date eontroversy was still deadlocked. He denied
reports that a settlement had
been
reached whereby Dartmouth would
meet Stanford In the Harvard stadium
on the same day the Jesuit rivals were
opposing each other at Penally Park,
Nov. 28.
McLaughlin said the B. C. alumni
had not retracted its protest against
the Dartmouth-Stanford game being
held in the same city the same day.
and that the situation remained just
as it, was before William J. Bingham.
director of athletics at Harvard, had
conferred with him yesterday.
Mayor James M. Quidel of Boston
had "Teemed tn permirtlIF Big Green
to meet the Cardinals at. the Stacie=
on the grounds that the game would
interfere with the attendance at the
Holy Cross-Boston College game. The
IStadium is in Boston and through an
'agreement, the city has the right to
sanction games played there in which
Harvard is not a participant.
McLaughlin denied several other
statements which appeared in a Boston
newspaper this morning. He said the
H. C.- B. C. game under no circumstances would be shifted to Worcester,
the home city of Holy Cross. contracts
for the game had been signed by the
athletie directors of the two colleges
and called for the game to be played
at, Fenwav Park. he explained. HP
also dented that Boston College planned
to enter into an agreement. with Harvard for the use of the Stadium in
1932.
The meeting of Ilse Jesuit. colleges
has been one of the big sporting events
in this state for years, and the date
has always been set as the Saturday
after Thanksgiving. so that it would
not conflict
any other big games
In this vicinity and assure a large attendance.
Harvard extended an invitation to
both Dartmouth and Stanford to play
here on that date and Dartmouth
alumni end undergraduates have strenuously objected to any action which
would take the game out of New England.
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LOWELL C, M. T. C,
CAPTURES TROPHY.,boys
Drill Team Wills First Prize
in Contest in Charlestown
Armory.
In their first competitive drill and
competing against drill teams from
National Guard units and American
Legion posts in and around Boston,
the Lowell C. M. T. C. Association
drill team won first prize in a drill
held Friday night in conjunction with
a ball in the Charlestown armory,:
' sponsored by the Bunker Hill post, I
American Legion.
;
st•
The Lowell boys were conceded
only slight chance against their more
elderly opponents hut their showim.nas so far superior to the "tilt si

The judges, three regular army
officers and two National Guard officers, gave the Lowell group a mark
of Is out of a possible 15 points. The
who made up the Lowell company were as follows: . Edward J.
Jennings, assistant instuctor; Corps.
Joseph Cullinan, John Gallagher,
Robert Means, John Fenlon, Privates
Hoar,
Edmund
Noonan,
Charles
Charles Day, Ralph Noonan, Paul
Tucker, Thomas Daley, Thomas Robbins, Edward Corcoran, E. Vincent
Lathem, Francis Murphy and Paul
McNeeley.
The Lowell C. M. T. C. Association is sponsored by Lowell Post, 87,
American Legion, and is directed and
drilled by Lt. Henry E. McGowan.

teams entered that the Lowell boys
were awarded first honors by all five
judges of the contest. The boys
brought back to Lowell with them a
huge loving cup donated for the
event by Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston.
The drill company was led by Capt.
Raymond Frazier and after the boys
completed the regular infantry drill,
their efforts were rewarded by great
applause from the 2000 persons present at the drill and military ball. The
Lowell boys then went out to give
their exhibition drill and so perfect
did they perform the different marching and rifle maneuvers that go to
make up their repertoire, that as
they were marching from the floor at
the finish the applause throughout
the hall was deafening.
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FOOTBALL GAME
IS A PROBLEM
Boston Mayor Will Stick To
DeFg'ion-Triitil B. C. Asks
for Change.
Boston, April 24 (INS)--Upon the
Boston College Alumni rested today
the fate of the proposed DartmouthStanford football game
Leland
scheduled to be played at Harvard
Stadium next Nov. 28, but which
had been banned by Mayor James
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Curley Clashes
With Youngman
Bitter Exchange of Personalities by Two
Officials

LO' INS CUP WON BY LOWELL
C. M. T. C. ASSOCIATION
DRILL TEAM.
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BOSTON, April 27—The controversy between Lieut.-Gov. Youngman
and Mayor Curley over the mayor's
deletion of Youngman's name from
the list of guests invited to meet
Prince and Princess Takamatsu at a
banquet of the Japan Society of Boston became one of bitter personalities.
The lieutenant-gmernor began hostilities by a statement declaring that
the mayor "whose name has graced
the city pay rolls in white collar positions since he was a boy would not
want to offend royalty by having
among the guests of the city a Rewho
lieutenant-governor
publican
once earned his living by the work of
his hands."
The mayor then attempted to sting
Youngman with this statement:
"I had extended an invitation to
Gov. Joseph B. Ely to be present and
represent the commonwealth. If the
name of Lieut.-Gov. William S.
Youngman was excluded from the list
of guests, he furnished an excellent
reason for it by his statement, as only
gentlemen and ladies were invited."
Youngman, his vitality undiminished, immediately countered with
the following:
"The mayor's late statement is not
a denial of his act. I suppose he
means to imply that the Japan Society, of which Mrs. Youngman was a
member, sent him a list of officials
including some who were not gentlemen and whose wives were not ladies."
By this time the mayor had gone to
bed.

M. Curley because it would interfere
with the annual Boston College-Holy
Cross game set for that date.
Mayor Curley made it plain that
he will stand by his original position
until the Boston College alumni ask
him to change.
Conferences between William J.
at
Bingham, director of athletics
Harvard and Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., president of the Boston College Alumni Association, revealed
that an understanding was reached
by which the date of November 28
for the proposed Dartmouth-Stanford game might be allowed.
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HAFiVARD "HIGH TABLE"
c PRAISED BY CURLEY
Boston Mayor Says Institution Democratic
CAMBRIDGE, April 28 (API -111tusy
James M. Ceir,y of Boston, guest-ofhonor last night at, the "high table"
at Lowell House. Harvard University,
believes the "high table" dinner a
very democratic institution.
Boston's self-made first citizen was
the central figure among R group of
a score of Harvard's foremost scholars. As guest of honor, he sat to the
right of House Master Julian L. Coolidge. Prof. E. K. Rand, head of the
Harvard department of classics, sat to
the mayor's right and Prof. Thomas
Nixon Carver, one of the foremost
economists in the country, sat directly across the table from the mayor.
His belief In the democracy of the
"high table" was expressed with fervor. The Lowell House "high table"
has been widely criticized as "aristocratic" and smacking too much of an
"un-American Oxford."
Mayor Curley .iaid: "I can't see
that there's anything undemocratic
about it. The boys sit down on the
main floor and
talk
about what
' they're Interested in, and the at her
sit up on the platform and talk about,
1 what they're Interested in. It all
' seems very natural and very pleasant."
The mayor spent two hours in the
common rooms with his hosts
dinner in pleaaant conversation, after
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Tagging Dispute Breaks
,1 Out Anew in Boston

•

Police Commissioner Hultman Slated to Receive
Scorching Letter From Mayor Curley, And He
Is Dragged Over Red HotMI,s b7rity Council
On Police Purchases
(Special to The Pact)

BOSTON, April 28—The controversy over Boston parking and tagging
conditions, which was fanned into a
bright flame when Mayor Curley's car
was Lagged, broke out anew today.
Police Commissioner Hultman was
slated to receive a scorching letter
from Mayor Curley and he was
dragged over red hot coals by the Boston City Council which leaped into
the argument with both feet late yesterday.
Defending the action of the mayoral
chauffeur in parking in a double line,
Councillor Robert Gardiner Wilson,
Jr., called upon the commissioner to
stop not only the double parking but
the triple parking which he claimed
was allowed cabs of a "favored taxi
company."
At his demand, the council passed
an order insistnt that Police Commissioner Hultman reconsider his determination to dress up the policemen
this summer with leather puttees, Sam
Browne belts and new uniforms. The
expense of the extra uniforms at this
time and the opposition to wearing
leather in the summer were given to
condemn the regalia.
Explain Purchases
To top off the session, the council
invited Commissioner Hultman to appear before its executive committee
next Monday to explain proposed purchases of police automobiles, tires,
tubes and other equipment. Al this
meeting several other department
heads will appear in an effort to obtain mass purchasing to secure lower
prices.
In a communication to the mayor,
Commissioner Hultman yesterday reported that he could "find no evidence to support the opinion that

•

Leo Schwartz, legal adviser to the
police department, was connected
with the tagging matter in any way
whatsoever." This was in answer to
the mayor's contention that his car
was tagged on orders from Schwartz,
who resigned from the zoning board
at the mayor's demand.
With the letter from the commissioner was the tag which he suggested should be returned to the Milk
Street station by Chauffeur Charles
Manion, rather than mailed to headquarters by the mayor.
Sarcastic Reply by Mayor
Members of the mayor's staff declared that the policeman who carried
the commissioner's message to City
Hall illegally parked his car beside
the fire hydrant opposite City Hall
while making the delivery.
, At the commissioner's suggestion the
mayoral chauffeur returned the tag to
the Milk Street station, starting it on
Its way through the official channels.
Acknowledging the commissioner's
letter, the mayor wrote to Mr. Hultman:
beg you will accept of my
sincere appreciation for the exceptional courtesy which you have displayed to me and the office which I
occupy in this entire matter. I recognize that decency, dignity and decorum are essential to law enforcement, but regret that the essence of
common sense, in this case at least,
is lacking."
Commissioner Hultman declined to
comment on the mayor's letter, explaining that he preferred to reserve
any statement until the message
should officially come before him.
Councillors Israel Ruby of Dorchester and Clement A. Norton of Hyde
Park directed scathing attacks on the
Hultman activities in regard to the
mayor's official car, in line with that
of Councillor Wilson.
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Curlerls Guest
At "High Table"
Thinks Harvard Event
Very Democratic
CAMBRIDGE, April 28 (IP)—Mi...117
James M. Curley of Boston, guest of
at the "high table"
honor last IT
at Lowell House, Harvard University,
believes the "high table" dinner a
very democratic institution.
- Boston's self-made first citizen was
the central figure among a group of
a score of Harvard's foremost scholars
As guest of honor, he sat to the right
of House Master Julian L. Coolidge.
Prof. E. K. Rand, head of the Harvard
department of classics, sat to the
mayor's right and Prof. Thomas Nix,
an Carver, one of the foremost economists in the country, sat directly
across the table from the mayor.
His belief in the democracy of the
"high table" was expressed with fervor. The Lowell House "high table"
has been widely criticized as "aristocratic" and smacking too much of an
"un-American Oxford."
Mayor Curley acid: "I can't see that
there's anything undemocratic about
it. The boys sit down on the main
floor and talk about what they're interested in, and the others sit up on
the platform and talk about what
they're interested in. It all seems very
natural and very pleasant."
The mayor spent two hours in the
common rooms with his hosts after
dinner in pleasant conversation.
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granted Mien by an old law, the
Mayor cf Boston is exempt from
observing traffic regulations. Pollee
may tag the Mayor's cat every day,
but he has the legal power to stop
any court action. Here is a new
and attractive advantage in being
xecutive.
Boston's chief ,
4047 I-4A 41 P7dAi
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CURLEY DINES
WITH SCHOLARS
Boston Mayor Finds "High
Table" at Harvard Is Very
Democratic
Cambridge, April 28----(AP)—
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, guest-of-honor last night at
the "high table' at Lowell house,
Harvard university, believes the
"high table" dinner a very democratic institution.
Boston's self-made first citizen
was the central figure among a
group of a score of Harvard's
foremost scholars. As guest of
honor he sat to the right of
House Master Julian L. Coolidge.
Prof. E. K. Rand, head of the
Harvard department of classics,
sat at the mayor's right and Prof.
Thomas Nixon Carver, one of the
foremost economists in the country, sat directly across the table'
from the mayor.
His belief in the democracy of
the "high table" was expressed
with fervor. The Lowell house
"high-table" has been widely
criticized as "aristocratic" and
smacking too much of an "unAmerican Oxford."
Mayor Curley said: "I can't see
that there's anything undemocratic about it. The boys sit
down on the main floor and talk
about what they're interested in,
and the others sit up on the platform and talk about what they're
interested in. It all seems very
natural and very pleasant."
The mayor spent two hours in
the common rooms with his hosts
after dinner in pleasant conversation.
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,rIRAP LOUD SPEAKERS
Radio loudspeakers would be quieted
after midnight under a resolution
adopted by the Boston city counsel
yesterday. The measure is now on its
way to Mayor Curley for signature
or veto
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posters in theater lobbies and and sex
uoards to advertise gangster
movies was adopted.
was of
President Joseph McGrathRothstein
the opinion that Capone,
gangsters were
and other notorious
charitable
"liberal,
as
depicted
being
whose moand well-melening citizens,
tives were misunderstood."
that
"Criminologists try to tell us
clean- gunplay and crime waves are the respring
28—The
April
Boston.
McGrath said,
and this sult of the World. war," crimes of toing season is in full swing
"yet they admit that the
community
ed
by youths
reputedly old-fashion
day are-being carried out
le talkies of 18 and 20."
has moved to add objectionab
family.
to the banned -in -Boston
adopted an
VIRGINIA'S OLDEST OFFICER
The city council has
John
Richmond, Va.—Sergt Patrick Boisorder tinder which City Censor
nofilms
the Richmond police force
M. Casey would see to It that
shown seau of
office
with sex and crime plots were Mayor claims to he Virginia's oldest
81 and is entering his
is
He
at theaters open to children.
holder.
ta-4ree
public servJames M. Curly was requested
61st consecutive year of
at
struct Censdrrasey accordingly.an in- ice in Richmond. He was sheriff
in
nor
"I'm neither a reformer
Danville during the race riot theresinH.
Thomas
almost
Councillor
Once,
nineties.
former," sa,ld
early
the
of the
he turned back a mob
Green of Charlestown, sponsor
that we gle-handed,
order, "but it is about time
to attack the jail to secure a
seeking
sugarabout
should stop all this stuff
racke- Negro prisoner.
daddies, party girls, gunmen,

City Council Adopts Order Calling for Strict Censorship
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MAYOR BURLEY LAUDS
Hub Council
Joins Cur. HARVARD HIGH TAKE"
(Hultman War
--ey

Boston councilors jumped into the
war between Mayer Curley and Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hultman yesterday by adopting an order
calling for postwmetnent of the lat-,
ter's decision to dress the men with
new uniforms, le ,her puttees and
Sam Brown belts this summer. It was
argued it was expensive.
The discussion followed introduction of details regarding the tagging
of Mayor Curley's car by the police,
the return of the tag to the department„ and the subsequent exchange
of letters between the executive and
Hultman, in which the proprieties
were observed. Readers, however.
sensed an undercurrent of sarcasm, in
the epistles.
One of the developments of the day
was the announcement by Commissioner Hultman that he would act to
end the political pressure being exerted by a small army of persons interested in the appointment or promotion of men in his department and

his issuance of a general order that
he will discharge any officer who
causes any person to interfere in his
behalf or in behalf of a fellow officer. Appointment of several sergeants
and a police captain is pending.

'AMBRIDGE. At t. 2S (Ilt Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, guestthe "high
of-honor last night at
table" at. Lowell house, Harvard university, believes the "high table" dinner a very democratic institution.
Boston's self-made first citizen was
the central figure among a group of
As
scholars.
foremost
Harvard's
guest of honor he sat to the right of
L. Coolidge.
'Toltec? Master -Julian
Professor E. K. Rand, head of the
Harvard department of classics sat
to the mayor's right. and Professor
Thomas Nixon Carver, one of the
foremost economists In the country,
sat directly across the table from the
mayor,
ilis belief in the democracy of the
"high table" was expressed with fervor. The Lowell house "high table"
has been widely criticized as "aristocratic" and smacking too much of
an "un-America.n Oxford."
Mayor Curley said: "f can't see that
there's anything undemocratic about
it. The boys sit down on the main
floor and talk about what they're interested In, and the others sit up
on the platform and talk about. what
they're Interested in. It all seems
very natural and very pleasant."
The mayor spent two hours in the
common rooms with his hosts after
dinner In pleasant conversation.
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main harbor channel for seaof sensible projects that will give of the
port and railway terminal purposes.
them more of God's sunshine and the It may not be this month or this year
blessings of health and privilege to and it may not be for several years.
enjoy life properly, at such a time as that this land will be actually needed
railway terminals
this, i repeat, it is an affront to the for piers, docks and
for the commercial marine interests
ones
for
the
Boston
people of East
of Boston and New England. But any
supposed to have its best interests at set of air promoters or light minded ,
heart, to advocate this extravagant politicians who think that East Boswaste of the good money of the tax- ton, after waiting for thirty years, is
going to surrender its birthright for a
payers of Boston. and it is time to
'mess of pottage, would better comcry a halt on this swashbuckling and mence revising their political future
prancing, this catering of supposed from this day onward. There are more
champions of the people,. who have than 70,000 people in East Boston who
scarcely ever considered the feasi- would vote at the rate of 99 to one, to
bility or the Justice of encouraging ,move the airport out of East Boston
employment at the local airport, to immediately. They know now that it
residents and citizens of East Boston. is a noisy nuisance of the first magI am satisfied that my expression of Initude and must not be tolerated in
opinion, and my vote on this matter, ithe midst of this community of homes.
will meet with the approval of my They also knotw that the airport Is
Flying Field a Nuisance and of constituents, and I do not propose of no business advantage and that
to be bullied or cajoled into advocat- the opposite is the case. The flying
ing this, or any other measure, when business hasn't got any financial right
No Value to this Section.
my honest' convictions and the dic- to impose on a community like East
tates of my conscience prompt me to Boston where, for many years to
Property Values Sink
!act otherwise."
come, the enterprise will not be able
to pay dividends on the cost of its oil
and gasoline. We are sorry to have
AIRPORT
NUISANCE
Rep. Al Sullivan spoke right out in
to characterize an infant industry in
meeting Tuesday at the session of Trying to Lay Infant Industry on East this way: but nobody ever had any
right to lay this child on our East
the House of Representatives, for 15
Boston's Own Doorstep
Boston doorstep. We, speaking for
minutes, in opposition to the measure,
Many of the leaders at the State the citizens of East Boston, refuse
sponsored by Mayor Curley, giving the House fell for the idea of an
airport to accept this economic weakling or
to adopt it to the exclusion of the
Mayor, representing the City of Bos- expenditure in big
figures at the East
legitimate offspring of the community.
ton, authority to borrow $1,250,000 Boston site, first
because they thought East Boston was made famous by the
airport
limit
for
outside the debt
the
the people were favorable to the en- clipper ships of Donald McKay and
improvements. "I am against this apterprise and second because East Bos- the community has a right to look
propriation of a million and a quar- ton politicians
seemed to be a unit for forward to a rebirth of a shipping
era on its waterfront reserved for the
ter," said the representative, "because it. But everybody
in East Boston purpose to compare with the old time
am satisfied that this vast outlay knows that an
airport is not wanted prosperous days. The state acquired
of money will not be of any benefit to as a
permanent thing here, and the hundreds of acres of waterfront land
the people of East Boston, whom I people will never
stand for it, no mat- in East Boston for marine purposes
and to develop the port of Boston.
have the honor to represent. Already ter how great
and extraordinary may Nothing on earth or in
the air shall
. the City of Boston has expended the i be the expenditures
authorized by be permitted to stand between the
stupendous sum of approximately ten state or city
or by both. The objec- community of East Boston and its
millions of dollars for the develop- tions to
the airport at that site are purpose to drive the airport from its
borders, and to restore its waterfront
ment of the Boston airport, situated so
fundamental that the voters would on the main harbor channel to the
at East Boston, and there is no tangi- be justified
in taking any steps in uses of a commercial marine develop
ble evidence of any revenue coming opposition
to it short of physical meat.
back to the city on account of the force and
revolution. These objecpampering of the mostly outside inter- tions
have to do first, with the noise
ests that control this aviation field. and
destruction of property values to
The mayor of this ciity has been kid- the homes of
70,000 people, and second
ding the people of East Boston long With the
fact that it appropriates the
enough—too long, in fact—telling site
purchased by the state for purthem of his deep interest in their ma- poses
of marine development.
terial and mental welfare, and he, as
The good fellows of the National
well as Park Commissioner William
Guard who anxiously campaigned for
P. Long, have not kept promises made
a state expenditure of $250,000 for
time after time, to give the people of
hangars to house nine airplanes of
East Boston needed improvements in
the air forces, made the tactical misthe way of increased playground areas take of insisting on East Boston as
and bathing beaches. In these days the location for those hangars. East
of industrial depression when the Boston does not want an airport or
hangars, or the sinking of $250,000 or
howl of the wolf is heard at so many
a million dollars or ten million dolthousands of doors of good people, lars of state money as
scheduled for
suffering through no fault of their an airport within its territory. What
own, when sick and under-nourished East Boston wants is the full reservababes and children need the assistance tion of the state land, fronting on the
best and only remaining water front

SULLIVAN
RAPS BILL
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Strongly Opposes Measure
to Borrow $1,250,000 for
East Boston Airport
NOT WANTED HERE
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Ingot!) GAME
TO BE PLAYED;
B. C, WITHDRAWS

S
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McLaughlin Tells Curley Boston
College Alumni Won't Oppose
Dartmouth
with
Contest
Nov. 28.
--DECISION FOLLOWS
PEACE" CONFERENCE
Boston Mayor Ready to Grant
Harvard Necessary Permission
to Loan Cambridge Stadium
Contest
for Intersectional
Next Fall.

BOSTON, April 28 (4").—A luncheon, tendered by William J. Bingham,
director of Harvard athletics, to
Harry R. Heneage, his Dartmouth
colleague, and Edward A. McLaughlin, president of the Boston College
Alumni Association, today smoothed
the way for Dartmouth's use of Harvard stadium for its intersectional
football game with Stanford on
Nov. 28.
meal. McLaughlin,
During the
whose protest to Maja
'
. James
Curley prompted that official to anniiirtn that he would not sanction
the intersectional clash because it
would conflict with the annual Boston college-Holy Cross game, and
Heneage speeidly rid the controversy
of all misunderstanding's and reached
an amicable agreement over their
conflicting games.
Protest Is Withdrawn.
After parting with his hest and
Heneage, McLaughlin visited the
City Hall and told Mayor Curley
that it would be for the best interests of all five colleges concerned
if he reconsidered his decision of
April 10. The Boston college official
said he had been assured that those
responsible for the scheduling of the
Dartmouth-Stanford
game
would
would have selected another date if
they realized it would conflict with
the annual clash betwen the Massa..
chusetts Jesuit college teams, which
'provides both with most of its athletic revenues.
The mayor again was quick in
heeding McLatighlin's suggestion and
notified Bingham that La had reconsidered his refusal and would now
gladly issue Harvard a permit to lend
Its athletic plant to Dartmouth and
Stanford. Under an old agreement
with the City of Boston, Harvard can
not turn its stadium over to outsiders without the mayor's permission.
Curley Writes Approval.
"I have been informed of a letter
written me
Mayor

•

rtmouthiStanford
.
game wh 'eh was originally scheduled te be played in the stadium On
Nov. 28, 1931, subject to the approval of the mayor of Boston.
"Since his honor has approved,
the stadium will be available to
Dartmouth and Stanford on that
date. I am happy that arrangements
have been made which are satisfactory to the authorities of Boston college and Dartmouth."
Mayor Curley's ban was condemned editorially by The Dartmouth, a student daily, which pointed out that only a few of the student
body would be in a position to see
their team play its return game with
the Californians if the contest was
forced away from Boston.
Hotel Men Urged New Decision.
Among the others who earlier
urged the mayor to reconsider was
the Boston Hotel Men's Association,
whose spokesman emphasized the fact
that his fellow members, as well as
Boston merchants in general, would
suffer a ;500,000 loss if the game was
not played here. He predicted that
visitors attracted by the stadium
game would spend that amount during their stay here.

s
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Mayor Curley Is

Dinner-Guest of
( Harvard's Elect
James M. Curley was the central figure last night at one of Harmost talked-of
vard university's
academic functions—a Lowe!, House
"high table" dinner.
With 300 'indergraduates looking
on from
Jir tables on the main.
floor, the mayor dined on a raised
platform with more than a sccie of
Harvard's mos', distinguished scholars.
fayor Curley has not spent much
of his busy life within academic circles and most of Harvard's scholars
have not mingled to any great extent
with practical politicians. Nevertheless, this meeting between the man
of action and the men of thought
was mutually agreeable.
The mayor said he spent one of the
most interesting evenings of his life,
and if he was imupreseed by his ,
hosts, they were not less impressed by l
His Honor.

L.
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CURLEY RELENTS A
TO STANFORD GAME

Notifies Bingham He Has Reconsidered His
Refusal to Issue Permit For Contest With
in Stadium Nov. 28
April 213 (4')—A luncheon, issue Harvard a permit to lend its
BOSTON,Dartmouth
tendered by William J. Bingham, di- athletic plant to Dartmouth and
rector of Harvard athletics, to Harry Stanford. Under an old agreement
R. Heneage, his Dartmouth colleague, with tke city of Boston, Harvard can
and Edward A. McLaughlin, president not turn its stadium over to outsiders
of the Boston College Alumni associa- without the mayor's permission.
"I have been informed of a letter
Bon, today snloothed the way for
Dartmouth's Use of Harvard stadium written me by his honor, Mayor Curfor its intersectional football game ley," Bingham said tonight, "in reference to the Dartmouth-Stanford
with Stanford on Nov. 28.
During the meal, McLaughlin, whose game which was originally scheduled'
protest to Mayor James M. Curley to be played in the stadium on Nov.
prompted that official to announce 28, 1931, subject to the approval of
that he would not sanction the inter- the mayor of Boston.
sectional clash because it would con"Since his honor has approved, the
flict with the annual Boston College- stadium will be available to DartHoly Cross game, and Heneage speed- mouth and Stanford on that date. I
11y rid the controversy of all misun- am happy that arrangements have
derstandings and reached an italic- been made which are satisfactory to
l ame agreement over thei rconfliCting
the authorities of Boston College and
!games.
Dartmouth."
Mayor Curley's ban was condemned
After parting with his host and
Heneage, McLaughlin visited the city editorially by the Dartmouth, a student daily, whioh pointed out that
hall and told Mayor Curley that
would be for the best interests of all only a few of the student body would
five colleges concerned if he recoil-. be in Position to see their team play
sidered his decision of April 10. The Its return game with the Californians
Bo.ston College official said he had If the contest was forced away from
been assured that those responsible Boston,
nyg
orthw
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Stanford game would have selected the
another date of they realized it would ton Hotelmen's association, whose
conflict with the annual clash between spokesman emphasized the fact that
the
Massachusetts Jesuit
college his fellow-members, as well as Boston
teams, which pi.ovides both with most merchants lu general, would suffer a
$500.000 lays if the game was not
of its athletic revenues.
The mayor again was quick in eed... Played here. He predicted that visHors attracted by the stadium game
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titled Bingham that he had reeonsid- woitld spend that amount during
ered his refusal and would now gladly their stay here,
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ABOVE THE LAW?
(" J dames NI. Curley is a rather important citizen as citizen, are rated in this country of ours. James M, Curley is,
eelyor of the city of Boston and that is no mean distinction.
Curh•y may have grown so great that he is superior even
It, the laws; sort of a man apart as it were whose person or
itroperty should not be contaminated by a traffic violation
or a summons to con td.
Alany letters have been written and much hasARcen pubiii since NIr. (*urley's official car was tagged by some'lie working for Police Commissioner Huila-tan.
The fact appears eslahlished that there was a violation
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STANFORD GAME
WILL BE HELD
Mayor Curley Reconsiders and Nov. 28th Contest Will Be Played.
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CRID SQUABHLE
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Da r t mouth-Si anford to
Play in Stadium Nov.23
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OARTMOUIE AND IANFORD TO

If

MEET AT STABIUM7 NOV. 28

ayor James i Carley of Bosom
•,-ierday gave his approv
al to the
tolding ,of the Dartmouth -Stanford
ootball game in the Harvard stadium
ri Saturday afternoon, Nov.
28, the
)riginal place and date.
This approval was given in a let-er to William J. Bingham, director
of
thletics at Harvard, after a receipt
f a letter from Edward A. McLaughln, Jr.. president of the Boston Colego Alumni Association, withdrawng the objections which caused the
nayor's denial to Dartmouth to use
he stadium on the grounds that it
vould conflict with the annual noson College-Holy Cross game on that
late.
The McLaughlin letter was the out•ome of a series of conferences with
he Mayor, Bingham and Harry R.
(eneage, supervisor of athletics at
)artmouth, which v, -re held during

•

the past w—is. There were two conferences ye:•1.1alay, McLaughlin first
meeting Ileneage and then consulting
with the mayor.
The withdrawal of the Boston College objection and the automatic
approval, of the mayor were foretold in
The Herald last Saturday mornin
g,
April 25.
It ends an intercollegiate-political
controversy
which
exploded
two
weeks ago and which inovelved Boston College, Holy Cross, Harvard,
Dartmouth and Stanford.
The only matter which now remains
to be settled is the site of the Boston
College-Ffoly Cross game. It is expected that within the next month, or
less, it will he known whether the
contest will continue to he held in
Penway park in lloston or will he
shifted, for one year at least, to Fite
ton field, the atletic plant of Holy
Cross in Worc4
,
10.r.
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Day's Doings on Beacon Hill

1

TODAY
mittee on ways and
means. It is
House and senate meet at 2 p. in. estimat
ed that there will be
a reWeekly
meeting of executive turn of $6,083,6
00 on the investCouncil.
ment, chiefly through
sale of land
Committee on towns hears peti- reclaimed
by the filling.
tion that the county of Franklin
The $1,250,000 bill for
the develbe authorized to sell certain land opment
of the East Boston
to the town of Greenfield and
that was passed to be enacted airport
by the
Greenfield be authorized to use for house
without debate.
highway purposes a part of
its
Amendment Rejected
Memorial hall property.
•
By a vote of 64 to
31 the house
YESTERDAY
rejected a proposed
amendment to
Suggestion that motorists in- the
representative town
yolved in fatal accidents be
taxed bill whereby no action at meeting
a repre25 and the money turned over to sentative town
meeting would oe efa fund to permit persons injured fective
until
five
days
after the
by hit-and-run drivers to recover vote,
during which time 3
per cent
made to the senate ways and
means of the voters may call for
a refercommittee.
endum. The amend
ment
was charSenate kills bill for a state
fund acterized as unwise because
for workmen's compensation.
the bill
in question was
merely a standard
House refuses a third reading
on form under .which towns
may come
a bill which would have increas
ed in by special acts.
the examination fee for those
Bill to establish a
takboard of regising the bar examinations from
$15 tration in barbering pas.sed
to $25.
its first
crisis of the present
year when
A brief debate was evoked
in the house refused to follow
a committee
senate over the question
of t ac- recommendation that
bill be retion Monday in passing to
be en- jected.
grossed the bill extending the
Adverse committee
jurisdiction of the juvenile
report on the
courts over bill to exclude trackle
ss
children who have passed
the legal provisions of the motor trolleys from
age limit. The bill wodid
vehicle laws
xtend was set aside by the
jurisdiction from 17 to 18
senate and
the bill given its first
years
of
age. The motion was to
reading.
reconsider
the vote. At the end of
the debate
the senate, 14 to 13, laid
the motion to reconsider on the
table.
Development of Fort Point
Channel and South Bay
territoiy, in
Boston's coastal area,
througn the
filling in of the waterway,:
t.ler>
a cost of $6,821,800 was
favored by
Mayor Curl
and others
fitalatir Ca tetore the
hcusil

•
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GREEN'S TILT
WITH STANFORD
AS SCHEDULED
Boston College Alumni
Withdraw Objections
and Contest Sanctioned
BOSTON, April 29 (U.11)—The
1931 intersectional football game
between Dart mouth and Stanford
will be played, as originally scheduled, at Harvard stadium November 28, as result of withdrawal of
the objection of alumni of Boston
College, whose objective game with
Holy Cross is played here annually
on the last Saturday of November.
Thus the Dartmouth -Stanford
and Boston College-Holy Cross
games both will be played here
November 28.
Because of the objection of the
B. C. alumni to staking of the intersectional game on the same day
as the traditional Boston CollegeHoly Cross contest, Mayor James
M. Curley had refused a license for
the Dartmouth-Stanford game at
Harvard stadium, situated in Boston.
But Curley revered his decision
and granted the license after Edward A. McLaughlin, president of
the Boston College Alumni Association, formally withdrew that
body's protest.
McLaughlin in his statement to
Curley said that William' J. Bingham, Harvard athletic director,
and Harry R. Heneage, Dartmouth
athletic supervisor, assured him
"that if the question of any Interference with the annual Boston
College-Holy Cross game had occurred to them the. matter would
have been handled in a way which
would have prevented the present
unfortunate conflict."
In his note to Bingham, sanctioning the intersectional game,
Curley referred to the action of
the Boston College alumni as
"sportsmanlike and commendable."
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. MOUTH-STANFORD
gladly issue Harvard a permit to loan
its athletic plant to Dartmouth and
Stanford. Under an old agreement
with the city of Boston, Harvard can
not turn its stadium over to outsiders without the mayor's permission.
"I have been informed of a letter
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the mayor
"Since his honor has approved, the
stadium will be available to Dartmouth and Stanford on that date.
I am happy that arrangements have
been made which are satisfactory to
the authorities of Boston College and
Dartmouth."
Mayor Curley's ban was condemned
editorially by The Dartmouth, a student daily, which pointed out that
only a few of the student body would
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During the meal, Heneage and McLaughlin, whose protest to Mayor
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LUNCHEON ENDS ley,"
FOOTBALL Row
Harvard, Dartmouth and
Boston College Men
Meet

STANFORD TO PLAY 1
Mayor Curley Reconsiders on Permit After
Conference
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conflicting games.
After parting with his host and
Heneage, McLaughlin visited the City
hall and told Mayor Curley that it
would be for the best interests of
all five colleges concerned if he reconsidered his decision of April 10
The Boston College official said he
had been assured that those responsible for the scheduling of the Darthave
mouth-Stanford game would
selected another date If they realized
it would conflict with the annual
the
Massachusetts
clash between
Jesuit college teams, which provides
it It. athletic revboth with it,
en ties.
mayor again was quick In
The
needing IdcLatighlin's liuggestion and
notified Bingham that he had reconsidered his refusal and would now

MAYOR OF BOSTON /
REVERSES STAND
ON GRID PERMIT
Acts After Boston Alumni
Head Urges Him To Reconsider
HAS LONG CONFERENCE
WITH HARRY HENEAGE
Hub Hotelmen Also Asked
Curley To Change
Decision
BOSTON, April 28—(AP)- - A. luncheon, tendered by William .T. Bingham, director of Harvard athletics,
to Harry R. Heneage, his Dartmouth
colleague, and Edward A. Mcf,aughlin, president of the Boston College
Alumni association, today smoothed
the way for Dartmouth's use of Harvard stadium for ita intersectional
football game with Stanford on
November 28.
the
During
meal, McLaughlin,
whose protest to Mayor James M.
Curley prompted that official to announce that he would not sanction
the intersectional clash because it.
would conflict with the annual Boston College-Holy Cross game, and
Heneage speedily rid the controversy of all misunderstandings and
reached an amicable agreement over
their conflicting games.
McLaughlin Visits Mayer.
After parting with his host and
Heneage, McLaughlin
visited the
City Hall and told Mayor Curley that
it would be for the best interests of
all five colleges concerned If he reconsidered hip; decision of April 10.
The Boston College official said he
had been assured that those responsible for the scheduling of the Dartmouth-Stanford game would have
aelected another date If they realized
it would conflict with the annual
clash
between
the Massachusetts
Jesuit college teams, which provides
both with most of its athletic revenues.
Grr risTi gsseo

CURLEY WITHDRAWS BAN
ON STANFORD-DARTMOUTH
GAME

• BOSTON'S FOOTBALL ROW
IS AMICABLY SETTLED

Boston College Alumni Association Withdraws
Objections and Mayor Announces StanfordDartmouth Game May Be r dyed on Same Day
as the B. C.-Holy Cross Nicest
Boston, April 28 (/P)—A luncheon,
tendered by William J. Bingham, dii•ector of Harvard athletics, to Harry
R.. Heneage, his Dartmouth colleague,
ind Edward A. McLaughlin, president
at the Boston College Alumni fISSOCia..
tion, today smoothed the way for
Dartmouth's use of Harvard stadium
tor its intersectional football game
with Stanford on Nov. 28.
During the meal, McLaughlin, whose
protest to Mayor James M. Curley
prompted that official to announce
that he would not sanction the intersectional clash because it would conflict with the annual Boston CollegeHoly Cross game, and Heneage speedily rid the controversy of all misunderstandings and reached an amicable
agreement over their conflicting
games.
After parting with his host and
Heneage, McLaughlin visited the city
hall and told Mayor Curley that it
would be for the best interests of al
five colleges concerned if he reconsidered his decision of April 10. The
Boston College official said he had
been assured that those responsible
for the scheduling of the DartmouthStanford game would have selected
another date if they realized it would
conflict with the annual clash between the Massachusetts Jesuit college teams, which provides both with
most of their athletic revenues,
The mayor again was quick in heeding McLaughlin's suggestion and notitled Bingham that he had reconsidered Ins refusal and would now gladly

issue Harvard a permit to lend its athletic plant to Dartmouth and Stanford. Under an old agreement with
the city of Boston, Harvard can not
turn its stadium over to out-alders
without the mayor's permission.
"I have been informed of a letter
written me by his honor, Mayor Curley," Bingham said tonight, "in reference to the Dartmouth-Stanford
game which was originally scheduled
to be played in the stadium on Nov.
28, 1931, subject to the approval of
the mayor of Boston.
"Since his honor has approved, the
stadium will be available to Dartmouth and Stanford on that date. I
am happy that arrangements have
been made which are satisfactory to
the authorities of Boston College and
Dartmouth."
Mayor Curley's ban was condemned
editorially by the Dartmouth, a student, daily, which pointed out that
only a few of the student body would
be in position to see their team play
its return game with the Californians
if the contest was forced away from
Boston.
Among the others who earlier urged
the mayor to reconsider was the Boston Hotelmen's association, whose
spokesman emphasized the fact that
his fellow-members, as well as Boston
merchants in general, would suffer a
$500,000 loss if the ga2ne was not
played here. He predicted that visitors
attracted by the stadium game would
spend that amount during their stay
here.

CU8LEYAIlSAYi DOYLE'Swj 77/3
SUSPENSION TOO EASY
Boston, April 29—Cheirman Simon
E. Hecht of the board of overseers of
Public welfare will receive a letter
from Mayor Curley today declaring
that indefinite suspension is not sufficient in the case of William n. G.
Doyle, a visitor employed by the over..
seers, who has been in the city
service 20 years. The inference was
the mayor feels Doyle should be discharged.
Reports reached Mayor Curley that
a mrs Nellie Young of 169 West Sth
street, South Boston. last Friday accused Doyle of attacking her in a side
room at the overseers' building on
Chardon street. The woman was taken
to the Haymarket Relief station and
later notified the police that she would
not prosecute.
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CURLEY GM STADIUM GAME
PERMISSION IS SANCTIONED
S

Dartmouth and Stanford to
Play Game at Harvard
Stadium on Nov. 28 as
Planned
Boston, April 29 (k)—Permission
has been granted to Dartmouth and
Stanford to hold their intersectional
football game at the Harvard stadium
Nov. 28.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
who refused permission for the use of
the stadium for the game on that
date because of the conflict with the
Boston college-Holy Cross game, has
reconsidered at the request of Edward
A. McLaughlin Jr., president of the
Boston College Alumni association.
McLaughlin, William J. Bingham,
director of Harvard athletics, and
Harry R. Heneage, director of athletics at Dartmouth, held a conference
yesterday and last night announced an
amicable agreement had been reached.
McLaughlin visited Mayor Curley, and
asked him to withdraw his objections.
Last night the mayor announced that
he would gladly issue a permit for thr
game,

GAME CERTAIN
FOR STADIUM
Dartmouth and Stanford
To Play November 28
as Originally Booked
BOSTON, April 29. (N)—Permission has been granted to Dartmouth and Stanford to hold their
intersectional football game at the
Harvard stadium Nov. 28.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, who refused permission for the
use of the stadium for the game on
that date because of the conflict
with the Boston college-Holy Cross
game, was reconsidered at the request of Edward A. McClaughlin,
Jr., president of the Boston College Alumni association.
McLaughlin, William J. Bingham,
director of Harvard athletics, and
Harry R. Heneage, director of
athletics at Dartmouth, held a
conference yesterday and last, night
announced an amicable agreement
had been reached. McLaughlin
visited Mayor Curley, and asked
him to withdraw his objections.
Last night the mayor announced
that he would gadiy issue a permit for the game.
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BOSTON, April 29 (A. P.)—
Permission has been granted to
Dartmouth and Stanford to hold
intersectional football
their
game at the Harvard Stadium
Nov. 28.
_
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, whotiffirre-rr prrfudsston for the
use of the Stadium for the game on
that date because of the conflict
with the Boston College and Holy
Cross game, has reconsidered at the
request of Edward A. McLaughlin,
Jr., president of'the Boston College
Alumni association.
McLaughlin, William J. Bingham,
direef or of Harvard athletics, and
Harry R. Heneage, director of athletics at Dartmouth, held a conference yesterday and last night announced an amicable agreement
had been reached MeDitughlin
ad Mayor Curley and. asked him tol
with:h.:1w h's o!)jectirma. Lest night.
the mi-iyor announced that he r ould
gladly issue a permit fen' the game.,
ei? giej.
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Dartmouth
Granted Use
Of Stadium
BOSTON, April 29 (R1 — Permission has been granted to Dartmouth
and Stanford to hold their intersectional football game at the Harvard
stadium Nov. 28,
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
use of'
who refused permission for the
date
that
on
game
the
for
stadium
the
Bosbecause of the conflict with the
reton College-Holy Cross game, has
considered at the request of Edward
of the
A. McLaughlin, Jr., president
Boston College Alumni association. ,
McLaughlin, William J. Bingham
and
director of Harvard athletics, athHarry B. Heneage, director of
conference
letics at Dartmouth,.held a
ed
yesterday and last night announc
had been
nt
agreeme
e
amicabl
an
Mayor
reached. McLaughlin visited
withdraw
Curley and asked him to
the mayor
his objections. Last night
issue
announced that he would gladly
a permit for the game.
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Dartmouth ,NOB, play its Leiand
Stanford game in the Hamra Sta.
dium Nov. 28. James Michael Cur....aanjiaosetworASeston, yesterley, Lt
day agreed to such an arrangement
at the request of Edward A. McLaughlin, Jr., Boston College alumni head, thereby reversing a previous decision and ending an unpleasant muddle. The Eagles may play
their tilt with Holy Cross, scheduled for the same day, in Worcester on Thanksgiving day. McLaughlin had previously objected to the
game being played on the grounds
that it would interfere with the
Eagles-Crusaders' game.
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when Char1L„'. Ofria,
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Mayor Curley's chauffeur has returned the police tag placed upon the
mayor's car by one of the traffic officers. We suppose the mayor was
cautioned or lectured at the police
station, as we have heard somewhere
that the law is no respector of persons. The tagging officer was at work
at last accounts.
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An Unnecessary Duclio

NEWSPAPER READERS are frequently entertained these charming
spring days by the exchange of left
handed compliments between Police
Commissioner Hultman and Traffic
Commissioner Conry, and between
Mayor Curley and Lieutenant-Governor
Youngman. The Conry-Hultman affair
bears all the marks of being a real scrap
with much personal feeling on both
sides. The Curley-Youngman clashes,
nit the other hand. juice a rather
artificial air; the emotion seems to he
whipped up; it is a campaign duel
between two party candidates that we
seem to be watching. TIr.
•
thing is that though neithcr
bar the Lieutenant-Governor
present a candidate for high at 0.
?.aeli behaves as if he were and as if
the other were, too. Mr. Youngman t
assumes that he is to be the next
Republican candidate for Governor and
that Mayor Curley is to be the next
Democratic candidate. The Mayor less
frankly. but by implication nevertheless,
seems to be making the same assumption. There is no other reasonable
ground for their castigation of one
another; they have no other quarrel
that anyone knows' of. However, the
nominations have not yet been made.
It is possible and even somewhat probable Oat nether gentleman will be
called on to head his party's ticket in
1932. It might be wiser, even if the
newspapers offered less entertaining
reading, for the Mayor and LieutenantGovernor to save some of the breath
they are now wasting. until a legitimate occa.sion for its expenditure
presents itself,
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MONEY IN COLLEGE SPORT.
The courteous letter of
Edward A.
McLaughlin Jr., president of the Boston
College
Alumni Association,
withdrawing opposition to the
play•
ing of the Dartmouth
-Stanford game
In the 'Harvard Stadium,
closed as
satisfactorily as might be a
rather
unpleasant chapter in the history
of
college football. Mayor
,ley will
now allow the game to be
played,
doubtless enough will be collected
in
the way of ga,te receipts to lease
a
handsome surplus over the
expenses
of the intersectional contest and
it is
not impossible that, the attendan
ce at
the Holy Cross-Boston college
game
will approach closely to the normal.
Yet one cannot help feeling
that
the whole Incident threw the
spotlight upon both the over
-emphasis
and the professionalism that
characterize modern football. The
players
may be stmon pure amateurs,
but the
colleges which they represent
are
not. To state the matter fairly
and
squarely, football Is se financed as to
pay almost the entire athletic
expenses of most of the colleges.
The
only reason of consequence for
objection to the playing of two
college
games within a few miles of each
other on the same date was that
the
gate receipts of one of the games
would be affected. The chief reason
that the Holy Cross-Boston college
game could not be transferred to
Worcester was again money. Possibly the same could not be said
of
Hanover as the location of the Stanford-Dartmouth game, since that
town is rather too far north to PXpact playable football weather after
Thanksgiving.
To hold such views as those just expressed is not to attach special blame
to any one of the colleges concerne
d.
That thee conditions are not for the
best interests of college sport can.
however. be asserted with some emphasis. The remedy for them would
seem to be, perhaps a paring down
of athletic expenses on the one hand,
and certainly on the other, the accumulation of a. more substantial endowment for the support of athletics.
This would not need to be so large
as to make it possible to do away
with gate receipts, but it might
at
least be sufficient to enable the colleges which are not situated in largo
cities to have genuine home games
instead of wandering around among
the cities in search of a stadium
large enough to furnish a profitable
gathering of spectators.

c../$10G4t. COVVeg - Cirs -i—Csee
Crime and sex films are to be
barred from Boston movie houses if
the Boston City Council has its way.
Mayor Curley has been bidden ask
the citynsoy to take immediate
action to this end. That such a resolution should be passed in a community infested by "speed kids,"
"carbarn bandits," and other varieties of the youthful gangster is only
inatural and, no doubt, right. Some
may have misgivings, to be sure, as
to the standards under which the
present censorship Is operated in
Boston. It le a delicate matter to
decide, anyway, just how much sex
may be admitted to a photoplay, pet.haps one based on a great classic of
the world's strongly sexed literature.
Drama without a heavy villain
may
be pretty tame stuff, and the
wild
west without a little shooting will
lose all its romantic allure to he-boys
and she-girls. The effort, at the
sante time, to keep the kids of East
and South Boston, as well as little
Johnny flostonbeans of the
Back
Bay, from witnessing films that
may
turn them toward a life of
crime is
thoroughly laudable.
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Campaign Quietly aunc
Says Paper, Indicating
That Ely's Decision Will
Have No Effect.

YOUNGMAN SEEN
AS G. O. P. CHOICE
- •_

i

Boston Mayor Reported as
Expressing Opinion Hie
-Can Defeat Him in
1932 Race.

Special to 7'he Springfield Union.
BOSTON, April 30—Mayor Curley
is a candidate for the %1111tuo???Ire
nomination for Governor in 1932, according to the Boston Herald, and his
campaign, although yet well within
the limts of its preliminary phase, has
already been quietly launched.
A decision of Gov. Ely to seek renomination will not force his withdrawal In the opinion of his backers.
i
Believe Golernor IVO! Hun.
1 .‘ report that Gov. Ely will be satidled with a single tenni has been
ace -pied by enthusiastic Curley supporters as indication of a decision,
r already reached, that the Governor
j will not be an active participant in
next year's gubernatorial campaign.
Most Democratic leaders, however,
, believe the Governor e ill run again.
I Thus far the Mayor has not made
1
} a statement of sufficient clarity and
expressiveness to forecast a formal
announcement of his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination, says the
Herald, but an accumulation of references to the Governor's office, 1111
pointing to the satisfaction of the
Mayor that he cannot he elected in
1932, have created the belief unofficially confirmed today, thnt he has
decided to make another attempt to
, round out his political career by serving as the Governor of the Commonwealth.
"it is as certain as the sun is ebillt
:nu that Mayor Curley is now a candilate for Governor." said one of his
intimate Political friends today when
he agreed to answer a direct question
after exacting a promise that he
would not be named.
See Youngman for O. O. P.
"The Mayor believes that LieutGov. Youngman will be the Republican nominee and he also believes that
he can defeat him more easily than
he can two or three other Republicans who have been mentioned as
candidates against Youngman." •
It was admitted that there haa been
considerable secret work calculated
to win eunport of the Mayor's candidacy. in recent weeks and that the
campaign has been systematically
planned so that all preliminary
be Completed long in advance oil
the opening of the ,rimary campaign next year.
The effusive praise which Mayor
Curley has publicly showered on Gov.
Ely at recent public gatherings is
regarded as a shrewd move by the
Mayor intended to show that he is
cooperating with Ely, not hampering
him.
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'self. Flynn said:
Inc great Issue in 1932 will be
not prohibition but prosperity."
Thick Incorrigably Wet
Mack. declared: "I am for a wet
plank,"
Unofficially the recent remarks of
Mayen* Anton J. Crentak Of Chicago,
that Governor Roosevelt is "wet
enough" to satisfy the Democracy of
Chicago as a presidential candidate,
was a topic of conversation. It was
gleaned that all Cermak meant was
that the New York executive fitted
the needs of Chicago's delegation to
the national convention, which will
demand a wet plank.
Mr. Smith was smiling, loquacious
and non-committal when reporters
asked if the luncheon had any bearing upon the proposal of a New Yorker as the next candidate for President. It was gathered, however, that
would delay as lOng as he saw
ai In making a committment.
Mr. Smith has been writing newshas
o,,per articles daily and each
hcen prefaced by his own statement
that he is leader by reason of his
IP28 candidacy. He has enjoyed the
role and has no disposition to relinquish it before sentiment has crystallized fully upon his successor,
however, anxious his followers and
those of Governor Roosevelt may be
to draw some such abdication from

International Newsreel Photo
Ostensibly ex-Gov. Al Smith Is wishing Franklin D. Roosevelt,
the incumbent governor, the
best of luck on
Ids fishing (rip In
Peconic Bay.
Political observers place another angle on the situation. They
believe that Smith will sacrifice his presidential ambitions to climb
on the Roosevelt bandwagon and that he will name Roosevelt
as his
choke for the Democratic presidential nomination.

Smith, Roosevelt, Grace
N. Y.Democrats' Confab

Wish Something Would RaPPeli
It would be a relief to both of
those thinly divided camps if something would. happen but today. nothing did.
With Roosevelt-for-President clubs
popping up all over the
country,
however, the embarrassment of the
friendly rivals bad not abated.
Mr. Smith did not attend a small
dinner given to Governor Roosevelt
last night. He pleaded A previous
engagement and dined with friends
at his favorite inn. When Mr. Smith
and the governor met by chance on
a fishing trip, this forenoon, they
exchanged harmless. pleasantries and
parted quickly.
It Was Basil O'Connor, the governor's former law partner, who arranged today's party.
AmOng the
guests he Invited
were James A.
Beim former insurance commissioner; Rep. John F. Carew; Morgan J.
O'Brien, Herbert and John McCooey,
Jr., eons of the Brooklyn
leader;
Morris S. Tremaine, state controller,
and Mrs. Charles F. Murphy. widow
of the late Tammany leader. Samuel Seabury, attorney
conducting
5everal Investigations into New York
city affairs, motored over from .'his
Southampton home.

Roosevelt's Popularity
Reported
Nationwide
Leaders in Luncheon Party of 250 Mum on
ii the Telegram's

Significance—Washington Sees Roose•
velt Boom Spreadin
g

Washington Correspondent
WASHINGTON, M a y
25.--Demoerotic leaders here are frankly astonished at the way in which the FrankHAMPTON RAYS. N. Y., July 25 (AP)—A group of about
250 lin Roosevelt boom, which started
months ago in the West and South,
Democrats, all good "Smith men" and "Roosevelt men,"
too, had
is sweeping the country.
lunch together here, today, with the leader of
their party and the
Roosevelt today Is • stronger than
man who, next year, may succeed him as
its standard bearer.
Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York.
ft WAN the largest gathering of Mate0
his predecessor in the gubernatorial
and national political figures at this so.
Yet the guests, Including Mr. office, was before the Democratic naLong Island town since the days of Smith and Governor Roosevelt, all
tional convention in 1925. He has
Chitties F. Murphy. when the place knew somethtng along that line had
the whole-hearted and enthusiastic
was the stamping ground of north- been expected • by the governor's
support of the southern Democratic
backers.
rn Democracy.
leaders who were only reluctantly for
Nornian E. Mack, Democratic nitIf the luncheon 'advanced the
Smith and even predicted his defeat.
amcommitteemen. Jetties A. Farbitions of Oov. Franklin D. Roosevelt'
Even the statement during the past
tl°nal
toward party leadership and the 1932 1 ley, Democratic state chairman; Ed- week of Dr. Arthur J. Barton of At.ward .1. Flynn, secretary ofstat
te. a
l nd
nOrninathot for the pi esIdency, therP
say
Uin
ta,
Ga., chairman of the executive
,I
ate
wan none In the party who would
committee of the Anti-Saloon League
to - trh e. t
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c;a1 Afigures
jcaein
talked
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In 1919 she went to Europe and
tery in memory of the Canadians of
this country who died in the war. I in 1920
Chattanog.)
relieved
the
Superimposed upon the face of the as flagship of the commander of U. S.
cross, nearly 16 feet above the naval forces in Europe. She was reground, Is a medieval sword, six feet called in 1921 and returned to Phillong.
adelphia where she was decommigsioned. In 1922, she was again placed
in commission and returned to her
former station and duty in Europe.
The parade of the American Legion From then until 1926 she visited
convention last fall, with between many ports in
England, Ireland,
75,000 and 80,000 marchers, was one Wales, Scotland, France, Italy,
Gerof the most spectacular and impres- many, Holland,
Belgium. Danzig
sive the Hub ever saw.
(free city), Sweden, Finland, DenBut Legionnaires from all over the mark, Esthonia,
Latvia, Spain, Porcountry, and particularly Detroit, tugal,
Turkey,
Greece,
Albania,
where the next annual conven — on Egypt,
Sicily, Algers, Tunisia, Sarwill be, are already planning a "bigger
dinia, Corsica. Crete, Jugo Slavia and
and better" demonstration.
Malta,
Gen. Guy M. Wilson, chairman of
In July, 1926, she returned to the
the parade committee, predicts that
New York navy yard, was overhauled
there will be at least 25 per cent more
in October to
the
marchers In line in Detroit than in and proceeded
Boston, but that, because the middle Asiatic station via Panama Canal,
western city has wider streets and San Diego, Honolulu and Guam, and
only one turn will be necessary, the relieved the Huron as flagship of the
parade will not last the seven hours commander-in-chief of the Asiatic
fleet. She then listed ports in China,
It did in Boston.
Manchuria, Japan and French IndoChina and made a cruise to several
of the southern Philippine islands
One of the most glamorous of all Indo-China, Siam, Straits
Settlethe navy's fighting ships is the U. S. She was relieved as
flagship in FebS. Pittsburgh, recently ordered to the ruary, 1931, and
started immediatenavy yard at Norfolk, Va., for ulti- ly on a
six weeks' cruise with the
mate decommission. The Pittsburgh
governor-general of the Philippines
Is the last of the coal-burning cruisto French Indo-China, Siam, Straits
ers and officials believe that she has
,
more foreign ports than any other Settlements, Sumatra, Bali.
Celebes and British Northeast Borneo.
ship in the navy.
She
returned in April and proceeded
The U. S. S. Pittsburgh was authorized in 1899, launched in August, to the Norfolk navy yard via Colombo.
Num
Alexandria, Naples, Villefran1903, and commissioned
March 9,
1905. A cruiser of the second line, che and Gibraltar
for
decommissioning and final disposition.
has a normal oisplacement of 13,680
The Pittsburgh is the last of the
tons length over all 504 feet, beam
feet, mean draft of 4.1 feet, "Armored Cruiser Squadron" and In
of
trial speed of 22.44 knots. Armament her lifetime has probably visited 'nor,
consists of four 8," ten 6", eight 3" places throughout the
world
and
(including 2 anti-aircrafts) two 1- steamed more miles than any fightpounders, four 3-pounders and one ing ship We have ever had.
3" 23 caliber field gun.
She Joined the Colorado (Pueblo).
(Huntington)
and
West Virginia
being
upon
Maryland (Frederick)
commissioned and they become "Big
4". Reviewed by President Roosevelt in Oyster Bay and then left for
China via France and the Suez. Returned to the United States in 1908
and the "Big 4" Joined the Tennessee
(Memphis) and Washington (Seattle)
and the group became the "Armored
cruiser squadron." These plus the
St. Louis
Oregon, Charleston and
were the only units of the fleet on
the Pacific coast at that time.
From 1908 to 1916 she operated
with the fleet from Bremerton t3
of
Magdalena bay and west coast
South America. In 1911, Pugene Fly,
and
took
landed
aviator,
on
a pioneer
off from a especially built platform
on the quarterdeck while th, ship
was anchored in San Francisco bay.
This ,as the first successful attempt
to accomplish the feat. In 1912, the
HAYC-,?Hikg,
Pennsylvania crossed the Pacific to
China. visited there and in the Philippines and returned the same way.
In 1914 the name was changed to
the Pittsburgh.
In 1916 and 1917, until the war
r as declared, she carried the flag
,,f the C-in-C Pacific Reserve Fleet,
..nd operated on the west coast of the
united States and Mexico. Upon our
entry into the war, she was ordered
.,. the Atlantic through the Panama
Canal and assigned patrol duty off
I he coast of Brazil and southward
She based on Rio de Janeiro and
Ited Montevideo, Buenos Aires and
.1,
Victoria. Brazil, at intervals.

Legion Parade in Detroit
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TOWERS SONS
OF ST. GEORGE
( FINANCE HEAD
Walter H. Towers of Brockton
was honored by being elected chairman of the finance committee at
the 43rd annual convo.ntion of the
American Order, Sons of St. George,
Friday and Saturday at the Hotel
,Bradford, Boston. W. Herbert Heamen of East Boston, was elected
'grand president. Thomas W. Hunter was a delegate from the Earl
•Shaftsbury lodge, Brockton.

U. S. S. Pittsburgh

aavr.

WALTER

H. TOWERS

The convention was welcomed to
Boston by Mayor Cujley. An impressive me
'ice followed.
The gorup then enjoyed a sail to
Pemberton where they were Presented with an elaborate banquet
by the city of Boston. A reception
and banquet followed by a ball was
hold at the Hotel Bradford.
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By the Paragrapher"
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Chicago gangsters had better look out.
Mayor Cermak has got one of the shillelahg
Mayor Curley brought home from Ireland.
* * * *
succeeds
in the effort to help GerIf it
many, the experience should enable the
world to help itself with increased success.
* * * *
search is b ig made for
nation-wide
A
Washington;
a man who looks like Geor
finding one
chan
o
better
there's
a
and
an who acts
than there is of finding .
like the Father of the Cetun

Motrepolitan District Oornmillspeaker.
sioner Bayrd was the next
'Ma or
IsXe paid a glowing tribute to
Casassa, whose foresight and
tiring efforts had helped make
at
overpitss possible. He said
the
he tsealized the great value that
overpass would be to thousands of
meitorists each Year and acoepted
state
the overpass in behalf of the
commisand Metropolitan District
sion.
Tsaffic Commissioner Conry, the
rap
next speaker, took occasion to
the illoston Police department by
Comof
commenting on a remark
issioner Bayrd's to the effect that
-department
the Metropolitan police
REVERE, July 25.—State is the best in New England. He
with him and
and city officials combined said that heheagreed
could not say ad
that
noted
eximpressive
yesterday at
much for the Boston police. He
ercises marking the dedica- commended Mayor Casassa for his
in obtaining the overpass.
tion of the new overpass at efforts
Mayor Manning of Lynn and
boulevard
the
of
junction
the
Mayor Perkins of Melrose were inassembly, after
and Broadway. Amid the troduced to the
Mayor Casassa cut the ribwhich
music,
martial
of
sound
bon and Mrs. Casassa, seated in a
Mayor Andrew A. Casassa ,light coupe, drove the first car
was followed by the tire
cut the ribbon throwing this over. She
chief's car in which some of the
traffic highway open to guests
were seated. The next car
Disthe public, and Airs. Casassa in line was the Metropolitan Capt.
commissio_n car with
trict
She
over.
car
first
drove the
John J. Murphy, Capt. Edward /g.
was followed by other auto- Woods, the Rev. George Roach and
mobiles containing visiting other guests.
The new overpass permits a con• • tinuous
officials.
flow of traffic in all direcGov. Joseph B. Ely was untions. It was erected by M. Mcbut
was repcontractor.
able to attend
Donough, well-known
resented by _Frank M. Bayard
at a cost of El80010.
of Malden, a member of the
_
Metropolitan District commisSO,
perprominent
sion. Other
sonage included Boston's traffic commissioner, Joseph A.
Conroy, who represented the
mayor of Roston; Major J.
J illy 21
foradoeManning of Lynn; Mayor
(INs.)—
Robert .1. Perkins of Melrose:
Ma3or James M. Curley's mythiA. C. itatehesky, American
cal cow had 'brat'iies of spendambassador to Czecho-Slovakia,
ing the summer browsing arOund
who accompanied Traffic Comthe new Roston post office site
missioner Conroy; J. E. Lawrenoc, district engineer of the
today following the declaration
public
state
department of
of a strike by union hoisting enworks, who supervised congineers who protested against
struction of the overpass, and
hat lug an engineer, not a memseveral others, including the
ber of their union, unloading
Revere city councilmen and
other cUy officials.
steel from trains to trucks at tile
The ()fetal dedication party asBoston & Maine y ards.
sembled at city hall just before 4
The striking hoisting engin'clock and at that hour, led by
eers, who were engaged in setting
Gore's militany band, marched the
up the heavy steel beams used in
short stretch of Broadway to the
had
R0;8 crowd
overpass. A
the construction of the new post
for
the
assembled
exercises and
office, may by their action, Influgreets the marchers with apaplause
ence the Iron workers anti teamwhen they reached the reviewing
sters to wail out also, it was
stand.
Mayor Casassia opened the exfeared, unless a conference al the
ercises by expretraing his appreiqabuilding site today settles the
than to all those who asskt(xl in
sit uat ion,
any way toward having the legislature authorize the construction
of the new artery. He praised she
and Mayor John J Whalen of Cheland Mayor John J. Whale of Chel9
1,
1
)
.
sea in agreeing to each costrithut•
$6000 toward the cost. He said
BY
MAYOR
SEEN
CURLEY
that Revere was burdened by the
number of motorists who
large
€, TELEVISION ON LINER
travel itet highways as the entrance
S. S. LEVIATHAN,
N ROUTE
to the North Shore but said that TO
HALIFAX, July
(—Mayor
Revere woulki cheerfully stand its
share of the cost of construction of Curley speaking from stai ion WIXAV
the overpass aa it was a boon to in Boston was seen and heard on the
motorists as a w'hole and tthe con- Leviathan tonight in a television
struction of this overpass marked broadcast despite heavy static.
itecv era insorar ns eliminating
traffic congestion ha. misname&

NUN OVERPASS
:4f IS DEDICATED

"Boon To Motorists"
Speakers At
Revere
---

new

STRIKE DELAYS WORK
AT HUB POST OFFICE
RosTON,

r,V

Citizens Protest Gas
Service Charge
Business Men, Housewives, Landlords Mobilizing in
Boston and Suburbs to Repeal Utilities
Commission's Decision
tricity for illumination, is in constant
By Monroe Mason
Boston's gas consumers have been fear of having the meter locked off if
precipitated into a controversy which the monthly statement is ignored
for several months has been brew- Failure to pay for these "mysteriout
ing. Its ramifications were not re- 'calculations" of the Consolidated Gas
vealed until within recent weeks meter reader means instant cutting
when scores of disseisfied landlords, off of light and heat.
Now comes the "service charge"-'business men and housewives organized against the Consolidated Gas Co. a fandangled efficiency monopolistic
protesting its service charges sanc- monstrosity for adding financial retioned by the Public Utilities Com- venue to the coffers of this huge gat.:
combine. Thousands of gas consummission.
Several cities and towns within the ers are thinking and using the above
Metropolitan District have taken the language when they discuss this polinitiative from the Hub and are or- icy of tacking on their gas bills--a
ganizing gas consumers protesting little more—for what!
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
units in order to defy this huge gas
octopus as they term it, in continu- is leading a gas consumers' organiing to add a service charge each zation to battle this service charge.
month to gas bills after meater read- Mayors of surrounding cities of Bosings. Before electricity became a ton have taken up the cudgels awidespread illuminating factor in gainst the Consolidated Gas Co. The
homes, factories and sky-scrapers of Public Utilities Commission has nevthe nation including Boston and its er receded from its position in besuburban centers, gas illumination half of the gas combine who control
was universal especially among the this commodity. The Commission
middle and poorer classes. Electri- may invoke a compromise yet the
cal illumination and its appliances Commonwealth needs revenue. Taxincluding radio reception apparatus ing net earnings of public utilities
has, within the past five years, out- is one of the great items of tangibles
distanced gas consumption. They that the state government relies upare used by all groups, rich and poor, on to make public improvements.
who buy all sorts of doodads for Combines must make money in order
hook-ups, to cook, read and see by to have their earnings taxed. The
day or night. Even ice has been dis- poor and rich consumers are indicarded for keeping foods pure, and rectly taxed to pay for operation of a
ventilating and cooling systems have public utility sanctioned by the state
However, there is a
been installed with electricity as the and nation.
key furnishing the power for proper question in the writer's mind of the
control of these contraptions. Gas is wisdom of tacking on to a poor gas
yet an economic utility in homes, ho- consumer's bill during this period of
tels, chain restaurants and bakeries world-wide financial depression, a
for baking and cooking for the service charge.
family also the preparation of foods
The Consolidated Gas Co. should
for retail and wholesale consump- consider that a monopoly can be destion. Measuring gas by meter is a troyed like a nation. A franchise is
very delicate operation. The gas not worth "Hannah Cooke" if politconsumer does not usually understand ical firebrands throw discretion to the
this mysterious meter reading pro- winds and legislate to revoke a charcess. The gas-man appears at inter- ter when a public utility corporation,
vals during each month of the year manipulated by managing directors,
to 0. K. a gas meter with his book force consumers of its product to acand pencil and proceeds to tally cept a policy without considering
whether or not there is a flaw in the present conditions or subsequent reflow thru the pipes or a leak from sults. A violent political tide is risthe main in the street. He adds his ing. To forecast at this time who
totals mechanically for a mass con- will be at the helm of the ship of
;olidaticn of figures to complete a state and the nation when the water
:abulation in order to reach an "accuis high would be impossible. All
rate conclusion" to mail each conthat the keen observer can do is
monthly
;timer a
gas bill.
The distracted gas consumer, espe- watch the people and warn those in
rowNer./
4allv the poor who can't affo-A

Boston Sends
Its Message
To Aviators
BOSTON, July 30 (A') — Official
Boston today joined with the man in
the street in the enthusiasm created
by the flight of Russell Boardman and
John Polando from New York to
Istanbul, Turkey.
''The city of Boston extends most
hearty congratulations to you upon
the honor which you bring to Boston
through your successful flight to ,
Turkey," Mayor James M. Curley
cabled to Boardman.
May2 .4
.w.k.x informed Boardman
that a silver victory cup which the !
city procured to present to him in !
connection with a contemplated flight(
to Europe in September, 1930, would !
be presented upon his return here.'
The flight which Boardman planned
last fall was in the interest of the
American Legion national convention
held in Boston and was abandoned
after his plane was destroyed by fire.
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STATE DEMOCRATS
SELECT SEORVICK
Former Harvard Athlete Is
Chosen Committee Treasurer at Wrentham
1 special Dispatch to

The Gazette
July 30. — Unanimous
vote elected Robert Minturn "Duke"
SedgwIck. former Harvard athlete
BOSTON.

treasurer of the Democratic State
committee. yesterday, at a meeting
in Wrentham.
Sedgwick, prominent anti-prohibitionist, and son-in-law of Rev. Dr.
Endicott Peabody, headmaster of Groton school, is representative of the
Harvard
wing of
the Democratic
party, which has been on unfriendly
terms with Mayor purify.
He succeeds 4:10411e1 P. W.
murdoek,
of Everett, }tined in an
accident two
:eoliths ago in New York. Former
c'oairman Charles H. McGlue
nomirLted sedgwick and Charles F.
Reardon, former treasurer, and
present
.ice chairman, seconded.
There was no discussion of
the rumors that Chairman Frank
hue, who presided, will resignJ, Dono-

CHURCHMEN ATTEND 1,,,,,,,,r,,,,.Ifirieitonma,ni
O'CONNELL FUNERAL
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Af, of Newburgh, 1....r. Y.: Very Rev.
. Guerin, C. S. S. R., and Rev. Paul sweeter man than my brother," said
Doge', C. S. S. R., of the Mission the cardinal. "He was a man of high
It
church, Boston; Rev. William M. . traits, of great character and a lover
was
Stinson. S. .1., or Boston college; I of the simple things in life. He
Cardinal Delivers Brief Eulogy Rev. C. E. Sheridan of Belmont; ever ready to aid in every charity
kind and good
Rev. William .1. Gorman of St. John's and he always had a
at Brother's Services—Digman.
seminary, Brighton; Rev. Daniel F. word for his fellow
nitaries Present.
"One of the sweetest memories of
Gorman, West Lynn; Rev. S. Lonerolder
gan, Shirley; Rev. E. B. Connelly, my life," he declared, "was my
her and
The funeral of Llik• O'Connell, 0. M. I., Seattle, Wash.; Rev. Charles brother's love for my fat
mother.'Ms boyhood was a cheerful
brother of William Cardinal O'Con- A. Finn, St. John's seminary, Brighone and his affection for his parents
McQuaid,
Owen
O.
bon;
P.
M.
14,
Rev.
nell of Boston, Was held yesterday
younger brothers was deepTewksbury; Very Rev. James H. Do- and
morning at 9 o'clock from his home,
rooted, lie was w man who wanted
Boston
Rev,
president
college;
of
Ian,
nothing of what the worldly man
64 Fay street, and was attended by
M. J. Scanlon of Chelsea; Rev. A. F.
chtmoh dignitaries anti priests as
wants. He was not concerned in
Margaret's church:
well as many noted men of the na.- 341eQuaid, St.
such matters. His family life was
Rev. William W. Noonan, 0. M. T., D.
tion, state and city.
ideal end beyond it his only chief
Rev. J. L. interest was in his church-. On his
The Sacred Heart church, where C, L, Washington, 1').
!Tully,
Newhimgh,
N.
T.;
0.
of
M.
I.,
the funeral mass was celebrated at
coat lapel he wore no insignia other
10.15 o'clock, was crowded long be- Rev. C. F. Barry, 0. M. T., Buffalo, than that of the Sacred Heart, his
BoaN.
Y.: Rev. Aloysius G. Madden,
fore the funeral arrived there. CarHoly Name pin. I always regarded
jnal O'Connell presided at the mass ton: Rev. Joseph F. Boyd, 0. M. I., my brother as a saint.
,Immaculate
Conception
church;
Rev.
ind also
esent in the sanctilar3
"I feel very deeply the loss of him
`4em Rt Rev. John B. Peterson, D. D., Dennis .1. Maguire, pastor of St.
who in childhood days I called my
'
flita's
Thomas
P.
church:
Rev.
1nxi liary bishop of Boston.
The
big brother. He always told me how
ardinal's escort consisted of Rt. Rev.Frawley, Peabody: Rev. P. DI Millo
Rev.of
Emmanuel college, Boston; Rev, proud he was of his brother, hut he
Msgr. M. J. Spillane and Rt.
T. F. Markham, Haverhill: Rey, little knew how proud I was of My
Msgr.Richard.
older brother. A born gentleman, the
At the close of mass Cardinal James H. Phalan, Marlboro; Rev,
Rainh Farrell of the Massachusetts honor and dignity he gave to his own
O'Connell, in a brief eulogy. spoke of
mediated life was that of noble ho, state prison; Rev. Albert L. McDer _
the high character and manly
men of
of his brother and referred to him rtiott, 0. M. I., Tewkabitry; Rey. ?flinty. He was one of those
beautiful, noble traits whose quiet:
as a sweet and gentle Man whose Charles N. Cunningham, Dorchester;
presence make the world a little
quiet, secluded life was one of great Rev. J. Andrew Cary, 0. M. I., Ottodevotion to Ilia family, his church wa university, Canada; Rev. John J. brighter. I thank you for your presand his fellow man. "Men who live Fletcher, Boston; Rev. Edward J. ence here today and I ask you to
such live as his," said the cardinal, Campbell, Boston; Rev. T. J. Fahey, pray for the repose of his sold."
"make this worm o a much brighter Walpole; Rev. 11. .J. Quinlan, Boston;
The bearers were John Cutlery,
Rev... F. Fitrsi mons Boston;
place to live in."
John :Mullaney,
William Sullivan
Joseph F. Bonner, Lowell; Rev. A. J. John Davey, Henr
'y Kirkpatrick and
1
The funeral cortege reached the Pimental,
Cambridge; Rey. Joseph H. I.
rhomas Sheahan. The ushers at the.
church' about 10.15 o'clock, at which Reardon
and Rev, Daniel F. Leahy, I
, home were • John Mona ney jr., Wiltime the church was crowded. Pas- East Pepperell;
Rev. John E. Killion,
Ilan? Holden, Charles 1-1olden and
ton
'
, of local churches took their Merrimac:
Rev. Joseph T. Grillo, St.
George Hafford. The church ushers
'places in the sanctoary and the large Anthony's
church; Rev. 14'. G. Martin,
were James H. Cowell, Thomas Lintdelegation of priests of the diocese Gloucester; Rev. Antonio da Silva
filled several front pews on both Figueira,
hen, John Neary, Francis Reardon,
Cambridge; Rev. Edmund
sides.
The cardinal then entered, ; Daly, Lawrence; Rev. F. J. Halloran, Eugene Sweeney and John Dean.
followed by Bishop Peterson, and I Wakefield;
The Holy Name SocietN of the SaRev, M. F. Madden, RanMsgrs. Spillane and Burke, escort to dolph; Be'.'. G. P. Berneche,
O. M. I., cred Heart church was represented
the cardinal. His Eminence °cell- Ste. Marie's church,
South Lowell, by Timothy J. Sullivan, Michael D.
pied a throne on the left, of the en....
and Rev. George A. Gately of Maple- 'Mahoney, Michael Kelleher, James E.
, The solemn funeral mass was then wood.
Burns, Eugene F. Flynn and Thomas
celebrated by Rev. William .1. KirState
and national
dignitaries J. Sheehan. There were also deiewin, 0. M. I., pastor of the Sacred
Rations of nuns from St. John's hotsHeart church. The deacon was Rev, seated among the congregation were pital, the Grey Nuns of the ImmacWilliam A. Dacey of the Holy Cross State Treasurer Charles F. Httriey
Mate Conception mchool, Sisters of
cathedral in Boston, a nephew of the and his aide, Capt. William H. liar.
L.lanies M. gns,Ley of St. Mary from the Sacred Heart condeceated, and the sub-deacon was Henn Jr.; MaLo
supreme di- vent and Sisters of St. Joseph from
,rrift,
c
Rev. T. Franklin Wood, 0. M. I. The Boston; John—R. .
master of ceremonies was Rev. Wit. rector of the Knights of Columbus; Keith .1-Iall.
U. Col. Francis B. Logan, Past. DisThe burial was in the family lot
nem D. McFadden, 0. M. I, D C. L.
trict Deputy John V. Donoghue of in St. PatrIck'a cemetery, where the
The clerical delegatiou, seated in
the Knights of Columbus and many committal prayers were read by'Rev,
the sanctuary and the front news, others.
William A. Dacey, a nephew, assisted
was as follows: Very Rev. T. Wade
The church choir, under the direc- hy priests who were present at the
Smith,
0.
M.
I.
provincial of the lion of Organist Mrs. Veronica Barr
,
Oblate order; Very Rev. J. EugeneGonyea, sang the Gregorian chant mass. Funeral arrangements were
Undertakers Mahoney
Turcotte, O. M. I., provincial of the and at the offertory Raymond J. Kel- I in charge of
Bros.
French Oblate province; Rev. Dennis ley sang "Pie Jesm" After the eleTraffic about the church and to the
A. Sullivan, 0. XL I., pastor of the vation James Murphy sang "0 Mencemetery was in charge of a squad
Immaculate Conception church; Rev. tam Passion's," and other soloists
of local police under the direction of
John J. Shaw, pastor of St. Michael's of the mess were James E. Donnelly,
Lt. Martin Cononns and Sergt. Edchurch; Rev. John .T. McGdrry, D. C. Mae Rynne, May Ella Burke and ward F. Connors.
h., pastor of St. Patrick's church; John McMahon. The '"De ProfunRev. Charles J. Galligan, pastor of dis" was sung y Mr. McMahon.
After the "Requiescat," Cardinal
St. Margaret's church; Rev. Lou is G.
Bachand, 0. M. I., pastor of St Jo- O'Connell advanced to the sanctuary
steps briefly to eulogize his brother.
Reph's church, Rev...loseph A. Curtin,
With voice filled with emotion and
pastor of St. John's' church, North so
that it was hardly audible
Chelmsford; Rev, Thome?, J. Ileagto those seated beyond the first few
ney of St. Michael's church; Rev, pews he thanked all those present
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kf Caught Off the Air

Doings of the Day
Work on rebuilding the tower of
the old State house, Washington and
Henry Segal, 44, of 22 Lithow street, state streets. Boston, will begin
arraigned
Dorchester, was
before shortly. Bids for the contract will
Judge Thomas H. Dowd in the Boa- be opened at the office of the Boston
ton municipal court yesterday after- superintendent of public buildings,
noon for conspiracy to steal e.3300 John P. Englert, Tuesday, and MA
from Harry Flax, 79, of 51 Poplar Curl= said yesterday that the
street. A warrant for Segal's arrest wile completed within 30 days.
was granted after a three-hour hear- Several leaks developed in the roof
lag in which George Alpert appeared Of the tower a few weeks ago and
for Mr. Flax.
Flax
According to - Superintendent Englert sought bids
Segal told him that Segal had a for applying new sheeting. Following
brother in the public welfare depart- erection of a scaffolding, however,
ment and would see to It that Flax examination showed that the Umcould draw a $20 per week pension hers some of which were charred
under the old age pension act. Upon by
fire a few years ago, and others
Segal% representations, Flax says he of which had rotted from
age, would
parted with $3300, turning this all have to be replaced. As a result
money over to a third person. Segal
the bids received for the sheeting
pleaded not guilty and furnished
work were rejected and a new con$2000 ball for a, hearing July 31.
tract
advertised for the entire job of
The plunge, of her mother into a rebuildine the
tower
six-foot deep pool on the Sylvia Ware
ren estate, Dedham street, Dover, and
SW
the prompt response of the Needham
fire department with an inhalator,
yesterday, saved the life of Elizabeth
Short, three, daughter of Mrs. Eleanor
Short, who works on the estate. The
mother missed the child while at her
duties, and a search of the grounds
revealed her beneath the waters of
the still pool. Bubbles were rising to
the surface when the mother leaped
in and pulled her daughter out. T.
Robert Quinla_i, fireman, brought the
inhalator on an emergency call and
Dr. David E. Mass of Needham revived and treated Elizabeth.
Emma DePatsy, two years old, was
fatally injured at West Boylston, last
night, when she was struck by an automobils operated by the Rev. Hiram
T. Carpenter of Springfield. The girl
was attempting to join playmates on
the opposite side of the street when
she was struck.
It was John Adamski's 21st birthday yesterday and he celebrated it by
rescuing Anthony Calvanesi, nine,
from the Connecticut river. The boy,
who lives at 80 York street, was left
stranded In a leaky boat when two
chums deserted him. The boat, without oars, floated down the river and
was on the point of sinking when
Adamski's attention was called. He
swam out to the boat and tov,ed It
to shore.
The proposed new Newton City hall
and war memorial will be erected at
a cost of about $850,000, Building
C. Chadwick
Commissioner Cecil
stated last night after the commitMISS ELIZABETH HOOGASIAN
18 contracfrom
tee examined bids
tors. It was stated that the bids will
The newly'appointed primate of the
be further studied by Mayor Weeks
Armenian Church of America, the
and the aldermen before the contract
will
which
building,
is awarded. The
1Rt. Rev. Bishop Leon Toorian, who is
be three stories and of Georgian coloI on a tour of America and visiting in
nial brick, will be at the corner of
Worcester, will celebrate the solemn
Homer street, Commonwealth avenue
and Walnut street.
high mass tomorrow morning at 11
governfederal
and
state
The city,
o'clock in the Church of Our Saviour,
ments yesterday decided to take some
Laurel Street.
OX the $8000 profits which Mrs. Roes
Bishop Toorian will be a guest of
Branchini, 33, of 735 Liberty street,
honor at a banquet and a reception
Springfield, admitted in district court
In
the Lobster Garden, Pearl Street
In that city, were made from bootlegMonday night at 7.30.
ging during two years in business.
Miss Elizabeth Hoogasian, well
The case was continued to July 29.
known as a soloist, will give a group
When the city, state and federal
songs. Miss Hoogaslan, who is a
of
assessments against her savings are
mezzo soprano, will have as her acknow Judge Heady will impose fines
companist Miss Agnes Melikian,
of $5000 to $3000 in Springfield banks
The Rev. Haroutune Toumanian,

60
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Will Sing at
Bishop's Banquet 1

to regain money paid Mrs. Branchini

by the welfare department for her
support after the death of her husband four years ago.

pastor of the Church of Our Saviour,
will assist at the mass tomorrow and
be a guest at the banquet. Mayor
O'Hara will also be a guest, with other
city officials. Bishop Toorian, while
in Boston before coming to Worcester,
was the guest of Mayor Curley who
presented 1. n a cane,—^".--".

I

I see that Malig Curled' plans to
rebuild the tower of the Old State
House. The roof leaks, and the
Boston mayor is for stopping all
leaks. However, a news headline
says he plans to "build a new
tower" on the old building. WouldThe Old
n't that be sacrilege?
State House is historic, the real
home of The Sacred Cod.
And speaking of The Sacred Cod,
I know a Quincy man who claims
that it was from
this historic
Massachusetts fish that the English
got the interjection, or near-swearword, "Ecod." You see it in some
of the old novels, you know. This
Quincy man declares that some of
the provincial
travelers in this
country, from England, heard the
!Cape Cod fisherman exclaim, when
they pulled in a particularly large
and lusty cod fish, "He cod!" The
fishermen, of course, merely were
their conviction, and
expressing
satisfaction. The Englishmen, according to this Quincyite, promptly
appropriated the expression as a
sort of expletive, whenever they
felt enthusiastic over a person or
thing. Hence such phrases as "He
was a fine man, ecod!" Only the
English, you understand, being accustomed to drop their h's, did so
In this ease. Thus "He cod" became from them, "Ecod." I can't
vouch for the truth of the story.
But so language develops, and poor
hnmankind learns to express itself!
,vAria
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James M. Curley, mayor of Boston,
visit' Nantuent last Saturday with
his two sons, Leo and George. Mayor
Curley was the week-end guest of
City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan on
his yacht and came over to Nantucket
for a brief visit, ostensibly to pay his
respects to John Terry, Nantucket's dyed-in-the-wool Democrat. The
yachting party came ashore, ten in
number, and were driven about town
for half an hour before boarding the
yacht again. Mayor Curley, who was
being driven around by Herbert
Murray, asked to be taken over to
"Tammany", which is the popular
name of "Honest John's" garage, and
there he renewed acquaintance with
his old friend and stopped for a few
minutes' chat. The Mayor also had
the opportunity to veldt another of
the island's Democrats—Selectman
Holland—who reminded him that he
Was still expecting to receive the
long-promised shellalah from Ireland.
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YouNGIVIAN SLAPS

BORON NNW
() AT CURLEY AGAIN
hATTY
( POST AND
Lieutenant-Governor Smiles
City and State Join in Congratulating Champion Globe
Circling Fliers.
DEAF MUTES SIGNAL CHEERS
Prompt

Arrival

of

Pair

Takes'

Civilian and Army Officials
by Surprise
Boston. July 21.—t API—City and
State joined today to honor Wiley Post
and Harold Gatty, whose recent roundthe-world flight shattered all records for
speed.
At City Hall, ala„etr James M. Curley
paid his tribute TO the men, whfirat
the State House, Governor Joseph B. Ely
told them that, if he was sure they
would fly the plane, he wouldn't object
to going around the world himself.
Along the streets noonday crowds.
held in check by police reserves, added
their bit to the applause. The aviators,
perched on the rear tonneau of a big
touring car, smilingly acknowledged the
tribute.
Their arrival at the East Boston Airport, an hour and a half after they had
taken off from Walden, N. Y., was so
.characteristic of the promptitude with
which they managed their globe girdling flight that it took everyone by
surprise.
The official committee had not arrived and the military and National
Guard planes which had been assigned
to welcome them were still warming up
their motors when the big white monoplane, Winnie Mae, glided to a skillful
landing. The men had made the trip.
at an average speed in excess of 175 miles
an hour despite heavy patches of fog
and a low ceiling.
At the Hotel Bradford the civic procession in their honor was halted long
enough for the aviators to refresh themselves With a shower bath and. incidentally, to receive the most unusual
welcome of the day.
A group of 100 deaf mutes. attending
a convention there, signalled their greetInge in the sign language.
Later. Post and Getty were guests of
of the Crosscup-Pishon Post of the
. American Legion. but managed to steal
• away long enough from that function
to be presented to the American Hotelmen's Association, which was meeting
in convention in the same hotel.
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He jibes Mayor of Boston at Hearing on Proposed Fire Rules

as

Counsel for the dry cleaners asked
an explanation of the new ruling governing their buainesa. At suggestion !
of the lieutenant-governer, represent- i
a riven of the trade will confer with
Marshal Reth.
Call Rules Prohlbltivff
Opposition was voiced to the pro- ,
posed regulations governing the use,,
transportation and storage of explosives. Dupont Powder company represtative attacked them as "prohibitive to the manufacturess and users."
It was also contended they would
add to the price of dynamite which
would have to he worked with the
manufacturer's name, that of the conslgneee and the truckman. Again, a
suggestion of a conference w a a
adopted and Reth will meet with
agents of the interested parties.
Sheldon K Wardwell, for the Massachusetts Electric & Gas association,
criticised the propdaed definition of
explosives, contending that gas and
electricity, coal and wood might be so
classed under the definition. He submitted a substitute definition. Another
hearing on some of the rules undoubtedly will be held by the council.
Rent said later that as a result of
lark of knowledge as to the provisions
of the new regulations, as shown at
the hearing, he would recommend that
the Legislature empower him to hold
public hearings before any reguls tory- '
4,
changes are suhmitted. At present,. 6
he may not hold such hearings, and
the executive council Is without such t
power. Reth said, although it held to-I
day's hearing at his suggestion.

From Our Special Reporter
Boston, July '22—Uncomplimentary
things that have been shooting back
and forth between Lieut-Goy W. S.
Youngman and Mayor James...)1Lcaira
l.ef Boston, in which exchange there
has been a loll for a time, were revived today during a hearing before
the governor's council on a list of
new rules and regulations offered by
State Fire Marshal John W. Reth
covering sale and use of fireworks,
light fuel oils and oil-burners and
dry-cleaning and dye, when the lieutenant-governor suggested, with a
broad smile, that the matter be referred to Mayor Curley to settle.
The remark came after a protestant of the regulations governing fireworks sales, said firecrackers of the
type banned by the marshal were sold
in Dorchester, the retailer declaring
he had police approval.
Many Offer Protests
The council chamber was crowded
when the hearings started, many oil
company representatives being presu
ent and offering protests to the rules
concerning the sale of light fuel oils
and oil-burners. All equipment manufacturers of the country, t:;taling 10,000, were represented. Their objection/4 were chiefly to RethS rule governing oils from 115 to 350 degrees
Fahrenheit flash point. It was declared
this limitation was In conflict with the
regulatione of the bureau of standards at Washington and of the underwriters.
It was aleo contended such regulation would create a hazard instead
of a safety measure and that some
oil-burners now in operation would
not conform to ignition requirements.
Standard Oil company of New York
representative contended there should
he no maximum degree regulating
the flash point of light oils, as the 150degree flash point would automatically
end the bulk of the fuel oil business
done with Industrial concerns.
Demands New Permits
On the fireworks regulations, Commissioner Reth said he had rescinded
all permits for the last nine years and
manufacturers and dealers are now
required to obtain new ones. He explained he took this action because he
itS trying to bring the business with- ,
in the actual scope of the law, many;
previously-received permits being beyond the authority Of his office under
the statute.
Dealer representative contended
Massachusetts fireworks dealers are
handicapped because explosives
banned in this state are easily obtained in New Hampshire, Rhole
and Connecticut. In many cases,
it was contenden, dealers are selectmen in their towns and sometimes the i
whole police department, and make ,
their own regulations. There are not
enough police tee enforce the law, it
was said.
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SMALL CROWD TURNS
OUT AT SPRINGFIELD
lif)GREET Won))FLIERS
A scant crowd of 125 persons
25 cents each yesterday

paid

morning to see
Harold

Gatty,

Wiley Post and
around-the-world

fliers, land at the Springfield airport unattended by the 12-plane
escort sent out to meet them— The
crowd was cordial but not enthusiastic.

Post and Gatty received
the admission money paid by the
morning crowd and $40 more front

the afternoon crowd, about $80 in
all. The escort had missed the
world fliers because the latter flew
at a height of 4,000 feet, while
the Springfield planes flew at 2,000.
Mayorriefey of Boston tea etut,y paid from his own
pocket the $10 storage bill which
Post and Getty refused to pay for
their plane to the Curtiss-Wright
Company, whose hangar they used
while at Boston.
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Comment of
t the Country
Roosevelt's Busy Friends.
From the Hartford Courant.
Although Gov. Roosevelt of New
York has not yet formally announeed
his candidacy for the presidential nomination of the Democratic Party, the
campaign which his friends have undertaken on his behalf has made impressive progress. Within the past
week, James A. Farley, the chairman
of the Democratic State Committee of
New York, has returned from an extended trip through the West, with
reports that Gov. Roosevelt is the outstanding favorite of the Democrats
beyond the Mississippi for the nominalieu. Still more significant is the recene announcement of Joseph (luffey
of Pennsylvania, where he is a power
in the Democratic Party, that its delegates to the national convention will
almost unanimously support the candidacy of the Governor.
Such pronouncements make plain
that the supporters of Gov. Roosevelt
have no fear that his candidacy will
suffer because It Is advanced a year
Ordinarily
before the conventions.
presidential candidates prefer not to
be too far in the lead at such an early
date, hut perhaps the friends of Gov.'
their
'Roosevelt have good reason for
activity. The opposition within the
is
Democratic Party to his nomination
not open, but is for the most part unheder cover. Apparently his friends
the
lieve that the hest way to prevent
on I)
"dark horses," such as Newt
g and
Youn
1).
Owen
Ohio,
of
Baker
forAlfred E. Smith, from becoming
e as
midable contenders is to pledg
advance
many leaders as possible in
of the convention.
Gaffey is
ll'he pronouncement of Mr.
se he
becau
orthy
notew
particularly
vigorous
was, in 1928, one of the most
of Gov.
supporters of the candidacy
cause
Smith. His enlistment in the
if Mr.
of Gov. Roosevelt means that,
renomination,
Smith intends to seek
for it.
he will be obliged to fight
rats elseWhether or not the Democ
influenced
where in the East will be
ns to be
by Mr. C;uffey's action remai
renomination
seen. Sentiment for the
strong in Conof Mr. Smith has been
and Rhode
necticut, Massachusetts
velt has
Island, although Gov. Roose
1%t=r
already made a convert of
thiDemo.
tgx,„,ot Boston. Perhaps
remain
crats of New England will
but if tie
loyal to "Al" to the end,
plainly can
wants a renomination, he
take nothing for granted.
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POST AND J'ArfrilY

The
Old Man
Recalls

NICAGO BOUND
Leave Springfield This Af
ternoon—Legicn Plans
Big Reception.

Crabbe said:
Better to love
amiss than nothing to have loved.
11411011=0
,

CURLEI's crETURL
that Mayor
repaint his bill
to
ses
propo
Curley
has scattered
boards, which he
and Conthroughout New England.
landscapes.
tinue to mar our
"reservoir of
If Boston it the
mayor now
culture" which your
would seem
asserts it to be, it
might includ,
that this culture
e in the mataranc
forbe
r
prope
a
.
ter of roadside signs eliminating
We are gradually
landscape
bill hoards from the of Boston's
glad
and we shall he
shall get rid
co-operation but we
or not Boston's
er
wheth
them
of
Hampshire's
culture joins New
perseverance.

I 'note with rc

Graves expressThus Dr. Robert J.
to the editor of
es himself in a letter
.
cript
the Boston Trans
a heading over
put
cript
Trans
The
"Does Culture
ng:
the letter readi
might have
It
?"
oards
Billb
Need
aptly, "Does
as
phrased this way just
For while
?"
oards
Billb
Need
, Curley
advertise
sedly
, the billboards suppo
re about
cultu
of
voir
reser
a
Boston as
them is
the most prominent thing on
tJee.
signa
hed
attac
y's
Mayor Curle
Most folks in New Hampshire
Conendorse the sentiments of the
some
cord physician. Incidentally
the
might feel more inclined to visit
were
reservoir of culture more often
II:3
Mayor Curley to cooperate with
efneighbors to the north in their
New
all
to
gers
fort to attract stran
England to see the scenery which his
signboards desecrate.
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Legion of Valor
( to Meet in Boston

24 (Iel
Springfield, Mass., July
Ma
e ti—Bidding good-bye to tr aled as
bee
setts where they had
airways,
heroes of the internation
, round
Wiley Post and Harold Gatty
on a nonthe world fliers, took off
their airstop flight for Chicago in at 2:10
plane the Winnie Mae
o'clock this afternoon.
their way
Post and Gatty winged
Chicago
de
outsi
rt
airpo
an
west to
be esfrom which point they will
rt, Chicorted to the Curtiss airpo the big
cago, by army planes for
e on ar,Saturday and Sunday recer
of the
ranged by the aviation post
city of
American Legion and the
Chicago.
ns witOnly a "handful" of perso
famous
nessed the takeoff of the
fliers.
gfield
Post and Gatty left Sprin
e
rywid
count
their
as
far
as
"broke"
Bruce
tour thus far was concerned.
BroadQuisenberry of the National
tour,
casting Co., in charge of the ment
state
was authority for the
even
that Post and Gatty were not said
he
paying expenses. However,
c spiritthat his company was publi
deficit.
ed enough to make up the
gate
Post and Gatty received no
The arrangement
receipts here.
have
had been that they were to
d airthe gate receipts at Springfiel
perport but less than a thousand
the
sons paid 25 cents each to see
y
fliers land and takeoff. The mone
ly
received at the gate was quick
airspent for airport expenses. The
port at its own expense refueled the
Winnie Mae and gave the fliers
hangar storage free of charge.
In Boston an airways company
attempted kr collect $10 for two
night's storage for the Winnie Mae
but Post and Gatty said they could
not pay it. Finally the bill was taken by Stanley W. White, representJaws AL Curley. It
; Maii
ir,
was sea" to city lialr-Whereay9s
Curley paid the bill from his ow%
pocketbook.
Post aad Gatty spent two days
.:nd two nights in rloston and a
ni&ht :Ind jfieeiewrammasmeifteli4:
. hey were accla m
rode about the city yenterdiy
1 but today sat quietly in their hotel
1 resting until they started west for
!Chicago on a non-stop flight.

„pri

Plans are being conini,!,ii for the
official welcome of tin- city of Boson the nine hundred members of the
Army and Navy Legion of' Valor who
will convene in Boston August 9 to
12 for their forty-first annual gathering. Boston was the place of the
first convention when the legion was
Congressional
the
received
organized in 1890 and the a .4p alhavc
or the Distinguished
convention has been held in liostonnedal of Honor
Lieutenant General
on three other years since ehatAhne,Service Cross.
n, M. N. G., retired.
Loga
L.
d
ago.
Edwa
years
ten
being
last
the
of
the chairmanship
The organization is composed of has accented
honorary committee
y's
Curle
r
ers
Mayo
r
of
the
memb
forme
or
members
ltair=likkeismat,440 jegion.
United States Army and Navy who to offie

wo :
c asre I 7•6,-*:i "04

OIL BURNER RULES
ARf DISAPPROVED

•

Gove nor's Council Asks
Fire Marshal for
New Set
Telegram Slate House Reporter
BOSTON, July 22.—The governor's
council today disapproved the rules
and regulations submitted by Fire
Marshal John W. Reth covering the
manufacture, sale and use of oil
burners, fuel oil. fireworks, explosives
and operation of dry cleansing establishments.
The council's action, although unexpected, was taken, it is understood,
to give opportunity to the fire
marshal and those interested in the
industries affected, to get together in
conferences, to draw up a new set
of rules that will meet with approval.
The action followed a hearing in
the forenoon, at which the personal
references that MayoLpwLey and
Lieut. Gov. Youngman
inhave
dulged in were renewed. Willie the
hearing was in progress the lieutenant
governor, with a broad smile on his
face, remarked to a protestant "refer
It to Mayor Curley."
Opposition to rules concerning the
sale of light fuel oil and oil burners
was led by Managing Secretary Clark
of the American 011 Burners Association, Inc., representing a membership
of 10,000. G. R. Christie, representing the Standard 011 Co. of New York,
said there should be no maximum
degree regulating the flesh point of
light oils.
When the rules governing the use
and sale of fireworks were taken up,
Fire Marshal Reth said
he had
rescinded all permits to manufacturers and dealers the past nine
years. This was done, he said, because he was endeavoring to bring
the business within the actual scope
of tf e law.
ON ',glow was made that eve
tering the state should be held up
I for contraband fireworl•:s.
The Dry Cleaners association opposed some of the rules for the leg::
lation of dry cleaning establishment,
but it was agreed the interested
parties would confer with toe fire
marshal.
Considerable opposition
expressed to the marshal's proposed
rules governing the use, transportation and storage of explosives. Elbridge K. Anderson, representing the
Dupont Powder Co. of Delaware, asserted they were prohibitive to manufacturer and user.
Because of the lack of knowledge
of the provisions of the new regulations, Marshal Reth said after the
hearing he would recommend that
the legislature empower him to hold
public hearings before any regulatory
,ges are submitted in the future.
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impracticable

COOLEY-YOUNGMAN
-FEUD DIMINISHES
Reference at Hearing Held
to Indicate Cessation
of Hostilities
BOSTON, July 23 (INS)—A lull
in the personal compliments which
Lieut. Gov. William S. Youngman and
Mayor James M. Curley have tossed
at each other, was ended yesterday
when the lieutenant governor, during a hearing before the governor's
council, suggested the matter under
discussion be given to Mayor Curley
to settle. "Refer it to Mayor Curley,"
said Youngman.
The incident occurred during a
crowded hearing on a list of new
rules and regulations offered by Frie
Marshal John W. Reth covering the
sale of fireworks, light fuel oils and
oil burners and dry cleaning and
dyeing.
The first of the long list of rules
considered was concerning the sale
of light fuel oils and oil burners. The
opposition to it was led by Managing Secretary Clark of the American
011 Burners Association, Inc., of New
York.
Rees Hazard Ahead
adoption
Clark maintained that
would create a hazard instead of a
safety measure and that some oil
burners now in operation would not
conform with the ignition requirements.
Clark seemed to voice the sentiments of all speakers that they were
anxious for any regulation the fire
marshal desires "that will not handicap companies nor fire departments."
G. L. Bussell, of Boston, wholesale
fireworks dealer, said that Massachusetts dealers are handicapped inasmuch as explosIxes banned in this
state are easily obtainable across the
lines in New Hampshire and Rhode
Island. In many cases he said dealers
were selectmen in their towns and
sometimes the whole police department and made their own regulations. "There are not enough police
to enforce the law," he added.
Dry Cleaners Involved
Counsel for the Dry Cleaners Asso‘iation of Massachusetts sought exianation of several rules regarding
ae industry and at the suggestion of
Lieut. Governor Youngman representatives of the trade will contrr with
Marshal Reth in an endeavor to iron
tuft their differences.
was exConsiderable opposition
pressed to the marshal's proposed
rulrs governing the use, transportation and storage of explosives. Elbridge R. Anderson, representing the
Dupont Powder Company of Deeware, attacked the regulations as
"prohibitive to th3 manufacturers
and users."
As a result of the lack of knowlelge as to the provisions of the new
regulations, demonstrated at yesterday's hearing before the council,
Marshal Reth this afternoon said he
would recommend that the Legislature empower him to hold public
hearings
any
before
regulatory
changes are submitted.

mzur
The suggestion
which
Curley makes to Pres. Hoover that
he call a special session of Congress
for the purpose of appropriating
$1,000,000,000 for immediate completion of public buildings, to the extent of $550,000,000, and $375,000,000
for flood control Fork, is impracticable, in the light of development of
the last few months. The fact that
the economic situation is getting no
worse, and the fact that it is improving somewhat is sufficient reason
why the Federal government should
go slowly in attempting such a program as that which Mayor Curley
suggests. The motive is the best, but
the efficacy of the method is questionable.
The Federal government faced an
empty treasury when Congress adjourned last march. The government's income has beer, greatly reduced the past year. The demands
upon its resources have been heavy.
The persons who would benefit to a
negligible degree by Mayor Curley's
suggestion would have to pay the
bills which his plan suggests.
The European situation has been
mentioned, and the suggestion made
that charity shown to European
powers should also be shown to citizens of this country. The European
plan, if it becomes effective, will help
this country, and to a very great
extent, especially if attempts are
made to go further and curtail
armaments, which are colossal in
annual output, as compared with the
sum of money involved in a year's ;
moratorium with war debts.
The soldiers' insurance plan was
put through by Congress, wiy1 *
dreams of considerable relief, and vk
pronounced stimulus to buying, but
the actual effect has not been as farreaching as some felt it would be.
It is doubtful if a special session

of

Congress should be called, with
immediate
appropriation
of
$1,000,000,000 in order to provide
Work for those, who, in turn and in
time, would be compelled to bear
the
brunt of the burden.
an
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Famed Airmen Ride With Mayor Curley

I

,•.1 Press Photo
,
'Aiar, t ;41 Vied them around the ‘voritl
WillItie
,
.
11101111111:1111
IN iley Post and Harold (.ally,
ykileil
111(.1'
the ar, la in of I:, i "II'. I limi,n lids when
faster limn 11111111111 II:IS ex el gone before, heard
Nio).., Joioe, NI, Curley iillllle(liatel)' after
's Mein in autontoldi, oil
that .•ii y yestetalaN . I hoc() sl
re:pe, is io GoN eruor I.:1.
ihe:% hod !teen to (II, -,1,o 0 House In pay their
the
Y., was so characteristic of
promptitude with which they managed their globe-girdling flight that
it took everyone by surprise.
The official committee had not arrived and the military and National
Guard planes which had been assigned to welcome them were still
warming up their motors when the
monoplane, Winnie Mae,
white
•glided to a skillful landing. The men
had made the trip at an average
speed in excess of 175 miles an hour„
Boston, July 23—Stating that if
despite heavy patches of fog and a
he had known that the Air Transceiling.
low
portation company, in whose East
At the Hotel Bradford the civic
Boston hangar the plane, Winnie
BOSTON, July 21 (AP)—City and procession in their honor was halted
Mae, was kept for the past two
aviators to redays, had intended to charge him
state joined today to honor Wiley long enough for the
bath,
shower
a
with
themselves
for storage. he would have left
Post and Harold Gatty, whose recent fresh incidentally, to receive the most
and,
the plane outside, Wiley Post, piall
round-the-world flight shattered
lunusual welcome of the day.
lot of the "round-the-world-inattendoff
A group of 100 deaf mutes,
records for speed.
eight-days" plane, hopped
there, signalled
with his navigator, Harold Gatty,
At City hall, Mayor James M. Cur- ing a convention
language.
sign
the
in
greetings
today
paywithout
their
for Springfield
ley paid his tribute to the men,
Later, Post and Getty were guests
ing a storage bill of $10.
while at the State House Gov. Jopost of the
Crosscup-Pishon
the
of
However, Harry Copeland, base
that
If
was
he
them
told
Ely
B.
seph
to
managed
but
manager of the Air Transportahe American Legion,
sure they would fly the plane
that
from
enough
long
away
steal
tion company. was informed by
, wouldn't object to going around the
function to be presented to the
Stanton W. White, representing
world himself.
association,
Mayor James M. CurleY, t ha t ihe
Along the streets, noonday crowds, American Hotel Men's
in
convention
in
city would Iffitettere of the bill.
held In check by police reserves, add- which was meeting
hotel.
same
The the
ed their bit to the applauc.e.
aviators, perched on the rear toncar,
smilingly
neau of a big touring
acknowledged the tribute.
Their arrival at the East Boston
hour and a half after
airport, an
they had taken off from Walden, N.
N% !Hr..' bill('

POST, CATTY, GIVEN
WELCOME AT HUB

Huge Crowds Attend Re- .big
ception to Round-the
World Fliers

Fliers Leave Unpaid

Bill at Boston; Won't
Pay It Says Post
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f, Post and Gatty Greeted in Boston

•

Photo (c) Internationai Newsreel
The official welcoming of Wiley Post and Harold Gatty, famous round-the-world fliers, in Mae.
sachusetts, shown above being welcomed at the Massachusetts State House. Left to right: Mayor
James :11.,Curie.iy of Boston; his son, George Curley; Harold tatty; Governor Joseph K. Fly, shaking

his

with Wiley Post on the steps of the State House.
would he better attendance at the
luncheon If the program is not sent
POST AND GArfY IN BOSTON
over the air. Galen Snow, chairman
BOSTON, July 22 (INSI—Official- of the aeronautica committee of the
don today left Wiley Post and Har- Exchange club, emphasized the imold Getty, round-the-world fliers, to portance of the service club members
rest and "do Boston on their own.t, buying their tickets
early for the
The two famous airmen, who en-1 luncheon. Tickets may be procured
Joyed the reception accorded them from the service club secretaries or
by city and state yesterday and last from Cie Chamber of Commerce.
evening, slept late today before go,
Boy Scouts Drum Corps To Play
lng on an unofficial sightseeing tour. Another announcement in connection
Tomorrow Post and Getty take off for with the reception to Post and Getty
Springfield, to continue their coun- yesterday was that the Boy Scout
trywide tour.
drum and bugle corps has volunteered
its services for the airport program
Mast Be raid to Talk
Confirmation of the rule against let- tomorrow morning.
Stanley Hedberg. advertising manting the fliers speak over the radio
ager of the Pratt & 'Whitney Aircraft
without financial remuneration was corporation of Hartford, replied to inreceived
yesterday by officials of vitation to come to the celebration
company will be reprethe station WI:1Z from the Boston here that his
whether
headquarters, evidently relayed from sented. It is not known
will fly up.
the New York offices of the broadcast- Pratt & Whitney officials
Wasp
the
manufactures
ing chain of which the Westinghouse The company
Gritty used to
stations are members, It is believed engines which Poet and world.
that the refusal to let Post and Gatty power them around the
At the Springfield airport yesterday
broadcast is the result of a contract
busy installing a wood
arrangement which the fliers have workmen were
in front of the administraplatform
with the NBC' special features dition building on the field for use in
vision.
the, reception. Pilot.
Although no sum was mentioned to connection with
of the Briothe local radio officials, it is under- "Ted" White, manager
Pittsfield, was in
stood that 11500 is required before the ton-Bayles field at.
he stated
and
yesterday
Springfield
airmen are permitted to broadcast.
here
The luncheon program at the Hotel that he will be preaent in a plane
with one or two
Kimball tomorrow noon, sponsored by tomorrow morning
escorting
of the.
the Exchange club, will not he af- passengers to he one
Mae and Its two
fected by the regulations against the group for the 'Winnie
passengers.
famous
broadcast It was announced yesterday.
One official in charge of reception
Diana stated that there probably

Reception at State House
Flops; Fliers Tpo Early
From Our Special Reporter,
Boston, July 21—The State House
end of the reception today to Wiley
Post and Harold Getty, world-girdling
filers, proved a flop, due to the fact
that they arrived at the capitol building an hour before they were scheduled to do so. They approached by
Mount Vernon street, escorted by two
motorcycle policemen, a small band
and a dozen automobiles.
Entering the State House, they proceeded to the office of Gov Joseph B.
Ely, where they were presented by
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
"I was thrilled by your performance," acid Gov Ely, In extending the
commonwealth's greetings. "I heard
your landing over the radio. If I was
sure you fellows were going to fly the
world myself.
plane, I'd go around the
performance."
It was a wonderful
gold pin
Gov Ely gave each flier a
bearing the state seal.
visit
Post declared it was his first
anticipating a
to Boston and he was
at
plate of the famous Boston beano
NA,
the luncheon which was given at He'
later.
tel Bradford a short time
Springsaid their next stop would be
Springfield
field—that he had visited
before. Gritty acknowledged the govallowed
ernor's greetings and then
Post to do the talking.
Mayor Curley asked Gov Ely what
he
his plans were. sod 'Ely replied
oanTIN 4.1 r:71.)
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would attend the luncheon, hitt would
he unable to he at the reception at
the Parkman handstand on the
Noticing his executive staff atid
office attaches standing near b), Gov
Ely directed executive Messenger
Thomas Ray to take the fliers. over
and present them, which Ray did.
The governor escorted the fliers
down the stairs through lanes of
Rtate House workers to the steps,
where photographers had their innings. About 1500 persons were outside the State House by this time and
applauded as the fliers took their
places in the automobile. Gov Ely accompanied them to their car and
again expressed pleasure about their
visit. The front of the State House
was decorated with flags and bunting.

Post and Catty Surprise
Welcomers at Boston

I

•

Roston, July 21—(AP)—City and
state joined today to honor Wiley
Post and Harold (batty, whose recent
round-the-world flight shattered all
records for speed.
At city hall, Mayor James M. Curley
paid his tribute to the men, while at
the State House Gov Joseph B. Ely
told them that If he was sure they
would fly the plane he wouldn't object
to going around the world himself.
Along the streets noonday crowds,
held in check by police reserves. added
their bit to the applause. The aviators.
perched on the rear tonneau of a big
touring car, smilingly acknowledged
The tribute.
Their arrival at the East Roston
airport, an hour and a half after they
had taken off from Walden, N. Y., was
so characteristic of the promptitude
with which they managed their globegirdling flight that it took everyone
by surprise.
Average 175 Mlles an Hour
The official committee had not arrived and the military and National
guard planes which had been assigned
to welcome them were still warming
up their motors when the big white
monoplane, Winnie Mae, glided to a
skillful landing. The men had made
the trip at an average speed in excess of 175 MiiPS an hour despite
heavy patches of fog and a low ceiling.
At the Hotel Bradford the civic
procession in their honor was halted
long enough for the aviators to refresh themselves with a shower bath
and, incidentally, to receive the moat
unusual welcome of the day.
A group of 100 deaf mutes, attending a convention there, signalled their
greetings in the sign language.
Later Post and Getty were guests
of the Ct•osscup-Pishon post. of the
American Legion hut managed to steal
away long enough from that function to he presented to the American
Hotelmen's association which WAR
meeting In convention In the same
hotel.
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'POST AND CATTY ARE

WELCOMED IN BOSTON

State and City Join in Reception to 'Round.
the World Fliers—Premature Arrival of
Guests Disrupts Program
BOSTON, July 21 VP)—The city and of the Crosscup-Pishon Post of the
state joined today to honor Wiley American Legion but managed to steal
Post and Harold (batty, whose recent away long enough from that function
round-the-world flight, shattered all to be presented to the American
Hotel Men's Association which was
records.
meeting in convention in the sonic
At the city hall Mayor James M.
hotel.
Ctirlsy paid his tribute to the two
mervhile at the State House, Gov'liberty' Fliers Feted
ernor Joseph B. Ely told them that
By ELTON C. FAY
if he was sure they would fly the
LIBERTY, N. Y., July 21 (1')—
plane he wouldn't object to going
Liberty gave Otto Hillig, its transaround the world, himself.
atlantic flier, and his pilot, Holger
Along the streets noon day crowds
Hoiriis, a back-slapping, hand-shakadded
reserves
police
by
check
held in
ing welcome home today.
avia_
The
applause.
the
to
bit
their
The genial photographer and the
tors, perched on the rear tonneau of
tall young aviator landed on the same
acknowsmilingly
car
touring
& big
golf course from which they took off
ledge the tribute of the crowd.
a month ago in their $22,000 plane
Their arrival at the East Boston bought from Hillig's savings on the
Airport., an hour and a half after they start of their flight to Denmark.
had taken off from Walden, N. Y.,
But the craft which brought them
was so characterLstic of.the promp- back was far different from the big
titude with which they negotiated monoplane Liberty in which they left,
their globe girdling flight that it took for it was an autogyro, that set them
every one by surprise.
down almost at the feet of Liberty's
The official committee had not ar- populace. which surged against police
rived and the military and national lines.
Grinning from ear to tar and
guard planes which had been assigned to welcome them were still warm- Shouting to friends who sought to
ing up their motors when the big reach him, the lanky photographer
white monoplane, Winnie Mae, glided dashed into the middle of the field
to a skillful landing. The men had carrying a huge bouquet just presmade the trip at an average speed ented to him. With this bouquet he
In excess of 175 miles an hour de- flagged down five planes which had
spite heavy patches of fog and a low escorted the gyro.
ceiling,
To the blare of a United States
At the hotel Bradford the civic military academy band and the roar
procession in their honor was halted of fire truck and motorcycles, their
long enough for the aviators to re- parade started along a route which
fresh themselves with a shower bath, led through the village to the high
and, incidentally, to receive the most school lawn, where the Rev. Fobert
A. Greenwell, Methodist pastor of
unusual welcome of the day.
A group of 100 deaf mutes, attend- Middletown, had prepared a clam
ing a convention there, signalled their bake for Hillig, Hoirlis and many of
their 3,000 friends as could crowd
greetings In the sign language.
Later Post and Getty were guests onto benches
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Posi And Gatty Leaving the State House
to Alter Paying Visit to Gov Joseph B. Ely
•

'

(Associated Press Photo)
Left to right—Harold Gafty. Gov Ely, Wiley
Post, Mayor Cut: and the latter's young son, Genrze
Curley
Adrian L. Potter, Chamber of Commerce convention bureau secretary,
who is cooperating with ' Gerald E.
Tenney, chairman of the Chamber's
aeronautical development committee,
stated that all plans were being made
to receive the fliers here tomorrow
morning with a royal welcome. The
welcoming committee will consist of
lopresentatives of Springfield and
AT
!it her nearby cities and towns and

POST-AND(JAM
WILL ARRIVE HERE
10 A. M. IODAY
Globe Girders Local Visit
to Be Run Off as Originally
Planned ---- NBC Official
Confirms Hour

•

The globe-girdling fliers, Wiley Post
and Harold Gritty, will arrive at.
Springfield airport tomorrow morning!
at 10 from ilosion, as originally
scheduled: !Dellmie confirmation
of!
this was obtained last night by telephone from T. D. Sullivan, National
li-oadcasiting company's .representaH, et 11,1:,tnn. `11*
aenrit yesterday
in their flight from waidep.
to Rosttm. said they would spend to.'
day getting a much -needed - rest. Reports yesterday afternoon were to
effect the two fliers might, arrive the
here
this morning instead or tomorrow.
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Had for tioxton•

is, we are unable to say. The
sympathies of the mayor naturally
would be with Mr. Conry as the
Traffic Commissioner Joseph
A.
latter is his appointee while the
Conry, however
entertaining
it
police comm;c1sioner is named by
may be to those who delight when
the governo.
To all appearances
public officials are hurling verbal,
Commissioner Hultman has done
brickbats at eaca other, is not doa much bettet job with his departing Boston any good. Alreadyn
° e ment than
ommissioner Conry
newspaper has come out with a
ha ^ with his. It is due to the postory that the assaults of Commisstoner Conry are steps in an or- lice ^ommissioner to say that he
ganized campaign to discredit the did ot start the ballyhoo and that
he nas been much more moderate
head of the police department and
and dignified in his utterances
forci, him out of office.
The same,
The public controversy between

Police Commissioner Hultman and

newspaper also said

in

iist!iry

than his antagonist: but it
would

that the movement was believedi ;JO an ex‘.ellen1 thing for 11:!, ton if
.y would apply a mult.1
to have the support of Mayor Mayor Cv212
Curley. How accurate the story izie to bath.
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Post-Gatty Not to Broadcast
on Visit Here;Due Tomorrow •
Says Official, Spiking Rumor

At City Hall, Mayor James M.
Curley Paid his tribute to the men,
while at the State House Gov. .1i)seph ,
• •
.13. Ely told then) that if he was sure
they would fly the plane he NV01/4(1 /11
y
ihject to doing around the world
hilnelf.
S
•
•
Along the streets noonday crowds.
lield In check by police reserves, folded
their bit to the applause. The aviators,
perched on the rear tonneali of a big
touring car smilingly acknowledged
the tribute.
Their arrival at the East Boston
airport, an hour and a half after they
had taken off from Walden, N. Y.. was
so characteristic of the promptitude
with which they managed their globe
"NOW
girdling flight that it took everyone
by surprise
_
The official committee had not
It was definitely determined last field o!
the reception to Post and arrived and the military and
National
night that Wiley Post and Harold Gatty.
Guard planes which had been assigned
Gatty would not speak over radioB
to welcome them were still v. arming
onnd by Agreement.
station WHZ during their stay in 1 "The fliers themselves,"
Mr. Myers up their motors when the big white
Springfield. and that the events of said, "are bound by an agreement be- monoplane, Winnts) Mae. glided to a
their visit here also would not be tween the National
Broadcasting akilful landing. The men had made
Company and The Associated Press the trip at an average speed in excess
broadcast.
not to go on the air, unless the fee of 175 miles an hour despite heavy
Walter E. Myers of Arlington, New coincident
e.
of foga
with their visit to a cer _ patchesAt
dcetinlieng.eivir.
England representative of the Nation- Min city was paid
the Hotel n dB
Bradford
dlfoo"r'
by a broadcasting
al Broadcasting Company, stated to icompany in that
city. That is, no Procession In their honor was halted
The Union last night that Post and •club, organizatio
n or municipal group long enough for the aviators to reGatty are under contract to the Na. can bring the fliers to a city and
have fresh themselves
Itional Broadcasting Company, which their words sent over the air . .. and, incidentally with a shower bath
, to receive the most
.
in turn has signed a contract , wit
hun
usu
Mr. Myers stated that he did notal welcome of the day. ,.•
The Associated Press to the effect that know the reason for
.the agreement A group of 100 deaf mu.;ea,
allend- '
the men would not speak over any between the National
Broadca.stinging a conventrou'there. signaled
radio system, unless the radio sta- 'Company and The Associated
Press, greetings in the sign language. their
tion broadcasting their speeches itself but that the agreement
would prevent, Later Post and Gatty
brought the two fliers to the city in WBZ
from broadcasting the voices of of the Crosscun-Pishon were guests
Post of the
i which the broadcast was held. Mr. Post and Getty. He said, however.
Arner'can Legion but managed
incidents
i
stated that
t th
of that
h t d
i ti
of arrva,
.i Myers
i l pa rad e away.long enough from that to steal
function,
'1 arrival, parade, greetig and testi- end all other incidents except the an be
presented to the American Hotelmonial might be broadcast by any speaking of the two fliers could
bfr
men's
Association
which
was
meeting
radio station, hut that the words af broadcast.
i the fliers themselves could not be sent • It was found that line facilities in convention in the same hotel.
' over the air,
were lacking in Springfield Airport and
1'. D. Sullivan. flying representative Agawam Airport during the recent
of the National Broadcasting Com-'maneuvers of the Army planes over
the city, Mr. Latham said last night.
7
ailoc iyrt,ii
party. announced last night that Post He said that WBZ next considered
arrive
in this city broadcasting the testimonial, but that
' and Gatty would
previously when it was found the fliers themThursday
morning
as
scheduled. Boston papers early yes- selves could not speak, It was decided
terday said tha. famous pair would not to broadcast, as the affair in a
leave that city this morning for radio program without their speeches
Springfield and it was only after a would be dull.
telephone conversation with the fly- . Local officials were in touch with
ing representative that announce- fidanley Hedberg of the Pratt & Whitney Company in Hartford, and found
ments were unscrambled.
Edmund
Fischer,
manager
of tt at a number of that i company's ofThe only honors awarded at the
"r
ffotals
will
n come
ere
%oeSpringfield
tit
lSi n
•n n
to par.
Springfield Airport, said that if the
Long Island hospital, Boston hararrived
fliers
a day ahead of schedule,
I
bor, at the graduating exercises of
It was "just too bad." as the local cel- Cit,
, tit'av.te They are atPpresent trying to
the School of Nursing, Wedhesday,
ebration was arranged for Thursday. mnplete arrangements to come in one
were won by two Brockton young
Mr. Fischer stated that in his opin- r.lf the company's big trimotored apeFord planes which would assist
ladies, Miss Mary Daggett of Hyler
ion it would be well for Springfield cal
t he local planes in escorting the visstreet, who received the award for
people contemplating a visit to the Hors'
plane to the city.
excellence in scholarship, and Miss
airport tomorrow morning to arrive
Adrian L. Potter, secretary of the
about 9 o'clock. He explained that in Chamber of Commerce
Lillian Kelleher of Court street,
Convention
Boston the airmen had arrived earlier Bureau, announced
who received the award for excellthat
music
will
than the scheduled time, and as a h, provided
ency in pediatrics.
Springfield
at
the
Airconsequence had been met only by A
The address was given by Mayor
- part Thursday morning when the
few newspapermen and police. Their Viers arrive,
Jappc
i s 11,„ugLey, who also presentby
arrival ahead of time was due to and Bugle Corpsthe Boy Scout Drum
ed I le diplomas.
under the direction
•
foggy weather, it was pointed out.
al Bernard Tierney.
Included
in the class were one
Wayne Henry Latham, director of I Members of all service faiths in the
Avon
and
eight Brockton young
station WBZ, said last night that it city have been extended a cordial inladies, including the
Misses Lilwas impossible for WBZ to broadcast vitation by the Exchange Club, which
lian
Itekleher
and Dorothy Kellzthe arrival of the fliers due to the Ir playing luncheon host to Post and
her,
Coutt
street; Helena \\Tishah,
lack of line facilities to the Spring- ratty Thursday noon, to attend also.
Brunswiti street; Mary Joseph,
field Airport or to the Bowles Aga- Tickets are $1.50. and should be prowain Airport. It had been hoped, Mr. eta-Ad today. if possible. hut ir, any
Forest avenue; Grace
Conroy,
Latham said, to broadcast the. testi- eveet not later than
noon today,
West Elm street; Arlene Spear,
menial banquet to be given Post and ,
1 1 the Kimball Hotel can be prepared
Ash street; Catherine Cronin. WyGatty in the Hotel Kimball, but that. ta serve the proper number of lunch.
Man street, and Frances MacDonald
the technicality of the NBC-AP .. ens.
• of Avon.
_
agreement prevented such a broadcast. Consequently, he said. nothing
would be broadcast et the fliers' ac- ta
iivities here, under the present ar- hearty
rangement s.
. BOSTON. July 21—(AP) City and
George Harder, publicity director of State joined today to honor Wiley Post
WEIZ and WBZA. also Atated In BON- and Harold Gatty. whose recent round
ton last night that nothing could be the. world flight, shattered all records
,t.onficast either In Boston or Sarin"- for elver].

Report of Earlier Arrival Is Denied
• by
•Boston
N. B. C. Officer.
Officer; Pair
Get Warm Welcome in
Boston, Being Greeted by Ely and Curley;
Also Attend Legion Banquet.

LOCAL GIRLS
ti WIN HONORS

•

Boston (lives Pair
Welcome.

/
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The point .in law which till city %Oil
'emphasize before the Supreme Court
probably will be based on an act
passed in 1927. The mayor in a recent
statement said that this statute. forbid
the company to impose a service
charge and requires it to confine its
hills to the consumption of gas as
shown by the meter readers. The sentence relied upon is this: "Such rates.
From the Boston Herald.
prices and charges shall apply to the
A new chapter now opens in the
consumption shown by meter readings
long-continued controversy over the made after the effective date of such
service charge of the Boston Consoli- rates, prices and charges. unless the
The
dated Gas Company. The Department department otherwise orders."
of Public Utilities having refused to stress doubtless will be on the word
alter its decision allowing the collec- "consumption." On the other hand, a
tion of 50 cents a month from each different emphasis may be , derived
customer,
1„urley has recourse from the readin : of the entire section.
to the SupreJudicial Court in the
What the court may do is a queshope of obtaining a cancelation of tion. It is interesting to note that In
this charge.
the Gurney heater case the court. In
The company itself has been before commenting in its decision on the law
the department at least three times under which the D. P. U. does its work.
in quest of the authority to impose it. said that "the Implication of a statute
The petition for a service charge of of such comprehensive sweep is to
one dollar was,denied, In a decision in supersede all common law."
which the commission intimated that
The New York Untilities Commisa charge of half that sum might be sion recently allowed a service charge
justified. The company applied for a by indirection. The law says there
A company was percharge of 75 cents which the commis- shall be none
sion refused to allow. Finally, on a mitted a minimum charge of a dollar
third plea, the commission granted the a month for which it is required to
right to collect a charge of 60 cents. supply 500 cubic feet of gas, a rate
In the several hearings, the whole mat- of 20 cents a hundred, but thereafter
ter was canvassed thoroughly and the rate is to be 10 cente a hundred.
Thus the equivalent of a service
from all points of view.
electric
When the Consolidated acquired the charge is collected. Certain
the matter
Charlestown Gas Company, its rates companies have dealt with
began to apply in the Charlestown dis- In the same way.
trict, which includes parts of Somertitle and Chelsea.
Thus a district
j A , ni iv 01
/
/ /
which had no service charge became
subject to a schedule which included
this 50 cent bill. In the resulting agitation, the city of Boston asked the
department to abolish it, mainly on
the legal point that the commission
had no authority to allow it. On July
Mayor Curtis proposed alternate
1 the department dismissed the petiunlimited pm ing in downtown Bostion. There now follows the applicaton was attacked as a system which
tion to the Supreme Court.
would hurt business, reduce the
avaaable parking space, and help noThe argument for the charge is 'n
body but the all-day parker by the
short that many, perhaps most of the
retail board of the Chamber of Comcustomers of the large gas companies
merce In a report sent to the meetdo not pay their way. For each coning Of the traffic commission yestersumer, a meter is installed and a pipe
day.
connection made with the gas main
Police Commissioner Hultman and
Traffic Commissioner Conry, leaders
There are the costs of reading the
of
the traffic commission-police demeter, of keeping the account and renpartment controversy over parking
dering the hill. maintenance and derules, attended the meeting.
Both
preciation, to he considered. The comwere reproved indirectly in the C. of
pany asked some years ago that an
C. report, Conry for changing rules,
allocation of the costs of laying the
and Hultman for incomplete enforcemains and keeping them in repair
ment Of existing regulationhs.
should be included in a service charge.
The trade board complained because frequent rule changes and dieThe D. P. U. held that this cost could
cuations gave the public the Impresnot he calculated accurately, and that
sion that Boston had a parking probit would be unfair to small groups delem
more serious than it really is, and
pendent on long mains.
that this impression hurt business.
the
on
based
The service charge is
The trade board report attacked
Mayor Curley's argument that altercost to the comnany of carrying each
nate
parking would attract shoppers,
the
any
of
customer, whether he uses
Increase curb parking apace, lessen
"commodity" or not. At the time
confusion by placing a uniform rule
when the 50-cent charge was authoron all streets, and be more enforcihie
ized, a reduction in rate was made
The report asserted that just the opfrom $1.20 a thousand cubic feet to an
pcsite would result.
even dollar. In consequence, any consumer using 2500 cubic feet or more
of gas pays less for it than under the
old rate, and those using less than
that amount will pay more. It has
been said repeatedly that the small
householders get the benefit of the
reduced cost, and the people In large
homes and in apartment houses use
but little gas and pay more for what
they do use.

Comment of
e the Country
A Gas Service Charge.

Trade Board of
Boston Not Keen
For Parking Plan

WORLD FLYERS
ARE'WELCOMED
Massachusetts Ope n s
Arms to Post and
Gatcy
Boston, July 21 (INS)—Maesachusetu:s opened wide tier arms tkiuay 1.41 WtieUilie JAW pay Gni/LILO to
Wiley Post. and Harold (linty, the
"itotiliu-ine-woral-in-eigni-uays
flyers."
Coining here from
New
York
-date
uegiu a countrywide tour
wit Ii Weir famous airplane, the
"‘Vinitte, ,Mae;" tile gitwe-girdling
airmen hau mapped out for them a
strenuous Progiam betore they take
ofl tomoriow tor Springfield, their
next stopping place.
This program included a personal greeting by another intrepid
American nyer, Rear Admiral Richard E. .13yrd and a visit to ByrtFe
.south Polar snip.
From the time of the landing of
Post and *Gatty at cast Boston airputt until tney tumble Into bed to!lowing a banquet tonight at Marblehead a !omid of ieceptiona was
carded: These included;
Greeting at um airport, reception by Mayor M. J. Whalen, of
Chelsea, a triumphal tour of the
nuaniess district from
Chelsea,
visits to City Hall and the State
House to pay their respects to
Mayor ame.s M. Unix and Governor Josep
.
, a luncheon by
Crosscup-Pishon Post of the American Legion, a public reception on
Boston common by 1,000 school
children in the afternoon, the presentation of bronze statues l)y the
Mayor, the presentation of _two
model airplanes made by Members
of the Boston Junior Aviation
League, a visit to iBoston's historic
and beauty spots, an inspection of
Byrd's polar ship in Charles river
basin, an evening dinner by the
Mayor, an evening band concert on
Charles river esplanade and a flyer's banquet at Marblehead.

P
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'RGEANT
IN HUB MIRED
Roston, Jti1
.)elbert R.
ugesta. deakman at the police corniiessioner's office during the regime of
Edwin U. Curtis and Herbert A. 'Wilson, and the early part of Eugene C.
Hultman's term of office, was retired
yesterday by Commissioner Hultman,
following the signing of his papers by
Mayor Curley.

Post and Gatty Descend
on Boston by Surprise
Arrive at Airport Ahead of Schedule to Find Reception
• Committee Missing---Greeted by Mayor and Governor
and Cheered by Noon Crowds
BOST° N. July 21 (M—The city
and state Joined today to honor Wiley
Post and Harold Getty, whose recent
round -the-world flight shattered all
records.
At the City Ball, Mayor James
M. Curley paid his tribute to the
two men, while at the State House
Governor Joseph B. EJy told them
that if lie was sure they would fly
the plane he wouldn't object to going
around the world himself.
Noonday Crowds Applaud.
Along the streets noonday crowds,
ponce reserves,
by
held in check
added their bit to the applause. The
aviators, perched on the rear tonneau
of a big touring car, smilingly acknowledged the tribute of the crowd.
Their arrival at the East Boston
airport, an hour and a half after
N.
they had taken off from Walden,
Y„ was so characteristic of the
promptitude with which they negotiated their globe-circling flight that
it took every one by surprise.
Trip at 175-Mile Average.
The official committee had not arrived, amethe military and National
asi;nard planes which hart been
still
signed to welcome them were
warming up their motors when the
Mae,
big white monoplane, Winnie
inert
glided to a skilful landing. The
e
had made the trip at an averag
hour,
speed in excess of trf, miles an
a
despite heavy patches of fog and
low ceiling.
viva'
At the Hotel Bradford, the
procession in their honor was halted
to relong enough for the aviators
bath,
fresh themselves with a ehowei
Most
and Incidentally. to receive the
unusual welcome of the day.
Meet Two Conventions.
A groi;p of Inn deaf mutes, attend
there, signalled
ing a cons ention
language.
their greetings in the eign
guests
Later, Post. and I;atty were
post of the
of the Crosscup-Pishon
to
American Legion, lint managed
that
steal away long enough from
presented to the
function to he
Association,
Hotelmen's
American
tion in
which was meeting in conven
the same hotel,

•
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Boston PoliticH Speculations

Following quite consistently after Senator
Walsh's warning to Democrats that Massachusetts is a Republican State is Senator Marcus
Coolidge's recent statement that he was elected
by Republicans. As these confessions are not
disputed, it seems to be possible to lay down
the principle in Massachusetts politics just now
that, though it takes a Democratic plurality to
ncrninate a Democratic candidate in this State,
it takes Republican votes to elect him.
Both parties are naturally concerned in such
a principle. Presumably both are giving it
serious consideration from somewhat diffeirt
points of view. The fact that 85 per cent
of the Democratic primary vote is cast of
Worcester and largely in and about Boston
naturally provides food for thought to a West.
ern Massachusetts candidate for Governor
which Governor Ely would be, if he sought reelection and if the political ambitions of Mayot
Curley should so far get the better of him as
to induce him to seek nomination.
The Governor was exceptionally fortunate in
the Democratic primaries of :ast year. Though
he had two Eastern candidates against him, one
was a natural tailender and the other, John F
Fitzgerald, had formally withdrawn and taken
temporarily to the hospital. Nevertheless Governor Ely won the nomination over the selfrenounced and invalided candidate by only 32,804
plurality, of which about 27,200 came from the
• 15 per cent of the Democrats in the four western counties. If Worcester County is included,
his primary plurality came wholly from that
and the tour western counties. The 85 per cent
of the Democracy in the eastern section divided
its allegiance rather otenly between Governor
Ely and the man in the hospital.
There seems to be an inclination in Boston
just now to raise the question how the candidacy of Governor Ely for renomination might
Curley should make up his mind
fare, if
to become a cainTEtate. If last year 85 per
cent of the Democracy broke even between Governor Ely and a man who was no longer a candidate, what would be the effect on 85 per cent
of the Democracy if Mayor Curley should undertake a mobilization for his own candidacy?
Though the Democratic politicians of Bostor
are speculating considerably in advance of the
1932 primaries, it is possible that they ard
thinking about the difference between nominations and elections. It might be easier to nominate Mayor Curley than to get the Republicar
votes to elect him and it might be harder t(
renominate Governor Ely than to get the Republican votes in Western Massachusetts to elect
him.
All that can really be said safely at this
early stage of speculations is that, should Mayot
Curley enter the contest for the Dernocrath
nomination for Governor he would not with.
draw his candidacy and retire to a hospital
ccme what may. He is not of the withdrawim
or retiring type.
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'ROUND WORLD FLIERS
GUESTS OF HUB TODAY;
DINE AT MARBLEHEAD

Associated Press Photo

Wiley Post (Left) and Harold Gatti, .111,•1 Before the Takeoff on Their
Flight Around the World
Boston, July 21 (/p)—Greater Boston was prepared to add its tribute
today to Wiley Post and Harold Gatty, the pair who flew around the
world in record shattering time.
The famous fliers were to arrive
at the Boston't airport at 11 o'clock
and enter immediately into a program of receptions in their honor. In
addition to Gov. Joseph B. Ely, Mayor
James M. Curley and other officials
411119`westionitieet the airmen, there
possom itv that Rear Admiral
was
Richard E. •Byrd.might fly to Boston
from Bar Harbor, Me.. to attend the
festivities.

The day's program called for a parade from the airport to City hall,
and the State house; a luncheon by
the Crosscup-Pishon post. American
Legion; concert on the Common, presentation of gifts to the fliers; tour
of historical poluls in Greater Boston,
and evening band concert on Esplanade.
DINE AT 'HEAD TONIGHT
The world fliers, Post and Getty,
are scheduled to dine at the Po'cas'le
at Marblehead this evening, previous
to the band concert on the Esplanade
in Boston.
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first term, and the other is James
M. Curley, who was defeated as the
Democratic candidate a few years
and Why
Anywhere
but who polled more votes then
Get
ago,
Doesn't
It
Why
Tells
Writer
Boston Review
any other Democratic candithan
Progress
Gubernatorial Candidate Is lYlaking
date had ever received. The man
who defeated him was Alvan T.
toget
Fuller.
opponents
his
unless
Boston
the
man,
of
issue
The latest
If Mayor Curley persists in his
man to carry the
Review discusses the campaign for gether, name a
fight to him and proceed to undo, if present deteriflTfettion to be a canfor
up
governor now shaping
they can, what William has already didate. it is highly probable that
S. done. Thus far there has been a Gov. Ely will decide not to run,
Lieutenant-Governor William
Youngman. The article appeari good deal of conversation, but that because it seems to be self-evident
that Curley can defeat him for redoesn't count.
under a nom de .Itime and says:
William is already being accepted nomination, thanks largely to some
camI am deeply interested in the
by the political and non-political serious errors that the governor
paign of Lieutenant-Governor Wil- drys as one who will represent them has made In his selections for apthat
liam S. Youngman, now under way, in the next State contest. He has pointments. Let us suppose
dispel the belief Ely will retire, that Curley will be
to
nothing
done
for
nomination
Republican
for the
that he is opposed to repeal, modi- nominated by the Democrats, and
Governor of this glorious old fication, and privately licensed that he and Youngman will tight
Commonwealth. Do not misunder- boose-selling. It is true that the it out at the polls. What then?
I don't know. Nobody knows. We
stand me. I am interested merely Commonwealth is wet and that a
including
know that Curley would receive
all
voters,
its
of
majority
the
watching
because I am fond of
and of thousands of Republican votes, but
parties
both
of
members
somewants
who
methods of a man
decidedly wet. but we also know that Youngman would
thing, is not afraid to say that he neither party, is
to believe that a get thousands of Democratic votes.
reason
is
there
after
go
wants it, and proceeds to
and-thin Re- The mayor has m - ay enemies in
it. I do not know, but I do not be- majority of the thick- make nom- his party, as any man must have
who
lieve that the lieutenant-governor publican electorate
primary elections who has been a leader so long and
ever allowed himself to be depos- inations in the
dry. A great who has not pussyfooted as a
ited in the hands of his friends. He is dry—or nominallyconstitute that leader. Ely's friends will not vote
appreciates friendships, of course, many of those who
of the variety who talk for him if he forces Ely to quit.
but he prefers to be his own cam- majority are
dry and are not allowed by their How many of them there are, we
paign manager.
liquor in the can only guess.
Is he beginning too early? Yes other halves to keep
However, it is not beyond the
fairly lap it up when
and no, but mostly no, as the some- house, but who
and the wives possibilities that letting Bill Youngwhat celebrated Andy would say. It given an opportunity
to prevent such man have the nomination for the
is true that the election of the next are not on hands
purpose of whipping him at the
Governor will not take place until enjoyment.
A great many of the nominal polls might result otherwise than
November of next year, and for the
are built in his defeat. It seems to be high
usual candidate a campaign at this supporters of prohibition
of them will time for Youngmans' opponents to
time would be too early, but, as that way. A majority
Youngman in the do a little intensive thinking. Hurlmost of my readers may under- probably support
their wives won't ing stones at Bill is not accomplishstand. William S. Youngman is not primaries because
primaries unless ing anything.
the
to
go
them
let
is
He
candidates.
usual
the
one of
as they are told.
do
to
promise
they
since
been
has
and
one
an unusual
be on hand
will
wives
their
And
has
He
game.
the
entered
he first
sea that their
and
rt!Tht
vote
to
Releading
among
opponents
more
In spite of this
publicans than any other man ever males do likewise.
seems
Youngman
which
advantage.
seek
to
effrontery
the
had who had
lime, I canhigh office without consulting the to nave at llic presedA
powers that would like to be, but, not see why so many of his oppoobviously, are not.
nents are saying:
It is highly probable that Wil"Let him have the nomination,
to
liam would he more responsive
him a sound beating at the
give
the desires of the men higher up
in his party if he did not realize, polls, and we can start the battle
as a great many do, that actually of 1932 without being hampered by
their nower is practically nil. The him."
That is not good logic. It should
result of the State election last year
demonstrated that fact. And so Wil- be remembered that William surliam is already at work in his own vived the walloping that was adway, and being somewhat warmly ministered to Allen and some other
welcomed lately in State head- candidates in 1930, and he is boostquarters, but not giving overmuch ing himself in his present campaign
attention to that except, possibly. by referring modestly now and then
I' .r the purpose of wondering what to the figures of last year. If the
it all means. And so, as his cam- Republican lead "ship in Massachupaign progresses, It actually ad- setts has reached such a degree of
Invisible mentality that it is willing
vances.
There are, as I figure it, five other to surrender a nomination to somewell-known Republicans who would body whom it dislikes in order that
like to be nominated for Governor he may be beaten by the Democratic
In 1932, but not one of them is an candidate at the poll, then the Reavowed candidate, and It may be publican leadership deserves to be
that none of them will he, but there drummed out of its leadership.
The Denmerata, almost to a man,
may be two of them who will step
out and seek the nomination. If are praying that Youngman will be
two of them do, William, in my opin- nominated, for they feel, or say,
ion, will win easily. If one of them that his own party will help to
does, it will be an interesting con- down him, but let us look at that
flict, but I think that even then Wil- side of the case. There will be, acliam will carry off the nomination. cording to present conditions, two
In other words. it strikes me that candidates for the Democratic nomthe next Republican candidate for: ination for governor. One of them
governor will he William S. Young- la Joseph B. Ely, now serving his

Hurling Stones at Youngman
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were going to fly the plane I'd like
to go round the world with you. It
was a truly wonderful performance."
Post said that although he had
gttoleldo
Boston,nce othis Was

HAIL

3000 Cheer Post and 'Catty
-Airmen Welcomed by
Curley and Ely

•..6

••••••••00....•/,-

whose

shores he and Gatty flew on their
memorable air voyage. Leaving the
State House, Post and Getty motored
)
to a downtown hotel for a dinner
iy the American Legion post, whose
membership is composed of prominent advertising men.
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BOSTON, July 21
(INS)—The
globe-girdling airplane Winnie Mae,
with Wiley Post and Harold Getty
aboard which crossed two oieans and
braved the hazards of many lands,
"clipped the tree tops" Of Massachuisetts today as the famous birdmen
arrived from Walden, N. Y., for a
day's stay
before
proceeding
to
Springfield, next stop on their American tour.
Post tug! Getty hummed the Winnie Mae across the old Bay State at
an hour and a half clip so fast that
they arrived 20 minutes before schedule and found only a police guard
and a few spectators and newspapermen awaiting them at the airport.
The fog was to blame. "The mist
was getting so thick over Walden that
we feared we would be fogbound,"
said Post. "We decided that if we
were to come to Boston we would
have to take the hazard at once. So
we took off and clipped the tree tops
all the way. The ceiling was very
low, but we came through okay."
By the time the filers had "anchored" their plane and received the
greetings of Stanley White, representing Mayor James M. Curley, and Roland Baker, of the aviation committee
of the Crosscup-Pishon post, American Legion, a crowd of 3000 persons
began arriving at East Boston airport.
Post and Getty were cheered as they
left by motor for Chelsea.

Presented Bouquets of Flowers
At Chelsea City hell, the intrepid
airmen were greeted by Mayor John
J. Whalen and each flier was presented with a bouquet by the two
sons of the mayor, John J., Jr., 5,

and Fred A., 3. Crowds in Chelsea
square gave the visitors a "big hand."
Riding a la Lindbergh atop the tonneau of a touring type automobile,
and
Post
Getty
rode
through
Charlestown and into Boston proper,
being recognized all along the way.

Meanwhile a squadron of 12 airplanes, six army and six navy, zoomed
and dipped overhead In welcome. At
Boston City hall, the distinguished
airmen were greeted and welcomed

officially to Boston by mayor James
M. Curley. They signed his guests'
book, shook hands and departed.
It had, been planned to have the,
aviators ride through the business
district, but the route was shortened

•

visit

and Post and Getty were driven directly to the State House from City

hall. Hundreds of persons were disappointed at not seeing the birdmen.
At the State House Post and Getty
were welcomed to Massachusetts by
(3ov. Joseph B. Ely.
A large crowd awaited the fliers at
the capitol. After being Introduced
to post and Gritty by Mayor Curley,
Governor Ely said:
"I present you with these state
seals. We welcome you to Massachusetts. I think your performance was
wonderful. I heard your landing mer
the radio. If I was sure that you

BOSTON AND STATE
LHONOR POST, CATTY
Curley and Ely Pay Tribute----Noonday Throngs
Cheer Fliers
Fast Flight from Walden, N. Y.
Surprises Welcoming Committee and Planes
Boston, July 21—(IP)--City and
State joined today to honor Wiley
Post and Harold Gatty whose recent round the world flight shattered all records of speed.
At city hall, Ma or Ctl,y. paid
, lie at
hls tribute to then,--W7i
ithe State house Gov. Ely told them
would
they
sure
was
he
that if
fly the plane he wouldn't object
to going around the world himself.
noonday
the streets
Along
crowds, held In check by police
reserves, added their bit to the applause. The aviators, perched on the
rear tonneau of a big touring car
smilingly acknowledged the tribute.
•Their arrival at the East Boston
airport, an hour and a half after
they had taken off from Walden,
N. Y. was so characteristic of the
promptitude with which they managed their globe girdling flight that
it took everyone by surprise.
The official committee had not
arrived and the military and Na planes which Lad
tonal Guard
to welcome tin!,
been assigned
were still warming up their motors ,
monoplane,1
when the big white
Winnie Mac, glided to a skillful f
landing. The men had made the 1
trip at an average speed in excess
of 175 miles an hour despite heavy ,
patches of fog and a low ceiling.
Later Post and Clatty were guests
Of the Crosscup-Pishon post of the
American Legion hut managed to
steal away long enough from that ,
presented to the
function to he
American Hotel Men's Association
which was meeting in convention
In the same hotel.
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PUNT,liATTY
WELCIIMEll
AT BOSTON
City and State Join in
Honoring the World
Flyers
VP)—The city and
Boston, July 21
state joined today to honor Wiley Post
and Harold Gaily, whose recent
round-the-world flight, shattered all
records.
At the city hall Maar James M.
Curley paid his tribute to the two
me-A— while at the state house, Gov- ,
ernor Joseph B. Ely told them that
if he was sure they would fly the
plane he wouldn't object to going
around the world, himself.
Along the streets noon day crowds
held in check by police reserves
added their bit to the applause. The
aviators, perched on the rear tonneau
of a big touring car smilingly acknowledged the tribute of the crowd.
Their arrival at the East Boston
airport, an hour and a half after they
had taken off from Walden, N. Y.,
was so Characteristic of the promptitude with which they negotiated their
glebe girdling flight that it took everyOne by surprise.
The official committee had not arlived and the military and National
Guard planes which had been assigned
to welcome them were still warming
up their motors when the big white
monoplane, Winnie Mae, glided to a
skillful landing. The men had made
the trip at an average speed in excess
of 175 miles an hour despite heavy
patehes of fog and a low ceiling.
At the Hotel Bradford the civic
procession in their honor was halted
long enough for the aviators to refresh
themselves with a shower bath, and,
incidentally, to receive the most unuSual welcome of the day.
A group of 100 deaf mutes, attendifig a convention there, signalled their
greetings in the sign language.
Later PO.st and Gatty were guests
Of the Crosacup-Pishon Post of the
American Legion but managed to steal
away long enough from that function
to be presented to the American Hotel
Men's association which was meeting
in convention in the same hotel.

,

POLICE SERGEANT
kt. IN HUB RETIRED
Boston, July 23—Sergt Delbert R.
Augusta, desliman at the police com-

missioner's office during the regime of
Edwin U. Cur* and Herbert A. Wilson, and the early pa rt of Eugene C.
was rotired
Hultumn's to rip
f'ommissionr.r Hultman,
yest Prday
followina the piuJn of his papers by
Mayor Curley! I
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Post and Gatty at Boston
Greeted By Ely and Curley
During Public RecepTrons

•

orld Fliers Arrive In Hub Before Schedule After
'Clipping Tree Tops' In Flight From New York
State; Parade Program Cut Short: Crowds
Acclaim Air Heroes As They Proceed to State
Capitol
said that although he had been

„o r,A,
WORLD FLYERS
ARE WELCOME;
Massachusetts Ope n s
Arms to Post and
Gatty
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CUU,EY TAKES LOB
• WASHBURN CAPTIVE

lio

Says Boston Is Beginning to Appredate the Remarkable Man She
lias at the Head of Her Municipal
Affairs—He Has Virility and Versatility—A political Bison, Admired, Yet Feared—"He Can Purr
Like a Pussy, Fight Like a Tiger
Cat."
(Washburn's Weekly in Boston
Transcript.)
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and inspiration.' Politteally, all men
take him in doses either undiluted
or diluted with reason or without,
and some turn to a lemon, as when
they seek to palliate a spoonful of
oil.
He has the appeal of the. thoroughbred upon the track, when
those who ride assume the ciangexs
of the ditch for the charm of the
ditch and the thrill. They are
happy, that is, while they are happy, though they may not know
whether they are to continue on
top of the grass or disappear permanently beneath it. He has unlimited political potentiality, that is
if he curbs his torrential spirit. It
is often wondered, however, whether
hs spavins will retire him to the
pastures, as is wondered of all
plunging performers.
In him are all the dangers of the
electric current, which when harnessed drives the trolly, but when
in storms it runs muck, wounds and
destroys. He is a political product
which, if properly developed, could
sit anywhere, politically. Will he
respond? This those who stand by
him ask and hope that he will
measure up to the confidence of the
best. He is a political bison whom
the virile admire and yet fear.

POST, CATTY WAIT FOR
It BOSTON COMMITTEE
Boston, July 22 Vii—The city and
state joined Tuesday to honor Wiley
Post and Harold Gatty, whose recent
round-the-world flight, shattered all
records.
At the city hall Mayor James M.
Curley paid .his tribute to the two
tin while at the state house, Governor Joseph B. Ely told them that
if he was sure they would fly the
plane he wouldn't 'object to going
around the world, himself.
Their arrival at the East Boston
airport, an hour and a half after they
had taken off from Walden, N.
was so characteristic of the promptitude with Which they negotiated their
globe girdling flight that it took everyone by surprise.
The official committee had not arrived and the military and National
Guard planes which had been assigned
to welcome them were still warming
up their motors when the big white
monoplane, W.1nnie Mae, glided to a
,

A marked revulsion of attitude toward this man has passed over Boston during his present mayoralty,
for a number of reasons. Some who
have been the first to berate him
now assert, enthusiastically, that
Boston is the best governed city in
the country. They indorse him,
from Alpha to Omega, without limitation or qualification.
Again, a change of atmosphere in
strange quarters is manifest. Such
of the Beaconese and purified as
gather at the Odd Volume club, the
Boston Athenaeum, the Massach4setts Historical society and the
churches about Copley square, who
wash, not as a religious rite on Sat1-s/j/
urday night, but for fun and unP
c.
.1,ers -(-14-21;t1444
wondering
necessarily, are now
whether they have been wrong in
their attitude toward this man, and,
more than this, many who came to
scoff have remained to pray. And
yet, when some read the posters
which were spread over Boston in
the last municipal campaign: "Boston needs Curley," they revised
these words to read: "Curley needs
Boston, July 20—(AP)—Delegates sembled to receive the greetings of
and a repre,Boston." No man hereabouts has
representing those who live their lives Mayor James M. Curley
invited more savage attack. When
sentative of Governor Joseph B. Ely.
In a silent world gathered in Boston
Jim is the issue, cautious maids
They "heard" the addresses through
today for the quadrennial convention
move their perambulators into the
the flying fingers of an interpreter,
side streets, and anemic men crawl
of the National Fraternal Society of
Mrs. Doris Jackson of Haverhill. Mass.,
up into the tree tops.
the Deaf.
daughter
of deaf mutes and wife of a
He has not only virility, but also
The lobby of the big hotel which
deaf mute, although she, herself, enversatility. If led into the retreat
headquarters,
although
they made their
of a psychiatrist, every neurotic
joys normal hearing.
crowded throughout the day, was
within the radius of his contagious
Five attractive young women, with
The
voice
of
the
strangely
hushed.
atmosphere would get off the docrhythmic unison, recited in the sign
through
the
boy
who
walked
bell
tor's ledger, and save his estate if
language, the patriotic cadences of the
ground floor crying "call for Mr.
not his health. He hasp on his own
hymn "America."
Initiative and without extraneous
Pahey" seemed noisily unnatural.
guidance or tonic, made himself a
In old Faneuil Hall, "Cradle of Lihmaster of literature and of diction,
i.rtv," 1200 of the 2500 delegates asP41+1,
-71"1eS.
on whom Harvard has nuthin.
JV Jai.)
has
a
modulation
of
He
voice
unpassed. He can
purr
like a
pussy cat, fight like
7/
1-7 I/
a tiger cat. He touches his hat to Li41 /woe e 7); /acme
some obscure and too much forgotFriday's edition of the Boston
ten woman with a gallantry which
Record carried a splendid likeness of
would discount even the South.
Miss Cecelia O'Connell, daughter of
He dynamites an adversary, so
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick O'Connell of
that the fragments cannot be gathFern street, as she was receiving her
ered together in as few as 12 basdiploma of graduation from Long Iskets. He is at ease not only with
land hospital, Boston, from Mayor
the man on the street, but also with
:10 Ciii'lv
)ropos, tU ma k.,
James M. Curley, Ms., O'Connell was
those who live near the Esplanade,
graduone
of
three
local
girls
to
be
the
oce:;:;km
the
of
football
game benot only with those whose clothes
ated from the hospital at the comtween Harvard- and the University of
are scarce because of financial
mencement exercises conducted Wedstringency, but also with those
Texas on October 24th a gala day
nesday afternoon. In addition to
whose clothes are scarce because of
awarding the diplomas Mayor -urley
and
has extended invitations to Govsocial convention. He sits with the
presented each graduate with a bk. of
ernor Ross D. Sterling, former Govcrude and the cultured, to his and
candy and an autographed photograph
their satisfaction. Those who hope
',nor Dan Moody and '27 mayors of
of himself.
to see him lapse before the linen
;•\;;: cities, as well ;is the city manawith a knife find him adept with
TYler, Texm:. to accompany
the fork. Domestically, he is a spur
1in to this city and to Is- Ii
lUncheon
at the Copley

Curley's Words Interpreted By Sign Language
— Five Young Women "Recite" In
Unison The Hymn America

MAYOR CURLEY•
(
.1
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Nighties and Politics
•

Summer Political Gossip Babbles On—Another Boom foi
Fuller—Wiggins for Governor—Draper-Butler
Reconciliation Is Being Discussed
By BEACON HILL

•

BOSTON, July 18.—It's
It might he a grand thing for public law and
luck that the Legislature
order and for the preservation of New England
is not in session, now that
character, if everyone, at lodging houses or elsethe state board of health
where, could have issued to them, officially, at
has rescinded its order
about curfew time, not only a state-licensed
that public lodging houses
nightie, but also a pair of carpAy Ropers, a night
shall furnish clean night
cap, a candle and a good long drin of cocoa shells.
gowns to lodgers. It all
Then everyone would go to bed and there would
looks innocent enough;
he less high jinks.
and Dr. Bigelow says he
However, the Legislature has gone home, to its
is a bit tired of the jokes
own nighties, and no one will pay much attention
about relative legal merits
, to this new order from the state board eyt health—
of old fashioned nighties
though it is the only item of fact worth the ink to
and 20th century pajamas.
print It, at the top of Beacon Hill about now.
A determined legislator
For the rest, the air is tilled with rumors, and
could do quite a little with
the issue, however, and he would want to know the regular midsummer season of hot-weather
!politics is in full blast. The politicians have to
whether this rescindment or annulment were
talk about something, so they are dragging relucanother slap at the Massachusetts textile Industry.
tant or unconscious potential candidates from
He might ask for a new order, that would not
their natural retirement and are making up party
only require the issuance of nighties, but that
they should be made of cotton and in Massachu- slates. The Republican state committee is in a
state of pleasant coma, as it should be at this time
setts mills.
of the year. The crowds in the governor's office
Someone might ask for a statewide census on
are thinning out. The elevator men have no one
old fashioned nighties and pajamas; and maybe
to talk to, and the scrub women who make their
a lesson in. the degeneration of New England spirit
nightly knee-bent pilgrimage about the marble
could be drawn from the results. In the hard old
halls find a good deal less to mop up than they
days when this nation was being made possible,
found through the season of tramping political
the hardy home folks went to bed at a seasonable
feet,
hour, and when they got ready for bed they knew ,
Another Fuller Boom
they were ready. Once let a man get his nightgown on, and he was just ready for bed and nothDuring the week the most dramatic output
ing else. If he lived by the sea it made no differwas the story that there is a serious movement on
ence. There never was a beach party for guests in foot
to place former Governor Alvan T. Fuller on
flopping nighties. All this folderol of beach antics the national
ticket along with Mr. Hoover, a sort
i
came in when the fashion changed and a man of hands-across-th
e-continent sort of thing, and
I ready for bed was equally
ready for social, func- having in mind the bitter
Republican thought that
tions of a public nature.
this state is so far from being safe for Republicans
that it almost safe for Democracy; with a capital
And the Ladies, Too
D.
One of the obvious enticements In such a
The point is that in those old days a man always knew whether he was up or abed, and he story is that it might smoke out the ex-governor
never was half way between. It was the same, if in the little matter of the governorship nomination
we may with propriety and delicacy say so, with next year. That won't work.. No one is going to
the ladies. No lady eve' thought of going shop- smoke out Mr. Fuller. Mr. Coolidge won a world
ping down at the corner clad in her nightie. She fame for being silent on more matters than any
didn't sit around playing bridge after she had man previously in the political eye. Mr. Fuller
taken her hair down and arranged it in a neat talks a great deal more than Mr. Coolidge, but he
braid. Nowadays you can't tell whether she is is equally silent on the matters that political
guessers most want to hear him talk about.
headed towards bed or a party.
There is just one new name heard around the
So the precisians can find in this abandonment
of the night gown requirement for lodging houses Hill in connection with the governorship, from the
one more nick In the stock of the gun which is Republican angle; and it is a safe guess that this
popping off the conventions and the constitution, man has never heard of it and has never given it
la thought. If he happens to read this
bit by bit.
be will perhaps see the thing mentioned for the first time
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within his knowledge. Yet the name was brought
forward by a man who knows a good deal about
politics in .this state and who is hot given to idle
talk.
This name is Joseph Wiggin, lawyer. Ile has
never had any personal political ambitions, so far
as we know. He now serves as one member of the
Boston transit district commission, an unpaid
office. Throughout the Fuller administration he
was the governor's closest adviser, the man on
whom the governor often leaned for strength—
and always got it. Mr. Wiggin is a serious-minded
man with a sense of humor. He is a quiet man
who is affable. He is easily approached by interviewers who do not get much information out of
hint. He is democratic but not a mixer. He is a
man of high integrity but not a reformer. He is an
eminent lawyer who ig by choice and preference
not connected with any of the big law firms—he
goes on his own Way, like his father before him.
Now, what is the sense in talking about him
for governor? If anyone asks him about it he will
smile and wave the idea away. Yet he may not
be able to do quite that. He has been in close
touch with public affairs, stands well among public men, is the kind of man other men instinctively
trust, firm but not hard, determined but not pugnacious, suave but not smooth. Mr. Fuller almost
certainly would support his candidacy—this is
opinion.
Well, it's summer, and such political talk as
this is inevitable; but among all the tosses and
throws of chance this is the sseest one we have
happened on since cold weather.

27/ yli/

Mr. Draper's Position

Mr. Draper also was, until his mistaken utterance following the primary, a power in the party.
His leadership of the Massachusetts Republican
club was a powerful agency in strengthening the
party.
One current suggestion is to enter Mr. Draper
In the race for governor; or, if not that, for lieutenant-governor. The second thought is not very
happy or practicable, because it would put him
squarely in opposition to the recognized plans of
Gaspar Bacon—and these two men are the most
outspoken wet figures In the Republican party . in
ili4m runMassaehltketts. 1P4 denrld\• hitedti'
ning in opposition to each other next year.
it the Republicans want to pit a wet Repub- an, Draper oblican against the dry Mr. Young m
viously is to be had in mind. The only hitch to
this has been his unfortunate position in consequence of his melancholy break after the primary.
That can be patched up, say the proponents of the
present program. They say that the senatorial
primary developed a great deal of heat, and that
it left the participants in a peppery frame of mind;
and that what Draper said under those circumstances has nothing at all to do with the present
problems and needs of the party.
.The clear sailing that has been the apparent
lot of Senator Bacon towards the Republican second place nomination is beginning to Cloud up.
The Draper candidacy for this nomination may
presumably be dismissed, for the reasons just
stated; but there are indications of what may be
called preparatory activity among the drys, who
Butler-Draper Peace?
seem to hold Mr. Bacon In especial disfavor for
of his Middlesex club speech last
Another bit of talk circulating political high- the intensity
not yet concentrated this oppohave
They
winter.
the
that
rly
latter—is
ways and byways—particula
candidate.
any
on
sition
a "reconciliation" may be effected between WilMeantime there is renewed talk in favor of
liam M. Butler and Eben S. Draper, for the good
MacDonald, now associate commissioner
Herman
of the party. It will be recalled that after the)
works. Commissioner MacDonald shows
public
of
a
Repubrecent party primary which nominated
and is taking no
lican candidate for the United states Senate, there no signs of personal excitement,
as can be disfar
so
own
candidacy,
his
in
part
was some unfortunate publicity In which too much
but. some elements In the Republican
bitterness appeared for the good of the more or covered,
they are convinced that he ought to
less grand old party. Since then both men have party say
and they hint at a novel and
been little talked about in the public halls of poli- enter the primary,
campaigning which, they promethod
of
effective
tics. Mr. Draper has elected to keep inactive
would produce good results for
politically, and Mr. Butler as a defeated candidate tege to believe,
their candidate.
for the Senate has also been in eclipse.

A
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Conditions are changing. A new campaign is
near at hand. Next year we elect a state ticket
again, some congressmen, and a President of the
United States. No man in the state has shown
better organizing ability than Mr. Butler. He has
stood for some of the strongest qualities In the
party organization. His services as chairman of
the party national committee were conspicuously
successful from every point of view. He could
have retained the national chairmanship if he had
been willing to do so. He probably could have
the chairmanship again if he would take it.
In the present conditions of party drifting, a
good deal of thought has been turned towards Mr.
Butler again, not as A candidate for office at this
time but as a sage and resourceful adviser and
director of party strategy. A first step in such a
new deal, or re-deal, isP public friendliness between Mr. Butler and his late primary antagonist,
Eben Draper.
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Ely and Cen
That about sums up the week's more or legs
hysterical developments in the line of candidates
and near-can(iidates. It is a curious phenomenon
of politics that it is just such an off-season, in hot
midsummer, I when many of the leaders are thinking more about their summer homes and golf and
boating and fishing than they are about politics)
that personal candidacies are seeded, to bloom
with startling luxuriance in the fall and succeeding winter. It is a season favorable for the furtherance of plots and plans. This process is now
going on; and the sidewalk and hallway political
gossip of this mid-July may In the end be found to
be a deciding influence in the ultimate disposal of
1 r1 'ulna a year from next fall.
polit Ica! .
What is called "political gossip" may
and
often in the main is, trivial, but intermingled with
it is often khe making or the breaking of a party,
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the grain from
the waste; And
therefore this
gossip has import
ance.
Over on the Demo
cratic side the
re are no new
developments
of importance, an
d little purposefu
gossip. The lik
l
elihood of Mayo
r Curley contestin
g
the nomination
with LIovernor
Ely does not increase as the su
mmer passes. As
the case stands
now, Mr. Curley
's policy is, and
must be, watchf
ul
waiting. With thi
ngs as they are
at the moment
such a contest wo
uld be futile. Th
ere is little Qu
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esBoat.., July 20.—
cal observers no
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They "heard" the add
sibility of answer
ing questions.
resses through the
Everywhere fun
flying fingers of
, good nature an
an interpreter.
d
Mrs. wholehearted merrim
Doris Jackson of
• Haverhill.
Mass.. groups left for sig ent prevailed as
daughter of dea
htseeing excursion
f mutes and wife
s
of a and visits to places of his
deaf mute, althou
toric interest
gh she herself enj
oys
normal hearing.
Five attractive you
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rythinie unison rec
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guage the patriotic d in the sign Ian-'
cadences of the
Ii ymn. "America."
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throng, despite
their silence, see
ming more fri
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nted with one ano
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Boston Treated to Ne
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of Convention by Deaf Mute
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Lobby of Their Hote
l, Although Crowded, Is Stra
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Hushed; Half of 2500
Delegates "Hear" Offici
al
Welcome at Faneuil
Hall
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TEXANS ASKED
TO BOSTON BY
MAYOR CURLEY

Invites Mayors of the Lo
ne Star
State to Football Clash
at Soldier's Field

Fniten. July
21 - - Mayor tei
Noyes thai
rie
the st lie
I game between Harvar d Mod fanthll
d
an
d the Uni
versity of Texas,
to he played at
tiers field. Cam
Solbridge, next Oct
ober
21, will make it
possible for the
! of Boston to
city
entertain a large
distinguished
and
number of pub
lic of: ficlals and cit
izens of the Lo
ne Star
Ma t P.
•
He has already
extended invita
to Gov Ross
tions
D. Sterling, for
mer Gov
Dan Moody an
d 27 mayors and
city
one
manager of
municipalities
Texas to he his
in
gue
sts
at
a
luncheon
at the. Copley
-Plaza hotel on
the day
of the game.
In his letter
to the
mayors Mayor
Curley said: "I
of nothing finer.
know
in
cha
rac
ter
or marking a greate
r sincerity of
pur
than engageme
pose
nts in athletic
competition - between
the leading uni
ties of the
ver
siNorth, Soinh.
Ea
West. May I
assure you in st and
advance
that the footba
ll Pfryon of
Texas university, together
wit
h
the
al
umni anti
undergraduates,
will receive
a royal
welcome in Bos
ton."
The mayor wil
l also Invite Dr
'Vanden
Harry
Benedict, presid
ent of the
University of
Texas, to the
luncheon.
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Living in Silent Worl
d, 12
"Hear" Addresses in 00 Deaf
Faneuil Hall

Convention of Societ
y. in Boston Greete
d by Mayor
Curley Whose Talk
Is Interpreted by
Flying Fingers
of Daughter of Deaf
Mutes; Five Recite
Hymn. .
BOSTON, July
20 (AP)
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New Christian Science Publishing House
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BOSTON, Mass.—Continued growth
of the activities of The Christian Set'ence Publishing Society has necessitated expanded facilities. To meet this
Science
Christian
The
condition
Board of Directnrs of The Mother
Church, The First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts,
will erect, as soon as plans and arrangements are completed, a new Publishing House.
Here provision will be made for the
needs of The Christian Science Monitor, The Christian Science Journal,
The Christian Science Sentinel and all
other literature published by the Society.
The new building, which will cost
in the neighborhood of $3,000,000, will
occupy approximately 58,000 square
feet of ground bounded by Massachusetts avenue, Norway, Falmouth and
Clearway streets, Back Bay. Open:kr/34dt"
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Curley Asks Review
Of Service { harge
„
t
Declares 50 Cents Added tn
Gas Bills Violates State
Law; Raps Utilities.
BOSTON, July 16—(A
James M. Curley today ash.•
preme Court to review the
,.f
the Department of Publi.- I
cominiSSiOner.s permitting he Baste:,
Consolidated Gas Company to make a
50 cents monthly charge against customers The 50 cents is paid in addition to 'payments for gas used by the
customers.
Mayor Curley said the service eharee
was illegal and violated state laws.
He was allowed to intervene in a petition brought by customers of the company on April 7, Mayor Curley also
stated his objections to the refusal of
the commissioners to make rulings of
law as requested.

tions are being hastened in accord
with the public and private building
program which Mazy James M. Curley
of Boston has been urging in conjunction with President Hoover's recommendations for relief of unemployment.
The structure will have a varying
height. Nine stories at the Massachusetts avenue end will be used for offices, while that part which will be opposite The Mother Church edifice will
be three and four stories in height
and in scale with this edifice.
The publishing building will be related in architectural style to The
Mother Church, and its design has
been influenced by the fact that in the
future it probably will become one of
a group of buildings which will surround and form a fitting architectural
setting for the Church. It will be an

New
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BOSTON TO PAY
FOR POST,GATTY
Privilege of Welcoming
Flyers Will Cost That
City $1500
Boston, July 17—For the first time
in the history of its receptions to
successful aviators, the city of Boston
Is to pay for the privilege of welcoming flyers to its boundaries. Before the
National Broadcasting company would
send Harold Gatty and Wiley Post to
Boston, Mayer Curley had to contract
to pay a fee of $1,500 for the pileliege.
According to Walter Myers, Boston
representative of the broadcasting
company, a similar fee will be paid by
every other city at which Post and

all-stone building of the Italian Renaissance type, the lower story to be of
granite and the upper stories of limestone.
Special attention will be given to
the installation of modern heating and
ventilating devices. The central plant
will be housed in a building adapted
to it, with an ornamental tower inclosing the stack, the tower to be of brick
and stone conforming with the beauty
and symmetry of the main building.
The building now occupied by The
Christian Science Publishing Society,
completed in 1908, will be used for the
administration offices of The Mother
Church.
The architect is Chester Lindsay
Churchill, and with him is associated
Lockwood-Greene Engineers, Inc., of
Boston, who will have charge of the
plant layout.
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C atty stop on their countrywide tour I
in the Winnie Mae.
All other notable aviator visitors to
Boston have had the expenses of their
flights to this city borne by their
backers, but Boston has contributed
liberally to their entertainment. For
parades, luncheons, dinners, banquets
and hotel accommodations, the city
spent $14,637.23 on the Bremen flyers, $14,472.78 on Colonel Lindbergh's
reception: $9,389.62 for the welcome to
Admiral Byrd, with Acosta, Chamberlin, Hegenberger and Maitland, and
$4,513.14 on the visit to Amelia Earhart, according to the city auditor's
figures.
Mayor Ashley's invitation to Post
and Gatty to visit New
Bedford
brought an invitation to New Bedford
Board of Commerce to bid for their
appearance here. In a telegram to The
Standard the National Broadcasting
company announced that it was seeking a $1,500 fee from each city visited by the flyers and added, "CornI-laring this sum to the fee for an ordinary sporting or theatrical attract-ion makes it seem very cheap indeed."
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4/ Boston Politics

CHLEY FAVORS C.OF C.MAKES
RAM EXTFNSION FALL MEFING

SERIES PLANS

Backs Savings Banks Association on Trunk
Line Control

Mayor Curley, State Offi•
cials, and Others Invited
to Give Talks

BOSTON , —July 18t/P)—Mayor
James M. Curley was prompted by
the stand of the Massachusetts
Savings Banks association for the
extension of trunk line control of
New England railroads to issue another statement favoring this solution of the problem last night.
The mayor also forcast a connection between the Boston & Maine
railroad and the Van Sweringen
lines at the Hudson river when he
said:—
"A permanent connection for the
Boston & Maine and the Van
Sweringens at the Hudson river
would assure competition in the
movement of this all-important
export and import business of the
Middle-West through the port of
Boston. In the previous absence of
such a competitive hookup the
Boston & Maine has been limited'
to such business as the New York
Central designed to give it.
"I am authoritatively informed
that the officials of the Boston &
Maine are delighted with the present possibilities."
The mayor concluded:—
"The day of provincialism in New
England has passed. We have the
means, knowledge and aggressiveness to assure to our ports adequate
competitive rail service. With a
definite tie-up and
competitive
through service over the Boston &
Maine and Van Sweringen systems
we may be assured of four-day
ocean voyage to Europe."

Secretary Fred A. Mayberry of
the Chamber of Commerce is negotiating with several prominent
men for appearance at a series of
monthly C. of C. dinners and meetings commencing September 21.
William M. McNair of Pittsburgh
has been invited to talk September
21 on "The Pittsburgh Plan." Mr.
McNair, who is a distinguished attorney in that city, will be asked to
tell of the successful operation of
the Pittsburgh greater tax law, and
give an account of its results upon
that city's industrial and civic
progress.
On October 19, Roger Babson of
the Babson Statistical Institute has
been asked to speak on business
prospects for 1932, while on November 16, Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston is expected to talk on his
''Metropolitan Plan." On December 14, Henry S. Dennison of the
Dennison Manufacturing company,
3. recognized authority on, unemployment insurance, and old-age
pension, has been asked to use this
Isubject for his address.
I Robert W. Belcher, divisional
'manager for the United States
Chamber of Commerce, has been
asked to address the January 18
meeting on the "Importance of a
Virile Chamber of Commerce to a
Community," while on February
15, the meeting will be addressed
by President Henry I. Harriman of
the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
who is also the chairman of the
Metropolitan Planning Board. For
the March 21 meeting, Commissioner Long of Massachusetts has
been asked to speak on "Taxation."
Quincy's industrial waterfront is
a question of importance to the
communit y, and Commissioner
Frank E. Lyman of Public Works
has been asked to address the April
25 meeting on "Channels and
Waterways."
Plans are also being made for a
series of monthly meetings for the
Retail Merchants' Bureau of the
Chamber of Commerce, and these
meetings will be addressed by nationally-known speakers on subjects of particular interest to retail
merchants.
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Question Gas Rate
BOSTON, July 17—(A.P.)—Mayor-Tames K._Qurley yesterday asked
the supreme court to review the action of the department of public
utilities commissioners permitting
the Boston Consolidated Gas company to make a 50 cent monthly
charge against customers. The 50
cents Is paid in addition to payments for gas used by the customers.
Mayor Curley said the service
charge was illegal and violated state
laws. He was allowed to intervene
in a petition brought by customers
of the company on April 7. Mayor
Curley also stated his objections to
the refusal of the commissioners to
make ,rulings of law as requested.

'The Roston papers keep on inSitting that N •0 • ' dey intends
to try for the
ernorship next
time with or without the consent
Of nov. Ely. They also point out
that former Mayor Fitzgerald will
h•lp Gov. Ely for the nomination
if he wants it.
Some say the Governor would
like to get hack to his law after
WO years in Roston and others any
, St those near him report that
the mere mention of quilting
burns him up. In all of this it is
pointed out that Mr. Fitzgerald
has fared well with the Governor
in the matter of appointments. They
nay that he was the principal sponsor of Judge Richard E. Walsh,
who waa appointed to the Dorobeeter Court.
The former mayor's
eh.niffeur was later made a court
officer in the same court and although Mr. Fitzgerald did not Succeed In putting over his friend,
Joseph W. Maynard, as registrar
of motor vehicles, he Is reputed to
have had at least a passive influence in the final elimination of
candidates for that position, much
to the chagrin of some of Governor
Ely's other advisers.
Massachusetts is one of those
file tea where appointments can
make or break a governor even before the appointees get a chance
fin prove themselves. They always
ake Pleven enemies and one ingrate. No wonder Governor Ely
likes to go slow in the appointmenta he has to put across. The
outstanding midsummer line in
Boston is that Mayor Curley isn't
proEly and Mr. Fitzgerald Is. By
the way. th• latter who n-as so sick
ind devitalized last year. IS going
good this summer.
/
7/4
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TRUNK Litt RAIL CONTROL
Approval of Banking Group Inspires
New statement by Executive.
Boston, July 17.—(API--Mayor James
M. Curley was prompted by the stand of
the Massachusetts Savings Banks Association for the extension of trunk line
control of New England railroads to issue
another statement favoring this solution
of the problem tonight.
The Mayor also forecast a connection
the Boston and Maine Railroad
betweene
and the Van Sweringen lines at the Hudon river when he said:
"A permanent connection for the Boston and Maine and the Van Sweringens
at the Hudson river would assure competition in the movement of 'this'
Important export and import business
of the Middle West through the port of
Boston. In the previous absence of such
competitive hookup, the Boston and
Maine has been limited to such business
as the New York Central deigned to give
it.
"I am authoritatively informed that

fr

the officials of the Boston and Maine are
delighted with the present possibilities."

The Mayor concluded:
"The day of provincialism in New
England has passed. We have the means,
knowledge and aggressiveness to assure
Ito our ports adequate competitive rail
service. With a definite tie-up and com-

petitive through service over the Boston
and Maine and Van Sweringen systems
we may be assured of four-day ooean
voveges to Europe."
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dub Mayor Atso Forecasts
Connection Between B. &
M. and Van Sweringen
Loads at Hudson River

Governor Invited to Events
at Boston Today in Honor
of Post and Catty

Mayor of Boston Believes Permanent Connection With Van
Sweringens Desirable.
BOSTON, July 17, (M.—Mayor
James M. Curley' was prompted bY.
the stand of the Massachusetts Savings Banks Association, for the extension of trunk line control of New
England railroads, to issue another
statement favoring this solution of
the problem tonight.
The mayor also forecast a connection between the Boston & Maine
Railroad and the van Sweringen lines
at the Hudson river when he said:
"A permanent connection for the
Boston & Maine and the van Sweringens at the Hudson river would assure competition in the movement of
this all-important export and import
business of the Middle West through
the Port of Boston. In the previous
absence of such a competitive hookup, the Boston & Maine has been
limited to such business as the New
York Central deigned to give it.
"I am authoritatively informed that
the officials of the Boston & Maine
are delighted with the present possibilities."
The mayor concluded:
"The day of provincialism In New
England has passed. We have the
means, knowledge and aggressiveness to assure to our ports adequate
With a
competitive rail service.
competitive
and
tie-up
definite
through service over the Boston &
Maine and van Sweringen systems,
we may he assured of four-de:' ocan
voyages to Europe."

1.7— t A P)--Mayor
duly
'"BASton,
jotres N. Curley was prompted by
the. stand of the Massachusetts Saya.ssociation for the exten$jor t ,•,f trunk line control of New England railroads to issue another stateivorimr this solution of the
piolk‘to tonight.
le mayor alr forecast a connec,
(Thu hoT ween the Boston & Maine railroad; and the Aran Sweringen lines at
the iludson river when he said:—
"A. perman••?nt connection for • the
Boston & Maine and the Van St.veringens at the Hudson river would assure competition in the movement
this all-important export and it-II -import business of the Middle-West
:through tha port of Boston. In the
previous absence of such a comprtilive hookup the Boston & Maine has
been limited to such business as the
New York Central deigned to give it.
"I am authoritatividy informed that
the nfficia9 of the Boston 0, Maine
tape deighted,. with the present possi,
biiities."
'The mayor coneuded:- '•dam In New
"The day of prov
Engand lii rriNsc 7 We have By?
• .:gressiveness
,
•
,
.1. •
means,
to assure •adequate com\\Hri a detir&e
petitive
••11•:.;11 service
tie-up and compel ,' • \
over the Boston & Mame and Van
Sweringen systems we may be asshred of four-day ocean voyages to
'Europe."

From Our Special Reporter.
Boston, July 20—Formal invitations
to Gov Joseph B. Ely to attend the
receptions to be given Wiley Past and
Harold Gatty, world •air girdlers, upon
their arrival at Boston tomorrow, were,
received by special messefger at the.
executive offices this afternoon from
Mayor James 111, Curley of Boston,
and Comdr Paul Hines of a Legion
post. Comdr Hines invited the governor
to the luncheon and reaeption at Hotel
Bradford at 1, which the Legion post
will tender the fliers.
Mayor Curley's invitation was requesting the governor to accompany
him and the fliers, after being received
at the .State 'House at 12.30 p. m. by
Gov Ely, to the Parkman handstand
on t.he Common, where the city's
reception will he held.
Gov Ely reached Boston late tonight,
after more than a week away, and
will heat his desk at the State House
tomorrow.

(.)

Mayors and City Engineers of Nearby Cities to
Be Guests at Dedication Exercises
Cost Estimated at $180,000
The $180,000 overpass at the Parkway and Broadway, Revere, which
has been limier construction- for several months, will be officially opened
Friday at 4:00 p.m. Mayor Andrew
of the Metropolitan police at Revere
A. Casassa and Capt. John J. Murphy
are In charge of the program arrangements.

Among the invited guests are Gov.
§.A. CurJoseph B. Ely, Mayor Javite.
ley of Boston, the Revere City Counthe mayors and city engineers
of Chelsea, Everett, Malden, Lynn,
Salem and Beverly, members of the
District Commission,
Metrepolitan
and the State Public Works Commission

er
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Mayor Curley Sends
to Texans
to Invitations
-James
BOSTON, July 20 (/P)—Mayor
invitations

M. Curley today e' ended
Sterling and
to Governors Ras,
former Cloverno- Oan Moody, 27
cy manager, all of
mayors and a
Texas, to be . buests at a luncheon
Oct. 24, be`..-.a the football game between UM, rsity of Texas and Harvard. The mayor said Boston would
welcome as much of Texas as could
come north on that date.
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To Open Overpass
Friday Afternoon

/Ale+ •411

ELY ASKED TO ATTEND
RECEPTIONS TO FLIERS

CURLEY ENDORSES
clfAlifinD MERGER

/MINK LINE IDEA
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A Vote-Commanding Attitude
The Mayor of Boston concludes that the rumble of
the heavy trucks should be distributed over the city
without favoritism being shown to locality, That.
attitude should ccmmand the most votes.--Kennebee
Journsl,
Perhaps She Spends More
But if she can live on $15 s week before marriave.
why does it take $1,200 a month alimony to support
her?—Birmingham News.

i.F.f 7c
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,SIXTY COUPLES MARRY
AT BARGAIN COUNTER

BOSTON
FLIERS' EXPENSES','
TO MEET

Plan Announced Concerning
Catty and Post Visit on
Tuesday Next

;TON, Ill. July 17 (AP)
LVAN,
matrimonial news front
Evanson was encouraging today.

--The

At the end of the first week of
the bargain summer program In
which pollee magistrate and fite
justices of I he. peace. agreed to
perform wedding ceremonies for
nothing, 60 couples had
athantage of the plan.

taken

Special Dispatch to The Gazette
The pace was set by Justice
BOSTON, July 17.—Harold Gatty
n, IR, who led with 30
Harriso
will,
and Wiley Post, globe girdlers,
es. He not only marfree
marriag
under present plans, have their exries 'em free, but throws In a
penses for the airplane trip to this
Pound of tea to gite his couples
city, next Tuesday, paid by the city
a running start toward houseof Boston. The amount, about $1500,
keeping.
will he paid to the National Broadcasting Company, which has the two
ifliers under contract. It will be only the City hail. where they will cal:
enough to cover the actual expenses upon the mayor
Then. with their escort, the Mehl
of the filers now on tour and is not
House to pay their
In the nature of a commercial bid for will go to the State
or.
itheir presence in the city as was for- respects to the govern
Front the State House they will go
merly thought by many.
i Joe yesterday that. it to the Hotel Bradford, where at 1
e
w;
ift;:
c
a y:ral
.a
4.
:1
,.
assume that the o'clock they will be guests at a lunch.
was going to pay the filers money eon given by Crosscup-Pishon post,
to come here. According to Walter A. L., with Comdr. Paul Hines presidMyers, local representative of the Na- ing. assisted by Roland H Baker, post
tional Broadcasting Company, a sim- aviation officer. Mayor Curley Is ex•
ilar bill will be presented to each city pected to he present.
In the path of the tour. In this way
At 3 o'clock. there will be a band
all citizens will be able to see the concert and a reception by the chilmoto
able
be
par. and no one will
dren of Boston to the fliers at the
nopolize them or exploit them for pri- Parkman band stand on the common.
vate gain.
Arrangements are being made at
The filers, according to pre.Jent the mayor's office for the banquet to
acly
plans which are not yet formal
the fliers, at 6. The mayor will be
cepted, will !and et. East Boston on hest.
y,
Tuesda
next
tour
-wide
nation
the
Post and Gatty will then ettend the
at about 11 a. to.
Esplanade concert on Embesnkmeril
From the airport they wtl go via
road. at 8.30, and will be presented by
Chelse and Charlestown to Aciams Mayor Curley to the citizens of Boameet
will
band
the
square, where
'ton.
them. Theo They will go through
They will spend the night at the
Devonshire, State, Congress. Milk,
Washin•ton and School streets, to Hotel Stotler.
sly 0 0 As
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1 \ i;Ilation of thz.b prwisions of Sec',
2. Chap:Er 316, of the Acts of
1927, and is therefwe null and void
and illegal.
The Mayor was allowed to intervene in a petition brought by customers of the gas company April 7,
and he objec..s to the refusal of the
Commissioners of the Department
of Public Utilities to make rulings of
as they were asked to do. The
Calls 50 Cent Monthly Main- • law,
commission, he says, failed to pass
tenance Levy Is Violation (Y: on customers' requests within 10
: days after they were made, and said
Massachusetts Laws
; failure on the part of the commisBoston, July 17 — Petitions were sion operated as a ruling adverse to
filed yesterday in the Supreme I his petitions to each of the requests
Court by Samuel Silverman, corpor- ! for rulings.'
ation counsel of the city of Boston, 1 Twenty customers of the gas comin behalf of James M. Curley, as pany will file, through their counMayor of Boston and an individual sel. Maurice Ulin and Michael J.
customer of the Boston Consolida- O'Leary, a petition „similar to that
ted Gas Company, asking the court filed by the mayor, and the city soto review the action of Henry C. licitor of Somerville will file one for
Attwill, Everett E. Stone, Henry G. Mayor John J. Murphy of SomerWells, Leonard F. Hardy and Lewis ville. The city of Chelsea will ask
Goldberg, commissioners of the De-' the court to allow it to intervene in
partment of Public Utilities, in per- i Mayor Curley's petitions.
mitting the gas company to charge 1 The petitions are returnable be..
customers 50 cents a month In ad- fore Judge Edward P. Pierce of the
dition to money 'paid by them for r Supreme ,Court. July 29.
gas as shown by the meter read-

i.oston's May—or
Asks Review f
Gas Rate Charge

i

'Tite petitioner says the "50 cents
per month per customer" race Is a i

1
or)1-1,
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BOSTON TO PAY
FOR POST,GATTY
Privilege of Welcoming
Flyers Will Cost that
Ili City $1,500
Flight Here at Price Would
Be 'Very Cheap Indeed,'
N. B. C. Says
!Special 60 The Standard!

time
Boston, July 17—For the first
on.; to
in the history of its recepti Boston
of
successful aviators, the city welcomprivilege of
is to pay for the
the
ing flyers to its boundaries. Before
would
National Broadcasting companyPost to
send Harold Getty and Wileycontract
Boston, Ma • Curley had to
,500 for the privto pay a f
ilege.
Boston
According to Walter Myers, asting
representative of the broadc
paid by
company. a similar fee will be
and
Post
which
at
city
other
every
tour
Gatty stop on their countrywide
in the Winnie Mae.
Boston's Purse Wide Open.
s to
All other notable aviator visitortheir
of
Boston have had the expenses
their
flights to this city borne by uted
backers, but Boston has contrib
t. For
liberally to their entertainmen
banquets
parades, luncheons, dinners,
the city
and hotel accommodations,
n flyspent $14,637.23 on the Breme
Lindbergh's
ers, $14,472.78 on Colonel
e to
reception: $9.389.62 for the welcOm
ChamberAdmiral Byrd. with Acosta,
nd. and
lin. Hegenberger and Maitla
Amelia Ear$4,518.14 on the visit to
auditor's
hart, according to the city
figures.
Post
Mayor Ashley's invitation to
Bedford
and Gatty to visit New
Bedford
brought an invitation to Newfor their
Board of Commerce to bid
to Tha
appearance here. In a telegram asting
Standard the National Broadc seekwas
company announced that it city vising a $1.500 fee from each
"Comited by the flyers and added,
for an orparing this sum to the fee
attracdinary sporting or theatrical
intion makes it seem very cheap
deed."
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C U RLEY FIGHTS GAS

SERVICE CHARGE
Mayor
BOSTON, July 16 ,AP)—
M. Curley today asked the
James
action
Supreme court- to review the
of Public Utiliof the Department
commissioners permitting the

ties
Boston Consolidated Gas Co. to maket
charge agains
a 50-cent monthly
customers. The 50 cents is paid in
to payments for gas used
addition
by the customers.

Mayor Curie, said the service
d state
charge was Met' .,1 and violate
his objeclaws. Curley a so stated
scommi
the
tions to the ret usal of
law as resioners to make rulings of
quested.
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slings and arrows
physical qualifications for the
ential office.
presid
the
of
es
troubl
States wasand seas of
velt was unRoose
The presidency of the United
nor
Gover
known
well
Wash-As is
infantile paralysis in
never an easy job. The even temper of
andfortunatela stricken with
ds
hazar
the
in
tried
sorely
less
struggle for reington was
hard
a
made
has
of the Via I. He
d the admiraelicite
setbacks of war than in the problems
his
that
office therecovery, a struggle
ers. He was
observ
first President. in the presidential
all
of
thy
sympa
raised by tion and
on
questi
the
to
r
when Govanswe
South
clear
no
the
ls
struggle in
r the slingscentinuing this
tinue
discon
to
him
Hamlet whether it is better to "suffe
ght
besou
"takeernor Alfred Smith
to
or
e,"
fortun
geous
in
nor
outra
Gover
of
s
and arrow
become, candidate for
and by op-it and to
luster
cal
politi
his
to
up arms against a sea of troubles
added
of the1928. Mr. Roosevelt
posing end them." Most Presidents
better than Mr. Smith as
cape- by running so much
days,
d
triumph was repeated.
United States in these complicate
have to win and in 1930 this
cially the best and greatest of Presidents,
of the State of New
ive
execut
against As the thief
arms
up
take
must
They
both.
do
to
in health apparently anyorlYork he has not lost
a sea of troubles, whether they end them
gained.
escape thing he had before
not, but even in this fight they do not
slings and arrows and
the
of
view
But in
that may he
a President of
those slings and arrows of politics
the seas of troubles to which
nor nooseGover
t,
more outrageous than their fortunes.
subjec
is
States
stam- the United
ble, if
desira
it
At times when the physical or mental
have considered
n or to break velt's friends
ceral
medic
a
ce
produ
ma of a President seems to weake
to
greatnot really necessary,
a
is
there
,
ul
stress
cheerf
and
the
strain
under the
physical fitness. With
to ease the tlficate of
ctive
prospe
his
of
one
deal of talk about doing something
nor,
Gover
ance is-consent of the
physiburden. Of course, all the needed assist
has had three well known
s
apher
biogr
sive
oppres
the
ing
that
chang
er,
report
howev
ut,
they
witho
and
given
examination
as little clans make an
Roosenor
Gover
ned"
fact of personal responsibility. But
exami
ully
burden, physical they have "caref
of
more can be done to ease this
that his health and powers
ess. be-, velt and "believe
any
meet
to
him
fitness and mental temperament doubtl
allow
to
as
such
selecting party endurance are
come important considerations in
d of private and public life."
neman
remove the misgivcandidates for this high office.
If this does not entirely
in
misgivings of the
Occasionally a President may leave office
the
or
s
friend
That ings of his
it.
d
entere
he
when
as
health
aa good
it maY help to make his quid
'escaped public generally,
nearer
dent
Presi
for
was the case with Calvin Coolidge, who
ate
candid
a
s nor a ifications as
nor of
neither the slings and arrows of politic
He is a Roosevelt, he is Gover
ete.
compl
been
have
their
e
declar
s
doctor
sea of troubles. His achievement may
now three
of New York and
meet the reto
fit
ally
due less to his. physical fitness, for he is not
physic
is
he
mental belief that
a
the physically robust type, than to that
the "outrageous fortune" of
y ad- quirements of
highl
the
often
.
States
imperturbability which is
d
Unite
and a President of the
vantageous product of a trained mind
question left open is as to
r, ,Perhaps the only
Hoove
dent
clear conscience. Apparently Presi
temper of the mind" which for
has the that "dauntless
though quite different in many respects,
y navigating a sea of troucalml
of
physical- the purpose
ues
contin
he
far
ies,
g
qualit
savin
same
necessary than hard muscles.
Presi- hies is even more
ly and mentally fit, though more than any
ning source of misgivings
remai
sub- Perhaps this
been
has
he
ly,
reprobab
years
recent
dent in
the Governor's consent also be
her with the could with
Others.
atrist
psychi
ject to heavy seas of troubles toget
three
moved by two or
Massachusetts miglr
usual slings and arrows.
wise,' the Democrats of
:
there.
Phyaical as well as mental stamina is,
Smith
continue to prefer Al
fore, something to be thought of in nominating
LAIAlqtTAL,1 IA ,,I.,:- I/ /7/ ii
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Presidents and we are not surprised that
York
New
of
of Governor Franklin Roosevelt
ering ia
have seriously felt the _need of consid
......._
obviousl
From a Democratic point of view he
i
Roost.
is
name
P
His
ns.
has especial qualificatio
ed
velt and this may serve to borrow some diffus
statesmau light from the fame of a Republican
theyor
(4)ask—Mayor
BOSTON, July
(/P)—Mayor
glory of BOSTON, July 16 L
tive
y
reflec
faintl
the
like
to e
—something
James M. Curley todlelay
osfked thn
today
n
Curley
M.
al mean- James .acoumirtis,
Supreme court, as mayor of Boston
an asteroid. But he has some person
me
ala,
York by a supre
and as a customer of the Boston
Boston
the
mayorof
er
New
custom
of
nor
rlescence. He is Gover
Consolidated Gas company, to review
review
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ny,
compa
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large majority and that is regarded as of
pubof
the action of the department of pubtment
depar
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of
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Dem- the
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lic utilities commissioners allowing
allowi
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ruendotis importance, as the success of the
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comma
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utiliti
lie
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a
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t
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paid
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nts for gas used by the etasemspayme
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electoral votes of New York, if possible. Withused
gas
for
nts
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payme
he_
out New York even the wayward political
toner
Mayor
erg. Curley said the service
Wni
Mayor Curley said the service I
havior of Massachusetts and Rhode Island can
charge was illegal and violated state
violated state I
and
illegal
was
charge
laws. He was allowed to intervene
do littlealo ritinatite a forlorn hope.
laws. He was allowed to intervene 1
in a petition brought by customers
byl customers
All . thig contributes to his attractions as a in
of the company on April 7.
Mayor
l
But
April
1932.
ro
in
b
:
ny
any
ion
dent
compa
"titl
for
Presi
ate
g
the
f
l
candid
ratic
Democ‘
t
nsiI
Curley also stated his objectio141
. ionsto
Curley also stated his object
as hi$ political friends see it apparently, there the refusal of the commissioners to
ftsal of the commissioner
ra
thcre
• make rulings of law le reauested.
may be serious publ:e misgivings .as to his make rulings of law as requested.
I

The Roosevelt Qualifications
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MAYOR CURLEY SAYS
cpuHARGE IS ILLEGAL

MAYOR CURLEY SAYS
( CHARGE IS ILLEGAL
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Local Degree Staff Given
Ovation At Convention
Benedict Circle's Degree Staff Scores Big Hit In
Competitive Drill Exhibition At Convention
Session In Boston.
The degree team of Benedict Circle,
Daughters of Isabella, was given an
ovation as it concluded its exhibition
drill yesterday at the opening of the
National Convention in the Hotel Stetler in Boston.

No prizes were award-

ed but reports from the convention
stated

that

were

North

the

outstanding

Attleboro,

teams

Pawtucket,

Worcester and New Bedford.

Mary McCarthy of North At'
Mrs
reception
tleboro is a member of the
on.
conventi
the
at
ee
committ
C vE r?1- if' 7''>us• 7/17p,

wow FLIERS
VISIT BOSTON
NEXT TUESDAY

The North Attleboro team in white
uniforms with gold braid made an attractive appearance and was greeted
Wiley Post. globe
with a great applause. The detachHarold (tatty and
present plans, have
under
e
Madelin
by
will.
d
captaine
girdlers,
is
ment, which
trip to
expenses for the airulane
Capadanno, performed with the pre- their
erltoy
paid by the lo
Tuesday
next
Boston
$e . t
az;
cision and unity of a military unit.
amount
,,,,
rrin
of Boston.
ea
The result showed the fine tutorship
t)
i
WhiCh IMS. the two flyers
former
of Patrolman Joseph McKeon,
enough
contract. It will to only
army man, who has drilled the team under
the
the actuirl este nses of
ciiver
to
for the past few years.
tour and Is not in the
on
IlYPI's 11"w
their
Two thousand members of the order !' At 111'
n commercial bid for
,
formerly
were present at the opening of the presence in the city as was
niartv.
convention, which is the ninth in the thought hy
Aieyor Curb.y ui Boston nald Yesterconto
'history of the organization. The
quit it was a mistake
Of- day morniVrI
to pay
going
vention will continue all week.
was
city
the
t
ti
assume I
/ cotno here. Acficers will be named tomorrow.
the flyers 11101lOy
of the Nawere
Circle
cording hi Walter Alyere,
Many from the Benedict
!
teemicitsting Company, a, simI
session.
tional
y's
yesterda
at
ce
in attendan
presented to each city
made in ilar hill will be
way
The trip from here was
path of the our. In this
the
Iii
from
see the pair,
busses. The official delegate
all citizens will be able to
monopolize
McGetNorth Attleboro is Mrs. Agnes
and no one will be able to
private gain.
for
them
exploit
or
them
trick.
plans
The flyers, according to present
yesterday
Preceding the convention
accepted,
formally
yet
not
are
mass was which
on the Namorning a solemn high
will land at East Boston
church in
at about
Cecelia's
St.
in
celebrated
tin-wide tour next Tuesday
Rt. Rev. Mgr. II a. tn.
, the Back Bay. The
general
Ambrose F. Roche, chaplain
Massachusetts, was
for
order
the
of
given by
celebrant. The sermon was
Spillaine of
J.
M.
Mgr.
Rev.
Rt.
CarBrookline. Following the mass
d the deleaddresse
l
O'Connel
dinal
gates.
,
Hotel
At the opening session it:
G. O'Hare,
Statler ball room William
presented
representing Mwr_CttiLley,
national regent, Mrs.
the
to
bouquet
a
At
Minerva C. Boyd of Chicago.
secretary
luncheon, DeWitt C. DeWilf,
addressAd the conto Governor Ely,
ventiop.
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Curley Asks Court To
Review Utilities Board
Service Charge Action
Extra Fee Permitted Gas Company Li Illegal, Boston
Mayor Declares
.lames
Boston, July
Supreme
M Curley today asked the
Public'
Court"; review the action of
g the
Utilities Commissioners permittin
Company to
Boston Consolidated Gas
against
make a 50-cent, -monthly charge
in Adcustomers, The 59 cents is paid by the
dition to payments for gas used
customers.
charge
Mayor Curley said the service
laws. He
was illegal and violated state
petition
was allowedato intervene, in a,
brought by 'tusthmers of the company
his
stated
April 7. Mayor Ciirley also
cornobjections to the refusal of the
as remissioners to make rulings of law
quested.
reLE
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CURLEY FAVORS
BANK RAIL PLAN
Extols Stand of Savings
Group For Extension of
Trunk Control
SEES BIG BENEFIT
Forecasts Connection of
Van Sweringen Lines
BOSTO#nSiiily . I3 (AP)-.-Mayor
James M. Curley :was prompted by
the stand of the Massachusets Sayins Banks Association for the extension of trunk line control of New
England railroads to Issue another
statement favoring this solution of
the problem tonight.
The mayor also forecast a connection between the Boston & Maine
railroad and the Van Sweringen lines
at the Hudson river when he said:
"A permanent connection for the
Boston & Maine and the Van Sweringens at the Hudson river would
assure competition in the movement
of this all important export and import business of the
Middle West
through the port of Boston. In the
previous absence of such a competitive hookup, the Boston & Maine
has been limited to such business as
the New York Central designed to
give it.
"I am authoritatively informed
that the officials of the Boston &
Maine Are delighted with the present
possibilities."
The mayor concluded:
"The day of provincialism in. New
rneland has passed.
We have the
means, knowledge and aggressiveness
l c, assure to our ports adequate competitive rail service. With a cieAulta
tieup and competitive through
Ice over the 'Boston & NialTle.
Van Sweringen,vategta, in
assured oT
.da

daN

2000 Daughters of Isabella Hear
Cardinal Rap Hunt for Pleasure

Sub'"My' Fey
so that all the people'
airmen instead of permit
Organizations to sell tickets
charge admission fees.
Private organizations or promoters,
however, will be allowed to hire the
fliers to make an appearance wherever there is no demand from the
municipal authorities to hear the expense. Private promoters, in addition
to the $1500 will he required to pay
a certain percentage of the box office receipts.
Officials of the National Broadcasting company announced last
night that Wiley and Post would
not come to Boston before the first
of next week. It was indicated that
they would probably reach here
Tuesday noon.
Tentative plans provide for a reception at the airport at noon with
at the airport administraNot Commercializing Trip, luncheon
tion building or one of the intown
hotels. In the event that the lunchSays Broadcasting Company eon
is held in town, the fliers would
be escorted through the streets of
Representative; Merely
East Boston. Chelsea, Charlestown,
Cambridge and Back Bay along a
To Pay Expenses
route similar to that used by previous air heroes.
it is
Following the luncheon
planned to hold a public demonstraARE DUE TUESDAY
tion at the Parkman bandstand on
the Common and then a dinner at
night to be followed by a parade tc
the Charles River Esplanade, where
Will Get Cut on Box Office the
filers would join the Symphony
in broadcasting their mesReceipts If Private Organi- •orchestra the
raid° before leaving for
sage over
their
next
stop.
zations Hire Them for
',OHL.
PRJ11,17E/Yei:

BOSTON, July 16—Two thousand
Daughters of Isabella, gathered for
their ninth annual convention, yesterday heard a scathing arraignment
by Cardinal O'Connell of life today
as "just a chase for pleasure." They
were luncheon guests of Mayor Curley at the Hotel Westminfilrentiferrif
Mitt afternoon session at the Stetler
they sent Pope Pius XI a cable message of loyalty and love, and received
from George Cardinal Mundelein a
telegram conveying his greeting and
blessing.
The convention, which is the eighth
biennial one, as well as the ninth annual, will continue all week. Nominations .for offices will be made this
morning and the election will be held
tomorrow morning.
There will be a
banquet in the Hotel Stetler ballroom
tonight.
Preceding the convening of the national circle in business session yesterday morning a solemn high mass
was celebrated in St. Cecelia's church
in the Back Bay. The Rt. Rev. Mgr.
Ambrose F. Roche, chaplain general
of the order for, Massachusetts. was
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$1500 TO GET
WORLD FLIERS
TO VISIT CITY

the celebrant. The sermon was given
by the Rt. Rev. Mgr. M. .1. Splaine
of Brookline.
Following the mass
the cardinal addressed the delegates,
warning them against "the silliness
and foibles and fashions of today"
and declaring that lack of faith had
been the principal cause of the
world's confusion.
The vanity, the devotion to dress,
to amusements and the gratification
to one's senses today he characterized as worse than paganism, saying
"Even the pagans had some ideals."
At the opening session in the Hotel
Stetler ballroom William G. O'Hare,
representing the mayor, presented a
bouquet to the national regent, Mrs.
Minerva C. Boyd of Chicago, who responded, and the Rev. Mgr. Bernard
A. McKenna of the Catholic university, Washington, in charge of the
raising of funds for a national shrine,
made an address.
At luncheon, the governor's secretary. DeWitt C. DeWolff, addressed
the delegates at the Hotel Westminster.
The afternoon session was devoted
largely to offfeets' reports and naniing of committees. Last night a reception to the national officers in the
imperial ballroom of the Hotel Stetler
was followed by exhibition drills of
glee clubs and drill teams of various
states.
LOWiLL
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POST AND GATTY WILL BE
JlaY 21
Lkoon flitaNN:41 GUEST
II emelt',
lal

ion
t:lobe
Boston. July l6—( AP --Wiley Post
and
arold Catty. round -the-world
filers, will he guests of the city and
the
American Legoin. July 21. Present tentative plans call for their arrival on
that
de le at the East Bot•top Airport-. where
they will be officially welcomed by the
city.
The fliers will be luncheon guests
drosscup Plahon Post. Aillfq/Unn Legion.
with Matto!. Curley and the tilers themsefves sititrin 'al pvtkers. The Mayor
will he their h .81. at diun•.

Personal Appearances

J/

Boston, July 18—Boston will have
to pay a flat rate of $1500 to Willey
Post and Harold Gatty before the
world fliers will come here to receive
the plaudits of the city, it was
learned last night.
That a charge of $1500 above the
cost of entertainment would be made
at every place visited by the fliers in
order to pay their expenses, was confirmed by Walter Myers, New England representative of the National
Broadcasting
company, which
is
booking the Wiley-Post tandem on
the nation-wide. cruise.
Mayor %VLF late last night devisit of the fliers to
nied that
this city was delayed because of the
1111500 fee and scoffed at the rumor I
that he would withdraw Boston's invitation. "We'll pay the $1500 and be
glad to see the two boys," the mayor
stated.
Word was passed through the
crowd waiting yesterday at the airport that the fliers did not arrive because they demanded 41500 for expense money before making the trip,
although Lindbergh, Byrd, Amelia
Earhart, Hegenberger and the Bremen fliers came to Boston without any
charge for showing themselves.
That rumor was spiked last night
by the New England manager of the
NBC. He explained that the fliers had
been invited to the Tuesday night air
demonstration and wrestling matches
at Braves field and in the belief that
It had been postponed on account of
rain until last night, they planned
to arrive here yesterday until word
reached New York that the air show
was over.
Mr. Myers stated that a charge of
$1500 would be made at each city
and town at which the world fliers
atop on their country-wide tour,
merely to pay their expenses, covering the cost of the trip.
He declared that the National
Broadcasting company did not desire
to commercialize the tour and pre- I
!erred to have

MAY REVIEW GAS
‘, SERVICE CHARGES
Supreme Court Petitioner by
Mayor Curley-50 Cents
Added to Bills.
BOSTON. July
14 (A").—',Iayor
lames M. Curley today asked the
supreme court, as mayor of Boston
Ind as a customer of the Boston
2onsoildated Gas Co., to review the
lotion of the Department of Public
Utilities commissioners allowing the
:ompany
to make a 50 cents monthy charge against customers. The 50
cents is paid in addition to payments for gas used by the customers.
Mayor Curley said the service
chargL was ittegai ana vioiatea state
laws. He was allowed to intervene
in a petition brought by customers
of the company on April 7. Mayor
Curley also stated his objections to
to the refusal of the commissioners
to make ruiirmq of law as reciuested.
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word that this course had already I and would be out of the running
II been taken.
Those in charge of by the time the big nominating conHowever I
this branch of the business like ; ventions assemble.
hard-boiled routine officials as they couldn't get a "rise" out of my old
Probably you have read the little
are, merely looked at the law and friend. All he said was "I dunno."
poem in the ""Poets of Near By" the 5 to 4 vote, and didn't figure Then a gleam of light crossed his
visage
and
Anyway I under- that the president's ruling could weatherbeaten
he
column today.
stand it is a tribute to a bright change the facts. On top of that blurted out with fervor, "Why
I understand, word came dowp from don't the Democrats nominate
young man whose voice has been
high quarters that the nfeasure James M. Curley? They might get
heard over the radio by a good didn't require the mayor's signa- sdrewhere."
many Quincy listeners-in. He was tura to make it good, since it had
7//a /.1/
adeik
an employe of the State auto regis- been introduced in pursuance of a
J
•r,••••••••••1
try, I believe, but they tell me he recommendation of his honor and
has recently signed a contract in also in accordance with a suggesfive figures for a year's singing tion made by him in his last inauguThe ral address. So I guess the emitwith a New York network.
author of the poem a well-known fort station is at last on the way.
resident of Atlantic, was a fellow Anyway, the money for it is propemploye in the registrar's office, erly authorized.
and the verses express the "Good
notice that the Boston Elevated
Luck" idea of that department for
one who now goes into a larger sort Railway is out with a mighty nice
pamphlet describing the trolley
MASSACHUSETTS
of activity.
trips that can be taken over its
An audit of the books of the Fall
Did you read those clever verses lines to places of special interest
River General hospital disclosed yesterday that residents of the city owe
by Alex Cowe in this page of yes- In or near Boston. It is copyrighted,
the institution $89,000 for services
terday's Ledger? I'll bet the local too, so that you have to get it from
since,1925. The money owed includes
iRepublican "pots" read them. In the "El" and no email programonly that receivable from patients
;fact, two or three of them have
publisher can hope to work an adwho agreed to pay for services or
'already told me as much. It seems vertising scheme by republishing'
treatment, and not from charity or
that the South Quincy poet was the matter in a booklet for comwelfare cases. The board of finance
in Fall River is conducting a camone of those who drove down to mercial use. Rose Shea of Waterpaign for the payment of the bills,
the Republican city committee out- town wrote the text, it seems, and
and City Solicitor Edward J. Murphy
ing last month, and so he was Casimir F. Shea made the drawIs planning legal action against those
equipped with first-hand experi- ings, so take it altogether the bookwho will not pay.
ence as a basis for his "pome." I let is in the nature of a souvenir as
A fall from a hayloft in his father's
guess he gave us a pretty good idea well as guide book. Revere and
barn Tuesday caused the death of
of it, too. Apparently the Repub- Nantasket take first place in the
Emelt() Ferraro, 10, son of Dominic
licans didn't plan to have any "big booklet, then come the Boston
Ferraro of Canton street, Randolph.
The child was playing in the hay-.
shots" of the political world at the museum of •fine arts. the Children's
loft when he lost his balance. As he
gathering. It was a family party.
the Waverley Oaks reserfell he struck a window bar, receivBut at that they seem to have come Museum,
ing severe internal injuries. He was
garpublic
City Point, the
out rather better, in some ways, vation,
given first aid by Dr. George V. Rigthan the Rotarians did when they den with Boston common and pubgins and taken to the Brockton hosgot together a big joint meeting lic library, the Boston airport, the
pital, where he died a few hours
later.
this week to receive Mayor Curley Blue Hills and Houghton's pond,
of Boston, and then the mayor got
Carl Pucci, four, was killed and his
University and its musister, Mary, three, received a broken
around so late that he didn't have Harvard
Middlesex
and
pond
Spot
seums.
late yesterday afternoon when
leg
time for his speech. He had to tell
the navy
they fell between the wheels of an
it to the reporters while he was fells, Bunker Hill and
electric laundry truck near their
and
changing his clothes for a game of yard, the Arnold Arboretum,
home at 17 Woodlawn street, Everett
golf. Perhaps the Rotarians were finally Franklin park. Minute digirl is at the Whidden Memorial
The
just as well pleased, after all. The rections as to how to reach all
hospital. Police believe the children
the
and
given,
'are
.places
these
pressed the pedal starting the truck
general experience seems to show
while they were hanging on the side.
that when "Jim" Curley shakes drawings show what to expect
is
it
say
The driver, Allen W. Lutes of Malden,
I11 that he has when you get there. I'll
hands with you
was in a house soliciting business.
a bit of a novelty to find the "El"
said volumes. So that's that.
Employment of 150 additional emgoing out after more business in
ployes and increase of output by
There has been a good deal of this way, and suggests those "gay
more than 50 per cent., effective imdiscussion behind the scenes (or nineties" when all the trolley commediately, was announced at Haveras a well-known ex-councillor of panies went in for this sort of prohill yesterday by Albert U. Bowdoin
legal connections would say, "off motion and issued folders and timeof the Bowdoin Shoe company. The
daily manufacture of women's shoes
the record ") about the council table like the steam roads. I wonwin be increased from 1200 pairs to
president's ruling on the comfort der if the revival is in any way due
2000,
and the increased labor necesstation vote. I hear some folk to the legislature's action this year
sary will increase the firm's annual
sympathizing with the ruling, even in guaranteeing the "El" stockpayroll from $350.000 to $500,000,
inclined to believe that a vote in- holders against financial losses.
Bowdoin said. Abraham Reinberg,
volving the amounts concerned in
president of the Bradford Hat company, also announced yesterday that
the comfort station matter should
was talking with Col. Amos T
his firm will hire 300 additional embe required to show at least a two- Luther, well-known political wise
ployes at once for work on a night
third majority before the appropri- acre, this week abot.t the big poshift made necessary by fall orders.
ation is authorized. Others, how- litical game, and was setting fortt
Russell Cadell, 13, drowned yesterever have stood by what they have my pet theory that the Democratic
day afternoon when he was caught
have
and
law,
the
understood was
In the current Of Seven Mile river. at
presidential nominee is more likeSpencer. The boy was a weak swiminsisted from the outset that the 5 ly to be Newton D. Baker of Cleveand was dragged under the water
mer
to 4 vote really meant that the land than Governor Franklin D.
before companions could reach him.
'measure had passed ,and that this Roosevelt of New York. I backed
Mayor CurlL of Boston took a
was so in spite of the president's up the notion by reminding the
from his
fimginoyesterday
Evidently this view pre- colonel that Baker had been close
ruling.
youngest son, Francis Curley, but a
vailed in official quarters in city to Woodrow Wilson, had been besession of nearly three hours on
Jamaica pond failed to demonstrate
hall for I understand that when fore the country ever since his days
that the mayor's ability with the rod
the president yesterday telephoned in the Wilson cabinet, and hailed
fly is comparable with his proand
in a notice that his ruling was in from ttri state often spoken of as
ficiency as an orator. In fact, after
error, and that the order should be the cradle of presidents: also by
admitting that the sum total of the
sent along for record as having prophesying that the New York
catch was one little fish landed by
he
back
got
passed,
"preliminary"
a
duly
only
Francis, the mayor confessed that as
is
been
governor
a fisherman he was an 44011,11.74/
golfer.
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LUMLEY'S CONQUEST OF "BOB"
Boston Beginning to Appreciate Its
Mayor
[Washburn's Weekly in Boston Trailscript.]
A marked revulsion of attitude toward this man has passed over Boston during his present Mayoralty, for
a number of reasons. Some who have
been the first to berate him now assert, enthusiastically, that Boston is
the best governed city in the country.
him. from Alpha to
They indorse
Omega, without limitation or qualification. Again, a change of atmosphere
in strange quarters is manifest. Such
Beaconese and purified
RA
of the
gather at the Odd Volume club, the
Massachusetts
Atheneum,
the
Boston
Historical society and the churches
about ropley square, who wash, not
as a religious rite on Saturday night
hut for fun and unnecessarily, are
now wondering whether they have
fieen wrong in their attitude toward
this man. and, more than this, many
who came to scoff have remained to
pray. And yet, when somycead the
posters which were spread over Boa-,
ton in the last municipal campaign:
"Boston needs Curley," they revised
these words to read: "Curley needs
Boston." No man hereabouts has Invited more savage attack. When Jim
is the issue, cautious maids move.
their perambulators into the side
streets, and anemic men crawl up Into
the tree tops.
He has not only virility but also
versatility. If led irsto the retreat of
a psychiatrist, every neurotic within
the radius of his contagious atmosphere would get off the doctor's ledger,
and save his estate if not his health.
He has, on his own initiative and
without extraneous guidance or tonic.
made himself a master of literature
and of diction, on v horn Harvard has
nuthin. He has a modulation of voice
unpassed. He can purr like a pussy
cat, fight like a tiger cat. He touches
his hat to some obsctio and too much
,forgotten woman AMh a gallantry
which would discount even the South.
He dynamites an adversary, so that
the Vagments cannot be gathered togetlAr in as few as 12 baskets. He isl
at ease not only with the man on thel
- street but also with those who livef
neat'- the Esplanade, not only with those
whose clothes are scarce because of
financial stringency
but also with
those whose clothes are scarce because of social convention. He sits
with the crude and the cultured, to
his and their satisfaction. Those who
hope to see him lapse before the linen
with a knife find him adept with the
fork. Domestically, he is a spur and
inspiration. Politically, all men take
him in doses either undiluted, or diluted with reason or without, and
some turn to a lemon, as when they
seek to palliate a spoonful of oil.
He has the. appeal of the thoroughbred upon the track, when those who
ride assume the dangers of the ditch
for the charm of the kicque and the
thrill. They are happy, that is, while
they are happy, though they may not
know whether they otre to continue on
top of the grass or disappear permanently beneath it. He has unlimited
political potentiality, that is if he
curbs his torrential spirit. It is often
wondered, however, whether his spaying will retire him to the pastures, as
is wondered
of all plunging
performers.
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MAYOR CURLEY DECLARES LEGION NEEDED
Speaking to representatives of the
twenty-six posts of the district at a
meeting in the Town Hall two weeks
ago under the auspices of the Norfolk
County Council of the American Le'
gion to stimulate membership in the organization, Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston delivered a stirring address in
which he declared that the Legion is
needed to foster and keep alive that
patriotism that will preserve the nation
against human selfishness and against
greed that fosters wars and to fight off
the evil, of communism. Ile said, in
part:
"The only thing that has been on the
mind of every individual who has followed the wonderful contribution of
service, not alone during the period of
the Civil War from 1861 to 1865, hut
that wonderful contribution after the
close of the war, even until this very day,
the one thing that has been in the mind
of every American is, who %yin take up
the work so well conducted for so ninny
years by the Grand Army of the Republic? And tonight we have been
privileged to listen to the presentation
by the State Commander and the National Chaplain. itt becomes a call for
every individual interested in the welfare and the continued existence of the
American Republic.
"The World War did not end a half a
century ago. It ended in 1918, less than
thirteen years ago. It did not end for
the 70,000 who failed to return from the
fields of France and Flanders. It may
have ended for those, as individuals, who
served their country, but it did not end
for the mother or the wife left behind in
America and who still -bears her burden
of sorrow fo. the lad who did not cbme
home. Journey to the national capital.
Go to the peaceful shades of the National Cemetery on Memorial Day and
you will find—what? You will find some
of that company of mothers whose sons
did not return—black and white, Protestant and Catholic, Jew and Atheist—
journeying to that shrine to pay their
offering in the hope that their boy lies
there. Not forgotten by the mothers!
How about the 4,000 who are still on
beds of pain, suffering in the hospitals
of our own State? How many of our
private citizens outside of the ranks of
the Legion have ever visited one of
those institutions to bring even a little
flower to cheer those men who went
forth to serve and, if need be, to (lie
that free government might not perish?
"-Outside of the Legion not one percent of the people of America have ever
crossed the threshold of one of those
hospitals to bring cheer and comfort to
the lads for whom the war did not end
in 1918, and will not end until the
Angel of Death calls them home. Forgotten by all, with the exception of the
men who served with them in the World
War, and who give of time, and of
money, and of energy, and if talent, and
of sympathy, and of kindness to make
them feel that there are still persons
who are interested in them, and love
them and respect them for the service

they have rendered God and country in
the hour of the world's travail.
"We are a grateful people but we
have very short memories. We wanted
to try to do some measure of justice
to the men of the Grand Army, but we
did not do it for forty-eight years after
the war had closed. If a man enlisted
when he was twenty he was sixty-eight
before he was entitled to receive one
dollar a day, regardless of his physical
condition, from the nation he had served,
and front the government to which. he
had given four years of devoted, faithful and unselfish service, and had given
forty-eight years of service in private
life after the war had closed.
"How alit tut the World War veterans?
Why, the \\ ;tr
scarcely over in 1918
when all over this land could be heard
the statement that the veterans had been
over there on a joy ptirty. 'They won't
work,' it was said, 'it is useless to offer
them work.' In our own city of Boston
we had more than five thousand on our
Soldiers' Relief roll. In 1922 we were
conducting a system that was dangerous to the country, and destructive of
the character, stamina and Americanism of the men who had demonstrated
their courage, devotion and patriotism
in the hour of the nation's trial. We
started a subway construction job in
East Boston and we offered work to.
those veterans. There was not a single
man who refused and about 3,200 were
Put to work at from five to fifteen dollars per day until conditions improved.
We not only saved money to the city
on our Soldiers' Relief roll, but saved
the men for a more useful future.
"Oh. yes, we need the American Legion. We need it just so long as Russia continues under the form of government that obtains there at the present
time. We need it just so long as human selfishness dominates the individual in any portion of the world. We
need it in our own country until we
adopt legislation which will conscript
wealth in the same manner that manhood is conscriptel whenever there is
war. It is not the ordinary citiien that
creates. war; it is not the soldier, sailor
or marine that brings on war; they are
the ones that settle war. It is the wealth
and greed of the world that brings it
on. We have witnessed an industrial
depression in America and the world in
progress for the last two years and dispelled almost overnight bv the
of the inagician.—The power of wand
—a promise of the suspension ofmoney
ments of money owed America payand
owed one nation by another
nation.
How important it is that wealth be
conscripted the same as man power. Conscript wealth and make war
unprofitable and you have done more for
peace
than all the sermons that may
preached from all the pulpits ii be
the
world from now limit ii the end of
time." ,
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Curley Arrives Here Late
With'Boom Boston'Plea
•

Make Brief Remarks

•

Mayor C.taja„y's insistence that the
other municipalities of Suffolk county
shall contribute to the support of the
courts of the county seem to be reasonable. Possibly one might go even
further and ask whether the position
of that county is not so distinctive
that the Commonwealth also should
do something to help Boston out.
Certainly the Suffolk county courts
have much business that does not
properly belong to Boston, since the
convenience of local a•lorneis brings
a great deal of litigation to that city
over which other courts are entitled
to assume jurisdiction if they should
be selected by the plaintiffs. The
whole question of apportionment of
court expenses in that county Is
rather complicated, but It certainly
looks as if the city of Boston were
not getting unite a fair deal.

Rotarians, Assembl ed in Joint Session, Fall to Hear
Tardy Mayor's Message on Hub as Seaport, But
1,3 Reporters Get Story as He Dresses for Golf
Vast steamship companies, he
"Boom the port of Boston" would
have been Mayor James M. Curley's added, are already more than ordinariiy interested in the port of
message to more that: 125 members Boston.
of the Quincy, Braintree, WeYMayor Curley predicted that the
mouth, and
Randolph-Holbrook port of Boston, according to presRotary clubs assembled at a joint ent plans, will witness a revival of
shipping not even dreamed of by
meeting yesterday noon at the Wolthe "wildest dreamers."
laston Golf club, Montclair.
But
The Huh chief executive regretMayor Curley arrived too late to
ted that he was unable to address
He spoke how- the Joint session of Rotarians from
deliver his talk.
ever to Quincy newspapermen Quincy and vicinity, but promised
while dressing for a game of golf that he would do so at a future
with his son, Leo, and Allan R. date.
White, and Russell T. Green, members of the Quincy Rotary club.
Rotarian White had charge of the
.
program of the day, and Rotarian
Green was in charge of the golf
tournament among the Rotarians.
Vice President Lawrence H. Abbott
of the Quinc club presided.
Brief remarks were made by
President Dee Sturgis of the Braintree club, President Frank Bryant
of the Weymouth club, and C. Campbell Baird of Wollaston, president
of the Randolph-Holbrook club. A
chicken pie dinner was served at
12:30 o'clock. Rev. J. Caleb Justice
invoked the divine blessing. Group
singing was led by William D. S.
Shields of the Quincy club, with
Fred Dyer of the Weymouth club
at the piano.
Guests present included Henry
P. Rapp of the Boston Rotary club,
Allred Wilbur of the Brockton Rotary club, Secretary Thomas S.
Burgin, and Norman W. Pemberton
of the Quincy Kiwanis club, Max F.
Ruggles, Clyde T. Cox, Edwin S.
White, Arthur Bernau, T. C. Johnson, and Rodney T. Mooney.
In his message to the newspapermen;i9layor Curley stated tliat the
city of Boston is going to spend
$10,000 booming the port of Boston
and to stimulate tremendous interest In Boston's future as a leading
competitive port. He said an earnest
endeavor would be made to point:larize the slogan, "Save a day
each Way—ship and sail from BosMeaning that Boston is a
ton."
day nearer Europe than any port on
the Atlantic coast.
The Mayor asserted that. trips
could be made from Boston to
Europe in four days, that Sept. 7,
was a date to be set aside especially
to emphasize that important fact,
and to call particular attention to
fly, port of Boqton as one of the
world's leading seaport.s. lie said
that individual merchants and big
business interests would be solicited in behalf of the port of Boston.
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Curley Arrives Here Late
With'Boom Boston'Plea
Rotarians, Assembl ed in Joint Session, Fail to Hear
Tardy Mayor's Message on Hub as Seaport, But
Reporters Get Story as He Dresses for Golf
"Boom the

port. of Boston" would
have been Mayor James M. Curley's
message to more than 125 members
of the Quincy. Braintree, Weymouth, and
Randolph-Holbrook
Rotary clubs assembled at a joint
meeting yesterday noon at the Wollaston Golf club. Montclair.
But
Mayor Curley arrived too late to
deliver his talk.
He spoke however to Quincy newspapermen
while dressing for a game of golf
with his son, Leo, and Allan R.
White, and Russell T. Green, members of the Quincy Rotary club.
Rotarian White had charge of the
program of the day. and Rotarian
Green was in charge of the golf
tournament among the Rotarians.
Vice President Lawrence H. Abbott
of the Quinc club presided.

White, Arthur Ber,:an, T. C. Johnson, and Rodney T. Mooney.
In his message to the newspapermen, Mayor Curley stated that the
city of Boston is going to spend
$10,000 booming the port of Boston
and to stimulate tremendous interest in Boston's future as a leading
competitive port. He said an earnest
endeavor would be made to popularize the slogan, "Save a day
each way—ship and sail from Boston."
Meaning that Boston is a
day nearer Europe than any port on
the Atlantic coast.
The Mayor asserted that trips
could be made from Boston to
Europe in four days, that Sept. 7,
was a date to be set aside especially
to emphasize that important fact,
and to call particular attention to
the port of Boston as one of the
world's leading seaports. Be said
Make Brief Remarks
that individual merchants and big
Brief remarks were made by business interests would be solicPresident Dee Sturgis of the Brain- ited in behalf of the port of Boston.
Vast steamship companies, he
tree club, President Frank Bryant
of the Weymouth club, and C. Camp- added, are already more than ordibell Baird of Wollaston, president narily interested in the port of
of the Randolph-Holbrook club. AI Boston.
Mayor Curley predicted that the
chicken pie dinner was served at
12:30 o'clock. Rev. J. Caleb Justice port of Boston, according to PresInvoked the divine blessing. Group ent. plans, will witness a revival of
singing was led by William D. S. shipping not even dreamed of by
Shields of the Quincy club. with the "wildest dreamers."
The Hub chief executive regretFred Dyer of the Weymouth club
ted that he was unable to address
at the piano.
Guests present included Henry the joint session of Rotarians from
P. Rapp of the Boston Rotary club, Quincy and vicinity, hut promised
Alfred Wilbur of the Brockton Ro- that he would do so at a future
tary club, Secretary Thomas S. date.
Burgin. and Norman W. Pemberton
of the Quincy Kiwants club, Max F
Ruggles, Clyde T. Cox, Edwin S.
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Rotarians Hold Golf Tourney;
b Curley Booms Boston as Port

1SABELLANS OPEN
4, BOSTON CONFERENCE
Solemn High Mass Celebrated at St Cecilia's
Church, Preceding First
Session

Rotary club. In the absence
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, Quincy
Robert Foy, who is returning
Pres.
of
scheduled to speak before a four- from an international Rotary conclub joint Rotary meeting yesterday ference in Vienna, Austria, the meetLawThe ninth annual convention of the
afternoon in 'the Wollaston Golf club, ing was presided over by Sec.
arwas
program
The
Abbott.
circle, Daughters of Isabella,
rence
tanational
represen
when interviewed by a
ranged by Allen White. between the
y morning at Hotel
yesterda
opened
News,
Evening
Quincy
The
tive of
courses at dinner the singing of lively
with more than 2000
Boston,
Statler,
made
said that every effort is being
songs was led by W. D. S. Shields.
In attendance, Preceding the opening
four
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to hi Curley Cup Series
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STATE HOTEL MEN
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Mayor Curley has been classed by
a New Hampshire correspondent as
one of the 15 greatest living Americans. Complimentary as that opinion may be no New Hampshire citizen can possibly have any such influence upon the policies and politics
of Massachusetts Democracy as has
Daniel H. Coakley whose present
opinion of Mr. Curley appears not to
be 100 per cent complimentary.

Alf/p
L.-41'4'41 1-0.v (DM r
of
Classing Mayor Curley as one
Unite',
the 15 greateets. men ITC the PortsStates, Albert Hislop of
of his
mouth, N. H., representative
National
State on the •Republican
chief
committee, proposes Boston's best,
magistrate for President. At
therefore, Mr. Hislop would only
the 15th
class President Hoover as States.
greatest man in the United
—Boston Globe.

LOWAL
zed
Coo aidf c ir•
"Bob" Washburn's published comments on the present political estate
of Mayor Curley do not go the length
of saying he would make a good
governor for Massachusetts; but
there seems to us to he a tolerant
savor running through the estimate
which the Man in the Street may regard as significant, when all that is
intended is a perfectly candid estimate of a man who has unusual
abilities and who was "born, not with
a silver spoon, but a wooden ladder
in his mouth, which he proceeded to
climb." And how does Governor Ely
feel about it?
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BOSTON .AS PETITIONS
ARE GIVEN HEARING
(By The Associated Press.)
BOSTON, July 29—Several petG
Hotta for a review of the Massachus
setts department of public utilities
order authorizing the Boston Cons
solidated Gas Company to levy a
50-cent service charge were conaction today.
solidated Into one
The action was taken in supreme
court when it was agreed the matter should be brought before the
full bench of the court.
The petitions were tiled by the
City of Boston, a number of neighMayor
boring communities and
jp, of Boston as a
James 11,.._gyj
priViete cITIzen. The gas company
counsel charged there was unreasonable delay on the part of the
city In bringing Its action, hut
counsel for the
petitioners said
they had Just become aware of
what the service chaser. was.
4/1Le
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Hub Councillor
• In Ice Price Probe
the

4

toston, July 29—Alleging that
Boston Ice company is charging Its
Boston customers 200 per cent more
for ice than customers in Natick and
other communities. City Councillor
yesterday
Norton
A.
Clement
launched an investigation into ice
prices, calling upon Mayer eglly
and the state division V.intecessTRAWs
of life to take over the probe.
At the same time he attacked
Mayor Curley for ordering the 25 per
cent cut in the amount paid to the
unemployed poor "while spending
the people's money on a luxury
$1,000,000 road over the East Boston
mud-flats that starts at a playground and ends at a coal yard."
Citing a Hyde Park family of three
attempting to live on $8 a week, the
husband being out of work. Councillor Norton claims the family is unable to purchase a piece of ice in
even the hottest weather, and that
there are hundreds of Boston families in the same position today.
t
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Mayor Curley has had a radio
installed hnlly. big limousine. It
is the modern way of keeping one's
ear close to the ground. Perhaps
he wants to get first-hand data on
Governor Ely when the latter begins to use the official State House
"mike" amain.
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PART OF BAXTER FOND
4 IS HANDED TO CURLEY
Check for $25,000 Half of ,
Bequest to Be Used for
Memorial Pantheon
Boston, July 27—(AP)—A check
for $25,000 was today handed Mayor
James M. Curley by Percival P. Baxter, former governor of Maine and
son of the late James P. Buster, six
times mayor of Portland.
The check represents part of a $50,000 bequest under James Baxter's
will to the city of Boston for the erection of a memorial pantheon to the
founders of New England. The money
is to be kept on compound interest
until $1.000,000 accumulates, in about
62 years.
James Baxter died in 1921. The first
. $5000 of the bequest was paid in 1923.
The will provides that when a building committee ia selected it include
members of the American Antiquarian
society of Worcesicr. the New England Hiatorical and Genealogical society of Boston and the 51assachuaetts
Historical society. The testator was a
member of all three societies, At the
time of hits death he W418 considered
a leading New England historian.
drf A
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Babcock Greeted
(p By Local Veterans

di

-National Commander E. Claude
Babcock of the disabled American
veterans of the world war arrived
in Boston yesterday afternoon on
his tour intended to put the slogan
of his national organization into effect, "i. job for every disabled
man." ' 0 came from Togus. Me.,
had inspected the Soldiers'
where
Home I1 id immediately on arrival.
accomkaied by a delegation of the
Massachusetts department, he made
a flying trip to the U. S. Vets-ens'
Hospital at Rutland Heights.
He returned in time to broadcast
an address from WBZ at 8:30 p. m.
and to address a mass meeting open
to all disabled veterans and their
friends at English high school.
He will be tendered a banquet
by Mayor Curley this afternoon
and thto.aleseertftarich of the organization will accord him a dinner at
the Hotel Statier tonight.
Those who attended from the
William S. Greene Chapter of this
city who greeted him in Boston last
night were: Commander ,John T.
Sullivan, Junior Vice Joseph H. Ar
,enault, Chaplain Paul J. Reagan
,
Ernest Boivin, William H. Giddins
and Albert Boutin.
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:tic and effective diction of tip. satisfaction. Those who hope to see
AMES MICHAEL CURLEY, mayor street. he said:
"Snap out of It, him lapse before the linen with a
of Boston, presents an amazing Jim." To an .intimate
who asked him, knife find him an adept with the
and compelling study for esti- when he walked
in the depths of fork. Domestically, he is a spur and
inspiration. Politically, all men take
mate, no one more so in the country. the valley of the shadow. it
there wits
him in doses either undiluted, or
Here is a man who was born into any rebellion In his soul, he
replied:
diluted with reason or without, and
the only inheritance essential to "No, it's God's way." In these
submake life what lime tests. he has stood supreme, a some turn to a lemon, as when they
seek to palliate a spoonful of oil.
It ought to be. a spiritual aristocrat,
• • •
•
•
•
good mother and
father. Otherwise
A marked revulsion of attitude '
He has the appeal of the thorhe had nothing. toward this man has passed over oughbred upon the track, when
high.Boston during his present mayoralty, those who ride assume the dangers
except a
spirit, which Is for a number of reasons. Some who of the ditch for the charm of the
kicque and the thrill. They are hapwas have been the first to vivisect, him
much. lie
assert, enthusiastically, that py, that is while they are happy,
born, not with now
though
they may not know whether
a silver spoon, Boston is the best governerikeity In
they are to continue on top of the
but with a wood- the country They endorse hith, from
grass or to disappear permanently
en ladder in his Alpha to Omega. without limitation
mouth, which he or qualification Again, a change of beneath it. He has unlimited politpotentiality, that Is if he;
proceeded forth- atmosphere in strange quarters is ical
curbs his torrential spirit. It is often
with to climb. manifest Such of the Beaeonese and
purified
as
wondered,
gather
however,
at
the
Odd
whether his
Here is a man
Volume
as to whom no club, the Boston Atheneum, the spavins will retire him to the pasone Is apathe • Massachusetts Historical Society and tures, as is wondered of all plunging
tic, whose mark- the churches about Copley Square, performers.
•
•
•
ed Indlvideiallty who wash, not as a religious rite, on
leaves
its Saturday night, but for fun and unin
In him are all the dangers of elecnecessarily,
are
now
wondering
no
foes,
tric current, which when harnessed
wake all, either friends or
whether they have been wrong in
middle class of critics. At the mentheir attitude toward this man, and, drives the trolley, but which when
tion of his name, all either say it more than
in
storms it runs amuck wounds and
this, many who came to
with flowers, or take to the fire es- ;coff
have remained to pray. And yet destroys. He IR a political product
capes. Of such are the doers of life. N111,11 Some
which
when if properly developed,
read the posters. which
And of these, to their everlasting sere spread over
Boston in the last could sit anywhere, politically. Will
written,
of
as
be
never:
can
honor, it
municipal campaign: "Boston Needs he respond`, This those who stand by
colorless citizens: "He left no one
Curley," they revised these words to him ask, and hope that he will measbut friends." ills memory will never read: "Curley Needs
Boston." No man ure up to the confidence of the best.
be so discounted and daubed, doubt- hereabouts has Invited more savage He is a political bison
whom the
less.
attack.
When
Jim
is the issue, virile admire and yet fear.
• • •
cautious maids move their perambu•
•
•
After the varying vieissitudes of lators into the side-streets, and
aneOf such is James Michael Curley,
early years, which were many. a mic men crawl up Into the tree tops.
in an estimate which reaches out, for
woman entered into this man's life.
•
•
•
the truth of the Kodak and avoids
This woman he married. It was a
A
good
wife,
ambition
without
an
saving
step for him. He had
wise and
the romance of the painted portrait,
ts,ken successfully the most crucial horizon, fine talents and a spirit, a and touched up photograph. And he
hultle of life She was of his sort. stranger to an eight-hour day, have is the. first of men who would be
He i,vas of her sort She knew his put him where he Is, He is as virile, represented RS he is, fine lines and
kind. He knew her kind. In this intellectua!ly, as any man to be scars. It is a story not only of rundiscordant found upon the cinderpaths of pol- shin- but also of shadow,
was no
union • there
each setblending of the diverse strata of life, itics, and mote than that, for this is ting out in contrast sharp the other,
good wine with ginger-pop. Such are small praise. lie has a sound business and the shadow cincing its sincerity,
sympathetic and permanent unions. sense, his head, not in the air, his without which no story
is any story.
feet on the ground. He is made of
She became his Polar Star. always
leading him on, when now a stricken sheet iron, physically. Nothing balks
him, mentally, physically and spiritthough undaunted spirit he sails his
Psy
ually.
course on what by contrast appears
• • •
to him to be a dead reckoning. And
so his craft has sailed on, Into the
He has not only virility but also
dangers of fogs, amid the Ice, buf- vesatility. If led into the retreat of a
feted by strong gales and high seas, psychiatrist, every neurotic .within
BOSTON, July 29—There VIM a
and yet never seeking refuge amid the radius of his contagious atmostension in the air today as the
the still seas that are to be found phere would
get off the doctor's
Democrats prepared for their most
behind the break-water. For he is ledger and save his estate if not his
important gathering in this state
one of those scarce sporting skippers, health, lie has, on his own initiative
since
and
without
the 1930 campaign. They met
extraneous
guidance
happiest when sails are reefed close.
or
at Weber Duck Inn at Wrentham
It is his way. He knows no other tonic, made Himself a master of
literature and of diction, on whom
today.
way.
Impending rumors that, a definite
Harvard has nothing. He has a mod•
•
•
ulation of voice, unpassed lie can
boom for Governor Ely for presiFate has far from forgotten this purr
dent
like a pussy-cat, fight like a
may be launched, the expectaman. While some she always detiger-cat He touches his hat to some
tion that Sen. David I. Walsh will
lights. while others she always disci- obscure
and
be present to sound the keynote for
too much forgotten
plines. Abe has visited this man not woman
with a gallantry which would
the next campaign, and rumors of
only with great satisfactions but discount
the contemplated resignation 01
even the South. He dyna,
also with searing sorrows, not only
Chairman Frank J. Donahue bemites an adversary, So tha the fragwith triumphs but also with tragecause of ill health, all helped to
ment's can not be gathered together
dies. Bludgeoned and yet with uncenter interest in the session.
In as few sa 12 baskets.
bowed
head, he
has continued,
Ostensibly the session will be a
•
•
•
throughout. a stranger to surrender.
regular meeting of the state comAt one time, fighting by day and
He Is at ease not only with the
mittee, but a number of prominent
evening as bitter a campaign as the man on the street but also ,with
visitors are expected to voice the
town has seen: by night, with the those who live near the Esplanade,
optimism with which the Democrats
spirit of the Spartan but with the not only with those whose clothes
are considering the next campaign
cheer of the Christian, he has as- are scarce because of
Mayor Quiley may be anions those
financial
suaged the sufferings of his sick and stringency put also with those whose
present
Gov. Ely also may find
dying. In what proved to be his last clothes are scarce because or social
time to leave official cares at the
words to his son, In .the characteris• convention. He sits with the crude
State House to be there. The pm.
and the cultured, to his and their I
enee of both or either will be re-

c 0 ki
illrmocrats Gather
At Wrentham Today

arcied with significance because of
the rumors that the Boston mayor
may oppose the governor for mu
n.
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PLAN FOR BICENTENNIAL
OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
•

•

BOSTN, Aug. 12.—Preliminary steps
toward the celebration next year of
the George Washington Bicentennial
were taken this morning at City Hall,
In a meeting of the executive committee of a commission appointed for
this purpose by Mayor Cnrlay. This
committee is headed by Thomas A.
Mullen as chairman, and also include
Everett B. Mero, secretary, J. S. C.
Andrews, Henry F. Brennan, Frank
Chouteau Brown, Julius Daniels,
Ralph M. aEstman, Bartholomew F.
Griffin, Elizabeth M. Herlihy, H. Ainsley Highman, Judge Frank leveroni,
Joseph A. F. O'Neill, Mrs. William
Stanley Parker, Carroll J. Swan, and
Mrs. Eva Whiting White.
Members ex-officio include Edmund
L. Dolan, director of public celebrations, Stanton R. White, his associate, and John A. Scamps, president
of the Citizen's Public, Celebrations
Association.
Plans as announced in a preliminary
way this morning by Mayor Curley
Include emphasis on the usual legal
holidays next year, and on several
others. Among these will be ConstL
tution Day, to be celebrated in connection with July Fourth, and Flag
Day, June 14, when ft parade is planned. The use of Boston Garden also
is contemplated for a big celebration
on Washington's Birthday, February
22.
Another plan which Mayor Curley
has made is to move the old Dillaway
hour, which he believes is at least 150
years old, to a new location on the
site of the intermediate school which
is to be erected on Roxbury street,
Roxbury. Under his plan, the old
houe would be put in the center of
the site, the schoolhouse being built
around It on three aides of a square.
The State Legislature has already
appropriated $25,000 with which to
restore the colonial lines of this old
house, whleiz, is one of the few in
Boston which have survived up to the
present time. Tt was used at one time
by Gen. Knox and by the artillery
officers in 1775. Mayor Curley plans
to conduct a housewarming in it, next
July Fourth, if It is located on the
schoolhouse site and rebuilt by that
time, and thereafter to make It a
Boston museum of historical antiquities. The land on which Mayor
Curley wilt.% to locate it was purchased three. years ago for A:school_
house, but has not yet been putt to
this use.
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ROOSEVELT BUTTONS
AT BOSTON CITY HALL
Presidee;
were

inayor

hail yesterd
contribution to the
L.,s. Roosevelt for the
nomination was 10,000

mpaign
maeratic
orthodox buttons, bearing a likeness.
of the Governer, and 5.000 do luxe
pins, with the Anscription "America

•

C'nlis Anothcr Ro(Jsevelt."
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'S funny the blueberry pickers, unable to make sales on account of the
abundance of the fruit this year,
haven't thought of appealing to the
Farm Board.
The Boston Globe wants to know
why "pushed soup is more polite (according to Emily Bates Post) .than
pulled soup." For those who don't
care for either way, a lot of crackers broken up in it will hell) solve
the problem.
Mayor Curley of Boston is said to
be keenly interested in a four-days
passenger service to Europe by air.
, As we recall it, he hasn't given Boston that long-ago-promi,sed 5-cent
fare on the "El."
"The saving of Germany is largely
a question ol protecting international
loans. Very well. Let them be protected. But why not a little care for
our own people who can no longer
get loans, even from the pawnbroker,
because they have nothing left to
,v 0
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MAYOR CURLEY

GETS A LAUGH
Concern of Council Over Invitation to Young May
Be of No Avail
----Boston, April 7 — (AP)-- The
concern of the city council at
Mayor James M. Curley's invitation to Owen D. Young to speak
at Faneuil hall July 4th, today
caused the mayor to chuckle. In
fact, Mayor Curley laughed when
he discussed the council's 15 to 3
vote of yesterday • requesting him
to substitute former Governor Alfred E. Smith of New York for
Young.
the boya Are at it again,
aren't they?'' Curley said. "Of
'course their action is not worth
the paper on which it will be
typed, in view of the fact that under the charter the legislative
branch of the city government has
no authority over the matter."
Curley has not received an acceptance of his invitation from
Young. The latter's secretary replied that Mr. Young is now travel-.
ing, hut that. undoubtedly he woujfj
be pleased at the invitation.
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MASSACHUSETt WAR MEMORIAL
Mayor Curie/ of Boston and the
state coiiiiTaMn for a war memorial have tentatively approved plans
for the erection of a marble tower to
a height of 300 feet in Boston's Fenway as a permanent tribute to the
war dead of Massachusetts. It is proposed to have a constant flame burning at the base of the monument, similar to that at the tornb of the unknown soldier.
With the war more than a decade
past, it is only fitting that Massachusetts should do something to commemorate the valiant deeds of her soldiers. Various cities and towns have
honored them in one way or another,
but the state has been rather tardy
In erecting an official memorial.
7,
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F. OF A. COURTS

ARRANGE STATE
SESSION PLANS
-4Boston, Aug. 17.—The annual
convention of the Foresters of
America, to be held in Boston Aug.
30 to Sept. 2, is expected to be
one of the best attended meetings
of the order in recent years bringing here between 1000 and 1500
delegates, with their families and
friends, from various sections of
the country.
Hotel Bradford will be headquarters for the convention, where most
of the activities will be held, startwith a dinner and concert
ing
iSunday night, Aug. 30. An elaborate
programme has been arranged by
the committee in charge of the
convention, with every hour of the
four days crowded with varied activity.
For the Massachusetts members,
unusual interest attaches to the
convention this year because of the
candidacy of Dr. Joseph Santousosso,
well known Boston physician and
attorney, for the post of supreme
chief ranger. Dr. Santosuosso is
chairman of the committee in charge
of the convention, has long been
active in the order and is at present a member of its supreme court.
The convention will be officially
opened Monday morning. Aug. 31, at
a business session at which an official welcome will be extended by
the city of Boston. In the afternoon the delegates and their families will make a tour of historic
places in Boston, Concord arid Lexington. Tuesday there will be further business sessions, and in the
evening the convention banquet will
be held at which the scheduled
speakers include Gov.
Curie', Sen. David I. WalshVd
otffilF.s prominent in puilic life.
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The Fight on YoJngrnan

•

Iteptildi,an'ean beat him unless conditions greatly.
ciiiinge in this state. That's the judgment of 1)01Ii I- lisanoel s. If he should insist on stepping
thri 011(1 of this term, that. would open up
I, interesting situation,, and Mr. Curley might.
figure largely. The Senate needs orators, and he is
one of the best, if ;not the best, in the country.

ecti,ity in th«
The only discernible politica:
this
week has been
Hill
Beacon
of
lehborhood
n
se the lieuunhot
a ipiw spurt in the campaign to
Flitch has
of
effect
chief
the
governor,
tenant
been, thus far, to build him up. Representative
situation would also
him for alleged excessive '
Standish, in assailingThat
Republicans, for
Massachusetts
Madgovernor,
Democratic
the
to
friendliness
senatorial. nomlnation in
vertently paid him a considerable tribute of lead- 1934
something, which it would not
ership, for the Council is composed •almost entirely of Republicans, and the burden of, the Standish
song Was that it ate meekly from the hand of Mr.
Youngman.
Nothing odder in many years has presented
itself for the entertainment of the onlooker at
party politics limn this campaign by certain Republicans 1,, n•••vent Mr. Youngman from being
t feature of it is that the engovernor.
is that '
'. we're going to beat
tire burden of
Youngman”;ii LII I in is not so,much,...as a whisper ,,! iIaiI they are going to do it With. The
Ii. NI ,
Oil l
mentioned at all seriously is that of
Mr. 1 I I. ;Ind there is thus far not a shred of
evidence that he would consider any such step' Ping backwards into the office which he left after
four hard years. Gaspar G. Bacon will obviously
cling to his original program, to be .a candidate
for second place nomination, which lie will get;
and so be in line for (lie governship later—all this,
presumably, with little or no struggle. It is more
attractive than a contest. with Mr. Youngman.
Now, .what is happening in this situation is
very plain, and it is that Mr. Youngman is being
labelled as the candidate, more than a year in
advance of. settlement of the question by ballot.
Very likely , his nomination ,will he opposed by
the presence.pf another name on the primary ballot, but no one can venture a guess pt this time
who it c,in possibly be—unless it is \Ir. Standish
himself.

Clear Sailing for Bacon
There will likewise be primary opposition to
the nomination of Gaspar Bacon for second place;
but this also is, so far, impersonal, and it consists H
entirely oc dr: ,; , Hitiment. That is, the drys will
use ever:, 01Ivr! II/ persuade some dry individual
to contest ag., in-t the wet Mr..Bacon, these drys
r he obvious aim .of Mr. Bacon to
having in ml
become governn.1 .lIce would like to nip that
II L rc does not appear the slightearly. Right ii a
est possibility of success on those lines. It looks
ilk' clear sailing for Bacon..
other slumbering cfmtest — between
1•;ly
and ,9ttrley for the Democratic nom,V1,• ;
--Sows no signs of life in
ination ,,,,• LoverM;17
the open. . -me of the mayor's admirers are suggesting th,,r he aspire to membership in the
Unuteitlti Senate instead of to the governorship, la LILa this interesting thought, on their al1
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It appears that
Mayor Curley's famous mythical cow
is to be deprived of pasturage on the
site of the old Boston postoffice in Post
Office Square. Four carloads of steel
for the framework of the new building,
which Bostonians had been led to believe was to be erected on the site of
Mayor CAlgicas
Ousted

Cow

the old one, arrived in the city this week.
Mayor Curley and many others had
about lost hope of ever seeing a new
postoffice building. At least, the Mayor
supposed the building site would be unoccupied during the remainder of the
summer. Naturally, he felt justified in
turning out the municipal cow to pasture there. EVCI'Vhody interested in the
project was Ii cc
surprised when
the steel frank.\\ ark arrived. Large
bodies move slim lv, it is said, so let's
not blame the steel and the Federal
authoi ities too much. Now that the
first shipment is here, there seems to be
some hope of getting the new postoffice
started. Local men, we are informed,
will be hired on the big job from time
to time. Carpenters, the authorities report, will be needed by August 1 and
\ /11 lie elle:V.;CII iii illt• job. Carpenters,
In ,in ever, are notified not to apply for
until two weeks hence. Just now
the project seems to be really underway.
We are naturally wondering, however,
what the next long delay will be.
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All for Roosevelt.
Another Roosevelt for President
Club filed Its papers with the Secretary of State today. This is the second such organization to be formed
and declares unequivocally for the
New York Governor, while the first
did no only in the event that formerGovernor Alfred E. Smith declines to
run. The. list of club officers is headetir.ley of Bosed by Mayor
ton as lITYMIrM7-11-ti•e-sWiit1-11The club
has Whitfield Tuck of Winchester for
president ; James E. Heslin of Lowell,
vice-president; Mrs. John Keegan of
Hyde Park, treasurer, and William H.
NiciNffisters of Cambridge, executive
secretary,
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Rear-Admiral L. M. Nulton, commandan
t of the Boston navy yard, read
ing the recommission papers for the Constitution
on board the ship. With him
on the quarter
deck are Curtis D. Wilbur, former secr
etary of the navy; Ernest L.
Jahncke, assistant
secretary of the navy; Gov Joseph B.
Ely of Massachusetts; Mayor Jam
es M. Curley of
Boston and Rear-Admiral Philip And
vs, retired.
(Assocla,ed
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Reading that Paul Cutley, son of th,
mayor of Boston, is. going to work ill.
the highway department all summer instead of spending the long vacation in
sport, many another eighteen-year-old
youth who is trying his hardest to pay
his way through college may wish that
he, too, was assured of ten weeks' work
at eighteen dollars a week, no matter how
hard and gruelh
itiget 010•14

the labor.
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D.of L.Gather
at Boston Today
4 Day National Convention
Will Include Several
Social Functions
The four day national convention
of the Daughters of Isabella to be held
in Boston this week will include many
socials. the firOt of which wifl be given
this evening, when the 'delegates will
be the guests of the Knights of Csbiumbus at a dinner at the Hotel Statler.
Tomorrow the entire convention will
be the special guests of Mayor .ttnes
M. Cui, After luncheon
WF7Minster
the members will enjoy a harbor trip on 'the stitaamer
"Michael Perkins."
The business meeting of the convention will take place Thursday, when
Mrs. Minerva Boyd of Chicago, national regent, will open the proceedsings. In the evening a reception will
be tendered the international officers,
and degree teams of the various circles
will give exhibition drills.
A banquet at the Statler will conclude the convention Thursday evening. The principle speaker will be
Cardinal O'Connell. The Norwood
representative at the convention is
Mis.s Marie Lee, regent of Norwood
Circle.
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FIGURE 'iN HUB TAX RATE
Special 11,-.pdtch to The Gazette
BOSTON. July 14.—The Boston tax
rate for 1931 will not be more than
$1.50 In excess of the 1930 rate of
$30.80. Probability that the increase,
Which would have been twice the
maximum now considered
possible
but for the drastic methods invoked
by Ma or Curley, will not be much
larger
appeared certain yesterday, when appropriations financed
by direct taxation were closed.
Unless depreciation in taxable valuations Is far In excess of the maximum of $20,000,000 which Is anticipated, city officials are confident that
the tax rate Increase will be held to
a satisfactory figure and there is a
consensus that the rise may be a flat
_dollar.

.

Asked Curley to
Defer—Action on
6 Boston Strandway

council
Boston, July 14—The city Curley
appealed yesterday to Mayor the $1,
on
to defer definite action
until
000.000 East Boston StrandwaySilverCorporation Counsel Samuel
legality of the
man has ruled on the
under a
aceptance by the council,
misapprehension of the, facts, of the
the
authorizing
act
legislative
project.
council
Discovery that what the
was a
had been specifically toldbeen unmere formality had actually
City
authorization to
restricted
borTreasurer Edmund L. Dolan to depark
row up to $1,000,000 for themaking of
partment to expend in the
in
uproar
an
started
a strandway,
the council meeting.
During the argument legislators,
B.
Mayor Curley. City Clerk John and
Hynes and William J. McDonald Dehisassociates in the Boston Port
velopment company, were the targets
made
of the most sustained attack
by councilman in many years.
E.
Francis
A threat by Councilman
an
Kelly of Dorchester, to sponsor
appeal of 10 taxpayers to the supreme
project,
court to block the strandway
Councilman
a similar declaration by
to
Clement A. Norton of Hyde Park.
teat the legaility of the legislative
enactment, and the spectre of court
action by the Good Government assothe
ciation, have suddenly converted
strandway issue into a controversy of
has
far greater significance than
I been anticipated.
71AWC't,Pi
1#4111°1f
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"Bob" Washburn devotes
whole letter to The Boston Tranweek to James M.
script this
Curley, mayor of Boston, and ambitioned to be governor of Massachusetts. And let it be known
Massachusetts editor
that every
found the page from The Transcript in his mail this morning
with heavy black marked framing
the article. Here are a couple of
the choice sparks from the Washburn anvil: 4
with'A good wife, ambition
out an horizon, fine Went!' and a
spirit, a stranger to an eight-hour
day, have put him where he is.
He is as virile, intellectually, as
upon the
any man to be found
cinder-paths of politics, and more
than this, for this is small praise.
He has a sound
business sense,
his head not in the air, his feet
on the ground. He is made of
sheet iron, physically.
Nothing
balks him, mentally, physically
and spiritually."
* • •
; "In him are all the dangers of
the electric current, which when
harnessed drives the trolley
but
which
when in storms it rune
amuck wounds and destroys. He
I is a political product which, if
I properly developed, could sit anywhere,
politically.
Will he respond? This thoge who stand by
hint ask, and hope that he will
measure up to the confidence of
the best. He is a political bison
whom the virile admire and yet
fear."

T etcz'y 11'.4
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1). of I. Gather

At Boston for
C.S onventton
Worcester Delegates Among
10,000 to Open Meetings Today
anBOSTON. July 14 (AP)—The
the
of
convention
national
tival
at
DaUghters of Isabella will open
and conthe Hotel Statler tomorrow
four days.
:tiny- 'rough the next
are exdelegates
2000
Approximately
many of
pected to be present, and
here tothem had already arrived
night.
with a
The convention will open
Cecilla's
solemn high mass at St.
9.30
church in the Back Bay, at
Cardinal
o'clock tomorrow morning.
O'Connell will celebrate the mass,
assisted by Rt. Rev. Mgsr Ambrose
the
F. Roche, chaplain general of
Massachusetts branch.
welMayor Janjm... M„..Curley will
come the delegates-1[F-lhe opening
Mrs.
business session, over which
preMinerva C. Boyd of Chicago will host
side. Mayor Curley also will be
at
luncheon
to the delegates at a
garden.
the Westminster hotel roof
afternoon
A business meeting in the
will be followed by a reception in
officers,
the evening to the national concert
after which there will be a
The
in the ballroom of the Statler. will
Glee clubs of the organization
give an exhibition drill, in which
the Worcester team will take part,
,
at the conclusion of the ball.
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CURLEY MAY ATTEND /3.
ANNUAL CLAMBAKE
Move Started in Fall River
LQ To Invite Boston's
Mayor
Agitation to have an invitation to the
annual clambake of the Fall River Democratic city committee extended to
Matim James M. Curley of Boston hastarted, it was learVil yesterday, at.
will result in an open motion to th,
e
effect at the special meeting of
committee late next month.
The annual affair will be held Sur
Sept. 6, In Island Park. Invitation, .
to be extended to United'tates'
David I. Walsh, Governor Joseph B. Ely,
National Committeewoman Nellie F.r 1liven, Sheriff Edmond P. Talbot, Mayci
Felix A. Toupin of Woonsocket and former United States Senator Peter Goelet
Gerry of Rhode Island. The city committees of New Bedford, Taunton an'
other Bristol county municipalities are
expected to co-operate in the bake.
The move to invite Mayor Curley is
quite certain to meet opposition, as it
is understood that leaders of the city
committee are not In sympathy with this
proposal. Curley now appears as a very
probable candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Governor In opposition
to Ely and for that reason the undoubted Ely supporters will frown on any step
to have both men appear on the same
platform under auspices of the Fall
River committee.
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Washburn Talks Mayor Cur,
Political Critic Says Boston's Great Man Has the Potentials and the
Dangers of an Electric Current
Just why thsre should be a burst only with triumphs but also with
of publicity just now concerning tragedies. Bludgeoned and yet. with
head, he has conBoston's oft-discussed mayor, Hon. with unbowed
!filmed, throughout, a stranger to
James M. Curley, is not altogether surrender. At one time, fighting by
clear, but the fact remains that a day and evening as bitter a camc
e good deal is being said in print paign as the town has seen: by
about his honor. Whether with a night, with the spirit of the Sparwith the cheer of the
view to political effect or other- I tan but
he has assuaged the sufwise, may appear later. Meanwhile, Christian,
his sick and dying. In
one of the best statements of late ferings of
to he his last words to
is the one made this week in "Bob" what proved
in the characteristic and
Washburn's column of the Boston t his son'
:effective diction of the street, he
Transcript. Mr. Washburn said:
said: "Snap out of it, Jim." To an
James Michael Curley, mayor of
who asked him, when he
Boston, presents an amazing and intimate
walked in the depths of the valley
compelling study for estimate, no
the shadow, if there was any
one more to in the country. Here of
in his soul, he replied:
is a man who was born into the rebellion
"No, it's God's way." In these subonly inheritance essential to make
tests, he has stood supreme, a
life what it ought to be, a good lime
spiritual aristocrat.
mother and father. Otherwise he
A marked revulsion of attitude
had nothing, except a high spirit,
toward this man has passed over
which is much. He was born, not
Boston during his present mayorwith a silver spoon, but with a alty, for a number of reasons. Some
wooden ladder in his mouth, which who have been the first to berate
he proceeded forthwith to climb, him now assert, enthusiastically.
Here is a man as to whom no one is that Boston is the best governed
apathetic, whose marked individ- city in the country. They endorse
ualtity leaves in its wake all, either him, from Alpha to Omega, without
friends or foes, no middle class of limitation or qualification. Again,
critics. At the mention of his a change of atmosphere in strange
name, all either say it with flowers quarters is manifest. Such of the
or take to the fire-escapes. Of such Beaconese and purified as gather
are the doers of life. And of these, at the Odd Volume club the Boston
to their everlasting honor, it can Atheneum, the Massachusetts Hisnever be written, as of colorless torical Society and the churches
citizens. "He left no one but about Copley Square, who wash, not
friends." His memory will never as a religious rite on Saturday night
be so disceunted and daubed, but for tun andunnecessarily, are
now wondering whether they have
doubtless. •
After varying vicissitudes of early been wrong in their attitude toward
years, which were many, a woman this man, and, more , :an this, many
entered into this man's life. This who came to scoff have remained
woman he married. It was a wise to pray.
He has not only virility but also
and saving step for him. He had
taken successfully the most crucial versatility. If led intd the retreat
hurdle of flfe. She was of his sort. of a psychiatrist, every neurotic
He was of her sort. She knew his within the radius of his contagious
kind. He knew her kind. In this atmosphere would get off the docunion there was no discordant tor's ledger, and save his estate if
He has, on his
blending of the diverse strata of not his health.
life, good wine with ginger-pop. own initiative and without extraneSuch are sympathetic and nerma- ous guidance or tonic, made himself
nent unions. She became his Polar a master of literature and of dicStar, always leading him on, when tion, on whom Harvard has nuthin.
now, a stricken though undaunted He has a modulation of voice nnspirit, he sails. his course on what passed. He can purr like a pussyHe
a tiger-cat.
by contrast appears to him to be a eat, fight like
some obscure
dead reckoning. And so his craft touches his hat to
much forgotten women with
has sailed on, into the dangers of and too
gallantry which would discount
fogs, amid the ice, buffeted by a
He dynamites
even the South.
strong gales and high seas, and yet
an adversary so that the fragments
still
the
amid
refuge
never seeking
cannot be gathered together in as
seas that are to be found behind few as twelve baskets. He is at
of
one
the breakwater. For he is
ease not only with the man on the
those scarce sporting skippers, street but also with those who live
happiest when sails are reefed near the Esplanade, not only with
,close. It is his way. He knows no those whose clothes are scarce beother way.
cause of financial stringency but
Fate has far from forgotten this also with those whose clothes are
dealways
she
some
While
man.
scarce because of social convenlights, while others she always dis- tion. He sits with the crude and
man
this
ciplines, she has visited
the cultured, to his and their satnot only with great satisfactions, isfaction. Thome who hope to see
not
hut also with searing sorrows,

htilirtirlieflilillWilnrifiXan With' a
knife find him an adept with the ,
Domestically, he is a spin'
fork.
Politicallyo all
and inspiration.
men •take him in doses either' undiluted, or diluted with reason or
without, and some turn to a lemon,
as when they seek to palliate a
spoonful of oil.
He has the appeal of the thoroughbred upon the track, when
those who ride assume the dangers
of the ditch for the charms of the
They are
kicque and the thrill.
happy, that is, while they are happy,
though they may not know whether
they are to continue on top of the
grass or tosdisappear permanently
beneath it. He has unlimited political potentiality, that is if he curbs
It is often
his torrential spirit.
wondered, however. whether his
spavins will retire him to the pastures, as is wondered of all plungins performers.
In him are all the dangers of the
electric current which when harnessed drive the trolley but which
when in storms it runs amuck,
He is a
wounds and destroys.
political product which, if properly
developed, could sit anywhere
Will he respond?
politically.
This those who stand by him ask,
and hope that he will measure up
to the confidence of the best.
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Sun rises I
Sun sets
Length of lay 14 hours; 59 minutes
;12:44 P. M.
High tide. ,
' 9.39 P. M.
on sets.
r July 22....1:16 A. M.
Fi;st
Fi
S•4i3 A. M.
.tuly 29
quart1
moon
Last quart Aug. 6. —12:26 P. M.
New moon !Aug. 13.4:27 P. M.
MOTOR LAMPS LIGHTED
8:49 P. M. to 4:50 A. M.
i
jiLMANAC FRIDAYS JULY 17
521
Sui rises
,..8:18
Su sets.
Length of ay 14 house, 57 minutes
Hith tide lit:00 A. M. and 1:30 P. M.
,10:061 P. M.
Mo a sets',
First quarter July 22.S..1:16 A. M.
Full moon July 29..... 8:48 A. M.
Lag quarter Aug. 6....12:28 P. M.
4.27 P. M.
New moon Aug. 13
1MOTOR LAMPS LIGHTED
' 8:48iP. M. to 4:51 A. M.
SWISS IjOHNS 12 FEET LONG
One of the most unusual musical
instruments is the alphorn used in
Switzerland to call cattle and to
announce the hour of evening work
ship, accerding to a writer in
Boys' Life, the monthle magazine
of the Boys Scouts of America.
"The alphorn is of very ancient
origin, and is made of wood, bound
with bark fibre, and often measures 12 feet in length. A skillful
player can draw wonderful melodious notes from its wide throat,
although its compass is limited to
that of an, ordinary brass trumpet
without step and valves. SOece of
the very high notes and th . very
low notes ire difficult to pia„ hut '
a good trunipeter has usually' little
difficulty ta masteriug the ordinary nettee"s\
!4....
•
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I haven't seen the portrait of Mayor
Curley which was painted by an eminent Hungarian artist, but I have seen
a reproduction of it, as published in
the newspapers, and I can't say that
it has my approval. It doesn't seem
to have that familiar smile, which Is
not exactly a smile, that so many of
us have encountered. I very well recall the last time I met him face to
face. He had just been elected mayor over John It. Murphy. I hastened]
to extend congratulations, telling him,'
by the, way, how hard I had worked,
but that it was worth while. He looked
at me smiling. He said nothing. The
smile was slowly transformed, and the
atmosphere in that vicinity became
icy. I didn't like it a little bit. Finally
he spoke:

1
/"/
Conry's Mayoralty Boom Shows Steady
Progress As Traffic Work Is Developed
When PreMuch Depends, Of Course On Position of Mayor
ConfiComplete
Has
He
Begins—That
liminary Contest
Unemployed
Undoubted—One
dence in Commissioner Is
Home.—
Man Is Prevented From Mortgaging Wife's
Not
Emblem In Copley Square Is That of Yacht Club And
I am not acquainted with the inOld Glory

tricate machinery of politics, but I
By Oliver Peters
hear more favorable words concernChairman Joseph A. Conry of the ing the chairman of the Traffic ComTraffic Commission recently enjoyed mission as a candidate for mayor than
a brief trip to Nova Scotia, where he I hear concerning all the other posmade a deep impression on those who sibilities, to say nothing of the imposheard his formal addresses and those sibilities, who have been mentioned.
who came into personal contact with Much will depend, of course, on Mayhim. It is improbable that any other or Curley's attituds toward Mr. ConBoston mau in recent years has at- ry. I know he holds him in as high
"And so you think, professional dou- tained such popularity with our Nova regard as Mr. Conry holds the mayor,
ble-crosser that you are, that I can- • Scotian neighbors in as short a time and if the mayor should decide to get
not see through you! You were lead- as that which Mr. Conry had at his dis- behind Conry in 1933 he would be a
ing the cheers for Murphy early last posal. A business man front the prov- strong candidate.
evening when you thought he had ince remarked this week in ('I Iv Hall,
been elected."
where he had gone to pay his respects !
Of course Mr. Curley was mistaken to Mayor Curley:
when he said that. It is true that I
"If Joseph A. Conry does not sueformed a Murphy club in East Bos- ceed James M. Curley as mayor of
ton, but I formed two Curley clubs in Boston, it strikes me that the good
Roxbury, but somehow or other I people of your city will fail to use
couldn't get myself together to explain their usual common sense."
it to the mayor-elect when I met him.
But I don't like that portrait by the
eminent Hungarian, if it is at all like •
the newspaper samples. It makes the
mayor like one of the usual everyday sitters for portratis who try to
look themselves—and do! Mayor Curley did not look himself that time.

Walsh And Curley Exchange Compliments
As Part of Independence Day Observance
Senator, Selected For Official Orator, Is Highly Praised By
City's Chief Executive and In Turn Pays Tribute To His
Honor—Relations Are Most Friendly—Safety Razor Makers
Are Compelled To Give Them Away In Order To Sell
Blades—Soup Is Priced At One Figure And Sold At
Another
•

By Matthew Cotton

•

To my mind the most impressive
feature of Boston's Fourth of July
celebration were the words spoken by
Senator Walsh in praise of Mayor
Curley and the words spoken by Mayor Curley in praise of Senator Walsh.
It was an occasion in which each outdid himself in commendation of the
other. Mayor Curley's characterization of Senator Walsh was "master of
Senator Walsh's
statecraft," and
words were equally unrestrained and
intereffective. There were other
esting and important features on the
great day, and I do not forget that a
memorial to Woodrow Wilson was un-

veiled in Poland, but let us not forget that, wh na Mayor Curley and Senator Walsh spoke as they did on Saturday last, their words were almost
if not quite as importa;ut as those
which President Hoover had uttered
when he warned France that, if she
insisted on having her own way,
things would happen, or something to
that effect.
I sincerely hope that the meeting
marked something more than a temporary truce. Mayor Curley selected
Senator Walsh to be the Fourth of
July orator, although there were several applicants for the. job:.and the
Senator had not applied.
Is it too much to hope that next
year Mayor Curley will invite ex-

Mayor Fitzgerald to
deliver the
Fourth of July oration and that
the exmayor will accept the
invitation?
Somebody has got to get behind
the
political millenium and push, or it
will,
never arrive.
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By R. M. WASHBURN

words to his son, in the characteris- satisfaction. Those who hope to see
AMES MICHAEL CURLEY, mayor tic and effective diction of the
him lapse before the linen with a
of Boston, presents an amazing, street, he said: "Snap out of it,
knife find him an adept with the
and compelling study for esti-! Jim." To an intimate who asked him, fork. Domestically, he is a spur and
mate, no one more so in the country - when he walked in the depths of inspiration. Politically, all men take
Here is a man who was born into the valley of the shadow. If there was him in doses either undiluted, or
the only inheritance essential to any rebellion in his soul, he replied: diluted with reason or without, and
make life what'"No, it's God's way." In these sob- some turn to a lemon, as when they
it ought to be, a lime tests, he has stood supreme, a seek to palliate a spoonful of oil.
• • •
good mother and spiritual aristocrat.
• • •
father. Otherwise
He has the appeal of the thorA marked revulsion of attitude oug libred upon
he had nothing.
the track, when
high toward this man has passed over those who
except a
ride assume the dangers
spirit, which is!Boston during his present mayoralty,. of the ditch for the charm of the
was for
number of reasons. Some who • kleque and the thrill. They are hapmuch. He
, that is whtlet
born, not with have been the first to vivisect, him
asset,
enthusiastically, that tnough they may not know whether
a silver spoon, now
Boston
is
the
best
governed
city
in
woodbut with a
they are to continue on top of the
en ladder in his the country They endorse him, from grass or to disappear permanently
mouth, which he Alpha to Omega, without limitation beneath it
He has unlimited politproceeded forth- or qualification Again, a change of ical
potentiality, that is if he
V atmosphere in strange quarters is curbs his torrential spirit, It is often
with to c
manifest. Such of the Beaconese and 1
Here is
wondered, however,
whether
his
as to whom no purified as gathert the Odd Volume spavins will retire him to the pasone is apathe- club, the Boston Atheneum, the tures, as Is wondered of all plunging
tic, whose mark- Massachusetts Historical Society and performers.
the churches about Copley Square,
ed individuality
• • •
its who wash, not as a religious rite, on
in
leaves
In .him are all the dangers of elecSaturday night. but for fun and unno
foes,
wake all, either friends or
necessarily,
are
now
wondering tric current, which when harnessed
middle class of critics. At the men- whether they have been wrong in drives the trolley, but which
when
it
say
either
all
name,
his
tion of
their attitude toward this man, and, in storms it runs amuck wounds and
with flowers, or take to the tire es- more than this, many who came to destroys. He is a
political
product
-capes. Of such are the doers of life. scoff have. remained to pray. And yet
which when if properly developed.'
And of these, to their everlasting . when Some read the posters which
could sit anywhere, politically, Will
honor, it can never be written, as of.
over Bostonlast he respond'. This those /who stand by
s
p
r
e
a
d
w
colorless citizens: "He left no one municipal campaign: "Boston Needs
but friends.** His memory will never Curley," they revised these words to him ask, and hope that he will measbe so discounted and daubed, doubt- read: "Curley Needs Boston." No man ure up to the confidence of the best.
He is a political bison whom the
less.
hereabouts has invited more savage
• • •
virile admire and yet fear.
attack. When Jim is the issue,
• • •
After the varying vicissitudes of cautious maids move their perambuearly years, which were many, a lators into the side-streets, and aneOf such Is James Michael Curley,
woman entered into this man's life. mic men crawl up into the tree tops. in an estimate which reaches out for
This woman he married. It was a
• • •
the truth of the Kodak and avoids
wise and saving step for him. He had
A
good
wife,
ambition without an the romance of the painted portrait
crucial
most
successfully
the
taken
and touched up photograph. And he
hurdle of life She was of his sort. horizon, fine talents and a spirit, a
is the first of men who would be
lie was of her sort. She knew his stranger to 1111 eight-hour day, have
represented as he is. fine lines and
kind. He knew her kind. In this put him where he is. He is as virile,
discordant intellectually, as any man to be scars. It is a story not only of :unno
was
there
union
.blending of the diverse strata of life. found upon the einderpaths of pol- ship- but also of shadow, each setitics, and more than that, fOr this is ting out in contrast sharp the other,
good wine with ginGer-pop Such are
sound business and the shadow clncing its sincerity,
sympathetic and permanent unions. small praise. He has a
sense,
his head, not in the air, his without which no story is any story.
She became his Polar Star, always
feet on the ground. He is made of
leading him on, when now a stricken
sheet iron. physically. Nothing balks
though undaunted spirit he sails his
him. Mentally, physically and spiritcourse on what by contrast appears
or
:4to him to be a dead reckoning. And
• • •
so his craft has sailed on, into the
He has not only virility but also
angers of fogs, amid the ice, but-,
feted by strong gales and high seas, vesatility. If led into the retreat of a
psychiatrist,
every neurotic within
amid
refuge
seeking
yet
never
and
(Springfield Union.)
the still seas that are to be found the radius of his contagious atmosTo a letter from Buzzards Bay to
would
get off the doctor's
behind the break-water. For he is phere
the Boston Transcript denying the
I one of those scarce .sporting skippers. ledger and save his estate if not his
charge that he is Gov. Ely's vizier,
happiest when sails are reefed close. health. He has, on his own initiative
Daniel H. Coakley, the intrepid poIt is his way. He knows no other and without extraneous guidance or
tonic, made himself a master of
litical guerilla of Boston, adds the
! way.
literature and of diction, on whom
• • •
postscript, "I may say that I expect
Harvard has nothing. He has a modto be governor before Mayor Curley
Fate has far from forgotten this ulation of voice, unpasscci. He can
man. While some she always de- purr like a pussy-cat, fight like a
attains that honor."
lights, while others she always disci- tiger-cat He touches his hat to some
This may be a rather uncertain
plines, she has visited this man not obscure and
too much forgotten
measure of expectations. but it seems
only with great satisfactions hot women with a gallantry which would
to imply that in the Coakley opinion
also with searing sorrows, not only discount even the South. He dynaMayor Curley's chances of becoming
with triumphs but also with trage- mites an adversary, so the. the Craggt7rPtIteelef Masss..rnusetts are to be
dies. Bludgeoned and yet with un- merits can not be gathered together
has. continued,
head, he
limited by the prospects of his surbowed
In as few ss 12 baskets.
throughout, n stranger to surrender.
mounting the dead body of Mr. Coak• • •
At one time, fighting by day and
ley.
He is at ease not only with the
evening as bitter a campaign as the
Such a situation may yield some
town has seen; by night, with the man on the street but also with
measure of consolation and hope to
spirit of the Spartan but with the those who live near the Esplanade,
Gov. Ely, though it may be tempered
cheer of the Christian, he has as-' not only with those whose clothes
by misgivings as to the
financial
suaged the sufferings of his sick and are scarce because of
dying. In what proved to be his last stringency but also with thcse whose
brotherly love in and ,Of the liostett
clothes are scarce because of social
democracy, even under his indulgent
convention. He sits with the crude
cultivation.
and the cultured, to his and their
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the East
Roston company owed the city $295.080 for taxes and assessments covering the years 1922-1927 and in addition costs, intere.st, which raised the
city's claim to $351,327.
This debt of over $351,000 has been
settled by the city for only $100,000.
The first offer of settlement at $125,000 came on April 17, 192g, from William McMorrow--now city collector
and counsel for the East Boston company and "for persons proposing to
become interested in reorganizing the
company."
Cites improvements
The mayor in his statement pointed
out that the same objections were
raised to several other improvements ;
and cited the rapid transit system in
Boston, July 11—The Good Gov- Dorchester,the airport, which he said
ernment association yesterday at-' will be completed within the current
tacked the proposed $1,000,000 East year: and the municipal golf course
Boston strandway as "little more than at Franklin park which, although
a subsidy" to the Boston Port De- teemed at unwarranted luxury, nets
velopment company, owner of the an incomt to the city In excess of
flats which flank the projected route .$20,000, according to the mayor.
of the waterfront traffic highway.
"It is but natural," the mayors
eglAstiiiisharpiy criticized the statement read, "that the uninformed
ement last night, de- and the unintelligent small-minded
Oaring the proposed strandway was men from obscure villages, who are
an aid to unemployment.
selected to edit City Affairs (the G. G.
"It contains a criticism of contem- A. organ), should air their views, the
in
differ
which
projects
public
plated
adoption of which views would reno degree," the mayor said, "other sult not only in a policy of complete
than perhaps in its being more vio- stagnation of municipal enterprise and
lent and less truthful from similar progress, but in an enormous increase
attacks made against every con- in the already tremendously large
templated project that Is now a expenditures for public welfare work."
reality."
McDonald, the development comThe president of the Boston Port pany head, said he has never conDevelopment company, William J. ferred with the mayor on the proMcDonald, In a reply to the a-ssocia- posed strandway, nor did he appear
Hon's attack, said his company knows when the matter was before the
nothing about the proposed strand - Legislature.
way, other than what has appeared
"The Good Government Association
In newspapers, never has seen the would do well to he careful," he said.
plans and, although it does not wish "They might be asked to explain
to interfere with any public project, such charges. We have never had
prefers that it be not built.
anything to do with the proposed
Calling the project "The East Bos- road. As we saw the plans in '11,
ton Mudway," the Good Government newspapers we were more or lc
association statement sets forth that opposed to it but decided not to interIt has been a "hardy perennial In the fere. Our land is primarily for ir.
Legislature" and that the ultimate dustrial sites for the betterment ,,f
cost, if the city undertakes the im- the port of Boston and such a proprovement, will be tremendous.
posed strandway would in no way it
"The tremendous ultimate coat of assist in bringing industrial plants f
such a procedure," the statement there.
continues, "may easily be startling
"The Good Government Association
and its ultimate results disappointing. certainly must have a lot of time
When all the money is spent, Boston their hands. They would do well ,
will find itself with only a mudflat get busy on mattera that were of
"strandway" beginning in a small importance and be a great help to the
park and ending relatively nowhere— community."
a semi-deserted mudway to Belle isle
Inlet."
"Since the major part of the adjacent land belongs to one corporation,
such a project Is of little more than
a subsidy to any land development
.PR/N6c
that corporation may make. The case S
in clearly one where those directly
3.1
7 61
/
/N o
benefited should pay the cost, yet the
city has announced no intention of
ter,
such procedure."
Flanks Rotate
Boston "fakes Gas Rate
"The roadway would touch Boston
Case to Supreme Court
Port Development company land at
almost every foot of the way. In
July 7---(A1?) Mayor
t30ST0N,
many places this corporation's land
flanks the proposed route on both 1,..onight directed Corporation Conn sides. The company owns some 30,- PA Samuel Silverman to carry to (he;
000,000 or more square feet of land Supreme Cow t the city's fight to comand flats in East Boston, assessed pel the Boston Consolidated Gas Corn.
service
under the name of the East Boston puny to abolish Its monthly
to each consumer..
Development company for $1,072,000 egarge of 50 cents
in 1930
''In ease the city council unwisely
votes the loan, it will be interesting
to note the price paid for the land
purchased and the riparian rights Secured."

East Boston Protect Termed
Subsidy to Port Development Company

yer/3/
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!Mayor CurJey
! Asks friih Court
V To Kill Gas Charge
Boston. July 8—Mayor Curley yesterday petitioned the supreme court
to nullify the recent decision of the
'public utilities department authorizing the Boston Colsalidated Gas company to exact a service charge from
all consumers.
In a double-barreled attack on the '
department and the Koppers company, holding corporation for the gasl
company, the mayor coupled a direct,
charge of partiality by the commission with a statement that until the
Koppers company obtained control of
the gas company, the question of the
service charge had never been raised.
In a brief amplification of his formal statement the mayor indicated
that he would make an issue of the
decision of the utilities department
and that he proposed to lead the
fight in person to overturn its decision which he assailed as Illegal.
Much of the mayor's prepared
statement was confined to an attack
upon the alleged partiality of the department, which he summarized In
the assertion that "it is plainly evident that the interests of but one
party were corsidered, namely the Inetrests of the Boston Consolidtaed
Gas company."
He denounced the policy of the
Koppers company, as "ruthless,"
characterized the corporation as an
"octopus" and described the service
charge "as an arbitrary imposition
authorized by the department of public utilities and has no relation to the
consumption of gas."
The estimated assessment upon
40,000 or more gas consumers is figured by the mayor at $3,000,000 and
'he Mad his purpose in appealing for
judicial aid was to attempt to obtain
a refund of th- sum to consumers.
!
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MAYOR CURLEY
TO TALK HERE
Will Address Rotarians at
Joint Meeting July 14 at
Wollaston Golf Club
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston will be the principal speaker
at the joint meeting of the Quincy,
Braintree, Weymouth, and Randolph-l-lolbrook Rotary clubs next.
Tuesday noon at the woliastpn
Golf 1.1t.b, Montclair. Quincy will
be tile host club a.i) Allan R.
White will be In charge of the program. Luncheon will be served Itt
12:15 o'clock.
More than 125 Rotarians will be
present to hear Mayor CArley's
message and he is assure of a
real Rotarian welcome.

/VS_ vvs
IT IS ABOUT TIME

7/
10/3/

NO MUNICIPAL BUILDING
FOR AT LEAST A YEAR

Mayor Curley is absolutely right in his attitude concer
ning
the downtown traffic problem, as far as he goes. His
plan of
alternate parking on city streets,. which has met with
approval
by the Traffic Commission after the Mayor made it
plain that he Mayor Curley Approves Act But
insisted upon it, is a good plan and a fair one for all.
The idea of
Refrains From Putting
20 minute and hour parking was positively silly
and it was a
Order Through
crime to have intelligent and husky cops running
around making
chalk marks on the wheels of autos and tying tags
NO VITAL NEED
on the windshields.
What the Boston merchants were thinking of
No notnicip.,1 building will be built
to permit of the
adoption and carrying out of such absurd traffic
either at Franklin Field
restrictions as or at
1'orner, itt least until
they did we never could fathom. Their busine
ss was surely being
alienated to more friendly cities and towns in
the suburbs. It
Mayor l'urley settled tlw question
was one of the chief contributing factors
to the demoralization of a municipal 611111111111 ill I torchester
of business in the Boston retail stores.
,icanitc1.\ on Friday when lie "apIf the Mayor could now be convinced
that diagonal parking on :•:.,%‘•,Y' the city council's order acthe streets where parking is to be permit
lit'le-. islative act authorizing
ted is the proper way
to have cars stand it would be another
the
I
oti-;ritition of municipal buildings
long step in the solving
of the traffic problem.
III Dorctester and 0110 111 Ci1111101410W11,

COMMUNITY CLUB
SHOWS PROGRESS
Will Keep Up Fight For Municipal Building At Fields
Corner
OUTING JULY 16TH
At the regular meeting of the Dorchester Community Club held Nionday.
the iclrislative committee reported that
Moor Curley mi Friday approved Ow
city Council orders for adoption of
legislative au Is authorizing the eity to
spend $750,000 for the•tireetion ,,f I wo
titii ipal buildings 111 1/01Thp.acr and
the third in Charlestown. but Oita
loans necessary to obtain funds for'he
hinlilinp• will not iw issued this year.
the Moor will make a survey to deternilite the reported needs for such
build hut, before iIppriiv iit the loans.
The club will continue its work to
sectireit bitibling for the Fields 1'0rner
section. Many 110W names were added
to the membership list and much enthusia:411 Was 410W11 OVP1' flub progress
they ha VI made within so short a time.
A special meeting will be held at
1C;82 liorchester ave on Monday even
inc. July 1:11 Ii, to complete plans for
an outing of the club at Cohasset on
July 16th. This promises to be an outstanding
A delegation of members plan to at
tend the &lard of Trade outinc.
A permanent meeting place and a
program for eneh meeting will lie ar
ranged earlv tn 'Hie fall.

111a 1110 11.1y0CS -approval- means absolutely nothing for the Mayor stated
that Itionch he approved the legislation
AIM the city t•olowil order he will not
direct tlIV I'4.11,1ruction of any one of
iii Title'' latiloilics until the
next year
at the c,,rlie,t.
The I‘ islaturc, actitic upon the
horcliestcr imitiliers. enacted
1,,,tsl.ition permitting the city toex.'or two huh)it'll liii buildiIt Dorchester, the 10 be located at
I tatiklin Field. the other at
Fields
coi nor.
corley expresse,I tine:elf as
'ii
ut-I0.1
bitilditics tire
uot N natty needeil and that 110
real
al will result from holding back
for a year tit least.
city Councillors and legislators
anti
not, erganizat ions seeking t
h
will continue their efforts
to:.ttl securing. them.
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HULTMAN THINKS EXTENSION OF HUB
AIRPORT DEFERRED
TRUY CHARGES

CUTTINGS
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Affect
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to
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'Woodrow Wilson at the expense of
Cnamit Clark.
Sm it h -for- President.
Al” w ay.s
league has been organized in Masseehusetts, despite Col House's recent
visit there in the interests of the
Roosevelt campaign, and despite also
the
.....l4 aitias,4:411:11a,g;a preference for sa:New Vork governor. The two Mas
chusetts senators are for Smith, and
it is evident that the next few months
witness some animated skirmishes
on the part of the two factions. The
hand will please atrike lip that good
old tune: "The Battle for the DelegatPs."
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Doings of SITTER ATTACK
the Day ON HUB'S MAYOR
AT SCHOOL BOARD
MASSA.r,1-1USETTS

VigorousMayor Curley's signature yesterday Curley Was Just as
restraining
Lyons
Dr.
to the coftlasteis order
Defended;
ly
of
doge within the city for the- period
School
High
Massaat
Girls
26th
Claims
the
Boston
I,
made
90 days
chusetts community to take such acAccosted by Men
tion in an effort to check an increase
his name was not menAlthough
resta.:latter!.
by
of rabies revealed
subject
cently made public by the state de- tioned, Mayor Curley was the
partment of public health. Other of bitter attack and vigorous defence
already
cities and towns that have
a special meeting of the Boston
taken similar action include Frank- at
The
Stone- school committee last night.
Lawrence,
Swampscott,
lin,
principal developments were as folham, Wakefield, iVinthrop, Cam- lows:
bridge. Watertown, Waltham, New1—Indication by the committee on
ton, Hingham, Stoughton. Taunton,
test vote that it will leave unapa
Shrewsbury,
Hopkinton,
New Bedford,
propriated $932,530 of the $1,341,000
Clinton. Ludlow, New Salem, Irving, available by statutory levy for school
Greenfield, West Springfield, Becket, construction in 1981. a saving of 42
Pittsfield and Framingham, ranging
cents on the tax rate.
in periods from 60 to 90 aays.
2—Agreement to accept a recommendation of Business Manager Alexander M. Sullivan to leave unappropriated $454,000, a sum which he
j sliced from the fund for general
/0
9
/
7
-'2
/,
1-7
I '7/ "/ 1
school purposes. This represents approximately 25 cents on the tax rate.
3—Decision to confer with the
commissioners of school buildings
relative to the proposal to build the
new girls' High school on the present
site, although two members desire it
built at Worthington street, where
land and plans are available.
4—Passage of a school budget for
1831 of $15,959,856, to which must be
added $1,795,512 for school alterations
and repairs, a total of $17,755,369 for
911 school purposes except new construction, which will probably be
more than $2,000,000 this year.
5—A disclosure that Mrs. Elizabeth
W. Pigeon of the committee after an
intensive study of schools in Boston
had originated a plan which would,
by building a new public Latin school
--transferring students of five
Mayor James M. Curley's criticism and
public High schools, provide ample accomof the refusal or Trie 'State
50 modations for all six High school
utilities commission to cancel the
populations.
cents monthly service charge imposed
8—A charge by Dr. Joseph V. Lyons
comby the Boston Consolidated Gas
the committee, that "police °fitof
anbrief
a
received
pany yesterday
dale as well as school authorities
ALL
C.
Henry
Chairman
from
swer
well know" that girls at the Girls'
will of the commission. The Lynn High school in the South End are
man's reply to the Boston mayor's "being accosted arid ever chased" by
charge that the commission was only disreputable men, and that the presconsidering the gas company was: ent location is "unwholesome."
"I am not In politics."
7--A prediction by Chairman Jo• The Boston mayor sponsored a pe- seph J. Hurley that, because of statition which would have wiped out tionary valuations, increased costs of
the :service charge. After the peti- city departments and drop in revincreased
tion was denied by the utilities com- enues, the "tax rate will be
mission, Mayor Curley instructed $5 or $8 this year.
Dr. Lyons led the attack on Mayor
Corporation Counsel Silverman of
Curley.
Boston to appeal to the State supreme court.

NOT IN POLITICS
IS ATTWILUS
ONLY COMMENT

Lynn Chairmar. of Utilities
Board Replies to Curley's
Criticism.
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EXTENSION OF
BOSTON AIRPORT
NOW SHELVED
Curley Refuses to Accede to
"'Demands of War Dept.;
Considers Them Imposition
on the City
The proposed extension of the East
Boston airport to include Governor's
island was definitely abandoned by
Mayor Curley yesterday. His refusal
to accede to demands of the war department, transmitted by Maj.-Gen.
Pox Conner, and regarded by the
mayor as an imposition on the city,
forced the decision to confine the
airport development to the reclamation of flat lands to provide a landing field of 300 acres, and to construction of a hydroplane ramp.
The revised plans entailing an estimated expenditure of $700.000 for
work to be done by contract. and
which will begin in 30 days and he
completed within six months will assure Boston of an airport meriting
the class AlA rating of the departmerit of commerce.
In announcing abandonment of
the pretentious proposal to level Gov- I
ernor's island and to link it with :
the airport. Mayor Curley said:
"The demands of the federal goy- I
ernment make it inadvisable further
to consider the extension of the airport to include Governor's Island until such time as the government tells
what portion of the cost it is willing
to assume."
The curtailment of the proposed
extension will limit the expenditure
necessary to a sum for below the contemplated outlay of $1,250.000 which
the city council authorized last Week.
after a bitter controversy.
During
the debate it was charged thnt
the
consummation of II lease of the Island
had been blocked by the
of the war department thatinsistence
the city
must not only erect hangars
ari
usat
mooring mast for dirigibles hut must
specifically agree to return control
of the Island to the
department
whenever the
secretary
of
deemed that need existed for war
such
action
The city will now proceed
to reclaim all of the flats owned by
the
commonwealth to the north and east
of the airport, and will
extend the
landing field to a point
feet of Governor's Islandwithin 500
feet from the World War and 150
Memorial
park.
Mayor Curley declared that the
enlargement of the field from
87.70
acres to approximately 300
acres will
provide Boston with the
plane landing field In thelargest airworld.
Abandonment of the Governove
island plan, to further which
Mayor
Curley directly appealed to
President
Hoover and congress lest year.
with
the result that
congressional authorization of the transfer of the
asland to the city was Speedily
made. ,
created no surprise among the ob- I
servora of the secret, but
futile
negotiations between the city and the
war department for the
past four
Menthe.
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Official of an American city, he, of
course, spoke with no lack of authority. In fact Francis J. Spell- •

man, of Whitman, who is a secret
ain to the pope, informed
'chamberl
because
perhaps
vocal,
especially
• DEMOCRATS IN 1932
the pontiff of the mayor's intenthey think their time has not yet
(Boston Transcript)
is actively a candidate tions and the plan was tacitly apLocal politicians will watch nar- come. He
nomination, he represents irroved. Even though Mrs. Curley
rowly to observe the future jockey- for the
of Democracy which is bedied after her apparent rally foling between Mayor Curley and Sen- a brand increasin
gly rare, viz., that
coming
which
to
as
lowing a visit to Priest Power's
Walsh
I.
David
ator
the
of
integrity
the
places
grave at Malden "Shrine" the
of these two gentlemen will which
above everything, and
emerge from the political mael- states
mayor hasn't lost faith in the pope
in
formed
being
are
strom with the greater prestige— iRitchie clubsof the country. But
the power of the Boston mayor
Or
parts
said prestige depending very large- !many
said SO he just butted in as every
governor seems more
Maryland
the
in
winner
the
picks
ly on which
good Knight of Columbus really
likely to play the game of
the contest for the Democratic than and not to make himself
1928
wanted the President to do. The
boomA
n.
nominatio
presidential
to any of the other canmayor, however, was more effectlet Mayor Curley as the vice presi- obnoxious
y
reasonabl
until it appears
dential candidate was started the didates that none of them can win. ive. And as proof we have the
word of Edmund Dolan. Boston's
other day, and was promptly fol- certain politicians may like a canlowed by an intimation, perhaps Besides,immensely and wish he
city treasurer, who was aleing, and

, with no foundation whatever, that didate
Italian settlement in an interview
in the White House, while
Mr. Walsh also would like to be could sit
for
throisn
be
pe and the mayor "reluctantly"
may
influence
their
Demothe
, the running mate of
more
are
y
apparentl
Jimmie (-leggin for the Boswho
save
others
may
he
cratic nominee, whoever
to get the nomination. What ton Herald. We just want to
be. Then Mayor Cy4sy, returning ; likely
requires now, or will
from Europe, came out flatfooted the situationis some candidate of quote three paragraphs from that
soon,
for Franklin ii. Roosevelt for Pres- very band-wagon quality that all remarkable story which started on
12th edition
ident, while about the same time such
will step aside for him, page one of the June
came a mystical message from the the rest
not and was good for a two-column
has
Roosevelt
Governor
as
and
House luncheon that Senator Walsh
even remarked that he is a head over the carry over.
was also of the same mind, except yet
Read and be convinced:
, no one is pre-eminent at
that he would like to know first candidate
present time. As for Mayor
whether Alfred E. Smith will be in the
Curley and Senator Walsh, their • The Iistiayor was loath to admit
the running.
curious to know
that he had deliberately injected
Massachusetts, deep in her Demo- state will remain
better guesser.
himself into the controversy, but
cratic heart, probably is more which is the
his arrival in Rome at a psycholoMON/TOR
genuinely for Smith than for any
gical time impelled him to say durother candidate. Nor is it at all
k7/
Oi' /1? Fl MO
ing his conferecence with Musso/3/
to be taken for granted that Govlini:
ernor Smith has eliminated him"The Italian Government, by
self from consideration as the
estoppage of the mad march of
Democratic candidate, notwiththe repudiation of his
communism and by saving Chrisstanding
I 1111 LVIII VU
Vanity has made a CharaCter of
candidacy by four Southern states •1J1J
tcontribution that has won the rewhich never had voted the Repubwho
man
No
lican ticket before.
spect of the entire world and as
'Mussolini had recommended sethas come within eyeshot of the
presidena
tlement of the trouble which had
White House, or even
tial nomination, ever voluntarily
existed between the Vatican and
possible
the government for CO sears,
eliminates himself as a
Borah,
witness
candidate, as
'thereby winning the - admiration
Pinchot, and half a dozen other
land good will of all Catholics, it
was impossible to conceive of any
Republican worthies. Inasmuch as
eood reason why the pending difthe Democratic party is cooly
ference should not be considered a
taking it for granted that Its candidate will be elected in 1932 it
mere trifle and one that in no way
wculd be an unwise politician who,
iiistified permanent injury to the
knowing how ardently Chairman
alian government."
Raskob. to whom the pi.rty owes
Eucharistic Congress
about $600,000, desires the,nomina"I emphasized, too," said the
tion of Smith, would infer that this Papers All Wrong Acmayor last night, "that it is exambition has not at least the tacit
cording to Story In pected that 500,000 will atend the
sympathy of the ex-governor. For
Eucharistic Congress in Ireland in
practical purposes, therefore, it
Boston Herald on
1932 and that 20 per cent of this
will not be good politics to account
number can surely be expected to
Mayor's Return
Governor Smith as out of the runvisit Rome, thereby adding upning, notwithstanding the wellA press dispatch which we wards of $100,000,000 to the 'ref:
nigh unanimous opinion two years
,ago that he was "through," and :quote elsewhere in this issue rather enue of Italy from tourists. I rethat if the trouble
.knew he was through.
irredits the King of Italy with rep- marked also
Governor Albert C. Ritchie of resentations to Mussolini which between the government and the
Vatican should not he settled, it
Maryland has a host of friends in
were supposed to have brought was very probable that Italy wuuld
this state, but they have not been

Not Italy's
Kingl Who
Tamed Duce

bout a material softening of his
sittitude. But the press is all wrong.
was none other than the Irish
. Catholic Mayor Curley of Boston
'who should be crowned with the
.00lden garter ap4 .pr.esented with
, di
• in stiletto for this subtle bit of
ploinacy.
You see the Mayor was in Rome
at just the auspicious moment
when a man of his tact and experience in vexatious public affairs

lose this revenue."

Dolan then butted in, not to
claim, but to imply, that the mayor
was entirely too modest and to record that next day the first step
was taken by Mussolini to bring
about a settlement.
If a Catholic mayor from Boston
could perform like that what do
you suppose could be doneleigh
Roman Catholic for presid01110
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It looked at one time as though Governor Roosevelt of
New York would be nominated for the Presidency of the
United States by the Democratic National Convention in
1932, viith -Al- Smith as one of the bridesmaids. Since
we then consulted the political horoscope, however, the position and relation of the Democratic stars have completely
changed The "Big Dipper- has resolved itself into a strainer.
Even the "Milky Way" of Democracy's heavens has taken on
a reddish tinge, suggesting the possibility that the advent of
Senator Jim Ham, Lewis's Chicagoesque pink whiskers may
have helped to change that lacteal path into a real Aurora
Borealis.
There was a time when every devout Democrat bowed
the knee at the voice of Colonel House. When he issued his
ukase to the effect that Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt
was selected by the hook of Wilsonian Fates to be Democracy's standard bearer in 1932, it was naturally expected that
the faithful would again bump their respective heads to the
ground or on whatever happened to be handy for that
means of Oriental religious assent.
Mayor Curley of Boston, who had been, supporting
Owen =ing of,117 General Electric Company for the nomination, at once fell into line and declared he was ready
to follow the House lead. He was so enthusiastic he forgot that
the technical leader of Democracy resides in New York and
not in the Hub. He called upon ex-Governor Smith to declare himself in favor of Roosevelt for the Presidency. When
that leader refused to obey, a newspaper man of an inquiring turn of mind asked Smith if he had heard. "Al" replied in the affirmative, hut he did not chose to talk on that
subject.
A host of Massachusetts Democrats followed the example of the Boston Mayor, and came out for Roosevelt.
Since that time a number of Democrats in Bay State have
had the temerity, if not effrontery, to form a "Smith for
President Club," and it is even said to be growing despite
the dry spell through which the country has been passing.
As a result of these and other untoward developments
House has gone into one of his periodical eclipses. Roosevelt is again devoting himself assiduously to the St. Lawrence Power project which is as far away as he can possibly
get from Tammanydom, and the rest of the Democratic
country is as anxiously seeking the identity of the next candidate as are the Vermont Democrats.
The arrival of this twilight tone of presidential uncertai
nty
about the Democratic camp has started the usual accompa
niments of the advent of dusk. Rival candidates have
begun
a real game of hide and seek, and things are being done.
The supporters of Senator Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas, who was Smith's running mate, or who also ran, in
1932, are now said to be resting their hopes on the possible
-elimination of Roosevelt by Smith's candidacy.This, being interpreted, means that Robinson and his
supporters regard Smith as a candidate at this time. They
would not say it directly but that is what they in effect
say indirectly.
That interpretation would fit in smoothly with "Al's"
refusal to talk when the Boston leader demanded that he
come out for Roosevelt. Of course -Al- may simply have
decided that as the real leader of the party he would not be
led, but his articles now being syndicated in the press sound
like a candidacy. Among other things he speaks of -my
leadership of the Democratic party which came to me by virtue of my nomination to the Presidency in 1928.- He admits
he is the leader so proof is unnecessary.
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;AME OF RIVAL CANDIDATES IN DEMOCRACY CAMP
Our position as foster father journalistic of the Vermont
Democracy is embarrassing betimes. When things are all one
way, when the craft is sailing squarely before the breeze
just smacking, it is rare fun to drive.
When a number of rivals are clamoring with fists for the
position of steersman and Vermont Democrats are asking Us
which candidate to favor, then we are -up a stump.- If we
ore asked who will be the Republican candidate, or who will
win the election, the answer would be easy. You or any
other intelligent reader can name Hoover and feel you are
speaking of a sure thing.

L

In the Democratic camp however, all is at sea, if not
at sixes and, sevens. Vermont Democrats are wont to know
whereof they speak and to speak whereof they know. They
are unlike their fellow Democrats of most other States, especially in a presidential election, who like to let the Republicans lead off and then profit by the mistakes of the other
I party.
We suppose there is no group of men anywhere who could
solve so many of the ills and problems of the American body
politic, if they had a chance, as the Vermont Democrats. We
admit they have had an excellent leadership.
If Vermont Democracy had been in the saddle, the tariff
act would have had schedules neither too high nor too low.
In that case there would have been no unemployment, and
no deficit in the Federal treasury.
The party has gone on and off ever since the close of the
Civil War telling how things should be done in Vermont, and
not infrequently solving problems for Uncle Sam, but nobody
would listen.
We might follow a distinguished precedent and talk
against time in this way for a whole column, dodging entirely the question about rival candidates and which one
the Vermont Democracy should favor. We shall not heat
about the bush, however, but strike the chief blow at once.
The Vermont Democracy should favor the candidate
who will win the nomination. We challenge any Democrat in
these green hills or lovely valleys to say to the contrary.

•

When it comes to being more specific, we plead distinguished precedent. John J. Raskob, when charged with having a mortgage on the Democratic party of the United
States, insisted that he did not prop se to dictate to the party
as regards a presidential nomination.
When ex-Governor Alfred E. Smith, who now admits he
is leader of the party by virtue of his nomination for the
presidency in 1928, was asked whether he favored the nomination of Governor Roosevelt of New York, he maintained
a silence an profound as it was eloquent.
Chairman Shouse of the Democratic National Committee
aboslutely declines to take the public into his confidence
and say who will be the next Democratic standard bearer,
although he of course knows without question.
All these things and persons and others being so, why
should we run the risk of dictating to the Vermont Democracy and tell it whom to stippoi I for the Presidenc:‘.\ e,“
from last June? If Raskob and Smith and Shouse re.tuse to
plead, we know of no reason why we should. Our personal
safety is as much to us as is theirs to them, if not more so.
We have not had a chance to -hold the hag- in a campaign.
We have everything to lose and nothing to gain by being
a real journalistic father to chickens that refuse to follow us
into the water after being hatched.
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CURLEY ORDERS GAS
—CHARGE TO COURT
i

I

Boston Mayor Contends Monthly
Service Tax Is Illegal and
Arbitrary Imposition.

•

State Schism. lo

(Waterbury Republican)
Viola the Providence Journal.
It seems that Mayor James M.
As was recently forecast, a serious
ne of Boston wrote to Post- • Democratic schism Is now apparent In
Massachusetts, with one faction aligned
ma—sTer-General Brown with respect , in
favor of Gov. Roosevelt for }'recd.to delay in construction of a new dent and
the other supporting the pospostoffice on a $6,000,000 tract Of sible candidacy of former-Gov. Smith.
The , It may be that the former Goverland in downtown Boston.
nor does not seriously intend to i,.•
mayor evidently feels deeply on the
a candidate again, but he has not
subject for in the course of his com- publicly an
himself to that .•1
munication he asked permission to feet. Probably
he is as conscious as
graze a cow on the idle property. anybody of the
difficulties that would
The postmaster-general replied at lie between his
nomination and eleclength with official restraint until tion. and conceivably
he expects to
his last paragraph. In that he said: have the role not
pt candidate In the
"Referring to your desire to pasture next convention but
of dictator. With
your municipal cow on the post- the two-thirds rule in
force he could
office site, it is my opinion that the swing a powerful influence for
or
postoffice department should not be against any aspirant, even if it should
required to do more than put up prove Impracticable or undesirable to
with your bull."
land the prize for himself. Mr. Bryan
This is good. This is a move by played a similar part in Baltimore in
Washington in the right direction. 1912, when he threw his strength to
We have long deplored the heavy Woodrow Wilson at the expense of
formality of Washington official Champ Clark.
utterances.
They are commonly
Anyway,
a
Smith-for-President
long, cold, leaden slabs of language, league has been organized in Massaforbidding both to the eye and to chusetts, despite Col. House's recent
the intellect. Humor, irony, sar- visit there in the interests of the
casm, wit, satire—these are so for- Roosevelt campaign, and despite also
eign to them that one might think Mayor Curley's preference for the New
the graces of cerebration were pro- York Governor. The two Massachuhibited by law from use in official setts Senators are for Smith, and It
statements. In short, the Washing- is evident that the next few months
ton official's voice is commonly a will%vitness some animated skirmishvoice from the tomb. But Post- ing on the part of the two factions
master-General Brown has dared to The band will please strike up that
let a shaft of sunshine into his let- good old tune: "The Battle for the
Delegat es."
ter to Mayor Curley.

•

BOSTON, July 7 (P)—Mayor Curley
tonight directed
Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman to ,carry
to the Supreme court the city's fight
to compel the Boston Consolidated
Gas Co to abolish its monthly SerVif.e charge of 50 Cents to each constolen
The action is an appeal from the
recent adverse decision of the State
Public. Utilities commission, and if
successful would mean a refund of
$3.000,000 to consumers, the mayor
said.
He contended that under the law,
enacted in 1927, gas eompanies had
no legal authority to enforce a service charge, which he branded fig "an
arbitrary Imposition authorized by
the Department, of Public
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Mayor Curl?. Orders
Dogs Cur ed Subject
To Council's Action
--BOSTON, July 6 (iP)—Subject to
approval by the City Council, Mayor
James M. Curley today issued an order
restraining all dogs within the city of
Boston for a period of 90 days. A request that dogs be muzzled or tied was
made by Dr. Francis X. Mahoney,
health commissioner, who told the
mayor more than 100 persons were
bitten during the past year in this
city and that 11 of the dogs had
rabics. The state Health Department
has suggested that all communities
take similar action.
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URLEY CARRIES
GAS FIGHT UPWARD
119
BOSTON. July 7 AP)—Mayer Curley
tonight directed Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman to carry
to the Supreme court the city's fight
to compel the Boston Consolidated
Gas Co. to abolish its monthly service charge of 50 cents to each consumer.
He contended that under the law,
enacted in 1927. gas companies had
no legal authority to enforce a serv -•
ice charge, which he branded as "an
arbitrary imposition authorized I);
the department of public utilitieis."

(EXTENSION OF HUB
to AIRPORT DEFERRED
BOSTON, July 6 (Al—Development
of Governor's Island as an extension
of the East Boston airport was indefinitely postponed by Mayor James
M. Curley today,
He said the city
of Bonen was unable at present to
complete
satisfactory
negotiations
with the federal government.
"In view of the demands made by
the government", the mayor said, "I
believe it inadvisable to consider the
exten.sion of the airport to include
Governor's islarti until such time as
government officials can tell us what
portion of tile cost they are willing
to assume."
"We will start right away to reclaim
the state flats and this will give us
an airport with an area of 13,000,000
square feet in about six months, the
largest airport in the world and the
best."
The mayor directed William P.
Long, chairman of the park commission to restrict a proposed ;1,250,000
development to about $700,000, saving
the remainder for use in the event
the federal government and the city
come to terms.
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BOSTON AIRPORT
EXTENSION OFF
Curley Postpones Governor's
Island Development—Federal Aid Needed.
BOSTON,.July 6,(i)—Development
of Governor's island as an extension
of the East Boston airport was indefinitely postponed by Mayor James
M. Curley today. He said the City
of Boston was unable at present to
'complete satisfactory negotiations
with the federal government.
"In view of the demands made by
the government," the mayor said, "1
believe it inadvisable to consider the
extension of the airport to include
Governor's island until such time as
government officials can tell us.what
portion of the cost they are willing
to assume."
"We will start right away to reblaim the state flats and this will
give its an airport with an area of
13,000,000 square feet in about six
months, the largest airport in the
world and the best."
The mayor directed William P.
Long, chairman of the Park commission to restrict ft proposed $1,- ,
2)0,000 dor(dopliwnt to a bout $700 000, saving the remainder for use n
the event the federal governmen
ad,
Sae city come to terms.
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Facts About a Fight
Frigate -Constitution Agam Becomes
between the representative from
passage
The
party
Part of Country's Armed Forces Stoneham
and the lieutenant-governor is

or manner
politics. It does not in any degree
situaThat
situation.
alter the present political
as the
stands
-governor
lieutenant
the
that
tion is
state by virtue
titular leader of his party in the
office held W.'
elective
highest
the
occupying
of
leader until
party; and he must so stand as
his
BOSTON, July 1—(AP) As cannon Grebe for Portsmouth. N. H., her first some other Republican manifests both a desire
Eastern seaports.'
This
boomed and new bunting was flung to call on a tour of
to assume that leadership.
in today's and an ability
participants
the
Among
lieutenantthe
be
to
the breeze, the most famous of all
happened
whoever
members would be so
American war vessels. the frigate ceremonies were two former
with the personD. governor. 11, has nothing to do
Constitution rejoined the country's of the Constitution's crew, William
bricks at the
Throwing
.
Youngman
Plumb of Patterson,N.J., 69, a quarter ality of Mr.
armed forces today.
change, the feet.
not
will
-governor
ms
James
lieutenant
nation
and
and
city
Lewis,
state,
1888,
of
Officials
gunner in
joined in tribute to the gallant ship 81, of East Boston, who served in heri
along reaThe governor appears to be sailing
praise
of
words
and the clergy added
from 1877 to 188I. Plumb will sail on
His appointment of
currents.
smooth
sonably
nation.
her tomorrow.
and prayers for the ship and
Lieut. John A. Lord, last naval con- one of his secretaries, Mr. Ryan, to be registrar
speeehmaking was from a canopied
of wooden ships in the service,,
the
structor
from
riding easily
platform a little removed
of motor vehicles, went through,
Constitutions stern, as she lay nu:wed heard many words of praise. He had
have been.
might,
there
opposition
In a navy yard slip. The actual charge or reconstructing the 133-year- ovgr whatever
recommissioning of the Constitution, old vessell and placing her again in a The governor has a way with him.
in which she was given over to the seaworthy condition.
governor's
She is stanch enough to voyage
We have already spoken of the
command of Comdr. Louis J. Gulliver,
under her own canvas, but this can- whimsicality. He gave another indication of it. in
was held on the quarter desk.
Twenty-one guns blasted forth the not be done. She now has a crew of
the pharmacists when he said,
message that the Constitution was but 85, compared to the 450 who his remarks to
again ready for sea as her ensign manned her when she was an im- In noting the organization's 50 years of peace,
fluttered up a halyard to the peak of portant part in the country's first line that he wished the Democratic party might do as
he gaff, Then her commission pennant, of defense. She wears but two pieces
party stops fighting
a long ribbon like piece of bunting, of canvas, a very small fraction of her well. When the Democratic
climbed to the top of the lofty main- great suit of sail, but in an emergency In its own ranks It won't be the Democratic party.
mast. A bo'sn's pipe shrilled and the they might prove of value to steady
notables and Invited guests went over her.
Yet there seems less • disorder in the DemoChaplain E. W. Scott. U. S. N.,!
the side, leaving "Old lronsides" to
ranks than in the Republican. Just at, the
cratic
prayer.
with
prepare for her first venture out on opened the ceremonies
the
preserve
to
Almighty
moment. Efforts to suggest a row between the
the seas in 34 years. She will leave He asked the
tomorrow, under tow of the naval tug Constitution's crew from the dangers_Democratic state committee chairman and the party
Mr. Coakley, brought an almost Passion
of the sea and the violence of the sachem'
ate denial of any such thing fromm the eloquen
enemy. Rear Admiral Philip Andrews,
Mr. Coakley. The threatened candidacy of alayo
retired, commandant of the Boston
N
Curley against Mr. Ely for the governorship nom
4,01%,
Navy Yard while much of the reconnation makes no headway that is discernible t
C 0 kt te I A.Z.
struction work was done, made a plea
/ 101
is sailing o
for loyalty and patriotism. He wa.s he public. The Democratic party
had
sign for th
a
It's
followed by Mayes....lazues
seas.
smooth
uspiciously
The Boston postoffice controversy of Boston, who—lirought laughter and
emocrats.
bewteen Mayor Cassley and Postmas- applause from the hundreds gathered
about the recreation field when he said
The governor has even received another nom
ter Generartrown has furnished a lot
apprehension caused by decimation of
of light on just how close a contact the Army, Navy and Marine Corps nation for the presidency, this time front Con
Let prophets, etc., mak
the head of the Postoffice Departm-et could be allayed now that the "grand ressman Connery.
at Washington keeps with the versals old warship" was again in commession. hat they can from the fact that. Mr. Ely is "men'
Senator Marcus Coolidge brought
projects under his supervision. A more applause when he said, "May she ioned" for the top of the national ticket, an
matter of a six million dollar building always float and be an inspiration to Ir. Curley is "mentioned" for second place.
is evidently of no very great impor- generations to come, of courage patriotism: and loyalty."
All we want to see now is agitation for
tance.
Gov. Joseph B. Ely, after outlining
of Ely and Curley.
icket
.
the ship's glorious history, repeated
the lines; "Our hearts, our hopes, our
Then we want to see a Republican offer 0
'prayers, our tears, are all with thee."
Coolidge and Fuller.

"Old Ironsides," Reconstructed, Is Formally Commissioned by Navy at Boston; Leaves Today, Towed
by Tug, on Tour of Eastern Seaports.

'yy

Then we'll know that. the summer is here.
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and his
votes Democratic
influence as mayor of that city would
Roosevelt and Smith Leagues Formed—But enable
him to more than offset the
advantage of Mr. Ely.
up
Latter's "a Somerville Political Row"— But
even that conclusion is shattered
--State
by the excellent showing the govYoungman and Standish in Tiff
ernor made In Boston in the primg—Will
Meetin
aries. Although every governor makes
G. 0. P. Has Inspiring
enemies in office through appointor?
Govern
ments that do not satisfy all there is
Curley Run for
that Mr. Ely's adminoreetESTE

C kt._

Boston
la in'

country
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13y JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
doings out CleveBOSTON, July 4.—The SehMeling:Stribling
in the political
attitude
pugilistic
a
provoked
have
land way seems to
D. RooseFranklin
Gov.
of
supporters
the
First
arena the past week.
formed opposing leagues In
velt and Former Gov. Alfred E. Smith
next June and then Rep.
Preparqion for the big presidential bout
Lieut.-Gov. William Sterling
Lemuel W. Standish of Stoneham and
of short duration.
Youngmai engaged in a no-decision contest
the chences 1
But along with these encounters "much concerned with
who have
In theBay state. leaders
came rumors of even bigger battles 'rn
pitted state-wide reputations would head!
to come with M,:ir Culy
against Governor EIT for we Demo- their organizations.
(*retie nomination for governor and
former state treasurer John W. Haigis of Greenfield and former Gov.
that the
That gives rise to the feer
Alvan T. Fuller as possible contendused to settle
be
will
the
for
.
contest
organisation
Republican
era if the
and that
gubernatorial nomination becomes a the Somerville mayoralty
unneeincidentally this may create
battle royal.
ranks of DeBoth the Roosevelt-Smith and the essary trouble in the
illustration some of
Standish -Youngman contests can be mocracv. As an
supporters, and they
aboth,
Smith
ado
rabid
the
Much
as
dismissed
Massachusetts, who do
nothing. The Curley for governor are legion In
inside of the sitoation
rumor Is becoming more disturbing not know the
activity for Rooseto the supporters of Governor Ely, very much resent
Roth,- velt at this time, and he is not Ar
and It is no secret that the
and Mr. strong with them as he was preitieR of both Mr. Haigis
inter- Tiousiy.
with
watched
be
will
Fuller
InterThen, too, there may come some
eat if they display any real
embarrasment to the Democratic pareat in the coming campaign.
ty in the gubernatorial race if the
-situation becomes such that they era
Ignore
forced to participate in any early achave tivity. Governor Ely certainly won't
The real Democratic leaders
notice 'of either the declare for Roosevelt until Smith I.
little
taken
all aorta of
Roosevelt for president league or the out of it and there are
de- distbing
possibilities in the
w
Smith league, but the situation
has
Sion In the event that Roosevelt is the
veloped by their organization
Bay eventual nominee.
caused some exasperation. The
If GovMayor Curley. on the other hand.
State leaders are agreed that
Massachu- is outspoken for Roosevelt. Since he
ernor Smith wants the
and has gotten over his temporary infatn.
setts delegates he can have them
candidate for etion with the candidacy of Owen D.
if he doesn't become a
the houserenomination then the Bay State will Young he is shoutinr,from
think that tops for the New York governor. Be
be for Roosevelt. They
men 8850, has gone further than any of the
this is understood by the
league and Roosevelt admirers for he has called
elated with the opposing
some upon Smith to at once take himself
that their organization forbodes
from the race to release the prospeculterior motive.
as Sen- tive Massachusetts delegatea to RooseThe real party leaders such senaten
velt.
Ely,
ator David I. Walsh, Gov. Chairman
not a
Just at the present time it
Marcus A. r tidge and
com- very wise political move that the asstate
the
of
Donahue
Prank J.
truth
Hub mayor has made. His en.mittee have never felt, if the point tute
any
mica are making the most of it,
he known, that there Was
a coming broadcasting throughout the state
In Gov. Roosevelt having
Edward that Curley is against Smith and that
out party at the home of Col.
bY-the-Sea
is hitting the Smith aunnorters Rot
Manchesterat
M. House
change should Roosevelt be the candidate
because it didn't and couldn't
and there be a stampede to his canthe situation.
the didacy it may prove an asset to CurThe exasperation comes from
Smith ley 88 the most vigorous Roosevelt
fact that the Roosevelt and
lead- Man in the state.
present
their
with
organization
political
Your corresnondent for one has
ership may be used for local
un- persisted 1.i tne belief that Mayor
purposes And stir un a lot of local
Curley was gifted with too a fine
necessary trouble. Already the
com-, political acumen to dare a contest
two
the
of
significance
political
for the Democratic gubernatorial
mittees is apparent. The Roosevelt, nomination with Governor Ely, Nearcommittee is headed by Mayor John ly everyone who has anything to do
plans
J. Murphy of Somerville, who
the Smith with politics, with few exceptions
to seek re-election and
cannot see the logic of the move. ytt
committee by Arthur D. Healey of the report has grown to immense
Somerville who nlans to onpere him proportions the past week. There
A man high in ihe Party councils have been stories that already Mr.
summed up the situation very neatly Curley is raising his campaign fund.
this week when he Was a,,ked his The only difficult detad to under()Pinion of the effect of the formation stand is his motive in opposing A
of a Smith leav•e.
Democratic governor for the UMW
"That 'sn't a Smith levnie." h. re- second term, particularly when he was
tilled. "That's a Somerville political AO
repudiated at the
thoroughly
fight."
polls in last year's primaries.
And that's °bout the storv for outThere are a number of political
side of the Boston area f•TV of the students, however, who declare that
men associated with either league Curley starlets a good chance of lickare known. It seems plausible that if ing Ely. It is an. amazing conclusion
either Roosevelt or Smith we% very but they assert the creowt bulk Of

See Trouble Ahead

Leagues

•

no indication
istration has weakened him with his
own party. On the other hand he
has made many moves that appear
to have strengthened him.

Keeping in Limelight
The very men who declare "Curley
can take Ely in the primaries" admit
slim
be
that there would then
chance for the Boston mayor to be
elected governor because of the resentment he would arouse in his
party. But that resentment would
be nothing to what he would arouse
In the party ranks if he displaced a
man who led it to success only to
lead it to defeat. It would seems to
mark the end of any future politic- ,
al ambitions of Mr. Curley. As your
correspondent has explained before
he is inclined to the belief that Mr.
Curley hasn't any definite future
plans but is hoping the lightning may I
strike him for some higher honor
than that of governor. He seems to
think one way to accomplish it is to I
keep in the limelight and he certainly is doing that. He has talked
about his European trip on the radio
several times recently and has the
most busy schedule of any man In
public life in the state. Politicians
usually have something in
mind
when they go through such a round
of affairs.

Fuller Comeback?
The Standish-Youngman exchange
need not disturb
the
Republican
party. There has been ill feeling between
the men sivce controversy
arose over the accuracy of Mr. Standish's version of a talk he had with
the lieutenant governor to get him
to fight Governor Ely's unemployment program. The dispute this week
has been given attention only because Mr. Standish in the legislative
oebates on the Ely program was regarded as the "Fuller spokesman."
There was some question if his attack I
on the lieutenant governor was to
pave the way for a Puller comeback.
Without attempting any discussion
of what the lieutenant governor of
different political faith than the governor should do In connection with
the appointments of the chief executive It is a fact that Representative
Standish was entirely repudiated in
the stand he took in the Legislature.
He attracted very few to his side of
the question despite his oratory and
the reading of letters from Governor
Fuller. If it were not for the fact
that he read the Fuller letters he
would have been listed as "among
those who also spoke in opposition
to the governor's program." No particular mark of leadership ham ever
been conferred upon him by the
Legislature and while Mr. Standish is
a hard working and conscientious
legislator he is not very well known
outside of Stoneham.
The mystery of his encounter with
the lieutenant governor was that the
latter gave the attack sufficient serious notice to answer it. It Is one of
the big mysteries of politics why men
In high publis office Pay so much
attention to minor critics, knowing
that any answer they make only provokes further discussion which does
not bring benefit to any political
party.
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Mayor Curley must feel pleased over
the warm praise given him at the
dedication exercises of the new courthouse on Tuesday. The great things
he has done for East Boston make an
It is to be hoped that the glorious amazing total. More improvements of
given by him
Day of Independence, which is today. lasting value have been
than by all the other Mayors together
without
pass
allowed
to
will not be
in the long history of the City. As
a conciliatory and constructive session has been said he is remaking the
Island.
of the various Democratic leaders in
The expressions of gratitude were
this Conimonwealth. It seems that from the heart, and no finer tributes
a public man in the
Governor Ely, who lives in Western have been given
whole history of East Boston. The
comare
there
Massachusetts, where
people and their leaders made it clear
paratively few Democrats, finds it dif- that he has their respect and affection.
ficult, in appointing men to high office,
Do you realize that Thirty-five
to satisfy all of the Democrats in East- Million Dollars is a lot of money to
ern Massachusetts and especially in be spent in such a locality as East
Boston? Do you also realize that it
Boston, where there are more leaders, is a
remarkable man who has such
than
big, little and less than little,
foresight and vision? Do you realize
there are Democrats in the Governor's that the benefits of these enormous
expenditures will be brought to
home town.
fruition long after Mayor Curley
If today nothing is done to bring has passed hence? Let
those who feel
about harmony between or among the a pain in the nose over it all call on
Bill
McPherson or Carl Crocker and
embittered and numerous leaders, it
ask for a soothing ointment.
will be in order, and as soon as pos• • •
sible for the Governor to call a harmony meeting of the Grade A leaders
of his party, to be presided over by
him and to settle upon some method
of distributing the remaining appointive offices at his disposal without
further ill-feeling and threatening.
Among those who should be invited
to that meeting are Frank J. Donahue,
chairman of the Democratic State
Committee, who is said to be somewhat out of sorts because of the treatnient that his candidates for appointment have received; Mayor Curley,
whose position as the only Democrat
Brushing aside the opposition of a
who threatens to battle Ely for nomi- belligerent minority, the City Council
nation next year entitles him to prime climaxed a debate that lasted more
consideration; Daniel H. Coakley, who than two hours late Monday by adopting Mayor Curley's
is Gov. Ely's closest political friend order of $1,250,000 request for a loan
for the immediate
and adviser in Boston; John F. Fitz- expansion of the East Boston
airport.
Armed with endorsements from
gerald, whose candidate for registrar
American
Legion
groups,
patriotic orof motor vehicles was a victim of reganizations and such air luminaries
jection, and David I. Walsh, senior as
Rear-Admiral Byrd and Senator
United States Senator, who, as usual, Bingham of Connecticut,
Councillor
has kept out of the unwholesome and Timothy F. Donovan of East Boston
led
his
colleagues to victory in the
unholy bickering, and a few others
who usually have their names printed tight for a $1,250,000 development in:
his home sector.
In big block type when announced as
He withstood the drive of Councillor
speakers at Democratic outings.
' Laurence Curtis, ad, of the Back
Bay,
If the Democratic party hopes to be who protested that the administration
had utilized the methods of "high
in a position next year to repeat what pressure
salesmanship in bombarding
it did in 1928 and in 1930, its leaders the Council with
telegrams, letters
will have to get together in greater and resolutions."
Under plans outlined by the 'Mayor,
harmony than at this time seems posthe city will expand the present
airsible. The fact that Gov. Ely turns
port by filling in the adjoining
mud
down candidates in an almost jovial flats and then
level Governor's Island
fashion has not resulted in reciprocal for development into a
dirigible moorjollity on the part of the Boston lead- ing station and flying field connected
with the main airport.
The airport developed as Mayor
Curley plans will place East Boston
on the map of the world.

LET US HAVE PEACE

•

BILL FOR THE
AIRPORT PASSED

City Council Accepts
Legislative Measure
For Improvement of
The Airport — Donovan Leads the Fight
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NEW COURTHOUSE
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Dedication Exercises Held On Tuesday With
Large Gathering Present — Mayor Curley
Praised Highly By All The Speakers For The
Many Improvements He Has Given East Boston
John P. Englert Presides Over The
Ceremonies

caption when he was presented by
Chairman Englert, everybody rising.
He opened by saying that it was the
most agreeable audience he had ever
seen in the court 'room. He thanked
Mayor Curley for his friendly, active
and powerful influence. Without Mayor Curley's help there would have'
been no new courthouse. He was very!
grateful to the,Mayor, and was glad
of the public opportunity to give expression of his feelings.
Chairman Englert presented Mayor
Curley in eloquent terms.- On rising
Mayor. Curley was given an ovation,
the audience rising. Mayor Curley said
it. was gratifying to know that the
new building satisfies those who will
occupy it. He said that. he had no fear
of the outcome of -experiments so far
as East Boston was concerned. He
would complete during his administration, the traffic tunnel, the airport development ,the strandway, the widening of Porter street. He was sure that
as soon as the $16,000,000 tunnel was
completed that the State would start
a $2,000,000 boulevard to connect with
it. He predicted a great future for
East Boston. He was applauded vigorously as he finished.
The ceremonies closed with the
singing of the Star Spangled Banner. i
Following the exercises many of;
those present met Mayor Curley in an
informal reception. Included in Mayor
Curley's party were Park Commissioner William P. Long, Secretary Standish Wilcox, James E. McLaughlin,
the architect of the building. Council-

The new Courthouse for the East
But the courthouse is not all that
Boston Judicial District was dedicated Mayor Curley has done for the people
on Tuesday with fitting ceremonies. of East Boston. And this is the time
A band played in the square in front to call the roll of the many improveof the building for a half hour before ments he has given the Island. Just
the exercises began, and fully five acquired, mainly through his efforts,
thousand people were gathered there. is the shore reservation from Wood
Mayor Curley And his party were Island throng-1i the Fourth section and
greeted with cheers as they arrived Orient Heights to the Winthrop line;
shortly before noon.
it is a dream of :30 years realized. It
Judge Joseph H. Barnes, Associate will cost a million dollars, and will
Justices 'Charles J. Brown and Pat- he of lasting benefit to the 20,000 chilrick J. Lane, received the -guests ill dren living here. Then there is airc.iambers, assisted by Rev. William port improvement to cost $1,250,000,
B. Whalen, pastor of the Holy Re- which will put us on the map of the
deemer Chureh. Superintendent of world. The 16-million dollar tunnel has
Public Buildiegs John P. Englert, always had his abiding interest, find
Congressman John J. Douglass, and he is pushing it rapidly to completion.
President James E. Maguire of the He will widen Porter street at a cost
East Boston and Winthrop Bar Asso- of $600.000. The High School Alumni
ciation. The reception was in charge Association aind its .5,0110 memlverg
of the foltewing committee of the will never forget his assistance in
Bar Association, Mr. Samuel Seegal placing the new High School on Eagle man Bush, Councilman Thomas Green.
chairman, Gerald .1. McCarthy, Jahn Hill, in an unrivalled setting, realiz- Matthew Cummings, the builder, and
A. Canavan, Pram-is Juggins, and Wil ing their hopes of 25 years. The busi- Secretary Frank Benson. Others presliam J. Kelleher. The officers of the ness interests will always remember ent 'were ' former Representative
court were most efficient in their as him for his street improvements, and George F. Murphy, Capt. William P.
sistance in carrying out the arrange the white way for the retail section. Coughlin,
former
Representative
ments.
It would take half an hour to tell all Thomas 0. McEnaney, Joseph F. Low,
Mr. John P. Englert, auperintenden the things Mayor Curley has done for Vice President Hibernian Savings
of public buildings, under whose skill East Boston.
Bank, President A. E. 'Wellington of
ful direction the building was con "It is the glory of Mayor Curley the Columbia Trust Co., Michael J.
structed, was the presiding officer, an that he never forgets the old sections Shannon, Capt. Archibald Campbell of
he performed -his duties with fine of the city. He has remade this old Station 7, Harry Goldenberg, Harry
grace. :He first presented the Rev. town and the people here will always Blazo, Julius Stone, Dennis J. KelleWilliam B. Whalen, pastor of the Holy remember his ready sympattly, his her, Thomas C. Carr;'--Edmund GradY,
Redeemer Church, who offered prayer. great kindness to them over many Representative William H. Hearn,
City Councillor T. F. Donovan spoke years. They wish him long and happy Representative William Barker, Repbriefly, thanking Mayor Curley for his days to come, and hope for him the resentative Alexander Sullivan, James
abiding interest in East Boston as highest honors in state and nation."
Murray, C. Joseph Harvey, Fred
shown in the improvements which he At the conclusion of his remarks Mr. Proctor.
gave the district.
The band which officiated at the
Maguire was presented with a handCongressman John J. Douglass paid some basket of flowers by the Bar
--'^ee was the Forbes Post Band
a line tribute to Mayor Curley for his Association.
try under the leadership of
remarkable record in office, and his Associate Justice Patrick J. Lane
)'Brien. He made a hit with
wd when he played, "Let's
special kindness to the people of East, brought the audience to its feet by his
Boston.
tribute to Judge Barnes. He said the have Curley."
It will interest East Boston people
President James E. Maguire of the court was a very happy family. He
East Boston and Winthrop Bar Asso- also received great applause when he to know that all the iron work used
ciation spoke at some length. He told said that Boston never had a better In the construction of the building
was designed and supplied by the
of the efforts of the members of the Mayor than Mayor Curley.
Bar Association to secure the new
Associate Justice Charles J. Brown Architectural Iron Co., an :East Boscourthouse. He told how Mayor Cur- thanked Mayor Curley In the name of ton concern with place of business
Icy acquired additional land in his,, the people of the Judicial District for on Liverpool street.
last administration; he told of the the new courthouse. He said the old
Gerald J. McCarthy, the well-known
failure of Mayor Nichols to act; and building was very unwholesome, and attorney, was the first member of the
how Mayor Curley -had promised the that the Court and the members of Bar to appear officially for a defendnew courthouse would be (MP (11 t
tho Bar Association appreciated to ant. in the new courthouse. His client
first acts of the present allininklra. the full the change for the future. was Edward O'Brien. The first attortion. The splendid manner ill which Mayor Curley's kindness to East Bos- ney to hold trial was Albert Hayes of
Mayor Curley had kept his promise ton would not be forgotten.
Winthrop. His client was Edward Fitz.
was now visible to all. Hereafter, the
Judge Barnes was given a fine re- gerald and the case Was placed on file
court's business would be conducted
in a proper setting, and the juvenile
case would be separated from the
adult offenders.

•
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The New Courtroom

•

Prominent men who attended dedication of East
F. Long, park commissioner; Congressman John J.Boston courthouse. Left to right, upper row: William
Justice Joseph H. Barnes, Mayor Curley, Associate Douglas; Associate Justice Patrick J. Lane, Chief
Justice Charles J. Brown. Left to right,
John P. Englert, superintendent of public buildings;
the Rev. William B. Whalen, Captain lower row:
Coughlin, Hon. James E. Maguire, Councilman Timothy
William P.
E. Donovan.
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Frigate Constitution, Young Again
At 133 Years, is Recommissioned
As Pennants Flutter at Masthead
Famous Ship Formally Welcomed Back Among American Men-of-War—Gov Ely and Other Of5cia1s
Speak—Jahncki Suggests Annapolis Midship
Washington, July 1—"Old Ironsides"
she is stanch enough to voyage unmay yet he seen by the American der her own canvas, but this cannot
be done. She now has a crew of but I
people proceeding proudly under her
s5, compared to the 450 who manned !
own sail and perhaps also with her .er when she was an
important part
officers and men in the uniforms of a the country's first line of defense.
She
wears
but
two pieces of canvas a
those days when she fought gallantly
very small fraction of her great suit
for American rights on the, high seas.
of sail but in an
emergency they
Congressman Sol Bloom of New
York, associate director of the United tnight prove of value to steady her.
Mayor Curley Says Danger Past
States George Washington Bicentennial commission, this afternoon called
Ch1/116141"rr'slr'scott, United States
upon Secretary of the Navy Adams navy, opened the
ceremonies with
and requested that the restored frig- irayer. He asked the
Almighty to preate Constitution be exhibited to the
erve the Constitution's crew from the
country exactly as she was In the ,angers of
the sea and the violence of
days of her glory.
he enemy. Rear Admiral Philip An"Secretary Adams promised to corews, retired, commandant of the
operate with the George Washington :oston navy
yard where much of The
Bicentennial commission in every way, econstruction
work was done, made a
In put the Constitution in such shape
lea for loyalty and patriotism.
He
that the people of the country !sill he
/as followed by
Mayor James M.
satisfied with her appearance," said
urley of Boston, who brought laughI Congressman Bloom. He
sr and applause from the hundreds
explained
I that on account of the
sthered about the recreation field
schedule arranged some time ago, which will
hen he said apprehension caused by
take
her to various ports this summer,
,cimation of the army, navy and mait
; would probably he
Impossible to have
ne corps could be allayed now that
her proceed under her own sail
.o "grand old warship" was
again in
the way, because of the uncertainty all
of
omission.
the winds, I suggested to him that
she could he convoyed and a
tow line
; thrown to her whenever is.- -:,ary.
"We are especially interested in seeing the old ship, during the period
of
the George Washington bicentennial
next year, make a voyage under her
own sails with her officers and men
in
the uniforms of the former days,"
Congressman Bloom declared. "Secretary Adams promised to do what
he
could to get her under sail at some
time during her visits to various ports,
Mayors of two cities have interand particularly upon the occasion of
her visit to Washington during the vened to reduce expenditures in the
bicentennial year.
departments of public welfare.
"Secretary Adams said that doubt- or Curie of Boston has ordered a
less the navy had men capable of sail- • reduc ion in the schedule of weekly
ing the vessel and that she had sails paymints, his aim being
to prevent
enough to make the voyage. He also
promised to give careful considera- the expenditure of more than $1,tion to the question of having the 000,000 in excess of the budget alinen in the uniforms of the period. I
lowance for relief work. There have
told him that there would bS no difficulty In finding money to pay!\for the been numerous criticisms of the
uniforms, if the navy did not have the weekly allotments
to families remoney for this purpose,"
ceiving aid, and, while it does not
Members of Old Crew Present !
Among the participants In today's follow that the maximum payments
ceremonies were two former members have been excessive in all or even
of the Constitution's crew, William D. in many cases, it
is believed that a
Plumb of Paterson, N. J., a quarter
gunner in 1888, and James M. Lewis. more economical practice can be
81. of East Boston, who served in her adopted without causing hardship.
from 1877 to 1881. Plumb will sail
In Worcester the welfare departon her tomorrow.
TJeirt John A. Lord. last naval con- ment has requested additional funds,
structor of wooden ships iii the serv- and Mayor O'Hara has
said that it
ice. heard many words of prairie, He
had charge of reconstructing the 113- can't have them, as there are none
year-old vessel and placing her again available. But if more money for rein a. seaworthy conditirin.
lief

Spiemia.Fleci) ti

work is essential, it must be
raised.
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July 1, 1926 the first air mail
flew from Boston to New York, with
Major Talbot Freeman of Colonial
in charge, as pilot. Mayor Curley of
Boston, and Mayor 'OliiirtircirNew
York, are to broadcast today in
commemoration of the event. July
1, 1863 opened the most famous
and destructive battle of the Civil
War, Gettysburg, fought between the
Union forces under Mead, and the
Confederate forces under Lee. The
battle opened in the forenoon of
July 1st, was fought stubbornly
throughout that day, July 2nd, and
until 6:30 p. m., July 3rd, when the l
firing subsided. Lee's intention, if
possible, of carrying the war into
the northern states was not fulfilled,
Washington was never again threatened throughout the war. The commanders of both armies made mistakes in this battle. Possibly the
chief mistake after the battle was
the failure of Mead to follow up
Lee, continue the fighting, and force
surrender. The total killed, wounded, and missing on both sides
amounted to upwards of 42,000. July
1, 1898 occurred the battles of San
Juan and El Caney, both of them
American victories.
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High Tribute

To Dr.Kendall
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A BAY STATE SCHISM

recently lorecast, a serious
Democratic schism is now apparent in
Massachusetts, with one faction aligned
As was

In favor of Governor Roosevelt for Preai(tent and the other supporting the possible candidacy of ex-Governor Smith.
It may be that the ex-Governor does

not seriously Intend to be a candidate
'Quincy's Grand Old Sportsman." again, but he has not yet publicly an-

Dr. Walter Gardner Kendall of At- nounced himself to that effect. Probably
lantic, was paid high tribute on hiS
77th birthday Wednesday night in he is as conscious as anybody of the difthe Boston Athletic association by Acuities that would lie between his
men from all walks of life. A cham- nomination and election, and conceivapion cyclist, a noted horticulturallst, bly he expects to have the role not of
a celebrated breeder of dogs, Dr.
candidate in the next convention but of
Kendall enjoys a reputation as
great sportsman and a jolly good dictator. With the two-thirds rule in
fellow.
force he could swing a powerful influence
Testifying at last, night's event to for or against any aspirant, even if it
the admirable qualities of Dr Kenshould prove impracticable or Undesiradall were Major James M. Curley of
Boston; Malcolm Bridgernan, vice- ble to land the prize for himself. Mr.
president of the Boston Cycling club; Bryan played a similar part in Baltimore
Fred A. Wilson, trustee of the Mass- in 1912. when he threw his strength to
achusetts Horticultural society; Irv- Woodrow Wilson at the expense of
ing F. Marshall, president of the B.
A. A.; William J. Fallon, president of Champ Clark.
Anyway, a Smith-for-President league
the Wollaston Golf club. Dr. J. Austin Purley, Massachusetts Dental has been organized In Massachusetts.
society; J. W. Adams; William F. clespite Colonel House's recent visit there
Garcelon of the B. A. A., who acted
the Roosevelt camas toastmaster, and Charles H. Ken- in the interests of
paign, and despite also Mayor ettEley's
dall, the doctor's son.
Gifts given the doctor in token of preference for the New York Governor.
friendship and esteem included a The two Massachusetts Senators are for
purse of gold from the entire group
evident that the next
and presented by Fred A. Wilson; a Smith. and it is
bag of golf clubs from the Wollaston few months will witness some animated
Golf club, presented by William J. skirmishing on the part of the two facFallon; a gold medal from the B. A. tions. The band will please strike up
A., presented by Irving F. Marshall;
that good old tune: "The Battle for the
and a shillelah brought from Ireland
Delegates."
by Mayor Curley.
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'DONKEY'.%ENGINE IN

PLACE OF HUB COW
BOSTON, July 2 (API—A compromise has been made regarding Bossite.
postoffice
famed
ton's now
Mayor _c_vrley had suggested a mybe allowed to graze there,
nleipal
Brown
General
Postmaster
and
countered with the statement that
the mayor's "bull" was sufficient. Today the contractors sent a donkey

(engine) to the site.

kfirtRefics 694 L c
7/3/3
.COW, BULL AND DONKEY
ON 11118 P. 0. SITE.
BOSTON, July
(.LP)—A corn
promise has heen made regarding
Boston's now famed
postoffee
site. Mayor Curler had cm;gest
ed a nmnicipal CON 1)(' allowed to

graze there, and Postmaster General Brown countered with the
statement that the Mayor' "Bull"
was sufficient.
Today the contractors sent a donkey (engine) to
the site.
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BOSTON'S "COW.- "BULL"
REPLACED BY "DONKEY"
A Ft- A I
promise
been rol de. reaarding
Boston'a now famed postoffice site.
Mayor -aut.,
has suggested A menieipal coatelTS7 allowed to graae there.
and Postmaster General Brown countered with the statement that the
'mayor's "bull" was sufficient. Today
the contractors sent a donkey (engine)) to the site.
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BOSTniv, HONORS
'OLD IRONSIDET
Old Frigate, at Portsmouth
Over Weekend, Again
Commissioned
more
BOSTON, July 1 (Th ---1Vith
ceremony than attended her original
departure from Boston on a mission
of war more than a century and a
quarter ago, the frigate Constitution,
most (anions of all Anierietin war
' ships, was today made ready for sea
She will be on nubile exhibition at
Portsmouth, N. IL, from July 4 to
July 8.
As sound and fair once more as a
flaiden vessel, only toikty's commis- , ,H he- ceremonies, turning her over
!, commander L. J. Gulliver, her new
sl• r held her in port. Tomorrow at
she will slip down the harbor
In tea. of the navy tug Grebe to begin a tour of eastern seaports and to
set new ey,-, dancing to see her pennant in the alo -.
lisittitid Timbers Replaced
Tt Lt. John A. T.1,1'd , the last naval
ships in the
constructor of wooden
serii,
a. goes much of the credit for
I estoration of "Old ironsides- to sea,
iv. rthiness. Through labor of love and
.leyotion, he replaced every unsound

,itither and plank in the old vessel
mai left her as close in every detail
tic limnanly neasilde to the proud ship
that went .h ,wn the ways at Hartt's
Naval Yard here in 1798.
State, city and nation: church and
izenry, joined today in doing the
Cotititution honor. Speakers
ua
to places on the quarter'
deck
d
inc
assignedsligundel
Rea r A d rn hail Philip
Andrews, retired, under whom work of reconstruct i red unhl.,r Whom work of reconi,oeting the ship was begun; Gover11,,r J.,seph it. Ely of Massachusetts;

m:ot,t• .tames M. Curley of Boston;
:4,1rtiffr David M. WanriTIrJudge Curtis
fortner Secretary of the
1).
Navy, and Ernest L. Jahncke. assisir tit Secretary of the Navy. Chaplabt

E. w. Scott, 17. S. N., was designated
1,T,.,••ntalive if the Boston Federa.
Lsa, ot' churches, and William ear
:
d( sititgi !Iced Atrochdbeis
l ihvo
n1e
ep
r
I'
!..,nediovon.
.111 vessel, in the Navy Yard were
ordered to lreas ahip at 1 p. in. The
tererflonies were scheduled to begin at 2:30 p. m.
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Noted Speakers
The first part of the program on
sethe Navy Yard dock consisted of
d, in)ections by the Navy Yard ban Scott,
vocation by Chaplain E. W.
r
U.S. N., representing the Greate
adBoston Federation of Churches;
ip Andresses by Rear Adair. Phil
the
drews, retired commandant of
when
Navy Yard who was In command
the work of restoring the frigate was
U.
launched, MayQr James M. Curley,JoS. Senator David I. Walsh,-fltov.
,
seph B. Ely, Judge Curtis D. Wilbur
er
former secretary of the Navy und
the
whom the movement to restore
the
ship was begun, and Asst. Sec. of
Navy Ernest Lee Jahnke. Cardinal
O'Connell gave the benediction.
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HISTORIC FRIGATE
AGAIN RIDES INPIES
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sioning of "Old Ironsi
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not occupymore than two months
pleasant place roe English Mayors,
e d work and 10 in writing the
but were restrooms established in
report.
To the Editor of THE EAGLE: American city halls, Mr. Curley
Mr. Brown—it being assumed
fears that the mayors wouldn't
Here is the complete answer to
h
here
Brown
and
hereafter
Mr.
that
have time to visit their executive
the editorial—"A Cow and the Bull
and Mr. Curley remain in office inchambers.
In Boston."
definitely—will
then
ask the atCarefree is Mayor Curd., in his
- S. J. O'Herron.
torney-general whether it is percity, where the strong Puritan
Pittsfield, June 30, 11.
93
!
missible to distribute milk prothirst, agreeably tempered by that
(Chicago Tribune)
Plans for the new Chicago post duced by a municipal cow pastur' of many races, persists inextinguishably. Mayor Key of Atlanta,
office which, after years of delay, ing on government post office grazone of our traveling, mayors who
was to have been begun early in ing land to the poor of a city block
was unable to reach the dizzy
this year of unemployment, have wherein the children average five
heights of austerity occupied for
been sent back to the architects, ac- to a family and most of the fathers
i a time by the chiefs of Portland
cording to Tuesday's Washington are waiting for work on the post
office. The attorney-general will
and Los Angeles—where, as Mr.
announcement, to be redrawn.
Curley says brutally, more liquor
Mayor Curley of Boston has writ- reply that this could be done in
Iowa,
but
Massachusetts,
not
if
in
is made and sold per capita than
ten Postmaster-General Brown for
in any other American city—will
permission to pasture a municipal it were a Jersey cow, but not an
be back in the Gate City next week.
cow on federal government proper- Alderney. In the case of a Jersey
cow
in
from
milk
Massachusetts
the
There, as Mr. Julian Harris wrote
ty. The mayor wants to make
a
government
office
post
pasturage
in yesterday's Times, not welcome
some use of the site of the proposed
only, hut reprimand awaits him.
new Boston post office. The land in the time of a depression should
He watched and shared in the
cost $6,164,000. The building was go to the nearest coast guard stagay sobrietles of France. That
authorized two years ago and ap- tion which has shot up three rumfrank and temperate drinking, conpropriations made for it. Since runners in the current year. If
trasting so sharply with the hugthen the department, with a warm the times are flush and the govger-mugger soaking so common in
bureaucratic wish to put some of ernment is not trying to aid unemhis own country, corroborated in
the unemployed to work, has been ployment and the cow has a
i bis mind opinions of prohibition
getting around to it, as first aid crumpled horn and cream should
*4hich he had already expressed at
in an industrial depression. Noth- be churned, the butter being ashome. It was a failure, a corrupting has been done, but the depart- signed to the Charleston, S. C. navy
ing influence, a great cause of
pent has the matter close to its yard, and the buttermilk to the
South Boston post office station.
crime. These are commonplaces,
!heart.
Mr. Curley will notify the debut the Drys of the Extreme Right
Mr. Curley knows that the unin Atlanta couldn't stomach 'em. A
employed have the sympathy of the department that the cow is dead
and
Mr.
Brown
will
inquire which
councilman accused the mayor of
department, but he seems to be a
Impairing the "dignity" of Atlanta.
practical sort of a man. Six million cow. Mr. Curley .vill tnen report
that
he
himself
is dead and the deThat dignity, it seems, is too great
dollars' worth of real estate is waitto allow an official of Atlanta to
ing for the bureaucracy to ex- partment of justice will make an
tell the truth abroad. A resolution
tricate its foot rrom the chair Investigation of that. When the
' rungs or
has been satisfactorily
calling upon the mayor to ask the
the chandelier or the matter
forgiveness of his city and to take
waste basket or wherever it is cleared up and Mr. Curley is disback what he said sleeps upon the
stuck, but that may take a great covered to be not dead, but only
table.
deal of time still. In the case of groggy, the department will have
Presumably, that sense of humor
Chicago it's been stuck for about the plans for the post office reto take into consideration
:in which Mr. Harris abounds is al20 years. As an interim use of the ,drawn
•
the fact that there once was a
ready triumphant in Atlanta. It is
land the Boston mayor suggests
a request that the site be used for a
a happy incident that brings to
municipal cow. He is practical but
view our old friend "Willie" Upimprudent. This will give the cow pasture and the cheery announcement will be made that evshaw, dear to all true Americana
bureaucracy a fresh start.
as the representative in Congress
Mr. Brown will respond asking erything is breezing along for the
who held a whisky bottle in one
what kind of a cow. Mr. Curley may rapid completion of the Boston
hand and a Bible in the other and
reply any kind of a cow. This will post office!
The
only criticism which could
asked the House to choose. Nobody
be fatal. Mr. Brown will ask the
be made of the proposal for a fivesaid a word. As cynics pointed out
department of agriculture to deterat the time, the bottle was empty.
industrial plan for the Amermine the kind of cow which, grazAnd Mayor Key is dear to all the
is that it should
ing on a $6,000,000 tract of govern- ican
be a 500-y r plan. This is a grand
tribe of poor and sedentary °int).
ment land in Boston, intended for
government. It moves by glacial
a post office, would produce the ages.
[philists. Ill in a Paris hospital, he
most butter fats. The department
Sang the praises of Dijon. 0 Dijon,
of agriculture will make an analysis et)
rich in gingerbread and cassis! 0
fig TR i0 7-of the soil and will experiment in
hills of Gold! 0 ye whose names
the development of pasture. Noth- 1...&./20
.4 ..,
1,
.
.,/
//
are five sweet symphonies: Beaune,
ing short of two years will give
Chamberlin, Pommard, Vougeot,
an answer as to pasturage. Mr.
TWO MAYORS
Volnay! But perhaps Mr. Harris,
Brown, if he is still in office, will
(New York Times)
kJ"
who is all packed up for the voyage,
then ask Mr. Curley. if he is still in
Mayor Curley of Boston is back prefers the white marvels of the
office, what disposition is to be
from his tls. In Rome he was Yonne-Chablis and Montrachet
made of the milk, to determine
no barbarian. As mayor of a free
whether quantity or quality is the
, city he makes no bones about cornobjective. That will require a sur1 pliance with the gracious customs
vey of the environs of the post
of the countries he visited. He did
office pasturage site to ascertain
not "hesitate to drink many a
the number of children needing
toast," lie fotiod the supply of
milk. This will be undertaken by
liquor almost as plentiful as in the
the census department, but need
United States," but, as he says regretfully, "we cannot touch their
wines." In the English Plymouth, of
Puritan renown, he praised the
"parlor" that adjoins the offices of
the Lord Mayor. There he was
asked to taste godlike stuff, rare
wines and liquors and itqueo„ , A
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Smith, Massachusetts, and 1932
As inevitably at this season of the year as ill('
blueberries ripen on the uplands of Princeton.
political flowers bloom and cast their fragrance
upon the summer air. Of recent blooming is the

•

FAMOUS WARSHIP WILL
START TOUR TOMORROW

organization of Massachusetts Democrats whoa
avowed purpose is to seek the Democratic Presidential nomination for Alfred E. Smith again in
1932. It is a curious plant, a plant without the 6
slightest reason for being. If Mr. Smith wants
the Democratic Presidential nomination in 1932,
all he needs to do is to make his wishes known to
Massachusetts Democrats and they will be with
him almost to a man.
And whether Mr. Smith will ask for the nom- BOSTON, July 1, (431---W1th more
i donhea
r ri)nritini al
aBtos
ten
todle
ination is something which must be left wholly ti) cdeerpearnit°un,:ve
on
thanfrom
Mr. Smith himself. He is a gentleman very of war more than a century and a
capable of handling his own affairs; and there Isn't, quarter ago, the Frigate Constitution
the least likelihood that a group of obscure Demol most famous of all American war
was today made ready for sea
crats in this state will have any influence upon him sahgaiPsii-L
when the time comes for him to decide.
As sound and fair once more as a
Now, It may be that the said obscure Demo- maiden vessel, only today's commiscrats who have organized the Smith-for-President sioning ceremonies, turning her over
to Commander L. J. Gulliver, her new
movement are bombinating in their particular master held her in port. Tomorrow
vacuum with the purest of intentions. And it may at noon, she will slip down the harbe that they are building a stall in the marketplace bor in tow of the navy tug Grebe to
where they may traffic in the merchandise of poli- begin a tour of Eastern seaports and
to set new eyes dancing to see her
tics. We are in no position to say, one way or pennant in the sky.
the other. But it will be interesting to watch what
To Lk, John A. Lord, the last naval
constructor of wooden ships in the
time reveals.
service, goes much of the credit, for
restoration of "Old Ironsides" to seaA/ Or
worthiness. Through labor of love
and devotion, he replaced every unsound timber and plank in the old
vessel and left her as close in every

Old Ironsides', As Sound and Fair As
Maiden Vessel, Is Made Ready Again
for Sea Today At Boston

,i"/ r

OLD IRONSIDES
TODAY AGAIN
( COMMISSIONED

Climax of 3 Years
of Restoration
Work

•

lily UnItea Press.)
BOSTON, July 1—Itestored to
her erstwhile glory ity Etc penny
contrildilinns of Aincrie:In school'
Children, I ,Id III, II'. 1,,,,-; reenwMissioned hero ind;,y illined within sight of the spot. W I ,
1 r
,Sh., Watt
first launched 134 years age.
While hundreds of men. vromen
and children looked on, naval am]
civic dignitaries atteedint: the recommissioning exereires tti Itostoa
Navy Yard paid glowing trilmtes t.)
the famous.: trigate Whose feats in
war and peart) till ninny pages of
Amelrican hist a ry.
'today's

e0h,l'Ill I

I'I'r,
111 , III ie i

three 51:1 tti of rl':.- 1.1';( ti011
Work begun in Itin after Old Iron sides, ollleially known as the U. S.
S. Constitution, bad long rested .LS
an all but forgotten relic at the
navy yard,
ellittaXtql

detail as humanly possible to the
proud ship that went down the ways
at Bartt's naval yard here in 1798.
State, city and nation; church and.
citizenry, joined today in doing the
Constitution honor. Speakers assigned
to places on the quarter deck included
Rear Admiral Philip Andrews, retired,
under whom work of reconstructing
the ship was begun; Governor Joseph
B. Ely of Massachusetts; Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston; Senator TIRVid
-• Judge Curtis D. Wilbur,
former Secretary of the Navy, and
Ernest L. Jahncke, assister Secretary
of the Navy. Chaplain E. W. Scott,
U. S. N., was designated representative of the Boston Federation of
Churches, and William Cardinal O'of
Archbishop
Connell, Catholic
Boston, was designated to deliver the
benediction.
All vessels in the navy yard were
ordered to dress ship at 1 p. m. The
commissioning ceremonies were scheduled to begin at 2:30 p. m.

r.W•alstr

Tomorrow this one-lime lento:Of the sea, built in Geor,.att Wt stiintz-ton's day, will leave in tow Ina
Portsmouth, N. If., the nrst or i t•
...Mantic ports to be visited durMg a tour which
will
end
at
Yorktown, Va., Octoiter lit.
Speakimi at the retasosteits Mont.;
exercises, Dr. Curtis It. Withal., tormer secretary ,,1 o w nAvy, (10 ,r1;irc,i
that Old Iron:tides "Hid., tit, proscut with the past, it for tIi least
another hundred years will link the
present-with the future."
"It is too much tc hope," he
added, "that when the day comes
to bid good -by to this old ship, a
hundred years hence, that the incumentalitiea of peace and justice
will be so far developed that war
between civilizetl and Christian
nations will Le ;Is unthinkable as
another war It/deem) any of the 48
sovereign titat is Which compose
this nation."
The onarter-deek of Old Ironsides was the scene of the recommistsimiing
''IC Tinny.
Deite Admiral Louis M. Nulton, commandant of the navy yard, read the
orders to commission the Constitution, directed coittrs and Jack to be
hoisted and the "watch to be set."s
The national salute was fired Dal
the i r1Vy soil,
r.
Cotnander
m
Louis
J. Gulliver read hitt OrderS h, bikecommand of Old Ironsides ;Hid Atl-t
miral Nulton formally delkerel i
the ship to him.

Other speakers included Ernest.
L. Jahncke, assistant secretary of•
the navy; U. S. Senator David I.
Walsh, Governor Joseph 13. Ely of
Massachusetts and Mayor Jamets
Xt. C
.
ulaito of Boston. William
CardiriaT O'Connell, Catholic archbishop of Boston, pronounced the.
benediction.
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be ready to boy: to the desires of Tammany when issues that directly concern city and state affairs are concerned.
On the other side are those who are
By a Special Correspondent
refair
convinced that Smith really wants ana
been content with
qopt.
have
the
Yes,
Albany, N. Y., June 30 —
e y thhaevewshoisrvin other nomination. Several prominent
mean t. They
eest m
nodn t
wl wuiO
co
In Tammany circles have repeated the
governor would talk power. But he did
views expressed by Senator Walsh of
yr
wish that those opposing his policies wind.
an, en- Massachusetts when the senator said
'would not wander so far from the "Where utilities have followed
had, in the 1928 camlightened policy in dealing. with the that since Smith
facts in defining those policies. He Public and have provided excellent paign, tasted deffat at a time when
ly assured,
had prepared a letter requested by a service at reasonable rates based. such defeat was practical the opporhe should now be given
and
prudent
upon
return
a
fair
he
upon
and
magazine
public utilities
try again, when chances for
unimpaired investment, there will tunity to
viewthought that his views expressed there
ienh- victory, from the Democratic
acovaetr.
oer F
fr
ao tiler fndthe
tien
ae
perb
ass
dmoeunbttle
point, are much better. This view is
would give a correct view of his atby one in the inner circles of
titude on power development and con- investment should be protected. Pri- held
who adds that Smith could
vete management has no right to ex- Tammany.
trot:—
vote than Rooseof a determination poll a much larger
face
the
in
Lstence
t
's
Statemen
Gov Itooseveit
national campaign.
by the public to operate its utilities, velt in a
e
"In the first place, the differenc but it does have a right, under condiSmith-Roosevelt "Break"?
between investment in securities and tions named above, to protection
The question often is raised in TamInvestment in corporate property it- against confiscation, directly or indi- many cits les as to the "break" in the
self should be noted. Of course, no rectly.
friendship of Smith and Roosevelt.
public official would attempt to as"I am sure that you will find what Some maintain that an aloofness has
in
s
sure those who purchase securitie
I have said upon ths utility problem developed which is discernible whenthe market that their investment in to be characterized throughout by the ever the two men meet. Some go so
such securities will be protected. It is idea, that investment and not theoret- far as to contend that Smith does
'neither the function nor duty of reg- ical values based upon inflated prices not like the idea of Roosevelt aspiring
ulatory bodies to protect the market due to war conditions, Is a proper ba- for the presidency; that he feels that
prices of securities. I am sure you ap- sis for dealing with utilities."
the New York governor is revealing a
preciate this point and that your inform of ingratitude. in the light of the
Opposition of Power Interests
quiry is not aimed in this direction.
fact that it was largely through
Persistent reports are to the effect Smith's good offices that Roosevelt be"Prudent, unimpaired investment in
Gov
to
public utility property is a different that opposition is developing
cjsme governor of New York.
presidential
candidacy
matter and you will not find anything Roosevelt's
One Tammany group is known to
are
There
policies
utilities.
public
the
the
in
among
or
said
In what I have
he opposed to the Rocsevelt candidacy,
I have urged in relation to public elements in Tammany that the power chiefly because of the governor's views
utilities which can be construed as an interests can use in blocking the gov- on the power question. It might be
inattack upon prudent unimpaired
ernor's ,nomination by the Democratic correct to assume that such Tamtalk as there is in behalf of
vestment. Whatever may he the cause,
national convention. The governor many is a smoke screen, thrown up
n
regulatio
state
that
the fact remains
Smith
of public utilities has not realized the feels that he has been misrepresented. to worry Roosevelt; that It is all a
expectations of its proponents. There Government ownership advocates and part of the Tammany strategy to
are in general two courses open to some utilities operators have assumed force the governor's hand on legislation affecting matters of state. Tamthose who believe In the protection of
is in favor of social many has never worried much about
Public interest and also of invest- that the governor
ments honestly and prudently made in control of all utilities, yet nothing national elections, but it always has
been vitally interested in political acpublic utility property. These are pri- could be farther from the truth.
tivities that directly concern New
vate management under public reguand Pinchot
t
Roosevel
.
operation
ent
York.
lation and governm
Gov Roosevelt has been represented
There is another guess as to the
"I have not advocated universal
adoption of government operation, but as in sympathy with views recently alleged break between Roosevelt and
I am of the opinion that government expressed by Gov Gifford Pinchot of Smith. It is good strategy. Southern
operation is wise under certain con- Pennsylvania, himself a potential can- voters who, have proved that they
didate for presidential honors. But have no use for Smith naturally will
bestates should permit government op- Roosevelt does not go nearly as far think more of Roosevelt if they to
Political gossip in lieve that the governor has come
eration, just as I believe that our as does Pinchot.
forthe
y
toward
antipath
statutes should permit private opera- the Empire state has it that when the share their
lion under government control. There time for final decision comes, Pinchot mer presidential nominee.
It is conceivable that southern
Is no general or universal rule which may bolt the Republican ticket and
even forget the dry
may be laid down as applicable to swing his support to Roosevelt. Democrats might
given the opportunity to supevery case, or even to eve'state, but iPinchot is unfriendly to the Hoover cauae if
even though that
of
Smith,
foe
a
port
it would be as unwise to deny com- I administration and his opposition
had declared himself against
munities the opportunity to own and might lead him into the Roosevelt foe
prohibition.
operate their own utilities as it would I camp, with "power" as the dominbe to make private operation impossi- ating issue.
ble under any circumstances. Each '
Roosevelt and Smith
community should be given the right
Does former Gov Alfred E. Smith of
to determine which policy it shall New York want another presidential
pursue.
nomination at the hands of the na"I am firmly convinced that a prop- tions
' Democracy? That is the clueswisen
regulatio
public
of
system
er
.
, tion being asked by political leaders
ly administered will not endanger and observers in New York state as
investment in
prudent unimpaired
they attempt to account for Smith's
public utilities, provided the manage- failure to declare for the candidacy
Inive.
construct
and
' ment is efficient
of Gov Franklin D. Roosevelt.
deed, investors ought to desire and
It appears that speculation was givPrivate
work for efficient regulation.
en new impetus by the recent action
unregulated monopolies are unthink- of Mayor James M. Cyzkey of Boston,
only
StIM to support
able and, if regulation fails, the
p. wher"flirted
alternative is government ownershi
Roosevelt. At the same time, political
regulawhere
reaction
e
inevitabl
The
at least two counties in the
govern- leaders in
tion breaks down is to seek
Empire state are convinced that Curment operation.
Icy,, showed ignorance of his subject
"It may be safely asserted that one when he attempted to "smoke out"
if
not
causes,
t
Importan
Smith.
of the most
dissatisfacThe feeling is growing that perhaps
the prime cause, of present
tion with public regulation and the Smith does want to make another try
criticism which one hears so generally for the presidency and talk is heard
Is the attempt by those in control of• to the effect that he can have the
utilities to obtain, not merely a air Aew York delegation if he decides to
return upon prudent, unimpaired In- become a candidate.
There are two groups and two opinvestment but profit:4 in excess of such
re- ions of course. One contention is
an amount. This is the reason why
widely
so
been
made that an long. as Boosevelt is
production cost has
adopted in rate cases by utilities. They

The Roosevelt Candidacy
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If Mr. Hoover Should Become
a Second Mussolini'
Sursum Corda
•
What's Right With the World
Let Us Suppose
By Rev. James M. Gillis, C. S. P.
EDITOR The C,Ithoiro World

•

Mayor Curley of Boston is back :and they
had a sacred constitution
from Italy, his eloquent mouth fill- in Italy until Mussolini made it a
ed with praise of Mussolini. Ac- scrap of paper. He did with the
cording to the newspapers, the constitution what he did with the
Mayor of Boston wishes that Presi- king. He sidetracked it, pigeonholed
dent Hoover were more like the it, relegated it to innocuous desueItalian dictator. I cannot help won- tude. Would Mr. Curley like to have
dering if Mr. Curley realizes what our Constitution similarly treated?
Let us suppose, furthermore, that
he says. So let us suppose that by
a coup d'etat, a physical as well Mr. Hoover, riding high, were to
as a mental revolution, Mr. Hoover suppress the Knights of Columbus,
should become a second Mussolini. the Holy Name Society, all organiThe supposition may be ridiculous, zations of men whatsoever, including even sodalities. And suppose
but it fascinates the imagination.
that by one mighty flat he were to
First, therefore, let us suppose
that President Hoover should dis- abolish the parochial school system,
declaring that the education of
charge his entire cabinet, and apyouth, in matters spiritual as well
point himself Secretary of State, as
intellectual,
Secretary of the Army, of the Navy, hands of the should be in the
state. Is that tiles
of Commerce, Attorney General, course of action
which Mr. Curley
Postmaster General and all the admires in Mussolini? Would he adrest. Or if that is too sweeping a mire it in Mr. Hoover?
supposition, let us suppose that he
Let us suppose that Mr. Hoover,
allowed a few members of the exercising autocratic power overcabinet to remain but made mere seas, declared the use of the Spanpuppets, "Yes-Men," of them. Is ish language in Porto Rico or
the
that what Mr. Curley desires?
Philippines a crime. Mussoltat made
Let us also suppose that Presi- the use of German in the newlydent Hoover were strong enough conquered South Tyrol a penal ofand ruthless enough to abolish the fense, if not a felony. In that anSenate and the House of Repre- cient stronghold of the German
sentatives and take over the func- language, where even now 81 per
tions of the national Congress into cent, of the population declare
his own hands. That would be Na- themselves German, the use of the
poleonic, or rather more than Na- Italian language is compulsory. For
poleonic: it would be Mussolinian. a Tyrolese to use the consecrated
Is that what Mr. Curley admires— phrase "Gruess Gott" in the hearand desires?
ing of the Fascist police is to risk
Let us suppose that the Presi- jail. The Italian carabinieri raiddent of the United States were to ing a little Tyrolese town found a
rinicule the idea of democracy and holy water stoup with the inscripof equality, and were to call the tion Gelobt set Jesus Christus,
goddess of liberty a "rotting car- "Praised be Jesus Christ!" They
cass." Mussolini has done so. Is ordered the inscription erased. Is
that the reason Mr. Curley would that kind of petty tyranny admirhave our President more like Mus- able in the eyes of Mr. Curley? If
solini?
President Hoover per impossibile
Let us suppose that Mr. Hoover should order the 'Spanish inscripshould declare the Democratic tions removed from the churches
party abolished, end that there in the Philippine Islands would Mr.
should be no second party whatso- Curley cry "Well Done!"?
ever to criticize or exercise the
In the postoffices of Italy there
slightest control over the party in are hundreds of men employed in
power. Is that what Mr. Curley de- steaming open letters addressed to
siderates for America?
private citizens. Does Mr. Curley
"But," someone reminds us, "in advocate some such organization of
America we have a Constitution, snoopers in our post offices? He
and the Constitution Is sacred." Yes, praises Mussolini for providing em-

ployment for the population in
Italy. And true enough the Fascist
organization does provide a great
deal of work for its adherents. It
is said that one out. of every five
able-bodied men in Italy is in the
pay of the government. Is that the
goal to which Mr. Curley would
have our President aim?
Let us suppose—no, let us suppose no more. Let us rather state
some facts. tinder Mussolini there
is no free speech nor free press, no
parliamentary government, little or
no personal liberty, but a regimentation of the country as rigid as
that in Soviet Russia, If this is the
sort of thing that an American
mayor envies, and desires for us,
it would be well for him to explain
to his constituents, when next he
runs for office, that he has abandoned faith in the fundamental
principles of American government.
As for me, I am willing to believe what returned travelers tell
us—that the trains in Italy run on
time, that the streets of Naples are
clean—mirabile dicta, and that
plazas and church steps are no
Longer cluttered up with beggars.
But I am still American enough to
find these superficial improvements
no adequate recompense for the
abolition of freedom and liberty.
Mr. Hoover may or may not be an
ideal President, but I thank God we
have him rather than a Julius
Caesar, a Napoleon or a Mussolini.
(Copyright, 1031, N. C. W.(1)
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Larger School
Board Advocated.
Enlargement of the Boston school
committee from five to nine members, the abolition of the board of
superintendents and the department
of school buildings, and a survey of
the city before further money is
spent on new buildings, are among
the recommendations made in the
Boston finance commission's report to
Mayor James M. Curley, yesterday, on
the administrative methods of the
school committee.
In urging the enlarged school
committee, the commission declared
that under the present membership,
; two members can and do control the
decision of the committee on major
departmental problems. The commission suggested a two-thirds vote
on all appropriation orders in a nine
member committee, as a means of
destroying the minority power.
The finatice commission, in recommending the abolition of the de- I
partment of school buildings, declared that the responsibility should
he placed on the school committee
which appropriates the necessary
funds. Other recommendations in the
report included reorganization of
school departments, establishment of
the platoon system in all schools, reduction of vocational costs, con4rks;
ment of military drill to tbe gni*
upper high school classes 1,114:thr.l'illA
scinding of the vote Whielf O011
name
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House Give Boost to RooseN eit
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WILL PLAN TO KEEP
INDUSTRIES HERE

•

After an absence of 15 years from the political spotlight, Col. Edward M.
House, the silent man behind the late President Wilson, gathered together some of the leading.Democratic politicians at his summer home
at Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass., which was regarded as a significant
boost for Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York for the presidency.
Left to right, above, Col. House, Gov. Roosevelt and Mayor James Curley
of Roston.

A confezence attended by Mayor
Curley and representatives of the
cl.niiher of commerce, yesterday,' is
xpevted to re' ilt in the formulation
of a plan, with which the municipal
ommorcial, industrial and publicity
bureau will co-operate, to prevent- tpe
ienioval of industrial plants from .BOz...
ton and to attract more.
The mayor is somewhat apprehensive of the ultimate results of the policy of consolidating industrial plants
which some corporations are following
and the recentAdecision of the Radio
Corporation of America to transfer its
Jamaica Plain plant to a larger factory in Camden, N.J., led him to seek
the active co-operation of the chamber of conymerce.
He is hopeful that his appeals to executives of the Radio Corporation of
America will result in the reconsideration of the decision to abandon the
Jamaica Plant %%hitch has furnished
employment to upwards of 300.
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TRAFFIC SYSTEM

miNUR MENTION
Chicago is having some trouble to find money with which to pay
off its employes, but if the difficulty becomes too acute. Al Capone would
no doubt consent to come out of jail and govern the city for them.
Premier Mussolini says that the children belong to the state. In
this country, judging by the way many people vote, it might be argued
that the state often belongs to the children.
Alarmed observers might be informed, that some of the doings
of
Commencement season are not the bolshevists and anarchists
rising in
revolution against all organized government, but merely the
college
alumni returning to the scenes of their former alleged studies.
According to newspaper reports, the college towns echo with
the
gongs of the returning graduates. Cynics may inquire how
far that was
due to enthusiasm for alma mater, and how far to communion
with the
college bootlegger,

•

Mayor Curley while riding in the Bunker Hill parade
in Charlestown, waved one of the ahillalahs which he brought home
from Ireland.
It would perhaps be the popular impression that that commun
ity is already fairly well equipped with those vigorous instruments.
President Hoover is being blamed for not having some plan
to Irnmeafittetv.ssuLtha. business depression, by many people who
want to do

STARTED BY
CURLEY,
......a••••••••611,

A newly installed traffic
lighting
system Mom; Massachusetts
avenue in
the Back Bay and South End,
with th
lights set for travel at the
speed
20 miles an hour, was set
in operatiott
yesterday by Mayor Curley,
who threw
the switch In the Fenway
lire alarm
building that started the lights.
The new system provides for
travel
at three miles• en hour faster
than that.
of the -downtown area,
where the
lights are set to 17 miles
an hour.
\lore than 300 guests tested
the new,
lights yesterday by riding
along: the
circuit -from Beacon street to
Shawtritit
avenue at 20 miles an hour
without
stopping. Later Mayor Curley
and
Traffic Engineer-John F. Hurley
were
principal speakers at a
dinner at
Hotel Kenmore.
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Bridal Couple in Charming Al Fresco 'Surroundings
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MR: AND

MRS. DANIEL G. O'CONNOR.

Miss Marjorie Carey Hurley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wil Ham M. Hurley
of Belcher avenue, and Daniel
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D.
G. O'Connor,
O'Connor of Dorchester, were marrie
d at a nuptial mass at St. Patrick's
Saturday morning. The reception was
church here
held under sunny skies at the Hurley
home and lawn, Ma or CEJsz
ton and other prominent persoss being
oof Bosamong the guests. (Photo by Ralph
F. Pauldln o Enters14rja
,r
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grazing land to the poor of
a city
block wherein the children avera
MAYORC.CRI,E_T'S COW
ge
defier or the waste basket or
file
to A
family and most of the
wherever
it
i,
c;
stuck, but that may take
fathers are waiting for work
ftetartion In Chicago to Boston's PestIt great
on the
deal if time still.
In the case
posinffiee.
oftlee Controversy
zn it's been stuek for about of Clues- reply that The attorney-general will
20
this
years.
could
be
done
it'hicagn Tribune. j
in
lov.lc
Ns an interim use of the land
hut not in
the
r ens for the new Chicago postof- to mayor suggests a municipal Boa- Jersey cow,Massachusetts, if It Were k
but
cow.
not.
an
Aldern
ey.
In
He
is practical hut imprudent.
nee which, after years of
This the case of S. JerSPY
delay, was! will give
in Massathe bureaucracy a fresh chusetts the milk fromCOWgover
In have been begun early in this year
a
nment
postornee
of
unemployment, have been sent I taMr
t-t.Brown will respond asking what depression pasturage in the time of a
should
go
to
the
neares
t
kind at a cow. Mr Curley
hack to the architects, according
maY reply coast guard station which has shot
to any kind
of a cow. This will
up three rum-runners in the current.
Tuesday's Washington announceme
be
fatal.
nt, Mr Brown will ask the
year. If the times are flush and
depar
to he redrawn.
the
agliculturn to determine the tment of
kind of go‘einment
Mayor Curley of Boston has writ- cow which, grazing on a $6.000,000! effinloyment is not tting to at un/4,11,1
the
COW
hes
A
ten
Postmaster-General Brown for tract, of government land in Boston.! crumpled horn and cream shoul
d he
intended for a postoMce,
would pro.' churned, the butter being assigned
permission to pasture a munic
to
ipal duce thr most butter fats. The depart. the Charle
ston, S. C. navy yard, and
cow on federal government proper
mept
ty. anAlys of agriculture will make an the buttermilk to the South
Boston
is of
The mayor wants to make
some use ment in tip the soil and will experi. postofOce station.
development of pasture,
of the Site of the nroPo
Mr
Arl new Boa- Nothing short of two years will give ment Curley will notify tht departthat. the cow is dead and Mr
ton poottortiee. The land cost
$6,161,- an answer as to pasturage. Mr Brown, Brown will inquire which
cow. Mr
if he
still in office, Will then ask Curle
eon. The building Was author
y will then report that he him
ized IWO Mr Curle
y, if be is still in office, whlt self
years ego and appropriations made
is dead and the department of
for dISpOSitiOn Is to be made of
the milk. justice will make an Investigatio
Since then the department, with
to
n
of
deter
mine whether quantity nr that. When
A
the matter has been satwarm bureaucratic wish to put some qyrility is the objective. That.
will re- isfactorily cleared up and Mr Curle
quire it survey of the environs
y
Of the unemployed to work,
of the is discovered to be not dead, but
has been postoffice pastu
only
rage site to ascertain groggy, the
getting Around to it, ati first aid
depar
tment
wilt
have
the
number of children needing
the
in an
milk. plans for the postor
indu.strial depression.
Nothing has This will be undertaken by the census take into consideratiorice redrawn to
n the fact that
department, but need not occupy
been done, but the depar
more there once was a request that the
tment has than two
site
months in field work and 10 he used
the matter close to its heart.
for a cow pasture and the
in ;titing the report.
cheery announcement will be made
Mr Curley knows that the
Mr
Brown—it tieing assum
unemand hereafter that Mr Brown ed here that everything is breezing along Inc
ployed have tne t”mpathy of
and Mr the rapid completion of the Bosto
n
Oartment, hut he seems to be athe dr- Curley remain M offic•
post Miler.
tical sort of a man. Six millio prac- will then ask the attorney-generalThe
n
'criti
only
dol.
cism
which
could
be
wheth
tare' worth of real estate is
waiting ynilk er it is permistsible to distribute: made of the proposal for a live-year
for the bureaucracy
produced by a munickpat cow' industrial plan
to extric
for the American gm,its
foot from lin> eheir rungs or theate
eraireranank_~._
cp. ernment Is tnet it .0houid be w 500elava.
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the Smith norm moo plans to, ereorship.
The Shouse incident hat, been
compete in the Somerville mayoralty
omerville Gtoup,
indicate that there
contest thie fell. A normal 10elli row. tamed above to
might have
thrctigh the opposite prte.dient tat }If- may be reasons why Ely particularly
!illations of these prospective mayoral reason for not feeling elementssnli
iid
oiw organization.certin
lo
nfautilinttoward
1, 1•f te
Smith,
t Arlgleare
s;
ereo
Zottris
"criusb
"
the
raised over the Somerville contest and iieSiond -a.- shadow of a doubt, was
5'
organization.
capital for either Rooeevelt
on leader of the. national
or Smith will be made depending
Smith Visited Boston.
outcome.
however, made a personal
Smith,
Curley Welcomes Honor.
on behalf of Ely a
,j3oston
to
visit
Mayor James M. Curley, whose
election and packed
the
political ambitions are high and be- week before
coming higher, has hen importuned the Boston Arena to capacity. It was
to assume the leadership of the club,
gesture, but if ever a show was
a
--that is backing Roosevelt. and hasi fine
to whom it rightplainly indicated that the honor would stolen from the man
Smith stole
not displease Cerley, because he was fully should have gone, of political
l
step
that show. It was an act
England.toelnnevtte,i
In
t
the
as courtesy, however, that cannot be iglt ir te‘ovf
forwardI la"
ll bela
in
debt.
been accorded a vice-presidential boom nored and Ely must pay that are that
As it figures now, the odds
locally of minor proportions.
inclined toward Smith,
The 1‘1a3,or has politely deprecated Ely will be
there will
lit 1 hut whatever stand he takeswage, one
this boom and still
of hurt
observed, smilingly, that his political be little twinges
thin-skinned
how
Interests for the 'present lie closer at presumes, knowing
is.
in fact, no further away than politically the Governorn to See•retery
communicatio
lit his
the Governor's chair now being capethe formation
bly filled by his fellow Democrat, of State Cook, regarding
Rep. HaJoseph 13. Ely of Westfield, whom of the Smith organization,
Curley whimsically referred to during gan SR :
By DON AL F. MacPBEE.
"The Alfred E. Smith for President
the last political campaign as "the
of Massachusetts for the purLeague
sticks.
the
man
from
young
of
virus
BOSTON, June 29—The
about
With Curley casting a speculative pose of endeavoring to bring great
a
dissension, ever a factor to be
in the direction of Beacon Hill tile nomination and election el'
the
president ial humanitarian, an able statesman, a,
proclaiming
reckoned with in the Democratic=
Roosevelt, and with courageous leader, a keen student of
party, came to the surface today in qualifications of
atj
for,tEhtetglaweeTlooenrattlic party in Massachti- politics, a broad-visioned planner,one
,
the form of the Alfred E. Smith
lirtib
e tile outstanding Democrat and the
Totrhkea,
a
on
vias o tNew
t‘y
who has cemented the party In Mas- 1
President League of Massachusetts,breach over HI:
etion immediately araies as to sachusetts and who has the utmost ,
invoketNiTequec
whose purpose will be to
i,.
ly Ifintaliiikdos.
on
oy.tiE
confidence in the people of the State.
Tit;e onen
to prove an is hereby formed to bring about the
every possible means to secure the
one to the Governor. election of delegates pledged to the
nomination of the former New York embarrassing
politically. After the defeat of 1925 support of Alfred E. Smith for PresiGovernor at the Democratic national the Smith chances do not look any too dent."
-;owl.
convention next summer.
politics, as i n 1-lei's.> races,
In
Governor
the
first
political
for
this,
Papers
itedoesn't pay to hack a loser. And
committee formed to bring about the yrt It will not be easy particularly for
time independent and politically sensielection of convention delegates tive Gov. Ely to trail along on the
Gov. Ely, when reached at his home
pledged to Smith, were filed today RooseNeit trail that is being blazed by in Westfield yesterday afternoon, said
with Secretary of State Frederic W. his political foe and potential antag- that he did not care to comment on
ournItenvr. n
ei‘n11.i rC
.lamesr
nextt yiena n.ottiie
isiti tile!
e lin
the organization of the Smith club at
Cook by Rep. James „I. Hagan of
y He this time. He was an ardent Smith.
concerned.
is
the
Governor
as
far
Somerville.
owes a Political debt from the last supporter during the last presidential
Two Hostile Camps.
campaign to both Roosevelt and Smith. campaign and his Western MassaelmThe move, while not unexpected, is Roosevelt aided Ely's campaign last setts friends predict that he will he
• ' ti, : ,:ieest • ealiticance, as it vir- year by making a personal request to with the former New York governor
Peters of again if Smith decides that he wants
' 'I ,'' r ' !:4 1! , Massachusetts De- former-aTayor Andrew J.
out of the primary. to run for the nomination.
Boston' to keep
•ia•ra. , ea,, ' i hostile camps over 'ins
was a disttinct aid when the Ely
r
'laden of Smith and
he pot, a. , ,! ,
fortunes did not look any too bright,
• ;“1". Fran ;in 11 Li. Roosevelt or' New especially with grounas for belief that
national organization was more inf
*.y: j/
-ntly a similar organization was trigued with the idea of having former; for the purpose of booming Mayor John F. Fitzgerald of Boston
• 'ill following the wholehearted carry the party's gubernatorial banner
Boston's mayor has asiced and been
undertake the
-ement of the New York Gov- than that Ely should
the right to pasture cows on the
denied
role.
ioor by lseor :lames M. Curley of
There are many who doubt that the
new postoffice, long delayed.
Boston's
of
site
s
The anti-Curitaite
ton.
and true story of the suddewvisit of Jouett
out here and try to raise
come
might
of
whom
are
there
ii Ii followers,
He
Shoume, potent member of the National
numbers in Massachusetts, have Democratic organization. to Boston
goats on the site of our Municipal Audihinteil In kliul and the party
torium.
days of the primary camism thus engendered appeara a 'n the earlyever been told. Ostensibly
has
paign
writing to he one that may prov
"vacation"
to
way
his
on
was
.house
feat) deep and lasting,
with his family. He insisted on that
That there will be an immediat and devoted much of his discussion,
split in one section of the part designed for publication to praise of
through the formation of the Smit Frank J. Donoghue, chairman of the
for President organization became ap- Democratic State Committee. What
parent with the disclosure of the ofti went on behind the scenes is another
Why Fitzgerald :•emtined
cers of the new organization. in matter.
addition to Hagan as chairman thf closeted w'tt his henchmen that night
officers include Arthur I). Heeley of in a Ioatcirf hotel while he was OffiSomerville, Rep, John A. Jones of cially "out of town." and why the.re
Peabody and Rep. William H. Doyle was considerable telephonic conversaot Malden. vice-chairman; Arthur tion, either personally or through an
Walsh of Somerville, secretary, and intermediary, between Fitzgerald and
Miss Mae Hogan of Somerville, trees- Shouse that same night, have never
erer
I een "x I ha ned. They might have been
ma or John .1. :Murphy of Somer- i•gPlaincd if Illness had not suddenly
ville was lurgely instrumental in the fastened upon Fitzgerald and taken
tormation of the Roosevelt for Pres- him out of the primary. Bet that is
ident organization. and he Is known another story which paved the way for
to he a candidate for reelection. Att. a triumphal march by Ely to the Govthtir D. Healey, who is a
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Rival of Roosevelt
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Men Files PapersiTn
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Credit Former Governor
Cementing Democracy in the
State; Curley Lined Up
with Roosevelt Outfit,

POSITION OF ELY
WILL BE WATCHED

Owes Political Debt to Both,'
Observers in Boston Note;
Chief Executive Declineshome;
to. Comment on Action.

Declines
to Comment.
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There will have to be some other
NO CHANCE OF RANCOR
indication of a serious break in the
HERE
Announcement that a Smith-for- Massachusetts democracy to support
President club is being formed in any theory wherever and however
Massachusetts, closely following in expressed that the situation rethe wake of the boom for Gov vealed today can damage in the
Roosevelt of New York will not slightest the prospects of the Demoseriously disturb the Democrats of erats.
I.
this state whether they are for
s / 3 a/ i/
•
Roosevelt or Smith. At the present St-'44ti
WELFARE DEPARTMENT COSTS
moment there is no doubt of the
Mayor Curley, contemplating a rispreponderance of Smith sentiment.
the allowAnyone who attempts to refute this ing tax -rine says that families in
ances made to dependent
argument writes himself down as a
Boston must be cut down. The advice
pretty poor student of politics, at Is good for every city, including our
least the politics of Massachusetts. own. With the experience of last
winter in mind, our inexperienced
Likewise it is admitted that Roosefunds
dispensers of the public
of
democracy
the
in
position
velt's
should learn something, and teach
dependent families to get down to
the state is an exalted one.
hard pan. The liberality of which
It is certain then that if Smith
Alayor Curley complains is duplicatdecides to run and he is opposed in ed-everywhere. There are favored
adherRoosevelt
this state by the
people in every ctiy who get very
ents it will be a good natured large sums from the public treasury,
battle, if it can be called a battle. whil: others no less deserving must
come down to hard pan and receive
But the unalterable fact remains a very small dole. If we are to live
renot
that such a condition would
through another hard winter, the
liberality of last winter must not be
sult in a serious schism in the Mascontinued. Boston cannot stand it,
sachusetts democracy. Both men
nor can any other Masslichusetts
tluit
esteem
high
are held in such
city.
The administering of public relief
the Democratic electorate would
is a sceince with the experts of the
consider it a privilege to support
:Ilomtnunity Welfare
associations.
either of them.
Their care and their methods should
If Smith runs and Roosevelt,
be copied by the man in charge at
should also decide to enter the field
City hall. The circumstances of th(
as a candidate for the Democratic
family must be more closely inMassachuPresident
nomination for
quired into. Where the daughters ol
assisted families walk the streets atsetts democracy will be heart and
tired in all the colors of the rainbow,
soul for the winner, whoever he may
the family allowance may well be cut
the
that
inconceivable
is
It
be.
down, for it is plain that the chilsituation would result in anything
dren are not taking these hard times
seriously. Those people who have
remotely resembling bitterness, or a
money in the savings bank and are
schism that would ultimately damreceiving aid, should be put off the
democracy.
the
of
cause
age the
list. Many such instances have been
There is no warrant for apprehenfound in the big cities. Credit
at the grocery should not be made
pion on this score.
to cover items of malt extract or cigEven if by some miracle Roosearettes. We have not noticed that
the
velt should win a majority of
men receiving city charity have yet
Massachusetts delegates to the congiven up tobacco.
,
far
adherents,
In spite of recent good news the
vention the Smith
hard times are not yet over. They
born nursing bitterness or rancor
have lasted so long that we are comWould be found working tooth and
pelled as a city at this time to
It
governor.
York
New
In our belts another notch and draw
nail for the
face
two
the task of the next winter's
is a case of where there are
doles.
We
from
must
get
personalities
down
to
hard pan or
such splendid
most plunge ourselves into debt which will
which to choose that even the
bother
us
for
years.
We
will do
captious of Democrats would be to follow the example of Boston well
and
scan the charity list very closely.
handsomely satisfied with either.
More
organimoney
may
the
safely be given to
So none need fear that
club, some distressed families, but those
sation of a Smith-for-President
previously over favored, may well be
following the Roosevelt boom in :ut down as is being done in Boston
Massachusetts, bodes ill for the Ind elsewhere
great Democratic party. Happy the
party that can make a selection
Roosefrom two such aspirants as
the
velt and Smith. And happy
either.
support
to
be
would
workers
There can be no doubt of that.
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THROWING THE BULL.
Postmaster General Walter Folger
Brown knows his Boston very well,
both cold roast and otherwise. He is
a member of the class of 1892 at Harvard, and spent a year after that at
Law School. In his class were "Tom"
Lamont, now an LL.D. and Cameron
Forbes, ambassador lo Japan. Therefore he understands Boston politics.
His postscript to the letter to glar
CurIy was not exactly the retort
courteous, but it was in answer to
the taunt Injudicious. In any man
less great and exalted than Mayor
Curley, we might have called his request to be allowed to pasture the
municipal cow on the postffice lot
sheer impudence. We must frown of
course on the use of the word "bull",
to indicate light, airy, persiflage, but
one cannot help in company with
half of New England, being tickled at
the Postmaster General's answer to
the loquacious Curley.
Mr. Brown's words, to be exact,
were "Referring to your desire to
pasture the municipal cow on the
postoffice site, it is my opinion that
the department should not be required to do more than put up with
your bull." We looked in vain in the
dictionaries for the latest meaning
of the word "bull." We take it to
mean airy, irresponsible nonsense
from a person who does not appreciate the virtue of silence. How just
this intimation that Mayor Curley is
addicted to "throwing the bull" is,
Wf rp 1st leave to our readers.
0/
vws
STATt LEAGUE FORMED
TO BOOM "AL" SMITH
'Roston, June 30---The 'Wet political
committee formed to hring about p.0IPetion of delegates to support. AtfrlNi
F. Smith for President at the next
Democratic national convention, was
announced this afternoon, when Penrpopiltativp .1aMPsE. Hagan of Somerville filed with the state secretary
the necessary papers. Offleera of the
committee are: Hagan, chairman; Arthur Ft. Healey of Somerville, Representatives John A. Jones of Peabody
and William H. nyle of Malden, vicechairmen; Arthur Walsh of Somerville, secretary, and Miss Mae Hogan
of Somerville. treasurer.
This committee is formed with the
Idea of furthering Smith delegates if,
Smith gives his consent for them to
run as pledged to hlm. He has not
given that eonsent, or made any other,
announcement of his candidacy thus'
far. The fact that Somerville Is the
home of the majority of the officers Is
interesting in view of the fact that
Mayor John .T. Murphy of Somerville
already has filed similar papers with
the state secretary, in support of Gov
Franklin D. Roosevelt for President.
Mayor James M. curley of Roston
Is for Roosev.Mrletso, while Cloy Ely
Is for Smith if he decides In run and
Roosevelt if he doesn't. Indications
are that until Smith makes known
his Intentions, Maanachtinptts Democrate are going to be pretty well divided between thee, two men.
•
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(-.y contest this fall. A normal local I men that night in a Boistoti hotel
row, through the opposite presiden- while he was officially "out of town,"
tial affiliations of these prospective and why there was considerable telemayoral candidates, now becomes of phonic conversation, either personallarger significance. Unusual interest ly or through an intermediary, bewill be raised over the Somerville tween Fitzgerald and Shouse that
contest and political capital for eith- same night, have never been exer Roosevelt or Smith will be made plained. They might have been explained if illness had not suddenly
to Spon- depending on the outcome.
Mayor James M. Curley, whose po- fastened upon Fitzgerald and taken
sor
litical ambitions are high and be- him out of the primary. But that is
coming higher, has been importuned another story which paved the way
to assume the leadership of the club for a triumphal march by Ely to the
that Is backing Roosevelt, and has governorship.
The Shouse incident has been
plainly indicated that the honor
would not displease Curley, because mentioned above to indicate that
he was the first man in New England I there may be reasons why Ely might
to step forward in behalf of Roose- have reason for not feeling particvelt, has been accorded a vice presi- ularly grateful toward certain eledential boom locally of minor pro- nientA in the national organization.
And Smith, beyond a shadow of a
portions.
The mayor has politely deprecated doubt, was the leader of the national
this boom and still more politely ob- organization.
Smith, however, made a personal
, interests for the present lie closer at
home; in fact, no further away than visit to Boston on behalf of Ely a
the governor's chair now being capa- week before the election and packed
Boston, June 30—The virus of dis- bly filled by his fellow democrat, Jo- the Boston Arena to capacity.
It was
sension, ever a factor to be reckoned seph B. Ely of Westfield, whom Cur- a fine gesture, but if ever a show was
ley
whimsically
referred to during stolen from the man to whom it
with in the Democratic party, came
to the surface yesterday in the form the last political campaign as "the rightfully should have gone, Smith
young man from the sticks."
stole that show. It was an act of
of the Alfred E. Smith for President
With Curley casting a speculative political courtesy, however, that canLeague of Massachusetts, whose pureye in the direction of Beacon Hill not be ignored and Ely must pay that
pose wil be to invoke every possible
and proclaiming the presidential !debt.
means to secure the nomination of qualifications
of Roosevelt, and wit:7
As it figures now, the odds are that
the former New York governor at
the democratic party in Massachu- Ely will be inclined toward
Smith,
the Democratic national convention
setts well on the way to an unhealablc but whatever stand he
next summer.
takes there
breach over the two New York man will be little twinges
of hurt pride,
Papers for this, the first political the
question immediately arises ai one presumes,
knowing how thincommittee formed to bring about the to
where Gov. Ely stands.
skinned
politically the Governor is.
election of convention delegates
The question is likely to prove ar
In his communication to Secretary
pledged to Smith, were filed yester- embarrassing
one to the governor of State
Cook, regarding the formaday with Secretary of State Frederic politically.
After the defeat of 1921 tion of
the Smith organization. Rep.
W. Cook by Rep. James J. Hagan of the Smith
chances do not look 003
Somerville.
served, smilingly, that his political
too good.
Hagan said:
The move, while not unexpected, is
In politic.s, as in horse races, it
"The Alfred E. Smith for Presiof the gravest significance, as it vir- doesn't pay
to back a loser. And yet it
dent League of Massachusetts for
tually splits the Massachusetts De- will not be easy
particularly for the
mocracy into two hostile camps over independent
and politically sensi- the purpose of endeavoring to bring
the potential candidacies of Smith tive Gov.
Ely to trail along on ttr about the nomination and election of
and Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of Roosevelt trail that
is being blazed a great humanitarian, an able statesNew York.
by his political foe and potential an- man, a courageous leader, a keen
Recently a similar organization tagonist next year,
James M. Curley. student of politics, a broad-visioned
was formed for the purpose of boomBut that is not the entire story as planner, an outstanding Democrat
ing Roosevelt following the whole- f as the governor is concerned.
He/ar and the one who has cemented the
hearted .indorsement of the New owes a political debt from the
last party in Massachusetts and who has
York governor by Mayor James M. campaign to both Roosevelt
and the utmost confidence in the people
Curley of Boston. The anti-Curley- Smith. Roosevelt aided Ely's cam- of the State, is hereby formed
to
lies and Smith followers, of whom paign last year by making a personal bring about the election of
delegates
there are large numbers in Massa- request to former Mayor Andrew
J. pledged to the support of Alfred E.
chusetts, have retaliated in kind and Peters of Boston to keep out of
the Smith for President."
the party schism thus engendered primary. This was a distinct aid
appears at *its writing to be one that when the Ely fortunes did not look
Ely Is Silent
may prove both deep and lasting.
any too bright, especially with Westfield, June 30—Gov. Ely, when
That there will be ft immediate grounds for belief that national or- reached at his
home here yesterday
split in one section of the party ganization was more intrigued with afternoon, said
that he did not care
through the formation of the Smith the idea of having Former MayDr t o comment
on the organization of
for President organization became John F. Fitzgerald of Boston carry t he Smith
club at this time. He was
apparent with the disclosure of the the party's gubernatorial banner an
ardent Smith supporter during
officers of the new organization. In than that Ely should undertake the the last
presidential campaign and
addition to Hagan as chairman the role.
tie. Western Met.ssachusetts friends
officers include Arthur D. Healey of
There are many who doubt that
Somerville, Rep. John A. Jones of the true story of the sudden visit of predict that lie will be v•il'•
ner New York governor again if
Peabody and Rep. William H. Doyle Jouett Shouse, potent member of the
of Malden, vice-chairman; Arthur national democratic organization, to fSmith decides that he. Want') kt dun
Walsh of Somerville, secretary, and Boston in the early days of the pri- or the nomination.
Miss Mae Hogan of Somerville, treas- mary campaign has ever been told.
urer.
Ostensibly Shouse was on his way to
Mayor John J. Murphy of Somer- ')vacation" with his family. He insist •
ville was largely instrumental in the ed on that and devoted much of his
formation of the Roosevelt for Presi- discussion, designed for publication
dent organization, and he is known to praise of Frank J. Donahue,chairto be a candidate for re-election. Ar- men of the democratic state committhur D. Healey, who is a vice-chair- tee. What went on behind the scenes
man of the Smith body, also plane to is another matter. Why Fitzgerald.
mayoral- remained closeted with his hench,compete in the Somerville

FORM SMITH FOR
PRESIDENT CLUB

Democratic Group
His Candidacy
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DISSENSION SEEN

Move Splits Party in Two
Hostile Camps, With
Another Group Favoring Roosevelt.
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Question—Fireworks—Better Streets
man will probably dish up smut:nice weather.

$20 a week.

•

Is it worth working for?

If you were a young man, married, with two small children, had
.had no work for two or three
months, no savings, no income of
any kind and no reserve, would
you work for $20 a week, and be
!glad to get the job and the weekly

Beach pajamas for the girls at
the Montgomery Ward 8c Co. store
on the Parkway. A novel idea as
well as practical. They're cool and
comfortable. Ask the woman who
wears 'em.

Mayor Curley of Boston dropped
In at W. ertirley's home Saturday
envelop?
afternoon to attend the O'ConnorHurley reception. He didn't forget
Or would you pass it up because
present. It was a beautiful silthe
than
less
for
you hadn't had to work
ver service. Mayor "Jim" never
$35 a week for the last few years?
does things in a half way fashion.
who
average citizen
As an
Last weekend just about finshed
would say yea quickly to the first
up the June weddings. Maybe othhard
it
isn't
question,
that
of
part
er years have had just as many, but
to imagine that there are men who
it seems that Saturday and Sunday
stickand
,
decisively
no,
are saying
have been more popular this month
ing to it?
than ever.
This does not mean that there
are plenty of $20 jobs. There are
not. But there was one open the
other day and a young man in the
above circumstances declared emphatically that he "never" had
worked for $20 a week, and he
ei;.Inq

nInssell In o I n of elnIn re IS nnw,

Fireworks shops opened today.
From now until the Fourth there'll
be firecrackers popping aplenty.
Modern youngsters don't like to
wait until the actual day itself be i
fore they start celebrating. Fifty
or

ro

ahnno

skon

ri I antarlufrter
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his vocalic,
(During the absence of R. P. M. on
by R. C. of The
conducted
be
will
Line
Firing
the
Union Editorial Staff.)

or something.
Owing to a misunderstanding,
refuel the Post
the Soviet officials instructed to
heavier load
and Catty airplane, put in a touch
lift. Confusion
could
plane
the
than
gasoline
of
difference beis thought to have arisen over the
theory is
tween gallons and liters, but our own
in terms
that the Russians are so used to thinking
able to
of five-year plans that they are no longer
measure the meager requirements of a round-the
world hop in an airplane.
a
The Federal Government has thrown such
has
scare into the ranks of racketeers that it
effected radical curtailment in costs of funerals,
a manufacturer stating that a coffin rarely costs
more than $1000 any more.
What with the advent of the radio, the airplane, television and the like, the imagination is
unable to conceive the ends of scientific research,
and a Chicago specialist on insects in the course
of an experiment succeeded in setting tire to the
end of his dog's tail with the aid of Old Sol and
a large magnifying glass.
The $100,000 tiger hunt being organized in New
York Is not believed to have any political implications.
"Post and Catty Arrive in Blagoveshchensk."
—Headline The intrepid fliers are said to have
experienced great relief after successfully negotiating the last two syllables.
In•taking leave of the party of American
mayors as they were sailing home a French government official said: "France will never forget
your visit." This seems to refute the contention
that the French lack a keen sense of humor.

The Roosevelt organization, which
After Mayor Curley's controversy with PostIs headed by Mayor John J. Murphy
master General Brown over the postoffice site the
of Somerville. Is going ahead with
elaborate plans for nomination
of
"Boston bull" will probably have a new connotaRoosevelt despite the Smith sentition.'
ment. Their whole
is
campaign
based on the belief that Smith won't
Still, one may not easily understand Mayor
run. They have active workers in the
solicitude for the municipal cow when it
Curley's
field, including Charles H. McGlue.
is recalled that this bovine first laid out the streets
a former chairman of the state comof Boston.
mittee. and former Sen. Francis X.
Quigley of Holyoke.
Rep. James E. Hogan of Somerville heads the Smith committee, according to the papers filed today.
Among the vice chairmen is Arthur
By Telegram State House Reporter
D. Healey of Somerville. who plans
BOSTON, June 29.—A group of
-- to be a candidate for mayor against
Democrats filed notice of organlea-. Mayor Murphy.
tion with the secretary of state to-i
Other members of the Smith cornday of a committee tc work for tho mittee are Reps. John A. Jones of
nomination of Alfred E. Smith for Peabody and William
H. Doyle of
president. A committee was formed Malden, vice chairmen: Arthur Walsh
several days ago in behalf of Gov. of Somerville. secretary. and Miss
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York
likei Mae Hogan of Somerville treasurer. ly launched by Col. Edward M. House,
While on the surface It looks
said the opinion in New York state
.___ - -an unimportant struggle, the forma-) Massachusetts Democratic leaders Was that eventually Governor Smith.
Hon of opposing groups is interest- have in general deplored the early would give Roosevelt his support, but
ment might be
log In view of Mayor Curley's out- activity
behalf of Governor Roose- that definite announce
fearingi" that It may lead to corn- delayed for many months They prespoken support of Roosevelt and the ye
.
decision of Governor Ely and Sell, plications.
H. dicted this belief on the assumption
Brig. Gen. Charles
David I Walsh to remain with Smith Cole. who was the 1928 candidate for that Governor Smith, as titulor leaduntil he takes himself out of con- go, moor of the party, and former er of the party, would be sfiorn of
sideration.
Boston much of his present powerful inMayor John F. Fitegernir:
The majority of Massachusetts lead- have been outspoken against any ac- fluence the moment he took himself
era declared that Governor Smith Is
out of the picture. and that he dein behalf of Roosevelt.
as long as
their first choice, and that if he is tivitY
correspondents who ac- sired to hold that place
Political
the
, not a candidate they are for Governor
Roosevelt to pcssible. so that he could dictate
Governor
companied
c
Democrati
Mayor Curley. however.
next
the
Roosevelt.
of
n
nominatio
his
where
Manchester-by-the-Sea.
has said that Governor Smith knows candidacy for the presidency was real- candidate for president.
and
a
should
candidate
be
he won't

SMITH NOMINATION
GROUP ORGANIZED

Battle Seen With Roosevelt Forces For 1932

Contest

•

say so now.

is to be hoped that a large delegation will visit Boston in connection
with this affair."
Mr. Conry came to Halifax as
Mayor Curley's representative at the
unveiling of the Cornwallis statue
H on Monday and remained in the
City to address the Kiwanis Club
yesterday. Referring to his native
city, he said that Boston spends
- 25 million dollars annually on her
schools and seven million dollars
on her hospitals. The traffic commission, of which he Is the director
9§.P
and which has been in existence for
anly a few years has already spent
$278,000 on traffic signal lights alone
and, if they installed all the lights
that various sections of the City
asked for, it would cost a million
dollars.
Boston commisioner cited
The
-.0
these figures to show the difficulty
1 of coping with the increased cost
:?; of • government. Four years ago,
nobody had thought of asking for
signal lights for Boston traffic, yet
now the requests, if granted, would
Referring
cost a million dollars.
humorously to the difference In the
"outs,"
and
"ins"
attitude of the
he told of an Admiralty inquiry at
Portsmouth, England, 300 years ago
Into the cost of harbor works there.
A critic denounced the expenditures
and said that if it kept up, the
HARRY V. Mil:1'111
President of the Ri Wank Club of
country would go bankrupt. That
Halifax, m• behalf of that club,
vas centuries ago and the critics
received an American flag yeshad been saying the same thing
terday', presented by Hon. .1. A. ever since. When the Opposition
gets into power, he asserted, what
Conry, official representative of
1118vor cod, of Huston.
was extravagence on the part of
the previous government, becomes
art essential expenditure for the new
government,
'I wish the folk at Washington
would be more neighborly in the
n matter of tariff rates," said Mr.
Conry, urging lower tariffs on agricultural and dairy products. From
this he developed a little talk on
the St. Lawrence waterways project and the effect of the present
that
tariffs on the prospects of
scheme. He, personally, was not so
. enthusiastic over the proposal, but
he thought that the best way to
get results was by informal dia.
cussions before such international
ortyaniestiona as the Kiwanis Club.
uatherings of 111,8 kind helped to
clear away misundei standings and
with a clear knowledge of the situation, it was easy to avert legislation
''It is an honorable distinction for that WAS due to mipunderstanding.
me, acting on behalf of Hon. James
The speaker was introduced by
Curley, Mayor of Boston, to present Hon. U. P. Goucher, Minister of
i to this representative body of busi- Agriculture in the Nova Scotia Gov' ness men of Halifax this American ernment, and the flag was grateflag," said Hon. Joseph A. Conry. fully received from Mr. Conry by
Tfilffic Commissioner of Boston. in Harry C. Murphy, President of the
an address before the Kiwanis Club Club.
, of Halifax yesterday.
The flag staff is engraved as fol1 "Mayor Curley offers this flag as lows;
a faithful evidence of the enduring
-Presented to the Kiwanis Club
friendship between the people of of Halifax, Nova Scotia, by HonNova Scotia and
Massachusetts. orable James M. Curley, Mayor of
You are asked to cherish this flag Boston, Massachusetts.
Faithful
as a bond un,ting the two countries evidence .if enduring friendship behaving common ties to be perpetuat- tween the people of Nova Scotia and
ed in prosperity and adversity.
Day,
Massachusetts.
Cornwallis
'Mayor Curley has just opened in 1931."
Guests at the luncheon included
Boston a public bath-house, which
costs upward of half million dol- Chief Justice Chisholm, Mayor RitC.
W.
Eisenor, C. H.
lars.
With your beautiful harbor chie,
and many miles of seaside, you have i Wright, L. A. Gastonguay, Halifax;
developed many skilled swimmers. , Commander W. H. Coysh, D.S.0..
boys and girls. You are invited to i Buenos Aires:. and F. C. Lee. the
send to Boston two teams of boys American Consul General at Halij and girls to enter some of our Aug- fax.
ust aquatic events. Moyar Curley
will present a trophy in the shape
of a silver cup to the Halifax young
man or woman winner of a special
race arranged in their honor. It

ACCEPTS FLAG FROM
MAYOR OF BOSTO

BOSTON MAYOR
PRE3ENTS FLAG Tu
icIWANIS CLUB
Presentation is Made by
Hon. Joseph A. Conry,
Traffic Commissioner

1

City
York
New
spent a substantial
amount on public
recreation activities
last year, $3,290,095,
exceeding Chicago, its nearest rival,
by a handsome margin. But the National Recreation Association points
out that the per capita expenditures
tell a very different story. Roston
considered public recreation important enough to justify an expenditure
of $2.02 a head. Cleveland, Milwaukee, San Francisco and Newark all
spent more than $1 on this basis,
but New York lagged far behind
with a per capita outlay of only 47
Money
for
Retreat ion,

cents.
It should be noted in fairness to
New York that the expenditures reported in this survey are exclusive
of the money spent for park land
and general park maintenance. They
refer solely to land maintenance facilities and leadership costs involved
in organized activities. New York
has been spending a great deal lately
on the acquisition of new parks.
The city ought to be doing even
more In providing recreational facilities for her boys and girls. Most or
them live in more cramped quarters
here than in other cities. They have
further to go to get into the country.
They need a place to play near home.
Every year it is going to cost more
I to provide them with reasonably accessible playgrounds in the heart of
Brooklyn and Manhattan.

A
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LAST RITES HELD FOR
O'SULLIVAN, INVENTOR
OF THE RUBBER HEEL
LOWVH, Mass., June 25—(AP)
—With William, Cardinal O'Connell, his friend of more than 50
years in the sanctuary of St. Patrick's church, the last rites of the
Roman Catholic faith were conducted today for Humphrey O'Sullivan, 77 year old inventor, who
died Tuesday. At the conclusion of
a solemn requiem Mass celebrated
by Rev. Dr. John J. McGarry, pastor of the church, the cardinal delivered a brief eulogy.
The services were attended by
U. S. Senator David I. Walsh,
of BosMayors Janica..M. Cuyr
ton and Thomalr 11 -Braden of
this city and numerous other persons prominent in city and state

activities.
Mr. O'Sullivan. inventor of the
rubber heel, had given most of his
large fortune to charity Ouring his
lifetime. He was a knight of St.
Gregory, and had been prominent
In the Democratic party.
Burial was in St. Patrick's cemetery.
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Noting the return of the party of 19 American
help
mayors from their trip abroad, we cannot
Eurothinking bow much more effective was the
and
pean trip of Boston's mayor, who went solo
point
who broadcasted a speech from the highest
in Paris. lie got more out of his trip than all the

•

„other 19 put together.
These American mayors of course conducted
s.ulte properly, but to the end of their
themselves.
days they will probably be asked more questions
things
about the things they did not see than the
they did see. We do not for a moment believe that
any one of them found himself in the position
of the man who attended the gay party and who
was asked the following day to tell his wife all
about it. He did so, very well until he came to
the delicate point of discussing the behavior of
the crowd. Then he slipped.
"Well, some of the fellows," be said, "drank
t was
a little more than they should, I'm afraid—i
of
one
when
y
espcciall
me;
to
rather disgusting
them got so bad that he stepped on my hand."
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Burden of Appointments

•

Incidentally, the governor's experience with
making appointments is that of all executives. We
sat one day in the office of a new United States
Senator, at Washington, and asked the inevitable
question--how he liked it. "Well," he said, "I like
some things about it, and I suppose I'll like it better the more I get into the way of things. But let
me tell you, my first thought is this: When I was
sent down here I thought I was a statesman. but
I discover that I am really the head of an employment office."
Before we bid farewell to the department of
motor vehicles and the new registrar, here's a
thought that persists: The governor said at Westfield that the registrar was more called on for
after-dinner speeches than any man in the state
except the lieutenant-governor. As the new registrar goes about the state speaking he will make
a great many friends. What are his ideas as to his

•

"".

/

is
partMent of administration and finance—which
situpresent
the
In
governor.
appointed by the
ation the head of that departmenk was appointed
by a Republican governor and now serves under
a Democrat.
It is conceivable that the duties of the other
high elective offices might be materially modified
or restricted and these powers transferred to appointive departments.

Governors Need Legal Advice
It is also possible for the governor to appoint
a solicitor-general, though the office has had no
occupant for a century. The office was established
in 1800 and was abolished in 1832. One man held
the place during all those years—Daniel Davis.
The constitution in Article 123 (Article 9 in the
old constitution before rearrangement) provides
that "all judicial I:officers, the solicitor-general
shall be nominated And appointed by the
*
governor, by and with the advice and consent
of the council; and every ruch nomination shall
be made by the governor, and made at least seven

own political future?
The burdens of our governors are likely to become heavier rather than lighter; also their audays prior to such appointment."
thoritv and flower. The tendency of government,
Thus the provision for this office is alive,
national and state, is towards concentration of
authority in the executive branch—which WAS by though the office has been dead 99 years. A govno means the idea when this commonwealth and ernor so-minded might find a way to revive the
when this nation were formed. Both the federal office and make his appointment; and the soliciConstitution and the constitution of Massachusetts tor-general, appointed, could be handed all the
give precedence of place to the legislative branch. important powers now lodged with the elected
In those days experience with colonial executives at torney-general.
Meantime it might he an excellent plan to rehad not always been happy, and it was in the
minds of the founders that the liberties of the new vive the office, restricting its functions fit personal
nation (and this new state) would be safer with legal advice for the governor in his public duties.
the leekiniive hrnncil than elsewhere.
Any governor has need for almost constant legal
advice, and many governors have retained such
The Multiplying Commissions
counsel at their own expense. The attorney-general
I
,
,,
sittit
cruni
multiplies
stale
if
has not sufficient time for this work in addition to
nniiiher
The
like the oft-cited rabbit. Last W-dnesday the gov- the heavy routine duties of his office. A solicitorernor appointed or reappointed members to 14 general might be of great value to any governor
these are of and to the commonwealth.
commissions. Many, perhaps all,
great value to the state; we may Apect more effiPersonal Politics Cooler
ciency through them than by other means of seekIna the several ends in view. Yet it remains thei
Personal politics has been a little cooler here7
fact that some of these commissions will virtually abouts this week. John Francis Fitzgerald, hap
legislate for us.
pily recovering from his recent illness, ventures
The recommendations of these corriniksions are a pacific bit of counsel. suggest lag that in the
not Mai, their reports may be tossed out of the ma:ter of the presidency Massaehusetia Democrats
window, but it is probable that legislation will might just as well bold their horses for a time.
be guided if not dictated by their findings. Some thine:a asieg somewhat uncertain. Taat's reason
have to do with special matters, and are obviously able advice. There are now five presiaertial postpertinent anal necessary; but others have to do /Wales in the minds of Democrats, and though this
with rather general matters which used to be (
is AP Al Smith state, with Franklin Roc.sevelt runI"
tirely in the hands of the Legislature. The legis- ning a good second, there are some Democrats
lators are elected. The commissioners are appoint- here who like Owen D. Yottag, the Demneratai
ed by the governor.
Hoover, Albert Ritchie. perpeteal Governor of
We recently noticed the attorney-general's in- Maryland, and Newton Diehl Raker, die-hard
teresting and challenging opinion regarding the champion of the League of Nations, one of the
right of the Legislature to restrict and modify two eigners of the Wickersham report Wha came
he duties and functions of the state aud".or; and out unequivocally for repeal of the lent amendwe noted then that a similar opinion might have ment, and a survival of the Wilsonian dynasty.
similar weight regarding the offices of treasurer,
There has been no new talk about the possible
attorney-general and secretary of the common- candidacy of James Michael Curley for the Denswealth, except, in so ear as the duties of the latter ocratic nomination .for governor, but within the
are specified in the constitution.
week we have heard on the Hill mention of Mr.
The significance of the attorney-general's opin- Curley's name for these offices: Governor, Vice
ion lies in this, that the auditor is elected by the President, member of the cabinet, United States
people; whereas the powers taken from his office Senate. and an ambassadorahin.
by legislative action are now exercised in thp de-
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Tragedy on the Highways
41

Selection of Orator as Registrar of Motor Vehicles May
Mean That Governor Believes Eloquence Is Needed
to Stir Public and Reduce Killings
By BEACON HILL

•

BOSTON, June 27.-The most significant slant
on Beacon Hill this week
came from the summer
capital, Westfield, Thursday night, when Governor
Ely told some of the home
folks what he thinks about
appointments in genetr I
and what he thinks about
the office of registrar of
motor vehicles in particulat. It is significant because we are perhaps facing an entirely new era in
the problem of our highway motor traffic, with
its accompaniment of tragedy.
Past governors have wrestled with this problem, and without much success--which is no fault
of theirs, of course. Governor Fuller was insistent
on the compulsory liability Insurance, and got it;
and though it is the fact that the purpose in this
legislation was less to increase safety on the highways than to meke certain that an injured person, or the estate of a victim, following a motor
accident, should have some financial redress, it
has in the public mind been a disappointment that
the law has not reduced accidents.
Now comes Governor Ely with the appointment
of a brilliant young man, Morgan T. Ryan, to elleceed the only two men who have filled the office
—Frank Goodwin and Captain Parker. He is a dif,ferent type; but it is with one particular equipment of his that we may for a moment concern
ourselves. The governor may or may not have had
it in mind in making the appointment, and again
in talking about it in Westfield Thursday night.
This equipment is his exceptional eloquence as a
speaker. For some years we have tried deeds, or
acts, without materially reducing the tragedy of
motoring. Now maybe we shall do more with
words. Seriously, that's so.
In his Westfield talk the governor pointed out
that the registrar of motor vehicles was in constant contact with the public; and that he was
called on for more after-dinner speeches than any
other man In the state with the exception of the

quent, entertaining speaker can do it great deal in
the way of rousing public opinion, and winning
the active co-operation of all motorists towards
better conditions on the highways.
This man Ryan is a speaker whose powers are
proved. In the Boston Latin school he was class
orator, and won a prize for declamation. He won
an oratorical prize at Boston College, and was
commencement speaker. He was class orator at
orathe Boston University law school. He won an
in
Columbus
of
Knights
the
torical contest of
1922. His personality is pleasing, his voice admirable, his method good.
Now let the council approve the nomination, as
it undoubtedly will, and then let Registrar Ryan
go about the state with his limber larynx and
talk safety into the minds and thoughts of all the
motorists of Massachusetts.

Safety, and Insurance Rates
There's a financial side to this, too. The governor at Westfield warned of probable higher compulsory liability insurance rates to codie, based on
the experience of the insurance companies; and he
said plainly that we may not look for any decrease
in rates until there has come a material decrease
in the number of serious highway accidents. So,
maybe the registrar can impress on the mind of
the motorist that it will be money in his pocket
If he can do his part to make the highways safer
both for other motorists and pedestrians. Meantime, it seems tough that the careful, conscientious
driver, whose record is spotless, must bear the
burden of the reckless or incompetent—or maybe
just unlucky—driver whose record for accidents is
high and who is the reason for the high and higher rates. It ought to be feasible to create a pre.ferred clase with minimum insurance rates to constet of those whose record i3 free from blemish for
a continuous period of a specified number of years

--say, three years.
plan by which the new driver autoWhy. not
matically falls into the high-rate class, because of
his (or her) inexperience and the uncertainty as
to his skill and care? If he runs a year free from
trouble, give him the benefit of a somewhat lower
insurance rate. If he goes three full years spotless,
give him membership in the preferred class, with
lieutenant-governor.
his first accident he drops
Now, the after-dinner speech is not to be de- the provision that at
class as the beginners, and
the
same
into
once
at
You
opinion.
spised as a means for moving public
nothing complicated or difsee
We
can catch more flies with honey than vinegar. It must work up.
would provide an incentive
a
It
in
such
plan.
ficult
to
does not appear to do much good officially
driving, and it would place the heaviest
to,
careful
Penalties
motorist.
or
careless
reckless
the
damn
it belongs—on those whose acts or
have not reduced the death rate. It occurs to us, burden where
mishaps cause the actual cost of insurance.
as we believe it had occurred to the governor in
elomaking this appointment, that a vigorous,
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"P. S." ficin Brown
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lid
' "Wise Cracking
" About Boston's
Postoffice
'

Postmaster General
as a "wise cracke Brown has qualified
r," along with May
or
Jimmie 'Walker of
• --Ne
w York, Mayor CurWASHINGTON, June 26
ley
of
Boston and some others
Postmaster General Bro (AP)-.
Curley,
wn, in a
writing the Postmaste
pithy postscript yesterda
r General somewhat
y disposed
of Mayor James M. Curl
iro
nic
ally, suggested that
posal of giving a cow a hapey's prothe municipal
cow be picketed on
on the site of Boston's unc py honte
the $6,164,600 Federal
ompleted
postoffice.
postoffice site, which
the Government has
-Referring to you desire
acquired in Boston and
ture your municipal cow to pasMr. Brown replied
on
the
that the "department
postoffice site, it is my opin
ion
sho
that
uld not be re- :
the department should
quired to do more tha
not be ren put up with your
quired to do more than put
up
with
bull."
your hull," wrote the cabi
net officer
to the mayor.
Nevertheless, Mayor
Mayor Curley
Curley has some .
had somewhat
basis for his sarcas
Ironically suggested publ
m.
ic picketing
of a cow on a $6,164,600
for the Boston postoffie An appropriation
piece of
e was made in 1929.
land in downtown Boston
Construction work
wou
ld
"prove a real at
has 11ot started, al'I ion," in Boston's Fourth of jiCt.
though Boston has c, wot
Mutation." He
ed upon it to pro- ,
had asked permi
vide some work for
it
to continue to ri...tt• thtt the cow
unemployed. The '
re
"until
delay is attributed
the !lost office depaitmen
the Postmaster Gent
to pi oceed with erection sees fit
era
l to the interventi—)
of the
Of Some Boston citbuilding, as a means
of relieving
izens to seeure the
unemployment."
use of New England
lie end l sett a
photograph "taken at 3
granite in the construct
p. it., June
ion of the
18," to prove present post
office
instead of the 'Indiana
rogr
h)
ess was nil, only a foundation
sandstone the
Government officia l.s WA 111
being evident though appr
opriat lot i
10
.was made in 1929.
This may have occasi
Brown ansmered
oned delay, but why
Curley that
postuffices were built by
shouldn't the Boston
the treaspeople have someury department. nut the post
thing to say about the
oft icq,
department.' He said the
material which is to
wor
k
at
he
Boston progressed apace
used in the construction
merous Bostonians started unti! nubuilding? Why shouldn't of this public
insisting
on granite instead of lime
they endeavor
ston
to have New England
that the patrons of the Bos e, and
gra
nit
ton post
e used instead
office were therefore resp
of a building stone from
onsible
the West, so long
for the delay. This was
full
as granite is known to
y explained by Brown in sev
be the most durable
paragraphs before he dev en long
and finest material for
ote
d
.the
use in a public
small tart postscript to
building, and there are
the "municipal cow."
many citizens of
.
New England who ear
n their living by
quarrying this stone?
The truth is that the Tre
asury Department,
which supervises all of
the public building
eonstruetion, is extremely
inefficient.
It
is wrapped up in too
much red tape. It is
afflicted by a host of pet
ty officials whose
business it seems to be
to prevent things
being done, rather tha
n help their being
,(10110. As a. time was
ter, and therefore a
money waster, this par
ticular branch of
the Treasury Departmen
t
holds the blue ribbon ;plow,: all the
clovernment bureaus.
Delay has followed delay
in getting busy
on the Portland postof
fice, as well FIS the
one in Boston. Alt
hongh the. site for the
Portland building has
been decided upon
and Congress passed
a law intended to
Ii asten the. taking ove
r of sites for public
buildings which are acq
uired by condemnation proceedings, the
land has not been
taken over yet, and
app
low.; time before it is. arently it will be a
Portland people. are
inclined to sympathize with the vie
wpoint of Mayor Curley of Boston with
relation to this postoffice construction for
this City is experiencing something of the
same kind of treatment that Boston is
complaining about.
***
How would it do to
officially name all
the "Governor Councillors'
the men who have succee Roads" after
ded in getting
tIteni built?
The suceessful log roller
s
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New Note In Official Utteranc
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AY BOSTON TOO
GENEROUS WITH
(( THOSE LOAFING

•

BOSTON, June 29. (il)—The Boston
City Council today acceded to a
request of Mayor James M.c
and adopted an order of $1,250,00 for

tleY

•

the immediate expansion of the East
Boston airport. The order was passed
following vigorous debate by a vote
of 16 to 6.
Under plans u outlined by Mayor
Curley the city would expand the present airport by filling in adijoining
mud flats and leveling Governor's island for development into a dirigib
le
mooring station and flying field to
be
Connected with the main airport.
' Councillor Laurence Curtis,
2d, in
opposing the measure warned that the
government had not yet signed
the
lease turning over Governor's
island
the city for development.
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IT seems that Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston
wrote to Postmaster-General Brown
with respect to delay in construction of
a new post office
on a six million dollar tract
of land in downtown
Boston. The mayor evidently feels
deeply on the
subject for in the course of his
Large Families Get as High as
communication he
asked permission to graze a row
on the idle prop$24 Weekly From City;
erty. The postmaster gei 2ral
replied at length
Mayor Curley Orders Curwith official restraint until his
last paragraph. In
tailm
enrrir Spending
that he said: "Referring to your
desire to pasture
Boston, June 27—Mayor Curley
your municipal cow on the post
yesterday ordered a substantial curoffice site, it is my
tailment of the expenditures of the
opinion that the Post Office
Department should
public
welfare department.
not be required to do more than
To economize in accord with the
put up with your
bull."
demands of the mayor, the schedu
le
of weekly payments must be
This is good. This is a move by
immediately and sharply revised
Washington
and
in the right direction. We have
brought closed to similar schedu
long deplored the
les
which are considered to be
heavy formality of Washington officia
ample in
l utterances.
cities of comparative size.
They are commonly long, cold,
The mayor acted to avert the
leaden slabs of
language, forbidding both to the
of providing the welfare depart need
ment
eye and to the
with
$1,200,000 in excess of the fund
intellect. Humor, irony, sarcasm,
wit, satire—these
of $6,432,708 incorporated in
the 1931
are so foreign to them that one
budget. The latter includes
might think the
$181,100
:or administrative expens
graces of cerebration were prohibited
e
and
$500,by law from
000to meet the estimated cost
use in official statements, In short,
of the
old age assistance act
the Washingwhich becomes
ton official's voice is commonly a
effective July 1.
voice from the
Expenditures for relief and
tomb. But Postmaster General Brown
for
has dared
mother's aid during the
first five
to let a shaft of sunshine into
months show an average of
his letter to Mayor
$580,000
or at the rate of $6.960,000
Curley. It has altogether a dismal
for the
sound: it bouryear. Maintenance of this
geons into happy irony at the end.
average,
which has not shrunk since
the
passObserve the neat slur upon Boston
ing of winter, and includ
in the phrase
ing administrative costs and the old
"your municipal cow," with its implic
age asation that the
sistance act, would mean
an aggreHub is still a tiny hamlet. Note the
gate welfare department
easy resort
cost of
to the slang of the day, preced
$7,641,000.
ed by the good
The •only visible offset to
idiomatic "put up with." Nor could
the pun be
Who have been attempting officials
to dismore apposite. Finally there is the
cover some method of
spirit of hearty
reduci
penditures will be the indete ng exrebuke about the whole paragraph.
rminate
Mayor Curley
amount representing the
has got his comeuppance, and all
relief payments to personssavings in
we can say is
70 years
that we hope the harassed postma
or over who will be transf
erred to the
ster general, beold age assistance rolls
next week.
sieged by municipal officials, from
all over the
Such a saving would have
country who want to know when
incial importance this year no finthey can get
because
there will be no reimbursemen
their new post offices, will keep
t by
right on slapping
the commonwealth of
the
outlay
for
them down in this vein.
old age assistance until
next year.

VOTES TO EXPAND
‘4 BOSTON AIRPORT

ci /Net

Disclosure of the cut ordered
by the
mayor followed a long
conference
which he held with the
overse
ers of
public welfare, City Audoto
r Carven
and Budget Commissioner
Fox.
There has been sharp critici
sm of
the generosity of the
overseers in
determining the amount of
weekly
cash relief necessary for the
tenance of families and the mainBoston
schedule, which has had a
maximum
in the cases of very large
families as
high as $24 weekly, has
been attacked as uniustlfiable

(
0

TAXPAYERS' STRIKE'

(Boston Herald)
When the owners of property in .
Boston valued for purposes of tax-

ation at $140,000,000 petition for
abatements something must be
amiss. The depression has aggravated the plight of the realty owners, of course, and stirred many of
them to action, but the more or
less inflated prosperity which the
community enjoyed for a number
of years tended to make these same
men remain passive in spite of unwarranted assessments. Everything
seemed to be going so well that
they did not care to interrupt progress. The present appeals for abatements would have been filed even
if the slump had not gone as °ex
in one direction as the boom in another.
The inequitable, arbitrary, and
nnjust appraisements of city realty
had reached such a point in Mayor
Nichols' administration that he
ordered a complete re-examination
under the direction of Prof. Charles
J. Bullock of Harvard. !gazer C„arl_ty, although he has dispensed with
the advice of that gentleman, is
wisely continuing the activities
which Mayor Nichols initiated. The
work is going forward slowly, and,
of necessity expensively. It will be
well worth what it costs, however.
The findings will. be the basis of
our realty taxation program for a
generation to come. The mere fact
that the mayor has approved the
general scheme of his predecessor
Is convincing evidence of the necessity of a "Domesday 13ook" on
a basis as nearly scientific as possible.
The petitioners for abatement
and reductions hardly expect that
their claims will be allowed in full.
If they were, the tax rate itself
would go up, and the ,beneficiaries
would, lose by the increase something of what they gained by the
decreased valuation. A number of
the cases are, no doubt, pretty
flimsy. The mere extent of them,
however, and the resurvey now In
process lead to the conclusion that
a revaluation was badly needed,
that many of the petitioners have
a real grievance and that the limit
of assessment has been reached

4P.4A/ - 41,4 7-0.ti
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Older people who have lived
through several other panics will not
"dinner pail"
be swayed by the old.
promises, as they have learned that
prosperity does not depend upon
which party rules but only on the
natural laws of supply and demand.
By this time next year nearly everybody expects the country to be enoRADFORD vtOJY thusiastically on the upgrade and the
l
entire political complexion may reWashington, D. C. (Autocaster)—turn to the flat uninteresting camPresident Hoover's trip West for the paigns of former years when the
purpose of addressing the Republi_ main slogan was "don't rock the
con editors of Indiana and making boat."
Vincent B. Phelan, of the Departa speech at the de.iication of the Lincoln Memorial at Springfield, Ill., is ment of Commerce, has compipled a
being taken by observers here as a'book covering the subject of repairs
preliminary canter to the active to the home. It is designed to
work of the presidential campaign spire home-owners out of work to
next year. Denial's that he had any fix up their homes during the enouch motive were issued from the forced idleness, or to induce others to
White House days before he made give work to the unemployed at a
the trip, hut they were taken here as time when they need hepl the most.
The book covers such subjects as
routine denials.
The facts are that voters are look- bureau drawers that stick, floors that
ing farther into the future this year squeak, door keys that do not fit, rethan they have ever done, except pairing the door hell, eliminating the
perhaps in the days when Bryan was thumping noise in faucets, insulating
the frosting of
expounding his free silver .doctrine the attic, preventing
inside
three years before he was nominated window panes and painting
repairs
the
Making
and
outside.
to run against McKinley in 1896.
of econoa
The same reason for public interest now is urged as measure
:
y
Ill
in the national election existed then
The Government has issued a
as now, general depression, both in
of Wholesale
this and other countries. Voters booklet on "Problems
that shows
n"
Goods
Distributio
Dry
lead
to
looked to a political Moses
g is going out
them out of their troubles. Bryan's that home dressmakin
garplan appealed immensely to almost of fashion. More read-made
women
by
worn
being
are
ments
won
nearly
he
and
voters
half the
all over the country, the report
the election. .
Re_ shows, with the result that the fair
There is no question but that
sex is better dressed now than ever
publican leaders realize that the atbefore. One trouble with the busitempts being made by the Democrats
mess of selling ready-made garments
country's
right now to blame the
that styles disappear so fast that
'is
troubles on the G. O. P. must be
ers have difficulty in
manufactur
answered often and early and Hoovavoiding heavy los.ses. Piece goods
have
that
states
into
er's short swing
are becoming a minor department of
been flirting outrageously with his
the business, the book explains.
one
but
have
political enemies can
Incidentally, another survey unreal purpose; much as he may atco
,- :red the fact that hosiery sales
'
on
tempt to disguise it by speaking
Lie greater than those of any other
topics.
ether
merchandise carried by department
Franklin Roosevelt is also lining
Their sales approximate
stores.
Col.
to
visit
recent
his
up his forces,
per
of the grand total for
cent
House, which resulted in his gaining five
lines. Men's socks run about oneall
Curley
the public support of Mayor
fifth of the total for hosiery, childof Boston and other Bay State poliren's
hose accounting for less than
a
ticians who previously had shown
one per cent.
Young,
D.
Owen
for
liking
strong
That chain stores are not running
showing he is intensively at work.
dent storekeepers out of
theindepen
campaigner
Roosevelt is an astute
is
shown by a study made
business
rind his relationship to Theodore
the
of
by a Federal Bureau
census
votes
Roosevelt will gain him many
which gives the chains only
from Republicans, his supporters here,
around 17 per cent of the total busah
claim. That he is not overlooking
The figures are drawn from
lless*
by
ed
demonstrat
was
that angle
was
of 489 cities over 10,000
survey
: remark that
....2.24.1's
Mayor Ct
population.
Analyzing the figures,
in
the
Roosevelt
time we had another
White House."

it was shown that the chains did less
siness in the smallest cities, gaining as the cities became larger until
in Chicago and Los Angeles they
per
accounted for nearly twenty
cent. Even these figures do not refleet the actual situation as it exists
for the small store, the survey
shows, as filling stations and other
tines not reckoned as shopkeeping are
included in the chain totals.
Housewives are cautioned by the
Nationil Library here to go carefully through any old trunks they
may have in the attic and see if they
cannot unearth some historically
Dr. Herbert
important document.
Putnam, the librarian, cites recent
finds that have been immensely Yalu-.
able, among them being some of
letters,
Benjamin Franklin's old
which were found in possession of a
tailor in Paris who was using them to
cut out patterns. Robert Morris'
collection of letters and diaries was
c
fcund in a stable. Both of these
collections are now in the possession
of the Library' of Congress and are
of great importance to the historian.
According to the report, almost any
old trunk in the possession of a pioneer family may yield up important treasures. It is said the recent
find of the Ulster County Gazette
%%as made in a dusty old New York
state attic.
diZ
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SNAPPY COMEBACK
to BY POSTMASTER GEN.
WASHINGTON. June 26.
Postmaster General Brown. in a
pithy postscript, has clispmed of
Mayor James M. Curley's proposal of
giving a"e!ow ir haprr home on the
site of Boston's uncompleted postofficc.
"Referring to your desire to pasture
your municipal cow on the postoillce
site, it is my opinion that the department should not be required to
do more than put up with your bull."
wrote the cabinet officer to the
mayor.
Curley had somewhat
Mayor
ironically suggested public picketing
of a cow on a $6,164,600 piece of land
In downtown Boston would "prove a
real attraction," in Boston's Fourth
of July celebration. He had asked
permission for the (Inv to continue
to graze there -until the postoffice
department sees fit to proceed with
erection of the building, as a means
of relieving unemployment."
Brown answered Curley that postoffices were built for the treasury department, not the postoffice department. He said the work at Boston
progressed apace until numerous Bostonians started insisting, on granite
Instead of limestone, and that the
patrons of the Boston postofftee were
therefore responsible for the delay.
This was fully explained by Brdwn
in seven long paragra e before be
postoodot to
devotod:
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Mayor Curley Does Not Allow Himself
'
Te Be Used For Purely Scenic Effects

•

YoungiliWrOMPIninirk opposition unless former Gov. Fut-

ler, another party derelict
tries to oust Youngman to
make another Beacon Hill
group picture.
It Was Not Planned To Have Him Prominent In Smith Cam-,
Undoi...cily Mayor Curley
paign, Yet He Took Charge Of Whole.,Show—Select Roose- contemplates running. He is
veltians See Him At Head of Movement They Had Planned leaving Gov. Ely alone accordTo Handle—Chairman Conry of Traffic Commission Takes ing to all outside views, and
Over Reciprocity Issue Without Protest From Foss—Quincy
will be under no obligaIs Now City of Poets and Poetesses
',ions to him by next election
and can seek the nomination
' known, as he probably will, that he
By Matthew Cotton
if he so desires. And if he
not
and
intend
doesn't
will
run
to
A great many people, including
goes in Fitzgerald and all of
some of the political writers, are permit his name to be used. Smith
the
boys will be on the line
wondering why Mayor Curley has is not as strong in New York as he
with him. He will carry Bosnot
years
was
ago,
three
was
and
he
taken such a definite and aggressive
ton big, even with Ely in the
stand in favor of Governor Roosevelt as strong on election day in 1928 as
governor's gig and will take
supposed
would
was
it
be.
that
he
for President and has utterly ignored
all of the Merrimack Valley
the possibility, if it is a possibility, There are reports that Raskob, the
cities and town.
man
who
thought
Smith
could
carry
that Al Smith will be induced to subHon. James M. Curley can
mit himself as a candidate. It will Pennsylvania, desires a Smith delebe
the next governor of MasMassachus
gation
from
etts,
but Mayor
be remembered that in 1928 Mayor
Curley had to force his way into the Curley will hardly take orders from sachusetts. All he has to do
to gain that post is to defeat
Al Smith campaign, and before he Raskob. That select political group
Gov. Joseph B. Ely for the
which
of
Russell
Mayor
highly
is
a
had finished he was in virtual comDemocra
tic nomination next
mand and was running the big show ornamental figure will, as loyal Roosetime.
It
should not be too
veltians,
have
take
to
their
orders
in Boston. Those who had got behind Al in this Commonwealth had from Mayor Curley when the cam- difficult a task, even though
Gov. Ely is now in the saddle.
no idea of letting him serve, even as paign gets under way.
Remember Ely defeated Fitza "prop," but he is not the kind of
gerald by only. 16,000 votes,
politician who can be ell:Owed to one
even after Fitzgerald withside, and as soon as he saw what was
drew. And Ely carried Bosup, he made his plans and followed
NO BULL HERE
ton to do it. Curley would
them through.
There are those connected with the Mayor Curley Would Be Pos- carry Boston and Lowell as
well as
boom for Roosevelt in Massachusetts
turer of Cows May be the by Ely Connie Cronin, dished
who, while they appreciate the mayNext Governor If He Can town could do a lot in this
or's ability to run a political show
Lick Ely in Primary. — ley. for his friend, Jim Curand to make effective speeches, have
Youngman May be Dished
It appears as though the
never been exactly en rapport with
by G.0. P. After Being SetRepubli
cans are going to
him politically. 'They would have
Primary
.
up at
dish Willis Youngman. They
liked to conduct the Roosevelt moverather be
ment in Massachusetts without his astwo rn(Ira
As we are not in conspiracy would
years than tour out
more,
sistance, or rather, without his leadPostmaster - General election of a Democra and the
with
t is the
ership, but they learned some time ago
Brown, this is not another shortest cut
to
put
the
that they could not do it. My own
bull story though it does con- 0. P. lineage back in old G.
the sad- j
opinion is that Mayor Curley sees the
cern James Michael Curley, dies. Lt.-Gov. Youngm
an is '
utter impossibility of nominating
Boston's gifted mayor, and not of that group,
and
yet
he
Smith a second time and believes that
sometimes wise cracker. Mr. may fool them
as did Alvin
Smith will know a great deal better
Curley can be the next gov- T. Fuller.
than allow himself to be projected
ernor of the Commonwealth,
It appears that Lt.-Gov.
Into a'disastrous fight.
if he can wrest the Demo- Youngman will be given
the
about
very
talk
well
to
It is all
a
cratic nomination from Gov. nomination unless lie
is
op"united Smith delegation from MasJoseph B. Ely. And this posed by former Gov.
sachusetts," but plans for that kind of
should not be too hard with And this appears quite Fuller.
likely.
a delegation wouldn't amount to a hill
his gifts of oratory and per- This means that
Speaker of
of beans if Smith should make it
suasive powers when Gov. Ely the Senate, Gasper
Bacon
only was able to defeat the will be the
nt gov"Ghq.st Candidacy" of John ernor candidatlieutena
e, and he will
F. Fitzgerald by a mere 16,be so nominated and elected.
000 votes.
He will have little or no opFor it looks as though the
G. 0. P. is going to allow Lt- position.
Figuring that the G. 0. P.
Gov. Youngman to get on first
base and they will toss him will dish Youngman, Mayor
out as he tries to steal second Curley sees a chance of a liferegardless of the opposition. time to be governor and he
They would rather be out for undoubtedly will seize it.
two more years than four, And he is the class of camand only out done by
and the Old Guard will give paigner
Al Smith as a swayer of
votes.
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In answer to the request of Mayorl
11„,curley of Boston fot permission to pasture
the municipal cow on the site of the new post-.trice building in that city, Postmaster General
Urovim has replied, "It is in my opinion that
the department should not be required to do
more than put up with your bull." This is the
irst official mention of Boston's municipal bull,
al, least from an official source in Washington,
vnd it is the first intimation that the bull had
been attracting any attention in the Nation's
Capital.
Whether or not this new prominence and
distinction will make the Commonwealth, which
has long been familiar with Mayor Curley's
dexterity in throwing the aforesaid bull, swell
with pride remains to be seen. The Mayor is
indubitably—one might almost say inordinately
—fond of the bull, as also appears to be a very
large element among the citizenry of Boston,
and it is not too much to say that no small
measure of his political success has been due
to this attachment.
To digress for a moment, it may he and
probably is unnecessary to explain that the bull
referred to in this instance is not the Boston
hull of the dog shows, which, though estimable
enough in its way,is an entirely different animal.
But while the Boston Democracy does love
rally 'round the bull, as one might say, all
Boston is steadfast in its reverence for the
miunicipal cow, to the maternal ancestor of
which the city is indebted for the picturesque
layout of its street system. It was undoubtedly
the popular solicitude for the cow's welfare
that prompted Mayor Curley to appeal for the'
grazing privilege on the postoffice site.
Incidentally the Mayor, somewhat incontistently, it would seem, appeared to be a bit
peeved at the lack of progress on the new postoffice building, the one and only circumstance
which left the site available for grazing purposes, and he was disposed to be critical of the
Fostoffice Department for this delay, a fact
which caused some surprise to Postmaster
General Brown, who naturally assumed that
Mr. Curley, as a former-congressman, was well
aware that the construction of the building is
Lot in the hands of the Postoffice Department
but of the Treasury Department, and also that
the delay was entirely due to the insistence of
Boston itself on a change in the plans of the
building which would substitute granite for
limestone as the material to be used.
That matter, however, is entirely aside for
the subject nearest to the heart of Mayor Curley.
The municipal cow, it seems, will have to find
some other grazing place, and Boston still waits
to see what the Mayor will do with the bull.

"Putting Up with Your Bull Enough," Curley
Told After Request to Graze Municipal Cow
WASH I '..( ;TON, June 25—(AP)
Postmastel General Brown, in a
pithy postscript, today disposed of
,Mayor James M. Curley's proposal
of giving a cow effill'opy home on
the site of 13oston's uncompleted
postoffice..
"Referring to your desire to
!pasture your municipal cow on
the postoffice site, it is my opinion
that'the department should not be
required to do more than put up
with your bull," wrote the Cabinet
officer to the Mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat
ironically suggested public picketing of a cow on a $6,164,600 piece
of land in downtown Boston would
-prove a real attraction" in Boston on the Fourth of July. He
had asked permission for the cow
to continue to graze there "until
the Posloffice Department sees fit
6 • 1.•ii
/
•
71043 J/,

to proceed with erection of the
building as a means of relieving
unemployment."
He inclosed a photograph "taken
at 3 p. m., June 18" to prove present postoffice progress was nit,
only a foundation being evident
though appropriation was made
in 1929.
13rown answered Curley that
postoffices were built by the
Treasury Department, not the
Postoffice Department. He said
the work at Boston progressed
apace until numerous Bostonians
started insisting on granite instead of limestone, and that the
patrons of the Boston postoffice
were therefore responsible for the
delay. This was fully explained
by Brown in seven long paragraphs before he devoted the
small tart postscript to the "municipal cow,"
1.• flo
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BROWN MAKES REPLY itiKLEY GETS A
PITHY REPLY
TO BOSTON'S MAYOR
_. • _
WASIIINGTON, June 25 (4)--Postmaster General Brown, in a Pithy
postscript, today disposed of Mayor
James M Siirley's proposal of giving
a cow a happy home on the site of
Boston's uncompleted postoffice•
"Referring to your desire to pasture
your municipal cow on the postoffire
site, it is my opinion that the department should not be required to do
more than put uP with your bull,"
wrote the cabinet officer to the mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat Ironically suggested public picketing of
a cow on a $6.164,600 piece of land
In downtown Boston would "prove a
real attraction," in Boston's fourth
He had asked
of July celebration.
department sees fit to proceed with
erection of the building, as a means
He
of relieving unemployment."
enclosed a photograph "taken at 3
P. M., June 18," to prove present post
office Progress was nil, only a foundation being evident though appropriation was made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that post ,
offices were built by the Treasury
department, not the Postoffice departHe said the work at Boston
ment.
progressed apace until numerous Bostonians started insisting on granite
instead of limestone, and that the
patrons of the Boston postoffice were
therefore responsible for the delay.
This was fully explained by Brown
in seven long paragraphs before he
devoted the small tart postscrint to
the "municipal cow",

Washington, June 26.—(AP)—
Postmaster General Brown, in a
pithy postscript, has disposed of
Mayor James M. Curley's proposal
of giving a cow a happy home on
the site of Boston's uncompleted
postoffice.
"Referring to your desire to
municipal cow on
pasture your
the postoffice site, It is my opinion
that the department should not be
required to do more than put up
with your bull," wrote the Cabinet officer to the mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat
ironically suggested public picketing of a cow on a $6,164.600
piece of land in downtown Boston
would "prove a real attraction" in
Boston on the Fourth of July. He
had asked permission for the
cow to continue to graze there
"until the postoffice department
sees tit to proceed with erection
of the building as a means of relieving unemployment."
He inclosed a photograph "taken at 3 p. m., June 18" to prove
present postoffice progress was
nil, only a foundation being evident though appropriation was
made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that
the
postoffices were built by
not the
treasury department,
postoffice department. He said the
work at Boston progressed apace
until numerous Bostonians started
insisting on granite instead of
limestone. and that the patrons
of the Boston postoffice were
therefore resronsible for the deInv
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Whether -the efforts of the Ely opponents to make capital of Fall
them
River's affairs has gained
anything is a question but neither
Dona
Chairman
nor
the governor
hue of the Finance Board and Democratic State Committee paid any
Two
attention to the outbursts.
Boston newspapers featured political articles dragging Fall River into the state campaign without stirup much reaction.
Republican City Commit- ring
No doubt the Republican party
will rm.:e a big fight to win back
tee Starts Plans Next the
state senator job of this district and some aspirants may be
Week for Important Po- detected
at the bake. Whether
former Senator McLane considers
litical Outing.
himself finished will be a question
arising within a few months.
Curley vs. Ely
The Republican State committee.
will provide the principal speaker
The Democrats are facing an- ,
campaign if
for the annual clambake of the Re- other terrific primary
a i ng
a toesst
yearrlYsigns meanu anything. T
publican City committee this
Or Curley
his
Youngby
Governor
acandidate
Lieutenant
but
13
regarded
machine was
man, to be a candidate for the nom- Boston
for governor. I
mat Ion for governor, will be one wnolly as a boom
getting a tremendous
of the main figures on the program. He has been
lately. He alThe local committee will start amount of publicity
newspaper figure benext week on its preparations for ways is a bigaggressive attitude on
the event and hopes to make the cause of his
seemed tp be gainaffair an important outing. While matters but he than ever recently.
no election Is scheduled this year, ing more space
Former Mayor Fitzgerald arose
the Republican party will be workweek, after illnesti,
ing all the time in an effort to win from bed this
reference to the recent
back the governorship and strength- and made
Curley for Governor
en its position all along the front, i shouting by New York for presiThe annual bake will give some 1 Roosevelt of
the stand of Senator
inkling to the townfolk of the as- I dent and former Governor Smith.
The Walsh for
pirants for various offices.
in mind the sugwhole crop will not be out but Probably having
Curley's forces of offersome of those getting an early gestion by for vice-president, Dr.
start and desiring to acquire the, ing Curley remarked that Governor
air• of being a party figure will be Fitzgetald
be of presidential calibre
greeting all comers and nodding in Ely may meeting the Curley-vicegeneral. Ambitions are often un- That was
president talk and stepping beyond
covered at a political clambake.
The governor situation is the it.
deplored the assumption.
chief worry of the G. 0. P. of this Fitzgerald
of attitudes which
commonwealth right now, has been in Massachusetts
tend to create discord and,
for several months and will get at- might
a row between Smith and
tention from until the election next engender
against
warned
He
Whether the party lead- Roosevelt.
year.
boat."
the
"rocking
ers in the end will have to
is
fight
primary
Ely-Curley
An
slap
feelings,
their
swallow
of discussion of
Youngman on the back and. give already the topicIf it transpires
the politicians.
him the party label has not been
ball River will see plenty of the
admitted. It will hurt if they have
because Curley has been
campaign
to do it. there is no doubt about
vote-getter here in paiit. years and
a,
that, and other possibilities, capwho have been disappointed
able of giving either Governor Elyitnose
because Governor Ely did not give
or James Michael Curley a refill
consid_ them appointments they wanted
fight for the job, will be
and failed to recognize their deered a long time before they arc mends will
be shouting for Curley.
:
abandoned in favor of Youngman.
Ely will nave lusty champions and
Youngman did well in thfs sec- the
battle here will be important.
tion in the campaigns for state
Talbot for Sheriff
treasurer and lieutenant governor
Sheriff
Talbot will be a candidate
and has been cordially greeted at for election to the county position
gatherings of Republicans in this he
holds. He announced at a clamin
vicinity but what he can get
bake in New Bedford recently that
seeking the governor position can- ,he will
definitely be on the ballot
not be estimated when the other tor the pi:ice. When the governor
candidates are unknown,
,appointed him it was with the intention that he should seek election
Govformer
time
and endeavor to stiengthen the
present
the
At
ernor Allen and former Governor Democratic party's position in the
Fuller are not regarded as probable county and of course incidentally
' candidates. Allen made a gesture nid the Ely cause.
which was taken by some as an
4/1
Indication he was trying to appear
less ardent dry than in the past
z
CO0
EL.3..
LO
and an indication he was nurturing
ambitions for a comeback but right
Postmaster-General
makes
Brown
now Boston insiders do not see him
a snappy comeback in his reply to
candidate. Fuller leaped into
as
Ma or Curley's suggestion that Bosthe limelight a few times recently
man seeks puband every time
ton's pos
ce site be utilized as
to
wanting
as
figured
is
licity he
pasturage for the municipal cow, rearouse some interest in himself for
marking that it Is enough for the desome berth. Probably Fuller just
partment to have. to put up with the
couldn't resist the chance to use
Fall River's unfortunate affairs to
mayor's "bull." Perhaps it le in the
take a fling at Democrats in genPostofflee department, rather than
eral and Governor Ely an cl Sheriff
that of Commerce, that the adminiaTalbot in particular.
tratlor new "parks its sense of humor."

G.0. P. BAKE WILL
INDICATE LINE-UP
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"Wise Cra,cking" About Boston's'
Postoffice
Postmaster General Brown has qualified
as a "wise cracker," along with Mayor
Jimmie Walker of New York, Mayor CurCurley,.
ley of Boston and some others.
somewhat'
General
writing the Postmaster
ironically, suggested that the municipal
cow be picketed on the $6.164,600 Federal
postoffice site, which the Government has
acquired in Boston and Mr. Brown replied
that the ''department • should not be required to do more than put up with your
Nevertheless, Mayor Curley has some
An appropriation
basis for his sarcasm.
for the Boston postoffice was made in 1929.
Construction work has not, started, although Boston has counted upon it to provide some work for its unemployed. The
delay is attributed by the Postmaster General to the intervention of some Boston citizens to secure the use of New England
granite in the construction of the building instead of the Indiana sandstone the
Government officials want to use.
. This may have occasioned delay, but why
shouldn't the Boston people have something to say about the material which is to
be used in the construetion of this public
building? Why shouldn't they endeavor
to have New England granite used instead
of a building stone from the 'West, so long
as granite is known to be the most durable
and finest material for use in a public
building, and there are many citizens of
New England who earn their living by
quarrying this stone?
The truth is that the Treasury Department,
whielt supervises all of the public building
It
eonstruction, is extremely inefficient.
is wrapped up in too much red tape. It is
afflicted by a host of petty officials whose
business it seems to be to prevent things
being done, rather than help their being
done. As a time waster, and therefore a.
money waster, this particular branch of:
the Treasury Department holds the blue ribbon among all the Government, bureaus.
Delay has followed delay in getting busy
on the Portland postoffice, as well as the
one in Boston. Although the site for the
Portland building. has been decided upon
and Congress passed a, law intended to'
hasten the taking over 01' sites for public
buildings which are acquired by condemnation proceedings, the land has not been
taken over yet and apparent iy it will be a
long time before it is.
Portland people are inclined. t o sympathize with the, viewpoint of Mayor Curley of Boston with relation to this postoffice construction for this City is experiencing something of the same kind of treatment that Boston is complaining about.
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II Sindaco di Boston,
On. James Curley, ha
visitato il mese score°
restandone entuslasta. Eccolo ritrat,
to a Roma mentre de.
pone una corona di
flori sufla Tomba del
Milne Ignoto.

ROOSEVELT
HOUSE GIVES BOOST TO

he political spotlight, Col. Edward
After an absence of 15 years from
late President Wilson, gathered
the
nd
behi
man
t
M. House, the silen
politicians at his summer hOrne
ic
crat
Demo
ing
together some of the lead
was regarded as a Malignant
h
whic
,
Mass
Manchester-by-the-sea,
New York for the preside:soy.
of
t
evel
Roos
D.
boost for Gov, Franklin
t and Mayor Jilow
evel
Roos
Gov.
e
Hous
Left to right, above, Col,
Of Boston.
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—Among the suggestions coming
from democratic sources, evidently intended to be considered seriously, is
that the democratic nominee for president in 1932 should be Franklin I).
Roosevelt, governor of New York, the
nominee for vice-president, J. 14,
Curley, mayor of Boston. Ttnemocrate living in the South and West,such
a proposal is so unique as to merit the
distinction of being grotesque. To
head their presidential ticket with two
men resident in Eastern states is about
as probable as that the democrats will
nominate Senator Garner of Texas for
president and Al. Capone for vicepresident.
-Sixty-one graduates were included
school class of 1931, whose
oommencement exercises were held in
the Town Hall last Wednesday evening.
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MOVE SEEN TO MAKE
CURLEY GOVERNOR
Nomination of Eagan for
Police Post Starts Political Gossip

•

Nomination yesterday by Governor Joseph B. Ely of Dr. Owen L. Eagan to the
Fall River Board of Police chairmanship, with confirmation next Wednesday believed assured, awoke almost immediately all echo in the shape of a report that a Curley-for-Governor Club Is
in the making In the city. No little secrecy at present attends the reported
formation of the club and the identity
of the persons directing the work.
Sending of Dr. Eagan's name to the
Governor's Council yesterday came as
something of a surprise on the heels of
reports the night before that a compromise move In his behalf had fallen abort.
Supporters of other candidates frequently mentioned for the place were
declar, _ to have failed to approve the
compromise move. James A. Fitzgerald.
former Park Board chairman, was b.elieved the leading contender for the
place untilpr. Eagan's name came to tile
fore.
The city commitee's indorsement of
Fitzgerald, however, was soon found to
have met with disapproval of city committee leaders.. particularly those directing the committee from without.
Dr. Eagan last night said he had no
statement to make until after the confirmation by the Executive Council and
intimated that he probably would say
little then. A reorganization of the
Police Commission. however. is expected
after he takes over the chairmanship
now held by Frederick W. Lawson, who
is believed slated for a District Court
Position.

14AAreRiP 7The inordinate habit which official
Washington has of winding and unwinding miles of red tape whenever
occasion offers, gets on one's nerves
in a locality where one is used to seeing things done. It irks a lot of people round Boston the way that federal postoffice building is not going
up in Postoffice square. A long time
ago a hole was dug on the spot where
the old building was taken down,
somewhere in the past century. But
the hole is still there. It has not
vanished away in the night. And
Fourth of July is coming on space.
So, Mayor Curley, in casting about
for a unique way in which to utilize
the government's wasting preserves
in the square, modestly offers the use
of a good New England cow to find
pasturage in the space and so help
to keep things green round there. On
the whole, the Mayor's suggestion
has real merit. For one thing it
would impress upon an impatient
populace the fine qualities of patience,
humility and gentleness, not to mention thrift and perseverance. For
the Mayor's cow would lkely find it
necessary to practice all these in
large measure. But here is what
Mr. Curley had to say to Washington
about it:
"It is customary to observe_Independence Day in Boston on the
Fourth
of July each year and as a
part of
the program the Public
Celebrations
Committee of the city of Boston is
desirous of exhibiting a municipal
cow feeding where it is proposed
some time in the dim and distant at
future a post office shall be
erected."
This is not the first time, by
the
way, that a cow has been
into the postal affairs of officialinjected
ington. Once upon a time the Washsenior
Senator from Wisconsin franked
his
cow home from Washington
through
the mails. That was the
day before
the parcel post, but the
Senator's cow
duly went home through
the mails.
But good Lord, what a lot
of red tape
must have been unwound
Likely a whole freight car thereat.
was required to carry the
official bill of
lading certifying that the
animal was
a cow, and was due
post haste in Wisconsin.

lfAildce.veAo
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'Mayor James M. Curley and City
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan of Boston visited Marblehead Saturday in
the city treasurer's yacht. Their
stay was lengthened when the propeller of their yacht fouled a mooring cable. A diver had to be employed to free the craft.
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Fin. Comm.Toni'
(DCurley Hub School

—Iroard Too Small

Boston, June 29—Enlargement of
the school committee from five to
nine members was recommended by
the finance commisaion to Mayor
Curley yesterday, es the effective
method of correctinr and preventing
"reprehensible political deals," permitting a minority of two members to
control the decisions of the committee .on major departmental problems.
Within the category of "reprehensible political deals," Chairman
Pruak A. Goodwin, in response to a
request for interpretation of its
significance. involved Mayor Curley
as a participant In a pending effort
to subordinate a justifiable appropriation for new schoolhouse construction to the necessity of averting
a tax rate increase.
The implied reference to the mayor in the commission's denunciation
of "reprehensible political deals" and
the specific reference of Chairman
Goodwin to the attitude of School
Committeemen Joseph J. Hurley and
W. Arthur Reilly on the subject of
the appropriation for new construction, marked the first critical thrust
of the commission at the mayor since
he assumed office in January, 1930.
Others named by Chairman Goodwin as participants in a "reprehensible deal" were Mrs. Elizabeth M.
Pigeon and Dr. Joseph V. Lyons, who
were accused of forcing the majority
of the committee to make unwillingly
a political agreement. last year, to
give preference, in the construction
of new High school buildings, to the
proposed $1,300,000 girls High school,
which the commission believes to be
unwarrented.
The voluminous report forwarded
to the mayor, upholds, with only a
single exception, the recommendations of the special survey board
which made a partial study of school
administration and housing conditions last year.
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Ctujgy's P.0. Reply Is
Namin,,cf of Cow'
s Keeper
A Boston cow, and not a bull,
will have to be procured for the
bonanza of Boston at Postoffice
Sq., despite the disgust of Postmaster-General Brown in Washington, for today an official
guardian and custodian in the
person of Traffic Officer Arthur
McLean was knighted iteeper and
protector of a promised cow for
the post-office lot.
Bull from Boston does not
bother Brown 'bout browsing
cows in Boston's bonanza. The
keeper is appointed. Mayor Curley has promised a cow. Brown
has promised a new building—
sometime. Something ought Lo
bang pretty soon.
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i'Your Bun' Enough Without 'City
Cow,' Cabinet Officer Tells Hub Mayor
litashington, June 25. — (APJ ---°to graze there
"until the post effice
Postmaster General Brown, In a department sees fit to proceea with
erection
of the building as a means
Pithy postscript, today diseosed o'i
of relieving unemployment." He enMayor James M. Curley's propose,.
of: elo.:ed a photograph "taken at 3 p.
giving a cow a happy home on the 1 in.
June 18," to prove present post
site of Boston's uncompleted post of, office progress was nil, only a
fice.
i foundation being evident, thoucth ap' "Referring to your desire to past- propriation was made in 1929.
, ure your municipal cow on the post
Brown answered Curley that post
office site, it is my opinion that the offices were built by the Treasuly
department should not be required Department, not the Post Office Deto do more than put up with your partment. He said the work at Bosbull," wrote the Cabinet officet to ton progressed apace until numerou5
the Mayor.
Bostonians started insisting on granMayor
Curley
had
somewhat lie instead of limestone, and that
ironically suggested public pIcketing the patrons of the Boston p:st ofof a. cow in a $6,164,600 piece o:: land lice were therefore responsible Jor
In downtown Boston would "prove a the delay. This wai full explained ; real attraction" in Boston's Fourth by Brown in seven long paratraphs
of July celebration. He had asked , before he devoted the 'small
tart
, permission for the cow to coritintii! , postscript to the "municipal zow." .
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Mayor Curley's 'Bull' Quite Enough
Worry About, Postal Head Says
•• ••••
fostonians' Private Row Over Granite Reason
For Municipal "Pasture", Brown Retorts

Wkshington, June 25.—(AP)—
Postmaster Gen. Brown, in a
pithy postcript today disposed of
Mayor James M. Curley's proposal
of giving A cow a happy home
on the site of Boston's uncompleted post office.
"Referring to your desire to
pasture your municipal cow on
the post office site, it is my opinion that the department should
not be required to do more than
put up with your bull." wrote the
cabinet officer to the mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat
ironically suggested public pick'sting of a cow on a 58.165,800
-lece of land in downtown Bos-

ton "would prove a real attraction" In Boston's Fourth of July
celebration. He had asked permission for the cow to continue
to graze there "until the post
office department sees fit to
proceed with erection of the
building as a means of relieving
unemployment."
Brown answered Curley that
the work at Boston progressed
apace until numerous Bostonians
started insisting on granite instead of limestone. This was
fully explained by Brown in
seven long paragraphs in which
he devoted a small tart postcript
to the "municipal. cow."
/
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Mayor Curley G&
Tart Reply From
P. M. Gen. Brown
/11 c7;

Former Sought to Pasture
"Municipal Cow" on Site
of Uncompleted P. 0.
WASHINGTON, June 25—(AP)--Postmaster General Brown, in a pithy
postscript, today disposed of Mayor
James M. Curley's proposal of giving
a cow a happy home on the site of
Boston's uncompleted post office.:
"Referring to your desire to pastilfe
your municipal cow on the postoffice
s:te, It is my opinion that the department should not be required to do
more than put up with your bull,"
wrote the cabinet officer to the
mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat ironically suggested public picketing of
cow on a $6,164,600 piece of land in
downtown Boston would "prove a
real attraction" In Boston's Fourth
of July celebration. He had asked
permission for the cow to continue
to graze there "until the post office
department sees fit to proceed with
erection of the building as a means
of relieving unemployment." He enclosed a photograph "taken at 3 p.
m. June 18" to prove present posl
"office progress was nil, only a foundation being evidence though appropriation was made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that postoffices were built by the treasury department, not the post office department. He said the work at Boston
progressed apace until numerous Bostonians started insisting on granite
instead of limestone, and that the
patrons of the Boston postoffice were
therefore responsible for the delay.
This was fully explained by Brown
In seven long paragraphs before he
devoted the small tart postscript to
the "municipal cow."

had started immediately after that,
Brown availed himself of his
chance to get even by making this
; t
reply to Mayor Curley's letter:
Soon after getting home he blos-, "Referring to your desire to
YORK
V BOSTON-NEW
somed forth again with a sarcasticl pasture your municipal cow on
New York's colorful mayor, Jim- request to the federal post office de- the
post office site, it is my opinmy Walker, has a genuine rival m partment for a permit to pasture a ton
that' the department Should
Boston.
of
Mayor James M. Curley
cow on the government's site for a not be required to do more than
Indeed, rlate Brston's executive new matt office in Boston because out
un with your bull."
has been getting more publicity than of alleged delay in beginning work
Mr. Walker,
on the proposed structure. This went
Just prior to his latest European hot for a few days when it caught
trip Mayor Curley—on paper—had the eye of Postmaster General Walall transatlantic liners either stop- ter Brown, who, by the way, is no
ping or making a start from Bos- piker when it comes to flashy politon, quite fantastical, as one Euro- tics.
pean shipping man said. But it held
After advising the newshawks that
good for some days. And then when the postoffice
department had
Mayor Jim got on foreign soil his awarded the contract and that the
progress war a humdinger; for front fabrication of the necessary steel
page news from start to finish.

Cow and the Bull in Boston 1:vir.
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ay Slat, 3oossers of
Smith Cause in Fidget

Republican., Illisily organizing
And while the Democrats have been
giving some attention to the presidential situation during the past week
the Republicans have gotten away
•
•
•
to a flying start with one of the most
ambitious organization plans In the
history of the party in this state.
•....,
This organization work has been
quietly under way for some time but
has not progressed to the point where
the full details can be given as to
the prominence of men identifiedl
with the movement.
The state committee, believing that!
there are hundieds of conscientious ;
Republican workers whom would like 1
--to have a more active part in the 1
By JAMES II. (.1 I i,F()1- I,E
campaign than the mere casting of a
BOSTON, July 25.—Prank expta , es, by various Democratic ballot, is forming district organizeIn
leaders that Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Ill New York, is the most tiona in every senatorial districtRere-' the state. These are composed of
available candidate for President in 1932, is causing disturbing
G.
of
heads
holders,
' publican office
actions in the ranks of the Massachusetts element, who have liought 0. P. organizations and other workto capitalize the local popularity of former Gov. Alfred E. Smith. ers. It is anticipated that with such
The recent developments have given rise to the fear that they May , a widespread organization the inbe left "holding the hag" and they are looking for a graceful way ! terest in party work will be increased
and the possibilities of a more acout.
'
tive, intensive and extensive camThis situation does not involve the+'
The persons associated with the paign enhanced.
real Massachusetts Democratic leadit
Word has reached headquarters
ers such as Senators David I. Walsh Smith league undoubtedly figured
move and would bring that Worcester has been most reand Marcus A. Coolidge and Gov was a slick
the
where
state
prestige in a
sponsive to the new plan and that
Joseph B. Ely, but those members of them
man who popularizscl "Sidewalks of soon there will be announced from
the party who, tried to oliset the
New York" ha, such a large following, that section a committee in each of
Roosevelt bocm in the Say State by
for Smith
two senatorial districts each
organizing a league to work for the ; As the original declarantsbring them the
numbering 125 members. It is pro' In 1932 it was likely to
nomination of Mr. Slintli.
recognition when the posed to consolidate these two dlsThe governor and senators have j some Important
really got underway.
Diets and have one committee to
taken the very sensible view that it campaign
Developments
by
Disturbed
cover the Worcester Republican acIs too early to make pcsitive declaraThe difficulty seems to be that thay
scale than ever
Hons. They believe, however, that If ' figured without Al Smith. They were tivities on a larger
Governor Smith is a candidate he a little shaken with the early an- before attempted.
One of the most important details
can count on the solid support of nouncement of Joseph
F. Guffey,
. leader, that of the next campaign now facing the
Massachusetts. If he isn't, that is an- Pennsylvania Democratic
otber matter and while they have th - delegation to the next national Republican party is that of finance
wiaely refrained from discussing a convention from the Keystone state and the organizations now being
aficond choice they have virtually would be for Roosevelt. Their faith formed in the senatorial districts are
agreed that Roosevelt would probably was given another Jolt when James A. to fit in with this effort and accel.
be the selection.
Parley, chairman of tile New York erate the gathering of a campaign
Democratic state committee, gave un- fund of about $425,000. It Is proRoosevelt Boom Thrhes
belief in posed that 8300,000 of this amount
The Democratic presidential situa- mistakable evidence of his
it was be used for next year's campaign and .
tion is really getting to be a very dis- the Roosevelt candidacy. And
Anton Cer- that the remainder go to clear the ,
turbing element In the local party another blow when Mayor
for books of the party of past indebtedout
ranks. There was a great wave for rnak of Chicago also came
committee In ness so It can start with a clean
Rt, sevelt last month when Col. Ed- Roosevelt. The Smith
seems in a very dial- slate.
wal 1 M. House, one-time confidential Massachusetts
they osganized
to the late President Wilson, cut position, for when
aii-er
The bent information Is that the
d
they made little reservation for the
attempted to start his eastern boom contingency of Smith not seeking the party indebtedness is $125,000. Of
with a coming-out party at his sum- office. If the former New York gov- this amount about $60,000 remains
mer home at Manchester-by-the-Sea. ernar does decide to do so then they from the 1930 campaign; $20,000 rep-,
There was a galaxy of leaders at the will be riding on top of the world, resents a note to Louis K. Liggett,
little dinner party and Ma orJames but with all the evidence pointing Republican national committeeman,
ad stated
various camM. Cut y, who previouslyr7against his candidacy their only re- for money advanced in
party needed a
his p=rence for Owen D. Young as cousse is to ask to be allowed to help paigns when the
the 1932 standard bearer, shifted ir- the Roosevelt committee or start a financial savior; $20,000 is the debt
revocably to the Roosevelt cause. The Party war for some other candidate. of the old G. 0. P. league back in
other leaders were more cautious.
Some of the Smith committee' 1920. and there Is about the same
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Doubt idol Will Run--State Chairman Donahue Likely to Retire • C. 0. P. Has A mbitious Plans for 1932
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THE TWO _BOSTONS COMPARED

Mayor Curley Draws an Analogy

AND POINTS A MORAL
Brilliant Scenes at Assembly Room Banquet
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in receiving them the
for 1)1(1 Heston front one end to the ,shall work together as a nation and t'hurch, and
other. and I assure you to-night that people with the Americans for the Mayor would be reaping a rich reward
for
a
life
devoted
to the service of the
iii Boskin, Mass., the citizens are proud bringing about of Peace on Earth and
town. tAppinuse).
of the relations that exist with the goodwill towards men."
was accorded musical
Mother city, proud of the man we led e
"Our visit to America .has helped to The I oa I
ii) ref
Chief NItiec-,- place Old Boston on the map. The old hollow-, the useembly joining in the
us as our
t
I malt'. proud of the gentlemen and Iowa has been talked about more since liging of "Pot He's a Jolly good
this whe make
up Hie Clovernment our visit than ever before almost in
and it E, c- of Boston, England.
No its pest history.
We have certainly
ii i
1,,ezieity will ever coine in my ,brought Old Boston into the limelight.
THANKS TO THE POLICE.
e
the pleasant day we have had We are proud of our history, and of
ii 11
ott
hospitality
has
been
exwhat we have done in the past, and I At thc sitting of the Boston Borough
Your
d only by your sincerity. (Ap- hope for what we are going to do in leagistrates on Tuesday morning, the
idolise(
the future. As a sometimes obstreperous Mayor (Coun. W. II. Limn, M.B.E.),
member of the Town Council,
may paid a high tribute to the Chief ConTHE LADIES.
Leonard Johnson), and the
say we are not going to be satisfied mita stable t
"The Ladies" was ieracknIsly nubmit-we see the clearing away of the slums, members of the Force for the efficient
by the Deptty-Mayor.
Cohn. P.. the enlarging tit our boundaries, and all tt,(y a I angeniptits had been carried out
Saltet, 3.P. He said he did not know that is necessary
for the happiness, g,nerall) on the ocoasion of Mayor
to the town last Friday.
what had made those concerned put his peeve, and welter.) and prosperity ot curH
••'l lie an a ngenient.4 were most excelname to the toast of the ladies unless our cit izens." (Applause).
•".I'he crowds
Mr. Lunn.
it was some misapprehension regarding Speaking of Miss Mary Curley, Conn. lent."
his; visit to America last year. "Since Salter said they could understand her, iii t- !dip!. but you and the members
I returned,".he said, "as you know I responsibility us Mayoress. and they or the constabulary performed your
want our thanks to
W(11, and
I
have been looked
upon almost as a delighted to have her with them, anit \\
publicly known."
modern Doe .1i(di, and it' my wife did also her charming friend, Miss Breinuer.
not know MS' a Wf`11 114 she does there If Meet Curley stayed much longer in The Chief Constable: Thank yon. sir.
officers.
might be a roe i ft our house. (Laughter). 11.1,.ton he was atruid she would not I Will convey that to the
I think ti rie!Iii I IlaVP the MOM" ITU- want to leave. (Laughter).
e‘enittg to propose.
The medals of Om ex-Servicemen
MISS CURLEY'S SPEECH.
rill. •% en the Mayors of Boston
made a fine show. There were a numweekl le, very 'small
B
Mary curley. mu reply, said: "It lier of Mons Stars among them.
beer' witlioni
the hellos. We eannot forget the debt in a great pleasure to be with you tide
One
everywhere.
Bunting,
was
tied we owe to our wives and <laugh- evening. Coming to Boston is not like
ter, the 11(.11) they give to us as public coming to a strange place, because it business man sent to Louth for a largo
mon; the evelpathy displayed to us on is like returning to very old and dear -apply, and mode all exeellent show
every ot,,i-o.n.
It Is through their friends.
I was indescribably touched at his premises.
con-Herat i,,n and kindness we are able by the cordiality and sincerity Ot the
The Parish Church flew the ensign
to At
tilt' buffets
and other !welcome accorded us this morning, and of St. (leorge—white with a red cross.
thing, ol our public life. I have con-ll should like to extend a welcome to There was also a similar one on Skirnectod with
toast the flames of two Mayor Lunn anti Ins family to be our beck Parish Church.
vcry ,),., I If II:
,
ladies, daughters of guests very coon, May I again express
AIII,- 1 I t•a .11,ti I think you will agree my appreciation for the cordial welis it iii- the) are exceedingly tine and come. It will live with me as one of
hilt ii (10) examples ofthe American my moat cherished memories. I thank
and we ate delightful to have you." (Applause).
them with us. 'Phi' women of America
Miss Bremuer also responded and said
are only equalled by the wenien of Bos- although unable to boast citizenehip of
ton. We, Mr. Mayor Curley, are very Boston, Mass., she had a deep love for
proud of cur ''ii hg women even in Brie that. same City and that morning, being
little town,
think we can hold our greeted as a member of Mayor Curley's
own with ally (Oiler town in the coun- party, recalled ina eertain measure the
try, or oven
meriea. (Hear, hear). I greeting she received from the City of
never was tire! el extolling the virtues ito-tun, Mass. D. was like touting home
and quaint,- ot the ladies in old 110:- to old friends coming to the, old city of
Ion."
ite-I011, England.
GROWINC. SPEAKERS.
TRIBUTE TO MAYOR LUNN.
Continuing Com( Salter
wh et. A hi. Peck gave the toast of "The
tt as in America I told the Ameileaus Presiding
Chairman." Ile said so many
that we grew speakers in Ohl Boston
nice things might be said about Coun.
like we grew potatoes, and we turned
that his difficulty would be, to
Lunn
Coon. Mountain on them as a. sample. know what to leave unsaid.
By his
(Laughter and applause).
The Only conduct in the (flair that night he
drawback is that Coun. Mountain takee thought everyone would agree with him,
a long time to start, and it takes him a the Mayor had
added to his laurels, and,
longer time to stop. (Laughter). But he was sure, he was deserving of their
on this occasion he got away with his heartiest congratulations on the excelpoetry. (Laughter). Next day the Bos- lent infinite'.
in which he had carried
ton papers had very large letters of out
the arrangements for that very inthe magnificent speech Coun. Mountain
made. Then we listened to a charming tere,teig alld historic occasion. They
and gracious speech from Mr. (then all knew that, whatever their Mayor
Co(incillor) Tait, Conn. Bailey also rose attempted he would do it well, :fed that
to the occasion, and even the Press re- function was no exception to the rule.
'I'1,1oughout the day
everything had
sponded."
gone on entirely satisfactorily, and

BOSTON, MASS. AND BOSTON, LINCS

Our group was taken in the Art School., and shows (left to righ1): Mr. R. Lunn, Miss M. Curley, Mayor Curley,
Mrs. W. it.
Lunn (Mayoress), Coun. W. H. Lunn (Mayor), and Mis.s F. Lunn.

A group taken in the Art School after the civic welcome.
l Curley, Mayor Carley, the Mayor (Coutt•
Sa lter, Mi
Bottom row (left to right): Aid. A. Cooke-Yarborough, Coun. 11.
kit wood.
Id.
and
Bremner.
W. H. Lunn), Mr. Dolan (City Treasurer of Boston, Mass.), Miss tiw
C. Robertson. Coun. C. W. Fleet.
a
Dr.
Brigadc
Fire
of
(Captain
Bradley
Second row: Mace-bearer Garwell, Mr. A.
Aid. ('. Day, Coml.
Richardson,
E.
Aid.
P. Peek,
Coun. A. K. Turner, Coun. .J. W. Cooke, Aid. C. H. Wing, Aid.
(101111.
Tooley, Coun. J. II. Mountain, and the Town Clerk (Mr. E. Waite).
Coppen, Mr. E. J. Case, Cella. A. C. Rystlale,
Third row: Chief Constable L. Johnson, Major O. B. (ides, Coun. F. H.
Ryan.
Mower,
J. II. Hodgson, Coun. J. T. Scufiham, Coun. U. A. Fyson, and Coun. W.
E. A. Bailey, Mr. J. H. Evans, Conn. C.
Coun.
Coun.
Richardson,
Wain,
S.
Back row: Mr. W. Judson, J.P., Mr. W.
:i nt( Colin. J. Bonos.

T.

'Moreover, the cars had io reFriday last was an altogether
FRIENDSHIPS RENEWED.
lit III, .11.1(ii Ijun by Wn.‘•
wonderful day. The English
There was a general ,tatopede of
language Contains many 'adjec- of decoration. There were many people to the linionsine, hot those
had driven front ltoshw wished
tives to choose from, but is there helpers, and it was not long Iwho
hei r way forward, and Alayor Curone that fits the occasion more before all was ready, 1.111011 ley steplied from
'OilCal' a III Id
accurately than " wonderful?" Jacks and the Stars and Stripes sitht'ii III' ii
Ile was aceompanied by Aliss Alary
During long residence in Boston, having been placed firmly in situ. Curley,
Miss Bremner and Col. Dolan,
the writer has seen enacted
the City 'I'reasurer at Boston, Alas.
THE CONVOY.
First, of Mil r,e,
.a renewal of
many historic scenes, .but none
The convoy moved off. First acquaintances n it i members of the
more striking than the incidents
Corporation dein'I ltiO(( to A merwa
and wild enthusiasm which was was that driven by Mr. F. H. last year. Greetings: were cordial inand
it
i
Coppen,
lore
It
flags
"
deetl, and Mrs. E. A. Bailey itreassociated with the visit of the
Miss ('nrley with a. line
Mayor of the great daughter city aft," as 11n seaman would say. stetted
He was ;1,•,.ompanied by Mr. bouquet of carnations.
—Boston, Mass.
Mayor Curley also received a welThe Honourable James Michael Win. Judson, J.P., and Mr. 11. come from Mr. A. Itidlington, of
Editor
the
of
News
Skepper,
Spalding, who has travelled extremely
Curley captivated Boston from U.
in the United States.
the start. His personality is the " Lincolnshire and Boston
A move was made to the carcommanding, yet he is pos- Guardian:.
fortnedsquare, and here the party
other
Following
came
them
were willing victims of the ubiquitous
sessed of a manner charming in
cameraman.
its simplicity. He carries him- cars. containing:—
Mayor Curley and party faced the
Aid. (..1. H. Wing, Coun.
self with a dignity befitting the
camera with the geniality
and
patience of one accustomed to be
honourable and onerous office he Tooley, and Mr. S. Lucas.
"shot"
at,
but
he
could
not
resist
Aid.
F. Peck and All. E.
holds; his eloquence is brilliant,
commenting "I'm afraid we are disand the people of Boston who Richardson.
turbing the sereuity of the little old
Coun. E. A. Bailey and Mrs. town by drifting in this way."
heard him listened to an oratoriOFF TO BOSTON.
cal treat such as it is seldom
roun. J. H. Hodgson, Conn. Introductions followed, and then
their privilege to enjoy.
re-started toward Boston.
But we get ahead too fast. S. Wain, Conn. (7. A. Fyson, theTheconvoy
cars sped merrily on.
Here
and
Mr.
H.
Hodgson.
Friday morning broke with unand there, even around Spalding, the
Coun. A. C. Rysdale and Mrs. residents, realising what
propitious clouds banging omiwas afoot,
displayed wind bunting they posnously overhead. Then rain Rysdale.
syssed.
Flags fluttered oecasionally
Coun. J. H. Mountain Mrs. from
commenced to fall. Those who
time hedges bounding illt) cotMountain,
Mr.
J.
Mountain,
tages on the roadside, and we noticed
were prime movers in the organiMountain, and one big flag hearing the inscription:
sation of the "great day" were Miss Marjory
"God Save the King," hanging Irmo
candidly somewhat depressed. It Miss D. Barber.
the hedge.
Mr.
J.
Tait
and
Mrs.
Tait.
At (iosherton rive Bells' eorner,
seemed that a deluge was to mar
Mr. J. H. Mountain Mrs. Moun- the American visitors received
a furthe proceedings for which they tain,
Mr. S. W. Day,'
Mrs. Day and ther told unexpected welcome.
The
had so enthusiastically yearned. Miss Mountain.
children from
the
neighbouring
Mrs.
R.
Salter,
Miss
schools
Salter
and
,
lined
the
the
the
Cler14 of
However,
roadside and cheered
G. Davies.
lustily as the cars passf d. the disWeather regarded the event Mrs.
Mr. G. Robinson and Mr. h. Robin- tinguished visitors with commendable
more favourably, and, as the day son.
thoughtfulness slow i
(jowl,
and
waving their acknowledgments. There
drew on, skies cleared, the rain
A SLIGHT HITCH.
were
more
ehildren
at
Sutterton,
and
clouds dispersed, and the spirits
The ride to Spalding was unevent- a: big parade at
Kirton, whose cheerof the organisers, and. indeed, fu I. Colin. Coppe iis car speeded ing was but an
aperitif
of
the
final touches were given to juvenile enthusiasm
each and everyone, brightened as ahead,
which was to foldetails of organisation, and finally low.
the day progressed.
the convoy was ushered into the mar— Cousiderable
GETTING READY.

It was at half-past nine or SO
that we saw a real start of today's proceedings. It was not a
public function, but a rather
private assembly of the ten or
more ears, which were to act as
the deputation, to visit Spalding,
and there give Mayor Curley,
his charming (laughter, Miss
Bremner, and Col. Dolan, their
initial welcome to the Holland
division of Lincolnshire.
The yard at the rear of the
Peadock and Royal Hotel was a
scene of much act iv it v. Coun.
F. H.(loppen, who worked so assiduously, was the organiser of
the convoy's activities, had many
final touches to put to the arrangements.

amount of
hunting
ket square.
was visible at Kirton, the hedge of
Conn. Cop pen had arranged that : Me,..rs. Dennis's
being adorned
the cars should be drawn up in two• with flags, while offices
having left the vilfines, so that the car of Mayor Curley lage flags were flying
eould be received between them and Dennis's, while Mr. at Mr. T. E.
Dennis himself
the initial formalities carried
it stood around with a
flag, with which
within the square, so to speak.
he waved an enthusiastic welcome.
Arrang:tments,
however,
win t
At the Pincushion too there were
slightly aglay.
more ehildren, all Intimy. cheering, and
7'here was a. long and tedious wait. waving paper garland,
inulti-eoloured
Spalding seemed to know but little . hue.
about the proceedings, but finally
The hold log and tbois ine;,•eased ag the
quite a concourse of residents as- party 11,,red the town. One notieelt ()vet)
perandettiiors deter:lied, w hile th,.
sembled.
Time passed slowly, and there were nurses at the Sanatoriu m added it wa ve
and
a Cheat' its the cars passed.
many speculations as to what bad
THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN.
happened to the guests expected from
London.
Finally the town was
From
Finally, however, a fine car was within the ca),..s it was reached,
a memorable
seen apploaching.
A handkerchief sight indeed. The pavements presented
flickered, white from the window and a sea. of faees, and of thousands of IV/Mthose who waited knew that Boston's ing flags. Through the opened windows
American guests Lail arrived. It was of the cars the cheering or the kiddies
infortneato that Alayor Curley's car st eking 3.0on,ouo dollars more.
••1,11‘e 01(1 Bunton, Enghttatt, We here
noised the entry to the square of
.ars witich had been formed, a ad tutu our trountes Ci al411111(.11V les On the
01 commerce,
he gl'OiltlieS/4 Or
mssed along the highway apparently question
nit tarty days ut llaslomi, Nagland, wits
proceedieg through the town. How- dill.
la a large measure to tile pursuit
ever, Conn. R. Salter, who was ot the st+a hy men 01 :iostan. Englund,
within, soon grasped the situation, told thut
actually trio* or boson,
and the guests' ear stopped.
64•04(q. Cot,.2100114/ tlatl" M. .too

The catering of the White Hart Hotel. Boston, is well-known throughout the whole county. hut
nothing. has reflected greater credit upon Mrs. Mather and her son. Mr. .1. IL Mather, than the
lay-out and catering for the banquet at thc Assembly Rooms on Friday evening. Here we have
a splendid photograph, by Mr. W. :1. Wray, taken a few minutes prior to Mayor Curley entering the room, and, with the special lighting effects, Boston Assembly Booms were in their
wavest attire.

AMERICAN VISITORS AT THE CHUM

This group was smipped outside the
Church.
front row are: .):iss F. Lunn, Miss M. Curley, Mrs. W. H.
Lunn, and Miss Bremner.
Standing are: Mr. Davy (verger), Coun. It. Salter, Mr. A.
Ostler, Mr. Dolan, Conn.
Wain, the Mayor (Conn. W. H.
T4111111), the Rev. R. N. Daniels, Mayor Curley, Coun. J. H.
Mountain, Mr. G. Robinson. and Aid. A. Cooke-Yarborough.

; they needed no prompting to wave a
! welcome.'They yelled their greeting with
gusto, mid the old town ruing with the
juvenile inhabitants.
cheers of Bost iii
The-firocession ',assist slowly- through
the phalanx of cheering- humanity, and
only once was there a slight halt, and
that was in the Market-square, when
Mayor flurley brief!) greeted the children from the Roman Catholic School.
Al ihe Municipal Budd ngs ii ti nit rd.
it Hominy awaited Mayer Curley rind
Iii-. g nest
h ilo on the ,teps of 1 he
i
woro nip Nloyoe of liost-on,
Line, ((onn. W. If. Lonn), NIi-s. Lunn,
issi,uuiui, NIr. It Lunn, and it crowd
of aldermen, onncillors end officials.
The Guard of Honour, under the command of Conf. II. C. Morris, interested
Mayor CurMy 1101; a
I t pressed
t le. :is his subsequent remarks showed.
I , ,se on parade mcluded:—AllesArs. B.
i'art,,r. S. Emery, II. Appleby? A. IV,
s. crow, H. West,
Wilson, G.
Nit. A. Itowett, L. Braime, IL Yates.W. Sutton, E. W. Thomas, E. J. Cooke
'tiling. B. Ingamells, F. Riches. J.
. Ilaxier, A. A. Randall. J. Ladley,
Memo., E. Russell, C. Hardy, J. R.
I.oveley, A. MeedS', F. H. Whittaker,
(4. Voting, E. W. Impson, A. E. Chapman, A. K Strickland, S. Goodacre, G.
W. Jessop, A. H. Bell, C. A. Blanchard,
P. Evened, P. G. Launehbury, A.. E.
Burton, C. Green,
Geo. Barnes, J.
Griggs, K Needham. A. E. Walker, A.
EUt031, C. Ifoward, W. G. 'reward. W.
(1usling, E Judd, W.
Locking, C. II.
Dickenson. R. Harrison, T. Hayway, (I.
W. Barclay. W. M. Ey in. P. Alcock, A.
Davis, A. P. Loveley, W. Blow, H.
Capps, end. P. Gibsom
There were more. welcomes and introductions, Mrs. Lunn presenting, Miss
Curley with another magnificent bouquet of flowers.
The Guard of Honour was inspected,
cameramen took further toll, and the
pa:,ty entered the Buildings, and made
their way to the Council
Chamber,
where a large crowd awaited.
There WOS a. full meeting of the Council, together with the officials.

THE CIVC WELCOME
The Idol of the Hour
in front of the M.,v,m's
On the
I m replica of the hi-roric
chair
mace mos in America, the casket reeently presented
to Ald. P. Kitwood,
and the scroll.
Welcoming Mayor Curley, the Mayor
of Boston (Comm. W. II. Lunn) said they
rejoiced in the outward expressions of
real joy on on occasion of such outstending importance which they were
,atchrating that iley.
" I rise with the
greatest possible
id \I r. Isom, "to welcome
plea:It ,•,"
'his anim•lit ant honourable borough
the iiHingiti-11I guests of our daughter
city 01 the \Yes'. (Itear, hear). No visit
ha, been more welcome
in i-i-i- it
till- 1,E'r-11 ZI I
visit of
than
the
Curley,
Honourable
--(applause)—
11 ayor of Bosimi,
end its chief l'ela,, ,)liative of this anIt
1,11:,
on
members
the
borough,
of
cient
it this Corporatiou, a—embled together
thi-, morning, oud in the name of the
whole m the inhabitants of the town,
u•xtend lo the most cordial and fullest extent a welcome to His Honour,
nil
111),(` or his party who
lit
hevi,
him. The 31411130 of
Mityor Curley is a. household word in
lit I lo old town of Boston. He is the
it
of the hour, and the mother town
opens her orms to receive her son to
liii waite bosom of her heart. We (ere
delighted to have the opportunity of expressing to His Honour the delightful
Pleasure it affords us to welcome him
in this Council Chamber, where so many,
iljtstjaenjsliesl personages fry:Qum to

time have assemided. To-day, sir, you ception accorded myself and my asoohappy asses-jut- Mated upon our visit to your city tocity and its day. (A pplause).
e
'i
prissence not only of his Imrdship,
citizens, and you
wilt tread teny
wit favourite paths of many of your A nutri- I he Mayor, but of his charming
can brothers end sisters, and those as- and beautiful daughter, and I its brlihope, still further ; liant looking son, but the presence in
MICiat10118 will, I
cement the friendly feeling of the two front of the City Hall of 7001, who, in
places. (Hear, hear). The courtesies ex- ; the hour of the world's trial, risked their
tendedto this Corporation lest year, all that free government ought not
thn pride of your visit to this town perish from the eirth. • (Applause).
Jost
this year, will be remembered for genera- :1 long the road to tho town for the
lions, and will ,be recorded in the his- twenty miles Were women and babies
childreit.
tory of this ancient borough for genera- s it Ii the 211011, a tel those littlecolour: ot
\N ill, their flags, mingling the
twins to come.
of My
"It is not may intention," said the your country ond the colonrs to
take
it gives. me something
Mayor, "to prolong my speech this
ill!,
I
morning, because we are desirous of home sith iii , to Amer', a that
scattered
seed,
it
Mayor Curley speak to is, quit,' • re w u II prove
hearing
and give hiiii unlimited time. I there- on iruilful end acceptalde soil for the
fore most co-Wally, oil heludit, of the promotion of a higher and 11101e. i!leeINCivic Anthorit), mit in the name of the tie conception of our responsibilit le end
people of Boston, extend to Mayor CON our ul ittles .andobligations tits-aril one
of it u- 1 - emit M o. as English-speaking people. tApley and his party the site,'
commies, and 1 hope that their -I it
iii
plate,et.
this ancient borough will still turt her
NURTURED IN ADVERSITY.
solidity our personal. relations and it le,way be truly said that the • '•,.
tionate regard, one for the other,
that are nurtured in adversity are
"This welcome is extended to you
rail
with the warmth of all our hearts, and the only kind that can endure,of Ii roses
I ask you, on behalf of this authority be truly said that bouquets thorns are
of
and this town, to occept that welcome, tado quickly-, and crowns
The
through its sincerity of purpose." (Ap- of a inure permanent character..
friendship created out of adversity in
plause).
a
represent
'18,
1914, '15, '15. '17, and
EXCHANGED GREETINGS.
lasting growth, which requires, as does
A. caol,-Varborough said he -we, nue plant, from time to time, certain
itslosi the Joey lose day to say a few nidriment, the care of loving end
woods in midi' ion to the Mayor's WI- I.. devoted hands and hearts in order that
come. Although. as most of them knew, it might not wither away and die.
And to our City came last year, upon
he was a far better
listener than
speaker, he hail great pleasure in adding the ()erosion of the tercentenary, of the
to what the Mayor had said and ex- founding of Massuebesetts Bay Colony,
pressing their cordial welcome to Mayor messengers of goodwill. They came, not
Gurley' and the other guests that after- in the hour of Great 'Britain's trial,
noon. Their welcome, although that they come not in the hour of onr
might be only a small gathering, it did or in the hour of the trial of -the world.
Weill to 11411 should cement the good feel- In this respect they differed.
Many femme: men honoured our city
itig which should exist between the two
English-speaking nations, and he did with their presence during the period
think it angered well for the sincerity of the World War, Marshal Joffre,
and friendship between them.
end .initny others.
Ho believed this was first oceasion.
OLD BOSTON'S DEPUTATION.
on which they had been honoured by 0.
was
e
thm
The reception accrded
o
visit fooin the Mayor of Boston, Mass.
Thev. Ii id front time to time exchanged nothing beside the reception in-corded
the
disti
group
nguished
from
greol lugs, going back to 1849, when Mr
your
Mealiusn Staniland—father of theirmother city of Boston, who, by their
late TOWIl Clerk—was Mayor. Ho sent i sincerity and lay their modesty, and by
certain seals from old Boston, which, he their simplicity., :WWI the hearts of
believed was' received with great accla.mrs: every single !telt% id it I /4 I he I WO
lion of soul- that constituted. the ommion by- the (laughter city,
1 ten on the occasion of the 250th an- iatton of I ri-a er Boston. I refer to
niversary of founding Boston City in the delegation headed by \layor Salter,
America. the late Vicar of Boston, good friend. Nlountain, end the others
who acconneinied
C1111011 Blenkin, sent a letter of good
seed of friendship that
They planted
will. In 1918, when lie (the speaker)
lied the honour of being Mayor of the w ill req uire oil II ution front 1110e. to
time,
this
in
because
world of mos we
Borough, it was -his pleasure to send an
toldrem or goodwill to the Mayor—the nre ell human end to L-tlisd,t -.IA tiding,:
ti-umi I liiiI, to lino%
Honourable Andrew Peters. That al- a I, hound to crop
it
hi- allayed \\le
Is
i n we
dress was sent in a casket. of some inuppi.,•e
e
ioo
iat
of one :tool he l.'s Ali I.
terest because it was made or oil;
4111d.
side,
lioth
is the
on
here
the, rail which some of the Pilg ri m
ti' iii lie
Pothers -were supposed, to have .-t met. oil
ii kgu-tiuind ih;:elp
a lif.S10
.4\• 11'1\ in the
e10s1i1(1'
"
111,11t
their trial sonic MO years ago. So they
•-'0 I om glad, we have been privileged
had tried to keep up in a stnall way I It it
and
come
here
to
to t he old
permitted
good feeling which should always exist
between the old Mother Town and the town of Boston and yr) ies associations.
ai
After all, the world h its mwn
smaller
Daughter City.
Ho could not help wonderin g as' he since the war antithe 'Mild', of people
have
larger.
grown
Wil.ele,s,
navigocame along whet Mayor Curley would
think of that lilt le town, coming as he tion in the air, ell I ho,, hings have
r
imminunj.
t•lo.:e
little
a
in
us
brought
did from an eno, mous city. The
- daugh
ter had out-geos her mother, and, had cation.
out-grown it many many Hoes. They in
HEADS ERECT AND UNAFRAID.
Boston were only a small ho rough. but
If we can develop the - right char"eter
at the same time they had t. 011113
of common understading,
n
and promote
of interest they would be able to
it proper degree of harmony, and having
to Mayor Curloy and the other di-tm
i
ilppredat ielt at all times of the
probguished visitors. (Applause),
lems thet confront one and the other,
For,
litter
are
we
all,
beginning to
MEN WHO RISKED ALL.
vitalise in the plissage of time that our
Mayor Curley who was received with prold,ne: all'o very similar,
011ly you in
-Itrolonged. applause, said: ''As first
et Britain hovel,-ti riajoireil to beor
\ley,,r of the City of Boston ever priviand
It, is oils your
mole:mai".
teged. to stand in the old Council Cham- way out. of I
I:, 1.y rint It 1.01' 4s longer
ber of Boston, England. 1 want at the period of time than
in Americo.
outset. to express niy so were .I.VM1 prototsi, oar prold,m of uneniolo3-.
101rmi
10 them
io tho en- it-nt. ond. deoressi,M
t wo .
izensli o 111 1M)%(
It
oKton tor the most
tit
are 011 gr011Thl which 1MS
OWII
t-ions with your

mliexpecte4.1.. _

.104AL.
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that their problems are s.to r, and a 1 I had the honour and privilege
the iservije was good, and there was
correct solution means not eidy
fl‘t y escorting Miss Lauretta Bremner into not a hitch. I do not quite
know the
am! surety for the Eng I b..11-,,,pea king the room for the banquet at the As- difference between
a banquet and a
people of the world, but just it' to sembly Rooms.
dinner,
She
native•
is
but
a
the
event
certainly
deevery jtiiliyjduat in the world. (L-uct of Al Capono's City, Chicago.
She served 'the former title.
The musiapplause).
Miss Lunn presented 'another magni- told me that Mary Curley and her- cal items by Miss Elsie Osborne, Mr.
ficent bouquet to Miss Curley, and the self both attended the same school Walter Payne, Mr. Sidney Clarke and
American guests, with gt final wave to college, and they both made a resolu- Mr. W. 14. Alexander were beyond
the crowd, stepped insole the buildings tion that when they grow up they praise. It was talent of a very high
would visit London together, never order indeed.
and were lost to view.
Yet hundreds of people remaintal and dreaming that it would come to pass.
heard the speeches broadcast by the London, to-day, had exceeded all HIS MEMORY.
microphone.
their dreams, and they never wanted
Mayor Curley created no small imThese speeches are reported elsewhere to leave it.
pression at the banquet
reason of
in this issue.
Both 'the ladies were charmed the fact that in a speechby of
FINAL WORDS.
beyond measure at the welcome ac-; three minutes' duration he thirtynever
There were enthusiastie scenes tat the Corded them in old Boston. They1 utilised a note, never faltered,
,conclusion of the dinner: A large crowd thought the Mayor and his family was never at a loss for a word. and
He
bad awaited outside the assemhly were among the nicest persons they had perfect command of language,
.Roonis and a passage was made for had ever met, and they hoped to see and lie
displayed
an astonishing
Mayor Curley and his Imlay. .010 were again in America the friends made
memory—for there were dates and
condut•tctl to the Peacock . and ltoyal here. What
impreslasting
made
a
facts
in
his
speech
which
would have
1101..1 hy (Ii,' ch kit Constable.
t 'hoer
aitcr cheer wa, tNiseti. and, •-•Lealiag sion upon them was the welcome by baffled many a man used to platform
out the steps of Ha. hotel, Mayor Co Hey the children of the town. It fairly or after-dinner oratory.
There are
acknowledged I hem in a short speech. took them by surprise and their ex- excellent platform speakers, who are
cited
remarks all along the route mediocre in an after-dinner speech.
"I want to thank you all," he RI
"for your aordial reception. The aero- showed their delight.
Mayor Curley excels in both branches
plane and the wireless have brought our
The two lady visitors are typical of of oratory.
two nations closer together, hut, after the many American young women
like personal eon- whom I. have met. They can con- THE MAYOR'S HIT.
all, there is not
tact and you have taken us to your verse on almost any topic
with intelli- Mayor Lunn made a hit in his
litrt.s. I thank you. Cloodnight."
and wide knowledge.
The speech at the banquet when he saia
The Mayor then entertal the hotel and gence
young lady is in he did not altogether agree
the crowd drifted slowly away after average American
with the
advance of the average English young man who said
further cheering.
the Pilgrim Fathers
• Even the next morning there was a lady. T.t arises to a great extent went to America to secure freedom in
big assembly in the Market-plit(P. iii through the keener interest taken thinking, and that some
of their
deference a it ii official wishes, that iw the Americans in education, and descendant
s had returned to secure
Mayor (1 I. and his party should. also because they are great travel
freedom
in drinking.
have a le•;111 y send-off, alld it was wit Ii hers.
• A hintgiven in Mayor Curley's
dislappointment that it was
not a lit
speech indicated that he was not a
.a,ccri.tiiitsi that Mayor Cnrley and party
prohibitionist.
had found it necessary to leave little
old Boston in the early hours of the'
morning to enable them to catch the
boat for Paris.
• .
TWO EVENTS.
Looking I,ack over the various
events ot the hectic day, two stand
out prominently in '.ray mind. There
was the sea of faces, seen from the
balcony of the Assemoly Booms.
It
was a remarkable spectacle—a wellordered, expectant, interested throng
of men, women, and children, waiting patiently in the late afternoon of
LONDON EXCEEDS THEIR
a May day which, in the end, had
DREAMS.
turned out better than the morning
promised.
Several people have told
me how struck they were by the
Boston was particularly charmed by colour
of the scene. The variegated
the two ladies of the party, Miss hats and
Mary Curley, daughter of the Mayor multitude dresses of the women, the
of flags, the red robes of
'iiiAli,s Lauretta Bremner, who was
the Mayor and the display of buntthe fiancee of Mayor Curley's son, ing
created a truly colourful picture.
who died last January.
The second scene to may mind was
Our lady guests enjoyed their visit even
more remarkable.
When the
very much indeed, and tinfe after
time spoke with enthusiasm and grati- banquet was ended Mayor Curley and
his party made their way through an
tude of their reception.
and enthusiastic crowd to the
Colin. Salter, who met them at thit excited
hotel
Savoy note!, and escorted them to calls across the Square. There were
for
a speech, and Mayor Curley
Boston, writes:—
made a brief but happy one from the
During supper at the Savoy Hotel, hotel
steps.
on Wednesday night, we sat close to
It was a great scene in the moonthe window in the entrance to the
Boston bade
hotel. The debutantes were return- light and the stars.
ing from the Court at Buckingham Mayor Curley "Good-night" affectionately.
It
was
a
moment
which
Palace, and as they alighted from I
am sure the Mayor will not forget.
their cars the ladies had a full view. Nor
will
many
who
witnessed
it.
They had no interest then in supper,
fait watched with fascination the THE BANQUET.
heautiful women in their
Court Those responsible
made the best of
dresses.
I asked the ladies if they
would like to be presented at Court, the Boston Assembly Rooms for the
banquet
to
Mayor
Curley,
and I was
but neither of them seemed very keen,
impressed by the lightakout it, although very much in- particularly
ing.
The
pins
shading
at
first gave
terested in others.
The next day there was a fashion- an impression of gloom—just as the
able wedtling at St. Martin's-in-the- yellow lighting of the House of Com!Nerds, which was kept up at the mons does when one first enters. But
Savoy, and the bride sold bridesmaids later one was astonished to find how
were a charming picture as they bright and pleasant was the suffused
light. Mrs. Mather and her staff had
paraded about the hotel.
made a splendid show of the tables.

SOME IMPRESSIONS

THE LADIES
Charmed by Boston's
Welcome

p.

attention to Mayor .Curley's inspiring speech from the balcony of the
Part of the huge crowd which listened with such rapt
Assembly Rooms.

trinsietruitte for a visit by Mayor
1
A BETTER UNDEASTANOINiT7" .urley to St.. Mary's Homan Catholic
s.1
utling
Church. Tht item was included out
They had bad their 101suudersta
bertt'r I of
for the religiouS views of
respect
but out of the World War sameEnglis
hR01000
the
ween
bet
who 18 Ottnelled to t
r,
visito
the
o nderstanding
It
.
He was met by Pother
nion.
speaking peoples ot the world
Commu
be
d
his co-religionists and retypified the friendship that shoul
u thattie and
warm welcome.
very
a
most enduring in character. It was
ceived
when
sting to note that MayOr
intere
is
It
friendship cemented lust year
ngers from Curley was were complimentary about
they received a group of messe
n. (Apwhich, he remarked,: :looked
the mother town of old Boston.
Maas., our Dock,
Bosto
little port.
shing
plause). They captivated
flouri
a
and the.
by their simplicity, sincerity and once
ce,
presen
their
of
ness
direct
of how
again there came the realisation
n. They had
much they had in commomisun
derstandhad their differences and
ems to
ings, they had had their probl
America
solve, but their problems inred with.
were infinitesimal as compa ed, totie
As he realis
their problems.
eying
having the privilege of journ
ry •ann:
through their beautiful count
--coin,
to
d
erecte
seeing the memorials
men who
inemorate the services of thelive.
(Apdied that the nation might
plause). So long as the people ofe the
to
tribut
piny
country continued to
hesitate
those who served and did notcontinued
to make sacrifice, then the
y,
existence of that particular counts
Surely,
would be permanently assured. ce
thin
in no land was it more in eviden
Among the multitude of flags in in our own land to-day.
West-street was an Irish flag promiA TEMPLE OF MEMORIES.
nently displayed—possibly out of reing of his visit to London and
Speak
*id T.te
spect for Mayor Curley's origin.
to Westminster Abbey. he be,'
hy ttm
nation
every
t
The flags of almos
was awed, as any man might -meMo
rt
The American illustrious characters whose
; were to be seen.
that wonderful temple
." Stars and Stripes" was very much was preserved inHe
eged
privil
had been
in evidence, and one building had of memories.
of the
to stand beside the grave
practically nothing else but streamers -Unknown ,lioldier,c• • 41 - there-. wasic
wide :world,
A the U.S.A. colour:,
single Gring- -in the wholething_in
one thing in Amerioa, one
e,. that
England, one thing in Fianc
; "that
should make men thoughtful respect
should make them revereand
it was
iced,
an sacrif
those who servedand
of lasting
the presence of the memorial
some "unknown and loving character to gover
nment and
died that fret(
who
ONY.
BALC
THE
the earth.
FROM
CH
SPEE
liberty might not perish ov.•r.t imentiriar,
(Cheers). They had such
where-. rak
Olrley • too in Wahington. a shrine
Moyin't
The \
,of every raee, every creed;
presentativt
yellow
lit,
Mad
ert),..i's of the 1..)) • !hen
and every type—black. iiAtheist, Caine
tant and
*her
Protes
ic,
Hiool,
Cathol
Art
the
i
their Wily
_tribute to ...una_srltca
it huge to lay their loving
Mayor Curley briefly' addressed
sleeps.
•remained
below: •
So long <IS those memorials
crowd assembled in the streets
common understanding,
by
rted
suppo
the
ucing
there
The Mayor. briefly introd
just so long let them hope would
is most de- be amity' and reason manifes:-' in the
honoured guest, said: "It
ki-spea
Englil
of minds and hearts of the
•
lightful for me to welcome, On behalf
s. (('heers).
people
ing
Honoirr, Mayor curley went on to speak -of tla
the citizens of the Borough, It hi
say a memorable visit to America by Mayor
Mayor Curley ant ask him to
others, which did so.,miath
voice Salter 0101
his
hear
to
just
To-day, the two nations were
few words to you,
good.
standbaked by ties of common under
and see what a charming rnan he ,
by ties of blood. and linked
linked
ing,
Ito
r
manne
d would
and what a the
hy ties which he sincerely truste
(Cheers).
e for all time. (Cheers).
endur
y. reCurle
a..rapWaving his adieu, Mayor
Mayor Curley. who was given
School, wherea
Art
the
to
d
turne
ure
Corporation,
turous reception, spoke ot the 'Pleas
graphic group of the was taken.
of photo
,
with the American guests
it gave him to express the thanks
a posse of
of
Subsequently, headed byConst
able in
himself and Vs party to the people
the) Chief
with
,
police
al
visitors and others walked
Boston, England, for the most unusu
the
.
charge
the
Hotel. where
and cordial welcome extended to they
to the Peacock and. Royal
Daughter City, the child to which rth lunch was served.
ic and
oyNo
histor
soil
had given NO h 011 the
So terminated it very
- tio
wonderful occasion.
America nearly 100 years ago,-.end.
ther
altoge
,
whose existence they had been Contri
SEEING THE SIGHTS.
biding continuously since. that -time.
he
ng
r)orni
When he was received that
afterNhnss.
The party spent an inters-hug
felt he was back home in Poston,
interest.
of ifl- noon seeing our local spot, ,tt.
them
tell
could
He
(Cheers).
tie names They were taken over the Parish Church,
of people bearing iii
it
llors with which they were profoundly
us was borne by their City Counci
,
then to the Guildhall. memor
and others, friends of his in Boston
wit h the
etion
associ
day
its
that
for
since
able
grown
had
They
Mass.
to
Mayor Curley declined he
Pilgrims.
:100 years ago, and to-day theyn .had
afraid
ills
enter the cells as he was out
population ot over two millio
again,
They had 'had might not be able to get
W00081 a oil children.
narrow entrance.
the
had
at
g
and
lookin
past
the
titter
in
ences
their differ
paid to the old Grammar
found it necessary to have reeourse to A visit Wits Hospit
al. the Dock and
artns in order to adjust their differences. School. the

longer
years.- Yours has been for awith
period, but you have met it Englithe
sh
the
same spirit with which
em,
people have met every great probl
crisis
and have mastered every
have met it
from the beginning. You have
with
it
met
with fidelity, you have
faith.
courage and you have met it with
those
Over and above all else, so long as and
qualities continue in the hearts
can
there
,
people
minds of the English
result.
be no question as to the ultimate
of know(Applause). We have no moansroad
thating what obstacles lie on the
we in
of
us;
is immediately before
but
America and you in Great Britain,
we do know this, that We understand
we
than
each other just a little better
ause).
did in the .time that is past. (Applan
That understanding should be of born enin
during chareeter because it was adverthe hour of trial and the hoar of re it,
nurtu
help,
sity. Let us, with God's
it
cultivate it, guard it jealously that th
may grow into a plant of sue Ii streng
whatand so enduring a character that
ever the problems of the future may be,
we may meet them with courage.
fidelity, with beads erect, and unafraid.
(Applause).
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FRIENDSHIPS
A Plea for a Close
Understanding

The City of Boston last year observed
earioue
Mr. the tereentenary of the founding of
First we were assured that
a most delightful time in
centree, including a visit to the Lakes of Attlee'y visit was primarily in connec- Maissaellussets Bay Colony. and it is
Upon fitting that a representative of your
Killarney, and Dublin. He told me of tion with 14 Liabour Party.
an incident that happened at Killarney. making enquiries from official sources, family should come hero in person and
the express the thanks of the people of the
offering
with
him
people
to
came
from
and
prominent
Irishman
An
blackthorns for sale. He asked the price, movement, we were assured that bis United States of America for the most
which was oee dollar, and this'll sexist to visit was not connected with the Party. generous contribution of' pure. W011111111Next we were told that the Postmaster- 1100d, and hardy manhood, sent over
the man, can you supply me with
ce,, hundred of these?" "Sure, your General had come to Boston wit It by England. and inure particularly by
honour, there are not so many in the regard to extensions at Boston Post Plymouth and by Boston. (Applause).
In this passing hour, with motor
whole place," was the reply. "But can Office.
Again enquiries exploded this rumour, vehicles that tot\A 111011. t 1111n 60 miles
you get them for me and bring them
to the station in three hours time?" and it would. seem that the Poet Office an hour. with airplanes that experience
200
said Mayor Curley. "We will try, your authorities knew little except that Mr. 110 great ditticult•y in travellingradio,
miles per hour we have tha
was the answer. A.t the ap- Attlee had been in the town.
Honour.
for
voiee
our
pursued
investigations
human
lied
which carries the
pointed time three men hurried tip 1 We
has
with three sacks full of the DiShman's were finally told that the Postmaster- grietter distance than previously
inseparable. and they counted out 96 General's visit was of purely a private been possible, we have some appreciacharacter,
tion of the courage of that
blackthorns. Mayor hurley shipped the character.
and the capacity of the women 'find men
lot to America as gifts to his Irish
who braved 3,000 miles of ocean and
ti iends in Boston.
took up a new home in a strange land,
WILL NEVER FORGET.
where the soil and climate werc none
t no friendly. and where the an
Mayor Curley said they would never
welthe
Boston,
Old
to
visit
hostile Indians were only too much in
forget their
evidence. There may: be from time to
come had exceeded all their anticipatime well-learned criticisms of the weaktions, and they would all go back to
nesses of the Pilgrim Fathers, but we
America with very happy and pleasant
The scene in the Market-place in the in America feel they are like the inmemories of the charming people they
evening, prior to the banquet was re- dividual who finds fault with this spots
had met. in the old town.
Long before the hour at of the sun. but who is always ready to
The impression they all had of Old markable.
Boston before coming here was that of Which Mayor Curley- was to speak, enjoy the radiance of the warm
opportunity
the
gloripeople began to collect. There was at sunlight whenever
a. quiet, old-fashioned. out-of-date
The loud- presents itself.
fied village., It was startling to find Must something to amuse.
themselves in a town of pretensions, a speakers on the Assembly Rooms—by
MESSENGERS OF GOODWILL.
busy place, thronged streets, and up-to- which the speeches were subsequently
\Nye have a profound appreeiation,
date shops. In America a similar place relayed—were utilised for a broadcast
a. conse-would be boosted all over the continent, of music. The crowd heard many old continued Mayor Curley, as
and enormous claims made for. it. They favourites, and the stentorian strains quence of their sacrifice, for througe
emne
there
courage,
all fell in- love witk the old town, the of the "Star Spangled Banner" must their hope and their now
known as the
ladies in particular never ceasing to have penetnated into the. inner recesses into being what isAmeri(a,
48 separate
of the Peasiock and Royal Hotel, where United States of
express their delight.
Mayor Curley and his party were being states, greater in area than any other
A GREAT ORATOR.
r
section of the entire world.Tosday through
entertained to tea.
fellowhip that crime out of the World
It will be remembered that the depuMr. NV. A. Beeston, of Carlton, Not- the
exists a better common
tation who went from Old Boston all tingham. is certainly to be compli- War there
came back with glowing accounts of mented upon the efficiency of his tip- understanding and a realisation of what
is best. for the United States of America,
-Mhyor Curley, of his wonderful oratory, parat us.
'his brilliant speeches, and his remarkTime passed rapidly, and finally we is equally best for the British Empire.
able personality, After hearing him at saw assentbled the biggest. crowd hostoe &Loud applause).
was that has. ever known. The arrival of each
The men that came to Boston, and the
'Roston the general opinion
"the half had never been told." Mr. guest was a mutter of conjecture and women, 300 years ago, were a patient.
tiod-fearing
DO•lan, the City Treasurer, told Us that interest. Gars swept up to the Assembly courageous. determined,
banquet body of' women and men. They needed
multitude, the
the Mayor on one occasion gave nine :Rooms in
a
with
dealt
speeches in one day, and
guests alighted, and the Cars 'sassed off no brass bands to precede them on their
differoalt topic. OD each occasion. At the again to be garaged in the Market- coming. and how like them were the
leoul aet given by the printers to DIP in place.
messengers of goodwill that visited our
Boston. Mass.. last year. he spoke about
The special constables, under the com- fair City in 1930? The former Mayor
of mand of Mr. A. C. Elev, were present of your eity and his associates, members
the father
Benjamin rranklite
molten' printing, and knew more about in numbers, anti long lengths of sub- of the City Council of Boston, England,
the subject than anybody else preseet. stantial rope formed a double harrier who, by their modesty and by their
V WPIT ninter the dirt-04111 from the Peacock Hotel to the Assembly simplicity, and bv their sincerity,
earned ail everlasting warm place in
and g nida nee- of the American Rxpre,:s Rooms.
the hearts of every lover of liberty in
emnpany, and the guide in charge who
A MEMORABLE SIGHT.
eas
Beaton)
to
us
:iccempanied
the entire Commonwealth of Mass.
else
The sight from above was memorable. (Loud applause).
a Mr. Turpin. We nieknamed him "
eager,•exTeepin," and lie proved a most enter- Below was a veritable sea of
FUTURE UNDERSTANDING.
e
pectant faces, while seldom has one
taining a nd informative guide.
We have been privileged as guests
place ;Ind Imilding in London and else- seen such a kaleidoscope of colour.
Amid considerable cheering and ap- of your city to-day, said Mayor Curley,
'when, was deseribcd in a racy manner
that kept us all entertained and amused. plause, Mayor Curley and his party to become acquainted, not only with
from the hotel to the Assembly, that brilli init and eminently tapa)ile
walked
T learned more of London and. its history than ever I knew before, and his Rooms. It was a happy thought, and - a and highly efficient mai. who presides
over the destini
Of this community—
gesture the huge crowd appreciated.
humourous stories were great.
There was another rousing cheer when His Worship the Mayor--but we have
What surprised me was the number
the
ill meeting the
had
privilege
equal
H.
W.
(Come
Boston
of
of Americans Mayor Curley met in Lon- the Mayor
don while I was i:n his company. In Lunn. M.B.E.), the Mayoress, Mayor first Lady Mayoress of Boston, England, ,
the House of' Commons, Westminster Curley, Miss Curley, Miss Bremner and and her charming offspring. We have
Abbey, and other places, someone would. Col. Dolan, the City Treasurer of Bos- been likewise pleased and surprised, and
come and address hint, :eel he always ton, Mass., stepped on to the litilcony, delighted with the gathering in the,
introduced me to them as the Mayor of and the audience listened with rapt streets of your city, of the boys mid
girls, the future men and women, wavattention to the speeches.
Boston, England! Suli is fame.
Introducing the lion. James Michael ing the flag of your country, and the
flag
of our own eomitry: for after ail,
it
said
Boston
Curley, the Mayor of
gave him the greatest possible pleasure regardless of what a large world it may
to introduce to them the scum of their be, and how many people there are to
Daughter City of the West. (Applause). he found in the world, there is only one
'The .crowd assembled that evening was force in the future, in the unsettled cona remarkable expression of the affection ditions of the world : the old family
which
they had for Mayor Curley in that per- tradition upon
Ameriea Was
He (the speaker) was founded, first the man, then the• family,
fielder town
two
or
then
the home and then the State.
going to ask hhu to say one
words, and he was certain that they They must endure,
and they Should
he
that
ovation
endure,
that
him
Pecause they typify a collected
give
would
On Sunday afternoon the Postmasterknowledge and experienee of more than
General (Major C. 11. Attlee). arrived in rightly deserved. (Applause).
MO centuries. They can only enBoston and stayed at the Peticoek end
AMERICA'S GREETINGS.
der,. through
a
better
common
Royal Hotel until Monday
morning.,
.Addressing the inhabitants, NI a yor U nderstanding between the
Englishwhen he left for London.
The fort that the distinguished visi- c'erlet- said: Your Worship the Mayor , speaking people, with an apAreciation
thiles.
all
realisation.
a
at.
and
diStingtliShett
I1011and
tor had been to Boston mimed consider- 011,1 Mayoress,
ftble comment and
and, as is usual, runumrs wired guests. and Mittens of Boston.
have been rite.

THE BANQUET.
Fine Speech to Big Crowd

FLYING VISIT
Postmaster-General in
Boston

1
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however, that Mr. Youngman does work, because it helped to emphasize
being that it was being done under a Demnot look with favor upon
called upon to contribute any major ocratic state administration. There
indebtedness,
share of funds for the
have been several who have suggested
but would be a party to a subscilp- that it would be particularly disasLion plan to eliminate it, with the trous to the •party in the Fall River
to
proviso that he be called upon to pay 'sector if Mr. Donahue attempted
certain be both chairman of the state comonly in the event that a
mittee and of the finance commission.
amount was
With these facts in mind the redetallsn•oligibly will
subscribel
The financial
Donahue may rebe a subject for discussIbn during port that Chairman
especial attention.
the next several weeks. There are sign will attract
leaders
a number of Republican
making
who doubt the wisdom If
campaign
1-4
such an early start on a
i?fruki
,
w
fund. They believe it would be extremely difficult, particularly at this
time to induce members of
the
campa01
party to subscribe to a
fund for 1932. They declare there is
not the enthusiasm and zeal in an
off year that is exhibited in an election year and that if the collection
Military
of funds is delayed until later the
\
task will be much easier of accomplishment.
The Republican gate organization,
ap) Nina hundred menilierF, of the Army and Navy Legion of Vs lor
however, has brought into the state
annual
ftili expected to gather in Boston, Aug. 9 to 12, for the 41st
a financial manager with a widemeeting of the order which is composed of members or former memspread reputation end it is the intention to let him map out an active
bers of the army and navy who have received the Congressional
campaign for raising- funds without
Medal of Honor or the Distinguished Service Crosft.
too much rizlly. S?.veral plans have
the—
- :
Boston was the scene of the lirst.city of Boston, to welcome these
been suggested, including one which
convention when the Legion W OS or- great sailors, soldiers and marines of
would glue every zealous Republican
annual
meetAmerica."
an opportunity to contribute to the
ganized in 1990 and the
Orlando P. Rosa of Fitchburg, holdcampaign chest. The desire is to
Mg has been held there three times
of the Congressional medal of honhave a larger number contribute a
er
since then.
smaller amount rather than to have
Mayor Curley has appointed Lieut.' Or, Is an aide-de-camp of the naa smaller number contribute a lamer
Gen7itedwrflir*L. Logan, M. N. G., tional organization. Other aides-de
amount. There is a two-fold pur(ret.) chairman of an honorary corn- camp from Massachusetts are Prederpose in this. In the first place it
mIttee to officially welcome the dele- 1 ick R. Cushing, D. S. C., of Sharon;
is assumed that every person who
gates. In accepting the appointment,'Andrews S. Bryant, M. H., of Springfield; Anthony H. Carson of Charlescontributes will have more interest
General Logan said:
in the campaign, and second that it
"Prom the 9th to the 12th of Aug- ;town and John MacKenzie of Holyoke.
will distribute the burden and not
ust the members of one of the fore- Seventy-six members of the order are
on
make it fall particularly heavy
i most organizations of America, theifrom Massachusetts, the largest nunsany one class.
Army and Navy Legion of Valor, will lber from any state exclusive of New
Dona/tile's Retirement Rumored
hold its 41st annual convention in York and Pennsylvania.
--One of the interesting report-4.n
Boston. I am sure it will be a matter
circulation the past few days is 7.7.e
of. pride to all our citizens to have
impending resignation of Frank J.
the opportuity of welcoming this disDonahue as chairman of the De.$19tinctive organization as our guests , Eugene J. Escolas. adjutant of the
cratic state committee. The report
during the period of the convention. IHomer J. Wheaton post, Veterans of
them to victory 7-5, breaking through
"The Army and Navy Legion of 'Foreign Wars, announced yesterday
not such that he can continue the
Valor is a unique organization. Its that he has on hand a supply of aphigh speed work which a party chairmembership is not dependent upon plicatton blanks for Victory medals,
man must do. Mr. Donahue, as
birth, wealth, position or influence, Defensive Service bars
and battle
fact, is not of robust health and from
but upon heroic performance of deeds clasps.
reports
there
have
been
duty
I
time
time to
above and beyond the call of
These decorations are said to be
that he did not enjoy the best of
rendered to our beloved country. No extremely difficult to obtain and are
health. Regardless of the reason for
organization has ever had a higher generefly valued highly by ex-service
standard of brave accomp,I.shment Imen. There are many in Worcester,
his resignation, however, if it comes
than
the Army and Navy Legion of It is said. who, although entitled to
the politicians will be bound to cont
affiliation
with
the
Valor.
nect it with his
one of the medals, have not yet aPmen plied for it, either through inability
membership includes
"Its
Fall River finance commission.
whose names are forever in the af- to obtain an application blank or in- i
The commission was named by Gov.
fection of our people and the admire- dolence,
ernor Ely after the Legislature had
tion of all inhabitants. Many of them
passed a bill designed to save the city
Adjutant Escolas said: "We have /
Donahue
are proud holders of the Medal of applied for these blanks for the ben.
ruin.
Mr.
financial
from
Honor, the highest award given by Ott of our
wr.s named as chairman and has been
members, but we welcome
the Government of the United States any veteran
hard at work on the task of rehabilwho has not applied for
for the most heroic deeds of valor, his
itating Fall River. No commission
medal and will be glad to. fill out
Others are possessors of the Distin- his
ever stepped into a harder spot. Muapplication."
guished Service Cross, an award givnicipal expenses had to be reduced
The post has duplicate blanks for
en for heroic performance above and
and all classes of city workers felt the
those who have lost the medals or
beyond the call of duty,
knife which slashed their pay.
bars they received.
The following
"The Army and Navy Legion of
Such activity could not but bring
Valor bears upon its roll as its only blanks are available: Victory medal
criticism and the finance board has
for
of
with
no
overseas service;
honorary member the Unknown Solhad to labor in the face of some savdiet, whose name and fame is forever Victory medal with officer with overage attacks by well-meaning persons
Seta
service,
and
for
enlisted men
secure in the history of American
who believe that the savings necessary
manhood. In these days when we with or without overseas service.
could be accomplished in some other
review our military and naval activiway. For some time the Democrats
ties in retrospect, those of us who
have not been pleased with the feelwere fortunate enough to serve with
ing'in all River. It has been regarded
Announcement will be made this
party
these men, see in truer perspective
as the hotbed of hostility to the
the
example, the spirit, the patriotic week. It is expected, about the deducecoincidence
of
a
Demthe
because of
Mon
of the "Cross of Sacrifice" which
enthusiasm, with which they - made
ocratie administration at a time when
has been erected in Hope cemetery to
tremendous sacrifices in the perform the city-saving steps became necesonce of their duty as armed citizens, the memory of the Canadian men
.sarv. Thus there has been talk that
"Of all ranks, of all nationalities and women of Worcester who died in
it was very harmful to the party to
and from all parts of the country, In the World, War. The dedicattion WAS
have the chairman of the state comtime of national peril, their sacrifices originally ,scheduled for July 12. but
mittee at the head of the disagreeable
postponed at the
anti their accomplishments stood sub- was indefinitely
time.
lime in American achievement. I am
The 'monument in }lope
very happy to acct
the honor which , is almost an exact
cemtryfi
replica of the
hat been conferred upon me in be- nitenwriv emoted, ta Awirattonambaolio
honorary
named
rot
ing
,cnairrnan,

4AMONG THEVETERANS
andNavalAffairs
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Applications for Medals

"Cross of Sacrifice"
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Curley's Cow Is
Cdled Hub Bull
• Postmaster General Brown Gives Snappy
Answer to Mayor's Plea for Pasturage on Postoffice Site
WASHINGTON,,June 25 (AM—Postmaster General
Brown, in a pithy postscript, today disposed of Mayor James
M. Curley's proposals to giving a cow a happy home on the
site of Boston's uncompleted postoffice.
"Referring to your desire
,
"Says You" to pasture your municipal "Says Me"
cow on the postoffice site, i?
is my opinion that the department should not be required to do more than put
up with your hull," wrote
the cabinet officer to the
mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat ironically suggested
public picketing of a cow on
a $6,164,600 piece of land in
downtown Boston would
"prove a real attraction,"
in Boston's Fourth of July
Post mast er
celebration. He had asked
Mayor Curley
Brown
permission for the cow to
continue to graze there "until the postof Flee department sees
fit to proceed with erection of the building as a means of relieving unemployment." He enclosed a photograph "taken at
3 p. m June 18" to prove present postoffice progress was nil,
only a forindation being evident, though appropriation was
made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that postoffiees were built by the
Treasury department, not the Postoffice department. He said
the work at Boston progressed apace until numerous Bostonians started insisting on granite instead of limestone, and
that the patrons of the Boston postoffice were therefore responsible for the delay. This was fully explained by Brown in
seven long paragraphs before he devoted the small tart post3cript to the "municipal cow."
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DIGNITARIES ATTEND
O'SULLIVAN FUNERAL
Locrell. June 25—Headed by WilO'Connell, Mayor
Cardinal
liam
James M. Curley of Boston and U. S.
Stt7IMIl1miglre1ft I. Walsh, scores of
dignitaries today attended funeral
rites for Humphrey O'Sullivan, millionaire financier, philanthropist and
Inventor of rubber heels for shoes.
Hundreds of persons were unable to
gain admission to St. Patrick's
2hurch for the solemn high Mass ot

requiem.

LOCAL MEN AT

HUB SSSION
Delegates to Atlantic
Waterways Convention
Hold Conference
Quincy was represented yesterday at the general conference of
delegates to the Atlantic Deeper
Waterways association convention,
to be held in Boston next October,
by Frederick A. Mayberry, secretiry of the Chamber; John Still'.
van, of the Victory plant, and
Oscar L. Stevens, editor of the
Patriot Ledger. The meeting was
called by May r Curley of Boston.
In Room 49,
City Hall at
Boston, and included representatives from all important commercial organizations of Greater Boston.
Mayor Curley made an address,
outlining the opportunity for this
district in welcoming the waterways
association, and the ways that
would be followed in explaining to
the visitors the waterway needs
here and the developments already
completed or under way. Other addresses were made by John J. Martin and Frank Davis, head of the
Maritime association of the Boston Chamber of Commerce. General committees were named by
Mayor Curley. Of the Quincy delegates Mr. Mayberry was placed on
the committee of arrangements,
and Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Stevens
on the reception committee.
Other conferences will be held
later at the Boston Chamber of
Commerce, and it was intimated
that there will be general cooperation to make the convention a big
success.

Je
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GOV ROOSEVELT
WONT ACT FOR
SLATER RELEASE
Says There's Nothing He Can
Do for Boston Woman,
Alleged Incompetent
Albany, N. Y., June 24—Gov Roosevelt has declined to intercede on behalf of Mrs Mabel Hunt Slitter,
wealthy widow, who is confined to a
sanitarium at Beacon as an incompetent, it Was announced yesterday.
committee of prominent Massachusetts and Rhode Island citizens,
Including the mayor of Boston, petitioned the goverfTSP to invONHkate the
former Boston society woman's case
and direct her release. A brother and
sister of the woman contend that she
is of sound mind.
Roosevelt said there is nothing he
could do, and advised the commIttee
to apply to the regular court channels.
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DEDICATION TUESDAY

•

.

APV0LAT,E

Mayor Curley and Other Notables to
Attend New Courthouse Exercises
Late this afternoon, the task of removing equipment from the temporary
courthouse in the basement of the
Meridian St. library to the new quarters on Meridian St., will be undertaken. There will be no lull in court
business, however, and tomorrow
morning's session will be held for the
last time din the library building. The
lob of moflug and settling will be completed tomorrow, Saturday, afternoon.
On Monday morning all court business
will be transacted in the beautiful
new quarters.

Joscph A. Conry, made a splendid
impression this week. With the intensity of patriotic fervor, an inheritance from his Celtie aneestors coursing through his veins and animating
his mind, and an ever ready disposition to harmonize with the most desirable aspirations of humanity, Joe
Conry is of that type of citizen of
whom Noddle Island is justly proud.

Mayor Curley to Dedicate Building
Tuesday

As is only fitting and proper, the
honor of dedicating the new structure
i will fall to the Hon. James M. Curley,
the one and only man who is entitled
to any credit for the splendid addition. The exercises, which will be aimple, will take place on Tuesday noon,
immediately following the morning
session. It is probable that while
Mayor Curley is in East Boston he
will avail himself of the opportunity
of viewing progress on the vehicular
traffic tunnel. Among the well-known
figures who will assist in the dedicatory exercises are: Mr. John P. Englert, superintendent of public buildings: Judges Joseph H. Barnes, Patrick J. Lane and Charles Brown,
Clerk of Court John S. C. Nicholls,
Campbell, Reps.
Capt. Archibald
Hearn, Sullivan and Barker and Councilor Donovan.

!

Inspection of Building Following
Exercises

•

At the conclusion of the affair, the
general public will have a chance to
still further -inspect the building,
which is the last word in modern
efficiency. Those who had charge of
the work are certainly deserving of
praise. The new courthouse fills a
long felt want in this district, and
from now on, proper attention can be
given all types of cases.
•
While we at times do not agre(
with some of the puzzling points of
view, that the eloquent Chief Magistrate of 'hi, city, I Ii I ion. -lames M.
Curley, takes on is,nes affecting the
aspects of
economic 1111d
our national, state :not municipal objectives, we gladly join with all fairminded citizens of Boston and Massachusetts in voicing our appreciation
of his onmi-present desire, and insistence, that the hospitalizntion system
of Boston, be maintained on that altitude of efficiency that has made
it a standard for emulation all over
the United States and which has commanded the attention and admiration
of the entire civilized world.
As an atter dinner speaker, antt
all unoffieial ambassador of good will
to our Canadian friends at Halifax,
N. S., that brilliant, son of East Boston,. a finished product of our public
school system, Traffic Commissioner

p - /0,47.1 oivp,„
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CURLEY PRESENTS
CANE TO TEAGUE
Boston Mayor Brought It
Back From Ireland
Henry N. Teague, former lessee of
the Greylock hotel in Williamstown
and now landlord of the Landlord's
Inn at Templeton and head of the
Mount Washington railroad and hotel companies, is the proud possessor
of one of the blackthorn canes which
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
brought back frdni TrnIa.nd.
The. cane was presented to Mr.
Teague by Mayor Curley upon a visit which the hotel man made to Boston city hall since the mayor's rettum
from his European trip.

,

FUNERAL PLANS
ARE COMPLETED

Rev. John J. McGarry, DCL, will
celebrate the mass with Rev. Joseph
F. Bonner as deacon, Rev. Patrick J.
Flaherty as sub-deacon and Rev.
,John J. Allston as master of coreMonies.

There will be no formal eulogy, but
It is believed that Cardinal O'Connell,
after giving his final absolution, will
briefly of the deceased.
CardiLl O'Connell To Speak vpeak
Members of all delegations are etaat Services for Humphrey quested to be at the church at 9.46
a. m. in order that they may be seated
O'Sullivan Tomorrow
in a reserved section before the funeral cortege arrives.
will be
Prominent Men Numbered A special detail of policealong
the
on duty at the home and
Among Honorary and Ac- route to the church and to the cemetery.
tive Pall Bearers
Funeral arrangements are in charge
Arrangements for the funeral of of Rev. Dr. McGarry and John SulliHumphrey O'Sullivan, which is to take van, under the direction of Underplace tomorrow morning, were com- takers James F. O'Donnell & Sons.
pleted today. The funeral will take
Messages of sympathy and conplace at 9 o'clock from his late home, dolence continue to arrive at the
105 Butterfield street, and the cortege O'Sullivan home, and. today the folwill proceed to St. Patrick's church, lowing letter was received by James
where at 10 o'clock a solemn high O'Sullivan from Mayor Curley of Bosfuneral mass will be celebrated. ton:
Burial will be in the family lot at ,"Dear Mr. O'Sullivan:—
St. Patrick's cemetery.
"I desire to convey to you an exCardinal O'Connell, long a friend pression of my deepest sympathy and
of the deceased, will head a delega- sorrow in the passing of your noted
tion of more than 100 priests 'at the
Humphrey O'Sullivan.
funeral, and several hundred men and uncle,
"It would be difficult to name any
women will attend as delegates from
man of Irish birth in the history of.
the various organizations with which Massachusetts who ever rose to greater
the deceased was affiliated.
heights in the business world solely
The honorary pall-bearers will be through
his own personal effort and
t
Senator David I. Walsh, Mayor James who more greatly merited the success
M. Curley of Boston, Hon. Frederick which was won by unremitting toil.
W. Mansfield of Boston, Hon. Daniel
"Mr. O'Sullivan's intense love for
Mahoney of Lawrence, Col. Frederick Ireland and every righteous cause that
A. Estes, J. Munn Andrews, George M. contributed to the benefit of his naHarrigan and William A. Hogan, Esq. live land, his devotion to the interests
The active bearers will include Walof the Catholic church and his liberal
ter E. Guyette, Hon. Dennis J. Mursupport of the cause of democracy.
phy, Dr. Frank R. Brady, Dr. Francis
made him belayed by all men.
R. Mahony, James C. Reilly. Esq.,Ed_
had special occasion to know Mr.
ward .T. Saunders, Dr. Patrick .1. Mee- "I
intimately during my two
ban, James J. Brown, Dr. Michael J. O'Sullivan
terms as a member of congress and
Meagher and Cornelius F. Cronin.
gentleman who came
Serving as ushers at the home and I can number no
of finer qualities of
Washington
to
Fur_
C.
William
be
will
the church
cell, J. Joseph Sullivan of Peabody. mind and heart. will extend to Mrs.
you
Charles L. Marren, Frederick F. "I pray
Mrs. MacWeeny,. the Misses
Meloy, John T. McDermott, Frank X. Monahan, and Mr. Jeremiah J. O'SulO'Sullivan
Ricard, John J. Hanlon, James P. liven, a deep expression of my sastsw.;
C. Farrington and
n•silitivn n John„
paths, *ad waudsdaii-sca
Ile

"BROOKLINE NEEDS THE
AMERICAN LEGION”
•
CURLEY
MONSTER
LEGION RALLY
AT TOWN HALL WEDNESDAY

4,000 men on beds of pain and suffering in our state alone? Outside
of the American Legion, not one
percent have crossed the thresholds to extend a hand of sympathy and show those unfortunates that we have not forgotten.
BROOKLINE NEEDS THE AMScarcely two hours after the ERICAN LEGION. We haven't
Flying Circus of Norfolk County an American Spirit. We are a
had descended upon Brookline, grateful people, but have a short
Wednesday evening, in a tremen- memory. We need the American
dous rally for membership to the Legion just so long as Russia conBrookline Post No. 11, American tinues the form of government
Legion, Mayor James M. Curley which obtains there now. We
was speaking to more than 2,000 need it until the government conLegionnaires and citizens who scripts wealth as manhood is concrowded the town hall to its ut- scripted in time of war."
most capacity.
Before the program at the town hall
"There is no place outside the took place, six
bands and bugle and
ranks of the American Legion for drum
corps together with a representaany man eligible to be in the
ranks" said the Mayor. Referring tional division of the Norfolk County
Voitre
to the leading business establish- HarvardForty and Eight, marched down
Street
ments that remained open on to the town hall. from Coolidge Corner,
Armistice day, he continued, The Rev. Joseph N. Barnet,
nationa
"Last year most of the stores were chaplain of the American Legion madel
open for business and one store a brief address in harmony with the
was closed. The store that was occasion. Richard F. Paul, department
closed won more customers than state commander of the A. L. spoke at
the stores which kept open, com- length on the principle for which the
Legion stands and the care of the disbined."
The Mayor, when he rea died abled and dependents of disabled or
this point in his speech, bitterly dependants of those buddies "gone
West."
criticized the stores in Boston for In what
is
keeping open Bunker Hill Day. gentle remindebelieved to have been a
r to
"They are more interested in the was on the platformMayor Curley who
at the time that
accumulation of money than in Brookline did not want annexat
ion to
the greatest experiment the world Boston, Selectman Philip G. Bowker.
has ever known, the American who extended the official greetings of
Republic," he shouted. "The the town to all present declared, "BrookWorld War didn't end a century line, although entirely surrounded by
ago, it ended in 1918. — Many foreign country, is as much a part of
would have it forgotten today. It Norfolk county as any other section
did not end fur the mothers and of that district."
wives of the 70,000 who died over The rally, which opened a month's
there and who still bear their bur- drive for membership to the local
Americ
dens of sorrow. How about the 10:45 an Legion Post, adjourned at
P.M.

Bowker Raps
Old Annexation
Question At Rally

•
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MINOR MENTION
This idea of Mayor Curley that Post. Office square in Boston be
turned into a cow pasture,—Might, be a very good plan, if it wasn't that
there is apparently no one in Boston who knows how to milk a cow.
Among the people who are quite dissatisfied because this country
has not adopted a plan for the development arid welfare of its 120,000,000
people, there will probably be a good many who are unable to develop
421y plan for their own welfare.
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Eulogy by Cardinal
At O'Sullivan Funeral
LOWELL, June 25 --With William Cardinal O'Connell, his friend
of more than 50 years in the sanctuary of St. Patrick's Church, the
last rites of the Roman Catholic
faith were conducted today for Humphrey O'Sullivan, 77-year-old inventor,
who died Tuesday.
At the conclusion of a solemn requiem mass celebrated by the Rev.
Dr. John J. McGarry, pastor of the
church, the cardinal delivered a brief
eulogy.
The services were attended by U. S.
Senat, . David I. Walsh, Mayors James
M. cm icy of Boston and Thor! H.
Braden ef this city and numerous
,other persons prominent in city and
1state activities.
Mr. O'Sullivan, inventor of the rubber heel, had given most of his large
fortune to charity during his lifetime.
He was a Knight of St. Gregory, and
had been prominent in the Democrntic party.
Burial was in St. Patrick's Cemekery.
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Can't Put lip With Bull,'
Brown Informs Curley
Washington (UP)—As far as
Postmaster General Brown is
municipal
concerned, Boston's
cow can find her fodder on some
such place as historic Boston
common.
Mayor Curley, irked by delay in
construction of the new Boston
post office, recently addressed an
Ironic letter to Brown, asking
permission to pasture the cow on
the post-office site. Ile intimated
so little work being done that the
cow would be quite contented
there.
The postmaster general has replied:
"it is my opinion that the department should not be required
to do more than put up with your
bull."
Brown further explained that
the delay was caused by a change
In specifications, requested by
Bostonians.
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A
11-TilY POSTSCRIPT
C
FROM BROWN
Washington,

CURLEY GFIS

June 25 C)--Postmaster General Brown, in a pithy postscript, today disposed of Mayor James
M. Curley's proposal of giving a cow a
happy hone on the site of Boston's
uncompleted postoffice.
"Referring to your desire to pasture your municipal cow on the postoffice site, it is my opinion that the
department should not be required to
do more than put up with your bull,"
, wrote the cabinet officer to the
mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat ironically suggested public picketing of a
cow on a $6,164,600 piece of land in
downtown Boston would "prove a real
attraction," in Boston's Fourth of July
celebration. He had asked permission
for the cow to continue to graze there
"until the post office department sees
fit to proceed with erection of the
building, as a means of relieving unemployment." He enclosed a photograph "taken at 3 P. M., June 18," to
prove present post office progress was
nil, only a foundation being evident
though appropriation was made in
1929.
Brown answered Curley that postoff4ces were built by the treasury department, not the pos, office department. He said the work at Boston
progressed apace until numerous Bostonians started insisting on granite
instead of limestone, and that the
patrons of the Boston post office wer,
therefore responsible for the delay.
This was fully explained by Brown in
seven long paragraphs before he devoted the small tart postscript to the
"municipal cow."
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curley on Air Wednesday,
6 Hub Exercises July 4
Station WORC, linked with WNAC„
Boston, will broadcast Wednesday at
2 p. in. a talk by Mayor Curley of
Boston on "What an American May
Learn by a European Visit" and will
aLso broadcast the patriotic exercises
from Faneuil Hall, Boston, from 11
a. in. to 12.30 p. in. July 4 at which
U. S. Senator David I. Walsh will be
the principal speaker. Mayor Curley
will preside at, this meeting.

SHARP REPLY TO
MAYOR CURLEY
Postmaster - Gen. Brown
Answers Him About
Cow Pasture.
WASHINGTON, June 26 (AP)—
Postmaster General Brown, in a
pithy postscript, yesterday disposed
of Mayor James M. Curley's proposals to giving a cow a happy home
on the site of Boston's uncompleted
postoffice.
"Referring to your desire to pasture your municipal cow on the postoffice site, it is my opinion that the
department should not be required
to do more than put up with your ,
bull." wrote the cabinet officer to
the mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat ironically suggested public picketing of
a cow on a $6,164,600 piece of landl
in downtown BostOn Would "prove a
ecsl
,L,t a(.
,
i1l BCASton's fcsui Ui,
of July celebration. He had asked
permission for the cow to continue
to graze there "until the jaostoffice
department sees fit, to proceed with
erection of the building as a means
of relieving unnemployment." He enclosed a photograph "taken at 3 p.
m. June 18" to prove present postoffice progress was nil, only a
foundation being evident, though appropriation was made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that postoffices were built by the Treasury
department, not the Postoffice department. He said the work at Boston progressed apace until numerous
Bostonians started insisting on
granite instead of limestone, and
that the patrons of the Boston postoffice were therefore responsible for
the delay. This was fully explained
by Brown in seven long paragraphs
before he devoted the small tart
postscript to the "municipal cow."
/jai, e le r•v
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MAYOR CURLEY
WEDDING GUEST
Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston was numbered among
the hundreds of guests this afternoon at the reception tendered at the W. M. Hurley residence on Belcher avenue in
honor of the marriage at 11 this
forenoon of Miss Marjorie Carey Hurley to Daniel Gerald
O'Connor of Ashmont.
Mayor Curley's wedding gift. to
the happy pair was an elaborate
silver service, which graced the
renter of one of the rooms given
over to the display of weddi
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shot
to the nearest coast guard station which has
If
the
year.
current
the
in
runners
three rum
t Pions for thr Hew Chicagoimto.tfice which,
times are fluelt and the government is not trying
after years of delay, was to hare been begun
to aid unemployment and the cow has a crumpled
r(trly in this year of unemployment, ha
horn the cream should be churned, the butter
been
sent back to the architects, 111•Col ding to T ("S•
being assigned to the Charleston, S. C., navy yard,
Io is
s Washington announcement, to be ccand the buttermilk to the South Boston postoffice
station.
drawn.)
Mr. Curley will notify the department that the
Mayor Curley of Boston has written Postmaster
Brown will inquire which
General Brown for permission to pasture a' mu- cow is dead and Mr.
then report that he himself
will
Curley
Mr.
cow.
nicipal cow on jederal government property. The
justice will make
mayor wants to make some use of the site of the is•dead and the department of
that. ''Chen the matter has
of
investigation
an
Proposed new Boston postoffice. The land cost
cleared up and Mr. Curley is
$6,164,000. The building was authorized two years been satisfactorily
dead, but only groggy, the
not
to
be
discovered
ago and apprdpriations made for it. Since then
the plans for the postoffice
have
will
department
the department, with a warm bureaucratic wish
consideration the fact that
to put some of the unemployed to work, has been redrawn to take into
that the site be used for
request
a
was
once
there
getting around to it, as first aid in an industrial
the cheery announcement will
and
pasture
cow
a
depression. Nothing has been done, but the debe made that everything is breezing along for the
partment has the matter close to its heart.
Boston postoffice.
Mr. Curley knows that the unemployed have the rapid completion of the
which could be made of the
criticism
only
The
Sympathy of the department, but he seems to be a
year industrial plan for the
practical sort of a man. Six million dollars' worth proposal for a five
government
is that it should be e. five
American
of real estate is waiting for the bureaucracy to
grand government.
extricate its foot from the chair rungs or the hundred year plan. This is a
ages.
glacial
by
moves
It
chandelier or the waste basket or wherever it Is
stuck, but that may take a great deal of time
still. In the case of Chicago it's been stuck for
about twenty years. As an interim use of the land
the Boston mayor suggests a municipal cow. He
is practical but 'imprudent. This will give the
bureaucracy a fresh start.
0
Mr. Brown will respond asking what kind of 'a
,tow. Mr. Curley may reply any kind of a cow.
This will be fatal. Mr. Brown will ask the departntent of agriculture to determine the kind of cow
which, grazing on a nix million dollar tract of
government land in Boston, intended for a postoffice, would produce the most butter fats. The
department of agriculture will make an analysis
of the soil and will experiment in the development
of pasture. Nothing short of two years will give
an answer as to pastuts\ge. Mr. Brown, if he Is
still in office, will then ask Mr. Curley, if he is still
In office, what disposition is to be made of the
milk, to determine 'whether quantity or quality is
the objective. That will require a sun*, Of the
etweimng of tilt" postoffico posturage site to eseergislaetim *Mtpg. of children needing milk. This

MAYOR CURLEY'S COW.

•
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will be undertaken by the census department, but
need not occupy more than two months in field
work and ten in writing the report.
Mr. Brown—it being assumed here and hereafter that Mr. Brown and Mr. Curley remain in
office indefinitely—will then ask the attorney general whether it is permissible to distribute milk
produced by a municipal cow pasturing on government postoffice grazing land to the poor of a
city block wherein the children average five to a
family and most of the fathers are waiting for
work on the postoffice. The attorney general will
reply that this could be done in Iowa, but not in
Massachusetts, if it were a Jersey cow, but not
an Alderney. In the case of a Jersey cow in Massachusetts the milk from a government postoffice
pasturage in the time of a depression should go
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Calls
'
s Cow

Letter'
Bull
'
WAsHINGTON, June 25
Post master Betters' Brown, in a
pithy postscript, today disposed of
Mayor James M. Curley'm proposal of
giving a cow a happy home on the
site of Boston's uncompleted postoffice.
"Referring to yhor losire to pasture your municipal cow on the postoffice site, it is my opinion that the
department should not be required to
do more than to put up with your
bull," wrote the cabinet officer to
the mayor.
Mayor Curley had somewhat ironically suggested public picketing of
a. cow on a $6,164,600 piece of land
In downtown Boston would "prove a
real attraction," in Boston's Fourth
of July celebration. He had asked
permission for the cow to continue
to graze there "until the Postoflice
uepartment sees .fit to proceed with
erection of the building, as a means
of relieving unemployment." He en:
closed a photograph "taken at 3 p.
June 18," to prove present postoffice progress was nil, only a
foundation being evident though appropriation was made in 1929.
Brown answered Curley that postofficer' were built by the Treasury
department, not the PostoMee department. lle said teh work at
Boston progressed apace tint! numerous • Bostonians started insisting
on granite instead of limestone, and
that. the patrons of the Boston postoffice were, therefore, responsible for
the delay. This was fully •explained
by Brown in seven long paragraphs
before he devoted the small tart postscrint to the "municinal cow."
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Taunton Men Will
kiAttend Convention
Clinton V. Stenders, lion. Willi.;
K. Hodsuem, Jr and Hon. Hobert
M. Leach will be Taunton's representatives on tile committees appointed by Hon. James M. Curley,.
mayos of Boston, elilmMettlffr(WO”.
.i7.:
bunk Deeper Waterways Association convention in Boston, October
5 to 9 inclusive. Mr. Sanders attended the meeting in Boston, .in
the Boston city council chamber
yesterday. Tie has already been
named in the committee on recces
tion. The other Taunton repre•sentatlyes are at present unassigned.
A contribution of $2500 toward
the expense of the convention was
made by the mayor. lie spoke
briefly on contemplated :.arbor enprovements, forecast the presentation to Congress in December by
the port authority of a comprehensive plan which would entail no
expenditure by the Federal government of $4,000,0e0 and stressed
the need and the value of a waterways improvement organization In
New England.
He combined the airport with
harbor development and
made
'known that he had the assurance
of two steamship lines that fourday service between Boston and
Europe would eventually be established. The time saving in Atlantic travel by utilization of the
service between England and Canada by the Gulf of St. Lawrence
will compel competing lines, in the
opinion of the mayor, to shorten
substantially the running schedule
now in effect between the United
etates and Europe.

.1

POSTMASTER GEN'L MAKES
SNAPPY REPLY TO CURLEY
WASHINGTON, June 25 (/P)—Postdepartment sees fit to proceed with
master Genera! Brown, in a Pithy
erection of the building, as a means
postscript, today disposed of Mayor of
relieving unemployment."
He
James M. Curle a proposal of giving enclos
ed a photograph "taken at
3
a cow a haPPS:..nome on the site of P. M., June
18," to prove present post
Boston's unostripleted postoffice.
office Progress was nil, only a
foun"Referring to your desire to pasture dation
being evident though approyour municipal cow on the postoffice priatio
n was made in 1929.
site, it is my opinion that the departBrown answered Curley that
poet
ment should not be required to do offices
were built by the Treasury
more than put uP with your bull," depart
ment, not the Postoffice depart
wrote the cabinet officer to the may- Merit.
He said the work at Boston
or.
progressed apace until numerous
BosMayor Curley had somewhat iron- tonians
started insisting on granite
ically suggested public picketing of instea
d of limestone, and that
the
a cow on a $8.164,600 piece of land patrons
of the Boston pastofflee were
in downtown Boston would "prove a theref
ore responsible for the
delay.
real attraction," in Boston's fourth This
was fully explained by
Brown
of July celebration.
He had asked in seven long
paragraphs before he
permission for the cow to continue to devote
d the
graze there "until the post office the "munic small tart postscript to
ipal cow",
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considerable guessing as to what
President Gaspar G. Bascom of the
Senate may do. He is being considered as the most likely candidate
for the lieutenant-governor nomination. Some believe he is awaiting the
announcement of candidacies, and
that if Curley goes into the gubernatorial primary race, Bacon will consider this as good augury for Republican success and may Jump into the
Republican
gubernatorial
race
against the lieutenant-governor.
Whether Atty.-Gen. Joseph E.
Warner can be considered as a possibility for the second place race is
wholly a matter of the way the question is considered. Should Bacon enter the gubernatorial race, it is possible that Warner might seek the
second-place nomination. However,
neither Mr. Warner nor any of those
who are his morst ardent admirers
are making any public statements
as to his intentions; in fact, are carefully avoiding anything that would
savor of boosting for Mr. Warner.
Yet it is a noteworthy fact that the
attorney-general has many speaking
engagements nowadays and thus is
keeping himself in the public eye.
Gov. Ely continues to oe considered, in respect to the Democratic national ticket, by many persons on
both sides of the political fence. The
New York Times recently carried a
laudatory editorial concerning the
Westfield man, and was particularly
praiseworthy of his "Yankee trader"
trait with respect to his handling of
the Legislature. Some see in this
editorial the inception of publicity to
give Ely's name national prominence
to the end that he may be available
at the Democratic convention, in
event a deadlock ensues.

FORMING CLUBS I
6 FOR ROOSEVELT
Boosters of New York
Governor Are Active
FOR PRESIDENT
Massachusetts Democrats
Expected t o Support
Him if Gov. Smith is
Not a Candidate.
Boston, June 23—With no Democrat an avowed candidate for the
Democratic nomination for President next year, Massachusetts
Democratic circles already are feeling the stir of unannounced candidates, and thus early two rival
Roosevelt-for-President clubs are in
the making. One is sponsored by
Mayor John J. Murphy of Somerville, and has' Charles H. McGlue,
former Democratic state chairman,
as its executive in charge.
McGlue, talking about the club
yesterday, said it is for Roosevelt if
ex-Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York
Is not a candidate—that this in in
accord with the expressed wish of
Rooaevelt, who has not yet announced himself as a candidate, and would
not do so were Smith to become an
active seeker of the nomination.
Democrats generally in Boston admit that Smith could have the Massachusetts delegation to the natione'
convention if he raised his hand.
Said McGlue yesterday to a fellow
Democrat: One thing is certn:r.
about this coming convention, and
that is that Massachusetts delegates
to the Democratic gathering are going to board the train pledged to
someone. They aren't going to get
aboard as a crowd of free lances, and
then have a few wise politicians instruct them while the train is on the
way to the convention city. We're going to see to that end of it, at least.'
The other Roosevelt-for-President
club is being sponsored by Whitfield
Tuck. It probably will die aborning,
as soon as things get under way in
earnest. But just now, Mr. Tuck is
seeking members in the club, which
has no reservation fees, or strings.
ether than that it is for Roosevelt
first last and always. Tuck is an
ardent admirer of Roosevelt, perhaps
because his idol, Mayor James M.
Curley, is out for the New York state
governor. One can look behind the
scenes and see the skeleton of this
club of Tuck's being outfitted with
paraphernalia to boost Mayor Curley's candidacy for governor, in event
the Hub mayor gets into the fight.
In the Republican circles. there Is
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,To Refuse Approval
School( Bond issue
Bosto), June 23—A threat from
Mayor
ey that he will refuse to
approve a $2,000,000 bond issue for
High schools unlesa he Boston school
committee holds tin appropriations
for two new schools.in East Boston
and Dorchester, last night produced
the most heated private session ever
held by the committee.
Appointment of one headmaster
and four masters and the transfer of
seven school principals occupied the
committee at its special meeting.
This is the largest number of
changes in major positions for several years.
Once the appointments were out of
the way, the threat of the mayor
was vigorously discussed, and the
committee refused to vote last night
on the building program, which includes art annex of 12 classrooms to
the Emerson school in East Boston,
to r:ost $242,500, and the construction
of
a 40-class-room intermediate'
school in Dorchester, to cost $690,000.
Both these Items are opposed by
Mayor Curley. They are Included In
the program. to cost $134170107,
which was sent recently to the department of school buildings for a
report. When the report is returned
next Monday a sensational meeting
is expected as the two factions on
the committee, which have been
waging warfare for two month,
carry their battle on in the open.
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PURSE IS PRESENTED
TO STANTON R. WHITE
--Stanton R. White, aoting director of
public celebrations of the city of Boston, was tendered a dinner last night
by friends at the Copley-Plaza hotel.
A puree of gold and a travelling bag
were given to White. Among the 100
guests who attended the dinner were
Mayor James J. Curley and his brother
. John J. Curl7.--The heads of all.departments at City Hall were "Prefiant.
Cornelius, A. Reardon, secretary of
Mayor Curley, was the toastmaster.
Stanton White, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Augustus .White of West Roxbury, will be tOrried Saturday morning to MIEN Sa I ly Pau la Curley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Curley.
The girl's father is the former city
treasurer.
The ceremony will be
performed by the 'Rev. Fr. William J.
Casey, pastor of St. Patrick's Church,
Roxbury, at 9.30 a.m.
The committee In charge of the
dinner wits .1.:4Burke Sullivan, chairman, John F. Travers, William J.
Buitnan, John A. Sullivan, Charles E.
' Manion and Edward T. Mutsuki.

Doris W. Jackson
Named Interpreter
Boston Division, No. 35, has selected
Mrs. Doris W. Jackson, Haverhill, as
the official interpreter at the banquet
of the Notional society of the Deaf,
a fraternal life Insurance association
for deaf persons, at the Hotel Stetter
in Boston July 22 when Mayor James
M. Curley will be the speaker.
lilts Jackson is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank D. W1111ams of 112
r.surrence street,, this city.
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CURLEY INFERS
HE PLANS TO
SUCCEED ELY
He and Lieutenant Governor
Youngman Reveal Probable
Candidacies in Political Set-to
Before Sojourners.
MAYOR WOULD DELEGATE
YOUNGMAN AS WELCOMER
Latter Tells California Governor
It Is Harder for a Mayor to
Become "Governor of This
Ota,te Than It Is out There
with You."

•

RGSTONT, June 19, (.—Lt. Gov.
William S. Youngman and Mayor
James M. Curley tonight produced a
two-act political drama before the
National Sojourners, the plot of which
appeared to be that both intend to
run for governor in 1932. Youngman,
a Republican, and Curley, a Democrat, have frequently clashed politically aml both have been regarded
as potential gubernatorial candidates.
Curley Starts Fireworks.
The dramatics began during a
transcontinental telephone conversation with Governor James Rolph jr.
of California, a close personal friend
of Curley, from the Sojourners' dinner.
After exchanging greetings with
governor Rolph, Curley said, "I am
going to have the lieutenant governor
of Massachusetts speak with you—
wont say the next governor, for 1
may run for that myself."
Youngman followed Curley on the
telephone and when he had concluded his greetings he added, "I
want to assure you that it is harder for a mayor to become governor of this state than it is out there
iwith you." Governor Rolph is a
former mayor of San Francisco.
Youngman Hopes to Greet Club.
Soon after the telephone conversatidns, Youngman and Curley addressed the Sojourners, an affiliate
of the Masons.
Youngman closed his address with
a remark that he hoped he would he
ers
In Boston to welcome the Sojourn
in
at their next Boston convention
a sorial way ns well as in an official
capacity. He then left the hall.
Curley, who followed Youngman on
the program, concluded his address
with the rercrt, "I n43tice4 that
twinge 0/ path.X; in .the .elosit* tne
bf the lieutenant governor's speech
and I Would like to have sent him
away with the assurance that I will
delegate to him the duty of receiving
you wben I am governor."
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OLITICAL issensio
places, bickering in the legislature and the recent wet
weather moved the chief to
suggest Robert M. Washburn, humorist and publicist, and William M.
Melcher, harbor master at Hingham,
as a good team for governor and
lieutenant-governor. He felt sure
they would brighten up Beacon Hill.
Mr. Melcher sends a reply which
indicates he is in a receptive mood,
but fully cognizant of serious competition. Read on:

lieutenant-governors, each one a
specialist in his particular line?
This is an age of specialists in
all other professions--why not in
the lieutenant-governor's profession also? We could have one
who devoted his entire time to
church affairs and baby kissing;
another, whose war record was
unimpeachable, could attend all
Legion and patriotic affairs.
Some retired farmer might be
found who could visit the agricultural fairs and as this would
take up only a month or two
of his time in the fall he could
take the governor's place before
the camera for the balance of
the year, buying the first peony
at. the beginning of the AntiRose-Bug-Drive or the first share
of stock in Help-the-BrokersWeek and thus save the chief
executive for more important
duties.
As you suggest, it would relieve the seriousness of the Hill
to have a lieutenant-governor
playing the part of the court
jester, but if the committees of
the lower branch fall for any
more fairy tales as easily as they
fell for the bedtime stories told
by the proponents of the Bosbridge
ton-Hull roller-coaster
then we will need no one else
to give us a good laugh now and
then and we can save the expense of a lieutenant-governor
specializing as a columnist. Perhaps Mr. Washburn has some
suggestions.
WILLIAM M. MELCHER.
Hingham, June 16, 1931.

To the Editor of the Enterprise:
In a recent issue of the Hingham Journal there was a copy
of an item from your paper in
which you suggested that Mr.
Robert M. Washburn and the
writer would make a good team
1 as governor and lieutenant-governor. I certainly thank you for
, the compliment, as it would indeed be an honor to be associated with Mr. Washburn, but
I hesitate before filing my nomination papers as there are a
good many points to be considered.
If I remember correctly a
speaker at some recent public
function stated that a certain
lieutenant-governor started his
baby kissing campaign years ago.
Now if baby kissing is one of
ROB" WASHBURN'S reaction to
the requisites for getting votes
the informal nomination is
run."
to
choose
not
do
"I
then
4waited with interest. He is pastor
had
we
young
very
was
When I
emeritus of the Roosevelt Club,cona minister who made a practice ductor and motorman of Bob Washas
children
the
all
of kissing
burn's Weekly in the Boston Tranthey came out of church and as script, wit of the Massachusetts
of
days
the
before
this was
legislature at one time and the hansafety razors I made a childhood diest man with the javelin east of
in
go
would
never
I
vow that
the Rockies. And maybe west of
for kissing in a big way. If I 'em, for that matter.
start
and
could skip the babies
Mr. Washburn never throws the
in with the baby dolls why that hammer or puts the shot at political
again.
else
would be something
tournaments, but one of his shining
One should always seek to bet- javelins has been known to make
ter one's self and I am wonder- a non-stop flight from Boston to
ing if holding the lieutenant- California and puncture the 'egoism
governorship would really be in of the sunkist State's national
the line of a promotion. Our menace.
former esteemed townsman, the
Whether he counsels Allie Puller,
beloved John D. Long, after Mr. ur:);,(1,,;,!, James Michaels ttitiF
u
serving as governor became sec1r is On
Ichols
retary of the navy, which was
n(I felicitous phrase, to the
. indeed a great honor; but to enteitainment and instruction of a
forfeit the leadership of our 'large congregation. The chief is
local navy department for the not alone in thinking he would be
lieutenant-governor's chair seems an elegant governor, whose messages
to me to be a step in the wrong to the legislature would be widely
direction.
read.
I have always thought that the
What about it. Bob?
office of lieutenant-governor was
similar to that of vice-president
of a large bank, and as most of
our banks have a number of
vice-presidents how would it be
if Massachusetts tried the same
arrangement and had a number
Why
of lieutenant-governors?
not redistrict the State and
eliminate a lot of our legislators,
as some of them would never be
missed, and then elect a flock of
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SMITH INMASSACHUSET"S
"Let us be sensible. What's to
Mayor Curley of Boston, who managed by refusing to face the situation as it
the Smith presidential campaign in that exists? If Al Smith desires to have the
city three years ago, is now definitely nomination, then of course Massachupledged to the Franklin D. Roosevelt setts will be for him and none can prestandard for 1932. In a statement just vent such a development. He Is first
issued he unreservedly declares that it is in the affections of the Democrats of
the duty of ex-Governor Smith (who had Massachusetts." Senator Marcus Aurahis chance in 1928), to come out in sup- this Coolidge approved this view.
or
port of Governor Roosevelt. As for himMayor Curley's plea to ex-Govern
self he is prepared to stump Massachu- Smith to come out for Governor Roosesette for the Roosevelt cause, and it is vett will probably fall on deaf ears. "Al,"
seeing
mean
intimated that he has vislona of
like "Jim," is a politician of no
ent on
Presid
Vice
for
ted
nomina
himself
experience or talent. He perfectly undernce
ttle Roosevelt ticket next year.
stands the unique position of influe
Shortly after his recent return from he holds in Democratic counsels, and he
Europe, Mr. Curley's name suddenly ap- is unlikely to do anything to surrender
peered on campaign buttons in the Bay or Injure it. He is still, In spite of his
Goval
State along with the name of the
1928 defeat by Mr. Hoover, the nation
in
twothe
under
and
party
his
ernor of New York. They blossomed
of
leader
magic.
the vicinage of Boston as if by
thirds rule he will have an extraordiAfter a few days the Mayor's formal die- nary Influence in the next nominating
approval was visited upon them and they convention. Whether he will eventually
But
disappeared—also as if by magic.
•Franklin Roosevelt or decome out for
in the meantime the idea of "Roosevelt cide to take a second bite at the White
and Curley" as a possible 1932 partner- House cherry himself cannot now be
ship had been spread abroad. The Mayor, foretold, but in the meantime there is
who is a keen politician, gives no sign going to be a pretty bit of ante-conof being mortally offended.
vention strategy in the Bay State. with
Any such ticket would of course be the energetic Boston Mayor throwing
geographically lopsided. The probabilities favor the choice of a presidential
nominee from one section of the counfrom
try and a vice presidential one
and
sonic other section. "Roosevelt
ratDemoc
the
that
mean
Curley" would
trate
ic party had determined to concen
nathe
of
corner
astern
on the northe
West
tion, leaving the important Middle
very
to shift for itself. The chances are
ng of
grabbi
such
any
t
agains
much
.
honors in this part of the United States
ted
nomina
be
should
elt
If Mr. Roosev
for President, in all likelihood his running mate would come from the farther

down'the gage to the two Senators, and,
beyond them, to the 1928 Presidential
nominee and the latter's close friend, the
party chairman, John J. Raskob. It is
plain enough that Massachusetts is
going to bean intra-party Democratic'
battleground.

,
side of the Alleghanies. But Mr. Curley
who knows this as well as anybody else,
presumably has in mind the advantages
he can secure from a friendly associa
short
or
Govern
York
New
the
tion with
of actual nomination for Vice President.
The first advantage has to do with the
Mr.
Massachusetts leadership in case
Roosevelt wins the nomination and election. Mr.,Curley would then be in the
forefront of affairs. When Colonel Edward M. House, Woodrow Wilson's bosom
friend, held his conference at Manchester-by-the-Sea the other day, with
the apparent purpose of furthering the
Roosevelt candidacy for President, Mr.
Curley let it be known that he was for '
the New York executive, but the two
Massachusetts Senators went on record
in favor of "Al" Smith. Mr. Walsh said:
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WALTHAM
Bid for leadership
Mayor James M. Curley of Boaormsms
ton has made a strong bid for the
leadership of the Democratic party
in Massachusetts by his unequivocal support of the candidacy of
Governor Roosevelt of New York.
Just at present Governor Roosevelt
is in front of the other possibil-

•

ities. Those who have hoped and
who still hope to see former Governor Smith make another effort
to attain the White House have received little or no encouragement.
It is assumed by most leading
Democrats that Smith will not
seek the nomination. Should he
seek it his chance of securing it
would be meagre. Even if he should
develop strength enough to deadlock the convention, all that could
be accomplished would' be to keep
Roosevelt out.

•

.

•

It is assumed that Senator David
I. Walsh would prefer Smith to
Roosevelt. The senator has not
committed himself and is not likely to place himself in a position
that might be construed as inimical to the candidate who Just now
has the inside track in the race for
In the event of the
nomination
nomination and election of Governor Roosevelt. Mayor Curley
would be in a strong position. 'We
have serious doubts, however, of
his ability to oust Senator Walsh
from. the plt,ce he has for several
years occupied. Democrats do not
forget that while Mayor Curley is
a strong vole-getter in Boston, the
,I strength of Senator Walsh is statewide.
It seems to be accepted as a fact
that Mayor Curley will seek the
,)emocratic nomination for governor next year whether Governor
"ly I. .oauflidaecler not. The re.
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ative strength of the two men in
the Democratic party may be difficult to determine. There is no question as to who is the stronger with
the public throughout the state.
Mayor Curley—outside of Boston-can command only a handful of
Republican votes. The result last
year demonstrated that Governor
Ely had considerable Republican
support and nothing has occurred
since to alienate it. It is probable
that any of the Republican aspirants would prefer Mayor Curley as
an opponent to Governor, if conditions are the same in 1932 as they
are today.
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Luce to Face Dallinger
Battle Royal in Prospect for Republican Congressional
Nomination as Result of Redistricting — Politics
Warming Up—The Roosevelt-Curley Talk
By BEAC 3Ic HILL
BOSTON, June 20.
bo we are to have what ma3; Tifriy
be' called
Frederick William Dal,in
a battle royal. It is at least a gratifying thought
ger is back from ten weeks
to 'the Republicans concerned by residence in the
spent in observing various
new district, and to the state at. large which they
matters in Europe, posalso serve, that whichever wins, he will be emisibly the political problems nently
worthy of the office.
thereof, and though he has
issued a pungent stateNo "Off Years" Now
ment regarding the redistricting bill which tosses
This Dallinger-Luce situation is but one of a
him and Congressman Rob- number of manifestations of the fact
that there
ert Luce into the same dis- are nowadays no "off years" in politics
in this
trict, he has not Ft word to state. Maybe this ought to be an off year,
because .
say about any plans for there is no election in it; but it is nothing
of the
his entrance to the lists as kind. Down at this end of the state,
certainly,
contender (a) for the lieu- politics is seething, in both parties.
tenant-governorship or (b I the governorship.
Over on the Democratic side opinion is divided
What will happen in the district is this:
Both as to whether or not Alfred Emanuel Smith
of
Mr. Luce and Mr. Dellinger will go
before the New York is to be a candidate for the Democr
atic
voters for the Republican nomination to Congre
ss, nomination for President. The strongest
indiand the voters will decide which is the
one to ation that he is not in the race—t
hat is, that
remain in Washington. There will be no
with- a will refuse to let himself be conside
red a candrawals, no diversions, no digressions, no "promo
- didate,—is the open activit
y of certain influentions" and no bargains.
tial and ambitious Democrats in behalf of the
Well, why not? Here are two men particularly candidacy
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt—who
fitted for the offices they hold. Mr. Dellinger has leo
has not yet said that he la a candidate,
a
been continuously in Congress from 1915 to
date, though few doubt it. When James Michael
CtiLlty
except for a brief interlude when he was one
of comes forth in active champions 1Tp of Me
loosethe three candidates for the Republican nomina
- 'vett cause, and when such a group as the
new
tion for the Senate. the others, it will be recalle
d, Roosevelt-for-President League of Massach
usetts
being Frederick Huntington Gillett (we hope
files its list of officers at the State House, it
is a
you'll accent the first syllable, because that's right,
fair inference that the Smith candidacy is not
to
or used to be) and Louis Coolidge. It will be also
be. The best that David lgnativa Walsh, than
recalled that the successor to Congressman Dellinwhom no Democrat could be more cautious, could
ger died soon after his election, and that Mr. Daldo at the luncheon given by Edward Mandel
l
linger was then promptly re-elected to his old seat.
House at Magnolia this week, was to say that "next
Robert Luce has served in Congress since 1919. to Smith, of course,
I am for Roosevelt." Senator
It is a queer freak of circumstances that these Marcus Allen (not Aureliu
s) Coolidge is in a simparticular two men should now have the disagree- ilar frame of
mind.
able necessity of facing each other, one to win,
one to lose; queer, because they represent quite
It's a Smith State
similar ideals in public life. Both are of conspicuNow, there is not the slightest doubt
that this
ous integrity, exceptional ability, and unusual
Is, Democratically speaking, if not
more so. a
dilligence. Both are dry—and neither is a fanatic
on the question. Both have been dry since long Smith state. If Governor Smith allows the use of
his name as a candidate, there will be
before there was any special political significance
no two ways
In it. Both have written authoritative works on about it In Massachusetts, and the Roosevelt boom
government. Both have held important committee here will blow up like a toy balloon. There is
positions. Both have large influence In Congress, every indication now, however. that Governor
due to their personal qualities and to their long Smith will not allow his name used. Hence the
activity in behalf of Roosevelt in Massach
service with its consequent. (a
usetts.
A good deal of his strength among the Democr
national legislative problems.
ats
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hope, that
In Boston? There are three reasons for
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ally finds himself thinking as registrar -of motor
vehicles, He cannot help it. There is the even
more notable case of former Governor Fuller, who
undoubtedly chafes at inactivity, and who has
demonstrated frequently that he still thinks with
a gubernatorial mind. Another notable instance
this year has been Henry Shattuck, one of the
ablest men who have sat on Beacon Hill in this
generation. He showed during the session the
eagerness of a former ruler atilt to rule.
Frank Gilman Allen is an exception to this.
He has been out of office nearly six months, but he
has avoided every opportunity to say a word on
the way things are going in the State House or in
the Republican party. We have heard him make
several addresses since his retirement from the
governorship, and in none of them have we detected even the slightest political flavor. Maybe
this is good judgment, too. The whirligig of time
works political wonders, and though there is not
a vestige of any present sign, that there will be a
call for the re-entry of Mr. Allen, this is entirely
Possible.
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CHARLES ENDICOTT.
,The funeral of Charles Endicott. a
TfIghly respected citizen of MarbleMortuhead' was held at the Nichols
ary chapel, Sunday afternoon, at 2.30
Firemen Do Great Work in Con- loclock.
Rev. Dwight L. Cart, pastor
'of Old North Congregational church,
fining Fire to Barn Sun'conducted services. A profusion of
ifloral tributes attested to the esteem
day Afternoon
with which he was held in the community. Burial was in Waterside
Marof
Quick work on the part
cemetery.
blehead firemen averted what might
SCOUTS ON PATROL.
have proved a conflagration early
More than 20 Marblehead boy scouts
in a search Sunday for Wiljoined
sponfrom
fire
when
Sunday morning
86, at Beverly, who
taneous combustion partly destroyed liam G. Torrey,
has been missing from the home c''
the Eibridge Goodwin barn on rown Jblin Weatherbee, 688 Cabot street.
street. The strong northwest wind The Marblehead scouts o'ere called
prevailing and adjacent wooden out at 10 o'clock Sunday morning
when the scout call was sounded on
buildings, created a hazard which the
fire alarm. The Marblehead dele-,
would have been difficult to over- Ration was in charge of Scout Masteri
come had not the firemen succeeded Roger Harmers and Senior Patrol
In confing the blaze to the build- Leader Frederick Hinch. Transporing.
tation was furnished by Jesse Lent;
The fire was discovered by Henry and R. M. Hayward. Scout CommisMartin, an employee, at 7.10 Sunday sioner Robert Livingstone announces
morning. According to Martin's story that hereafter when the scout signal
the hay on the second floor of the is sounded, members are to report
barn broke into a sheet of flames as to the police -tstion instead of the
he hoisted the first pitchfork full to Old North church.
feed the horses. Martin ran out of
MAYOR CURLEY'S PARTY.
the building and sounded an alarm
Mayor Jamtirlerturley and City
from box 29. He then returned and
Edmund L. Dolan of Bosbrought two horses, stabled in the Treasurer
ton made an extended stay in Marplace, to safety.
Saturday, when the
Firemen on their arrival found the blehead harbor
yacht,
flames raging fiercely in the hay Maicaway, the city treasurer's
loft of the barn and four, two-inch fouled a mooring cable with her prowater lines were brought in through peller as she was pulling away from
the doors to battle the highly com- the landing stage at a local hotel.
bustible material.
Tons of water The mayor, with his son and daughwere poured on the flaming mass be- ter, visited the hotel early in the affore the fire was under control. In ternoon and, after enjoying bathing,
the meantime two valuable trucks on the party started back to Boston. As
the ground floor of the building had the Maicaway was clearing the landbeen rolled to safety by the firemen. ing stage the propeller became enScores of persons were attracte
angled with a mooring chain.
to the scene of the fire by huge
orts of the crew to free the craft
clouds of yellow smoke given off by proved fruitless, and it was necesthe burning hay. Smoke mush- sary to employ the servises of a diver
rooming through the barn hampere before the yacht was freed.
The
the firemen in their work. Specta- party left at 11 o'clock Saturday night,
tors declare that the firemen did an
exceptionally good job in confining
the fire to the building as it contained a large amount of combustible
material and with the high wind it
resulted in a menacing situation.

MARBLEHEAD

WILLIAM S. JE'WETT.
Funeral services for William S.
Jewett, Peaches Point, Marblehead,
retired shoe manufacturer, were neid
at the Grace Episcopal church, Lawrence, Sunday afternoon with the
Rev. Bertram Bowser, rector, officiating.
The funeral was largely attended
by relatives and friends from Marblehead and Lawrence and by many
former business associates. Bearers
were E. G. Cook and Frank S. Cleghorn of Marblehead, L. S. Adams o:
Wellesly, C. J. Corcoran of Lawrence, W. F. Bartholomew of Boston
and C. J. Mahoney of North Andover.
Many of the city officials of Lawrence were present. It was said that ,
Mr. Jewett had left his impression on
the civic and business life of Lawrence and that no one in recent
years had done more to advance the
Interests of the city than had Mr.
Jewett. As a banker he had been of
great aid in extending help to firms
locating there and as a newspaper
man he had been forceful and resourceful.
The burial was in the family lot
at Bellevue cemetery where committal
services were read by Rev. Mr. Bowser.

ling the recent session Mr. Youngman i
said, "Bond issues simply postpone'
!the evil day of payment."
1 Concluding his remarks, the lieu',snant governor warned against the
.oters making decision when they
have heard only one side of the
story.
"If such and such tell you that
such and such was the action of the
committee, wait until you hcar both
sides before you act. Demand to hear
both sides. Base your decision on the
propaganda of truth."
In his prepared remarks Mr. Youngman showered praise of 51r. Hoover
and then outlined his views on the I
Republican
clubs'
attitude which
ellould maintain. His remarks were
-ddressed principally to the women,
- hut he said ehat some men's clubs
l'ad caused a lot of trouble.
t
"I want to quot-c." he said. "from
some remarks of Mrs:. Charles Sumner
- Bird made in opening the Institute
of Politics at the Women's Republican club a few weeks ago. This was
good advice from an erntnent and unRepublican
selfish worker for the
II
By J.1)11:s:
11)1
!party. Here it is:
DANVERS, Juno 20.-----1,iotit..Ciov.
S. Younginan did no t • s
the Womthat
'It
was
understood
I
have to share the spotlight with Alvan '1 r'uller at. the militant rails
en's Republican club was to be inof the Women's Republican chili of Massachusetts in the historic
dependent of the state committee.
Putnam House barn this afternoon when the drive for restoration but must adhere to the principles of
of Republican control of the elate government and the renomination the Republican party and interfere in
no way with the state, or national
and re-election of President Herbert Hoover was begun.
committee's affairs. And to my mind
Mr. Fuller, although promising to#
.
be present to ginger up the gather- ! Then during the address Lieut. Gov. that should be the status of all the
Mg with his independent oratory, Youngman told the women of the political clubs of our party. I may
be wrong, but still after years of extelegraphed at toe last moment he Origin of gerrymandering.
could not attend, and was taken.
"The first part of the word," he perience and thinking, and with no
severely to task by Mrs. Charles H. said "is taken from the name of a thought but for the best interests
Masury, presiding
officer, and
s men. Gerry of Rhode Island." and of the committees and clubs, I feel
- certain that the state committees are
power
in the
politics
of Esse:: he recalled how this man wits
county.
soeiated with the laying out of pots 1- , making a political mistake to take
any responsibility in the formatioe
Lieutenant Governor Youngmas cal districts that Mr. Youngman said
warned by the chairman. "while s looked on the map "like a rooster." And engineering of clubs, other than
Is early, now is a good time to
Political authorities say the word . to ciemand that they be loyal to the
to make votes for the next
•..- had its origin through a system of !. Republican principles of the party.
palgn." made his first direct 'Tic r- laying out of districts for the bene- s They shall not sponsor, or work for
ence to the Governor Ely bond pr,- fit of one political party that took legislative bills, or political offices.
posal and the recent congressioiss place during the administration of but take n neutral stand on conredistricting, but dealt only in gel - Gov. Ethridge Gerry of Massachusetts troversial questions.'
realities. Principally he discussed the back in 1812. But then one can't be
"Recently the state committee has
era of Republican success, which ,s expected to remember everything asked some of the Women's Republiabout to dawn and advised women's with the mercury at 95 in the shade can clubs to take action on cohtroRepublican clubs to steer clear or and perspiration dripping from the versial questions and some of them
controversial questions, despite the faces of the audience.
have. I think it would be far wiser
recent request of the state commitLieut. Gov. Youngman resorted for if the Republican clubs, both men's
tee to some of the clubs to take acand
correspondent's
women's, throughout the state.
the first time in this
tion
Mrs. Bird
recollection to the use of a prepared followed the advice of
Atty. Gen. Joseph E. Warner. who address which he explained to the which I have Just quoted. If
they
curiously enough took the place on women was so "I won't
be mis- do, it will be for the best interests
the program which would probably quoted."
of the clubs, and of the Republican
have been allotted to the man who
where party."
Sitting on the same wall
retired him temporarily to private
Mrs. Masury in
presenting
faMr.
life a decade ago by defeating him Whittler composed many of his
lieuten- Youngman expressed her disappointfor the Republican nomination for mous poems, Joe Ward, the
.' ment at the failure of Former Gov.
Friday,
checked
the
governor's
lieutenant governor. sounded a ea:- ant
Fuller to come.
lying cry for Republicans. He ac- manuscript before it was given to the
"I think a lot of him. He's an old
Youngmnn
stuck
to
it
Mr.
and
press.
knowledged the leadership of Mr.
pet of mine you know," she said. "He
Youngman in the party and then entil he had said every word of it. I -had promised to come and I thought
dwelt at length on the child welfare But he didn't stop there and some , lin would be here. But I don't
care
program conceived under the Repub- of his most interesting remarks were - if he isn't here because we have
with
.
lican administration of former Gov. extemporaneous.
us a man you can always dependMr. Youngman told the women of . upon. Mr.
Frank G. Allen. lie noted that the
Youngman.
And
while
it
stream of Republican concern for the Legislature's responsibility in re- is looking forward some distance if
congressional
the welfare of its people has been districting, not only
he wants to make votes in
Essex
senatorial, councillor I county
translated into more than 30 laws for districts but
now Is the tim.
e."
end
districts
that
and
declared
other
the benefit of unfortunate children
C.aer speakers Included Rep, Ralph
if the women wanted the Republican s I Wheelwsight
during the past session.
who told the women he
The sweltering heat did not dull party to control the situation they ' dared to vote for a $2
poll tax on
the ardor of the 100 women and snould be sure to send Republican women to finance
old age assistance
sprinkling of men who were present. senators and representatives to the although some of his colleagues
said
They were liberal in their applause Legislature.
! they wouldn't dare face their con"We have recently had a congres- stituents if they did that.
of the perspiring orators who reciprocated by shortening their addresses. sional redistricting," he
continued,
"And there are some who are not satisfied with it. But the congressional
redistricting was not Ay responsibiliThe Danvers rally which marked
The heat, however, tcok its toll in ty but that of the Legislature and the opening of a militant campaign
another way.
governor."
which the women plan to press with
"There's the stonewall where WhitLaunching into a discussion of state vigor was ths highlight of a week
tier wrote many of his poems, said expenditures, Mr. Youngman said It crowded with the usual political dea native Republican wanaering around Is a vital concern of the people how velopments that the torrid weather
the money goes and how much of it engenders. The supporters of GOV.
outside the Putnam barn.
"What newspaper did he work on'"' because in the final analysis it comes Franklin D. Roosevelt as the Demowas the serious question of another out of the family purse and the work- cratic candidate. for president opened
who had spent the previaus moments men's envelope because the rich don't their drive for his nomination and'
meeting members Of the •press.
pay all the taxes. Discussing the talk stirred up all sorts of comment.
with reference to bond issues dur- Mayor Curley continued Als•aanezna tie c Iwgf T./.41PI•Af

Warner Acknowledges
Youngman Leadership

Attorney General Sounds G. 0 P Rally
Cry at State Women's Republican Club
Meeting—Lieut. Governor Reads fron
Manuscript So "I Won't Be Misquoted'
Chairman Taylor Seeks National Con
vention for Boston—Fuller Absent a
Meeting Though Listed as Speaker Democrats Nettled by Curtsy Attitude

1

•

Effects of Heat

Drive For Roosevelt

/'/J/
,,,/n
T,
is tho t no one knows when Ctirley is
remarks codcerning his future
jesting. The belief is quite general
cal ambitions and Chairman Amos L. that he hasn't any definite plans and
Taylor of the Republican state corn- like Mr. Fuller enjoys in just fishmittee launched a movement to ing around and discomfitin- his enbring the 1932 National convention of emies,
his party to Boaton.
This much can be said that no one
of the Roosevelt, re;ards.Curley as a Fenn-7s threat for
The launching
drive in Massacnusetts was not un- any office at this time.
the luncheon
expected following
given by Col. Edward M. House 'at
week.
last
Manchester-by-the-Sea
Chairman Taylor is enthusiastic
Just how far it will progress before
the ambitions of Alfred E. Smith over his suggestion that the RepubGovernor Ely are definitely lican national convention be held in
,Ind
known is problematical. Massachu- Boston. It is not likely to happen,
qetts' recognized leaders of Democ- however, for there are various rearacy are for Smith first and Roose- sons that, will send It to some other
velt second, providing Governor Ely city. The word is out confidentially
that President Hoover will have the
doesn't want a favorite,,son boom.
From the Democratic standpoint, say of where the next convention
won't
drive
will take place.
however, .the Roosevelt
Chairman Taylor believes such a
do any harm for it is relieving to a
very moderate extent some of the convention in Boston would be a .
field wonderful thing for restoring Repubunemployment, a few paid
huidam In Massachusetts,
workers having been put on the Job,
durof arousing Roosevelt sentiment
particularly in view of its Democratic
fog the week.
tendencies in recent elections. He
Mayor Curley satisfied with the says the city has sufficient hotels
publicity accorded him by his shift to accommodate delegates and the
of support from Owen D. Young to Garden is sufficently large for the
The business
Roosevelt has continued his observe- convention sessions.
tions of the presidential situation which the convention would bring
during the week and found willing would be appreciated and it would
His most recent effusion mean a lot to the Repuolican organw
writers.
calls on Governor Smith to make ization In the state. There is, how known his stand so Massachusetts ever, the matter of guarantees and
might
position of in- other similar features which
won't be kept 4n
pardecision. He says that Smith won't be difficult for Boston to meet,
against
ticluarly if It had to bid
run.
In the meantime, however, the larger cities.
Chairman Taylor -started duTing
famed Daniel H. Coakley who ran
against Curley for mayor of Boston ,the week to bring about complete
suggesting
simply to harrass him and say things harmony in the party by
about him over the radio has said that former Governors Fuller, Allen
mateexcellent
make
some more about Curley. He takes or Cox would
national
up the claim of Curtsy's friends that rial for vice president on the
in
he settled the trouble between the ticket. It was taken to mean
Pope and Mussolini and expresses the some quarters that the Republican
one
if
object
wish that he had gone to the Kaiser ! organization wouldn't
of these men decided to seek the
before the World War,
of the
"If a 24-hour stay in Rome could gubernatorial plum Instead
nomination. CAIN
accomplish the settlement of a prob- national ticket
regarded
were
words
lem of hundreds of years' standing," t man Taylor's
"feeler" which may
says Coakley, "a visit by Curley to by some as a
later if sentithe Kaiser would have certainly pre- bring developments
aroused that any of
vented the World War and its after merit, can be
the strangest
he
these men would
effects."
the party could offer to
Concluding Mr. Coakley allows candidate
Ely in 1932.
that Mr. Curley running as cielegste oppose Governor
for Roosevelt couldn't be elected in
his own ward against Omar Khayan,
whom the mayor often quotes,
Gen. Charles H. Cole, the party
(11/
candidate for governor In 1928 also
takes exceptions to the pushing of
Roosevelt until the Intention of Governor Smith is more definite and
has indicated he will have nothing
to do with the movement.
'
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G. O. P. Convention City

And if it is to throw its weight on
one side or the other of such questions, now is the time for considering its policy.
Generally speaking, the Atlantic
Deeper Waterways association is
concerned with promoting such cutting of shoals and isthmuses, and'
such dredging of back channels, ai
will eventually disclose a complet
system of connected waterwaM
reaching down the entire coast from
Boston to Jacksonville or Key
A supplementary interest
West.
is the continuation of that system
through the Gulf of Mexico and the
Mississippi and connecting rivers
so as to open water routes all
through the interior of the country.
;While Quincy has little or no commerce at present that can make use
of such a network or channels.
Quincy's position on the Atlantic
seaboard, with two fine river entrances of its own, gives it a poten44Ii l.....ilat, APR
tial interest of great value and importance. For one thing, Quincy
seems destined to he the place
where Boston commerce will exMayor Curley of Boston has pand, whenever it spreads beyond
Another thing,
called a coirrrence on Wednesday Boston limits.
next at 1 P. M., of the delegates more immediate in its effects per,
chosen by near-by Massachusetts baps, is the fact that Quincy seems
cities and towns to the Boston con- even now to show the beginnings o
vention of —the Atlantic Deeper what will very likely make it one
Waterways association, set for the of the greatest boat-building centers
This conference o? the eastern United States.
week of Oct. 5.
If Quincy is to build boats, more
will be concerned only with preliminaries, of course, but it sug- and more of them, Quincy should
gests that the time is ripe for action join with the leaders in advocating
here in Quincy looking to the for- the great system of protected water
mulation of any definite proposals highways on which such boats will
or policy that deserves to be advo- In future be the tourist cars and
cated by Quincy when the big ses- freight trucks. Quincy's possibilitlet
sions begin next fall. It is not in as a producer of motor boats should
the nature of things that a city of alone be sufficient to mobilize this,
the size of Quincy should have large city's forces and develop a policy'
concern in the major projects to of waterway promotion here that
be discussed in the convention. But can get its helpful expression at the',
unless Quincy lines up, one way Boston Waterways convention, at
or another, on waterway questions, th.) same time that It_
it. Wide...a..'VOW talrafo A.11..1/itLythiu01. that eau

"A r

uincy's Waterway
Interest

Puzzle to Democrats
Mayor Curley is fast gaining the
nickname of the "Fuller of the Democratic party," because of his seeming delight In keeping
his party
friends and foes worried as to his
future intentions.
For some time there
has
been
rumor he might oppose Governor Ely
• for the Democratic nomination for
governor. It persisted when he left
, for Europe but he came back from
that trip with a full-fledged boom
for his candidacy for vice president.
Some of his friends took that so seriously that during the week buttons
for a Roosevelt and Curley
ticket
made their appearance until the
mayor is reported to have called it
off. Then last night at a banquet
of the Sojourners he revived the report of his gube.'w,torial aspirations
by stating firmly that he intended
to be governor, The difficulty now
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CURLEY EttillICINEI'

oVE

IOT SPEAKING FOR BAY The respect and love in which Alfred E. Smith ARS been held by the
W STATE DEMOCRACY

•

Much to the 6itrprise of Mayor
Curley buttons bearing the inscription "Roosevelt and Curley in
1932" have made their appearance
in Boston. It is plain enough that

Talking to a group of newspaper .t),..mocracy of Massachusetts has not
men yesterday Majer Curley of Bos..en dissolved one iota because of
ton, who only recently came out for his defeat for the presidency.
whoever is responsible for them
Franklin D. Roosevelt for the Demo-- And the leaders of the Democratic
knows that it would be a political
President, de-party look with extreme displeasure
cratic nomination
impossibility for the national deminanded that Alfred E. Smith stePon any attempt to shove him aside
ocrats to nominate an easterner
aside in order to advance the can-in favor of any other candidate no
for president and then name a man
didacy of Roosevelt. Presumablymatter how popular and admired the
living in an adjoining state as his
Curley imagines that he is speakingothee may be. It will be well for
running mate, but nevertheless this
for the Bay State Democracy. Butmayor Curley to remember this and
incident will keep the name of
in this instance, as in some others,set accordingly. It is not within his
Boston's mayor before the public
Curley is speaking for himself aloneprovince as mayor of Boston to dieduring a quiet season even though
and nobody is being deceived intotate in this fashion.
executive says that the prothe
any other line of thought affecting
moter's enthusism ran away with
the state democracy.
his wisdom.
Without difficulty it will he re7
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speak for the Democracy of the
state on other occasions and the
Democracy of the state showed that
it had a mind of its own. Curley,
it will be remembered, demanded
that Joseph B. Ely step aside from
his aspirations for the governorship
in the last campaign in favor of anTwo-Act Plot Features Their Probable Candidacies
other candidate. But the Democrats
. For Governor in 1932
of Massachusetts showed that they
wanted Ely for their candidate, regardless of Curley's views, and the
BOSTON, June 20 (FP)—Lieut. Gov
'William S. Youngman and Mayen
people of the entire state showed
James M. Curley last. night producet
just as conclusively that they
la two-act political drama before Ulf
Curley
National Sojourners, the plot featurwanted him for governor.
ing their probable candidacies for
OM not speak then for the Demogovernor in 1932. Youngman, a Recrats of Massachusetts and he does
publican, and Curley. a Democrat,
have frequently clashed politically
not now speak for them.
and both have been regarded as poThe Democrats of Massachusetts
tential gubernatorial candidates.
will he pleased beyond any shadow
The dramatics began during a
transcontinental telephone converseof a doubt to espouse the cause of
ion with Gov. James Rolph, Jr., of
Gov Roosevelt for the presidency.
California, a close personal friend of
from the Sojourners' dinner.
Bay State Residents Seek to
Curley,
But they will first demand that jus•
After exchanging greetings with
Smith
and
tire be done Alfred E.
Interest New York
Gov. Ftolph, Curley said: "I am going to have the lieutenant governor of
that Smith he given a chance to say
Governor
you—I
with
Massachusetts speak
whether he will be a candidate for
won't say the next governor for I may
run for that myself."
the nomination before they tie up
ALBANY, N. Y., June 20 (AP>—
Youngman followed Curley on the
with anybody else, however deservSeveral Massachusetts residents have
telephone and when he had concluded
appealed to Gov. Franklin D. Rooseedly admired and beloved. And if
his greetings, said: "I want to assure
velt for aid in obtaining the release
you that it, is harder for a mayor to
Smith says 'that he will run there is
of Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater, widow of
become governor of this state than it
absolutely no question as to where
. Horatio Nelson Slater, millionaire
is out there with you. Gov. Rolph is
textile manufacturer, from the sloa former mayor of San Francisco.
Massachusetts will stand in the
• cum sanitarium at Beacon. N. Y. Mrs.
Soon after the telephone conversaDemocratic convention.
tions, Youngman and Curley addressAnne Luther Downes. representing a
ed the Sojourners, an affiliate of the
defense committee organized in BosMassachusetts will stand, as SenMasons.
ton. carried the appeal to the govator David T. Walsh has so sagely
Youngman closed his address with a
ernor for the release of Mrs. Slater.
remark that he hoped he would he in
pointed out, with Smith as long
Mrs. Sister's commitment as an inBoston to welcome the Sojourners at
competent was obtained by her three'
as there is a semblance of a chance
their next Boston convention in a sochildren, H. Nelson Slater, Mrs. Ray
cial way as well as in an official caof Smith winning the nomination.
Slater Murphy and Mrs. Joseph J.
He
then
the
pacity.
left
hall.
Kerrigan, all of New York, a year and
There is not much of a doubt about
Curley, who followed Youngman on
a half ago. Paul Hunt, Mrs. Sister's
Indeed,
whether
are
delegates
that.
the program, concluded his address
brother, contended her commitment
with the remark: "I noticed that
instructed or not there is no queswas illegal and taken by her son and
twinge of pathos in the closing line
daughters to prevent their mother
tion but that the delegation will be
of the lieutenant, governor's speech
from making a new will, disinheritand I would like to have sent him
practically unanimous for the standing them.
away with the assurance that I will
Among the signers of a petition
ard bearer in the last presidential
delegate to him the duty of receiving
presented Governor Roosevelt in beyou when I am governor."
campaign.
half of Mrs. Slater were Mayor Curley
Brilliant talker that he unqueto
Lieutenalir-GoltaTior
Boston,
of
Youngman of Massachusetts and Dr.
,tior.ehly is, if Mayor Curley is wise
S. Parkes Cadman, New York clergyne a ill e,Nise talking for awhile. He
men.
Mrs. Slater Is 66 and at !lie tiro*
Is not helping his party by his at,comm4men
her
Itempta to force the Roosevelt-Smith
living is
State
this
at
Bay
time.
the
in
Issue

Youngman And Curley
In "Political Drama"
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New Bathhouses
Built by the 'Mile'
Ocean bathhouses built by the
"mile" is the way in which Boston is
developing its public bath resorts.
Something "new" in bathhouses was
opened today at the famous L Street
beach in South Boston to succeed the
old wooden structure that has been in
service for more than 20 years. Mayor
Curley made a dedication speech to
the crowd which waited for the doors
to open this afternoon.
The new house is 1200 feet long, or
more than a fifth of a mile. It cost
more than $400,uou. It has a specially
constructed section where men bathers may take sun baths as well as
Salt water dips. Arrangements for
playing handball also have been provided for. Instructors will be available every day to teach players how
to get the palm of their hands in the
way of the elusive and lively little
handball.
In the women's section of the new
building are individual apartments.
Special facilities for taking care of
valuables have been provided in both
the men's and women's sections. The
new L Street Bathhouse accommodates 3500 persons at one time. There
are shower baths. Heat will be furnished when needed by a gas-fired
aparatus. A staff of trained life
guards will patrol the beach during
the hours when the house is open.
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Mass. People Apply
To Gov. Roosevelt
19 To Free Mrs. Slater
New York, June 20 (pe--Several
Massachusetts residents have appealed to Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt
for aid in obtaining the release of
Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater, widow of
Nelson Slater, millionaire cotton
manufacturer, from the Slocum sanitarium at Beacon. N. Y.
Mrs. Anne Luther Downes, representing a defense committee organized in Boston. carried the appeal to
the governor for the release of Mrs.
Slater, heiress of an estate estimated
at $25,000,000 and former Boston social leader.
Mrs. Slater's commitment as an inlompetent was obtained by her three
'.:hIldren, H. Nelson Slater, Mrs. Rose
Slater Murphy and Mrs. Joseph J.
Kerrigan. all of New York, a year
and a half ago. Paul Hunt, Mrs.
Slater's brother, contended her commitment was illegal and was taken
by her son and daughters to prevent
their mother from making a new
will, disinheriting them.
Among the signers of a petition
presented Gov. Roosevelt in behalf
of Mrs. Slater were Mayor_Catey of
Boston, Lieut. Gov. Youth1 of
Massachusetts and Dr. S. Pares
Cadman, New York clergyman.
Mrs. Slater is 66 and at the time
of her commitment, March 7, 1930,
was living In New York.
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Ask Roosevelt to
Aid Mrs. Slater
Obtain Freedom
Bay State Residents Appeal to New York Governor to Help Heiress
ALBANY, N. Y., June 20 (/P)—Several Massachusetts residents have appealed to Governor Franklin D.
Roosevelt for aid in obtaining the
release of Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater,
widow of Nelson Slater, millionair
e
cotton manufacturer, from the
Slocum's Sanitarium at Beacon, N.
Y.
Mrs. Anne Luther Dories, representing a defense committee organized
in Boston, carried the appeal to
governor for the release of Mrs. the
ter, heiress of an estate estimatedSlaat
$25.000,000 and former Boston social
leader.
Mrs. Slater's committment as
Incompetent was obtained by an
three children, H. Nelson Slater, her
Mrs.
Rose Slater Murphy and Mrs.
Joseph
J. Kerrigan, all of New York, a
and a half ago. Paul Hunt, year
Mrs.
Slater's brother, contended her cornmittment as illegal and taken by
her
son and daughters to prevent
mother from making-4 new will,their
disinheriting them.
Among the signers of a petition
presented Governor Roosevelt in
behalf of Mrs. Slater were
rley of Boston, LieutenanMaynk-C11
t Governor
Youngman of Massachusetts and
Dr.
S. Parkes Cadman, New York
clergyman.
Mrs. Slater is 66 and at the
time
of her committment, March
7, 1930.
WPM living in New
York.
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Ask Roosevelt
Help to Free
Mrs. Slitter.
Bay State Residents Appeal
For Rich Woman Placed
In Sanitarium
NEW YORK, June 20 (A—Several
Massachusetts residents have appealed to Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt for aid in obtaining the release
of Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater, widow
of Nelson Slater, millionaire cotton
manufacturer, from Slocum's sanitarium at Beacon, N. Y.
Mrs. Anne Luther Downes, repre**nting a defense committee organized in Boston, carried the appeal
to the governor for the release of
Mrs. Slater, heiress of an estate estimated at $25,000,000 and former
Boston social leader.
Mrs. Slater's commitment as an
incompetent was obtained by her
three children, H. Nelson Slater,
Mrs. Rose Slater Murphy and Mrs.
Joseph J. Kerrigan, all of New York,
a year and a half ago
Paul Hunt,
Mrs. Slater's brother, contended her
commitment was illegal and was
taken by her son and daughters to
prevent their mother from making
a new will disinheriting them.
Among the signers of a petition
presented Gov. Roosevelt in behalf
of Mrs. Slater were Mayor GuNley of
Boston, Lieut. Gov. Youngman of
Massachusetts and Dr. S. Parkes
Cadman, New York clergyman.
Mrs. Slater is 66 and at the time
of her commitment, March 7, 1930,
she was living in New York.
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MARBLEHEAD MATTERS
Firemen Make Good Stop of Fire in Goodwin
Barn; High Wind Was Menace; Death of
Capt. Archibald T. Barr at Scarsdale;
Miss Rothwell Bride Brookline Man

fr

• Mrs. Dunham is a graduate of Miss Old North church.
Lee's school and attended the ConHUB MAYOR DELAYED
necticut College for Women.
Mayor James M. Curley and City
Treasurer Edmund L'IfIblan of BoaBosSEARCH FOR AGED MAN
ton made an extended stay in MarMore than 20 Marblehead
Boy
blehead
Saturday
harbor
when
the
Scouts joined in a search Sunday for
maicaway, the city treasurer's yacht,
William G. Torrey, 86, at
Beverly. fouled a mooring cable with her prowho has been missing from the
of John Weatherbee, 688 Cabot home peller as she was pulling away from
The Marblehead Scouts were street. the landing stage at a local hotel.
called The mayor, with his son and daughout at 10 o'clock Sunday
morning ter, visited the hotel early in the
when the Scout call was sounded
on afternoon and after enjoying baththe fire alarm. The Marblehe
ad dela- ing the party started back to Boston.
gation was in charge of
Scoutmaster As the Maicaway cleared the landing
Roger Banners and Senior
Patrol stage the propeller became entangled
Leader Frederick Hinch. Transpor- with mooring
chain.
tation was furnished by Jesse
Efforts of the crew to free the
Lent
and R. M. Hayward, Scout
Commis- craft proved fruitless and It was neestoner Robert Livingstone
announces sa17 to employ the services of a
that hereafter when the Scout
sig. diver before the yacht was freed. The
nal is sounded members are to
report Party left at 11 o'clock BaturdRy
to the voiles sst
table inntead of the Wight.
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Curley 'Pull'
Terry Jests
BOSTON, June 19 (AP) — Lieut.
Gov. William S. Youngman and
Mayor James JIL.Liarley tonight produced a two-act political drama before the National Sojourners, the
plot featuring their probable candidacies for governor in 1932. Youngman, a Republican, and Curley, a
Democrat, have frequently clashed
politically and both haVe been regarded as potential gubernatorial candidates.
The dramatics began during a
trans-continental telephone conversation with Gov. James Rolph, Jr.,
of California. a close personal fr!enci
of Curley, from the Sojourners' dinner.
After exchanging greetings with
Governor Rolph, Curley said: "I am
going to have the lieutenant governor of Massachusetts speak with you
—I won't say the next governor, fu
I may run for the'. myself."
Youngman followed Curley on the
telephone and when he had concluded his greetings, said: "I want to assure you that it is harder for a mayor
to become governor of this state than
it is out there with you." Governor
Rolph is a former mayor of San
Francisco.
Soon after the telephone conversations, Youngman and Ctirley addressed the Sojourners, an affiliate of
the Masons.
Youngman closed his address with
a remark that he hoped ne would be
in Boston to welcome the Sojourners
at their next Boston convention in
a social way as well as M an official
capacity. He then left the hali.
Curley, who followed Youngman on
the program, concluded his address
with the remark: "I noticed that
twinge of pathos in the closing line
of the lieutenant governer's speech.
and I would like to have sent him
away with the assurance that I will
delegate to him the duty of receiving
you when I am governor."
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sires to do so. For these reasons
cannotfort e see why he is not
headed
h national committee
chairmanship. But there may be a
very good reason—Mr. Mulvane may
not want the job.
'$80,000,000 Spendthrift' SesMr. Mulvane's Policy.
In all his long political career he
sion on Beacon Hill Saw
has never sought office or personal
Few Clashes.
aggrandizement of any kind. He has
been content to play his part of keeping Kansas safely in the fold of the
ELY PROVES DIPLOMATIC Republican party and to remain a
worker in the national committee
ranks. It can be said with certainty
Democratic Members Gave Repub- that he will not push himself forward in order to become the guiding
lican Governor a 'Fair Show"—
genius of the '1932 campaign—not
His Knack for Management.
even for the purpose of enabling
Kansas to feel the importance of national leadership.
As to what he
will do if an effort is made to draft
By F. LAURISTON BULLARD.
Editorial Corrsspondence, Tme Nrw YORK Tim en him no one knows. Many of his
best friends believe
has enough
BOSTON, June 18.—The Republi- unselfish loyalty to he
his party and
can Legislature of Massachusetts has President Hoover to undertake the
completed its annual session and the job when the practical leaders get
lonely Democrat in the Gubernatorial around to the task of assigning Senator Fess to less arduous and intrioffices not only survives, but he sur- cate duties. Quite a few who pose
vives with enhanced prestige. Joseph as his friends are hoping that he
B. Ely defeated last Fall the Repub- will be drafted, and that his sense
of duty will force him to accept, relican incumbent who aspired to a gardless of the
anguish and irritasecond term by 18,500 in a total vote tions which might befall him. They
think
it
would
be to the glory of
for the two of nearly 1,200,000. A
Democrat from the western half of Kansas for him to do so.
Perhaps some of this belief comes
the State, with almost no experience from the growing belief that Mr.
in public life, came to Beacon Hill Curtis is going to run out on Mr.
with the dreary prospect of a succes- Hoover and the national ticket—that
sion of deadlocks between himself he is going to give up the Vice Presidency and the eleven-room suite in
and the General Court.
, But there have been no deadlocks, the "swanky" Mayflower Hotel in
'few vetoes and only one failure to order to try to regain his old
sustain a veto. The Senate had seat in the Senate. Every action
thirty Republicans and ten Demo- Mr. Curtis has taken since returning
to Kansas more than two weeks ago
crats.
The explanation is simple. The Re- Indicates this. He came home with
publicans have manifested a disposi- the announcement that he was going
tion to give the Governor a fair to make only one speech during his
show. The Governor has displayed stay—a non-political speech at the
a knack for management and com- anniversary celebration of the Fort
promise. He has alluded to himself Hays Kansas State College. But
as "a Yankee trader." There have this good resolution soon went by the
been differences and one or two board. Almost before he knew where
"near" things. To some degree the to hang his hat in his Topeka offices,
Governor has been favored by luck. he went to Emporia to attend the
The Legislature which has just dedication of a wading pool which
prorogued has been called an "$80,- had been presented to the city by
000,000 spendthrift." The big chapter William Allen White.
, in its record deals with appropriaMr. Curtis'a Speaking Schedule.
tions, When the State adopted the
Apparently the wading pool water
budget system in 1918 a pay-as-yougo policy was established which has was of a temperature to encourage
not been modified until now. In his him to wade in deeper oratorical
Inaugural and again in his budget
message, the Governor advocated its waters. This week he filled speaking
temporary abandonment on account engagements in Ottawa, Garnett, Iola
of the unemployment emergency. He and Chanute, and next week he is
said:
scheduled to make an automobile
"I believe that life, health and happiness are more sacred than a pay- tour over a wide area with at least
as-you-go policy." He proposed an one speech a day.
It is said Mr. Curtis has not found
$8,500,000 serial bond issue with a
ten-year limit for buildings of many local political conditions entirely to
his
liking. His keen observations
sorts, a similar $1,500,000 issue for a
Public Works Department building have convinced him there is a lot of
and another $10,000,000 for highway unrest and uncertainty in the atmosconstruction, together with an "im- phere—that things may happen in
mediate appropriation" of $1,000,000 Kansas next year. But, in spite of
as an emergency fund to be adminis- this, his inclination to run for the
tered by the Governor—$21,000,000 in Senate rather than the Vice Prettiall. Most of the building would be in dency seems to have been strengthanticipation of works already con- ened. It may be that the attitude
templated under a five-year program of his old enemies has something to
do with this appearance. The old
adopted in 183G.
enemies are generally anxious to try
to put Henry J. Allen back in the
Senate. They believe this can best
be done by getting Mr. Curtis out of
the way—having him run for Vice
President again. And so, despite the
fact that they call themselves Republicans, they are playing up
theory
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'DOC'KENDALL
PAID TRIBUTE
40N BIRTHDAY
Many Quincy Men Join in
Honoring Veteran Atlantic Sportsman
Deserved tribute by men in all
walks of life was paid to Dr. Walter
Gardner Kendall, Quincy's grand
old sportsman, on his i7th birthday
last night at the Bostou Athletic
association. Dr. and Mrs. Kendall
make their home at 106 Atlantic
street, Atlantic.
Dr. Kendall was acclaimed as a
great sportsman, champion cyclist,
celebrated
noted horticulturist,
brceder of dogs and a jolly good
Testifying to his sterling
fellow.
qualities were Mayor James J. Curley of Boston, Malcolm L. Bridgman, vice president of the Boston
Bicycle club; William F. Garcelon,
of the B. A. A., who acted as toastmaster; Fred A. Wilson, trustee
of the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, Irving E. Marshall. president of the B. A. A.; William J.
Fallon, president of the Wollaston
Golf club; Dr. J. Austin Furfey,
Massachusetts Dental Society; J.
W. Adams, and Charles H. Kendall,
the doctor's son.
Present Purse
Tokens of esteem and friendship
include!; a purse of gold from all
those present, presented by Mr.
Wilson: a bag of golf clubs from
the Wollaston Golf club, presented
by President Fallon; a gold medal,

A. A.; presented by
from toe
President Marshall: and shillilah
brought over from Ireland, by
Mayor Curley.
Gov. Joseph B. Ely. was not able
to attend and sent a letter of regret.
Among the congratulatory messages read by the toastmaster was
one from Rep. Edward J. Sandberg
Mayor Thomas J.
of Quincy.
McGrath and Executive Councilor
Chester I. Campbell were listed as
guest speakers, but were unavoidably absent
The guest of honor was visibly
affected when be arose to express '
his appreciation and gratitude for
all that had been done in his behalf
in honor of his natal day He interspersed his talk with some original
poetry
A steak dinner was served at
seven o'clock to more than 150 intimate friends of Dr. Kendall. Between courses, group singing was
enjoyed. At each plate was a souvenir program containing a perfect
likeness of the good doctor on the
front, a brief history of his life,
smile Kendallisms, the list of guests
and a cartoon layout of Dr. Kendall, showing him many-sidedness,
by Franklin Collier
Many Local Guests
Among the organizations of which
Dr. Kendall is a member (of many
an honorary life member) are the
Boston Athletic Association, Boston
Bicycle Club, New Haven Bicycle
Club, Hartford Wheel Club, Boston
Arena Club, Massachusetts HortiHorticultural
Society,
cultural
Club of Boston, Wollaston Golf
Club, New England Seniors' Golf
Association, Society of Mayflower
Descendants, Newspapermen's Golf
Association, New England Dental
Golf Association, American Amateur
Athletic Union, Boston Walkers'
Club, Boston Terrier Club, Boston
Terriers Breeders' Club; French
Bull Dog Club; and Veteran Massachusetts Militia.
Present from Quincy and vicinity
besides theca already mentioned
were: Ernest A. Anderson, Waiter
, W. Benson, George A. Deana, Walter R. Emerson, Charles A. Hall, Dr. '
Fred E. Jones, John J. Dorn, John J.
Gallagher, Charles F. Mostnan, William H. O'Brien, C. T. O'Malley, Roy
O'Leary, Edgar W. Spargo, Percy N.
Lane, and Raymond F. Trop.
Committee of arrangements: J. S.
Hathaway, chairman and treasurer;
Malcolm L. Bridgman, George C. ,
Carens, Ralph R. Clifford, Franklin
P. Collier, William J. Fallon, Dr.
J. Austin Furfey, J. Frank Facey,
William F. Garcelon, William Hamilton, Thomas Hunter, Jr., Harlan
P. Kelsey, Charles H. Kendall.
William P. Kenney, Rupert Kobza,
Alfred J. Lill, Irving F. Marshall,
Julius Matthews, Robert H. Roland,
Frank P. Sibley, and Richard M.
Wyman.
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Bay Staters Ask Roosevelt's
i In Releasing Mrs Stater
Boston Alienist Says Massachusetts Woman 'Entirely
Sane' and That She Was Sent Away' Without
Justification" In Fight Over Will
•
Albany, June 20 —Gov Roosevelt's
aid has been asked by Massachusetts
residents in an effort to obtain the
release from a private sanitarium at
Beacon, N. Y., of Mrs Mabel Slater,
widow of Nelson Slater, millionaire
fsl'ew England cotton manufacturer.
Paul Hunt, brother of Mrs Slater,
and Mrs Anne L. Downes, representing the defense committee organized
at Boston to fight for Mrs Slater's
release, personally made the plea to
Roosevelt for his help. The Fovernor
told them there was nothinglie could
do.
Mrs Slater, who formerly *as a social leader at Boston, is heiress of an
estate estimated at $25.000,000. Her
commitment as an incompetent to
Beacon sanitarium was obtained in
March, 1930, by her three children, H.
Nelson Slater, Mrs Rose Slater Murphy
and Mrs Joseph J. Kerrigan, all soc
prominent at New York city.
iyor Curley of Boston, Lieut-Gov
.agmairlfr Massachusetts and Dr
S. Parkes Cadman, New York clergyman, were among the signers of the
petition laid before Roosevelt.
Mrs Slater at one time lived at
60

Washington and was known by Gov
Roosevelt when he served as assistant
secretary of the navy during the administration of the late President
Wilson,
Mrs Slater's brother. Paul Hunt,
and her sister, Mrs Elinor H. Diederich. have charged her children had
her committed to the sanitarium to
prevent her from making a new will,
disinheriting them.
Hunt told Roosevelt he recently received a message smuggled from the
sanitarium in which
Mrs Slater
wrote:—
• "I can't hold out much longer; take
me away before I die."
A court ruling denying Hunt and
Mrs Diederich the right to visit Mrs
Slater in the sanitarium recently was
reversed by the appellate division at
New York city.
In their tight to obtain the release
of Mrs Slater, her brother and sister
presented a statement from Dr Herbert P. Jefferson, Boston alienist, declaring his examination of Mrs Slater,
who is 66. showed her to be "entirely
sane." and her commitment "without
justification."
r
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INDULGE IN BANTER
OVER GOVERNORSHIP
Lieut. Gov. Youngman and Mayor Curley
Allude to Their Candidacies in Long
Distance Phone Talk With Frisco
BOSTON, June 19 (IP)—Lieutenant
Governor William S. Youngman and
Mayor James M. Curley tonight produced a two-act political drama
before the National Sojourners, the
plot of which appeared to be that
both intend to run for governor in
Youngman, a Republican.
1932.
and Curley, a Democrat, have frequently clashed politically and both
have been regarded as potential
gubernatorial candidates.
The dramatics began during a
transcontinental telephone conversation with Governor James Rolph, Jr.,
of California, a close personal friend
of Curley, from the Sojourners dinner.
After exchanging greetings with
Governor Rolph, Curley said: "I am
going to have the lieutenant, governor
of Massachusetts .speak with you —
I won't say the next governor, for I
may run for that myself.".
Youngman followed Curley on the
telephone and when he had con-

"I
chided his greetings he added:
want to assure you that it is harder
for a mayor to become governor of
this state than it is out there with
Governor Rolph is a former
you."
mayor of San Francisco.
Soon after the telephone conversetions, Youngman and Curley addressed the Sojourners, an affiliate of the
Masons.
Youngman closed his address with
a remark that he Doped he would be
In Boston to welcome the Sojourners
at their next Boston convention in
a social way as well as in an ofHe then left the
ficial capacity.
hall,
Curley, who followed Youngman on
the program, roncluded his address
with the remark. "I noticed that
twinge of pathos in the closing line
of the lieutenant governpr's speech
and I would like to have sent him
away with the assurance that I will
delegate to him the duty of receiving
you when I am governor."
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Bunker Hill Day
Is Celebrated
In Charlestown
17—',A13)—The
lime
BOSTON.
156th anniversary of the battle of
in
Bunker Hill was celebrated
Charlestown today with a parad?,
sporting events and exercises at the
monument which commemorates the historic engagement of the Revolution.
Glowering skies which threatened
to ruin the observance cleared RS the
parade, with 7,000 marchers in line,
was forming. Riding in places of
honor were Mayor James M. Curley
officials, and —Mof Boston,
tional Commander Ralph T. O'Neil of
he American Legion.
The streets on Bunker Hill assumed a carnival appearance with
scores of flag bedecked booths lining
the thoroughfares. The crowds at
Sullivan square were furnished a bit
of excitement when police seized two
gambling wheels and arrested Harry
V;einer of 78 Newport street. Brooklyn, N. Y., and Vincent Anderson of
Revere, as the operators.
The sports program included a
three mile road race won by Russell
Jellison of the Boston Athletic Association, swimming races and ball
game.
The National Equal Rights League
held exercises at the Bunker Hill
monument in honor of negro soldiers
who took part in the battle of Bunker
Hill.
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Twenty Million Dollars will be spent
in East Boston during the next few
years, thanks to our great international figure Mayor Curley of Boston.
• * •

MAYOR CURI.EVS KINDNESS TO
EAST BOSTON
East Boston has received many im•
provements during the year that is
past. The traffic tunnel, the additior
to the Courthouse, the airport devel
opment, the repair of streets, and nov
the shore reservation from Wood Isl
and through the Fourth Section am
Orient Heights to the Winthrop line
All these have come to us through thr
interest and kindness of Mayor Cur.
ley.
Everyone who knows anything
about City and State affairs understands that without Mayor Curley's
active interest none of the great improvements would have come to the
district. His opposition would have
defeated them all. Happily he has an
abiding interest in this section of his
City, and he has shown it in countless ways. It may be truly said that
lie has re-made the Island.
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INDULGE IN BANTER
OVER GOVERNORSHIP
Lieut. Gov. Youngman and Mayor Curley
Allude to Their Candidacies in Long
Distance Phone Talk With Frisco
BOSTON. June 19 (fP)—Lieutenant
Governor William S. Youngman and!
Mayor James M. Curley tonight produced a two-act political drama
before the National Sojourners, the
plot of which appeared to be that
both intend to run for governor in
Youngman, a Republican.
1932.
and Curley, a Democrat, haye frequently clashed politically Aid both
have been regarded as potential
gubernatorial candidates.
The dramatics began during a
transc"ntinental telephone conversa•
lion with Governor James Rolph. Jr.,
of California. a close personal friend
of Curley, from the Sojourners dinner.
After exchanging greetings with
Governor Ftolph, Curley said: "I am
going to have the lieutenant governor
of Massachusetts speak with you—
I won't say the next governor, for I
may run for that myself."
Youngman followed Curley on the
telephone and when he had con"I
cluded his greetings he added:
want to assure you that it is harder
for a mayor to become governor of
this state than it is out there with
Governor Rolph is a former
you."
mayor of San Francisco.
Soon after the telephone conversations, Youngman and Curley addressed the Sojourners, an affiliate of the
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SEEK ROSSEVEIT'S
AID TO GET RELEASE
OF SOCIAL LEADER

Masons.
Youngman closed his address with
a remark that he hoped he would be
In Boston to welcome the Sojourners
at their next Boston convention in
a social way as well as in an ofHe then left the
ficial capacity.
hall.
Curley, who followed Youngman on
the program, concluded his address
with the remark, "I noticed that
twinge of pathos in the closing line
of the lieutenant governor's speech
and I would like to have sent him
away with the assurance that I will
delegate to him the duty of receiving
you when I am governor."
/I/

20—Gov.
Albany, N. Y., June
by
asked
been
has
aid
Roosevelt's
effort
Massachusetts residents in an
from a private
to obtain de! icicase
Mrs.
sanitarium al Deacon, N. Y., of
Nelson
Mabel Slater, 66, widow of
cotSlater, nallionaire New England
ton manufacturef.
Slater,
Paul Hunt, brother of Mrs.
repreand Mrs. Anne L. Downes,
orsenting the defence committee
Mrs.
ganized in Boston to fight for
the
Siatees release, personaly made
help.
his
for
Roosevelt
Gov.
plea to
was
The governor told them there
nothing he could do.
a
Mrs. Slater, who formerly was
of
social leader in Boston is heiress
$25,000,000.
an estate estimated at
to
Her commitment as incompetent
in
Deacon sanitarium was obtained
March. 1930, by her three children,
Slater
H. Nelson Slater, Mrs. Rose
KerriMurphy, and Mrs. Joseph J.
New
gan, all socially prominent in
York city.
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
Lieut.-Gov. Williatte"Toungman of
Massachusetts, and Dr. S. Parkes
were
Cadman, New York clergyman,
petition
the
of
signers
the
among
laid before Gov. Roosevelt.

•-• Luncheon at Magnolia
THE CAMPAIGN of 1932, so far as
the Democrats are concerned, opened
urbanely at Magnolia when Colonel
F. M. House invited a number of
cminent Democrats to lunch with him,
Governor Roosevelt of New York being
the guest of honor. Colonel House has
made himself the leading Roosevelt
rooter in this vicinity, and in spite of
his years, he is a political friend and
supporter that any candidate might
be glad to have. The occasion was
marked by Mayor Curley's public
embrace of the Roosevelt cause. It
was also marked by an exceedingly
polite but quite definite reminder from
Senator Walsh that Massachusetts
Democrats are first of all for ex-Governor Alfred E. Smith, though they like
Governor Roosevelt as second choice.
The conclusion is that the mayor and
the senator do not at present see eye
to eye about the proper tactics for
Massachusetts to follow at the Democratic convention; it is not the first
time that these two statesmen have
differed within party lines. Unfortunately Governor Ely was unable to
attend, or else lie was not ready to jump
into Colonel House's attractively Lialted
trap. What further political ambitions
Governor Ely may have we do not know,
but he is canny enough not to commit
himself too definitely even to so promising and engaging a candidate as
Governor Roosevelt a full year in
advance of the nominating convention.
Mayor Curie took the decisive step,
e House beamed silently
while
but approvingly on him. The other
big Democrats of Massachusetts managed in one way or another to side-step.
I.
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Curie's., Denies Delay
'In P.O. Due to Hub Folk
Federal postal authorities in charge
Boston
of the new structure at
placed the blame for delay in its
construction on Boston persons yesterday, stating a desire to have local
Material used was responsible,
Mayor James M. Curley in a rethe
ply denied the allegation, stating
authorities should have recognized
In the first place that local material
fabrishould have been placed for
cated steel that will be needed as
soon as the plans were prepared.
Granite men last night supported
the mayor's contention.
ay 04
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Curley Is Aroused by
!" Delay Upon Postoffice

MINOR MENTION
Gov. Roosevelt finds an astounding lack of knowledge of government among the better educated families, and anyway many of them do
not seem to know much about the government of their children.
Mayor CuTley of Boston complains that there are 10 bootleggers for
every soldier, but some thirsty people won't feel they are getting service
until there are at least 20.
There is $.350,000 in the banks of the state the possessors of which
are unknown. Around here the number of impecunious people who act
aelf-4ey had large bank accounts, vastly exceeds the number of folks
who have "foroatIcaLthe money they have deposited.

BOSTON, June 19 (1P).---Permission
to graze cows on the site of Boston's new postoffiee, with the assurance they would in no way interfere
with the workmen on the site, was
sought today by Mayor James M.
Curley.
The mayor, who has often voiced his
disapproval of what he described as
lack of progress in the erection of the
building, sent his letter to Postmaster
General Brown. He also included a
photograph of the site, depicting what
he said was the progress being made
on the building, authorized in 1929. It
was, a daylight picture of the fouadaLim:, still in the process of construction. and thawed not a single work,man on-late; aseme.,v.,
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There were many less casualties
today than 156 years ago. In the battle hundreds gave their life blood
for their country. At today's celebration only a few were treated at
the hospitals for powder burns caused
by premature explosion of firecrackers.
"You didn't have prohibition in
'those days," your correspondent said
to an old settler, just before sundown.
"No, and we dldn't today," he replied.
And aboard a train, General Butler was fondling a shillalah given
him by Mayor Curley.
And in tne cellars of Charlestown
the celebrators were talking of prohibition, but principally of how
"Ely stole the show from Curley assisted by Dave Walsh."
But anyway, Charlestown was happy because the British didn't finish
what they started, and after the
fireworks display near midnight,
everyone went home to speculate
on what might happen at next year's
election.
,177-,. AZ d 1.1

ASK MRS. SLATER
BE GIVEN RELEASE,
New York, June 20—M--Several
Massachusetts residents have appealed to Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt for aid in obtaining the release
of Mrs. Mabel Hunt Slater, widow
of Nelson Slater, millionaire cotton
manufacturer, from the Slocum's
sanitarium at Beacon, N. Y.
Mrs. Anne Luther Downes, representing a defense committee organized.in Boston, carried the appeal to the governor for the release
of Mrs. Alter, heiress of an estate
estimated at $25,000,000 and for- 1
1
mer Boston social leader.
Mrs. Slater's committment as an
incompetent was obtained by her
three children, H. Nelson Slater,
Mrs. Rose Slater Murphy and Mrs.
Joseph J. Kerrigan, all of New
York, a year and a half ago. Paul
Hunt, Mrs. Slater's brother, contended her committment was illlgal and was taken by her son and
daughters to prevent their mother
from making a new will, disinheriting them.
Among the signers of a petition
presented Gov. Roosevelt in behalf
of Mrs. Slater were Mayor Curley
OX idoston, Lt. uov. Youngman of
Massachusetts and Dr. S. Parkes
Cadman, New York clergyman.
Mrs. Slater is 66 and at the time
of her
committment, March 7,
1930, was living in New York.
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CUJILE DEMANDS
SMITH SIR ASIDE
TO No ROOSEVELT
t.,
Former Governor Had His
Chance and Should Grq
Out of Picture,
Says Mayor.
BOSTON, June 19—It is time for
Alfred E. Smith to get out of the
Democratic Presidential picture as a
possible candidate and rally personally to the cause of (by.'Franklin D.
Roosevelt of New York, in the opinion
of Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
The Boston Mayor, who is reaping
his reward for being in the van of
New Englanders to come forward for
Roosevelt by being accorded a mild
boom for the eecond place on the
Democratic ticket by the Curieyites of
Boston, played a direct counter to
!Senator David I. Walsh this afternoon
by declaring his belief that Smith
should publicly renouncp all PresiSenator
dential ambitions for 193?..
Walsh, although cordial to Roosevelt.
has temporized his allegiance to the
New York Governor pending a stand
by Smith.
Curley Gets Jump on Walsh.
Should Al Smith take cognizance of
the Curley suggestion and it does not
seem likely at this particular time,
Walsh, should he come into the
Roosevelt fold, would do so belatedly
and would be. in a manner of speaking, following the lead of Curley. It
Is a subtle game that Curley is playing and no possible political advantage, however slight, Is being ignored
by the 13oston Mayor in his struggle
for the leadership of Massachusetts
Democracy.
The Curley pronouncement relative
to Smith was made in the course of a
brief conversation withh newspapermen today. A declaration for Roosevelt by Smith, he felt, would "pave
the way" for Roosevelt's successful
campaign.
The Mayor remarked that Smith is
a "delightful man and dearly beloved,"
I it that he had 'his chance with the
voters.
"Smith made a fine record as GOVEZ)
nor of New York, but he never co,.id
be elected President of the United
States," said the Mayor, who added,
"and I think Smith realizes that he
could not be elected."
It was on this basis that Curley
made his suggestion. In one respect.
at least, it was a courageous gesture,
because Boston is a strong Smith city
right now in the opinion of most
political observers, hut the Boston
Mayor le generally cmdited with
,
knowing what he is about.
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SMITH SHOULD 6/-DUNE FOR
ROOSEVELT
Curley Gives His Views;
In Political Drama with
Youngradn
brief
, Boston, June 19—During a
Iconversation with newspapermen tothe
day, Mayor Curley expressedAlfred
opinion that former Governor
no
lose
E. Smith of New York, should Franktime in declaring for Governor
Democratic
lin D. Roosevelt as the
candidate for President next year.
Such a declaration, he added, should
"pave the way" for Roosevelt's successful campaign.
The mayor remarked that Smith is .
'be"a delightful man and dearly his
loved," but that he had had
chance with the voters. Smith had,I
of
made a fine record as governor
elected!
New York, but could never be
president of the United States. "And."
'added the mayor, "I think Smith
realizes that he could not be elected."
Therefore, in the mayor's opinion, he
apEhould lose no time in giving his
proval to Roosevelt's candidacy.
"Roosevelt is gobn gto be nominated
and will be elected." the mayor added.
CURLEY AND YOUNGMAN
IN POLITICAL DRAMA,
—
Boston. June 19 &Pi—Lieutenant
Governor William S. Youngman and
Mayor James M. Curley tonight produced a two-act political drama before the national sojourners, the plot
of which appeared to be that both intend to run for governor in 1934.
Youngman, a Republican. and Curley,
a Democrat. have frequently clashed
politically and both have been regarded as potential gubernatorial
candidates.
The dramatics began during a
trans-continental telephone conversation with Governor James Rolph, Jr.,
of California. a close personal friend
of Curley, from the soourners' dinner.
After exchanging greetings with
Governor Rolph, Curley said. "I am
going to have the lieutenant governor
you—I,
of Massachusetts speak with
won't say the next governor for I may
run for that myself."
Youngman followed Curley on the
telephone and when he had concluded
to
his greetings he added, "I want
assure you that it is harder for a
mayor to become governor of this
state than it is out there with you."
Governor Rolph is a former mayor of
San Francisco.
Soon after the telephone conversations, Youngman and Curley addressed
the sojourners, an affiliate of the
Masons.
Youngman closed his address with
be
a remark that he hoped he would ers
1;n1 10 WOIC0111C I he,ojoU':o
,
in TIO.
at their next Boston convention in a
social way as well a.s in an official
capacity. He then left the hall.
Curley, who followed Youngman on
hr program, concluded his address
vith thr remark. "I noticed that
wings of pathos in the closing line
If the lieutenant, governor's speech
nd I would like to have sent him
tway with the assurance that I will
delegate to him the duty of receiving
you when I am governor."
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Mayor Curley Said He
y
ans
d
Itali
Happ
Foun
•
and Contented

In Specially Prepared Statement for Readers of NEWS His Honor States
That Striving for Wealth Is Secondary in Italy — Claims America Can Benefit
portation System — Says Italy Has Solved Unemployment Problem Courageously
and Intelligently With Happiness and Prosperity Assured — Finds Italian
theM. World
Cities the Most Beautiful inJames
Curley, who
Editor's Note — at our request, Mayor
recently returned from abroad, kindly prepared the following interesting, enlightening and pleasing statement for the readers of
our paper:

Language is inadequate to describe the beauty of Italy; nature
and the genius of man have combined in a utilitarian and aesthetic
development wherein the glories of the past have become the joy
of succeeding generations. Neither time nor money has been a
consideration in the consummation of projects, religious or civic.
In America we construct for the present and to destroy. In Italy
beauty and durability are the prime considerations.
In America we construct railroads for the benefit of the operating companies; in Italy not only to serve transportation needs
but to conserve the beauty of the
territory through which they operate. The wisdom of the methods
adopted in Italy in the matter of
railroad transportation could
well be applied with profit and
benefit in America. Our pride of
achievement in the forty miles of
rapid transit tunnels in New
York is materially humbled when
we pass through the hundreds of
miles of tunnels through which
the railroads operate in Italy.
In America, through the use
Df bituminous coal, we have made
uninviting and not infrepieTitly
desolate, territory adjoining railroad roadbeds throughout the entire country. In Italy, through
electrification and the use of
MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
semi-anthracite coal, territory adjacent to the roadbed of the railroad is most pleasing to the eye.
Flowers and shrubs grow in profusion, the railroad stations are
serviceable and ornate, with refreshments served upon the station
platforms without fear of the annoyance resulting from the use of
bituminous coal. I can conceive of nothing that would more greatly add to the relief of unemployment in America at the present
C
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hour and at the same time contribute to the health and happiness
of the American people than electrification of steam roads in America similar to the system now in operation in Italy.
In no portion of Europe is it possible to find more genuine
happiness and contentment than in Italy where living has been
developed into an art and where the striving for wealth has become a secondary matter. Every city and town boasts an art collection in most cases superior to that which may be found in cities
and towns many times greater in population and area in America,
and no one can truly say that he has lived who has failed to spend
a reasonable period of time in viewing the priceless treasures garnered by Italy and of which Italy has been the faithful custodian
throigh the centuries.
The cities along the Mediterranean are the most beautiful in the
world and the grandeur of the mountains remains a treasured memory to the fortunate beholder.
It is one country in Europe in which, if the two extremes
exist, namely, wealth and poverty, om, extreme is never in evidence,
namely, that represented by the beggars, which, due to the capable
leadership of the present Premier, are no longer in evidence.
The unemployment problem is being solved in a most courageous
and intelligent manner, through a construction program in operation in every city and town. Great strides have been made in cooperative dairying both in collection and distribution of products.
With peace leigning in the land happiness and prosperity are assured
to the people.
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U111 ;41 years old, sat atbesidA
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GUILTY ON 5 CHARGES
Appellate Division Upholds All
but One of Seabury Counts on
Summary Court Actions.
SHE TAKES VERDICT CALMLY

•

Is Silent on Possible Appeal—
Conboy Defends Her Record—
Silberniann Trial On.
Jean Hortense Norris, New York
City's first woman magistrate, was
removed from office yesterday by
the unanimous vote of five justices
. of the Appellate Division who, in
charges
of six
sustaining five
brought by Samuel Seahury, found
that they showed "unfitness for judicial service."

the court room

‘
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three-page opinion removing her for
cause. She heard the decision with
no show of emotion.
Her admission to the bar in 1909
began a career that carried her to
leadei ship in many legal and civic
prganizations. She also was prominent in the movement for women's
iuffrage. which culminated in her
appointment to the bench in 1919 by
Mayor John F. Hylan. She had received honors in many parts of the
world, among them an order by
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
in 1922. that a tree be planted in
Boston Common in her name as the
"first woman judge of New York."
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WILL OPEN
ON JUNE 29
New Courthouse Equipment
to be Moved June 27
No Business Delay

A COMMON NEED
Residents Realize Larger Quarters Imperative- No One
Person Responsible

For the past two months there has
been much speculation as to when
the new courthouse would be opened.
In various newspaper announcements
such dates as June 1, June 15, June
22 and June 24, were given as the
correct days. East Boston residents
will remember the story which appeared in the Argus-Advocate's issue
of April 10, in which it was stated
that work on the courthouse would he
completed by June 1, but that the
court would not be moved from its
present location in the library building until July 1. It was officially
learned on Wednesday, that the East
Boston courthouse would be removed
and ready for business routine on
Monday morning, June 29. Thus it
will readily be seen that the original
article appearing in this paper contained the true facts.
No Person Directly Responsible
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i7 The Koosevelt-Curle • Buttons
WARD 14 GETS NEW
Naturally Mayor Curley Jeprecates the apMUNICIPAL BUILDING pearance in Boston of the "Roosevelt and Curley"
campaign buttons. Yielding to no one, and least
of
all to Senator David I. Walsh, in his enFields' Corner And Codman
thusiasm for and loyalty to Governor Franklin
Square Sections Lose Civic
D. Roosevelt as a 1932 presidential possibility,
Center
he appreciates the high honor of the association
of his name with that gentleman's, but he makes
it clear that he "can conceive of no benefits that
FRANKLIN FIELD SITE
would result from a ticket made up entirely of
The Franklin Field section of 1)or- Easterners."
Thus with one graceful and
cliestor is to have a municipal building, modest gesture he disposes not only of himself
the lost formality in the securing of the but also of Senator Walsh and Governor Ely
improvement liaivin2: been eilrried out a as "ice-presidential pos,sibilities in 1932.
.
The huttons were not authorized by him and
few days an.to when Mayor Curley signhe is unaware of their origin, he says, but he
till' order providing for its eonstrucdoes not point the finger of suspicion at any of
Ii
his enemies. In fact, there is no disposition on
This Mid] step means that, for the
the part of any of the Boston Democrats t1
pres”lit at least, no other seetion of
attach a hostile significance to this unauthorize
It..ri•liester will seetire it municipal
use of Mr. Curley's name. In many quarters It
building. despite the vigorous efforts is regarded as merely
another little reminder
11/111. [wen noule to obtain one
from the Mayor's own friends that he was the
for Fields' l'orner and for l'odinan first Massachusetts Democrat of
prominence to
square.
jump aboard the Roosevelt band wagon.
councillor 1,rael ituby of ward 11
What this may signify to the party in general
has Ifi.en striving for a municipal builditiLL in his ward for live years. He is and Senator Walsh and Gov. Ely in particular
till)) assured of success and the build- is, of xourse, problematical. It is still a long,
in:, will be underway before many long way to the 1932 convention and anything
'awaits. It is to be located In Franklin may happen between now and next June, inField and will cost about $400,000, the cluding a statement from Alfred
E. Smith as to
tinest building of the kind In the city
where he stands in regard to the presidential
and the first to he .q.eeted 01 10 years.
nomination, which in turn may have an imEarly in tile yea r Councillor it
together with senator Max Ulin anti pertant bearing on where Senator Walsh and
Itepresentat iN 0, Bernard A. Finkle- Governor Ely stand.
stein awl .1111bis IL Noble, was iii eonJust now the Senator stands for Smith as
with tlw Alayor. Park Commix- his first love and Roosevelt as a second
choice.
sinner
Long agreed that a The Governor has not
committed himself, but
inoni-ipal building att Franklin Field
some of his enthusiastic friends have been
would serve a large number or persons
and layor Curley agreed to itimrovt. touting his availability for the second place on
the construction, provided the leglitilft- the 1932 ticket, a procedure which, it is now
111I'l.
IIU' expenditure and made clear, does not meet with the entire aptavot Agned
nroval of Mayor Curlev.
1/11IPI'.

Many people have called our atIi'' itIilIIIt!i2Will ii:111. hl 1:11'ge 111111Itention to the story which appeared
swiiiihiing 11001. IroolTn'
G144 Z-7 S
pia
this week in the Boston Globe, stating
Iii, ill library, class and titilt 1110111F1,
the
monument
to
"the building is a
111111 S1111111'1'
labors of James E. Maguire." All of
these persons voice the same quesC
4,I4. et 7-di 42.V
tion—"How come!" In talking re- Lo we*
/
yji
cently with the man who unquestionOne thing you may set down as so
ably had more to do with the project.
Boston, June 1 9—(A P)--Perthan the above mentioned, the writer
nearly certain that money may be
mission to graze cows on the site
asked this particular party if he cared
eafely wagered on it, and that is that
of Boston's new postoffice, with
to say anything, and was answered in
the Democratic ticket in 1932 will
the assurance they would in no
this fashion, "I don't believe that any
not be Roosevelt and Curley. Butway interfere with the workmen
one man should either take or be
tons bearing those names are apon the site, was sought today by
given the credit for the new courtpearing, somewhat to the distress of
Major James M. Cue.ey.
house. There was a need for one and
Boston's mayor, who says he didn't
The mayor, who has often voiced
Mayor Curley was keen enough to
authorize any such silliness. Two
)iis disapproval of the lack of'progappreciate that fact." Thus it would
eastern men on a presidential ticket
ress which he claims is being made
seem that the local reporter on the
in the erection of the building,
would be a most amazing result of
Globe should check his stories before
sent his letter to Postmaster Genthe convention, even if Mayor Curley
allowing them to go to the copy desk.
eral Brown. He also included a
were a more imposing national figure
A Modern Building in Every Respect
picture of what be said was the
than he is; but in the circumstances
progress being made on the buildOnce the people of this section have
such a suggestion is mere folly.
ing, authorized in 1929. It was
looked around the courthouse they
picture taken in the day time of
will realize how much of an improvethe foundation, still in the process
ment has been brought about by such
of construction, and showed not a
a move. There is room for every little
sin de workman on the scene.
detail and everything has its place.
Judge Barnes and Clerk of Court
Nicholls, both have expressed their
oleasur
uts

ii
CURLEY ASKS LEAVE TO
GRAZE COWS ON SITE OF
NEW BOSTON POSTOFFICE
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UN 'SNITCHES'
IRLErs SHOW
AT BUNKER HILL
...
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Arm

in Arm With Walsh,
Top-Hatted, He Walks
Over Parade Route,

ie
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.and the feature attraction" at the In
fact, the Charlestown childrin
parade. And far a time he was. He
took the bows over the route of the feel they have a little on their brothera and sisters In other parts of toe
march like the conquering hero. Then
he mounted to his grandstand seat. United States became they really
have
two "Nights Before" each year.
It was near the end of the long
The
procession. Hundreds of marching night. celebration really began last
There was a din of noise-men had gone by with deferential
firecrackers, horns and whistles. There
salutes. The mayor's face had
was
open
house and a score of banwidened to a happy grin
as he acknowl ,, quets.
edged these recognitions.
And the politicians really had a
Suddenly there hove into view two field day. There were no
profound admen, one in top hat, the
with dreses• but a lot of that good old
a straw headpiece. They other
were "sand George M. Cohan business of wav...iched" between two organizatict
Mg the flag. And all you had to 'do
of the parochial school'cadets. re'ffch to get
applause was
mention the
the same as you'd see two unfamiliar stars and
stripes or the United States.
figures with the bareback riders in a Great spirit,
you know.
circus procession. ":hte, arrtiled and
marched with military
ael.

The Speakers

I"Joe 'n' Dave"

In times past the Bunker Hill day
celebration has
"Hurrah for Joe Ely." shouted a orators. Daniel brought some noted
Webster was here in
spectator, "Hurrah for Dave Walsh." 1825 and
again in
1843 to deliver
Necks were craned on the reviewing two of
his most noteworthy ora.stand Including the mayoral neck. dons. The talent
this
year was Mayor
The applause became a thunderous Curley
of Boston. Maj. Gen. Smedley
ovation. Mayor Curley joined. There!
was nothing to do but applaud. And Butler, Cong. Hamilton risn et ais.
then the governor and the United: What they said probably won't be
•'States senator dropped out of line, preserved for posterity in bound volmounted the reviewing stand. , umes but it never has been rivalled
'
applause
end enthusiasm
By JAMES II. GUIII.FON'LE
, "It's the smartest thing ever,' for a
General Butler pointed on
. t that
said the leading political boss of
BUNKER HILL,(1E\ i.i.LE8. ICharlestown."
Bunker
Hill was the first example
First time a go
governor
bov-eof an untrained force of men holding
TOWN, June 17.--The'British lever walked in a Bunker Hill day off a trained army. He told also
parade. And with Dave Walsh, our
soldiers dislike war. But what's
don't know what they started Popular idol, with him. It means how
more he tolu the story with "h--1"
and didn't finish 156 years ago more than anyone can imagine. Boy! In It which took illirn off the air in
The governor certainly pulled a smart
Philadelphia
but
which
didn't
today. Thf,y should have been one to steal the show from Curley."
contaminate
New England ozone
here this afternoon when Governor Ely with that disarmingisufficiently tothe
have his speech cut off
personality that robs his every
CllarleSIOW11 plit 011 the c1111111 X of political significance explained act the radio here
that • General Butler acknowledged
that
to its Bunker Hill Day ,•,.lebra. Senator Walsh and himself has made Charlestown
had given
him the
;.- a fast trip from Worcester. And be- greatest
send-off in
tion and, incidentally, Withis
life
and
" cause there were crowds "you know hoped his enemies
were listening in
nessed the most significant po- we Just had to walk and fall in on
the radio. He warned he war. 1L0where we could,"
The governor's ing to tell his naughty story and
litical coup d'etat in its his- automobile
followed
the marching when he concluded it was the signal
tory.
governor and senator but why go for a second ovation.
While Mayor James M. Curley of into details. It is a fact that the
Mayor Curley, eloquent as usual,
Boston, carelessly mentioned for the governor and senator walked and aroused his audience and took a few
Democratic nomination for vice prea- st•ale the limelight from the Boston cracks at President Hoover, while
ident, sat in the reviewing stand, the mayor.
Congressman Fish, at another banobject of the deferential salutes of After the parade, Governor Ely and quent, spoke of the danger of Cornthe marching organizations, GOV. Jo- Senator Walsh visited the open house tnunist rebellion in Germany.
seph B. Ely, arm in arm with U. & festivities at Councillor James H.
Neither Mayor Curley or General
Sen. David I, Walsh, marched on foot Brennan's and then paid their respects Butler mentioned Mussolini, which is
,over the parade route and stole the to Rev. Mgr. John W. McMahon, pas- Just as well since Butler has deshow from the mayor.
tor of St. Mary's church, Charlestown, scribed him as a "hit and run tinyThe Bunker Hill day parade has the oldest living Holy Cross aluna. er'' and Mayor
Curley
has prohad political significance in some of nus.
claimed him a great personality.
the bygone years, but never before
And after the speech making was
has a to2 hatted governor walked over
over Charlestown continued its celethe line of march. The Bunker Hill"T
'oration through. the night. And this
day parade is Charlestown's most
Just in case you have forgotten morning the youngsters were glad
sacred institution and it will be a
there had been a battle of Bunker
long time before they will forget the your history, when darkness came Hill because there was free ice cream
unheralded and unexpected, appear- 156 years ago today, Col. William and free movies. And this afternoon
Prescott led a force of about 120Q
slice of the governor on foot.
there was the great parade of nearly
And not the least of those who patriots to fortify Bunker Hill, under 10.000. which was viewed by nearly
orders
from
Gen. Artemas Ward,
won't forget is the Boston mayor who
100,000 from all sections of the state.
had ridden over the route, to some whom Shrewsbury claims as her own.
applause in an automobile earlier in As a matter of fact. the fighting took
Nationa place on Breed's hill, as it was named
the day accompanied by
Comdr. Ralph
"Dike" °wen 0 before the battle, and that's where
the monument stands. Bunker Hill
the American Legion.
There were hundreds of bands and
' some distance away at a point now
many marching men in snappy unicalled Charlestown heights.
It was an epoch making battle, all forms. Men of greater training per'
Colonel Prescott's little haps than those who held off the
One hundred and 56 -years ago right, for
the gallant defenders of the hill mark hand held off a sizeable part of the Pritish hosts 156 years ago, but of
history in the light for American British army for hours, retreating no greater courage. And as they
ammunition gave wound their way around the monuindependence. A year ago Lieut. Gov. only when their
William S. Youngman made historyi out. It was ft defeat in one sense. ment, 221 feet high with 294 steps,
by riding a horse in the annual pa- But it was a moral victory that so It was not difficult to conjure up a
rade. But today the governor made inflamed the colonies it Is credited picture of the days when America's
history by hoofing it over four miles by some historians as the battle that independence WRS in the making.
tortuous pavements and political marks the foundation of American
A few months previous to the bathistory by discomfiting Mayor CUT- freedom.
tle of Bunker Hill, Paul Revere had
So Bunker H111 monument, which ridden through Concord and LexIcy.
By all the schedules of time 00V- ran be seen from many places in ington to proclaim, "The British are
ernor Ely and Senator Walsh, who Boston, is somewhat of a shrine for cowing." but when the parade startvl patriotic Americans.
has never been particularly friendLi
Each
year, .ed today the kids took up the yell,
to Mayor Curley, should have been &to Charlestown remembers the battle "The Irish are coming," a tribute to
Holy Cross commencement in Wor- with a surge of patriotism that seems their pert in the battle and bigger
cester. By all the schedules Mayor like a rehearsal for Fourth of July. participation in toe parade.
Curley should have been the highest
:public officer on tire reviewing stand !
C

AND CURLEY RODE •

Stages Brilliant Coup
"Sandwiched" Between
Schoolboy Cadets

he Precedent"

Hundreds of Bands

Ely Goes One Better
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LAWRENCE POST, AMERICAN
LEGION, INITIATES 165

•

THOMAS E• POWERS,
Commander

THOMAS E. KEEGAN

Department Vice-Commander GarLawrence post, 15, American Legion,
last evening initiated oils. of the rity congratulated Rev. James A. Mclargest classes in the history of the Donald, 0.S.A., for the stand he took
post, with a gigantic initiatory pro- in seeing both sides of the question
gram splendidly conducted by the
a successful concludegree team of Stoneham post, 105, and bringing to
that might have exunder the direction of its past com- sion something
of Lawmander, Dr. William S. Coy, install- tended beyond the bounds
As a department officer, he
rence.
ing and initiating officer.
said he was glad to say that Father
More than 300 members represent- McDonald was a member of the
North
of
auxiliaries
ing posts and
Legion and that sometime in the near
Andover, Methuen, Malden, Roxbury, lutist* he felt sure that a man of his
Lowell,
Saugus,
Dorchester, Derry,
type should be utilized for much bigHaverhill and Danvers witnessed the ger things in the Legion.
the
marked
which
beautiful spectacle
He also said that one of the best
induction of 165 candidates into things that could occur for the Ledepartment
state
The
membership.
gionnaires of the Merrimack Valley is
of the Legion was well represented at for the department convention to
the
among
having
the exercises,
select Lawrence for its 1932 convenguests present Atty. Leo Harlow, past tion, as it is a tribute to its stand
of
Saston;
commander,
department
against Communism and all the other
Department Vice-Commander Stephen —isms, and because of Lawrence's
County
Essex
Lowell;
C. Garrity of
patriotic stand on all questions. He
Commander George McCarriere of wanted too to congratulate Lawrence
ComCounty
Saugus and Suffolk
post on its increased membership and
mander Charles A. McCarthy.
on its unity of action and purpose,
Pete Degnan's orchestra supplied because with the picture that now
the evening's music and some excel- presents itself in the Lawrence
lent talks on subjects pertaining to Legion post, there isn't anything
the welfare of the Legion were given while united that stands for thelbest
by some of the guests present. Com- interests of the Legion.
mander Thomas E. Powers opened the
He asked them to stand behind
affair with the regular Legion open- their officers and put the care of the
ing, prayers being said by Past Com- disabled and their dependants first
mander Richard A. Doyle.
as their line of objective and be
Leo Harlow, P. D. C., was the main prepared to do their part in increasspeaker of the evening and urged the ing the disability legislature that will
necessity of the American Legion to put before the next congress the imCounty
preserve the ideals of American portance of this question.
citizenship and to insure the main- Commander McCarriere also spoke in
tenance of adequate national defense support of having the convention in
even in the face of Congress and this city for 1932.
Suffolk County Commander McAlso to protect
executive economy.
men who were disabled or lost their Carthy presented the post with the
the rights and insure the care of the Mayor Ctirl_e_y cup won by Lawrence
health as a result of service in the post in theire competition in the
This was acwar, and to keep green the memories bowling tournament.
of common service in war and peace. cepted by Capt. Thomas Keegan, post
He also stressed the growth of the adjutant. The team comprised Jack
William
Praetz,
John
Legion, which now numbers upwards Crowley,
of a million, which will exceed by 12 Praets, Thomas F. Keegan and
per cent the highest membership ever Thomas Muldoon.
Following the conclusion of the
enjoyed, showing that the veterans of
the county are alive to their respon- program, a buffet luncheon was sersed
the Alsrto spstbezi '
„
sibility.

HUNKER HILL DAY

CELEBRATION

731

Boston, June 17 &4')—The 156th anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill
was celebrated in Charlestown today
with a parade. sporting events and
exercises at the monument which
.commemorates the historic engagement of the revolution.
Glowering skies which threatened to
ruin the observance cleared as the
parade, with 7.000 marchers in line,
was forming. Riding in plans.; of honof.
and
or were Mayor James .M,CiEleY
National
Boston, state officials,
Commander Ralph T. O'Neil of the
American Legion.
The streets of Bunker Hill assumed
a carnival appearance with scores of
flag bedecked booths lining he thoroughfares. The crowds at Sullivan
square were given a bit of excitement
v. hen police seized two gambling
wheels and arrested Harry Weiner
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Vincent Anderson of Revere, as the operators.
The sports program included a
mile marathon race won by Russell
Jellison of the Boston Athletic association; swimming races and a ball
game.
The National Equal Rights league
held exercises at the Bunker Hill monument in honor of Negro soldiers who
took part in the battle of Bunker Hill.
,/1 c
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BOSTON MARKS
BUNKER HILL DAY
te
BOSTON, Julie 17 (AP)—The 156th
anniversary of the battle of Bunker
Hill was celebrated In Charlestown
today with a parade, sporting events
monument
and exercises at the
which commemorates the historic
engagement of the revolution.
Glowering skies which threatened
to ruin the observance, cleared as
the parade, with 7000 marchers in
line, was forming. Riding in places
of honor were Mayor Jame[; M. CU1V7
of Boston, steleesoffiCITCts, National
Comar. Ralph T. O'Neil of the American Legion, The streets on Bunker
Hill assumed ft carnival appearance
with scores of flag bedecked, booths
lining the thoroughfares.
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Mayor Curley of Boston, after a trip
in Europe assures his home city that
he has succeeded in putting the part
of Boston on the map and that as a
result shipping to and from the Hub
will increa.se amazingly. Interesting i
true.
The bureau of Census has gathered
statistics showing that the cost per
capita to run Boston during 1929 was
$69. Public service enterprises came,
in for the largest share of the
payers dollars. Luxuri
essities are ass,..
allied in present
darlife that they are hard to distinguish.

,

1111EY TAKES

SHOT AT HOOVER
ON SPENDING AR
Way to Promote Prosperity
Is to Spend With Right
Leadership, He Tells Legion Banquet Audience
Boston, June 17—President Hoover
has to learn that the way to promote
prosperity is to spend money with
right leadership, instead of asking
other people to spend while sewing
up one's own pockets, Mayor Curley
told the audience at the "night before" banquet of Bunker Hill post,
A. L., at Eben D. Jordan hall last
night.
Mayor Curley was not content with
satirical references to the president's
talk on "the hole in the doughnut,"
but also made a parting jibe at Lieut.
Gov. Youngman when he said, "I will
have to be like the lieutenant goverruns
nor of the commonwealth, who
the
from one end of the state to
stops
other and say I have 17 more
say
to make. I must thank you and
goodby."
the
of
Butler
Maj. Gen. Smedley D.
guest
United States Marine corps, the
a radio
of honor at the dinner, made
and
speech that bristled with humor
humorous stories.
monuHill
He referred to Bunt.er monument
ment as the moat typical
recognized the
of America, because it
ana to opcourage of a few Americ
numbers and
pose their superiors in have always
in training, "Americans
Gen. Butler.
said
done that,"
a fight
"Whether we're prepared for courage
the
by
and
in,
get
we
not,
or
have shown, we
and genius that you
usually win."
Curley's speech
He praised Mayor
belittle all the
to
on
went
then
and
at end. "Wars
talk about wars being when we allow
will be at an end only
other people to
en
Trample Upon Our Childr
," he said.
and vitiate our rights
ation for war
He compared prepar
fireproof buildwith the building of
He said that,
ings in Philadelphia.
e is extendressur
high-p
the
unless
ed, insurance rates go ,up. " said the
"Business is never wrong,
such thing
general. "There isn't any the world
in
as a fireproof building
e if it
explod
because concrete will
the Amer.
gets hot enough. Bo will
me
temper. Mayor Curley gave well
will be
a shillelah today and I
armed when I return."
Americans
Oen. Butler said that, if
weren't hot-tempered, the nation
ed. He
would not have been found
poor
declared that even "a rather
out is
decision vigorously carried
said
better than none at all." He unthat soldiers have been the one
exhave
selfish element in life and
that
hibited it in war. He said
American soldiers could not be
e
classed as "blood-drinkers becaus
every time you see a picture of them
on parade, you see them surrounded
by children and dogs. Children and
dogs can't be fooled."
Gen. Butler told of his experiences
In China and some of his expressions
and episodes had the audience roaring with laughter. He concluded
with a tribute to the American flag
and the protection that it can Rive,
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Mayor .lames Michael Curley,
n ogIt"of
oe of the two"
Mayors. has returned front his
tour of Europe, his return being
affected 'with as much well placed
publicity as his voyage in foreign
parts. His colorful personality, his
tact, his quickness in sizing up a
situation and his ability as a
speaker made his something of an
international figure.
Returning, his friends seized the
opportunity of hinting that so
great a figure should not be allowed to remain only a local celebrity; hints were , passed that he
s:ould make good Vice-Presidential timber.
Clever Jim—long an Al Smith
supporter—took his side by the
visiting Governor Roosevelt of
New York, Persidential possibility.
At a luncheon given Saturday by
Col. Edward M. House, Wilson'
with travelling
Minister
Prime
portfolio, pressmen found Curley
in the limelight. Hence grew the
story that Curley was a strong peaeibility as the Democratic VicePresidential nominee.
Nothing could be farther from
the truth. Any child in politics
should have seen as much. If
Roonevelt is nominated for the
Presidency his running mate cannot comes from the East; he must
come from the South or West. The
flame applies to an Owen D. Young
inomination, If Ritchie of Maryland
gets the nomination, his running
mate must come from the West
or some Northern State—in which
case Governor Ely of Massachue
teamsetts could be con, i ed as a
mate.
This Curley for Vice-President
%tory would have fallen flat under
view
Firdinary circumstances but in
went
or his European "triumph" it
over for a few hours.
aAs a matter of fact all specul
tion as to Democratic candidates
until
for both high ()Meet; is futile
is
one Al. Smith has spoken. He
the
the man whose say-so will be
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Parade in Charlestown Is
Feature of 156th Anniversary Program
ugh
BOSTON, June 17 (INS)—Thro
was
a drizzling rain, the powder
the
off
blown
lid
the
d
and
touche
Discelebration in the Charlestown
rsary
trict today, of the 156th annive
of the battle of Bunker Hill.
in
The festivities were ushered
ts.
with four "night before" banque
Sullivan
and a display of fireworks at
Square playground, which replaced
l
the old-time bonfire. Major Genera
Smedley D. Butler, and Mayor James
guest
Id. Curley, were among the
speakers at the banquets. Mayor Curley, lauded as the next vice president,
Hoover's
in a speech flayed President
Monday.
address at Indianapolis on
year
declaring that for the past
to
6,000,000 poeple have been forced
the
look at the "empty hole in
nt."
loyme
doughnut of life—unemp
am
The feature event on the progr
parade
of celebration today was a
rs,
through Charlestown of 7000 soldie
desailors, marines, school cadets, fire of
partments and citizens. A crowd
the dismore than 100,000 went to
trict to witness the march.
program
day's
Other events on the
Included boy's racing events, swimDewey
ming and diving contests at
young
Beach. a "horrible" parade for
es
,.Tme
girLs, the three-mile
at
marathon, for Charliklown boys the
r of
which Jimmy Henigan, winne Associaic
Patriot's day Boston Athlet
's pistion marathon held the starter
r Hill
tol, patriotic exercises at Bunke
at
monument, and a baseball game
Barry playground.
and
parks
s
variou
at
Band concerts
were
t
playgrounds in the distric
to
scheduled to bring the celebration
a close tonight.
had
Governor Joseph B. Ely.
planned to attend the Charlestown
illness
celebrations, but the serious
J
of his mother-in-law. Mrs. Emily iptyson, of Westfield made it imposs
ble for him to be present.
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SUPPORT HUB MAYOR
FOR VICE-PRESIDEN1
Special Dispatch to The Gazette
BOSTON, June 17.—The latest
step in the drive to elevate Mayor
James M. Curley or Roston to the
status of its- /fetentlal candidate
for vice-president as a tlinnink
11111(0 for'uov. Franklin I). Roosevelt on the Democratic ticket was
the Issuance In limited numbers
here of Roosevelt-Cuiley buttons.
They are ordinary size buttons of
white with the a ord Roosevelt In
black nt the top and t he name
Curley in black at the bottom. No
mention of political office appears
on these buttons, Which are not
large enough to bear the words
-.tor president7 and t•ter
nresmenss.
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LAWRENCE POST, AMMAN
LEGION, INITIATES 165

•

THOMAS E. POWERS,
Commander

Til()MAS F. KEEGAN

Department Vice-Commander GarLawrence post, 15, American Legion,
last evening initiated one of the rity congratulated Rev. James A. Mclargest classes in the history of the Donald, 0.S.A., for the stand he took
post, with a gigantic initiatory pro- In seeing both sides of the question
gram splendidly conducted by the
to a successful concludegree team of Stoneham post, 105, and bringing
might have exunder the direction of its past com- sion something that
bounds of Lawmander, Dr. William S. Coy, install- tended beyond the
As a department officer, he
rence.
ing and initiating officer.
said he was glad to say that Father
representmembers
More than 300
McDonald was a member of the
ing posts and auxiliaries of North Legion and that sometime in the near
Roxbury.
Malden,
Andover, Methuen.
future he felt sure that a man of his
Dorchester. Derry, Saugus, Lowell, type should be utilized for much bigthe
witnessed
Danvers
Haverhill and
ger things in the Legion.
beautiful spectacle which marked the
He also said that one of the best
into
candidates
165
induction of
things that could occur for the Ledepartment
state
The
membership.
gionnaires of the Merrimack Valley is
of the Legion was well represented at for the department convention to
the
among
having
the exercises,
select Lawrence for its 1932 convenguests present Atty. Leo Harlow, past tion, as it is a tribute to its stand
Saston;
of
commander,
department
against Communism and all the other
Department Vice-Commander Stephen —isms, and because of Lawrence's
County
Essex
Lowell;
C. Garrity of
He
patriotic stand on all questions.
Commander George McCarriere of wanted too to congratulate Lawrence
OomCounty
Saugus and Suffolk
post on its increased membership and
mender Charles A. McCarthy.
on its unity of action and purpose,
Pete Degnan's orchestra supplied because with the picture that now
the evening's music and some excel- presents itself in the Lawrence
lent talks on subjects pertaining to Legion post, there isn't anything
the welfare of the Legion were given while united that stands for the l best
by some of the guests present. Com- interests of the Legion.
mander Thomas E. Powers opened the
He asked them to stand behind
affair with the regular Legion open- their officers and put the care of the
ing, prayers being said by Past Com- disabled and their dependants first
mander Richard A. Doyle.
as their line of objective and be
Leo Harlow, P. D. C., was the main prepared to do their part In increasspeaker of the evening and urged the ing the disability legislature that will
necessity of the American Legion to put before the next congress the imCounty
preserve the ideals of American portance of this question.
citizenship and to insure the main- Commander McCarriere also spoke in
tenance of adequate national defense support of having the convention in
even in the face of Congress and this city for 1932.
Suffolk County Commander McAlso to protect
executive economy.
men who were disabled or lost their Carthy presented the post with the
the rights and insure the care of the Mayor Curley cup won by Lawrence
health as a result of service in the post in the state competition in the
This was acwar, and to keep green the memories bowling tournament.
of common service in war and peace. cepted by Capt. Thomas Kcegan, post
He also stressed the growth of the adjutant. The team comprised Jack
William
Praetz.
John
Legion, which now numbers upwards Crowley,
of a million, which will exceed by 12 Praetz, Thomas F. Keegan and
per cent the highest membership ever Thomas Muldoon.
Following the conclusion of the
enjoyed, showing that the veterans of
the county are alive to their respon- program, a buffet luncheon was served
the *op x44011115._
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BUNKER DILL DAY

CELEBRATION /IP

Boston, June 17'P)—The 156th anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill
was celebrated in Charlestown today
with a parade. sporting events mid
exercises at the monument which
commemorates the historic engagement of the revolution.
Glowering skies which threatened la
ruin the observance cleared as the
parade, with 7,000 marchers in line,
was forming. Riding in places of honley of
or were Mayor James 1\1
Boston, state officials, and Nitional
Commander Ralph T. O'Neil of the
American Legion.
The streets of Bunker Hill aSsumcd
a carnival appearance with scores of
flag bedecked booths lining ,he thoroughfares. The crowds at Sullivan
square were given a bit of excitement
when police seized two gambling
wheels and arrested Harry Weiner
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Vincent Anderson of Revere, as the operators.
The sports program included a
mile marathon race won by Russell
Jellison of the Boston Athletic association; swimming races and a ball
game.
The National Equal Rights league
held exercises at the Bunker Hill monument in honor of Negro soldiers who
took part in the battle of Bunker Hill.
1410
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BOSTON MARKS
BUNKER HILL DAY
BOSTON, Jime 17 (AP)—The 156th
anniversary of the battle of Bunker
Hill was celebrated In Charle3town
today with a parade, sporting events
monument
and exercises at the
which commemorates the historic
engagement of the revolution.
Glowering skies which threatened
to ruin the observance, cleared as
the parade, with 7000 marchers In
line, was forming. Riding in places
of honor were Mayor James M. Cuelay
of Boston, strier—offierirts, National
Comdr. Ralph T. O'Neil of the American Legion. The streets on Bunker
Hill assumed a carnival appearance
with scores of flag bedecked. booths
lining the thoroughfares.
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Mayor Curley of Boston, after a trip
In Europe assures his home city that
he has succeeded in putting the port
of Boston on the map and that as a
result shipping to and from the Hub
will increase amazingly. Interesting if
true.
The bureau of Census has gathered
statistics showing that the cost per
capita tu run Boston during 1929 was
$69, Public service enterprises came
in for the largest share of the
essipayers dollars. Luxuri—
ties arcA0,.
allied in present
day lite that they are hard to distinguish.
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kt N SPENBNC ART
to Promote Prosperity
Is to Spend With Right
Leadership, He Tells Legion Banquet Audience

Way

•
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Boston, June 17—President
Hoover
has to learn that the way
to promote
prosperity is to spend money
with
right leadership, instead
of asking
other people to spend
while sewing
Up one's own pockets, Mayor Curley
told the audience at the "night
before" banquet of Bunker Hill post,
A. L., at Eben D. Jordan hall
last
night.
Mayor Curley was not content with
satirical references to the president's
talk on "the hole in the doughnut,"
but also made a parting jibe at Lieut.
Gov. Youngman when he said, "I will
have to be like the lieutenant governor of the commonwealth, who runs
from one end of the state to the
other and say I have 17 more stops
to make. I must thank you and
say
goodby."
Maj. Gen, Smedley D. Butler of the
United States Marine corps, the guest
of honor at the dinner, made a radio
speech that bristled with humor and
humorous stories.
He referred to Bunker Hill monument as the most typical monument
of America, because it recognized the
courage of a few Americans to oppose their superiors in numbers and
in training, "Americans have always
done that,"
Gen. Butler.
amid
"Whether we're prepared for a fight
or not, we get in, and by the courage
and genius that you have shown, we
usually win."
He praised Mayor Curley's speech
and then went on to belittle all the
talk about wars being at end. "Wars
will be at an end only when we allow
other people to
Trample Upon Our Children
and vitiate our rights," he said.
He compared preparation for war
with the building of fireproof buildings in Philadelphia. He said that,
unless the high-pressure is extended, insurance rates go tijs.
"Business is never wrong," laid the
general. "There isn't any such thing
as a fireproof building in the world
because concrete will explode if it
gets hot enough. So will the American temper. Mayor Curley gave me
a shillehth today and I will be well
armed when I return."
Gen. Butler said that, if Americans
weren't hot-tempered, the nation
would not have been founded. lie
declared that even "a rather poor
decision vigorously carried
out is
better than none at all." He said
that soldiers have been the one unselfish element in life and have exhibited it in war. He said that
American soldiers could
not be
classed as "blood-drinkers because
every time you see a picture of them
on parade, you see them surrounded
by children and dogs. Children and
dogs can't be fooled."
Gen. Butler told of his experiences
in China and some of his express
ions
and episodes had the audience roaring with laughter. He
conclu
with a tribute to the American ded
flag
and the protection that it can give'.

Tete; rvittrx ABSURDIT1.
Mayor James Michael
Curley,
o'n et of the two -lialtt:
knogfe"" of
Nrayors. has returned
from his
tour of Europe, his return
being
affected with as much well
placed
publicity as his voyage in
foreign
parts. His colorful persona
lity, his
tact, his quickness in
sizing UP a
situation and his ability
as a
spetaker made his someth
ing of an
International figure.
Returning, his friends seized
the
opportunity of hinting that
so
great a figure should not
be allowed to remain only a local
celebrity; hints were passed
that he
would make good Vice
-Presidential timber.
Clever Jim—long an Al
Smith
supporter—took his side by
the
visiting Governor
Roosevelt of
New York, Persidentistl possibi
lity.
At a luncheon given Saturday
by
Col. Edward M. House,
Wilson's
Prime Minister
with travelling
portfolio, pressmen found
Curley
In the limelight. Hence grew
the
story that Curley was a strong
possibility as the Democratic
VicePresidential nominee.
Nothing could be farther
front
the truth. Any child in
politics
should ha x e seen as much.
If
Roosevelt is nominated for
the
Presidency his running mate cannot corns from the East; he must
come from the South or West. The
same applies to an Owen D. Young
nomination. If Ritchie of Maryla
nd
gets the nomination, his runnin
g
mate must come from the
West
or some Northern State—in
which
case Governor Ely of Massac
hu-setts could be com ived as a teammate.
This Curley for 'Vice-President
tory would have fallen flat under
Ordinary circumstances but in view
of his European "triumph" it went
over for a few hours.
As a matter of fact all specnialion as to Democratic candidates
for both h'gh offices is futile until
one Al. Smith has spoken. He is
the man whose say-so will be the

I
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Parade in Charlestown Is
Feature of 156th Anniversary Program
. • BOSTON, June 17 (INS).—Through
a drizzling rain, the powcier
was
touched and the lid blown off the
celebration in the Charlestown District today, of the 156th anniversary
of the battle of Bunker Hill.
The festivities were ushered
in
with four "night before" banquets.
and EL display of fireworks at Sullivan
Square playground, which replaced
the old-time bonfire. Major General
Smedley D. Butler, and Mayor James
IVI. Curley, were among the guest
speakers at the banquets. Mayor Curley, lauded as the next vice president.
In a speech flayed President Hoover's
address at Indianapolis on Monday,
declaring that for the past
year
6,000,000 poeple have been forced to
look at the "empty
hole in
the
doughnut of life—unemployment."
The feature event on the program
of celebration today was a parade
through Charlestown of 7000 Soldiers,
sailors, marines, school cadets, fire departments and citizens. A crowd of
more than 100.000 went to the district to witness the march.
Other events on the day's program
included boy's racing events, swimming and diving contests at Dewey
Beach, a "horrible" parade for young
girls, the three-mile ,a,wes
Curley
marathon, for Charlatown boys at
which Jimmy Henlgan, winner of the
Patriot's day Boston Athletic Association marathon held the starter's pistol, patriotic exercises at Bunker Hill
monument, and a baseball game at
Barry playground.
Band concerts at various parks and
playgrounds in the district
were
scheduled to bring the celebration to
a close tonight.
Governor Joseph B. Ely.
had
planned to attend the Charlestown
eelebratsons, but the serious illness
of his mother-in-law, Mrs. Emily J
Dyson. of Westfield made it impossible for him to be present.
tals
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SUPPORT HUB MAYOR
FOR VICE-PRESIDEN1

Special Dispatch to
The Gazette
BOSTON, June 17.—Th
e latest
step in the drive
to elevate Mayor
James M. Curley of
Boston to the
status of er pmentlal
candidate
for vice-president
as a fanning
1 mate for'(ins.
Franklin 1). noose! telt on the
Democratic ticket was
the issuance in
limited numbers
here of Roosevelt-Curley
hit tons.
They are ordinary size
lipt1ons of
lifte with the word
Roesevell iii
Ii lack at the top
and I he name
Curley in black at
the bottom. No
mention of political office
appears
ili these buttons,
which are not
large enough to bear
the words
Afar rrestuente awe
-ror v tee
Prosidetit.",
A AW

't

,
Observe Bunker Hill Day
In Paradoxical Fashion

A/ 4/,)/,s,

BUTTONS ISSUED

TO ROOM CURLEY
tg,AND ROOSEVELT
• Limited Number Distributed
in Boston as Latest
Step for National
Ticket.

Boston Merchants Keep Shops Open to Corral All
Business Possible — Causes Postponement of
Governor's Council Meeting Delaying Appoint
ment of Motor Registrar and Bank Commissioner
for Another Week—Goodwin Practically Eliminated—Boston Democrat May Get Post—Little
Hope for Curley as Vice Presidential Candidate.
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"Action Unwise and Has
Not Been Authorized by
Me." He Remarks
in Statement.

a

a

•

.

says that the department under
(Special to the Transcript)
Parker has been run on lax methods
Boston, June 17—This is a pare.- and claims that many licenses have
doxical holiday in Greater Boston, a been returned, which should not
holiday and no holiday. As Battle of have been retugned.
Bunker Hill day it is really a holiday, Parker has not cared to reply to
local to this community. Custom has the Goodwin charges. He, Parker, is
ordained that it should be observed anxious to get out of the job and to
in other parts of Greater Boston and take up another job. Goodwin, it will
for some years this has been the case, be seen from his statements, has had
This year, however, with business de- a considerable part in advising govpression retail dealers decided not to ernors. is finger is in many a pie. It
close shop but to attempt to corral is not no expected that Goodwin
By DONAL F. MACPHEE.
any possible business. They are gen- will 10. again given the job of regisBOSTON, June 16—The latest step
erally keeping open, although certain ,trar. The best guess is that Governor
In the drive to elevate Mayor James
lines of wholesalers have closed. A IEly will appoint a Boston Democrat,
M. Curley of Boston to the status of
holiday is being celebrated with to the post.
,
a potential candidate for Vice-Presimany of the would-be celebrators in i
The ('urley Absurdity
dent as a running mate for Gov.
the harness of business.
Mayor JaiffftrIVI. Curley, one of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt on the DemoThis paradoxical situation extends two best known of American mayors,
cratic ticket was the issuance today
even to the State House, which is has returned from his tour of Europe,
in limited numbers here of Flooseveltclosed but Is open. Not being a legal his return being effected with as
Curley buttons. They arr ordinary
holiday the State House is not ail- much well-placed publicity as his
Size buttons of white with the word
dally closed today. Out of deference voyage in foreign ports. His colorful
Roosevelt in black at the top and the
to custom it is closed for all practical personality, his tact, his quickness
name Curley in black at the bottom.
purposes. To cover the law, there is In sizing up a situation and his abilNo mention of political office appears
skeleton force at work, answering ity as a speaker, made him someon these buttons, which are not large
passible telephone calls. Excepting thing of an international figure.
enough to bear the words "for
for that the State House is lifeless.
Returning, :ais friends seized the
President" and "for Vice-President."
This contradictory state of affairs opportunity of hinting that so great
When questioned about the matter
made it necessary to postpone the a "ligger' should not be allowed to
this afternoon, Mayor Curlew indicated
regular meeting today of the gov- remain only a local celebrity. Hints
that he had not previously seen the
ernor's council. Now this was to have were passed that he would make
buttons and that he was unaware of
been a very important meeting. The good vice-presidential timber.,
their origin. He learned, however,
Clever Jim—long an Al Smith suplegislative year being over, it was
that they were Intended as high
safely assumed that the governor porter—took his side by the visiting
political compliment to him in recognit ion of the fact that he was the first
would today send to his council his Governor Roosevelt of New York,
prominent Democrat in New England
nomination for registrar of motor presidential possibility.
to indorse the nomination of New
At a luncheon given Saturday by
vehicles to succeed the present regisYork's Governor for the Democratic
trar, George A. Parker. It was not Col, Edward M. House, Wilson's
nomination for President.
without the realms of possibility that prime minister with traveling portCalls Action "Unwise."
Governor Ely would also have utinz- folio, pressmen found Curley in the
In a statement Issued when the
ed today to send in the nomination limelight. Hence grew the story that
buttons were called to his attention,
of
new bank commissioner. Now Curley was a strong possibility is
Democratic vice presidentlf,i
the Mayor again lauded Roosevelt and
these possible nominations must go the
nominee.
deprecated the linking of his name
over
for
one
week.
with that of the New York Governor,
Nothing could be further from thr
Interest in Choice of Registrar
characterizing the Issuance of • the
truth. Any child In polities show._
The
appointment
of
a
buttons as "unwise" and as not having
registrar,
always interesting as it affects the have seen as much. If Roosevelt is
been "authorized by me."
nominated for the presidency his
The Curley statement was as follows:
thousands of motorists throughout
running mate cannot come from the
"I believe that &by. Roosevelt Is an
the state, is doubly interesting, beeast. He must come from the south
admirable candidate for President as
cause of the governor's long delay or west.
The same applies to an
his long experience in public life
in making the appointment and beOwen D. Young nomination. If
makes him familiar with the problems
cause of the recent attacks on the Ritchie of Maryland
confronting the American people. The
gets the nomipresent registrar, Parker, by the for- nation, his running
Democratic party in convention& asmate must conic
mer registrar, Frank A. Goodwin.
sembled should be privileged to sugfrom the west or some northern state
Goodwin, who, it is understood, re- —in which case Gov. Ely of Massagest whoever It sees fit as the running
mate for the presidential candidate
cently came within an ace of being chusetts could be conceived
of as a
and I can conceive of no benefits that
reappointed, claims that Parker's team mate.
would result from a ticket made up
weakness as registrar is that he is a
This Curley-for - vice - president
entirely of Easterners.
man who cannot say no. Goodwin story would have fallen flat
under
"I am interested In the American
ordinary circumstances but in view
people and desirous of helping them
of his European "triumph" It went
to secure relief from conditions such
as have been in evidence in the Unitedio America and Americans is to help
over for a few hours.
_
d!n
States during the past two years.
As a matter of fact all speculation
and not hamper the party.
"It is my opinion the DemocratIctribution of buttons reading Roosevelt
as to Democratic candidates for both
party with Roosevelt as the prepi-for President-Curley for Vice-President
high offices is futile until one Al
dential nominee will he successful and Is unwise and has not been authorized
Smith has spoken. He is the nme

UNAWARE OF ORIGIN,
DECLARES MAYOR

The

the duty of every Indivauel interested bv me,"

whose ati.v.daa

J
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Assure Rosevelt Aid a t Convention

•

in what was described as a non-political get- together. Governor I.ranklin D. Roosevelt, of New
York, was luncheon guest of Col. E. M. House. political advisor to the late President Wilson. at the Colonel's
Summer home in Manchester-by-the-Sea. Mass. Many othe- political leaders were present and Gov. Roosevelt departed with the inferred assurance that Massa Anisetts Democrats were for him for president. Here
at luncheon are, left to right, Colonel House, Governor Roosevelt and Maor James Curley, of Boston.
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AS WE SEE IT
The political pot is beginning to boil and, in some places, it
almost boiling over. It rather appears as though the campaigr
has started a little early and well it might. The long race is on13
for the best and experience hat; demonstrated that, in the Ions
race, the old and established runners usually are winded befor(
the crisis is met.
President Hoover has started on his campaign tour and
selected a couple of correct spots at which to make. his start. So
far, however, his tour has not developed anything to shout about.
He has been with friends on both occasions and received excellent receptions, but the real test is coming when he invades the
camp of the enemy.
te.

•
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Mayor Curley has returned from abroad. He did a wonderful
job while there. Although in Europe about three weeks, he settled all the differences in religion, civic affairs and international
questions on the continent, with the possible exception of the
trouble in Spain. He should have gone there. Now, someone is
mentioning the possibility of his being a candidate for vice
president. Now we can see why Mayor Curley has been doing so
much publicity stuff for himself and is inviting everyone in the
country to visit Boston.
The regular horses and dark horses of the coming primary
and final elections are now in training. Some have come out onto
the political track to work out, but most of them are still doing
4eir work on the .uiet.
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ie By ,the Paragrapher
You can get an idea of how bad things
are getting when you learn that radio sets
are to be placed in all army hospitals.
e
*
*
*
That Maine lawyer, who has just received his eighth college degree, comes pretty
near being educated to the nth degree. .
*
*
*
*
Mayor Curley, to our surprise, is giving
ziway the shillnlahs he brought from Ireland; we thought he planned to use them.
* * * *
Those American mayors in France, having investigated Paris sewers, may now be
expected to tackle comparative political
methods.
*
a
* *
Trouble with coal in winter is comprehensible, but we didn't suppose trouble with
coal, equal to that the city council is hiving,
was possible in Summer.
*
Persons disturbed by the docility of the,.
American pupils probably will he cheered by
the conduct of the Polish pupils who beat to
death the schoolmaster -giving thern low
marks.
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His Honor Stymied?
,and giving the delegates free autoNothing that would bring business mobile rides, be enough to induce ,
)r visitors to Boston has failed te him to stop sniping at Mr Liggett? ,
?.nlist the support of Mayor Curley, Mayor Curley may be on the side- .
whether his own idea of a -rast lines a; far as cenceens this prop- .
steamship service to Europe or osition; but he is not debarred !,
from getting amusement out of Recome when it looks as if, for once, publican maneuverines.
his honor would have to sit on the
et e.pula
side-lines, or, to change the metaIrA"4 ,Aij
,,,d,....)
phor from football to golf; admit
Smith and Roosevelt
that he is stymied.
The apparent differences of opinion between Mr. Smith has given no hint as yet that h
'asi
Governor R.
Chairman Taylor of the Massa- Senator David I. Walsh and Mayor Curley as tol
' a stand de
chusetts Republican state commit- "first loves" in Democratic presidential candi:las not joined Colonel House, the former silen
tee has invited the national Repub- dates in 1932 may be due to a little pd1iticalnent0r of President Wilson, in earnest advocac,
!lean convention *Which *ill meet finessing on the part of both at an early staged the Roosevelt candidacy and there is, sou,.
•
next June to nominate Mr Hoover, of the game. While Mayor Curley may easily.fuestion as to the political congeniality t.f Mr
or some other, for the presidency, be seeking to link his political prospects in some -,1-nitli and Colonel House. They have not he
to come to Boston and hold its pro- form with the seemingly advanced candidacy oflorged to the same political school and Mr.
ceedings in the Garden. No one Governor Roosevelt, Senator Walsh frankl yRaskoh might be pardoned the suspicion that
can question that the Garden with gives warning of the possibility that former-the conspicuous reappearance of Colonel House
its fireproof construction and con- Governor Smith may be a candidate, in which" the scene is a wily effort to blanket the
venient exits will make an excel- case Governor Roosevelt would be
under t he possible candidacy of Mr. Smith in the interest.
ent convention hall, particularly if unpleasant necessity of stepping
aside, at leastof Democratic sentiment in the South and espe
he custom of holding it wlere there so far as Massachusetts Democrats
are con-ciallY in wayward Texas.
is room for thousands of spectators cerned. The Senator may
The Raskob strategy is based on the pros
have had in mind
as well as for the delegates them the recent poll of delegates
pect
that the South will be solid enough Demo
to the national
selves, is continued. The hall i cenvention of 1928
from which it appeared the,cratic next year, whoever may be the canclidat
which the Republicans met in Kan-IAI Smith
is still the Democratic favorite in thist'ut that a winning Democratic candidate mus
sas City in 1928 does not compareState.
Senator Walsh thus contributes somebe one to meet the quite different tastes a
with the
Boston Garden, t heplausibility
to the persisting rumors of the de-the Democratic electorate in the large ileitis
familiar scene of crowded hocke
y‘elopment of a chill between Smith anti Roose-trial States of New York, Massachusetts, Ohit
matches and boxing conteits.
and Illinois, plus a saving contingent of anti
velt.
Ordinarily this would be a pro..
If such is the case, it must be considered prohibition Republicans. For this reason he ha
posal for, which Mayor Curley wouldsoug
ht to wedge a wet commitment into th
a strange development of the political cooperajump up and swing his hat. But
tion of th e former and present Governor of party in the belief that the South will be so'l
the Republican party is not hiS
New York in the recent past. None can sa ywhether it likes the candidate or not. M
party and what can he do about it?
that Governor Roosevelt has not given the bestRaskob is credited with the fear that Govern°
Can he butt into the private affairs.
Roosevelt is not the man to capture the indus
of another family? Perhaps, how-of service to the ambitions of former-Governor ttial States and that
his seeming popularity i
Smith.
Few
have
forgotten
that
long-distance
ever, his genius can find the answerl.
this.tc.e
andthe
South
be
may
offset
by a lack of it in th
i phone conversation between Mr. Smith
n to such a problem as
Mr. Roosevelt when the latter was in the SouthStates that he regards it vital to capture. Proh
That answer might be to get the'T"
seek
health and a possible recovery from his bly Smith would fit into the Raskob strateg,
Democratic
convention
instead,
physical
affliction. It was ? Smith appeal to ust better than would Roosevelt.
pointing to the fact that MassachuBesides, there is the Tammany factor. With
.
Pc,osevelt
to sacrifice his plans and become the
setts
.th
. n
that case the Republican convention ln-mocratic candidate for Governor of New out doubt the full strength of Tammany word(
be exerted in behalf of Smith, but there is (klub
would net be missed; for it is not
according to present political custom. Smith well knew of the greater strength of s to its attitude toward Governor Roosevelt,
that both conventions, even though Roosevelt in up-state New York and plainly de- 'hile he has not especially encouraged an in
hel.ci at different times, should meet sired his gubernatorial candidacy as an aid to vestigation into Tammany scandals—in fact has
h,is own cause. The theory was that Smith 'could been somewhat hesitant—he has failed to sho
' thesame city.
If Mr Taylor means his invita- contribute something to Roosevelt at the Tam-the political resistance to exposing Tamman
tion as more than a gesture and many end of the State while Roosevelt couldgraft that the sachems would like. Considerahl
feels that the coming of the Repuh- contribute much to Smith up-state. Roosevelt:water is yet to run through the mill and mean
lican convention would be an aid .did not wish to be a candidate at the time, buttime Governor Roosevelt may get more owe
in recovering Massachusetts from consented, it was alleged, out of devotion to support from those he needs least than he doe
`,mith, whom he had twice nominated in na-from those he needs most.
the Democrats he will need to get
'
busy and organize. Conventions are tional conventions for the presidency,
in any event, as the case stands, only bl
As it turned out, Smith ran ahead of Roose.the open renunciatory act. of former-Govern°
not won as easily as kisses someveil, in New York city, as expected; but Roose-,Smith can Governor Roosevelt obtain the
times are.
un
What has Louis K. Liggett, still Yell ran so far ahead of Smith up-state that,divided support for his nomination of Massa
the Massachusetts member of the II" was elected while Smith lost his own State.chusetts, of some other important States an
Republican national committee, got Naturally the logic of such a result has matterossibiy of his own State of New York. Colone
to say about it, and what will he Roosevelt a favorite candidate for President in House does not control the Roosevelt candidacy
do, in raising a guarantee fund, for 1932 and it has been assumed that in the cir_lut Mr. Smith does. Apparently he can mak
example? And what about ex-Gov cumstances Smith would take himself out of it, or break it. •
Fuller? Would the prospect of the picture. Apparently there is some uncerbringing the convention to Boston taintY as to this as
'on. •
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s a nonI!) what was describetligGovernor
political get-together, , of New
Vmulclin D. Roosevelt st of Col.
York, was luncheon gueadvisor to
M. House, political
son, at tho
no late President Wil e in Manrolonel's summer hom s. Many
, hoster-by-the-Sea, Mas
s were presother political leader
elt departed
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Owing to expansion of the mayoral waistline,
hen Mayor Curley of BosWatch chain ret ontly
ton had to he, extearied four inches to make it fit,
Of some mayors. It might he said that It would be
inadvisable to give them hats.
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IS MR CURLEY SPOOFING!

e Republican:—
To the Edit7isoriit—
We were discussing the weather.
One of us said it was abominable—
another that it was not raining rain
to her—it was raining daffodils. Pollyanna stuff, you know. Yet the sheer
summer things were getting to look
tore like shredded wheat every day.
A third member voiced the opinion.
that if The Republican would only
take an advanced, resolute, forwardlooking attitude on the question, the
skies would clear. Ten minutes later
hours
we read the editorial. Within 24
the miracle was wrought. The sun
we
then
(tame shining through. Since
have bathed our souls in "the dreamy,
tawny dunks of many perfect days."
Moonlight and roses again mean
something in the highlands of Berkshire. Once more the value of In.
editorial opinion, aimed in the
right direction, was vindicated.
Now for something of graver import.
You wrote that Mayor Curley discreetlyihad kept his finger out of the
Italian pie. I was about to send you
the interview he gave in Rome. Now
you print its substance, saving me
that trouble. It was handsomely done.
But I cannot resist the impulse to supplement his record of foreign impressions by submitting a portion of certain remarks ascribed to him by a reporter for the New York American,
to illumine a point regarding which
so many estimable men, students of
international affairs, differ.
Mayor Porter of Los Angeles, you
will recall, had withdrawn from a
banquet hall rather than drink the
health of the president of France.
Mayor Curley commented on the irony
of it, saying more liquor Is sold in
Loa Angeles, per capita, than in any
other city in the country. Are other,
municipalities bidding for this dubious ,
honor?
Continuing he said:-"I found the liquor excellent, as
Plentiful as in America, and the price
a good deal more attractive. But we
nave better whisky here than in Europe. The only whisky I liked was
Haig & Haig. I wanted to send home a
case. Lord mayors in England have a
custom of first entertaining visitors in
a parlor stored with the finest liquors.
I do not approve of the practice here.
The mayor would spend too much
time in the parlor."
Now what concerns me is, is the
mayor spoofing us? I know "Honey.
always had
Fitz" is a teetotaler and
supposed Jim Curley was.
JOSEPH HOLLISTER.
Pittsfield. June 13. 1931.
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At the close of one of the most
rebellious sessions in the history
of the present Boston City council, Mayor Ctir presented each
of the 22 mtnIers shillalahs resembling ancient Irish war clubs,
which he brough- ••stck from K:1larney recently.
R. J. Capron of Chicago strolled
into Lincoln Park, in that city, yesterday, and pulling It revolver from
his pocket shot himself to death after having received a letter from his
son, a college boy, advising that the
father should kill himself.
Mystified by the almost lack
of icebergs :11 the north Atlantic
this summer, a season when they
are so ordinarily common as to
present a grave menace to shipping, coast guard headquarters in
Washington has ordered the patrol boat General Greene to
cruise further north to study
conditions along the coasts of
Labrador and Greenland.
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CONRAD PRAISES
MAYOR CURLEY
-Brilliant F‘igure" in Vice-

President's Chair, He Declares at Exercises
Boston, June 15—Mayor Jam= M.
Curley of Boston was hailed as a possihIP'eandidate for the Democratic
nomination for vice-president in 1932
at Flag day exercises here today.
"If the Immediate future calls him
to preside over the Senate, history will
declare no more brilliant figure ever
occupied the office of Vice-President of
the United States," said TraMc Commissioner Joseph A. Conry in a
speech.
Last week a Boston newspaper
linked the names of Gov Franklin D.
Roosevelt of New York and Mayor
Curley as possible candidates for the
Democrtaic nominations for President
and Vice-Preildent, respectively.
Both Roosevelt and Curley attended
a luncheon at Manchester-By-TheSea, Saturday, as guests of Col Edward M. House, a national figure durin er the Wilson administration
,
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"ROOSEVELT
AND CURLEY"
ii,w3reds of Campaign ButDistributed
Are
tons
Through Boston Today

Boston, June Ili "Roosevelt anti
Carley" read the Inscription on
hundreds of rampaign buttons dinPlaYed throughout the city today ,
as an official campaign was started to have Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston named as running mate ;
(lov.
%kiln Ii. Roosevelt of
he latter proposed as
Yort
tho derno. (tic nominee tor 'west44Pet tent
!
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TWO MAYORS.
NO
[From the NEW York Times.]
Mayorcarj.ex. of Boston is back
from his 0'5-MIL In Rome he WAS
no barbarian. As Mayor of a free city
he makes no bones about compliance
with the gracious customs of the
countries he visited. He did no
"hesitate to drink many a toast." He
found "thy supply of liquor almost
as plentiful as in the United Stairs,"
but, as he says regretfully, "we cannot touch their wines." In the
lish Plymouth, of Puritan renown, As
praised the "parlor" that adjoins the
offices of the Lord Mayor. There he
was asked to taste godlike stuff, rale
wines and Illuors and liqueurs. a I
pleasant place for English Mayo's
but were such restrooms established
In American city halls, Mr. Curey
fears that he Mayors wouldn't hate
time
b
to visit their executive chamCarefree is ntyor Curley In his
city, where the strong Puritan Witt!.
agreeably tempered by that of many
races, ptralgts
inextinguishably.
Mayor Key of Atlanta, one of our
traveling Mayors who was unable tO
reach the dizzy heights of austerity
occupied :or a time by the chiefs of
Portland anal Los Angeles—where, as
Mr. Curley says brutally, more liquor
Is made and sold per capita than in
Any other -.American city—will be
hack in the Thate City next week.
Tjtere, as Mr. Julian Harris wrote
In" yesterday's Times, not welcome'
only, hut reprimand awaits him.
He watched and shar( d in the gay
Nobrieties of France. That frank and
temperate drinking, contrasting so
sharply with the hugger-mugger
soaking so common in his own count.
try, corroborated In his mind ()pieta'
ions of prohibition which he had already expressed at home. It was a
failure, a corrupting influence,
great cause of crime. These are cem
ruonplacea. but the Drys of the Extreme Right In Atlanta couldn't
stomach 'ern. A Councilman accused
the Mayor of Impairing the "dignity"
of Atlanta, That dignity, it sePTOS, is
too great to allow an official
of Atlanta to tall the truth abroad. A
resolution calling upon the Mayor
to ask the forgiveness of his city
and to take back what, ha said sleeps
.upon the table.
Presumablv. that sense of
In which Mr. Harris abounds humor
Is alI ready triumphant in Atlanta. It ts
1 a happy Incident that brings to view
our old friend "Willie" Upshaw,
dearo
In all true Americans as the Repr
sentative In Congress who held
whisky bottle In one hand and a RI.
hle In the other and asked the Roll
to choose. Nobody said a word.
the cynics pointed out at the tim
the bottle '7112 ennlitet. And Maya
Key is dear to all the tribe of po
and sedentary oinophilists. Ill in is
Paris hospital. he sang the oral:tell
of Dijon. 0 Dijon, irich in gingers
bread and camels! 0 Hills of 0010
0 ye whose namee are five sweet
symphonies:
Beaune.
irt
Pommard. A'ougent, VolnaY!
B
perhaps Mr. Harris, who is all packe
up for the voyage. prefers the whit*
mar is of i he. Yerne-Chablis an
Montrachet.
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THE TAX DOLLAR
Municipal Finance
FarIN and Opinions on the Illy Finance of Roston, Prom ,,...41 by the Join( Committee On
of the Boshlin Chamber of Coiiiiiieree and (he ItogIon Real Estate Exchange

Largest Ever Granted
Authority to borrow nine and one-half million dollars outside the debt limit was granted
to the City of Boston by the legislative session which prorogued last week. This is the largest amount ever granted in one year for projects other than those which are self-supporting.
The complete list is:
$2,000,000
Schoolhouse construction
1,250,000
Airport development
1,000,000
East Boston Strandway
1,250,000
Municipal buildings
500,000
Street reconstruction
3,500,000
Suffolk County Courthouse
In addition, the annual debt limit was increased $500,000 by the removal of an old restriction.
A significant fact is that the customary proviso that ten per cent of each loan must be
appropriated in the current tax levy was abandoned. This requirement has irked successive
city administrations and they have objected to it, but previous Legislatures have insisted
upon it.
In the three-year period from 1929 to 1931 inclusive, the Legislature has granted authority to the City to borrow over $20,000,000 outside the debt limit, exclusive of self-supporting projects. Money available within the debt limit has totaled $17,000,000 du ring the
same period.
The 1931 Tax Rate
Last March we stated that the tax rate increase would not be alarming. Subsequent
events cause no change in that opinion.
Total obligations should be approximately $78,500,000, as compared with $76,230,000
in 1930. Deductions of income other than taxes should show little change from the $16,500,000 estimated in 1930. The total assessed valuation is reported to be likely to show a
reduction of as much as $15,000,000; in 1930 it was $1,972,000,000.
Barring unforeseen developments the tax rate should be on the lower side of $32.00.
In 1930 it was $30.80.
Old Age Assistance Act
While the 1932 session of the Legislature may find a new source of revenue to pay the
cost of the Old Age Assistance Act which must be borne by cities and towns, it is difficult to
be optimistic in view of the largely futile efforts which were witnessed in the session just
prorogued. The best which could be done was to impose a "head tax" in the hope (but not
the certainty) that sufficient money would be obtained to pay the state's share of one-third.
No provision was made for the share of cities and towns, with the result that the property tax
must assume the major part of that share.
Property owners will have small patience with the evasive assertion that there was no
necessity to provide a new source of revenue to meet the share of cities and towns in 1931
because "they have already provided for it in their budgets". That reveals an inexcusable
ignorance of municipal finance.
At any rate, if experience means anything in government, the failure in this matter to
date should forever prevent future attempts to adopt a new function of government when it
admittedly cannot be afforded.
Increase Will Not Be Unreasonable
The importance of the legislative act which permits the Mayor and City Council to fix the amount of 1.(4.::
for licenses and permits is shown when we consider the productivity of these fees as a source of revenue 1,i
the city.
City departments perform many services and issue many kinds of licenses and permits, for all of which
charges are made. New services and licenses are added occasionally. In 1920 the city government estimated an income of $1,890,000 from this source, known as "departmental income." But in 1930 the estimate
was only $2,421,000, an increase of 28%. In that same period the property tax increased 65% and the state
income tax about 50%.
City officials believe that the present fee system fails to reflect the increased cost of government in gen
eral or of the specific services which these fees are supposed to cover. They hope to work out a more equitable system, with the general trend upward. Estimates were made ki 1927 that a well-thought-out system
should produce a minimum increase of $250,000 in revenue. Wthougl, protests against any larger fees .
are to
be expected it will be observed that the total increase will not be unreasonable. In the words of Budget Commissioner Fox: "Such an increase could be secured by conservative increases in a limited number of present charges and would not result in any radical revision or upheaval in the present system."

Valuation Survey
On another page in this issue is the statement which this Joint Committee issued last week, urging a
revival by the present administration of the valuation survey commenced in 19:28.
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to view
a happy incident that brings
UPSHAW,
our old friend "WILLIE"
Mayor CuRLEy of Boston is back
to all true Americans as the
from his travels. In Rome he was dear
Representative in Congress who held
no barbarian. As Mayor of a free
a
whisky bottle in one hand and
city he makes no bones about com- a
'
the
asked
and
Bible in the other
pliance with the gracious customs
said a
House to choose. Nobody
of the countries he visited. He did
out at
word. As the cynics pointed
not "hesitate to drink many a toast."
And
empty.
was
bottle
the
time,
the
He found "the supply of liquor alof
tribe
the
all
to
dear
Mayor KEY is
"most as plentiful as in the United
Ill
poor and sedentary oinophilists.
"States," but, as he says regretsang the
in a Paris hospital, he
fully, "we cannot touch their wines."
rich In
praises of Dijon. 0 Dijon,
In the English Plymouth, of Puritan
of
Hills
0
cassis!
gingerbread and
renown, he praised the "parlor"
are five
names
whose
ye
0
Gold!
that adjoins the offices of the Lord
Charnsweet symphonies: Beaune,
Mayor. There he was asked to taste
Volnay!
bertin, Pommard, Vougeot,
godlike stuff, rare wines and liquors
who is all
But perhaps Mr. HARRIS,
and liqueurs. A pleasant place for
prefers
packed up for the voyage,
YonneEnglish Mayors, but were such restthe
of
marvels
the white
rooms established in American city
Chablis and Montrachet.
halls, Mr. CURLY fears that the
Mayors wouldn't have time to visit
their-executive chambers.
Carefree is Mayor CURLEy in his
city, where the strong Puritan thirst,
agreeably tempered by that of many
persists
races,
inextinguishably.
Mayor KEy of Atlanta, one of our
traveling Mayors who was unable
to reach the dizzy heights of austerity occupied for a time by the
chiefs of Portland and Los Angeles
—where, as Mr. CURLEy says brutally, more liquor is made and sold per
capita than in any other American
city—will be back in the Gate City
next week. There, as Mr. JULIAN
HARRIS wrote in yesterday's TIMES,
not welcome only, but reprimand
awaits him.
He watched and shared in the gay
sobrieties of france. That frank
and temperate drinking, contrasting
so sharply with the hugger-mugger
soaking so common in his own country, corroborated in his mind opinions of prohibition which he had
already expressed at home. It was
a failure, a corrupting influence, a
great cause of crime. These are
commonplaces, but the Drys of the
Extreme Right in Atlanta couldn't
stomach 'em. A Councilman accused the Mayor of impairing the
"dignity" of Atlanta. That dignity,
it seems, if: too great to allow an
official of Atlanta to tell the truth
abroad. A resolution calling upon
the Mayor to ask the forgiveness of
his city and to take back what he
said sleeps upon the table.
Presumably, that sense of humor
In which Mr. HARRIS abounds Is already triumphant in Atlanta. It is

TWO MAYORS.
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Assure Roosevelt of Support at 1932 Convention

lid .v T
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In what was described as a nonpolitical get-together, Governpr
Franklin D. Roosevelt, of New
York, was luncheon guest of Col.
M. House, political advisor to
the late President Wilson, at the
Colonel's summer home in Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass. Many
other political leaders were present and Gov. Roosevelt departed
with the inferred assurance that
Massachusetts democrats were
for him for president. Here at
luncheon are, left to right, Col.
House, Gov. Roosevelt and Mayor
James Curley of /Boston.
•-•••
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nounced his intentions there would
MASSACHUSETTS AND
appear to be small doubt, if any,
SMITH AND ROOSEVELT that he is
in a receptive mood now
Senatot David I. Walsh is un- that his physic
al condition is act
doubtedly right in flatly declaring greatly impro
ved over what it was
that if Alfred E. Smith wants the when At
hesitated to run for the
Democratic nomination for the governorship
of New York.
presidency again he will have the
But everything as far as MassaMassachusetts democracy with him chuset
ts is concerned must await
regardless of the House-Roosevelt- definite
word from Alfred E. Smith.
Curley parley and regardless of the There
is small possibility that Smith
out and out attitude of Mayor Cur will
be smoked out by the talk toley for Gov Franklin D. Roosevz1t. ward
the man who has been so close
Triffay be taken for granted, or as to
SPIT./"fry
L.0 /ye- yes
him politically, socially and
Walsh puts it, "we may as well face otherw
ise. But the day is not far
the facts," that until the attitude of
distant when Smith will feel it inSmith is known there will be no upcumbent upon him to announce his
rising in the state for any other
decision. His friends will be incandidate for the nomination, not
sistent before long that he tell preeven for the much admired and very icis
ely where he stands.
deservedly admired governor of
If Smith is willing to take the
"Brilliant Figure" in Vice-Presi- New York.
nomination again he will have, of
In due time Smith will, of course,'cours
e, every reason for feeling
dent's Chair, He Declares
announce'himself plainly and equivthat it is coming to him after makocally. That is his usual method of
ing the memorable campaign which
at Excrcises
doing business. The public invarhe put up against Hoover, a camBoston, June 15—Mayor James M. iably knows where he stands at the paign
marked by conditions unCorloy of Boston was hailed rt% a pos- right moment. He
has never been paralleled in
sible candidate for the Democratic
American history. He
nomination for vice-president In 1932 accused of being a dodger even has a lot
of
things
besides a preceat Flag day exercises here today.
when dodging might have helped
dent to bolster up any claims
"If the Immediate future calls him
that
him
politic
ally. Dodging is utterly he or
to preside over the Senate, history will
his friends may choose to
declare no more brilliant figure ever foreign to this man's very nature.
put forth in behalf of their
.occupied the office If Vic-Prsident of
faUntil Smith speaks, then, it will
the United States," said Traffic Comvorite.
be futile and fatuous 'to attempt to
missioner Joseph A. Conry in
So, as Senator Walsh declares,
speech.
in
definitely tie up the Massachusetts
which declaration he is suppor
Last week a Boston newspaper
ted
democ
racy
with
any
ether
linked the names of Gov Franklin D.
poteatial by Senator
Marcus A. Coolidge, unRoosevelt of New York and Mayor at,pirant for the presidential
nom- til Smith says the
Curley as possible candidates for the
word one way or
inatio
n.
If
Smith
does not want it another no
Democrtale nominations for President
other
aspira
nt can count
again there is no doubt but that
and Vice-President, respectively.
on Massachusetts. And if the
Both Roosevelt and Curley attended Roosevelt will
word
have
the strongest of from Smith
a luncheon at . Manchester-By-Theis that he chooses to run
Sea, Saturday. as guests of Col Rd- backing throughout the Bay State it
can be taken for granted that
- \ ard M. Bouse, a national figure dur- where he is greatl
the
y beloved. Al- Maisachusetts
ing theWilson administration.
Democracy will be
timorb be has not definitely anwith him alsieset -ittr e-Vtitrf:

CORY LAUDS
MAYOR CURLEY
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it
in 1896; and the Ddmocratie party 'be ascribed a political character.
*Irmo& ittpubfirau.even
to his
tried Bryan a third time in the President adds speeches

leav1908. One defeat is not necessarily schedule, as arranged before
So Smith's mind might ing Washington, politics may color
them. But whatever political test
work.
be found
SIXTEEN PAGES
That Smith finds 'the temptation the journey may offer Must
me acwelco
r
popula
the
in
growing stronger need not be doubt- mainly
Walsh's Smith Reservation ed. The business depression is so corded him. Republican party headSenators David I. Walsh and prolonged and severe that it must quarters may be more interested in
public
Marcus Coolidge are for Gov Roose- now offer an excellent springboard this aspect of the President's
He
other.
presany
atic
than
Democr
velt as the next
from which almost any Democratic appearances
idential candidate. Senator David I. candidate could leap into the pres- already has a reputation for being
ce,
Walsh and Marcus Coolidge are for idency. Mr Hoover, running for re- coldly received by the popula
in
ents
Presid
ant
other
import
an
with
with
elt
by
red
ed
Roosev
compa
weight
so
he
Gov
election, will
now
is
he
and
ing
reservation. These are the confus
losses in prestige and popularity 'the past 40 years.
western
reports coming from the Col House that he wil.l ear no reseiblance to going into three middle
Demy
heavil
luncheon. Which is correct?
the Hoover of 1928. Who would not states which voted
1930
The
ess
ber.
doubtl
Novem
is
report
last
t
c
The correc
be tempted, if in Al Smith's place? ocrati
the one that presents Senator Walsh One does not need to have Al Smith reversal in Illinois, Indiana and
compared with
saying:—
reveal his innermost thoughts to Ohio was tremendous
Let US he. sensible. What's to form a fairly correct estimate of the political stand of the same
be gained by refusing to face the
the human feelings and desires that states two years earlier.
the
situation as it exists? If Al Smith
It is highly probable that
are alive within him.
this
at
desires to have the nomination,
West,
goes
f
himsel
As for Smith's moral right to be- President
Massachusetts
then of course
political
ate for his party's time, without a calcilated
will be for him and none can 'come a candid
at
ement
engag
The
siomination, few will question it. The purpose.
prevent such a development. He
embarrasst
withou
not
is
the
n
even
of
Not
Mario
ons
:field is still open to all.
Is first in the affecti
there is general
Democrats ut Massachusetts. Next !Gov Roosevelt has yet announced ment. Presumably
very delicate
the
for
of
am
I
,
course
iation
of
apprec
The
to Smith,
;that he is himself a candidate.
ng, that
speaki
ally
Roosevelt.
'Massachusetts Democracy, according situation, politic
Senator Coolidge follows Senator to Senator Walsh, would welcome the President faces in being the
Walsh in adopting the Smith reser- nother Smith candidacy, and that chief eulogist at the dedication of
ge
vation. Among Massachusetts Dem- itich could be said probably of the the Harding memorial. Mr Coolid
ocratic leaders the one Roosevelt majority of the Democrats of the will be helpful, for he is going to
at
man, without "ifs" or "buts," is New England states. It is not Marion to support his successor
ses.
exerci
Mayor Curley.
right
s
the
of
Smith'
!merely a question
If there is no possibility that to run; it is also a question of their
Smith will become at least a re- right to have him in the running,
,
ceptive candidate; if he is definitely and the pressure they may bring to
/4 3
e
p
o
M
out or consideration, Gov Roosevelt hear may influence his decision.
already has the Massachusetts dele- The Democratic national convenCALLS MAYOR WELI,BY
gation well in hand. But Senator tion will be a full year in coming.
C "BRILLIANT FIGURE"
Walsh's significant Smith reserva- The next President is still in the
tion creates uncertainty. The sen- making.
Boston, June 16—Mayor James M.
ator is himself in doubt. In this ' Going West as a 'Peet'
of Boston was hailed as a
Curley
situation, what of Al Smith's inten- The President's western trip will ;
possible candidate for the Democrattions?
be a "political test," according tol
ic nomination for vice-president in
Frank R. Kent's view, printed the Washington representative of
1932 at Flag day exercises here.
elSewhere orl'this page, has elements the Chicago Tribune; it will be thel
"If the immediate future calls
is
b
Rasko
Of probability. Chairman
opening of his 1932 campaign, ac- I
him to preside over the Senate, hiseager for Smith to run again. As cording to the head of the Washingwill declare no more brilliant
tory
for Smith's own feelings, he would ton bureau of the New York Times.'
ever occupied the office of
figure
he more or less than mortal if his Yet two of the three formal ad!Vice-President of the United States,"
desire for a second nomination did dresses Mr Hoover will deliver are
said Traffic Commissioner Joseph. A.
Conry in a speech.
not increase as the prospect im- about dead Presidents. The dedicaLast week a Boston newspaper
proves that the Democrats will tion of the Harding tomb at Marion,
the names of Gov. Franklin
linked
sweep the country.
0., is the occasion for one address
elt of New York and Mayor
Roosev
D.
The only reason compelling Smith while the rededication of the reconCurley as possible candidates for the
a
be
to remain in retirement must
structed 'tomb of Lincoln at SpringPresident and Vice-President, respectively.
conviction that he could not be field, Ill., is the occasion for the
Both Roosevelt and Curley atelected. The moment. he becomes other. The less politics there is in
a luncheon at Manchester-Bytended
spite
the
in
ter,
win,
convinced that he could
exercises of such a charac
Saturday, as guests of Col.
ea.
The-S
of any possible defection of south- better taste will be shown. Mr
d M. House, a national figure
Edwar
aign
scene
ern Democrats, the whole
Hoover will not start a "camp
during the Wilsoa administration.
changes in his judgment. If he 'drive" or seek a "political test" at
could win, why should he be denied either Marion or Springfield.
a second nomination? Cleveland
To the address at Indianapolis,
was renominated in 1892, after his this evening, before the Indiana Redefeat in 1888. Bryan was re- publican Editorial associaton„ may
nominated in 1900, after his defeat!
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already has the Massachusetts delegation well in hand. But Senator
Walsh's significant Smith reservation creates uncertainty. The senator is himself in doubt. in this
situation, what of Al Smith's intentions?
Frank R. Kent's view, printed
elsewhere or 'this page, has elements
of probability. Chairman Raskob is
eager for Smith to run again. As
for Smith's own feelings, he would
be more or less than mortal if his
desire for a second nomination did
not increase as the prospect improves that the Democrats will
sweep the country;
The only reason compelling Smith
to remain in retirement must be. a
conviction that he could not be
elected. The moment he becomes
convinced that he could win, in spite
of any possible defection of southern Democrats, the whole scene
changes in his judgment, if he
could win, why should he be denied
a second nomination? Cleveland
was renominated in 1892, after his
defeat in 1888. Bryan was renominated in 1900, after his defeat
in 1896; and the Democratic party
even tried Bryan a third time in
1908. One defeat is not necessarily
conclusive. So Smith's mind might
work.
That Smith finds 'the temptation
growing stronger need not be doubted. The business depression is so
prolonged and severe that it must
4/la/
now offer an excellent springboard
D "NipaelL/CAA/
from which almost any Democratic
Walsh's Smith Reservation candidate could leap into the presSenators David L . Walsh and idency. Mr Hoover, running for reMarcus Coolidge are for Gov Roose- election, will be so weighted by
velt as the next Democratic pres- losses in prestige and popularity
idential candidate. Senator David I. that he will bear no resemblance to
Walsh and Marcus Coolidgs are for the Hoover of 1928. Who would not
Gov Roosevelt with an important. be tempted, if in Al Smith's place?
reservation, These are the confusing One does not need to have Al Smith
reports coming from the Col House reveal his innermost thoughts to
Thrill a fairly correct estimate of
luncheon. Which is correct?
The correct report is doubtless the human feelings and desires that
the one that presents Senator Walsh are alive within him.
As for Smith's moral right to besaying:—
Let us be sensible. What's to come a candidate for his party's
be gained by refusing to face the
nomination, few will question it. The
situation as it exists? If Al Smith
field is still open to all. Not even
desires to have the nomination,
Gov Roosevelt, ,as yet announced
Massachusetts
then of course
that he is himself a candidate. The
will be for him and none can
Massachusetts Democracy, according
prevent such a development. He,
to Senator Walsh, would welcome
Is first in the affections of the.
another Smith chndidacy, and that
Democrats of Massachusetts. Next
much could be said probably of the
to Smith, of course, I am for
Roosevelt.
majority of the Democrats of the
Senator Coolidge follows Senator New England states. It is not
Walsh in adopting the Smith reser- merely a question of Smith's right
vation. Among Massachusetts Dem- ;to run; it is also t question of their
ocratic leaders Eig one Roosevelt right to have hiti in the running,
man, without "if:4 or "buts," is and the pressure they may bring to
Mayor Curley.
'near may influence his decision.
If thIllrls no possibility that I The Democratic national convenSmith will become at least a re- tion will he a full year in coming.
ceptive candidate; if he. is definitely The next President is still in the
out of consideration Gov Roosevelt ma kin

ation exercises of his children," said
001. House when asked if there was
L,- 1,
,
,,
.1,EVi,..1
in
.7.,
any
politics in connection with tha
,
gathering. In this he was corroborated by his guests.
During the ltincht•on Mayor Curley
recounted some of his experiences on
his recent trip abroad and Gov. Roosevelt told of some humorous incidents
In public life. Other diners added
their comment, but politics was taboo.
Gov. Roosevelt did not refer to his
candidacy for the presidential nomillation, nor did anybody else.
However, Toast Given Re- cot House offered a toast, saying:
to the man upon whom the
-Here's
ferred to N. Y. Cove i nor as eves of the
nation are fastened. We
Eyes
Whom
ett
Upon
"Mall
wish him health and success." That
'is
nearest to politica any of the
the Nation Are Fastened'. was
poakets came.
June 15---"Do you
Manchecter.
Iteriare a Roosevelt Needed
think that thin is the entrance of
Bt,, pr)litictans will talk politics.
Gov. Roosevelt into the presidential
campaign?" asked a reporter of one of Said Senator Walsh: "I think it is
Co!. House's guests at the luncheon high time we had another Roosevelt
Judging from
he tendered Saturday to Gov. ROO6C- in the White house.
velt or New York, attended by a score what I overheard at, the luncheon,
Imoat of the Democrats present believe
of local politicians.
"No, indeed," said the man ad- Cloy. Roosevelt will be the presidennominee. He has made a fine
----record as governor of New York and
la regarded by the nation as a Prothat Gov.
greesive. I should say
Roocevelt is far in the lead for the
nomination."
Senator-Elect Coolidge: "I was impressed by the winning personality
of Gov. Roosevelt of the Empire atate.
From what I gather he is the choice
of the Democrats as the nominee for
He has a flne,
president in 1932.
commanding personality and an historic name which should appeal to the
country."
Harry Morganthau predicted that
Ciov, Roosevelt would not only be
nominated for the presidency but that
he would be elected. "The country is
waiting for the chance to put another
Roosevelt into the White house," he
said. "They are disgusted with this
stationary engineer who has ditched
and drained the country."
reiterated his views
Mayor Cu
endorainewiffir candidacy of Gov.
Roosevelt.

POLITICS TABOO
AT ROOSEVELTCOt,„ HOUSE DINNER

4-

,gess &NT? HAvi, th-A, Pla-gu
'
echerare
f01,. E. NI. HOl sE
dressed. "I am inclined to think that
it is the entrance of Col. House into
the Roosevelt campaign."
At any rate, the colonel took advantage of Gov. Roosevelt's presence
in New England to tender him a nonpartisan luncheon to which were Invited • number of local politicians.
'Moe, who broke bread. with Co!.
House, Senators Walsh and Coolidge
of Massachusetts, William H. Coolidge, a retired Boston lawyer, who once
admitted that he was a relative of
Pres. Coolidge, "but not near enough
to hurt the president or help me";
Sedgwick of the Atlantic
11111ery
Monthly, Mayor Curley of Boston,
Randolph Tucker, a son-in-law of the
colonel; Henry Morgenthau, one-time
American Ambassador to Turkey and
Robert M. Washburn of the Roosevelt
club.
Vol. House's Toast
Col. House. who was very close to
Pres. Wilson until they broke over the
peace negitiations in Paris, declared
for Gov. Roosevelt as the Democratic
candidate for president, some days
ago, but. today's luncheon, he said,
was devoid of political significance.
"Just an informal luncheon in
honor of Gov. Roosevelt while he was
in Massachusetts attending, the gradu-
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G EAT WELCOME
TO MAYO CU LEY

11()SIMMS

TOWN'S ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION
Cheers and Bunting Everywhere
A DAY OF CROWDED INCIDENTS
Delighted Guests and Pleased Populace
FULL STORY OF EVENTS.
'THE HON. JAMES MICHAEL CURLEY, Mayor ot Boston,
Mass., came to Boston, Lines., on Friday last—and conquered
'it.
The fact that a great welcome awaited him here was never in
doubt, but that welcome exceeded expectations. The town turned
out to meet him in the decorated streets, and each vied with the
other to make it abundantly evident that Mayor Curley was an
honoured guest, whose presence the ancient borough valued highly.
One may hope that it Mayor Curley look away with him the
memory of a genial and friendly welcome, he did not also leave
with the impression that he had .seen typical Lincolnshire weather.
.The sky was overcast ; the wind was somewhat cold. It was by no
meps a typical Boston day in May. Rain had fallen in the night.
and there were a few stray drops when the :Mayoral party arrived
at the Municipal Buildings from Spalding at 12.40—which was
fifty minutes behind the scheduled time. Then there were a few
fitful gleams of sun and a little blue sky, but later, alas, the
threatened rain came in full force. However, the late afternoon
and evening turned out fine and bright. Thus Mayor Curley had
variety in Boston weather.
If the weather was not exactly cheerful at the outset the reception was, for everywhere Mayor Curley was greeted as a friend.
Boston took him to its heart.
Boston had done its best to make itself really presentable. It
request that bunting should be
had fallen in with Mayor
displayed wherever possible, and, as a result, there was a, good
deal of colour. Indeed, one wondered how the citizens had managed,
to secure so many flags in Si) short a time. There were .streamers
across the streets, and bunting displayed upon business premises,
public offices, and even private houses. II was a brave show.
Those who came into contact with Mayor Curley were greatly
impressed by his personality. They realised that the high praise
which our deputation of last year brought back from America was,
in no degree, exaggerated. And those who were privileged to hear
him speak found that he was, indeed, an orator of the highest
standard and a man of very marked ability.
• It would be discourteous if one omitted to say that Miss Mary
Curley, too, created a splendid impression. After her distinguished
father she was regarded with the greatest interest, and those who
met her were impressed by her charm and her typical American
faculty of making friendships quickly.
0

A group lake-n outside the Municipal Buildings hefore the civic
welcome. Left to right: Miss Lunn, Mayor Curley, Miss M.
Curley, Mrs. Lunn (M.,yoress). the Mayor (Coun. W. H.
Lunn), and 'Deputy-Mayor Salter.

layor Curley inspecting the Guard of Honour. On his right
is the Mayor of Boston, and on Ills Ieit Capt. It C. Marris.

Nlayga. Curley speaking to the huge crowd in the Market-place.
III' his right are the Mayor (Coup. W. H. Lunn), Miss Mary
Curley, Col. Dolan, Miss Breuxuer. Auld Miss LUDIL,
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grow in value to the judiciary: why
wait until a man is gray and lifewont before putting hint on the
bench? Other administrations have
seen appointments much more to be
criticized, yet the governor's who
made them have survived. If Burns
happened to be connected with the
same law firm as Ely, that doesn't deIt is argued further that urley can tract from the value of the appointrise a campaign fund of $300,000 with- ment.
Furthermore, it may be stated, if
ttit difficulty. The fact that he has a
$50,000,000 budget in Boston, with Curley resorts to criticism of the
many contracts awarded, is given as Burns appointment as ignoring young
one basis for his ability to raise such Boston Irish lawyers, that Curley
a fund. It is contended Ely couldn't himself ignored them when he chose
From Our Special Reporter
raise one-third of this. It is contended, his corporation counsel, Samuel SilBoston, June 13—Mayor James M. further. that Ely hasn't satisfied the verman. If Curley attempts to tie Ely
rank and file of the Boston De- up with the power interests, Ely has
Thursday
home
returned
Curley
mocracy, because he won't play ball
appointment as
night, ending his European trip with the way they understand the political only to point to the $20,000 job, of
White fund trustee, a
a triumphal reentry into the Hub, to game should be played. Therefore, the ,Gen Edward L. Logan, who is a close
the tune of a firemen's band and ac- rank and file in a large majority will friend of Comerford and others aswith their votes. It is sociated with power interests, and ask
clamations of thousands along his support Curley
contended that. Ely's sppointment.s
route to his Jamaica Plain home. It haven't been of the•kind the Boston wherein 'he differs from Curley himwas the culmination of a long trip— Democrats like, even though it is ad- self in this respect.
Action on the Elevated
just such a culmination as perhaps mitted most of them have been entirely satisfactory from the good govAs for the Boston Elevated bill,
the trip was arranged for. He re- ernment standpoint. There are a lot
it wasn't all that it should
turned from Rome, where the old con- of things being said to bolster the be- . perhaps
have been. It would have been much
Ely.
defeat
can
Curley
lief
that
entriumphal
have
to
used
querors
perhaps, if the term of public
Here are a few more: That he better
tries after their campaigns against
had been extended for 10 year.
control
lawyers
young
Boston
the barbarians; rierhaps the honorable ignored capable
instead of 28, and it would have been
his
own
from
pick
to
lineage
Irish
of
them.
mayor was trying to emulate
a whole lot better if the so-called HigHis press agent blithely announced law firm a young Irishman with no gins reservations had been added, for
it be
even
though
experience,
bench
dispute
the
settled
had
Curley
that
they were modeled almost word for
between the pope and Mussolini and admitted the choice ranks high in word upon the reservations that the
EleBoston
that
the
law;
academic
the newspapers carried the story as
W. Murray Crane of Dalton,
It was vated bill was anything hut desirable, late
one of truth incontestable.
when governor, had placed in the
wishes
the
play-in
with
a
is
it
because
carried
papers
same
the
If
notable that
Ely, by his pre- Boston & Albany contract in 1900.
other stories saying the trouble in of State street; that
legislators
certain law the Western Massachusetts
Italy was about as bad as ever. But vious connections with a tied
that
realize
up with could have been made to
is
the story of Curley's intervention at firm in Boston not only
but also with the bit, the Higgins amendment4 had RA their
Rome was not any more blatant than State street,
some of his ap- author the late Gov Crane, perhaps
other stories that Curley's pre.ss agent power interests; that
would have been more willing
If Mussolini felt pointments are not giving satisfac- they
has thought out.
tion, particularly that of Frank J. to vote for them, instead of blindly
he himself was the most bombastic
Donahue, chairman of the Democratic following the eastern Massachusetts
man in the world, he may have his state committee, to the chairmanship leadership in this matter. Those reserBosthe
met
has
doubts now that he
of the Fall River finance board; and vations would have saved for the Legton mayor.
it is being charged that Ely failed islature the rights It should have had
With his return, on the same train to show enough backbone in the mat- in the Bolton Elevated bill: as tbat
with Gov Roosevelt of New York, ter-of congressional redistricting, with
law now is, the Boston Elevated eoncame the announcement that Curley additional charges that when he subtrol isn't worth very much and may
this
President.
for
for
Roosevelt
is
costly proposition
mitted proposed amendments to the
an extreme4
despite a story printed in a Boston bill, after it had been laid before him, prove
the state in the 28-year run.
newspaper about two months ago that he was not sincere and didn't want for
One wonders if, when the state
Curley was for Young for President, the amendments voted
to take over the common stock
by the Legielaa story never disputed by Curley. tore. These are some of the things it comes share, those stockholders with
a
$85
at
agents
press
Curley's
of
one
And
is said Curley will use against him
State-street connections. who
came out yesterday with a story when the primary campaign gets un- strong
paid as high as $130 to $150 for their
boosting Curley as running mate for der way.
• holdings, will not appeal to the courts
Roosevelt. If anything could be more
Let's take it for granted Curley can
judgment in their favor
Imaginary than that, it is difficult to raise a big campaign fund. The next and secure
the $85 price would
conceive. In the first place, if Roose- charge to he considered is whether on grounds that
may think he
velt is the Democratic candidate, the Ely has satisfied the rank and file. be confiscatory. Curley
merry time with
second-place choice won't be from the Some of those raising the loudest Is going to have a
measure, hut Ely has
same section of the country; if it yelps in this respect are officeholders Ely on this
became of Carley
were, Senator David I. Walsh would who were swept into office on the Ely only to ask what was being considbe a more logical man for the nomi- wave last year. When 1932 comes when the measure
C7intley took a '
nation than Curley. The same story around, they will be so worried over ered In the Legislature.
his pre,
that boosted Curley for vice-president their own candidates that they won't steamer to Europe despite five-cent
said Curley's friends were realizing it find time to fight Ely; in fact, most vious4-asserted plea for the
corporation
would be foolish for him to try to of them are so selfish they will be fare, and not even his
appeared to advocate plans
oust Gov Ely.
thinking then only of their own counsel Elevated mea.sure.
the
chances of success. Perhaps Ely for
Corley and Governorship
The radio today takes the arguYet Mayor Curley is accepted In hasn't played ball the way the Bos- ments of candidates right. into the
ton
him
political
to,
want
gangsters
in
candidate
1932
a
many quarters as
homes; forces them to think of the
for the. Democratic gubernatorial but that is to his credit. Besides, it Is issues of the - campaign. Ely has it
nomination, and the Bostonese Cur- exkremely problematical as to how fine record and when in the heat of
leyites are saying he can beat Ely much dissatisfaction there really Is the campaign, It becomes necessary,
easily. They cite the fact that four among the Boston cliques.
in self-defense, to compare records,
Burns Appointment Approved
western counties cast only 30,457one need not wonder how the Westvotes at the last Democratic primary,
Suppose Curley attempts to attack field man will fare in the minds of the
ivhereas Suffolk county alone cast Ely because of the appointment of general public.
94.092. The vote of the four western Judge Burns to the superior court
Curley, who has sought and held
counties represented slightly more ' bench, when other capable young! public office most of his life, would be
11 per cent of the toalhn
vote, Irish lawyers, with court experience, a destructive candidate.
He intends,
which was 211.993 in that primary.
could have been chosen. This appoint- some believe, to prevent Ely from getCurley supporters contend the Bos- ment WAR received quite generally ting a second term—(Striey, the man
ton Democratic vote will be given throughout the state with acclaim. It who has always asked the people for
him, not only because it is natural placed on the bench a young man wits another, and still another, term.
Ely
for these citziene to vote for an eqst- had gone far in the academic branch is in, and he is there despite the ,
enter over a westerner, but also be- of law, and what is the work of a truculent. campaign waged bY
cause Curley is a sort of a hero with judge if not knowledge of law? Gov COrley in the last state ttrientotics to
a municipal halo around his head Ely in this appointment gave a young nominate a man who was in a hospiand, like the king, "can do no man of Droved ability a chance 'to i tal—a campaign intended to appeal, to
s.
wrong."
c•
N e4,1)

Our Beacon Hill Observer—
State Affairs and Politics

Curley Is Back and Report
Sys He Will Oppose
Ely for Governor .

(con' /Au .2-.))

(01,773
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; the sympathies of the peeple: but
in
'
intended in let. Curley name
the man who ivould be picked when
Fitzgerald withdrew.
If Curley were nominated 'over Ely,
'lc could not win against Youngman.
'or the Democratic party, now havmg a foothold in the state, ins nomination would be the most damaging
tiling that could happen. Thousands
of Republicans are ready to vote for
Ely against Youngman, who couldn't
bring themselves to vote for Curley.
And, as between Curley and Youngman, there would be thousands who
would scratch the ballot for governor.
The next legislative session bids fair
to bring more financial troubles than
did that just finished. And it will be
against the later doings of the Ely
administration that the Curley crowd
will shoot their poisoned darts, more
than against those of the season just
prorogued. Gov Ely is in office; that
is worth thousands of votes to high If
the Democratic party of the state is
willing to nominate Curley in preference to Ely, knowing that such preference will mean sure, defeat in the
1932 election, then the conclusion to
he reached is that it deserves; to continue the minority party In all respects.
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ClIJILEY HAILED AS
1OSSII3LE CANDIDATE
b FOR VICE-PRES1DENCY

res.
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.1,u_liey Hailed for

Vice-Presidency

BOSTON, June 15. — Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston was
hailed as a possible candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
vice-president In 1932 at Flag Day
'exercises here today.
"If the Immediate future calls
Ihim (Curley) to preside over the
Senate, history will declare no
more brilliant figure ever occupied
the oflice of vice-president of the
United States," said Traffic Com'inissioner Joseph A. Conry in a
S peech.
bast wslelt a Boston newspaper
linked the names of Governor
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York
and Mayor Curley as pos.sible canDemocratic nomindidates for th
ations for President and vice-president, respectively.
110th
Roosevelt and Curley atB
do tended a luncheon at Manchesterby-the-Sea, Saturday, as g o Fit s of
by-the-Sea, Saturday, as guests of
tional figure during the Wilson administration.
JAMES M. CURLEY

!Curley Hailed for
'Vice-Presidency

Nine Democrats and
Three Republicans
(0 at Luncheon
, MANCHESTER - BY-THESEA, June 13.—Glasses hub-. With his arm locked with that
bling with sweet New Eng-,of the Now 'lot* Governor, Mayor James M Curley of
Baton,
land cider, but not yet hard4 said
after the luncheon:
e hop, we may he able to
10 luncheon guests of Colonel,
greet you here again but sve hope
Edward M. House this after- rest
time to welcome you in
a
noon drank a toast to Gov- more exalted capacity, We look
to seeing
you
in
the
ernor Franklin D. floosevel forward
president's chair within the next
of New York, at what was ,four years."
confirmed from Page One

ViiVe

A few weeks ago, Mayor Curley

declared that he thought Owen
geri,
ralIN regarded by poll-,had
D. Young looked like the most
wisenten as the pro- available
canitdate for the Demojected launching of a boom'cratic Presilential nomination.
Both before and after the lunchfor the Empire State govern- eon ,other Democratic leniers
or as a rataeliilerte for tho•present, told newspaper reporters
waiting on the House estate near
Demoeratir"residential nom- the
Atlantic Ocean that they reina
garded Roosevelt as a strong presidential candidate,
The Mast, 'proposed hi- tire
"silent figure" of the Wilson 1. Not all present at the luncheon
administration. was:
*mere Democrats and Colonel House
a man, who, because of 'his did not reveal its full purpose,
service s to the country In peace
The guest list included Morganand war and In
executive thau, Curley, Walsh and Coolidge:
the
•Robert
chamber, haft the eyes of the naM. Washburn, president of
tion unon. him at the present mo- . 1 he Roosevelt Club, Outgrowth of
ment; I am sure gentlemen, that the famous Bull Moose campaign,
You will loin me In wishing him Robert D. Choate of a Boston Regood health, prosperity in antici- TublIcan
newspaper,
Robert I..
pation of his elevation to a more Norton, of a Boston Democratic
distinguished Position."
newspaper, Eilery Sedwiek, the
reoerted by a 4tate jx:ffice ser- Magazine
editor,
'William
H.
geant ,Governor Roosevelt left the Coolidge and Randolph Tucker,
the
luncheon for Boston, without com- latter a son-in-law of. Colonel
ment, except bl say that he was House,
hurrying to Nw "York with Mrs. "There were
nine
Democrats
Roosevelt to greet the king and and three Republ!canR
present,"
Queen at Slam tomorrow. .,
Wa WatataUrzni, eminent.

—
Boston (UP)—Mayor James
M.
Curley of Boston was hailed as
a
possible candidate for the Democratic
nomination for vice-president in 1932
at'Flag Day exercises here today.
"If the immediate future calls Curley to preside over the Senate,
history will declare no more brilliant
figure ever occupied the office of vicepresident of the United States," said
Traffic
Commissioner
Joseph
A
Conry in a speech.
Last week a Boston newspaper
'linked the names of Gov. Franklin
1/. tioosevelt of New Witt and
Mayor
Curley as possible candidates for the
Democratic nominations for president and vice-president, respectively
Both Roosevelt and Curley attended a luncheon at Manchester-by-th
eSea, Saturday, as guests of vol.
Edward M. House, a national figure
during the Wilson administration..
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A Dinner That WIay iilake fistory

Associated Press Plod 0
maker of several govCol. Edward M. Utilise, intimate all\ iscr of flo. late Pret,ident Wilt.4ott and
)1 a aelleSt el'ItY-1 he.
ernors of Texas, yesterday wilful:tined Got. Franklin D. Roosevelt of Nelil' Y01.1i al
or I Iii •lein ay ra I ic poSs dile presiden ilabir
(Iva
1110st
lie
I
11
1{00m.1•1•
1(111g
till
111.010011
ii'
Sea, a feet' IlaYS
House, tifivernor Roosevelt,
Leff to right, U. S. Sen. David I. Walsh, Colonel
t ia I candidates in 1932.
etts, in the gimlet'
NI
assachum
of
e
Coolidg
,1„
Marcus
Sen.
and
of
flosfon
11113 or James M. I'tll
newspapers were free to
I
a ft›./rimier. The colTIM Insis(cii I hp (11111We had 110 1011iliva I significance i nil
s peculate as much as they chose
four Repub.!
crats
ts a
i Seven Democra
tost—
a
as they drank
that--proa Volsteadinn toast at
posed by their host to the man "who
execuin peace and war and In the
rentive mansion In New York has the
to
service
distinguished
dered
nation."
for
The vice presidential boom
Boston,
Mayor James M. Curley of
Eustarted since his return from
he "advised Mussoltna
rope, where
what to do coneerring the difficulty
with the Vatican" as entirely overlooked in the elteltleMent of paying
tribute to the New 'York eovernor
Six weeks ago M yot Cullity puttRely stated his bell f that Owen a
Young, was the logical Democratic
Jaunt
1 andidate for president. The
around Europe coupled with a eonGovernor Roosevelt,
' venation with
New
way from
Thursday, on the
Vol' kto Boston convinced him that
Is
e
the
executiv
Empire state
the
"who can lead the nation"
man
11y .1 AMES H. 0UHNOY I,E
and
D. back to equilibrium, normalcy
13. Loy, Fra oh 1 i n
MANCHESTER-BY-THE-SEA, June
for a ‘"purely social and prohibition sanity."
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House Opens Drive to
Nominate Roosevelt
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'Silent Colonel' Makes Entrance Into 1932
Campaign-- -Seven Democrats and Four
ched No
Republicans Hear Boom Laun
Candidacy—,
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The other guests were' interested tending the round table conference
in the proceedings. but for various in West Virginia this year,
reasons had little to say. They in- !
eluded William H. Coolidge, Boston, !
brother of the late Louis A. Coolidge
Mayor Curley came in for more or
who several years ago aspired to the
Republican nomination for United less attention because of the report
States senator; Robert B. Choate, of his vice presidential ambitions. As
managing editor of the Republican
Boston Herald; Col Robert L. Norton, near as could be learned these were
Washington correspondent of the not the topic of luncheon conversaBoston Post; Ellery E. Sedgewicks tion. Neither did Mr. Curley elaborate
editor of the Atlantic Monthly, and on how he advised Mussollui to settle
Randolph Tucker, relative of Colonel his difference with the Pope. He did
House
tell, however, how Secretary of War
Patrick Hurley recalled on one of the
, mayor's recent visits to Washington,
t how he, Curley, had impressed him
Governor Roosevelt was the leas with a speech made some 18 years ago,
communicative of all.
somewhat of a tribute to the Curley
"What do you think of* Colonel eloquence
House's boom for youe nomination
Certainly no Massachusetts leader
for president?" an ambitious reporter
, takes Mayor Curley's boom for either
Democratic asked.
the
Consensus
of
opinion was that Al Snitith still has
"Even if I thought.you were asking vice president or governor seriously.
the :heart of the Massachusetts de- me that seriously I wouldn't answer: When he went to Europe six weeks
replied
aoverner
good ago there was talk he would oppose
mocracy. and if he wants to try it it."
the
Governor Ely for renomination. When
again he can get Its solid support. and natureilly.
Ciovesnor Roosevelt had to leave at he returned this week to the greeting
that goes for all the other New Eng-1
land Democrats. If Governor Smit,) I o'clock, and after the luncheon of several thousand persons, some of
is not a candichne, then they are there was only a brief time for them employed at City hall, the Word
rsady to assure Governor Roosevelt of cameramen, sound film operators and was sent out that it wasn't the govat least 90 per cent of New England's retiorters and final farewells. Tomor- ernor's place he was gunning for, but
possibly , row Governor .Roosevelt will call on vice president.
Democratic support and
the King and Queen of Siam. a
more.
Soon after the November elections
formal visit and not merely "personal
anti-prOhibis
The ambitions of the
your correspondent recalls that a
tion crusader, Governor Ditchie of and social." and without thought that close acquaintance of
Mayor Curley
Maryland, aid not figure in today's the Siam vote is probably restricted
took him aside one day to tell him
conversation. It wasn't even recalled to the twins,
that the Boston mayor would be a
that he pjacked Symphony hall, BoaVeteran political observers declared
candidate for the vice presidential
ton, to overflowing when he came to . that today's gathering was reminisnomination. This rumor saw its first
ittse' Day state to speak abainst pro- cent of the days when the "silent
light
in the Worcester Telegram. It
hibition several months ago. and Was colonel" was a power in the Wilson
hailed by no small number as the administration. They allowed he was seemed presposterous then. It seems
ilex. Democratic nominee for Presi- "a clever operator." that he knows' now from any standpoint,
Yet it is well to recall taht Mayor
dent .
how to make news for the men in
LIAlted States Senator David T. Which he Is interested, sometimes by Curley has convinced Boston he is
giving
the city a model administra"Governor simply keeping quiet,
that
declared
Walsh
tion. He is an outstanding orator.
attainManchester-by-the-Sea gave
Roosevelt is man of high
some, attractive in personality and a good
ments in public life. A man that I evidence of It today when it is
con-! mixer. He is quick to grasp public
admire very much for his high at- Metered that the non-partisan, nonquestions and align himself with the
trib0tes and it may be time that we publicity-heralded. non-poitical-sig- popular viewpoint.
had another Roosevelt in the White nificance dinner to 11 men brought
There is no better illustration of
two political writers from New York.
Honse."
this than his quick leap from the
"Governor Roosevelt is a man of four newsreel and sound film services„ Owen Young bandwagon to the
very likable qualities. He is pop- a score of Bay State writers, six press Roosevelt caravan. He left for Europe
ular and would in bound to make photographes. three state policemen s
and four Boston policemen to the strong for young. he came back a
votes wherever he went, He has acColonel House home, even though confirmed Roosevelt man, and now
complished much in public service.
hears his friends proclaim a ticket
since I first Manchester-by-the-Sea'isn't the east- of Roosevelt and Curley, and beI have admired him
eat place In the world to reach even
came to know him during the Wil- lo the summer time,
comes a leader in the activity for
son administration," was the comRoosevelt's administration His quick
.
Naturally
at
such
gatherings
disMarSenator
States
ment. of United
shift to the New York governor
cu.s.sion is not confined to the im- brought him the invitation to
cus A. Goolidge of Fitchburg.
tomediate
Mate event and there was recol- day's dinner. Report is it
though.
Washburn,
came by
M.
Robert
of the time when
telegraph when Colonel House saw
president of the Republican Roose- House was regarded as wielding
morel
velt club and a man who has never individual power than any other man haw Curley had changed,
veered from party loyalty was not in the nation because of his close
adverse to adding his Word. This association with
President Wilson.
is that he said:
There was question, however, if the
luncheon, colonel politically is as strong today;
"It was a very nice
it
C
C rize4/
There were 12 'of us there, one for I if the day has not gone by when he
.•
vice
oreqident can manipulate behind the scenes
for
another
psaisident.
aecs."
and 10 for cabinet
—for he never would take public
In Rome. the Eternal City, they
Colonel Honse. tarrying well his office for himself.
Hooseveit'a recrd as the most trav'75 years. and as efefcrvescent and
take Roston, the Huh of the Universe,
meticulous for the comfort of his eled governor in the country, his rean seriously that when the persuasive
guests as the father of a society de- cent trip to Europe, his tremendus
Athens
American
mayor of
the
butante at her coming-out party, energy and his administration of afwriNpered in the ear of II Duce—
was enthusiastic over his presiden- fairs of the great Empire state, were
tial protege. Quietly aSsuring some discussed. Not only that, but it was
well, the rest has heen blazoned forth
of his guests that Texas was safe for declared his beatific smile and' his
pages of newspapers of
on first
attractive
personality
the New Yorker—if we recall right- otherwise
metropolitan Boston, whether or no
ly it wasn't. for Smith—and pointing would be the magnet that would
in leading articles of the more proout that Senator Caraway of Ark- draw thousands to his banner.
Some of the political writers saw
ansas was for Roosevelt if Joe Robvincial village of Rome. It looked
inson wasn't fh the fight. he con- interest in Roosevelt's many recent
a few days ago like a. protracted confided to
sound
the
that visits to
various sections of the
news
troversy between church and state
States, "purely social and
Roosevelt had ability. character, had United
but by coincidence—atrendered remarkable public service Personal,"
in Italy. All Boston and part of New
and he hoped he .would be the next tractIng party leaders of those secEngland knensts that this calamity
tins.
One
of
the
most
recent
was
Prsideleof the United States.
at
was averted through Ntwir CUIleY's
Cincinnat
It
is
probable,
however,
One of the most, interested giteatswise counsel, tendered to Signor
was Henry Morgantheau, former am- that there will be no mre "purely
Mussolini at & crucial moment.
bassador to Turkey and prominent social and personal" jaunts for the
remainder
of
tate
year. Governor
with Colonel House sin the Wilson
Roseveit
said
he
Intended
to
stick
administration. His presence indicated
that he .1011 &too help to nominate close to New York inspecting institutions. and _bad no 01411311. boynd. at.
the *ow Tarr goSeagnot,,
croon he told the news reel salines
that he hoped when Roosevelt come
to the Bay state two years hence it
would be as the occupant of the
White House.
But theo the other members of
the favored 11 who sat at the guest
table and afterwards posed for the
camera men and said pleasant thins
for the talkies were more reserved in
their conversatfon.
Not one of them—other than Colonel House and Mayor Curtsy—would
declare definitely for Governor Roosevelt for President. Not that they do
not admire the man. but they be!ivied it was a little early and the
situation too uncertain to make unqualified endorsements.

'Al' Still Favored

Curley in Spotlight

Roosevelt Silent
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DIVIDED OPINION APPEARS
'AMONG GUESTS OF HOUSE
• AT ROOSEVELT LUNCHEON
CURLEY IS STRONG
background for CPO -stag gat oring.
As the guests circulated among the
Pressmen and the photographers in
•
the yard after lunch the reserve
.qnator. Walsh /gallantly, dechLrN.
w
l the conversationinNsvildieci:htelo loinate(use as
' that the time has arrived to "put
Mayor Curley laughingly grieved
another Roosevelt in the White that the colonel's toast was drunk
House," but he subsequently modified with a refreshment less exhilarating
.
that charming expression with the than that to which he had been acfrankly expreSsed conviction that it customed during his recent European
. will be futile to make any attempt tour.
to deliver the Massachusetts delegnTo Robert M. Washburn the select
tion to Roosevelt if former Gov Smith group of 12 represented a president, a
is a candidate for the nomination.
vice-president and the cabinet.
His
When one newspaperman directly vice-presidential reference was aimed
pressed Gov Roosevelt for comment at the mayor.
thers Favor Roosevelt
on Col House's efforts "on your be"Le Us Be SensIble"—Walsh
half," the governor's answer was: "I
"Let us be sensible," was Walsh's
couldn't very well reply to your question, even if you asked it with a comment. "What's to be gained by
straight face." The reporter was en- refusing to face the situation as it
, exists?" He continued: "If Al Smith
tirely serious.
1
iesires to have the nomination, then
House and Morgrenthau Reserved '(
of course Massachusetts will be for
House and Morgenthau were more him and none can prevent such a desober and reserved in their comment, velopment. lie is first in the affectheir devotion to Gov Roosevelt tions of the Democrats of Massachuwas obvious.
setts. Next to Smith of course, I am
During the course of the dining- for Roosevelt."
room conversation, Gov Roosevelt
Senator Coolidge was perfectily willspoke in a pessimistic mood in his ing to concede that Roosevelt is a
reference to the business depression. man of intense popularity among the
He predicted that New York would Democrats throughout the nation. He
be forced to feed 700,000 needy next would have no hesitancy in supporting
of the 400,000 whose the governor, but he, too, reserved defi,1 „,
7 winter instead
wants were cared for last winter.
nite commitment until he knows what
Shortly after the amenities of the Smith will do.
occasion had been fulfilled Gov noose„
Insistent denials by Col House that
Special Dispatch to The Sunday velt departed in his state motor car there was any political significance to
for Boston where he boarded a train his luncheon failed to still the gossip
Union and Republican
for New York. He is scheduled to of politically touched tongues.
The
Boston, June 13—A division of be presented to the king and queen confidant of Woodrow Wilson modesttomorrow. He ly dismissed all suggestions that the
the;of
York
New
Siam
in
opinion appeared in the ranks of
\\ ill be introduced to the royal couple assembly was anything more than a
Democrats of Massachusetts today hy flay Stevens, a Boston man serving perfunctory "social gathering" of biin
the capacity of legal adviser to partisan guests. Numbered among the
at the luncheon tendered to Gov
the Siamese.
Democrats partaking of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York The governor was accompanied by prominent
House hospitality were several conby Edward Mandell House, elderly Sergt Miller of the New York state spicuous Republicans.
constabularly and was escorted to and
Texas colonel, at his Magnolia sum- from Magnolia by a trio of Massachu- In addition to Gov Roosevelt and
Senators Walsh and Cididge the
setts state police on motorcycles.
mer home.
th
guest list included Henry orgenau,
In a Vol:Acadian toast proposed by embassador to Turkey dull g the WilWhile Mayor Curley was actively the host the assembled guests drank
son administration; William H. Coolengaged in promoting the Roosevelt to the future success of the New York idge, Robert B. Choate, Robert M.
as a man who "has dis- Washburn, Robert L. Norton, Ellery
candidacy for President, Senator executive
tinguished himself in war, in peace Sedgewick and Randolph Tuckey.
David 1, Walsh, with the tacit ap- and in the executive mansion at Al- They were 12 in all.
proval of his colleague, Senator bany."
lorom, all the indices the luncheon
Marcus A. Coolidge, declared that actually was a social gathering. There
former Gov Al Smith is first in the ,were no formal speeches. Reports
from the dining chamber likewise inaffections of the Democrats of this dicated that politics was not discussed,
save in the ahstract. It was at its
commonwealth.
conclusion that the sentiment began
Curley for Roosevelt
to gurgle forth.
The group posed for the cameraSpeaking informally and in a light
vein before the microphone set up men prior to taking lunch. At its
distinguished
six
the
by the sound-picture operators, the conclusion
mayor expressed the hope that when Democrats assembled in a semicircle
next Gov Roosevelt visits Massachu- in the courtyard for the benefit of the
lows it will be in the capacity of an sound picture operators. During that
active candidate for "a more exalted brief interlude in front of doubleposition than governor of New York, barreled registers of voice and feature,
that of President of the United extravagant compliments were paid to ;
Gov Roosevelt. And they were eu}Rates."
t I rely cordial.
While the Democrats were cordial
The colonel's summer retreat, sitso Itoose\
and
tic to tin; uat.A on tie crest of a bluff overlooksuggestion thi..t he be their candidate ing the sea, provided a delightful
for President, only the mayor Was
to take _. position of militantey
•o promoting his still unannounced
,s ndidaey.

FOR N. Y. GOVERNOR.
WALSH FOR SMITH

Marcus Coolidge Appears in
Harmony With Walsh
O

BEFORE "TALKIES"

Luncheon Seems to Have hut
Been Purely Social Affair
----R. M. Washburn Sees
President, Vice-Presidcnt
and Cabinet in Group of
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ts It is not necessary to say that there
Politics Stirring, Not Stirring grass. But, if his arrangemen
to are those who believe that the dole
call
one
teleph
a
le
feasib
make
Politics

an afternoon's job, is financially the cheapest and the 1
Col House is so close an observer 3-2131, to offer
g that bureau safest way out. Fortunately they
runnin
are
who
that 11,14/ar Curiey's announcement, those
ul.
gratef
be
}
will
York
Nnv
have not yet prevailed, although
Tiom
before the traTIr
they have made their influence felt.
reached Boston, for Gov Roosevelti
decision to improve the inThe
ential
presid
The creation of a commission to
as the next Democratic
formation service for tourists study unemployment and report
nominee, was not lost on him. And
throughout the state, reached at a recommendations of policy at the
thus it came about that his list of
conference last week at the offices next session is to be commended,
luncheon guests, yesterday, at Manthe Massachusetts industrial even though the appropriation of
of
impor
chester-by-the-sea, had an
sion at Boston, is a substan- $35,000 seems inadequate to those
commis
tant accession in Mayor Curley.
ement of the policy of the who have pushed the project. One
indors
tial
in
week
It was considerable of a
Chamber of Commerce of the measures on which this cornfield
Spring
Democratic politics, with John W.
five years. It is due mission ought to have ideas is the
past
the
during
that
Davis opening it by predicting
that the three
fact
the
to
y
largel
I utilization of publie works for the
Gov Ely would sometime be Presibeen kept
have
booths
ation
inform
1 ielief of unemployment. The comdent of the United States and Col
on Sundays and holidays that mission should be able to tell the
open
tong
bringi
end
House at the week
thr service has reached so many Legislature whether in its opinion
gether the big guns of the Massapersons. It is somewhat surprising this is sound or unsound and
chusetts Democracy — except the
learn that last year information whether the conditions in the comto
Democratic governor—at a lunchwas given to the occupants of 7876 monwealth next winter make it deeon to meet Gov Roosevelt. No
automobiles and at a cost of less sirable to go further next year.
doubt Gov Ely was invited, but was
than five cents for each contact. There has been no lack of other
'unable to attend. The Williams comThat must be a low figure as com- proposals to be studied but here is
mencement had prior claims on him.
pared with the batting average of concrete action which Massachuhis
It is generally assumed that
form of circularization, when it setts will be unable to take next
any
t
alma meter will confer her highes
ered that the great major- year unless the controling powers
consid
is
row.
honors on the governor tomor
ts were undoubtedly of in the General Court have radically
contac
of
ity
is
value.
real
This
!
Curley
changed opinions.
"Roosevelt and
ticket
ential
presid
atic
Democr
'the
What About Next Year?
So politics has entered the unac'being heard about town today,"
r G. Bacon, president of dertaking to redeem Fall River
Gaspa
'
ript's
Transc
Boston
the
to
cording
his the Massachusetts Senate, analyzing financially. The Boston Transcript
city hall reporter, writing up
part which the Legislature has has been telling at great length how
impressions Friday noon. The may- the
in the relief of unemploy- Fall River's forced economy will reHis
taken
hours.
or had not been home 24
through the inauguration of act against Gov Ely, who, it seems,
greeting by the home folks, says the ment
works, seems almost apolo- is in danger of being blamed for the
public
hislong
Herald,"was unique in the
its having done anything. acts of the board of finance, whose
for
getic
surmost
The
city."
'tory of the
izes the fact that the de- members were appointed by him.
emphas
He
Mr
prising thing of all was that
parture from the pay-as-you-go But it is clear that something beCurley was boomed merely for the
policy is only temporary, that no sides spontaneous resentment at recity
vice-presidency. Did no one in
uction has been authorized stricted expenditures is to be found
constr
Rooseand
y
hall think of "Curle
would not have been under- in the situation. A great to-do has
that
'velt"?
taken normally within the next two been raised by local politicians beyears, and that "this program has! cause the board of finance has enHave You a Lawn?
reduced to the minimum in the gaged the services of Frank W. Os'been
g,
cuttin
When your grass needs
'interests of the taxpayers of the borne of Lynn as an expert adviser
please telephone 3-2131, the City
onwealth."
'comm
s
at a compensation of $400 a month.
Alway
hall employment bureau.
measures as the ses- It is contended that "economy" is
relief
Such
,
work
wants
who
there
some man is
sion produced can only be regarded 'the cry of the hour, and that little
and would be glad to mow your
as temporary. If hard times con- encouragement is given to "econlawn.
tinue, the problems of unemploy- 'omy" when an adviser is chosen at
Yes, the unemployment situation
ment will again confront the Legis- $400 a month. This protest reprewhich
of
,
remains serious. Lawns
at its next session. If a sents an obvious attempt of politilature
there are several thousand in
amount of construction than cians to capitalize popular disconr
greate
season
l
Springfield, afford a specia
is normal is done this year, there tents. It is properly rebuked by the
al opportunity to help the unemwill be less than normal to do next Boston Herald, which tells the Fall
by
ployed along. If you do your bit
year and the state itself will then River obstructionists that the time
putting this work where it will do
adding to unemployment by just for them to have considered "econbe
the most good, the whole summer
as its construction program 'only" 'was when the city was being
much
•so
all
r
happie
will be easier and
is below normal. The decision will financially ruined.
around.
again have to be made whether to
This is merely a suggestion. A
!let the dole system prevail or to do
man's lawn is his oven affair. He
I what can be done to provide emise
may help the unemployed otherw
the jobless.
his ployment for some of
than by hiring someone to cut
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'Fax Rate Not Over
$32 Is Forecast

•

1931
Boston real estate taxes for
thousand,
should not go above $32 per
it
though it has been rumored that
civic
the
to
ing
accord
might be $35,
er of
bureau of the Boston Chamb
situation,
Commerce. In a study of the
tions point
the bureau finds that indica
more than
to the 1931 rate not being
less.
$32 and possibly somewhat
tax
Factors tending to increase the
increase
rate are reported to be an county
and
of about $3,000,000 in city
cent
appropriations; a cut of 20 per
the state
or more in the city's share of
inincome tax; lower departmental 000
$5,000,
come and a decrease from
valuations.
to $15,000,000 in assessed
keep
Leading factors tending to
says the
the possible increase down, No new
bureau, are reported to be:
ngs to
appropriations for school buildi
new income
go into the 1931 tax levy;
of the
of $678,000 as the city', share in the
ion
new gasoline tax; a reduct
1.0 per
overlay from 1.7 per cent to
beginning
cent and a surplus at the
by $750,000
of 1931 which is larger
commenced.
than that when 1930
reduce
It is obvious justice to estate
valuations on down-town real abatetax
to meet the many pleas for
of Tax
ments before the State Board to be
Appeal, as city officials are said the
to
prepared to do, according
action is
Civic Bureau. 'But such
not a
'valuation by appeal' and it is The
n."
final nor complete solutio s of dolbureau adds that with million much
for
lars of property assessed a critical
more than actual value,
situation has developed.
L
HIIryim
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Mayor Curley Back
With New Ideas
Mayor James M. Curley has returned to Boston from his trip abroad
with new ideas for further municipal
improvements.
It was Mayor Curley, however, more
than his ideas, this time, that interested the several thousand people who
jammed the Back Bay Station yesterday to greet him, his daughter, and
Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer, who
accompanied the Mayor on his trip.
Even with the din of the crowds in
his ears, the Mayor talked enthesiastically of a bigger and better Boston,
with direct steamship service between'
the port of Boston and European cities, the elimination of the slum sections, and the promotion of American
trade abroad.
On the way to his Jamaica Plain
home, escorted by squads of veteran
military organizations and citizens,
the Mayor talked of unemployment
relief efforts in Europe where he declared the situation is being met with
even more success than in America.
After seeing Europe, the Mayor said
he believed the work of beautifying
the city of Boston and the erection
of public edifices would, in years to
come, be a source of joy and satisfaction to those who had a hand in
Oromoting such progress.
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MONEY 110 MOVE
AS FEAR LEAVES,
'AD' MEN TOLL

HALIFAX READY
TO PAY TRIBUTE
TO ITS FOUNDER

Boston Publicity Director
Welcomes Delegates to
World Association

Unveiling of the Statue of
Col. Edward Cornwallis
Takes Place June 22

There is plenty of money in the
United States and it will be put in
circulation in proportion to the reon
duction of economic fear, based
ballyhoo-ing of the depression. The
display advertising man is in a more
Important position than at any time
is
in advertising history, because he
the liaison officer between the buying
public and the merchandiser. Moreover, he is the logical expositor of
Ruskin's most trenchant assertion that
"Industry without art is ugliness."
Upon these several basic findings
the thirty-fourth annual convention
and exposition of the International
Association of Display Men opened
in Boston today at the Hotel Bradford. The convention will continue
through four days and delegates are
present from all states of the Union.
Thomas A. Mullen, director of publicity for the city of Boston, welcomed
the delegates on behalf of Mayor
Curley. He thanked the display men
s to
for their conspicuous contribution
the increasing of modern ideas and
ideals of beauty.
Mr. Mullen said that a year ago
Mayor Curley pointed to the single
.hing which will turn the tide of
de'lie much advertised economic
on
aboliti
the
was
that
and
n,
pressio
of the element of fear.
"I believe the only thing we need
to fear is fear itself," Mr. Mullen said,
"There is plenty of money in this
country. I have never known a time
when stores in general seemed to me
so generally committed to the policy
of translating the quality of beauty,
which all men admire and yearn to
capture, into practical terms.
"The display man is an ambassador
of good will with a safe conduct to
go where he will; into the thoughts
of people who hope to make their
surroundings pleasanter and more
sightly; into the consciousness of
people with the message that wise
buying, in proper volume, is a definite
contribution to the restoration of a
happy state of security and progress
for the nation.
"I think we are all soundly tired of
the talk of depression. You display
men are in a splendid position to turn
,-Aple to more conthe thoughts of pe,
structive use. I leave with you a
thought I came upon not a great
while ago. If you can pass it on to
your public, which is numerically the
population of the country, you will
be doing a priceless service. It is, 'I
believe today is better than yesterday
and that tomorrow will be better
than today'."

/

SPECIAL TO THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

HALIFAX, N. S., June 15—The
Premiers of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island have
been invited to attend the ceremony
of the unveling of the statue of Col.
Edward Cornwallis, founder of Halifax, at the Plaza in front of the
Nova Scotian Hotel on the morning of
Monday, June 22.
Sir Henry Thornton, president of
the Canadian National Railways, is
expected to be present and Joseph A.
Conry, of Boston, will .come as the
official representative of the Mayor
of Boston. The invitation was extended to the Massachusetts capital in
view of the intimate historical association of the New England states
with the founding of Halifax.
The unveiling ceremony is to be performed by J. A. Chisholm, Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, who is the administrator of the Province in the
absence of the Lieutenant-Governor.
A choir of 160 children, selected from
all the schools of Halifax, will sing
several numbers including "Hail to the
Day When the Britons Came Over,"
the song composed by Joseph Howe.
in commemoration of the founding of
Halifax.
Following the unveiling and the
presentation of the Cornwallis perpetual chal]enge trophies to representatives of the Royal Nova Scotia
Yacht Squadron and the rowing clubs
of the city, there will be a luncheon at
the Nova Scotian Hotel, at which Sir
Henry Thornton will be the host, and
at which short addresses will be delivered.
The statue, showing an imposing,
picturesque
in
handsome figure
eighteenth century costume, was
sculptured by J. Massey Rhind,
A. R. S. A. It is 9 feet, 6 inches in
height, and weighs just over one ton.
Colonel Cornwallis was sent by the
British Government in 1749 to form
a British naval base in the great
American continent. It was named
after the second Earl of Halifax and
soon became a rival to the French
town of Louisburg in Cape Breton.
In 1750 it superseded Annapolis as
capital of Nova Scotia.
Halifax harbor is open all the year
round and is one of the most important of Canada's ports. The population of the city is about 60,000.
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Mayor Curley' and Mussolini

•

fact "that the next day
'the first step was taken by Musso'1ini to bring about a settlement."
All that need be said in conclusion is that our original tribute to
the mayor's "diplomatic skill" was
too feeble by far to correspond with
the mayor's actual achievement. For
the mayor of Boston to go to Rome
and plainly tell Mussolini where to
get off, without being thrown downstairs, must be recognized everywhere as a rare diplomatic triump!i
in itself, no matter whether his
counsel was heeded or not.

Isignificant

If any reader of The Republican
remembers what it said 48 hours
earlier, it is due him to express sorrow for a too confident statement
based on insufficient evidence in the
case of Mayor Curley of Boston.
The return home of the mayor
Quickly revealed a sad lack of
accuracy in this paper's remark on
Thursday:—
Mayor Curley has been in Rome
also. He was there when the
clash between Mussolini and the
pope became acute. Evidence of
his diplomatic skill may be seen
in the fact that he emerged from
Italy without having expressed
himself or participated in the
least in the debate between the
Quirinal and the Vatican.

The statement would still be flawless if it had been said that the
mayor did not express himself publicly concerning the Vatican-Quirinal controversy while in Rome. It
turns out that in camera the mayor said aplenty to Mussolini, giving
him some sound and timely advice.
As the mayor remembers his private talk with the duce, he was impelled to counsel him in this friendly but serious vein:—
The Italian government by
estoppage of the mad march of
Communism and by saving Christianity has made a characteristic
contribution that has won the respect of the entire world; and as
Mussolini had recommended settlement of the trouble which had
existed between the Vatican and
the government for 60 years,
thereby winning the admiration
and good will of all Catholics, it
was impossible to conceive of any
good reason why the pending difference should not be considered a
mere trifle and one that in no
way justified permanent injury to
the Italian government.
I emphasized, too, that it is expected that 500,000 will attend the
Eucharistic congress in Ireland In
1932 and that 20 per cent of this
number can surely be expected to
visit Rome, thereby adding upwards of $100,000,000 to the revenue of Italy from tourists. I remarked also that if the trouble
between the government and the
Vatican should not be settled, it.
was very probable that Italy
would lose this revenue.

The mayor's devoted traveling
companion, City Treasurer Dolan of
Boston, who was waiting outside,
perhaps anxiously, while Mussolini
was giving audience to his American counselor, doesn't know with
any certainty "whether the mayor's
'daring in stepping into a situation
'which less courageous men would
'have avoided had any real result."
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CURLEW CONGRATULATIOS
gntMAN N --HEINK AT 70
_
ayor Curley yesterday sent a telegram of congratulation to Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, on het
70th birthday, which read: "I rejoice
In this honored day marking your 70th
milestone. No woman Imm given to
the world a greater moasure of happiness and enjoyment. May the birthday anniversary bring to you every Joy
and happiness."

ilia, HOUSE IN ROLE
JF ROOSEVELT HOST
Affair Cloaked in Mystery—
Politicians See Opening
of Presidential Boom
MANCHESTER-BY-THE-SEA. June
13 (APi—Political eyes were focused
today on the luncheon tendered by
Colonel Edward M House to Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt of New
York where it was expected the cornerstone would be laid, and the political machinery set in motion for
the campaign to launch Roosevelt as
the Democratic Presidential nominee for 1932 elections.
Political observers Saw In the
luncheon, the emergence of Colonel
House, friend and political adviser of
the late President Woodrow Wilson.
from eight years of retirement and
the bringing ,.into play of the silent
strategy he used in the Wilson administration, to promote a RooseveltColonel
for-President
movem cot.
House, however. refused to reveal any
of his plans and the luncheon was
cloaked in mystery.
Governor Roosevelt came here today after spending the night In Boston. He motored from there to Groton yesterday, to deliver an address
at the 46th graduation exercises at
Groton school where two of his sons
Franklin. Jr.. and John, are students
In the lower classes. In his address.
Governor Roosevelt scored some of
the "better educated families" declaring they are "too prone to take a
purely personal attitude toward government."
One of the invited guests at the
luncheon was Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston, who. some Iverleo---regio.
thought that Owen D. Young. of
New York, might be the strongest
Democratic presidential nominee. Upon his return from Europe. Boston's
Deinocratic leader had a talk with
Governor Roosevelt on the train enroute from New York. Today he has
that Governor
taken the position
Roosevelt appears to be the leading
contender for the nomination. Republican political sharps here had
advanced the idea that A 'Roosevelt
A nd Curley" ticket was in the making,
but there Was no confirmation of
this.
Other Invited guests were: United
States Seoator David I. Walsh: United States Senator Marcus A. Coolidge: Henry Morgenthati. ambassador
to Turkey under President Wilson:
M. Washburn. Robert B.
Robert
Choate. Robert I., Norton, William H.
Coolidgf. Ellery Serigwick and Randolph Tucker.
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Curley Presents
City Councillors
With Shillalahs
Barton, June 16—Following the
most rebellious session in the regime
of the present Boston City council
yesterday, Mayor Curley presented
each of the 22 members with shitlalahs recembling the Irish war clubs
which he brought back from Killarney.'
Although the mayor sent the sticks
to the chamber previous to the opening of the session, Clerk of Committees John E. Baldwin hesitated to
distribute them until the storm
ended and the extra late adjournment.
In the hectic meting the Mayor
wes severely criticised by the minority opposttion headed by Councillors
Jol.n F. Dowd of Roxbury and Frond," E. Kelly of Dorchester. Sevnal
times .lie latter was ruled out of
order by President Joseph McGrath.
who was forced to wield his gavel
mightily to keep the debate under
control
Councillor Kelly first ran afoul of
the rules when he presented a resolution demanding that the mayor
and City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan
turn over to the public welfare overseers for poor relief that part of
their salaries which accumulated
while they were on a recent trip to
Europe for five weeks.
Presithnt McGrath ruled the resolution out of order with the explanation that it was not within the
province of the city council to tell
individuals what they were to do
with their own money.
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Curley Home From Abroad,
Pessimistic About Trade
URGES AMERICA DEVELOP OWN
Boston Mayor Says Much

MARKETS

JAMES M. CURLEY

Can Be Done to Combat Depression
7
1
New York, June 11—(AP)--tar.ze
James M. Curley of Boston return
the LeviatheriToday with his daughter,
Mary, her friend, Laurette Bremner, of
Chicago, and Edward L. Dolan, city treasurer of Boston, after touring England,
Ireland. France and Italy.
Mayor Curley was invited to go to
Paris with the American mayors by the
French Line, but said he had made other
plans In advance of the invitation. He
joined the mayors one day in Paris for
lunch.
America cannot look for any encouragement in the way of trade from Europe for at least 25 years, he declared.
"Everywhere I went in Ireland, England,
France and Italy," he said, "I found
products of the land Itself are alone advocated for purchase and for use. It is
no doubt an act of self preservation. but
In doing so, it makes it impossible to buy
a French product in Italy, or vice versa,
if there is a similar product to be found
In France or Italy, respectively.
Mayor of Boston, on Return from
Home Products Pushed
Abroad, Says Europe Will Not In"Everywhere I found a tendency to
crease Purchases Here for 25 Years,
create home markets for home products
to the exclusion of all others, and I
tackle the
tenement and habitation
think this will go on for a quarter of a
question, such vast labor activities and
century, until the debts hanging over huge
expenditures would be required
them since the World War have been that
much of the "so-called depression"
eliminated."
would disappear. He said he is comAs an antidote he urged America to mitted
to better living conditions, the
develop a market for its surplus pro- maintenance
of decent wages, and said
ductions at home.
that if the United States will steer to
"We look to the rest of the world to
such a course Sovietism in any form is
buy our products when we have within
impossible..
ourselves our own markets," he said.
One of the chief objects of Mayor
Mr. Curley suggested, as he said he
Curley's
visit abroad was to sound Eurohad suggested some time ago to Presipean
shipping interests on the question
dent Hoover, that America must next
of
Boston
as a more frequented North
turn to the development of the Mississippi Valley; that its resources and pos- Atlantic port. Be said that prior to
albilities, as gauged by what Holland sailing for Europe he had had lunch with
has done with the Zuder Zee, are with- representatives of the North German
Lloyd and had been assured that they
out limit.
"If Holland." he said, "with a popula- were keenly interested in his project to
tion of 8.000.000 can appropriate $200.- make Boston a port four days distant
000.0(a) for reclamation of land, we might from Europe.
He said despite rumors to the coneasily set aside three billions to make
the Mississippi the great all year around trary he believed the North German
waterway of America, its banks and Its Lloyd would make such a test with
tributaries, a field for huge electrical either the Europa or the Bremen and
once the proposition were made feasible,
developments"
other ships and other ship lines would
Europe Forging Ahead
interested. He added that Boston iz
be
Mayor Curley said Europe had made
the only port on the North Atlantic
more strides hi the past 10 years
than where a passenger may step from the
she hae made for 10 centuries
prior to ship to a train and cargo be loaded from
the World War, through
Improvement
the ship into freight cars. He discussed
in habitation and living
conditions, and at length projects now Remit for the
that If Americe would
courageously modernizatton of the port of Boston.

•
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CURLEY LOOKS FOR
NO TRADE IN EUROPE
Boston Mayor Says Each
Country Developing
Own Products
• _
Urges U. S. Courageously t9
Tackle Tenement and Arbitration Questions
---- New York, June 11-0P)— Mayor
Curley of Boston returned on the
Leviathan today with his daughter, Mary, her friend, Laurette.
Bremner, of Chicago, and Edward'
L. Dolan, city treasurer of Boston,
after touring England, Ireland,
France and Italy.
Mayor Curley was invited to goi
to Paris with the American mayorel
by the French Line, but said he!
had made other plans in advance:
of the invitation. He joined the
mayors one day in Paris for lunch.
America cannot look for any eneouragement in the way of trade
from Europe for at leant 25 year',
lie declared. "Everywhere T went in
Ireland, England, France and Italy,!
he said, "I found products of the
land itself are alone advocated for
purchase and for use. It is no doubt
an act of self preservation, but in
doing so, it makes it impossible to
buy a French product in Italy, or
vice versa, if there is a similar product to be found in France or Italy,
respectively. Everywhere I found a.
tendency 'to create home markets
for home products to the exclusion
of all others, and I think this wilt
go on for a quarter of a century,
until the debts hanging over them
since the World War have been
elim inated."
As an antidote be urged America
to develop a market for its surplus
production at home.
Mayor Curley said Europe had
made more strides in the past tel
years than she has made for ten
centuries prior to the World War,
through improvement In habitation
and living conditions, and that if
America would courageously tackle
the tenement and arbitation questions, such vast labor activitiee. and
huge expenditures would be re quired that much of the "so-called
depression" would disappear.
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CURLEY BUSY AP

t
,RETURN FROM EUROPE
Boston, June 13—Conferences wItI4
heads of departments and signing oi
orders and contracts gave Mayor Cure
ley a busy afternoon yesterday on hie
return from his vacation. He me.
cepted on behalf of the City of Roa.
ton the legislation for the expenditure
of $1,350.000 on the airport and two
orders of $500,000 apiece for street
construction.
The mayor instructed Public Werke
Commissioner Bourke to have plans
drawn immediately for the bridge ter
be built at Arlington street and TI.P.4
mont street in connection with the
Arlington street widening. The rieteel
whir-nine will mean a six menthe'
closinz of the thorouthfare.
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tention of the encampment committee
the

from
to give him a suitable gift
The Mayor of Boston is elected bv „
n
oamrades and auxiliary members of
city's plain people, the fun-loving iri-H
on
?he department of Massachusetts
Catholics of whom James Michael Curt
I
1
'he opening night of the encampment.
is one. And Mayor Curley, knows how
selected b. the Gridley
1Nikl:ahneipdealree
in kt
make gestures to his constituents I. ,
Comrades Thomas oirrtoer
fortnight he refused to issue a permit tor
iand Charles Corcoran; the other deleEncam
pmentgates by virtue of office are Corna longstandinv intercoastal football game
32d
mander William A. Johns, Senior Vice
between Stanford and Dartmouth Nov. 2S
Commander Charles Christopher, Juin Harvard Stadium. His reason: a game.
nior Vice Commander Frederick
between the vlailLpeoplis. Boston College
Chandler, Past Commanders Charles
and HoIy Cross
Cathok) w:1 ,;
F. Ebbeson. John J. Gannon, James
scheduled for the same aay at Fenwiv
Byrne, George Walker, Walter Rawcliffe, Herbert Lawrence, Arthur MelPark; the Stanford-Dartmouth gam.,MayOr Cidgy

All
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Annual
to Open in Boston
(e,
This Week
to Get Gift
lor. Henry Seymour. Joseph V. Dias,
from Members of
William G. Wood, Charles Fuller, Ambrose Merchant, John F. Fanning, JoOrganization
ph Booker.

Captain Charles V. Gridley camr
No. 46, United Spanish War Veterans.
,,eld its regular meeting Saturday
night at headquarters, 19 Willis street.
Commander William A. Johns pre.sidtig. Several business matters were
lken up and acted on. Proclamation
Governor Ely for Flag day, June
I 1, was read by Adjutant John J.
cannon. Invitation received from the
Everett camp. No. 56. U. S. W. V. to
•ake part in the parade and exercises
o Everett July 4, was accepted. The
charter was ordered draped for a period of 30 days in memory of Past
Commander-in-Chief William Jones,
who died June 2. Junior Vice Commander Frederick Chandler reported
! en the meting of the Vicinity council
,
;o. 4, Southeatsern Massachusetts U.
W. V., which was held at Fall River
,.;unday, May 31.
Encampment Opens June 12.

Following the meeting, strawberries,
\ \ OR OF BOSTON
Cake and coffee was served members.
Chaplain Mitri Gabbour of John J.
. . . wrote his Milne on the 22nd Century.
Doran camp. No. 47, was present as a
guest and announced he was seeking
would cut the gate receipts of a home.the
office of department chaplain.
industry.
The 32d annual encampment of the
Mayor Curlev's Ea.= last week was!department of Massachusetts United
to insure his life for $102,285 and make Spanish War Veterans will be neld in
these provisions: upon the death of the1Boston June 12, 13. 14...'ames M Curlast of his four children who will shareaey, mayor Of Boston, whose generous
•its income, the fund shall be invested at. treatment at all times to comrades of
is well known, has
ithe U. S. W. V..
shall be allowed to grow for two icontributed
$5,000 to the encampment
centuries, becoming $4c.548,s27 in 2111.- fund. The encampment will open FriThereafter its income of $1,821,943 per 1day, June 12, at 8 P. M., in - Faneuil
I '
year shall be used to care for Boston's iall,
with an address of welcome by
li
unemployed.*
ayor Curley, followed by other
palters of"Itrominence. Professional
ent will entertain.
From 10 to 12 P. M., a buffet lunch
will be served by a caterer in the tniver hall, At midnight the Snaix will
hold their crawl and parade, after
which refreshments will be served.
Saturday. June 13, encampment sessions from 9:30 A. M. to adjournment,
lare scheduled. At 6 P. M., boat will
!leave Howes wharf for Hull ',there a
Shore dinner will be served it Pemberton inn. After dinner there will
be dancing until 11:15 P. M. A boat
ride to Boston is planned Sunday.
.June 14, and election of 'Officers and
iclosing exercises of the encampment.
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Mayor to Get Gift.
In appreciation of the great friendship shown at all times for the organization by Mayor Curley. it in the In-
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its—Mrs. Mary A. O'Connor of this
city, department patriotic instructor
Massof the U. S. W. V. auxiliary of
achusetts, will present a large silk
American flag to Mayor Curley, for
deuse by the City of Bostont the
partment convention in Boston Fripast
years
day evening. For several
to
the auxiliary has presented a flag
the city in which the convention has
year
been held. During the past
to
Mrs. O'Connor presented 17 flags
the three newly instituted auxiliaries
at Orange, Natick and Plymouth. The
money to defray the expenses for the
flags has been raised through the efforts of Mrs. O'Connor.
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MS U.S. MOT MAKE
• MARKETS OF ITS OWN
Mayor James M. Curley on His Return From
Europe Declares We Cannot Depend on
Foreign Trade--Boosts Port of Boston

•

NEW YORK, June 11 (iP)—Mayor had been assured that they were keenJames M. Curley of Boston returned ly interested in his project to make
on the Leviathan today with his Boston a port four days distant from
daughter, Mary. her friend, Lauretta Europe.
He said despite rumors to the conBremner, of Chicago, and Edward L.
Dolan, city treasurer of Boston, after trary he believed the North German
touring England, Ireland, France and Lloyd would make such a test with
Italy. Mayor Curley was invited to either the Europa or the Bremen and
so to Paris with the American mayors once the proposition were made feashad ible, other ships and ship lines would
by the French line, but said he
the be interested. He added that Boston
made other plans in advance of
one is the only port on the North Atlantic
invitation. He joined the mayors
where a passenger may step from the
day in Paris for lunch.
America cannot look for any en- ship to a train and cargo be loaded
couragement in the way of trade from from the ship into freight cars. He
Europe for at least twenty-five years, discussed at length projects now afloat
he declared. "Everywhere I went in for the modernization of the port of
'Ireland, England, France and Italy," Boston.
he said, "I found products of the land. "In Europe," the mayor said, "We
-itself are alone advocated for purchase found that they are solving the un_
and for use. It is no doubt an act employment problem which is bothof self preservation, but in doing so, ering us in the United States. In
it makes it impossible to buy a French Italy we found that about one per
product in Italy or vice versa, if there cent of the population is unemployed
is a similar product to be found in and that means nothing because in
France or Italy, respectively. Every- every country about that percentage
where I found a tendency to create will not work anyway.
home markets for home products to "In France very few are out of
the exclusion of all others, and I work and Ireland is doing wonderfulthink this will go on fo ra quarter of ly. In England there is more unema century, until the debts hanging ployment but England is making proover them since the World war have gress and gradually working out her
problems.
been eliminated."
As an antidote he urged America The government of all these counto develop a market for its surplus tries realize that to permit unemploy_
meat is to encourage communism and
productions at horne.
"We look to the rest of the world they are expending money for public
to buy our product/4 when we have works, housing problems and on agwithin ourselves our own markets," he ricultural development, and thus they
are combating communistic propasaid.
Mr. Curley suggested, as he said he ganda."
had suggested some time ago to Presi- The mayor was particularly imdent Hoover, that America must next pressed with the beauty of some forturn to the development of the Mis- eign railroad stations and approaches
sissippi valley; that its resources and which he said were grown with
possibilities, as gauged by what the shrubs and flowers. He said that in
Hollanders have done with the Zuder his opinion, such an innovation in
Zee. are without limit.
America would be a wise move.
"If Holland," he said, "with a popu- The mayor was accompanied on the
lation of 8,000,000 can appropriate trip by his daughter, Miss Mary Cur$200,000,000 for reclamation of land, ley, Miss Loretta Bremer, who was to
we might easily set aside three billions
,e wed his late son, James M. Cur_
and City Treasurer Edmund
Jr.,
. na
to make the Mississippi the great all
ley,Doia
its I,
year around waterway of America,
banks and lts tributaries, a field for
huge electric developments."
One of the three objects of Mayor
Curley's visit abroad was to sound
European shipping interests on • the
question of Boston as a more frequented North Atlantic port. He said
that prior to sailing for Eurone and
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Curley Acclaimed
On Reaching Ilub
Boston (UP)—Mayor James M.
Curley, of Boston, who returned to
his municipal duties a week ahead of
the remainder of United States
mayors touring Europe as guests of
the French government, said he
found liquor in Europe "almost as
plentiful as it is in the United States
but a lot better."
Mayor Curley said he had taken a
drink whenever he had been invited
to at an official affair and criticized
other members of the mayors' party
who refubed o drink toasts in alcoholic liquors.
"If they did not desire," he said,
"to live up to the customs of their
hosts they should not have attended
the official functions."
One of the most stirring welcomes
ever accorded a city official was given
Mayor Curley on his return here last
night. Thousands of persons jammed
Back Bay station as his train pulled
in and from then until he reached
his home he was the center of an acclaiming crowd who battled police to
get near him.
.c/
5

PLANE; OVER CITY
TO GREET CURLEY
--A trio of army planes speeding
from Boston to salute Mayor Curley
when the New Haven flier on Which
he was rushing from New York to
his home city reached the Rhode
Island capitol, gave local residents
a thrill last night when they flew
low over the city at 8 p. m., and
within a few minutes turned about
and headed back for Boston, dipping and circling over the city as
they saluted Mayor Curley.
Many residents here believed the
planes were seeking a landing place
owing to the darkness and low ceiling, but they followed the train In-..
to Boston.
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AND MORROW
GO TO GROTON

BEING A MAYOR
(From the Boston Globe)
I
.
The business of being a mayor
permits of no days off. Even when
the chief executive of a municipality is far from home and another is
transacting the routine liminess of
To the Editor of the NEWS:
his city, he is still the mai or. James
your
t,
interes
great
with
Sir—I have read
J. Walker may be tanning his hide
Harbor
article headed "For Boston -Cork
In the rays of an Arizona sun, but
Mayor
Travel Link" and am in acord with
that does not mean that he has
that
ceased to be Mayor Walker
Curley's statement. But wish to say
been
The same principle Is being disfrom 1928 until December, 1930. I have
the
mayors
covered by the Ameriaa,n
a resident of the Free State, working on
At
harbor
who are now upon French soil. They
development of a trans-Atlantic
the
of
are always official. The crooking of
Cuakinney, where the largest boats
passenan elbow is an official act, so is the
world can come in and land their
the
using
gers at a modern harbor without
clapping of hands at q show in
penmen
Portland,
i
old-fashioned tender, which lands
Paris. Mayor Baker of
Boston, June 12—Declining to diegers at Queenstown at all hours of the
Or., has expressed the wisn that the
to make him,
boom
ted
projec
a
Cuss
that
fact
night and morning, caused by the
reporters would "ease ff on our
the Democratic presidential candidate
direct.
no liners can come into Queenstown
d_r_Lnkini: a: it is likely to raise Ncd
In the 1932 elections, Gov Franklin E.
large
Las
My pleas have been approved by the
of
Porter
Roosevelt of New York, with Mrs
O'Connor,
back home." Mayor
steamship companies and by T. V.
Roosevelt, was here for a week-and
however, that he
s
believe
s
ng
Angele
Shippi
chairman of the United States
visit and motored today to the Chocapital cut of his
an make political
ton Preparatory school commenceBoard at Washington. D. C.
the wine
when
de
fortitu
the
Is
proclaimed
ment exercises. He has two sons atThere Is no doubt that Cork Harbor
es that his systhe
tending Groton school, neither of
Is passed. He declar
finest natural harbor in the world and
lips
to his
Curwhom were graduated today.
tem is to raise the glass
nearest port from America. and Mayor
but that
Another prominent person here tohts
where a toast is proposed,
ley is to be congratulated. I am sure
enter
was United States Senator Dwight
arop
day
single
a
let
Boanot
from
he does
offer to develop a direct service
Morrow. With Mrs Morrow, he
W.
the
by
d
,
his mouth.
ton to Ireland will be well receive
arrived to greet their son, Dwight
of Bosalways
The executive of the city
Free State government, which is
Jr., a studene at Groton school. The
the
in
place
athis
to
Ameritoday
d
All
ton has diTtin
Morrows went to Groton
Nettling to consider sound ideas.
purchase
which
tend the commencement.
headlines by his wholesale
cana are Welcome to the Free State,
is
he
gh
althou
at
sticks,
world
Gov Roosevelt was to be the guest
the
of blackthorn
ill nine years him proven to
of the 100
at a Saturday luncheon at Manchesher
reported to be still short
d
large that, with her independence and
ter-by-the-Sea, given by Col Edwar
s However,
Presihe desired for his friend
government under the leadership of
House, "right-hand man" to the
M.
the
in
.tion
consok
counCol
there is a certain
dent Connive. she is a safe and sound
late President Woodrow Wilson.
will be
t
in.
thought that the unsatisfied
try for Americans to invest their capital
House recently announced his suppor
presatic
Free
ahs.
Democr
the
f Roosevelt for the
those without shillal
Direct trade between America and
are really
ly
dential nomination.
One wonders if mayors
State can be made a big thing if proper
flow
a hard life
En route here from New York,
JOSEPH N. MULLAN.
hand Led.
to be envied. They have
ocisevelt held a trief conference with
letup from
reNew York June 9.
,
Boston
which offers them no
of
%Iayor James M. Curley
But perhaps toe reason
/ polities.
g on the same train from New
7 e-R pa,se%
turnin
w
4
they
e
KTo
bein.:s
3/tee
/
/3/they are mayors is
York after touring Europe.
and
The arrival of Gov Roosevelt
like politics.
sigAnd perhaps Mayor Curley has
Mayor Curley last night was the
anything better
angyer managed
for a huge ovation from a crowd
P/Pr
nal
oNfri
TRori
Oic'e
1-4LY
13/ of several thousand persons, augmentstea lBay
ed by a band, waiting at Back
ing the whole mayor show in. ParCurley left the train
Mayor
.
station
ng
Arrivi
and
before
is by going
at the Back Bay station, but Gov
stahome sooner and being with the
Roosevelt continued on to South
h
to
enoug
into
Just
rest of the bunch
tion, where he attempted to slip
of
squad
A
be brotherly.
the city unannounced.
r,
police, awaiting his arrival, howeve
dattracted a crowd and he was applau
*V";
ed as he walked through the station
on the arm of his son, James, closely
BOSTON, June 12—Mayor James
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SAYS U.S. MUST MAKE
MARKETS OF ITS OWN
Mayor James M. Curley on His Return From
Europe Declares We Cannot Depend on
Foreign Trade--Boosts Port of Boston

NEW YORK, June 11 (1P)---1ayor had been assured that they were keenJames M. Curley of Boston returned ly interested in his project to make
on the Leviathan today with his; Boston a port four days distant from
daughter, Mary. her friend, Laurette Europe.
Bremner, of Chicago, and Edward L; He said despite rumors to the conDolan, city treasurer of Boston, after trary he believed the North German
touring England, Ireland, France and Lloyd would make such a test with
Italy, Mayor Curley was invited to either the Europa or the Bremen and
so to Paris with the American mayors once the proposition were made feashe had ible, other ships and ship lines would
by the French line, but said
of the be interested. He added that Boston
made other plans in advance
mayors one is the only port on the North Atlantic
invitation. He joined the
where a passenger may step from the
day in Paris for lunch.
and cargo be loaded
America cannot look for any en- ship to a train
from from the ship into freight cars. He
couragement in the way of trade
ive years,. discussed at length projects now afloat
Europe for at least twenty-f
ation of the port of
he declared. "Everywhere I went in for the moderniz
lIreland, England, France and Italy," Boston.
In Europe," the mayor said, "we
he said, "I found products of the land
thc un_
-itself are alone advocated for purchase found that they are solving
which is bothand for use. It is no doubt an act employment problem
States. In
of self preservation, but in doing so, ering us in the United
about one per
it makes it impossible to buy a French Italy we found that
yed
product in Italy or vice .Jerse., if there cent of the population is unemplo
in
is a similar product to be found in and that means nothing because
percentage
France or Italy, respectively. Every- every country about that
where I found a tendency to create will not work anyway.
out of
home markets for home products to "In France very few are
wonderfulthe exclusion of all others, and I work and Ireland Is doing
unemthink this will go on fo ra quarter of iy. In England there Is more
making proa century, until the debts hanging ployment but England is
out her
over them since the World war have gress and gradually working
problems.
been eliminated."
As an antidote he urged America The government of all these couny_
to develop a market for Its surplus tries realize that to permit unemplo
ment is to encourage communism and
productions at home.
money for public
"We look to the rest of the world they are expending lems
and on aa..,
prob
to buy OUT products when we have works, housing
thus they
and
ment,
"
develop
markets,
l
own
ricultura
our
s
he
within ourselve
are combating communistic propasaid,
Mr. Curley suggested, as he said he ganda."
imhad suggested some time ago to Presi- The mayor was particularly
fordent Hoover, that America must next pressed with the beauty of some
hes
turn to the development of the Mis- eign railroad stations and approac
he said were grown with
3188IPPi valley; that its resources and which
in
possibilities, as gauged by what the shrubs and flowers. He said that
on in
Hollanders have done with the Ztider his opinion, such an innovati
America would be a wise move.
Zee. are without limit.
"If Holland," he said, "with a popu- The mayor was accompanied on the
lation of 8,000,000 can appropriate trip by his daughter, Miss Mary Curto
$200,000,000 for reclamation of land, ley, Miss Loretta Bremer, who was
Cur..
we might easily set aside three billions have wed his late son, James M.
to make the Mississippi the great all 7.ey, Jr., and City Treasurer Edmund
— T. Dolan.
Year around waterway of America, its
banks and its tributaries, a field for
huge electric developments."
One of the three objects of Mayor
Curley's visit abroad was to sound
Eu rope a n shipping interests on • the
question of &Atoll as a more frequented North Atlantic port. He said
that prior to &Milne for Eurooe and
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Curl- ey- Acclaimed
On Reaching hub
M.
Boston (UP)—Mayor James
d to
Curley, of Boston, who returne of
ahead
his municipal duties a week
States
the remainder of United
of
mayors touring Europe as guests he
the French government, said
as
found liquor in Europe "almost
plentiful as it is in the United States
but a lot better."
a
Mayor Curley said he had taken
invited
drink whenever he had been
criticized
to at an official affair and
party
other members of the mayors'
alcowho refused to drink toasts in
holic liquors.
"If they did not desire," he said,
their
"to live up to the customs of
d
hosts they should not have attende
the official functions."
s
One of the most stirring welcome
given
ever accorded a city official was
last,
Mayor Curley on his return here
night. Thousands of persons jammed
pulled
Back Bay station as his train
reachedl
in and from then until he
achis home he was the center of an
claiming crowd who battled police to
get near him.
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PLANE, OVER CITY
TO CREET CURLEY
A trio of army planes speeding
from Boston to salute Mayor Curley
when the New Haven flier on Which
he was rushing from New York to
his home city reached the Rhode
Island capitol, gave local residents
a thrill last night when they flew
low over the city at 8 p. in., and
within a few minutes turned about
and headed back for Boston, dipping and circling over the city as
they saluted Mayor Curley.
Many residents here believed the
planes were seeking a landing place
owing to the. darkness and low ceiling, but they followed the train into Boston..
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N.Y. GOVERNOR
AND MORROW
GO TO GROTON

BEING A MAYOR
SO (From the Boston Globe)
The business of being a mayor
permits of no days off. Even when
the chief executive of a municipalBoston and Cork
ity is far from home and another is
transacting the routine husiness of
To the Editor of the NEWS:
his city, he is still the mason James
your
interest
Sir—I have read with great
J. Walker may be tanning his hide
ork Harbor
article headed "For Boeton-C
in the rays of an Arizona sun, but
r
d with Mayo
that does not mean that he has
Travel Link" and am in acor
to say that
ceased to be Mayor Walker
Ourley's statement. But wish
I have been
. The same principle ,s being disfrom 1928 until December, 1930, ing on the
covered by the American mayors
a resident of the Free State. work
ic harbor at
who are now upon French soil. They
development of a trans-Atlant
boats of the
are always official. The crooking of
Cuskinney, where the largest
their paseenan elbow is an official act. so is the
world can come in and land
out using the
clapping of hands at 9 show in
germ at a modern harbor with
to dislands paesenParis. Mayor Baker of Portland,
Boston, June II—Declining
old-fashioned tender, which
hours of the
Or., has expressed the tvisn that the
projected boom to make him
a
sera at Queenetown at all
cuss
the fact that
al candidate
reporters would "ease Af on our
night and morning, caused by
the Democratic presidenti Franklin D.
nstown direct
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Mrs
by the large
Roosevelt of New York, with
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My plans have been approved
week-end
V. O'Connor, back home."
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UURLEY SEES LITTLE
PROSPECT FOR U. S.
FROM
TRADE
EUROP
E
orth
omay
Boston Mayor Back from

Atlantic where a passenger
tr Curley was invited to go i••
step from the ship to a train
Paris with the American mayorg'
loaded from the ship
"trench line, hut. said he ha:i .id cargo he
Ha discussed e
cars.
freight
into
the
'
of
advance
ide
iir
other plans in
afloat for ti
now
projects
length
mayoral
invitation.
He jcined the
port of Bostoa.
the
modernizatio
of
n
one day in Paris for lunele
Foreign Trade Hopeless.
--CeR/Nes F)e-- L
Americans cannot look for any en eouargement in the way of trade
trom Europe for at least 25 years, he
declared. "Everywhere I went in
Ireland, EGgland, France and Italy,"
he said, "I found products of the
land itself are alone advocated for
purchase and for use. It is no doubt
an act bf self-preservation, but in
doing so, it makes it impossible to ;
product in Italv, or
:sa, if there is a similar
'pro I to be found in France or Italy.'
ttempt Four-Day Service respectively. Everywhere I found a :
tendency to create home markets for '
home products to the exclusion of
all others, and I think this will go
on for a quarter of a century, untill
the dehte hanging over them since
BOSTON. June 11 (2)—Mayer the World war have been elimlnJames M. Curley of Boston returned ow'
Boston. June 12—A bold appeal by
home tonight from a tour of EuMayor Curley to Premier Mussolini,
Markets
America's
Are
at
Home.
!
rope feeling hale and hearty and
Made with the tacit acquiescence of
As an antidote he urged America.,
bearing some favorable impressions
Pope Pius, to apply American methods
to
develop a market for its surplus:
of foreign lands,
of conciliation to effect an amicable
"In Europe,'' the Mayor said, e ws production at home.
adjustment of the controversy Involvfound that they are solving the un.
We look to the rest of the world
ing the Italian government and the
employment problem which is both. to buy our.products when We have
ering us in the United States. jawithin ourselves our own markets,"
Vatican was the most notable act of
Italy we found that about 1 per cent he said.
the mayor during his six weeks' vacaof the population Is unemployed and
Mr. Curley suggested, as he
tion in Europe.
that means nothing because in every, he had suggested some time ago to
The mayor returned to Boston last
country alio'''. that percentage nil! President Hoover, that America must
night with Miss Mary Curley, City
not work nn e ay.
next turn to the development of the
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, Miss
Missiesippi valley; that its resources
England Making Progress.
Loretta Bremner of Chicano and her
sister, Miss Nancy Bremner. The last
"In France very few are out of and possibilities, AS gauged by what
joined the party in New York. His
work and Ireland is doing wonder. the Hollandera have done with the
homecoming was signalized by an enlimit.
fully. In England there is more un. Zilder Zee,
thusiastic welcome extended at the
employment but England is making Would Develop Mississippi.
Back Bay station by a vociferous
progress and gradually working out "If Holland,"
gathering of more than 5000, including
he said, "with a norm-.
her problems.
a hand and many city officials.
lation of 8,000,000 can appropriate
"The governments of all these
The mayor's refusal to claim credit
$200,000,000 for reclamation of land,
countries realize that to permit un• we might
for
inspiring Mussolini to initiate the
easily set aside three hilemployment is to encourage coin- lions
original
diplomatic overture, which it
to make the Mississippi the
Is hoped will eventuate in a satisfacmunism and they are expenclillff great
ail-year-around waterway of
tory settlement of the controversy, did
money for public works, housing America,
its hanks and its tributanot minimize the significance of the
problems and on agricultural, devel • ries,
a field for huge electric develdeclaration
of his companion, City
opment, and thus they are combatopments."
Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, that the
ing communetie propaganda."
flrst indication of the desire of MusOne of the three objects of Mayor
Railroad Stations Attractive.
isolini to heal the breach, which was
Purley's visit abroad was to sound
The ma y or was
; rapidly widening, occurred the daY
Eurnpeab shipping interests on the
pressed with the beauty of sem*
following the daring appere, of the
question of Boston as a more fre-.
foreign railroad stations and apmayor.
quented Atlantic. port. He said that.
Ills argument, expressed during a
proaches which he said were grown
prior to sailing 'for Europe,. he had
, conference of 40 minutes with Mils-with shrubs and flowers. He said;
been assured that they weis, keenly
I solini, was based upon the reasoning
that in his opinion, such an innovainterested in hie project to make
that Italy ehould not jeopardize if
tion in America would be a wise
not destroy the invaluable advantages
inoye.
Boston a port four days distant from
which hart followed the establishment
Europe.
of cordial relations with the Vatican,
t, the
NEW YORK. June II VP)—Mayor Boston Port for German Line.
and which had attracted the good will
He said despite rumor.; James M. Curley of Boston returned
of the entire world.
contrary he believed the North Ger"Don't allow a small sore to spread
on the Leviathan today with his man Eloyd would makesuch a test
to a danger011e a Mit't ion," was t he
keynote of the mayor's appeal to the
daughter, Mary, her friend, Lauretta with -eitherthe
preniler, expressed in what was dewere
once
of Chicago, and Edward L.
scribed as the. "customary Curley
ferieible, other slops and ship
of Boston, after i
Dolan,
breezy manner." There was absolutely
be.uld
no
by
!touring Enoeglandt, Ireland. France ant that Bostonis
.nly port. on the
Mussolini because of interference or
a nonparticipant In

Abroad, Urges America to
Develop Home Makets

,

CURLEY URGED
VATICAN PEACE
ON MUSSOLINI

Found Countries Meeting Urtemployment Problem
Successfully

Believes German Line Will h'IT a Fret?ch
A
from Boston

Next Day Italian Premier Extended Olive Branch, It Is
Revealed

said

are without

reer,
Ertm
city treasurer

men and

or the lit-Cproposition
theEuropa
inmeterested. • He added

Indication or resentmentshown
an btu. C

anthualveivt

/12
C
pfei
none of a formal nature, of the 1932
presidential election for which he has
been frequently mentioned as the
Democratic candidate.
"As a matter of fact, I understand
several very prominent Republicans
have been invited," Gov. Roosevelt
said. "That seems certainty enoug
h
that no party secrets will be disclosed
at least."
En route to Boston the governor
and
Mayor Curley talked for more than
a
quarter of an hour. Political topics
were not excluded from consid
eration
and the mayor made mention of his
own opinion that the gover
nor is the
outstanding candidate for the Demo
c:etic presidential nomination.
The mayor made known that aboar
d
the Leviathan he met several Demo
crats from the south who were enthu
siastic in their expressions of suppo
rt
Of Roosevelt.
lust after the interview ended, the
Mayor received a telegraphic invita
tion to attend the luncheon tomor
row and he immediately accepted. The
MaYDr was interested to know the recipients of invitations but
Gov.
Rcosevelt remarked that he had not
been told, but .se had been Infor
med
that it was ft non-partisan gathering.
Gov. Ely will be in Williamsto
wn
and will not attend.
Although
the
reception
which
greeted Roosevelt's unannounce
d arrival at the South station at 8.45
was
far more quiet than Mayor Curley
's
at Back Bay a few minutes
earlier.
about 200 persons applauded
as the
governor walked through
the concourse.
He was met by his son, James
, a
student at the Boston Univer
sity law
school, and Mrs. James Roosev
elt. The
governor stayed at the Hotel
Statler
'Mit night.
This morning he will leave
about
9.30 for the Groton school,'
,
here two
of his sons, Franklin, Jr.,
and John,
tare students. He will speak
at the
'graduation exercises. The
governor
and Mrs. Roosevelt will retur
n to the
Statler for a family dinner
tonight.
Following the luncheon at
chester tomorrow. Gov. Roosev Manelt will
return to New York at 5 P.M.
Sunday
he will formally greet
the King of
Slam, who is resting in
New York
state from his eye opera
;Ion.
Gov. Roosevelt said last
night that
he plans to spend the entire
summer
In New York state, with
an address at
the University Of Virginia
round table Of politics in July,
his only formal visit .outside the state.
He will
tour the state, Inspecting
its institutions during the summ
er months, he
ssid
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Europe Has Almost as Much
Liquor as U.S.,Curley' Says
.Criticism of Mayors
in France Justified,
Hub Executive Asserts
New 1'ork. June 1 .J. ( UP • Ts.4.0
JRMee M. (11„1 , • of Boston, back tre
United States--it tier a tour of Europe.
believes the criticism of Ameri
can
Mayors now touring France is justified.
Mayor Curley was not a member
of
the party. hut said he "caught up" with
them in Paris.
"I had lunch with them once,"
he
declared. "That Wile enough."
"I certainly believe the criticism on
this side has been justified. As
for
Mayor Porter of Los Angeles. I need
only
mention that Loa Angeles produ
ces and
sells more liquor than any other
in the country,"
Hie motto was, he said, to do
as the
Romans do when in Rome. He descri
be:,
his Visit to the "parlor" in the exerni
.‘
mansion of the Lord Mayor of Plymo
il,!.
i RI Et
where he had "11 couple of jolts.
" Unlike Mayor Porter, he said, Curle
y took
many drinks on his tour of
Enaland, Slid fi,m, bon bete. He found
almost as
Ireland. France and Italy.
He found much liquor in Europe. Mayor
that although the Unite
Curley
d States ran said, as there is in this count
ry.
never excel in wines, there is better
rye
Among his other observations were
that Mussolini la the boat Informed
man
In Europe on world economics. that
Pope
Pius X1 is an extreinely pleasant
man,
that he enjoyed his visit with King Victor Emanuel. and that Boston is the
best
port forfoul-day passenger
"rVIce to
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MAYOR CURLEY OF BOSTON IS
GIVEN GREAT WELCOME HOME

Showing a
splendid
recovery in through
Cagland. Ireland and
alth which was shattered
by the France ha
:
him a broader and
lett the of his wife and
son, Mayor better vieN‘ point.
James M. Curley of Bosto
n and those
In
Italy he talked with the Pope,
,vho accompanied
the
him
abroad, his .King
and
Premier
Mussolini; in
laughter, Miss Mao,
'tirley. Miss France he
saw leaders of that Natio
Loretta Bremmer, who
n
was to have and in Engla
nd he studied the cities
wed his son, .Iam,s M. Curle
y, Ir., who and discussed
world
's
a
f
fa irs
(lied recently, und
with
City Treasurer Ed- ,inany
members of the British
mund L. Dolan, returned
Governlast night to ment.
Roston on the Yankee
Clipper of the
New :Haven Railroad.
arrived in the Back Bay
Station 'it s: la o'clock where they were
given
reception by bands, squad
s
veteran military organ
izations and
itizens. and wcre th 1V,•11
,
to tilt' ClitiPy
111,1l1P III
inha
P1.1 iii,
The Clirley
re:iched NeW YOrk
yesterday
2 o'clock On
stvanwr
Th, livii
i r.' with many new
doas for lhe further tIcVe
lnpment ni
:lesion and he admits that
-his trip
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U S. MAY EXPECT
NO 1::41) IN EUROPE
CURLEY DECLARES trlioiry;dshawodiu);(1

had had lunch with representatives
Stenographers were.hastily pressed
of the North German Lloyd and had
into service as Mayor Curley rapidly
been assured that they were keenly
dictated his 15-minute address. DeInterested in his project to make Bosspite the haste, the typists were not
ton a port four days' distant from
fast enough, and in the last five
minutes the mayor spoke extempoEurope.
raneously over the radio as he
rumors to the confrantically
waved his hand for the
orathteGerman
h
copy which failed to come. He
LkeI'lseue
laughed heartily over the incident
either the Europa or the Bremen and
after the broadcast.
once the proposition were made feasiIn his address, the mayor told of
ble, other ships and other ship line.s
visiting Dublin. and of the meeting
would be interested. He added that
with Gen. O'Reilly, representative of
Boston is the only port on the north
Pres. Cosgrove. He declared his beAtlantic where a passenger may step
lief
that Ireland had found herself
from the ship to a train and cargo he
and was even now making a name
loaded from the ship into freight cars.
industrially. He told of visiting the
He discussed at length projects now
home of his parents
Goods
afloat for the modernization of the
In Ireland and His Joy Therefrom
New York, June 11—(AP)—Mayor port of Boston
Visits to Trinity college, in Dublin,
James M. Curley of Boston returned
L A 1/1
; 1/1/...r
124 and to the Irish Dail, were recounted.
on the Leviathan today with his
He praised the American minister, Mr.
daughter, Mary, her friend, Laurette
Sterling for his courtesies. On his return visit to Boston, England, Mayor
Bremner of Chicago and Edward L.
Reuben Salter, who was guest of
Dolan, city treasurer of Boston, after
honor during the tercentenary here
touring England, Ireland, France and
last
year, made him the center of a
Italy.
tremendou
s reception.
Mayor Curley was Invited 'to go to
London and Paris, where he joined
Paris with the American mayors by
he American mayors touring France.
the French line, but said he had made
were next dealt with. He said he left
other plans in advance of the invitathe
mayors abruptly because he
tion. He joined the mayors one day in
wanted to return on the Leviathan.
Paris for lunch.
Some 5000 Greet Him at the Thence to
Rome, where he met the
310 Encouragement from Europe
Back Bay Station Last none, Mussolini nad King Victor EmAmerica cannot look for any enNight; Gives Radio Talk on manuel.
couragement in the way of trade
King Victor Emmanuel he found "a
from Europe for at least 25 years, he
kindly and generous soul devoted to
His Trip Over Across
declared. "Everywhere I went, in IreBoston. June 12—With red fire, the best interests of Italy." He exland, England, France and Italy," he
floodlights and bands, Mayor Curley tended the best wishes of Bostonians
said, "I found products of the land
was welcomed back to Boston last of Italian descent, and pointed out to
itself are alone advocated for purnight by a crowd of 5000 persons, who the king the advantages of attracting
chase and for use. It is no doubt an
filled every available part of the Back those who will attend the eucharistic
act of self-preservation, but in doing
Bay station and overflowed into the congress in Dublin in 1932 to Rome.
It will mean $125,000.000 to Italy, he
40, it makes it impossible to buy a
streets.
French product in Italy, or vice
After a few words to the shouting told him.
After the reception—and the joke
terse, if there is a similar producl to
crowd, the mayor left immediately
be found in France or Italy, respecfor his home on Jamalcaway. Jamaica by the mayor—he held a reception. Of
the
many persons who had managed
tively. Everywhere I found a tendPlain, where he delivered a radio adency to create home markets for
dress over station WNAC in which he to get into the house, all remained to
home products to the exclusion of all
expressed his delight at the sincere say a word or two to him.
others, and I think this will go on
and heartfelt, welcome and , related
quarter
of
a century, until the
for a
the highlights of his trip to friend. i
debts hanging over them since the
England and the continent.
,
World war have been eliminated."
From the moment the
Yankee 1
As an antidote he urged America to
Clipper, on which the mayor's party ,
develop a market for its surplus prorode from New York, arrived at the !
ductions at home. "We look to the
station there was cheering. Miss Mary ,
Curley, his daughter. was
rest of the world to buy our prodgreeted '
with shouts of "Hello. Mary!" from i
ucts when we 'have within ourselves
the asemblage, while City Treas. Ed- ,
our own markets," he said.
mund L. Dolan and Miss Loretta I
Mr Curley suggested, as he said he
Bremmer of Chicago. who accomhad suggested some time ago to PresWhen World Is an Armed Camp,
panied the Curleys, were caught in
ident Hoover, that America must next
the warm greeting.
turn to the development of the MisIt Is No Time to Cut Nation's
Once in the glare of the floodsissippi valley; that its resources and
possibilities, as gauged by what the
lights, the red fire burning on all
Defenses, He Says.
aides, the mayor gave vent to his
Hollanders have done with the Zuy------emotion. Back to a wall. he shouted
der Zee, are without limit.
to the throng that it was "the best
BOSTON, June 12, (,)—Mayor
"If Holland," he said, "with a popwelcome he had ever seen." The peoulation of 8,000,000 can appropriate
James '51'. Curley tonight denounce,
'
ple thought so. too, for they
8200,000,000 for reclamation of land.
joined ,
pacifiisin, naval and military reciui
in a tremendous burst of cheering.
we might easily set aside three billions and unpreparedness in an
•
Then the parade, which included two I
lions to make the Mississippi the
dress before the Massachusetts D
!Legion bands and
great all-year-around waterway of
representatives of
partment, United Spanish War Vet
the veterans' organizations.
America, its banks and its tributaries
marched
to Huntington avenue
erans.
a field for huge electrical developand Stuart
' street.
ments."
Mayor Curley, who returned last
•
Speeded Homeward
night from a tour of Europe, deJobs for Americans
Freed from the hearty press
clared that "when the world is an
Mayor Curley said Europe had
of the
crowds. Mayor Curley was
armed camp and when the danger of
made more striees in the past 10
speeded
toward his home. Led by
years than she has made for 10 cena Russian invasion is present, it is
motorcycle
officers.
the
turies prior to the Woild war,
cavalcade
not a good time to practice foolish
whirled
through
the
through improvement in habitation
city while traffic was
economy."
halted at all Intersections.
and living , conditions, and that if
Clusters
He criticized those who would reof people on sidewalks
America would courageously tackle
suddenly reduce the number of cadets at West
membered that "Jim" Curley
the tenement and habitation question,
had
come home and
Point and Annapolis and a.sseited:
such vast labor activities and huge ,
shouted, "Hello,
Jim!" while motorist'', held
expenditures would be required that
"While we are talking peace, every
up tern- i
ptirarily, sounded their horns
much of the "so-called depression"
fifth man in Europe has a uniform
lustily.
The mayor's desire for a
would disappear.
and every 10th roan has a gun. Here
few minutes rest at his home
One of the chief objects of Mayor
was discarded
in the United States only one-tenth
When he found 1000 persons,
Curley's visit abroad was to sound
mainly
an many men are wearing uniform/
neighbors. pecked about hiR
European shipping interests oil the
Jamaicaas there are bootleggers."
way home. A special
question of Boston as a more frepolice
Congressman. John W. McCormack
had been sent there, and it was detail
quented North Atlantic port. He said
needed to keep the crowd in
of South Boston said he agreed reltg
that prior to sailing for Euzope he
line.
Admission was tiarred to all but
Mayor Cuirlsy.'s remy
stl,
isa2=
personal friends.
•
lignalsaaftlffkifel
•

Boston Mayor, Arriving at
New York, Says Those
Countries Are Using HomeProduced

WE

CURLEY GIVEN A
GREAT WELCOME
ON RETURN HOME

MAYOR CURLEY
HITS PACIFISTS
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COL, HOUSE HOST
TO DEMOCRATS
S

Manchester, Mass., June 13—(if)
—Col. Edward M. House, friend
and adviser to President Wilson,
was luncheon host today to the
man whom he considers the Most
available Democratic presidential
timber, Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt
of New York.
Other leading Democratic politicians were among those invited to
the luncheon, including United
States Senators Walsh and Coolidge of Massachusetts, and Mayor
James M. Ciey of Boston. Henry
Morgenthau= New York, former
ambassador to Turkey, also was invited.
Gov. Roosevelt came to Massachusetts to attend the commencement yesterday at Groton school,
from which he was graduated and
where his two sons are now students. His visit was termed purely
social and Col. House likewise
termed the gathering at his summer home here today as entirely
social and without political significance.
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Mayor Caley Advances
fait real
Hurrah fo Boston. There
vice-presidential candidacy riding
would think
in her city hall. Who
plotted
that out of his wonderfully
mayor
tour of Europe as the one
Curley
among many mayors James
saluted as
should come home to be
running
Franklin D. Roosevelt's
cammate for the next presidential
Mayor Curley
paign? Certainly
aid for
would he a great campaign
Gov. Roosevelt.
InherHe has a silver tongue by
Harvardizitance very wonderfully
ed.
language of
No one speaks the
Rut
Harvard with more charm.
national
two Harvard men on the
ticket? Hardly.
speak
And David I. Walsh can
rathhas
He
them.
of
best
the
with
nomer a first call on a Democratic
Martination that might come to
4achusetta. And again didn't they
Jossay in Westfield last fall that
viceeph B. Ely was destined for a
presidential nomination?
Naturally we say now that if:
Gov. Roosevelt gets the presidec,ial'
nomination aorneone like Robinaon
the
of Arkansas or some one from
real West will balance the ticket
All the same in the world of politics it Is something to be mentioned
Inc a vice-nresitle.ntial _candidate.

c
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Col. House Will
4, Entertain Gov.
Roosevelt Today
Col, Edward M. House, the silent
figure who was close to President
Wilson during his term in the White
House, will entertain Gov. Pranklin
D. Roosevelt, New York at luncheon
today at his Magnolia summer home.
Invitations have been extended to a
select non-parttse,n group.
The invitation list included the
names of Senators David I. Walsh
and Marcus A. Coolidge. Mayor Curley. Henry Morganthau, R. B. Choate,
R. M. Washburn, Robert L. Norton.
William H. Coolidge, Ellery Sedgewick. Randolph Tucker and Porter
Adams.
The tongues of political observers
were released in speculative discussion of Roosevelt's chances for the
Democratic nomination for president
by the sudden militant declaration of
CArj.ty for him. Two months
Mayor .
ago the mayor's favorite candidate
was Owen D. Young.
Col. House attached no significance
to his luncheon In honor of Gov.
Roosevelt, although it is known that
both he and Morganthau, ambassador
to Turkey under Woodrow Wilson,are
sympathetic to Roosevelt's candidacy
still being privately nursed.

V
MAYOR CURLEY OF BOSTON,
returning home from a quite remarkable European trip, in the course of
which he was treated with distinguished consideration and honor
Frank
with
agrees definitely
Simonds in believing that Europe
is an armed camp and that war impends.
HE DENOUNCED PACIFISM, unpreparedness, naval and military reductions and penurious economy in
a brilliant speech in Boston last
night.
INCIDENTALLY HE DECLARED
in his inimitably breezy faintlin that
we now have ten bootleggers for
every soldier and sailor.
WHEN TWO SUCH TOTALLY
different men as Curley and
Simonds agree on the European situation one feels there must be
something worth deep consideration in their views
vintcy
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Hub Bans Loud Radio 4,
Speakers in Wee Hours
Boston (UP)—Loud speakers must
not "speak" an loudly in Boston between midnight and 7 a.m. hereafter.
With Mayor James M. Cu jey's approval, a new ordinance, NEfFigned to
eliminate some of the city's unnecessary noises, became effective today,
providing a maximum fine of $20 for
radio fans whose loud speakers can
be heard beyond a distance of 100
ho
. .
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Radios Must Be
Quiet in Boston
After Midnight
13 -AI proval
Boston, Milo
Mayor Cluiv yesterday of a city or.•
dinance irFich makes it a punishablf
offense to allow a radio or other repoduction device to be audible 10C
feet distant, between midnight and
, 7 A. M., ends the long fight of Councilman Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr.,
of Dorchester to obtain a city ordinance controlling the operation of
radios.
It is the first anti-noise regulation
which has been adopted in Boston
for years and will be followed by
similar rules which will eliminate
other objectionable noises.
This was but one of the official
acts of the mayor during 's particularly busy day devoted to conferences
with city officials and to approval of
contracts and other orders.
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significant fact
"that the next
day
first step was
taken by Muss
oto bring about
a settlement."
y reader of Th
e Republican
All
tha
t
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ed
be said in con
remembers what
cluit said 48 hours sion is that
our origin
earlie
//
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er being returned
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ss; he has never to the
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Mussolini did not display enthusiasm over the Corley suggestion, but
the fact that he showed no trace or
dissatisfaction and the further fact
that he extended the olive branch of
peace to the Vatican the following day
were assumed by Americans in Rome
conversant with the act of Mayor Curley to be an acknowledggment of the
value of his suggestion.
Refuges to Claim Credit
Pope Pius was aware of what the
the
because
mayor contemplated
phraseology which he intended to use
and which was employed had been
painstakingly reported to the Pope by
Msgr Francis J. Spellman of Whitman, secret chamberlain to the pope.
It was reported that the pope tacitly
approved of the course which Mayor
Curley had outlined.
The mayor was loth to admit that
he had deliberately injected himself
into the controversey, hut his arrival
in Rome at a psychological time impelled him to say during his conference with Mussolini:—
"The Italian government, by estoppage of the mad march of communism
and by saving Christianity has made
a character of contribution that has
' won the respect of the entire world
and as Mussolini had recommended
settlement of the trouble which had
existed between the Vatican and the
government for 60 years, thereby winning the admiration and good will of
all Catholics, it was impossible to conceive of any good reason why the
pending difference should not he considered a mere trifle and one that in
no way justified permanent injury to
the Italian government."
"I emphasized too," said the mayor
last night, "that it is expected that
500,000 will attend the Eucharistic
Congress in Ireland in 1932 and that
20 per cent of this number can surely
be expected to visit- Rome, thereby
adding upwards of $100,000,000 to the
revenue of Italy from tourists. I remarked also that if the trouble bethe
the government and
tween
it {1 as
Vatican should not be settled,
very probable that Italy would lose
this revenue."
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Among .tlie thrge crowd who
greeted Mayor Curley on his return from Europe was Whitfield
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One of the chief objects of Mayo(
Curley's visit abroad was to sound
European shipping interests on the
question of Boston as a more frequented North Atlantic port. He said
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that prior td sailing for Europe
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assured that they were keenly inBoston
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terested in his project to make
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Bosion Mayor Finds Little
Trade Eutotiragement; Cites
Holland as Example of
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CURLEY VOLUNTEER
ROOSEVELT SUPPORT
Boston Mayor Urges Governor
to Seek Nomination Against
All
SAYS

Opposition.

SOUTH

BACKS

HIM

i
ce Was Held by Fellowt1 onferen
Passengers on ths Train From
New York.

Special to The New York Times.
BOSTON, June 11.—Mayor James
. Curley today not only assured
YernprIloosevelt of his own suport for the Democratic Presidential
omination but also told him of the
avorable reaction in the South as
ascribed by passengers upon the
viathan, upon which the Mayor reurned from Europe this afternoon.
In a 15-minute conference in Govrnor Roosevelt's drawing room on
train bound from New York to
oston, politics furnished the prinipal topic of discussion. Neither
ould state that the Presidential con'at next year was talked about, but
formal reports of the conference
isclosed that Mayor Curley had
een outspoken in his advice to Mr.
oosevelt to start an early campaign
r the nomination, and to disregard
ny opposition.
The Mayor, who was one of the most
ctive of the Smith leaders in Massahusetts in 1928, believes that Romeeit will win the nomination and the
lection.
Governor Roosevelt, in an interlew at the Hotel Stotler a half an
our after he stepped off the train
rom New York, said he came here
or "a family and social visit."
Even at the luncheon to be given at
anchester by Colonel Edward M.
ouse, political adviser to President
• ilson. the New York Governor delared that he expected no formal
iscussion of the Presidential camaign.
"As a matter of fact, I understand
several very prominent Republicans
have been invited," Governor Roosevelt said. "That seems certainty
enough that no party secrets will be
disclosed, at least."
Accompanied by Mrs. Roosevelt,
the Governor came from New York
on the same train with Ma•,•or Curley. Although the reception which
greeted his unannounced arrival at
the South Station at 8:45 was far
more quiet than for Mayor Curley's
Arrival at Back Bay a few minutes
leather, about 200 persons applauded
ks the Governor walked through the
oncourse.
He was met by his son, James, a
tudent at the Boston University
ow School, and Mrs. James Roose1

Tor9orrow morning Governor Rooseelt ill leave at 9:30 o'clock for the
ro n School, where two of his
Franklin Jr. and John, are
ants. He will give an address.
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Ely's Stock Seen High As
Legislature Ends Session

•

•

Tact and Diplomacy on Part 6f Governor and Members
of General Court Make Session a Remarkable
One—Despite Preponderance of Republicans in
General Court and On Governor's Council, and
Decidedly Prohibitidist Sentiment, Gov. Ely
Was Able to Enact Much Favorable Legislation—
Assured of Democratic Nomination, Correspondent Thinks.

,3

/

bills should, or should not have been
passed, they should have been considered long and seriously by) the
Legislature. In general, however, the
Legislature has done a fairly, good
and the governor a mo. exsilent job.
Disregarding al' questions 4f partisanship, Governor Ely has pleased
the great electorate of the state.
Never was a governor in a stronger
position at the close of a first legislative year. Unless the unforeseen
happens he will win his party's renomination hands down, putting to
rout James M. Cmliey. or any other
to oppose
Democrat, who
him. His re-election is as assured as
early prediction makes possible, this
correspondent believes. We would
like to quote the opinion of one of
the most astute Republicans in the
state, who said recently, "Can Ely
win a re-election? Why, he can win
if he campaigns for his Republican
opponent."
If Cyiliveiv seeks to oppose Ely for
the niation, he will find few
issues. He would probably seize upon
the passage of the Boston Elevated
Railway public control bill. This
would probably be an issue chosen
by former Governor Fuller if he
sought the election. The Elevated
question is tremendously involved:
but few can grasp its financial intricacies; there is much honest dn.

This policy met with strenuous opiposition from 9ersons, whose eco(Special to the Transcript)
differed
Boston, June 13—Tact and diplo- nomic and political views
with those held by the governor.
macy, a fine team, marie the session
Both camps were perfectly honest in
B
of the Legislature, just completed,
a differs remarkable one in many respects, ,their opinions: there was
ence of opinion that was every bit
correspondent.
this
of
opinion
in the
difference without ranAt the end of' the session Governor justified, a
cor, without villification. The govEly sent to the president of the Senernor presented an expensive buildate and the speaker of the House a
ing program. In part, he put it
congratulatory message in which he
through: in part, he was not successstated that the relations between the
ful. The matter ended in a sort of
legislative and executive branches of
Coinpromise.
the government had been most
During the legislative session just
Pleasing from his point of view—
passed the Legislature has authoriz"More agreeable than I had anticied expenditures of more than $65,- ferent opinion as to what solution
pated." Possibly in his lack of antici000,000 for ordinary functions of would have been best for car riders,
between
relations
pleasant
pation of
government, approximately.$13,000,- stockholders, and the state. It canGovernor
Legislaturq
governor and
00 in note and bond issues not arouse great interest outside of
Ely's mind had been a bit warped by
for extraordinary construction and Greater Boston: it certainly will
recollection of the disputes, wranglsome $4,000,000 for the opera- have no appeal to central and western
ing, almost fights that took place betions of the metropolitan com- Massachusetts. Some profess that
between a recent predecessor in the
mission. The previous record for ap- "Curley can tear Ely to pieces on the
governor's chair and members of the
propriating money was reached in Elevated question" but we believe
Great and General Court.
1930 Legislature, which author- Curley or any other man must get
Governor Ely attempts to make his the
ized expenditures slightly less than an issue that strikes more vitally
point by working harmoniously with
,$70,000,000. Of that sum $65,000,000 home to the voters of the state as a
the Legislature: Governor Fuller
for the general accounts and whole, than the Elevated question,
thatlwas
hoping
fought the Legislature
for the metropolitan dis- before "Ely can be torn to pieces."
480,000
:
$4
could
he
when the fray was over
" Boomlet" For Presidency
trict commission. Of course, this
take his case to the people and rely
year, with the wide-spread business
Next session the governor will unon the people's well-known tendepression, presented extraordinary doubtedly stress other important
dency to side with an individual
matters such as adherence to the
financial problems.
rather than a group.
The governor has been extremely Massachusetts principle of basing
At the beginning of the Legislatactful and diplomatic, although utility rates on prudent investment
ture's present year no such harmony
firm on vital issues. He has conferred rather than calculating them on reseemed possible. A strained situaI with the Republican leaders of both production costs of plants, the muntion seemed unavoidable. The gov- legislative branches: he has listened
icipal lighting plant situation and
the
both
Democrat;
ernor was a
He has methods of financing holding comopinion.
man's
other
the
to
Republihad
House and the Senate
been blessed with a legislative body panies.
can majorities. The governor's coun- of fully average intelligence and
He will probably have a lot more to
cil, which under our law, must back certainly with more ,than usual de- I
say in his second legislative message
up the governor in many of his sire to get down to work. To be sure,
on the railroad situation, in fact, he
activities, was Republican seven,
many matters have been referred to may indulge in some activities on
Democratic one. Here was a line-up,
commissions, a practice that is one this line with other New England
which seemingly meant fight.
of the weaknesses of state govern- governors during the summer. He
Legthe
wet:
a
was
governor
The
ment in Massachusetts. Commissions probably will again seek to strengthnumerically
reputedly
was
islature
hear matters exhaustively, Me legis- en the Blue Sky, or sale of securities,
of
possibilities
were
dry. Here again
lative reports and then, repeatedly, act. In fact, he will probably condiscord but the prohibition measure find their reports thrown out of the tinue his task of governor, as he sees
was not pushed to the foreground, window.
it, paying but little attention to the
only two anti-dry measures having
Railroad Bills "Kicked Out"
boomlet started for his nomination
been passed.
The Legislature has treated some for the presidency coincident with
Interested In Relieving Jobless
matters in a cavalier manner, none the visit to Boston this week of John
At the outset of his career as gov- m
more so than the railroad situation. W. Davis.
ernor, Mr. Ely showed great interest
On the governor's recommendation
The Legislature was somewhat
unemployment
of
relief
in the
for relief of our roads from outside justified in the wnoopee and jubilee
conof
up
speeding
through the
control, the TrensportatIon Commit- in winch it Indulged the day of prostruction work under state auspices, tee spent weeks studying this situarogation; the governor is unqu.estiOnadvocate
the;
even going so far as to
reported two measures. ably justified in enjoying a holiday
then
and
tion
setting aside of the state's
These were literally kicked out sifts: after hit first lag1slatte0 001.114011,
you-go policy in order to effect the having' been given the most scant goverildr.
neceAsgulrends.
le islative attention. %Seiner •She
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The Curleys, of Roston, Return

Executives Bickering Over
WineOld Enough to Know
Better, SHyS BOS101111111
s

lie Drank`And Enjoyed It
•-

Finds Rye and Bourbon in
U.S. Superior to Europe's,
, Mayor Jameti.yreseiselsOrlirtoston.
returned here yesterday on the Leviathan after "a grand trip in Europe."
He did not travel with the twenty-five
American mayors, whose bickering,
embarrassed their hosts abroad. Mayor
Curley said that he lunched with them
In Paris, but that he did not blame
the American press for ridiculing their
actions.
Mayor Curley visited England, Ireland, Italy and France. He talked
aboard the liner for about an hour of
his interviews with the Pope. Premier
Mussolini, the King of Italy and ot4cr
prominent European figures. and again
of the touring American mayors.
"Old Enough to Know Better"
"I should think that our mayors
were old enough to appreciatk. that
they should do as the Romans do when
Associated Press photo
abroad," he continued. "If. for instance,
Mary, shown as they
daughter,
his
end
Room'
of
Curley
not
did
Los
of
M.
Angeles,'
Porter,
Mayor
Mayor Jantes
of Europe
want to be drawn into a toast in
tour
a
following
arrived in New York yesterday
France, he should have realized that
with
left
he
that
Mayor Curley said
it was the custom of the country, and
therefore he should not have attended the impression that the differences bethe luncheon or should have left be- tween Church and state had been exaggerated and that amicable relations
fore the toast was proposed.
)71
)
Re- 1
/56c R
43
/
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"I did not hesitate to drink many a would be established soon.
He'still feels, he said, that Boston is
toast—and I found the quality excelfourlr Curley
The tale that :1_
lent and the supply of liquors almost the best American terminal for a
as plentiful as in the United States. day passenger and freight service to
his recelic visit to
during
the
that
Of course, we have better bourbon and Europe. and he is confident
Rome, by a few wise words
rye here, but we cannot touch their North German Lloyd Line will experiWI nes.
er" to Premi.
ment with a nervice from Boston td delivered in the "breezy Curley manc
"As far as Mayor Porter's refusal to Europe. employing the Europa an
er Mussolini, induced the Italian government to
drink the toast was concerned. it does Bremen.
seem curious when one considers that,
sue for peace with the Vatican is perfect grist for
U. S. 31ayors Are Casino (uest's
there is more liquor manufactured
the well-known Irish sense of humor. That such
and consumed per capita in his city
PARIS. June 11 (UP).—The visit!
a story, couched in all seriousness, could make
Of Los Angeles than any other Amer- American Mayors were guests tonig
ican city."
at the newly opened Enghien gambli
'the front page of a leading Boston newspaper is
He spoke with enthusiasm of the casino. outside Paris, but they did n
One more intimation that, for all its learning and
"parlor" adjoining the executive cham- play at the tables. The manageme
bers of the Lord Mayor of Plymouth explained that the Mayors were
culture and splendid attainments, Boston is ft diswhere he was invited to taste a rare shown through the baccarat rooms
collection of wines and liquors. He cause it was desired that the visit fi quietingly provincial city.
added that this was a splendid customI should not lose any money.
It has set us wondering how many Bostonians
of the English mayors but that he was
will
hearken with credulity to the recital of Mr.
afraid that If such a parlor were estabCurley's thatimaturgy. To be sure, a mayor of
lished in American city halls the mayors
would not have time to visit their
Boston is a great man—in Boston. Ills magnitude
executive chambers.
elsewhere depends on many factors. And It cannot
In Ireland, he said, he was smazeri
by the progress made in recent years:
be denied that Mr. Curley is a man of much more
he found that virtually all of the unthan average ability, a brilliant orator, a shrewd
sanitary thatched cottages of which
the poets sang were being replacsa by
thinker, and an extremely clever negotiator. Doubtmodern homes of excellent construcless he would be a person . of note wherever he
tion. Hydro-electrification is being developed there on even a more intensive
might establish himself.
scale than has been reported, he said.
Optimistic on Italian Situation
In Italy he was granted a ten-minute
interview with Mussolini but it was
prolonged for forty minutes at Mi•ssolini's request. During their talk such
subjects as the extensive electric railroad system in Italy and the relations
hct ween the Vatican arid the Fascist
euvernment wrps discumed
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BOSTON WELCOMES
ROOSEVELT,CURLEY
N, Y, Governor to Speak at Groton

School, Declines to Discuss Politics
—Mayor Home From Europe
By JAMES B. GUILFOYLE
BOSTON. June 11.—Mayor James M. Curley, Boston. and Gov.
Franklin II. Roosevelt of New York, both potential eandidetert for
higher honors from the Democratic party rode into the Hub tonight
an the flame train from New York city and received eignIfleant ovations, but modestly refused to intrude upon the other and left their
Pullman's at different stations.
and several4
An augmented bend
L i rv? mD iv
TE
thousand cheering men amt women
crowded cli the II VaiiRhiP Appel? SI
R PR /3
6//3/31
welcome
to
station
the Back Bay
daughter.
and his
Mayor Curley
Mary, who have been touring Europe
Marshaled by
for the peat month.
men and women prominent in the
public life of the city and numerous
leaders In the Hub's political acIt is interesting if true that Mayor
tivities, the thousands with horns,
of Boston, was the individCurley,
mublaring
rattles, cheers, confetti,
sical instruments and waving hats
ual who acted as the pacificator, and
Indulged in the greatest demonstrawent to Premier Mussolini, offering
tion ever accorded a chief execua means of conciliation and sugtive of the city, other than in a polMeet campaign.
gesting peace by American methods
Revives Reports
ways, the Italian dictator acand
reThe ovation revived all the
cepting the suggestion and thereby
ports of Mayor Curley's possible candlriacy for governor next year and
offering the olive branch of peace
even the rumor that some of his
to the Pontiff.
friends will urge him as the candidate for vice president on the naThat is the story carried on the
tional ticket.
first page of a Boston newspaper
Governor Roosevelt practically unannounced. endeavored to slip quietyesterday morning, and it makes
ly Into the city at the South stagood
reading. One may draw his own
police
and
of
presence
the
but
tion.
conclusions and accept the story for
his own Sergeant Miller of the New
York itate police, attracted a crowd,
what it is worth.
and as he walked through the staIt seems highly improbable, howtion on the arm of his son, James,
clesely followed by Mrs. Roosevelt
ever that such a man as Mayor
and his son's wife, there was „a wave
Curley, brilliant orator, highly gifted
of applause.
Plainly surprised. the potential
executive, an astute student of men
and
presidential candidate smiled
and public affairs, could, singledoffed his hat in acknowledgement
Vand shook hands warmly with
handed, bring to a close such a
the
evaded
who
women
eral men and
crisis as that which exists in Italy,
police. The governor made the trip
from the Pullman to the station in
and open the way for peace.
a wheel chair but insisted on walkDiplomats who are near at hand,
ing through the station to his.automobile.
and
have seen the issues at close
Afterward, at the Stetter, where
range, have employed every available
the governor received newspapermen.
he declared the subject of politics
method to effect a compromise, and
was taboo but announced his intenwithout wholly successful results.
tion of attending the dinner which
Col. B. M. House Is giving to a list
There are too many ramifications,
of prominent people at hi; summer
too many underlying factors, and too
home at Manchester by the Sea, Sat- '
orday. Colonel House, who was the
much at stake for a Boston mayor
adclose
Wilson's
late President
of
Mr. Curley's type to hope to efcama
begun
admittedly
viser,,has
fect a settlement.
paign to bring about the governor's
nomination for president in 1932.
Let us be content with saying that
The Saturday dinner is regarded as
we hope Mr. Curley had a very
especially significant and may mark
the formal opening of the eampaigh.
pleasant and profitable trip

Mayor Curley As a
Diproinat

abroad,
and that we are glad to see him
hark
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Mayor Curicy
Urges How
Markets
James
NeW York, inne
M. Curley 'of Boston returned on the

Leviathan last night with his daughter, Mary, her friend, Lauretta Brommer, of Chicago, and Edward L. Dolan, city treasurer of Boston, finer
touring England, Ireland, France and
Italy.
Mayor Curley was invited to go to
Paris with the American mayors by
the French Line, .but said he had
made other plans in advance of the
invitation. He joined the mayors one

day in Paris for lunch.
America cannot look for any encouragement ic the way of trade from
Europe for at least 25 years, he declared. "Everywhere I went in Ireland, England, France and Italy," he
said, "I found products of the land
Itself are alone advocated for purchase and for use. It is no doubt an
act of preservation, but intdoing so,

It makes it impossible to buyra French
Product in Italy, or vice versa, if there
is a similar product to be found in
France or Italy, respectively.
"Everywhere I found a tendency to
create home markets for home products to the exclusion of all others, and
I think this will go on for a quarter
of a century, until the debts banging
over them since the World War have
been eliminated."
As an antidote he urged America
tci develop a market for its surplus
productions at home.
"We look to the rest of the world .
to buy our products when we have
within ourselves our own markets,"
he said.
Mr. Curley suggested, as he said he
had suggested some time ago to
President Hoover, lhat America must
next turn to the development of the
Mississippi Valley; that its resources
and possibilities, as gauged by what
Holland bas done with the Zuder Zee;
are without limit.
"If Holland," he sa hi, "with a population of 8,000,noo can appropriate
$200,000,000 for reclamation of land,
we might easily set aside three billions to make

the
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great all year aronntl waterway of
America, its banks and its tributaries,
a field for
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Curlei, Home Again
illation. The story perhaps can be
MayrIr "U'rley of Boston will ar- depended upon that when the mayor
rive home this evening to find at the of Boston called on the governor of
Back Bay railroad station a brass Massachusetts just before going to
band and a police escort, headed by the pier he said, in effect, "Don't
Superintendent .Crowley, waiting to 'believe anything you see in the
welcome him. Also hundreds of 'papers about my hopping into the
Bostonians. They will all march to- 'next primary. You're my candigether joyously to the Curley resi- date."
dence on Jamaica-way. The welcome
Believe it or not, no mayor of
home actually will begin in New Boston was ever regarded in EuYork city, if Mayor Walker goes ro pe as so great a mayor as Mayor
through with his plan to meet Boa- Curley, and what more need a man
ton's mayor at the Leviathan's pier de ire in honor and distinction?
and, with a police motorcycle detail, escort him to the Grand Central station. Notice that Mayor Curley comes back to America on a ship
flying the American flag. He would
not cross the ocean under any other
flag, going or coming.
Mayor Curley has had a success
ful, even notable, trip. Before joining the delegation of American
mayors in France, he visited Ireland and then England. From LonMayor James M. Curley of Boston,
don he went up to old Boston and
who landed in New York City, this
delivered a grand salute to the little English city that gave Boston,
morning, will deliver a timely mesMass., its name. The report of that
sage to the people of the Commonaffair by Reuben Salter, who came
wealth tonight, when he will go on
over to attend the Tercentenary
the air over. Station WNAC. Mayor
celebration last year as the official
Curley will speak from his own home,
representative of the English BosJamaicaway, Boston, and will go on
ton and as the official guest of the
the air at 10:45.
Massachusetts Boston, was to the
The following message was radioed
effect that in an eloquent address of
to the people of Boston by Mayor
120 minutes Mayor Curley made a,
Curley from the giant ocean liner,
:.profound impression, leaving the inwhitil docked this morning.
habitants convinced that they had
' "My great joy at approaching the
greatest
living
orator.
heard the
shores of America again, and my
I Mayor Curley has been in Rome

MAYOR CURLEY
SENDS MESSAGE
TO HOME FOLKS

'also. He was there when the clash
between Mussolini and the pope became acute. Evidence of his diplomatic skill may be seen in the fact

that he emerged from Italy without having expressed himself or
participated in the least in the debate between the Quirinal and the
Vatican. His adventures in France
with the other American mayors
were less notable. All that stands
out in the record is that he did not
leave the room when Ile was offered
champagne, r.7: did the mayor of

•

Los Angeles.
The mayor will find that nothing
much has happened in Boston since
he left it. The Red Sox are in their
traditional place next to the bottom, while the Braves are struggling hard to hold their position at

the foot of the first division. Everything will look natural to him—by
this time even Gov Ely. He knew
before he sailed for Ireland that the
governor was assured of a renom-

yearning to be back among the good
people of Boston, is the thought uppermost in my mind as this good
'American ship nears the shores of
my native land," was the first message of Mayor James M. Curley to
the Boston Post by radio telephone
from the S. S. Leviathan, last night,
'as the ship was 250 miles from New
York.
"I have had a most wonderful
trip, of course," he said. "By far
the most impressive thing in connection with it was my audience with
the Pope, anti next to that I think I
,was most impressed upon meeting
.Mussolini.
"I saw them both; of course, at a
time when the so-called controversy
.between the Vatican and government
. was supposed to be acute. I am
firmly of the opinion that the differences between the two were not
nearly so great as the general public
mav have been led to believe.

Plea for Hub Air
• 1 Backed
Termina
Following a letter sent to Mayor
James M. Curl
by Frederick A.
Mayberry, in
er of the Quincy
Chamber of Commerce, pledging his
support to the possibility of a transAtlantic air terminal at the East Bois.
ton airport, Mayberry received the
following communications.
Mr. Mayberry's letter to Mayor
Due!.oy:
"I understand that New York le
rrwking a drive to have the Western
Terminal of the Trans-Atlantic Air
Mail Service at their airport, and that
Post Master General Brown will
shortly advertise for bids.
"WouR1 it not be advisable to make
every efl:ort to have the terminal at
the Bost.= Airport? I believe I can
assure you of every co-operation from
the Quincy Chamber of Commerce if
you decide
take this step.
"It is my understanding that the
present and future developments of
the Boston Airport will offer exceptional facilities far a terminal of this
nature, and that such a proposition
would be most advantageous to New
England generally and Metropolitan
Boston particularly."
C. A. Reardon, secretary to Mayor
Curley forwarded the following communication which he received from
Chairman William P. Long of the
Boston Park department:
"I have a letter addressed to Ms
Honor, the Mayor, from F. A. Mayberry, Secretary and Manager, Quincy
!Chamber of Commerce. relative to
the Terminal of the Trans-Atlantic
Air Mail Service, in which he states
that New York is interested and suggests that we try to obtain a terminal
at the Boston Airport.
"Commander McMillan, the noted
explorer, is trying to establish a route
through Canada, New Brunswick, etc.,
Instead of this trans-Atlantic fight,
the first stop of which would be the
Azores.
"Rest assured that Boston would be
considered far in advance of New
York in the question of the Trans..
Atlantic Air Mail Service. The Department is keeping in touch with
the McMillan end of the service."
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iplayor Quley, of Boston, may be
said to have had a triumphal tour
of Europe, although quite brief. He
succeeded in visiting many prominent personages, including Pope Pius
XI, Mussolini and King Victor Emmanuel. He also used the radio
freely to let. the home folks know
where he was and what he was doing.
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They Liked Governor Ely
He Led Republican Legislature Away From Pay-as-YouGo Policy, His Head-Tax for Old-Age Assistance
Was Adopted, and He Got an Elevated Bill
By BEACON HILL
short-term notes and 10-year bonds—that is, no
in principle. Both are borrowing. Both
difference
Gener.:I
that the
Now
are spending in advance of income, It is a recCourt has prorogued Ni
ognized business policy. it is not revolutionary.
may take account of sto,
The bulking fact is that the governor won his
not to recapitulate t , i point—from a Republican Legislature.
This item in the session's records is •a big one,
detail what the session It:,
indicac.. in significance. It strengthens Mr. Ely.
to
done, but
BOSTON,

June

1::.

where feasible, what
coaselasting
the
be
quences of the legislation
enacted, and the policies
established by this new
Democratic governor.
The outstanding point
for debate, and one that
very likely will figure in the next state election, is
the financial policy of the state, In which this
Democratic governor has successfully led a Republican Legislature in a radical departure from a
policy established. There will be various lines of
attack. It is not certain how they will work out.

Old-Age Assistance Money

The head tax: This was the governor's plan.
It won. Other plans were suggested and were
discarded. By it the slack end of the old-age
assistance act has been taken up. Last year's gesture becomes this year's legislation. Regardless
of the merits or defects of the old-age assistance
act, it was meaningless unless or until it was
financed by taxation. That has been done. Again,
and with all due credit to the Legislature, the
significance lies In Mr. Ely's increased strength.
Now, the governor will be assailed on these
It is too early to
What will result?
points.
Some critics will undertake to picture the prophesy. It always is. Let us bear in mind that
governor's policy as no better, perhaps, than that in any popular teat when on one side is a cold
of the clothing salesman who entered a store seek- financial argument and on the other is the human
ing to place an order for his firm's goods. He was appeal—relief for the unemployed—history does
a new salesman, but he had absorbed the idea that not favor the ledger-book persuasion.
the best way to establish confidence and friendliMr. Ely is an adroit campaigner. He will make
ness, and so get orders, was to meet the prospective the most of his case. He is blessed by a sense of
customer more than half-way. Thus, before he
whimsical humor. We have made note of this
started his direct sales talk, he sought to get himbefore. It crops up again in his farewell address,
self on friendly terms with his prospect.
so to speak, to the General Court, in which he says
The retailer was much stirred by his own that the relations between the legislative and
affairs, and mentioned that his wife had been at exeutive branches "have been, from my point of
him to buy her a Pomeranian. "I'd do it, only view, most pleasing and agreeable—more agreethe price is awful high," he said. "The best price
able than I had anticipated."
I can get for a Pomeranian is $90—It's too much."
He may well' take that view, and express it.
The salesman jumped at this chance. "Say."
legislative branch ate out of his hand without
The
he said, "I can sell you a Pomeranian for $75."
eating his hand. This does not imply weakness
"All right," said the dealer. "Volt sell me a
on the part of the Legislature. It WRS not a weak
Pomeranian for $75 and it's a trade."
It has a record of achievement—and
session.
The salesman left the store, elated but puzzled.
expenditure. It co-operated with the Democratic
He rushed to a telephone and called up his firm.
governor for a simple reason—it liked bile.
Thus: "Say, this is Isaac, your salesman. I've
The governor vetoed 11 bills. All but one of
just sold a Pummeranian for $75. What is It?"
his
vetoes were sustained. The single exception
The outstanding facts in I he financial change
was the bill which provided for giving counties
borrow
to
wanted
are these: The governor
pefmanent relief from contributions to the state
$21,000,000. He got $12.759,000. He wanted to
highway
fund. This Was passed over his veto.
and
borrow on 10-year bonds. He got fottr-year
five-year notes. The difference is in degree, not
in kind. There is no important difference between

s old disas is quite regular, he being in t,uce'
are:
words
Weeks
trict., not in Dellinger's. The
s
desire
he
, ated bill will
if
The instance of the Boston
ction
re-ele
of
ing
deserv
"Mr. Luce is
e him,
redound politically to Mr. Ely's ;hkantage—andIt.i
Under no circumstances will be oppos
again. .this is so without undercdimeting the: ''either in his present district or the proposed new
Legislature. It will work to his advantage, be- , one." That's all right; but it adds to the accumucause he "got something done'' and took the Ele- lating understanding that it will have to be Mr.
vated (for a time, at least) out of politics. This Dellinger, not Mr. Luce, that is to stand aside.
implies no comment on the qualities of t he What does Mr. Dellinger say to that?
legislation.
F. Fish of
Meantime, there is talk that Erland
Flan
s
Luce.
threat
two
e
just
h,
sly
are
there
enoug
Curiou
Brookline. of the House. may oppos
that this issue may be agitated against the gov- is wet. There is talk also that former Mayor EdIle is a
ernor in the next campaign. These threats are
win 0. Childs of Newton might enter.
from two curiously dissimilar sources---formet tormidable vote-getter, in his home town, lie
Governor Puller and Mayor Curley, Mr. Fuller served for eight two-year tennis.
has spoken, already. It Tkr entirely possible that
redisSo, the governor's neat signature on the
Mr. eillify Illiiy seek furtherance. of governmeet
the Repub.
tricting bill has stirred things up in
ownership.
Bean party.
What else is there on this list. having signifisession
Whaftelse is there in the record of this
The head tax, to refer
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cance for the future?
signif
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impor
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that
ature
of the Legisl
again to that item, offers the prospect that If anti
one of the
for the future? The Hull bridge bill—
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before the
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ed that
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is
it
)ears.
many
in
ature
Legisl
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Supre
the
men only, and is raked from the past $2 to a
from
ed,
opinion was asked, and receiv
ed
declar
n
new $3. The argument used against applying this
opinio
That
th.
nweal
commo
court of the
the bill.
new levy to women was that the cost of operatillu
the bill unconstitutional; and it ended
bill would
it and obtaining any revenue from it would be too
one van seriously suppose that the
. That argument No
otherwise.
found
heavy to warrant the experiment
court
the
had
,
passed
been
Any head tax is have
is specious and will not hold.
significance of asking and receiv•
the
is
what
Then
ously a sloppy tax. It
have killed the
Paid to collect. It Is notori
lug the court opinion? This: To
d. None the less,
evade
ntly
freque
isolated act. It
ic,
Is easily and
specif
a
been
have
would
some revenue. A bill
course followed
with all its flaws it does get
would have killed one bill. The
added revenue. It
get
would
ent for suvh
preced
a
similar tax on women
ished
establ
It
more.
$1 on males did
added
this
what
is
aborted any
That
but
come.
%vitt
bills. It not only killed this bill
.
nature
tercc.,
r
simila
of
future undertakings
significance ia
Congressional Redistricting
Maybe there is some bug-reach
and Sunday
golf
y
Sunda
zed
legali
which
from the the bills
which baseg
Where will fall the pep , al profit
durin
g. and extended the hours
The governor made a fishin
and the
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Sunda
redistricting legislation?
on
played
y
legall
Some Demo- ball may be
bridge prizes by
strategic move in signing the bill.
of
giving
the
zed
legali
which
say he gave some- bill
Make.
crats will criticise him— ,will
or religious organizations. • This
to have forced, charitable
ought
he
that
say
will
of charitable
r
numbe
thing away,
the
se
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y
notabl
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nice. The situaa general congressional electi
organizations, and of course that's
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the
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one
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applied for
who
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large. Curiously enoug
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iastically in favor tion
He had made
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publicans in the state' was enthus
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for
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for
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essmen-at-large.
so. He got along
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himself a committee of one to do
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ly asked him
casual
l
officia
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The bill was placed on the governor's
very well until
positive things:
use. "Well. milt,"
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ed
plann
he
wine
could have done any one of three
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kind
what
it. He played
get mos-ly gin,
sigued it, vetoed it, or tried to amend
he replied, "I reckon l's goin' ter
a
like
looked
this
but
idea,
ment
amend
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with
suh."
in that. Then he
gesture. There was ilo threat
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signed it. Had he vetoed it and forced
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at large he would have been charg
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been
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politics" and there would
and executive day. It has
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event
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e
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will
OA
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informing, to
It immedi- Hill these past months, to see how the enttsual
As to consequences of this bill;
Republican party association of a Democratic governor and a Repubately affects the situation in the
the head of the lican Legislature would develop. It has developen
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places
in relation to the two
is not dis- surprisingly smoothly. At the end of the sesgion
likely
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both.
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ticket--one
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we find good feeling in the State House
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y
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.:overnor
It leaves, as has been said times
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entered no his ditties.
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date is GO •
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Mr.
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One must
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CURLEY VOICES VIEWS \
UPON FOREIGN TRADE
• Boston Mayor, Retu
rning from European
Trip, Says U. S. Must Make
Its
Own Markets

•

NEW YORK, June 11
(W)—Mayorieither
the Europa or the Bremen
James M, Curley of Bos
and
ton returned once the
proposition were
on the Leviathan today
with his!ible, other ships and shi made feasp
line
s
wou
daughter, Mary, her frie
ld
nd, Laurette :be interested. He added that Bos
ton
Bremner, of Chicago, and
is the only port on the
North Atlantic
Edw
ard
L.
Dolan, city treasurer
of Boston, after where a passenger may step from the
touring England, Ireland,
ship to a train and
France and
car
Italy. Mayor Curley was
from the ship into frei go be loaded
ght cars. He
invited to
discussed at length proj
_40 to Paris with the Americ
ects now afloat
an mayors for
by the French line, but
the
mod
ernization of the port
said he had
of
made other plans in
Boston.
advance of the
Invitation. He joined
"In
Eur
ope
," the mayor said,
the mayors one
"we
day in Paris for lunch.
found that they are
solving the un_
employment problem
America cannot look
which is bothfor any enering us in the Uni
couragement in the way
of trade from
ted States. In
Europe for at least
twenty-five years, Italy we found that about one per
he declared. "Every
cen
t
of
the
population is unempl
whe
oyed
iIreland, England, Fra re I went in, and that means
nothing because in
nce and Italy,"
he said, "I found pro
ever
y
cou
ntr
y
about
duc
itself are alone advoca ts of the land will not work anyway that percentage
ted
,
and for uSe. It is no for purchase
"In
Fra
nce
very few are out
doubt an act
of
of self preservation,
wor
k
and
Irel
and is doing wonderful
but in doing so.
It makes it impossible
to buy a French ly. In England there is more unemproduct in Italy or vice
ployment but England
vers
is
a,
mak
if
ing
ther
proe
is a similar produc
gress and gradually wor
t to
king out her
France or Italy, respecti be found in problems.
vely. Everywhere I found a ten
The
gov
ern
ment of all these cou
dency to create
n. home markets for
home products to tries realize that to permit unemploy_
the exclusion of all
me
m
is
to
enc
ourage communism and
others, and I
think this will go on
fo ra quarter of they are expending money for public
a century, until the
debts hanging works, housing problems and on agover them since the
World war have ricultural development, and thus they
been eliminated."
are combating communist
ic propaAs an antidote he
urged America ganda."
to develop a market for
The mayor was particul
arly imits surplus pres
productions at home.
sed with the beauty of som
eign railroad stations and app e for"We look to the rest
of the world
roaches
to buy our products whe
which he said were gro
wn with
n we have
within ourselves our own
shrubs and flowers. He said
markets." he
tha
said.
his opinion, such an innovati t in
on in
America would be a wise mov
Mr. Curley suggested, as
e.
he said he
had suggested some tim
The
may
or was accompanied on the
e ago to President Hoover, that Americ
a must next trip by his daughter, Miss Mary Curturn to the development
ley,
Mis
s Loretta Bremer, who was to
of the Mishave wed his late son, James M.
sissippi valley; that its reso
Cur_
urces and
possibilities, as gauged
ley,
Jr..
and City Treasurer Edmund
by
Hollanders have done wit what the L, Dolan.
h the Zuder
Zee, are without limit.
"If Holland," he said, "wi
th a population of 8,000,000 can
appropriate
$200,000,000 for reclam
ation of land,
we might easily set aside
three billions
to make the Mississippi
the great all
year around waterway of
America, its
banks and its tributaries,
a field for
huge electric developme
nts."
One of the three objects
of Mayor
Curley's visit abroad
was to sound
European shipping inte
rests on the
question of Boston as
a more frequented North Atlantic
port. He said
that prior to sailing
for Europe and
had been assured that the
y were keenly interested in his
project to make
Boston a port Nen* day
s distant from
Europe.
He said despite rumors
to the contrary he believed the
Nor
Lloyd would make such th German
a test with
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The City of Bos
ton, the vaunted
Athens of Ameril(a,
the birthplace of
American liberty, is
once again under
the protecting
wing of its vers
atile
Executive Mayor
'lames M.
Curley. Already his
hungry camp followers, are whoopi
ng. if up for him
foe (lovernor.
Well, well, str
ange
(things happen
Annetimes, hid in
the
opinion of many,
his election Ivou
ld
be one of the
strangest things that
might—we say
this adviseill
y--hapo,n.
they told \dolt
they many
observe, if their
brain cells are
not
-opiated" (Wel
l Henry
Lawlor, Jim
Pureell, John I.
Fitzgerald and exactinu. Mayor
MeGrath. would
say) We
VI' a few
ehoice s(eils left
on ,.'the
Curley gubernatoria
l 1)11//(1 wagon.
kOn
with the show!
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The Boston Pi
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COY, ROOSEVELT
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1932 ASPIRANT
Meets New York
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on Boston Visit:
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at House Res
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At Groton To
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Roosevelt of New12--Gov. Franklin D.
York arrived in
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said in an interview at the Hot
after he steppeel Stetter a half-hour
New York at thed off the train from
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maintenyear for
provide $10,000 a
yields about
it
present
ance but at
year."
$4,000 a
was that
s' thought
Cumming
Mrs.
into a
made
be
the place could
the conhospitalization centre for
of
children
and
valescent mothers
fresh
have
could
Boston, where they
and eggs and
air, plenty of milk
there
surroundings, but
\V hOleROMe
said. Mrs.
he
enough,
was not money
that the fund
Ctimmings thought
$125,000 wauld
smounting to abotit
has
but it
year
a
net $10,000
dwindled to about $4,000, which was
not sufficient, Mr. Long said.
There are several projects that
Park Commissioner William P. Long ,employes and the enoimous sums
been considered in connection
of Boston told an audience of members,spent every year by the city of Bos- have
with the place, including a golf
of the Democratic
City Club
in ton for recreational purposes.
course but this would be of great
Times Hall last night .that Mayor
Ex-Mayor Gallagher expressed thel11,enefit to the people of Woburn, but
James M. Curley of Boston has a cpinion that Commissioner Long's '
of less benefit to Boston. He deproposition to submit to the people competent handling of this important dared that the estate would lend itof Woburn in connection with the branch of the city's activities was teelf naturally to a beautiful golf
Cummings Estate given to the City largely responsible for the success of course
d it could be madepaying
of Boston by Mary P. C. Cummings the park system and he said that it proJect but he thought that it was
was undoubtedly a source of comfort too far from Boston.
in her will,
ly
Mayor Curley or any other mayor
to
dispersonal
will
Curley
Mayor
Another proposition,he said, was
cuss the proposed development of to realize that Commissioner Long is flto have the Randidge Fund excurthe place as a recreational centre the man at the head of it.
Patens for the children come to the
with the people of Woburn before
Commissioner Long has spent 35 I Cummings estate instead of down the
any thing definite is done.
years in the Park Department of harbor to Castle Island, but the chit•
Commissioner Long told his hear-Boston
, the past ten years as Corn1
want salt water and that would
ers that Mayor Curley had talked it missioner and seven years prior to he an objection to coming to this
over with him but he felt bound to that as superintendent of the sys- lefty. He explained that the Ranconfidence in the matter and would tem. Ile is amply qualified by long didge Fund excursions formerly went
'not intimate what it might be. Mayor years of official connection with the to Rainsford Island and the children
Curley will come to Woburn himself department to direct its activities.
were cared for by the prisoners, but
and talk it over with the residents , Mayor Curley of Boston will not i floyor Curley stopped this and had
nt onsi. --- 1 the fund excursions sent to Castle
of this city, Mr. Long said.
sanction 'any development -In spite of the pelting rain that tion in connection with the Cum- Island instead during the months of
continued through the day and even- wings estate and the disposition of July and August.
lug, Commissioner Long graciously the $125,000 trust fund left with the
"Mayor Curley has a plan that he
kept his appointment and brought. estate until the people of Woburn has revealed to me in confidence,"
with him a motion picture machine have first been considered, Commis- Mr. Long said, "that will be of un1
and numerous reels of excellent pic- oioner
Long declared. Nothing will usual interest to the people of Wo'tures of the park system of Boston. be undertaken until the residents of burn, but I am not privileged to tell
The pictures were
exceptionally this city are satisfied with it, Mayor what,it is. Mayor Curley is trementhe dously interested in this estate and
clear, full of action and accompanied ,Curley told the commissioner,
by an explanation on the part cf the:latter said.
he will come to Woburn and tell the
Commissioner, made an evening well
Corn. Long told his hearers that people himself what he would like
wtorth braving the storm to enjoy,
he had discussed the disposition of tc, do, before anything is undertaken
Commissioner Long's courtesyn
1-- her estate with her several times be- there."
coming from Boston in such stormy fore she died and he asserted that
He said that Mayor Curley will be
by
weather was commented upon
he attempted to induce her to leave only too glad to personally take the
Ex-Mayor Philip J. Gallagher, presi-;,it to the City of Woburn.
people of Woburn into his confidence
dent of the club and he extended the
"In several conferences that. I had when he comes here. In the meanhearty thanks of the organization for
Duffy of
with the dear old lady," Mr. Long time Ex-Mayer Thomas H.
his friendly act. Ex-Mayor Galloto be the
said, "I tried to have her leave the this city will continue
gb-r summed up the thoughts of the
property for
property and the trust fund to Wo- ;superintendent of the
audience when he said that few outof
Boston.
City
the
h
inasmuc
that
burn but she insisted
aide the city of Boston rya I ize I ho
motion
as the money was earned by her late I Commissioner Long showed
ioner
city
the
enormous task that Commiss
of
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park
the
of
pictures
;
the
Ihusband in Boston, the people of
Long faces in directing the manifold
including Franklin Park,
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lefty
,playgrounds and
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f MAYOR CURLEY WILL REVEAL
PLANS FOR CUMMINGS ESTATE
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Will Consider Woburn Desires First,
Says Park Com. W. P. Long in
Fine Address
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Boston Twenty four tennis courts are in
including
spots,
garden
Common and the Public Gardens and constant use Jae said, and the golf
he gave some illuminating statisticseourse has proved immensely popular.
as to the extent of the operations of The sports are projided for according
the park system.10 the season, with tobogganing and
He declared that Mayor Curley is skating in the winter.
he most progressive public official in Mr. Long's talk proved very intert he world in behalf of public parks and
ittg, particularly that part of it reiating
the
that
said
he
and
ds
playgroun
to the Cummings estate in this
Beaton park system is a great tribute,city. As a result of 'Ms remarks there
to Mayor Curley's consideration and is much curiosity as to what Mayor
'Ioughtfulness for public comfort and rucley
- will have to propose in connects a pronounced reflection of Mayor lion with the place, in which he will
'Iirley's love for the beautiful things seek the opinion of the residents of
,of nature.
this city.
The department has an organization
Ex-Mayor Duffy, who was recently
1820 employees at the present timedplaced in charge of the property as
,he said, over 300 of them being women tho agent of the city of Boston was
and it spends $3,200,000 a year. The nresent at the meeting.
demands on the Welfare Department
have increased by leaps and bounds
to about $8,000,000 from $1,500,000 and
because of this unusual demand, he
said, all other departments are obliged

Curley Received by Pope

re restrict their activities to some
extent.
He told of the zoo at Franklin Park
where the food bill for the birds,
animals and fish amounts to $13,000'
a week and he said that only fresh
foods are allow( d to be used. He said
that the daily supply list includes
everything from raw meat tor the lions
to peanuts and bananas for the.
monkey to freh-caught fish for some
of the birds. A veterinarian visits
the zoo every, day and spends hours
there examining every animal and
bird.
The residents of Franklin Park zoo
are given more attention than the
majority of human beings, he said.
He declared that the Boston airport
is the finest in the United States and
is being steadily improved. He told
of the 800 foot long runways and the
cost log
building
administration
$150,000 that is the finest in the
country. He said that the Governor's
Island project will allow runways
4000 feet long and he said the hangars
at the port, costing $100,000 cannot
be excelled at any, airport. The airport is another sample of Mayor
Curley's progressiveness, he said. The
airport has reached the point of saturation, he said, with 100 planes a day
being received there.
He sala that the Franklin Park Zoo
has 900 birds and 500 animals and he
showed many of them in the motion
picture story. He told of the playground work and how the department
tries to please all classes of people
from the Scotch bowling greens to the
cricket for the natives of the West Indies.'
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Politics Now Personal
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Actulal and Potential Candidates Bring Flutters as Legislative Session Wanes—Mr. Fuller Causes Guessing,
While Governor Gains Strength
41,
By BEACON HILL
any member of the SonBOSTON. June 6.— As we know few who expect
Youngman in 19K32.
t
Mr.
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run
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The lieutenant-governor did not mention
Legislature shows signs of i
It is a safe guess that
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r of the Senate in mind. Mr.
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e the fact that some of his
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t, on the Republican
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the case stands at the mo- Youngman nomin
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At the momen
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of at least two candidates :seriously considered governorship candidates
and
man
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are
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for the Republican nom- !general discussion and
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Mr.
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Could anything occur to alter the intent
at least three for the nomfrom
him
switch
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,
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The flutter of Mr. Fuller has stirred up the the second place race to
y ocalread
s,
perhap
ng,
anythi
Has
dull
ticket?
grows
the
boys, as it always does. Whenever life
over?
for him all he has to do is to make a speech or curred to cause him to think this
d
Issue a statement or write a letter not marke
Two things have occurred within the past week
now has
man
No
lovely.
is
hing
and
l,"
everyt
dentia
"confi
that must disturb Mr. Bacon, who up till
knows now whether or not he intends to enter had a clear field for the second place nomination.
the. race for governor; no one is in his confidence These two occurrences are, first, the statement
on this important point. It is probable that he that Congressman Dellinger will run for the place;
ate
does not even know, himself, what he will do in and, second, that Herman A. MacDonald, associ
the coming year politically. It is no conclusive commissioner of public works, may also run.
hazy.
sign of his intentions that he. takes a whack at
The genesis of these two movements is
all and sundry on and off Beacon Hill, because A printed statement from Warren Patten, who
that is his delight, his pastime, his pleasure, and served some successful and loyal years as Mr.
his avocation. He loves to stir the animals up. Dallinger's private secretary at Washington, before
Months agt when he was being "mentioned" with- coming to Boston to practice his profession of law.
out authority as a possible candidate for the Re- set the Dellinger story afloat. We may take the
publican nomination for the United States Senate, Patten statement as a kite sent up to find out what
so-so.
he is reported to have said to a friend:
was in the air. The reaction to it has been
"Well, If I should decide to run I'd give them It is an obvious escape from the impasse caused
since
ger and
the finest Roman holiday they have had
by the redistricting bill which brings Dellin
ionally
except
wo
Nero."
of
ess—t
end
Congr
the
Luce into conflict for
for good men. It is the second suggestion for solut:
Even then he had no intention of running
could tion of this problem, the first being that Mr. Luce
the Senate, but the prospect of the fun he
exists
de
attitu
same
The
him.
tempt
retire from the congressional race and run for
have did
It is un- the governorship. That possibility is not yet quite
now with reward to the governorship.
to run for
dead, but the pulse is very low,
doubtedly a fact that he does not want
ns about
the governorship; he is under no illusio
something
The Dallinger-Luce Problem
the office. It is a hard Job. It takes
it and he
out of any man. He had four years of
3ane Republican can contemplate without
in his mind
knows all ffbout the burden. What is
akin to anguish a duel-to-the-death being
someth
office,
the
now, undoubtedly, is not a thirst for
ger and Luce. They stand for much
Dellin
tweet
exercise of
but a zestful yearning for the congenial
of thing in public life. Both are
sort
same
the
into
d to get
an aggressive campaign. He is tempte
ter and exceptional ability. Both
of
high
charac
men
the row.
are dry, but neither is a fanatic. Neither would
Mr. Youngman's Position
welcome election to any office on that sole issue.
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woulg be the logical course for Mr. Dallinger--to
oppose Youngman or to oppose Bacon?
If he opposes Bacon, the wet and dry Issue,
will come N,ery strengly to the front. Bacon is a
milita n t wet. Tii . i.ti Nle•rtinent in at congressional nomination or eleetitto.. Congress has the
-;ty on the problem or prohibition.

The t•use of Herman martbinahl, of Upton) is
dafereet, ii he were to enl-r the race he would
presumably do so On the basis of hie considerable
experience with the affairs of the executive department. He served as governor's secretary under
two governors; and no man ever served in that
office more loyally to his chief or more industriously in devotion to duty. MacDonald is a glutton for hard work. His chiefs leaned on him and
Iii did not bend. Ile has a special equipment of
knowledge of the burdens and responsibilities of
the governor's office.
It is a fact that he has been importuned to
enter the race. It is a fact that he is disinclined
to de so. Campaigns are costly. Mr. MacDonald
is not a rich man.
What would happen were these three to contend for the second place nomination—Bacon.
Dellinger, MacDonald? Would there be further
entries? Probably.

What Will Mr. Bacon Do?
The case of Gaspar Bacon so becomes of statewide interest. It is true that he seriously considered the advisability of opposing Youngman for
first place; and that he changed his mind and
decided on second place because this could be done
without creating new and nnneeded friction in the
party. The course towards second place appeared
he free from obstructions. Obstructions now,
,wever, are at hand. This being so, it is within
the bounds of human possibility that, if he must
have a contest anyway, he would prefer to have it
with Youngman for the head of the ticket instead
of with Dallinger or MacDonald, or both, for
second place.
Mr. Youngman Invites opposition. When he
Journeyed up to Worcester to address the Harmony club—of all places, "Harmony!"—he issued
what amounted to a challenge to a fight. Thus
far his course towards the first-place nomination
has been fairly free from obstacles. The flurry in
the Senate over his office staff and expenses, to
which he made emphatic and personal reference
in his Harmony (!) speech Thursday evening, is
: a dead horse. The vote was decisive and adequate.
Most folks had forgotten all about it. He had won
a smashing victory. He is not content with that..
He seeks to lift the corpe-e of this incident from
Its grave, and use it to dare any and all to come
on and fight it out. His Worcester speech was
plainly a fighting speech. He dared his foes. He
named his "enemy" if not by name yet so clearly
that none missed the reference. He issued a challenge to Bacon to get into the fight.

Governor Ely's Strength

1

Meantime, what is going forward on the Democratic side? Governor Ely is going through a curl.
ous process. He is strengthening himself, generally speaking; but is he strengthening himself
for a contest for the nomination in his party primary? As we gauge his progress in the gubernatorial offi,e, he is making himself stronger lit r
election contest, but not so in at primary contest.

There are two interesting truths in practical politics with office as the goal. One is that before one
can be elected he has to he nominated. The other
is that a nomination won in such a way that the
chances for election are demolished or minimized
is not of much value. That is the dilemma before
Mr. Ely—assuming that the stories of his being
voluntarily a one-term governor are not true, and
assuming that he is now, or will be, favorably inclined towards trying it again.
Mr. Curley is commonly regarded as the one
man in thrbemocratic party who is entertaining
thoughts of trying the personal issue with Ely at
the next Democratic primary. Mr. Cy is _in
foreign lands; but he will soon be home. He is a
strong man in politics. He was not friendly to Ely
in the pre-primary situation. He has an unquestioned right to oppose him at the next primary
if he desires to do so.
Governor Ely is showing interesting human
qualities as governor. Nothing could have been
more informal or more whimsical than his veto
message returning the bill to raise the pay for
the State House janitors from $1440 to $1650 per
year. His argument, that this is no time to be
raising salaries, is sane enough. It is the obvious
argument. This is the revealing section of his veto
! message:
"It may be complained that in approving a bill
increasing the wages of scrub-women I have departed from the principle of this veto. That is
probably correct, and the only justification of it
is that I allowed my heart UT rule my head."
That paragraph sticks out. As a bit of reasoning it is slight. As a revelation of the man it
is eloquent. As a gesture it is impressive. It Will
lose him no vote,

The Boxing Bill
Not long ago he showed a similar glimpse of
himself in his comment on the boxing bill, which
he returned to the Legislature with suggestions for
alteration. The bill allowed three fouls in a match.
The governor's comment was: "Without in any
way attempting to qualify as an expert, but simply
expressing a common-Sense opiniou, it seems to
me that to permit one of the contestants to strike
. may lead to most unfavorthree foul blows .
able results and permit a losing contestant to rehabilitate his chances of an ultimate decision
through the use of a de7iberate foul."
That's very sane; and to it he added the general observation, -.also self-revealing: ''It is my
personal theory that too many rules spoil any
game."
It has been interesting to observe the course
and the manner of this Democratic governor. He
occupies the office under unusual conditions. For
the past decade the office 11E4 been held almost
by rule. Mr. Coolidge came up through the lieutenant-governorship front the presidency of the
Senate. Mr. Cox, front the speakership. Mr. Fuller
elbowed in an exception to the regular rotation-to the lasting disgust of the friends of Joseph
Warner. The old order returned in the person of
Frank C. Allen, as regular as a watch.
Last fall there was an overturn, and in eat•:4 Ii.
loped a Democrat from what Mr. Ely likes 1
in his informal speeches, "the sticks." Ile bad
had no previous state government experience. Ile
had no ties with the Legislature: no °Wig:W.10ns,
debts, promises. -politissi
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Many
own
party.
his
not even so very regular In
Boston Democrats regarded, him, and probably
still regard him, as a rank outsider.
Thus he is in office under unusual and almost
unprecedented conditions. He owes nothing to the
majority of the Legislature. He does not owe very
much to the practical wing of his party. He is '
working out his own salvation.
7
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L, Curley Chats in Paris

(Associated Press Photo)

3layor .Patties I. (11).1(.3 or Bosom, sltow,i in con% rsatjuuii with
an English-speaking Frenell policeman in the Place Vendome, Paris,

CURLEY IS SAILING
FOR BOSTON TODAY
PARIS, June 5 (INS)—Mayor James

•

Curley or Boston, who has spent the
past few weeks touring Europe, will
board the S. S. Leviathan today to return to the United States,
The Boston mayor arrived in Paris
Irons Rome yesterday two and Ft half
hours late because his train was detoured through Nice because of an
Alpine landslide that blocked railway communications.
Mayor Curley, who was received
vhile in Rome by Pope Pius XI, Premt. Emanier Mussolini and King Vlet,
uel, said he found each audience
highly Instructive.

if 4

SNUB TO LIEUT. GOV.,YOUNGIVIAN
SHOWS FORCE OF OPPONENTS
The deliberate affront of the Ancient & Honorable artillery company to Lieut. Gov. Youngman, by insistence that
he should not represent the Commonwealth at the review
of the command in its annual June parade, adds another to
the slaps which this candidate for the Republican nomination for governor has been dealt in recent months.
The acquiesence of Gov. Ely to the plans of the veteran
military organization was indicated by his designation of
Secretary of State Cook to officially represent the Commonwealth and it showed that the Democratic governor is not
averse to taking a political shot at the omnipresent Youngman.
Mr. Youngman considers himself the leader of the Republican party in Massachusetts because he was a victor in
the last state election. That' he has never been recognized
has not lessened hi:, claim to leadership. He appears to lack
the support of the outstanding party leaders, both those
who have failed to achieve success in recent campaigns, and
the other group who have been clamoring for a chance to
demonstrate their qualifications to lead the party to success
in 1932.
Democrats believe that Gov. Ely would overwhelm
Youngman and it is no secret that Mayor Curley. who h‘hs
gubernatorial aspirations. harbors the idea that he could
easily defeat the man, whom he refused to invite to attend
the municipal dinner to the Japanese prince and princess
who visited Boston some weeks ago.
Youngman has courage. He gets around. He has been
touring the state for months in an effort to stimulate interest in his candidacy for governor. It is not beyond the
realm of possibility that even with the opposition of the Ancients and the recognized party leaders, the voters may delegate him to oppose Gov• Ely or whoever the Democrats
choose in the 1932 primary.
Politicial talk is at a low ebb but the activity of Ex-Gov.
Fuller, whose attitude on the recently enacted Elevated bill
has failed to explain why nothing was done during his administration, is assumed to mean that he has more than a
casual interest in the Republican gubernatorial primary next
year. Mr. Fuller seems to delight in criticising legislative
decisions although he offers himself as an unmissable target for whoever wants to take up the cudgels on the Elevated control bill.
Then there is Ex-Gov. Allen who is still smarting under
the sting of his unexpected defeat by Ely last year. He is
reported to be anxious to obtain vindication. His political
prestige has suffered, however, because of his almost complete withdrawal from activity but it would not require
many months for him to re-establish himself as an important
factor in the Republican party.
If either Allen or Fuller should oppose Youngman,
there would be a real battle for Republican voters The
strength of Youngman is probomatical. He talks much and
on a variety of subjects but the effect upon the voters oan
only be imagined.
'
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Curley Committee of 100
Being Chosen to Aid in
Waterways Welcome
A committee of about 100 port
boosters is being chosen by Mayor
Curley, to prepare for the arrival here
next October 5, of the 800 delegates
of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways
Association.
There will he several sub-divisions
of the big committee, such as for
entertainment, finance, excursions
hotels, publicity, reception, transpor
tation, etc. A special meeting of the
group will be called for the middle of
June by the Mayor upon his return
to Boston.
All prominent port organizations
and others are to be represented.
The headquarters will be at the Hotel
Statler.
A trip through Cape Cod
Canal is being tentatively arranged
as one of the many events.
Frank S. Davis of the Maritime
Association, a vice president of the
A. D. W. A., was very instrumental in
obtaining this important convention.
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Curley Lauds King,
IrDuce, Raps Hoover
Paris, June 6. —(UP)— Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, on his
way home after a tour of the British Isles and Europe, lauded Premier Benito Mussolini and King
Victor Emmanuel of Italy to-day.
Curley criticized President Hoovet
and Secretary of Treasury Mellon ir
an interview prior to the departure
of the boat train to the liner Leviathan on which he is returning tc
the United States.
"Mussolini is a wonderful head of
a nation," Mayor Curley said, "Howe'
is exactly the opposite type. Mussolini
believes in spending public money
for the public good, offering advantage.s and opportunities and thereby providing employment.
"Hoover's activities are directed by
Mellon, who is still living in the
Civil war period.
"King Victor Emmanuel is
kindly, well-disposed gentleman. He
told me he was glad to meet somebody who was not a 'yes man.'"
was received by
Mayor Curley
Mussolini and the king in Rome recently. He also had an audience with
Pope Pius XI.
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Curley Praises II

Hoover
Duce, Raps
_
"Mussolini Wonderful Head of a Nation," Says Boston Mayor—
King of Italy Glad to Meet Curley Because He Was

Not a "Yes Man" He Reports
PARIS, June6, (UP)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, on his
way home after a tour of the
British Isles
and Europe, lauded
Premier Benito Mussolini and King
Victor Emmanuel of Italy today.
Curley
criticized
President
Hoover and Secretary of Treasury
Mellon in an interview prior to
the departure of the boat train to
the Liner Leviathan on which he
Is returning to the United Staten.
"Mussolini is a wonderful head of
a nation,"
Mayor Curley said.
"Hoover is Just the opposite type.

.rA

Mussolini believes in spending publie money for public good, offering
advantages and opportunities and
thereby providing employment.
"Hoover's activities are directed
by Mellon, who is still living in the
Civil War period.
,'King Victor Emmanuel Is a kindly, well disposed gentleman, he told
me he was glad to meet somebody
who was not a 'yes man.'
Mayor Curley was received
by
Mussolini and the king in Rome
recently. He also had an audience
with Pope plus XI.
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Nevada is threatened with a plague of grasshoppers. They can
tight on the divorce seekers that throng the streets of Reno without
causing any great outcry of sympathy around here.
Delay in constructing school buildings, it, is said, may keep 2500
children in Boston out of school this fall. Probably the children would
censent to go to the movies every afternoon as a substitute.
------Mayor Cetzley of Boston has presented Premier Mussolini with an
Irish blackthorn. The mayor would better be a little sparing in the way
he distributes these gifts. From the present appearance of Massachusetts politics, all those blackthorns are going to be needed in this state.
The new Spanish government has abolished the titles of 2600 members of the former nobility. When times become normal again in this
vuntry, we could probably use a number of dukes, marquises, counts,
ees.,to operate our street cars and drive our automobiles and trucks.
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Praise
for Italian Premier
PARIS, June 6 (UP)—Maynt
Curley of Boston,
James M.
on his way home after a tour of
the British Isles and Europe, lauded Premier Benito Mussolini and
King Victor Emmanuel of Italy today.
Curley criticized President Hoover
and Secretary of Treasury Mellon
in an interview prior to the departure of the boat train to the.
liner Leviathan on which he is returning to the United States.
"Mussolini Is a wonderful head
of a nation," Mayor Curley said
"Hoover
is exactly the opposite
type. Mussolini believes in spending public money for the public
good, offering advantages and opportunities and thereby providing
employment.
"Hoover's activities are directed
by Mellon, who is still living In the
Civil War period.
'King Victor Emmanuel is a kindly, well-disposed gentleman. He told
me he was glad to meet somebody
who was not. a 'yea man,'"
Mayor Curley was received by
Mussolini and the King in Rome
recently. He. also had an audience
with Pope Plus VI.
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CURLF,Y COMPARES
MUSSOLINI, HOOVES
Pa its, June
mr.s M. Curley of Boston, on Ii way holm :rtTpl.
a trip of the British Isles and
lauded Premier Benito Muss,,IH1 iind
King Victor Emmanuel of - Lily today.
Curley criticized President lit vel'
end Secretary of Treasury Mellon in
an interview prier to the departure
the boat trlin to the liner Leviathan on which lie is returning to the
United State.q.
"Mussoltni, is a wonderful head
a nation," Mayor Curley said. "Hoover
is exactly the opposite type. Mussolini
believes in spending public mouey for
the public good, offering advantages
and opportunities and thereby Maviding employment."
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bers of
desire
(?)
emulatory
own
his
of
the
with
us
synonomo
supposed to be
and despotic
highest ideals of Americanism. If on for self-aggrandizement
remote event of the
the other hand,.he remains mute, it power. In the
Curley being
is by no means unbelievable, that the Hon. James Michael
it would be by no
rank and file of the Republican party elected Governor,
means certain that some of his most
in this state will take no uncertain
nthuslastic supporters would get the
nominate
will
but
him,
with
chances
they are already clamoring
"spoils"
second
the
for
Bacon,
another than
the absence of tangiplace on the ticket, in which case or, as witness
on by Curley for many
Mr. Bacon's aspirations to fill the of- ble appreciati
with him for Mayor against
fice of Governor, along the lines of who were
"rotation in office," would receive a Mansfield. Of course in that regard
that un-Tamrude jolt that might endanger, if not Curley could reconcile
by
Might Provide C.0. P. with Mer destroy, his chances of ever being many formula of political science.that
affirming
,
conscience
his
easing
Governor.
elected
his triumph was due more to renery Struggle. Many Believe
Direct Primary System Still Holds
gade Republicans, than to straight (?)
primary
direct
the
have
still
We
that Curley Will Oprose Ely system for the selection of candidates Demoerats. In former years it was
the honeyed phrases of "Doctor" John
to hold office in this state. As that
F. Fitzgerald that largely swayed the
the
say
to
is
it
holds,
mandate still
minds of the militant democracy. Now
positively
not
ap- least, crude if indeed
Already it appears, that the self
it looks as though it is the plausible
enviselfish,
the absurd that the jealous,
of
both
and transcriptional emanaof
forensic
-makers
slate
puinted
ous wishes of the Bacon group—soof "smooth Jim Curley" that
iluijor political parties have decided— called—can dominate the minds of the tions
hypnotizes them. Who can tell!
ii: their own minds—whom the Re- Republican voters at the primaries.
standard
c
Mr.
Democrati
that
submit
ly
and
respectful
We
publican
bearers shall be in 1932. It is to be Youngman has made good in his office,
of and by all the accepted criterions of
hoped, that the prognostications
political analysis he should make good as Govone of the supposed keenest
IL 15 weteome news to learn that
journalistic observers in this city, ernor. He is, undoubtedly, the loginer Long will make efforts
Commissio
the
reflect
cal candidate of the Republican party
Robert L. Norton, does not
to beautify the various East Boston
sentiment or foreshadow the action at for Governor of the Commonwealth.
state.
parks, which for the past several
Gov. Ely Not Too Secure
the polls, of the voters of this
beto
much
years have been eye sores. . In his
very
dislike
the
We would
What seems to be evolving on
Bacon,
letter to Mayor Curley, Mr. Long exlieve that the Hon. Gaspar G.
side, in the camp of the tinterother
in
pressed the wish that once these parks
who owes all that he has attained
rifled legions of the Democracy of
had been placed in proper condition
politics to the Republican party, would Massachusetts, with "gentlemen leadthe
they might remain that way. One can
be a party to any scheme whereby
ers," as intellectual exponents and
William
Hon.
ernor,
Lieut.-Gov
present
visit practically any other Boston dismetaphysical apologists for the brazen
Youngman—who is a gentleman, the I expressed sentiments of Constitutional
trict and find parks with fine plots of
Insinuations of Mayor Curley to the nullification? From all acounts it is
grass and varied types of flowers growbe
would
anding,
notwithst
contrary
pretty plainly discernible that the
ing, and there are just as many boys
"killed off," as it is so diplomatically Tammany cohorts famished, as they
and girls in those sections as in East
Bacon
of
nce
called, by the acquiesce
claim, from a lack of patronage nourBoston. It isn't so much that the
of somotives
?)
(
high
honorable
the
to
put
inclined
are
the
ishment,
to
youngsters are hard-boiled, but rather
stand
not
to
ns
Republica
who
B.
Ely
Ely,
Joseph
Hon.
called
sign on the
Youngman
they don't know any better. If
that
.
Lieut.-Gov
of
not
e
by
way
in the
has incurred their displeasur
n
nominatio
would teach these chilparents
n
the
Republica
obtaining the
agreeing that political quackery, elecdren to respect other people's propfor Governor and not to interfere with tioneering, jugglery and character aserty, our parks would look infinitely
their presumable pernicious intentions sassinations, constitute the principal
the
better. If they would stay off the .
to thrust the stiletto into him at
prerequisites for receiving the fruit of
,state election of 1932.
the plum tree.
grass plots and give them a chance
Bacon Must Watch His Step
to grow, and find some other diversion
Curley for Governor?
is i
other than trampling down wire fences
It is to he hoped—yes indeed it
According to Mr. Norton, and others
G.
expected—that the Hon. Gaspar
who could be quoted, a movement is
around the parks, East Boston would
,Bacon will live up to the reputation already on foot to launch a boom for
present a more attractive appearance.
that his official designation implies. the non-partisanally elected Mayor of
Let's hope that once the parks have
1
in
rotation
in
does,
he
now
as
Believing
Boston, Hon. James M. Curley,
been re-seeded, they will be permitted
office, to which the Republican party enjoying a little relaxation from his
to
remain that way.
always
almost
has
of Massachusetts
high-minded reflections, on the other
Invariably subscribed, it is inconceiv- side of the big pond, for Governor, for
as
able how he could be so indiscreet,
which he was defeated several years
to jeopardize his own chapces to ful- ago by the Hon. Alvan T. Fuller, by a
fill his well-known ambition to be meager offset of 75,000 votes. There is
Governor, by a "chiming" in with no doubt that Mayor Curley, who has
supposed "regular" Republicans in already modestly .;tated that he extheir purported intentions to "knife" pects some time to be Governor of
the regular candidate of the Republi- Massachusetts, if he could bring himcan party of Massachusetts, if that self to believe that the Democratic
candidate should be Mr. Youngman. political soothsayers, who are boom-

THE NEXT
GOVERNOR

•Self Appointed Experts Already Picking- Republican
and Democratic Leaders
BACON vs. YOUNGMAN
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Curley Sees Pope
( and Mussolini
Discusses
Boston
Mayor
Economic Prc blems
with Duce.
ROME, June 1—(AP) After a per.sonal interview with Pope l'ius XI.
during which he received a silvel'
medal from the pontiff. Mayor. James
M. Curley of Roston, Mass., qiday was
received by Premier Mussolini at his
l
offiCe in Venice Palace,
Mgr. Spellman of Whitman. NillS9..
presented the Mayor and his party tol
the Pope- who greeted them cordially.'
as questiomd clostt..
Me. Curley
about the condition of Cathote
in Boston.
'Mussolini and the 7\layreconomic and industrial pr,,i,,
II) co emphasized the importan e ,
a nd agricultural conditions for
velfare of countries. He advo,.., 1
•International exchange .of data •as .1
means of.„Pr,eventing overprodu.tia ..!
any romnaddity
The PrEmier was-much interc:;:ed i 1
Mayor Curle3,'s .plans for econourc
studies in Bosiou. He agreed that public works were the best method of
relieving unemployment.
The Roston party later was entertained at tea by Prince Boncompagni.
Governor of Rome.
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ITALIAN KING
I GREETS CURLEY
Boston's Mayor Finds Enimanuel Conversant With
American Affairs
ROME, June 3 UP)—King Victor •
Emmanuel received Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston in R.—thirty minute
auargice today and discussed with
him the problems of unemployment,
and relations between church and
state in Italy.
Mr. Curtey said later that the king
was greatly Interested In America
And her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with economic
conditions there. The audience was
conducted entirely In English which
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that Italy
had done remarkably well in planning
a program of public works for solving unemployment and in giving Investors an opportunity to place their
fina
Mayor Curley expressed his nilmirn•
lion for ltaly•s action in hailing the
march of communism and for the set.
(lenient of the Roman question two
years ago.
Ile said he believed the present re.
liglons difficulties would be settled at
once.
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WOULD NAME TRAFFIC
TUBE FOR EDWARDS
oaten, June 2 — The Boston city
council had a short session yesterday.
Before adjournment for two weeks
the council passed an order requesting Mayor Curlei to consider the proposal of ,
nding to the Boston
Transit commission that the new East
Bostort traffic- tunnel be named in
honor of the late Gen Clarence R.
Edwards.
• --
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KING RECEIVES CURLEY

ROME.
June 3.—(By Associated
Piessl King Victor Emmanuel received Mayor James Czl
.
sy of Boston in
a 30"Irt4nutc audience today.
Mr. Curley said later the king was
greatly interested in America and her
problems and showed himsett thoroughly conversant with economic conditions there. The audience was conducted entirely in English, which the
monarch speaks perfectly.
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'EMPRESS OF BRITAIN" AND BOSTON TERMINALS
Mazy Ctalay„,.of Boston has been taking advantage of
his trip to Europe with other American mayors to seek to
induce German steamships to establish terminals in the
Hub, as already indicated in this column.
This is a commendable move and is thoroughly in
line with our insistence that Boston could be made a
great port. But why should Boston go abroad to seek assistance for the development of terminals, when it has
greater possibilities at home and wholly within practical
reach?
We have shown that by inducing the Boston and
Maine to provide pqrmanent running rights into Boston
for the two Canadian trunk lines and gaining other
transcontinental rail connections Mayor Curley could increase traffic so that great steamship lines would of their
0/.1. own accord make every effort to secure Boston business.
This is especially true of the Canadian Pacific, which
we regard by all odds as the greatest transportation
system in the world. There are other great railroad systems, but the Canadian Pacific in addition to its more than
20,000 miles of railway and its great chain of magnificent
hotels like'Chateau Frontenac in Quebec operates a vast
fleet of steamships on both the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans as well as in other waters.
Those of our readers who accompanied Governor
John E. Weeks to the meeting of the Vermont State
Chamber of Commerce at White River Junction will recall the inspiring address delivered on that occasion by
Chairman and President E. W. Beatty, whose tremendous
service has so largely expanded the Canadian Pacific's
different departments.
It developed at that meeting that the Canadian Pacific
acquiring of the right to operate the line from Newport to
Woodsville was simply an earnest of that system's
desire to reach a port on the Atlantic, where it
could establish a great terminal that; would be available especial
ly in winter when the St. Lawrence contends with
ice.
Anybody who has studied railroading and rail economics knows that the mere fact the Canadian Pacific
passenger trains run over the Boston and Maine
rails
into
Boston by sufferance of the latter corporation
is no inducement whatever for the Canadian Pacific to
spend a
dollar in terminal facilities at the Hub. Many
unexpected
things may happen to railroads as
well as other fields
of service and activity.
The Boston and Maine stock is being rapidly
purchased by the Pennsylvania Railroad interests,
and through the Pennroad Corporation as both directly
well as the
New Haven ownership of stoul;, which it
in turn is also
rapidly acquiring.. Whenever the Pennsylvania
gakila jh
solute cOntT93.,.
t
e
Raven
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"Being the largest ship ever to ply between any two
ports in the British Empire, the .largest to ever sail up
the St. Lawrence and the first ever to drop anchor at
the new docks, it is not surprising that people should turn
out in thousands to greet her. It is also not surprising that
ieveral of her Passengers have already taken reservations for her .world cruise, for who, after ever seeing her,
could help but submit to her charms?"

S

The part which the Canadian Pacific takes in promoting great interests is evidently ameciated in Canada,
as indicated by the throng assembled to greet the Empress of Britain as well as by the manifold expressions of
approval in the press and otherwise.
You naturally ask what does all this mean for New
England? The Montreal Gazette, which had a representtive on the maiden trip of the Empress of Britain writes:
"During the winter months when the St. Lawrence
river is closed for navigation, the Empress of Britain
will set out on a world cruise and will visit many parts
of the globe, carrying the name of Canada to the ends
of the earth.
Does it require a large stretch of imagination to see
Boston as the winter port of landing for the Canadian
Pacific steamships, if the Canadian Pacific railway
could be assured of a permanent entry for its tracks to the
Huh? If business is. what Boston wants in place of petty
rail politics, here is a great opportunity for Mayor Curley.
JOHN L.'SOUTHWICK.
tie
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GOVERNOR ELY AND MAYOR CURLEY
PRAISE NEW VOCATIONAL BUREAU
community. The organizaThe new vocational bureau started business
new department will, no
this
of
tion
by the Alumni body has invoked doubt, be met with the full measure
comments from both the Governor of public response vital to its exand Mayor, as is evidenced by the istence, and to which it is justly entitled."
following remarks:
Mayor James M. Curley said: "The
Commenting on the new departnt at Boston College of
establishme
said:
ment, Gov. Joseph B. Ely
a vocational guidance bureau repre"This movement, launched at a time
sents one of the most important
when college men everywhere are steps that an educational institution
finding it increasingly difficult to can take for the spiritual and physiapply their talents and abilities in cal well-being of its students. A
bureau gives an
productive enterprise, is worthy of vocational guidance
which it othervalue
a
degree
B.
A.
calculated
is
It
on.
high commendati
not represent. Such a
to aid the undergraduate during the wise would
for those
formative period of college life in bureau affords opportunity
the students
selecting the forms of business or in charge to furnish
with
professional activity for which he is about to engage in life's battle
themthey
information
valuable
the
to
graduation
upon
and
best fitted,
It presents
assist in placing him there. Such selves have received.
n of
coordinatio
the
for
opportunity
in
established
been
bureaus have
and practical exmany of the larger institutions of classical education
of
learning throughout the country, and perience in some particular line
inhave proved of inestimable value, activity for which the particular
not alone to the students. but to the dividual is best fitted."
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land, it will be in a position to dictate absolutely to the
Canadian Pacific, which parallels it for hundreds of
miles and is therefore a strenuous competitor. The same
thing is true of the Canadian National service to Boston.

We ardently admire people who can do things. This is
especially true of those who can do great things. We believe the adoption by Boston and New England of policies
that would mean the establishing of a great steamship and
railway terminal in or near the Hub would be the greatest
material development that could possibly come to us.
The greatest need of all New England at this moment is
the spirit of expansion. The Canadian Pacific under the
brilliant directien of President Beatty is shown precisely
the spirit of expansion New England needs. Such an exteniion of service would mean much for the Dominion as well
as New England: Both regions would profit.
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Distaste for further association
with some of his fellow American
mayors is reported to have cut short
Mayor James M. Curley's stay in
Paris. He has evidently discovered
why it is that Americans are In such
disfavor abroad—largely because of
the kind of people who misrepresent
us at public gatherings and in private
transactions. The incident somehow
reminds one of the crack of the megaphonist on a rubberneck wagon:
"we are now in the town of Brookline. It Is the richest and best governed town In New England. It has
no mayor or board of aldermen."
Boston, of course, except for the
"strange interlude" of a recent mayoralty, has been, as a fact, singularly fortunate in its mayoral administrations of this century. Mayor
Curley, rubbing elbows at Paris with
the chief executives of common or
garden American cities, appears to
have been ashamed of them and to
have decided not to be seen any
longer than was absolutely necessary
in such company.

It is highly significant in this connection that whil€
other trans-Atlantic steamship companies are taking oft
ships on account of the dropping off of patronage President Beatty is enlarging his fleet and is increasing speed
and improving service with the certainty that he will
thus make the Canadian Pacific fleet more popular.

When our party recently sailed from Glasgow to
Belfast, the famous center of the Irish linen industry,
we enjoyed a close-up view of the latest addition to the
Canadian Pacific fleet, the "Empress of Britain." The first
thought that came to us when we witnessed that splendid
ship, was that "Here is another evidence of what the
Canadian Pacific serivice would mean for New England.
The younger part of our group had bought return passage over the Canadian Pacific line, and they promptly
decided that here was the ship on which they ought to
make the return trip, Oliver R. Eastman of that party
has favored the Free Press with a picture of the return
trip which follows:
"Duing the greatest ovation that ever welcomed
any ship landing at Quebec, the spotless white Empress
of Britain" gracefully pulled alongside the new C. P. R.
docks, her maiden voyage most successfully completed.
It is understood she even exceeded the high expectations
held for her and from the expressions of all on board,
;he undoubtedly captured the heart of each and every one
)f her passengers.
"The ship itself is nothing less than a de luxe
hotel with qualities one wOuld have to go far to surpass.
Each of her magnificent public rooms was designed by a
different person, giving each an original touch while they
all still vie for the honors in beauty. From the full size
tennis court down to the picturesque Olympian pool it
is easy to see nothing has been spared which could add
in any way to comfort or beauty.
"On the whole trip there was nothing to call to one's
mind that it was a maiden voyage, for everything went off
like clockwork, she docked like a veteran. From the
farewells at Southampton to the welcome at Quebec,
nothing went amiss. The fact that everything was run
off well caused much favorable comment.
"The crowning point of the whole trip, as might well
be expected, wa:,, the last lap up the St. Lawrence.
Beginning with the first view of a greener green than
any other part of the world can boast, the setting was per
feet and one thrilled at the thought of the spectacle she
must afford to those lining the banks. When only the
Chateau Frontenac was visible against the setting sun,
the shouting and cheering came clearly to all on board
welcoming a new conquerer.
G 4-141-•.1'..•F•P
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Mayor CurIey
t,
) Boards Liner

For U. S. Today
- —
Paris, June 5 (INS)--James M.
Curley, Mayor of Boston, Maas.,
who for the past few weeks has
been touring Europe, will board the
U S S Leviathan today to return
to the United States. He arrived
in Paris from Rome yeserday two
Ind a half hours late because of
used by an Alpine landi detour
;Ude that bi:)cked railway traffic.
• 7
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— CURLEY ON RETURN
Paris, AlEe 5 (JP)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston, Mass., his
daughter Mary and Miss Henrietta Breminer of Chicago, left for
Cherbourg today to board the Leviathan which sails for New York
this morning.
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41AYOR CURLEY GETS
MEDAL FROM THE POPE
floston Executive Received at the
Vatican and Also I "Premier
Mussolini

•

R()ME, June 1 Cal. :Following a
personal interview with Pope Pius
XI, during which he ,ceived a silver medal, Mayor Jam ,s M. Curley
of Boston was received aday by Premier Mussolini at his office in the
Venice Palace.
Mgr. Francis J. Spelln an of Whitman, Mass., presented th Mayor anti
his party to the Pope, /ho greeted
them cordially. Mr. Curl Je was questioned closely about the condition of
Catholic schools in Boston.
The silver medal presented to
Mayor Curley was inscribed: "Tothe Citizens—Vatican City. Year One
of Its; Freedom."
The Pope presented a similar medal
in bronze to Edmund L. Dolan, City
Treasurer of Boston, and rosaries to
Miss Mary D. Curley, the Mayor's
daughter, and Miss Laurette Bremner of Chicago.
Premier Mussolini and the Mayor
discussed economic and industrial
problems. The Premier emphasized
the importance of sound agricultural
conditions for the welfare of countries and advocated international exchange of data as a means of preventing overproduction of any commodity.
He was much interested in Mayor
Curley's plans for economic studies
in Boston, and agreed that public
works were the best method of relieeing unemployment.
The Boston party later was entertained at tea by Prince Bocompagni, ,rt.Te/esitz,ty
t;overnor of Rome.
P'etave‘p
j- t,tic

Pope Ppis To Receive
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y Curley Sees _
Italy's King
z
/1/

Boston Mayor Today
Curley Places Flowers On Tlic
Tomb Of Italian Unknown
Soldier

•
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Keep them at home.
• •4"
Mayor James M. Curley did well
to place the mounts between
him and that bunch of American
mayors who are traveling in France
and, if dispatches accurately picture their actious, making themselves ridiculous at every stage of
their journey. There is such a
thing as courtesy which can be observed even by a mayor who is
thoroughly impregnated with the
spirit of the Eighteenth Amendment or another whose eloquence
Is so clamorous for expression that
it cannot be restrained even in the
face of the decorous tradition of
the country which is his host.
If the antics of the collection of
Bahhit3 have been accurately reported, French opinion of the
people of the United States will
not be raiseo. The trouble is that
ithey will be accepted as typical of
'the American people, a gross injustice to tie: great body of Americans who, whether dry or wet,
eloquent or silent, rich or poor,
have decency enough to keep their
opinions to themselves where they
will be obnoxious, and to observe
the amenities even if they have to
bottle up their sunerfluous oratory
till they can discharge it where it
will do no harm.

Rome, May 3I—(AP --Mayer James
M. Curley of Boston. Mass., who arrived in Rome Sat, night, placed
bunch of roses on the tomb of the Italian Unknown Soldier today in the name
of millions of Americans of Italian origin.
He attended ma.ss in St. Peter's Cathedral and had lunch at the American College which celebrated its feastday.
Tonight the Boston executive dined
with Mrs. Nicholas Brady. He is accompanied by his daughter, Miss Mary D.
Curley, Miss Laurette Bremner, of Chicago, and Edmund L. Dolan, city treasurer of Boston. The party will be received in an audience with Pope Pius
Monday and on Tuesday the Mayor will
be received by King Victor Emanuel.

a/

ROME, June 3 (A)—King Victor
Emmanuel received Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston in a 30-minute
audience today and discussed with
him the problems of unemployment
and relations between church and
state in Italy.
Mr. Curley said later that the
king was greatly interested in America and her problems and showed
himself thoroughly conversant with
economic conditions there. The audience was conducted entirely in English. which the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that
Italy had done remarkably well in
planning a program of public works
for solving unemployment and in
giving investors an opportunity to
place their finances.
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King Victor Talks
With Mayor Curley
Believe Religious Difficulties Will Soon
Be Settled
ROME, June 3 (IP) — King Victor
Enunanuel received Mayor James
Curley of Boston in a 30-minute audience today and discussed with him
the problems of unemployment and
relations between church and state in
Mr. Curley said later that the king
was greatly interested in America and
her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with economics
conditions there. The audience was
conducted entirely in English which
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that Italy
had done remarkably well in planning
a program of public works for solving unemployment and In giving investors an opportunity to place their
finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in halting
the march of Communism and for the
settlement of the Roman question two
years ago. He said he believed the
present religious difficulties would be
settled at once.
The continuance of the impasse,
the mayor said, might affect ltalra
tourist trade amounting from
I 000,000 to $220,000,000 yearly $150eand
might also have an unfavorable effect on world public opinion.
"The king seemed quite in agreement." Mr. Curley said. "I am satisfied from his manner that the matter is in process of adjustment and is
not serious."
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'MAYOR CVRLEY IS
RECEIVED BY POPE

Given Audience by Mussolini Later
ROME, June 1 (AP)—After a personal interview with Pope Plus XI,
during which he received a silver
medal from the pontiff, Mayor Junes
M. Curley of Boston, Mass., today
was received by Premier Mussolini
at his office in Venice palace.
Monsignor Spellman of Whitman,
Mass., presented the mayor and his
party to the Pope, who greeted them
cordially. Mr. Curley was questioned
closely about the condition of Catholic schools in Boston.
Mussolini and the mayor discussed
economic and industrial problems.
The Duce emphasized the importance
of sound agricultural conditions for
the welfare of countries. He advocated international exchange of data
as a means of preventing overproduction of any commodity.
The premier was much interested
in Mayor Curley's plans for economic
studies in Boston. Ile agreed that
public works were the best method
of relieving unemployment.
The Boston party later wes entertained at tea by Prince Boncompagnl, goversw.,or
•
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MAYOR CURLEY HAS
AUDIENCE WITH KING
ROME, June 3. (1P—King Victor
Emnianuel received Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston in a 30-minute audience today and discussed with 1
th: problems of unemployment *La.
relations between church and state in
Italy.
Mr. Curley said later that the king
was greatly interested in America and
her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with economic
conditions there. The audience was
conducted entirely in English which
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that Italy
had dune remarkably well in planning a program of public works for
solving unemployment and in giving
investors an opportunity to place their
finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in halting the
march of communism and for the
settlement of the Roman question two
years ago. He said he believed the
present religious difficulties would be
settled at once.
The continuance of the impasse,
the mayor said, might affect Italy's
tourist trade amounting from $150,000,000 to $220,000,000 .yearly and
might also have an unfavorable effect
•
on world public opinion.
"The king seemed quite in agreement," Mr. Curley said. "I Iltri satisfied from his manner that the matter is in process of adjustment and is
not serious."
5ad

MAYOR CURLEY HAS
AUDIENCE WITH KING
ROME, June 3, (IP)--King Victor
Emmanuel received Mayor James Ms
Curley of Boston in a thirty-minute
audience today and discussed with
him the problems a unemployment
and relations between church and
state in Italy.
Mr. Curley said later that-the king
was greatly interested in America and
her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with economic
conditions there. The audience was
conducted entirely in English which
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that
Italy had done remarkably well in
planning a program of public works
for solving unemployment and in giving investors an opportunity to place
their finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in halting the
march of communism and for the
settlement of the Roman question two
years ago. He said he believed the
present religious difficulties would be
settled at once.
The continuance of the impasse,
the mayor said, might affect Italy's
tourist trade amounting from $150,000,000 to $220,000,000 yearly and
might also have an unfavorable effect on world public opinion.
"The king seemed quite in agreement," Mr. Curley said. "I am satisfied from his manner that the matter
is in process of adjustment. and is
not aeriana-"
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CURLEY SEES
(, KING OF ITALY
Rome, June 3.—(AP)—King
Victor Emmanuel received Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston in a
thirty minute audience today and
discussed with him the problems
of unemployment and relations
between church and Mate in
Mr. Curley said later that the
King was greatly interested in
America and her problems, and
showed himself thoroughly conversant with economic conditions
there. The audience was conducted entirely in English, which
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The King said he believed that
Italy had done remarkably well in
planning a program of public
works for solving unemployment
and in giving investors an opportunity to place their finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in
halting the march of Communism
and for the settlement of the Roman question two years ago. He
said he believed the present religious difficulties would be settled
at once.
The continuance of the impasse, the mayor said, might affect Italy's tourist trade amounting from $1 5 0,000,000 to $220,000,000 yearly, and might also
have an unfavorable effect on
world public opinion.
"The King seemed quite in
agreement," Mr. Curley said. "I
am satisfied from his manner that
the matter is in process of adiustment and ia not serious."
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OF ITALY

REcicuVV OF
-King Victor
3
ROME,
Emmanuel received Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston in a 30 minute •audience today and discussed
with him the problems of unemployment and relations between
church and state in Italy.
Mr. Curley said later that the
Zing was greatly interested in
America and her problems and
showed himself thoroughly Tons
with economic conditions
t •et s. The audience was conducted
ent Irely' in English which the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he believed that
Italy had done remarkably. well in'
planning a program of public works
for solving unemployment and in
giving investors an opportunity to
place their finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in halt
Mg the march ,of communism and
for the settlement of the Roman
question two years ago. He said
he believed the present religious difficulties would be settled at once.
The continuance of the impasse,
.the mayor said, might affect Italy's
tourist trade amounting to $150,000,000 to $220,000,000 yearly and
might also have an unfavorble effect on world public opinion.
"The king seemed quite in agreement," Mr. Curley said. "I am satisfied from his manner that the
matter is in proyess of adjustment
and is not serious
AN
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KINC RECFIYES
MAYOR CURLEY
ROME June 3, 1931 --(fP)—King
Victor Emmanuel received Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston in a thirty
minute audience today and discussed
with him then roblems of unemployment and relations between churca
and state in Italy.
Mr. Curley said later'that the king
was greatly interested in America and
her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with economic
conditions there. The audience was
sonducted entirely in English which.
the monarch speaks perfectly.
The king said he belivd that Italy
ha:i don rmarkably wil in planning a
piss-tam of public works for solving
unemployment and in giving investors
an opportunity to place their finances.
Mayor Curley expressed his admiration for Italy's action in halting the
march of communism and for the settlement cf the Roman question two
, ysars ago. He said he believed the
present religious difficulties would be
settler, at once.
This continuance of the impasse,
the msyor said, might affect Italy's
tote'a trade amounting from $150,000,000 to $220,000,000 yearly and
might also have an unfavorable effect
on world public opinion.
"The King seemed quite in agreement," Mr. Curley said. "I am satisfied frcm his manner that the matter
is in plocess of adjustment and is not
serious
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MINOR MENTION
This scheme for a bridge from Boston to Hull may be all right, but
if any promoters are contemplating asking the state to back up a proposition for a bridge from there to Provincetown, there are some of us
around here who will kick.
Many of the chief executives of the various states are attending
the governors' conference at French Lick Springs. The news reports
have not yet indicated that the people of their respective states are
behaving any worse because of the absence of these chief magistrates.

The
Tuam Herald.
Fiat Justitia Runt t

!um.

SATURDAY. MAY 23, 1931.
-

If the legislators can't find any means of raising the money for
the old age assistance act, they might give the aged some assurance
of their regard and friendship, by sending them cheeks drawn on some
bank where the commonwealth has no money deposited.
The "wets" claim that the amount of money spent for liquor exceeds that. spent for automobiles, and anyway, Judging by the way many
cars are driven, a good many of the same people are spending money for
both purposes.
Secretary Mellon complains of the tax system, in that it depends
too much on the income tax, which fluctuates too much with good and
had times. But an attempt on his part to re-enact the so-called
nuisance taxes would not help him any to win a popularity contest.
The farmers of the United States are all willing to assist the wheat
reduction plan by giving it their moral support, each farmer expressing
hearty approval of other folks who do the reducing, while tucking in a
few extra acres himself.
.jiley of Boston is sending 89 shilalahs home from Ireland
Mayortc
to his friends. One can venture to hope that he has exercised care in
choosing the recipients of these clubs, as the New England climate does
not grow skulls quite thick enough to meet the active use of the same.
1
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For Boston-Cork Harbor Travel Link
Mayor

Mayor Corley of aostou Destendani of
a Tuam Man.
Mayor CurlAy, of Boston, who is sunk o a '
visit to this cottntry, and was in Tn
Sunday evening last, belongs to Tua.
u a local
Salthill, Galway, as erroneously ta
tisk, a few
paper. His father was born at
a visit here
miles from this town and w
the guest of the
some 30 years ago. He
i hi brother,
an
late Mr. Michael Co
with u. Mayor
st
Dan, who is hap
tit Corcoran
late
Curley is closet
rick prlcy, of Curnmer, and
and also Mr.
.nicorellVf Tcigher, TtialTI. Mayor
Mt. Dant
ladt fluently having learned the
parenta in America. Ile Las .
Ito
lai
ears Mayor of Boston and in,
bee noiv
two yeu. erne, when he has completed his
preseut term of office, be will be in the Mayoral
Utah-twice ae long as any previous holder of
the office,
•not

lion for Europe. On the American aide
Boston Is the nearest port to Europe and, on
. this, Cork is nearest to America. Mayor
Curley has a deep sentimental Interest in
Ireland and for this as well as for reasons
of business he is anxious to utilize an Irish

Curley- Confers ‘sitli Irish Free State Offiicals on Project for
Steatnship-.Nirplane Service to Cut Running Time

DUBLIN—Mayor .lames M. Curley cf Boaton IF the latest recruit to the ranks of
Americans who have evolved projects for

the development of an Irish port and, by

means of connecting airways. for Snaking It
the. gate to Europe. Of the several plans
ted in the last five years. that of Mayor
Curley would appear to be the least exacting as to expenditure by the Irish people,
7:Id the most practical in every other direction.

Recently Mr. Curley discussed his plan
with the Lord Mayor of Cork and the chairCork Harbor commissioners 1
Man of the C
and both of these gentlemen h ve been very

favorably Impressed. Most. of the preceding
schemes were huge in proportions and in-

volved costly financing. The promoters in
each case were willing to be responsible for
the bulk of the capital but. in the final
analysis, the risk as far as this country was
concerned WAS regarded as too great and
the sequel might well be external control

and ownership.
Mayor Curley's proposals. on the other
hand, Involve no risk. Nor did he come to
Ireland with the Intention of imposing retponsibilities of any great magnitude. On
ine contrary. from what. he stated, it was
gathered that he and his associates. while
v fling to give the Irish a financial interest
in the undertaking, would not make it con-

port.
Mayor Corley's Itinerary.
The carrying out of his plan is not, however, contingent on Irish participation, ai it
has already been arranged that the North-

German Lloyd will inaugurate a fast ser- •
, vice from Boston this coming fall with the
tor enur Pays' Kun.
Europa and the Bremen. The linking up
be very
Briefly the plan is to establish between with Ireland would nevertheless transpordesirable. as It would gain quick
ri7ston and Cork Harbor a service of fast
be
express steamers which would make the tation on this side. If an agreement can
rrrived at with the Irish authorities the
ocean voyage in four days. or even slightly
Ecsten chief magistrate hopes to have the
Vss. From Cork passenger airplanes would
snake the trip to the farthest point in Eu- !'rough service in operation by June, 1932.
Fcrmitting visitors from America and elserope in less than twelve hours, thus making
the longest journey from Boston to a Con- v here to the Eucharistic Congress in Dublin
tinental point considerably less than five It, avail themselves of the air lines upon
days. This project would call for improved fraying Ireland.
The Mayor, who came over for the purharbor facilities for the accommodation of
the ships. and for an air station. The cost pose of attending the opening ceremonies
of such would not be excessive and the of the Paris Exposition on the invitation of
the French government, arrived in Dublin
whole idea somewhat conforms to those entertained by the Cork civic authorities them- soon afterward. Having called on President
selves for the revival of their splendid har- cosgrave. with whom he had a long conference, he spent the rest of the day sightbor as a port of call for American liners.
seeing. In the evening he dined with the
It Is pointed out that, in prewar days, the
United States Minister at the Legation in
Cunard steamers Mauretania and Lusitania.
Phoenix Park. On the next morning he
tailing from Cork Harbor. or Cobh (Queensstarted on a rapid tour of
town), made the trip to New York In four and his party
the West and South, visiting County Galdays thirteen hours, actual elapsed time.
way. wheie the Mayor's parents were born:
'Faking into consideration the great im- Limerick and the
Shannon Scheme. Killarprovements which have taken place in the ney
and Glengariff. He reached Cork late
comfort and speed . of ocean liners since en Monday night and, on the next day,
1918, and that Boston is nearer to Ireland visited
Blarney, had a conference with the
by 250 miles. it Is held that the maximum
Lord Mayor, made a tour of .the harbor and
time required for the ocean trip would now left that night for London and Paris,
he foul' daya.
has annouced his Intelitiort •Aat
Mayor Curley's chief concern is the de- next year for t
velopment of Boston as a port ,of eniSbants.e. of 421414/Olt,
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lief that a reasonable accommodation
• THE CHURCH Va. FASCISM.
is
It has 'been a priarent for some. time will be 'reached; and our feeling
probthat misunderstandings, to call them that this is indeed altogether
the civil
nothing worse, were developing be- able, if both the pope and
can
tween the Vatican and the present dictator can keep their heads and
II' ii alahority in Italy—to wit, the
control those under them In rational
be reFascist government—and if the press courses of conduct. It has to
and Sigreports are trustworthy it looks as if membered that His Holiness
this uncomfortable situation might nor Mussolini are exceptionally able
to get toSpeedily . come to a head.' It will be men, who have managed
yvell, however, to make some allow- gether before and accomplish the
ance fosi a Misconception of what is seemingly impossible.
The real issue at present is slinply
involved.' The statement in the Sunday papers that Signor Mussolini had whether or not the Catholic Action
'!defied" the pope seems a. probable clubs scattered through Italy have
susexaggesation of the facts, which pre- become in fact what the Fascist(
sumably come to no more than that pect—to wit, foci of influence in poliendthe Italian dictator has reminded the tics directed secretly toward the
that
Vatican that the Fascist party can ing of Fascist control. It is true
brook no interference with national the concordat signed a few years
church not
politics from any one—even the ago pledges the Roman
church. It is notorious- that the Fas- to indulge in, or countenance, politicist will "bear, like. the Turk, no cal activities outride; and the church
has abbrOther near the throne." Notice is stoutly maintains that it
served on the Vatican stained from such, according to both
possibly .being
treaty.
that this -applies to its forces the spirit and the letter of the
Fasthe
by
questioned
been
as
has
well
This
as
kingdom,
the
, througbout
when
to 'others. Whether or not there has vista, who are a very testy lot
a
really been any undue political activ- it comes to anything resembling
things.
ity sponsored by representatives of criticism of the way they do
the church As by no means lear; but A . question of treaty interpretation
It is at least apparent that the Sus- !seems to be involved, with the usual
picions of Fascists have been wak- difficulty that each side insists on
coed and that even il Duce has felt doing its own interpreting of words
It desirable 'to stress the unwilling- and actions.
Is an impartial arbitrament possiness of the governing power to countenance such activities if attempted. ble in this case? To envisage either
Naturally. this looks•thoroughly un- the church or the Fascist governdemocratic to an American eye, but ment as willing to submit to the inthe Fascist government has made lit- terpretation of an outside umpire is
tle pretense of seeing democracy as difficult; but it is a lively probabilit is 'seen abroad. With us, the gen- ity, despite the acuteness of the criseral policy prevails of tolerating any is; that such unusually clever men
orderly and peaceable effort to work as Pius Xl. and Mussolini will husk
a change in government. In Italy cut the matter for themselves somethis is not so, and those who attempt how and arrive at a modus sivendi
it .usually get short shrift. Fascism° in the knowledge that conflict in
Is inscharge, and it proposes to re- such a caso is above all else tO be
main in charge; and the methods avoided.
taken of insuring this perpetuity
41ji
.have thus far been efficient, without 0.
• • ...."()
'
•Cy
awakening from Italians the storm
of public protest that would 'imme.diately arise in a country like the
United States. Fascism° would not
Work over here as it works in. Italy;
neither would our system of easy-goRome (UP)—King Victor Emmaning toleration work as well in Italy uel received Mayor James M. Curley
as It. 'toes•int he United States. It is of Boston at the Quirinal palace tosjimss,s, nsw..ver, to view without day and they chatted for 40 minutes
on economic conditions in America as
distinct uneasiness the forcing of unreflected in the world markets. The
welcome issues between the Vatican
king said it was a pleasure to talk
is
it
and
authority,
and the Fascist
with a practical economist who undifferences
devoutly to be hoped that
derstood the interrelation of politics
now threatening to become acute and business.
Mayor Curley later said the king
may be accommodated. Up to the
signing of the concordat. creating had given him the impression that
Vatican City as an independent po- the Vatican government crisis would
without serious conselitical entity, relations between the be settled
quences. The mayor warned against
pope and il Duce had been commendany irreparable break which would
ably coilperative. It makes the pros- harm all concerned and encourage viparpect, of renewed estrangement
olence and communism. he said.
ticularly distasteful to those who are
frien,da of both.
Mayor Curley of Boston, who happens to be ae—the moment in Rome,
has expressed in a telephonic interview with the Boston Herald the be-
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(iMayor Curley of Boston
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ONG RECEIVES
MAYOR CURLEY
(61

Problems of Unemployment and Relations Between State and Church
Taken Up.
Rome. June 3—(A.P.)--King Vicor Emmanuel received Mayor James
'A. Curley of Boston in a 30 minute
Audience today and discussed with
Um the problems of unemployment
mei relations between church and
(tate in Italy.
Mr. Ciirley said later that the king
was greatly interested In America
and her problems and showed himself
thoroughly conversant with
economic conditions there. The audience was conducted entirely in English which the monarch speaks pert'ectlY.
The king said he believed that Italy
had done remarkably well in plan.
Mug a. program of public works for
solving unemployment and in giving
investors an opportunity to place
their ii/18/1CPA.
Mayor Curley expre.s.sed his admiration for Italy:s action in halting
the march of communism and for the
settlement of the Roman question
two years ago. He said he believed
the present religious difficulties would
be settled at once.
The continuance of the impasse,
the mayor said, might affect Italv's
tourist trade amounting from *150.000,000 to $220.000.000 yearly, and
:night also have an iinfavorable effect; on world public opinion.
"The king seemed quite in agreement." Mr. Curley said. "I am satisfied from his manner that the matter is in process of adjustment and
is not serious."
6,4 a it c es
CURLEY DEFAMER JAILED
BOSTON. June 1 (AP)—Judge Harold P Williams sentenced Philip J.
Herlihy, 24 to 18 months in the
House of Correction today for sending libellous letters to Mayor James
M Curley, his daughter and several
city officials. Herlihy pleaded guilty
several days ago and when arrested
he told police that he had applied.
unsuccessfully. for a city position
under Civil service.
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BOSTON MAYOR
VISITS ROME
Rome, May 31—(AP)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston, Mass., who arrived in Rome last night, placed a
bunch of roses on the tomb of the
Italian Unknown Soldier today in the
name of millions of Americans of
Italian origin.
He attended Mass in St. Peter's
cathedral and had
lunch at the
American college, which celebrated its
feastday.
Tonight the Boston executive dined
With Mrs. Nicholas Brady. He is acMiss
companied by his daughter,
Mary D. Curley, Miss Laurette Bremner, of Chicago, and Edmund L. Dolan. city treasurer of Boston. The
party will be received in an audience
with Pope Plus tomorrow
and on
Tuesday the mayor will be received
by King Victor Emanuel.
1467/1 1 A1
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CURLEY IN ROME.
Rome June 1 (INS)—MQ(J).r James
M. C.tny of Boston, Mass. ,today
await-e-a-an audience today at the
Vatican City with Pope Pius XI.
Mayor Curley, who is touring Europe with his daughter, Miss Mary
D. Curley, will be received by King
Victor Emanuel tomorrow.
The American mayor arrived in
Rome on Friday night. He placed
a wreath on the tomb of the unknown soldier here yesterday and
attended mass at St. Peter's cathedral. He was a guest at a luncheon
at the American club.
6 p.1,-,
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CU,EY PUT ROSES
16, ON TiR AT ROME
Home, May 21—(A Pi—Mayor .laines
M. Curley of Boston, who arrived in
Rome last night, placed a bunch of
roses on the tomb of the Italian unknown soldier today in the name of
millions of Americana of Italian origin
t . mleil mass in St Pet PCS
c
ni had lunch at the Arum:
1,
• ge which celebrated Its
ican
. feitstda
Tonight the nylon executive dined
with Mrs ellchalaa Brady. He is
comnanird tic his daughter, Miss Mary
Lauretta Bremner of
I). Cull ,
Chicago,
i 1dmund 1.. Dolan, city
treahUr. vi Boston. The party will
I in an audience with Pope
be receiN,
Pius tomorrow and on Tuesday the
he received by King Vicwill
mayor
tor Emanuel.

U

Mayor Curley, of Boston, is keeping his name well before Pie public
of different nations du,ir his European trip. He is now 'a Italy from
which he telephoned to Boston,'predicting that the Italian trouble between Mussolini and the Pope would
be settled satisfactorily. Possibly
- Jim" gave the autocratic premier a
hint that extrerue a :.tocracy cannot
endure long.
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CURLEY AND PREMIER
IMPRESS EACH OTHER
Rome, June 2—Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, who was received
by Premier Mussolini and Pope Pius
XI, held an appointment for an audience with King Victor Emmanuel
today. So impressed was the Italian
premier by Curley's views on the
world depression that he prolonged
the interview from 10 minutes to half
an hour. The Boston mayor was
equally interested in Mussolini's remarks.
"I found Mussolini a
practical
economist," the mayor said. "He was
especially interested in American efforts to relieve the depression. He
agreed that Boston's plan to inaugurate a program of public works rather
than the dole was the best policy. He
told me that he had adopted the same
program some time ago."
When asked of his opinion on the
differences between the
Catholic
church and the Italian government,
Mayor Curley replied he felt sure
Mussolini would be able to settle the
Problem.

CURLEY GUEST OF
t KING OF ITALY
ROME, June 2. (UP)—Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston prepared today
for an audience with King Victor
Emmanuel at the Quirinal Palace.
Mayor Curley already has been raceived by Pope Pius XI and Premier
Benito Mussolini. He was accompanied by. his daughter, Mary, and
Edmond L. Dolan, city treasurer,
when he was received by the Pope
yesterday.
"The Pope asked me to convey his
best wishes to all Catholics of Boaton," Mayor Curley said.
The Boston mayor is in Italy on a
laisureev tour of Europe.

Vs/

CURLEY VISITS
U. S. AMBASSADOR
ROME, June 2. (UP)—t.T. S. Ambassador
John
Garrett received
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
and his party today when they paid
the customary "courtesy call" at the
American Embassy.
Mayor Curley announced that he
and his party will receive Communion at a, memorial Mass at St. Peter's
In memory of the late Mrs. Curley
and their son, James, at 8 a. m. tomorrow.
Arraagements :or an audience with
King Victor Emmanuel at 10:30 a.
m., tozorrew. Were completed todare
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GA' REIT RECEIVES
MAYOR CURLEY AND
PARTY AT ROME
ROME, June 2—U. S. Ambassador John Garrett received .Mayor

James M. Curley of Boston and his
party today when they paid the
customary "courtesy call" at the
American Embassy.
Mayor Curley announced that he
and his party will receive communion at a memorial mass at St.
Peter's in memory of the late Mrs.

Curley and their son James at 8 a.
m. tomorrow.
Arrangements for an audience
with King Victor Emmanuel at
10.30 a. m. tomorrow were completed today.
/
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VISIT PREMIER
OF ITALY
(
Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston Has Half Hour Interview With Mussolini
Rome, June
.- Mayor James M.
Curley of Bost en, who was received
and Pope Pius
by Premier
today, held an appointment for an
audience with King Finannttel.
So impressed was Mussolini by
Cueley's :deas on the world wide
depression that i.e prolongeq the inI('1910W
10 mithaes to a half
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Meets Garrett;
Sees King Tomorrow

Curley

Rome (UP)—U. S. Ambassador
John Garrett received Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston and his party
today.when they paid the customary
"courtesy call" at the American embassy.
Mayor Curley announced he and
his party will receive communion at
a memorial mass in St. Peter's in
memory of the late Mrs. Curley and
their son. James, at 8 am. tomorrow.
Ariangements for an audience with
King Victor Emmanuel at 10:30 a.m.
tomorrow were completed today.
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To His Eminence, William Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston, the Very Reverend James II. Dolan, S.J.,
President of Boston College extends his heartfelt and respectful felicitations on the occasion of His Eminence's Fiftieth
Anniversary of Graduation from Boston College. In the
name of the Faculty, Alumni and Student Body, Reverend
Father Rector prays God continued blessings of health and
grace on our beloved Archbishop and eminent Alumnus for
many more.years of fruitful labor in the service of God and
Country.
(Signed) REVEREND JAMES H. DOLAN, S.J.,
President of Boston College.
His Eminence, William Cardinal O'Connell,
Archbishop of Boston,
Brighton, Massachusetts.
My Dear Cardinal O'Connell:
May I have both the distinction and the pleasure of
felicitating you on the fiftieth anniversary of your graduation
from Boston College? It is but a brief space of time comparatively, and yet what a splendid progress has been
achieved, both by Boston College and yourself, to advance
the cause of Christian citizenship in our beloved Commonwealth.
May I also voice the hope that you will remain long
among us, an example of all that is finest in Christian life.
Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH B. ELY.
(Signed)
To His Eminence, William Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston, the Mayor of Boston respectfully offers
felicitations on the occasion of the Golden Anniversary of
his graduation fronz Boston College. May God grant him
many more years, replete with the same industry, achievement, and spiritual strength that have dominated his
remarkable career in the past.
(Signed) JAmEs M. CURLEY.
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COUNCIL APPROVES
BIG AIRPORT BILL

•

Reserving the right to reduce the
cost of the project, the Boston City
Council Tuesday accepted the Legislative act which authorizes the city
to issue loans not exceeding $1,250,000
for improvements at the East Boston
airport.
Under the plans which Mayor Curley presented to the Legislature's
'Tell as to President Hoover and the
War Department, the city will levet
Governor's Island to the grade of the
airport and fill in the intervening mud
flats, thus providing the Boston airport with sufficient area to qualify
for the 1-A-1 national rating.
President Joseph McGrath of the
Council explained that the Council
was merely accepting the Legislative
act, making it law. This, he said, did
not deprive the Council of its right to
reduce the amount of the proposed expenditure, when the Mayor sends in
the individual loans orders for approval as they become necessary to carry
out the improvements from time to
time.
ta ‘{
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MAYOR CURLEY
WILL SEE POPE
Boston Mayor Will Also be
Received by Mussolini
and Italian King at
Rome.

•

Paris, May 29—CAP) — Mayor
Curley of Boston, Mass., said today
he would leave tonight for Rome to
be the guest of the mayor of that
city at a dinner on Tuesday evening. He also is to be received by
Pope Pius, Premier Mussolini and
King Victor Emmanuel, he said.
Monsignor Francis J. Spellman
of Boston, now head of the American College in Rome, has informed
the mayor that an audience for him
and his daughter with the Pontiff
has been arranged for Monday.
Audiences with the king and Premier Mussolini have been arranged
for Wednesday.
Among other things, he said, he
will discuss with Italian officials
the possibility of participation by
Italian cavalrymen in future Boai Ion horse shows.
He also will visit Prince Udine,
ho headed an Italian mission to
Boston, and several other distinguished Italians who have visited
his city.
"In Prance," he said, "'I miss
nany of the distinguished men
'whom I met in Boston, among them
Marshal Joffre and Marshal Foch,
When I come hack to Paris on the
way hbme I hope to see General
C3ouraud."
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v UKLEY ABROAD
4,00
Mayor Curley of Boston is having
a fine time abroad. What is more,
he is getting as much attention in
England as in Ireland, the country
of his ancestors. Boston, England,
has taken the mayor of Boston,
Massachusetts, to its heart.
Read the following news cabled
from Boston, Lincolnshire, England:
This placid town was en fete
today to greet James M. Curley,
mayor of its namesake across the
Atlantic—Boston, Mass. He was
given the official welcome of the
mayor and the corporation of
Lincolnshire towns. Responding
in a speech he appealed for
maintenance of the friendly
• etween the two Bo.stons and the:
nglish speaking nations.
After the welcoming ceremonies
eyor Curley was taken to the
:fifteenth century Guildhall in
South street, where in 1607 Wilham Brewster and other Pilgrim
Fathers were tried for attempting
to flee the country. This town
/ is proud of its connection with
, the great American city and the
names of Isaac Johnson; Atherton
Haugh, Thomas Leverett, , John
Cotton and others connected with
the early days of New England
are still remembered here and in
the Fenland villages of which
Boston forms the metropolis.
Some contrast here between the
present and the time when, years
American Irishmen. styled
ago,
Fenians, actually made a raid on
British owned Canada as a directaction step in the movement to secure freedom for their native land.
But Ireland is free today and be
it noted that it is meeting its budget and caring for its people better
than are a great majority of European countries.
4.5#0
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IWAYOR CURLEY
IS RECEIVED
BY POPE PIUS
(By The Associated Press.)
VATICAN CITY, June 1.—Pope
Pius today received Mayor 'James
M. Curley of Boston, Mass., and
party in private audience.
The Americans were presented
by Mgr. Spellman of Whitman,
Mass.
The Pontiff greeted Mayor Curley cordially and presented him
with a large silver medal inscribed
"to the Citizens—Vatican City,
Year One of Its Freedom."
The Pope presented a similar
medal in bronze to Edmund 1..
Dolan, city treasurer of Boston,
and rosaries to Miss Mary D. Cur-.
ley and Miss Lauretta Bremner or
Chicago.
Pope Pius questioned Mayor
Curley closely regarding the condition of work in Boston's Catholic
schools and expressed pleasure at
learning that there were nearly
100,000 students in these schools.
The Mayor delivered a personal
message of greeting and homage
from
Cardinal O'Connell. The
Pontiff thanked Mayor Curley for
the flowers he sent yesterday on
the occasion of the Pope's birthday.
Mayor Curley will see Premier
Mussolini this afternoon. He will
have tea with Prince 13oncompagni5
governor of Rome this evening and
will see King Victor Emmanuel on
Wednesday morning.

Mayor UurIgy Pays
Tribute to Unknown
Soldier in Rome
CURLEY, AT ROME, HONORS
ITALIAN UNKNOWN SOLDIER
Boston Mayor Places Bunch
of Roses
'tpon Tomb.
Rome. May 31.--(AP)—Mayor
Jams.
M. Curley of Boston. who
Rome last. night. placed a arrived in
bunch
of
roses on the tomb of the
Italian Unknown Soldier today in the
name of
millions of Americans of Italian
He attended mass in St. Peter's origin.
Cathedral and had lunch at the
College, which celebrated its American
feast day
Tonight the Boston executive
with Mrs. Nicholas Brady. He dined
companied by his daughter. Missis acMar)
D. Curley; Miss Lituretta
Bremner ol
Chicago and Edmund 1, Dolan,
City
Treasurer of Boston. The party
will be
received In an audience with
Pope
tomorrow. and Tuesday the Mayor Pius
will
be received by King Victor
Emanuel.

ROME.
May
31—(AP)—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, Mass,,
who arrived in Rome last night,
placed a bunch of roses on the tOhlii
of the Italian unknown soldier today
in the name of millions of American
s
of Italian origin.
He attended mass in St. Peter's
Cathedral and had lunch at the
American College which celebrate
d
its feast day.
Tonight the Boston executive dined
with Mrs. Nicholas Brady. He is accompanied by his daughter, Miss
Mary D. Curley, Miss Laurette
Bremner, of Chicago. and Edmund L.
Dolan, city treasurer of Boston. The
party will be received in an audience
with Pope Pius tc.morrow and on
Tuesday the mayor will be received by
King Victor Emanuel.
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The Hull Bridge Scheme

S

3„ce
the Hull bridge
It is hardly conceivable that
to escape so
as
drawn
bill could be so adroitly
some bocusby
Only
provision.
sweeping a
private ownership
peens by which the proposed
appearance of
the
given
be
of the bridge could

It is exceedingly encouraging to note that
substantial public sentiment in and about Boston
is revolting at the proposition to seek the
financial credit of the Commonwealth for the
could such a
publicly officered corporation
bonds of a private corporation to be organized a
would be an
sham
a
Such
provision be avoided.
without much 'capital to build a ten-mile
alth.
Commonwe
the
outrage on
$25,000,000 bridge acros.i Boston harbor to the
members of the General
It is aboui time that
town of Hull.
main sections of the
the
in
ng
Court representi
As things have gone and are going it would
Metropolitan District dethe
than
Other
State
doubtless be too much to hope that Boston or clined to accept so easily the theory that that
improvefinance
could
the Metropolitan District
of Massachusetts
Arisfrict is the Commonwealth
are merely
ments without seeking and getting the privileges
towns
and
and that the other cities
, of the credit of the State. But it is encouraging indulgent outside contributors to the district's
when there is Boston opposition to carry the support.
process so far as. to lend the state credit to a
Nsky private enterprise that Boston itself would
While Mayor Curley is in Europe,
not venture to assume even with state credit.
no doubt not averse to picking up
ideas that may prove useful in city
For metropolitan parks, sewage and water,
tion, representatives of 36
administra
.1,e Charles River basin, the Cambridge subway
cities on the Continent have visited
:dal other things the State has already underBoston, with such a purpose distinctwe come to
ly in mind. They
written bonds to an amount of over $100,000,000
(Air cities are
how
see
to
America
River
Swift
the
es
for
and the main expenditur
run, and they will probably get valudevelopment is yet to be financed by state
able points. Yet Mayor Curley's opportunity is undoubtedly the better.
guaranteed bonds. If the recent Boston Elevated
All impartial observers agree that
act is accepted another large amount will be
municipal government is America's
added to this contingent debt of the State.
greatest failure. We have seldom dethe
in
r
plans
Mayor gurley has spectacula
veloped here that sense of responsibility and that business technique
NvMs that if authorized might easily double
which European cities have been able
the total of state guaranteed bonds. Even as
to draw upon, and which have made
State
the
of
debt
contingent
this
stands
the case
them governed better than the larger
political divisions surrounding them.
'is about six times its direct debt for purely
These foreign observers, however, if
slate purposes.
they pry a little below the surface,
While the Commonwealth is thus continually
will find here many striking lessons
in the way how not to do things.
helping to finance Boston improvements similar
dependence is neither given nor sought by the
ei.epw eA.,v
other cities of the Commonwealth. They are
Httb Mayor Acquires
supposed to progress on their own financial
resources and most of them do an with even
79 Real Shillalaghs
better results than Boston in dependence on
On European Travels
state credit. Springfield securities are selling
even
Boston,
of
those
than
on a better basis
Paris, May 26—Mayor (,:ley of
with the advantage of state credit.
Boston has accumblated'73 real
Naturally the temptation to run to the State
Irish ahillalaghs on his European
trip.
for its credit has tended to a marked expansion
And he is ready to wield one of
may
State
the
that
true
is
It
ss.
of indebtedne
them whed he gets home.
The
mayor_ admitted today that most
never be called upon to make good defaults of
of the War clubs will be given to
the Metropolitan District under sinking fund
friends, but he added, "I am keeping one of them fbr myself."
requirements but the policy is bad and likely
Mayor Curley was the only one
to lead to extravagances with unpleasant conof the visiting American mayors
present
at the opening of the
.
ultimately
sequences
United States's Mount Vernon exdisso
should
Court
General
the
hibit at the French colonial expoEven if
sition.
regard the contingent liabilities of the State as
ilL•f/Af/
L..4) ieN/
(/AY
,3-e,
to sponsor the Hull bridge plan by which it is
Noisy Boston.
a
the
to
of
State
credit
the
loan
fo
proposed
noiseless
nosion is going to be the
private corporation for the construction and
macity if Mayor clirley"s hopes
The metropolitan din, esmanagement of the bridge on a toll basis there
'terialise.
pecially at night, having encroached
is grave question as to the constitutionality of
upon his honor's peace of mind, the
ts
amendmen
the
of
62
now under
such a venture Article
city planning hoard is
situation anti
the
survey
that
to
state
y
orders
n
specificall
constitutio
state
the
to
make the necessary recommendations..
and one
"the credit of the Commonwealth shall not in
A worthy Plan. no doubt,
which .leserves I he praise of ot her
any manner be given or loaned to or in aid of
but we who live at some disany individual or of any private association or
tance cannot refrain from raising the
criticism of apparent lack of appreciaof any corporation that is privately owned and
see it,
tion of the historic past. As we
managed."
is little short of rank in-

•

such a course
gratitude in a town whose good nem(
mid.
rests upon a wikt and raucous
nocturne
night, ride and a hilarious
in tht
efirollFe on board a tea ship
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'High Table'
New Custom
(1 , At Harvard

reminded all the professors and tutors
•
who are attached to Lowell House coffee and cigars, it mingles quite
freely with the undergraduates of
that. there was going to be another ,
"high table." Each of these men has ;4-le house.
Is Part of Education.
theprivilege of inviting some guest
to attend.
What, anyway, is the purpose of the
Thus. House Master Julian L. Cool- 'high table.'
would
ask Well, regarding the matter broadly,
idge decided that he
Mayor Corley to be his guest on this the whole idea of the "house plan"
occasion, wanting, possibly, to honor was to extend the Harvard educationthe Mayor of Boston with an invite- al process beyond the class room. Mr.
tin which carries with it a certain Harkness and President Lowell are
distinction, or thinking, perhaps, that agreed that eating is part of an eduthe Mayor would be good company. cation. Instead of grabbing a sandIn similar fashion, a dozen or so of wich at u one-arm lunch, under the
the other faculty members of the house plan the undergraduates sit,
down to a leisurely meal, with tutors
"house" asked friends to attend.
Some of these guests were Harvard and professors sometimes dropping
faculty members not attached to in to join them.
By VICTOR 0. JONES.
Lowell, some were teachers at prep- It's just another part of the elbow(Copyright, 1931, by NANA., Inc., and aratory schools, some were merely Irubbing
method of education in
The Boston Globe.)
private citizens. Besides these, a half- which president Lowell has always
stromly
believed:
undergraduates
nst‘mbers
dozen
Boston—Since Lowell House was
Eating
f urthermOre,
together,
opened last fall as one of the first Lowell were chosen at random and iyes
each of the "houses" more of a
bid to the "high table."
two units of the Harkness "houseWhen
Monday evening
rolled substance, makes each a more deftplan," which eventually will alter the around, all these guests and the men nite entity—or is supposed to do so
University.'
who had invited them, repaired to Whether the "high table" at Lowell
social system of Harvard
every Monday night has been marked' Mr. Coolidge's residence, a part pi accomplishes the purpose of the
by the holding of what is known as'Lowell House. They went from there house plan" more effectively than
to the Tutors' Common Room. which oes the low table at Dun.stet is a
a "high table" dinner.
Even before the first of these func- is situated between Mr. Coolidge's question. There is no doubt that the
tions was held, it was, for one reason residence and the main dining hall. "high table." besides enjoying the
regularity which comes from a weekor another, the subject of controversy
Students Eat Informally,
lv repetition, is also somewhat of a
among undergraduates, graduates, and
Meanwhile, the undergraduates re- function, a ritualistic representation
others interested in collegiate af- sidinE in Lowell House—or such of
bf the "house." Beyond that, it does
fairs.
them as had not been invited to sit not
Modeled, obviously, on the social at this particular "high table," with- the seem to enjoy any advataae over
Dunster House -low table."
routine of aristocratic Oxford, the out ''dressing," repaired to the dining
"high table" was condemned by many room as usual.
17 7/3
/dsiA/ / re
as an undemocratic un-American imOn the main floor of the Lowell
portation from the British educa- House dining room are numerous
tional system.
small tables, most of them seating
Mayo: C irley's attendance at six or eight students. These were
es" this Insti- soon filled with students who sat
one of there "hi
tution has become a matter of gen- down informally and started eating
eral public interest.. What, everyone when the food was placed before
wants to know, is a "high table," who them.
sits at it, how do they get that way.
About a quarter of an hour later,
and what of it?
at 6:30 o'clock, a door leading directly from the platform to the TuEating Made Function.
Before the "house plan" was Intro- tor's Common Room opened, and
duced, Harvard undergraduates ate House Master Coolidge, Mayor Curtheir meals at their clubs, or if they ley and the rest of the "high table"
lacked membership they "ate around" company filed in.
The "high tablers" were dressed
in the various public cafeterias and
the more swanky restaurants. Years In dinner jackets, and took their
before, there had been a college-run places on the platform. Their en"commons" in Memorial Hall, but trance and their presence was hardly
PARIS, May 29, 1931.—W—Mayor
more recently, eating, except for the noticed by the uridergraduates. who
Curley of Boston, Mass., said today
freshmen, was a private matter. The finished their meal, and singly and
he
would leave tonight for Rome to be
in
groups
got
up
and left the room.
college took no steps to satisfy the
the guest of the mayor of that city
By the time the "high table" group
wants of the inner man.
at a dinner on Tuesday evening. He
Under the "house plan," however, had finished, most of the underalso is to be received by Pope Plus,
eating was to become a collegiate graduates, having started earlier.
Premier
lad
left for the Student's Common
Mussolini and King Victor
function almost as much as reading
!loom for their coffee and smokes..
Emmanuel, he said.
or attending classes. Each "house" is
Monsignor
Francis J. Spellman of
equipped with a dining hall and the :lie "high tablet's," however, rose in
Boston, now head of the American
residents of that "house" must take t body and repaired to the privacy
College in Rome, has Informed the
a certain number of meals in them— if the Tutors' Common Room, to
mayor that an audience for him and
or, what amounts to the same thing. !rink coffee, smoke and talk.
has
daughter with the pontiff has ten
must pay for a certain number of Mayor Curley and most of the
arranged for Monday]. Audie nees
:nests stayed until shortly after 10
meals.
with the king and Premier Mussolini
Lowell House has gone a step i'clock. Some, however, had left
have been arranged for Wednesday
further in making eating a com- 'artier, though there have been times
Among other things, he said, he
munal collegiate function. At one Ylien the general break-up in the
will discuss with Italian officials the
end of its large dining room is built rotors' Common Room did not ocpossibility
of participation by Italian
a permanent platform, about two feet air until after midnight.
cavalrymen in future Boston horse
higher than the main portion of the Dunster House, the other at oresraces.
floor. Usually this platform Is de- !nt complete "House Plan" unit,
He also will visit Prince Udine, who
void of furniture, but on Monday ioes not have a "high table," but
headed
an Italian mission to Boston,
nights it. supports a long narrow ievertheless entertains in a manner
and
several other distinguished Italtable, seating approximately 30 per_ lot very unlike Lowell House. From
ians
who
have visited his city.
.ime
to
time, House Master Chester
sons.
"In France," he said, "I miss many
4'oves Greenbough will invite disThis is the now famous
of the distinguished men .,horn I met
table," where have sat, among others, Anguished persons to his table.
in Boston, among them Marshal
President Lowell, Mayor Curley, Car- On such occasions, a company not
.7nffre
and Marshal Foch, When I
(Mull OI.Xinnell, Mayor Russell. Mr. very different from that of Lowell
come back to Paris on the way home
Harkness. Dr. Alfred Stearns, Joseph aciuse's "high table" will eat in the
I hope to see General Gauraud."
Lee and other notables from all Walks lining room of Dunster.
But they do not sit on a platform,
of life.
You can use a recent "high table" a,and though in dinner clothes, they
a fair example of how the function is afterwards join the rest of the undergraduates in the common room.
run.
Minster House, like Lowell, has two
Professors Invite Guests.
7v1a,o n Ham- common rooms, but both of them are
Weeks ago
inond, senior tutor of Lowell House.°Den to undergraduates, and when
Gistinguished ,o9papany ia,enfoying its

Dining Ceremonial Adopted
Under House Plan—
Notable Men Guests At
Weekly Functions

MAYOR CURLEY
GUEST TONIGHT
MAYOR OF ROME
Mgr. Spellman Arranges Audience With Pope for Boston
Mayor and Daughter.
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MATTAPAN BRANCH
LIBRARY SOON OPEN
Will Be In Use Prior To
June 15, Councillor
Ruby Announces
WARD 14 GETS FIRST
The first of a number of new branch
Ii braries being comstrueted in Boston
will be opened before June 111 on iiaZelton street, iiew Blue Hill avenue, ward
14, replat.ing the present obsolete
, branch lilorary at the corner of Babson

1

street and Blue Hill avenue, Councillor
Israel Bully announces.
Thc ,
,st of the land and building
is appreNinettely $100.000. The library
is lieorgian in charaeter. T-shaped, Ill)
by Milt., feet. The number or hooks that
may he housed ill the library is up
proximately 17.000, and at the epeniue
there will he more nom 11010 volumes
on the sliehes. There will IA" a librarh1O and SiX or st.vtgi :IsSiStatitS,

t'urh:k of Boston presents to Leo Reknian, director of the hotel Brunswick or- •
chestra, the lay to the c:iy. Reisman and F.i•
to he
heard at L:reWti 11•1:, •••:
a Franco-Ainerican Civic, league

dance. The affair is in charge of
this committee: Zephir Paquin,
chairman; George C.
Methee,
Louis N. Blanchet.te, .1. Arthur
Balthazar, WilLam G. Behind,
George Daudelin, William
G.
Hamel; Domino Surprenant and
ClIffard H. Verville.

Ar..pvc,,.)/..-./ :-,:„.....:_„,4
MAYOR CURLEY IN
CURLEY BROADCAST
1\.. WORLItrAIR TALK
FROM EIFFEL TOWER
PA RIS, May 25 (4) Mayor James
Boston a
PARIS, May 24 (AP)—Mayor James M. Curley hopes to see
Curley of Boston, Mass., in a one let minus for transatlantic air and
and one-half minute radio address ocean travel.
broadcast throughout Europe from
Incidental to a radio address from
the Eiffel tower tonight, paid tribute the Eiffel tower last night,. he said he
to the traditional friendship between h ad had "very satisfactory conferFrance and America.
with officials of 'the North
Asked afterward about his pro- ;(‘.neel5" Lloyd line in Berlin over the
ject for making Boston a transatlantic German
liners Breterminus, he became enthusiastic. He possibility of having the
said conversations he had had in men and Europa call at Boston. He
Berlin with representatives of the said he hoped. Dr. Hugo Eckener
North German Lloyd line were "very would consider his city in establishsatisfactory" and that he felt sure Ing a dirigible base in the United
If the line would send the 'Bremen st ates.
and Europa to Boston other steam-1 He had an appointment, to call on
ship lines would folio soon.
Gouraud today and expected
Before he left the hrikadcasting sta- General
American mayors
Bon Mayor Curley received word from to join the party of
America that his address had been for five days. Later he will go to
receiver; clearly across the Atlantic. Italy.

roc ninny yen rs the Mutt:limn public
Inv: ;1:1;ed for ii 111`W 1 i hill l'Y in keeping
e ith its grewing needs, and with the
inair_teratien ef the Ma,vior's milky of
I ut new library beildings each year,
the necessity for a lieW IthEary in Matt:115111 wits uniekly recognized. This
huilding prgovides for it delivery room,
stltarate adult and ehildren's reading
rooms. a lecture hall. librarian's office,
II. rk it/win. anti a rest room for the
staff. TM. greunds surremeling it will
bc att met ively laid out, with trees,
shrubs and flowering plants. The tinsill It statement issued, say that
this branch will be one of the most interesting and outstanding library buildings in this part of the country.
Conneiller Ruby is elated because his
district has been selected to have the
first of its kind in Boston in the last
fifteen years. Ile will now endeavor to
secure additional library facilities lit
the Franklin Park section of his Ward,
and with the Mt. Bowdoin braneh
library new taking care of the Washington-Mt. Bewdein section of Ward 14
it is his opinion that this Ward will
I stand first in 111(1:1 F','accommodations
I in 11os11111.

'

Beacon Hill---State
The Redistricting Bill
The congressional redistricting bill
came from the special legislative
committee with the approval of all
but one of the committee's Democratic members. That fact will make
it embarrassing for the Democratic
party to assume responsibility for
its defeat. That fact, also, will make
it embarrassing for the Democratic
governor to veto it, in case it
reaches his desk. Redistricting is
necessarily a very intricate process
in which most people are little interested if there is no glaring unfairness being perpetrated. How can it
now be maintained that the special
committee's bill Is flagrantly unfair,
as between the two parties, in view
of the fact that it received a nearly
unanimous indorsement by the Democratic members who have spent two
months working on it?
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and Local Topics

The governor, like most of his party's representatives in the Legislature and the party itself, was theoretically committed to public ownership rather than the continuation of
public control.
Yet the governor
approached the problem in a spirit
of conciliation and compromise. Senator Charles C. Warren of Arling.on, chairman of the legislative
:ommittee on metropolitan affairs.
lays that Gov Ely's attitude was an
mportant factor in the settlement
)f the question and that Gov Ely
was more helpful than his predecessors. This "testimonial" comes from
a Republican source.
Notwithstanding suggestions occasionally encountered in Boston newspapers that Gov Ely might decide
not to run for reelection and to retire at the end of his first term, it
is as certain as anything in Massachusetts politics could be that he
will be a candidate and will be renominated by his party without opposition. Mayor Curley is not to be
feared in this connection. The mayor
will give the governor every opportunity for success in appealing for
the electorate's approval of his first
administration next year. The mayor visited the governor just before
sailing for Europe and they parted
on cordial terms.

It is surprising that the legislative committee on highways and
motor vehicles should have reported
favorably a bill providing for a
bridge across Boston harbor from
Dorchester to Hull. The plan involves the borrowing by a private
company of $25,000,000 through a
bond issue which would be guaranteed by the state. In other words, a
very costly and altogether unnecessary bridge would be built virtually
with state credit at a time when
New Twist in Pensions
there is stout opposition to using the
There will be interest in the exstate's credit even for necessary ad- pected revelation in the House at
ditions to the state's plant and facil- Boston tomorrow of the mysterious
ities. Before anybody goes ahead plan for financing old-age assistance
with any new project for bridging which the Republican leaders are rea bay or harbor it would be well to ported to have devised. When
study the financial results from the Speaker Saltonstall and the ways
operation of the Mount Hope bridge and means committee threw up
between Bristol, R. I., and the island their hands last week and confessed
of Rhode Island. Directors of the inability to provide a means to
bridge company have just omitted finance the pensions, it appeared
interest payment en the 7 per cent that their interest in the matter was
debenture
bonds, the
interest .at an end.
charges not having been fully
But when the Democrats adopted
earned in the first quarter of the this legislative waif and the Demoyear.
cratic members of the taxation committee, with the apparent support of
and the Elevated
Gov
Gov Ely, set to work on a bill
A solution of the long-standing financing the pensions by
an income
Boston Elevated problem was un- tax levy, the idea seemed to
have
doubtedly easier this year because been born that the Democrats
had
a vote of the people in the Metro- been given not a liability but an
oppolitan transit district had indicated portunity. Possibly it
has occurred
a preference for the extension of to some of the Republican
leaders
public control. To that extent there that the record of this
legislation
was a mandate, if not a very deci- tap to date has been
remarkable for
sive one, which pointed the way so neither courage
nor intelligence.
far as a basic policy was concerned.
Only a hint of the Republican plan
But the details of a public control
has
been given. One report is to
program had still to be determined.
the effect that it is based on a head

Ely

a -

tax, with a "home rule" feature.
That might perhaps mean that a
community could decide for itself
whether to raise the money for the
pensions by general taxation or by
levying a head tali. If this is the
case, it will not be good news for
the cities and towns. If anything
can be lees to their liking than increasing the general taxes, it is
levying a head tax. This feeling has
already been reflected in the General
Court.
As the matter now stands, the
field is open. Head tax, income tax,
inheritance tax, tobacco tax, amusement tax—take your pick.
Thanks to Mayor Curley, Boston
has been well IrdrertiiiVraChe past
week. Talking to newspaper correspondents in London, he said that
the great German liners Bremen
and Europa would probably be operated from Boston in the future.
This made a splurge when displayed
in New York papers, but the general manager of the North German
Lloyd line explained at once that he
had merely promised Mayor Curley
to consider the Boston proposal. The
line has already contracted with the
city of New York for use of the
new pier 32 at the foot of Canal
street, and the giant liners will
eventually have an advantageous
terminal location in New York—
which they do not have at present.

Charity and the Rich
Abraham Epstein of New York, a
student of charity questions, attacks
rather savagely the attitude of the
rich toward charity in an article in
the American Mercury. He seeks to
demolish the proposition that philanthropy and private charity can
cope with current social arid economic difficulties. In truth, they have
never been the main support of the
helpless in normal times and it cannot be expected that they will be in
periods when distress becomes widespread.
Mr Epstein makes a sweeping indictment of the rich for their small
contributions to charity in proportion to their means. No doubt numerous examples of this could be
found in every city. Springfield is
no exception. Community Chest experience is that the wealthy give
less than they ought to. Last year
only 27 per cent of the 390,000
subscribed for the Chest was in
sums of $1000 or more, a smaller
per cent than was the case in the
earlier years of the Chest. The hulk
of the money came juthaiAPIMILUNA
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HAIL CURLEY AT
BOSTON, ENGLAND
"Most Friendly Atmosphere
I Have Ever Been In" Says
Bokts223.1/4..t, Mayor
LONDON. May 23—(P)—Stil2 jubilant over hia welcome at Boston,
Lincolnshire, Mayor Curley of Boston. Mass., left today on a visit to
Paris.
"It was the most friendly atmosphere I have ever been in," he
"The people couldn't do
said.
enough for us."
by his
He was accompanied
daughter. Miss Mary Curley. Miss
Loretta Brienner. of Chicago. and
Edmund L. Doland, city treasurer
of Boston.
As the American party neared
Boston by motor, men, women and
children lined the roads and lanes
16 miles from the square. It was
estimated that 10,000 persons lined
the route and another 10,000 were
As the
assembled in: the square.
population of Boston is only 16,counmany
that
000, is was evident
try folk had left their farms to
greet the Bostonians from New
England.
floe a.0 dithi is iv
ja-tif/

urley Pays Visit
to Boston, Eng.
Market Town Has Gala Day;
American Mayor Hon- ,
ored at Banquet.
BOSTON, Lincolnshire, Eng., May
22—(AP) Repaying a call of a Yea:ago, Mayor James M. Curley of 1109
!ton, Mass., made an official visit tod'Y
to the Mayor of this far older and
much smaller Boston,
It was a gala day for this little Eng
nth market town, British Bostoniaes
leaving their shops and houses ri
cheer the civic head of the American
city which was named in honor of tWs
cenfuries old place.
Mayor Curley thie evening was !lie
guest of honor at a banquet attended
by town officials and all of the leadina
citizens. During the speechmakitia
local historians recalled the Pilgrim
fathers departure from this town to
the far coast where they founded a
new colony.
Mayor Curley plans to return
London tomorrow. His future pines
have not been announced hut it w,vs.
understood hi might go to Paris tor
the week -end.

1
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Mayor Curley of Boston
Broadcasts From Pans
_
Boston, May 25 INS).—This city
today went down in radio history
having heard its mayor, James M.
Curley, in the first international
and
France
broadcast between
America.
Broadcasting from Eiffer Tower
in Paris, Mayor Curley, who is at
present the guest of the republic
of France during his tour of Eugreetings to his
rope, extended
friends in America and praised the
manhood and womanhood of France.
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Curley Gvis
Warm W etcome
In Eno-land
Over
Hub Mayor Still Jubilant
n,
Bosto
at
ion
Recept
Lincolnshire
London. May 23— (A111
at Boston,
jubilant over his welcome
M.
James
Mayor
Lincolnshire,
today
left
Mass.,
Boston,
Culla. of
on a visit to Paris.
atmos"lt was the most friendly
he said.
phere I have ever been in,"
enough for
"The people couldn't do
us."
his
by
was accompanied
He
Miss
daughter, Miss Mary Curley,
and
Loretta 13rienner, of Chicago,
crf
er
treasur
city
,
Deland
L.
Edmund
Boston.
es
Mayor Curley made four speech
yesterday in the town for which his
to
own city was named in order
led
reach all the people who assemb
at
to greet him. He spoke last night
a great banquet in the council hall.
As the Amerioan party neared
Boston by motor, men women and
children lined the roads and lanes
16 miles from the square. It was
estimated that 10,000 persons lined
the route and another 10,000 were
assembled in the square. As the
population of Boston is only 18,000,
It was evident that many country
folk had left their farms to greet
the Bostonians from New England.
4erkr
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Meyor CurInes Voice
'Heard From Paris
Paris, May 25 (le)--Mayor James M.
1 2-minCurley of Boston, Mass., in a 1,
ute radio address broadcast throughout Europe from the Eiffel Tower,
last night, paid tribute to the traditional friendship between France and
America.
The usual, booming voice of Boston's mayor was as unmistakable as
If he were speaking in a Boston
studio, although other departments
of the tranoceanic broadeast failed
to hit it off nearly as well.
Speaking for probably two or three
expressed
minutes, Mayor Curley
thanks to Mr. Fox at his side in the
Tower, for making the hook-up possible, and as mayor of Boston he said
It gave him great pleasure to thus
serve as a link between the Republic
of France and the United States of
America.
hoped, he said. that "through
I He
this medium of exchange"—the radio
1—the thoughts and ideals of the two
i countries would lead to a continuance
of the friendship created more than a
century and a half ago. That very
day, he said, his party in Paris had
placed a wreath of roses on the grave
of the unknown soldier of France and
offered a prayer for the repose of his
soul.

MAYOR CURLEY LAUDS
FRENCH HOSPITALITY
IN RADIO ADDRESS
NEW' YORK, May 25—Mayor
of
James M. Curley of Boston, one
,
mayors
an
Americ
a group of
traveling in France at the invilament,
lion of the French Govern
praised the hospitality with which
d
the Americans hid been receive
the
In a radio address here over
Columbia broadcasting system last
night.
Mayor Curley said that but for
s
the French, American colonie
could not have won their indepenHe
dence so easily and quickly.
pointed out that none hut cordial
n
relations ever had existed betwee
that
the two countries and said
other nations of the world would
do well to consider this friendship
a model.

,
, v/
SHILALAHS COMING
FOR CURLEY'S FRIENDS
idtS

Pmerald Isle Scout Finds
only 90 of 100 Ordered
by Boston Mayor.
PARIS, May 26—(AP). Eighty-nine
Bostonian friends of Mayor James
7.'urley will be receiving their promised
shilalahs from the Emerald Isle in a
little more than a week, the Boston
official said today.
Upon leaving the Killarney region
for Berlin and Paris Mr. Curley
charged a 1 .an to scour the county
to procure for him 100 blackthorns..
Today 90 of them arrived with a note
of regret from the scout that there
were .not an even,00 in the whole
lakeside district.
The consignment was divider] into
79 of the gentler variety and 11 war
cudgels, one of which the Mayor kept
himself for the inauguration of the
American pavilion of the French
Colonial Expo:,ition. Gen. John .1.
Pershing examined it and congratulated Mayor Curley on its martial. aupea ra nee.
The Mayor and his daughter, Mary,
her friend, Miss Loretta Brennan, and
City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan will
be guests of Brig. Gen. William Her.
ton of Washington, D. C., for wittire of
nessing the illumination
Colonial Exposition.

e

MAVIt CULEY SEES
SIGHTS OF PARIS
- Mayor James
PARIS, May 21
Curley of Boston. Mass., spent what
he called "a quiet and interesting
day" seeing various sights of Parts
under the guidance of his friend, Anthony H. Manley, a former Bostonian,
who is now practicing law here,
Ile expected to attend the opening of the American section, of the
colonial exposition tomorrow altar.,
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across tile lirpa I Panel to
to 1
length Mayor Curley was forced - ,
B. Connolly has written a I
James
appear
by
n
ovatio
acknowledge the
most interesting sto:ies
of
lot
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ng.
buildi
the
of
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ing on the balcon
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appre
his
fe oproeosrsdeidal
race.
()S,T
11
of the
of more or less ena•lot
what
But
made
truly
had
.upon him, which
forced intermingling the Irish peohim feel 'among friends."
home
my
pie, through the centuries, had to
in
back
1 "I feel I am
far
has
t to! England settled many
”
h
submi
"whic
said,
Boston," he
nds of soldiers and advencity.
thousa
r
mothe
I outgrown its
turers upon them, and they abAnother terrific burst of applause
Danes, Germans, Scots
sorbed
greeted his words.
by
(who were, however, originally
Mayor Curley, accompanied
and
his
Spanish
Ireland),
from
Edmund Dolan and members of priFrench. They eventually made all
party, were entertained at a
,
Mayor.
these intrusive immigrants more
vate luncheon by the Lord
planBy CHARLES SMITH.
Irish than the Irish. And In their
A program of sightseeing was
they sent many of their penBoston, England, May 22 (INS)-- ned for the afternoon.
,"
ple to the Continent, sprinkling
In a colorful old-world ceremony dip- Pre 7 /1)4A/S C/eifr>.
ful the history of France, Spain and
Years age, when that wonder
Mayor James F. Curley of Boston,
who even Austria with Irish names. It
first generation of our people
coming is said by some that they first dieMassachusetts was welcomed by
came from Ireland, were
much covered. America, but whether or
officials of this ancient town today
to these parts, there was
birthplaces. not they first discovered it. they
county
to
as
by
visit
the
rivalry
l
on his arriva to repay
met— certainly discovered it. Through
When Irish men and women
the Lord Mayor of Boston. England,
th ei centuries the language of the Scotin
never
were
women
the
and
only
' to the Massachusetts capital last
background—their first query was! tish Highlands was spoken of
from?". as "Irish." The Bible was transiat' year.
"What county did you come
Holyoke ed into Irish "in order that the
Depressing weather and the fact
Early Irish settlers in
it."
Mayor Curley was an hour late failmainly from County Kerry, people of Scoliiiid might read
came
ed to dampen the enthusiasm of the
y Cork the next con- The language is still spoken in GalCount
with
British Bostonians and they accordcame way, and the Dublin scholars who
tributor. tip the valley they
ed the visiting American executive
es Waterford and Tip- are officially restoring its use in the
Counti
from
a tremendous ovation.
their Free State, and teaching it in the
perary, making Northampton
Sixteen miles outside of Boston
like schools, have had to go to Galway
a man
When
point.
l
centra
on the London road, Mayor Curley
County to learn it. A pamphlet which has
from
came
y
Kenne
W.
D.
was met by a fleet of cars containB. recently been added to collections
Waterford, or men like Rev. P.
ing officials of the local council and
Staple- of the Boston public library, which
John
late
the
and
n
Phela
the entire delegation which visited
ary is entitled 'State of the Society in
ton came from County Tipper
Boston, Massachusetts, last year.
neigh- Scotland for Propagating Christian
their
by
d
labelle
were
they
Holiday Declared.
d in Edinburgh
hors. In Chicopee and Springfield. Knowledge,' printe
A local holiday had been declared
(in the Highvirwhere there was much mixing or in 1741, says: 'Here
in honor of the occasion, and
much, lands of Scotland )the Irish tongue
backgrounds there was often
tually the entire population of the
were is the only language, except in noquarrelling too. County feuds
town turned out to pay homage
so prominent that blemen and gentlemen's families,
to the visiting mayor. Six thousand
at one time
y the natives are strangers
children waving Union Jacks greetwhen the late Fr. Robinson, so fal whereb
tion ago. to the world, being incapable to
ed the procession when it reached
mous in Chicopee a genera
se but in that language.'
the flag-bedecked market place, and
first met his new parishioners he conver
county This was not strange, for the origspectators along the entire route
told them he wanted no
make inal name of Ireland. was Scotia,
! cheered as the line of,cars proceeddifferences and that he could
he came Ireland itself being Greater Scotia
e
becaus
them
ed through narrow twisting streets
to
end
an
All Ulla, and Scotland Lesser Scotia."
to the municipal buildings.
from Hampden connty.
bening
mentio
Arriving at the city hall, Loy(
worth
is
it
and
Mayor William Lunn and the Lady
that kind of, a county issue
cause
exeby
Mayoress received the Boston
Is long passed, is suggested
7- ie/ 474,,ve
.
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cutive in their full robes of office.
's story in the Boston TranNomad
to
t
Mayor Curley was attired in a frock
isi
orv
May
script of
ancestors.
coat and top hat.
the old home of —VTGreeted By Cheers.
"Mayor Curley is vis:
Nomad
Says
"This visit," said Lord Mayor
is
iting his ancestral home, which
Lunn, "sets the seal of joy on the
Oughterard. In
of
village
the
In
most important event in the Town
'Galway
County Galway. (Not
of oston for many, many years. I
it.) Galhas
P.
A.
the
as
.'
county
our
1
heartily welcome the Mayor of
which
way is that part of Ireland
BOSTON, Lincolnshire, England.
daughter city of the west."
to
'lying
as
bed
descri
been
a
has
May 22 0'1—Repaying a call of a year
A salvo of cheering lasting for
and
the westward of the law,'
Mayor James M. Curley of Bosago,
full two minutes greeted Mayor
Oughterard is in the western part
Mass., made an official visit toton,
Curley as he began to respond to
however.
of Galway—a little short,
day t othe mayor of this far older
Mayor Lunn's speech.
wild regions
of being in those
and much smaller Boston.
"I believe," he said when silence
s
known as Connemara and Joyce'
1 It was a gala da, yfor this little
was restored, "that this visit will
ountrY. The inhabitants of GalEnglish market town, British Bostonpromote a more idealistic conceph
ay are descended from the sturians leaving their shops and houses to
tion of the duties of the Englis
ell
greet the civic head of the American
dy people who resisted Cromw
speaking nations toward one ancity which was named in honor of this'
,to the last and who, driven back
other."
centuries old place,
ep by step to the roughest part
At the conclusion of the official
a
ted
Mayor Curley this evening was the
of Ireland close by the sea, maingreeting, Mayor Curley inspec war
of
kept
guest of hono rat a banquet attended
tained their integrity and
, guard of honor composed
the
by town officials and all of the leadveterans and then proceeded to
their language to the last. They
acing citizens. During the speechcouncil chamber, where he was
are Irish of the Irish, though not
and
making local historians reN,Iled the
corded the freedom of the town
quite so much so .perhaps, as the
scroll
Pilgrim Fathers departure from this
presented with an illuminated
Kerry people, who claim to be the
gilt
town to the far coast where they
enclosed in a finely decorated
purest descendants of the atitochfounded a new colony.
casket.
or original inhabitants of
,
thones
Expresses Thanks.
Mayor Curley plans to return te
the island. America is full of Galthe crowd
tomorrow. His future plans
London
much
s
being
During this ceremony,
Beside
way people.
d, and at ,
been announced but it Vrai
not
have
the
by
out
outside repeatedly cheere
Afflicted and driven
he snlibt AP,t4..0
tood
unders
navigreat
ex.er
famine, they were
wmaitandis,,,,NA..o.14.:otrm
Just
ia 'wage
rs and
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Mayor Curley Welcomed By
Officials of English Town
Today.
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CURLEY HONOR GUEST
AT BOSTON, ENGLAND
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CURLEY'S FUTURE

Boston ne*Tvshawks are not adding
to their reputation as acute news
men when they devote columns to
discussing whether Mayor Curley of
Boston will be a candidate for governor next year. James Michael
will not be such. He is too clever a
politician to decide otherwise. He
will be an Ely man without reservation.
But just wait until 1934! Keep
your. eye on the mayor at that date.
Neither need anybody. be astonished 'if Governor Ely himself, to all
Intents and puria,ses, should be
Curley man when his own time
runs out.
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Hub Mayor Proposes Bremen
and Europa Sall From Boston

C Olirtieft-C/7it-i-4/

MAYOR CURLEY VISITS
HOUSE OF COMMONS
lo
LONDON, May
I (JP).—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston, Mass.,
and Mayor C. H. Doughty of Boston,
Lincolnshire, visited the House of
Commons together today as guests
of Foreign Secretary Arthur Henderson. They listened to the debate
from the distinguished strangers' gallery.

..)44.7S S. -

Mayor Curley Visit-S.-Eng/q Boston Mayor
poi?ssach usetts City's Executive
Is Honor Guest At Formal
Dinner Friday

V

In a en]orBo:iton, Eng., MaY
Mayor
cer,•pluny,
ful old-world
James M. Curley of Boston, Mass,
was welcomed by officials of this ancient town today on his arrival to

repay the visit by the lard mayor of
Boston, Eng., to the Massachusetts
4,...cigit
1: LL)
capital last year.
ç/ ).a. /
Depressing weather and the fact
that Mayor Curley was an hour late,
failed to dampen the enthusiasm of
the British Bostonians, and they accorded the American executive a
tremendous ovation.
Sixteen miles outside of Boston,
Mayor Curley was met by a fleet of
cars containing officials of the local
council and the entire delegation
which visited Boston, Mass., last
year. A local holiday had been deNew York, May 21—kAF)--The
clared in honor of the occasion, and
N wth German Lloyd line is studying
a proposal by Mayor James M. Curley! virtually the entire population of the
homage to
of Boston that its two largest liners l town turned out to pay
visiting mayor.
the
'Operate from Boston instead of New
Six thousand children, waving UnYork.
ion Jacks, greeted the procession
Before sailing for Europe recently
when it reached the flag-bedecked
the Boston mayor, who has been
market place. Arriving at City ball,
working to establish the MassachuLord Mayor William Lunn and the
setts City as a great ocean terminal,
visited the line's offices here and outLady Mayoress received the Boston
lined his proposal that the steamers
executive in their full robes of ofBremen and Europa sail from Boston.
fice. Mayor Curley wore a top hat
Since it is 250 miles nearer Europe
than any other seaport on the At- I and frock coat. A salvo of cheering,
lasting for a full two minutes, greetlantie coast of the United States, he
ed Mayor Curley as he began to resaid, the fastest ships could make the
crossing in four days, a substantial respond to. Mayor Lunn's speech of
duction. Speedy trains could take paswelcome.
sengers to other cities, he pointed out.
;a'l believe," he said, "that this
The North German Lloyd officials
visit will promote a more idealistic
here told him they would take the
conception of the English speaking
Plan under consideration. Mayor Curley said he would also discuss the
nations towards one and another."
project with the Cunard and French
At the conclusion of the official
lines.
greetings, Mayor Curley inspected a
guard of honor and then proceeded,
Approximately 36,300,000 checks are
to the Council chamber, where he
expected to be issued the current fiscal
year by the treasury. The total last
was given the freedom of the town
year was 33.192,936.
and an illuminated scroll.
/ a.

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD I
STUDIES CURLEY'S PLAN

I>

r
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Boston, Lincolnshire, England. May
22--(AP).-Repaving a call of a year
ago. Maim. James M.
rI y of Boston,
Mass.,
e an officiaT7isit today to
the mayor of this far older and much
smaller Boston.
It was a gala day for this little English market town, British Bostonians
leaving their shops and houses to cheer
the civic head of the American city
which was named in honor of this
centuries old place.
Mayor Curley this evening was the
guest of honor at a banquet attended
by town officials and all of the leading citizens. During the speechmaking
local historians recalled the Pilgrim
Fathers' departure from this town to
the far coast where they fpunded a new
colony.
Mayor Curley plans to return to London Saturday.
vI

41.4/P."; Ail/

CURLEY SPEAKS FROM PARIS
Boston Mayor Is Heard Here in
Radio Tribue to France.
PARIS, May 24 1:Pt—Mayor James
Curley of Boston, Mass., in a one
minute and a half radio address
from the Eiffel Tower tonight, paid
a tribute to the traditional friendship between France and America.
Mayor Curley's address was broadcast throughout Europe.
Before he left the broadcasting
station Mayor Curley received word
Irons America that his address had
been received clearly across the Atlantic.
Tomorrow he will call on General
Gouraud and other friends in Paris,
later joining the other American
mayors who are visiting France and
remaining with them about five days.
He then will go to Italy.
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CORK, Irish Free State, May 19
RI—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, who is visiting here, today declared the Irish administration of
liquor laws is "magnificent."
"I haven't seen a single drunken
man in this country," Mayer Curley
said. "The reason is that the bootlegger doesn't get a monopoly on the
business as he does in America. The
Irish government so administers the
liquor traffic that the people get reasonable refreshment at a fair price.
"I think we are due to see an
amendment to the liquor laws In the
United States and we would be well
advised to follow Ireland's lead. The
great menace to our civilization is
the bootlegger. It is he who is responsible for our crime. It is a menace which our people will have to
face."
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United

States

Should

ley,„,lit Boston that its two
ers -operate from Boston instead of
New York.
Before sailing for Europe receutly
the Boston mayor; who has been working to establish the Massachusetts city
a.s a greater ocean terminal, visited
the line's offices here and outlined his
proposal that the steamers Bremen
and Europa sail from 136ston.
Since it is 250 miles •nearer Etirope
than any other seaport on the Atlantic coast of the United States, he
said, the fastest ships could make the
crossing in four days, a substantial 'reduction. Speedy trains could take
passengers to other cities, he pointed
out.
The North German Lloyd officials
here told him they would take the
plan under consideration. Mayor Curley said he would also discuss the
project with the Cunard and French
lines.

Follow

Cork, Irish Free State, May 19--(AP)
—Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
whISIMis:ting here, Man declared the
ti.,h administration of liquor laws
'magnificent."
"I haven't seen a single drunken
COri,
_la in this count.," Mayor Curley
;Mayor Jain
Cut
of
. a id. "The reason is that the bootlegger
who is Nisi' i
, yesterday declar- doesn't get a monopoly on the bustIrish
ed the Irii;i;
;;;:ition of liquor ne,s as he does in America. The
government so administers the liquor
ilaws is
reasonable
I "I haven't seen a single drunken ;. traffic that the people get
refreshment at a fair price.
man in this country," Mayor Curley ,
"I think we are due to see an amendsaid. "The reason is that the bootment to the liquor laws in the United
legger doesn't ; get a monopoly on the;States and we would be well advised
lini:ineqs as he does in America. The to follow Ireland's lead. The great
H.I :!uvernment so administers the menace to our civilization is the bootliquor traffic that the people get rea-'legger. It is he who is responsible for
sonable refreshment at a fair price. our crime. It is a menace which our
"I think we are clue to see an people will have to face."
amendmill; to the liquor laws in 'the
/
C *104 rGeforailed :•;;1;e5, and we would be well
Mayor Curley of Boston has won
follow Ireland's lead. The,
decisipn over Police Commissionlo our civilization is the hootq• Hultman that any car "owned.
who is resminsible for'ticsd or controlled by the Mayor"
our ,•riro ,'.
,•, a menace which our can operate without regard to
people will I., ,- to face."
traific rules. Thus we expect the

"Magnificent" System Dispenses
Reasonable Refreshment, but
Checks Drunkenness.

/.•

North •

Mayor; Sees No Drunks

IRISH LIQUOR LAWS
OVERWHELM CURLEY

.?

May Make Hub
'Curley Declares
German Lloyd Terminal
Regulation Of Liquor NEW YORK. May 21 (NI—The
German Lloyd Line is studying
raffic Magnificent aNorth
proposal by Mayor James istek,QurlargestlinLead Of Free State, Says

C

s

Mayor can park beside a hydrant
if there is no other parking place
handy, or even park in the middle
of the street for convenience. What
a pleasure that must be.

c. At vat a a; Ale Ail
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s, Curley of Boston,
Mayor Jam
who is vLsiting in Ireland, declared
the Irish administration of liquor
laws is "magnificent."
"I haven't seen a single drunken
man in this country." Mayor Curley
said. "The reason is that the bootlegger doesn't get a monopoly on the
business as he does in America. The
Irish government, so administers the
liquor traffic that the people get reasonable refreshments at. a fair price.
ihink we are due to sea an
amendment to the liquor laws in the
United States and we would he well
advised to follow Ireland's lead. The
great menace to our civilization is the
bootlegger. It is he who is responsible
for our crime. It is a menace which
our people will have to face."
"
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Curley Likes Ireland's
Liquor Laws Handling
Cork, Irish Free State, May 1 9.—
(AP.)--Mssys_n: James M. Curley of
Boston. w
is visiting here.--thelay
declared the Irish administration of
liquor laws is "magnificent."
"I haven't seen a single drunken
man in this country." Mayor Curley
said. "The reason is that, the bootlegger doesn't get a monopoly on the
business as he does in America. The
Irish Government so administers the
liquor traffic that, the people get reasonable refreshment at a fair price.
'I think we are due to see an
amendment to the liquor laws in the
United States and we would be well
advised to follow Ireland's lead. The
great menace to our civilization is the
bootlegger. It is he who is responsible
for our crime. It. is a menace which
our peopl' will have to face."

BOSTON, ENG., HAS
CELEBRATION READY FOR
MAYOR CURLEY FRIDAY
London, May 21—Plans were made
by officials of Boston, Linec,Inshlre,
today to extend a colorful greeting to
Mayor James F. Curley of Boston,
when he returns the visit paid hy the
English town's mayor to the "Huh"
last year.
Leaving his Londoa hotel at 8.30
a. m. Friday, Mayor Curley will motor
to Boston with an official escort. Sixteen miles outside the town he will be
met by a delegation of civic officials
and escorted to the municipal building,
where a formal welcome will be given
him.
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MUNICIPAL GOLF COURSE
TO BE STARTED SOON;
BIDS ARE OPENED
Very Attractive and Picturesque Course Planned;
Ideal Location for Hyde Park; Municipal Golf Tournament May Be Held Here Next Year; Golf Professionals to Be Seen Here for First Time
The bids for the construction of
the new Municipal Golf Course have
been opened and there is every reason to believe that the work can be
started in the near future. The lowest bid was submitted by Thomas J.
McCue of Watertown, for $198,000.
This added to the cost of the land,,
the preliminary work already done,
the club house and expenses that
may arise, the total cost will be between four and five hundred thousand dollars.
This community is very fortunate
in having a course so conveniently
situated, and upon ground so ideally
suited for its purpose. The lay of
the ground makes possible a most
picturesque course with endless variety of vistas at every hole, hills and
valleys, undulating fairways, and all
manner of natural hazards.
The land did not lend itself to residential development and it would
have been many years before some
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Ln Mator_ Curley sometimes makes
Tou tliirac ofIre-little girl with the
curl.
When she is nice, she is
awfully nice. So was the mayor,
Friday evening, in referring so magnificently to Gov Ely as "the busi'est, most capable and most efficient
'chief executive that this common'wealth has known in a quarter of a
'century."

parts would have undergone development for this purpose.
It will now be transformed into a
most attractive and serviceable development, bringing healthful recreation to all and greatly enhancing the
value of the surrounding territory.
His Honor Mayor Curley and his
able park commissioner, Mr. Long,
with his efficient corps of assistants
are to be congratulated upon their
vision and effort that has made this
most useful and attractive course
available.
We are publishing in our next
Issue a cut of the grounds plan showing the length and location of each
hole with hazards and bunkers.
It was a very happy thought on
the part of the Mayor in suggesting
that the course be named after Mr.
George Wright, who was the first
one to bring the game of golf to
Boston. It is rumored that the Nationa Amateur Municipal Golf association will hold its annual tournament on these links in 1932.
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SELECTMEN NOW
OPPOSE CURLEY BILL
State iAssociation Changes
Front on Gas Tax Distribut ion Following Ch a r e s
Members "Hoodwinked
Boston, April 11—( AP)—The state
selectmen's association today went on
record as opposed to a bill of
James M. Curley of Boston, providinaiTiat the Mies and 1.-)wns he given
one cent of the two-ceat gasoline tax.
The association voted ti) instruct the
legislators of the state of their action.
The vote of the selectmen followed
charges that they wet-, "hoodwinked"
into Indorsing the Curley hill.
Alex etterman, of the Association of
meembehareetts Mayors end Selectmen,
declared that Samuel S;Iverman, corporation counsel for the city of Boston, addressing the association on
March 30, said the hil, would no(interfere with the operation of the
chapter of the general .aws relating to
the financial arrangements between
cities and towns.in resdect to the payment for state highways.
Today, Frank E. Lyman, state commissioner of public works, told the
selectmen that the Curley bill wotdd interfere with this relationship
would "break the backboneand that
of the
highway law under which
the state
highways have been constructed
."
'
In addition Zetterman
letter nearing his signaturecharged, a
was
sent
without his knowledge
men of the commonweal to the selectth. This letter, he asserted contained
an inaccurate version of the
effect
ley hill upon the finance of the Curof the towns
in the state.
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the razing of the old Adams House
today, but before doing so he irspected the two rooms and bath Mr. Cool'„-% idge occupied while
serving as Northt.7 ampton's representative In the
Legislature. Curley then secured the promise of the head of the wreeking•cointittheu ifidrebpel ascee
n twto
ou
thILIZte
i rt
President.
The Adams House was one of'Boston's oldest hotels, and on its register
had been written the
BOSTON, April 13—(AP) A fireplace
many famous persons. signatures of
which knew Calvin Coolidge as an ambitious and not too conspicuous member of the Massachusetts Legislature
is to he his. It Is the wish of Mayor
•••■•••
James M. 4,4W,ey of liosiee
The Mayor struck the first blows In

Coolidge to Get
1, His Old ireplac

Mayor Curley Saves It from
Adams House, Now
Being Razed.
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LONG AWAITED IMPROVEMENT
OF HYDE PARK AVENUE IS
ASSURED IN NEAR FUTURE

Local Manufacturers
Organize Committee of
Board of
Trade; Plans Joining Ne
w England Council
For Improvement; Chairman
Watson of Municipal
Service
Committee Reads Commis
sioner Rourke's Reply

gRtv v.s,
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POLITICAL POINTERS
A close friend of Joh
n Boyle says
that Johnny has not
any present intentions of being a
council candidate.
During the period
of tunnel construction, all vehicles
will be excluded
from London St.,
between Decatur
and Maverick Sts.
If East Boston is eve
r to be a ship.ping terminal, how
can votes for a
quarter of a million of
justified on the airp state money be
ort?
It is obvious that
Mayor Curley
thinks very little of
the character of
leadership at Was
hington. Now if
Tammany only had
a big slimy finger
in the pie?
James J. Callahan
of Wordsworth
St., may be a cou
ncilmanic candidate
if he thinks suff
icient sentiment may
develop in his favo
r to warrant him
entering the race.
"That the Pubfic
Works Commission be requested,
thr
the mayor, to rem ough His Honor
ove the gasoline
and oil shed, also
the building that
houses the steam
roller, from the
Eagle hill playgr
ound to the city
yard
adjoining." Passed
under suspension
of the rule.
And on top of it
all, Curley comes
out and says:
"The
hibition must be sett question of proled by ballot before its slimy trai
l reac
portions as may mak hes such proe necessary its
solution by other tha
n peaceful methods.". Looks like
the game of "wh
ich
hand do you
cho
ose—they're both
empty."

The Manufacturers Commit
tee of the board
to see if someth
the Hyde Park Board of Tra
ing could
de held not be don
e to better this
lits second luncheon meetin
condition.
g on last
The matter was
Thursday at the Waffle Shoppe
referred to the
. Af- committee
on municipal serv
ter partaking of a tasty lun
ice to be
ch the brought
to the attention
meeting was called to order
of the Comby the missioner of Hig
hways.
i president, T. F. McMahon.
James Watson,
chairman of the
J. T. Robinson was asked to out- committee,
read a commun
ication
line the plans proposed for orga
niz- from the commissioner,
which foling the manufacturers of Hyde Par lows:
k
as a unit within its board that
would
Boston, April 11,
more closely draw together the
1931.
man- Mr. James Watson,
ufacturers for cooperative effo
Cha
irm
an,
Committee
rt and
Service, Hyde Par on Public
to present a united front on
k Board of
quesTra
de,
Hyde Park, Mass.
tions of public movement.
Dear Mr. Watson:
A number spoke on the benefit
In reply to your lett
it
er of April 10,
regarding the status
would acrue to the individu
al memof the proposed
reco
nstruction of Hyde Par
bers as well as the group if
k ave
the pro- from Cle
ary square to Read nue,
posed plan was put into effe
ville.
ct. It The underground wor
k
will be comwas then voted to organize and
Mr. pleted very soon, after the Dedham
Gas and Electric Com
Robinson was elected chairm
pany gets
an and
through. The surface
Mr. Peterson, secretary of the
drainage work
As laudable an
com- was completed
utterance as •
last
ever
year
mittee.
citine from the lips
ure being ready to adve, and we figof any executive
rtise a conof this great city
A number of the manufactu
trac
t
for
,
the
was
paving of
rers
the recent appeal by Mayor Cur
stretch within a month. the entire
have signified their intentio
ley for the inaugu
ns of
rati
on
of
You
an impetus, to be
rs very truly,
joining the board if the
y have not
fostered
and developed, for
J. A. ROURKE,
already done so. When a suff
the adequate adicient
Commissioner of Public
vancement of that
Works.
great municipal
number have become mem
bers the
philanthrophy, the
The report of the com
Boston City hosmittee was
board plans to join the New
pita
l,
and it is to be
Eng- placed on file awa
iting results but it
earnestly deland Council and enjoy the
sired that his hop
practical was the consen
es and wishes, alo
sus
of
opin
ion
ng
that the
benefit to be gained by suc
tIn
e
line
s
of
h union. conditions will
minimizing, as much
have to be bettered
as
po„ible, the sufferin
At a previous meeting held
gs of the afflicted
a week at once.
The manufacturers are
lioth in mind and
ago a number of manufacturer
bod
y—will obtain
s com- heavy tax payers
tI e support and
and should be replained Of the damage to thei
encouragement they
r roll- lieved.
so richly meri
t.
ing stock and inconvenience
caused
As far as can be lear
ned no new
by the almost impassable cond
ition construction is
planned on Hyde
of Hyde. Park avenue fro
m Cleary Park avenue
or in the Mt. Hope
square to Reedville. .Th
secey asked tion for this
year.
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Lament
has been set up by a wouldPotential
be host to the party which President
ident
Hoover will bring to Valley Forge,
Pa., on Memorial Day. Holding office with the
Valley Forge Historical society, not to mention the
rectorship of the Valley Forge Memorial church,
this would-be host says that the Valley Forge Park ,
Commission deliberately and out of jealousy kept.
him off the committee to welcome the President.
Here is a political issue that may yet upset
Tammany. It may yet defeat James NI, Curley in
Boston. It might, years before Anton Cermak, have
thrown Bill'Thompson out of the Chicago City Hall,
For greeting is one of the sacred prerogatives
of the elected. In New York, successive administrations have turned over the office of greeter to
Grover - Whalen, who has become ad much a part
of an official reception as the fire tugs and tornup telephone hooks. Send the duke of Timbuctoo
to Boston and Mayor Curley swells out to receive
as much clamor as the duke himself. Settle a visiting king (George V excepted) onto Michigan,
Boulevard and Bill Thompson formerly and doubtless Cermak today would go forth and get half
the crown of glory.
But if these prerogatives are to be disputed,
there's no telling what will become of political or
:
.

ns

•

g,anizatioii. Suppose Al Capone decides that he
should greet a visiting celebrity to Chicago!
(Without gun-fire, that is.) Suppose ea-Mayor Fitzgerald covsted The job of greeter-in -chief at the
South Statiou! Sui)pose Chief Curry or Magistrate
Vitale or Slides Vu use decided to buy a gardenia,
hoard the Siacen
and say "Hello" to the next channel swimmer! Suppose Will Rogers took it into his
own hands to welcome future ambassadors!
Just suppose! Not even Tammany could survive such competition. Political order would vanish. This would become a nation of anarchists, ev•
erybody .hitting everybody on the nose so's to be
Permitted te sreet everybody else.
3
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CURLEY TRAVELS IN IRELAND
GALWAY, I. F. S., May 18 (API—
Mayor James M. Qorley of Boston
left with his party t64ay in continuation of his tour of Ireland. He viaitort his ancestral home at °tighterHe
ard, in Galway county. yesterday.
hi,hecl been in Oughterard an hour
aware of
fora the townspeople were
hta arrivas

His ne

a;friv/ d‘

The Bremen and Europa May Try Boston Plan
To Cut Time of Crossing by Docking There
Wireless to 'rue NEW

LONDON, May 20.—A proposal
that the express steamers Bremen
and Europa should operate from
Boston instead of New York as a
means of reducing the Atlantic Ocean
czossing to four days has been submitted to the North German Lloyd
Line, according to Mayor James Curley of Boston.
Mayor Curley, who has come
abroad for the purpose of conferring
with European steamship -officials
and visiting ports, arrived in London
today from Ireland.
"Boston has a great geographical
advantage which has never been
utilized," he told your correspondent.
"Since it is 250 miles nearer Europe
than any other Atlantic Coast American seaport, the fastest ships could
easily mak, the crossing in four
days, which would be a considerable
saving."
Before Mayor Curley sailed for Europe he had conferences with North
German Lloyd officials and these
will be resumed on his return to the
United States next month.
"Afterwards," he said. "it is likely
that the Bremen and Europa will try

YORK

TIMES.

The project
sailing from Boston.
also is being discussed with the
Cunard and French Lines."
The Mayor pointed out that Boston
already has pier facilities, with the
additional advantage of railway
tracks running alongside piers which
were built during the World War.
On these, passengers could take fast
trains direct to New York, Chicago
and other centers.
Boston has spent $10,000.000 developing her airport and will spend
$16,000,000-more on a tunnel through
which the heart of the city can he
reached from the airport in a few
minutes—all of which, Mayor Curley
said, would help in establishing Boston as a great ocean terminal.
The Mayor landed at Plymouth last i
Friday and since has been in Liver- '
pool, Dublin and Galway, discussing
his project with steamship men of
those ports.
On Friday he will pay an official
visit to Boston, England, returning
that of the Mayor of that town to
Boston, Mass., last year. On Saturday he will attend the Colonial Exposition at Paris as a guest of the
French Government.

4"r/ii
CURLEYS IN IRELAND
Dublin, Irish Free State, May 18—
Mayor Curley of Boston has arrived
here with his daughter and some
friends. They plan to motor to Galway, his ancestral home, thence to
1.1 merick and Xi homey, returning
to London next week.

.6p,T7jF/a7ísJii

GALWAY, Irish Free State.—
Mayor James M Curley of Boston
left, with his partrloday in continuation of his tour of Ireland. He
visited his ancestral home at 0ougterard, in Galway county, yesterday.
He had been in Oughterard an
hour before the iownspeople were
aware of his arrival.
His next tsop will he Limerick.
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stop will be Limerick.
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MAYOR CURLEY IS
ON WAY TO LIMERICK
GALWAY, Irish Free State, May
18, 1931—(P)—Mayor James M. Curley,of Boston, left with his party today in continuation of his tour of
Ireland.
He visited his ancestral
home at Oughterard, in
Galway
county, yesterday. He had been in
Oughterard an hour before the townspeople were aware of his arrival.
His next stop will be Limerick.
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Spectacle in Massachusetts politics to
congressmen are
Is No Novice
see Mr, Fuller as the organization who find that their
safe are likely to rally to its supAlthough Representative Shepard
candidate. There are other reasons
port.
is a new member of this year's House,
why Mr. Fuller might not run but
The Democrats believe they should he is no novice In
certainly he has privately expressed
the Legislature. He
have
five
certain
districts,
the
Reserved
the wish
a term In the House In 1921
times, that he might
publicans five and that four should and 1922, and Is
return to Beacon Hill.
thoroughly familiar
be fighting ground. One of the dis- With the duties of a
Allea and Warner
member of the
Should Mr. Fuller decline, there is tricts that would be made Demo- General Court, and well acquainted
the possibility that former Governor cratic is the Worcester or Fourth dis- with the problems of the Fourth
Allen might seek that which he was trict.
Worcester district, which
Senator
denied—a second term. And there is • Under the plan reported the Re- Crockett represents.
no question but what Atty. Gen. publicans have nine certain districts
Representative Shepard, however, is
Warner would mgre than
welcome and a 10th district es long es George not likely to have the place without
the call to attemrft to ease his hope Holden Tinkham is the candidate. a contest. Rep. Louis A. Webster
of
to be governor so rudely shattered With Tinkham out, however, the dis- Blackstone and Selectman
Joseph A.
by Mr.. Fuller, President Gaspar G. trict he represents is Democratic. Patenaude of Webster
would be forBacon of the stlite Senate also looms The Democrats have four districts midable candidates for nomination,
as a commanding figure in the back- certain and a fifth when Tinkham re- particularly the latter, who sought
ground when the party is ripe for a tires, and one is a fighting ground. the nomination last year. Both are
"wet" candidate. Most of these men, The fighting district is In the Cam- being urged to get into the fight. Mr.
with the exception of Fuller, however, bridge sector, where It is felt cer- Shepard will argue that Shrewsbury
would rather have some other oppon- tain that Mayor Richard M. Russell, has not had a senator for one or more
ent than Mr. Ely.
a relative of one of the most pop- generations, If ever before, and that
the town is entitled to recognition.
Mr. Youngman is probably not
On the Democratic side there
He
Ely.
sanguine that he can defeat
is
elecgeneral
of
chance
urging of Rep. John S. Derpredicates
his
rather
he certain of victory.
ham
of
Uxbridge
to
tion on the candidacy of Mayor
get
into the fight.
So there isn't much difference
He would have no
James M. Clirley. It is a perfaell," the plans.
opposition, and his
supporters believe his
good premise-SW, for the Democrats
•
Democratic Contention
prominent
outside of Boston will never assist
The Democrats, however, content service in the Legislature and his vote
Curley to walk up Beacon Hill. But that as the lineup is today they could In his reprekentative district, normally Republiran, would
become certain—and win six of the districts,
if it should
make him
assuming that.
a
just now there Isn't a chance In a Tinkham retired and that the dis- strong contender.for the senatorship.
seek
remillion—that Ely would not
trict represented by Charles L. Unelection there would likely be a mad derhill of Somerville 18 Democratic,
A rscramble among the Republicans for as recent votes for other offices
If
V "V
indithe gubernatorial plum.
cate. They say that under the new
1
11LEY
GoING TO GALWAY
Another interesting deduction Is plan they get only six anyway,
while
Dubrfft Irish Free State,
that Mr. Youngman wants the nom- under the plan they have In mind
rgq—Mayor Curley of Boston May 18
' ination next year, regardless of his they would
have A chance to win
arrived
here
today with his
opponent, so that he will be in posi- nine, although only
daughter and
five would be
sonic friends. They plan
tion to demand the nomination in certain. They prefer to have
to motor to
four
Galway, his ancestral borne,
1934.
thence
districts fighting territory.
to Limerick and
Killarney, returning
Not Dwieficial
The Democratic plan is one preto LondOn next week.
No matter how you look at it, pared by Charles H. McGlue, a forhowever, the week's row has not been mer chairman of the state commit, /Y• /y5/
beneficial to the party and in the tee, who claims the plan reported is
of AV"runs) Cuu4Aoir 44
-, d7
"future the loyal Republicans, who the worst example of "gerrymanderplace party and good government ing I have seen in 20 years." He says
rayor
above presonalities, are hoping the the plan reported allows for a discombatants will retire to the back- crepancy of 38,000 population belots to settle their differences instead tween districts, while under his plan
Dublin,
May
AP.i—Mvü
of taking advantage of every oppor- 1000 would be the most.
James M. Cnyl? ot Boston and—ffc
tunity to give the typewriter a hot
The Democratic view is a little disparty, who afP"7isiting Ireland, were
box.
appointing. It means the Legislaffuests of the Free State government
— —
will be tied up with a fight that
ture
at
dinner tonight.
redistricting
of
The plan for the
probably won't amount to anything
In the absence of President and
congressional districts which has
Of
end except time wasted.
the
in
Mrs. Cosgrove, General Mulca hy been presented by the special legis- course the argument is on the premacted as host. Frederick Sterling,
lative committee faces a stiff fight ise that the state is Democratic beAmerican minister, with secretary
from Democratic leaders but in the cause of its
presidential vote for
of legation James Orr Denby and
end it is likely to prevail. There Is Smith, and more recently
its elecMrs. Denbv were guests at the dina feeling that despite the glowing tion of a Democratic governor and
ner.
advantages conceded to the Demo- United States senator and, therecrats under the new plan they are fore, it should have the majority of
But It will require
no better off than they were when congressmen.
, ,y_f,
AI 41 4)
4 u ,mc y
Massachusetts had 16 districts. There much more conclusive evidence beis particular objection to splitting up fore there is ready acceptance of the
KILLARNEY
some of the large cities like Cam- belief that the Democratic tendency
IllaDublin, Ireland (HP)—Mayor James
In the state Is permanently predombridge and Lawrence.
M. Curley of Boston visited the
Governor Ely has thus far held inant.
Shannon electrification project at Kilwhich
aloof from the controversy
larney. He said he would leave Cork
Rep. Howard S. Shepard of Shrewshas given rise to the belief that he
ler London and Paris torn. 'it.
will permit the Democratic leaders bury, according to latest reports, may
candidate for the Republican
to make their fight.. and, If they are be a
to succeed
unsuccessful, will sign the present nomination for senator
Senator :Elbert M, Crockett of Milplan instead of throwing the concounty
latter
becomes
the
whet,
gressional elections into state-wide ford
Worcester.
Mr.
commissioner of
contests. He doesn't want to do that
majority Crockett will fill the vacancy caused
if he can help it and the
by the retirement of Warren Goodale
plan doesn't seem to demand it.
of Clinton, when he reaches the reNot Much Hope
tirement age In September.
The fact that several Democratic
Senator Crockett has not yet dimembers of the redistricting com- vulged if he will retire before his
ieirt,c have signed the report and term as senator ends or if he will try
that it meets the approval of the to carry on both the county ccmuniscongressmen
Democratic
present
aloner's work and hi4 senatorial dudoesn't offer much hope of upset- ties. The belief is that he will perting it. The Democratic congress- mit that question to be settled by a
men, of course, have signified a will- gathering of the district Republican
ingness to get behind any plan the town committees. Senator Crockett,
party supports but secretly they are In his dual capacity, would be exhoping it will be approved.
tremely valuable to the county of
There is another angle to this re- Worcester. He would be on hand to
districting problem that augurs well take a personal interest in legislative
for the report. It has not disturbed affairs affecting the county for the
to any extent the present districts balance of his term.
and the members of Abe..lesiolature

Curley Guest
Of Irish Free State
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Mr. Youngman frankly says that if
he Is the nominee he will not permit
the present organization to have anything to do with his campaign. Ho
will organize his own committee and
raise his own campaign fund. Such a
situation will be a severe handicap to
the party as a whole.
Final Blow
Mr. Youngman has on his side the
fact that the present leadership has
j.not been successful and that nearly
everything Mr. Taylor has proposed,
from the pre-prifnary convention
down to a brief to take the power of
approval of the congressional redistricting out of the hands of the
Democratic governor, has been rejected. The redistricting committee
struck the final blow when it reported that it had no thought of testing the governor's right to pass on
the report—notwithstanding that Mr.
Taylor had prepared, after weeks of
research, an elaborate and extensive
brief on the subject.
By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
On the other hand, there is no
in
wrangling
backyard
deplorallhl
BOSTON, May 16.—The
need for disguising the fact that the
past
the
during
indulged
have
"wet" element of the Republican
which some of the G. 0. P. leaders
party—and it is quite formidable
week is likely to bring an early crisis in the Republican party. These
now—doesn't want Mr. Youngman
leaders must have known the brickbats they hurled wouldn't do the
for governor any more than it wants
party any good and would cause irreparable damage. Why they Mr. Taylor for chairman. It has no
persist in airing their personal grievances in public is a mystery. In
complaint against Mr. Liggett, who,
the future the party will need more brain work and less tongue
by the way, has given much time
and money to the cause without the
wagging.
a_
tg
m r yp
f
ou
between president of the Republican club of blaring
Unless the differences
ntgrmumanpes strength will have
NI
anmao
ni tohtnhaea whrs.Aot
Chairman Amos L. Taylor of the Re- !,.aessaaacmhiaisettitms.r
and file of the
rank
the
from
come
to
andmany
in th e
publican state committee, National!"
i believe that Mr. Tayylor should re- party who are not Interested
I organizaci leadrs,I t
l veo
caad
so-calledca
Committeeman Louis K. Liggett, ;sign are not enthusiastic for the wishes
nthe
tionsp
- advocates. ast
of
Gov. William S. Youngman !,Youngman gubernatorial candidacy. he has shown an ability to hold a
Lieut.
1 ie
beT
hloase mwrh oytnanknegthaen oipia
paosittree mye
lenw
and the others are speedily composed,
large following and, no matter how
nthe Republicans are going to find it dougly weakened his position. They you look at it or your personal opih
difficult not only to elect a goy- gay Mr. Youngman must have known. Ion of the lieutenant governor, e
ernor but to carry the state for the as did everyone else. that the pre- will have to be reckoned with.
See Two Avenues
1932 presidential nominee. Not sat- primary convention elan had
no
Jailed with fomenting troublesome chance of aucccs,s In the
present ,j It is no secret in Boston that the
discussion over the prohibition issue Legislature. Mr. Youngman made A I anti-Youngman forces are clinging to
a year before the National conven- Icanvass far in advance and knew it ' the hope that there are two avenues
tion, the men tc whom the party has was doomed to overwhelming defeat. ' still open to bring about his retirelooked for leadership seem determ- Tf he was not certain, he had a mit- ment from public life. If they are
Pied to make the pathway of can- ficient number of friends in
the 1 certain that Governor Ely will be a
They have General court through
didates more difficult.
he , candidate for reelection, it is prob.
whom
raised an issue of personalities that could work for its defeat. He had r able they will do all they can to
is certain to result in a factional stated his opposition to the
plan , nominate Youngman In the belief
Split If continued further,
I forcibly and this group say there was I that the Democratic candidate will
I no excuse for him to indulge in, eliminate him. They will give all the
No Excuse
support they dare to Ely in the elecof i personalities.
Regardless of the differences
tIon to accomplish that purpose.
More Gallant Flgare
opinion over the pre-primary convention plan there is no excuse for i Allowing that it makes one smart' Strange as it may seem, the other
is the possible candidacy of
avenue
'
by
a display of ill humor, and every to be the object of an attack
former Governor Puller. despite the
person who has contributed to the such men as Taylor and
Liggett,
facet hh s never played with the orwill 1 they believe
statements of the past week
Youngman would have
a. They believe Fuller could
share the blame if the party is de- emerged a more gallant figure if he $anization
lake the measure of Mr. Youngman
feated next year. How the old guard had ignored tl
attacks,
would be a formidable foe
and
also
must long for the leaders of old— his opposition in a dignified way and
for Ely because of his stand on taxCrane, Lodge, Weeks and their like taken personal glory for the result
quiet- ' without dragging the party leader- ation problems. He has been the only
—who accomplished much
outstanding Republican to keep up
ly and effectively and without nau- shirt through the mire.
a barrage of criticism of the adminseating publicity.
Mr. Youngman speaks as the high- istration and has found some reof eat elected official of his party and
difference
There Is a wide
sponse to it.
Opinion as to the effect the week's has made some reference to the huge
Not Pipe Dream
tiebacie has had on the candidacy ef vote he received at the last election
Lieutenant GoVernor Youngman, who when other candidates of his party
This Is not a pipe dream, for it has
will seek the party's gubernatorial went down to defeat. They point out a foundation in fact as demonstrated
!lamination no matter what happens, that if the leadership is to be based by the conversation with a prominent
of' the Republican organizetin
There Is a large circle who believe an the strength of the vote received, member
the lieutenant governor has emerged then former Governor Allen and Atty.
Repubthe
will happen if Mr. Youngin
figure
"What
Gen. Warner both received a larger
as the biggest
lican party. They say he has ex- ,vote. But, of course, this Is small man is nominated?" he was asked.
"But:: he replied, "Mr. Youngman
pressed an opinion which many have 'grounds for a quarrel. The fact is Mr.
present Youngman Is the highest elected offi- hasn't been nominated and may not
held with respect to the
obhas
leadership. The publicity he
cial and, in the mind of no small be. If Mr. Fuller keeps coming the
tained, they declare, is valuable and number, the outstanding Republican way he has in the past few montha
he may be the nominee."
particularly as it pictures him fight- In the state today.
And that comes fram a man who
The disturbing factor of the presing for the rights of the people to
'laminate their candidates by direct ent row is that it is likdly to smash keeps his fingers on the Republican
primaries.• This issue is considered party loyalty to smithereens. The
however,
shec.re is no certainty,
1'
1
one of tremendous value In going Taylor-Liggett followers
will
not 1311
before the voters in the primaries. warm up to the candidacy of Mr. that Mr. Fuller would be content to
'Youngman for governor and b. the be the tall of the organization kite.
Furlong Reactions
'
Everything he has gotten from pubIRMO token if he is the nominee they
demand that Mr. Taylor re'
Will have to surrender their leader- lic life has been attained through
bi^n has brought curious reactions.
rabid opposition to the powers. His
Xt finds support in the past utter- snip or the next election will witness course has not been different from
&flees of such men as Former Gov. the pubernatorial campaign being that which Mr. Youngman is now
U 0.4r7/44).:?D
Alvan T. Fuller, Judson Hannigan. carried on as an independent enter- pursuing. It would, Indeed, be a new,

Back Yard Wra mdi
(May Cause G.O.P. Crisis

Taylor-Liggett-Youngman Differences Hurt
Party's Chances in 1932, Say Observers,
•
and May Smash Party Loyalty Opinions in Conflict on Youngman Stiff
Fight Expected on Redistricting Plan—
Shepard Suggested to Succeed Senator
Crockett
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MAYORS ACROSS THE SEA.
Twenty-six American cities which
extended their hospitality to the
French fliers COSTE and BELLONTE,
heroes of the Paris-New York westward crossing, are now the recipients of the French people's appreciation. Twenty-two American Mayors in person and representatives
of the other four Mayors have sailed
for Paris as the guests of the French
Government and the capital on the
Seine. It is a return of compliments
which is none the less sincere on the
part of the French hosts because it
promises a real gain in permanent
good-will between the two countries,
wider personal contacts and increased business relations to the
profit of everybody concerned. The
presence of twenty-six heads of
American cities accompanied by their
wives and evidently enjoying themselves is likely to provide a useful
corrective to European ideas about
the state of civilization in American
cities. It ought to show that urban
life in the United States does not
entirely consist of half the population putting the other half on the
spot with the aid of machine guns
and "pineapples," otherwise the
chief executives could hardly be having such a good time abroad.
After Paris and the rest of Frarce,
it is to be presumed that the cnief
executives will try to get a glimpse ,
of other sections of the Continent, 1
and of course of England. More
than the average American tourist,
, it strikes one that an American
I Mayor ought to feel at home in
foreign cities and countries; he is
always traveling In the home countries or home towns of so many of
his constituents. What is said of
New York and Chicago as among
the foremost German, Italian, Polish,
Scandinavian cities of the world is
true in lesser degree of most other
American cities. Even the Mayor
of Atlanta, where by the 1920 census the foreign born numbered less
than 5,000, has a fair chance of
being intercepted in front of the
Leaning Tower of Pisa or outside
the Munich Ratskelier by a native who had the pleasure of voting
for him and is glad to hear that
everything in the old town is 'okay."
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Prince, a6'companied by Mrs. Prince,
has been appointed by Mayor Walker
to be his representative on the visit
to France, although he will be present at the dinner.
, Mayor James M. Curley and his
'daughter sailed last week, and Mrs.
Benjamin F. Stapleton of Denver,
Mayor and Mrs. John D. MarExecutives of Cities Visited by and
shall and daughter of Cleveland, will
sail next week, joining the party in
Coste and Bellonte Will Be Paris.
Jean Tillier, president of the
Guests of lie de France.
French Chamber of Commerce in
,New York and resident director of
lthe French Line, will preside at the
dinner. Paul Claudel, Ambassador
TOMORROW of
WILL
SAIL
France to the United States, and
Mayor Walker will speak.
, A bust of the late Ambassador
Herrick, scultpured from
Plan to Visit Paris Exposition— 'Myron T. the original White House
wood from
in Washington, will be turned over
Bust of Herrick Will Be
by the American committee, its
Presented to Paris.
donors, to the group of Mayors for
presentation by them to the city of
Paris. It will have a permanent
place in the Hotel de Ville in the
Representing, in the total popula- ''rench capital.
tion of their respective cities, more
than 10 per cent of the United States,
twenty-five Mayors from all over the
country will be dinner guests aboard
the French Line flagship Ile de
France tonight on the eve of their
departure for the International Colonial and Overseas Exposition, by
the American committee of the exposition. They will sail Friday afternoon on the Ile de France, to be
guests of the city of Paris at the exposition and on a tour of France.
All the cities represented entertained the French transatlantic fliers,
Coste and Bellonte, during their
good-will flight around the United
States, and it was in appreciation of
this hospitality to the French heroes
that the Municipal Council of Paris
extended, through Rene Racover, organizer of the trip and manager of
Coste and Bellonte, the invitation to
the Mayors. Twenty-four accepted
personally, while four others have
appointed official representatives to
go in their stead.
The members of the group who
will attend the dinner are Mayor and
Mrs. John C. Porter of Los Angeles,
Mayor and Mrs. Victor J. Miller of
St. Louis, Mayor and Mrs. William
F. Broening of Baltimore, Mayor and
Mrs. Daniel W. Hoan of Milwaukee,
Mayor and Mrs. T. Semmes Walmsley and daughter of New Orleans,
Mayor and Mrs. Bryce B. Smith and
daughter of Kansas City, Mayor and
Mrs. George L. Baker of Portland,
Ore.• Mayor James L. Key and
daughter
'
of Atlanta, Mayor and Mrs.
Richard L. Metcalfe of Omaha,
Mayor and Mrs. R. B. Marvin of
Syracuse, Mayor J. F. Bright of
Richmond, Va.; Mayor and Mrs.
Walter E. Batterson of Hartford,
Mayor Frederick W. Donnelly of
Trenton, Mayor and Mrs. R. E.
Thomason of El Paso, Mayor George
W. Coan Jr. of Winston-Salem, N.
C.; Mayor and Mrs. J. H. Bayliss of
Pensacola, Mayor and Mrs. Franklin
Dubois Lane of Phoenix, Mayor and
Mrs. James P. Pope of Boice City,
Idaho; Mayor and Mrs. A. P. Gray
of Pasco, Wash.
Judge Frank M. Padden, accompanied by Mrs. Padden, will represent Mayor Cermak of Chicago; Sylvester Andriano, president of the
board of supervisors, accompanied by
Mrs. Andriano, will represent Mayor
Rossi of San Francisco; E. Kirk
MacKinney, accompanied by Mrs.
MacKinney, will represent Mayor
Sullivan of Indianapolis. and Henri

21 MAYORS AT FETE
ON LINER TONIGHT
_
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will probably
dirigible would be the ultimate way t Many passengersmonotony of the
the
break
to
want
Building
State
Empire
and the new
the
trip by stopping over night at
even has a mooring mast erected on seadromes and enjoying an evening of
top for taking passengers from such dancing or the movies. A single overdirigibles. The dirigible has certain night stop will lengthen the east
problems similar to the airplane in bound trip by 12 hours while stopping
that it must carry a great deal of over two nights would stretch it into
fuel which in turn cuts down its pay 48 to 60 hours, the latter figure perload, although not in proportion to mitting a very comfortable trip in
the problem this causes the airplane. easy stages. Yet 60 hours is a short
The question of speed works to the time compared with 90 to 100 hours
dirigible's disadvantage. Such a ship by the fastest steamers.
must be built very large to get even
The seadrome plan promises to be
100 miles an hour while e.rplanes the biggest challenger to the prewhich will have a top speed of 166 dicted popularity of the dirigible. It
and a cruising speed of 133 are planned can, however, aid the seaplane in its
for the first services on the sea- bid for ocean business by serving as
drome route. The cost of a dirigible a refueling station along the way,
of this type is twice the cost of a sea- thus solving one pressing problem, aldrome. Like the ocean liners, only a though the seaplane will still have
few such ships can be in operation at a to consider landing and taking off in
time and this means a limited sailing rought weather.
schedule. Compared with this is the
Becomes a Factor in Law
fact that hourly service can be easily
given on the seadrome lines and probThat the seadrome is considered a
ably will with so many foreign as well very real factor in future aviation is
as American lines operating off these shown in the discussion at a recent
floating islands.
International AeroThe fact that the dirigible is a meeting of the
Buda=pier vehicle for traveling than nautical Juridical Congress at
such
even a large airplane finds favor with pest as to the sovereignty over
many prospective passengers. Both airports, and whether they should
methods have their proponents and it come under the jurisdiction of the
will be interesting to see how they League of Nations.
fare in competition.
Since the only definite project of
When the first seadrome is finished this kind is the Armstrong project, an
next spring it will be taken out to its American affair, and the United
permanent location and anchored. States is not a member of the League
For the following year, while the other of Nations, this meeting is of particseven are building, it will act as a ular interest. The United States Detraining school for the study of de- partment of Commerce, reporting the
tailed operation, handling of person- discussion, stated that the representanel and incidentally as a way station tives of 22 nations at the meeting
between New York and Bermuda. By decided that the League should have
, the time the other seven are ready power of intervention in seadrome
and anchored, the technique of sea- affairs.
The status of a seadrome, if the
drome service will have been established so that the new route can go country operating it goes to war, was
also considered. One delegate suggestI Into operation at once.
ed that seadromes be declared neutral
Named for Aviation Pioneers
in time of war; another member
Mr. Arrastrong plans to name the offered an amendment to-the effect
Length overall, 1100 feet.
,
pioneers.
that in case the seadrome owner beseadromes after aviation
Width, central section, 340 feet.
Width, ends, 180 feet.
Thus the first one 225 miles out will comes a belligerent, the control of the
The next one, 350 seadrome should be turned over to a
Draft, constructing and towing out, 44 be the Langley.
state.
feet.
miles further will be the Chanute. neutral
Mr. Armstrong has had internaDeck, above waterline, 70 feet.
the Wright. Another
Buoyancy tanks, below waterline, 40 feet. Then will come
tional lawyers in several 'countries
Structural weight, 17.500 tons.
similar flight will bring one to the investigate what may be the status
Displacement, on service duty, 50,000,000
Maxim, which will be the one nearest of these proposed islands. He states
tons.
Weight of anchor, 1500 tons.
Newfoundland. After the Maxim will that their joint opinion is that sea$4,000,000.
Cost of seadrome. anchored.
come the Hargrave. The next hop will dromes would be subject to American
Personnel on each, including hotel, 125.
Accommodations for guests, overnight, 100. bring the passenger to the Azores. protection in case of need, just as
Accommodations for guests, day only, 400.
property in the Sahara
America— 'From the Azores the route swings American
WRY
fare, one
Estimated
Europe, 6350-3600.
slightly northeast and 350 miles from desert or elsewhere would be subject
But neither state
First seadrome to be in operation spring
the Azores the sixth seadrome, the to that protection.
, of 1032.
nor federal laws, nor those of any
Tranvatlantic route In operation fall of Henson, will come into view. Next
other nation, would be applicable on
1933.
will come the Phillips and then the the structures as long as their operaCheaper Than Ocean Liner
last seadrome, the Tissandier.
tions are "free from practices which
Passengers for Spain will take a would shock the conscience of manWhile the estimated cost of the
eight seadromes at $4,000,000 apiece plane from the Phillips as it will be . kind," to quote from the opinion.
totals $32,000,000 this amount is sev- the nearest seadrome to the Spanish
Thus the owners of the seadromes
coast. The Tissandier will be a dis- have a little nation of their own tineral millions less than the cost of one
planes
for
junction
or
point
tribution
be
der American protection, in which
of the proposed new ocean liners to
going to Ireland; to Plymouth, Eng.;
built in France and the United States. to Brest and Bordeaux, France; each they have supreme ruling power and
A simple figure on the economics side a simple, single jump from this last in which they are free from taxes,
customs and other similar restricof operating this type of service is floating island.
eight floating isFor passengers who will sleep tions. Perhaps the
the fact that one round trip each
lands may be called the "United
day with 4000 pounds of air mail at $4 aboarc. planes, the schedule for the States of Seadromia."
a pound will, it is estimated, pay the first service is 30 hours from the
total operating expense of the air United States to Europe, with this
being reduced to 24 hours in a short
t'ervice and the seadrome system.
time. Due to prevailing westerly
The possibilities of dirigible At- winds the trip from Europe to America
well known.
lantic crossings are
will take htlf as long again or 36
Many people have felt that the hours.
being a tWo-hour-from-shore winter
resort for people from Norfolk up to
Boston. Each of these seadromes will
have a regular resident personnel of
123 people.
Each to Have Radio Beacon
With a maximum hop of 350 miles
for any leg of A journey, trar.,;8 t'antic flying promises to become as
simple as the present Boston, New
York and Washington airplane run.
Each•seadrome will have a radio beacon sending out a distinctive signal
.and a pilot upon leaving one seadrome need only head for the next,
pick up its signal, and then ride along
Its radio beam until it comes into
sight straight head of him. Thus in
even occasional thick weather the
question of navigation will be simple.
The company which will operate
the seadromes will also run a service
across the Atlantic as well as extending the use of its seadromes to other
lines. In fact, most of the leading
European countries have already been
in contact with Mr. Armstrong expressing their desire to use these seadromes as soon as they are completed
and set out.
The present plans call for the use
of Sikorsky 40-passenger amphibion
airplanes for this work, as they permit of a good load, are seaworthy in
case of a forced landing and are large
enough to permit of luxurious cabins
and riding comfort. Mr. Sikorsky has
been interested in this project and
sees it as a real answer to transocean
travel. He is supported in this opinion
by Lieut. Walter Hinton, Col. Charles
A. Lindbergh, Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd, Commander Joseph LeBrix
And that noted pioneer pilot, Louis
laletiot, who all see this method as the
most feasible for erqss-ocean flying.
Thus the plan has the
of
enthusicpor
of the leading members
s
the flying profession.
Some specifications of the seadromes may prove interesting at this
point. They are as follows:
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BOSIOn to Seek Terntintoi

For New Seatirome Service

•

Assurance that Boston would make
every effort to assume leadership in
developing itself as an air terminal
for the proposed Armstrong seadrome
transatlantic flying service was given
by Mayor James M. Curley today in
a radiogram from the S. S. Francs
on which he is bound for Europe.
This was in reply to a message see t
him yesterday by Thomas A. Mullen
and John T. Scully of the city's publicity committee, forwarding the invitation to E. R. Armstrong, inventor
of the seadrome, that Boston actively
participate in this revolutionary departure in ocean travel.
The first seadrome of the eight to
be strung across the Atlantic, 350
miles apart, will be located at a point
some 250 miles out and nearly 50
'miles nearer Boston than New York.
;This will give Boston an advantage
and make it the nearest American
city.
Coming at a time when the Mayor
is working out active port development plans for Boston, including fourday express steamship service by German lines out of Boston Harbor, the
24-hour seadrome crossing schedule
planned by Mr. Armstrong particularly fits into the city picture, according
to Messrs. Mullen and Scully.
41
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CURLEY IN

BOSTON, ENG.
Hub Mayor Welcomed
In Colorful Old World
Ceremony

•

Boston, England, May 22 (INS)
—In a colorful old world ceremony
Mayor James M Curley of Boston,
Muss, was welcomed by otheiale
of this ancient town today on Ids
arrival to repay the visit by the
Lord Mayor of Boston, England, to
the Massachusetts capitol
last
year.
Depressing weather and the fact
Mayor Curley was an hour late
failed to dampen the enthusiasm
of the British Bostoniams and they
accorded the visiting American executive a tremendous ovation.
Sixteen miles outside of Boston
on the London road, Mayor Curley
was met by a fleet of cars contain• lug the members of the you-mill.
A local holiday had been declared in honor of the occasion and
virtually the entire population of
the town turned out to pay homage
to the Boston mayor.
Arriving at the City Hall, Lord
Mayor William Lunn and the Lady
Mayoress received tire Boston executive in their full robes of office. Mayor Curley was attired in
a frock coat and top hat.
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FIRE PREVENTION
MEASURES SAID
TO HAVE CUT LOSS

Curley Welcomed
, In Old Boston
Leaves Today on Visit to
Paris

Business Depression for
First Time Shows Little
Effect on Fire Record
Hetein 're Tat CHRISTIAN ScicNct MONITOR
TORONTO, May 12—For the first
time a serious business depression
has not radically increased the nation's fire hx,s, according to Franklin H. Wentworth, managing director
of the National Fire Protection Association at the thirty-fifth annual
meeting here. He attributed this to
improved physical conditions in industry and increasing emphasis on
prevention work by fire departments.
"The fire waste council of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, with which we are actively cooperating, has continued its conduct
of the interchamber fire waste contest with gratifying results. The consequent focusing of the attention of 300
local chambers of commerce upon the
fire safety of their cities must favorably affect our fire waste totals," Mr.
Wentworth said.
That fires are increasing faster
than our populations; and we burn ;
more than any other civilized nations, I
whether expressed in relation of fire
loss to per capita wealth, or the number of fires per 1000 of population,
was the statement of F. T. Moses,
president of the National Fire Protection Association.
"The combined fire loss of the
United States and Canada is approximately $600,000,000 annually, Mr.
Moses said. "Reckoned in terms of
insurance premiums paid, the loss exceeds $1,000,000,000. The annual fire
department budget in many communities equals the yearly fire loss, so
we must multiply our original $600,000,000 by three. There is a tremendous indirect cost. The destruction of
large amounts of taxable property
places a greater tax burden on that
which remains; tire destruction of an
industry imposes large economic
losses on the wage earner, the stockholder and the merchant. Few cities
look upon fire prevention as a definite
business proposition.
"Methods by which waste can be
fought include:
"The establishment of a bureau of
fire prevention in every town and
adoption of the fire prevention code
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters; the organization of regional
community conferences for discussion
and adoption of sustained fire prevention programs; inspections of dwelling
houses and small mercantile establishments; sustained education in fire
prevention in public schools as part
of the established curriculum, whereby
children may be instructed in ordinary
fire hazards."
The appointment of Robert S.
Eltansfield Jr. of Boston to the field
engineerirng staff of the National Fire
rrotection Association was announced
by, mt.. Wentworth., -

.1'(;e

LONDON, May 23 (/P)—Still jubilant over his welcome at Boston,
Lincolnshire, Mayor James M. Curley of Boston, Mass., left today on a
visit to Paris.
"It was the most friendly atmosphere I have ever been in," he said.
"The people couldn't do enough for
us."
He was accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Mary Curley, Miss
Loretta Brienner, of Chicago, and
Edmund L. Doland, city treasurer
of Boston.
Mayor Curley made four speeches
yesterday in the town for which his
own city was named in order to
reach all .the people who assembled to greet him. He spoke last
night at a great banquet in the
council hall.
As the American party neared
Boston by motor, men, women and
children lined the roads and lanes
16 miles from the square. It was estimated that 10,000 persons lined
the route and another 10,000 were
assembled in the square. As the population of Boston is only 16.000, it
was evident that many country folk
had left their farms to greet the
Bostonians from New England.
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Boston Mayor
Visits Boston
In Old Britain
BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE. Eng..
May 22 (AP)—Repaying a call of
a year ago, Mayor James M. Curley of Boston. Mass., made an official visit, today, to the mayor of
this far older and much smaller
Boston.
It was a gala day for this little
English market town, British Bostonians leaving their shops and
houses to cheer the civic head of
the American city which was
named in honor of this centuries
old place.
Mayor Curley, this evening, was
the guest of honor at a banquet
attended by town officials and all
of the leading citizens, During the
speechmaking local historians recalled the Pilgrim Fathers' departure from this town to the far
coast where they founded a new
colony.
Mayor Curley plans to return to
London tomorrow. His future mare,
have not been announced but it
was understood he might go to
Paris for the weekend.
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Mayor CuElsy Sails
On Trip To Ireland
Will Visit President Cosgrove
And Mussolini In Behalf Of
Port Of Boston

•

New 'York, May 8—(AP)—Mayor J.
M. Curley of Boston, who has been in
New York conferring with Hamburg
American and North German Lloyd
officiaLs in behalf of the Port of Boston sailed for Ireland today on the
liner Prance.
He will be the guest of President
Cosgrove and discuss with him ship
service between Ireland and Boston,
and proposes to confer with Premier
Mussolini at Rome on the inclusion of
Boston as one of the ports of call for
the larger Italian steamship lines.
Mr. Curley said he had had encouraging conversations with representatives of the Hamburg American and
the North German Lloyd lines, and
both companies had agreed to send experts to Boston to study the situation.
Mayor Curley pointed nut that Boston
is 250 miles nearer to Europe than
Nov York and that ships of great speed
would be able to make the crosisng in
four days.
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YlAYOR CURLEY
CONfLiiS WITH
LINER HEADS
NEW YORK, Ai y S (JP—Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston who has
been in New York conferring with
the Hamburg-Aimeriean and (North
German Lloyd officials in behalf of
the port of I3eiston sailed for Ireland
today on the liner France. He will
be the guest of President Cosgrove
and di.scuss with hint ship
service
betnveen Ireland and Boston and also
proposer, to confer
with Premier
Mussolini at Home On the inclusion
of Iinston as one of the ports of call
for the larger lta.lian steamship lines
M. Curley said he had
had encouraging conversation with representative of the Hamburg-American
and the North German Lloyd lines
and both companies had agreed to
send experts to Boston to study the
situation. Mayor Curley pointed out
that Bicston is MO mIles nearer to
Eunope than New York and
that
ships of great speed would be able
to make the crossing in four days.
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Sees Boston's Advantage
V
BOSTON—Mayor Curley of Boston, on eve of departure for European trip, was confident that either
Bremen or Europa will be assigned
to prove that by using Boston as
American port fast ships can cross
Atlantic in four days. Yesterday ne
conferred at New York with President Heineken of North German
Lloyd Steamship Line, which operates Bremen and Europa..
jAL. e
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Curley Put One
Over on Boston's
V School Bldg. Corn.
Boston, May 12--Final authority
on construction and repair work in
Boston schools, Involving the expenditure of millions of dollars annually, is taken from the school buildings commissioners and placed with
the city building department and
Mayor Curley. under the provisions
of a law passed by the legislature
and signed by Gov. Ely in April.
Revelation that the bill had been
passed and signed without a single
Interested school official being notified caused a sensation last night in
school circles and resulted in a hurried conference of the Boston school
committee and the board of school
buildings commissioners.
The conference decided to start an
investigation, under Chairman Richard J. Lane of the school buildings
commission. into the reasons why
the school officials were not notified.
It was also decided that Gov. Ely will
be apprised of the importance of the
situation today and, if the legislative
rules committee refuses to admit an
amendment exempting the school
department from the law, he will be
asked to send a special message to
the legislature urging the exemp-
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Mayor Curley
(6,
in England
PLYMOUTH, England, May 15 (iP)
—Mayor Curley of Boston, with his
daughter and a par* of friends, arrived today from New York and proceeded to Liverpool whence they will
go to Ireland. Later they will visit
Boston, England, and the colonial exposition at Paris.
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MAYOR CURLEY IN DUBLIN'
Dublin, Irish Free State, May 16
—(/P)—Mayor Curley of Boston artived here today with his daughter
and some friends. They plan to
motor to Galway. his ancestral
home, thence to Limerick and Killarney, returning to London next
week.

illions of dollars worth of school
tioM
n'
construction and repair, which would
during the
ordinarily be started
summer months when children are
not in school, may be held up until
the matter is settled. It is not beyond possibility that school officials,
If forced, will go to the courts for
relief.
The
bill passed last month was introduced by Rep. Bernard Finklestein for Mayor Curley. The mayor
was roundly condemned at the secret
meeting last night for having tried
to "obtain control of the school
L
, v.:w
building department."
transatlantic
trying
to
is
Curley
induce
steamship lines
the
Mayor
to route their fastest ships to Boston, and thereby save 200 miles of sea
voyage. If the tourists are as anxious to get home as they are to get
through the art galleries and museums of Europe, they will certainly
want to land at Bost:.
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FOUR DAYS TO EUROPE
Mayor
ey of Boston seems to be getting some
encouragement
from German—Tleamship line officials, that they will
try out the idea
of direct sailings of their fast ships from Boston to
Europe, with the
hope of making the crossing in four days. He also is
getting similar encouragement in other quarters. Considering how anxious
travellers
always are to get to their destinatiott, it has seemed
strange that the
Idea of landing them at Boston instead of New York
has not been more
generally adopted. The Boston route would save 200
miles of the sea
journey, and the use of fast trains to New York and
other points ought
to save about five hours on an average in getting
home from Europe:
European travellers are well accustomed to completing
their trips by
rail, since so many of them who go to England take trains to
Liverpool
and other English ports, while the Paris bound voyagers of
course have
to use trains from Cherbourg and other points, When people are com7.
ing back they are in a ,an,cifil, hurry;
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THE TAX DOLLAR
Facts and Opinions on the City Finances of Boston, Prepared by the Joint Committee on Municipal
Finance of the Boston Chamber of Commerce and the Boston Real Estate Exchange

POSTPONEMENT MAY PROVE POPULAR
How is the cost I toe Old Age Assistance Act to be met? Unless the present session of the Legislature takes
affirmative action in finding a new source of revenue, the cost will be imposed upon the property owner and it will be
reflected in his tax bill next fall. The law goes into effect on July first whether or not the means of paying for it
are found.
The 1931 city budget for Boston contains a $500,000 appropriation which the Overseers of Public Welfare estimate
to be the minimum necessary for the six months of this year in which the Act will be in effect. No one can foretell,
how much the operation of this Act will cost, but in 1932 it is certain to double. This experience points to the
probability that it may increase considerably beyond present expectations."
We are told that any proposals to raise the poll tax on men or to impose a poll tax on women or to place a tax
upon specific commodities will be unpopular and consequently unacceptable to members of the Legislature. But we
submit that to place the cost of this law in the property tax which is already burdened to the breaking point will
prove to be equally unpopular and in addition, unsound and unfair.
The courageous and fair action would be to postpone the operation of the law until the expenditure involved can
be balanced by adequate income. Judging by the growing indignation against high taxes, especially for avoidable
purposes, we venture the prophecy that legislators will be surprised to find how popular such action would prove to be.
VALUATION SURVEY BEING CARRIED ON
In the recent discussion of real estate assessments in Boston, a "valuation survey" was suggested as a basic
remedy. We call attention to the recommendation of this Joint Committee made in 1928:
"We recommend that a systematic plan for assessing property for taxation be installed with complete
supporting records so as to save the present annual duplication of field work. While it will cost quite a sum
to put the assessors' office in possession of complete records, this will be more than saved by the reduction in
annual operating costs with the additional advantage that the assessing will be done much better. The
most important end accomplished by installing this system is that it serves to equalize valuations rather
than to increase the sum total."
We present these facts to refresh the memory of the taxpayer and to bring him down to date: The previous city
administration announced its intention of making such a survey looking towards "unit system of assessing," and appropriated $25,000 for that purpose in 1929. It contracted for an aerial map of the city and for certain expert services in laying out the new system. The present administration announced in February 1930 that the expert services would be discontinued because the anticipated cost would be prohibitive, but the Assessing Department was instructed to employ the necessary engineers and draftsmen to do the same work but on a less extensive basis, cost to
be about $100,000. In that year, 1930, $6,000 was provided and this year $11,000 has been made available. It is
understood that the work is being carried on by Northeastern University and that it involves bringing the maps
and block plans of the department up-to-date. Although it was decided to have the contract for the aerial map completed, at a cost of $14,000, as yet it has not been done.
While it may be regretted that this survey is not proceeding more rapidly, the fact that the present administration is alive to the need for improvement in the work of the Assessing Department is gratifying, and the taxpayer
may look forward to definite results.
CAN CENTRALIZED PURCHASING BE IMPROVED?

•

Five million dollars of the taxpayers' money in Boston goes toward the purchase of materials, equipment and
Supplies for city departments. This represents over two dollars in the tax rate. A major part of the purchases are
made through the Supply Department which is the central purchasing agency for most of the departments.
The expenditure of this money presents an unusual opportunity to any city administration to demonstrate a real
desire for economy and efficiency. The taxpayer has a right to expect that the utmost economy will be exercised
and businesslike methods will be employed.
Allegations have been made recently that in certain instances advantage has not been taken of bulk purchasing
and competitive bidding. The Finance Commission is said to be studying the truth of these allegations. The taxpayer will await with interest the results of this study.
A LOGICAL ARRANGEMENT NOW POSSIBLE
We extend our congratulations to Senator Parkman, Mayor Curley, Budget Commissioner Fox and the officials
of the Law Department, who were successful in obtaining the passage of the legislative bill which will permit the
city government of Boston to establish the fees for licenses and permits. For several years, this bill has been urged
unsuccessfully. Both this year and in prior years, it had the consistent support of this Joint Committee.
In place of the heterogeneous mass of charges in the present system of fees, it should be possible now to work
out a "logical and correlated arrangement of charges fixed in an equitable manner according to the value or importance of the individual services or privileges."
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Wish's Position
Senator Walsh has been a big
figure at the last two national conventions, serving on the resolutions
The abuses that brought Fall River to a state of bankruptcy are
committee and himself writing many
Is
planks of the party platform. He
ly leaking out. Mr. Jackson who spoke before the Chamber or
gradual
destined for even higher honors in
ree
banquet here the.other night, told of some of them,.but he did
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due
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ability, bring him promine
It is easy to see hoe' the taeket can he worked in connection with
any discussion of the vice presidential
honors. There is a general feeling Such eases by
unscrupulous parties, ostensibly working for the inuoicipality
among party leaders that the time Is
to that employs them, hut in reality robbing the city for their own gain.
not ripe for either Walsh or Smith
the
seek the presidency, but that
There are various ways by which the racket can he used in such came
Massachusetts man might very successfully balance the national ticket and which are very difficult to detect.
in second place. Senator Walsh will
Mayor Ctirle4.of Boston has issued a long slat einent relative to the
probably be chairman of the resoluleast
at
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very of the tax abal ement racket in which he says:
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he will have much to say about
new a ml startling racket striking at the heart
party platform.
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of the financial strueture of Boston has assumed alarmThe part which Senator Coolidg
n
will play in the national campaig
ing proportions, the board of assessors today advised me.
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likely
Ratiketepring in the same manner as has held sway
ing conjecture. He too, will
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a delegate at large to the
in Chivago, which led to the financial collapse of that
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senator
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the sinister influenees govcity, is apparently the aim
will not be his privilege to lead
delegation, but he will wield considale group -toperafirUin Boston."
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e
Coolidg
erable Influence. Senator
This is a new phase of nthnicipal corruption against which the people
a man of independent judgment, him
convictions, and loyalty, as he his have to protect themselves. For this purpose their ('an rely only upon
ions.
demonstrated in other convent
If these are dishonest, then the people have no
He has carefully refrained from malt- their elected officials.
ing any statement that would sug- protection against the form of racket referred to by Mayor Curley and
gest his sentiments in the coming
nomina. by Ni t% Jaekson as having been assiduously worked in Fall River.
struggle for the presidential
( 1 1'
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been mentioned,
There are many friends of sen- In c cit y could not meet its obligations and the legislature had to put it
ator Coolidge who eelleve it is not under fi Commission to restore its credit by drastic cuts in public exdark
amiss to consider him as a
es and by putting an end to the grafting and racketeering by
.
horse for second place on the ticket.
!reit the city was finaneially ruined. There is here contained an im-4
base this speculation on two
They
I warning for every city in the state.
premises. The Coolidge name Is a '
proved as.set in the country. AnOther Coolidge from Massachusetts '
would be of Inestimable advertising
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BOST014 MAYOR SAILS
TO PUSH PORT PLAN
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He said he would study for twt
months in Paris with the Rumaniar
teacher Eneeco and later would go tc
Baireuth where Toscanini will direct.
Besides his father, Menuhin was acCurley to Consult Mussolini companied by his mother, and his
two sisters. They will return in the
and Cosgrave and Officials
Fall.
Mrs. Sloan Danenhower and Miss
of Germany.
Doris Danenhower, wife and daughter of the Commander of the submarine Nautilus in which Sir Hubert
Wilkins plans a trip to the North
YEHUDI MENUFIIN LEAVES Pole,
sailed on the France for England where they will greet the submarine.
Miss Ann Madison Washington, colMrs. Danenhowevr Departs to Greet
lateral descendant of George Washington, also was on the liner. She
Submarine Her Husband Will
will act as American hostess in the
Command on Polar Trip.
mansion copied after Mount Vernon
at the Colonial Exposition in Paris.
She was accompanied by Miss Susan
Frazier of Garrison, N. Y., and Miss
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston Catherine McIntyre, secretary to the
sailed yesterday on the French liner America,n Commissioner General of
France to discuss with Irish Free the exposition.
The North German Lloyd liner
State, German and Italian officials, Columbus returned yesterday from a
port
a
, his plan to include Boston as
cruise around the world, lasting
t of call for swift transatlantic liners. more than four months. The liner
brought 250 passengers, 87 of whom
t He also will go to Paris to join the will continue their journey to Europe
invited
mayors
American
group of
when the liner sails today.
The Lloyd Sabaudo liner Conte
by the French Government to greet
sailed late yesterday for
Biancamano
Coste and Bellonte, the transatlantic
Mediterranean ports. On board was
fliers.
Tullio Serafin, conductor of the MetMr. Curley said he conferred in the ropolitan Opera, who is going to
Garden in London where he
Convent
sevof
last few days with officials
will direct for several weeks. He
eral steamship companies including t will rest in Switzerland before rethe North German Lloyd and the turning here in the Fall:
Hamburg American Line, and received promises from these to attend
a conference in Boston later in the
Spring, when there will be a detailed
discussion of his plan.
He pointed out that Boston is 250
miles closer to Europe than is New
York, and that it is the port for a
tremendous population, if properly
served by regular sailings and. arrivals. In the Free State he expects
to discuss the plan with President
Cosgrove and has au audience with
Premier Mussolini in Rome.
He will be gone about six weeks,
he said. He was accompanied on
the France by Edmund L. Dolan,
city treasurer of Boston; Miss Mary
Curley, his daughter, and Miss Lauretta Bremner of Chicago, a faiend of
Miss Curley's.
Yehudi Menuhin,14-year-old violinist, sailed for Europe after a tour
of America. His father, Moshe Menuhin, who accompanied him, announced that the youthful virtuoso
would play next season in Paris,
Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, Warsaw
and other capitals. The father said
the boy would be featured, with the
symphony orchestras of these cities
playing his accompaniment.
Young Menuhin said that his
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MORE ROOM FOR
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Raising Present Building to
15 Stories or New Structure Favored
County
Raising of the Suffolk construcCourthouse to 15 stories or
the site of
tion of a new building onmmended by
Barristers Hall was reco
meeting
Mayor Curley yesterday at a
Committee of
of the Ways and Means
The Mayor
the Massachusetts Senate. would be
n
said that he believed Bosto se of inwililng to bear half the expen present
creasing the height of the
courthouse.
erected it ,
If a new building was
Court,
would accommodate the Landte, and
Registries of Deeds and Proba ry, the
possibly the Social Law Libra courtnt
Mayor said. Raising the prese
space for
house would provide ample county.
the needs of both the State andexpendiThe first plan would entail
ximately
tures amounting to appro
would
$5,000,000, while a new building ated.
cost about $3,500,000, it was estim the
The Mayor sailt that although in
ly
eity and State might share equal city
enlarging the courthouse, the ner
2
/
would actually be paying 661
about half
pays
n
Bosto
se
becau
cent,
Parkman,
of the state tax. Henry er of the
Senator from Boston, a memb e, held
Ways and Means Committe State
opposing views as to what the prothe
should contribute toward
Parkman
posed undertaking. Senator
concontended that the State should
at
tribute approximately 30 per cent, on
opini
the same time expressing the would
that a less expensive building
be adequate.
, city
A suggestion that the State
own
and county take care of their
J.
courts was made by Curnelius Haley, Senator from Rowley, chair
on
man of the Legislative Committee
State Administration.
The House bill increasing the Gov00,
ernor's salary from $10,000 to $20,0
from
of the Lieutenant-Governor
the
$4000 to $5000, and of members of
$1500
Executive Council from $1000 to
Ways
referred by the Senate to the
ably
and Means Committee, was favor
take
reported today, the increases to
effect Jan. 5, 1933.
An order for an opinion of the
bill
Supreme Court on the pending
s
regarding the jurisdiction of court
sitting in equity which specifies what
these courts may or may not do in
various phases of labor disputes, was
referred to the House Rules Committee.
The Legislative Committee on Municipal Finance reported the bill
authorizing the city of Boston to borrow $250,000 for a municipal building
in Charlestown. This measure was
petitioned for by Robert L. Lee, Representative from Charlestown.
''Leave to withdraw" was recommended b:' the Joint Ways and Means
Committee on the petition of Harold
E. Cole, Representative ,of Taunton,
that cities and towns be reimbursed
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More Than a Score of American Mayors to Tour France
guests of France, more than twenty
ASAmer
ican mayors, accompanied in

most cases by their wives, are to sail
from New York on the Ile de France on
May 15 for the opening of the International Colonial and Overseas Possessions
Exposition in Paris and for a subsequent
tour of France.
Invitations for this trip were extended
on behalf of the Municipal Council of
Paris, the Ministry of Public Works and
the Exposition Committee, to the mayors
of the 37 American cities who were hosts
of the French Transatlantic Fliers,
Dieudonne Costes and Maurice Bellonte,
on the Aviators' Good Will Tour of the
United States. Arrangements are being
made by Rene Racover, who supervised
the Frenchmen's flight from Paris to
New York and their American tour last
September.
Acceptances for the tour (to April 28)
have been received from: Mayor and
Mrs. John C. Porter, of Los Angeles;
Mayor and Mrs. John D. Marshall and
daughter, of Cleveland; Mayor and Mrs.
Victor J. Miller, of St. Louis; Mayor and
Mrs. William F. Broening, of Baltimore;
Mayor and Mrs. Daniel W. Hoan, of Milwaukee; Mayor and Mrs. T. Semmes
Walmsley and daughter, of New Orleans;
Mayor James L. Key and daughter of Atlanta; Mayor and Mrs. Benjamin F. Stapleton, Denver; Mayor and Mrs. J. Waddy Tate and secretary, of Dallas; Mayor
and Mrs. Richard L. Metcalfe, of .
Omaha; Mayor and Mrs. R. B. Marvin,
of Syracuse; the new Mayor, C. J. Blinn,
and the former Mayor, Walter C. Dean,
of Oklahoma City; Mayor J. F. Bright,
of Richmond; Mayor and Mrs. Walter
E. Batterson, of Hartford; Mayor Frederick W. Donnelly, of Trenton; Mayor
and Mrs. R. E. Thomas, El Paso, Texas;
Mayor and Mrs. George W. Coan, Jr.,
of Winston-Salem; Mayor and Mrs.
Franklin D. Lane, of Phoenix; Mayor
and Mrs. James P. Pope, of Boise City;
and Mayor and Mrs. Gray, of Pa3co,
Wash. Sylvester Andriano, a member
of the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco and Mrs. Andriano, will represent
Mayor Angelo J. Rossi of that city; and
E. Kirk McKinney, President of the
Board of Public Works, will represent
the Mayor of Indianapolis.
At the time of our going to press the
following officials had locally announced
their intention of going, but official acceptance had not been received:
Mayor James M. Curley, of Boston
(and daughter); Mayor William F.
Kunze, of Minneapolis; Mayor G. L.
Baker, of Portland. Ore.: Mayor Gearhard Bundlie, of St. Paul . Mayor John
: and
F. Bowman. of Sall Ial.,
Ha.
Mayor .1. 11. Bayliss, of
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The Mayor of Boston is elected by the
city's plain people, the fun-loving IrishCatholics of whom James Michael Curley
is one. And Mayor Curley knows how to
make gestures to his constituents. Last
fortnight he refused to issue a permit for
a longstanding intercoastal football game
between Stanford and Dartmouth Nov. 23
in Harvard Stadium. His reason: a game.
between the plain people's Boston College
and Holy Cross (Roman Catholic) was
scheduled for the same day at Fenway
Park; the Stanford-Dartmouth game

...

International
MAYOR OF BOSTON
wrote his name on the 22nd Century.

would cut the gate receipts of a home
industry.
Mayor Curley's gesture last week was
to insure his life for $102,283 and make
these provisions: upon the death of the
last of his four children who will share
its income, the fund shall be invested at
shall be allowed to grow for two
centuries, becoming $43.548,327 in 2131.
Thereafter its income of $1,821,943 per
year shall be used to care for Boston's
unemployed.*
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Boston Budget Presented to
City CMOS i
March 16. Mayor Curley preO Nsented
to the (:ity Council, a budget
for the governnwm. of Boston and Suffolk County which totaled $38.957.838.
In connection with the budget, he submitted a message in which he explained
that he had reduced the original estimates of departments by more than
$5,000,000 in an effort to keep taxes
down and yet provide for needed expenditures. The budget for 1931 is about
$2,000,000 more than the budget of 1930.
In preparing the budget, Mayor Curley
had the assistance of Charles J. Fox, who
has been City Budget Commissioner for
several years.
Although the fiscal year of Boston coincides with the calendar year, the appropriation,for the year are not usually
made tint i I about four months have
elapsed. Under an old state law passed
in 1889, each city department may expend prior to the making of appropriations "one-third the entire amount appriated for the department for the previous year." Under normal conditions
this allows the department to function
for approximately the first four months
of the year. This makes it necessary for
the city council to pass the appropriations by about May 1 of each year. But
the mayor cannot submit his budget to
the city council until the State Legislature has fixed the annual tax limit for
the city. If the Legislature delays in
doing this (and it usually does), the
mayor's budget may be presented very
much later than it was this year, someafter the middle of April. Thus
the council is compelled to act on the
budget in a very short time. considering
the amount of money involved. When
the council has been unable to enact the
appropriations before the statutory limit
was reached, the departments have had
temporarily to suspend payrolls and to
curtail their activities. Apparently this
situation will he avoided during 1931 by
the early presentation of the budget. a
month and a half before the limit has
been reached. It may be of interest to
observe that the State Legislature again
fixed the annual tax limit at $16 on the
$1.000 of assessed valuation, as in 1930.
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What of Old Age Aid?
•

Shall State Scrap New Law or Operate It?—Benefits and
Costs Would Be Shared Without Regard to Politics,
as Money Is Never Partisan
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, May 9. -It all boils down to the old-fashioned fact that
There has been so much
the state cannot spend money it does not have.
assertion, accusation, de- Appropriations and expenditure and taxation g•:*
nial, explanation, etc.,
hand in hand, and essentially they know no partisince the problem of ad5411 politics. The aged who will, or will not, as the
ministering the old age
case may be, -receive benefits under this law, will
law
became
assistance
not do as Republicans or Democrats. They will
acute, that it is difficult
not be notably affected by thoughts of the party
to get at the plain undisaffiliations of the governor or the members of the'
a re Legislature,
puted
facts-- w h lch
Astraintoirbew$0040
ratber simple. The fact;
Dollars Are Nonpartisan
are that the last Legidawhich the state will give to spend
dollars
The
lure passed a bill provid- l
or Demoing for the relief of the under this law will not be Republican
enacted to
is
one
if
law,
tax
The
dollars.
cratic
aged; that it did not probe
or subsequently any means raise the funds, will not in its applicability
escape
will
citizen
No
Democratic.
or
Republican
for financing this relief; that it was left to the
po-•
and corporations. to the burden of such taxation by virtue of his
commissioner of taxation
bent.
Mical
work out a plan that he did so, pioducing a proThis dilemma of the Legislature, and the conposal to tax bottled beverages that this aroused
disturbance in the minds of the governor
current
such a hullabaloo, largely from those whose busiof
ness would be, as they claimed, disadvantageously and some others, is no novelty. The processes
is
There
eyes.
irksome,
and
difficult
are
taxation
affected, that the idea was dropped like a cold potato. That is about all the non-controversial facts no popular tax. There are taxes which are more
Irritating than others. Tax legislation enthusiasts
there -are.
What faces the present Legislature is a choke: are likely to be carried away with their coldly cal(1) to provide a method for financing this old age culating ledger-book zeal for what they call "reassistance law—new taxes; or (2) to postpone sults." They are likely to approve a tax proposal
action, leaving the law inoperative; or (3) repeal simply because it appears equitable and calculated
the law. None of these is a pleasant choice to to produce the revenue. There is another inescapable element in all tax legislation—Public opinmake,
What results from the facts as stated and ion, or public sentiment. A tax which hits the
from the dilemma of the ,present Legislature la a taxpayer frequently, regularly, inexorably in the
rumpus. Yet, whether this law is the fruit of Re- face, is a hated law, no matter how Just it may be.
Take the income lax. It is based on the expublican legislation; whether it was enacted to
this
strengthen the chances of Governor Frank G. cellent theory that those with the most of
of
burden
heavier
the
pay
should
goods
Allen for re-election; whether the baby is Repub- world's
lican or Democratic, are really beside the point. taxation; that he with little money should be let
Whether the governor chooses to wash his hands off lightly or altogether. II is, in its profession of
of it or to take a definite stand in favor of some purpose certainly, and in its application presumsolution, is also beside the point. What is at issue ably, a just and fair tax. Yet the public does not
is whether the state, having enacted a law, shall like it and never will like it--because regularly
throw it overheard, or provide for its operation, once every year the taxpayer is not only reminded
Personalities and politics are another matter. This that he must, give up a part of what he has
state is not the Republican party nor the Demo- •eurned , but be is bothered in a particularly vex(trade party. It is not an aggregation of politicians. i ations way.
It takes its legislation with a reasonable amount
Gasoline Tax Strategy
of seriousness.
When the gasoline tax first went into operHad Mr. Allen been re-elected, as he might ation, gasoline filling stations advertised the price,
have been but for a continuing series of blunders se much per gallon for the gasoline plus so much
and some bad advice, he would have had to face for the tax. It was poor business and the gasoline
exactly the same situation which Mr. Ely faces dealers saw it. They now customarily, in this state,
now. The necessity for creating new sources of simply chalk up on Their sign the price of the
revenue, would have been the same. A new tax gasoline. The tax is in it, but, it lc not talkeud
could be no more easily devised nor more pleas- about- and motorists regularly pay that tax every
antly received under a Republican governor than (hoc they buy a gallon or more of gasoline, but
under a Democratic governor. If the present Leg- glve, it no thought. The point
is That this 'ax is
islature were Democratic in majority instead of now being collected without reminding the taxRepublican, the necessity would be exactly the payer in each 'instance that he is contributing.
c•wrtAr.dis-do
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for stategive official endorsement to eandidates
pre-primary coned
so-call
the
Is
This
.
offices
wide
political matvention bill. Everyone interested in
purpose of this
sed
profes
the
tands
unders
ters
detail in
bill. The only particularly interesting
by the more
this bill, which has been overclouded
of the pre-primary
important features, is the size
The estimate
convention which it would authorize.
icans would
Republ
the
ions
provis
is that under Its
tes and the
have a convention with 765 delega
i quite
That
750.
with
one
have
Democrats would
bands attending the function.
whole way and make
the
go
not
why
but
;
will
its
crowd
a
of
The summer is at hand, and some
is to enthuse
1i a really big affair? if the purpose
go down in Maine where the sea water is cold. We
r clambake convenregula
a
have
let's
party,
hesiless
or
the
more
will (Ion bathing suits and go
1500 or more delegates, men and
tantly down the beach to the water's edge. We tion, with
in the open air, at some sandy, windMeet
.
stand
then
and
women
will stick our toes into the water,
singing pines,
swept beach resort, or amid the
on one foot and wonder whether it is worth while
the festive
about
Meet
.
maples
g
shadin
the
' or not to plunge In. When we get our courage up pr
laden with
s,
-horse
saw
on
board, or boards placed
high enough, we shall do it. It will be unexpectedly
uts, pie. hot,
doughn
corn,
green
s,
lobster
clams,
pleasant—after the first moment,
, hot coffee, lukeTax legislation has to be carried forward about dogs, ham sandwiches, pickles
lemonade, popcorn,
cigars,
tonic,
ale,
ginger
warm
the same way. If the Legislature means to make
band.
a brass
this old age law effective it must take the plunge, peanuts and
es of
Without disparaging the laudable purpos
counting on the ultimate sensations to be more
party
stiffen
to
idea
tion
conven
agreeable than the toe-paddling now being per- this pre-primary
. and make
leaders
party
p
develo
,
ibility
respons
formed.
the ancient
our government as distinguished as
Tall? About Governor
Sunday school
a
and
brains
for
senate
Roman
to see a little
Attending the 'week of debate and assertion
convention for virtue, we would like
into the picd
-eearding this problem we have had an assortinjecte
ce
roman
and
ent
sentim
more
it of estimates as to the governor's strength. ture. Let's ballyhoo the thing right up to the limalong in such a
Very likely there is underground work atfainst
it, and get the two parties going
or
ne else, like a
escape
Did
a
govern
everyo
party.
ever
his
him, within
way that everyone will know
Democrats
and
icans
that depressing experience? It is being said that
Republ
and
on.
Rotary lunche
party is
te
favori
he has no effective spokesman in House or Senate;
their
will feel that belonging to
lodge,
class
first
a
we have beard it said of many other governors. It
to
ing
belong
as
as stimulating
Is said that there is friction between him and the
or at least to. the neighborhood club.
party leaders. No executive escapes it.
Mr. Curley takes several positions apparently
It's Mr. Youngman's Issue
at variance with those of the governor; gays he
adds a
Anyhow, the advancement of this bill
canorship
will never again be a candidate for mayor; and
govern
the
of
icance
signif
the
little to
governor. Mr.
the word goes around that he is jockeying for
didacy of the present lieutenant
position to oppose Governor Ely in the primary
s I.. Gif;ord
Youngman and Congressman Charle
ay in the
Thursd
next year. What of it? This is a free country, in
next
are to debate this issue
Youngsome respects anyway. Mr. Curley has always been
Mr.
rium,
audito
school
High
d
New Bedfor
more or less a candidate for the governorship. He
Youngman
opposing the convention idea. Mr.
man
has a right to be so regarded. There is no reproach
may yet be
has seized this issue, and it is his. It
in aspiring to that high office.
time the next state election has rolled
the
by
that
The story goes about the Hill, with rebetition
the issues.
around, it will be the livest of all
weekly, that Mr. Ely is a "one term governor"
bill would give him plenty ot amthis
of
e
Passag
and that he will not allow the use of his name
and tense.
munition and would keep the issue alive
in 1932. It. will be time to credit that story when
ng
issue of state economy versus spendi
The
Mr. Ely has vouched for It, and not before. It
Preach
time.
that
by
e
pictur
may fade out of the
has no pertinence now, except as gossip,
ic Situeconom
t
presen
the
in
my
econo
state
ing
There is an old story of a woman who conas an issue in 1932.
ation may not serve at all well
fessed to her pastor that she had indulged In gosin national-office
better
fit
to
likely
is
Prohibition
sip. She was given A task to perform: She was to
the. Massachusetts state ticket.
with
than
ts
contes
take a pound of feathers, go up to the top of the
issue
Here, in the pre-primary convention, is an
hill behind the church, and scatter them. Then,
At this moment the Mtns.
husett
y
Massac
entirel
the following week, she was to report to the pasman.
at ion is shaping up very nicely for Mr. Young
tor that she had done so.
presidential primary law
.
present
the
ime
Meant
The woman was a little puzzled at this, but
to
will remain as is. It will not be possible either
mshe did RS she was told, And reported her perfor
ent against his will (fancy
Presid
for
nran
a
draft
ance. Thereupon the good man said to her: "Now
national
the thought!) or to go romping into a
row
I want you to go up to the same place tomor
expedient of attaching
simple
the
by
tion
conven
them
and gather up all those feathers and bring
ally
one's self to the unwilling coat tails of nation
to me."
the
popular figures. In a sense we are sorry about
far
a
ed
provid
have
would
it
for
bill,
fate of this
y here in 1932
primar
the
to
ential
sting
icance
presid
intere
signif
al
politic
of
more
item
only
The
than we are likely to get.
Republican party this week has been the favorable
the
of
laws
n
electio
on
tee
commit
the
by
report
c voir,A1 do EA
nerties to
bill which would authorize political

Stamp taxes have always been unpopular, for
Hite same reason—that each individual collection
of the lax is emphasized, to the displeasure of the
payer. Ills mind says, "I am paying so much for
this article Rnd I am handing the state (or nation)
so much in addition—for nothing. The state is
like it."
.Saying to me 'hand me a cent' and I don't
The real estate tax is a very real tax; hut it is
hidden in the rent. Its payment is not evaded. It
is paid in full, always—but there are no brass
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Well, anyway, it looks as if the dear ladies
and others will be able to hold their bridge parties
for charity, prizes and polite conversation, without fear of being raided by the police. This legalized prize bridge may fall A trifle short of what
they provide for the red-blooded out at Reno, but

•

•

we report progress.
Also, It looks A A if the next governor may get
*20,000 a year instead of half that PR at present:
and the way things are going he will earn every
cent of it.
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TOLL HIGHWAY
E. B. Airport Bill
Passed And Signed FROM BOSTON TO
HULL IN MAKING
Appropriate
Use

•

in

$1,250,000

Development

For
Of

Present Airport
Mayor Curley's efforts for a 1)iger
and larger airport at East Boston
seem .to have succeeded with the
signing of the bill for an appropriation of $1,250,000 by Governor Ely
last Week, the sum to be borrowed
outside the debt limit.
The bill had quite a stormy passage,
being reported out of the committee
on municipal finance with a recommendation of $250,000.
This sum,
however, was increased a $1,000,000 on
a motion by Representative William
H. Hearn of East Boston, although
considerable opposition was offered to
the amendment.
With the passage of the airport bill,
development plans are expected to
start immediately. Fill from the East
Boston tunnel has already been used
at the airport and it is expected that
part of Governors Island will be
levelled to furnish fill between the
island and the present airport.
vg0.2.3 er 76:41,
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Carley Says Ile
11 ill Never Ran
For Mayor Again
BOSTON, May 6 — Announcement of his retirement from Boston mayoralty contests was made
without reservation yesterday by
Mayor Curley.
After re14.ffing to what he called the unfortunate fact that he
has served as mayor during three
serious depressions. he said: "Mil
will be the last one because I shall
not again bearandidate for mayor."
Ile gave unstinted approval In
tie administration of the public
welfare department, which has
been under serious fire from city
councilmen for the past Iwo
months, and asserted that other
American cities have adopted Boston methods of administration.
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Mayor .S.7urley of Boston will
have plenty of company on his European
trip. Twenty-five
cities,
representing 17,000,000 citizens of
the Inited States, from the interior
And the four borders of the United
States, will participate in the Mayor's trip to France. May 15. on the
Ile de France of the French Line,
to visit the International Colonial
and Overseas Posseasion Exposition in France. The cities participating are: New York, Cleveland,
Baltimore, San Francisco. New
Indianapolis,
Orleans,
Atlanta,
Omaha, Richmond, Va.; Trenton,
Winston -Sale! , Phoenix, Wash.;
t.os Angeles, St. Louis, Boston,
Milwaukee, Kansas City, Portland..
Ore.; Denver, Syracuse, Hartford,
El Paso, Pensacola, Boise City.

Financial Backing Assured
Mayor Curley; Would Rise
155 Feet Above Ship Channels; Room for Big Ships
Boston, May 8—A toll bridge highway from Boston to Hull, the financial backing of which has been assured Mayor Curley, has already been
planned in detail and now lacks only
the necessary legislative action and
the sanction of the war department
for the spanning of Boston harbor.
Unlike the low level structure with
drawbridges previously proposed to
the legislature, the present proposition calla for a high level bridge with
a height of 155 feet above the main
ship channels, affording ample space
for the largest ships that can navigate the channels.
The plans, prepared by Frederic H.
Fay, chairman of the Boston planning board, provide for the toll highway to start at the Boston end with
Columbus circle.
a bridge from
South Boston stradnway, over Dorchester bay to Squantum bay with a
structure as high as Brooklyn bridge.
The next bridge will be from Squanturn head to Peddock's island, followed by a bridge from there to
Bumpkin island. A causeway from
the latter island to Nantasket at a
point near the steamboat landing,
completes the project.
Mr. Fay will appear before the
Boston Chamber of Commerce this
afternoon to explain the project. The
New York backers will be in Boston
next Monday and confer with the
local backers in Mr. Fay's office. On
Tuesday the proposition will be outlined before the legislative conunittee on highways and motor vehicles
before whom is pending the necessary bill to permit the carrying out
of' the project.
The location is considered ideal
with its .connection at the Boston
end with the Strandway and the
Southern artery and its connection
with the new back state road, now
under construction, to connect with
Hingham.
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Mayor Curley and Governor Roosevelt have both sailed for Europe.
Mayor Curley said he would not
again be a candidate.
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t Curlik As Ship Promoter
.y aas again captured
12
.
.
Mayor Cuz
the hel7r1Thes by his prometion of a
four-day transatlantic service from
Boston. if, as a result of the
mayor's activities, the Europa or
the Bremen should undertake to
make even a single fast voyage to
r from Boston this summer, demnstrating the possibilities of quicker passage than to or from New
York, the advertisement of Boston
as a port ‘•.-ou!d be large. With an
advantage of 250 miles in distance.
and eight or nine hours In time,
Boston ought to get the record. •
The question whether any of the
big steamship companies will regularly operate a fast service from
Boston depends upon how seriously
they regard the competition of Canadian service between Liverpool and
Montreal to which Mayor Curley
calls attention. The largest and
fastest passenger vessel built in the
British isles since the war is about
to be placed on the Montreal run.
Although not more than 26 knots
have been claimed for her, she may
I:rival the 28 knots of the Europa and
Bremen and, thanks to the still
shorter and more northerly route, is
likely to lower the actual time of
crossing.
Curley's business acumen will
earn a salute if, by pointing out the
menace of the Canadian route, he
can actually divert to Boston any of
the fast passenger service which
now goes to New York. While the
Boston route is somewhat longer
than that to Montreal, it is shorter
than to Montauk Point, L. I., which
from time to time receives advertisement from real estate, or other.
interests, as the possible terminus
of a new and faster transatlantic
.;ervice. And in %vinter,, when the St
. Lawrence is frozen, the advantages
of 1,,hrt Boston route over the Canadian are obvious. But the practical
advantages of New York in the
assembly and distribution of both
passengers and freight over either
Montreal or Boston are very great.
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REAL ESTATE MEN
REPLY TO CURLEY
Met loci Declared Only
Means in Power to Get
Simple Justice on Abatement Charges
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changing conditions. But the assessors of Boston are not left to them_
selves, and right here is where the
trouble begins. They are obliged to
allow political expediency to influence
their actions.
Every mayor, like other elective officers in our system of government,
has up to the present appeared to
gain more political strength by spending than by saving and has been under the constant urge to get more
money to spend. The assessors have,
therefore, been under constant pressure from the head of the city mayernmeot to raise their valuations
wherever possible and to avoid reductiols as long as possible. In spite or
this pressure, however, it was always
possible up to a few years ago to get
reasonable consideration by the assessors in genuine cases of over-assessment and to obtain some measure
of relief without going to the courts.
The next step in the development
of the present situation was the general rise in values of real estate along
with everything eLse during the is
years following the war. This rise
was, of course, accompanied by an
even greater rise in the city's expense-9, both necessary and not so
necessary. So the continuing pressure
for more money forced the assessors
to increase their valuations up to figures which in many cases are now
recognized as boom prices and not real
principal
values. Furthermore, th
of these increases fell on the
high value downtown business prop-

PREDICTS CUT OF DAY ON RUN TO EUROPE
Mayor Curley Says Lines Look
Favorably on Use of Boston
as a Terminal.

A short cut between the United
States and Europe, which, it is believed, would reduce by a day the
running time on the fastest steamships by the use of Boston as a port
of entry and taking a boat train to
New York or other points, was predicted Friday by Mayor James J.
Curley of that city, following a conference with officials of the North
German Lloyd.
Mayor Curley sailed immediately
for England on the liner France
to investigate the steamship conditions of the Continent.
A $16,000,000 traffic terminal in
Eloston is already assured. On either
side of the giant piers will be de
luxe trains of all railroads entering
Boston, and not far away will be
an airfield, with fast planes ready
for the more impatient.
Mr. CurlEy said that his talk with
the steamship men on the subject
where most of the voters live.
was "eminently satisfactory," and
left no doubt In his mind about the
During the greater part of the
future.
Period of rising rents and prices, prop"Ours Is the only port on this seatremendthe
erty owners grumbled at
board which today has the convenious increase in their taxes but made
ence of rail facilities alongside its
no general and determined effort to
passenger piers," he added. "Already
secure relief. As time went on, how.
trains are meeting the ships that
ever, petitions for abatement income to Boston and under the apcreased; the assessors found it more
proved plans every railroad with a
and more difficult to maintain their
terminus in Boston will be able to
yearly increases in valautions, while
pull up alongside the ships and take
on the other hand, the demands for
the disembarking passengers to any
more money to spend by the city govpoint in the United States. The New
iernment continued unchecked. The reYorker will get home a day earlier,
sult was the final step which prewith only a walk of a few yards recipitated the present situation.
quired between Southampton and
eor;7/3i the Grand Central Station. The busi/
/iu.7
ness man from Chicago can easily
717,t
clip a day and a half from his traveling time between Illinois and
LITTLENESS OF THE "GREAT"
Europe."
(Lewiston Journal)

Boston, May 6—The directors of
the Boston Real Estate Exchange declare that Mayor Curley*ii recent
sweeping accusation of "racketeering"
against property owners who seek
abatements through "means provided
by law," was not justified, and that
"chronic and continued over-assessment can only result in municipal
chaoa and disaster to the city."
While expressing sympathy for the
mayor in his present difficult situation
with the city facing an increase in the
state tax and a reduction in state income tax receipts, they declare that
the great majority of those seeking
abatements "are using the only means
in their power to get simple justice."
Constant Increase
The constant increase in municipal
government expenses with the consequent demand for greater revenue put
up to the assessors and ''constant
pressure from the head of the city
government to raise their valuations
wherever possible and to avoid reductions as long as possible," together
with reduced rentals resulting from
the business depression. Is cited as the
cause of the present situation,
The statement follows in part:—
"Assessed values in any city or partieular Seem, of a city do not con_
form lmmJ tely to changes in the
iif real estate, v:hethei
o- up or down. If a
.•
the
ict is having a rapia
part icoH
growth in value, the assessors quite
properly increase valuations gradually
and moderately, because in such A
case prices are apt to outrun real
values and a setback to follow. On the
other hand, if market prices are falling off in a district, a rapid and drastic reduction in assessed valuations
would tend to further depreciate
Mayor Curley of Boston is in
values and cause property owners un- wrong inr—Hrs automobile tag. No
necessary hardship.
to display
Take, for example, the history of "great man" can afford
values on Beacon hill for the last 25 his greatness. There is no law for
years. For a long period of years the private citizen that does not
the old residents on the hill were also apply to a mayor. Mr. Curley
.ig out to the Bak Bay or the fails in a sense of humor and goodsil'aurbs. During these years, al- fellowship. His office was to apthough assessments were gradually pear in court, pay his fine, have a
reduced, selling prices were generally good laugh over it and promise to
below assessed values. More recently do better.
the hill has again become popular as
Such procedure would have ema high-grade residential district, sellthe liability of every pering prices have gone up and, al- phasized
though assessments have been in- son to obey traffic rules. One of the
revery
fancied prerogatives of small men
' creased, selling prices until
cently have generally been well above elevated to office—such as aldervalues."
men, policemen, mayors, magisassessed
Trends of 'Values
trates—is that they can break the
The same considerations governing law by nodding to a traffic cop.
changes in assessed valuations apply
That is what makes other lawin relation to changes in general busi- breakers. The innocent party who
not
are
ness conditions. The assessors
is killed by a mayor's car is quite as
justified in raising valuations in boom dead as though he had been killed
market'
of
limit
extreme
the
times to
by a member of the minority party.
prices; nor can they he .expected to
Mayor Curley lost a chance to majte
reduce valuations in times like the
present to a scale of values set by a a hit with the pebple.
few forced sales.
The assessors of Boston probably are
and
as well informed as to values
trends of values as anyone in the city,
and, left to themselves, woult gradually and conservatively conform to
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Of course it is not news to
of
Curley
Mayor
that
informed
not
Boston has said that he will
for
immediately be a candidate
is such
mayor again, as the law
himself
that no mayor can succeed
the mayor
In that city. But what
becomes
will have to say when he
years from
five
office
the
for
eligible
now is another story.
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Mayor Jamee M, Carley bee lust
Ireoetoated an inzerious plan a'hWhY tAie poor of Bti:oon will benefit
handsomely upward ',. two hundred
years hence.
Be took out an insurance policy
which, upon his death, guarantees the ;
payment of a definite sum each month
to his surviving children, thts payment to be made to all of the Curley
children until the death of the last
surviving child. At
that time the
principal sum of $102,285, which is
the amount of the insurance, will be
turned over to the city treasurer of
Boston, to be invested and the interest added to the principal for a
period of one hundred twenty-five
years.
At the end of that period the sum
so accumulated is to mmain intact
and the interest from it is to be spent
annually for the relief of the needy
poor of Boston, in addition to any
sum which the city may appropriate
for the poor. Mayor Curley estimates
that if the $102.285 Is allowed to accumulate at four per cent, compounded annually, it would amount, of $13._
771,440 at the end of 125 years, $25,081,193 A t four and one-half per cent
and $45.548,527 at live per cent. The ;
latter sum, he points out, would an- I
nuttily earn $1,821,042 at four per (
cent. His plan, according to Mayor I
Curley, is similar to the fund created '
bY Benjamin Franklin, when he kit
one thousand pounds to the city of
Boston to accumulate and be used
for definite purposes.
...,.. _ .
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nitment a public hearing will be hell
r ,os hospitalized in Massachusetts.
et Wednesday by the council to
ett,itiend it to the citizens of Massa• pros and cons on this appointment.
and trust the response will
• • •
• tt•rone."
Referred to Next Session.
• • •
le L. !fearing May 19.
"Reference to the next annual session" has been voted by th, Legisla. Department of Public
tive Committee on 111...!,
III give a hearing May 19
and
Vet-dere,
; on 1I).
Motor
1,011 of the United Electric
ion -of
Of I
Russell \ I I
1. sp.•.. 1.i,
• for approval of an isernn
.1• , ..;1•.1 ,
eti capital stock of the
1'1 11" , 1 , " \\
ee.:0,000 to pay outstandof the company inimprovements
.1,
t
IS plant and prop1 '111
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• • •
1ters Protest.
Cue_kyr - of Boston
•,I.
on t;
lb
afternoon to
•t..-tainst the bill that
°, •
I\ 01111 abolish
the requirement of a
physical examination for the classified
labor service. The Mayor did not indicate the nature of his protest nor
aid the Governor have any comment
to make. The measure is before the
Governor for signature.
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isome time that he will be a candidate against Governor Ely for the
Democratic nomination for governor.
appears
the
time
Whenever
auspicious for the Democrats to
elect a Governor, a Boston candidat.
Is in the field. It was only by an
unusual combination of circumGovernor
Ely
stances
whereby
received the nomination last year.
The state Democracy has long
resented the greed of Boston in
seeking to get all the nominations
that are Nyorthwhile. It is strange
that the Boston Democracy does not
realize the bitterness of the state
Democracy at the exhibition of
avarice. Ne are disposed to believe
that if Mayor Curley should defeat
Governor Ely in the caucuses, the
wrath of the state Democracy would
be so deep that Mr. Curley's chrturAs
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would be slim.
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The formal announcement
Mayor Curley of Boston that
will not again be a candidate
mayor of Boston, will give
surprise. It has been understood

•
$/7,41
I...

Mr Curley am ounces that he is
serving his last 4erni as mayor of
Boston, while Senator Walsh says
that Gov Ely will surely be renom-

Irom
11,74)111 The Hon- Li ,tys and
HO, f
14).1,1,,
reported tolerably on
re_ inated and relected next year. So
which would per iii
,
!, Ciii Iiiwns from OF5"1•S• o hen does Mr Curley as governor
I
III.'
1 .111' and maintetete , W.'.
in?
iliteheo ;ie This relief is .,IS come
:env: eerniti-, i rm. I., stars under the
te, 'ii I 1(11,0'' tog II t, y enlist ri I I on
j
1,11X inereaee bill and the
01
make ti.litasterelleteneermaaseent.

Mayor wJames M. Curley, accompanied
by his daughter. Mary, and
City Treasurer Edmund L. Dolan, left
the Back Bay station at 5 o'clock
yesterday for New York city on the
first leg of his trip to Europe that
will keep him away from his official
duties for at least six weeks, Miss
Loretta Bremner of Chicago, who was
the fiancee of the late James M. Curley, Jr., was to join the party in
New York last night. Mayor Curley I
and his party were given a warm (
send-off ;by a big gathering.
;I
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Real Estate Men Reply to
Curley Abatement Charges

OFFERS NEW PLA N
FOR UNEMPLOYED

In Power to Get
Method Declared Only Means
ease In Expenses
Simple Justice; Constant Incr
Cited

STATE HOUSE, Boston, March 7
—At
hearing yesterday before the
joint ways and means committee of
the Legislature Representative Harold
E. Cole of Taunton proposed a plan
to relieve unemployment permanently
by furnishing work in municipallyoperated factories and farms.
He urged legislation under which
communities which e.stablish factories
or farms "for the purpose of raising,
manufacturing or otherwise producing
food, clothing, fuel or other necessities
of life" would upon application be reimbursed by the state to the extent
of one-half the cost of buying or leasing and establishing the business on
a productive basis.
Under Representative Cole's plan
articles produced In this manner
would not be sold in the open market
and the amount of reimbursement
would be limited to not more than
a5n0 for each 1000 of population and
not to exceed $50,000,
The Representative praised Mayor
Curiey as the only municipal exedalraLP
wiser-41ms even attempted to find
work" for the unemployed under the
provision of law allowing cities and
towns to aid the unemployed and find
work for them.
Contending that unemployment is a
permanent problem, Representative
Cole said: "If private industry cannot find work for these people there
is nothing left but provide government
jobs for them. It would not be much
of a job, but it will help to make them
self-sustaining."
There were no other speakers and
the hearing was closed.
The joint ways and means committee reported recommending "leave to
withdraw" on the petition of Representative Harold E. Cole of Taunton
that cities and towns be reimbursed
by the state for part of the expense
for providing for the unemployed by
means of raising or producing food
clothing, fuel or other necessaries of
life.
"Ought to pas.s" was reported by the
Ways and means committee of the
House on the bill that provides that,
eities and towns shall be permanently
relieved of any part of the expense of
maintaining and repairing state highways.
The rules committee of the House
voted to admit the petition of John P.
Higgins of Boston for legislation to
provide that minors engaged as hawkers and peddlers of fresh fruits and
vegetables need not be licensed.
As a result of the crash of five
telegraph poles In Cambridge recently,
Represent6, ve Charles T. Cavanagh
of Cambridge filed with the Legtslature yesterday a bill to require the
Inspection of poles and other structures used to support lines for the
transmission of electricity. The bill
would require the companies using
the poles to make such inspection at
least once in every six months.
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MAYOR CURLEY WILL
REFUSE RE-ELECTION

ILO

•

Tays His Present Term,
Third, 'Will Be The
Last Time'

u
Cyley's Candidacy.

•

Mayor Curley Will
t Not Seek Election

Prwa lit c Loorril Cottrier-Citizen.
One may take with a grain of salt
the newspaper story that eleyor Curley will he a candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination lext
Year, even if Gov. Ely seeks another
term. it is just possible that Bosons
mayor has encouraged the p.hlic'it n
of such a story at this time in
der
that he may get an dea tf the I rtiment of his party—in other aords
that he is putting out a feeler. If he
really intends to run, this a symplcm
of great confidence on his part end
doubtless that of Democrats irseerally
that next year will be a Demeeratie
year. If there were not this conh.lence.
Mr. Curley would presumably feel that
he could well afford to allow the Governor to have the customary renomination and take his own chances in 1934,
when he could probably get the nomination without serious opposition. As
the case has been
presented in the
news reports, Mr. Curley
bases his
hopes of election partly on the supposedly poor vote-getting qualties of
Mr. Youngman, but former-Gov. Fuller is indulging in political activities
these days that lead to the suspicion
that he may intend entering the list's
next year. Against Mr. Fuller, Inc
Curley candidacy might not go so
smoothly,
4.714, g.--

CURLEY NEVER AGAIN
L;TO SEEK MAYORALTY
.113oston, May 6—Mayor Curley will
never again seek the office of mayor.
This was his announcement Tuesday
as he addressed his official family,
sixty or more 1 ads of departments,
as they sat in .._e large room on the
fourth floor of City Hall, in monthly
conference. The mayor was happy on
the eve of his sailing for Europe, as
guest of the French government at the
opening of the Colonial Exposition in
He has just received his
Paris.
credentials as honorary member o'
the Ancient and Honorable Artiller
company.
"I have passed through three sert•
ous business depressions as mayor ol
Boston," Mr. Curley announced. "The
first was in 1915, the second was in
1921 and the third is now passing.
They were trying times. I shall never
be a candidate for mayor again."

•
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Curley Not to
Seek Mayoralty
Of Boston Again
Speaking yesterday to the city's
department heads on the eve of his
departure for Europe, Mayor James
M. Curley of Boston announced that
he will not be a candidate for mayor
In 1938.
The law provides that no mayor
may be a candidate for a term immediately following one he has served;
he may if he chooses, run again after a lapse of one term.
The mayor's statement yesterday
was interpreted by his friends to
mean that he will never again seek
the Boston mayoralty after his present term expires.
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el ,Boston
will never again se, s the office of
mayor. Title was hi,- snnouncement
yesterday as he addles:sal his official
family, sixty or more heads of departments, at City Hall, Boston, in
monthly conference. The mayor was
happy on the eve of his sailing for
Europe, as guest of the French Government at the opening of the Colonial Exposition in Paris. ire had just
amen presented with Isis credentials as
honorary member of the Ancient and
Iteonorable Artillery Cornpany.
• "I hay., passed through three serious business depressions as mayor of
Boston," Mr. Curley announced "The
first was in 1915, the send in 1921
and the third is now passing. They
were trylne times. I shall never be a
candidate for mayor again."
The statement was apparently Nt'itil
out previous reflection, and it was
particularly significant in that the
mayor had given no such intimation
in any of his private audiences with
newspapermen since he was elected
for the third term a year aml it halt'
ago. Iris words came naturall - in the
midst of a speesh i whit]l
se\
S
tolling the work of the I'
Department in He ,11,-1,
Hof to tho poor I,
000 per month at.!
to be as economis.s
der that the Puhlie
I Manmight go on with all it
del encouragement.
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Mayor of Boston
Serving Last Term
Announces He Will
Not Be Candidate for
Office Again.
nosToN. May 5—(AP) Mayor
James M. Curley, now serving hist
third term as Boston's chief executive.
today made it clear that it was alst.
his last term.
During a conference with city department heads, the Mayor pointed
that lie had acted as mayor during;
three periods of acute business depreesion. Then he added:
"I shall not be a candidata, for
mayor again. This will be thew last
time."

3 eiteseeris,
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PALEY NUT
TO-HUN FOR
MAYOR AGAIN
So Declares to Department Heads on Eve of
Sailing for France
Boston, May 5—Mayor Curler' win
never again seek the office of mayor.
This was his announcement today
as he addressed his official family,
sixty or more heads of departments,
as they sat in the large room on the
fourth floor of City Hall, in monthly
conference. The mayor was happy on
the eve of his sailing for Europc, as
guest of the French government, at the
opening of the Colonial Exposition in
Paris. He had just been presented with
his credentials as honorary member
of
the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
company.
"I have passed through three serious business depressions as mayor
of
, Boston," Mr. Curley announced.
"The
first was in 1915, the second was
in
1921 and the third is now passing.
j They were trying times. I shall
never
I be a candidate for mayor again."
The statement was apparently without previous reflection, and it was
particularly significant in that the mayor
had given no such intimation in any
of his private audiences with newspapermen since he was elected for
Ithe third term a year and a half ago.
His words came naturally in the midst
of a speech in which he was extolling
the work of the Public Works Department In its dispensing of relief to
the poor to the extent of $500.000 per
month and urging the officials to be
as economical as possible in order
that
the public welfare work might go
on
with all possible financial encouragement.
The mayor's official family accepted
the mayor's announcement of his
retirement as mayor as meaning he will
run for govern
*.4 oPtCei
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CURIJ.',Y WILL QUIT
AFTER THIS TERM
Boston Executive Not in
Field For Re-election,
He Says
BOSTON, May 5 (AP -7-Mayor
James M. Curley. now serving his
thee" ternS as Boston's chief executive, today made it clear that it was
AlF.n his last term.
During R conference with city department heads, the mayor pointed
out that he had acted as mayor Mirine three per.orlq of acute business
depression.
Then he added:
sT shall ton he A candidale for
may°, again. This will be the last
Ii mes'
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TODAY'S NEWS /N BRIEF

It probably came as something of a shock to the
bright young men of "The Harvard Crimson" when
-- EitTTS
MASSA CHU
James M. Curley, Boston's ambitious Mayor, last
week declared that the much discussed high table
B:acklisting of a coal company was
from the
at Harvard's new Lowell House was "democratic demanded late yesterday
floor-of the assembly chamber by City
of
Norton
A.
enough" for him.
Councillor Clement
the
Scene time back the editors of the Harvard Hyde Park, who charged thattimes
firm had been in court three
Student daily had been outraged not only by the for "short weight," on one occasion,
high
as
institution
cheating the city out of 3300 pounds.
existence of so undemocratic an
The lives of 50 inn) were imperilled
table in their midst, but also by the fact that the
.
in the Central Hotel, 21 Green stree.;,
resinew
the
guests at a state dinner inaugurating
Beaten, early this morning when a
as Fred
dential unit had worn dinner dress. Was this, they, man who was regietereel police say.
Hunt, set fire to his room,
demanded, in keeping with the ideals of Harvard!flames shooting out of his window,
democracy? In keeping, that is to say, with thel and smoke pouring through the halls,
the alarm.
democracy of the Porcellian Club, the Somerset ballJ caused "phantom sniper." who hae
The
Coast
Gold
the
and
Street,
Auburn
room and Mount
harassed autoists in suburban Boston for months, fired at Jeremiah
in general?
Regan of 28 Beacon street, Waterton's aggressive, Irish-American town, as the latter drove on Wectern
Last weeofl
avenue, Brighton, last night.
Mayor, at whose expense the bright young men
Department of Justice and prohiiHarvard have occasionally chosen to be witty, was bition agents from Washington have
din-I
‘invited to another of the Lowell House state
been tapping wires oi alleged bootand 'their chief cuetomers in
tiers, where, with Cardinal O'Contiati"Ird President leggers
and ebout Heston for the peett month
Lowell, he occupied the controversial high table and are about to stage a .-_eries of big
the inforhe State flanked by learning and the Church, but liquor raids as a reeult of manner,
it
his mation gathered in this
for
account
can
genius
of
inspiration
an
only
was learned last night.
of
city
.
the
/it a cost of $1,000,000,
subsequent remarks to interviewers
will purchase property in the
"I thought the whole arrangement very pleasant Besten district to widen Cross st,reet
market
floor
the
on
sat
and suitable," he said. "The boys
from Hanover to Mercantile street as
the the first link in the proposed dewnand talked about what interested them, and
town central traffic artery. May.sr
ICardinal and Dr. Lowell and I sat at high table Cur,ey indicated late yesterdarn,
and talked about what interested us. It was demo- lovokig a conference with ctiy whet:Le
and propel ,y owners.
cratic enough for me."
' No more lengthy dinner hours will
thin
will
yard
the
of
wits
young
the
Perhaps
be in order for iloston's traffic offinight the traffic
twice before taking on Mr. Curley again. He seems! cers. Starting last
men will have to keep their lunch •
their
of
worthy
foeman
a
himself
to have s wn
time down to within the remixed
one with a nice taste in the caustic and limit of one hour.
ttle a
iL
e
The expleding of a still at 10
per ent.
Houghton street:. Somerville, yesterday afternoon, sent Francis Tarrakevas to the Cambridge Relief Hosplieth
burns aLuat the tee,
suffering

ASK FULL POWER
FOR M'GRATH AS
Y LEAVE
CURLE
Councilmen Request ayor 0
Notify Department
Heads city council

Boston, May 5 — The

took formal cognizance yesterday of
the scheduled departure, Thursday. of
Mayor Curley on a vacation trip to

Europe' which will extend until June
,16, by requesting him to instruct all
. department heads to recognize Acting
Mayor Joseph McGeath.
The charge by Councilman John F.
Dowd of Roxbury that orders have
department heads to
been issued
refrain from transmitting matters of
- official businesm to the acting mayor,
and 'the assert ion that specific instructions have been given that no more:
contracts will be awarded until the .mayor's return, enlivened the council

to

Cession.
The council passed Dowd's order
Without debate, lie declared that the
mayor's absence should not interfere
with the orderly progress of municipal
business and that necessary contracts
for street construction should not be

pigeon-holed until the European vacation jaunt is ended.
,
Question of Scope
Absence of Mayor Curley from the
city and country for a period of six
weeks had previously raised the quese
otion of the scope of the authority oft
Acting Mayor McGrath and had ledl
to a search of the city charter to discover the specific provision covering,
the situation.
Under the charter only matters
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C. :Nr. T. C.
AWARDED TitoPm.
competing against drill teams
from National Guards Units and
and
Posts in
Legion
American
around Boston, the Lowell C. M. T.
'C. assoeiation drill team, made up
of present and past members of the
Lowell High school, won fIrs prizo
,in a drill in the Charlestown Armory. The drill was sponsored by
Bunker Hill post, A. L., and the loving cup was donated for the event
by Mayor James M. Curley of Boston.
The local C.
crack squad j
was made up of the following boys:!
Edward J. Jennings', assistant in-'
structor: Corporals Joseph Cullinan,
Rohert .Means,
Gallagher.
John
John Fenton: Privates Charles Noonan, Edmund Hoar, Charles Day,.
Ralph Noonan, Paul Tucker, Thomas
Daley. Thomas Robbins, I'M war.1
Corcoran, E. Vincent Latham, Prancis Murphy and Paul McNeely.
The Lowell C. M. T. C. association
Is sponsored by Lowell Post 7, A. L.,
and is directed and drilled by U.
VM ELL

Henry E. McGowan.
The hall sponsored by the Lowelli
'I'. C. association
High School c.
which was held at the Merrimack
Valley Country club of Methuen,

...proved very suCcessful.
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Curley Going to
France as Guest

which are considered urgent, and upon
which action should not be delayed,,
are submitted to the acting mayor, but
in a broad interpretation of the charter provision, the absence of the

/

Mayor from the country confers on
his substitute many of the important

mayoral prerogatives. It is stipulated
that the city clerk, the corporatton
counsel and the chief clerk of the

Of French Govt.
134ton, May 5— Mayor James M.
Curley is :sang abroad, leaving New
York on Friday, as the guest of the
French government and, therefore,
is compelled to sail frem New York,
though he expressed a preference for
Boston. even though he sail on some
other line.
The steamer, having a mail contract.
could not Stop at Boston and pick up
the mayor, and, in view of the invitation being from the Francis government, for the mayor to sail on any
other steamship would be considered
a breach of courtesy.
Officials of the French line are expected to call on the mayor today and
tender him the use of the presidential suite on the liner France. Arrangements have been made by the
French hue officials with the English
authorities for the mayor to leave
the ship at Plymouth and make a
short trip to London and to Boston,
Finals nd .
The 1114}01' and his party will leave
Boston Thursday, lie is due In Paris
for the opening of the Colonial expo/Minn.
While abroad the mayor and his
party will visit Rome and the Irish
Free State. He expects to sail for home
(June 5„

niunsyin
es' whos matters,
1n
or
ordin asrhilayi1 hcaonndsiteiAt uote
ffietihael'
I board clothed with power to determine
the urgency of any business requiring
the formal approval of the mayor.
President McGrath of the city council declared after action had been
taken on Dowd's order that he was
not ambitious to pass official judgment
on matters not of an etnergency
character and that he did . not apprehend that substituting for Mayor Curley would be productive of any entanglements with department heads
or other persons.
Will Leave Thursday
The mayor will lea,ve for New York
Thursday morning. He will be accompanied by City Treasurer Edmund L.
! Dolan, his companion in the occupancy of the presidential suite on the
i French line steamship France, and by
Miss Mary Curley and Miss Loretta
Bremner of Chicago, fiancee of the
late James M. Curley, Jr. An appointment in New York, Thursday
1 evening, with Philip ileiniken, presi: dent of the liamburg-Arneriean
steamship line, will result in a discussion
of the advieabilit a of the establishment of a regular four-day trip,acroste
the Atlantic betwe „ prowtozt, au9
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NV olds:

"Oh Lord, hit him itg'inl"
The young men in the Republi
can party, of
whom much is said and written in the
vein of the
excellent Mr. Trepdway, are rather
vague in identity. Maybe if enough plaster falls
on their heads
nekt year they'll become more
ArliVP and iliorr,
ftffecfivo.
.
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Compulsory insurance
On Cars Likely to Stay

and ]ri acidinon
the support.
it will have from those active in the
c
campaig
n for It,: passage it will re=it all who in the past
have been
dissatisfied with the compulsory law.
Close Vole Possible
It may be that the vote 4411 be
close and that the test of strength
this year will merely be a forerunner
of accomplishing the compulsory repeal tient year, but there is no indication of it yet. In fact the eight
to seven division of the committee
which reported the bill does not lend
much encouragement to its supporters. Much will depend on the view
taken by the Democratic minority,
which v.111 probably confer with GOV.
Ely and take a united stand. Gov.
Ely suggested some reform in the
compulsory insurance law in his inaugural, mentioning the possibility
of a financial responsibility law. It
was not 1Merpreted, however, as an
indication of his stand and there is
rn lndication he will favor compulrepeal.
financial responsibility bill is
...)w pending before the Senate ways
means committee which
at
three days to hear arguments for and
against. The committee is said to
divided in its opinion, but with a
strong possibility that it will not
report the proposed law. While a
favorable report on the bill would
tremendous impetus In the Senate, rejection would seem almost cerin In the House.

Legislators Not Disposed to Scrap Present
Law for Financial Responsibility Meas,nd
tire
Democratic Leaders Say Curley
Will Not Oppose Ely in 1932 Burns' Ap-'he
pointment to Bench Commended —
Humorous Aftermath to Furore Over lend
Badges

Every now and then the report
!crops up that Mayor James M. Curley of Boston is c'ETCHin to be a car:
Although it will probably be two
BOSTON. May
weeks didate for the Democratic
nommabefore the issue Is finally determined, there is every reason to
believe tion for governor in 1932, regardles
s
that the Massachusetts Legislature will not scrap the motor vehicle of the
desire of Gov. Ely for a::other
compulsory insturance law despite the surprising Strength its two- term. Any Democrat
ic leader will
nenis have shown this year.
tell you it is all nonsense and cite
te and standing in the Legislature .two reasons. In the first
place.
a to some extent
The propoaai to substitute
makes the outcome Mayor Curley is too wise a politician
financial responsibility law, which , uncertain, but even the esteem held to butt his head against a
stone wall.
doesn't positively guarantee recom for their opinion is not likely to in- 'Ills last primary was really a fight
.,..f..!fluence a sufficient majority against hetween Ely and Curley and the
Westm
pense to the injured, for the. lie compulsory net.
aeld man won. Curley called him a
law, is proving difficult for legiala-1 It is 'true there has been much 'roe of the Irish.
Yet the party gen• t accept.E
ven those who have •complaint against the provisions of 'erallv regarded as tieing predomin•
a
n
t
l
to flaws the
y
present act.
No one claims
Irish. resented the injection of
it
been vigorous in pointing
is perfect, but it can be improved the racial issue and took Gov.
Ely,
present
for
act
not
keen
are
hi the
through amendment. Even its most the New England Yankee in preferIts repeal.
violent opponents In the past have ence to Mayor Curley. It doesn't
reBriefly, the only substantial ar _ not suggested its repeal, but meth- quire a schoolboy to figure out that
Curley knows he would not be any
tntment advanced by the proponents ods of perfectin g It.
stronger, if as strong, against Ely in
of the financial responsibility law
Vont Intion•
iiuiIt
32 after two years in office than
during the last week's hearings
is
he
The law has been on the books was in 1930.
measure
that It woulo oe a safety
The second reason is that even
and might bring lower
insurance about seven years and the assault
le
ga
contenti
the a inst it has been almost contin- thought it be Governor Ely's wish to
rates. Ti
on is that
average motorist, knowing h is i n _ uous during the last four years. The retire to private life, the party will
surruice will protect him in any per- most convincing proof of its sound- ••rmand that he place his Melina,,nnaj
injury suit, isn't as carefu l as ness came a year
ago when a special 7 on aside and run again. Of course
micht resist such an appeal,
commission Nets named to study it
he might be.
but
On that commission were men of all the men who do are few
and far I
Telling Point
points of view, including Rus.sell A. between.
On the other hand, the proponents Harmon of Worcester. who had leaned
Source Is M,stely
a strongly toward the
financial
of the present law have made
reThe commission
There is no tangible basis for t he
telling point in emphasizing thatthe
i f sponsibility law.
spent
several months on intensive belief that Governor Ely will not
.1 person is injured now through
seek
areless manipulation of an automo- investigation. It gathered statistics the accustomed second term.
He
and
went
into the subject with a , hasn't said so and where the report
bile. he is at least assured of some
fine tooth comb. When it reported, It issued that he wouldn't
financial protection.
Is a mystery.
did not suggest repeal of the corn- The best clue to it perhaps
is the
The fact Is the fight against the pulsory law.
The men on that corn- statement that a friend of the govpresent law is a battle of the in- mission
probably represented as cap- ernor told a man who Is not so
surance interests, They don't deny able a
group of disinterested persons friendly that he didn't think Mr.
it. They don't like the compulsory as could be
found and they made Ely cared about being governor, now
law because they say there is little many sugattesti
ons for perfecting the that he had attained the honor, and
profit in it for their companies. But present
law,
that it would certainly interfere with
they continue to go after the In- help much suggestions which would his
if
law practice. And the man who
they
were adopted.
surance just the same. This year
There would be no question of the is not so friendly told others both
they are joined by a number of well- failure
of the financial responsibility friendly and unfriendly until Lieut.
intentioned legislators who see the
bill if it were not for the men Inter (his', William S. Youngman heard It
situation front the viewpoint of the
ested in It 'this year. Coupled with , nd, in
Worcester, predicted
he
insurance companies and who erthat, is an air of confidence on the ••..oulti have Curley for an
roneously look upon the insurance
'32 instead of Ely
part of insurance company represent c
p
o
n
e
t
i
feature of motor vehicle operation talves
which seems to suggest the
Mr. Curley would like to
from the safety standpoint rather
possession of information the aver- ernor hut the most you can be govthan that of indemnity injured.ae
say now
•z observer does not possess.
The 1., that he will keep in the limelight.
The fact that the men, or most insurance company
interests believe If anything happens that Ely Is not
of them, who have incidentally talc- that a strong case has
been made tor t he candidate, however, Curley will
en up the battle for the Insurance the financial responsibility
measure seek the nomination, Governor Ely's
companies this year. are of high reJ
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health was' very good Friday night
when he celebrated his 25th wedding anniversary and he didn't complain about being governor.

•

President Judson Hannigan of the
Republican club
of Massachusetts
deserved commendation this week
and the fact that he didn't get it
before
is entirely his own fault.
When he announced a conference to
determine the attitude of the Republican party toward prohibition,
he gave the Impression that the persons who attended would settle this
important question for the 0. 0. P.
It was obvious that no small group,
, no matter how many memberships
In Republican clubs the members of
It represented on paper, could decide such an issue for the majority
of Republican voters In this state.
This would be particularly so with
few if any of the so-called leaders
' present.
If you don't know Judson Hannigan it is well to inform you that he
is a likeable, capable and efficient
club president and resourceful. His
ability was proven Thursday when he
had the conference decide to send
out a questionnaire to determine
predominant Republican sentiment.
That is the sensible way to go about
it and he Is to be congratulated. And
these remarks are made not because
he expressed a wish to spank your
correspondent for predicting the
conference would be a flop.
Mr. Hannigan's action in getting
a favorable vote for the questionnaire proposal saved it from being a
tlop. There were 17 club presidents
and several leaders In attendance. If
they had tried to dictate what policy
the party should adopt then the conkirence certainly would have been a
flop.
There are only a few things that
Mr. Hannigan must do now to insure success of the poll, he must include as many Republicans as possible, regardless of club membership.
and then so frame "the attitude"
that regardless of what the Republican National convention does on the
issue, the party in Massachusetts
will not suffer the embarrassment of
being out of step with it In the 1932
campaign. But perhaps
national
leaders will act in time to prevent
such possibility by getting the question out of politics.

as one of the planks in his platform.
When Alvan T. Fuller was gov- Gov Ely, on the other hand, though
el nor of Massachusetts he cham- supporting public ownership in
pioned and actively demanded ex- principle, has indicated acquiescence
tension of public control of the in the pending public control bill as
Boston Elevated railway—the somewhich,carrying into effect the popular verwhat misleading name under
dirt in the referendum.
Boston's urban transportation sys-, It is necessarily assumed that Mr
tern is known. At one time in 1928 Fuller and Mr Curley, each with an
he threatened to keep the Legisla- eye on the governorship, are seekture in session all summer if it did ye to embarrass Gov Ely. "Ely in
not enact a public control bill in ac- 'tight place now on Elevated bill"
cordance with the recommendations was the headline carried in a conhis annual message. On June 12,
place on the Boston Tranofspicuous
1928, he sent a special message to script's front page Friday night.
the Legislature, restrained and cour- But the measure favored for pasteous in tone, in which he urged sage was not Gov Ely's creation and
Passage of a public control bill in his attitude toward it has been one
the remaining weeks of the session. of reasonable compromise with a
During the past week, in a high- Republican legislative majority in
strung and flamboyant speech be- an effort to solve a troublesome
fore the Saugus Women's club, Mr problem which year after year has
Fuller bitterly arraigned the exten- been ingloriously passeci on from
sion of public control of the Boston one Legislature to the next.
Elevated as proposed in bills now Mr Fuller condemns indiscrimipending.
nately both Boston Elevated stockRepublican leaders—with some holders and labor organ'zations. But
exceptions, including Messrs Shat- the stockholders have shown a reatuck and Wadsworth—have gener- sonable disposition to compromise
ally favored continuation of public by accepting a lower return on their
control in preference to public own- investment, as properly demanded
ership or a return of the property in view of the lessened intrinsic
to its owners. No Republican leader value of that investment, and the athas been more aggressively identi- titude of labor is precisely the same
fled with the public control princi- in 1931 as in 1928, when Gov Fuller
ple than this former governor. In himself stood squarely behind an
his special message on June 12,extension of public control.
1928, Gov Fuller said that to talk The only inference that can be
further about a return to privateldrawn from Gov Fuller's remarks is
ownership would be a waste ofIthat he desires to keep the question
time and that to argue for public in politics for his own advantage.
ownership would be futile. These And that apparently is also the poobservations were entirely correct. sition of Mayor Curley. In the cirBut at that time it was equally fu- cumstances—fre IMO course for
tile to argue for continued public Republicans is to support the policy
control, and the Legislature feebly which in the main they have always
disposed of the question by creating approved.
a special commission to study the
When a politician fails to derapid transit neals of Boston and
to Fuller and Boston "El"

vicinity.

•

liver an important part of his
printed speech and them conteases that he didn't notice the
omission, one wonders if he wrote
it.—Boston Herald.

There is nothing essentially different in the situation at present
except that the voters of Boston and
vicinity have expressed a preference IA. mystery story! Identify the man.
for the solution which Mr Fuller
originally favored — extension of
public control. The Democrats, now
holding the governorship and possessing greater strength in the Legislature, are committed to public
ownership. Within a short time
Mayor Curley of Boston has declared for public ownership, and it
has been intimated that if pending i
legislation fails he may himself be
a candidate for tho Democratic governorship nomination next year, presumably adopting public ownership
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Personalities Submerged
Citizens, Reversing Usual Custom of Voters, Overlook
Candidates and Discuss Prohibition, Employment
and Pay-as-You-Go Policy

•

By BEACON HILL
We're Not Politically Minded
heen able
one has ever
teirs is not a poht i, ;illy-minded peop:e Most
to find out ,:er sure, in
advance of • an election. 'Illell are more interested in golf and bridge and
just what the party voters 'business and fishing and ba seball and movies and
think. An attempt to find music and books and gardening and pie than they
the city, state and naout here in Massachusetts • are in the government of
is now about to be made, tion. Eager political reformers nave often become
but we are. not too eonli- quite eloquent ,in bewailing this state of things,
dent of the results. After and have expounded the thought that when all
a conference of the heads the people are all the time keenly interested in
of 17 Republican clubs, government and the methods of getting legislation
held here in town this and administration, then will democracy flower
week, a queetioniVaire is like the garden and the warmth of virtue will
to he scattered Rb011t, ask- spread over the land, we shall have no more graft,
taxes will be lower, everyone will be happier. and
ing for light on the question of prohibition.
the millennium will be close at hand so far as
This is a laudable undertaking; hitt let's see
this country is eoncerned. That seems to he the
what warrant we have for supposing that it will
idea
settle anything— that it will inform us what the
We have always doubled that. If it is true. RS
majority of the Republican voters of this state
has been asserted, that that people is best govwant. The 17 assembled Huh presidents representerned which is least governed, it ought equally to
- ed a total membership of about 20,000 Republibe true that that people is most virtuous which
cans. It. Is sought to determine the attitude of
does not spend its time in thinking up knickthese members on prohibition. Twenty thousand.
knacks and gewgaws for political circuses and govIn 1928, the last presidential year, the Republican
ernmental establishments.
vote for the state ticket in this state, that is the
Anyway, the Republican Club of Massachusetts
number of votes received by Frank C. Allen, was
Is pursuing a laudable purpose in seeking light on
769,372.
Without questioning the sincerity of
How accurately can we judge the sentiment prohibition.
questionnaire
project, and not doubting the
this
among 700,000 or more voters horn the recorded
good faith of its sponsors, we may be permitted
opinions of 20,000 or less?
the human weaknesm of guessing that they rather
The trMlble that party organizations and chili
etelfidently expect that the result will be (to then))
leaders always have in such a situation as this,
gratifyingly wet; but what if it should not be?
Is that there is no practicable way to get at the
Bow much authority is this wet-and-day quesminds of what we usually call the "rank and file"
tionnaire going to have with the party? Will the
Smith,
to
whom
voters.
The
vote
of
John
of the
framework of the 1932 Massachusetts Republican
Politics is not very important and who gives it
platform be erected on the foundation thus prolittle or no thought except when he votes on elecvided? Will the selection of a candidate for govtion day, is just as big RR individual vote RS is
ernor rest on the information vouchsafed by these
that of Bill Jones who is a member of his ward
20,000, more or less, Republican club members
or town committee and who has the idea that poliwho respond to the questions submitted to them?
tics is a very important matter.
We have seen political contests where there
Mee (and now women) active in politics, Pliher
was a paucity of issues. Often the personality of
seeking office, offering services, or just Playing
the candidate was a matter of far more moment
the game for the love of it, are likely to get a disthan any issues offered for the voters' considersee
things
public
mind.
They
picture
of
the
torted
ation. It has ever been found that the voters will
out of proportion. To these politically active permake firm black marks with those queer pencils
are
a
minority
sons, politics Is the big thing. They
that no one ever sees anywhere except in voting
of the people. Most men and women care very
booths, against the names of men standing ready
Mile About these things—perhaps toe little for
to devote themselves to the public service by holdthe state's good anti the country's good. Be that
ing office; but it has less often been demonstrated
AS it may, it is this unfathomable mass ot people
that these same voters will bear down with the
w ho determine thf t,..m!t , of elections, and if they
ayon on referendum questions placed before
are politi,a115' mindi.A only one day every two
them. To bestir', these questions usually are inyears—elettion day—they RCP j1P0 RS effeetive in 1
.,:eniously worded by men who must sit up nights
determining results as the
mass of people i
po»dering ways to conceal information in a nullWho lire ii»ti breath, poll: les year in and year Itiniicity of words.
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Personalities and issues
know
We live in a personal world. Few people
everyalmont
theory;
anything about the Einstein
he visone knows nomethIng about, Einstein, since
out of
years
10
people
ited this country. Few
details of
the
about
much
very
you
tell
school can
nation which
George Washington's service to the
name is fahis
but
father;
hint
call
to
delights
count, more
men
politics,
miliar. So it is that in
are someIssues
polls.
the
at
is,
that
issues-titan
the railas
s,
Platform
s.
thing to put in platform
in On, but
get
to
ng
somethi
are
said,
man
road
nothing to stand on.
have a
Just now horn in 1lassachusetts we
coriously different picture, The milling minds of
they will
the voters are by no means sure whom
they want
whom
nor
for,
vote
to
chance
have a In vote for, in 1132. They Ste more Interested In
issues.
We see potential candidates raking over the
old Issues and watering the budding sprouts of
the new ones, as rarely before. The voters are
thinking of the governor lest as Mr. Ely than AS
the proponent of the borrowing policy to finance
public works and the relief of unemployment; and
this through no lack of personality in the governor, for not in many years hat the state had a
governor so magnetic in his personality.
Mr. Fuller leaps back onto the front pages, not
so much as Mr. Fuller as by virtue of his feverish
denunciation of the borrowing policy and his reverence for the pay-as-you-go plan; and certainly
Mr. Fuller is not deficient in personal incisiveness,
Mr. Youngman stands forth less as Mr. Youngman titan AS an eager champion of the sacrosanct
printery. Gaspar Bacon, always a forceful personality, stirs in the public mind more thoughts of
relief front prohibition than of him own Self. Mr.
Curley, as vivid a personality AS Massachusetts
politics has seen in a generation, now looms AS a
sudden exponent of the delights of public ownership of the Boston Elevated railway.
Thus, if the Republican club could really Re.:
an
some significant information on the Republic
voters' thoughts on prohibition, it would be highly
important—to Democrats .as well at to Republi•
cans. But we are not hopeful.

i J, j/

10Ywords, an appeal might be made to his party
alty and devotion.
Curley's
the situation simplified by Mtlzw:
governor?
itatement that he is not a candidate for
vesting any reCertainly not; and this without
words of abnctflections on the sineerity of his
whether he Is
ahead
so
far
knows
gat ion. No mit
make circumes
a candidate or not. Some candidat
make candiances
circumst
often,
stances; more
specific...441y and by
dates. Mayor Curley is not
he be? Yet
assertion .a candidate now.. How could
for higher office.
he Is always a potential candidate
- That fact is beyond his control.
'"
FitzgerThere are rumors that John Francis
1932,
towarcrs
turned
slightly
eye
ald also has one
campaigning
not with any determination to begin
but with a
for the governorship nomination,
lot of politthought that if there is going to be a
might as
he
year,
next
loose
ical lightning running
ready.
well have one or two lightning rods

Possible 1932 Candidates
As for the 1932 candidates, who are they?
We have taken notes of the persistent rumor that
the governor will not he a candidate for worn!nation. Who started the rumor? Who keeps it
alive? Three considerations may dictate his renomination: One, because he may want It. If so,
he has a solid claim and will get it. Opposition to
him in the Democratic primary, if he indicated his
determination to run, would he party suicide. It
would not be Seriously attempted.
The second consideration, operative if It were
in the governor's mind not to stand again, would
he a too-persistent repetition, without authority,
Or* he Was "Out of the race." He is not the kind
of man who can be elbowed out. Prodded to step
aside, lie surely would resist, and win a renomination.
• The third consideration might be a development of the situation in which it should appear,
. to him and to others of his party, that the sal' yahoo of party success depended on his willingness to stand again AS the candidate. In other

Mr. Fuller's Position
Hint he
AS for Mr. t'uller, the 1,lea persisis
on. There is
will seek the Republican nominati
the kind.
nothing thus far to prove anything of
. One
There are some things to indicate the contrary
was
he
night
y
Thursda
occurred this week. Up to
outstandthe
as
position,
c
strategi
ly
political
in a
policy—rigid
lug exponent of the pay-as-you-go
merits or
the
ng
discussi
Without
.
economy
state
apparbeen
have
must
defects of that position, it
threat
personal
a
ted
constitu
position
his
ent that
of candidacy.
on
Thursday night he let forth some thoughts
bill and
the pending Boston Elevated bill. That
This
Mr. Fuller's views on it we shall not discuss.
ble
observation, a purely political one, is permissi
polit110
or
little
is
There
:
and pertinent, however
issue.
ical nourishment for any candidate In this
sucd
perplexe
has
Elevated
the
The problem of
rs over
cessive Legislatures and successive governo
some years. More legislators are honestly puzzled
on
RR to where they stand on this matter than
them.
vex
to
comes
any other issue that
That simple historic fact ought to make it
clear to Any man seeking public office that the
Elevated is an issue more likely tO be a political
embarrassment than a vantage-point—and this
Irrespective of any possible position. he may choose.

Counsel from Mr. Treadway
H •H Irom a
we have word ;Ho;
, congressP
vetera ii P1 Massachusetts state
says
Man Allen T. Treadway of Stockbridge. lie
there ought to be a shake-up in the Republican
party in this state. We have heard this before.
Maybe it is true; hut who'll do the shaking, and
what shall we have W hen the dust settles? Says
1111.. Treadway:
"There are plenty of young men In our state
who would gladly assume some of the burdens
if given encouragement."
Who Ate they? How are they to be encouraged?
One is easily reminded of the ease of the church
which was seeking funds to put up a new ceiling
in the meeting house. A meeting had been celled
for the purpose. One member present, noted for
hie closeness in mong matters, seeing mallY eyes
tnrned towards hint rather grudgingly offered to
give $25. Just at that moment, a great chunk of
plaster fell and struck him on I he heud. lie wiled
away the dirt, and said "Ill give $5"•"
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Speaking of Mayor -Curley, Otto
would just like to al7"1"rithis opportunity of saying that it is just too bad
that his Lordship should have been
subjected to such an insult as was
handed him when he found a tag on
his car several days ago. What a terrible breach of etiquette on the part of
the policeman!
To think that the
great James Curley should not be permitted to park his car wherever and
whenever he sees fit without a thought
about traffic regulations. Otto noticed
in one of the Boston papers that the
machine was parked while the Mayor
went into a barber shop. It must be
dandy to be able to get haircuts and
shaves during working hours. No doubt
his honor took the stand that inasmuch as the hair grew on the city's
time he was going to have it cut on the
city's time. The refusal of the Mayor
to allow the Stanford-Dartmouth game
in the Harvard Stadium on the same
day as the Holy Cross-Boston College
game certainly did not win many
friends to his cause. Of all the smalltown actions this certainly takes the
biscuits. There probably isn't a city
in the United States that would not
have been glad to play host to such a
representative group of American men
and women as will be brought together
by this inter-sectional game. If Mayor
Curley thinks that his actions during
the past few weeks are going to help
him any in his aspirations for the
Governor's chair then Otto is sorry for
the Mayor.
r

DELEGATIONS OF STATE AND
BOSTON CITY OFFICIALS AT
FUNERAL OF MRS. DONOVAN
Over 200 Floral Tributes Attest Esteem in Which Mrs.
Elizabeth T. Donovan of Harvard Street Was Held
By Her Many Friends And Her Family's Associates
--Solemn High Mass of Requiem In St. Clement's
Church—Out of City Clergy Sit Within Santuary Rail

•

for Mrs. ElizaFuneral .•, crv
beth T. Donovan of 128 Harvard
street. South Medford. mother of
Councilor Timothy F. Donovan of
:7..ast Boston and formerly a resident
of that district for 40 years. took
place at St. Clement's church, Warner street, South Medford yesterday.
A solemn high requiem mass was
celebrated at nine o'clock by Rev.
Fr. Thomas F. McCarthy. pastor of
St. Clement's. Rev. Fr. John F. Duston, S. J., was deacon and Rev. Fr.
John Twiss of St. Clement's church
was sub deacon of the mass. Rev.
Fr. Stephen G. Murray of the Church
of Assumption, East Boston. and
Rev. Fr. James P. Donovan of St.
Brendan's church, Doreheslter. a
cousin of Mrs. Donovan. were seated in the sanctuary during the mass.
The Gregorian requiem was sung
the choir. John ,Olsen of East Boston,
tenor soloist, sang the hymn "Pie
Jesti" and "Ave Maria". The "De
Profundls" was played as the body
was borne from the church.
The funeral was attended by the
members of the Boston City Council,
headed by President Joseph A. McGrath. Mayor Edward H. Larkin of
Medford, Frank Benson, secretary
9,r_ James1
14 .
for and representing ,
of
M. Curley of Boston, &Mat-tons
their-Medford Board of Aldermen.
Arthur W. Sullivan. Registrar of
Probate of Suffolk County, and a
large delegation of present and
Legisformer members of the State
by
Boston,
headed
East
from
lature
d.• V
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Curley Not Out
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for Governorship

Bkinesentatiye W iiliu ill !learn, the
Department cf Public Works of Boston. delegations of police officers
from Stations 2, Milk street, BosEast Dedham street,
ton. Station
South End and Station 14 of Brighton with which two sons of Mrs. Donovan, Patrolmen Owen A. and Walter
J. Donovan, are connected as police
officers, the Medford Police Department of which a son-in-law, Patrolman Philip Hyde is a member, Iona
and Quincy Clubs of East Boston,
Lawrence Flaherty post A. L., -Bast
Boston. headed by Commander WilFlanagan; Fitton council,
liam
Knights of Columbus, East Boston.
headed by Grand Knight William
delegations of
Dowling. 'besides
business associates of members of
the family of Mrs. Donovan.
The pall bearers were six nephews
of Mrs. Donovan, Joseph Sweeney.
Owen Aplin and Morris O'Hara of
Peabody. Owen and William Ahern
and Edward Shaw of East Boston.
The floral tributes from public
Curley
Mayor
ncluding
officials,
and the Boston City Council, organizations and various business, civic
an dsocial groups, with which Mrs.
Donovan's family has been identified, numbered .OVA: f100 pieces and
required Three open autos to transport them. The interment took place
at Holy Cross cemetery, Maplewood.
The commital prayers at the grave
were recited by Rev. Fr, Patrick H.
Walsh. pastor of St. Joseph's parish,
•
''ut!sr
11 a plewooi,
al/ /Is
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PLAN'1"11tElf. IN
HONOR OF MRS. EnwAims

The Boston Chapter of the AmeriWar Mothers planted a linden tree
can
Boston
or
Cie
,,i; , ear James
Common, near the Joy st
Boston
on
niicuted• ports that he is
entrance, on Saturday morning, April
the
for
eampaign
,on a en
25, in honor of the memory of Mrs.
ship. "I'm not interested in
Clarence R. Edwards, widow of the
am
"I
:•overnorship." he declared.
present job late general.
more interested in my
conthe best I Appropriate exercises were
it
do
to
,nd ;1111 trying
which Mrs. Madeline Dolano
in
lucted,
know hoe.
of the Bessie Edwards Post 261 of
the American Legion sang the Marseillaise. Minnie E. Gleason of the
same Post paid a tribute to the late
Mrs. Edwards. Mrs. Grafton Potter
and Mrs. Thomas Quinn of Cambridge
sang solos.
Mayor Cteley and Miss Mary Curley appeared at the close of the meeting, and the Mayor spoke feelingly of
the late General Edwards and his
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One may take with a grain of sillt
the newspaper story that Mayor Curley will be a candidate for the Demo(17.Eifle gubernatorial nomination next
j ear, even if Governor Ely seeks another term. It is just possible that
Boston's mayor has encouraged the
publication of such a story at this
time In order that he may-get an iclea
ot the sentimest-•9(.. his party-7111
other words that.be la.,,Futting out
feeler. If he reallY• iithandt to . mil.,
this is a symPt6m ofgret confidence on his part and dentbtless that
of Democrats icenera)ly1 that next
year will be a Dereocretic year... It
there were not this confidence, itr
Curley would ptesulyiably feel that
he could well afford to allow the gtiviernor to have.the .uustoniary renoin1::
!nation and lake his owft niancett in
1534, when 1;e ecnild probably get the
nomination without- serious opposition. As the ease has been presented
In. the news, reportl,,. Mr. ,Ctirley
bases his hopes .of election partij en
the suppoSedlY Peer • tote gett!IIKqualities of Mr. "Youngman, but
former-Governor Fuller is indulging
in political activities
days that
lead to the, suspicion that he may
intend entering the lists .next year.
Against Mr. oiler, the („lunley ..pan:dtdacY m1g1,t-iett.410•11.0....g.atneigstbiefiese
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Just Another Motorist
Mayor Curley, of Boston, when he gets
into his automobile is, as he should be, just
another motorist.
Early this month Curley found traffic
conditions in Province street unsatisfactory
and inspired a campaign to correct them—
and among the objectionable conditions was
abuse of parking privileges. The other day
Curley needed a shave and ordered his chauffeur t:o park in Province street while he visited a barber. The chauffeur did, parking
on the onside of a double line of cars. As a
result of Curley's movement to correct conditions in this street, his car was tagged for
illegal parking.
This seems to us wholly proper. Curley,
however, registered indignation, sent the tag
to the assistant police commissioner whom
he accused of ordering the tagging to give
vent Jo spleen caused by Curley s request of
his resignation from the zoning board. The
tag was sent back, as it should have been,
and turned in at a police station in the usual
course of tags that are attached to automobiles.
Despite the patent injustice of any claim
that a mayor should be exempt from the regulations to which other motorists are subject, Curley has a basis for objection. When
Police Commissioner Ifultman took office he
issued orders that the mayor's car was to be
extended courtesies at all times; meaning,
presumably, that the police were not to see
executive disregard of parking and trafficl
regulations. In the light of this order it is
hard to see why the promised courtesy
should be denied.
The evidence is that the tagging officer
did not.recognize the car because it was not
a car that bore the city seal and could be immediately identified as the mayor's only. by
the number plates. The officer, therefore, apparently was acting in good faith.
This is the way he should act in all instances.
Hultman never should have ordered any special courtesies to the mayor
and the mayor never should have accepted
them.
That citizen of a municipality who should
give strictest and most consistent heed to
the city's laws is the most conspicuous citizen, the city's chief servant, its mayor.
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CURLY WOULD
BE GOVERNOR
Believes Youngman Will
Be Easier to Defeat Than
Other Republican:
BOSTON, May 1—Mayor Curley
Is a candidate for the democratic
nomination for governor in 1932,
according to the Boston Herald, and
his campaign, although yet well
within the limits of his preliminary phase, has already been quiet- I
ly launched.
A decision of Gov. Ely to seek re-1
a9mination will not force his with:irawal in. the opinion of his back-.
A report that Gov. Ely will be
flti•ficd with a single term
has
•,---,:;ted by enthusiastic Cur---s as indication of a
decision, already reached, that the
'governor will not be an active participant in next year's gubernatorial
campaign. Most democratic leaders,
however, believe the governor will
run again.
Thus far the mayor has not made
a statement of sufficient clarity and
expressiveness to forecast a formal
announcement of his candidacy for
the democratic nomination, says.the
Herald, but an accumulation of references to the governor's office, all
pointing to the satisfaction of the
mayor that he cannot be elected in
1932, have created the belief unofficially confirmed yesterday, that he
has decided to make another attempt to round out his political career by serving as the governor of
the commonwealth.
"It is as certain as the sun
is
shining that Mayor Curley is now
a candidate for governor," said
one ;
of his intimate political
friends
when he agreed to answer a
direct
question after exacting a promise
that he would not be named.
"The mayor believes that Lieut.Gov. Youngman will be the renublican nominee and he also believes
that he can defeat him more easily
than he can two or three other republicans who have been mentioned as candidates against Youngman."
It was admitted that there
has
been 'considerable secret work
calculated to win support of the
mayor's candidacy in recent weeks
and
that the campaign has been systematically planned so that
all preliminary work will be
completed
long in advance of the opening
of
the primary campaign next year.
The effusive praise which
Mayor
Curley has publicly showered
on
Gov. Ely at recent public
gatherings is regarded as a shrewd
move
by the mayor intended to
show that
he is cooperating with
Ely, not
hampering him.
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Centre St. Runs
Kerplurtk Right
(In AnotherSnag
Centre street widening, it appears, Weld to South streets. On these
has struck another snag. Just when lines the street department got busy,
everybody over, on or in the earth and plans and specifications began to
seemed to be supremely satisfied with materialize. Property damages on
the way things were going, and ninety-three parcels of land involved
Mayor Curley had sent out a hurry were assessed at $103,121, and everycalbikorerfteam shovel or two, presto, thing was about ready for the bidup bobs somebody with a grievance. ders. And then, presto, once more.
Enter the protest, the objector, Somebody throws a monkey wrench
alias the villain. The process of wid- into the works with more objections.
ening for the nonce is again in status Centre street widening goes fluey.
And why? Why? The widening is
quo.
During the roseate days of public- too doggone wide. It ought to be
ity and promotion, when Centre street seventy feet.
And how? How? When the widenwidening was on the tapis, likewise
the tongues of ten or more thousand hie was cut down from one hundred
people round here, not one of us had to eighty feet, all potential damage
a thing to say one way or the other. to homes and most of the damage to
Had somebody or other come forward trees vas eliminated. But now it is
with a plea for a two hundred foot discovered that an eighty foot highstreet, it is altogether likely that the way is going to be dangerous. There
thing would have gone through with ale .no cross streets at all along the
a rush. That is, so far as plans and section in dispute, but still it is going
specifications go. But let the road to be dangerous for somebody or
builders get into the picture and, something to build that road eighty
presto again, here is the time to oh- feet wide. Maybe the chipmunks
can't get across in time to avoid the
jett.
Along back in 1930, or was it 1920, traffic.
So, Mayor Cazley is back on the
when Centre street widening was laid
out on the lines of a 100 foot wide CentreSVrel- job and lending his
street, after prolonged hearings, when good offices to smoothing out the new
nobody wanted to be heard, and the kinks. Meanwhile a lot of public utiltime came for grabbing. a pick and a ity work has to be done, and unless
shovel. oresto. once more, a howl all objectors can be rounded up and
went up that put rd'ad builders en- deported or something, Centre Street
tirely out of the picture and sent plan widening will likely become a 1932
makers searching for new and elusive eventuality.
lircs which the objectors could not Mayor Curley approved a vote of
I find. Then the one hundred foot the Street Commissioners for the
widening to 70 feet. Of the 93 perwidth was cut down to eighty.
When it came time to legislate for sons who w:11 collect damages on this
new funds, some more objectors basis, the largest is $11,500 to Frank
sprung into action, and Centre street M. Aldrich for 2612 sq. ft. of land.
became quite a bone of contention. William E. Winchester, $10,500 for
I When things finally got smoothed 1686 feet and $11,200 for 1547 feet;
I over, levelled up, ironed out and jug-Nellie B. O'Neil, $5900 for 1160 feet;
I gled around to the satisfaction of Ayoub Maloof, $4800 for 712 feet and
everybody, it developed that we were$4500 for 705 feet; Angelo Paledeno,
to have a Centre street eighty feet$4600 for 694 feet, and James A.
wide from the Arborway to WeldDickerson, $2000 for 503 feet.
.street. and seventy feet wide from
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CURLEY OUT
FOR GOVERNOR
Mayor of Boston Quietly
Begins Campaign
for Governor.
BOSTON, May 1.--Mayor James
M. Curley has quietly launched his
!campaign for governor of Massachusetts on the Democratic ticket. The
campaign, the mayor has let it be
known, is under way, though no
definite public statement has been
issued, nor have actual campaign
activities assumed very great pro!portions.
' A decision of Gov. Ely to seek renomination will not force his withdrawal in the opinion of his backers.
A report that Gov. Ely will be ratisfied with a single term has been
accepted by enthusiastic Curley supporters as indicative of a deeisim,
already reached, that the Governor
will not be an active participant in
next year's gubernatorial campaign.
Most Democratic lea,!er:, however,
believe the Governor will run again.
Thus far the mayor has not made
'a statement of sufficient clarity and
expressiveness to forecast a lornial
announcement of his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination but an
accumulation of references to the
Governor's office, all pointing to the
satisfaction of the mayor that he
can be elected in 1932, have created
the belief, unofficially confirmed
yesterday, that he has decided to
• make another attempt to round out
his political career by serving as the
Governor of the commonwealth.
"It is as certain as the sun is shining that Mayor Curley is now a candidate for Governor," said one of
his intimate political friends yestarday when he agreed to answer a direct question of The Herald reporter, after exacting a promise that he
would not be named.
-The mayor believes that Lt.-Gov.
Youngman will be the Republican
nominee and he also believes that he
can defeat him more easily than he
can two or three other Republicans
who have been mentioned as candidates against Youngman."
It was admitted that there has
been considerable secret work calr...ulated to win support of the mayor's
candidacy in recent weeks and that
the campaign has been systematically planned so that all preliminary
work will be completed long in advance of the opening of the primary
campaign next year.
The effusive praise which Mayor
Curley has publicly showered on
.Gov. Ely AC recent public.
EatirnittR3
is regarded as a shrewd move
by the
'mayor intended to show that he is
lco-operating with Ely, not hampering
' The Curley groups in the Boston
democracy believe the mayor will
run whether Gov. Ely is a candidate
for renomination or retiree.
•
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SAY CURLEY WILL COMMUNISTS QUIET
RUN FOR GOVERNOR ON BOSTON COMMON
Campaign Reported Already Quietly Launched

300 Police on Guard, but
No Disorders Occur.
Fish Denounces Them

MAYOR VAGUE

Mayor Curies..Says "Hot Air
aria'Red Flags- No Solution
to Economic Problems

Decision of Governor Ely
to Run Again Would
Not Force His Withdrawal.
/toeton, May 1.—Mayor Curley is a
liandidate for the Democratic nom lunation for governor in 1932, accordOng to the Boston Herald. and his
earapaign, although yet well within
the limits of its preliminary phase,
teas already be-in quietly launched.
A decision of Governor Ely to seek
Cenomination will not force his withdrawal in the opinion of his backers.
A report that Gov. Ely will be satlofted with a single term has been
accepted by enthusiastic Curley supgOrters as Indication of a decision,
already reached, that the governor
will not he an active participant In
gest year's gubernatorial campaign.
Wet Democratic leaders, however,
laelieve the Governor will run again.
Thus far the Mayor has not made
a statement of sufficient clarity and
expressivenesa to forecast a formal
announcement of his candidacy for
like Democratic nomination,saps the
:Iterald, but an accumulation of references to the Governor's office, all
pointing to the aatisfactlon of the
Mayor that, he cannot be elected in
1932. have created the belief unoffientity confirmed today, that he has
decided to make another attempt to
sword ent .hia political narreer hr
serving as the Governor of the Commonwealth.
"It is as certain as the sun Is shining that Mayor Curley is now a candidate for Governor,'' said one of his
Intimate political friends today when
he agreed to answer a direct question after exacting a promise that he 1
would not be named.
"The Mayor believes that Lieut.Gov. Youngman will be the Republican nominee and he also helievea
that he can defeat him more essilY
than he can two or three other Repribileana who have been mentioned
as eandidatea against Youngman."
D, was admitted that there has
! been considerable secret work calculated to win support of the Mayor's,
candidacy in recent weeks and that
the campaign has been syetematically planned .so that all preliminary,
work will be completed long in advance of the opening of the primary
campaign next year.
The effusive preime which Mayor
Curley has publicly showered on
Gov. Ely at recent public gatherings
i le regarded as a shrewd move by the
Mayor intended to allow that he is
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cloperaithig with Ely, not hampering
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1—(111—Ilistoric
May
Boston.
Boston Common today resounded
speeches
by speakwith May Day
'era who held widely divergent
views on the subject of Communism. Three hundred policemen
patrolled the Common in anticipation of outbreaks of disorder
which failed to materialize.
Almost within earshot, of each
other, speakers at a Communist
capitalism
meeting condemned
and lauded Soviet Russia while
under
the
gathering
others at a
auspices of the Ladies' Auxiliary of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, dethc
nounced Communism and
"waving of red flags."
bearing
sign
a
Police removed
Communist slogans from the platform on which exponents of Communism spoke. Placards which
Communist supporters held aloft
were also brought down when the
officers threatened to make arrests.
Congressman Hamilton Fish of
New York, Mayor James M. Curley
and Brig. General Alston Hamiltpn,
War
representing Secretary of
Hurley, were the principal speakers
at the Veterans' meeting which was
preceded by patriotic pageants.
/rho chief orators on the Comniunists program were Richard B.
Moore, New York Negro and a National Director of the International
Labor Defense, and Harry Cantor,
also a representative of the lattfer
organization.
Fish, who was described by Cantor as the "most vicious enemy of
the working class," told the veterans assembly that Americans "resent any alien interference with our
domestic institutions and will not
tolerate the spread of revolutionary
Communism in the U. S. inspired
and directed from Moscow and
aimed at the heart of our Government and the safety and happiness
' of our people."
Admitting that the nation was
confronted with an economic problem, Mayor Curley said It could not
be solved by the release of "hot air
and the waving of red flags."
Moore outlined the advance of
Communism in Soviet Russia and
said that "in spite of the Iloovers,
the Fishes and the Doaks, we will.
follow In the footsteps of the Russian workers and bring America
back to the workers." He denounced
war and capitalism and demanded
a seven hour work day, a five day
work week, unemployment insurance and appropriations for relief
of the workers instead of for war
gasses.

/JI
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Mayor Curley Wisely Reconsiders
'distasteful situation with reference to the con11-11. ditions of a scheduled football game between
the teams of Dartmouth college and Leland Stanford university is going to be avoided, after all.
Mayor James M. Curley has given sagacious reconsideration to his original refusal to permit the
playihg of it in Boston.
It was unfortunate that he should have found
himself prompted to withhold his approval in the
first instance. His original decision tended to
arouse unsportsmanlike sentiments among the students and graduates of Dartmouth, Boston and Holy
Cross colleges. It tended to place inordinate em,
phasis upon the commercial phase of contemporary
intercollegiate football. Mr. Curley's frankly avowed
attitude was, originally, that the more widely touted
"football" colleges had too long been allowed to
skim off the lion's share of the profits assured by
the general public's interest in football. It was high
time, he said, that the less uproariously advertised
"little" colleges of Boston and Holy Cross fhould
have a chance to gather in some of this money; the
more so since both of these institutions commanded
a special popular interest in the Boston area.
In fairness, Mayor Curley should have recognized
at the outset, as he has since been persuaded to do,
that games between Holy Cross and Boston College
and between Dartmouth and Leland Stanford,
played in the same city and on,the same date, would
never, except in a trifling degree, rival each other
in competition for popular patronage. Each game
will attract its own particular thousands. Comparatively few people who are interested in the one
would be likely to attend the other, if the two games
were played on separate dates. And if it is the commercial stake which chiefly enlists Mayor Curley's
interest he may now enjoy the knowledge that, with
two games of major interest going on simultaneously. the city of Boston will be permitted to entertain
80,000 to 100,000 visitors instead of 20,000 to 30,000.
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TUE CURLEY MYSTERY

[Worcester Telegam.1
Unless the governor does intend
to
step down and the mayor has
been
apprised of the fact, the
circum
stances, as revealed at the moment,
furnish ju.stifleatien far refusing to
take the Curley candidacy
seriously.
And one of .the
circumstances—Vie
mayor's belief, as expressed by thoqe
who claim to speak for
hint, that
William S. Youngman as the
liepul!lean nominee would he an
easy
tagonist to defeat—gives reason anfur
the surmise that the :.
foray is designed not soeported Curley
much
to
hurt
the Democratic Mr Ely as to
beit. the
opponents of the
Republican Mr
Youngman in his party primary.
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REM CRY AGAINST
CAPITAIISVI AT HUB
k."

Voice Theories to Heart's Coil-

S

tent on Common; Foes Also
Speak on Historic Ground.
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flounced vex and capitalism and demanded a seven -hour work day, a live day work week, unemployment insurance and appropriations for relief of the
11orkerm instead of for war gases.
Cantor charged that the "bosses" were
ving to steal May Day from the workits by promoting counter demonstratams. He said that to this end President Hoover had designated the day as
Child Health Day and Mayor Curley had
"found out that .May Day Was the ant,-f cfiotry Loo
, easfoturred ienxgooose
n rnrty hoofret.h
It
VC
iplrin
ducting affairs —ader city auspices.
J1
.s•
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HAMILTON FISH IS ON HAND CALLS ALVAN FULLER
TOOTER WHO IS VERY
Warns of Soviet Threat to U. S.
MUCH OUT OF ORDER
While

Radicals

Berate

Him

•

To the

Editor of The Daily News:-He is merely "Alvan Toot Fuller
Boston, May 1.--(AP)—Historie Boston Common today resounded with May and yet tooting. Every principle of
Day speeches by speakers who held wide- special public works employment to
ly divergEht views on the subject of relieve a crisis of unemployment
communism. Three hundred policemen while treasury and banks are loaded
1 A-rolled the Common In anticipation
,
outbreaks of disorder whIch failed to Cull with gold and money credits as
• never before in history, Fuller toots
Ins terialize.
Almost within earshot of each other, against. Against Hoover and Conspeakers at a Communist meeting con- gress to that effect and action, against
nemned capitalism and lauded Soviet Mussolini's wise pronouncement to
Russia while others at a gathering un- that effect, against Gov Ely's proder the auspices of the Ladles' Auxiliary nouncement and our Legislature's acof the Veterans of Fcreign Wars de- Win to that effect, to relatively stimnounced Communism and the "waving ulate general business and make taxa•
of Red flags."
don more readily borne—against all
Police removed a sign bearing Com- this stands tooter Fuller like some
munist slogans from the platform on ' vocal "Coloamus of Roads," his sales
which exponents of Communism spoke. royalties from Packard cars using
The Communists made brief verbal pro- 'em, from sales by advertisements of
various
in
high-colored
tests but finally capitulated to the .or- splendor
ders of a police lieutenant even to the magazines, evidencing how keenly he
extent of loaning a patrolman a ham- feisis for the mass of taxpayers emmer for use in taking it down. Placards ployed and unemployed! What about
'which Communist supporters held aloft collecting off the tax-dodging rich, in
also were brought down when the of- paying the public way? What about
ficers threatened to make arrests. The that, Alvan?
police did not become active again until
As front-paged in Friday's May Day
the Communists had concluded their Boston Herald, the political notes of
meeting and then only to disperse the Ills Fuller loot-test appear to be that
crowd which remained In the Common Al 'or Culley_ being gubernatorially
mall,
in.IFFSFaeice Fuller demolishes
Congressman Hamilton Fish of New "lavish" Ely—then as Curley, nomYork, Maxiar.James M. Curley and Bilg. inee, would easily defeat Youngman
Gen. Alston Hamilton, rertffitrnting Sec- for governor: therefore Fuller stride
retary of War Hurley, were the princi- off his tooting-stand and lead the Repal speakers at the Vets' meeting which publican gubernatorial slate again
Was preceded by patriotic pageants. The with Youngman yet second an "Hellmassed colors of the auxiliaries were held timant." Now this is what greets us
aloft before the Parkman bandstand as "Fullerism via Boston Herald" on
tvhere the meeting was held. The chief the news standa, front-page, when we
wators on the Communists progradi were emerge from our noon-time lunches
Richard B. Moore, New York Negro and after hearing New York's "Empire
a national director of the International State Building" dedication radio'd—
Labor Defence, and Harry Cantor, also Alfred E. Smith, Franklin D. Roosea representative of the latter organiza- velt and Jimmy Walker keen with
New York's spirit of enterprise in
tion.
flber, tell of various civic works
every
es
Cantor
by
was
described
who
Fish,
"lavish" expenditure for "business
the "most vicious enemy of the work- and
to beget business." Did Alvan the
ing class," told the vets' assembly that
Tooter ever consider that we wonder?
Americans "resent any alien interferHe surely does when he toots for buyence with our domestic institutions and
high-cost automobiles "as beat
ing
of
the
revoluspread
tolerate
will not
in the long run." So far bettionary Communism In the United States economy public works at opportune
are
Inspired and directed from Moscow and ter
times to promote all manner of good
aimed at the heart of our Government
works.
and the safety and happiness of our
This much for now.
people."
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS.
Admitting that the nation was conSpringfield, May 1.
problem,
economic
fronted with an
Mayor Curley said it could not he solved
by the release of "hot air and the waving of red flags."
Moore outlined the advance of Communism In Soviet Russia and said that
"in spite of the Hoovers, the Fishes and
the Doaks, we will follow in the footsteps of the Russian workers and bring
America back to the workers." lie defrom Another Rostrum
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GOVERNOR'S PAY INCREASE
—
()
'11kyr Curky,:j, Persistence in Proj-

e-cT Criticized by Mr. Stanley.
0 the Editor of The Llvtion.
Sir: Mayor Curley is certainly persistent. His purpose to Increase the

Lieusalaries of the Governor and
tenant-Governor now has a sop to appease the resentment of Gov. Ely by
making the act effective Jan. 5. 1933.
This is not an opportune time to increase salaries, when the entire Staze
is in the throes of depression. If the
conditions in 1933 warrant such increase that would be the time to introduce the measure. In the mean
time taxpayers throughout the Stale
should note how their representatives
vote cn this question and attend to
their cases at the next election. It
is up to the voters to elect men who
will safeguard their interests. Preelection promises disregarded should
be remembered at the next election, if
we would improve the quality of our
elective officers.
Is there any dearth of candidates for
the officers of Governor and Lieutenant-Governor at the present salaries? If so, I have not observed it.
CHARLES STANLEY.
Holyoke, May 2, 1931.
6- / •/I .1/
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It is gathered from the press that
Mayor Curley of Boston, who yet may
be goltlflior of Alasachusetts, is one
of those who do not think much of
Europe and its ways. He conceivably
might even be among those who believe that we once made a mistake to
go in over there, trying to help mop
up the mess. We evidently, if Mr.
Curley is correctly informed, didn't
do much good with all our crusading.
He Is quoted as telling the world on
May Day: "The World War didn't
determine much. They would be at It
again in Europe today if they had
the money and the courage." such
14 further testimony, possibly expert,
from the American Athens as to the
essential badness of the several nations with which for a brief period
we were associated in a World War.
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There seems to be a great deal
of comment in the papers over the
fact that Boston police officers
tagged Mayor (;airley's car for violation of the parking regulations.
it is difficult for the ordinary man
to understand why the car shottfl
not have been tagged the same
any other, if it was parked Mewl,
ly. Furthermore, many think that
che Mayor should have been a good
;port and taken what was coming
to him gracefully. Police cars and
fire department apparatus are supposed to he exempt from the park'Jig regulations, which is as it
;hould be; but when it comes to
xempting the ears of city officials
it is quite a horse of another color.
.rhe line must be drawn somewhere.
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'The Yankee Division Post, A. L.,
was presented Monday evening the
Mayor Casassa Cup by the Revere
Post, before a large gathering in the
clubhouse, Huntington ave.. Boston.
The cup -was awarded the Yankee
Division Post Bugle and Drum Corps.
after a competition among nearly 40
Legion posts during the Legion parade in this city Patriot's Day.
Commander John DiPesa made time.
presentation to Commander Wilson.
Revere Post, A. L., was presented a
picture of General Clarence Edwards
by the Yankee Division Post.
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Among recent gifts to the U. S.
Veterans' hospital at Bedford, are
two white swans; the gift of Mayor
James M. Curley, of Boston. The
swans came from the John Benson
animal farm in Nashua, N. H., and
are to be placed in the pond on the
hospital grounds.
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kipEAR EAST CLOTUriNG
Albert A. Scott, Near East regional
direct,m for New England, has received
the assurance of Mi
iiirley that the
schools and city dl.rFlinents will cooperate In the drive for used vlothing
which is now being organized. Pupils
iii hoth the Catholic and public Rellools
will distribute tags and the tire and
Police stations will be used as depositories for clothing on Near East Bundle
day, may is.
A statement concerning the kind of
clothing desired has been issued from
the campaign offices, 632 Little Building, as follows:—
Warm, practical clothing is what is
needed—coats and overcoats, cotton and
woolen dresses, stockings, underwear
and sweaters.
Evening gowns and
satin slippers :ire of no use to orphan
boys and girls, nor to the destitute
People living in the refugee camps of
Athens, Salonica, A lel`Po. and Beirut
" Now is the time to give away your
winter things. It is much better to
give that nice woolea sweater and that
warm wittier coat to the destitute in
Bible lands than to the moths. Even
those coats and dresses which have
lain all winter in the cedar chest because they are out of style will be
gratefully accepted.
You'll be doing
yourself a favor In getting rid or
your oid clothes, for, to paraphrase an
old poem, 'The nit),- ii ill get them,
if you don't witt,•i;
/

/
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Foolish Curley.
Mayor James M. Curley imposed
on nature when he declined to send
an invitation to Lieutenant-Governor Youngman to the banquet to
the Japanese Prince and Princess.
Mr. Curley said he scratched the
name because air Youngman was
no gentleman. Well, Youngman is'
a graduate of Harvard University,
which stands reasonably high, in
fact, is looked upon by millions as
the best college in the country, the
equal of any in Great Mita lit.
belongs to one of the best families
In the state. He never beat his wife
or failed to support her. He does
not get drunk.
As a matter of fa, the Governor and Lieutenant .Governor are always invited to such occasions. The
fact that Mr. Youngman is a Republican condtituted no reason why
he should not have been asked to
attend and as a matter of fact,
that is the real reason. We have
the greatest respect for the distinguisned mayor. but like any
other citizen, he must park his car
where it wili not be tagged. The
Legislature ham passed no laws giving him special privileges. Mr. Curley was foolish and when he wakes
no he will realize it. He may not
be alone in not liking Youngman,
but Youngman holds next to the
highest office in all state.
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The Long Time Between Campaigns

easier for Curley to defeat than any one of
It is all of six months since the close of the several other Republicans
who might and possibly
last gubernatorial campaign in Massachusetts, may be named. Mr.
Curley's friends, however,
hence Boston Democrats naturally feel that it w.) not care to dwell upon
the latter contingency.
is high time to begin to get ready for another. Just now they are
indulging in joyous anThey feel as strongly about the long time be- ticipation of a prospecti
ve triumph of Curley
tween political campaigns as the celebrated ever Youngman and it
is to be assumed that
!oldtime governors of North and South Carolina !they would deeply resent
any action by the
used to feel about the interval between drinks. Republican primary or even
by Governor Ely
Such periods of inaction cause a restlessness of which might interfere with
or have a tendency
mind and body which is not good for the soul. to-disarrange their plans.
And Boston politicians are, of course,exceedingly
thoughtful and considerate of their souls.
Take the friends of Mayor Curley and the
741 C-.1 4A #1
461 C
J7
Mayor himself, for example. The
or already
Curie7M
Mayor
report
that
tie
Curley Fbr
has served more than one-quarter of the term
Boston has begun. active camfor which he was elected, and, letting his
GO-vernor.2 paigning for the Democratic nomthoughts stray over toward Beacon Hill, he
ination for governor in 1932 gives prominence to
observes that Governor Ely has finished the
the story, current for some time among politicians,
first four months of his two-year term. How
that Governor Ely intends not to seek a second
swiftly time passes! Another gubernatorial
term. Incredible as is the story of the governor's
election will be at hand a year from next
intention to retire, even more incredible would be
November and surely it is not too soon to begin
the action imputed to Mayor Curley, if the story
to plan for it. Eighteen months is a very short
bas no basis in fact.
time—that is. the eighteen months between now
Why Governor Ely should decide thus early
end the next state election. On the other hand,
that he will not be a candidate next year is a mystwo years in the governorship is a long time,
tery. So far he has been a good governor and there
as Mr. Curley and his supporters reckon it, for
is no reason for thinking that as the months go by
Mr. Ely.
his performance will deteriorate. He has displayed
The more they think of it, the more difficult
notable tact in his dealings with the Republican
Mr. Curley and his friends find it to conceive
Legislature. Though his emergency relief program
the possibility that Mr. Ely may or will want
has been cut and altered appreciably, it is by no
to bury himself in the governorship for another
means certain that his popularity has not. been
two years. So with commendable regard for
enhanced in the outcome. His program, conGovernor Ely's future comfort and happiness
forming in essentials uith that of President Homer
they accept with enthusiasm the report from
In the nation and of Mayor O'Hara in this city,
some mysterious source that the Governor will
had widespread support among the people of the
!commonwealth. Nevertheless, of course, Mr. Ely
be satisfied with a single term and at once busy
may have personal reasons which outweigh politithemselves with the urgent task of picking his
cal considerations.
successor. No time must be lost, for the election
If. however, the story of the governor's plan
is coming in November, 1932.
to withdraw has no hasis in fact, and if Mayor
However and more or less happily, the
Curley has taken the field regardless of whether
Boston Democrats are fast workers and none
the governor may or may not choose to run again
are faster than the Cuiley supporters, who, lookI(as indeed one of his friends has declared), then
ing about for a man to fill the breach in 1932,
the Boston burgomaster is guilty of colossal effronwere immediately struck by the availability or,
tery. With the mayor given credit for every good
as one might put it, inevitability of their own
point which can on any ground be attributed to
honored chieftain, the redoubtable James M.
him, it remains inconceivable that Massachusetts
himself, who, strangely enough, appears to have
'Democrats, that Boston Democrats, even, should
prefer him, an almost certain loser, to Mr. Ely,
been struck by the same thought at the same
whose chances of winning must be rated—at this
time and place. This shows what intelligently
time anyway—as greater by far than those of any
directed teamwork will do.
other Democrat.
Mr. Curley, through innate modesty or, pertinlesk the governor does intend to step down
haps, for some other good and sufficient reason,
and the mayor has been apprised of the fact, the
has not clearly and definitely announced himself
circumstances, as revealed at the moment, furnish
as the logical and obvious 1932 Democratic
justification for refusing to take the Curley candigubernatorial choice, but in and around the
dacy seriously. And one of the circumstances--the
Boston City Hall signs and portents have not
mayor's belief, as expressed by those who claim
been lacking of impending and important poto speak for him, that William S. Youngman as the
litical developments. For one thing, City Hall
Republican nominee would be an easy antagonist
circles appear to be impressed by the conviction
to defeat—gives reason for the surmise that the
that Lieutenant-Governor Youngman will be the
reported Curley foray is deuigned not so much to
Republican nominee in 1932 and that he will be
hurt the Democratic Mr. Ely as to help the opponents of the Republican Mr. Yolingman in his
Party primary.
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VI May Day in Boston
both for and against our instituIt was a triumph. Two mass- tions, without the swing even of a
meetings—one of Communists and single nightstick, and then to have
the other of patriots—were held on everyone go away satisfied that libthe Common under permits issued erty was not dead—it was all worby the authorities. Not a single tear thy of the best traditions of Boston
bomb was thrown, not an arrest was common.
made. At both meetings the orators
delivered themselves of their mesutlioN
Pis:74-0
sages with no sign of a riot, or the
slightest disturbance of peace. For
ç. Above the Law?
thousands of curious spectators, it
From the Fall River Herald News.
was a dull first of May.
James M. Curley is a rather imPerhaps credit for so mild and
portant citizen as citizens are rated
In this country of ours. James M.
orderly a celebration is due to the
Curley is mayor of the city of Roston
three police patrol wagons loaded
and that is no mean distinction. Mr.
with tear bombs and machine guns,
Curley may have grown so great that
he is superior even to the laws; sort
strategically held in reserve near
a man apart as it were whose percif
was
There
monument.
)
soldiers
the
son or property should not be conanother emollient, however, working
taminated by a traffic violation tag or
in behalf of sanity among all cona summons to court.
Many letters have been written and
cerned. That was the fairness of
much has been published since Mr.
permit
a
the authorities in issuing
Curley's official car was tagged by
for the May-day meeting of the
someone working for Police Commissioner Hultman.
radicals. For some 50 years May day
The fact appears established that
has been used by radical groups in
there was a violation of the traffic
various countries to air the grievlaws. Policemen in Boston and elsewhere In 'Massachusetts are supposed
ances of social rebels against the
to enferce the laws Impartially. Even
established order, and there was no
a man so great as Mr. Curley Is not
adequate reason for denying to the
supposed to be exempt.
Mr. Curley deplores the lack of
Boston group of Communists the
common sense in handling the case
privilege of staging the annual demand well he may. He has set himself
onstration. It should be reassuring,
on a pedestal above the law and he
doesn't belong there.
that while the Communist show on I
When Edmond P. Talbot was mayor
Charles-street mall had 'several
of Fall River his car was tagged. He
thousand people looking on, the Red
didn't like it, of course, but he went
to court and paid his fine like a real
orators could draw applause from no
citizen who seeks no special favors or
more than 30 persons.
Immunities. Mr. Curley might have
Mayor Curley had remembered
done likev,ise and stood a lot higher
In the estimation of many people.
that this May day was the 109th
anniversary of the organization of
Boston as a city. So he issued a
proclamation calling public attention to the patriotic meeting at the
bandstand to be held whiln the Communists gave their show half • a
mile away. With Congressman Hamilton Fish speaking at the bandstand and giving Communism blazes
and old night, as a counter-stroke
against those who cried,"Down with
'capitalism" on the mall, it was a
perfect day.
The mayor's proclamation struck
rather savagely at some very gentle-minded and idealistic citizens I
going about their business, with his
thrusts at "the spurious virtues and
'illusory values of fictitious paci'fism and insidious international'ism." The Reds are anything but
pacifists while the Roman Catholic
cnurcn for many centuries has been
internationalist on its own terms.
But Mayor calsy's handling of the
May-day crisis, on the whole, was
a gem. To have unmuzzled speeches
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MAYOR CURLEY PLEADS

Chief Executive Appears Before Ways And
Means Committee To Urge Passage Of Measure For Shore Reservation From Wood Island
Through Fourth Section And Orient Heights
,
.
To Winthrop Line—Hearn Wins Through
Airport Bill
Strandway
\ ayor Curley appeared Tuesday
h..!,re the Ways and Means Commit.)r
Massachusetts House of
..s to urge favorable action on a bill providing for the construction by the State Department of
Public Works of a strandway along
the East Boston waterfront at a cost
not to exceed $1,000.000.
The strandway would be laid ete
)e-ginning at a point in the World War
Memorial Park, or near the terminus
of Neptune road, over public and pri.
vate land easterly of the Boston, Re•
vere Beach & Lynn Railroad and
along or adjacent to Bayswater St. to
a point in Saratoga St. westerly of
the bridge over Belle Isle inlet.
1 It was pointed out by the Mayor
that such a project would be a good
' investment in several ways, including an aid to unemploymen't and a
health and recreational benefit.
We read rosy reports of improvements in business conditions," the
Mayor said, "hit. rite demand on our
PublE• \Velfat.t' ,:•partment does not
utterances of these
I
bear out tli
benefactors."
Al iYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
The Mayor ...Hd that many men
have been laid on by a Boston public Boston Strand way, Dorchester rapid
service corporation, and ventured the transit and a number of street widena.: many unem- ings. The May.or said that he felt
opinion thal me.- a
1,.n today as that the work in East Boston could
ployed In t;,.,..,1,•1
there were six months or a year ago. be done within the $1,000,000 amount,
"We believe this measure could be and stated that prevailing costs would
!regarded in the light of an unemploy- permit it to be performed at 25 per
ment relief measure as it would pro- cent less than in January, 1930.
vide an opportunity for the employRepresentatives Hearn, Barker, and
ment of people in substitution of the Sullivan of East Boston were recorddole," said Mr. Curley.
ed in favor of the proposed improve, Half the cost would come from the ment.
State highway fund under the terms
AIRPORT
of the bill, and the remaining 50 per
Mayor Curley will get his authority
$1,000,000
would
be
borne
the
cent of
to borrow $1,250,000 outside the debt
by the city of Iomen.
limit of the city for improvement of
out
committee
by
it was
the East Boston Airport, including the
Ourley that all the conner, Hn with Governor's Island.
111 `III hers to
IiiHtway tune mid been appropriated,
Previously Cut
and the gener,il appropriation bill had
Althfm. ,. the committee on munich.it signed.
ipal tum
(.11t his proposition to
To this the Mayor replied that if
o turned down several
commit tot, is prepared to authorize tl
proft.,:1,,
•r tilt, Mayor to boroutside
ow for immo
Rerrow $1,000,000
N.,. the Senate
"we feel it is a good Monday suspended all of us rules, on
do
are prepared to
Imaion of Senator Ulin of Dorchester,
,a(I passed the bill for the larger
M.tyor called attention to the ,t mount through all Its readings at the
tine session. Last week the House
inert •ell valuation whodi followed v;iprojects, including the 'Soma
ibstituted the $1,250,000 bill for the
rillt1,-;

/.1./
la.,asure reported by the municipal
Heallee (committee.
rffert-- were made to defeat the
\
-quest in the Senate Monday
Seotttor Wragg of Needof the municipal
said that the
, elm
lended by his corntee was enough to give the East
;ton airport an AA federal rating,
that the icity of Boston, with Its
I' heavy expenditures, ought not
permitted to make the extra
Li wings for the improvement this
year.
Amendments Beaten
Senator Ulin spoke in favor of the
,asure, urging th,o t 0 city should
the airport at
permitted to tVt,
time to an ext. nt sufficient to att..t business and I-. up abreast of the
Limes. Senator \vasi of Roxbury, also
urged the lar(.0,1 amount. Senator
Parkman of Boston, offered an amendment setting the amount to be borrowed at $500,000. This amendment
was beaten, 8 to 23, on a standing
vote and the amendment of Wragg
to cut the amount down to the $250,000 recommended by his committee,
also lost on a standing vote, 10 to 24.
The $1,250,000 bill was then put
through all its readings under suspension of the rules.
Prior to voting on the measure. each
member of the Senate received a letter
from Mayor Curley refuting statements made by the Boston Real Estate
Exchange in opposition to the bill.
The Mayor said the Exchange statement that the city has enough money
inside its borrowing capacity is untrue,
pointing out that all of the authorized
debt inside the debt limit is exhausted, except about $400,000, which, the
"Afayor said, should be kept intact for
a flood, conflagration. or other extreme
emergency.
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Mayor Curley of Boston
Will Reach City Today
James M. Curley of Boston
ill arrive in Chicago on the Twen•
tient 'century this morning. The
7.;tytyor and his party will be guests
cwt.'. the week-end of Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Bremner, 603 Stratford place.
Acitit Mayor Curley will be his son,
City Treasurer Edmund L.
Dolan, Assistant City Treasurer W1ter Quinn, and Col. T. J. A. Johnson,
alrof Boston.
4,..1,11aror
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The (iovernor's Salary
Despite the general and reasonable belief
that this is a time for retrenchment rather than
for increases in public expenditure and especially for increases in the salaries of state
officials, the House Ways and Means Committee has approved a measure to double the salary
of the Governor and to make less generous
raises for the Lieutenant-Governor and members of the Council. By this proposal the Governor would receive $20,000, or a larger salary
than the Governor of any State in the Union
with the exception of New York. At a time
when state revenues are greatly reduced and
when the State is borrowing money for the
purpose of aiding the unemployed such proposals appear to be inopportune even on the assumption that for any reason increases in the
salaries of ten state officers aggregating $15,000
a year are worthy of consideration.
A charitable view might be that as the proposal has been introduced for consideration, the
committee was inclined to lean over backward
in favor of the Governor so far as to leave the
matter to his approval or disapproval. It may
have seemed to the committee that as the General Court recently raised the salary of its own;
members, it might appear spitefully inconsiderate not to grant the Governor the privilege of
raising the salary of his successor, who might
be himself.
Incidentally it may be noted that the proposition for doubling the salary of the Governor
eriginated with Mayor Curley of Boston who,
coincidentally with the report of the committee, is announced as a candidate for Governor
vilth apparent disregard of the possible inclinations of Governor Ely to seek another term.
One of the arguments for an increase in
the salary of the Governor is that he has to
spend a large sum of money in direct primary
fights for nomination. If that is a sound argument for an increase in the Governor's salary,
it is another strong argument against the direct
primary.
Why should the taxpayers of the
State be asked to pay the direct primary expenses of candidates for office when better nominations could be made cheaper in a party convention?
If the State is to go into the business of
paying
primary expenses of candidates for
state
C. would be better to do it directly
and
y rather than by the indirect method
of an increase in salaries. Possibly if the taxpayers were directly saddled with the direct

.

primary expenses of candidates they might lose
some of their apparent affection for a system
that is too apt to work for the benefit of the

least worthy candidates.
If it is the purpose of the House Ways and
Means Committee to pass Mayor Curley's proposal along to Governor Ely for approval or
disapproval, the latter's action on it might
determine primarily something as to the location
of the joke in case of a primary contest between
the Governor and Mayor Curley for the next

election. .
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Radicals, Fish, Curley,
Heard on Boston Common
Boston, May 1- CAP)
Boston Common today resounded with
May-day speeches by speakers who
*Id widely divergent views on the
subject of Communism. Three hundred policemen patrolled the Common
In anticipation of outbreaks of disoi der which failed to materialize.
Almost within earshot of each other,
speakers at a Communist meeting
condemned capitalism and lauded Soviet Russia while others at a gathei ing under the auspices of the women's auxiliary to the Veterans of Foreign Wars denounced Communism and
the "waving of red flags."
Police removed a sign bearing Communist slogans from the platform on
which
exponents
of Communism
spoke.
The Communists made brief
verbal protests but finally capitulated
to the orders of a police lieutenant
even to the extent of loaning a patrolman a hammer for use in taking it
down. Placards which Communist
supporters held aloft
were
also
brought do' when the officers
threatened to i ke arrests. The police
did not become active again until the
Communists had concluded their meeting am'. then only to disperse the
crowd which remained in the Common
mall.
Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., of
New York, Mayor James M. Curley
and Brig-Ge, Alston Hamilton, who
was representing Secretary of War
Hurley, were the principal speakers
at the Veterans' meeting which was
preceded by patriotic pageants.
The
chief orators on the Communists program were Richard B. Moore, New
York Negro, and a national director of
the International Labor Defense, and
Harry Cantor, also a representative of
the latter organization.
.
Various Topics
Fish, who was described by Cantor
as the most vicious enemy of the
working class," told the Veterans' assembly that Americans "resent any
,lien interference with 4)111 domestic
institutions and will not tolerate the
spread of revolutionary Communism
In the United States inspired and directed from Moscow and aimed at the
heart of our government and the
safety and happiness of our people."
Admitting that the nation WAS confronted with an economic problem,
I Mayor Curley said it could not be
solved by the release of "hot air and
the waving of red flags."
Moore outlined the advance of Communism in Soviet Russia and said that
"In spite of the Hoovers, the Fishes
and the Doaks, we will follow in the
footsteps of the Russian workers and
bring America back to the workers."
He denounced war and capitalism and
demanded a seven-hour work day, a
five-day work week, unemployment insurance and appropriations for relief
of the workers instead of for war
gases.
Cantor charged that the "bosses"
were trying to steal May day from
the workers by promoting counter
demonstrations. He said that tay this
end President Hoover ha ddesignated
the day as "Child Health day" and
Mayor Curley had "found out that
May day was the anniversary of the
founding of city government here" as
the excuse for conducting affairs under city auspices.

CURLEY IS PUSHING
HIS CAMPAIGN FOR
GOVERNOR IN 1932
, •
Intimate Friends Admit
i t,
Saving He Believes \ oungn-iati Will Re Easy Republican to Beat
Special Dispatch to The Republican
Boston, April 30—MayorCu
.
Is
t
a candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor in 1932. His
campaign, although well within the
limits of the preliminary phase, has
already been quietly !entitled. A
decision of Gov Ely to seek renomination will not force his withdrawal, in
the opinion of his bankers.
A report that GOV Ely will he satisfied with a single term has been acrented by enthusiastic Curley supporters, as indication that the governor will not be an active participant
in next year's gubernatorial campaign.
Most Democratic leaders, however, believe the governor will run again.
Thus far the mayor -has not made
a statement of sufficient clarity and
expressiveness to forecast a formal
announcement of his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination, hut as
accumulation of referee:i.e.% to the governor's office, all pointing to the sat- .
isfaction of the mayor that he can
be elected in 1932, have created the
belief unofficially confirmed today,
that he has decided to make another
attempt to round out his political
career by serving as the governor of
the commonwealth.
Thinks Youngman Easy
"It Is as certain as the min is shining that AlflY(V Curley is now a candidate for governor," said one of his
intimate political friends today, when
he agreed to answer a direct question
after exacting a promise that he would
not be -named.
-The mayor believes that Lieut-Gov
Youngamn will be tbe Republican
nominee, and he Also believes he es
defeat bins more caany than he CF
two or thr,ie other Republicans wit
have been mentioned as candidates
against Youngman."
It was admitted that there has been
considerable secret work calculated to
win support of the mayor's candidacy
in recent weeks,.-and that tile campaign has been systematically planned
so that all preliminary work will be
completed long in advance of the
opening of the primary campaign next
year.
The effusive praise which Mayor
Curley has publicly showered on Gov
Ely at recent public gatherings is regarded a shrewd move by the. mayor,
Intended to allow that he is cooperating with Illy, not hampering him.
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tion.
Lieutenant Governor Youngman will be
' the Republican nominee and he also
believes that he can defeat him more

'1 easily than he can two or three other Republicans who have been mentioned as candidates against Young-

Believes He Can Defeat man.
It was admitted that there has
liven considerable secret work calYoungman, Expected to I eulated to win support of the mayor's candidacy in recent weeks and
hat the campaign has been systemRe G. 0. P. Nominee :iricall
y planned so that all preliminary work will be completed long
in advance of the opening of the
ecent Praise for Ely Be. primary campaign next year.
The effusive praise which Mayor
•
Curley has publicly showered on
eved Part of Mayor's
Governor Ely at recent public gatherings is regarded as a shrewd move
by the mayor intended to show that
he is co-operating with. Ely, not
hampering him.
(Special to the Courier-Citizen.)
BOSTON, April 30.—Mayor Curley
is a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor in 1932. His
ac
1 0
campaign, although yet well within
the limit of its preliminary phase,
cumulation of references to the govihas already been quietly launched.
ernor's office, all pointing to the sat'May Oppose Ely.
isfaction of the mayor that he can be
A decision of Governor Ely to
elected in 1932. have created the beseek renomination will not force his
lief, unofficially confirmed yesterday,
withdrawal in the opinion of his
that he has decided to make another
backers: A report that Governor
attempt to round out his political career by serving as the governor of
Ely will be satisfied with a single
the commonwealth.
iterm has been accepted by enthusi"It is as certain as the sun Is shinastic Curley supporters as indication
ing that Mayor Curley is now a canof a decision, already reached, that
didate for governor," said one of his
'the governor will not be an active
intimate political friends when he
participant in next year's gubernaagreed to answer a direct question
torial campaign. Most Democratic
after exacting a promise that he
would not be named.
leaders, however, believe the gov"The mayor believes that Lieut-Gov
ernor will run again.
Youngman will he the Republic=
No Definite Statement.
nominee and ho also believes that be
Thus far the mayor had not made
can defeat him more easily than be
a statement of sufficient clarity and
can two or three other Republicans
Boston, May 1—Mayor Curley
expressiveness to forecast a formal
is a who have been mentioned as candicandidate for the Democratic
announcement of his candidacy for
nomi- dates against Youngman."
nation
for governor in 1932. His
the Democratic nomination, but an
Much Secret Work Done
paign, although yet well withincamaccumulation of references to the
It was edrnitted that there has been
limits of its preliminary phase, the
has considerable secret work
governor's office, all pointing to the
already been quietly launched.
calculated to
win support of the mayor'
satisfaction of the mayor that he
A decision of Goy Ely to seek
s chnilidacY
re- in recent weeks and
can be elected in 1932, have created
that the camnomination will not force his
with- paign has been system
drawal in the opinion of his
the belief unofficially confirmed toatical
ly planhackers. ned so that all prelim
inary work will
A report that Gov Ely will be
day that he has decided to make
isfied with a single term has sat- be comvleted long In advance of the
asiother attempt to round out
his
accepted by enthusiastic Curley been opening of the primary campaign next
political career by serving as the
sup- year.
porters as indicative of a decision,
lgort,rnor of the commonwealth.
The effusive praise which
ready reached, that the goveraor alMayor
will • Curley has publicly shower
"It is as certain as the sun
not be an active participant
ed on
is
in
next
Ely
at recent public gatherings Gov
shining that Mayor Curley is
year's gubernatorial campaign.
is renow,
Most
a candidate for governor," said
Democratic leaders, however, believe : eluded as a shrewd move by the mayone
:
or
intend
ed
to
show
the governor will run again.
that he la coof his intimate political
friends
operating with Ely, not
when he agreed to answer a
hampering
Announcement Withheld
him.
direct
question after exacting a
Thus far the mayor has not made
The Curley groups in
promise
the
Boston
that he would not be named.
a statement of sufficient clarity
and lemocracy believe the mayor will run
expreasivermy to forecast a fnrmal whether Gov Ely is a
announcement of his candidacy ...renomination or retires. candidate for
the Democratic nomination but an Re-
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CURLEY'S DRIVE
FOR GOVERNOR
BEGUN QUIETLY
Friends Declare He Is In Race
to Finish Despite
Ely's Plans
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"I beg you will contrast the position taken by Franklin I). Roosevelt upon the question of the adoption of an economic policy for the
relief of the unemployed of America, and the absolute lack of policy of
President Hoover. It is evident to
every student of economics that
Franklin D. Roosevelt recognizes
•
•
that the prosperity of America is
rges Strong
dependent upon the prosperity of
the individual American citizen.
"He recognizes that in 1927 and
in 1928 it was possible for the
Mayor Curley of Boston took a A touch of special interest wa,z American Nation to live unto themtrip over the Mohawk Trail to the added to the meeting by the pres- ,,elves regardless of exports and imMohawk Club in Lexington last ence of James Roosevelt, son of ports and that the prosperity of '
Saturday afternoon and when the Gov. Roosevelt, and he made a fine those years could be properly traced
flock of warriors had been called toimpression by his few remarks. Hi to the increased wage and the conorder, and when they were allm,-ife was also present and was in tinuity of employment enjoyed by
squatted on the buffalo robes, gave troduced to the members. A fey the working people of America. The
them some big medicine. It was other women were among thos total value of all goods raised, takthe opening gun of the 1932 presi- present, including Mrs. John Feen-I en from the earth, or fabricated in
dential campaign, with the White ey, of the state committee, Mrs. industry in 1927 approximated $87,House as the objective, and Frank-Joseph F. Doyle and Mrs. P. F. 000,000,000 and in 1928 about $90,lin D. Roosevelt of New York, as Callahan. The local democracy was 000,000,000, while the total of exthe warrior to do the scalping of represented by Eugene Buckley, ports and imports very nearly balthe Republican party, if he makes Franklin D. Roosevelt in his mes- anced, being slightly in excess of
the grade at the Democratic Na- sage to the New York Assembly $45,500,000,000 in each case each
yesterday not only settles the ques- year.
tional Convention,
Mayor Curley believes more wam- tion of his nomination but the (on- "Mr. Roosevelt recognizes the
pum should be appropriated so the summation of his program for the imperative value of an enlarged disunemployed may have work, and he restoration of prosperity should de- tribution of the earned wealth in
America in the form of wages. In
had his tomahawk sharpened to a finitely determine his election.
razor edge, as he slashed at the dil- . "More than. a year ago the Amer- other words, he recognizes that
atory methods employed by Presi- ican Federation of Labor, in con- America's best customer is the
dent Hoover. Ex-Congressman Jos- vention assembled in Boston, adopt. American people, and v hen they
eph A. Conry, traffic commissioner e a reso u ion avora e to a ve- nre not prosperous the nation
of Boston, promised to suppor day week as one method of solving itself cannot be prosperous.
Mayor Curley in his purpose o the problem of the vanished job, "The program for the relief of
pushing forward Gov. Roosevelt but apparently the action of this po- the unemployed and for the restorfor president and to have all traf- tential asset for the welfare of the ation of prosperity in America is as
fic lanes cleared to the Whit American Nation had little weight timely and illuminating as is the
with the President of the United courageous position taken by
House when the time arrives.
States.
Franklin D. Roosevelt with referThe meeting was presided over
"The demand for a special serr- ence to the enlargment of the inby Francis X. Tyrrell of Chelsea,
sion of Congress in order that re- vestigation of the Democratic orwho, in addressing the gathering,
lief measures might be adopted for ganization in New York city. With
mentioned Mayor Curley among a
the welfare of the American peo- statesmanlike vision he unmasks
dozen others, as one fitted to carry
ple was disregarded by President the thimble-riggers, Democratic and
on as president of the United
Hoover whose only answer to the Republican, who seek his political
States, and this did not displease
present time has been the appoint- destruction in their demand for inthe Mayor, although it may have
ment of a Community Chest Com- vestigation of the New York city
been uttered as a compliment.
mittee, created for the purpose of organization, and confounds them
Some two hundred Mohawks of
raising funds to provide for the by regarding with favor an investhe state gathered at the Mohawk
needs of the unemployed.
tigation of their own Republican
Club, and sat at one of those fain"The American worker has never Augean stables."
Ws dinners served by host Arthur sought charity, his sole desire at all
L. Mulvey, manager of the Club, times has been opportunity. From
and also treasurer of the Mohawks. the beginning of our government
All were charmed with the dinner the guarantee of equality of opporand the surroundings, which are tunity has been recognized and
exceptionally attractive, and es- through an adherence to its tenets
pecially so -in a bright sunshiny we have progressed. The Ameriday as was Saturday. The party can people have recognized that
arrived at 2:30 and departed at 6.30 servility is not conducive to nobildeclaring the whole afternoon had ity of soul or character or indepenbeen one of the finest, from every dence, all three of which are essenangle, they had ever enjoyed.
tial to ideal American citizenship.

ayor Curley Of Boston
Makes Address Saturday

•

Afternoon At Mohawk Club

Consideration For President Of
Franklin P. Roosevelt Who Believes
In Five-Day Week For Labor

.

.40si C

Political Forecasts
At the outing held at the Mohawk Club on
Saturday, August 29th, Mayor Curley, as the
chief speaker, practically nominated the Democratic candidate for president next year. At
present all signs point to the accuracy of his
forecast. Apparently the candidacy of Governor Roosevelt is like a ship on the stays
ready for launching; but much may happen in
the months before the convention. For instance, no one knows what may result from
the Governor's recent unpleasantness with
Tammany; but if Curley's forecast should
prove correct, the choice may prove to be the
best his party could make.
In declaring, however, that Governor Roosevelt's program for the relief of unemployment
would compel President Hoover to call an extra session of Congress to enact necessary
laws, our own Governor may not be so accurate. Such a session would cost the country a
vast amount of money, which might be reserved for financing the measures that will be
adopted at the regular session. The .money
thus spent would go a long way in meeting appropriations for the unemployed.,

•

CURLEY SPONSORS
P' RATES' PROTEST

•

Boston. Sept. 4—(4'1— Mayor I
James M. Curley has called a meetIng o. mayors and chairmen of I
boards of selectmen throughout
Massachusetts to discuss the proposed automobile liability insurance
rates. The conference has been
called for Wednesday in the Boston
city hall.
Mayor Curley said the purpose of
the meeting was to arrive at a definite program for opposition of the
proposed rates.
If a decision is
reached, he said, a. request will be
made to Governor Ely to call a
special session of the state legislature to consider the plan evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed,
the mayor said. They are: a state
insurance department to compete
with private companies; the Connecticut demerit system; and a uniform rate for the entire state.
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Taxi Owners Plan
Protest Against
It, New Auto Rates
Mayor Curley Calls Meetiniiirrayors and Selectmen for Wednesday
Local taxi and motorcycle owners
will protest to State Insurance Commissioner Melton L. Brown at the
public hearing Sept. 11 at the State
House. on the new compuLsory insurance rates which are an average '
incicaseIA 11 percent over the present
• rates.
Mayor Curley has called a meeting
of all maws and chairmen of selectmen throughout the state for his office on Wednesday to draft a definite
program of opposition to the new
' schedule. A request to GOV. Ely to
call a special Legislature session to!
discuss the insurance law may also
be drafted at the sesston.
The meeting, Mayor Curley also anpounced, will talk over a state in- !
suranre depaament to compete with
private companies. the Connecticut
demerit system and a uniform rate
for the entire state.
The motorcycle men have been informed
the Massachusetts Motorcycle Association is opposed to the increases which mean a lump of about
100 percent on the lower power and
speed machines.
The cab men have joined together
to make their objection known. The
insurance rate is 33 percent higher
for them here.
Protests against the proposed :932
rates continue to Dour today into the
office of the insurance commissioner
and that of _Goy! Ely.
J Ii
sented a beautiful bouquet from the

grand officers of the Companions of
ever y Woman
itte Forest. Mrs. Margaret MacNeil,
Commit
tee,
•nti Trustee and Chief Companion
!:•
on
Named
ka
!!1 North Shore Circle served on the

P

Members of Ni th Shore Circle, N
pas:
934 of the C. of V. of A. for the
attendance at
two days have been in
Forthe biennial convention of the
Hotel
esters of America held in the
Bradford, Boston for the past wool:.
Monday,
After the mording session of
the delegates 4ind members onjoNesL
Boston.
an Interestingt tour through
Concord, and .Lexington stopping at
along
the historieal points of interest
the route. Tueeday the women at the
convention were taken on another
it!tir through Boston to Franklin Park.
Curley's address on Monday
,vM71111r"W's akeatiy enjoyed and he
reeeived spleniftil ovation. Dr. Joseph
Santosuosmo oC Boston who was elected Supreme Chief Ranger was pre-

•eption committee. Those attending
1!!•,
Mrs. Jeanette
were
Beverly
Irian
hoary, S. S.: Mrs. Elizabeth Harley,
past grand officer, Mrs. Delia Betzer,
H. S., HMI Miss Beatrice Leary.
had us their guests. Mr. and Ales. S.
Tlylur of N. V., M. MacNeil, M. .1
Hurley. •,.M. Kelly, and F. Hurley id
this city:.
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CURLEY 61,11S` CURVY CALLS ' CURjg CALLS
MEETING , ON OFFICIALS TO
CITY HEADS TO MayorsRATE
and Selectmen Meet
RATES
FIGHT
"
In
Boston
City
to
Hall
ProDISCUSS RATES)
test Insurance.
t°

• Program of Protest on Auto
Insurance Increase
to Be Drawn

BOSTON ,PJ—Mayor James M.
Curley has called a meeting of mayms
and chairmen of boards of selectmen
throughout Massachusetts to discuss
the proposed automobile liability inThe conference has
surance rates.
been called for Wednesday in the Boston City hall.
Mayor Curley said the purpose of
the meeting was to arrive at a definite
program for opposition of the proposed
If a decision is reached, he
rates.
said, a request will be made to Governor Ely to call a special session of
the state Legislature to consider the
plan evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed, the
mayor said. They are: A state insurance department to compete with
private companies; the Connecticut
demerit system: and a uniform rate
I for the entire state.
t7C:
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12 MAYORS HAVE
.
GOOD TIME, BUT
CURLEY IS LOST
Boston Executive Fails to
u Connect with Club
Here

•

Twelve mayors found a good time
and one got "lost" here Wednesday
when Mayor Ashley was host to tilt
Mayors' club of Massachusetts on
their anual outing. The "lost" executive was Mayor James M. Curley of
Boston. He arrived at, the New Bedford hotel early in the afternoon and
was directed to the clambake pavilion at Acushnet park. When he
reached there the mayors had left
for Round Hill.
When Mayor Curley arrived at
Round Hill the state's mayors had
departed for the Wamsutta mills. The
Boston executive was due back in
that city for a meeting last night and
was forced to leave before he could
find the party.
With Mayor Ashley as hostf. those
who attended the outin had a most
enjoyable day.
int
corporatio
Round Hill, w
they e
ned the whaler Morgan
Pod
dyed souvenirs from Colonel
Gr , and to the Wamsutta mills
the city pumping station were
ighll ,s of the day. There wertt
almost
in the party.
,041 1
I.
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BOSTON, Sept. 4, 193l.—t4')-4
Mayor James M. Curley has called El
meeting of mayors and chairmen oil
boards of selectmen throughout Mils.
sachusetts to discuss the proposed
automobile liability insurance rates.
The conference has 1- m called for
Wednesday in the St on City Hall,
Mayor Curley said lie purpose of
the meeting was to :rive at a definite program for u,;position of the
proposed rates. If a decision is reached
he said, a request will be made to
Gov. Ely to call a special session of
the State Legislature to consider the
plan evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed, the
mayor said. They are: A State insurance department to compete with private companies; the Connecticut demerit system; and a uniform rate for
the entire Stet P
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Funeral ServiceiJn So. Boston
For Rt. Rev. Mgr. Patterson
Boston, Sept. 4. up) -Funeral seryioes for Rt. Rev. Mgr. George J.
Patterson, former vicar-general of
the Roman Catholic diocese of Boston and for many years pastor of
St. Vincent's Church, South Boston,
were held today. Cardinal O'Connell presided at a solemn high mass
at St. Vincent's.
Prior to the solemn high mass
there was a mass of requiem attended by the children of St. Vincent's.
The high mass was celebrated by
Rev. Michael J. Scanlan of St.
Rose's Church, Chelsea. The eulogy
was by Rev. Mortimer T. Twomey,
pastor of St. Eulalia's Church, South
Boston.
Honorary bearers included U. S.
Senator David I. Walsh, Mayor
Jajpaget,44.pitrley, Frederick Dillon.
assistant secretary to Governor Joseph B. Ely who represented the
commonwealth, Congressman John
W. MacCormack, John E. Swift, supreme director of the Knights of
Columbus, Joseph P. Callahan, high
chief ranger of the Massachusetts
Catholic Order of Foresters, Joseph
Kirby, State deputy of the Knights
of Columbus, and Edward F. Herley, faithful navigator of Bishop
Cheverus Assembly, fourth degree,
Knights of Columbus.

Protests against the new compulsory automobile, insurance rates continued to pour into the State House
yesterday, and a movement for immediate enactment of legislation to
eliminate the existing system of determining rates gained impetus when
Mayor Curley of Boston called a conference to which he invited all interested city and town officers.
The mayor announced that a meeting to which all mayors, chairmen of
selectmen, city solicitors and town
attorneys in the state have been invited will be held in Boston City hall
Wednesday at 11.30 a. m. Its purpose
will be to determine a definite program of action preventing enforcement of the new rates proposed by
Commissioder Merton L. Brown.

CURLEY CALLS AUTO
RATE CONFERENCE
James

Boston, Sept. 4 (V)--Mayor
col:VWSJ= Thursday caller%
of
ence of -mayors and chairmen
boards of selectmen throughout the
state to discuss proposed automobile
liability insurance rates. He said the
meeting which was scheduled for next
Midi
Wednesday in the Boston city
was for the purpose of arriving at a
definite program for opposition of the
proposed rates.
request
If a decision is reached, a
will be made to Governor Joseph B.
the
Ely to call a special session of
state legislature to consider the plan
evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed, it
was announced. They are: a state
Insurance department to compete
with private companies; the Connecticut demerit system, and a uniform rate for the entire state.
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$21100 JOB ‘'
GOLS BEGGING
4.
Sept.
Boson,
Where's the depression? Here's a
job that pays $2,000 a year and
maintenance going begging. Boalooking for a physician
toi
its Long Wand hospital. TI'
mayor was told today that a general announcement that such a
open ii ad brought
1.0;1i:ion was
only one application so as a last
resort. the 04. 9r has decided to
aftertirv.
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REPEAL TEM LAW Vs,
I From the Boston Transcript.]
Now begins the annual knock down
and drag nowhere battle over corn.
pulsory motor insurance rates. Knowing the public's r•ghtful indignation
at still another increase of charges
piled upon Increase after increase In
the past, political lenders will cry
again: "Oust the commissiener:" Absurd. What Massachusetts has to con.
tend with in this matter is not a had
commissioner, It is a bad law. Enacted with good purpose, it Is wrong
In basis and preposterous In practice.
To/fissure indemnity for that cornpai•atively small number of persons
who meet death or total disability at
the hands of financially irresponsible
eer-owners, this statute brings shout
the annual expenditure of millions
upon millions of dollars for every
finger-scratch, nervous upset and
meyling fraud that happens or can be
contrived Along the crowded streets,
highways and byways of all Massachusetts.
Having such An absurdity to adminlater, the Insurance companies are
largely powerless, and the Write. commissioner of insurance wholly noweriefts, to control the rising mountain
of costs. The companies, for their
part, if they should try to fight in
court more than a small percentage
of the most extreme eases of exaggeration and fraud, would wreck the
Commonwealth's whole judicial machinery, to say nothing of their own
lot:tines* management. The jude`es of
the State would have little time fur
any other einss of cases. The honest
lawyers would go crazy with overwork, and the shysters would an
nod
greed.
crazy with excitement
Then, when the yeAr's Affrays were
all over, the State commissioner
would have no whit more power than
he has now—namely. to accept the
certified statements of the vast enste
involved, and, as ordered by the law,
make inereased rates for the new
year accordingly.
In these eireumeta ores. when Ma
,sadvises hitting the co
rfiTrer with an order to resign, he revine
ha
who,
boy
reinde its of the
fallen down All his way to school,
etere the sidewnit. The eommies.oner,
In this matter, hn no power what•
ever over our troubles except to sidmit that they exlet Why start the
oommissionert' The couree of our diffieulties is an absurd law, whleh accomplishes one decent purpose at immensely excessive expense. Otherwise it has nothing, and never esn
do anything, of the good which its
t•hemplons said it would. It hag not
reduced accidents. Instead it has been
IncreasY
hen Vy
eecompanied by a
even of fatal smaeh-uv. hee,e•o,
while it has in no way changed the
psychology of the resoonalble drivers who used to keep themselves
lower
much
At
privately insured
rates,. it has given boorish And irfeelconfident
responsible drivers a
ing that no matter how much damage
they cause, their compulsory nondes will discharge them Scot -free.
Six years ne•el we opposed the enactment of this Aheurd law. The time has
come to get rid of it. Can't we learn
eoemthing front the fact that nearly
every State in the Union hat, carefully examined the MA ssnchusett•
Istw, and not one of them het= liked
It- or even thought of adopting it.
•
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CURLE.Y ASKS MAYORS
TIMMY INSURANCE
----Calls Heads of Cities and Towns
to Conference in Boston
Next Wednesday.
JP)—Mayor
4
Sept.
B(1ST,
James SI. curley today called a conference of mayors and chairmen of
boards of selectmen throughout the
state to discuss proposed automobile
He said
liability insurance rates.
the meeting, which was scheduled j
for next Wednesday in the Boston;
City Hall, was for the purpose of;
arriving at a definite program for
opposition of the proposed rates.
If a decision is reached, a request
will be made to Governor Joseph B.
Ely to call a special session of the
state legislature to consider the plan
evolved.
Three plans are to he discussed,
They are: A
it was announced.
state insurance department to compete with private companies; the
Connecticut demerit system, and a
uniform rate for the entire state.
Protests against the suggested
,rates continued to pour into the office of Governor Ely today. Some
remedies,
suggested
j protestants
'others attacked insurance companies
and some demanded action by the
governor. Legislators and city officials led the opposition.
Mayor John J. Murphy of Somerville took steps to Institute a referendum of repeal of the law and announced a substitute plan for Insurance under state supervision. His
plan would provide for owners of
automobiles to pay into a public
fund. Those not contributing would
have to supply
bonds to satisfy
claims in case of an accident. He
said his proposal would carry provisions to account for fraudulent
claims.
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'1here were quite a few of our
local politicians who are sorry they
missed the powwow at the Mohawk
Club last Saturday afternoon. It
was a great gathering, not in numbers, but in the entertainment afforded by the principal speakertMaywho is always coM
u•
and orceful in what he has to say.
The mayor never minces his words
and he is always understood. He is
at home in any sort of gathering,
and has experienced every phase of
politics and is, perhaps as fully competent to discuss politics as any man
in Massachusetts. He has the physical constitution to stand the strain,
and this has been put to the test
many titres in his career. He says
a lot, but he also keeps a lot to
himself. He is getting wise as he
grows older.

CALLS MEETING
TO BATTLE NEW
CAR INSURANCE
BOSTON, Sept. 4. (A. P.)—
Mayor James M. Curley has
called a meeting of mayors and
chairmen of boards of selectmen throughout Massachusetts
to discuss the proposed automobille liability insurance rates.
The conference has been called
for Wednesday in the Boston
city hail,

Mayor Curley said the purpose of
the WITPEnfrg w*arlo arrive at a definite program for opposition 01 the
proposed rates. If a decision Is
reached, he said, a request will be
made to Governor Ely to call a special session of the State legislature
to consider the plan evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed,
I the mayor said. They are: A State
insurance department to compete
with private companies; the Connecticut demerit system; and a uniform rate for the entire State.
MAYOR INVITED
Mayor Bent has received an invitation from Mayor CerleY of Boston to attend a meeting of Massachusetts mayors and chairmen of
hoards of selectmen Wednesday at
Boston City Hall to discuss the
proposed new increased compulsory
automobile Insurance rates.
Mayor Bent is in Moultonhoro,
N. H., spending a few days, and is
expected to return to Brockton
either Saturday or Tuesday. H
has already registered opposi
to the proposed increase.
yoit e
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Rt. Rev. Msgr. George .1.
Patterson's Funeral
BOSTON. Sent. 4 i/Pi—Funeral services for the Rt. Rev. Msgr. George J.
Patterson, former vicar general of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of Boston,
and for many years pastor of St.
Vincent's Church. South Boston, were
held today. Cardinal O'Connell presided at a solcinn high MASS of requ.em attended by the children of St.
Vincent's. The high mass was celebrated by the Rev. Michael J. Scanlan of St. Hose's Church. Chelsea. The
eulogy was by the Rev. Mortimer E
St. Eulalia't,
Twomey, pastor of
Church, South Boston.
Honorary beaters included United
States Son David I. Walsh. Mayor
James M. Curley. Frederii
assistant secretary to Gov. Jost. Al B.
Ely, who represented the
wealth. Cong. John W. MacCormack,
John E. Swift. supreme director of
the Knights of Columbus. Joseph
Callahan, high chief ranger of the
Massachusetts Catholic Order of Foret
esters: Joseph Kit bv. state deputy
the Knights of Columbus, and Edweird
F. Hurley, faithful navigator of WeitaidabIY, Fourth Degree,
ytus_a
rWa.
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Whiting's Boston Letter
By

•

E. E. WHITING

Boston, Sept. 2—There is more than
local significance to the order introduced into the Boston city council, and
passed by that body, at its meeting
Monday. Councilman Power of Roxbury has put into words, and carried
into the effect of a city council order
which will automatically have attention from the next session of the Legislature. what has been in the mirds
of an Increasing number of persons
for the past year or more—a demand
for increasing the severity of penalties for the commission of crimes in-

man, j
poor protection for the normal
in its
because he not only Is inexpert
natural averuse, but is deterred by a
life—a comsion from taking, human
robber and
the
which
from
punction
time or
the thug do not suffer at any
under any circumstances.
interHowever, we are not here
nor he the
ested in the moral issues
departures
practical value in such
regard as
to
come
have
we
what
from
What does
the natural modes of life.
of crime,
Interest us is the grim fact
is saf
one
no
that
feeling
growing
the
roads after
on the streets or the high
his own
dark, that no man is safe at
secure.
garage door, that no one Is
an
beside
evening
hot
a
sitting on
likely to
open window, that one is as
It
$5000.
be shot down for $5 as for
feeling
growing
this
that
us
interests
its exof Insecurity Is bound to find
aggrespression in a demand for more
and that
miee warfare on the criminal;
result
this demand has filmict concrete
n Powir the city council in Councilma
er's order.

We
it is a quite natural reaction.
inare, as a human 'race, naturally
,
clined toward mercy and compassion
all
have
We
-breakers.
law
even for
ions
believed that one of the manifestat
this
of civilization's advance has been
are
assumption that the best ends
ways
achieved by abandoning the hard
hanged
of old days, when men were
were
for say one of many offenses,
broken on the wheel, and were otherhave
wise barbarously treated. We
dreamed cf a new day when lawlessmatness will be reduced to a small
argued
ter. These theories have been
with
and applied, and until lately come
eeenung success. Now we have
to a curiously disturbing period when
murder has become almost commonplace, and hold-ups, robbery by armed
men, have become so continuous in
large cities that they no longer rank
as first-page news.
One of the familiar, and reasonable,
defenses of newspaper custom in
printing crime news prominently has
been that the very fact that crime is
news Indicated a healthy state of the
public mind; that if the time comes
when crime is not news, then we shall ,
have something about which to worry.
We have come close to that time.
We would not venture to prophesy
what the next session of the Legietathre will do with Councilman Power's
order which the council has so enWhat the
thusiastically approved.
state of the public mind will be next
January no one knows. It is a safe
guess, however, that if the commission
of Me type of erime continues for the
next tour months as prevalent and as
disquieting as it has in the past eight,
we may find the Legislature inclined
not only to accept the viewpoint of
Mr Power and his colleagues In the
Boston council, but eager to go even
further in the direction of warfare
against criminals of this type.
Nor is there a very comforting alternative. Some days ago our mayor,
Mr Curl y. obtained a permit to carry
aTh'rett: The incident received a good
deal of publicity, and some criticism.
The point in the matter is the one
that we have hinted at before now—
that when the legal authorities cease
to manifest their ability to protect the
individual againet robbery and assault,
the natural, though perhaps mistaken,
witch of the human mind is toward
individual self-protection, And a reversion to the wild old days when one's Personal safety depended either epee,
an armed bodyguard or on personal

volving violence.
wants
What Councilman Power
dune by the Legislature is enactment
of a law which should provide capital
punishment, via the electric chair, for
robbery 11111Fr arms—whether or not
The impulse
the victim is killed.
which produced this drastic suggestion is the obvious one—the popular
reaction following too long a succession of such crimes in and about Boston—affected also by the prevalence of
similar crimes in other cities.
Some weeks ago, and on several occasions, we have noted in these letters
a growing feeling that penalties should
be more, not lass, severe. There goes
with this a growing Impatience with
the methods for reform, parole and
probation which have marked more
and more the development of laws and
methods in dealing with offenders
against the law. This harsh demand
for severe punishment will continue to
grow for so long as the provocation
continues.
In fact. the whole modern development of law administration and the
law's provisions. leaning towards mercy and reform and reconstrUction in
place of heavy punishment, is under
fire—not from theorists and doctrinaires. but, from facts. The argument
may not be good, it may be that the
penologiets and other experts have
been on the right track; it may be
that restoration of law and security
for life and property may hest be effected by a continuation and perfection
of the modern methods of leniency and
moral reconstruction; It may be that
past History under the stiff penalties
that in centuries gone obtained in
such matters proves, or at least indicates. that severity of punishment is
not an effective deterrent from crime,
nor an adequate protection for society.
None the less it, is a fact that under
the preesure of the law's comparative
Ineffectiveness in such fields at the
present day, the public mind is tending more towards abandonment of armament
,
As the law stands now, it ie easier
these modern merciful and morally
for the criminal to ohtaln a gun than
reconetructive methods, and towards a
:
tii, lAw -abiding- citizen. Voir,
en of t i)f• Oid -t i:111•
•
$Klatitellalten, legally. of a. pistol l.
• -e•;:-.
methods.
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(2 A Good Word for Ryan
Tiv,„„polieik-s-rrrrt-rrizttsrg-n-f-tire-registr4i.
'motor vehicles do not often inspire us to
cheers. Registrar Morgan T. Ryan's handling of the case of Mayar_Curley's chauffeur, however, inspires our admiration; not
because we believe the procedure was just,
but because it was consistent.
Curley's chauffeur got no more consideration than any other motorist would have
got, despite apparent efforts to get leniency
for the man and to keep knowledge of the
case from the public. His license was suspended for driving in an improper and
negligent manlier.
We do not helieve that the registry should
have the power, that it c.rcises, superior to
and independent of courts, of punishing a
motorist. While it possesses and exercises
this power, however, it should do so without fear or favor, applying the power equally to all offenders.
Such impartiality it has generally had
in the past and such evidently it will have
vmder Ryan.
,
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CONGRATULATE JUDGE
Upon the arrival here of Judge Edward O'Brien, who has been attending the annual convention of the Foresters of America, he was met by a
committee of his fellow townsmen and
congratulated on the part he took in
the convention. On Monday he acted
as toastmaster at the big banquet
held in Hotel Bradford, Boeton, and
introduced many prominent citizens,
(anneti
ong
o6townhom
It wises:
1
te.a
s Curley
:7
i Jtam
mes
intr
duction of his honor tands frirth
as
a gem, and roasts'
of those present
congratulated him.
Besides serving
on a number of
, the judge
was often calledcommittees
into conference on
accotint
I

of his legal know.
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• Former Motor Vehicle Registrar
Attacks Proposed Increase

"UNWARRANTED" — CURLEY
Mayor

Counsel

to

Order, Corporation
Appear

at

The Mayor said he favored compulsory
insurance but not the present law because of its "apparent inequity." He
complained of the short time in which
the public has to prepare statistics to
. fljeh tprt,
)
-Iiin
eut)
lg
rcaTeoc;es
sitill 1 e
1c5 ule. The
dep
'

rates.
"I am satisfied." said the Mayor, "that
the Commonwealth must establish the
demerit system, so-called, whereby the
careless driver is required to pay a higher
premium than the careful driver. If
this system is not placed on the statute
books, then the next step is some form
of State insurance."
Mayor Casassa, in a letter of protest
to Governor Ely, said the proposed increase was a blow to the people of Mesaschusetts and "of sufficient support to
a ..rant your calling a special session of
Legislature."
Governor Ely, now on vacation, issued
a statement through his secretary. ''I
have nothing to say concerning the
tentative schedule of rates at the presftn• time," it said. "I may have somelung to say later in the week; possibly
nothing to say before next week."

rue

of 11 Per Cent.

'Reston
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Public

CHARBONNEAU
TO ATTEND MAYOR
(,„
CURLEY'S MEETING
_
ony sonpit or ('Ira rhonnes,II r.1 ted
yesterday that he had received an
invitation from Mayor CArley of
Boston to attend a meeting of city
and town ofneaals at the Boston city
hall Wednesday forenoon at 11.3a
o'clock and that if his appointment.:
Ube
do not conflict he will a tt.
meeting IN' h4C11 is called to conail P
mass opposition to the proposed
automobile insurance rates as aiiuounced last week by Insulanye
Vommissioner Brown,

, , •i.' ...; .--/ ,

Hearing Sept. 11 to Protest
A.
Boston. Sept. 1.--(AP)-- Frank
Goodwin. chairman of the Boston Finance Commission and former State
registrar of motor vehicles, commenting
today on the proposed increased rates
"'or automobile compulsory insurance,
Said the rates were made by the insurance companies through the insurance
commissioner,
i The former registrar added his protest
to that of Mayor Curley of Boston. Mayor
'Ciisassa of Revere and scores of others.
,Mayot Curley characterized the proposed
,average increase of 11 per cent, as unwarranted and outrageous.
"It is apparent." Goodwin said, "that
the car owners of the 'large cities, particularly those in the metropoliten area.
are the ones who are being systematically pillaged out. of all proportion to the
Increase in accidents, according to the
records at the registry' department."
Submitting a table of rates for low
price automobiles for the various years
mince compulsory insurance has been in
effect. he said the increases In certain
,.1:tes were astounding. The increases
in accidents in Suffolk and Middlesex
counties.- he said, were ridiculously
small, as compared with the increase in
,rates.
"Each year," the statement continued,
"the automobile owners howl at the
increases, but do nothing. They pay
the rates and forget it until the next
"car. In other words, the automobile
•', ners are asleep, while insurance people work while they sleep.
"It will be noticed that the increase in
: rates in Chelsea has been 200 per
cent.;
in Revere. 151 per cent., and in Boston.
110 per cent." Fatal accidents in
Suffolk county, which includes all three
cities. totalled 130 in 1930 and 134
in
1929. In 1927, when compulsory insurance went into effect, the total was 128
and In 1928, 135.
Injuries for 1930 totalled 13,803 as
against 12.304 for 1929. The total in
1927 was 8477 and for 1928, 12,871.
The increase in rates for low-priced
cars from 1927 to 1930 he lis.ed as follows: Chelsea. $58: Revere. $44; Bostm,
$32: Everett, *23: Lynn. $21: Lowell,
$15. Worcester and Fall River, VI; Marlboro. $14. Lawrence. $7: Springfield, $4;
' Haverhill. *3: Nea Bedford. $1.
Mayor Curley announced he had inst rtic.ted Corporation Counsel Samuel
Silverman to appear at the public hearing on the proposed rate seiaedule at the
State House Sept. 11 to fight the "audacious. unwarranted
and outrageous
rates."

•

Registrar Resists Influence.
RANK A. GOODWIN demonstrated, while registrar of
motor vehicles, the meaning of a threadbare political
phrase: Equal rights for all, special ptivileges for none.
Morgan T. Ryan, now filling the post, appears conscious
of his obligations and big enough to maintain the traditions
passed on to him.
One Manion, of no interest whatever except that he works
for Mayor Curley of Boston as a chauffeur, has had his license to
operate suSPeheled for five days. Records disclose that Manion
was in a smashup; that handkerchiefs were tied to the registration plates of the car to conceal the numbers; that powerful political influence was invoked in his behalf when the matter
reached the registrar for judgment.
Registrar Ryan resisted the attempt to save Manion from
the penalty for driving in a reckless manner, with consequent
danger to life and property, and resisted as forcefully the attempt to keep the proceedings secret. In short, he did his duty;
he did what the public pays him to do and what he has taken an
oath to do.
No man, ordinarily, rates headlines and hurrahs for doing his
duty. Still, the ways of politicians are so devious and their pull
so powerful that it is the most promising sign from Registrar
Ryan that the policy established by Goodwin is still in force.
/ A
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ments, pared to lowest possible figDrastic Economy
urea the mayor laid unusual stress on
his determination to reduce city
Is Necessary in
and
county exper.ms in every possible
Boston's Budget way.
Department heads whole budget

Boeten, Sept.
2—With
drastic
economy in 1932 municipal budget
the sole means of averting an oppressive tax rate next year, l'Atier Curley
yesterday announced
that aims
cnnditintts talOvi a marked
improvement, no sd.lary
creRNe:s
would be granted to city and county
employes next year, other then to
police patrolmen and privates in the
fire Cepartment.
In calling on department heads
to
submit estimates of budget
require-

estimates will be under $100,000 must
submit their schedules of requirements in detail prior to Oct. 1.
Budgets of more than $100,000 must
be submitted before Oct. 15 and those
In excess of $1,000,000 prior to Nov.
2.
The care with which the mayor
rreperNt his letter to department
heads was indicated by his recogn1tiori of the fact that 19.12 is a leap
year and the additional day in the
calendar will be reflected by increased payrolls for per diem employes.
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cut
medium weight cars, and a $4
ht mafrom $36 to $32 on heavyweig
chines. The $17 rate on electric
The
autos will remain the same.
proposed flat rate of $44 on motorcy,les compares with a range from $16
io $40 this year.
Lawrence, Methuen, Andover and
The Lawrence Automobile Club tosame
3,000
nearly
North Andover are all in the
day representing its
members, announces that every re- truck zone with a number of other
source of the organization would be communities.
The rates in that zone on class two
brought in to play in a vigorous proin trucks are: heavy, $113; medium $79:
test against the proposed increase
the
the compulsory insurance as well as light, $68. On class three trucks
heavy,
for the proposed zoning system. At- rates are $94, $66 and $52 for
respectively.
torney Michael S. O'Brien, legal ad- medium and light trucks
rates in
visor of the organization and Club On class four trucks, the
respectively
officials will appear in opposition to those same three classes
$27.
Insurance Commissioner Merton L. are proposed as $50, $33 and
(/P)—Mas'or AnBrown's, proposed plans at, the pub- i REVERE Sept. 1
today asklic hearing m Boston on September drew A. Cassassa of Revere
call a
ed Governor Joseph B. Ely to
11.
to.
Part of the organization's state- special session of the legislature
y aument issued today over the signature consider the matter of compulsor
announceof Manager Thomas A. Collins fol- tomobile insurance. The
yesterday
ment of the 1932 rates
lows:
rates
"If the Massachusetts State Com- showed a general increase in the
pulsory Automobile law—a law which throughout the state.
Casassa pointed out that the rates
no other state in the Union has seen
la*
fit to follow—is going to take an in- had increased annually since the
my
creased yearly prenium 1o11 from the had been passed and said, "In
already grossly over taxed motor Car opinion this matter is of sufficient
owner, then it's ample time for importance to warrant calling a speMassachusetts to discard this noble cial session of the legislature to conexperiment and adopt legislation sider the entire matter."
Curley Comments
similar to that of other states which
BOSTON,Sept. 1 (/P)—Mayor James
apparently afford ample protection to
the car owner and the public. Acci- M. Curley said today that unless the
law
dent figures for this area, reported compulsory automobile insurance
from presumably reliable sources, do is changed and some form of demerit
state
not indicate the necessity of creating system is adopted. some form of
chaa territorial zoning, especially for insurance will take its place. He
Lawrence and Methuen with a con- racterized the latest increase in rates
a.s "Inequitable" and called Upon the
sequent increased premium rate.
counsel of
"As has been the case in the past public and the corporation
the owner of the light and medium communities throughout the state to
weight cars has been made the goat protest and take action.
"I have directed corporation counin the proposed insurance rate increases. If the state makes it man- sel Samuel Silverman to appear at
datory to carry insurance it should the hearing to protest against these
give the motoring public some assur- Increases and call to the attention of
ance of a permanency in rates ;he public the unfairness of the present
inrather than to allow the present statutory situation as well as the
yearly increase to be saddled upon a equality of the rates established,"
group who are now paying a dozen said Mayor Curley. "Singling out
different kinds of taxes for the the owners of the lower priced cars
privilege of operating motor vehicles. for an increase eight times as great
"The Club proposes to have its at- as that imposed upon the owners of
nably
torney, Michael S. O'Brien, repre- higher priced cars is unquestio
senting it at the September 11th predicated upon the belief that if the
opposithe
hearing on rates in opposition to the imposition were reversed
Any motorist tion would be too formidable." The
proposed schedule.
of $8
opposed to the new schedule of rates 'mayor referred to an increase
to
may protest through the Automobile on lower priced cars as compared
priced
Club with the assurance that his or an increase of $1 on higher
the new
her protest will be presented at the car insurance in Boston in
public hearing at the State House." ra tea.
Mayor Corley said if corporation
Lawrence Zone Rates
ties would
In the tentative schedule of com- counsel of the municipali
pulsory automobile insurance rates cooperate with Silverman "an audafor 1932, announced by State Insur- cious, unwarranted and outrageOus,
ance Commissioner Merton L. Brown, rate upon those who can least afford
Lawrence and Methuen comprise a 'an increase in taxation" will be
public
single zone.
prevented. He said an aroused
For owners of lightweight cars in was the only effective means of bringthis zone, Commissioner Brown pro- ing about the removal of the present
poses a $4 jump in the rate from $25 1 insurance commissioner and repeal of
to $29. a $1 advance from $30 to $31 I the existing law. He critLized the
to
for medium weight cars. a $2 jump fifteen day period allowed in which
from $36 to $38 for heavyweight lodge protest against the new rates.
machines, and a $2 increase from
917 to $19 for electric machines. The
schedule calls for a flat $48 rate on
a
with
motorcycles, as compared
sliding scale from $25 to $54 this
par.
Andover and North Andover are in
the same zone with Haverhill. and no I
change is proposed in the $25 rate oil !
lightweight cars there. There is a $4 i
,bb
fat

AUTO CLUB PROTEST
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CITIES FIND WORK
FOR IVANY IN NEED
Seven Representative Mu.
nieipalities
Undertake
Permanent
Improvements on Large Seale.
(Copyright, 1931, United Press)
NEW YORK, Sept. 2.—Seven representative American cities meeting
the unemployment problem by providing temporary work for jobless
through public improvements and
raising
the
money
through
municipal bond issues and through
private donations by the wealthy, a
survey by the United Press showed
today. .
The mayors of each of the cities,
with the exception of Socialist
Mayor Daniel W Hoan of Mil-1
waukee, agreed the problem was one '
for the municipalities to face.
Statements of the mayors follow:
Mayor James M. Curley, Boston-"Boston averaged 1:)tween Public
welfare, soldiers' relief and institutional aid more than $20,000 a day."
Mayor Frank Mulphy of Detroit
1 -"Plans are being completed for
putting to work 12,000 men in the
Department of Parks and Boulevards and the Department of
Street Cleaning and Grading. This
city celanup campaign is in addition
to the $10,000,000 which is being
rainsed among Detroit men of
wealth to aid the unemployed."
Mayor John Marshall of Cleveland---' The county government may
ask for authority to issue bonds to
the extent of $1,700,000 for welfare
work in addition to $500,000 raised
by the city, All forms of street solicitation have been prohibited."
Mayor John C. Porter of Los Angeles---"A $5,000,000 bond issue was
voted by the citizens, which is being expended in giving work to
those persons who have resided in
Los Angeles for more than one
year."
Mayor
Daniel
W. Hoa n
of
Milwaukee--"Milwaukee is less affected by unemployment than are
other industrial cities and is doing
more to provide temporary jobs and
elleviate suffering. Obviously the unemployment problem is a task too
great for local government."
Mayor George L. Baker of Portland, Ore.—"The voters have authorized a bond issue which will be used
in Improvements of a needed and
permanent nature. Expenditures are
being made by a committee of substantial citizens cooperating wi
the city council."
9
.
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Judge Edward B. O'Brien played
a prominent part in the annual convention of the Foresters of America held in Boston. On Monday he
was toastmaster at the banquet
held at the Hotel Bradford, and introduced Mayor _cgsky of Boston
and otherWguished speakers.
Judge O'Brien is an ex-high chief
ranger of the order and has long
I been active in its affairs.
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than a rereally more serious fault
no inguarantees
sponsibility law
of a
demnity whatever to the victim

decidedly unorigi- driver's first accident.
scalp of the state To retain the compulsory insurthe
for
nal de..iand
rate for the
insurance commissioner—unoriginal ance law but with a fiat
multiply
to
be
would
Brown's
r
state
Commissione
entire
because
inequities
its
overcome
predne.ssor, Mr. Monk, was forced rather than
for those
out of office by the same sort of at- for it would lower the rate";
responsiare
class,
tack for the same reasons two years drivers who, as a
claims
ago—is about the sort of reaction ble for the greatest number of
companies, at
that a politician of the Curley type against the insurance
as actual
might be expected to manifest to the expense of those who,
the fewthe proposed premium rates on 1932 experience has shown, have
fewest
the
cause
in
and
insurance
accidents
est
compulsory automobile
this state which the commissioner claims.
The surviving and, in any case,
has just promulgated.
compulsory
But while it may enhance Mr. the logical alternative is
premium
demerit
a
shortwith
among
instirance
Curley's popularity
fix tile cost
sighted car owners in districts where rate plan which would
according
the rate increases occur, it is neither of each man's insurance
record rather
driving
of
own
form
constructive
his
a
to
nor
fair
a
attack upon what is, from the stand- alaJ2 Ilik litia0c 01•TeACitlaq&
i ito a minimum premium charge
point of these car owners, a problem.
driver who operates wirt such
the
rates,
In establishing the new
s
Commissioner Brown was merely care and under such circumstance
putand
accidents
escapes
he
that
law
the
discharging his duty under
the cost of the insurance claims
which requires him to determine ting
i
those whose eyving has caused
upon
the
premium charges each year upon
Vie logical and
claims. That
basis of the accident experience rec- the
method of
equItoble
only
absolutely
the
ords and claim settlements for
premium costs, and the
determining
rehis
and
months
twelve
preceding
ought to move faster than it
moval from office would no more state
for its adoption.
has
calactuarial
an
of
effects
the
alter
Meantime, until it does, the method
culation than the removal of Comtakes into account the fact
which
ago.
years
two
did
Monk
missioner
conditions in certain
driving
that
If the application of the law as
territories demonstrably make car
unwarranted
an
imposes
it stands
owners there poorer and more costly
hardship upon any car owners the
risks for the insurance companies
is
solution
constructive
and
logical
than do conditions in certain other
to change the law, not punish the
is the next best thing.
(zones,
it.
man who applies
r Brown recognizes
Commissione
If the law is to be changed, the
the determination of
that
both
which
weighed
be
alternatives to
rates by individual records is the
have so far been advanced are three
method and that the deterIdeal
the
of
t
abandonmen
in number: an
of rates according to termination
compulsory insurance law • and the
Ls the next best
records
ritorial
financial
so-called
substitution of a
thing wher he divides the state more
responsibility measure, the retention
finely snd increases the number of
of the compulsory law with a stateterritories. Every. move to multiply
wide fiat rate, or the retention of
the number of zones is a move away
prethe
the compulsory law with
from the inequitable lumping of
miums determined by the car owngreat numbers of drivers in large
er's personal record as a driver
groups wherein many drivers pay
resiof
place
his
by
than
rather
for the claims caused by a few, and
dence.
a move toward the ultimate creation
Since the purpose of a change to
of
a separate district for each driver
would
any one of these alternatives
in which he will pay according to
hardunwarranted
be to overcome
what he himself coats his insurance
ships or inequalities, each needs to
company.
whether
determine
be examined to
The merit of the new schedule
It would achieve that end.
as promulgated by Commissioner
states
other
of
The experiences
Brown is that it does this; and that,
have quite clearly shown that under
of course, is the reason why the rates
prelaws,
y
financial responsibilit
which•most people will pay in Berkmium charges are considerably
and Franklin counties do not
shire
compulsory
higher than under the
rise if they do not actually go down
commonthis
01
law
Insurance
while the costs are boosted matewealth. That. alone ought to elimiin the crowded citiea where
rially
nate this alternative from consider- accidents are many times more
comfor
the
not
ation even if it were
mon and inevitable.
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Fuller Calls Proposed Rates
"Outravous"—Ely to
Broadcast Tuesday

BOSTON, Sept. 2 (INS) — Rumblings of protest throughout Massachusetts over the proposed increase in
the new rate schedule of compulsory
automobile Insurance increased today.
Former Gov. klvan T. Fuller. under
whose
administration compulsory
automobile Insurance became a law.
added his voice in opposition to the
proposed
roped rate increases by calling
"outrageous" and urging prose:ution of "crooked lawyers and doeore who practice conspiracy to colect their swag,:'
He added that the doctors and
awyers were aided by insurance companies who cared nothing About the
size or legality of the claims "because
they automatically receive benefits
of rates which guarantee a profit."
Fuller, while governor. appointed
State Insurance Commissioner Merton L. Brown, who prepared the tentative rate schedule.
Meanwhile. Gov. Joseph B. Ely had
no comment to make regarding the
Increased rates, but stated he would
thscuss them in a radio address next
Tuesday evening at 7.45 o'clock. The
governor said he intended to make a
thorough study of the entire situation before presenting his views. He
will speak for 20 minutes from a ra.dio broadcasting set in his office at
Ithe State House.
1 Ma
M. Curley demanded
that
Yifi•Own be removed
from office and other mayors demanded a special session of the Legislature to consider the insurance
situation.
Interest was aroused by the announcement of Mayor John J. Murphy of Somerville. calling representatives of cities of the metropolitan
area to a mass meeting on Sept. 9. at
Somerville City hall. Mayor Murphy
Assailed the practice of allowing insurance companies rather than state
'officials to compile statistics.
Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the
finance commission joined the protest movement by making public a
table of figures showing the increase
on premium rates on smsd automobiles, and asserted that the fatal accident and injury records were ridiculously small compared to the inauranoe rates.
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Would RepealState
Auto Insurance Law

SEVEN CITIES
MEET RELIEF
( FOR JOBLESS

Mayor John .1. Murphy of Somerville Takes
Steps Today to Institute Referendum, Taking Out Papers for Initiative Petition at State
House,

Boston Averages $20,000 a
Day, Curl Says in Reply
to Query

•
protesting for the city of Worcester
Mayor
2—(A.P.)--against the new automobile insurBoston, Sept.
John J. Murph4v pf Somerville today ance rates.
took steps to institute a referendum
Ely to Discuss Rates
on the repeal of the state's compulBoston, Sept. 2--(A.P.)—Governor
sory automobile insurance law. He
took out papers for an initiative pe- Joseph B. Ely has announced through
tition at the State House and also his secretary that he would brOadmade known several of the outstand- cast from his office on the night of
ine,' points of his contemplated meas- September 8 on the proposed increase
in compulsory automobile insurance
ure.
The 1932 rates for compulsory au- rates.
The governor did not say what his
tomobile insurance in Massachusetts
were recently announced and showed attitude would be toward the tentasuch a general increase they aroused tive rates, which carry an increase of
protests from various sections of the approximately 11 per cent. The
broadcast was set for 7.45 p. m. eaststate.
Murphy said his plan would sub- tern daylight time.
Former Governor Alvin T. Fuller,
stitute a system of insurance under
state supervision which would follow under whose administration the
law by which property owners who ! compulsory insurance law was put
are aggrieved in land damage cases 1 into effect, said that Governor Ely
can obtain compensation from a fund I should call a halt and substitute a
supervised by the land damage court. I plan for reducing claims by "crooked
Murphy said such a system would be ! lawyers and doctors." He suggested
constitutional although an almost ; the prosecution of "crooked lawyers
similar system was,declared uncon- ' and doctors who practice conspiracy
stitutional a year ago.
:to collect their swag"
The Somerville mayor said owners , Former Registrai of Motor Vehiof automobiles would be required to ees Frank A. Goodwin, now chairpay into a public fund and persons , man of the Boston finance commisnot contributing would have to sup- !sion, in commenting on the proposed
ply bonds to satisfy claims in case of : increase, said the rates were made
accidents.. The overhead would be by the insurance companies through
lower than that of the insurance the insurance commissioner.
companies and the investigation of! Mayor_CtilleLof Boston, who faaccident claims would be done by i vors 7Mr7re-Fir system whereby the
state motor vehicle inspectors. The , careless driver would pay the larger
bill, Murphy said, would have provl- premium, has ordered Corporation
sions for protection again.s't fraudii- Counsel Samuel SilePrman to appear
lent claims and accidents die to the at the public hearing on the proposcarelessness of the motorAs them- ed rate schedule at the State House,
selves.
September 11.
In a letter to Governor Ely, Mayor
Mayor Sends. Protest
Casassa of Revere characterized the
Worcester, Mass,, Sept. 2--(A.P.) Increase as of sufficient importance
--Mayor Michael J. O'Hara tod'ay to warrant your calling a special sessent a telegram to Governor Ely, Mon of the legislature."
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BOSTON SALARY
BOOSTS BANNED
i API—Mayor
BOSTON, Sept. I
James M. Curley notified all city departmentrfdlifIfY that there would oe
no salary increases next year unless
economic conditions materially improved, except anniversary increases
for patrolmen and fire department
privates who have not reached their
maximum pay.

,
et c" VS

New York, Sept. 2—Seven representative American cities meeting
the unemployment problem by providing temporary work for jobless
through public improvements and
raising the money through municipal bond issues and through donations by the wealthy, a survey showed
today.
The mayors of each of the cities,
with the exception of Socialist Mayor Daniel W. Hoan of Milwaukee,
agreed the problem was one folk the
municipalities to face.
Statements of the mayors were:—
Frank Murphy of Detroit: "Plana
are being completed for putting men
to work in the department of parks
and boulevards and the department
of street cleaning and grading. This
city cleanup campaign is in addition
to the $10,000,000 which is being
raised among Detroit men of wealth
to aid the unemployed."
Mayor John Marshall of Cleveland:
"The county government may ask
for authority to issue bonds to the
extent of $1,700,000 for welfare work
in addition to $500,000 raised by the
city. All forms of street solicitation
have been prohibited.
Mayor John C. Porter of Los Angeles "A $5,000,000 bond issue was
voted by the citizens, which is being
expended in giving work to those
persons who have resided in Los Angeles for more than one year."
Mayor Daniel W. Hoan of Milwaukee: "Milwaukee is less affected
by unemployment than are other industrial cities and is doing more to
provide temporary jobs and alleviate
suffering. Obviously the unemployment problem is a task too great for
local government."
Mayor George L. Baker of Portland, Ore.: "The voters have authorized a bond issue which will be used
in improvements of a needed and
permanent nature. Expenditures are
being made by a committee of substantial citizens cooperating with the
city council."
Mayor James M. Curley. Boston:
'Bostort averaged between public
welfare, soldiers' relief, and institutional aid more than $20,000 a day.''

. 4.•
Is DENIED MORE PAY
BOSTON, Sept. 2 (A13)--Mayor
James M. Curley notified all city
derirrfrriTtir yesterday that theic
would be no salary increases next
year unless economic conditions
materially improved except anniversary increases for patrolmen and
fire department privates who have
not reached their maximum pay.
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What Mayors Bent and 4,:gaey I
said about the proposed auto rate,
wasn't a marker compared with
some of the statements by thousands of citizens, even some of the
more humble.
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1. thousands, or at least by doctors who
commit perjury under oath for a fee,
i their fee varying according to the
swag collected through the insurance
companies.
Governor to Dimities Rates
BOSTON, Sept..) (1131—Governor Joseph B. Ely announced through his
—
secretary tonight that, he would
broadcast from his office a week from
tonight, Tuesday, September 8, on the
tentative automobile Insurance rates
announced yesterday. The rates car4
ried an average increase of 11 per tent
over this year's but Governor Ely did
.not reveal what hie attitude would be
toward them. The time of the broadROSTON. .Sept. 1 (43)
--Frank .A.
I
strutted
corporation
counsel
Samue
ri,sodwin, chairman of the Boston
cast was set for 7:45 P. M. eastern
Silverman
the
to
appear
public
at
daylight time,
Finance commission, and former
i hearing on the proposed rate sthecistate registrar of motor vehicles, com.
4.:••••/
,
tile
at
the
State
House,
September
11,
menting today on the proposed increased rates for automobile coinpul- l to fight the "audacious, unwarranted.
SEES
INSURANCE BY
'
sory insurance, said the rates were and outrageous rate."
; The mayor said he favored compulSTATE IN THE FUTURE
made by the insurance companies
sory insurance but, not the present
BOSTON, Sept. I
through the insurance commissioner.
W.--Mayor
' law because of its "apparent ineJames M. Czal y said today that unThe former registrar added his pro- quity."
He complained of the short
less the compulsory automobile intest to that of MaypL_CAr_ley of Bos- E time in which the public has to presurance law is changed and some
ton, Mayor Casassa of -- -vere, and pare statistics to fight the proposed I
form of demerit system is adopted.
scores of others. Mayor Curley char- schedule.
The rates are promulsome form of state insurance will
acterized the proposed average In- gated Sept. 15.
take its place. He characterized the
crease of 11 per cent as unwarranted
"I am satisfied", said the mayor.
latest increase in rates as "inequitaand outrageous.
"that the commonwealth must estble" and called upon the public and
"It is apparent", Goodwin said, ablish the demerit system, so-called.
the corporation counsel of communi"that the car owners of the large whereby the careless driver is required
ties throughout the state to protest
cities, particularly those in the metro- to pay a higher premium than the
and take action.
If this system is not
politan area, are the ones who are careful driver.
"I have directed Corporation Counbeing systematically pillaged out of placed on the statute books, then the
sel Samuel Silverman to appear at
all proportion to the increase in ac- next step is some form of state inthe hearing to protest against these
cidents, according to the records at surance."
increases and call to the attention
Mayor Casassa, in a letter of prothe registry department."
of the public the unfairness of the
Submitting a table of rates for low test to Governor Ely, said the propresent statutory situation as well
price automobiles for the various posed increase was a blow to the peoas the inequality of the rates estabyears since compulsory insurance has ple of Massachusetts and "of suflished." said Mayor Curley. "Singling
been in effect, he said the Increases ficient importance to warrant your
out the owners of the lower priced
in certain cities were. astounding. calling a special session of the legislature."
;
cars for an increase eight times as
The increases in accidents in Suffolk
Governor Ely, now on vacation,
great as that imposed upon the ownand Middlesex counties, he said, were
issued
a statement through his secers of higher priced cars is unquesridiculously small as compared with
retary.
"I
have nothing to say contionably predicated upon the belief
the increase in rates.
that if the imposition were reversed
"Each year", the statement con- cerning the tentative schedule of rates
time,"
the
it
present
said. "I may
the opposition would be too formidtinued, "the automobile owners howl at
able.- The mayor referred to an inat the increases, but do nothing, They have something to say later in the
week,
possibly
nothing
to say before
crease of $8 on lower priced cars RS
pay the rates and forget it until the
next
week."
compared to an increase of $1 on
next year. In other words, the autoFormer Governor Alvin T. Fuller,
mobile owners are asleep while inhigher priced car insurance in Bosunder
whose administration the comsurance people work while they sleep.
ton in the new rates.
"It will be noticed that the increase pulsory insurance law was put into
Mayor Curley said if corporation
in rates in Chelsea has been 200 per effect said that Governor Ely should
counsel of the municipalities would
cent; In Revere. 151 per cent, and in order a halt and substitute a plan for
co-operate with :Silverman "an auFatal acci- reducing claims by prosecuting "crookBoston, 110 per cent."
dacious, unwarranted and outrageous
dents in Suffolk county, which in- ed lawyers and doctors who practice .
rate upon those who can least afford
eludes all three cities, totaled 130 in conspiracy to collect their swag.
an increase in taxation" will be preHe scored medical and bar associaIn 1927,
1930. and 134 in 1929.
vented. He said an aroused public
when compulsory insurance went into tions for allowing "crooked members"
was the only effective means of
effect, the total was 126, and in 1928, to go unpunished and•said the insurbringing about the removal of the
ance companies do not give a "tinkers
135.
present insurance commissioner and
Injuries for 1930 totaled 13.803, as hurrah" how much the claims are or
repeal of the existing law. He critiagainst 12,304 for 1929. The total in whether they are fraudulent because
cized the 15-day period allowed in
1927. was 8,447, and for 1928, 12,671. automatically the insurance compawhich to lodge protest against the
The increase in rates for low priced nies "who maintain the most expennew rates.
sive
lobby
state
house,
at
the
receive
1930
he
1927
listed
to
as
from
cars
follows: Chelsea, $58; Revere, $44: the benefits of rates that guarantee
Boston, $32; Everett, $23: Lynn. $21; them a profit over and above the .
,
Lowell, $15, Worcester, $8: Marlboro, claims."
"These crooked claims of which .
$14: Lawrence, $4; Springfield, $4:
BOSTON.--54aler_fgilt
y notifies
i
there is evidence by the thousands", :
;all city departmFrirrThiT there will be
Haverhill, $3, New Bedford, al:
no salary increases next year unless
Mayor Curley announced he had in- . the former Governor said, "are Introeconomic conditions materially imduced by crooked lawyers by the :
prove.

AGAINST NEW AUTO RATES

Declares It Apparent That Car Owners of
Large Cities Are Ones Who Are Bemgi Systematically
Pillaged',

• vio eive e

Death Penalty for Armed Robbers

e

Mayors Today May Discuss
New Auto Insurance Rates

Aroused to a high pith of anger by the
recent succession of armed robberies in Boston
and its vicinity and by the murder of a 70
years old storekeeper by armed thugs, the
Boston City Council has adopted an order
directing the Corporation Counsel to draft a bill
Massachusetts Municipal Executives' Club to Have Anfor presentation to the incoming Legislature
the
in
death
making
Curley,
through Mayor
nual Outing at New Bedord; Likely to Name
electric chair•ttrIffrytfrium penalty for armed
robbery.
Committee to Protest
The member who introduced the order deLeicester, Millbury, Paxton
The proposed new automobile liability. Holden,
clared that conditions in the Roxbury district
Shresbury and West Boylston.
Massachusin
1932
for
rates
insurance
The cities of Taunton and Attleboro
were so dangerous that he would not dare to
etts may be discussed today at the are in the last and lowest-priced group,
send a member of his family to a nearby store
of
Club
Class 8, with rates $14, $9 and $13 lees
annual outing of the Mayors'
River for light, medium and
after 9 o'clock in the evening. Besides the case
Massachusetts at New Bedford, in the than in Fall
cars respectively. The rates are
of the 70 years old man, who was killed in a
opinion of Mayor Daniel F. Sullivan of heavy
$21 and $27 against $30, $32 and
Fall River. It Is likely, the Mayer believes. $16,
ISO robbery, he cited cases in which storethat the Mayors may name a committee $40.
In the last class also are the followkeepers narrowly escaped killing for even
to appear at the hearing to represent the
River district:
cdlub and express the sentiment of the ing towns fro mthe Fall
smaller sums.
Assonet, Freetown, Ftehoboth. Swansea,
members.
Seekonk, Dighton, Westport and North
The speedy passage of the order indicated
Mayor Sullivan declined last night to
Attleboro.
comment on the proposal of
the extent to which the City Council was stirred
e: The rate on light cars in Fall River.
of Boston that
Cur
M.
Jme
means
no
by
is
it
over the situation. However,
Jumps $7. while it reprFP-rit law e repealed and a demerit $23 last year;
mains at $23 for New Bedford. Medium
certain that the extreme measure proposed is
system substituted.
car rates rise from $28 to $32 and in
Under the proposed new rates, Fall
either necessary or the right cure for the situBedford drops from $28 to $24.
Somerset automobile owners New
and
River
Rates on heavy cars advance in Fall
ation or that it will meet with favorable conwould pay higher rates than now
River from $34 to $40, but in New Bedobtain, the Increases ranging from $4 to
sideration in the Legislature.
ford drop from $34 to $30.
while New Bedford automobile owners
$7,
penalty
death
the
provides
The law already
The hearing is to be held at 10:30
will pay the same on light cars and $4
on the morning of Sept. 11 in
for murder committed in the course of a robbery
less on both medium and heavy ma- o'clock
the
Gardner Auditorium, State House.
with Worrated
is
River
Fall
chines.
has.
or other felony, and in some instances it
Announcement of the new and geuercester, Holyoke, Some/set, Chicopee and
been enforced with salutary effect, as in the
South Hadley in Class 11. New Bedford , ally higher rates, with rises of $16 to $34
Is in Class 17 with Acushnet. Dartmouth n some cities, has caused a storm of
ease of the notorious "carbarn bandits" a few
and Fairhaven in Its own district and protest, with demands in some instances
case
Spencer
Bertram
famous
The
years ago.
the following towns from the Worcester for repeal of the compulsory liability
District: Auburn, Boylston. Grafton. Insurance law.
in Springfield was another notable example. For
carry
laws
armed robbery also the existing
severe penalties and all that seems to be required is their strict enforcement.
Instead of seeking an improvement by changThe first essential, however, is the capture ing the penalty it might be well to try the
of the robbers and it is difficult to see how that experiment of enforcing the penalties already
is to he expedited by a change in the maximum provided by law, especially for murder in the
g.enalty from life imprisonment for the habitual first degree. After that has been given a fair
criminal to a death sentence for any armed trial there will be time enough, if the need rerobber. . What seems to be needed, especially rmires, to consider the question of inflicting the
in the Boston area, is a more efficient method death penalty on armed robbers and the posof rounding up the armed thugs and bandits sibility of getting juries to convict end judges
and after that a sterner application of the law to sentence the bandits to the electric chair.
a/
J/
.
by prosecuting officers, juries and judges.
•
CLO
In the eastern part of the State there have
foA,
been many cases of apparently unwarranted
REFUSES TO SHIELD RECKLESS
lenie.icy, not only in dealing with armed robbers
DRIVERS
tit
but also with murderers, and it is impossible to
has shown firoinesa
Ryan
Registrar
mistaken
shake off the conviction that this
of the motor laws
enforcement
the
in
clemency has served only as a further incitation
in refusing to hush up the facts In
to crimes of violence. The growing practise of
BOSTON, Sept. 2. (AP)—Mayor
a case In which Mayor CI,Aiky's chaufaccepting second degree pleas in murder cases
feur was guilty of "driving in an imJames M. Curley notified all city
hich obviously belong in the first degrca
proper and negligent manner" in
departments yesterday that there
category and of substituting manslaughter for
Boston. City hall officials appealed
wo,fid be no salary Increases neXt,
year unless i lonomic conditions mat the inspectors for leniency ,in bemurder charges in other cases has been sharply
teriary improved, except anniverhalf of the driver and requested also
and deservedly criticized. Similarly in many
sary increases for patrolmen and
that the facts be withheld from the
cases of known or suspected banditry the culprits
fire department privates who have
press; hut this, too, was refused by
riot reached their maximum Pay.
have been let off with jail sentences for carrying
Registrar Ryan.
concealed weapons.
Marks on the street in Boston on
This soft-hearted manner of dealing with
which the mayor a car skidded and
BOSTON--Mayor .74,va,q,s. M. Cup,
actual and potential murderers is not in keeping
ms notified all city departments
, sidewalk, indicated that
tan up on th.,
there would be no salary inwith either the spirit or the letter of existing
the car was moving at a very high
creases next year unless economic
Fpeed at the time of the accident.
law and the results do not seem to show that
conditions materially improved, exThe driver s id he lost control of cept anniversary increases for pait has any deterrent qualities.
the car; h it w y, he did not explain. trolmen and fire lepartment privates who have • t rcaehed their
born cltio to fast drivTI may
, maximuui pa4.
otg or SOLO() other eatiee.,
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CURLEY CANS
c SALARY BOOSTS

Q5f Ncy'

.
.•ar

tinfixabl (MIKA

L. Baker

of

Portland,

,

Mayor George
t
S EXPLAIN PLANS
t
AYOR
and has spent a great deal of
"Portl
TO HELP UNEMPLOYED
•
money Up to this time and the voters

will
have authorized a bond issue which
needed
Bond Issues Cited as Means of Puttingl be used in improvements of s.
Sien to Work.
Slid permanent natnre. 'rills money is
UPI—Mayors of being conserved in anticipation of bad
New York, Sept.
a cities is- condition this winter. The expendiseven representative Amer
a committee of
sued statements through the United t tires are being made by
:1,1stantial citizens co-operating with
Press today, telling of their plans to
. lie City Council." alleviate unemployment in the present
Mayor Angelo J. Ros.st. San Francisco:
crisis.
"San Francisco has felt the unemployWith one exception. Socialist Mayor
city in
of Milwaukee, the ex- ment stringency less than any
Daniel W.'Hem
Bond issues of' $2.ecutives said dr, • -egerded the problem the United States.
early in 1931 to take
.of unemployment as o.ie which the local 500.000 were voted loyment situation,
care of the unemp
'governments themselves would have to
ion no one has
depress
Jobs and through and during the
solve by creating
gone hungry. Work has been provided
'charitable organizations.
for about 25.000, heads of families being
Mayor John D. Marshall of Cleveland
given preference."
• reported that in his city all form of
Mayor James A. Curley. Boston:
street solicitation had been prohibited.
day of Jan"This year
"The county government," Marshall
averaged between pubsaid, "may ask for authority to issue uary Boston has
instituand
relief
s'
bonds to the extent 01'41,700,000 for lic welfare, soldier
tional aid more than $20.600 every day,
welfare work."
imation for the year of beThis would be in addition to the or an approx
and seven million dollars."
half-million dollars already raised by tween six
(Copyright. 1931.. by the United Press.)
the city government.
h/
,
"It is probable that the city and the
C
county government, or perhaps both,
CHED
LAUN
BOOM
VELT
ROSE
the
to
may be compelled to submit
Mayor Curley formally launched
voters an additional tax levy to finance
relief measures during the coming winthe Roosevelt boom at Lexington last
ter."
His political judgment
Saturday.
Mayor Murphy of Detroit:
nt, for Franklin D.
excelle
seems
the
"Plans are being completed for
elt certainly is the best canRoosev
the
in
men
putting to work of 12,000
didate whom the Democrats can
department of parks and boulevards and
bring forward. If not exactly electric
the department of street cleaning and
and ispiring, he is certainly safe,
grading. This city clean-up campaign is
sane and sober. Under the circumin addition to the $10.000,000 which It
stances, he has a chance for election
being raised among Detroit men of
wealth to aid the unemployed."
and that, we feel, is more than can
Mayor John C. Porter of Los Angeles
be said of any other Democratic can-

myth ehiltiht

jobs opening for the week was 2152. as
compared with 2303 during the previous
week.
The employment division of the Salvttion Army reports that for the week ending Aug. 26, the number of applicants
for positions was 337, with 115 temporary
placements and 33 permanent placements effected.
The bureau of buildings, Babugh Of
,Manhattan, reports that during the week
ending Aug. 22, six plans were filed for
six new buildings at an estimated cost
of $2,450,000. and 50 plans were filed for
estislterations to 55 buildings at
mated cost of $2,850, In Queens 69
plans were filed Ms frl building, at an
estimated cost of $1.597.380. In the
Bronx 24 plans were filed for'26 new
buildings at an estimated cost of $620.550 and 20 plans were filed for alterations tu 22 buildings at an estimated
cost of 825,650. In Brooklyn 56 plans
clings at a*
were file
nd 132 ,
cost. of 82.599
est I
132
S were filed for alterations
buildings at an estimated cost of I
$188,460.
"In order to solve the unemployment
question in Los Angeles a $5.000,000
bond issue was voted by the citizens,
which is being expencitd in giving work
to those persons who have resided in
Los Angeles for more than one year. The
fund is being used almost entirely for
labor In improving streets, perks and
playgrounds." ,
Mayor Daniel W. Horin. Milwaukee:
"Milwaukee is less affected by unemployment than are other industrial cltle
and la doing more to provide temporar
Jobs and alleviate suffering. Obviously
the unemployment problem is a task far
too great for local governments, as now
constituted, to cope with. A a result
relief measures are utterly inadequate I
and nothing that can be done locally ,
will prove to be more than a temporary I
palliative. The only permanent solution Is a marked decrease in the hours
of work with the same or even greater
rate of pal."

an

didate. Mayor Curley did well to re- buke the Democratic factions which
are standing out for other candidates.
He naturally praised very highly
Roosevelt's scheme for
Governor
raising $20,000,000 to relieve Unemployment which may be the best
,
scheme for New York. Nevertheless
s,
,In New York as in Massachusett
citthe real burden must fall on the
ies and towns themselves.
Mr. Curley, however, could not lose
some
the opportunity to indulge in
typically
wild, spread eagle talk of a
good
political nature. Here was too atpolitical
fi chance to indulge in a
will
tack on President Hoover, which
man,
not at all disturb that earnest the
ms in
laboring with real proble
unkind to
White House. It is perhaps
speech
examine minutely a political
expected to
of this nature. We are
of adlisten patiently to this kind objecdress, and make no audible
fact or
tions to misstatements of however,
wrong logic. One must,
puts it on
smile when Mayor Curley
"new eneso thick as to speak of the mean no
can
my in Washington." He
his adother than the President and mayor
ministration. The aggressive morathe
calls the arrangement of act." The
a "blundering
torium
hardly agree
country and the world
any economy I
with him. He deplores
time, and thusl
in Washington at this
as opposed ,
places himself on record
, a transacto balancing the budget in. the endi
tion which will be found
the United States
as important in
Curley wants an
as in England. Mr.
ss an event !
extra session of Congre dismay by
v:thich is regarded with , and says
people
most conservative
have been ended
the depression couldlast 12 months if
at any time in theg in national leadwe were not lackin
e opinions,
ership. With . such bizarr
Curl

j

/1:
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By rights there should .e nethin
the fac.
worth spe^ial mentio •
that Morgan T. Ryan, state regist•
rar of motor vehicles, at I Ma,
Jacobs, one of his inspectors, re'fused to quash or mitigate then
official action against Ma.22.6.curley's chauffeur after the chauffeur
it been brought to book for "driving in an ithproper and negligent
manner" early one morning recently in Roxbury. Nevertheless, the resistance of these important state
officers to efforts seeking to induce
them to "go easy" in tile reporting
and penalizing of the chauffeur's
misdeeds is sufficiently out of the
usual to get them top-column pageone news position in one of the
Boston papers. If this
leading
doesn't prove that unfixable officials
are the exception rather than the
rule, then the newspaper fellows
don't know what's what.
Anyway, it is heartening and refreshing to have this new proof that
i Registrar Ryan and his men see and
!hold to their public duty impartiality, in spite of the efforts of even ad
'assistant corporation counsel of the
city, seconded by another member
of the city law department, urging
them to forsake their duty in order
r of
to be "good fellows" to a membe
.
family
official
s
mayor'
the Boston
Sturdy, unfaltering devotion to the
public interest vvil! never let up on
an offender just because he happens to be known to high officials
or influential politicians. If It does.
then good bye to the effectiveness of
all laws and all regulation. Thereafter those things become merely
the bugbear of the poor and obscure, an unfair threat to the ordizt-,
ary law-abiding citizen, or a part
of the big machinery of graft. How
to
are our motor laws ever going
s
mayor'
it
public
the
ard
safegu
chauffeurs, driving home late at
night, are to be immune from penalty and publicity? The mayor who
would not have his favorite chauffeur held answerable to all restrictions that are deemed advisable for
the general public raises a doubt
as to his own willingness to abide
by the law.
Registrar Ryan deserves commendation, for himself and for every
member of his staff who stands by
the reguiqtions and stands off the
"fixers." The registrar's "unfixablenese in this little jam with the
mayor's chauffeur, no less than his
firmness and sanity in penalizing
the Pan American air pilot who
tried to complete a regular HalifaxBoston flight the other day in spite
of "impossible weather" and "a full
load of passengers," are pretty
good evidence that this official Al
the right sort of man for the

of

HAS PREPARED
500 PRIESTS
Rev. Francis J. Burns, S.J., D.D.
Is Professor of Theology
In Seminary.
Res'. Francis J. Burns, S. J., D. D.,
who has helped prepare more than
500 boys for the priesthood during
the past nine years, has been a visitor
in Lynn during the oast week. Fr.
Burns, who is a professor of theology
at St. Paul's Seminary, Minnesota, is
the guest of his cousin, Mrs. Catherine Callahan, 7 Rockland street.
Recognized as one of the most able
preachers and writers in the West,
he has established a reputation as a
teacher. Although but 43 years of age.
he has studied in Rome and visited
several European countries. traveling
extensively abroad. He speaks six lan.
guages fluently.
Rev. Fr. Burns celebrated the 11.30
o'clock mass. Sunday, at St. Joseph's
church, and also preached the sermon. This was his first opportunity
to preach in the archicliocese of Boston.
Prior to his Lynn visit, Rev. Fr.
Burns visited New York, where he
had an audience with Cardinal Patrick Hayes, He also met Alfred E.
Smith, former governor of New York.
Later visiting Boston. he was greeted
by Mayor James Curley.
puriTip-Ists—StifylItoft he has visited several points of interest along
the North and South Shores. and was
favorably impressed with the natural
beauties of Greater Lynn and its
beaches. Tuesday he visited Hampton Beach, N. H., as the guest of Police Sergeant and MrS. John P. Hines,
63 Adams street. Mrs. Hines is a niece
of Fr. Burns.
Monday evening he was the dinner
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hines. A feature was a large cake with the words,
."Welcome Father Burns," inscribed in
frosting.
Rev. Fr. Burns plans to leave Lynn
Friday and will return for the resumption of studies at the seminary.
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LOCAL BANK JOINS
IN CURLEY'S PLAN
The Attleboro Co-operative bank
is one of 21 banking institutions in
this state to join Mayor Curley of
Boston in his plan to add to existing mortgages on residential property the unpaid taxes for which
properties have been advertised to
be sold.
The mayor issued a statement
yesterday urging all delinquent taxpayers immediately to seek the
assistance of the banks which hold
mortgages on their homes and ask
for sufficient additional money with
which to meet tax bills.
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CURLEY ASKS WAR
ON AUTO RATES,
Boston, Sept. 1 UM—Mayor James
the
M. Curley said today that unless
law
insurance
automobile
compulsory
demerit
Is changed and some form of
system Is adopted, some form of state
insurance will take its place. He characterized the latest increase in rates as
"Inequitable" and called upon the pubor
lic and the corporation counsel
communities throughout the state to
protest and take action.
"I have directed Corporation counsel Samuel Silverman to appear at
the hearing to protest against these
inceases and call to the attention of
the public the unfaireess of the present statutory situation as well as the
inequality of the rates established,"
said Mayor Curley. "Singling out the
owners of the lower priced cars for an
increase eight times as great ELS that
Imposed upon the owners of higher
'?rnced cars is unquestionably predi•
cated upon the belief that if the imposition were reversed the opposition
would be too formidable." The mayor
referred to an increase of $8 on lower
priced cars as compared to an increase of $1 on higher priced car insurance in Boston in the new rates.
Mayor Curley said if corporation
counsel of the municipalities would
co-operate with Silverman,"an audacious, unwarranted and outrageous rate
upon those who can least afford an
increase in taxation" will be prevented. He said an aroused public was the
only affective means of bringing about
the removal of the present insurance
commissioner and repeal of the existing law. He criticized the 15 day period
allowed in which to lodge protest
against the new rates.
/
"
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Curley Issues
to Conference Call
Invites Mayors and Selectmen'
To Discuss New Auto Insurance Rates
, BOSTON, Sept. 4 (1P)—Mayor James
: M. Curley has called a meeting of
mayors and chairmen of boards of se-1
lertmen throughout Massachusetts to
discuss the proposed automobile liability insurance rates. The conferencel
has been called for Wednesday in
the Boston city hall.
Mayor Curley said the purpose of
the meeting was to arrive at a definite program for opposition of the proposed rates. If a decision is reached,
he said, a request will be made to
Governor Ely to call a special session of the state legislature to consider the plan evolved.
Three plans are to be discussed,
t.he mayor said. They are: a state
Insurance department to compete with
private companies; the ('onnecticut.
demerit system; and a uniform rate
for the entire state.

j
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CURLEY MAPS
DEFENSES FOR
FIGHT AGAINST
CAR INSURANCE
Calls Mayors of Several Cities
to Mass Meeting in
Boston
Boston. Sept. 4—Galvanizing his
verbal protests into action, Mayor
James,Ikr Curley today summoned the
ma ytli
M
hf'"various
cities and towns to)
a mass meeting at city hall next
Wednesday to prepare a front line offense against the proposed increases
in the 1932 compulsory automobile insurance rates.
At the same time, Mayor John J.
Whalen of Chelsea, in which city the
highest increases were proposed, went
to the State House for a conference
with Insurance Commissioner Merton
L. Brown to ask why rates should be
Increased in Chelsea to such an extent.
In a letter to Gov Joseph R. Ely,
Mayor Whalen charged the rates for
'his city exorbitant and appealed for
• a special session of the Legislature.
State Senator Conde Brodbine of
Revere worked out a plan, for filing at
the State House today, under which
the zone system would be abolished,
a flat rate would be applied on all
types of automobiles, and owners involved in accidents would subsequently pay higher premiums.
The meeting called by Mayor Curley, it was announced, was for the
purpose of "discussing the proposed
insurance rates and to determine some.
definite program with a view to petitioning Gov Ely to call a special session of the Legislature to enact such
remedial legislation as will eliminate
the present unfair, unreasonable and
discriminatory system of insurance
rates."
No specific program will be advanced, but three suggestions will be advane•A for discussion. They are:
Adoption of the demerit system, •as
used in Connecticut, in which the rate
purden is placed on reckless drivers,
'the adoption of a state insurance
fund to lower rates through competing with private companies, as advanced by Chairman Frank A. Goodwin, of the Boston Finance commission; and the abolishing of the present
zone system in favor of a uniform
rate.
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Wakefield Gets Lighter
Increases on Auto Rates
Than Many Other Places
$2 Raise for Light Cars, $1 for Heavy Cars,
• While Medium Car Rate Is Reduced $1 -of Met'uolitan Boston Hit
Parts
Other
new
Lomobile insurance The eight former zones into which
the

cr

A.•

/

all

rates for 1932 were announced, this the state was divided have been dismorning, by Insurance Commissioner carded and eighteen new territories
Brown, and immediately started a substituted.
storm of protest because of the ex- Public officials in Greater Boston
horbitant increases in many commu- and the automobile interests are
nities, not only those nearer Boston, quite generally demanding relief,
where there are more automobiles Legislative action adoption of the
registered, but in many communities demerit system, and in some cases,
hitherto classed as rural, with low led by Mayor Curley f Boston, the
Commissioner
- rates.
removal a insurdfl
Wakefield is not nearly as hard hit Brown
as most other places in this vicinity.
9
S iv.;
LEP,
There is a two-dollar increase on the
d
in
Wakefiel
insurance for light cars
and a one-dollar increase on heavy
ar
decrease on
cars, but a one-doll
medium-weight cars.
Wakefield is in District 10, a new
'district, which also includes Arlington, Belmont, Dedham, Melrose, Milton, Newton, Quincy, Salem, WalRi•oistrar Ryan Ignores Plea
tham, Watertown, Winchester, and ,
for Leniency: Smashed hiWoburn. In this district the rate
for light cars goes from $32, this
to Fence and Wrecked the
year, to $34 for next year. The rate
Front of Auto
for heavy cars rises one dollar, from
Boston, Sept. 1—Ignoring a plea for
$44 to $45, but the rate for mediumleniency from city hall, Morgan T.
weight cars is reduced one dollar,
Ryan, registrar of motor vehicles, yesfrom $37, this year, to $36 proposed
for next year.
terday suspended the driver's license
Curley's
Practically the entire state has
of Charles E. Maniofi, Mayor
been redistricted. Several communichauffeur, for five days. TleteTeMty
ties, which were formerly with others
imwas inflicted for "driving in an
in certain districts, are by themselves.
early
manner"
negligent
and
proper
The neighboring town of Stoneham,
for instance, is in district 12, but has
last Wednesday in Roxbury. yesterThe suspension was orderedaccident
special rates, and is favored with reday after a hearing on the
ductions of $2 on light cars, $6 on
The
In which Manion was involved. that
medium cars and $5 on heavy cars.
hearing disclosed
the
of
records
inspecThe adjoining town of Reading gets
Max Jacobs, the motor vehicle
a $5 increase on light cars, a $1 ininvestigated the case, had
who
tor
the
crease on medium cars, and a $3 inbeen summoned to the office of and
crease on heavy cars, but its neighcorporation counsel last week asan
,
bor, North Reading, is hard hit.
urged by H. Murray Pakulski
lesistant corporation counsel, to be
North Reading gets a $12 increase on
nient in his report.
light cars, a $10 increase on medium
deMr. Ryan, the record reveals,
cars, and a $13 increase on heavy
right to
clared that Pakulski hadfornoany such
cars. This is one of the biggest insummon the inspector Although recreases in all three classes in the endiscussion of the case.
another
tire new schedule of rates, except in
quested by Hale Power,
nt
such places as Chelsea, Revere. Bosmember of the city's law departme
Manion
for
ton, and Everett, Malden, Somerwho appeared as counsel
withhold
at yesterday's hearing, to the press.
ville, and Cambridge, all of which
details of the hearing from
are heavily increased.
part of
Mr. Ryan said that they were
The general increase over the
and accordingly
records
public
the
ate is 11 per cent, but in some of
available for any wuthorized individ!lie communities nearer - Boston, it
nthitht care to examine them.
runs as high as 44 per cent. In MalThe record of the hearing showed
left
den the rate on passenger cars goes
that the mayor's automobile had
Towntire skid marks for 31 feet on on
!ip 40 per cent and in Chelsea it rises
the
send street and 171/1 feet into an
:s5 per cent. Metropolitan Boston is
sidewalk before it smashed
f.nerally hard hit.
of
iron fence and wrecked the front
Insurance Commissioner Brown, of
Under examination Manion
car.
the
nurse, claims that the proposed
admitted that he had been driving
when
rates are much lower than those
at a rate of 35 miles an hour
Asked for by the insurance comhe lost control.
PatrolSergi, Frank Sullivan and
i:tnies.
man John F. Tobin of Station nine
and three other witnesses declared
a
that the car had been moving at 's
faster rate of speed. The inspector
been
had
It
that
report indicated
to the left of centre Of the at-set

CURLEY DRIVER
LOSES LICENSE
FOR FEW DAYS

Make Plans or
I Protest Meeting
Dan O'Dea, President of Lowell Association, Favors
Demerit System
Declares Zooming Insurance
Rates Are Driving Small
Car Owners Off Road
Strong protest against the increase
in compulsory automobile insurance
rates for 1932 was voiced today by
Daniel D. O'Dea, president of the
Lowell Automobile Dealers association. Mr. O'Dea has called a meeting
of the association for this afternoon
or tomorrow morning, and says that
definite action will be taken to frustrate the attempts of Insurance Commissioner Brown to raise the rates
A formal protest
In this district.
against the 40 per cent increase will
be drawn up, and copies will be forwarded to the legislature, the governor and Commissioner Brown.
Mr. O'Dea says that his association
feels the small-car owner is rapidly
being driven from the road by the
insurance rates. "The
exorbitant
small-car owners are in a vast majority on the roads today," he said,
"and with the regular increases in inCOMPARISON OF RATES
According to the new schedule
of automobile insurance rates announced yesterday by Commissioner Brown, Lowell owners will
be hard hit, as indicated by the
table below.
The increase in Boston would
be: $8 in W class, $8 in X class,
and $1 in Y class. Other large
cities, their rates for this year, and
that proposed for next year are:
1932
1931
WX
WX.
30 32 40
Worcester ..23 28 34
26 28 35
Springfield..23 28 34
29 31 38
25 30 36
Lawrence
28 34 23 24 30
New Bedford 23
25

30

30

31

40

99

32
Lynn
Fall River. 23
25
Brockton
25
Haverhill
32
....
Quincy
32
'Salem
233 cities and
towns in territory No. 13 16

37
28
30
30
37
37

34
34
36
36
44
44

43
30
30
25
34
34

45
82
31
26
36
86

56
40
89
32
45

23

27

16

21

27

Lowell

•

surance rates imposed upon these people, it appears that they will eventually be driven from the road entirely.
"There is no reason to exnoct that
rates will not increase next year. The
only remedy for these increasing rates
sems to be in the adoption of the demerit insurance system, advocated by
It seems
Mayor Curley of Boston.
hardly Villf Mat a conscientigus, cautious driver, who makes no use of
his insurance, should pay for the indiscretions of another driver who Is
wild and daring on the road.
"I feel that the present system of
insurance has proved fundrtmpntatty
nnSolind, and feel cony 'oil llit4
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The continued prevalence of
fantile paralysis in New York city
today caused Health Commissioner
k_
Shirlie W. Wynne to request postponement of the opening of public schools from Monday, Sept. 14
to Tuesday, Sept. 22.
Councillor Dowd of the Boston
City council yesterday introduced
an order, which if passed, calls upon
Mayor Curley to stAniest the school
coniTh4b to postpone the reopening of the public schools to Oct. 1,
because of the infantile conditions.
Two new paralysis cases were reported in Easthampton yesterday
and the victims were taken to the
Cooley Dickinson hospital in Northampton. Yesterday's cases brought
the total to seven in three weeks.
The fourth case of paralysis was
last night
against large gatherings. Since that reported in Amhersta local
doctor
a score of cases have ap- when diagnosed by
Greenfield public schools will time aboutGreenfield
and the victim taken to a hospital
or vicinity.
open Sept. 21, instead of the sched- peared in school heads have been in Holyoke.
Several
uled date of Sept. 9. This decision
situation. It was
was reached by the school com- watching the local Hermon school
mittee last night, following a con- understood the Mt.
the
ference on the infantile paralysis ad made inquiry as to whether
situation with members of the ocal schools would delay opening.
board of health. One suspected presumably with the thought of
-(141
V
case in Greenfield and a positive taking similar action.
Meet
Postpone
one in Shelburne Falls were reScouts
ported today.
No formal statement was issued
Hayes Issues Statement
today by the Holy Trinity school
the
The statement of Chairman Tim- but it was understood that
othy M. Hayes of the school com- scheduled opening would be delayed
mittee follows:
until the parish is advised by local
. "As an extra measure of precau- health authorities that sessions may
it
measure
preventive
a
as
and
tion
be resumed without undue risk.
has been decided by the school
The Boy scout field day commitcommittee to postpone the opening tee, which had planned events for
Greenficgd
in
of the public schools
Sept. 12 last evening postponed the
until Monday. Sept. 21st.
Several
county meet to Oct. 3.
This decision was made after county troops who had intended to
conferring with and receiving the enter signified they wished to withadvice of the board of health.
because of the epidemic. Be"It was pointed out that the draw of a desire for general partischools would have been open but cause
the event was set ahead
seven days up to September 21st cipation,
on account of the short Labor day three weeks.
Troop 2 of the Scouts will omit
week and the schedule closing on
An address by Carletein R. White
week beWednesday, Sept. 16th, for the its regular meeting this
will hcad the special performance at
cause of the epidemic.
Franklin County fair.
the Brockton Theatre on to-morrow
Case in Shelburne Falls
"It was stated that this time will
night, given in behalf of the local
probably be made up to meet the
Falls furnished the
Shelburne
state requirements as to the num- only case of infantile paralysis redivision of the Port of Boston Sober of days in the school year by ported by the board of health tociety.
shortening the Christmas recess day, when Christina Baxter, fourMr. White has been appointed by
and rearranging the two spring month-old daughter of Mr. and
Mayor Bent to represent him on
vacations."
Mrs. William Baxter, was admitted
this occasion. John T. Scully, diDr. Hayes' Letter
to the isolation hospital. Another
rector of industry for the City of
The Greenfield board of health, local case was listed as a suspect
Boston, will also speak. Sound picover signature of Dr. Arthur W. and the case of Russell Menard of
tures of the Port of Boston will be
Hayes, chairman, made public the the Greenfield Meadows has not
following letter under today;s date yet been definitely diagnosed as inshown in addition to a programme
to Chairman Hayes and Rev. P. J. fan tile paralysis.
arranged by J. J. Cahill, theatre
The board of health of Gill has
Meehan, Holy Trinity school:
manager. Arthur Martel, who will be
of that town re"As you no doubt 'chow, an epi- warned residents public
gatherings
pleasantly remembered by Brockton
demic of infantile paralysis of un- garding holding
show which was to
audiences, and now organist at the
usual proportions exists in Green- and the flower
the
Bernardston
have been held in
Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, will
field at the present time.
on Thursday, has been
present an organ recital.
"According to present medical town hall as
measprecautionary
a
postponed
opinion, this disease is spread by
This occasion is a part of a New
ure.
personal contact. Obviously a school
England -wide movement to arouse
Holyoke Schools Not to Open
building housing a large number of
the public to the importance of
Continued spread of infantile
children must increase innumerably
increased port activities in this section
Holyoke
yesterday in
paralysis
these contacts.
and the bearing this increase
"For these reasons we believe caused Mayor William T. Dillon to
will
that it is imprudent to open the request the school department to
have upon the future prosperity
of
Greenfield schools at the present delay the opening
schools one
New England. The Publix
theatres
time and advise your committee to week. The request was made after
have co-operated by allowing
their
defer such action until the epidemic a conference with the health detheatres to be used for these speappears to have been terminated." partment and the school author'cial
ties
shows,
and
was
which
are
acted
favorably
to
upon
be
Watched
Situation
held in
, last evening by the school cornall of the principal cities
in the
School authorities here have been imittee.
Eight
new
cases
were
northeastern
section.
watching the situation for some i treated yesterday in Holyoke bringBlundon
Fester
W.
Willis,
Frederick
time. Supt.
ing the epidemic total to 42 cases.
representing Mayor
Curie r and his
about ten days ago. when Cases ; At Worcester yesterday a "bleedCommercial, I1d717trill—it Publicity Bureau,
were beginning to multiply rapidly, ing" clinic was held at which 39
who are
wrote State Commissioner of Health blood donors voluntered. Of these,
sponsors of the port
movement, has
Bigelow requesting an opinion. Dr. 19 were used and the other 17.
been in Brockton for the
past few
Bigelow's office then replied with mostly young children, were placed
days arranging to-morrow
his earlier public statement that, on a reserve list. The number of
night's
show which will follow
danger of contracting the disease positive eases in that city rose to 13
the
evening performance at the regular
did not appear to be increased with i yesterday, two news cases being
ton. It is scheduled to start Brockthe opening of schools hut advised I reported.
P. M. There will be no at 11:15
admission
charge and th

chools' Opening Delayed
11
ept 21: Report One
To o.
6 Suspected Paralysis Case

Conferenc2
•Decision on Schools Reached After
With Health Board; Holy Trinity School
to Delay Scheduled Opening --- Scouts Postpone
Meet

C. R. WHITE TO
GIVE ADDRESS

Will Represent Mayor
Bent on Port of
Boston Occasion.

a

•
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Organize a Local
Division of Port
of Boston Society
An interesting program has been
arranged for the special show at
the Brockton theatre Wednesday
night at 11.16 in honor of the local
division of the Port of Boston
Society which is now being formed
under the direction of Blundon
Wills, representing Mayor James
M. Curley and the Cammerciat:Tndestetar and Publicity Bureau. of
Boston.
Mr. Wills says the new society
has one definite goal in view, namely, a four day sailing service to
Europe with trunk line rail connections serving New England from all
parts of the United States.
There will be no admission
charge and the public is cordially
invited to attend. In addition to
3ther entertaining features the pro.
;ram will include recent sound pie:tires made of the port of Boston
it'd a pipe organ recital by Arthur
Martel, premier organist froni,tIvat
Metropolitan theatre in ilpaieti.

•

EMPLOYMENT WARNING
C. IS VOICED BY CURLEY
BOSTON, Aug. 31 ( AP)---WoNtlnd
wag's must be provided the peolof America "or we will turn
country over to the Bolshevists,Mayor James M. Curley said to ti.
an address before the openi.,'; .ic,sion of the four-day eb,,v0::t:an cf
1 o:es iers of
tile Fraternal Order of ,
America.
About a 1000 delegates from all
ft end Parts of the country are in
an CC.
Mayor Curley spoke of a five-day
one of InC constructive
week as
unemployment. He
remedies" for
urged the delegates to work for le,!islatlon which would create a feeler:11
t
Industrial planning has rri t •,,,,vep
recurrence of the present'clust
depression.
He said the supplanting by chalk
stores of old-time merchants and
grocers, who extended credit. wOrked
an additional hardship on unemployed.

._ovved.
ENDORSES ROOSEVELT kt."
At a meeting of the Mohawk club in
Lexington Saturday, Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston made a vigorous
spAreh in behalf of the candidacy of
Gov. Roosevelt of Now York for presiAmong those present at the
dent.
gathering was James Roosevelt, son
of the governor, who is now a resident of Cambridge. Francis X. Tyrrell of Chelsea was the presiding officer. James F. Heslin of this city
is grand sachem of the organization,
and Arthur L. Mulvey, treasurer.

•

DRASTIC RAISE IN AUTO well but the auto owners, those who
INSURANCE
never are involved in accidents,
wouldn't be forced to pay excessive
Announcement of an increase in
costs to take care of daminsurance
compulsory auto insurance rates
by careluss drivers.
inflicted
amounting in some instances to 4 ages
of the present
phase
Another
per cent, has provided opponents o
the irreparable
concerns
situation
ammunithe
with
the insurance law
industry in
automotive
the
tion they need in a fight to wipe harm to
that this
told
are
We
state.
this
the
from
the obnoxious statute
wrought
has
rates
of
new schedule
books.
dealers,
automobile
among
havoc
Public officials and automobile
fight to
a
for
forces
dealers throughout the state, and who are joining
rates and
new
the
against
finish
the
particularly those in the Boston
makes them possible.
area, launched instant and vigorous the law that
time for supporting
the
not
is
protest when the new rate schedule:This
harmful to business.
are
that
ws
Commis-la
Insurance
was given out by
hoped that those opposing
sioner Brown. And these protests It is to be
lineup will give their
present
the
presThey
are entirely warranted.
a change. It has
forcing
age a battle which undoubtedly will best in
compulsory insurthat
proved
been
this
in
mean a new deal all around
in this state
constituted
now
ance as
matter of auto insurance.
The only
purpose.
its
of
failed
has
gone
Mayor Curley of Boston has
the infor
profits
huge
so far-ATTE' demand the immediate results are
an unbearand
companies
surance
removal of Commissioner Brown.
burden for the auto
He contends that Brown is playing able tax
era
own
into the hands of insurance interests
so that be will be certain of another
'job after he leaves his present position. This phase of the situation
need not be discussed at this time.
It seems a bit unfair to hurl recriminations at the commissioner.
The fault is with the law itself, and
'BOSTON, Sept. 1 (?P)—Mayor Jaincs
one wonders how it ever passed in
said today that uniel'Abe
$1.,..C32x1ey
the Legislature. Those who supcompulsory automobile insurance law
ported it must have been asleep at
is changed and some form of demerit
the switch, for in saddling auto ownsystem is adopted, some form of state
ers with excessive taxes they cerInsurance will take its place. He
tainly did not play fair with their
characterized the latest increase in
constituents.
rates as "inequitable" and called upon
What is the answer to this inthe public and the corporation counsel of communities throughout the
crease in rates? The commissioner
slate to protest and take action.
prethe
that
saying
as
quoted
is
"I have directed Corporation Coun'
to
miums have not been sufficient
sel Samuel Silverman to annear at
the hearing to protest against these
meet damage claims. If this is a
increases and call to the attention of
fact why is every insurance comthe public the unfairness of the prespany of consequence lobbying for
ent statutory situation as well as the
retention of the compulsory insurequality of the rates established,'
said Mayor Curley. "Singling out
ance law? Why are they all seemtne owners of the lower priced cars
ingly anxious to get their share of
foi an increase eight times as great
Certainly
this type of business?
us that imposed upon the owners of
they would not be so eager if they
higher priced cars is unquestionably
predicated upon the belief that if the
were operating at a loss. If it is
were reversed the opposiimposition
toexceed
claims
damage
that
true
would be too formidable." The
tion
tal premiums paid in to the commayor referred to an increase of $8
panies, one would think that it would
on lower priced cars as compared to
an increase of $1 on higher priced
be difficult to find a company willing
car insurance in Boston in the new
of
logic
to write auto insurance. The
rat es.
ithe situation simply doesn't countenMayor Curley said if corporation
ance any claim such as that reported
counsel of the municipalities would
co-operate with Silverman "an auto have been enunciated by Corndacious, unwarranted and outrageous
missioner Brown.
rate upon those who can least afford an increase in taxatioir will be
Legislators who "fell" for this
prevented. He said an aroused pubcompulsory insupance law should
lic was the only effe-tctive means of
square themselves with their conbringing about the +removal of the
stitutents by going on record for its
vesent insurance commissioner and
repeal of the existing law. He critirepeal and substitution of a demerit
cised the 16-day period allowed in
.'.stem. Under such a plan the inwhich to lodge protest against the
surance companies wouldn't fare se
new rattle.

Curley Censures
t- insurance Rates

//7 /4 /by

CURLEY ATTACKS
AUTO RATES
Says State Insurance
• Will Be Adopted,
Unless Present
Law Is Modified
FAVORS DEMERIT SYSTEM
1- A 1?)—
BOSTON, Sept.
Mayor James M. Curley said today that unless the compulsory
is
automobile insurance law
changed and some form of demerit system is adopted, some
form of state insurance will take
its place. He characterized the
latest increase in rates as "inequitagle," and called upon the
public and the corporation counsel of communities throughout
the state to protest and take action.
"I have directed Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silvernaan to appear at the hearing to protest
against these increases and call to
the attention of the public the unfairness of the present statutory
situation as well as the inequality
of the rates established," said
Mayor Curley. "Singling out the
owners of lower priced cars for
an increase of eight times as great
as that imposed upon the owners
of higher priced cars is unquestionably predicated upon the belief that if the imposition were
reversed the opposition would be
too formidable." The mayor referred to an increase of $8 on
lower priced cars as compared to
an increase of $1 on higher priced
car insurance in Boston in the
new rates.
Mayor Curley said if corporation counsel of the municipalities
would co-operate with Sileverman
"an audacious, unwarranted and
outrageous rate upon those who
can least afford an increase in taxation" will be prevented. He said
an aroused public was the only
affective means of bringing about
the removal of the present insurance commissioner and repeal of
the existing law. He criticized the
fifteen day period allowed in
which to lodge protest against
the new rates.

•
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'Hultman and Curley
The flat assertion that Mayor
Curley is seekirs facts to Va"re
befbre Governor Ely to support a
request for the removal of Poliee
Commissioner Hultman is made
by a Boston newspaper. That a
crisis is approaching in the relations between the mayor and the
commissioner seems evident, although up to the present no open
break has taken place and in public, at least, a dignified courtesy
has been preserved.
Strong presumption of neglect
of duty or incompetence would undoubtedly be required before Governor Ely would either ask the
resignation of the commissioner or
seek his removal. Something more
than minor faults in the police
force and its methods would have
to be shown before the council
would consent to removal, and unless he is conscious that there is
sufficient against him to warrant
replacement, Commissioner
his
Hultman is not the man to resign.
Conditions in the Boston police
force are not all that they should
be, but not all if any of the fault
lies with the commissioner. Whatever evils there ale have not
grown up in a night but are the
developments of years. It Is conceded that many improvements
have been made by Commissioner
Hultman. It is the belief of many
that the investigation of the department should have been carried
much farther than into the conduct of Oliver Garrett and that the
legislature failed in its duty to the
people of Boston when it placed a
limit on the probe which resulted
in the removal of Commissioner
Wilson but without any reflection
on his personal lionestsr.
Of all the large cities in the
country Boston id the freest from
gangsters and racketeers. Recent
occurrences have, however, indicated that they are turning their
attention to the city. To clean
them out before they have gained
a foothold would be the most effective answer the commissioner
2ould make to any critic.

No Salary Increases
for Boston Employes
Apt. 1—(AP) Mayor

ainc:i NI. Curley notified all city de. ts today that there would he
no salary increases next year unless
economic comiltions materially intProved, except anniversary increases
for patrolmen and fire department privates who have not reached their max1M1171: pay.
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CURLEY DENOUNCES
INSURANCE RATES
Sees State Auto Insurance
Probable
(`
URGES PROTEST
Characterizes Latest Increase in Rates as "Inequitablt" — Criticizes
15-Day Protest Period.
Boston, Sept. 1 — (A.P.)—Mayor
Jamss M. Curley said today that unless the compulsory automobile insurance law is changed and some
form of demerit system is adopted,
some form of state insurance will
take its place. He characterized the
latest increase in rates as "inequitable" and called upon the public and
the corporation counsel of communities throughout the state to protest and take action.
Corporation
"I have directed
Counsel Samuel Silverman to appear at the hearing to protest against
these increases and call to the attention of the public the unfairness
of the present statutory situation as
well as the inequality of the rates
established," said Mayor Curley.
"Singling out the owners of the lower priced cars for an increase eight
times as great as that imposed upon
the owners of higher priced cars is
unquestionably predicated upon the
belief that if the imposition were reversed the opposition would be too
formidable." The mayor referred to
an increase of $8 on lower priced cars
as compared to an increase of $1 on
higher priced car insurance in Boston in the new rates.
Mayor Curley said if corporation
counsel of the municipalities would
co-operate with Silverman "an audacious, unwarranted and outrageous rate upon those who can least
afford an increase in taxation" will
bs prevented. He said an aroused
public was the only effective means
of bringing about the removal of the
present insurance commissioner and
repeal of the existing law. He criticized the fifteen day period allowed in
which to lodge protest against the
new rates.
- 0iNzz,
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ley notifies all
BOSTON—Maym
city departments thdrliere ill be
no salary increases next yet, mless
imeconomic conditions meter'
prove.
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LEGION AUXILIARY
CLOSES CONVENTION
Three Lowell Women Join 40
and 8—Mayor Curley Warns
Against Communism.
of the
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ices to New York while virtually ignoring Mr.
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Ely's services to Massachusetts. That looks queer,
Roosetruthfully be said about Gov.
to say the least.
will
velt. If the New York governor
osed
prop
o
d...s
be able to put across his
unemprogram for the relief of the
Cl'ItLEY PIN FOVNID
state, it
ployed and hungry in his
coop
an
blic
Repu
will be because of
Boston, Aug. 31—An onyx pin valols the
ued at $1000, lost by Miss Mary Cureration, since that party contr
, and
ley, daughter of Mtypr
y, at
Legislature in the Empire state
ay
night,
er
l
n,
rria
rath
Hote
erto
are
Pemb
them
of
most
probably
d. Officers of the hotel
has
been
foun
strong Hoover men.
,aid that an employee had found it
ey
Partisanship is what Mayor Curl
(di the floor and that it was being
his
in
I eld for the mayor or his daughter.
Is indulging in, as is seen
Friends notified Mayor Curley,
flayia of Pres. Hoover and his
eulogizing of Gov. Roosevelt.
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BROOCH FOUND.
w HOSTON. Aug. 31.-Mayor Curley
was notified at his summer-home
in Hull yesterday that the onyx
brooch, valued at 81000, lost by his
l
daughter, Miss Mary. at the Hote
Pemberton, Friday night, had been
found.
The pin had been picked up on
the floor of the hotel, it was said,
and was awaiting a claimant.

L. MISSING
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MAYOR PRI EY DECLARES FOR
ROOSEVELT FOR PRESIDENT
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New the ancient skullduggery of attempte the ing to defeat an able candidate with
York was placed squarely befor
a local favorite. The demonstration
idute
public as the best available eand
of supreme courage and exalted statester
on
nati
nomi
ic
manship revealed by Roo4velt in his
for the Democrat
I'resident Saturday afternoon at Lex- recent message to the New York Legislature, the mayor declared, not only
ington by Mayor Curley. Surpassing;
resulted in conceding him his party's
veltt
Roose
for
ns
ratio
decla
ious
his Prev
,. nomination but ills. came close to
decla
determining his
the mayor made the ;ortbright
tug assemt:tion that he was firing "the opening Speaking before
wk Club, composed
gun" in a campaign to put another bled by the Moha
exclusively of Democrats, the mayor
Roosevelt in the White House.
at- •rofeed his impatience with the secret
Considerable significance was
•hinatiolis of those Massachlisetts
tached to the mayor's militancy in
d ad va nee t hen.
oiting lloosevelt's qualifications for pel it ie ia ns who woul
lging in
the exa!ted office because of the pre:,- ONVII personal interests by indu
once of and the willing co-operation
given to the movement by James 1).
Roosevelt, son of the Governor of the
Empire state.
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r
be sure that the. nominee is a proper nominee
within the scope of the work to be done by the
board. I don't gee how we can refuse to approve
the Hurley nomination. Of course, I don't know
how the other members of the council feel about
it, but that is the way it looks to me right now
—and I have in my pocket half a dozen letters
of protest because he is not an osteopath."
Therefore, while it looks as though the council
would approve the Hurley nomination, there is
sure to be sonie fireworks.
The Rehoboth clambake was all that was to be
expected, in so far as the clams go, but as a
gathering of the political clans it was not exciting.
They were not there. We saw fewer than half a
dozen men high in political circles on hand. The
only congressman we saw there was Joseph
Martin. Senator Moran was the only member et
the upper branch of the legislature, and Representative Gray was the only House member. At
other Rehoboth bakes we have seen the major
portion of the state government in its higher
reaches.
This gathering at Rehoboth has often taken
on a good deal of political flavor, in spite of the
fact that it is non-political in purport, and no
speeches are made.
Maybe there lurks in the
thought of some politicians the tradition that on
an occasion long, long ago, Rehoboth came within
one vote of being made the capital of Massachusetts. As we wandered about outside the Goff
memorial building and inhaled the steam arising
from the clams in process of being baked, Rehoboth, or such portion of it as was visible from that
point, looked like a very good place for a state
capital. After the turmoil of some days on Beacon
Hill the quiet of Rehoboth was soothing.

The Two-Capital Idea
Neighboring Rhode Island used to have two
capitals, when we were young, and it always
I seemed to us a very neat arrangement. We might
adopt such a plan here, and make our two capitals
Boston and Rehoboth, adjourning to the latter
when things became too tangled on Beacon 1-1111.
There is one other matter that might cause a
little stir at the council meeting this week, but
probably will not. Three public works construction contracts have been awarded, by the public
works department and the department of mental
diseases, to non-Massachusetts bidders; and the
word goes about the Hill that these awards will
be approved by the council, though if it was good
business to give the contracts to Massachusetts
high bidders a fortnight ago it ought to be just
as good business to do it now. However, the
council said then that it was not going to create
a precedent, and maybe it will seize this opportunity to get its balance.
In the purely political field there is not much
stirring this week. The absence of eager politicians from the Rehoboth clambake indicated
something of the flagging political interest just
now. The hot weather bred the usual procession
of candidates, most of whose names we have presented in this column, but now the list has rather
run out. Those who frankly do not want Mr.
Youngman have about agreed that it is not 'mast-

. 1

,

ble to fan any revolt against him into flame. We
still hear mutterings about Mr. Fuller, but there
is not an atom of evidence that he has any thought
of entering the race. However, he does things
In his own way and at his own time. With hint
out, the only possibility of a contest against Mr.
Youngman at this moment appears to lie in the
likelihood that former Governor Allen may be
urged to enter. He has maintained a discreet
and proper silence on the subject, but some of his
friends, presumably acting on their own responsibility, have been about the state sounding out the
chalices.
That the governor is looking forward perhaps
to another term is seen by some to be indicated
in his recent talk before the A. 0. H. at Worcester, when he said his policy was to spend when
times are bad and to conserve when times are
good. The idea is, that if he has any plans for
conserving when times are good he must be looking quite a long way ahead, and into another term
on the Hill. Though he speaks hopefully of a
possible return to normal industrial conditione
within a period of months, there is no general
surging of optimism at this end of the state.
Daniel H. Coakley has been in the west, and
the dopesters are of course busy explaining why
he went and what he did. His trip has renewed
the discussion of Ely as a contender for the viceThis being a time of
presidential nomination.
mergers and organization, why shouldn't our two
state committees, Republican and Democratic, get
together for the glory of Massachusetts, and further two Massachusetts vice-presidential booms—
Ely for the Democrats and Fuller for the Repub..
licans? That ought to give the old Bay State
a good boost, whether the prizes were landed or
not. If in addition to that both national conventions can be brought to Boston, everything will
be lovely.

Remarkable Candidate
As the 1:132 campaign begins to prepare, we
wi.uld call to the attention of all present and
prospective ,candidates the amazing utterance of
one of the, daring gentlemen who proposes to run
in opposition to the resolute mayor of Newburyport, Bossy Gillis. Newburyport politics do not
much interest or concern us here at the Hill, but
when a candidate there or anywhere else speaks
the way one of those in that city does, It deserves1
note. "I shall offer no criticism," he says, "of
'
past or present administrational
Why, that strikes at the root of current political custom. Yet, we recall a visit in the office
of Mr. Coolidge when he was governor, and just
after he had defeated Mr. Long, the Democratic
nominee. The thought was presented to Governor
Coolidge that though his adversary had assailed
him on the stump to some extent, he had paid
no attention to the attacks, and had not, in fact,
given any special notice to his opponent. Mr.
Coolidge's reply was characteristic. All he said
was:
"1 guess I didn't advertise him much."
What we ne;A in Massachusetts politics is
loss anti and more pro. „taiiiiiiitaidialelhogagagifrakt

Mix-Up Regarding Aliens
Is Meant by Law
Nobody Seems to Know Exactly What
zens—Three
About Public Employme it of Non-Citi
Contracts Go to Out-of-State Firms
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Aug. 29.—
While this has not been a
sensational week on and
about Beacon Hill, there
have been a few incidents
which are not without interest. For instance, we
precipitated
have had
through the avenues of an
intense and vocal patriotism the thought that if
anyone is going to starve
hereabouts it ought to be
non-citizens; our genial
mayor of the city has been
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Underhill's Announcement Starts Prognostications
Holmes' Re-Election Seen
Certain
Doyle Big Factor in Third
District — Controversy Over Aliens
Termed Teapot Tempest and Merely
Material for Stump

manner that brings praise from both
Democrats and Republicans. It is
probable that if she had very serious
opposition at an election she would
Democratic suphave considerable
port. Even the ambitious are not
contest her right to renomination.
Cong. A. Platt Andrew of Gloucester
I Is frequently mentioned for higher
r political honors but It does not appear that next year will be opportune. Two years hence Mr. Andrew
may loom as material for the Senate
or some high state office.
Next year he may be expected to
seek re-election to Congress from his
Sixth district and the possibilities
of strenuous opposition are not great,
the Gloucester man being recognized
as one of the best informed and most
distinguished members of the Bay
State delegation.

By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
BOSTON, Aug. 29.—The announcement of Cong. Charles L.
of Somerville that he will seek re-election next year is
The Seventh district will re-elect
focussing attention on the situation which will confront Massachn- Cong. William P. Connery
of Lynn if
setts in next year's congressional elections. Indications are that there he is a candidate ana if he isn't
his
will be little change in the Bay State personnel with the exception of support of any Democrat ambitious
•
to succeed him would undoubtedly
a new Democratic face in the merged Dallinger-Luce district.
be sufficient to keep the district up
There is talk, of course, that Con-'''
to its Democratic majority.
gresaman Underhill,
who barely In
.
Connery is said to have ambitions
The Third district is causing con- to be the Democratic
squeezed by last year, has a much
candidate for
More difficult task ahead of him in siderable speculation.
lieutenant governor and if that amNot that there is any hope for a bition is realized
his new district but If the Republiit
may take him
can campaign can proceed in har:Democrat in the district but because from the
congressional field.
inony it is probable that his long Of the possibility of a primary light
He Is with Governor Ely much of
for the Republican nomination.
d
the time and making many speeches
Congressmin Frank H. Foss of to
Mr. Underhill will of course have
ingratiate himself in the DemocFitchburg
has been silent as to his racy.
plenty of opposition. Already there
There are several other. Demo.
Intentions
but
here
it
generally
is
is talk that Rep. James E. Hagan 0.
crats, however, who also have the
Somerville and Sen. James C. Scanlon assumed he will run.
On the other hand, Bernard W. notion they would like to be the canof the same city will seek the Demoformer mayor of Leominster, didate for lieutenant governor next
matte nomination. If the Democrats Doyle,
is ca.*ting longing eyes at the seat. year—if Governor Ely seeks re-elechate a spirited primary fight, as now
tion—so Mr. Connery may have to be
seems likely, Mr. Underhill will have Mr. Doyle desired to run two years content to
*go but did not press his amibition
remain In Congress
an easier time.
During the past week there have
In deference to the belief of RepubSenator Scanlon Is one of the most !lean
leaders that it was not the been reports that he accomplished a
popular Democrats in the district and time to
treaty that caused a change in the
change candidates.
he probably would have no difficulty loyal support to CongressmanHe gave plans
of a large manufacturing conFoss.
ip disposing of Mr. Hagan at the
Mr. Doyle has many friends who cern in his district to discharge a
primaries.
The danger is in the would like to see him a candidate large number
of employes.
sores such a campaign might leave. and whether he will give way to the
Word has spread that he is responFitchburg man this year will be a sible for keeping these
men at work
development that will attract wide and it has made him the
most likely
t
1
vote-getter in the district in any parCong. Allen T. Treadway of StockCongressman Foss is a veteran tv.
bridge is certain to seek re-election campaigner and has the advantage
in the First District and at presen of being widely known through the
there is no reason to believe his district because of his several terms
normal majority will not be main- In the National House. Mr. Doyle's
The merged Dallinger-Luce district
tamed.
There is no Democratic friends claim, however, that he is
presents difficulties for the progno.sthreat on the horizon.
well and favorably known in the tIcators for
there is much untried
If Dewitt C. DeWolf of Chester large centers of the district and has
was not Governor Ely's secretary he a personality that would sell well territory for both parties. On paper
it would be expected that the Demomight be tempted
but he would where he is not known,
crats would win a seat there, but
hardly relinquish his present place
Foss has been one of the regulars
there
are many who believe success
to run for Congress in a district so of the party for years, having served
overwhelmingly Republican.
as chairman of the state committee, will be dependent on the caliber of
Cong. William J. Granfleld of and is firmly entrenched. Mr. Doyle the Republican who seeks the office.
Mr. Dellinger is mentioned as a
Springfield, who surprised the na- has the means for an extensive camcandidate for the Republican nomtion two years ago by turning
a paign. His only fight would be to
ination.
ne also is heard of as a
strong Republican district Demo- win the nomination—for his popucandidate for lieutenantcratic In a special election, and re_ larity, regardless of party, would possible
governor
ele_
and
guarantee his election.
other offices. In Miltamed the place in last year's
I cial circles it Is generally
believed
tton, has no particular threat at the
that he will not be a contender for
present time.
any elective office next year.
The Republicans probably
will
It ls rather definitely rumored that
Cong. Fehr G. Holmes of Worcesmake a determined effort to recapCongressman
has
ter
not
Dellinger will
lost anything by the 1*be seture the district but with present
cure
in an appointive government
districting
and
should
have
no difconditions It would be difficult to
berth long before that time and
c
ynv nn ng re-election.
ec on.
displace Granneld. This rings p
sarwill not
Ocularly true when it is considered splendid primary showing precludes his threatened candidacy
worry to the contestants for
that last year the Republicans had any possibility of serious opposition cause
for
any
renomination
other
and
office.
there is not at
against him probably
one of the
preaent any person on the Democratic
The most general opinion is that
strongest candidates it would be
Pos- horizon to menace his election,
Cong. Robert Luce of Waltham will
flible to find.
Mra. Edith Bourse Rogers of Lowell be the Republican cand'date in the
Granfield is
close friend of Governor Ely and his support from the Is similarly situated in the Fifth district. Mr. Luce is one of the most
district. Mrs. Rogers not only ac- able and influential members of
governor makes a big impression in
the
eomplishes much for the service men Bay State House delegation and the
the western part of the state.
Ibut'she looks after the need of her strength of his candidacy may be
a
dilitildt and her conatituenta in a serious obstacle in the way of
Democratic success.
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Discontented Motorists

CHAUFFEUR FOR
CURLEY LOSES
ills LICENSE

The only other subject that has come to tile
front this week here is occasioned by a conference Tuesday between the governor and Merton L.
Brown, commissioner of insurance, at which the
main topic discussed was compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance. Inasmuch as it is prac-

•

Ryan Suspends in Spite of
City Hall Pressure.

tically certain that the rates for this insurance will
be higher for next year, this is a very live issue
and may figure prominently in the next state campaign unless the next session of the Legislature is
more successful than the last session was in dealing with the problem. There are a good many

BOSTON, Sept. 1.—Charles E.
Manion, chauffeur for Mayor James
M. Curley, ran afoul of the state
registry of motor vehicles yesterday
when Registrar Morgan T. Ryan
suspended his operator's license for
five days, asserting that he was not
a fit person to drive. As a result
Mayor Curley will ride behind a
Substitute chauffeur drafted from
the Boston fire department until

thousand motorists in the state, and most of them
are discontented under the existing law and high
insurance rates. It the governor can lead in a
solution of this pro6lem he will materially
Strengthen h nm f.

paturday.

NEW AUTOMOBILE IltURANCE
RATES INCREASED FOR 1932HEARING TO BE HELD SEMI.
t'StiMated

(irwsrd revision is at!!,
,,,„ximato•
per cent, and he an!La it k "much Mailer than
the increase requested by the insurance companies.'
The eight zones into which the cornmonwealth now It districted have been
• While moderate increases are pro- Fel-aimed and replaced -by 18 territories.
1,.1.0a1 by the commissioner for many Several cities have been removed from
oi'khe ruin' sections of the common- general zones and placed in individual
wealth, metropolitan Boston is partic- territories, while niany of the comefitirly hard hit in the SeW schedule. munities bracketted now in the zone
The highest rates are,,- the city of Including the majority of the cities
Chelsea, where the increase is approx- and towns have been placed in separate sections.
imately 35 per ta nt.
Beverly rates are 2 higher for light
In Malden, where the rates are MatBelay lower than in such cities as Ca I'S. $1 iSSS for medium ears and the
Chelsea, Revere. Boston and Everett, same for heavy cars.
Executives of the Boston Automobile
the cost of policies on passenger cars
h-; boosted approximately 40 per cent. 'Dealers Association said they would
oppose the new, schedule with a vigoreus ',retest at the forthcoming hear1 rig, discussed, said President J. H. McNE•Of
-.•; ...II
'Alman last night.
Undying opposition to the Increase
WaS shown by seerotary Campbell,
when asked to giveiii reaction last
,
1 that the hearing
.night. He deciar
,vhich the caltemissioner is expected to
ought in Hub
,give opponents of the rates "will be a
Boston, Sept. 1—The city council
farce as the commissioner has alyesterday sent to Mayor Curley an
ready announced the rates. Repreorder of Councilman J.F. Dowd,
sentatives, of his organization will atasking for a meeting of representatives of the industrial, banking and
tend the hearings, however. to vecord
deto
Boston
commercial business of
the "feelings of nearly 1,0(10,000 motorsubpopular
by
raising
vise means of
ists in this state," he said.
scription an unemployment relief
Centering his attack on the lawesfund of $5,000,000. Dowd asserted
tablishing compulsory insurance, Samthat Boston should not await the development of an emergency before
uel Silverman, corporation councel at
plans to cope with conditions are
Boston, termed it "a joke." He preformulated.
dicted that there will be increaset
unemployment
In his discussiot of
annually as long as it remains on the
he criticized the recent layoff of embooks. Mr. Silverman called on tht
Telephone
England
New
the
ployes )1
Legislature to enact remedial legisla& Telegraph company.
tion, among which he (dted Frank A
emodwin's state insurance fund ant"
N1,44.4m„,,,,,Zurley's demerit NyStS111, fIt
will represent the city at the proles.
hearing.

in sone'
IW('I'S reachim, as high as 44 I.,'
ceiit. for pleasurc cars, are contained
in a proposed schedule of rates for
1932, announced yesterday by Merton
L. Brown, state insurance eciamis!111.1114,1011, i11,111;111'

I'' l(5.

(
c.
Relief Fund of
$5,000,000 Is
S
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Registrar Ryan asserted that political pressure had been brought to
bear and cited, as example, the
statement of an assistant corporation counsel that "the Mayor of
Boston is interested in the case."
A hearing was held yesterday at
the registry on Commonwealth pier.
Supporters of the mayor loudly dc dared that Ryan's act was a political
thrust against the mayor who had
hist announced his candidacy for
the governorship on the Democratic
ticket without consulting Gov. Ely
to determine whether or not he
wished to run again. Ryan is said to
be a staunch supporter of the Governor, who recently appointed him
to his present office.
Registrar Ryan contends that
Manion, by report of an inspector,
was driving along Townsend street,
Roxbury, on Saturday and crashed
trrough an iron fence. Manion admitted he was going at the rate of
35 miles an hour at the time. Registrar Ryan further points out that
the report shows Manion was driving
aouTs •paof atia Jo apts ajat atil uo
no lives were lost in the accident
Registrar Ryan said the license
would be suspended for five days
only.
_
Ryan also stated at the hearing
that Manion's license was taken
away in 1920 by former Registrar
Frank A. Goodwin and returned in
1 1923. At that time, says Ryan,
'Manion pleaded guilty to drunken
driving.
Ryan asserts that assistant corporation counsed H. Murray Pakulski
ntervened in behalf of the mayor,
although it was at no time inferred
tervene. Last night the mayor dethat the mayor directly tried to inclined to comment on the case save
to state that Manion will not lose
his lob.

c
e

.

/
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MAYOR CURLY OF Boston, facfiing the possibilties of a municipal
nancial strain, has issued an order to
department heads that city employes
who do not pay their taxes should be
subject to removal. That's a good
idea. A man who extracts money
from the public treasury and is so
taxes
mean that he will not pay his
ought to be removed from the soft
snap he is enjoying. Other people less
favorably situated have to pay. Why
should not he? He should be among
the first at the office of the city
treasurer with his money. Another
commendable move made by Mayor
Curley is to cut down the amount of
automobile travel indulged in by city
officials. He is considering forcing
some of the officials to turn in their
cars and chauffeurs maintained at
public expense and .force them to
diving their own cars. It is estimated that $100,000 could be saved by ,
this course. And $100,000 is worth
saving, even for the city of Boston.

Democratic sentiment has not crysdo in view of the
tallized on any candidate. There is else for bim
city
mention of several prospects includ- order which passed the Boston
the
iii
af;
ruling
of the corporcouncil
ing Mayor Richard M Russell of
ati on counsel.
decides to
Cambridge, who, if he
run, probably would win the
inatton.

Stumping Material

Douglass ... Tinkhani
Cong. John J. Douglass of Boston is variously reported to be out
and in next year. His health is mot
robust and there has been talk that
Rep. John
P. Higgins, a Lomasney favorite, will be prepared to succeed him. Congressman
Douglass
has always had the backing of the
Mahatma and the situation in that
district will probably be determined
by the widely
West End
known
leader.
Cong. George Holden Tinkham of
distinction
Boston, who
has the
of holding a Republican seat in a
has
Democratic
not lost
district,
any Of his popularity and will undoubtedly return to
Congress next
year.
It is assumed that Cong. John W.
McCormack of Boston will likewise
I seek
re-election. McCormack eventually is dub to be a candidate for
!mayor of Boston. He refuses to divulge his plans, but the Boston municipal election does not come until 1933 and if he has the mayoralty bee he could hardly afford to
drop out of the limelight.
It would be much easier to resign his seat in Congress if he won
the mayoralty than to drop from
active participation in politics until
it was time to make the mayoralty
run.
With respect to the remaining congressmen. Richard B. Wigglesworth of
Milton, Joseph W. Martin, Jr., of
North Attlebore. and Charles L. Gifford of Barnstable, it is understood
they will seek re-election and If they
do there is no reason at this time to
believe they will not be successful.

Alien Teapot Tempest
The much publicized controversy
over the employment of aliens in
public institutions is In reality a
tempest in a teapot because so few
are affected. The truth of the matter
is that it is being utilized for political purposes.
Councilor Dow t: of Boston. who
originated the discussion that led to
Mayor Curley discharging some 20
aliefr-ffuranin Boston institutions,
has a difficult fight on his hands for
re-election. The opportunity to orate
on his activities in behalf of citizens
In the preset
economic situation
looks extremely valuable. Thus we
have what appears to be a red-hot
controversy.
There was a general belief that
Mayor Curley was interested In the
dispute as a possible weapon in his
own campaign should he decide to
contest with Governor Ely next year
for the Democratic gubernatorial
plum.
Whatever the situation may be at
present, it can be said that the belief
is erroneous. The fact is that Mayor
Curley is regarded as antagonistic tr,
Dowd's ambition to be re-elected, and
for him to Join in the dispute with
any gusto would be giving comfort
to the enemy.
After the city election for councilors In the fall the controversy may
assume a different aspect, for Governor Ely has taken a very definite
stand; that he won't be a party to
discharging aliens who have rendered
long and faithful service in public
institutions. Mayor Curley has said
nothing but h..s discharged the
aliens, declaring there was nothing

'

•

There is no denying that the situation offers splendid material for Popular appeal on the stump. The average voter doesn't investigate facts to
any great depth and if he hears an
orator tell him that the governor
favored aliens in preference to citizens it may make an impression
The governor, of course, can combat such assertion with simple explanation that he was referring only
to aliens who have given long and
faithful service and that he himself
signed a bill for Massachusetts preference but with the understanding
that it was not retroactive. The
trouble is it Is hard to catch up with
allegations.
At any rate a novel lineup has been
produced.
On the one side is Councilor Dowd,
Chairman Frank A. Goodwin of the
Boston finance commission and always a potential candidate for higher
office, and a number of Boston Democratic representatives.
On the other the governor, former
Speaker B. Loring Young of the Massachusetts House, a Republican and
Republican department heads.

ei)N 4fs.• ••'

CURLEY FA ')RS 5-DAY
WEEK AS REMEDY
FOR UNEMPLOYMENT
31.-- (AP)-Aug.
Boston,
Work and wages must be provided
the people of America "or we will
turn the country over to the Bolshevists," Mayor Janes M. Curley
said today in an addresrMfore
the opening session of the fourof the fratrirnal
day convention
order of Foresters of America.
About a thousand delegates from
all parts of the country are in

What Happened
How easy it is to mislead the public was demonstrated during the dispute.
Information was given to the newspapers that those opposed to the employment of aliens had definite evidence that solicitation was made of
an alien physician for employment in
a state institution.
When the allegation was placed before officials of the institution they
admitted it was true hut asserted
the alien was solicited because several citizens turned down the Job
and there was nothing else to do.
There are likely to be many more
developments in this controversy but
In the end it still will remain a
tempest in a teapot.
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Mayor O'Hara, of Worcester, goes
. Curley of Boston, one better.
Mays.L
Instead of the latter's pistol, carried
for protection, the Worcester His
Honor says he maintains a good dog.

attendance.
Mayor Curley spoke of a fiveday week as one of the construeaye remedies for unemployment.
He urged the delegates to work
would
which
for legislation
create a federal industrial planning board to prevent recurrences
of the present industrial depression. He said the supplanting of
old-time merchants and grocers,
who extended credit, by chain
stores worked an additional hardship on unemployed. '

IN BAD EITHER WAY

that he disagreed
Mayor Cu/icy told the Boston department heads
about unempredictions
pessimistic
their
in
with the federal officials
predictions was like
ployment conditions. He felt that uttering such
people from
"pouring gasoline on the flames," and that it discourages
associates have been
spending money. Yet President Hoover and his
foiecasts. He
ridiculed and lambasted for issuing too many optimistic
program of unhas been constantly prodded to promote a far-reaching
wrong to
employment relief. Whatever the government does will look
appoint his national
many people. If the president had not acted to
bawling
unemployment relief committee, he would have got a terrible
that the existence of
out. And now that he has acted, many will feel
Well, all he can do is to
such a committee is a depressing influence.
is going to work
carry on. The energetic way in which that committee
that a
assurance
gives
It
confidence.
public
to
ought to be helpful
great sum will be spent in siding the needy.
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j masks the thimble riggees. DemoHoover Rappd
e
Republican, who seek his
Before the gathering adjourned it cratic and
political destruction in their demand
had
love
Itself
a
into
quite
resolved
.
.I for investigation of the New York
least for Mayor Curley. -jimmy
confounds
and
organization
Roosevelt spoke briefly thanking the ' city
regarding with favor an inabout' them by
mayor for his kind
Republican
own
their
exprsionh
from any , vestigation of
father but refraining
stables
partisan discussion of candidates ' Augean
"Sapping Dole"
After listening to Mayor Curley he '
said he believed It would be well for
"As Americans, we fear the dole
all to keep quiet and study the situa- 1 system more because of its destrucHon so they would know as Much tive effect upon the recipient than
about It as the Boston executive.
Its drain upon the Treasury. It Is
Mayor Curley was caustic in his generally accepted that the dole sysand
Hoover
Criticism of President
tem saps the initiative and the am"his lack of leadership." He termed bition and the Independence of the
his community chest Idea "another recipient, and notwithstanding our
noble experiment." He said Gov- knowledge of these facts, until the
program of
ernor Roosevelt had offered a definite promulgation of the
York Franklin D. Roosevelt, except in isoNew
program for relief in
and
cities
which would compel similar action lated cases in certain
by the other state legislatures and townF no definite construction prothe
of
coming
Conof
possibly an extra asssion
gram to forestall the
gress.
dole has been attempted.
The Boston mayor said the Mohawk
"If one-sixth of the workers in
gathering was the opening gun for a America. through no fault of their
he
and
change in the administration
own, are deprived of the opportunididn't believe it was too early to be- ties for a livelihood, an If our lawBy JAMES H, GUILFOI'LE
gin the battle. The moratorium, he f making agencies have . failed to deLEXINGTON. Aug. 29. — Mayor
which vise a program through which work
as the "Ostemoor" on
James M. Curley of Boston told a saw
later would be laid the abrogation
believedmay be ptovided for those who gutgathering of 150 here, this afternoon o a foreign e
and he
fer through no fault of their own,
that the program for' unemployment
alternative for
that the people whose debts were
relief 'submitted by Gov. Franklin D. abrogated would be heavy contribu- then there Is but one
the dole, and that is a reduction by
Roosevelt of New York "not only tors to the Republican party .
16 per cent i n'the working week, and
settles the question of his nomina"You've Got to Spend"
this Governor Roosevelt has had the
tion" for President by the Democrats
adthe
of
courage to recommend, and this is
but "should definitely determine his The immediate payment
justed compensation* which had been the character of program that must
election."
and be speedily adopted if we desire prosInspired by the historic associa- opposed by President Hoover
had done perity, security and sanity to obtain
tions of this battleground of the Secretary Mellon, he said,
New
prosperity in
in America. There is no alternative.
Minute Men, the Boston chief execurriore to restore
other recent act.
tive and other speakers fired th England than any prosperity withPredicts Big 'Majority
have
can't
"You
"shot which they hoped would be
Commissioner Coney, after
declared.
Traffic
he
money."
spending
out
the
heard around the nation" In
demand for a special session paying his cennplianente to Boston
"The
Governor
nominate
to
campaign
the
of Congress In order that relief merts- Democracy for its support of
Roosevelt.
urea might be adopted for the wel- ticket and recalling that he told a
Pattern
camTammany
fare of the American people was dis- Worcester audience in the last
The Boston mayor was the principal regarded by President Hoover whose paign the majority whiah the Hub
speaker at the outing of the Mo- only answer to the present time has give the Democratic ticket and prehawks, an organization planned to been the appointment of a Commun- dicted It would give Roosevelt, for
be modeled after Tammany, butity Chest committee, created for the whom he deolared without qualificaWhich Is having its struggle for mem- Purpose of raising funds to provide tion, a majority of 125.000.
bership. Governor Ely. Senators David for the needs of the unemployed,"
Be/ore the dinner which preceded
I. Walsh and Marcus A. Coolidge and said Mayor Curley.
the speaking the gathering roamed
conother Democratic leaders were
"The American worker has never over the large club house and the
spicuous by their absence
bought charity, his sole desire at all lawn and exchanged political experiGovernor Roosevelt had been in- times has been opportunity. From ences. And Edward Emmet McGrath,
vited but the extraordinary Session of the beginning of our government the who once eat in the Jvliassachusetrts
the Empire State legislature prevented guarantee of equality of opportunity House from Boston and gained fame
his attendance and Senator Robert F has been recognized and through an for a verbal duel with
Robert M.
Wagner, who was to have represented dherenee to its tenets we have Washburn, explained that John C.
people Mahoney of Worcester had told him:
American
him, was detained in Washington by progressed. The
the Bishop Cannon inquiry. James D. ave recognized that servility is not "McGrath, youll get it if you didn't
Roosevelt, son of the governor, and conducive to nobility of soul or charhave a brogue."
acter or independence, all three of
his wife attended.
The details of the gathering was
Although there was no admission which are essential to ideal Ameriby James P. Heslam of
arranged
that the gathering was called for par- can citizenship.
Lowell who has the title of grand
"Contrast Policies"
tisan purposes, all but the toastmaster
sachem and has been a delegate to
urged nomination of Governor Roosebeg you will contrast the posinearly every rational convention
former
a
Tyrell,
X.
Francis
D.
Roosevelt
velt.
tion taken by Franklin
since he attained his majority.
chairman of the state commission on upon the question of the adoption of
men- an economic policy for the relief of
administration and , finance
tioned the wealth of presidential tim- the unemployed of America, and the
and absolute lack of policy of President
alphabetically
ber in the party
drew applause when he included in Hoover. It is evident to every stuthe list Mayor Curley, Governor Fly dent of economics that Franklin D.
and Senator David I. Walsh.
Roosevelt recognizes that the prosperity of America is dependant upon
"Digs" at Ely
Mayor Curley did not content him- the prosperity of the individual
citizen.
American
the
qualificaself with a discussion of
"The program for the relief of the
tions of Governor Roosevelt: he threw
some sly digs at Governor Ely, de- nernployed and for the rettoration
ploring the "local favorite sons' and f prosperity in America is as timely
declaring there was no justification to land illuminating as is the courageous
plead for local. sons against the wel- osition taken by Franklin D. Rooseelt with reference to the enlargefare of the American nation.
Mr. Tyrell added a bit when he in- ment of the InvesWation of the
in
New
organization
triemocratic
troduced the Boston mayor by declarork city.
ing no candidate for state-wide office
"With statesmanlike vision he uncould hope for success at the election
Without the aid of Mayor Curley.
Traffic Commissioner Joseph Conry,
who once sat in the halls of Congress,
also gave the gathering a little start
when he asserted that the "slander"
that Mayor Curley was not heart and
soul with the Democratic cause last
election was disproved by the vz,te
Boston gave the Democratic candidates.

CURLEY CHEER,
FOR ROOSEVELT
S

But Noted Stat....! Democrats Are Al- t }I'
Mohawk Rally

•

ONLY 150 ATTEND

Hub Mayor 'Digs' at Ely,
Raps Hoover's Work

For Jobless
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WELCOME: GIVEN
. ___

tional Guard flew low enough to drop
a bouquet of flowers with congratulations to the aviators who made the won
derful flight to Turkey.
LI
IHI 12-11 D
I ti
Mayor Curley presented to Boardman
a trophy which was originally planned
FR
F1ER
to give him on a flight to Dublin last
year. The flight was cancelled, when
the plane was burned on the night be"
lore the flight was to have started.
r I MCIPal
The program was ooened by Edmund
vocation. Maj Claude A. Cummings
Capt C. A.
! represented the army.
grea• ;olan, who is the director of public' Abele was the navy's representative. He
Dorchester joined in
th.reception which the city of Bostoi.
lebrations in Boston. Mr Dolan ex- said that the navy has over 1,000 planes
mdered to the famous flyers Russell i:ressed the pleasure of the city in ex- ready for service in the future. Silvis
rciman and his mate John Poland° tending its heroes so great a welcome.,Vitale was a speaker as was also Ahmet
r, h.Aay night of this past week Mayor C 1.-os, was then presented as Muhtar, the Turkish ambassador.
he great stadium at Columbus the presidrhg officer. A better selec- A grand fireworks display brought
Park was thrown wide open for the pea tion could not be chosen.
Rev
Mgr Splain
represented the city's welcome to a close.
pie to see these two distinguished flyers
and to pay their greetings to them. A Cardinal O'Connell. He gave the in-1 It was one of the largest crowds ever
to assemble at any celebration at the
i new Stadium and every one was happy
that the two aviators were so signally
mored. Governor Ely could not be
•ent at the evening events.

•Throng Greets Boardnill and Poland

at

e-

ception in Columbus Pail Stadium

1111A-S'S.
'DEPT,, LEGION
AUXILIARY, ELECTS

RUSSELL BOARDMAN (in cockpit an d I bli N l'0LAN1)0,
crowd of 75,000 persons gathered in the listory.
of
every section
From
lthough tick gew England people came. The cheer
vicinity of the stadium.
ets had been issued for the seats, the which went up from that throng as
'4-ae that long before Boardman and his mate mounted the
crowd wa..)cate their places stand was something that will always
ticket ho.luern
were occupied. Just why tickets should be remembered by those present. Never
be issued is a question that city officials was there such a booming of voices. It
can answer some time but at any rate was like a thunderstorm over the stathe people just took the bull by the dium. Applause followed the cheers.
horns in this situation. It was their Boardman with a great smile and his
part to greet the flyers and what could companion standing there flanked by!
a ticket or no ticket do in a circum- city officials and the Mayor himself,
stance of this kind. Didn't the Mayor looked skyward to watch the manoeuand everybody else invite the public and vers of the National Guard planes over
didn't the public turn out in num- head, which dipped in the spaces above'
bers.
ground in a salute to new officers in the
It must have been a real pleasure for unit. Earlier in the day Boardman was
these two gallant aviators to step on presented a commission as captain in
the platform which was set up on the :the National Guard forces and his mate
park and to look about and see the fol Polando was commissioned a lieutenant.
lowing of friends who were there to Never before was there such an ovation
pay their tribute to their gallant efforts when the bars of office were presented
in making one of the finest flights thus to soldiers in this State.
After the
far recorded in the annals of aviation flyers arrived Major Boutwell of the Na

•

BOSTON. Aug. 243 ./Pt—Mrs. Emma
F Lovejoy of Melrose was elected
president of the Massachusetts De_
partment. American Legion Auxiliary, without opposition today,
Other officers were Mrs. Helen Collins of Sharon. Mrs. Marie Lariviere
of Southbridge and Miss Gertrude
McLoughlin of Boston, vice presidents;
Miss Anna Maleady of Fall River,
secretary; Miss May L. Mahoney of
Rockland, treasurer; and Miss Grace
E. Keane of New Bedford, historian.
Three delegates were elected to the
national convention in Detreit and
a tie for fourth delegate will be decided tomorrow when the chaplain
sLso will be chosen. Delegates chosen today were Miss Adelaide L. Fitzgerald of Hopkinton: Mrs. Helen E.
Collins of Sharon and Mrs. Helen M.
Gormley of Boston.
Ma,x2r James M. Curley of Boston
lauded The- A-mgiTcan igiort And its
auxiliary as organizations which contribute much to the nationa; welfare
and denounced recent criticism of
members of the Grand Army of the
Republic and American Legion by
Dr. Henry Pritchett of the Carnegie
Foundation, who characterized the
, )'eterans "treasury rniders."

j
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MRS. KEANE ELECTED HISTORIAN
OF STATE LEGION AUXILIARY

Mayor James M.,i_.-'Boston I
:ion and its
lauded the AffIfTlean Ler.
auxiliary as organizations which con- i
tributed much to the national welfare !
and denounced regent criticism of I
members of the Grand Army of the I
Republic and American Legion by Dr.
Henry Pritchett of the Carnegie
Foundation, who characterized the
veterans "treasury raiders."

New Bedford Woman Polls High Vote at
n
• Bosto Convention—Glee Club from
This City Wins First Prize for Second
Year—Mr Curley Speaks
eA

Boston, Aug. 29—Mrs. Grace E.
Keane, New Bedford, was elected department historian at yesterday's session of the 12th annual state convention of the American Legion auxiliary
in Boston. With Mrs. Emma Lovejoy, Melrose, who was elected president, she polled more than 600 votes,
the only two to reach that mark.
In the Glee club competition. New
Bedford won first prize for the second consecutive year. The singers were
under direction of Mrs. Kathryn H.
Jobes, organizer and leader of the
club.
Mrs. Helen Collins, Sharon, Mrs.
Marie Lariviere, Southbridge, and Miss
Gertrude Loughlin. Boston, were
elected vice presidents. Other officers elected were Miss Anna Maleady,
Fall River, secretary; Miss May L.
Mahoney, Rockland, treasurer.
Only three delegates to the national convention in Detroit were elected
as the vote for the fourth ended in
a tie. Delegates chosen yesterday were
Miss Adelaide L. Fitzgerald-, Hopkinton; Mrs. Helen E. Collins, Sharon,
and Mrs. Helen M. Gormley, Boston.
The vote for the fourth was to be
held today, when the department
chaplain is to be chosen.
Mayor Curley spoke to the delegates.
lauding them for their fine work in
the past and urging them to continue
their efforts. He denounced critics of
the Grand Army and of the American
Legion.
vow 4so
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THOSE DISCHARGED NURSES
a
' The Legislature of 1931 having pass'ed
employpublic
citizen preference act as to
as
ment, most of us were inclined to accept
Council,
City
final the action of the Boston
as supported by Corporation Counsel Silverin
man, that the employment of alien nurses
fact was illegal. When Mayor Curley ordered
of
their dismissal that seemed to be the end
protests.
mild
it except for a few
Now comes former Speaker B. Loring
Young with views that put a different construction on the matter. Mr. Young, in congratulating Governor Ely upon his decision
not to order the dismissal of the alien nurses
from the service of the state, takes direct
issue with Mr. Silverman upon whose finding

4P/r..t/Je

Out of Taxation.
Editor of The Mercury —Kum
Curley's prepared means to meet
flibge who are out of work are the
same all over the country. These
public buildings are entered into to
construct out of taxation for the
benefit of the building trades, regardof the moss of the people belong.
ing to other trades who receive no
benefit from such expenditure.
No wonder the taxpayers refuse to
erect buildings out of their own private funds when they observe how
they are imposed upon by others who
live on taxation. Thousands of pen'le these days would be glad they did
not own real estate, so small consideration is given them.
J. PARKINSON.

fElle

Narr

RA-f

Mayor James M. Curley will participate in lheoperlfr olf tournament at
the Franklin Park links under the
auspices of the Boston Park department. next luestlay, Wednesday and
Thursday. In his foursome will be
Chairman William P Long of the
Park commission, Samuel Bickford and
/
William Williams.

Mayor Curley acted.
Governor Ely had himself declared that the
1931 preference law was not retroactive and
the former speaker agrees with his conclusion.
To back up that view Mr. Young quotes from
decisions of the Supreme Court to the effect
that a retroactive effect to any statute has
always been avoided.
Mr. Young denies that the law of 1931,
which extended citizen preference to employment in counties and districts, established a
new policy requiring the summary dismissal
of faithful employes who helped the Commonwealth in time of need. Such a policy he declared to be obviously unkind, unfair and unjust.
According to the present state of the controversy the Boston City Council has made
one of its regular breaks; Corporation Counsel Silverman is in bad on his law; Mayor
Curley has been misled, and Governor Ely is
the only one in the bunch that has acted the
part of a well informed lawyer and kept his
head.
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Navy York-Istanbul Fliers \\ ildly Acclaimed in Boston
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Gasoline Pouring

-

the disasters that have occurred
from year, to year when the Father
Mayor Curley In a public address of Waters gets on a rampage.
characterize- Pres. Hoover as the The projoct would involve billions
"greatest gasoline pourer in history," of dollars, would solve a serious
implying that the nation's chief ex- problem of disaster, and in addition
ecutive was adding fuel to the flames give employment to a large force of
people. The financing, of course, acof economic disorder, instead of im- cording to Mayor Curley, would be a
trifling matter, and how the thing
proving conditions.
That is a forcible statement and a would be financed could have sec'characteristic Curley epigram. The ondary consideration. But it would
only trouble with the statement is solve the two-fold problem, that of
,that it might very well be qualified, remedying conditions on the Mississand certainly ought to show the ippi, and providing employment for
marks of consistency. It is not for- an army of unemployed.
Of course that would not be pourgotten that Curley has made trips
to Washington, and recently had an ing gasoline, according to Mayor
interview with Pres. Hoover, ad- Curley. It would be merely carrying
vocating then and at other times out a Curley recommendation, equal
that the Federal government should in merit to his famous "cow pasture"
enter upon the colossi project of in Boston, so forcibly commented on
improving the Mississippi River wa- by the postmaster general.
tershed, with a view to preventing
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,..;New York-Istanbul Fliers Wildlv Acclaimed in .Boston

•

Boston gave its native sons, Russell Boardman and John Polainlii,
who flew from New Vork to Turkey, a rousing welcome when they
returned home from their reeord-breaking flight. Here the fliers
(Boardman at left), are seen with Ma or Curley of Boston (centr), and Turkish Ambassador Ahmet '7471/1Trir (right), as they entered the state executive mansion to visit Governor Ely.
J. ,6-7/,/ 1/

WALTHAM

by the Boston lodges, when a good
time in fraternal manner was enjoyed until midnight. The Grand
Lodge convened at 9 A. M. on Friday with the board of officers in
charge. After the formal opening
Tells of Session
His
M,ayor James M. Curley
John Moss represented Victoria was Honor,
Lodge, No. 53, American Order, gave given a 1restaportostaseami.wriff
a brief tall, and i nvited the
Sons of St. George, of this city, at
the annual session of the Grand entire party to a dinner at PemberLodge of Massachusetts, Maine and ton. The session adjourned at
New Hampshire at the Hotel Brad- noon, when buss:..'. were in waiting
ford in Boston. He made an ex- at the hotel to take them to Rowes
cellent report of the doings at the Wharf for the sail. An excellent
lodge this week. Following is thq dinner was served at the_ Pemberton Inn. A group photo was taken
report in part:
entire party. The mayor
A reception to Supreme and of the representative
to see that evGrand Lodge officers was held at, sent a
the Hotel Bradford on Thursday erything was 0. K. The party reevening preciding the convention turned to Boston and were taken
of delegates, which was sponsored by busses to the Hotel Bradford
where a reception was held by the
committee in charge to officers and
delegates. The banquet was served
at 7 o'clock when His Honor James
M. Curley, mayor of Boston, was
the guest of the evening. Members
nf lodges in Greater Boston, Sons
an:1 Daughters, wer 'resent. P. G.
P. Robert Cooper was the toastmaster in charge of the after-din-

Watch Words

•

ner concert which was given by the
Astras Concert Company of Lynn,
which gave its numbers between
the speechmaking.
The toastmaster made an interesting welcome address. Mayor Curley of
Boston made a pleasing address,
telling of his visit to England and
Ireland and touched on the Brotherhood of the Fraternal Orders.
The city of Boston covered the entire expense of the outing and
dinner at Pemberton. Several of
the Supreme and Grand Lodge officers gave interesting accounts of
the order. W. Herbert Heaman is
the new Grand President. He has
been Deputy of Victoria Lodge
during the past two years and is a
member of Hearts of Oak Lodge,
East Boston. The convention reconvened Saturday A. M., when the
entire day was taken up with the
legislation changes for the benefit
of the order and the members in
general.. During the noon recess
the members of the Boston lodges,
Daughters of St. George, entertained the ladies of the Grand and
Supreme Lodges and delegates. The
forty-third convention was the best
that has been held. The committee has been complimented for the
excellent manner
and success
through its untiring efforts.
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.„) York-Istanbul Flier 3 Wi!ciiy Acclaimed in Boston

Boston gave its native sons, Russell Bo/Iranian and Joint Poland°,
who new from .New York to Turkey, a rousing welcome when they
returned home from their record-breaking flight. Here the fliers
itoa edition at lef(), are seen with Mayor Curley of Roston (coati.), and Turkish Ambassador Ahmet 1117thiar (right). as (hey entered the state executive mansion to visit Governor Ely.
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Urges 5-Day Week'
6 For Postal Clerks
Urging the convention to work for
the five-day week, Mays.Lgurley of
Boston, in addressing the United National Association of Post-Office
Clerks in session in Boston Wednesday, declared, "that the individual
worker in America must not be saddled with responsibility for a situation UAL .has been caused. by the
moron-like stupiditY of our national
lawmakers."
United States Senator George H.
Moses, another speaker. expressed
sympathy for the substitute post-office clerks and said he hoped that a
resolution would be sought in Congress for better working conditions.
The convention toured Concord and
Lexington and then adjourned to McGovern's Grove at Bedford, where a
baked bean supper with Texas
cleric%.
vatermeloia leaati
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WAR MEMORIAL
IN BACK BAY

1:40/11

Mayor Curlcy should feel perfectly safe
strolling thh Boston streets with not
illy a gun permit but a gun, especially if
he did not give away all of those Irish
shillalies.

^)

feu

e

4";
or Roston asked and was
pefiffission III 1.1110 a revolver.
‘I'llether this was H preetniti,wary mea111111jOn uf
sure against holdups 1,1 III 11
11 We are
ii
strenuous poi II 1..:11
multiCa
ii.bridge
ine
ir
not informed.
i lit iiii., ai.; ex
oiftnl ca num ign
ant icipii I ed and if
tiliuig
ineregse, per.
bridge Ipildups emit lie
Imps Mayor Russell inay feel it neeessary
le tiers ify himself in the manner of Mayor corley.

State Commission and May.cac
Curtay..Decide on Fens
as Best Location
BOSTON, Aug. 27—The Massachusetts War Memorial Investigating
commission after a conference with
Mayor Curley has decided to recommend that the memorial be located
Boylston
in the Back Bay fps on
street.
preMayor Curley was told the
deterinined
vious commission had
state
after bearings throughout the
for
Boston
favored
nt
sentime
that
problem
the memorial, but that its
few
was difficult because of the
easily
were
that
s
location
e
availabl
dwarf
accessible and not likely to
surrounding
the memorial in future
construction.
the
Mayor Curley approved of
d
commission's location and promise
type, desize,
The
tion.
co-opera
his
memorial will
sign and cost of the
architects' combe deteAnined by an
are now
petition, details of which
out.
being worked
and ReSenator Christian Nelson
Swanson of
presentative - Martin
the coinWorcester are members of
Mission.
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11FH E Ni TItHE CONTROVERSY,
To

the

whplesale

dimeharge

of alien

DOI'S+ ail ordered in Boston, s
that SeelaIS to be lost sight id

c TO REIN FENS

is the
i•treiit sueh II sudden cutting off of service
‘‘ ill have on the patients. It would seem
(hal the discharge all at mice of 15 or 20
1Iitri4es ill a hospital, or any considerable number in fact. WoUld leaVe 1111.

State Commission Decides on Back ftiy
Location

111111111 ill rather II b:Id
lihI by disorganizing the staff and hinderien the work.
could the diseharge
if nurses be made
gradually
as competent
stweessors are
found ill take their places 111:11 ila ii W011id

appear a better way of handling the situation. A recent law deinitnik that pref.
employing nurses iI slate and
municipal hospitals lw giVcn I, iliZVIIS

Prellee ill

The Massachusetts war memorial investigating ef,ramiesion, after
a conference with Mayor Curie
yesterday afternoon,
recommend to the Legislature that
the memorial to be erected In the
Back Bay Fens near the Richardson bridge on Boylston street.
Mayor Curley was told that the
previous commission had determined after hearings throughout
the state the sentiment favored
placing the memorial in Boston.
but that its prdblem was difficult
because of the new available open
spaces that were at the same Vine
accessible and not likely te dwart!
the memorial in future sun ounding construction.
The mayor agreed with the commission that the Fens location was
the most desired and offered his
co-operation. The size, type, design and cost ,of the memorial
will be determtned by an archiof
details
tects' competition,
which alio! now being worked out.
Hon. Charles F McCarthy of thl,i
city is a member of the commission on the war memorial.
L
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BOSTON WELFARE
AGENCIES THRUST
CASES UPON CITY

alai it has been found that
many girls
from the Provinces are now holding pmd lions in these institutions while nurses
who are citizens are out of with and desire appointment.
It

is claimed that the

make

:Well girls
better MUMPS than those
\vim are citizens and can be hired for
less money.
course these reasons eau
not hold against the
law which are explicill:7 stated and there
is a strong demand that the law be

Of

requirements of the

enforced. The situation appears to be
fraught with considerable danger to patients in the hospitals if there is to be
a»• immediate withdrawal of the alien
nurses who have the present work in hand,
for if new nurses are to he selected, thne
will be required to sift applicants and oba force equal to the ()evasion, and

tain

competent for the work. The ease is
one that would appear 1,1 require the exof a reasonable consideration of
the welfare of the hospital patients.
The latest phase of the situation is
Gov. Ely's statement that the statute of ,
last year is not retroactive and there- j
fore applies only to such nurses as have
been taken on since the law wits passed.
ercise

Taking

issue

with

Governor

Ely
'
s

an- ,

nouncement that he does not consider the
law to be retroactive which gives eitizens
preference over aliens in public employment, Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman of Boston, on Thursday advised
Mayor Curley that the law is "
retroactive
in

its

foree

and

efIccl"

bull

later

.

Gov.

Ely stated that he should insist 011 his
neeordingly. 1Ve believe
there will be general approbation of the!
go
ill 1111. 111:111Cr &sidle the!
,1:111111, 111'
into doing•
8tte101,1
1,1
111111

opiai.ol and act

°them ise.

regard the
However we
motives of Meer (Paley of Boston,
we are in sl..,thy with his
criticism of the pessimistic predictions regarding conditions the
coming winter. There has been too
much exploitation, we think, of the
Idea that there is a terrible winter
ahead. Mayor Curley accuses the
President of "pouring gasoline on
the flames."
Mayor Curley does not think the
cOrning winter will be as bad as
last. Probably it will turn out a
local problem. We would expect
better times in New Bedford this
winter than last. We manufacture
fine cotton goods. Cotton prices
are low, labor costs are low and
mAton fabrics are the vogue, in
demand by consumers, and likely to
be in
particular
demand
by
merchants since stocks are low.
We fancy President Hoover is
stressing the likelihood of hardship
to warn the public against a menace
4.n a relief plan, rather than to
gepress the country. Already there
tre suggestions of legislation to
copy the English system of doles
and other Socialistic resorts, which
have made the economic situation
he Great Britain precarious and have
contused
and
confounded
the
libeglish government. There are
other devices to be proposed in
Congress to provide free money in
the form of loans.
1
The President is attempting to
heael-off such measures. He adopts
the premises in order to protest
against direct governmental expenditure, urging as a substitute the
relief of distress through community
welfare organizations. The New
York Sun, protesting against the
effort of the Party of Despondency
to break the national morale, quotes
the text: "If thou faint in the day
of adversity, thy strength is small."
There should have
been a
measure of adjustment by the
people to existing conditions. If
not, there should be and this should
band to make the problem somewhat lighter than in the years
when prosperity was struck a
sudden blow which came upon
people who were unprepared.

o‘er to the city with the result the
• ity had spent $4,017,000 in. relief
ea yments during the flrst seven
ionths of the year as compared with
$1,912,000 for the corresponding period a year ago.
Private Institutions Lack Money Prepared for Emergency.
Mayor Curley said he was preand as Result Municipal Refired, if the emergency
suflief Jumps $2,000,000 in First Ociently acute, to start becomes
construction
this winter on a $5,000,000 courthouse
Seven Months.
addition and on three new municipal buildings to cost $1,250,000. He
CURLEY PLANS SWEEPING had opposed the courthouse addition
because the law authorising its conDRIVE TO CUT EXPENSES structlon provided 70 per cent of the
cost must be paid by the city.
The mayor said he was considering lined by Mayor Curley. This inMayor to Order $6,250,000 Con- the possibility of ordering city offi_ eluded plans to spend $5,000,000 on
struction Projects This Win- (lois to turn in city automobilem pro- new schools, $3,000,000 for expansion
vided for their use, and dismiss the of the City hospital, $1,210,000 for
ter if Emergency Arises chauffeurs. This, he said, would save expansion of the Boston Airport,
$100,000 which could be made avail- $1,400,000 for new police and fire
Outlines $20,000,000 Public able
for jobless. lie ordered depart- houses, and $1,000,000 for the East
ment heads today to remove all city Boston strandway. .
Improvements Program.
employees who fail to pay their poll
He characterized President Hoover
taxes within 10 daya•
and Governor Ely us pessimists and
BOSTON, Aug. 26 (IP) — Mayor Outlines Relief Program.
expressed the opinion the unemployJames M. Curley today said private
A public improvements program, ment situation would he alleviated
welfare agencies, unable to obtain totalling nearly $20,000,000 to pro- greatly by similar public improve•
unemployment relief wa.a out- ment projects by the state and fed subscriptions, had turned their eases,'Ide
ern I fro vernments.
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New York-Istanbd Fliers Wildly Acclaimed in Boston

•

Boston gave its native sons, Russell Boardman and John Polando,
who flew from New York to Turkey, a rousing welcome when they
returned home from their record-breaking flight. Here the fliers
(Boardman at left),'are seen with 3119or.,Curley of Boston (centr), and Turkish Ambassador Ahmet 11Inlitar (right), as they entered the state executive mansion to visit Governor Ely.
3,
•- • 4,MAYOR CURLEY OF Boston is getting to be quite a
publicist, may
end up as some sort of a stateionan. He declared
yesterday that he
doubted this coming winter would be as tough as last winter, in a
business way, and further said that the situation was being
frightfully complicated by pessimistic utterances of men in high place. That
is a
sound view of the situation. There is no doubt that constant
harping on
harder times coining and the necessity of greater relief work is
standing
In the way of progress back toward prosperity. The people of
the
nation are being kept in a constant state of trepidation, fear and
suspicion.
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cal„y CALLS HOOVER
GREATEST GAS POURER
1.3o:Aon, Aug. 27—Commenting yesterday in the presence of his department heads on official utterances from
Washington and elsewhere that the
coming winter is likely to be more
severe than last winter in the matter
of unemployment, branding the community chest movement as a form of
relief that appeared silly, and menI toning the federal attitude as that
.of "pouring gasoline on the flames,"
Ma.',or Curley criticized President
Hoover es "the greatest gas-pourer
the work, has ever known."
The maycl• was conducting his
monthly conft:rence with his official
family and while reviewing the excessive ',kirtien5 of relic! which the
c:ty is . ,,ing. the financial means at
his disposel and the plans he would
like foriwitated for legislative action
next year, he called on the department leaders to exercise the greatest
possible economy, even going so far
as to warn them that, if conditions
grow worse, he will not hesitate to
;compel them to drive their own cars
and thus dispense with their chauffeurs. He didn't say what would become of the chauffeurs.
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LURLY NA'F. HOOVER
AbOS TO DEPRESSION
(-)

74)
4
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paid property taxes of the city. which
had forced City Collector McMorrow
to advertise 6500 parcels for sale,
Mayor Curley remarked that he
would ask the banks to help, in all
cases of property carrying mortgages,
by the simple expedient of adding to
the mortgages the amount of unpaid
taxes. He read from *a communication of Mayor Bates of Salem that
whereas the municipal relief provided
by Massachusetts cities in 1930 had
totaled $5,000,000, the estimated relief
I
for 1931 Ls $15,681,000.
department heads
Warning the
that there are still delinquent poll
taxpayers in their offices, the mayor
_
declared that every employe must settie with the city within ten days or
Boston, Auk. 26.—Commenting to- of depression. He mentioned as the be discharged. Moreover, those city
day in the presence of his department most fertile field of long-range plan- employes who have been in the habit
to
heads on official utterances from ning the matter of new school con- pr asking for time off with pay
be
Washington and elsewhere that the struction in the light of the trend in attend conventions, must hereafter
coming winter is likely to be more population and having in mind the , satisfied with attending the same in
their vacation periods.
severe than last winter in the matter resources to be available,
Drawing a happy picture of relief
of unemployment, branding the corn- Following that address the mayor
munity chest movement as a form of read a letter from Governor Ely, call- for the building trades with hospital
relief that, appeared silly, and men- ing for relief plans to meet the and school building next year, the
honing the federal attitude ELS that winter conditions and referring to a mayor thought the hospital trustees
of "pouring gasoline on the flames," conference of mayors and boards of should plan a $3,000,000 program
Mayor Carley criticized President selectmen which he would call later, without delay and the school departHoover as "the greatest gas-pourer Concerning this letter the mayor ment on a $15,000,000 program,
made no critical observations, but third of which would be used each
the world has ever known."
The mayor was conducting his quickly turned to Simon E. Hecht, year. He referred to a conference
monthly conference with his official chairman of the overseers of the on a war memorial, stating that the
family and while reviewing the ex- public welfare, to ascertain what pro- commission had agreed on the form
cessive burdens of relief which the portion of relief for the needy is be- and the location in Boston which
city is facing, the financial means at l ing supplied by the private agencies, would mean from $2,500,000 to $3,his disposal and the plans he would IWhen told it was almost negligible, 000,000 in expenditure. Moreover, the
like formulated for legislative action.he asked Charles Gaynor of the in- $3,000,000 Christian Science developnext year, he called on the depart- stitutions department and Health ment in the South End is merely
ment leaders to exercise the greatest Commissioner Francis X. Mahoney awaiting, the mayor said, a Supreme
nossible economy, even going so far practically the same questions, each court decision on an injunction by a
as to warn them that, if conditions of whom gave the opinion that no property owner.
grow worse, he will not hesitate to help 'could be expected from private
For the East Boston Strandway,
compel them to drive their own cars sources. A total of 1300 inmates the city had hope of getting all tilt.
and thus dispense with their chauf- were reported at Long Island alms- necessary land for nothing; for the
feurs. He didn't say what would be_ house arid hospital today, compared East Boston airport $700,000 would
with 1050 two years ago and the be available soon, and as for the legcome of the chauffeurs.
r of children in the depart- islative enactment providing for P
!
at numb
The peaceful session, which
times was enlivened by the mayor's ment's care is 25 per cent more than new Suffolk county courthouse, whilf
y
wit and sarcasm, developed this in- two years ago.
the term- were no
These responses led the mayor to mayor, he would not hesitate to auWesting bit of optimism on the
mayor's part. He' wished it known observe that while there appeared to thorize the construction of the buildthat he did not believe conditions in be. no. hope of municipal aid from tog if conditions warranted it. The
Boston would be worse this winter philanthropic and generous-hearted legislature also authorized the city to
than last; he was frank to say that citizens, because they had no money spend $1,250,000 on three new munihe disagreed with President Hoover to spare under financial reverses, it cipal buildings, two in Dorchester am
and other national leaders not only would be well for . the Overseers of one in Charlestown, and while the
as to the prospects in depression but the Public Welfare to confer with mayor did not favor such improveas to the means of combatting it. He various organizations and learn what . ments, he would not hesitate to avail
was for the greatest possible pre- proportion, if any, they could assume himself of the act in an emergency.
paredness and at the earliest possible if the city's burden becomes worse.
year, he declared, the city
"If President Hoover and Governci Next seek legislative approval of the
time, not only in the manner of
should
handling relief efficiency but in pro- Ely and all other pessimists are right, expenditure of $1,500,000 for new I
'
viding for public improvements that that conditions here may reach those police and fire stations.
would lessen the ranks of the unem- . that forced Great Britain almost into
Though Chairman Hecht of tht•
ployed. To that end tie called upon revolution, there is no other way out Overseers of Public Welfare had exthe city council to aid him in ap- of it but for the private citizen to pressed the opinion that every city
proving the sale of unused land and help," the mayor remarked, "but the employe might be asked to contribute
making possible the City Hospital situation in Boston has not changed, one dollar a month for the relief of
development, and he asked the school no more cases are being unloaded on the poor, the mayor did not think it
committee and the City Hospital the city and I still think that we are advisable to make the request. He
trustees to be prepared to submit big faced with two conditions—either to appreciated the money that has been
construction programs to the in- provide work for the unemployed or contributed voluntarily and hoped it
abandon all public and private proweeks to
coming legislature.
I could be much more in the
Prefacing the mayor's decision of jects and make the entire country come.
municipal affairs there was a talk by subject to the dole. Personally,
Frederic H. Fay, chairman of the don't think the coming winter will be
City Planning Board, who advocated so had an last winter.
Turning his attention to the unlong-range planning for the chief
municipal activities, such as recreation, health, public works 'and the
balancing of improvements of one
class with those of others for true
proportion. Mr. Fay also advocated,
as a matter of true eeononi , the
spending of municipal money in times

Galls Him "Greatest Gasoline Pourer World Has
Ever Known"--- Hits Community Box—May Make
Department Heads Drive Their Own Cars tO
Aid Relief
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President Hoover
He characterizedpessimists and exHoover received a Pledge of
as
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WorthGov.
Mrs.
and
unemployment
support for this plan from
National , pressed the opinion the
greatly
ington Scranton, Itepubliean
Psnnsylvania. situation would be alleviated projects
from
woman
committee
similar public improvement
by
l'inchot.
governments
with
'Fakes Issue
of the State and Federal
Seranton took issue with the
$1.
of
Pinchot
Gov.
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isania for an extra session
i's
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Cs', ...., to deal with native city of
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own relief
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Act iv ill)inesunemployment
ization
of
into two well-defined channels,
with relief plans being formulated unIcier Gifford's direction, and hie assistant, Fred C. Croxton, devoting himself largely to programs for creating.
employment.
Meets Church Leaders.
Croxton, who was acting chairman
of the President's emergency committee for employment which is now
merged with Gifford's organization.
conferred with representatives of naBonet church groups, with a vies to
extending the program of keeping
children in the schools during the unemployment crisis.
Those who attended the conference
were Rev. F. Ernest Johnson, New
York, representing the Federal Coffins'
of Churches; Rev. Michael J. Read
Washington, National Catholic Wet.
fare Conference; Maurice
Washington, National Association of
Jewish Center Executives, and (1. E.
Lenski, New York, National Lutheran
Cotincil.
Croxton sent out letters to 26,000
officials throughosit the Uation
urging them to encourage children to
remain in school and asking them to
provide adequate facilities for handling
additional numbers. It was pointed
out that under present conditions it
difficult for children plat out of school
to obtain jobs and that it would be
WASHINGTON, Aug. 26—(AP)I better for them as well as society to
Walter S. Gifford, national relief di- continue their education.

Move to Assist Joblesstoday
Will Rival Liberty
Loan( ampaigns.
GIFFORD STARTS
PICKING PERSONNEL.

National Director Prepares
for Drive in All States;
Church Leaders in Conference.

CURLEY

HITS

ELY

Calls Governor Pessimist;
Ready to Spend Millions I
for Jobless, He Says.

rector, today began building up AL
eady to Spend
organization to conduct the bigge-t Curley
drive for money since the Libect.,
aons for Jobless.
Lean days of the World War—a na.)
BOSTON, Aug. 26— (Al') Shoo!
tion-wide campaign for unemploy- James M. Curley today said private
ment relief funds.
welfare agencies, unable to obtain
cases
With less than two months in subseriptions, had turned their
the city with the result ttn
to
over
which to lay the groundwork for the
city had spent $4,017,000 in relief pay(11 ive, scheduled to begin Oct. 19. ments during the first seven months
Gifford devoted his entire day to the of the year as compared with $1,912.personnel of his headquarters staff 000 for the corresponding period a
year ago.
and the selection of representatives
Mayor Curley said he was prepared.
to take charge of the campaign iu 'If the emergency becomes sufficiently
acute, to start construction this wineach State.

l

ter on a $5,000,000 Court House addiSeeks Committee Heads.
tion and on three new municipal
the
of
Most
state representatives buildings to coat $1,250,000. He had
sill be chosen from the membership opposed the Court House addition bejf the national advisory committee met cause the law authorizing its construction provided 70 per cent of the
up by President Hoover.
Gifford also was seeking three or Cost must be paid by the city.
The Mayor said he was considering
four iolunteers to become chairman
the possibility of ordering city of
of committees he plans to set up ati Heists to turn in city automobiles proheadquarters to handle the various. vided for their use, and dismiss the
phases of the work. He expected to be chauffeurs. This, he said. sould save
able to announce their names within $100,000. which could be made avail
able for jobless. He ordered departa few days.
One committee will be charged slth ment heads today to remove all city
considering- the multitude of plans and employes who fail to pay their poll
within 10 days.
suggestions which are pouring into re- taxes
public improvement program
A
lief headquarters. Another will cen- totaling nearly $20,000,000 to provide
tralize the activitie.s of the various noemployment relief was outlined by
A third will Mayor Curley. This included plans to
state rem esentatives.
maintain contact with national wel- spend $5.000,000 on new schools, $3.000,000 for expansion of the city hosfare orsanizations.
While Gifford was organizing for the pital, $1.250,000 for expansion of the
Airport, $1,400.000 for new
drive by which it Is hoped to provide Boston
police and fire houses, and $1,000.000
adequate relief through local funds. for the East Boston StrandwaS.

TO SHOW PORT

pF BOSTON FILM
Blundon Wilts Plans
a Local Campaign.
First steps in the formation of a
Brockton division of the newly organized Port of Boston Society has
been taken. This organization, sponsored by James M. CurleL mayor of
Boston, and hi'COrnTl1T1al, Industrial and Publicity bureau, was started two months ago for the purpose
of reviving an Active interest in the
ports of New England.
The organization is a New England wide movement to stimulate a
general interest in port development, so that all parts of the northeastern section of the country may
join hands for the improvement of
waterfront facilities. It is the belief
of the sponsors of this movement
that the development of ports will
bring about a natural improvement
in towns further inland because of
the additional revenue which will
find its way into this section, a large
portion of which is now going to
New York and other ports further
to the south of us. This additional
revenue would amount to several
million dollars each year. The seafaring tradition of New England,
which was once famous as a shipping
centre. has gradually disappeared
until now New England is scarcely
known for her ports at all, though
she has the finest harbors and the
easiest channels to navigate on the
Atlantic coast from Florida to Maine.
Blundon Wills, representing Mayor
Curley and the Industrial bureau of
Boston, arrived in Brockton Friday
and is beginning a local campaign
for supporters in the port movement.
He says that the Port of Boston Society has one definite objective in
sight, namely, a four-day sailing
service to Europe and trunk-line rail
connections serving New England
with all parts of the United States.
Publix Theatres are co-operating
In the project in permitting their
theatres throughout New England to
be used for special performances in
connection with the movement. One
of these shows, to which there is
no admission charge, will be presented at the Brockton Theatre on next
Wednesday night at 11:15 P. M. The
programme will include recent sound
pictures of the Port of Boston In
addition to other features secured
for the occasion by J. J. Cahill,
manager of ,the Brockton.
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PORT Or BOSTON
SOCIETY PLANS
OUTLINED
• Midnight. Performance, at
Olympia Shows Nee,(1
of Development

annually. He 'said that with ou
New England seaport facilities, ther
Is no reason why these revenue:
should not be brought back to thi
section where they so rightfully be
long.
Mayor
Ashley
designated
Mr
Forbes as his representative becaust
of Mr. Forbes' knowledge of potconditions throughout New England
Mr. Forbes is a former president 01
the New Bedford Board of Commerce
and has specialized in the study of
ports and their development.
Besides the speakers on the program, a movie of the development of
Boston as a seaport was shown. This
depicted Boston's many advantages
in the maritime world and pointed
Out its chances to gain fame in the
realm of seaports. The film was a
movietone and various Boston pemonages spoke on the program that is
being outlined by the Port of Boston
society to put the Massachusetts capital in the front rank as a port of the
land with its rail connections with
the west and its steamship lines to
Europe and the ports of the world,
Miss Pauline Newington, of South
Dartmouth, sang several musical
numbers and Al Gifford, a local
tenor, was also on the program with
a group of songs. These singers were
accompanied on the piano by John
Curry, of the Olympia orchestra. Following the vocal selections, Arthur
Martel performed in a grand manner
at the console of the Olympia organ.
He made the trip from Boston especially for this performance.
The moving picture part of the
performance consisted of a newsreel,
several trailers showing coming attractions at the Olympia, a comedy,
and a feature, "The House That
Shadows Built," a film depicting the
motion picture industry in review
from the days of Wallace Reid and
other old time start down to Maurice
Chevalier and the headliners of the
present day. These were shown in
addition to the Port of Boston Publicity film.
As stated above, the admission to
the performance was fr , the only
requirement for achnttte
being the
signing of a coupon r ...esting that
the signer's name be placed on the
list of members of the Port of Boston society, This membership, however, did not carry any obligation to
pay dues of any sort to the society.

The midnight show sponsored by
the Commercial, Industrial and Publicity Bureau of Boston and the Publix Theaters of New England, in
honor of the newly-organized Port of
Boston society, drew a capacity crowd
to the Olympia theater Wednesday
night. The large audience was presented a variegated program at tile
performance.
There were various
movies and two singers as well as two
speakers and Arthur Martel, of the
Metropolitan theater in Boston, who
rendered several selections on the
organ.
The program, which was open to
the public without charge, is part of
the movement afoot in Boston to reawaken interest in the possibilities of
the seacoast resources of New England
In general and in the port of Boston
in particular. According to Blundon
Wills, who acted as Mayor Jam
1.
Curie 'S representative,
._ speech,
"r?re—object that the Port of Boston
.Society has in view are concretely to
gain a four-day sailing service from
Boston to Europe and trunkline connections by rail of Boston with all
parts of the country. The society
further wishes to impress on every
New Englander, the advantages of
working to regain New England's
prestige in maritime affairs, and the
fact that only through the efforts of
the people of New England, individually and collectively, can this goal
be reached."
'Arthur W. Forbes, who represented
Mayor Charles S. Ashley, as the
speaker for the city of New Bedford,
addressed the audience on the importance of realizing the position of
transportation as a factor in our
everyday life. He stated that ol
every dollar that a person spends.
one quarter of it goes to pay the
Ephraim—One of them city fellers
transportation charges on the corn. tried to sell me the Woolworth buildmodity in ,question. Part of this vast ing .
sum could easily be drawn to Nem
Joel—What did you say?
Ephraim—I sez, "all right, young
England seaports.and would result ir
a gain of millions of dollars revenui feller, wrap it up."
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CURLEY TO GIVE
WORK TO JOBLESS
BOSTON, Aug. 26. (/P)—Mafor Jas.
M. Curley today said private welfare
agencies, unable to obtain subscriptions, had turned their cases over to
the city with the result the city had
spent $4,017,600 in relief payments
during the first seven months of the
year as compared with $1,912,000 for
the corresponding period a year ago.
Mayor Curley said he was prepared,
if the emergency becomes sufficiently
acute, to start construction this win- ,
ter on a $5,000,000 courthouse addition and on three new municipal
buildings to cost $1,250,000. He had
opposed the courthouse addition because, the law authorizing its construction provided '70 percent of the
cost must be paid by the city.
The mayor said he was considering
the possibility of ordering city officials to turn in city automobiles provided for their use, and dismiss the
chauffeurs. This, he said, would save
$100,060 which could be made available for jobless. He ordered department heads today to remove all city
employes who fail to pay their poll
taxes within 10 days.
A public improvements program, totaling nearly $20,000,000 to provide
unemployment relief was outlined by
Mayor Curley. This included plans to
spend $5,000,000 on new schools,
$3,000,000 for expansion of the City
hospital, $1,250,000 for expansion of
the Boston airport, $1,400,000 for new
police and fire houses, and $1,000,000
for the East Boston Strandway.
He characterized President Hoover
and Governor Ely as pessimists and
expressed the opinion the unemployment situation would be alleviated
greatly by similar public improvement
; projects by the state and federal governments.
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Home State Gives Fliers Big Recepiion

•

John Polando and Russell Boardman,
Massachusetts fliers who recently set a. new, distance
record on a nonstop night from New York to Turkey are
shown during the welcome celebration extended
to them upon their
arrival in Boston. Gov, Joseph B. Ely
(center) is giving Polando a commission in the state's
air service as
Boardman (behind the governor)
looks on. The Woman with the flowers to the right of Boardman
is Mrs.
Polando and back of her is Mayor
James M. Curley of Boston.
.41

CURLEY PLANS PUBLIC JOBS
6:TO GIVE WORK TO JOBLESS

•

BOSTON, Aug. 26. (P)—Mayor Jas.
M. Curley today said private welfare
agencies, unable to obtain subscriptions, had turned their cases over to
the city with the result the city had
spent $4,017,000 in relief payments
during the first seven months of the
year as compared with $1,912,000 for
the corresponding period a year ago.
Mayor Curley said he was prepared,
if the emergency becomes sufficiently
acute, to ',tart construction this winter on a $5,000,000 courthouse addition and on three new municipal
buildings to cost $1,250,000, He had
opposed the courthouse addition because the law authorizing its construction provided 70 percent of the
cost must be paid by the city.
Th, Trivor slid he was considering
tile 0—
u: ordering cit3 officials to turn in city automobile.; provided for their use, and disinis.s the

chauffeurs. This, h aid, would save
$100,000 which could be made available for jobless. He ordered department heads today to remove all city
employes who fail to pay their poll
taxes within 10 days.
A public improvements program, totaling nearly $20,000,000 to provide
unemployment relief was outlined by
Mayor Curley. This included Plans to
spend $5,000,000 on new schools,
$3,000,000 for expansion of the City
hospital, $1,250,000 for expansion of
the Boston airport, $1,400,000 for new
police and fire houses, and $1,000,000
for the East Boston Strandway,
He characterized President Hoover
and Governor Ely as pessimists and
expressed the opinion the unemployment .<11- uvi firm would he
grcatly by similar public impro“uuent
projects by the State and federal governments.

VETERAN LiKUut-' VLANJ
PAXTON FARM OUTING
A clambake and outing will be
conducted by Worcester chapter, Disabled American Veterans of the
World War, Sunday afternoon at/he
farm of Atty. Charles S. Murphy,
PAXtOn.

Invitations to address the veteran
group have been accepted by U. S.
Sen. Marcus A. Coolidge and John C.
Mahoney, candidate for the Democratic nomination for mayor. Comdr.
James A. Kelley announced, while invitations also have been extended
Mayor O'Hara. U. S. Sen. David 1.
YoungWalsh, Lieut. Gov. William
man. Mayor James M. Curley of BosPrerliolmes.
ton and Cong.
The program of entertainment includes riding and jumping exhibitions by members of the Turkey Hill
Polo club. Dinner will start at 1
o'clock.
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Labor Chief in Hub
Speech Says Leaders
Fail in Depression
SUMMON CONGRESS
Urges Special Session to
Provide Employment

Relief
BOSTON. Aug. 24 (AP)--t-President
William Green, of the American Federation of Labor, today charged that
accomcaptains of Industry have
plished no cdnstructive program to
emerunemployment
the
with
cope
gency. President Green spoke before
the 22d biennial convention of the
Association of Street
Amalgamated
and Electric Railway Employes of
America.
"Those who have expected the depression to pass have been disappointed." President Green said. "The
situation of unemployment is more
and more widespread, blighting all
sections of the United States and
Other nations. Among the captains
of industry there does not seem to
be a realization or appreciation of
the seriouenes.s of the situation. I
meet
charge them with failure to
urgent needs of the situation. There
has been nothing whatever done collectively iby those who own and manfe.ie industry to relieve the situation."
"Labor's action in the emengency,
Green said, was to propose an immediate session of Congress to legrelief
islate more construction and
measures and that President Hoover
he- ;
call an immediate conference
tween the leaders of labor and In- i
dustry. Labor, he said, would cooperate to the fullest in a conference with industrial leaders.
Mayor James M. Curley, in an adalso urgal that
,.
dress of welcogir
Congress be called into special sesunemployment
the
sion to consider
situation. Others who delivered addresses were Dewitt C. Dewolfe secretary to Gov. Joseph B. Ely. H. Ware
the Boston
Barnum, counsel for
T.
Elevated Railway, and James
Moriarty. president of the Massachusetts Federation of Labor.

•
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Wha' cort of a marksman is Mayor Curley! This is the next question,
novrIgett the Boston papers have
ni.inted a picture of him glowering
.rith his new pistol in his hand.
if Gandhi shows up in London
next month, as he now says he will,
he can teach England how to econdmize.
L)/1
1414.4
,ceJ r
CURLEY'S SUCESSOR?

Ex-Congressman Joseph F. O'Connell will be a candidate for mayor of
Boston to succeed .1amescIey.
This
The groundwork o
already being laid. ..1though no definite announcement of his candidacy
Is to be expected for some time yet.
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Ely Stands Finn By His

Ruling Agan5s1 Ouster of
Aliens In the State Service
Deaares Opinion Remains Unchanged As He Differs
With Silverman; Will Not Take Any Action
That Would Impair Work at Hospital
_
Boston. Aug. 27—Reiteration that ' •
Conceding that the governor failed
hi his belief the 1931 law governing
to study 'the act passed in 1914 and
employment of aliens in public serv- I
to examine the decision of the soice is not retroactive was made by preme court in the same year in the
Gov Ely last night after the issuance , case of Lee versus the city of Lynn,
by Corporation Counsel Samuel Sil- Silverman declared his disagreement
with the stand of Hie governor that
verman of a statement that the govthe 1931 amendment' is not retroacernor's position in the matter Is due tive.
"The language is clear and unamto unfamiliarity with the law and a
supreme court decision pertaining to biguous" ieported Silverman. "By its
terms, in every position, employment
it.
Silverman challenged the governor and work by any branch of the govto sustain by something more accepta- ernment in
Ma.asachusetts, citizens
ble than personal opinion his decision shall be given the preference over
that state laws do not command the
It is the contention of Silverman
replacement of alien employes with
citizens. It is the counsel's judgment that whenever a qualified citizen apthat the laws make displacement of plies for a job held by an, alien, the
already employed aliens by citizeris latter must he displaced,
imperative whereas Gov Ely holds the
Deny Slap at Ely
opposite to be true.
Incidentally,
Silverman
told the
The corporation counsel reaffirmed
his decision on the basis to which mayor, the supreme court decision in
1914 held that the statute applied to
Mayor Curley ordered the discharge
all employes of the government reopleerraPefriOst at the City and Long
Island hospitals, in order to satisfy the gardless of civil service statist.
this connection Silverman pointmayor that no error was committee in , edIn
out that the city solicitor el' Haverthe act.
! hill who has ruled that the VIII statAs Gov Ely, who drew a salary ht
ute does not apply to employes who
$25,000 per year from a prominent
are not under civil service, such an
Boston law firm, had disagreed with
Silverman. whose annual stipend is nurses, is entirely in error and apparintt $10.001, the mayor was in some- ently has not studied the ruling of
the supreme court.
what of a quandary until Silverman
On receiving the reaffirmation of
stepped forth with a statement iri
,Silverman,
the Mayor decided that no
which he said without qualification
error was committed when the hospithat the governor was entirely in ertal nurses were displaced.
ror in his interpretation of the !awe
There was vigorous denial that cogrelating to the employment of aliens.
niesnee had been taken of an opporApprised of the Silverman statetunity to take a slap at Gov Ely and
ment Gov Ely said:—
Silverman was Insistent that he ,had
I have read the letters of the mayor given the mayor an opinion, which he
and Corporation Counsel Silverman. I is Sure is in accord with the law, and
am sorry to differ with either. But that he will not recede until the govmy opinion remains unchanged. In ernor or some other legal
expert
the Lee case referred to by Mr Silver- proves that he WW1 in error.
man the supreme court decided that
Violating taw
the statutes similar to the one in quesChairman Frank A. Goodwin of the
tion are constitutional. I was advised
of that fact when I approved the law. Boston finance commission, likewise
The supreme court opinion held that took issue with the position taken by
other considerations being equal pre- the governor on the continuance of
ference should be given to the citizens employing aliens in the state service.
of the commonwealth. The opinion He agrees with Silverman'e interpreIn the Lee case expressly refrains , tation of the 1914 statute and insist,
from deciding whether or not the stat- that state department heads; who keep
alien, employed in positions for which
ute is retroactive.
In my opinion it was not the ex- citizens have applied are clearly viopressed intention of the Legislature lating the law.
"It. is perfectly clear," he *slid
to require the discharge of efficient
and faithful employes already in the "that any head of a department tnpublic service. I do not propose, in the rley may hire an alien ir there is no
absence of positive decisions that I citizens of Massachusetts evellable.,
am incorrect, to impair the service of but it is equally clear that ha would
our hospital institutions by disrupting heve no right to continue to employ
the morale. It must be remembered that alien the moment a citizon be"'it many thousands of people are
mire available."
:wing cared for in these institutions
Councilman John F. D.)vad of Roxi and that their welfare is of great im- bury submitted a second reqiiest ti
Atty-Gen Warner for an opinion on
! porta nee.
the alien employment statutes. It was
Silverman expressed the belief twit
indicated
at the attorney -general's d
, the governor had failed to
(search all partment that the request will be ig; of the laws relevant to the loaue
and nored on the ground that its cervices
I had confined himself to en emend.are available only for state departmont
I M4'11.t to existing statute
enacted by heads.
; the Legislature this year.
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Ely Commissions PoTando
Lieutenant in State Air Service

and one of 2d lieutenant to
Poland°.
followed. In extending congratulations
of the commonwealth, Gov Ely said:—
"Gentlemen, when the news flashed
over the sea that, you had accomplished the greatest feat known to
even smaller. Had it not been for the
,beer-leading and baltdclapping of the
terivle men, it is doubtful if the enthusiasm would have amounted to
anything..
The fliers ladded at the East Bosi.,a airport, where they were greeted
Adit-Gen John H. Agnew and
Lieut George Sprague of the governor's staff, who presented them with
the freedom of the state on behalf of
the governor; and also by Mayor
Jattaatestakeereii.Eley of Boston and other
officials. The trip was then to Chelsea
for a brief greeting; thence to the
State House.
Escorted to Office
Escorted to the governor's. private
office, the fliers, their wives and Mr
and Mrs G. M. /3ellanea, the farmer

,
WAR MEMORIAL
,TO BE IN FENS

State Commission Decides on Back Bay
Location
The Massachusetts war memorial investigating commission, after

(Associated Press Photo)

John Poland() of Lynn and Russell Boardman of Brookline, who
recently flew from New York to Istanbul, Turke3. are shown upon
their arrival at Boston. Gov Joseph B. Ely, center, is giving Poland° a commission in the state's air service while Boardman. directly behind the governor, stands by.

Boardman and Poland° Greeted
By Gov Ely and Thousands Of
Bostonians Upon Arrival Home

•

Executive Gives Istanbul Flie!..s Medallions and National
Guard Air Service Commissions—Welcome Noisy
But Crowd Smaller Than Those That Cheered
When Other Famous Airmen Were Received at
State House
From Our Special Reporter
,greeted other famous fliers was noBoston, Aug. 25—Several theusonditieeable. When Lindbergh came to the
the crowds extended
persons grouped in front. of the State State House,
across Boston common to Tremont
House this afternoon when Russel! N. street. A slightly smaller crowd greetBoardman and John L. Polando, non- ed the German fliers; a still smaller
stop fliers to Turkey, arrived at the one was present. when Amelia' Earhart was greeted, and today's was
State House to be greeted by Gov designer of the plane, cape rod, in
Joseph B. Ely and presented medal- which the cross-ocean flight was
lions and National guard air service made, as well as Ahmet Murtitar,
commissions. They gave the niers a Turkish embassader, wile presented
noisy welceme, but the contrast in to Gov Ely by Mayer I 'Ityley.
this crowd and crowds that have
Presentation of the medallions and
a commission of captain to iloardenee

a conference with Mayor Curie
yesterday afternoon,
recommend to the Legislature that
the memorial to be erected in the

Back Bay Fens near the Richardson bridge on Boylston street.
Mayor Curley was told that the
previous commission had determined after hearings throughout
the state the sentiment favored
placing the memorial In Boston.
but that its problem was difficult
because of the hew available open
spaces that were at the same time
access:Me and not likely to dwarf
the memorial in future surtounding construction.
The mayor agreed with the commission that the Fens location was
the most desired and offered his
co-operation. The size, type, design and cost ,of the memorial
will be cleterm'aied by" an archiof
details
tects' competition,
which atZ now being worked ouL
Hon. Charles F McCarthy of this
city is a member of the commission on the war -memorial.

i
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CURLEY'S NEW AUTO
G 'CRASHES INTO FENCE
Boston, Aug. 26---Mayor James M.
Curles shiny new sedan was wrecked early today in Roxbury, when the
chauffeur, Charles Manning. crashed
into an iron fence and concrete pillar to avoid &speeding ear coming
Manfrom the opposite dirdetlen.
ning was alone at the time.
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Mayor Curley of Bosof
c6/j-EA c'iciLL...rreThe edict
ton that employes whoSdeliire to atDECIDE ON LOCATION OF WAR
tend conventions do this on their vaMEMORIAL
cation time, might well be followed in
other cities and towns. It Is likely
to carry
Mayor Curley's request for a permit
that such a rule would decrease the
The Massachusetts war memorial
of
lack
out of a desire to express his
attendance at conventions considerinvestigating commission, after a con- a gun grew
ably.
Commissioner Hultmann. It
ference with Mayor Culey of Boa. confidence in Police
honor could not
his
that
say
to
as
decided
on,
much
TirreTho
as
aywas
ton, Wednesd
the
to recommend to the Legislature that expect protection of his sacred person from
MEMORIAL TO BE
the memorial be erected in the Back police, and therefore had to go heeled. The poBay Fens near the Richardson bridge litical amenities need not interest us. Let the
('IN BACK BAY FENS
it out.
fight
oner
commissi
on Boylston street.
By
Telegram State Iluui,e Reporter
police
the
and
mayor
Mayor Curley was told that the
BOSTON, Aug. 26.—The Massachuthe chief executive of a large city oswhen
But
previous commission had determined
foolish
setts War Memorial Investigating
tentatiously gets a pistol permit he does a
after hearings throughout the State,
commissIon after a conference with
people
s
encourage
He
thing.
a dangerous
that sentiment favored placing the and
Mayor Cs today decided to recthink that
to
attack
to
exposed
be
might
memorial in Boston, but that its who
ommend that the memorial be loit,
against
safe
them
make
problem was difficult because of the toting a gun will
cated in the Back Bay fens on Boylof the kind, beston street.
few available open spaces that were when in fact it does nothing
Mayor Curley was told the preat the same time accessible and not cause in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the)
determined
vious commission had
likely to dwarf the memorial in fu- criminal is first to draw. As for the ordinary
after hearings throughout the state
to
ion.
ous
for
construct
ing
s—danger
Boston
favored
surround
dangerou
that sentiment
ture
citizen, gun-toting is
the memorial, but that its problem
The mayor agreed with the com- himself and to others. Only a few days ago the
was dlif.cult because of the few
mission that the Fens location was American Legion convention at Plymouth went
available locations that were easily
the most desirable and offered his coaccessible and not likely to dwarf
on record against the interstate traffic in firethe memorial In future surrounding
operation. The size, type, design and
ento
Boston
of
arms. It Ill becomes the mayor
construction.
cost of the memorial will be deterMayor Curley approved of the
toting in the way he has done.
mined by an architects' competition, courage guncommission's Jocation and promised
being
now
are
which
of
details
his co-operation. The size. type, design and cost of the meow), 11 v,•111
worked out
be determined by an architects' competition, details of which are now
being worked out.
Senator Christian Nelson and Representative Martin Swanson of Worcester are Members of the commission.

A Bad Example
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Curley's New Gun

arms m a crime prever.titive.
That Nov. 11, Armistke day be made
a national holiday.
That all instructors in colleges a
schools supported in whole or in p
by public funds be required to take n
oath or affirmation of allegiance to
the constitution and lays of the United States. This action was taken as
a move against communistic propaganda.
That state and federal authorities
assist in curbing the use by unauthorized hawkers and peddlers of uniforms resembling those of veterans.
;
That legislation be enacted which
would place enlisted men and emergency officers on an equal basis in
the matter of adjusted compensation.
The convention went on record as
recommending an active campaign to
Place competent veterans on a self
suporting oasis, and it criticized as
"inadequate" the personnel of the
physic-therapy department of the Boston Veterans bureau. Another resolution asked that a revolving loan
fund be created to aid deserving Massachusetts orphans in obtaining
I higher educations.
Thousands Throng Incline.
The impressiv parLde, voted the
best ever held at a state convention,
took two hours and 18 minutes to pass
the reviewing stand at Plymouth rock.
Thousands thronged the sloping incline across from the rock as a vantage point from which to witness the
gorgeous spectacle.
Although they took no part in the
bugle and drum corps competition
drill, the corps of New Bedford's 40
and 8, playboy branch of the Legion,
made their presence felt in the
parade.
Their bright orange and cream colored uniforms commanded applause
and cheers all along the line of march.
The New Bedford delegation wo,
headed along the parade route by
Vice Commander Dupuis. Dorthy too
of mention io the parade was the
bugle and drum corps of the Veterans' hospital at Bedford.
State Fire Marshal John W. Reth,
a past state commander, left the reviewing stand to join in march with
the famous Yankee Division past as
it came along, Lieutenant Governor
William S. Youngman also took part
In the march. Mayor Curley planned
to leave early and return to his summer home at Hull but so colorful
was the display that he remained
until the last drum beat and trumphet
blare faded into silence, leaving a
stillness to historic old Plymouth that
the town has not known since the
convention opened three days ago.
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NEW ENGLAND PORT
FACILITIES FURTHERED
A movement to enlist support in
New Bedford for the purpose of promoting greater tmffied interest in the
port and rail facilities. of New England Is underway under the direction
of Commercial, Industrial and Publicity Bureau of Boston. Mayor
James.,.„Daley, Boston, has been I
actively hitei'ested in the project, and
his representative, Blundon Wills,
whi is now in the city, plans to carry
out the work of organiration here,
similar to what has Already been
done in Providence and Newport, he
said.
As a part of the movement, the
Publix theaters are co-operating to
bring the matter to the attention of
the people, and special performances
featuring sound pictures of the port
of Boston are to be given in the principal cities of New England. On
Wednesday, Mtg. 26, at 11:15 P. M.,
the Olympia theater here will present
one of these entertaining programs.
In addition to the pictures showing
t • port of Boston, there will be a
iety of novel pictures. The public
cordially invited, and there is no
admission charge.
.admission
Mr. Wills is to seek the co-operation of Mayor Ashley. He said the
city of Boston has one definite goal
in mind, a four-day sailing service
to Europe with trunk line railroad
connections serving New England
with all
r
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Curley Now Has

Revolver to Go
With Shillalah
1,
Boston, Aug. 26- Mayor Curley has
his revolver. Police Commissioner
Hultman, In person, brought It to
City hall yesterday, in a shiny new
holster-- and witn it a permit from
the police departMent to carry It RS
he wishes.
The mayor brought himself into
this now famous incident a few days
ago when he commented upon the
high cost of police protection, as
shown by the Wickersham commission. Commissioner Hultman took
him up at once on his facetious remark about carrying a pistol,
Mayor Curley's new sidearm Is a .46,
special type, police weapon. As he
handed it over, Commissioner Hultman laughingly said he hoped that
the mayor would find the revolver a
suitable substitute for a shillalah.
.rd
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CUI,ILEY'S NEW AUTO
" CRASHES INTO FENCE
Raton, Aug. 2€—Mayor James. M.
Curiara shiny new sedan was wreck5,1
rly today In Roxbury, when the
chaireur. Charles Manning, crashed
Into...an iron fence and concrete pillarr
fron avoid a speeding ear corning
the a posits dleectlett
Ma*.
ale was
se t

NYOR CURL

AND DAUGHTER WELCOME
BOARDMAN AND POLANDO TO BOSTO

•

CHIFEIIENEE SEE'
POLITICA. RIVE
Walsh-Ely Candidacies Indicated in Meeting at
Kansas City
By Ititeette State House Reporter
BOSTON, Aug 26.—Leading Boston
Democrats today attached significance
to the conference held on Monday be.
tween Daniel H. Coakley, Boston
Democrat. and Sen James A. Reed of
Missouri. The conference took place
in Kansas City and it is,generally be •
lieved that their discussion related
to national politics, with plans for
next year's Democratic convention be,
ing given consideration.
Reports circulated here yesterday
that a group of Boston Democrats is
planning to line up a slate of delegates for the national convention
pledged to Governor Ely or Senatoi
Walsh for the partV nomination for
vice president. This movement is
seen as a procedure by members 01
the party unfriendly to Mayor Cut
ley and are for strategical purpose,
in case that former Governor Smith
of New York should refuse to permit
his neme to be used in lining up
delegates pledged to him for the
nomination for President.
Mayortlico has declared himself
a supporteiiir Governor Roosevelt of
New York for the Democratic nomination for President. It is generally
agreed among Democrats that delegates pledged to Smith would easily
defeat a similar group pledged to
Roosevelt in Massachusetts.
Therefore it seems evident that the
promotion of the Walsh-Ely candt•
dacies for vice president is h rote( tive measure in the event that Smith
refuses the use of his name.

—International Newsreel Photo
Left to right, Mrs. Russell Boardman. Mrs. John Polando, Ahmet Miihtan Bey, Turkish ambassador, Russell Boardman. Miss Mary
n Poland() and Mayor Curley shown as the famous INIqw York to Turkey flyers oith their wives were received at City hall, Boston, yester ay.

_

)70f ees re n c_
clfrik Cc-147-6: r
used to call 'normalcy" in Massachusetts and after the return of such
a condition a curb will be put on ex.penditures and relief from taxation
burdens will be sought for the people of Massachusetts."
The governor declared that he had
not severed his affection or allegiance
to those who served the Commonwealth faithfully for many years and
who were of his generation, but
spoke "with pride" of the young men
he had appointed to aid him in his
administration,
He emiahasized further that he was
not present at the banquet in his official capacity as a representative of
the Commonwealth, but was just
passing through Worcester from the
Cape, en route to hls home In Westfield.
"In view of the fact I spoke at a
Methodist meeting last Saturday
down on the Cape, I felt that I
should say a few words here at your
banquet," he said laughingly, and
the diners aplauded the sally.
Rev. Edward J. Fitzgerald, P. R., of
St. John's church, county chaplain,
spoke on "The Church." He outlined what the Catholic church has
performed for humanity. He stressed
the efforts of the church to terminate slavery, its service to the poor
and afflicted, its elevation of womanhood and encouragement to labor.
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Mansfield Out for
Boston Mayoralty
Assured Support of Good
Government Association
BOSTON, Aug. 25e-Frederick W.
Mansfield, who polled more than 100,000 votes in his campaign against
James M. Curley for the mayoralty
in 1091/rsheseelffenounced he will be a
candidate again in 1933 and that he
has been assured the support of the
Good Government Association.
Mansfield's approval by the association would be a serious blow to former
Mayor Malcolm N. Nichols who has
been counting on it. Nichols, should
he win the Republican nomination,
will find plenty of opposition RS Senator Henry Parkmtul, Jr., and Robert Gardiner Wilson, Jr., have announced they will enter the field the
moment it appears Nichols has a
chance as they have political scores
they wish to even with him.
Parkman and Wilson feel that
should there be a large number of
Defriocratic candidates with resultant
split in the Democratic vote, they
can break the Republican vote wide
open and assure the defeat of Nichols.
Mansfield is said to have abandoned
an excellent chance to secure a Superior Court judgeship in order to
run for mayor in 1933.
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Bum IN GREETING FLYERS

Edmund T. Price of San Diego, Cal., Is to Assist in
Welcoming Boardman and Poland() Here Tomorrow Noon
Announcement of the apThe Western Coast, as represented whistles.
the air fleet scorting the
of
proach
the
of
president
Price,
T.
by Edmund
to this city will be given
flyers
two
join
will
company,
Solar Aircraft
WNBH over the air
Station
by
both
greetextending
in
Bedford
with New
the fire siren.
of
blasts
'2
by
and
when
airmen
famous
ings to the two
fleet reached the
the
as
soon
As
John
and
Boardman
Russell E.
boa. the fire decity
the
of
outskirts
non
world's
the
of
Poland°, holders
radio station will
local
and
partment
arrive
record
flight
stop long distance
by the Standard-Mercury
in this city tomorrow forenoon as a be notified
these two sources people
through
and
from
invitation
result of a joint
vicinity will be warned to
Mayor Charles S. Ashley and the. living in the
be on the lookout for the fleet.
Standard-Mercury. .
•
Several hundred special covers
Mr. Price owner and co-pilot of his
will be mailed from
"Flying Nursery" the large plane bearing a cachet
Wednesday by Alfred F.
which brought the Price family across here on
253 Mill street, who is sponthe continent for a brief visit to his Dunham,
special mailing in corn.
former home, last evening accepted coring the
of the visit of Messe
the invitation extended by G. Leroy memoration
and Poland°. Mr. Dunhan
IBradford of the Standard-Mercury, Boardman
covers from as far away
chairman of the New Bedford Board- has received
coast which will •be
man-Polando Reception Committee, to as,the Pacific
on the day in question.
speak at the joint luncheon extended mailed
Collectors of cachet covers marking
the two returning aviators by the
air events, have been pouring
Rotary and Kiwanis clubs. Mr. Price notable
into the city ever since it
will be accompanied by his pilot, C. W. their letters
was announced that the two aviators
Seaton.
here. As a member of the
In addition to agreeing to speak would visit
of Cover Collecduring the program following National. Association
briefly
•
Dunham was designated as
the luncheon, Mr. Price placed his tors, Mr.
of the covers. He anhandsome all metal plane at the dis- the receiver
last evening that all covers
posal of the committee and it will nounced
him up to midnight toprobably be used as an escort plane, received by
would be stamped with the
picking up the Cape Cod and ac- night
and then mailed.
companying planes on the outskirts of special cachet
Two members of the New Bedford
the city tomorrow forenoon and leadwill go to Boston today to
ing the way over the city and to the committee
attend the special lunchepn tendered
two airports.
oiLSALieley. Al.
......L
byMa
In announcing the plans are com- to the airmen
Dawson, one of the
pleted for the reception to the two derman Isaac
bound at Cuttyhttnk
world-famous pilots, the committee members is storm
be unable to make the trip.
will
and
of
heads
that
requested
evening
last
Chairman
and
Sparrow
all industrial plants in the city be William
make the trip however,
prepared to greet the two airmen Bradford will
Pilot Henry T. Olden
when they arrive in the city Wednes- accompanying
Airways this noon.
day with blasts from their steam of Sound
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Mayor Curley Is
Carrying Gun
BOSTON. Aug. 25 (R)—Mayor
lames M. Curley now has a run
to go with the permit to carry a
weapon that was offered him a
few days ago.
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman paid an unexpected
visit to the mayor's office today.
He carried a smaU black bag.
From it he produced a permit,
made out to the mayor, and then
a pistol of a ape, ial police type.
The commtssio re expressed the
capon not only
hope that the
mayor
the
safeguard
would
against thugs and highwaymen
hut would ward off political
enemies as well.

MAYOR CURLEY GIVEN
PISTOL AND PERMIT
BOSTON, .%11„. 2i (INS)—
:Mayor James NI. Curley of Roston, can go -heeled" whenever
and wherever he tileesee.
As an outcome of t he request
several days ago for a police permit to carry a pistol. .- layer Curie% ea, surprised tetlav by 0 Oh from Pollee Commissioner Eugene V. Hultman, who carried a
small Mack hag.
In the bag was a permit to
(-aro is gun. Also, there was a
new type of police plaid, which
I lie cern in hisfoner Keep et ed to
the mayor.
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New York Welcomes Bay State Fliers

Photo ca international Nev. i.ter-I
Left to right are Russell Boa rd mat,
and Al r s. lion Mimiii with John Pole ado
and M m's. Pole lido
on the welcome yacht Macom on the
way up the hay. Behind the fliers
is Veorge M. Aland, chairman of the welcoming committee.
Boardman anti Polamio arrived on
the S. S. Excalihar and were
given a real New York welcome,
ever if the weather man wasniCin their
favor. .
iEast Boston *Airport when Boardman
Wearing no coats, but appearing
brought the wheels of the "Cape Cod.'
in their shirt sleeves, Boardman and
, he plane that bridged the gap bePolando were officially greeted by the
• ween New York cnd Istanbul, Turrecepti
.ey, in a perfect three-point landing, Stantonon committee, composed of
V. White, official greetei, Ed12.30
30 (E Dl
this afterno*
• 12
on.
l
inilium
nd :
Ln.g1.3op“arT
treasurer,
t
11Before being. taken through crowacicommissioner. Bupt.1
lined streets to tne city hall and of Police
Michael H. Crowley, Albert, I
thence to the State House, the begin- L. Edson,
superintendent of the airning of a round Of receptions and port,
and Lieut. George Sprague, of
welcomes, Boardman and Poland() the
governor's military staff, reprewere officially welcomed home by a senting
Gov. Joseph B. Ely.
reception committee composed of offiThen to the cheers of the crowd,
cials of city and state, escorted by
Boardman and Polando were taken
seven planes, several of which accom- to
an open automobile, beginning the
panied the "Cape Cod" all the way triump
hant parade through Charlesfrom Newark, N. J., the "Cape Cod" town,
and Boston
PLABODY. Aug.
(INS)— circled the airport twice before land- "Lindbergh route," via the so-called
the route through i
While John L. Polando, was being ing.
which Col. Charles A. Lindbergh rode '
The crowds broke through the
feted with Russell N. Boardman
after
pohis flight from New York to
lice lines and surrounded the
fa- Paris, enroute to City hall, for a
for their flight to Turkey,
mous transatlantic monoplane.
his
greetin
The
g by Mayor James M. Curley.
aunt. Mrs. Alice White died
here extra squads of police had difficulty
In making passage to the plane
today. She was the younges
for
t relatives of
the airmen and the of- ALL LYNN CHILDREN GO TO BOSsister of :%Irs. Polando's
mother ficial reception committee.
TON TO GREET FLIERS
and had been Ill three weeks.
LYNN. Aug. 25 (AP)—All the kids
Relatives Greet Fliers
went to Boston today. That is, all exPolando was the first to climb
out cept Marjorie Bradshaw,
BOSTON. Aug. 25 )INS)—Bosion'a of the tiny cabin
11, to whom
of the plane.
heroes
of the air—Russell N. Board- Wreathed in smiles, he was greeted there is no greater hero than John
,
, Polando.
with
a
hug
and
a
man. and John L. Polando,
kiss by his mother,'
who Mrs. Mary L. Polando
Back of automobile trucks were At
, of Lynn, his
brought Turkey within flying distanc
e,home city. His wife, and sisters were a premium as the boys and girls of
this city made the long trek into
of New York—came back today
to get also there. Boardman emerged from East Boston
to ser. Poland() and Rusthe other side of the plane. He too.
a rousing welcome from the
"home was
sel
Boardman land and receive their
greeted by relatives and well
folks." Nearly 4000 cheering persons
.wis
recepti
hprs
on.
Those
whose dada had auend relatives of both airmen wars
, tomobiles
at
were, fortunate. but bank

HP STATE AIRMEN
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Boardman and Polando Welcomed by City and State
Authorities
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the Boston reception plans ran up
against a temporary snag when the
Boston Musicians Union, through its
president, George Gibbs, protested to
Maer.pulley against participation of
the 711'F-department band In the Boston program.
The final conclusion of the affair
; was the complete withdrawal of the
fire department musicians from the
parade and the evening exercises. The
mayor roused to replace the fire department band in the noon parade
with a union organization, but Conceded to substitute a union band for
the firemen's at the Columbus Park
concert.
Although Gibbs insisted that participation by the firemen's band and
the band of the 110th Cavalry, Massachusetts National Guard, would deprive union musicians of work. Mayor
Curley r^Trained adamant in regard to
the National Guard unit. He pointed
out that the city had engaged a union
band to play at the airport, and
union orchestra for the luncheon in
the Copley-Plaza.
The dispute was settled when the
fire department musicians Withdrew
from their seneduled part in the program, and a union band was em- I
ployed to replacç thejgLin the evening. I
a
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WAR MENU /It Al '1'0
ti BE IN THE FEN WAY

BOSTON, Aug. 27.—The Massachusetts war memorial investigating
commiesion, after a conference with
Mayor Curley yesterday afternoon,
decided to recommand to the Legislature that the memorial be erected
in the Back Bay Fens near the
Richardson bridge on Boyleston
•
street.
Mayor Curley was told that the
dehad
commission
previous
termined after hearings throughout
the state that sentiment favored
placing the memorial in Boston, but
that its problem was difficult because of the few available open
spaces that were at the some time
accessible and not. likely to dwarf
the memorial in future surrounding
construction.
. The mayor agreed with the commission that the Fen,location was
the most desired and offered his cooperation. The size, type, design
and cost of the memorial will be
determined by an architects' Cant-.
petition, details of which ave now
being worked out.
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Itultman Gives
( Curley Gun
BOSTON, Aug. 25 (/P) — Mayor
James M. Curley now has a gun to
go with the permit to carry a weapon
that was offered him a few days ago.
Police Commissioner Eugen C.
Hultman paid an unexpected visit to
the mayor's office today. He carried
a small black bag. From it he produced a permit, made out to the
mayor, and then a pistol of a special
police type.
The commissioner expressed the
hope that the weapon not only would
safeguard the mayor against thugs;
' and highwaymen, but would ward off
as well.
-
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Boardman, Polando on
Air Hop to Hub Today
Long Distance Record Holders Feted on
(4, Arrival in New York- -Jewelled
Trophies Cause Hitch
NEW YORK, Aug. 24 (AP)Daring the official welcome triday
of the city to Russell Boardman and John Polando, non-stop New
York to Istanbul fliers, a United States customs inspector was greeting in equally official manner the bejewelled trophies brought home
by the airmen.
The trophies, diamond studded•
emblems of esteem presented to the
Leaving the Excallbur at Quaranfilers by the Aerial club of Turkey, tine,
the fliers went to the battery on
adorned the breasts of the day's.! the city
tug Macom and were driven
heroes when they transferred from to City Hall
in automobiles. Acting
the liner Excalibur to the tug Mayor
McKee received ahem and conMacom, when they rode up lower gratulated
them for the city and
Broadway to City Hall, and while
they were received by Acting Mayor the luncheon wound up the acolaim.
McKee, and during the Advertising
Club luncheon in their honor.
Boston Will Give
Throughout these non-stop ceremonies, Customs Officer James V. Royal Reception
McCabe tagged along as a non-stop
By Telegram State House Reporter
watcher.
BOSTON, Aug. 24. — Russell E.
Each of the emblems, he explained,
contains a four karat blue diamond. Boardman and John Polando, Boston
obviously very valuable. Boardman and
Lynn airmen, who recently flew
and Polando, having received them
aa gifts, thought It unnecessary to to Turkey, will be given a royal
declare them. This was a mistake, welcome when they fly here tomorof course, and the customs men said row.
they were a 11X1OUI to appraise them.
Governor Ely will receive them at
Wear Etnblems
the State House at 12.30 and present
them
with gold medallions. The govthe
When McCabe first broached
subject, the fliers said they would ernor will also confer on Boardman,
be glad to have the emblems ap- a commission as captain in the air
praised but certainly not until after service. Polando will be given a comthe ceremonies where officials, rela- mission as second lieutenant. Thera
tives, friends and admirers would will also be a parade, and a reception
want to feast their eyes upon them. by Myror
At the Boston airport they will
At their hotel, the reception completed the fliers unpinned the flash- be met by state and city officials
ing medal:, and placed them In Mc- and officials of the Massachusetts NaCabe'a care. He promised to have tional Guard. An automobile will
them appraised without loss of time take the fliers through East Boston,
in order that Boardman and Rolando Chelsea and Charlestown to Haymay pay any duty assessed by the marAt square. There a parade will
government and wear them again be in waiting. The procession will
when they reach Boston for the include the First Corps Cadets in
dress uniform, the Apollo temple
home town welcome.
Rain somewhat marred the official Shriners' band, the Boston fire dereception, but, under the manage- partment band, and a contingent
ment of the sanitation commission- representing the American Legion,
er, the ceremonies proceeded like Veterans of Foreign Wars and Spanish American War veterans.
clockwork.
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Will Recommend War
Memorial Put in Fens
Boston. Aug. 27—The Massachusetts
war memorial investigating commission, after a conference with Mayor
Curley yesterday afternoon, decided to
recommend to the legislature that the
memorial be erected in the Back Bay
Fens near the Richardson bridge on
Boylston street.
Mayor C_Larley was told that the
previoulimission had determined
after hearings throughout the state
that sentiment favored placing the
memorial in Boston, but that its
problem was difficult because of the
few available open spaces that were
at the same time accetsible and not
likely to dwarf the memorial in
future surrounding construction.
The mayor agreed with the commission that the Tens location was
the most desired and offered his cooperation. The size, type, design and
cost of the memorial, will be determined by an architects' competition. details of which are now being
out. ,
.
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CANDIDATE FOR
ORO'S CHAIR
Ex-Congressman Joseph F. 'Connell will be a candidate for 'Mayor of
Boston to succeed James M. Curley.
The groundwork of his campaign is
already laid out, although no definite announcement of his candidacy
Is to be expected for some time yet.
It is quite generally expected by
the supporters of the ex-congressthat a cormiderable section
MEI
of the Curley organization will
indorse O'Connell bince the personal
.the
and political relations between.
two men have been very friendly.

•
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The home folks from the Lynn
5hoe center and from Mas.sachusetts
largest and richest town joined the
throng which gathered at the Eas
i onmeit thleanadieratd
o,, w:lic

LY HOME IN
NOTED PLANE F:.io,s1.1one

Cape

Cod

Joins In Greeting ifter a. trip from New York, wher"
'lie fliers were welcomed yesterday
To Airmen Many
Prom the time the transatlanti)lane deposited its passngers i.iGifts
i1 late tonight. Massachusetts

ynn

ceneral extended welcome to Its Ili wo citizens to make the •Atinn:

ELY HONORS THEM haP.

Crow (is Cheer
Through tins of cheering Bay
Staters the fliers were escorted from
the airpori, to the City hall where
Mayor James M. Curley gave them
After
gifts in behalf of the city.
I trip through showers of tape and
torn paper in the financial ,and shopping districts the aviators were taken
--BOSTON, Aug, 25 tAP)—A couple to the State House where they wei
commemoratuv,
medallions
Df home town boys came home from g Sven
theira flight by Gov. Joseph B. Ely
l'irke • today. and greater Bost
gave them a um n
m yor Cu
urned out to welcome them.
eon and the Adv,•,11,iiiii club a dln
John Poland o of Lynn and Russell ner. Tonight the city turned out a: .
Boardman of Brookline were the ar_ the municipal stadium to participate '
au,_ in exercises In their honoi.
lvals.
While their homes are
Among the honors given Polando
Ide of Boston Proper, their
heir headBoardman by the state were
quarters have been In Boston ni,) commissions In the state air service.
Boardman, previously a lieutenafl
until the time they decided to fl";
n
rp
n and
ao
isieadnd o
it ofa caaepctoanid
as
e rie
to h
in airplane from New York to 'stenwas
OW, Turkey,
,‘A
lllea'u
ds tenant.

overnor Presents Medallions Commemorating
Flight
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As Boston Welcomed Boardman and Polando
—

BANKS ASKED TO AID
DURING DEPRESSION
Urged to Increase Mortgages
Enough So Homes Will Not
Be Sold for Taxes

•
NeWHVeel

1111)1(W

throngs that !MINA abmil Boston
1h,:tirm,11 oll0 Hew to Istanbul In one 11011 were oel41 Iil I
rooted. Upper ‘ico, sh111%5 part or the reception. In the gr4nip are
Mrs. .101m L. ['Malian, AhmetMan Be3, oho is Torkish
harlot.; I I iissel I Itikarilman, Mrs. Boardman, John Polantio, Mayor
Curio.
),VA Part of the
10100,""

Banks in various parts of Massachusetts are being asked to help
out in the present period of financial stress by increasing mortgages in sufficient amount to cover taxes of those whose places
may be sold for non-payment of
such assessments.
Mayor James M. Curley, of
Boston, in letters to mayors in the
state, calls attention to this method, which is believed to be already taken up by at least some
tax collectors in connection with
their usual method of first seeing what can be done through
banks and other mortgages before any property is disposed of.
The letter follows:
Dear Sir:
The list of properties submitted
to me by the city collector to be
advertised for sale for nonpayment of taxes numbers about
6500. Many of the persons affected and whose properties have
been adveriised are not in a position to discharge their obligations
to the city unless assisted by the
institution holding the mortgage
on these properties. It would be of
immeasurable benefit to the owners it the banks would increase
the mortgage in sufficient amount
to cover the taxes, the taxes then
to be paid by the banks and made
a part of the mortgage.
I do not anticipate that a situation similar to the existing one
will arise again during the next
decade and since the amount to
be borne by any one banking Institution would not represent a
very great investment and the
benefit resulting to the home
owners would be immeasurable it
would appear the proper Course
to adopt.
Trusting that you will find it
possible to consider this matter
and should your decision be favorable so inform Inc at your earliest convenience, I beg to remain
Respectfully your,
Jaws V,. Cuzjoy
Mayor
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DECLARES ALIEN
NURSES NEED NOT
•BE DISCHARGED
City Solicitor 'riest States Law Does
Not Affect Employes Not
Under Civil Service

8 oi;s7oN .-*:1?CEb.ç,ç/

PRESCOTT AROMA
GETTING WORSE
Nothing has been Done
Since Aug. 4 About
Prescott Stench-Hole
—Repalec's Fine Letter No Aid To Bremen Street Dwellers

A

rendered by Corporation Counsel SamIn direct variance with the opinion
to.
Curley, City Solicitor A. Franklin Priest
Mayor
to
Boston
of
Silverman
uel
opinion that "there is no law that an alien
ay filed with the city council an
not classified under civil service.'
.annot be employed in a position
City boncitor Priest quotes various
Mayor
by
asked
was
The opinion
sections of the law pertaining to the
acthe
of
employment of persons under civil
Forrest V. Smith because
dis- service.
tion taken by Mayor Curl , in
,s in Boston.
rharging 18 alien
d adz7
',•.-'1vCa
Jnder Corporation Counsel Silverman's
could
he
said
Curley
ruling, Mayor
in
take no other course. Eight nurses
faced
here
hospitals
municipal
the
discharge under that ruling, but City
Solicitor Priest today said, "The law
does not compel the discharge of the
BOSTON, Eopt. 3 (10—Mayor James
alien nurses, above mentioned, but
, M Curley today called a conference of
they may be discharged without hearing or cause if it is deemed desirable."
mayors and chairmen of boards of se"I am, therefore, of the opinion,"
lectmen throughout the state to dishe said, that nurses, both graduate
cuss proposed automobile liability in,and under-graduate, in thc employ of
the City of Haverhill in ths municipal
surance rates. He said the meeting
hospitals, not being classified under
which was scheduled for next Wedcivil service, are not affected in any
-nesday in the Boston city hall was
way by the provisions of Chapter 31
of the general laws, and particularly
for the purpose of arriving at a defiSection 19 of that chapter. There
nite program for opposition of the
is no law that an alien cannot be em1 roposed rates.
ployed in a position not classified under civil service."
If a decision is reached, a request
The opinion was placed on file by
will be made to Governor Joseph B.
or
the city council without comment
Ely '..ci call a special session of the
reading.
state legislature to consider the plan
comM.
Costello,
James
Alderman
evolved.
missioner of health and charities,
Three plans are to be discussed, it
however, stated that it was not fair
They are: A state
was announced
that graduate nurses from foreign
insurance department to compete
countries should come into the United
with private companies; the ConnectiStates and obtain good positions and
(-it demerit system, and a uniform
not have consideration enough for the
rate for the entire state.
country to become citizens.
Protests against the suggested rates
Under the ruling of the city solicicontinued to pour into the office of
tor, the trustees of the municipal hosGovernor Ely today. Some protestants
pitals can discharge the alien nurses
others attacked
suggested remedies,
without hearing or cause. The quesinsir ance companies and some detion of discharge will probably be a
manded action by the governor. Legisdead issue in view of the ruling.
Under Solicitor Priest's ruling the
lators and city officials led the opquestion can be taken before the Suposition.
preme court for a final opinion, Anv
Mayor John J. Murphy of Somergroup of 10 citizens can tring a writ
ville took steps to institute a referof mandamus to compel the trustees
endum on repeal of the law and anto discharge the alien nuises, basing
noi iced a substitute plan for insurtheir petition on the ruling of Cora .'e under state supervision. His
poration Counsel Silverman, The Suph 1 '.'mud provide for owners of aupreme court would then have to rule
tornol ilea to Pay into a public fund.
whether Mr. Priest's opinion was
Thom not contributing would have to
proper. Under Mr Silverman's rulgimpl. bonds to satisfy claims in
ing, the 18 Boston nurses dischcarged
ease of an accident.. He staid his
have no redress. If the trustees here
proposal would carry provisions to acshould discharge the nurses, they
count for fraudulent claims.
would have no redress, but with no
action taken by the trustees, citizens
have a right to bring a nuoidanius petition compelling the trustees to dill'charge,them.

AUTO RATES PARLEY
6 CALLED BY CURLEY
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That was a mighty fine letter which
Repalec had written for to put in the
Argus-Advocate, last Saturday, addressed to Mayor Curley. A City Hall
reporter could do no better in the
way of perfect construction, diction,
chirography and paragraphery. As the
Old Timer might say: Yes, and if it
was put up to Repalec to read it out
loud, or repeat it verbatim, he would
swallow his falsh teeth, or break an
ankle.
But it was a good letter—a good
letter, even If Repalec only just discovered the "old Hulks." While Repalec and others are straining at gnats
rodents as big as camels are overrunning the tenements on Bremen
street. where Mayoralty secretary,
Prankie Benson used to live. We
ought to have a "Bremen Street Day"
to make things habitable for Prankie's
former neighbors and friends. The
house-sewers smell as bad as the adjacent dumps, across the tracks,
Uncle Mike, but since August 4th, the
date of the Condor Day investigation,
nothing has been done about this
Prescott Street stench-hole, Uncle
Mike, and people going to church Sunday morning complain that they have
to carry Keane's Day Square Nose
Ointment with them to use on their
way to and from church. If they don'
take this precaution they have no appetite for breakfast or dinner. Get
busy, Uncle Mike, and Repalec.

A Clean Community
The residents of Bremen Street are
poor but honest folk who pay the same
rate of taxes as those in more sightly
and healthier neighborhoods. They
put up with railroad noises and annoyances, dirty frontages and auto
dangers. It is too bad that they have
to endure poor sewerage conditions
and bad dump-smells, year in and year
out, with no help or attention from
those they elect to the City Council
and the General Court. We understand that Captain Coughlin, Mr. Webster and the rest of the. Board of
Trade Water-front Committee are perfectly willing to have our elected officials follow along with them in order
to make East Boston a clean community, worthy of Mayor Curley's $35,000,000.00 gift-program, but since the
Board of Trade started this campaign
it cannot allow anybody who has
neglected his full duty to a long-suffering constituency to steal its thunder or carry the "limburger" to the
wet-wash laundry and the manicurist.
They may follow but they cannot lead
the
or make a misplay by grabbing
ball, offside.

Everything is going to

be in accordance with a "fair forwardpass"—and don't 'ee fail to forget it,
ate's.
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America shipped 300,000,000 bushels
25.000,000 starving
of wheat To
Chinese would be a subject of conversation there for 2000 years to
come."
September will mark the end of the
second year of depression, said Mayor Curley. "And yet no- definite program, other than passing the hat, has
been devised to meet the most extraordinary and unprecedented situation
in history. And this convention could
do no greater service than that of recording itself in favor of a special
session of Congress, to urge legislation whereby money instead of proclamations will be placed in circulation."
Money is being piled up in the
know;
Boston, Aug. 24.—Declaring that banks, he said, because no man
to hold his job.
captains of industry have accom- how long he is going
for a rainy day, tie
plished no constructive program to While he is saving
a continual rainmeet the unemployment emergency, said, there has been
years.
William Green. president of the storm for the last two
"Congress is enjoying a vacation,
American Federation of Labor, today
he said. "It's members
told delegates to the convention of meanwhile,"
at the seastreet car employes in session here are indulging themselves
Long Island instituthat the only proposals in the emerg- shore while the
tion and others like it are filled with
ency have been made by labor.
jail Is a
"Those who have expected the de- the poor and starving. A
Every jail
pression to pass have been disap- popular summer resort.
its capointed. The situation of unemploy- is filled to 50 per cent over
prisoners are cornment is more and more widespread, pacity and the
accommoblighting all sections of the United , plaining about the lack of
,
States and other nations. Among dattone,"
The mayor took a fling at the
the captain's of industry there does
the remark
not seem to be a realization or ap- police department, with
stayed at
predation of the seriousness of the that if Queen Isabella had
had no
situation. I charge them with failure Boston hotels she would have
endow Columto meet the urgent needs of the sit- jewelry with which to
nothing bus, alluding to recent robberies oi
nation. There has been
whatever done collectively by those jewelry salesmen in this city.
The convention is that of the
who own and manage industry to
of Street
relieve the situation. I have asked Amalgamated Association
and
them to point to a single instance and Electric Railways of America,
morning sesof where they have collectively an- other speakers at the
nounced even a program, notwith- , sion included Rev. Francis Phelan,
Destanding our appeal for concerted representing Cardinal O'Connell;
to Goveraction and cooperation, or even a ; witt C. DeWolfe, secretary
declaration of policy. There has I nor Ely; Charle.s: E. Paine, assistant
Moribeen no response whatever. They corporation counsel; James T.
are seemingly hoping that fate or l arty, president of the State branch of
restore the American Federation of Labor;
some unseen power will
Arthur Moriarty, president of the
normal conditions."
Labor on the other hand, said Boston Central Labor Union; Patrick
the
President Green, proposes an imme- Williams, general manager of
(hate special session of Congress to Providence street railway system; and
legislate more construction programs H. Ware Barnum, counsel for the
and relief measures. It also demands' Boston Elevated Railway.
John C. Carey, president of the
that President Hoover call an inibetween the Boston Carmen's Union, presided at
mediate conference
leaders of labor and industry. He the opening of the convention, and
declared that labor would coeperate turned the gavel over to William D.
to the fullest at such a conference, mahon, of Detroit, president of the
Demanding that America ship 300,-1 organization.
the
William Green, president of the
000,000 bushels of wheat to
famine areas of China and that American Federation of Labor, was
"Hoover breadlines" be established in scheduled to speak at the afternoon
"every city and town of the united session today after which all sessions
today urged will be closed to the public. More
States," Mayor Cur
delegates tsftI1e 22nd biennial Con-1;than 600 delegates are in attendance.
vention of street railway employes to
go on recbrd in favor of an immediate special session of Congress for
the relief of unemployment. The
convention opened at the Hotel Bradford, to continue throughout the week,
The shipment of wheat to China,
said the mayor;would help the farmer, reemploy most of the 900,000 railway employes affected by the depression, and would open up a market
for the sale of second-hand American automobiles in the interior of
China for transportation of the grain.
"China is a oountry of traditions,"
said the mayor. "And the fact that

IIIHN SAYS
INDUSTRY IS
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President of A. F. OIL.
Says Leaders Fail to
Meet Situation

•

A Warning
"charity
IT IS an old baying that
is that
begins at home," and another
his own
"one should first look after
citizens of
house." Applied to us, the
Massachusetts, do these bits of rrotaking
verbial philosophy justify us in
Massachuthe position that none but
roads,
setts contractors should build our
cost to
no matter at what additional
from
eur tax payers, or in discharging
efficour public hospitals faithful and
been
ient nurses who happen to have
yet
'Dorn in Nova Scotia, and haven't
had time enough to get final naturalisation papers? Evidently some people
think so, enough of them to influence
our Executive Council and our State
Legislature to take action in both these
directions. We do not believe that
either decision is a wise one, or that
the people of Massachusetts when they
put their minds to it, will approve of
either. It is bad judgment to create
a favored class of bidders for public
contracts. That is always costly to
the tax payers and it grows more costly
the longer it continues. Massachusetts
contractors can build roads as cheaply
as Connecticut contractors if they wish
to. To Jell them they needn't try to
is all that is needed to make our tax
burdens progressively heavier than they
need be. As for the case of the nurses,
almost everyone feels that a great injustice has been done. Even Mayor
Curley, who enforced the provisiorirtf
the law, did it with an apology. These
young women were attracted here to go
Into training on the definite understanding that their services were
needed and welcome. Now, in spite of
their devotion and their efficiency, they
Frankly, we don't
are discharged.
like it. This sort of thing will create
Ill feeling against Massachusetts among
its neighbors on all sides. If it is carried further, as It may be, it will result
In retaliation; and Massachusetts, which
lives by exporting goods and services
to other states and provinces will suffer
for it. It is a parochial, narrow-minded
i reinilthe end promises to be a costly
r
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PERMIT TO
CARRY GUN
Is Presented Mayor Curley by
Police Commissioner Hultman
Boston, Aug. 25—Mayor James
M. Curley can go "heeled" whenever he pleases. As the outcome of
a request for a police permit to
carry a pistol, Mayor Curley was
surprised today by a visit from
Police Commissioner Hultman, who
carried a small black bag. In the
bag was a permit to carry a gun,
also there was a new type of police ,pistol which the commis
stoner presented the mayor.
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charters for banks, we also should by Prof. Sidney A. Gunn.
The .world'e Eucharistic
have supervLsion. over the conduct of
BY HIBERNIANS banks.
to be held in Ireland ',test

I

congress
year WU

'
The particular. point I wish to commended.
Endorsement of the work of Rt.
stress 18 the question of foreclosure
of mortgages on homes. The board of Rev. Thomas J. Shahan, D. D., fori)ank incorporators should be em- merly of Millbury, in the work of
powered to investigate the facts caus- the erection of the shrine of the Iming the foreclosure and to see that maculate Conception at Washington,
was
the home owners are given proper is given and substantial aid
protection. I think the rate of in- promised in the work.
The bicentennial of the birth of
rest should not exceed 5 per cent
George Washington next year was
on mortgages.
that
"Discussing the statement
noted and co-operation promised.
press dispatches this morning quote
Governor Ely Hopeful
Joreign papers that Britain is ruled
Expressing the belief that indusoy United States banks, Mr. Hurley
trial prosperity is about to turn for
said:
issuing a warning that
The people of this country proved the better, but
think it is going to be
their patriotism in the World War, he did not
warrant abatement
enough
to
good
by sending over millions of our young
distress, where
men and also subscribing millions of of efforts to relieve
dollars to Liberty loan drives in or- relief is needed most, Governor Ely,
and visitors
der to help finance the World War. addressed 1000 delegates
last night.
In that certainly we of America at the Bancroft ball room
was
executive
State
While the Bay
proved our patriotism and our record
'officially represented by Morgan T.
speaks for itself.
"With regard to cancellation of war Ryan, registrar of motor vehicles,
debts, I agree with /Senator David L The governor, however, decided to
jWalsh, that the principle of the can- come up from the Cape for the oc! cellttion of war debts .is one to be cession and was escorted into the
settled by the bondholders who sub- imain ballroom of the Bancroft by
scribed to those Liberty loans, and I 'Mayor O'Hara and was loudly cheerdon't think any officials of the na- ed.
Mayor James N. =es,of Boston,
tion without a mandate from the
People have any right or authority to Congressman Pehr 07Holmes and U.
ITNToN,
collecthe
of
lieu
in
S. Senator Marcus Coolidge, schedtax our people
tion of these debts, because it is the uled speakers, were unable to attend
only Way that money could be raised but sent messages.
Mayor O'Hara extended the greetand that is by direct taxation.
"The reason I have an interest as ings of the city to the visiting delecanof
question
the
on
official
gates. Patrick F. Cannon of Clinton,
a state
cellation is the fact that I have in- past state president and national vice
vested $4,000,000, of the sinking president was toastmaster.
funds of the Commonwealth and that
The policy of giving young men imof course the first question to be de- portant positions in the state governis
Commonwealth
the
as
ment promised during his campaign
cided as far
concerned is where we would be able jhas been fulfilled, Governor Ely said,
to obtain the money to make up the "and the wisdom of such a step has
loss as represented in the investment been vindicated. he declared.
"There are many perplexing things
in the Liberty bonds.
"We should look after our own before us," he said. "Just a few days
serious
very
a
facing
are
We
people.
ago I sent letters to all mayors and
situation this coming winter.
selectmen in the state urging them
"With regard to the suggestion in to prepare for more relief work durfrom ing the coming winter.
Atty, John E. Penton. of Lawrence, a press dispatch this morning
was elected president of the Massa- the Emigrant bank of New York, that i "There is no doubt in my mind,"
put Ihe continued., turning to Mayor
chusetts state branch of the Ancient savings bank deposits should be
the O'Hara. "that the welfare work of
Order of Hibernians this afternoon into circulation to help business,
at the close of the two-days' bi- banks themselves ought to put their . Worcester will be well cared for durennial convention of the order at' Hi- own money into circulation to help ing the winter." He expressed his
pleasure as being at the same gaththe situation also."
bernian hall.
ering with the mayor.
Other officers elected were: Maurice
Resolutlos Offered
F. Walsh of Wakefield, vice president;
"Some people say the State LegisResolutions were reported by the
James H. Ivory of North Brookfield, resolutions committee renewing al- lature will not follow this suggessecretary, hr.d Michael J. Ahern off legiance to the Catholic faith, loy- tion of curbing public improvements
Boston. treasurer.
alty to the United States and pledg- during prosperous times and paying
The selection of the next convenfor the work which has just been
ing undying fealty t3 the constitution city was left to the discretion
tion and laws of the country; Icenit- fibished, but I say that if it is shown
of the incoming state board. It is
ating the people of Ireland in their
generally
believed, however, that efforts to work out their own prob- to them in language forceful enough
Springfield will be eten the prefer- lems" and expressing a desire for they will see the wisdom of spending
ence among the cities of the state. eventual absolute independence of public money in poor times and conAttorney Penton
was graduated the Emerald isle; repeal of the na- , serving in good times."
from the Lawrence High school in
Speaks of Public Works
tional origins amendment to the im1916. Holy Cross college in 1920 and migration law of 1924; urging that I
The governor stated that reports
Suffolk Law school in 1924. He taught
the United States build tonnage of last week in the construction of
in the Lawrence public schools for the navy commensurate with the ; buildings and
highways at least in
nearly nine year. and was faculty Washington 5-5-3 pact of 1921; urg- direct labor
showed that 25.000 .en
manager of athletics at the Lawrence ing increasing the standing army of , had been
given employment.
High school for five years.
the United States; indorsing the i "I wish it had been 100,000," the
He is register of deeds for the stand of the national convention re- ;
governor said. "If the Legislature
Northern Essex district and is the cently held at Newport, R. I., oppos- had
been all Democratic, I think it
only elected Democratic official in
ing the World court and the League 'might have reached that figure," he
Essex county, holding a county office.
of Nations.
;added, good humoredly.
The morning se.ssion which opened
"We are opposed unreservedly to
"Massachusetts has done better
at 10 o'clock was devoted to routine the cancellation of debts due the
business and addresses, the principal United States; but in the event that than any state in the Union In its
of which Was that by State Treasurer the debts should be cancelled, we efforts to relieve distress. If every
Charles F. Hurley. who is a member urge that Ireland's debts to England ficate had done as well as Massachu625.000 persons wrsuld have been emof the order.
also be cancelled simultaneously," the ployed in
the United States. That
"It is my opinion." he said, "that
d
the board of bank incorporators' duContinuance of the study of Irish means that 625,000 families WOUIL1
ties should be enlarged, if they have history was urged and commendation have been benefitted, and that is
only on public works.
the power, and this Is no reflection
for the department of education of
on the bank commissioner's office — Massachusetts was given for provid
"I am in hopes that in the next
that if we, the board of bank incor- log a course in Celtic literature givefl three months we may see
what we
porators have the power to grant

STATE A. 0. H. AIVIES
i-ENTON FIESIDENT
Lawrence Man Elected Today as Convention Conies
to Close
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in the Polando home sat Marjorie
Bradshaw whpse only solace was that
her step-father was near home again.
Marjorie. the daughter•of Mrs. Polanclo through her first marriage, suffered a sinus infection, and while all
John, Jr.,
the Polandos, including
whose three years of age was no bar
to his making the trip, went to Boston. Marjorie sat at home marking
time until her hero-daddy could get
there.

•
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MANSFIELD MAY ENTER
HUB MAYORALTY RACE
Cc- x17... C.-: rr E

Friends Predict Action by
State Bar Ass'n Head
Frederick W. Mansfield, president
of the Massachusetts Bar .$ssociation, v7ho polled upwards of 100,000
votes In his contest against
will enter the race In 11133
.
C.Irley,
aMrist former Mayor Nichols, his
friends predicted last night.
While President Mansfield preferred
to reserve his announcement, it was
learned that he had agreed to make
the fight and his intimate friends
and admirers have already started
plans for the campaign, still more
than two years away, unless Mayor
•Curley should retire next year to become Governor.
Because of the persistent rumors
that the 'Mayor would throw his hat
into the gubernatorial ring next year,
Mansfield's friends have pleaded with
him to make an early announcement
of his candidacy for mayor and match
strides with former Mayor Nichols,
who has publicly stated that he is
merely on a "four-year vacation"
from the mayor's office. •
Representatives of the Good Government Association have conferred
with Mr. Mansfield recently indicating that he would again receive
the G. 0. A. endorsement and a campaign fund of at least $25,000.
Although former Mayor Nichols
carried the Good Government banner
in his successful campaign of six
years ago, he parted from the G. G. A.
while at City hall and turned his
guns upon them.
, The expected action of President
Mansfield In announceing his candidacy will undoubtedly draw early into the race other Democratic &spirants for the first office In the city.
Mentioned In political circles as
possible candidates during recent
weeks are District-Attorney William
John W.
J. Foley, Congressman
McCormack, Fire Commissioner Edward F. McLaughlin, former Fire
Commissioner Theodore A. Glynn,
Traffic Commissioner Joseph A. Conry, Chairman Peter F.,,Tague of the
Election Commission and a host of
others.

•
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BOSTON SOLON TO
(;;; FILE WHEAT BILL
BOSTON, Aug. 25 (AP)—Congressman John W. McCormack of Boston announced his intention tonight
of filing a bill in the next session of
Congress authorizing the Federal
Farm board to lend this country's
surplus wheat to Chi la, Congressman McCormack wrote of his proposal
to Mayor Jaynes M. Curley, who has
advocated.,such

gtIiwcY
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B.& D League and Curley Cup

Winners Lauded at Gathering
The championship Clan MacGregor
soccer eleven of Quincy was presented the Thomas Grieve cup and the
James M. Curley trophy at a special
meeting of the organization in Walter
Scott hall, South Quincy, last night.
With the trophies, which are emblematic of the Boston and District
soccer league championship end the
open tourney for the beautiful cup
donated by the mayor of Boston, went
gold medals and rings to each and
every player who took part in the
team's success last season.
Headed by Clan Chief John McBride, a large delegation of regular
members of the Clan was on hand
to give the boys a rousing reception.
The MacGregor eleven have won the
Boston and District league and Curley competition championships two
years in a row now, but last night
was the first that individual emblems
were ever given for winning the Curley cup. The trophy, was won in its
first time up by the Fore River Shamrocks of this city who defeated the
Boston Celtics in the final, 3-1.
In lauding the brilliant work of
the MacGregor outfit in the last two
years, Chief McBride paid an especial
tribute to Sandy Rae, manager of the
aggregation. Rae was said by McBride
to be one of the most successful
managers in the game and it was a
pity he was not returning to continue the good work.
The new executive, Jack McChesnie, elected some weeks ago, was complimented on his fine work during the
past seven years as a playing member
of the club, and received the best
wishes of all members for success as
the leader of the Clan forces next
season. Rae said he would be on hand
to root for the team at all times.
Mayor James M. Curley could not
be present ?MC lie was
- well repro-

1)(6frvs

sented by former Congressman Peter
Tague, who spoke on sports generally
and the fine work done by Mayor
Curley on behalf of athletics.
John H. White of Walpole, presi•
dent of the Boston and District
league and generally recognized as
the man who saved that organization
from extinction, several years ago,
gave a short speech complimenting
the MacGregors on their great work
in winning the crown for the second
consecutive year. White stated that
the future of soccer in the United
States was in the hands of the schoolboys who were showing more and
more interest in the sport.
"The caliber of play in the Boston
and District league during next season will be the highest of any circuit
In the state," said White, "and with
the death-knell of the Massachusetts
State league and no chance of any
other professional loop making headway in this part of the country, Boston and District league soccer is certain of one of its greatest seasons in
1931-32."
Past Chief John Clark greeted the
visiting spokesmen with a few well
directed remarks. Percy N. Lane sang
comic songs and told stories while
vocal selections were also given by
"Jock" Arthur and Adam McGee. The
affair was brought to a close with
the serving of refreshments. Those
receiving emblems were Dougie Logan, Tommy Hay, Jack MacChesnie,
Al Craig, Dave Nicol, Manager Sandy
Rae, Johnny Bell, Johnny Milne,
Bobby Allison, Donny MacIntyre,
Willie Hutchinson, Dave Murray,
Archie Allison, "Brownie" Brown,
mascot, and Jimmie Hay.
Medals and rings will be sent to
Alex Steele, Clan goaltender, who is
in Scotland, and Don McIntyre, hi
New Jersey.
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ALIEN NURSES
The action of Mayor Curley of Boston in discharging 14 graduate
and student nurses from-the Boston City hospital, on the ground that
the,' are aliens, creates a puzzling situation for many of these workers
and the hospitals that employ them. The Boston mayor regrets his
action, but feels that the law requires that citizen applicants must be
givers the preference in the public services. If this law is strictly interpreted as respects hospital workers, many institutions might suffer
by the loss of the service of experienced and faithful nurses. Would
the spirit of the law require that the service of such institutions must
be thus impaired? A large number of Canadian young women have
served as nurses in this section, and have made a most favorable impression by the zeal and competence of their work. It seems desirable
to retain them so far as possible, and encourage others of the same type
to come here.
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POLAND()AND BOARDMAN REACH
BOSTON AND ARE GREETED BY
BIG CROWD OF HOME FOLKS
tt

•

BOSTON, Aug. 25..—(AP)---John Polando of Lynn and Russell Boardman of Brookline, brought the "Cape Cod," their
trans-Atlantic airplane, to rest on the East Boston airport
grounds at 11.30 (EST) today. The flyers were greeted by a
large crowd of home-folks, who strained, at police lines to welcome the men who flew to Istanbul, Turkey. People who have
known Polando since his childhood days in Lynn shouted a
welcome while neighbors from Brookline, Massachusetts' largest
town, cheered Boardman.

City and state officials met the
flyers and after acknowledging
the plaudits of the crowd the airmen were hustled into automobit's to retrace what Boston has
come to know as "the Lindbergh
route" to the State House.
Polando had been employed as
a Mechanic at the airport for sevoral yeti's and it was a real return
home for him,
Veterans' organizations accompanted the pair on their way into
Boston through cheering lines of
people in East Boston, Chelsea
an(l Charlestown. The parade then
entered Boston's financial district

13EvE

with the usual downpour of ticker
tape and torn paper, and proceeded to the city hall, where Mayor
James M. Curley presented eaA
tlyerisattir'sr` 'bronze clock in behalf of the city. The parade then
swung through the shopping area
and then to the State House. •
Governor Joseph B. Ely gave
the men medallions. These were
of go:41, with four points, the figtire of an airplane circling the
globe, the state seal at the top and
two platinum; wings extending
from each side of the seal. They
were similar to the medallion given Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh
by Massachusetts.
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Green Gives Views on. •
C, on Unemployment
The institutions of the country now
are :wi ng, alo-dectea to the most seveett
test in histery. Now is the time for
:edion rather than talk to prevent the
millapse of the nation's soelal 'strtioiture.
This was the keynote of the address
by \\ ill
Green, president of the
..tinerieaii Federation of Labor,- at the
eeneention of the Amal4,1)1L1 14.11
ei ii iv
fin of
Street and
Electric it:I
F:Ii11110yPS of America
‘.•,,terda
v.
Bosom
at
In his it
the labor head criticised
and managers of industry
in the eoentry (em' not relieving the
unempl,e. men t eittiation. He declared
that p,il Ii iii the American Fed/if I !mi. for unemployment reeieir.,e teeing every man a job
lief
were rep,a billy refused by leaders of
indtislo.
lie j„
'iii a demand,
rirlViral!c
that
a special
Session of I . m.ress lie iniempieymena
relief, urged the five-day week and
shorter working day to make workers',
ohs secure, and assailed the "commis.tion program" of unemoloyment
lief.

•
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OPPOSES ULFEutt.0
FOR RELIEF HEAD

Ity Telegram State House Reporter
BOSTON, Aug. 24.--Francis J. Finneran, prasident of the Democratic
club of Massachusetts, which is seldom heard of In politics, telegraphed
President Herbert •Hoover at his
Rapidan camp today protesting the
appointment of President Gifford of
the 'American Telephone az Telegraph
Co. as head of the unemployment relief commission.
Most Interesting to politicians in
the multigraphed copy of the telegram distributed to the press was
Finneran's reference to Senator David I. Walsh calling Maar Curley
the "mayor of the poor."interpreted as an attempt to make It
appear that the senator is a warm
lbooster of the Boston mayor: when
i as a matter of fact they have never
been particularly friendly.
Finneran asked President Hoover
to have Mr. Gifford show the way
toward unemployment relief, "by
having him cut out future machine
switching and hiring more help in ,
telephone companies." He also said
of
that after the last conference
leaders of American industry they
returned home and fired thousands
who had been on the payrolls for
years.

$./3 7?/A1
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Head of'Ilirifrocratic-04$4.--- -Raps Gifford and Pelley.
Specie/ to The Springfield L 0,,,„
BOSTON, Aug. 24—Francis J. Fin Democratic
neran, president of the
Club of Masiatehusetts, in a telegram
today to President Hoover asks the
President to bring to the attention of
Walter S. Gifford, the head of his reorganized relief movement, the advisability a employing mom help in telephone companies. Gifford is president
of the American Telephone and Tele,
graph Company.
Finneran also tonic a slap at President Pelley of the New.flaven railroad,
saying that "He could not return fast
enough to Boston from your conference at Washington to fire hundreds
who vvire then on the payroll of the
New liaven railroad."
In addition, Finneran took occasion
to bring to President Hoover's attention the fact that Maytii
a oPTffron.
Curley of Boston has, in
been justly named "the Mayor or tne
poor."
Finneran's Message.
The telegram read as follows:
"President Herbert Hoover,
"Rapidan Camp,
"Luray, Va.
"Boston press reports that you have
appointed 52 of the 60 invited by you
to serve on your Unemployment Relief
Commission. I•note that you have appointed President Gifford a the American Telephone and Telegraph Company as head of this commission and
that he is now your guest at camp.
"Kindly have Mr. Gifford show the
way toward unemployment relief by
having him cut off future machine
switching and hiring more help in
telephone companies. Two telephone
girls today are doing more work than
it took three of their sister operators
to do 10 years ago.
"The last conference you called on
unemployment when you assembled
the leaders of American ineustry
caused these leaders to return home
and fire thousands of people who had
been on their payroll for years. I'resident Pelley of the New 'York, New
Haven & Hartford railroad could not
return fast enough to Boston from
your conference at Washington to fire
hundreds who were then on the payroll of the New Haven railroad.
"While New England is in fairer
shape compared with the rest of the
Nation, nevertheless Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston is spending over
$7,000,000 for family welfare arid has
been well named 'the Mayor of the
poor' by United States Senator David
I. Walsh.
"This unemployment condition is no
joke. Americans care not for English
and German relief. The average redblooded American would rather see
the smile of contentment on a. group
of American children than bear the
roar of, approval from a gallery elf
European nobility.
Francis .T. Finneran.
President, Democratic flub of
Massachusetts."
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RAIN MANS RELIPTION TO
BOAROMA\ AND POLANDO

TROLLEY MEN CONVENE
(By the Associated Press)
BOSTON, Aug. 25.—The annual
convention of the Amalgamated
Associations of Street and Electric
LAI\\';ly,
Employes of America.
esteeday with about 600
delitestes present.
Ma y‘ir Is Ines M. Curley in an
a tdross of welcome orsted the convention to go ,.11 record as favorable to a special session of congress which would enact legislation designed to alleviate unemployment and stimulate the circulation of money.
James T. Moriarty, president of
the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor, also addressed the convenHort

Customs Official Also Trails Flyers and Relieves
• Them of Their ilowed Trophies—Advertising
Club Hosts at, Lunche0n--13oston Pre,pares for
Celebration Today in Their Honor

New York, Aug, 24 lin—During 1,ne
lofficial welcome today of the city to BOSTON PREPARE FOR
RECEPTION THERE TODAY.
1 Russell Boardman and John Polando,
as "the Lindbergh route” to the State
Boston,
Aug. 24 0'1—Latest plans
(non-stop New York to Istanbul flyers,
a United States customs inspector was nm the reception of Russell Boardman
House.
greeting in equally official manner Use and John Polando, holders of the
Polando had been employed as a
world's
long-distance
flight record, by
bejewelled trophies brought home by
mechanic at the airport for several
Massachusetts and Boston tomorrow
the airmen.
years. and it was a real ieturn home
The trophies, diamond studded em- were announced tonight.
him.
for
The
flyers
will
arrive
at
the
airport
blems of esteem presented to the flyers
Veterans' organizations accompanied
by the Aerial Club of Turkey, adorned shortly after noon and will motor
the pair on their way through cheerthe breasts .of the day's heroes when through Chelsea to Boston proper.
ing lines of people in East Boston.
where
a
military
parade
will
meet
they transferred from the liner ExChelsea and Charlestown. The parade
them
and
escort
them
to
City
hall
and
calibur to the tug Macom; when they
then entered Boston's financial disthen
to
the
state
rode up lower Broadway to City hall;
House At 2 o'clock
trict with the usual downpour of
they
will
be
the
while they were being received by Actguests of the city at
ticker-tape and torn paper, and proluncheon,
In
the
ing Mayor McKee s.aci during the
evening Governor
ceeded to the City Hall where Mayor
Advertising ,club luncheon in their 'Ely, mayor gullets', the Turkish amJames M. Cut ley presented each flier
bassador and Guiseppe M.
honor.
with a bronze clock in behalf of the
Bellanca,
Throughout these r on-stop cere- designer of their plane, will be among
city. The parade then swung through
the shopping area and then to the
monies, Customs Officer James V. the speakers at a reception to be held
State House. Gov. Joseph B. Ely gave
McCabe tagged along as a non-stop either In Columbus park or the Arena,
depending upon the weather.
the men medallions. These were of
watcher.
Governor Ely will confer on Boardgold, with four points, the figure of
Each of the emblems, he explained,
man a commission as captain
an
airplane circling the globe, the
diamond,
contains a four-karat blue
in the
state seal at the top and two platinum
Boardman air service of the Massachusetts naobviously very valuable.
wings extending from each side of the
and Polando, having rectived them as tional guard and on Polando a comseal. They were similar to the medalmission
as
second
lieutenant,
deit
unnecessary
In
gifts, thought
lion given Col. Charles A. Lindbergh
clare them. This was a mistake, of
by Massachusetts.
and
the
customs
men
said
they
course,
The flyers then attended a luncheon
anxious
to
appraise
them.
were
given by Mayor Curley. After the
luncheon they a tut to visit Admiral
When McCabe first broached the
'Byrd's ship, City of New York, which
subject, the flyers said they would be
is on exhibition in South Boston.
glad to have the emblems appraised
A special welcoming dinner was arbut Certainly not until after the cereranged for the early evening by the
officials, relatives,
monies
where
Advertising Club of Boston at which
friends and admirers would want to
etinseppe M. Benefice, designer of the
in which Polando and Boardfeast their eyes upon them.
man flew to Turkey: the Turkish amAt their hotel, the reception combassador to the United States and a
pleted, the flyers unpinned the flashhost of city, state and aviation leading medals and placed them in Mcers were to be present. The city will
Cabe's care.
He premised to have
• then give the men a municipad recepthem appraised without loss of time
tion in the city stadium.
in order that Boardman and Polando.
During the meeting with Gov. Ely,
Boardman was commissioned a capmay pay any duty assessed by the govtain and Poland() a second-lieutenant
ernment and wear them again when
it the state air service. Boardman prethey reach Boston for the home town
viously held a ties sit
welcome.
Rain somewhat marred the official
LYNN, Aug. 25 'Ili All Hie kids
reception, but, under Me management
went to Boston toditts that is all exof the sanitation commissioner, the
cept Marjorie Bradshaw, 11, to whom
ceremonies proceeded like clockwork.
there is no greater hero than John
Leaving the Excalibur at quaranPoland°.
BOSTON, Aug. 25 (/P)—John PoBacks of automobile trucks were at
tine, the flyers went to the Battery on
lando of Lynn and Russell Boardman a premium as the boys and girls of
the city tug Macom and were driven
of Brookline brought the "Cape Cod," this city made the long trek into East
to City hall in autonu bites. Acting
their trans-Atlantic airplane, to rest Boston to see Polando and Russell
Mayor McKee received them and con.at the East Boston airport at 11.30 Boardman land and receive their regratulated them for the city and the
o'clock (E. S. T.) today.
ception. Those whose dads had autoluncheon wound up the acclaim.
The fliers were greeted by a large mobiles were fortunate, but hack in
crowd of home folks who strained at the Polando home sat Marjorie Bradpolice lines to welcome the men who shaw whose only solace was that her
flew to Istanbul, Turkey. People who step-father was near home again.
have known Polando since his child-1
Marisa ie. the daughter of Mrs. Pohood days in Lynn shouted a welcome„ lando through her first marriage, sufwhile neighbors from Brookline, Mils- feted a sinus infection, and while all
sachnsetts' largest town, cheered the Polandos. Including John. Jr.,
Boardman. City and state officials whose three years of age was no bar
met the fliers and, after acknowledg-. to his making the trip, went to Bosing the plaudits of the crowd, the air- ton, Marjorie sat at home marking
,men were hustled into automobiles to, time until her hero-daddy could get
eatrace what Bost ii lasts coMe to.knoWimiere. ,

Bay State Fliers
Get Reception
ioine
,

,)Ialie

is!

Poland() and Boardman
Retrace "Lindbergh
Route" to State House

•
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MAYOR CURLEY
ASKS JOBLESS
BE GIVEN AID
Urges Public Works
Instead of Close
Economy.
Plymouth, Aug. 22.—Decrying the
talk of economy everywhere and
declaring that Boston does not
look forward to a hard winter,
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,
in the feature afternoon address
of the third and final day of the
the
13th %-annual convention of
American Legion, Department of
Massachusetts, in session here, referred to the standing army of the
United States as the standing joke
of the world.
Thousands of Legionnaires from
every post in the State are parading
the streets of the shire town. Everyone is orderly despite the unusual
traffic and the situation is well
taken care of by local police and a
detachment of State police.
Resolutions passed to-day at
the business session in Memorial
building included one intended to
stop panhandlers from posing as
legionnaires. Another would have
universal compulsory
military
training for boys of High school
age. A third asks that the legislature committee be urged to
secure $400,000 appropriation for
a veterans' tuberculosis hospital
in Rutland.
Springfield in 1936.
The
convention. approved
the
thought of holding the 1936 State
convention, five years hence, at
Springfield, because that city will be
celebrating its 300th anniversary that
year.
State
Department
Commander
Richard F. Paul presented resolutions
of appreciation for work during the
national convention in Boston last
year to Col. Carroll W. Swan of Boston, of the National Convention Corporation.
Shortly after his arrival to-day,
Mayor Curley of Boston was ushered
to a seat of honor on the rostrum'
and was then introduced by Commander Paul.
He said in part: "I hope I may
again extend my courtesies to what
was the salvation of free government
in the hour of the world's trial, the
American Legion."
Make Joke of Army.
Referring to the Memorial
buildine, he said: "Would that
we had a little of the faith of
our forefathers in whose memory
this hall was built,
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"To-day we hear everywhere
the cry of economy. The government has dispensed with 32,000
of its workers and department
heads have been told to cut
22,000 more. They are making
the standing army of the United
States the standing joke of the
world.
Referring to the recent attack
of President Pritchett of the Carnegie Foundation against the Grand
the
of the Republic and
Army
American Legion in which he classed
the two organizations as political
raiders,
treasury
and
colonels
Mayor Curley said "The G. A. R.
and A. L. have been singled out as
targets for an attack by officers of
the foundation named for a man,
who, if he were to give a library to
every village in the country could
never wipe out the disgrace of the
Pullman strike—Andrew Carnegie.
Waited 47 Years.
"They called them grafters. The
G. A. R. waited 47 years before
getting a $1-a-day pension. Do you
call that graft? We would deny the
saviors of the United States what
the Romans granted to their mules
at the Acropoiis.
"They are beginning to fear the
legion, its size and the power it may
have. No one was afraid during the
war. Why be efrid now?
"The best, thing that could happen
to America would be for all 4,000,000
eligible men to becom3 members of
the American Legion."
Too Much Economy.
Going back to economy, he said,
"Canada, France and England paid
to their soldiers adjusted compensation of the money borrowed from
the United States.
"We have just started a moratorium which is the first step in
ultimately wiping out the indebtedness of 30 billions of dollars. We'll
collect only by another war and we
don't want that.
"In Boston we don't look for a
hard winter, but if we continue to
talk economy and stop spending, it
will be a tough winter," he concluded.

CURLEY GETS "
HIS PISTOL
BOSTON. Aug. 25 (A. P.)—Mayor James M. Curley now has a gun
to go with the permit to carry a
weapon that was offered him a few
days ago.
Police Commissioner Eugene C.
Hultman paid an unexpected visit
to the mayor's office today. He carried a small black bag. From it he
produced a permit, made out to the
mayor, and then a pistol of a special police type.

captains of Inthrstei Have
Failed, (keen Charges.

6

f'resident
BOSTUN, Aug.
William Green of t he American Federation of Labor today charged that
captains of industry have accomplished
no constructive program to cope with
the unemployment emergency. President Green spoke before the 22d biennial convention of the Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric
Railway Employes of America.
"Those who have expected the depression to pass have been disappointed," President Green said. "The situation of unemployment is more and
more widespread, blighting all sections
of the United States and other nations.
Among the captains of Industry there
does not seem to be a realization of
appreciation of the seriousness of the
situation. I charge them with failure
to meet urgent needs of the situation.
There has been nothing whatever done
collectively by those who own and
manage industry to relieve the situation."
Labor's action in the emergency.
Green said, was to propose an immediate special session of Congress to
legislate more construction programs
and relief measures and that President
Hoover call an Immediate conference
between leaders of labor and industry.
Labor, he said, would cooperate to the
fullest In a conference with industrial
leaders.
Mayor James M. Curley, In an address of ‘etnrwrirv4etrIffed that et ngress be called into special session to
consider the unemployment situation
Others who delivered addresses were
DeWitt C. DeWolfe, secretary to Gov.
Joseph B. Ely, H. Ware Barnum,
counsel for the Rolston Elevated railway and James T. Moriarty, president
of the Massachusetts Federation of
Labor.

THREE FROM
CITY ATTEND
P.O. NATIONAI
IMega les to the 32nd annual convenCnn of the United National association of Post: Office Clerks,
which opened in Boston, at Hotel
Stotler, Monday, include, from this
city George J, Hickey, state president; Thomas L. Crawford, president of the local branch, and James
F. Moore, alternate.
The opening prayer was offered
by Rev. Francis Phelan, S. T. L., of
representing
Boston,
Cardinal
O'Connell. Hon. William S. Youngman, Lt. Gov. of Massachusetts,
brought greetings from the state.
Ex-Congressman Tague represented
Mayor Curle)',
After g short business meeting
delegates and visitors took a boat
for Nantasket, where a shore dinner was served.
Today, women of the party were
entertained by the Salada Tea Co.
Tonight there will be entertain.
melnt and a dance in the Crystal
ballroom at Hotel Statler.
Wednesday a
histor
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The legionnaires went on record LS
favoring legislation which would place
on an equal basis enlisted men and
emergency officers in the matter of
adjusted compensation.
The convention took no definite action but "received favorably" the invitation of Springfield post to hold
the 1916 convention in Springfield,
in observance of the 9.00th anniversary of the foundimi of Springfield.
The recent report of the Carnegie
Foundation criticizing the G. A. R.
and the American Legion as "Political
colonels" and "treasury raiders" was
attacktd by Mayor James M ,curley
of Boston, in an address to
convention.
The Civil War veterans, he said,
were required to wait 47 years before one dollar a day was paid them
as pension. He pointed out that
Canada, England and France were
paying compensation to veterans of
the world war from funds which he
said had been borrowed from the
United States and declared not only
the members of the Legion but all
American citizens should resent the
criticism of the foundation.
Criticizing what he termed "false
economy" on the part of the Federal
government, Curley said the government had dispraised with the services
of 32,000 employes over a period of
18 months and that department
heads have been told they must cut
off 22,000 more.
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Hub Councillor V.
Demands Discharge
Of 261 Alien Help
councilman

•

John F. Dowd of Roxbury yesterday demanded of Mayor
Curley the Immediate discharge of
261 aliens employed by contractors
engaged on municipal projects.
Dowd charged that there are 143
aliens employed on the construction
or alteration of schoolhouses
and
that a cheek of the employes of only
eight contractors, holding municipal
contracts, has disclosed that of a
total force of 410 men, 118 are aliens.
The demand of the councilman,
who was responsible for the
of alien nurses at the Citydischarge
hospital
and Long Island hospital, was
combined with the specific allegation that
"contractors and executives in the
employ of the city of Boston" are
protecting eaten workers.
Dowd further charged that absolutely no effort ts being made by
city officials to force contractors to
comply with state laws and city crdinances and his demand on the mayor
Is regarded as the forerunner if action to compel the grant of preference to citizens on all public works.
Dowd revealed the receipt of an
Indorsement by the executive committee of the American Nurses' society of America. in Washington,
of
his demand for the removal of alien
nurses, and a similar indorsement by
the Italian-American Political club
of Massachusetts.
In comment on Dowd's action,
r Caday placed on department
the responsibility for any violations of the laws or ordinances.
He made known that if his attention
or that of any department head is
called to specific cases of the employment of aliens, immediate action
will be taken.
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Legion as "political colonies" and
treasury raiders." Curley said that
not only members of the Legion but
all American citizens should resent
the criticism.
t
l
The delayed action on resolti
brought disposal of a long 1
one
including
recommendations
calling for the veterans' bureau to
allocate $410,000 additional to construction at the Rutland vetrans'
hospital. The funds are available
in an appropriation made by Congrees for building by the veterans'
bureau but have not yet been allocated.
_
Other resolutions adopted were
largely directed at the crime wave
and to curb any possibility of Comalthough
propaganda.
munistic
there were many having to do with
veterans' affairs.
itnessed By More
Among the principal revolutions
adopted were:
To request the national commander to invite Owen D. Young to be
the Legion's guest at the Detroit
Plymouth, Aug. 24—With a col- convention next year in appreciaorful parade in which 10,000 le- Ion of his efforts in behalf of vetgionnaires, including 50 bands, entns.
That Nov. 11, Armistice Day, be
marched over a four-mile route tol
be reviewed at historic Plymouth made a holiday for federal employes.
'chalet egislation be enacted reRock, the 13th annual convention
of the Massachusetts department. stricting thesale and distribution of
American Legion was brought to a firearms as a crime preventive.
The parade, led by Marshal Wil•
conclusion late Saturday. More
than 50,000 persons witnessed the lard C. Butler and his chief of staff.
procession.
Earl NV. Gooding, was in three di.
The convention business was con- visions, the first composed of a naeluded earlier in the day with the vat and &Mary escort, the second
election of Stephen C. Garrity of devoted to Legion posts and the I
Lowel as department commander to third to de•lorated flats and local
succeed Richard F. Paul and the Scout organizations.
choice of other department officers.
Central Massachusetts was repreGarrity was victor in a spirited seated by upward f 300 men in the
three-cornered contest, defeating second division, which was led by
Charles T. Flynn of Fitchburg, and John A. Warnke of Webster. the
Julius Haller of Needham. The new Worcester county commander,
vote was Garrity 338, Haller 208, and George D. Melican, commander
Flynn 207.
of Worcester post. The snappy
James P. Rose of Boston, Frank Worcester post fife, drum and bugle
Charles
F. Ely corps preceded the Worcester counP. Foy of Quincy and
Westfield, brother of the governor, ty section and its attractive tint ,
were re-elected vice cow:islanders. forms and pleasing music brought
The other vice commanders chosen almost continuous applause.
were Patrick H. Dupui3 of New
Oter Central Massachusetts sec
Bedford and Jeremiah ' Lahey of lions represented in the parade andl
Plymouth. William P. Killelea of having snappy musical organitaLeominster and John H. Hooley of dons were Orange. 'Millbury, Fitch.
Ayer, who were candidates, were burg, Athol, Framingham, Marlfar down tile list.
boro, Franklin, Gardner and LeomThe closest fight resulted in re- mated. Millbury made an special
election of John D. Crowley of Chel- impression with its white uniforms,
sea as treasurer over Charles P. beach pajama style,, and its incluHoward of Reading. Howard, who sion of women in its drum corps.
is chairman of the state commission Fitchburg in addition to its drum
on administration and finance. was corps had with it the famous wreck.
defeated by 26 votes.
ing crew with box ear and engine
Dennis H. Haverty of Worcester of the county voiture of the "40 and
was re-elected state adjutant for 8."
the eighth consecutive term. Other
During the fornenoon there was
officers chosen were: Claus M. Feuss
of North Andover, historian; Rev. a contest between bands and drum
Robert G. White of Watertown, corps and the drum corps of Ack} chaplain; Mrs. Josephine B. Coye, royd post of Marlboro, under the
ladership of Lieut. Col. Thomas J.
Brookline, executive
cvommittea
member-at-large; and Margaret L. Finn, was awarded first prize for
Buckley of Quincy, Alfrecia Dou- its music. The Norwood band was
cette of Somerville, Harry Kenan chosen for the honor of best departof Milton, Benjamin F. Poole of ment band, succeeding tthe Milton
Boston, delegates to the national band.
0
convention.
...
Command*: ,W.rnke and Vico.
vommander William B. Nemo of
Worcester county were named members of the state executive oommitc
tee from thee
'
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GREAT PARADE
Fifty Bands Play As the
10,000 Legionnairs
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Dick McCarty to Be Awarded
Mayor Curley Trophy for
Third Place in Light Swim

S

First Event of Kind Under Lowell Swimming Association
Auspices Big Success—Mike Rynne Fourth As Bill
Handley Wins First Place—Miss Stevens Makes Good
Showing

Rising to new heights in its first 17-year-old Billy Nolan of Charlestown, who holds the junior NEAAU
season of promoting the gruelling
mile title. After leading for more
rport of distance swimming, the Low- than half the distance, the 130-pound
ell Swimming association yesterday St. Catherine HNS and Bunker Hill
made an outstanding success of its Boys' club aspirant was forced to
quit.
Boston Light venture in collaboration
Nolan took the lead early in the
with the L street Swimming club of race and probably would have
finished
Boston.
first is he were a little heavier. His
Youth held sway over the seasoned strokes were smoothly and speedily
veterans of many a long pull. Twen- executed. When he struck the cold
ty-one-year-old Hill Handley, a life- waters off Castle island he struggled
guard
occupation,
by
ploughed lot half an hour and when he was
through the briny swell and 'hard
taken out he collapsed. He had to be
waters" between the Light and Car- treated
at the City Point coast guard
son beach, finishing in four hours and
station before he recovered sufficently
28 minutes for first place in a field
to go home.
of 13 contenders.
Bill Musky of Lawrenca threatened
The good-natured feud between
in the early stages of the race. He
Mike Rynne, Lowell's swimming po- swam close behind Nolan and when
liceman and Dick McCarthy. Lowell's he finally caught up with him, the
swimming barber, was resumed over two staged a stiff battle for a mile.
the tough old course, McCarthy getting Nolan managed to shake him off.
the verdict on this occasion by stayThe most daring attempt Of the
ing in longer than Rynne. McCarthy day was made by Mullen. Early in
was behind Carl Blumer of New York the day, the official boat lost the tenwho was third. Rynne was fourth. der which his pilot was to use. AA
Miss Marjorie Stevens of Lowell was he was greasing up at the light he
the only woman in the swim. She was warned not to go without a pidid not finish, but made a big impres- lot. Nevertheless he disregarded the
sion before she was taken from the officials' advice and started out with
water at the bidding of her father, the rest.
when the pace became tiring, alHe WAS aided only once—he became
though the finish was in sight.
hungry three miles from the finish,
McCarthy will receive the mayor and lost some time swimming towaill
Curley trophy, it was announced to- the official boat, where he NN as given
day.
two sandwiches and an egg
Near
Handley was rewarded with noth- Head House pier he was "picked up"
ing but cheers and applause of 600 by a boat which directed 'him to the
spectators as he broke away from the finish.
amateur ranks last week.
The official winner of the race is
t
,
fj
N., •
John J. Mullen of Dorchester, who
paddled in to the finish line 10 minutes after Handley ended the grind.
His time was five hours and three
minutes. He will get the Gov. Ely
trophy.
The other "pure" athlete, third and
last to finish. hut who will receive
one of the prizes, was Richard McCarthy, 34-year-old Lowell barber, a
veteran of long distance swimming.
He was pulled out after five hours and
20 minutes.
Boston, Aug.
25—(W)—Mayor
James M. Ctv'ey now has a gun to
• Swimming and weather conditions
were ideal. Last Sunday, all but. one
frer•lerth"•+be permit to carry a
of the contestants were forced out by
weapon that was offered him a few
cold and blindness. The temperature
days ago.
of the water at the st.lrt was 62 dePolice Commissioner Eugene
C.
grees with little sun to bother the
Hultman paid eglik unexpected visit
marathoners.
to the mayor's office today, he carOne of the youngest and lightest
ried a small black bag. Prom it he
candidates for long distance swimproduced a permit, made.out to the
ming horrors was made yesterday by
mayor, and then a pistol' of a special police type.
The commissioner expressed the
hope that the weapon not only
would safeguard the mayor against
thugs and highwaymen but would
ward off political enemies as well.

HUB MAYOR TO
CARRY PISTOL
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SAYS INDUSTRY

.DOES NOTHING
Green Tells Street Car Men
Unemployment Grows
Worse
Curley Urges Wheat Be
gilt to China, Wants
Hoover Bread Lines
that
1) taring
Boston, Aug.
captains of industry have accomplished no constructive program to
meet the unemployment emergency,
'`William Green, president of th0
jAmerican Federation of Labor, Monda ytold delegates to convention of
street car employes in session here
that the only ppiposals in the emergency have been made by labor.
"Those who have expected the depression to pass have been disappointed. The situation of unemployment is more and more widespread.
blighting all sections of the United
.States and other nations. Among
the captains of industry there does
not seem to be a realization or appieciation of the seriousness of the
snustinn. I charge them with failure
to meet the urgent needs of trio situation. There has been
nothing
whatever done collectively by those
who own and manage industry to
relieve the situation. I have asked
them to point to a single instance
lof where they have collectively announced even a program, notwithstanding our appeal for concerted
action and cooperation, or even a
declaration of policy. There has
been no response whatever. They
are seemingly hoping that fate or
some unseen power will
restore
normal conditions."
Labor on the other hand, said
President Green, proposes an immediate special session of Congress to
legislate more construction programs
and relief measures. It also demands
that President Hoover call an immediate conference
between the
leaders of labor and industry. He ,
declared that labor would cooperate
'to the fullest at such a conference. I
Demanding that America ship 300,000,000 bushels of wheat to the
famine areas Of China and that
"Hoover breadlines" be established in
"every city and town of the United
States," Mayor Curley Monday urgeo
delegates to the 22nd biennial convention of street railway employes to
go on record in favor of an immediate special session of Congress for
the relief of unemployment.
The
convention opened at the Hotel Bradford, to continue throughout the week.

sit)
q
CJ raa's
harm if be allows hla 'name to
During the hearing. In fact, there,no
be used at the April primaries bewere insinuations that it would not cause of the opportunity to with. be difficult, although there was no I
draw in, favor of Roosevelt or any
charge that It was done, for con- ' other candidate before the convenmake
traeoth to get together and
tion.
the state work much more expensive
than it has been.
The public works commissioners
probably will continue to recognize
The fly in the ointment Is that
the lowest bidders regardless of
if the plan worked in April, and
residence, and their future awards even
was kept from attending the
Curley
will
probably
to out-of-state firms
convention, It might make his opwitlaput
council
the
by
be approved
ponents look ridiculous if Governor
comment. The new policy at least Roosevelt was the eventual choice.
has not acted to shut out out-ofMr. Curley, instead of being the
state firms; they have been well rep- loser, might be the ultimate gainer
resented in recent bidding.
and use his support of Roosevelt to
greater advantage in a campaign for
the gubernatorial nomination.
Smith
Of course there is no certainty
Massachusetts Democrats who are that Curley has any intention of
worried at Mayor Curley's threat to seeking the governorship. He has not
candidate for tng Democratic said so directly. It has been pure
be
nomination for governor, are con- speculation and free Interpretation of
sidering a plan to effectively side- his statements.
And, by the way, the report still
track him, not only next year but,
persists that Al Smith leans much
as they believe, for all time.
Since Mayor Curley jumped off the more strongly toward Owen D. Young
Owen D. Young band-wagon he has than toward Roosevelt.
been the most enthusiastic booster
of Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt as his
party's next candidate for president.
He has distributed buttons, encourthe organization of many
aged
clubs and
Roosevelt-for-President
achieved many other things to help
the New York executive.
There has been a notable silence
on the presidential situation from
other state leaders of Democracy.
Such men as Sen. David I. Walsh
have proclaimed that the state still
belongs to Al Smith and he can have
it if he wants It.
At the same time they are doubtful
that he will be a candidate for the Special to the Telegram
nomination. Meanwhile they say it
WASHINGTON, Aug. 22.—What the
is too early to make definite decision with respect to supporting a Republicans in Massachusetts will doi
next year with the prohibition issue.'
presidential candidate.
The carefully thought-out plan, they know best and only time will
which, by the way, does not Involve
tell, but that does not prevent Wash' the party leaders but is being workproclaiming
ed out by lesser figures who have a ington forecasters from
hatred for Curley, is to implore Al that the Republican party in the Bay
• Smith to permit his name to be used State, so far as they can see, is rapidas a candidate in the Massachusetts ly drifting to the wets. Predictions
The talk is, . although that his party In Massachusetts will '
primaries.
there is probably no foundation for make a wet declaration next year to
it, that there is assurance Smith will Mr. Hoover's great embarrassment are
agree to aid those who want to get frequent at the capital
Typical of this sort of report appearthe Boston mayor on the sidelines.
Should Smith give his consent It ing here is comment published in
Washington Star this past week
the
of
course,
that
delea
would mean,
gation favorable to him would have from the pen of its veteran political
to be selected. Curley's tremendous analyist, who is at all times a conactivity for Roosevelt would leave servative Republican and a staunch
him out of the picture. He would administration supporter. The Star
be disqualified as a member of the article says:
"A meeting recently held in BevBay State delegation to the national
erly, Mass., attended by many promiconvention.
With Smith having such a hold on nent Republicans, a great many of
the state Curley would be horribly Whom were women. hailed with encramped for a place in the presiden- thusiasm pleas of the speakers for
There are abolition of national prohibition. It
tial primary spotlight.
is beginning to be rather clear that
those who believe Curley might even
the Republicans of the Bay State are
try to fight. That would be doubly going to write some kind of a wet
pleasing to his enemies who believe plank into their state
platform next
it would more effectively mark the year, no matter what the G. 0. P.
end of his political career if he dared does nationally.
to show the slightest opposition to
"This may be a bit embarrassing to
Smith.
the administration when the camIt is a very pleasant picture In the paign begins next year. But wet, senminds of those who believe that Cur- timent in the Bay State is decidedly
ley is a real threat to Democratic out of hand so far as the Republican
harmony next year. but it is proba- organization is concernei."
ble that it would be more difficult
RICHARDS.
to work out in reality than it is on
paper.
There is a widespread belief that
Smith will, under no circumstances,
be a candidate. Even those who are
concocting the Curley plot are extremely doubtful.
They contend, however, it will do

"Double-Barreled"

to Bury Curley?

WASHINGTON SEES
STATE C. O.P. WET

Political Prophets S a y
Massachusetts Will
Embarrass Hoover

The fact is being so weii advertised that Mayor Curley of Boston is
licensed to carry—rpistol hereafter
that a little more free publicity can
do no harm to his honor. There is no
official statement as to why the mayor should go armed with a deadly
weapon. If the police force of Boston cannot protect him, can it be depended upon to protect anyone? The
lesson of the incident to the'public
is that every citizen in the least liable to be held up, day or night,
should carry a gun. Does the mayor
of Boston think that the general
arming of the citizenry is desirable?
But perhaps the story originated in
a joke.
f
I
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I RECEPTION TO BOARDMAN
AND POLAND() TUESDAY
(
(By United Press)
BOSTON, Aug. 24—The monoplane Cape Cod, in which they f(
(ontly flew from New York to Tu
key, will bring Russell Boardman
and John Polando to Boston tomorrow for a municipal reception.
arrived as
which
The plane,
freight aboard the steamship Excalibur in Jersey City, N. J., today,
was to be reassembled at Newark
airport to make possible tomorrow's flight from there to Boston.
At 12:30 1'. M. tomorrow the
Cape Cod, escorted by a Bellanca
cabin ship carrying relatives of
the fliers, is schedule() to land at
Boston airport. There will be a
parade, a luncheon at the CopleyPlaza with Mayor James I. Curley
as host, and dinner at HoTlatler, where the airmen will be guests
of the Boston Advertising club. At
7:30 P. M. there will be. a public
reception in the municipal stadium
on the strandway,

14•0-i-J
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New York Welcomes "
Turkey Fliers on WBZ
nusselli
New York's welcrunr•
Boardman and John Poland() on theit',
return from their record long-distance
fllgtp: to tru,
key will be broadraat
over WM and a network today.
The two men who R panned •
than 5000 miles from New York to
IslAnbul will be greeted first by Act.
ing Mayor Joseph V. McKee in the
reception room at the. city hall. His
welcome and their response will be
heard from 12 to 12.15 p. m.
From there the fliers will be
eorted to a luncheon to be sly(
their honor by the New. Vrtrli Advertising club.
Their remftrks and the
proceedings will hi, 131;ard through a
WVAF circuit. from 1.15 to 2 p. m.
These events will be their first
microphone appearances strict, the
flight, although NBC facilities linked
them with home folk on July 30 when
the mother of Polando and ailayoit
. speaking
Ji,rtnea;‘1, Cmley of Boston,
from that cM", greeted the pair as
they rested at the American cinbaatry
St Istanbul. It was a one-way broadcast, however- The fliers got up opt
tf t)
to listen at the embassy rea
ceiving set.
taPther programison tonight Ineiuset
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Legion's Political Wei
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predicated on that premise.t is likely to have serious reaction.
Throughout the hearing, Wednesday, some of the Republican councilors made it plain that they were
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Veterans Still Push Issues, Unconcerned'
With Men----Next Legislature's Reactionlhe,l,,,i;
to "Teachers' Oath" Bill to Tell Story--1 cwornotnegndaencid dtheatrtnnehnistalprtog
e
o rtanm
State Preference Policy On Roads Inter-I choauvnecitlo 1:yon.i/ceZetehdeay!
nt,
oa
tcttih
a
ac
s
s
preted as Temporary----Curley Foes Try- showed its endorsement by co-operaing to Get Smith to Push Him Out, Is New tion.
There was preponderant evidence
at the hearing that the council was
Rumor
establishing a bad precedent even
it:
a
aw

By JAMES H. GUILFOYLE
Legion in
BOSTON, Aug. 22.—The influence of the American
ts next year as a
Massachuset
in
d
demonstrate
be
to
likely
is
politics
week. Legion offiresult of the state convention at Plymouth this
policy insofar as
hands-off
the
abandoning
of
intention
cials have no
for legislation will be
candidates are concerned but their suggestions
barometer of the
pushed and the outcome will be an interesting
become interested in
power the organization might exert if it did
men as well as issues.
The Legion has drawn up severiac Still it is not difTioult to imagine
resolutions calling for national and that in days to come, if the Legion
:ante legislation. The federal propo- becomes more powerful in politics.
sals are, of course, merely recom- It might well use that influence for
mendations to the national conven- or against candidates. It is not betion and will not evoke especial local yond the range of possibility to have
interest, but the few that deal ex- the Legion determine that future
be from their ranks
elusively with state matters will give officials shall
will be a real test
abundant opportunity to measure the and then there
of influence.
Legion's influence.
'
of
Take for instance the resolution
Senator Charles A. Stevens of Lowell, A wait
to require school teachers and InThere are strong minds in the Lestructors in educational institutions
supported by public funds to take an gion who frown upon such thoug,1*.ii
and
federal
and they are determined that the oroath of allegiance to the
inbecome
state constitutions. The resolution ganization shall not
the
volved in the personalities of pollby
approved
unanimously
was
convention and next year the General !tics. But there also are many memCourt will be asked to enact such bers who believe it is simple justice that the men who went overlegislation.
seas to fight for their country should
have a big voice in its government.
That the Legion scrutinizes the
Particularly Interesting is the fact activities of men in public life was
at the convention.
demonstrated
proposed
that similar legislation was
There was no hesitancy in attackin the Legislature last year by a
those who have shown animosity
citizen who was not a Legionnaire. Mg
the servicemen or those who
The bill attracted little attention toward
have
displeased them.
when it was given a hearing and it
It
will be a long time
probably
after
Legislature
was rejected in the
before the Legion will seek A larger
some debate which aroused but little
in political affairs, if ever,
voice
interest.
ut the attitude of the
LegislaWill the legislators give It different
re
next
year toward the proposals
treatment next year because of the
the
at
will
state
be sigconvention
it
will
Legion interest? If they do
nificant of the organization's Inufl
be because they recognize the power nce,
of the organization? The Legion is
of
one
splendid
is
attribute
There
well represented in both the Senate he Legion: All its proposals, both
and House. It has been making year- federal and state, are directed towly gains in numbers. It is reasonable ard a better America and the presto presume that members of the Leg- ervation of American ideals. The Leislature who are also Legionnaires gion is ready to tight crime, but it
will look with favor on legislation the is particularly alert that no stone
state organization proposes.
be left unturned to check CommuCarrying it a step further, it is dif- nism and Bolshevism.
ficult to see how the Legion can
eliminate the human equation and
The action of the governor's counconfine its interest solely to issues. cil in refusing to recede from It poIf the Legion proposes legislation, sition giving Massachusetts contract and the suggestion is rejected. the ors preference in highway construeorganization may well determine that tion on two jobs on which they were
o
the way to succeed with issues is to underbid by out-of-town firms, did
who oppose their not come as a surprise this week but
defeat the men
Undoubtpdly there have It presents a pretty political muddle
projects.
been candidates who have aroused that will rise to plagut some of the
the enmity of the Legion and suf- participants.
There might be a suspicion that the
fered at the ballot box—but never
Republican council was seeking to
:yet through oiganized effort.

"The Human Equation"

t

though temporary.

Evidence Lacking
There was no evidence that out-ofState
state contractors didn't hire Bay
that
labor and there was evidence
state
they spend a lot of money in the
one way or another.
There were remarks in letters that
out-of-state firms were not giving
Massachusetts preference and fair I
per- !
pay and a number of interested
of
sons professed to have knowledge
such a situation.
But the fact remains that there
there
was no concrete evidence. If
were violations of the state labor laws
to
it would not have been difficult
secure the evidence from the departThe
industries.
ment of labor and
councilors listened to long argument
and
on the dangers of such a policy,
to one brief speech in favor, and
then voted not to change their determination to give state preference
on the two contracts before it.
Perhaps the most enlightening remark during the discussion., and
which did not see the light of day,
came from an interested contractor.
He had listened to the claims that
by giving the contracts to Bay state
firms who bid higher than the outof-state corporations It would mean
just so much more money to be distributed among Massachusetts workers and industry.

"Pocketed"
"That's not so," he said. "There
will be a certain profit on that job
at the lowest bid quoted. By giving
will
who
the work to a bidder
charge $5000 more it simply means
to
put
lie will have that much more
in his pocket as profit. It won't help
one bit more of unemployment."
The council has made it plain
that it does not intend to make this
state preference a permanent policy
bt.lt will decide each contract on its
merits. The State House guess is that it will never be done again and
that the failure to recede last week
was due largely to disinclination to:
dam
pl
a
t It was wrong in the first
cei.
The situation is emharrasing for
the public works commissioners who
! award the contracts. They
have
! steadfastly declined to ignore
the
lowest competent bidder regardless
of his residence. The commissioners
have contended that It would menace ,
taxpayers' money to prevent open I
competition.
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20,000 VETERANS IN 12 MILE LINE
MARCH BY 100,000 AT PLYMOUTH
N(.‘‘ Bedford Delegates Jubilant at
Choice of Dupuis as E -te Vice Commander --Mayor Curley Hits Carnegie
Foundation for Criticisms

2_J,

.J

are compensating their veterans of
the World war."
He said he placed no credence in
the belief that the coming winter will
be harder than the last winter, but,
he added:
"If we all talk economy, if there
is no spending and we all practice
false economy, and if we continue to
lack national leadership, It is possible that we may have an extremely
hard winter. But in closing let me
say that one way to avoid it is to fortify yourselves and fortify the country with that faith exemplified by the
Pilgrims in 1620 and by the American
Legion in 1917."
Receive Scrolls.

By THOMAS J. RILEY
(Standard Staff Correspondent]

Plymouth, Aug. 22—Pilgrim heritage and the spirit of '17
.joined forces this afternoon to present the most magnificent
peacetime demonstration ever seen on the South shore, the 12
mile parade-of 20,000 World war veterans that brought to a
close the.13tt. annual convention of the Massachusetts department, Amerie. -1 Legion.
4 Mayor Curley

pointed out that the
Civil war veterans were required to
'wait 47 years before they were granted
Probably never
that cold Dec. la pension of $1 a day. Canada, Eng20 in 1620 when t
igrims first set land and France, he said, are paying
foot on it, has fame is old Plymouth compensation to veterans of the
rock witnessed such a colorful spec- World war from funds he insisted
tacle. At this historic spot, national, Were borrowed from the United States.
Paying tribute to the Legion as
state and local dignitaries review the
march of nearly 150 bands and bugle "the salvation of the world's governcorps representing Legion posts from Inent in the hour of trial," he called
every section of the state. Land and upon them, not only as Legionnaires
seaplanes circled overhead while fully but as American citizens to resent the
100,000 persons lined the streets to attack of Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, president of the Carnegie foundation.
watch the crowning feature of the
"The Pilgrims who landed here posconvention.
sessed in the highest measure a subNew Bedford Legionnaires returning
lime faith, the character of which is
' home after anticipating in the event
necessary for the success of any4piowere jubilant over the election of Patneer movement. It was a faith based
rick H. Dupuis, New Bedford, as a
on confidence and respect for one's
state vice commander. His election
fellow men. It was a faith in themmarked the successful culmination of
selves, in their fellows and a faith in
a spirited campaign which they waged
God—would that we had a little more
In his behalf.
of it in the United States at the pre"I am justly proud of the honor
sent time.
bestowed on me," Vice Commander
Dignitarlow

view Line.

Dupuis said after the election, but I
Points to Fear.
am fully as appreciative of the coop'We
look
not
on the future today with
displayed,
eration and the loyalty
alone by ray comrades in New Bed- a certain amount of fear. Why? Beford, but by all in Bristol county anc cause of lack of faith If we were
the state in my behalf. I shall en- without that faith in 1917 the fate
deavor to do my utmost to make Nes of the whole world might have been
Bedford and Bristol county benefit by different, and the cause of the allies
faithfully serving them as a state ex- lost.
"On every hand today we hear the
ecutive of the Legion."
cry of economy raised. Yet despite
Commander Chosen.
',hat cry, the federal government dispensed with the services of 32,000 emShortly before the great parade pioyes within the last 10 months, and
brought to a close the three day con- more recently the department heads
vention, Stephen C. Garrity of Lowell were called in and told that they must
was elected state commander, succeed- discharge 22,000 more. That is false
!Mg Richard Paul of Boston, Garrity economy. The standing Army of the
was swept into office with 333 votes United States has become the standas compared with 208 for past vice ing joke of the world," he said.
commander Julius Haller of Needham, The mayot declared that thirty Wand 207 for vice commander Charles lion dollars was owed the United
States by its allies during the war,
T. Flynn of Fitchburg.
After the convention had disposed "In this moratorium completed the
bf its business it heard an address by other day we laid the mattress to
Mayor James M. Curia of Boston in wipe out and forget forever that 30
report billion. There's only one way we'll
which"ilr
Of the Carnegie foundation criticizing ever get that back—and that way is
the Or. A. R. and the American Legion too expensive, because that's another
he said, "yet it is with that
as "polltical colonels and treasury war,"
American money that other countries
raiders."

areetrarecent

Both Mayor Curley and -"est Commander Carroll Swan weie , ,sented
scrolls as a tribute for their part in
making such a success of the national
convention held last autumn in Boston.
12 Seek Five Offices.
There were 12 candidates in the
field for the five vice commander positions to one of which former Bristol County Commander Dupuis was
elected. Three of the five successful
candidates were runnnig for re-election. Dupuis was fourth in the
number of votes, but first of the field
not running for re-election. The vote
for the vice commander positions was:
James P. Rose, Boston, 455;
Charles F. Ely, Westfield, 447; Frank
H. Foy, Quincy, 324; Patrick H. Dupuis, New Bedford, 303; Jeremiah J.
Lahey, Plymouth, 255.
Others officers elected were Claude
M. Fuess, Andover, historian; Mrs.
Josephine B. Coye, Brookline, executive committee member at large; Margareet L. Buckley, Quincy, Alfred A.
Doucett, Somerville, Barry Tennan,
Milton and Benjamin F. Poole, Boston, delegates to the national convention in Detroit this autumn.
A recently ordained Catholic .priest,
the Rev. Robert G. White of Watertown, was elected state chaplain.
Father White, before his ordination a
short time ago, was a practicing lawyer and served as assistant District
Attorney of Middlesex county.
The recommendation urging the
establishment of a new state district
to comprise the counties of Barnstable, Dukes and Nantuckeet, was defeated by the delegates. These counties will remain in their preseitt district with Plymouth county. Harold
R. Wheeler, former commander of the
10th district, was one of the leaders
in the light to retain the district intact.
•
Favor Hospital Choice.
The convention passed a resolution
to allow any veteran to choose
the
hospital office he desires, and although
this resolution must he endorsed
by
the national committee before
becoming filially effective, it is expected
to be reported on favorably. At
present veterans from this
and
from the Cape are forced
)p;Ily to
the Providence office.
Other resolutions ptiopted by
the
convention include the following:
That legislation be enacted restricting the sale and diatribution of fire-

.1 /

A resolution urging that the legislative committee seek a S100,000 federal appropriation for the construction
of a tuberculosis hospital at Rutland
was passed. The same resolution asked
9that
the government make funds
available at an early date for the care
at the Northampton hospital of
psychiatric patients suffering from
tuberculosis.
were:
Other resolutions adopted
November 11, Armistice day, be
That
i
n mile a national holiday.
That legislation be enacted, restrict111 ing the sale and distribution of firearms as a crime preventive.
Recommending an active employment campaign to place competent
veterans on a self-supporting basis.
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GARRITY WINS POST

AT LEGION mEniNG•.
C. F. ELY REELECTED
Man New State Com•Lowell
mander—Governor s K•
Again Vice-Commander

CURLEY HITS AT CRITICS
OF VETS' COMPENSATION

the constitution and laws of the
United States. This action was taken
as a move against Communistic prop-

Boston Mayor Calls Standing ,agancia.
lilts Beakers In Uniform
Army Standing joke -- ,reating a revolving loan fungi to
deserving Massachusetts o bans
Many Resolves Approved ald
In obtaining higher educatio
thorities
That state and federal
in Clcsing Session
:assiat in curbing the use by unauthor-

)
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CURLEY TO GET ri:GHT
TO BE ESTOL-TOTER
Boston, Aug. 22—ntyor James M.
Curley will receive a police artlifff to
e1fliFt a revolver, as soon as his request reaches police headquarters and
goes through the regular channels.
This was made known 3esterday
after Police Commissioner Hultmnn
was informed the mayor desired the
permit. He said he would approve the
application when it came to him as
"Mayor Curley is a highly reputable
citizen and has a right to carry a gun
if he wishes."

After being welcomed to the city
representaby Director White and
tives of the city and state, the avi-

ators and the reception committee
will leave the airport in an automobile parade, through Charlestown
and Chelsea to Haymarket square,
where they will join a larger parade
by Chief Marshal John J. Martin
led
I iced hawkers a nd peddlers of tintof Roxbury.
forms resembling those of veterans.
Among the organizations in line
Plymouth, Aug. 22—I AM—Stephen ! Criticizing as inadequate the perI will be details from the American
C. Garrity of Lowell today was elected sonnel of the physio-thernpy departLegion. Veterans of Foreign Wars,
ment of the Boston veterana' bureati
commander of the Massachusetts de- and asking that the
I United Spanish War Veterans, United
department be
partment of the American Legion in a pproved.
States Marines, the 110th Cavalry,
the closing session of the 13th annual
Favoring legislation which would
M. N. G., and the Boston Fire Deconvention. Garrity served as vice- place enlisted men and emergency of- '
partment band.
commander during the last year. He
The parade will pass through
flyers on an equal basis in the matter
succeeded Richard Paul of Boston.
Devonshire street, State street, Court
The three-day convention came to a of adjusted compensation.
ala3 or (ludo. in his address criticlose with a stirring parade of LeStreet. Tremont and School streets to
gionnaires. who marched through the cized tissewslirfent report of the Carnegie
city hall, where the flyers will be
he
said
which
fou»dation
charatterized
streets of this historic town while
welcomed by Mayor Quils,4 The
R.
the
the
A.
"poand
Legion
G.
as
thousands of other visitors joined with
mayor will th-efr—tettrbmpany the
residents of Plymouth in review. Ear- litical colonels" and "treasury raiders."
Washington and
parade through
her in the day the convention dis- Ctiti,s3: said that not only members of
Megion Lot all A merican citizens
Water streets to Postoffice square,
which included ahnuld rest ; the
posed of its •busines
criticism.
Milk street, Federal, High, Summer,
the passing of resolutions dealing with
c ;cloy ;;;;;1
;,:•ti what he called the
Winter, Tremont, Park and Beacon
•• of thn federal
veterans and patriotic affairs. and ••f ,
„
streets to the state house, where they
heard an address by Mayor James M. ,
the sfijan di ng Army
will be greeted by Governor Ely.
Curley of Boston.
of tileI,i Sta tea is the standing
After the reception at the state
Garrity was swept into office with Jar, of i ,if
mild."
338 votes as compared with 208 for
t ii in •
house the flyers will be entertained
..; from the Springffild
Past Vice-Commander Julius Haller of • • • t.. •• • a • le 1936 convention in
at the Copley-Plaza as the guests of
i!, • onnection with the 3oOth
Needham and 207 for Vice-Commander ' • •
the mayor at an informal luncheon.
•••,,
of the founding of SpringCharles T. Flynn of Fitchburg.
They will then retire to their suites
no
hot
' i-•-'ceived favorably"
James P. Rose of Boston. Frank ii••'d
for a rest until 6 P. M., when they
Foye of Quincy and Charles F. Ely of aviiim
will be guests of the Crosscup-Pishon
Westfield, the latter a brother of Gov
Post, American Legion, at a dinner
7/ J
Joseph B. Ely, were reelected vice.
in their honor in the Hotel Statler.
commanders, The other vice-cornAt '1:30 they will go to the new
menders elected were Patriek H. Dumunicipal stadium in the Strandway,
puis of New Bedford and Jeremiah J.
South Boston, where they will be preLahey of Plymouth. '.
John D. Crowley of Cambridge was
sented to the citizens of the city of
Dennis A.
reelected treasurer and
Boston. The exercises here will be
Haverty of Worcester was returned
opened by City Treasurer Edmund
unopposed as adjutant for his eighth
L. Dolan. Right Rev. M. J. Splaine
ICrm.
Of Brookline will give the invocation.
1)ther officers elected were: Claude
Governor Ely will be presented, and
Boston, Aug. 23.—Plans for the
louess of North Andover. historian;
FA ;her Obert G. White of Watertown,
reception of Boardman and Polando. the speakers will he Mayor Curley,
Mrs Josephine B. Coye of
the New York-to-Turkey flyers. have Major Claude A. Cummings, U. S. A.;
sIlni, executive committee mem':
been completed and were announced Captain C. A. Abele, U. S.
1.••, ..• - large: Margaret. L. Buckley of
yesterday by Director of Public Cele- Honorable Silvio Vitale, vice consul
fjomf s. Alfred A. Doucett of Somerbrations Stanton R. White. Board- Muhtar, ambassador extraordinary
,iii,, Barry Tennan of 111ilton and
Ahmet
man is the only Boston man ever tl of Italy: His Excellency
Benjamin F. Poole of Boston, delemake a transatlantic airplane flight, and minister plenipotentiary of the
gates to the national convention.
Polando's home city of Lynn will iepublic of Turkey; Giuseppe Bel- Owen Young levitation Voted
stage a special celebration for him lance, designer of the Cape Codder,
soted
the
request
to
The convention
and the flyers themselves.
after the Boston reception.
national commanthr to invite Owen
Miss Greta Milos, soprano, • will
The two flyers, Russell Boardman
D. Young to be the Legion's guest at
and John Polando will arrive in sing, and the program will conclude
the Detroit convention next year in
1Soston. t 12:30 P. M. Tuesday. They with a fireworks display.
appreciation of his efforts in behalf
Arrangements have been made to
Boston from a New Jersey
of veterans. Although some opposid will be greeted at the ,handle a crowd of at least 100,000 an
rt
l onf
wirlp
al
tion developed from those who believBostnh Airport by Mr. White. They.the Strandway. The program will be
ed the resolution mavoreft of politics.
, , WAAB and
t ted
t rnatlon
o‘estsions,
it was adopted unanimously.
will con* here 1n. the "Cape Codder,' broadensia
the plane In which they made theOts
'rise plane Is neer be4
'Mord
. ,at;the'Iler
Int eutseealaleol

BOSTON COMPLETES k
PLANS FOR THE BIG
RECEPTION TUESDAY

•

4.3

Other resolutions adopted were:
That November 11. Armistice Day, be
made a national holiday.
That legislation be enacted restrict mg
firearms as
the sale and distribution of
A crime preventive.
employme
nt
active
Recommending an
campaign to place competent veterans
on a self-supporting basis.
and
That all instructors in colleges
whole or in part
Feh0015 supported in
an
take
to
required
by public funds be
the
oath or affirmation of allegiance to
Constitution and laws of the United .
States. This action Was taken as a move
against Communistic propaganda.
Creating a revolution loan fund to aid
deserving Massachusetts orphans in obtaining higher education.
That State and Federal authorities
assist in curbing the use by unauthorised hawkers and peddlers of uniforms
veterans.
Winds Up Three-Day Session with resembling those of
Criticising as inadequate the personnel
Stirring Parade Through the
of the phycho therapy department of the
Boston veterans' bureau and asking that
Streets of Plymouth
the department be approved.
Favoring legislation which would Place
Plymouth Ma's.. Aug. 22.--(APis ;tephen C. Garrity of Lowell today was enlisted men and emergency °ulcers or
?ieeted commander of the Massachusetts an equal basis in the matter of adjuster
Department of the American Legion ill compensation,
Curley's Addre.s
he closing session of the 13th annual
his address criticised
Mayor Curl :Tnnvention. Garrit v served as vice comreport of theRr Itegll
(slander dring
the last war. He sue-1 the recen
u
said, characterized
which.
FOUIldlit101
he
1
seeded Richard Paul of Boston.
Legion as political
The three-day convention came to a the 0. A. R. and the
"treasury raiders." Curley
close with A stirring parade of legion - colonels" and
Lemodes who marched through the streets said that not only members of the
ilhouict
of this historic town while thousands of gion but all American citizens
criticism.
ether visitors joined with residents of resent the
Curley criticised what he celled the
Plymouth in review. Earlier in the day
Governthe convention disposed of its inisine,
s "false economy" of the Federal
which included the passing of resolu- ment and said the "standing army of Use
tions dealing with veterans' and patriotic United States is the standing joke of
affairs and heard an address by Mayor the world."
An invitation from the Springfield
James M. Curley of Boston.'
post to hold the 1936 convention in that
Garrity was swept into office with 338
connection,with the 300th annivotes as compared with 205 for Past Vice city in
Commander Julius Haller of Needham versary of the founding of Springfield
was "received favorably", but no action
and 207 for Vice Commander Charles T.
taken.
Flynn of Fitchburg.
:
Oilier Elect ion,
( lilt It V.
I.I.! I
James P. Rose of Boston. Frank Foye
Barrc.
2:!
API - Frank C.
of Quincy a Oct Charles F. Ely of WestMontpelier
Cony
elect ed comof
wa
,
field, the inner a brother of Governor
mander of the Vermont Department,
Joseph B. Fly. were re-elected vice commanders. The other vice commanders American Legion. at today's session of
elected were Patrick H. Dupuis of New the annual convention. He defeated
Ass Bloomer of West Rutland.
Bedford and Jeremiah J. Lahey of Plymouth.
John D. Crowley of Cambridge was resleeted treasurer and Dennis A. Haverty
c,.#6 a ilre
of Worcester was returned unopposed as
No errifii 6/P 70 A1
adjutant for his eighth term.
Other officers elected were: Chide M
Fuess of North Andover. historian; Re •
Fr. Robert G. White of Watertown, chaplain: Mrs. Josephine B. Cope. Brookline.
executive committee member-at-large:
Margaret L. Buckley, Quincy: Alfred A.
Doucett, Somerville: Barry Tennan, Milton, and Benjamin F. Poole. Boston. delegates to the National convention.
Poston, Aug. 25—(AP)—MayThe convention voted to request the
or James M. Curley now has a
national commander to invite Owen D.
gun to go with tftwisermit to carry
Young to be the legion's guest at the
a weapon that was offered him a
Detroit convention next year in appreciafew days ago.
tion of his efforts in behalf of veterans
Although some opposition developed
Police Commisisoner Eugene C.
from those who believed the resolution
Hultman paid an unexpected visFavored of politics it was adopted unaniit to the mayor's office today, he
mously.
carried a small black bag. From
i011,‘flopied
it he produced a permit, made out
A resolution urging that the legislative
committee seek a 41400,000 Federal nilto the mayor, and then a pistol of
constructi
on Of
ponprta loll I or
a special police type.
tuberculosis hospital at Rutland t‘H,..
The commissioner expressed the
passed. The same resolution asked the I
hope that the weapon not only
ntv
as his
make funds
the Governme
would safeguard
at an early date for the care at the
the
mayor
Northampton hospital of ileum-psychiagainst thugs awd
highwaymen
tubercusuffering
patients
from
atric
but would ward :off political eneMaim.
mies as well.

liARKITY TO HEAD
BAY STATE

Lowell Man

efeats Haller of

Needham and Flynn of
Fitchburg for Post.

CONVENTION HEARS CURLEY

MAYOR CURLEY
GIVEN A GUN

%

GREEN ASKS FOR
SPECIAL SESSION
ON UNEMPLOYMENT
Head of American Federation
of Labor Wants to Meet
Captains of Industry on
Labor's Program
Boston, Aug. 25—The institutions
of the •ootintry now are being subjected to the most severe teat in history. Now is the time for action
rather than talk to prevent the collapse of the nation's social structure.
This was the keynote of the address
yesterday by William Green, president of the American Federation of
Labor, at the 22d biennial convention
of the Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes
of America.
In his address the labor head criticised owners and managers of industry in the country for not relieving
the unemployment
situation.
Be
declared that proposals from the
American Federation of Labor for unemployment relief by guaranteeing
every man a job were repeatedly refused by leadera of industry.
He joined Mayor Curley in a demand that Pfeentient•-ifoover call a
special session of congress for unemployment relief, urged the five-day
week and shorter working day to make
workers' jobs secure, and assailed the
"commie/don program" of unemployment relief.
"Labor wants displaced workers to
be given educational and vocational
training so as to fit themselves for
'other spheres of activity," he said.
"We want old age pensions and
welcome an opportunity to meet face
to face with the captains of industry
on our program.
"We are willing to let the great
Jury of the American people determine
between their commission programs
and ours in order that
We May Place the Blaine
for this intolerable situation squarely where it belongs.
"Labor, in addition to calling for a
special session of congress to meet
the present situation and a conference between capital, industry and
the government to arrange a constructive policy, also proposes as a remedy that the worker be secured in his
Job the same as a bondholder la secured in his interest payments.
"We must secure jobs as science has
increased efficiency, protect these
jobs by shorter working days and
weeks, if Improvements are to mean
anything to the masses of the people.
If possible we must make wages
equal or superior to production so
that the workers can consume what
they produce in this country.
"Congress does not control jobs in
private industry and can only create
jobs in public service. Owners and
managers of private, industry employing 40,000,000 people alone control
the jobs in industry. In all fairness
they should at least establish the fiveday week as a test, lower the houra of
labor and maintain the standard of
wages to the highest point possible,
so that the purchasing power of the
people would make it possible
for
them to consume what they produce.
"Some few individual employers
have taken the initiative in reducing
hours at work, but they are
so few
that their efforts have had little
effect, What we need is collective 'Ira.
tion on the part or industry
whole, but the on17
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Bigclow to Await Order of Attorney-General on
Dismissals

•

CURLEY GIVEN PERMIT
—TO CARRY A PISTOL

structions of Mayor Curley to discharge them were-wweetWerted to them
by Dr Dowling, head of the hospital.
He told them that, under the ruling of
Counsel Silverman, he
Corporation
had no alternative and that his action,
d, was compulsory.
he
regrette
which
"It is impossible to replace the
nurses in a few hours," said Dr Dowling, "but I do not anticipate that It
will be necessary to continue any of
the hospital service
the group in
after today."

STATE TJ KEEP
ALIEN NURSES
I

Boston, Aug. 21—While Indications;
are that other cities and towns will ;
follow Boston in dismissing alien
nurses from hospitals, state officials in'
charge of hospitals and institutions .
Intimated that they would not disrupt
their nursing forces by any wholesale
discharging of aliens.
Dr George H. Iligolow, state com,, i, ,. Asked
missioner of public h. !•
,. ,. ,.,...i•!. dewhat he planned ,.,
c
the
chapter
clared that he will 1::114;
at the law on which Boston officials
are working and that the alien nurses
50(1 doctors will remain in state hospitals until the attorney general orders them dismissed.
"To discharge Alien employes would
wreak havoc in the hospitals of the
state,'' Dr Bigelow said, "and It would
take a long time to repair the damage."
cambridge, Haverhill and Brookline
hospital officials discussed the problem
investigation will he
yomerday. An
:qade In Brookline today to see if alien
, wrses are in the employ of the town.
Ii' any aliens are employed, Selectman
!litho G. I3owker said action under
. the preference law will he taken.
In Cambridge Dr Charles A. Cahill.
!
' chairman of the board of trustees of
hospital, said
I the Cambridge City
I yesterday he will call a meeting of the
board a week from today to consider
the case of alien nurses at the instltut fin. He said at least four alien nurses
are employed at present.
1Many Haverhill Alien s
Three municipal hospitals will he
crippled seriously in Haverhill if the
preference law is enforced there. A
revealed that there are six
cheek
graduate alien nurses and 13 alien
pupils at the Gale hospital, one nurse
and five pupils at Hale hospital and
one alien nurse at the contagious hospital. Commissioner of Health James
M. Costello declared that he does not
believe the positions will he easy to
to
Mi. The city council is expected
consider the matter at its next meeting.
In explaining his stand, Dr Bigelow
said that whenever the department
can get, able citizen nurses and doctors they employ them and when it
cannot it gtS competent aliens. He
added that. if, in the opinion of the
department, RA alien nurse or doctor
Is found superior to a citizen applicant they employ the alien without
hesitation.
"Who cares whether he is treated
by an alien nurse or doctor," he asked,
"If the person is competent to do what
. is required? it is difficult to get good
doctors and nurses to staff our hospitals."
Dr Bigelow said that he would preon
pare figures showing the proporti
of each type in the employ of the

I

1

1

state.
The 14 non-citizen nurses at the
City hospital, who are the first to be
under the ruling, were
dismissed
yesterday.- The innotices
their
given
,.
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Honest John has received a large
autographed photograph of Mayor
Ctnity of Boston, which is to be suititYy framed and hung in the wall of
"Tammany" beside the photos of the
late President Wilson and Former
Governor Alfred E. Smith of New
York state.
Prices slashed at Jack Tar Tog
Shop. Now is the time to buy
children's dresses and suits at close
it
out nrices.

BOSTON, Aug. 11 (INS)—
mayor James M. it nide) of Boston today, applied to Pollee Commissioner Eugene e. Hultman for
it permit to carry It pistol oho
immediateB granted the neer,sitr
perini•-•iiiii without motill
formalltle, of an intestlgation.
Friends of the mayor ha%e
hill ACM III In to carr a Ai Pillion
while riding at night iii 1101111.
11011•4 Of the .tate a. a Protection again.t holdup men.
y

Ir

CONVENTION LEAVES
yj BANNED BY cup
Boston, .\ ii. 21—Beginite)L:et
year, Boston city employes w11,. Vsh.
to attend conventions Must do so ft*Mg their vacations, according to art
order Issued yesterday by Mayor Curley to all department heads. Mayer
fonr.
s ,
iduefi,,
trecio
"
e th
tontat
iteit.
bseir)
alle.tys opyitaed
aCluer
I tions appear to be increasing in volI
, time and invariably those making the
iequests desire their vacations in ad
dition to the leave of absence."

4_o
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of airplanes. But it should not
Wilder Reaches Boston
be overlooked that he was one of
The luncheon given by Llutar
most prominently identified
those
D.
George
to
of Boston
..
c4ut_ley
ago with the project to
years
two
Ogden, "vice-president for New
the aid of immense
with
h,
establis
railvania
'England" of the Pennsyl
from the Shipping
loans
tion
construc
road, seems to have been equally dise
reticenc
tinguished by Mr Ogden's
a four-day transatlantic servas to his plans and by the eloquence board,
33-knot ships, bitilt on the
with
ice
dewith which Laurence R. Wilder
ers, which were first
destroy
of
lines
develop
of
ities
scribed the possibil
Montauk, L.
make
to
sed
ing Boston as the leading north At- adverti
Providence
then
call,
of
port
their
forcing
future,
lantic port of the
London.
New
even New York to take a back seat. and then
Some skepticism was felt when
Mr Wilder's appearance at the
Mr Wilder's was first
luncheon was to some the first reve- this plan of
Montauk had figbecause
ed
announc
lation that he has been Mayor Curbefore and beplans
similar
in
ured
the
in
adviser
and
ant
ley's consult
of such ships
on
operati
the
cause
mayor's efforts to make Boston the
to he pracmical
unecono
too
seemed
Europa
,
Bremen
the
port of call for
ment aid.
govern
with
even
and other fast transatlantic ticable,
taken by the
view
the
was
That
steamers.
g board.
Nothing succeeds like success; United States Shippin
be cheapionably
unquest
would
It
unMayor Curley will he entitled to
off the transathours
12
take
to
er
take
to
is
able
he
if
praise
d
qualifie
shifting from New
the fast transatlantic express serv- lantic voyage by
and reducing the
Boston
to
York
it
would
s
busines
ice, with all the
than it would
voyage
the
of
involve, away from New York. Mr length
power and
the
e
increas
to
been
have
he
that
Wilder apparently believes
tion of the ships fn
consump
fuel
that
d
predicte
and
will
and
can
both
ratio, or whatever the
"in two years the Leviathan and geometrical
the increasing cost
for
a
is,
formul
better)
(or
class
that
of
'other ships
ilder,
r Mr
sea.
t
Whethe
A
speed
of
'will be based in Boston."
honor,
of
his
elbow
the
g
at
standin
r.
enginee
al
Mr Wilder, an electric
hit upon a plan
inventor and manufacturer, is al Mayor Curley, has
sound, pracse
more
is
otherwi
which
who
tion,
man of energy and imagina
realm o,f
is said to have important accom- ticable and within the
of
his fouri
that
than
ment
achieve
in
connecplishments to his credit
to be seen. He,
tion with the manufacture of in- day liners remains
deserve unqualified
ternal combustion engines, the build too, will
the
eauiPment
ing of
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atructors in colleges and schools them as pension. He pointed outsupported in whole or in part by that Canada, England and Francepublic funds to take an oath or were paying compensation to vetaffirmation of allegiance to the erans of the World war from
Constitution and laws of the lainds• which he said had be
United States. The resolution borrov,.ed front the United States.'
was submitted, it was explained, and 'declared not only the memlars of the Lepton
Ameras a means of combating 'flat
lean citizens should resent the
'
u
considered
members
Le-ion
sidious attempts at dissemination criticism of the foundation.
Criticizing
what he termed
of Communistic ind Bolshevistic
false economy" on the part of the
propaganda."
federal government, Curley said
David L. Shillinglaw, national
committeeman from the government had dispensed
executive
Illinois, told the veterans that the with the services of 32,000 emNational Legion organization was ployes over a period of 18 months,
and that department heads have
in, a position to increase its welbeen told they must cut off 22,000
fare work for disabled men and
deplored what he characterized as', more.
PLYMOUTH, Mass., Aug. 21.— the "laziness and indifference of I "The standing army of the
United States is the standing joke
(AP)—Crowds estimated to num-intelligence" regarding import-of the world," he said. He declare.]
ber approximately 100,000 per
ant national problems,
thirty billion dollars was owed the
sons packed the narrow streets of
The convention voted to request United
States by its allies during
this historic town today to witness
the national commander of the the war and
the parade of former doughboya,
the answer to the
Legion to invite Owen D. Young question of
whether theset,debts
one of the concluding features of
to be the guest -of the Legion at will be paid
could be seen in the
the annual convention of the
Its national convention in Detroit. moratorium. He said there
was
Massachusetts department, AmereXThe resolution, intended to
only one way to collect the money
lea n.Legion.
the vet- "and that way is too expensive"—
of
appreciation
press
the
The already sizable crowd of
activities in througb another war.
Legionnaires, their friends and crane, for Young's
encounMayor Curley said he placed no
families who have Occupied the behalf of war veterans,
opposition in the resolu- credence In the belief that the
town for the past several days
grounds
coming winter will be harder than
were amplified by thousands el lions committee, on the
others, who began arriving early it savored of politics, due to last winter but, he added, "if we
this morning from the surround- Young's position as a possible all talk economy, if there is no
ing territory and finding vantagePresidential candidate, but wasi spending, if the practice of false
points from which to view the adopted unanimously by the con-'economy is generally practiced,
!then the coming winter may be
spectacle.
There was scarcely venZion body.
"
standing room in the restaurant", Want Funds for _ Northampton; even worse than last.
and lunch rooms, and the overHospital
IL
flow was forced to take its susThe convention asked its legis.
tenance over the counter at soda lative committee to urge that
fountains and samaich shops.
$400,000 be made available imMeanwhile the delegates and mediately for the construction of
alternates applied themselves to a tuberculosis hospital at Rutland,
the business of the convention in and that the federal heipitalizawhich, they said, they were far lion board make funds available
behind and which would requfie at an early date for the care at
their attention far into the after- the Northampton Veterans' hosplnoon.
tal of neuropsychiatric patients
convention unanimously
The
suffering from tuberculosis.
calling
for
adopted a resolution
The department adopted a resolegislation to restrict the sale and
lution criticising as inadequate
Mayor Herman 1'. Peterson is the
distribution, of firearms. Submitted
the personnel of the physio.. proud owner of areivlackthorn walkby Everett post, the resolution
therapy department of the Boston
was 'offered as a plan to help
ing stick the gift of Mayor James M.
ill Veterans' bureau and asking that
reducing crime. Curley, but Ex-Mayor Philip J. Galla,
the
department
be
approved.
Many resolutions were acted
The
Legionnaires
went on
gher also proudly displays a memenupon as the convention got its
tecord
as favoring legislation
way.
to of the Boston chief executive. Exunder
business
unanimously. adopted, which would place on an equal
One,
Mayor Gallagher had occasion to call
called upon the President to make basis enlisted men and emerupon Mayor Curley yesterday upon a
a
gency
officers
in
the
mat
ter
of
ad
Armistice day, November 11,
justed compensation.
matter of business, and while connational holiday.
The convention took no definite
Others adopted were:
versing with "Hizzoner" about mut uu
but "recovered favorably"
Requesting state and federal action
al friends, Mayor Curley started that
authorities to assist in curbing the the invitation of Springfield post
the Woburn Mayor has a blackl 1101'11
practice of unauthorized hawkers ,to hold the 1936 convention in
stick to place in the new City I fall
soliciting funds Springfield, in observance of the
and peddlers
while wearing attire resembling 300th anniversary of tlw found.
If he desired. lie told Ex-Mayor gallag of Springfield.
veterans' uniforms.
lagher that he also wanted him to
Recommending an active ern- Curley Attacks caenegie Votindatake some token or other from the
s ployment campaign to place every
tion Project
Boston
Mayor's office, so he presented
competent veteran on a ser- lipThe recent report of the Carneporting basis.
Mr. Gallagher with' a large autogie foundation criticizing the
Creating a revolving loan fun,. ,(1. A. Ti. and the
graphed photo of himself.
American Legion
of $1,000 to aid deserving MaE-'ns "political colonels" and
"treas- I
The photo is twenty inches long and
sachusetts orphans in obtaining
raiders" was attacked by May-I
higher education.
12 inches in width with the seal of
lor James M. Curley of Boston, in
The department also adopted 'a'an
the City of Boston engrossed on the
addrers"rMreonvention.i@solution, offered by Senator
The Civil war veterans. he saki:,
outside
folder. The pietnre is au
Charles A. Stevens of Lowell, were required to wait 47
yeara'
autographed "To mv good
friend
Proposing action to require all in- before one dollar a day was Miid
NI dip .1. Gallsagizer
p

160,000 TO 'E
EL WON PARADE

veterans for Curbing
Sale of Firearms;
• Want Armistice
Day National
Holiday
ASKS OATH FOR TEACHERS
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Plymontli Losts Its Identity,

HUGE PARADE

Legionnaires Turn It Into Composite of New York, Paris
and Military Camp

ENDS LEGION
ICONYENTION

IStandard Staff Correspondent]

Plymouth, Aug. 22—World war veterans of Massachusetts,
2,),000 strong, arrived from all sections of the state this morning, to capture this historic old town in much the same fashion
as they captured towns in Germany 16 years ago. A parade,
unlike any ever held on the South Shore, concluded one of the
liveliest conventions in the history of the Massachusetts American Legion.

•

Drums, Trumpets Clamor.
Plymouth isn't Plymouth today.
The legionnaires have turned it into
a composite of New York, Paris and
a military camp. The blare of
trumpets and the beat of drums has
been incessant since early Friday and
it increases every moment.
The parade held early Friday evening in the interest of Pat Dupuis's
candidacy for vice commander was
one of the most colorful events held
by any candidate for political office.
There were nearly 300 in the line of
march, led by the bugle and drum
corps of New Bedford's 40 and 8.
The delegates from Attleboro failed
to apply in time to secure accommodations here in town. But were they
downhearted? They brought along
a covered wagon and they not only
travel in it but they live in it. It
has all the comforts of home with a
few additional ones thrown in. They
entered their "home" in the parade
for Pat Dupuis Friday night.
Most of the New Bedford delegates
and visitors are quartered in overnight cabins in Manomet, about six
miles away.
Gene Phelan announced, in a voice
that nearly all candidates for office
could hear, that he had not yet

voted as the polls were closing Friday noon.
"This is an election, not an auction," was the 'answer of Jimmy
Rose, Boston vice commander candidate.
Wears White Knickers.
Major Jack Stitt is attired in white
knickers while the other New Bedford delegates wear uniforms. He's
been mistaken for a native several
times, but he still maintains that he's
comfortable.
of Boston and LieuMayor Cu
teliarre—MM•nor William S. Youngman were in the reviewing stand at
famous old Plymouth rock when the
monster parade got underway today.
The lieutenant governor has been in
town since the convention began. He
wore a 40 and 8 cap during the
wreck last night.
James H. Roberts, Fall River, has
been one of the busiest Bristol county
delegates. He's a member of the
resolutions committee. Most of the
members of that committee are making a resolution never to get elected
to it again. Seventy two resolutions,
all of them thousands of words long,
were filed, but only 44 were reported
into the convention.

MAYOR CURLEY CANNOT BE
DEDICATION DAY ORATOR
Informs Mayor Peterson that he Finds
it Difficult to Cancel Previous
Speaking Engagement
Mayor James M. Curley of Boston
will be unable to be present at the
dedication of the new City Hall !NMIing, Alayor Herman P. Peterson was
informed yesterday.
Mayor Curley
already had a speaking engagement

engagement. Mayor Peterson was
called by Mayor Peterson before the
former left for his summer home
in Wiolfboro, N. H.
Mayor Peterson attempted to secure Senator I/avid I. Walsh to be
for the day, which he attempted to the speaker of the day, but the Sencancel to accede to Mayor Peterson's ator is on a yacht cruise and will
until next Wednesdey,
request, but found that the:corin it- not feturn
tee in charge of the other eventbad which will be too late to arrange the
widely advertised his comlnall so u.
progratyt. A prominent speaker w11
iie felt obliged ja„,„),EaajhukkebzjiziaosarmiLimten

PAT'tier - 4.4:42.341 /

Local Howitze-,: Company
beck
To Take
'a' 8
by
the
rrh, (Miley Po,:t ofcorns
American Legion drum
won first prize last night in the
49 and S parade at Go.'
Plymouth convention. Today the corps will compete for the
grand prize.

The three day convention of the
state depai'tnientfiHCthl -tegron,
which has been. in session for the
past three days ,t--Plymouth• came
to a successful end today with the
election of officers early this afternoon, to be followed by luncheon
and a parade which will commence
tat 3 o'clock.
The local men worked far into
the night furthering the candidacy
•of Vice Commander Frank H. Foy, '
who seeks to be returned to that
office. There -were 12 candidates
for five places.

1

I

Would Be Delegate
The . name of Mrs. ,Margaret L.
Buckley of Quincy has been placed
in nomination for selection as a
delegate to the national convention
at Detroit. Captain Barry Keenan,
a past commander of Milton post,
A. L., is also in the race.
1 The "Forty and Eight" held its
1:z.reat wreck last night in the Old
Colony theatre. The ceremonies
were preceded by a parade through
the principal streets of the town.
At the business session Commander
George W. Callbeck was elected
garde de la porte of the Grand Volture of Massachusetts.
A special guest of the convention
will be Mayor James M. Curie
Boston
assembly early this afternoon...
The Howitzer company, 101st Infantry, National Guard, stationed
at the State Armory, Quincy Center, left this city this morning to
participate in the afternoon parAde
at Plymouth. The unit was Ommanded hy Captain Albert C. Dunphy, company commander, and it
was stated that the entire enlisted
and commissioned personnel reported for duty. The junior officers
are Lieutenants Robert S. Knapp
and Franklin S. Young.
Other units that will take part
include Company K, 101st Inf.,
;Mass. N. G. of Hingham commanded
hy Captain Lester M. Lane, and
Company L, 101st Inf., Mass. N. G.,
of Plymouth, the latter being locally known as "The Standish
onards." It was announced that
one platoon of the pixmouth ergan-:
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kfy The Alien Nurse Agitation

Another factor to be considered is the posDue to an agitation started by a member of sible effect outride of Massachusetts of such
the Boston City Council, Mayor Curley has been discrimination. it might lead to reprisals which
forced, against his will to order the discharge would more than counteract any immediate
of eighteen nurses in the Boston City Hospital benefits that may seem to accrue from this action.
because they are of alien birth and have not
Presumably in enacting such a law the
as yet become full citizens of the United States, General Court did not contemplate its extension
although at least eleven of them have taken to this class of employes. The General Court
out their first naturalization papers. The corpo- often enacts laws without an appreciation of
ration counsel of Boston, to whom the quest' n their possible scope and . consequences, and the
was referred, has ruled that the hospitalfies Irony of it is that public interests may best be
within the scope of the statute which provides served in many cases when the letter of the
that citizens shall have preference over aliens law is violated.
/
In' the matter of employment.
isa/j/
//
r
On the heels of this has come an agitation Neiga v Ny/Poor iv4= s
for similar action in state •hospitals and aaniFILING NURSES.
FIRING NURSES
tariums, against which Health Commissioner
Mayor Curley has the grace to say
Mayor Curley has the grace to say
Bigelow and Dr. George M. Kline, commissioner that he deeply regrets the alleged that he de-6)1y regrets the alleged
of mental diseases, have resolutely set their necessity of dismissing 14 Canadian necessity of dismissing 14 Canadian
hospital.
faces, refusing to dismiss any doctors or nurses nurses at the Boston City hospital. mesas at the Boston City
It is curious that the nurses have It is curious that the nurses havr
who happen to be aliens unless directed to do :-been allowed to remain so long at
so byethe Attorney General. The commissioners
defiance of the'lliw,
been allowed to remain so long at the hospital in
take the ground that the law was not in- the hospital in defiance of the law, and we take this law to be a forced
vicious statute. It
tended to include this specialized branch of and we take this law to be a forced construction of a parochial point of
betokens a narrow,
construction
of
a
vicious
statute. It
the public service and that the chief qualifications
regrettable in any city.
betokens a narrow, parochial point of view, very
to be considered are training, experience and view,
nurses, largely from Nova
These
very regrettable in any city.,
adaptability for the work rather than mere These nurses, largely from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, have
fair competition and
Scotia and New Brunswick, have been hired in their places through
citizenship.
maintained
have
They agree with Mayor Curley that the plea been hired in fair competition and excellence. The city loses by their
have maintained
their
places dismissal and the whole event is very
that the small group of alien nurses deprives through
excellence. The city loses by
have
citizen nurses of opportunity to work does not their dismissal and the whole event regrettable. It should never
happened.
ring true, and even were it true, it would be is very regrettable. It should never
For more than a generation our
difficult to justify their dismissal in view of have happened.
northern neighbors have been pourFor more than a generation our ing in large numbers of physically
their long training, their special qualifications northern
neighbors have been pourable girls who have
for the work and the exceptional character of ing in large numbers of physically and mentally nurse's profession in
trained for the
and mentally able girls who have our own hospitals. They have filled
their services.
This view is likely to be shared by the public. trained for the nurse's profession in a great want. They are as a rule, esour hospitals. They have filled a pecially capable in every way. They
The relatively small number of nurses and great want. They
are as a rule es- are physically fit, and their ministradoctors against whom the agitation Is directed, pecially capable in every way. They tions have been very valuable. In evare
physically fit and their ministra- ery way they have held their awn in
eighteen in the Boston City Hospital and possibly two score in all of the state institutions, tions have been very valuable. In competition with local nurses. As a
every way they have held their own rule, they have made their homes in
seems to give it the aspect of making a mountain in competition with
local nurses. As this country and thousands of them
out of a molehill.
a rule they have made their homes have become citizens. They form a
In the circumstances it is not astonishing in this country and thousands of very valuable element in our poputhat the excitable Frank A. Goodwin has butted them have become citizens. They lation and this country Is fortunate
form a very valuable
have this addition to our citizenin with a characteristic tirade against the State population and this element in our to
country is fortu- ship. Eleven out of 14 nurses dismissHealth Commissioner and the Commissioner of nate to have this addition to our ea in Boston had taken out their
Mental Diseases, whom he accuses of deliberately citizenship. Eleven out of the 14 first papers. Law is not always the
conspiring to fill the state institutions with nurses dismissed have taken out same as justice. These nurses were
their first papers. Law is not always unjustly dismissed from their posialien doctors and nurses. On sober minds the the same as justice.
These nurses tions. We have no doubt that the law
effect of the Goodwin eruption probably will he were unjustly dismissed from their could be construed so that those who
to make the molehill appear less like a mountain. positions. We have no doubt that the had taken out their first papers
might have been, legally retained in
In Boston the dismissal of the eighteen alien law could be construed so that those
ho had taken out their first papers the city's employ, but political influnurses may and probably will provide places for might have been
legally retained in ence employed in behalf of local
a similar number of citizen nurses who desire the city's employ, but political in- nurses threw them out.
Such flagrant injustice can do only
hospital jobs. However, the eighteen dismissed ueIce employed in behalf of local
harm. It will arouse bitter feelings
nurses
threw
them
out.
nurses will be eligible for private employment.,
among new corners from the north,
Such flagrant injustice can do only
into which, in fact, they have been forced by harm. It will
arouse bitter feelings and the whole nursing profession will
feel indignant. The action savors of
this action, and to that extent will compete among new corners from the
north,
against other trained nurses and, perhaps, lessen and the whole nursing profession will that narrow parochial feeling that
teachers, policemen and city emtheir chances for employment. A similar result led indignant. The action savors of
I that narrow, parochial feeling that ployes of all kinds should be local
would follow the dismissal of the noncitizen teachers,
people, whereas every city is entitled
policemen and city
to the best, no matter where the emnurses in the state institutions if they should ployes of all kinds should be emlocal
ploye hails from. The dismissal of
be forced out of their present positions. The people, whereas every city is entitled
these nurses makes very had reading.
extent to which this v,,mid impraae the employ- to the best no matter where the
,employe
ils from. The dismissal of
merit situation may readily .be conjectured.
these nu aknakes very bad read-
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ALIEN NURSr ;:

meat of health, that their policy
The action or the city. el tst°71. has been to give preference to
in discharging 18 nurset4 n st of thew nurses who were best qualwhom were Canadians, ?front the ified for the work; they have
Boston City hospital, on the hired competent Canadian girl:,
grounds that preference should when the only American applo
be given to citizens of Massachu- cants for the same positions were
bees, appears unfortunately dras- relatively less competent. There
tic, even as an emergency measure are, of course, plenty of trained,
In a time of unemployment. Tifi‘ efficient nurses of American blrtn
city council has the opinion of or citizenship on the staffs of the
its corporation counsel to support state institutions. But often in the
the order, to be sure. There is a past this type of work has not
state law which makes it a crim seemed to appeal to American
inal offense for a state, County or girls so much as to Canadians.
town, "except as otherwise proWhen one is ill, mentally or
vided by law," to employ aliens physically, the feeling of orie'e
in preference to citizens of the family usually Is that the beet
commonwealth, and this law has treatment available is none too
been interpreted as applying to good. If it should develop that a
.the uorsee at the Boston hospl- strict interpretation of state law
tal. But from...the 'viewpoint of would deprive these state institucommon justice, it seems pretty Hosts of the services of nurses
handl. All but four of theefe 18 whose ability and value are no girls already had taken out their questioned, would it not be the
first •papers for American citizen-- patients themselves *who would
ship. They had put in long suffer? Obviously, the head of a
mouths of training, and han hospital cannot let a dezen of his
,proved themselves qualified fos ibest nurses go and take on twelve
the exacting duties of their Pro' .‘"green" nurses who happen to be
feesion. They were regarded by citizens of Massachusetts in their
Dr. John J. Dowling, superin- place,
without disrupting thc
tendent of the hospital, as among regime of the institution. It coulo
the best in the institution,
be done, no doubt. But would the
Mayor Curley himself evidently eacrifice in efficiency during the
w rote willu refticranco to Dr. ;period these new nurses were
Dowling, informing him of the cor —learning by experience, be worth
Poration counsel's ruling wilten the price? One's answer must demade necessary the immediate pend on whether one places a
discharge of the nurses. He said technical interpretation of the law
in part: "The pleas that the em- above the best interests of the
ployment of this fine group of sick. In theory, it's all very fine
'women deprives citizen flumes of to say, "Give the citizens of Mast Opportunity for work doee not isachusetts preference over these
aliens."
'ring true; even were it true. It
But aliens is a pretvy
tic,
justify
to
eifficult
would be
cold term and citizenship may
severity of the punishment meted cover a multitude of inefficiencies.
out, in view of their long train beltingdown to cases, if you were,
lug and the exceptional charactet desperately ill, and were given
of service which they and othei your choice of being cared for by
women coming from the same por• a highly trained and competent
Hens of the world have given to nurse who was boen in Canada.
. and a less competent nurse why
the people of Boston."
Whether the law will be inter- was a citizen of the state, on
prete.i by the attorney general ae which young woman would you
aep:seng to all hospitals.„"der rely?
a.j,
, L 1
,is Alt
tlic jurisdiction of the ,statet. reawes to be seen. If so, it may be
expected to work considerable
,Ose ineti tutions
Lard:Ali on :
hieli have placed mon. aed we--Reston. Aix. 22--Mayor James M.
me a 4)1. Canadian birth in posiCtieley will receive a police pernille to
tions of responsibllity.:Tnete ap- carry a.revolver. as soon as his redoubting
quest reaches police headquarters and
pears to be no reason for
goes through the rentlisc chiltrirls•
the stateiments of DK Kline of
This was nradeel known 3esterday
the department of mental disease:, after Police Cbmntissioner Hultman
lnayor desired the
was informed
and Dr. Bigelow of the eepartpermit. tie said he would allsprove the
annlicnoon when it came to him as
1"!.'or(uHoy is a highly reputable
"
oitizen and has a right to carry a gun
•
ts
"
•
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CURLEY TO GET RIGHT
TO BE PISTOL-TOTER

Curley Asks Permit
( To Carry Revolver
Boston,
Aug.
21.—(AP)--Mayor
James M. Curley. while discussing today the report of the Wickersham Commission that Boston spent more per
person than all other American cities
except one in combatting crime, revealed that he had just made application for a permit to carry a revolver.
"For personal protection." he said,
and refused to discuss the matter
further.

4114 /--0•vv.'
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MAYOR TO ( I BM' GUN
Boston, Aug. 22--Major Corley
will carry a revolver henceforth.
Yesterday he asked Police Commissioner Hultman for a permit and the
commissioner immediately
decided
that if any man in the city should
be granted such a privilege the mayor was the man. Therefore, there
will be no formal investigation of
mayor's fitness, as is the ease on
regular applications.
usual
The
procedure is that upon the filing of
Sill application it is sent to the police of the division where the applicant lives and an inquiry made. In
the mayor's case the commissioner
will waive all formalities.
C

C:
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MAYOR CURLEY ASKS
RIGHT TO TOTE GUN
BOSTON, Aug. 21.—(AP1—Mayor
James M. Curley, while discussing
today the report of the Wickersham
commission that Boston spent more
per person than all other American
cities except one in combatting
crime, revealed that he had just
made application for a permit to
carry a revolver.
"For personal protection," he said,
and refused to discuss the matter
further.

.vevi, a L. it
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WILL ALLOW CUKt.r.a.
TO CARRY A PISTOL
M. Curley will reJames
Mayor
ceive a police permit'to carry a revolver, as soon as hiS requeet, reaches police headquarters and goes
through the regular channels.
This was made known yesterday
after Police Commissioner Hultman
was informed the mayor desired the
permit. He said he would approve the
apnlication when it came to him as
"Mayor Curley is a highly reputable
citizen and has a right to carry a
gun if he wishes."
Mayor Curley said he applied for
permission "as a measure of personal
protection." He made the request after learning of the Wickersham report showing the high cost of crime
Protection in Boston.
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MAYOR Cillan GIVES BLACKTHORN 10 MAYOR PETERSON
Woburn Mayor now has an Irish Walking Stick Brought to this Country
by Mayor Curley
Mayor Herman P. Peterson is the of the Council members had severely
proud owner of all Irish blackthorn. criticized Mayor Curley's policies on
e :tilting stick brought from Irelandi certain expenditures.
The Roston
tv Mayor James M. Curley of Boston. mayor was not taken back in the least
, Mayor Peterson is contemplating hay- by the harsh words, presenting the
I ing a gold band, properly inscribed, on canes upon the close of the debate.
1 the walking stick for future reference.
, The stick was presented to Mayor
'Peterson yesterday by Mayor Curley
of Boston, when the latter was called
at the
upon to give the oration
Woburn (it v Hall dedication.

1

1

Mayor Curley informed Mayor Peterdo everything
he would
son that
possible to : be present at the dedication and that he would definitely
Inform the Woburn Mayor sometime
today, after he had a chatIce to adjust
his appointments, if possible. Mayor
Peterson declared that he was received
very cordially by the Boston chief
executive, who immediately went to
his supply of blackthorns and made a
presentation to Mayor Peterson. Mayor
Peterson was quite elated over the
spirit of Mayor Curley and in the
conversation, Mayor
exchange of
Peterson informed the Boston Mayor
that he would carry the . blackthorn

walking stick on the day of Ole ded4cation if Mayor Curley came to make
the chief address.
Mayor Curley assured Mayor Peterson that it was humanly possible,
he would make the Woburn visitation
and would inform him definitely today.1
1 On his recent trip to Europe,'
Mayor Curley spent considerable time 1
in Ireland, and upon returning, he
purchased a big supply of blackthorns
. to present to distinguished visitors of
with 1113 compliments. A
'Boston
!
peculiar coincidence in the distribution
of the canes occurred a day or two
after Mayor Curley'm return, when he
presented the entire menibershdp of
the City Council with the blackthorns.
The presentation came after several

•
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Two Vacations
luea,r T boo
i
(
b Say
s Cyr1
ys
in
Boston municipal employ-el—IP/110
have been receiving two vacatioZt
year, one at the beach and the
as delegates to professional or fraternal conventions must expect to
forego one or the other holiday after
Jan. 1,
Mayor Curley announced yesterday
that after that date city workers may
no longer expect to attend conventions without loss of pay. If they
Wish to take their vacations at convention time, suitable arrangements
may be made, but two vacations a
year will not be permitted.
are
conventions
as
Inasmuch
usually held at about the same time
each year, the mayor thought that
employes could arrange to take their
vacations then, and not expect something for which scores of employes
never asked. The rule will not affect
conventions held during the rest of
this year.
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About Town
he Man
By W. D. Dwyer
ported overseas, then sold like ar*
A man with 44 good old-fashioned beast
of burden to a white slave
Bristol countY 'lame expresses his owner, and forced to work on terms
• the men of the of equalitii with the mule while hc
deep grati• (,,ite ..tp
Even his children were the
Pocasset imp., house at Rneliffe lived
and they
land Pleasant sti_ets for the hospi. white, master's property,
from him and sold in
taken
tality they tendered him a few days were
cattle.
ago. It appears that he had been the public slave market like
man must
vainly looking fol employment for Yes, indeed, the colored"what
the
for
grateful
some time, and had combed Prov- be truly
done for him"
idence thoroughly but vainly for a white man has
Mayo.rywaex of Boston, addressBring entirely out of funds
job.
he started from Providence afoot ing- a large body of colored Knights
He dropped in of Pythias recently, paid many well
to New Bedford.
to the race,
to the engine house for a drink of deserved compliments
-slopped over"
I water, and the firemen, observing but it seems as if he referred
to the
when he
that the man was evidently hungry. just a little
for what the
invited him to have dinner with Ne‘z e's gratitude
in
him
for
done
had
man
them. He accepted the invitation Ale!I
ica. This must have brought
'And atej2eartily. Then, with pro- to the
mind of every iaittellteient
fuse that ks and A sprightlier step, colored man in the audie4Ore whit
he headed eastwards. That he failed the slave traders and capfains,
in landing a job in New Bedford crews did for them in the hort*Iiiki4
is quite apparent, for one of the holds of the slave ships, after kid111P!1 of Pumper 7 rec ved the 101- I
them from their people in
lowing letter from h i last Mon- I their
napping
native lands to bring them to
la'.' (tom a Rhode I nd address. America to be sold as chattel slaves.
nly member The coloi•ed people have, to be sure,
you are the
whoso name I took 'ith me, you been always grateful for kind and
Iran he the spokesrna for the rest.'humane treatment, but they are not
• a drink of now so slavish as to forget and forWhen I asked you
wale] I was very greeably stir- give the Simon Legrees that made
Prisfd with what ft) owed, That Southern plantations the scenes of
New England boiled inner did init ;physical and mental agony and torthe ertpsheaf on my hike to New tile. "What the white man has
It was a oasis in my i'lone for them," indeed!
Bedford.
The hest
w Bedford at I 111P111011,:-. they have of the white
life. I arrived in
are red
them
towards
e
attitud
all
havi
walked
g
that day,
man's
I
ithe way. If you ar ever out this with blood and daubed with picWay, or wherever ou find your- tures of the lash, the bloodhound
sett' among strange , I hope you and the burning at the stake. Yes,
me kind cour- the Negro today is bright enough to
will meet with the
tesy and treatemen I received at know pretty near exactly what the
all River fire- white man has done for him. He
, the hands of the
men.. These tine ected happen- never came to America because he
He was hunted like
t at give us wanted to.
ings are the thin
contidenve in our
e wmen and any other kind of prey in the land
. We must of his forefatheis, treated like a
make life wort
less of creed wild beast W.:en captured and transall agree that reg
or race we are still brothers."
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STATE WILL NOT DISCHARGE
ALIEN NURSES EMPLOYED
,
1 AT HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS

•Officials in Several Cities Take Up Matter Following Dismissals at Boston City Hospitals
All Nurses Employed at City Infirmary, Only
Municipal Operated Institution, Are Citizens
While 1 niieat to to; are that ether el ment, an alien nurse or doctor is tumid
lies and towns will follow I eston ill
superior to a citizen applicant thay
tu.smissing alien nurses from hospitals
employ the alien without hesitation
state officials in charge o fhospitals
"Who cares whether he is treated
and institutions intimated that they
by an alien nurse or doctor," he asked,
would not disrupt their nursing fore ,s
"if the person is competent to do what
by any wholesale discharging of aliens
is required? It is diffilcult to get good
Dr. George 11. Bigelow state cunt doctor
s and nurses to staff our hosmissioner of public health, when asked
pitals?"
V; hat he planned to dr, yesterday dt•-.
Dr. Bigelow', said that he would preclared that he will ignore the chapt
pare figures Showing the proportion
of the law on which Boston officials
of each type in the employ o1 the
are working and that the alien nurses
sta
and doctors will remain in state ho:The 14 non-citizen 'nurses at Alla
1.1tals until the attorney general orders
them dismissed. No change is expect- Boston City Hospital, who are ttle
lest to be dismissed under the ruling,
ed in the staffs at the Danvers and
were given their notices yesterday.
cther State hospitals.
The instructions oi MuLLWriey to
"To discharge alien employes woela discha
rge them were transmitted to
wreak havoc in the hospitals of tic' clam
by Dr. Dewling, head of the hasstate" Dr. Bigelow said "and it
vital. He told them that, under tile
take a long time to repair the dam- ruling
of Corporation Counsel Silverage.
man, he had no alternative and that
Cambridge, .Haverhill and Brookline
his action, which he regretted, wa
hosjital officials discussed the problem compul
sory.
yesterday.
An investigation will bet
"It is impossible to replace ti:
made in Brookline today to see if alien•
1i111'808 in a few hours,' said Dr. Dow!.
nurses aro in the employ of the town.
ina, "but I do not anticipate that
If any aliens are employed, Selectman
will Ilf! necessary to continue any c
Philip G. Bowker said action under the,
the group in the hospital service afte
prefernee law will be taken.
today'."
In Cambridge Dr. Charles A. Cahill'
chairman of tile board of trustees of
G'riz rrs
the Cambridge City Hospital, said
yesterday he will call a meeting of the
board a week from today to consider
the case of alien nurses at the instite •
tion. Ho said 0.A. least •four alien nurses
are employed at present.
Three municipal hospitals will be
crippled seriously in Haverhill if the
Arlington, Aug. 21 --- (AP) —
Preference law is enforced there. A
Funeral services for Dennis A.
check revealed that there are -ix
McCarthy, poet and editor, welie
graduate alien nurses and 12 alien pit •
held today with a requiem Mass
pils at the Gale hospital, one nurse
at St. James' church, Arlington
and five pupils at Hale hospital am,
Heights. Burial was in Mt. Pleasone alien nurse at the contagious hoc;.
ant cemetery.
pital. Commissioner of Health Janie'
During the services at the gravo,
M. Costello declared that he does nue
Dixon Waterman, poet and friend
believe the positions will he easy 't)
of McCarthy, read a short poem in
fill. The city •council is expected to
tribute to him.
consider the matter at its next meet
Among those who attended the
Ing. The Beverly hospital has no esti:services were: Mayor James M.
nection with the city and is not an Curley of Boston; Colonel. K H.
ected by the edict which hits multi,
'Callahan, prominent Catholic propal institutions. At the City Infirmary
hibitionist, Louisville, Ky.; James
all of the nurses are citizens.
McGurrin, president general of the
In explaining his stand, Dr. Bigelow
American Irish Historical society
said th.tt whenever the department
of New York; Patrick Quinlan of
•
i i!
!
dor,' •
New York, reprcsccctitcr ki tatiede
hi'3, employ tbeiti and
it cannot
Of Irish FrIgtdollp, and representa1.1. gels competent aliens. lie added
tives of malty
her societies, inthat if, in the opinion .of the depertcluding literary
groups, with
which McCaithy 4was connected.
q
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MAYOR CURLEY ATTENDS

-rnETATTERVICEs

OF DENNIS M'CARTHY
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100 TICKETS
TO BANQUET FOR
(/ BOARDMAN
List of Guests at Fete for
Flyers at Hyannis
Announced
(Special to The Mercury.)
Hyannis, Aug. 20.—Realization of
the plans for Boardman-Polando Cape
Cod Day celebration was brought
closer tonight with the announcement
that more than 200 of the 400
banquet tickets which are being sold
to finance the reception, have been
sold.
Elaborate plans for the reception to
the Cape Cod-to-Turkey flyers are being worked out in detail, and they
include an airshow with squadrons of
Army, Navy, National Guard, and
many private planes.
When the
flyers arrive at 4 P. M. Aug. 26, they
will head a parade through Hyannis
Main street, and be guests of honor
at a banquet at the Coffee House.
At night a display of fireworks, the
most costly ever witnessed on the
Cape, will close the day:
President Thomas Otis of the Cape
Cod league announced tonight that
all league baseball •games on Wednesday afternoon will begin at I P.
M. in order that they may be completed before the flyera arrive at the
airport.
A list of guests invited to the
Boardman-Polando
banquet
was
issued tonight. It includes the names
of: Governor Joseph B. Ely: Senator
David I. Walsh; Congressman Charles
L Gifford; John F. Fitzgerald
of
Boston; Joseph Lincoln, the author,
of Chatham: John C. Makepe
ace of
Wareham; Mayor James_.
X....0
of Boston; arter-ffir—
Trev. Zebarne,
Phillips. of Washington, D. C.,
mer resident of Yarmouthport. sum-

C :4/:1
(01
4- 142 C
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r6TO jHAVE OLD
--MILKS REMOVED
A request that Mayor Curley
assign the 2000 men receiving city
aid
to work cleaning up the rotted
ships
along the East Boston shore
was
made Tuesday. Representative
William H. Barker brought the
matter
before the mayor at the
suggestion
of Representative Harold
Webber,
chairman of the House Commi
ttee on
Harbor and Public Lands.
Mayor Curley said he had
directed
Corporation Counsel Samuel
Silverman to investigate the
ownership of
some of the hulks and that
as soon
as this detail was completed
he would
clean up the unsightly
condition with
,tich labia as stic.gestcil.
Ncpresciiiiitive Barker also thought
that some
of the wrecks might be
made into
firewood for the poor.
The investigation of the
ownershp
of the hulks has been placed
in the
hands
of
Assiste.._t
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PREDICTS BOS"I‘ON -47
WILL REGAIN CROWN
AS SHIPPING PORT

•

—
_
Boston, Aug. 19 (,P)—That Boston
would regain her lost crown as commanding port of the North Atlantic
was predicted today by Mayor Jamie
M. .firte at a luncheon to ViceGeorge D. Ogden of the
Pres
Pennsylvania railroad, who has been
assigned to the New England area.
Guests included representatives of the
Boston Port Authority Board, the
United States Department of Commerce, the Maritime Association of
the Chamber of Commerce, railroads,
shipping and business interests.
Assignment of fast ships of the
Bremen and Europa class would establish four-day service between this
city and Europe and make Boston the
"crack port of the Atlantic seaboard,"
the meeting was told by Lawrence P.
Wilder, New York and Chicago
transportation expert, who is now
serving this city as a consultant.
Mayor Curley said he had assurance the French line would make this
city more than a port of call and
that other lines would follow its example.

HUB WILL FIRE
ALIEN NURSES
6
.
'
Fourteen City hospital nurses will
be discharged today as the result of
the protest of City Councillor John
F. Dowd of Roxbury that they were
aliens, holding official positions while
citizen nurses could find no work.
In an order sene last night by
Mayor Cur y to Dr. John J. Dowsuperintendent, the
ling
nurses were ordered discharged in
view of the opinion handed down by
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman, that the state law required that
preference be given to citizens.
That this decision will throw into
the Jobless army hundreds of nurses
hospitals and
at state
employed
other municipal hospitals was the
opinion expressed last night by legal
officials, who pointed out that the
law applied not only to Boston but
to all other cities and to the state as
well. Many of these institutions have
drawn the largest quota of their student nurses from the Canadian provinces.
/

?•
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IJOANOMAN DUE IN
NEW YOPK MONDAY

•

NEW YORK. Aug. 19 l' -Russell
Boardman and John Poiando, who
captured for the United States the
long distance non-stop flight record
by flying from New York to Lstan,
bul, Turkey, are due here Monday
aboard the El. S. Excalibur, their
managers announced tonight.
Their immediate plans call for a
flight froth a New Jersey airport to
Boston Tuesday morning, arriving at
East Boston airport about noon.
The t• insatlantic fliers will be met
there b: t*.e bureau of public celebrations tx n • -ee and transported in
• Chelsea, where they
automobi
The
the mayor.
will be gre
party then wiu proceed to Boston
city hall for a welcoming by Mayor
James M. Curley and 'finally to the
'ATITTOrnifilIttee""taffERtrwteov. Joseph B.
Ely will greet the fliers.
In the evening a mass celebration
will be held in the new municipal
stadium. South Boston, with National
guard airplanes maneuvering overGov. Ely. Admiral Byrd and
head.
Admiral Nelson are scheduled to be
among the speakers,

/VnikturtY Pot' r
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MANSFIX:1,11 MAY RUN.
Frederick W. Mansfield, president
of the Massakhusetts Bar Association,
pho polled upwards of 100.000 votes
Mayor
in his late contest against
will enter he race in 1933
Cu le,r
his
eiritiMt former Mayor Nichols, last
friends confidently predicted
night.

ORDERS DISCHARGE
OF ALIEN NURSES
Mayor Curley Follows Council's
Recomlirdidation in Case of
14 Boston Employees.
' BOSTON, Aug. 19 (—Mayor
James M. Curley tonight ordered
Superintendent John J. Dowling of
the Boston City hospital to discharge
14 nurses who are not citizens of the
United States. The mayor's action,
which he said he regretted exceedingl)', resulted from an opinion by
Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman that state law required preference to be given to citizens.
. Of the 14 to be discharged, 11 had
taken out their first papers, the
mayor said, and their service 'ranged
from four to la years at the City
hispital.

fel Tom
SAYS HUB WILL REGAIN
ITS SEAPORT PRESTIGE
Boston. Aug. 15---(1P)—That Boston would regain her lost crown
as commanding port of the North
by
Atlantic was predicted today
(;i rley at a lunchlre
M. c•
Mayor James
Vlee-ros
D.'
fit George
P
eon to
RailOgden of the Pen>sylvania
road who has been assigned to the
New England area. Guests included representatives of the Boston
Port authority board, the IT. S. Department of Commerce. the Maritime Association of the Chamber
,cf Commerce, Railroads, shipping
and business taierests.

/
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Further Alier,'Ijurse—"tr.‘"
Ousting Is Expected
ti e
Boston, Aug. 20—With 11 alien
nurses at city hospitals ordered diacharged by Mayor James M. Curley
',nder a state law, hundreds of other
nurses at state hospital.; and municipal institutions feared for their positions today as similar action was exncted to include the entire slate.
jSummary action was taken by Mayor Cialgy, but not until Corporar r
Counsel Samuel Silverman had ruled
that refusal to comply with the law
might lead to criminal complaint.

,47-74-,: 06 gl 0
.0111Mton—Union headquarte
hounce that more tha
a.
l
half %
2000 men and woine
ho s
to force non union clot
shot

meet union conditior

would 114 .

turn to work immedia .1y.
—
Boston—Mayor Curley orders discharge of 14 non citizen nurses at
the City hospital; the mayor said
he regretted the action exceedingly
but the state law required preference be given local citizens.
cif

,
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ORDERS
CUR,,EY
ALIENS "FIRED"
BOSTON, Aug. 19 (AP)--alayor
John
James M. Curley tonight ordered boa
J. 1301e1trrg-of the Boston _City
are
TAW '-o discharge 14 nurses who
not c izens. The mayor's exceedregretted'
which , said be
opinion by
ingly, ,:sulted from an
SilverCorporation Counsel Samuel
ate law required prefman that ..
eitizens.
erence be give:.
11 bad
Of the 14 to he ulscharged mayor
taken out their first papers, the from
said, and their services ranged
hospital.
four to 10 years at the City
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CURLEY GIVEN
PERMIT FOR GUN
----Comrmssioner Hultman Forwards Doument to Mayor
of Boston
Boston. Aug. 25—Mayor James M.
Curley may now take a pot-shot at
a tin can If It strikes his fancy, for
he has been granted a permit to carry a revolver. The license, applied for
in the usual fashion, that is. "for the
protection of person and property.*
was granted by Police Commissioner
and
Eugene C. Hultman yesterday
forwarded to the mayor.
there
that
stated
The commissioner
was noa the slightest doubt from the
beginning that the license would be
granted the mayor. "He is a highly
reputable citizen," the commissioner
said, "and any highly reputable ettl
zen would have a license issued upoal

16
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"It has been hinted the Canadian'
position In Which
they find themselves.
nurses are going to put their cases
The Stet suggested.
before him,
Faces Hard Vinter
"He will no doubt give them every
"I have just brought my young attention but just what ha can do ia
brother over from Nova Scotia to the matter in view of the law on the
attend Boston College," one of them statute hooks is difficult to say.
told The Star. "I certainly won't
"Are any official Canadian governbe able to keep him with me now. I ment representations anticipated?"
guess I'll hardly make enough on he was asked. "No," replied the atprivate cases to keep myself this, tache, "the matter doesn't come tinwieder, and there is no use in my der that heading. It is purely one
going home because I have been here of domestic economy for Massaso long air my contacts in Canada chusetts."
are brokett."
Send Governor Memorial
The nurses' memorial to Governor
"I brought'My parents to Boston,"
said another, "and I have done all Ely will call attention to the fact
I can do by taking out my first citi- that it is a universal hospital cus•
zenship papers. It seems, though, tom to give posts within the instituthat first papers don't count and they tion only to its own graduates, and
won't give you second ones until that the girls ousted cannot nope for
you have been here a number of positions in other hospitals, being
years. It is surely a raw deal and graduates of Boston city hospital
if I know anything about it, Cana- The governor will be asked to susdian girls will in future stay in their pend operation of the law until the
own country and the New England legislature meets and passes on the
hospitals can cry out for them until question. But, as Mr. Ely points
they get hoarse without meeting a out, he has no power to control the
city of Boston's acts in the matter
response.
nor to suspend the law.
"It is a peculiar complex of New
The whole incident is closed. The
Englanders," said a doctor attache nurses "must
go," assert members
at the hospital, "that they want to of the Boston board
of aldermen.
keep this section of the earth for
themselves and to that end they do
6'
some mighty short-sighted things." i'vel40,2o4r "AS
"One of the unfortunate features
TAXES JUMP'70 CENTS.
of the affair," said Dr. John J. Dowling, director of the hospital, "is
A tax rate for the coming year of
that it means the loss of our most $31.50 in Boston, was announced late •
talented girls. There are no 'dumb yesterday afternoon by Mayor CurDoves' among the Canadians and 1e, The new rate represents an inthey are all ambitious, hard-working &ease over the former rate of 70
and of high character. The thing is cents. In the statement accompanyreally a shock to me."
ing the rate announcement Mayor
Canadians More Loyal
Curley declares that he could have
"You have heard of no agitation reduced the figure this year if it had
among the American nurses to be not been for an unprecedented rerid of the Canadians?" he was asked. duction in the value of real estate,
"None whatever. On the contrary, the first to occur in 52 years. In the
the Canadians are, if anything, even computation of this rate, however.
more loyal than our own to our in- 21 ADDITIONAL CASES
terests."
OF PARALYSIS IN STATE
"Do you anticipate much trouble
in filling their places?" "They were Twenty-one additional cases of inselected because of their talents and fantile paralysis were reported yesteradaptability and it is never easy day to the state department of
to find girls possessing just the right making a total for the month health,
of Auqualifications," he answered.
gust of 197, it was announced by Dr.
The ousting of the Canadian nurses George H. Bigelow, state commissionfrom their Boston jobs turns atten- er of health.
tion incidentally to other features in
Three of the reported cases were
New England's policy toward Cana- from Holyoke, two each from
Boston,
dians. It is estimated that two years Pittsfield, Springfield and
Wareham,
ago there were nearly 50,000 Cana- and one each from Amesbury,
Chicodians of maritime origin in New pee, Danvers, Fall River,
Falmouth,
England but with the wholesale Holden. Lynn, Malden,
Wakefield and
closing of textile and shoe factories Wnropster.
many of them were left without fobs
and more than half of them returned
to Canada because public, relief was',
J •
and still is, restricted to New England,
natives. "We have enough to do to
(
look after ourselves," a former govBUR TAX CP 70 CENTSW
ernor of Massachusetts, Alvin T.
Fuller, is quoted as saying, "and the
With a drop in Becton property
sooner the Canadians get back to
values for the first time in 52 yearii
ir own country the better."
and a jump of $3,250,000 in the
"What will the present governor,
city's payments to the podr and
Joseph B. Ely, do about the ousting
Jobless, Mayor James M. Curley
of the nurses and the exodus of texlast night announced that the 1932
tile workers back to Canada?" a
close friend of Mr. Ely was asked., tax rate for the city will he
$31.50.
"He can do nothing about it," was
an increase of 70 cents over last
the answer. "The only thing that
year's figure.
can be done for the nurses is to repeal the law the Boston corporation,
council has dug up, and as the legislature, is not in session that cannot
be done at once. In any case such
repeal would be vigorously opposed.
The chances against repeal carrying
are about 100 to L"
Although Mr. Ely has not committed himself on the question, it is said
he has asked for data as to how
many nurses, doctors and other state
employees woulrl be affected if the
law, as laid down by Boston's corporation counsel, is made to ,,pply
to all public institutions in the state.
"Mr. Ely is not prepared at the
moment to discuss the subject at all,"
The Star was informed at the state
house.,
:

discussing the
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W. E. ANDlitiSON
c, PRESENTED GIFT
C. A. R. Tablet Dedication Sunday, Sept. 27
William E. Anderson of Jamaica
Plain, one of Mayer Jame,i M. Curley's secretaries and chairman of the
committee in charge of the G. A. R.
tablet fund, was presented a beautiful fountain pen and pen -A set last
Monday night at a meeting of the
committee held. in the Municipal
Building. The gift was presented to
Mr. Anderson by Ivory H. Morse,
past president of the Hyde Park
Board of Trade, Inc., on behalf of
that the comm:ttce :s
work in putting the drive over.
The G. A. R. Tablet will be dedicated on Sunda:, September 27, at
3 o'clock. Plans are under way for
a huge parade which will precede
the exercises. Mayor James M. Curley will be the orator of the day.

MAYOR JAMES M. CURLEY
Orator at G. A. R. Tablet Dedication,
Sunday, Sept. 27
It wns announced at the meetit1g'
Monday n:ght, by Thomas F'. Devine,
that the committee is hy one hundred dollars. S,:ecial effort will be
made by the committee to secure the
needed money before the committee
meets next week.
The committee plans to invite at
leaa one hundred prominent persons
who will occupy seats alongside the
•
'platform.

•
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Heard Duty Call
"I felt it my duty to bring the
matter up," Dowd told The Star,
was told a let of aliens are holdfts:e.k:g ing down soft jobs in our hospitals,
„ss
d American n
.ruhi stesk .arie f going
aroundri,
starving.
t ,h
Those C
aanaldni(anos ought
to be in their own country or else
become Americans."
"But wh • did you en a e them in
4 "t.
t\
-s
/` - '
d •
CI
D'1" t
the first Place?" he gwg
as asked.
CAN
1
'
"3.
O
"That's right, too," he answered,
buspublic
"we shouldn't have done it."
departments and to all
"And," suggested The Star, "Dr.
pitals and other institutions in the
not
I
am
"but
Dowling, director of the hospital,
answered,
he
state,"
bent on digging out Canadians. It says the Canadian girls did yeoman
will be fellows like Councillor Dowd service during the 'flu' epidemics in
in
nursing American
who brought up the case of the Boston and
soldiers during the war." "That's
nurse that will do it."
beside the point," Dowd replied.
May Oust 400 or 500
"They weren't coerced into doing it,
"Considering state and city hos- were they?"
pitals it may affect 400 to 500 CanaMaritimes' Girls
dians in Massachusetts," explained
Special to The Star
Canadian graduate nurses holding
the corporation counsel. "It's too
Boston, Aug. 20.—"Big Jim" Cur- had, but we have to go through with important positions in the surgical
ley, Irish leader and
Democratic it. The mayor has no alternative and other wards at Boston City hosmayor of Boston, sat attentively at ,but to sign the order ousting the pital who will be affected at once
his desk yesterday afternoon while 'Canadian nurses.
They can of by the ouster include:
Thelma
,Samuel Silverman, corporation coun- lcourse stay in Boston as private Cooke, Kensington, P.E.I.; Greta
sel, explained to him the reason why nurses if they like unless the United Hill, Cove Rd., Colchester Co., Nova
i he mest sign the order ousting Can- States government wants to deport Scotia; Magdalen Foley, Mary G.
adian nurses from the city hospitals. hem as aliens. That's not our busi- Foley, Harbor Grace, Newfoundland;
"Well," said "Big Jim." turning to ess."
Mary Macdonald, 93 Hillsborough
"You see," interposed the mayor, St., Charlottetown, P.E.I.; Madlene
a representative of
The
Toronto
have
should
that
they
trouble
is
"the
Mackinnon, New Aberdeen, Wallace
Daily Star. whom he had invited to
the conferen.e, "Your Canadian gals got wise to themselves and become Rd., Glace Bay, N.S.; Jessie Mchave to go, we have American girls itizens long ago."
Innis, Ohio, Antigonish, N.S., and
"But many of them have done all Frances O'Toole, St. Petee's, Richwaiting for their jobs and we got to
look after our own in these heist they could do in that connection by mond Co., Nova Scotia.
taking out their first papers," The
times." .
Calls Ouster "Disaster"
Star pointed out.
"But &Ain't it setim a little un- "But those who have been here
Miss M. Foster, a superintendent
fair?" The,Star asked. "Thesei
I four and five years should have
g r-s
of nurses at Boston City hospital,
have . beet!. trained in Boston and their second papers and be real
described the ouster of the Canhave been holding down their present
American gals," responded "Big adians as nothing short of a disaster.
jobs for years. Dr. John J. Dowling, Jim." "It will be quite a hardship
. "These girls have worked for Bosthe director of the hospital, says they on them," it was suggested. "Yes,"
ton with zeal and devotion under the
are his best nurses." "And a darned agreed the mayor, "but it's quite a
most trying conditions," she asserted.
fine pack of gals they are, too," re- hardship on the American nurses
"They have given us the best that
plied "Big Jim." "They should have who ought to have preference in is in them and during
the flu epibecome Americans long ago and then these jobs."
demics they have gone stretches of
they could have kept their jobs."
48
hours
and
longer
without
a wink
Can Canada Get Along?
"Is the invoking of this old state
of sleep. It is all very well to say
Canadian
hospitals
turn
"Suppose
antilaw at the present time an
we can replace them. We will have
British move?" he was asked. "Rig around and oust American nurses to do it, I suppose, but I am preJim" laughed. "It sure sounds like now, suggested The Star. "I wish pared to stick to ms view that this
an anti-British law now, doesn't it?" them good luck and lots of it," laugh- i is not an efficiency move.
LW re lied "I su ose there's' not ad "Big Jim." "If they think they
"Then too, we have to consider the
any too strong a British sentiment an get along up in Canada without future. Like all American hospitals
In Boston since our famous little tea Americans that's their business. I we have eagerly accepted Canadian
party and every year, you know, we would think you would need lots of girls. Will many of them come to
celebrate the day the English were nurses for that army of unemployed its for training now, I ask, when
forced out of Boston. But I haven't you are going to put building a road they know of the raw deal their
anything against Canucks. Sure, I in the winter, say, that is one swell sisters have had? Those nurses are
rather like them, particularly the scheme. I wish you would send me being turned out of jobs to shift for
themselves on the eve of what looks
gals with their rosy complexions. some photographs of it"
They don't need rouge, those girls "Big Jim" Curley then concluded like one of the worst winters New
the conference by assenting to the England has ever had. Some of them
dart."
"11141,ou say there is no way of ouster order introduced by Councillor have been keeping elderly parents.
of them brought
their
"wetting them in their jobs?" it was Dowd a few days ago at the meeting Several
suggested to him. "That's the way of the Boston city council, and pass- parents to Boston. and I suppose
this
brilliant
move
will
simply
mean
ed
unanimously.
law,
isn't
the
Silverman figures out
it. son. Go over it again so we will Soon after the ouster order a tele- additions to the city relief cases."
been any agitation
"Has there
phone message was received at the
have it right."
among American nurses to get rid
The corporation counsel proceeded hospital to-day from the district of the Canadians?" she was
asked.
known
as "Blue-Blooded Beacon
to do so. He pointed out that section
"Absolutely
none,"
she
replied.
19 of chapter 31 of the general laws Street."
"They all get along well together
of Massachusetts provides that "on "I could place one of those unfor- and you never saw the like of
those
all work of any branch of the ser- tunate Canadian girls, if her char- anadians for co-operating,
especialvice of the commonwealth or of any aeter is good," said a matronly voice
other
epidemic
and
the
ly
in
times
of
the
at
other
end
of
the
line.
"I
of
need
city or town therein citizens
commonwealth shall be given prefer- a maid sod governess and would emergencies.
pay the right girl $40 a month, and
"Wouldn't it be a great deal better
ence."
she could have a half day off every if they got after
crooks
and
"A regular slap at old George the
criminals and ousted them from the
third," laughed the mayor. "But it's'week•"
"Imagine!"
said
one
of
the
nurses
putting
instead
of
United States
too had he didn't get it himself indisgustedly. "Spending three or four honest girls out. of employment?" she
stead of those pretty Canadian gals'."
years to learn the profession of continued. "It's to the shame of
to
proceeded
then
Silverman
Mr.
nursing and then getting an offer 'Beacon Hill that such a law should
explain that the supreme court had
passed on the law in the case of like that. I would rather take a job remain on the statute books.
slinging hash in 'tt.' restaurant than
"I'll warrant there will be someLee versu Lynn, had upheld it as
constitutional and had asserted that mind the children of uppish Beacon thing said about it at the next sesit applies to all employees whether St. You know what Woodrow 1Vil- sion of the great and general court,
son said of Beacon St.: 'The Lodges which term means the state legisin civil service or otherwise.
it to talk to the Cabots,„but the Cabots lature."
"Do you intend to apply citsMe
The Canadian nurses who are bfy''ek only with God.'"
others besides nurses in the
fected by the order are reticent talent
employ," "Big Jim" was asked. "Oh
sure, I guess it will apply to all
"1:7-a- -e-
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lap at Old Geor&-e III.—
Too Bad He Didn't
Get It"

NURSES MUST
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ALIEN NURSES IN
BOSTON HOSPITAL
WILL LOSE JOBS
Illegal to Employ Them,
With Citizens Loafing, Cc
poration Counsel Silver- ,
man Tells Mayor Curley
Boeton, Aug. 20— Immediate
charge of 14 graduate and stadent
nurses at the City hospital, who are
aliens, was ordered by Mayor Curley
yesterday. He acted, contrary to his
personal desire, after Corporation
Counsel Samuel Silverman had ruled
that refusal to comply with a statutory requirement might lead to criminal complaints.
Of the nurses who were dropped i
by Supt. John J. Dowling, 11 have
filed applications for citizenship.
The decision of the corporation
counsel is interpreted to mean that
no alien graduate or student nurses
can be employed at the City hospital
when citizen applicants for such
positions are available.
Councilman John F'. Dowd of Roxbury forced the discharge of the
nurses. He complained that aliens
were denying employment to citizens
at the hospital.
The mayor took cognizance of the
complaint, asked for information and
was told by Dr. Dowling that 14
nurses could not establish citizenship.
The corporation counsel advised
the mayor that the Massachusetts
law is specific and commands that
"on all work of any branch of the
service of the commonwealth or of
any city or town therein, citizens of
i the commonwealth shall be given
I preference. A supreme court ruling
!interprets the law as pertaining to all
municipal employes, regardless of any
'classification within the civil service.
"1 therefore," ruled Silverman,
"must advise you that these nurses
who are not citizens now employed
by the City hospital, must be immediately removed, as Section 51 of
Chapter 31 of the general laws makes
it a criminal offence for any one to
appoint or employ any person in violation of the provisions of Chapter
31."
L. IL, A/
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DROP 14 IN HrB
BOST“N, Aug. 20—Summary dim
,•harge of 14 alien nurses at City
ospital has been ordered hy Mayor
lament M. Coyle'. The ection was
talon on order of the city council,
which held thee employment of
tette non-cilizens deprived citizen
nurses of jots.
The Mayor noted reluctantly, derdarng that. 'the plea that the
employment of this fine group of
women deprives citizen nurses of
opportunity for work does nor rine
true." He added thar even were it
true ''it would be difficult to Justify the severity of tele peniehment
meted out in view of their long
training and the exceptional character of service which they and
other women coming from the!
same portions of the world have
given to the people of Boston."
Eleven of the .14 nurees a ffecred
have taken .10 first uapersi for
citizen:410'p.Mostni them PrO natie provinces,
ves of the mita
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Uri COUNCIL
WILE ARRIVE
AT HUB FIRES
HOME NEXT
ALIEN NURSES
MONDAY
Boardman and Poland()
Due in New York from
Turkey

Curley Acts Upon Orders of the
Board But Deplores
Decision

New York, Aug. 19 0'1—Russell
Boardman and John Polando, who
captured for the United States the
long distance non-stop flight record
by flying from New Yerk to Istanbul,
Turkey, are due here Monday aboard
the S. S. Excalibur, their managers
announced tonight.
Their immediate plans call for a
flight from a New Jersey at;port to
Boston Tuesday morning, arriving at
East Boston airport about noon.
The trans-Atlantic flyers will be met
there by the bureau of public celebrations committee and transported in
automobiles to Chelsea. where they
will be greeted by the mayor. The
party then will proceed to Boston
City hall for a welcoming by Mayor
James M. Curley and finally to the
State'Mae where Governor Joseph
B. Ely will greet the flyers.
In the evening a mass celebration
will be held in the Dew municipal
stadium, South Boston, with national
guard airplanes maneuvering overGovernor Ely and Admiral
head.
Byrd are scheduled to be among the
speakers.
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Boston, Aug. 20—Summary discharge of 14 alien nurses at City hospital has been ordered by Mayor
James M. Curley.
The action was taken on order of
the city council, which held that employment of these noncitizens deprived
citizen nurses of jobs.
The mayor acted reluctantly, declaring that "the plea that the employment of this tine group of women
deprives citizen nurses of opportunity
for work does not ring true." He added
that even were it true, "it would be
difficult to justify the severity of the
punishment meted out, in view of
their long training and the exceptional
character of service which they and
other women coming from the same
portions of the world have given to
the people of Boston."
Eleven of the 14 nurrea affected
have taken out first papers for citizenship. Most of them are natives of
the maritime provinces.
Q_ujc irTes7 0
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Curley Predicts Boston As
Great Future Shipping Port
Boston, Aug. 20 (JP)—That Boston
would regain her lost crown as commanding port of the North Atlantic
was predicted yesterday by Mayor
James M. Curley at a luncheon to
George Ogden, vice president of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, who has
been assigned to the New England
area.
Guests included representatives of
the Boston Port Authority Board,
the U. S. Department of Commerce,
the maritime association of the
Chamber of Commerce, railroads,
shipping and business interests.
Assignment of fast ships of the
Bremen and Europa class would establish four-day service between
this city and.Europe and make Boston the "crack port of the Atlantic
seaboard," the meeting was told by
Lawrence P. Wilder, New York and
Chicago transportation expert, who
is now serving the city as a consultant.
Mayor Curley said he had assurance the French Line would make
this city more than a port of call
and that other lines would follow
its example.

+-0/.1i

l'ODAY'S NEWS IN BRIEF
(17 MASSACHUSETTS
Whipping out a pistol, disguised as
fountain pen, one of a group of
four young men fired a tear gas
cartridge Into the Red Rooster restaurant at 11 Hudson street,- Boston, early this morning and sent 20
diners, Chinese waiters and cooks
scurrying blinded to the street.
Fourteen City Hospital nurses will
be discharged today as the result of
the protest of City Councillor John
F. Dowd of Roxbury that they were
aliens, holding official positions while
citizen: nurses could find no work.
In an order sent last night ty
Mayor Curie to Dr. John J. Dow1 se,perintendent, the
hi
nurses were ori .ed discharged in
view of the opit n handed down by
Corporation CotoLsel Samuel Silverman, that the State law required
that preference be given to citizens.
Three gunmen, believed by police
to be members of the gang that has
taken $500,000 in holdups of jewelry
salesmen in Boston in the past three
months, early last night bound and
gagged Bernard Linsky, 40, in the
jewelry shop of H. Pikin on the eeoond floor at 104 Hanover street, Hoston and escaped with $5000 in jewela

The Savoy Chambers, one of the
argest rooming houses in Peabody.
was swept by fire late this afternoon, and last night 50 tenants of
the place wee homeless.
Jeffrey Henry.; el Fall River, dri a Golden Ai ow bite
Ea
way, we
ea,n r•trf
7,1zrith manslatight
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COMMENDS BOSTON
FOR DISMISSAL OF
NON-CITIZEN HELP
ivL

A
.

EIGHT GRADUATE
SPITAL NURSES
MAY LOSE JOBS

• Aliens Face Possible Discharge Because State Law Requires Preference Be Given Citizens

04(

Ness s—CongratulaEditor The
Lions to Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston, for his decision to discharge non-citizens from the pay
roll of the Boston City hospital.
It might be well if Framiigham concerns would do likewise,
because it is perfectly obvious that
many people hesitate to become
American citizens. We must support and care for our needy citizens
in accordance with the law. While
many of our citizens are walking
the streets seeking employment,
trains and buses bring out of town
' residents to many of our industries
Framingham's unemployment condition can be solved within our
town limits, and our town people,
i if our local concerns and industries
will only co-operate.
While the town itself has no authority over certain institutions,
located in the town I do believe
that an attempt should ne made to
procure Framingham help instead
of employing people who are foreign tO our town. After all, it is
the citizens of Framingham who
' contribute towards the maintenance of our institutions, and not
those who sometimes receive the
most benefit, as a survey of the welfare department's figures can prove.
No greater a philosopher than our
own American Henry George in.his
book of Political Science, says "Let
Charity, if you would call it such,
begin at home."
PETER H. MACCINT.

Six graduate nurses at the Gale hospital, one at the Hale hospital and
one at the Contagious hospital, all of vshorn are aliens, face possible discharge
because of a state law which requires that preference be given to citizens.
Thirteen pupil nurses at the Gale, and five at the Hale, with a similar status
as non-citizens, ar not likely to be affected, because of the danger of crippling the hospitals and because it is difficult and almost impossible to get
girls who are citizens to become pupil nurses.
Alderman James M. Costello, commissioner of health and charities, toThe law does not compel the trusday declared that if graduate nurses, tees to discharge the nurses. It means
who come here from other countries, that if there are local girls who are
haven't consideration enough for the citizens who want jobs as graduate
United States to become citizens, that nurses in the hospitals that they shall
the trustees should discharge them.
be given preference. If there should
The hospital trustees will meet next be no nurses who are citizens who
the
on
action
situation
take
Tuesday to
want hospital jobs, the trustees probwhich conies to light as a result of the ably would not discharge anyone as
risg_Citicley of Boston who it would cripple the hospitcls.
action of p
City Hall nurses, who
discharge
Two of the alien graduate nurses at
were not citizens
the Gale hospital have their first
Alderman Costello has requested papers, and one has made application
'City Solicitor A. Franklin Priest to be for her first papers. There are 35
present at the meeting of the trus.tees. graduate nurses employed at the Gale
Mayor Curley discharged the nurses hospital. Two of the graduates are
because of a complaint that they were on vacation, one of them being a
aliens, holding official positions while citizen and the status of the other is
citizen nurses could find no work.
in doubt.
Alderman Costello said today it was
There are 56 pupil nurses at the
the first time he heard of the law Gale and 13 of them are aliens.
which required that citizens be given
There are 33 pupil nurses at the
preference.
Hale hospital and five of them are
He declares that he has no author- aliens. Of this five, two have their
ity to discharge nurses aati that thik first papers and one girl has her
second papers. There are seven gradpower rests with the trusties,
The local hospitals have always had uates at the Hale hospital, only one
difficulty in getting girls who are chi- an alien and she has her first papers.
There are four graduates at the
zens to enter their training schools
and the majority of the pupil nurses Contagious hospital, one of them an
come from Canada. Alderman Cos- alien. There are no alien nurses emtell° said it would be unfair to dis- ployed at the City Infirmary,
charge these pupil nurses alter bringing them here from their homes in
rr 41.
A
.s T '13
Canada.
paCanadian
the
in
"We advertise
pers for pupil nurses," he said, "because we cannct get our American
girls to enter the traiwng schools.
Some of these pupil nurses have been
training for two years and it would be
unfair to throw them out of their
jobs. We could not fill ti,em because
municipal institutions
American girls cannot be obtained."
While hundreds of nurses in state and
prospect of
Discussing the status c f graduate
throughout Massachusetts were uneasy today over the
nurses, Alderman Costello said he bethose
papers.
citizenship
of
lack
s of employment I hrough
iss,
lieved that citizens should have the
were free
apparently
hospital
Belmont
and
hospital
City
at
employed
preference. "If graduate nurses haven't
service. This
i in state-end municipal
consideration enough for this counfrom worry.
section states that citizens shall be
try to become citizens, I believe we
According to officials at both Mott- , veil preference.
should discharge them," he said. "I
Worcester officials said they exeituitions, which are city maintained
have no power to discharge anyone
cised care that no aliens be given embut I will bring this matter before the
and operated, there are no alien ployment in order 'o avoid just sue li
trustees Tuesday morning."
nurses, on either staff.
situations. Frequently girls take owe
The law which was quo1ed by CorThe situation resulted from the ;their naturalization papers In orde:
poration Counsel Silverman of Boston
.. Curley data enter either of the two Institutions
action of Mayor Jo
rInployes,
ivtleie en
to Mayor Curley follows: "On all work
Boston. In ordering the disc arge f IICelisho
v. ci:er,Maarlely native
8a.le
of any branch of th
ervice of the
9r,
•
sBi
14 alien nurses emplo3cd in the
The ruling does not apply to prtcommonwealth, or of any city or town
Wor.on City hospital. This came about setae institutions, so that other
therein, citizens of the commonwealth
mister hospital employes witt not
shall be given preference'
throu;ii Interpretation of a section
e affected by it.
the state laws governin7 the emPlOYe

Claim No Alien Nurses
Affected Here by Ruling
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SEES HO AS
[TING PORT
•Mayor Curley Predicts Boston Will Regain Former
Shipping
Position
in
Circles in Near Future
PENN ROAD EXECUTIVE
IS GUEST AT BANQUET

p•avy

CALC/r,..'
welcoming Vice
"super-men," and
Pennsylvania
President Ogden of the
number.
as one of their
presented an
After having been
stick by
Irish blackthorn walking
President Ogden rethe Mayor, Vice
Pennsylviewed the activities of the
1854, and
vania railroad here since
here
sent
declared that he had been
to reach its
to enable New England
possible
markets in the fastest time
service and
by strengthening the rail
the
with
forming a direct contact
people.
No It)/ ->

BOSTON TO FETE
t TURKEY FLIERS

Special Dispatch to The Gazette
Aug. 20.—Predictions
BOSTON,
that Boston would regain in two
Boston, Aug. 20.—Plans for a
years its crown, as the commanding
Port of the North Atlantic were celebration and reception in Boston
leaders
voiced by the transportation
at the official luncheon givqn yester- for Russell Boardman and John
day at the Ritz Carlton hotel by
Poland°, who flew from New York
Mayor Curley to Vice President
Istambul, Turkey, were announcto
Pennsylvania
George D. Ogden of the
railroad, who has been assigned to ed yesterday. They will arrive here
the New England area.
Mnoday on the S. S. Excalibur.
Guests at the meeting included
There will be a reception in New
representatives of the Boston Post
athority, the U. S. Department of
York Monday. Tuesday morning the
C.,nrinverce, the Maritime Association
pair will fly from a .New Jersey airet the Chamber of Commerce and
tile railroad, shipping and banking
port to East Boston where they will
Interests.
be met and taken to City Hall. In
Assignment of fast ships of the
ir show
Bremen and Europa class to estabthe evening an
will be
lish a four-day service between this , given In their honor. Admiral Richcity and Europe will make Boston
once again the "crack port on the , ard Byrd, Governor Ely of MasAtlantic seaboard," the meeting was I sachusetts and Mayor Curl
of Bosinformed by Lawrence P. Wilder of 1
New York and Chicago, shipping and I ton will greet the iers in Boston.
railroad transportation expert, who
Is now serving as consultant to Mayor Curley and the Port Authority.
Demands for speed and time-saving would force the selection of Boston as the main port on the American seaboard, he contended, pointing out that the Leviathan, a first I
class ship two years ago, has been
turned into the discard, because 01
the record speed of the Europa and
the Bremen.
The Mayor declared that, after
years of unfair differentials Bostoa
was beginning to. see "the sunrise oD
promise rizing over the horizon" durBoston, Aug. l9.— AP —The t Boston
ing the past few days. He explained
would regain her lost crown as comthat, for the first time since the
manding port of the North Atlantic was
war, direct freight service between
predicted today by Mayor James M. CurBoston and Germany will be establey
at a luncheon to George Ogden, vice
lished in a few weeks.
president of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
In addition, the Mayor said that
who has been assigned to the New Eng:le has the assurance that the
land area.
French line would make this city
Guests included representatives of the
more than a port of call and that
Boston Port Authority Board. the U. S.
Ha super-ships would make occaDepartment of Commerce, the maritime
sional visits to this port. The other
association of the Chamber of Comlines, he said, would also follow this
program.
merce. railroads, shipping and business
interests.
Appealing to representatives of the
Boston & Albany railroad to electriAssignment of fast ships of the Brefy its lines here and to find a stormen and Europa class would establish
age space for its Pullman cars, now
four-day service between this city and
parked at Exeter street, the Mayor
Europe and make Boston the "crack port
said that, although he wanted to
of the Atlantic seaboard." the meeting
continue on friendly terms with
was told by Lawrence P. Wilder. New
President Patrick Crowiey, he would
York and Chicago transpotration expert.
Increase the valuations on the propwho is now serving the city as 5 consulterty to such a point as to compel
ant.
A.
to
abandon
the
Exeterthe B. &
Mayor Curl6 said he had assurance
street yards.
the French I rue would make this city
The Mayor praised the work of the
more than a portiju eau sod lilt other
late President George Hannauer of
lines would folio*its example.
the Boston & Maine in rebuilding
the road's holdings in the area of the
North Station and voiced his tribute
to President Pelley of the New Haven
for the rejuvenation of the South
Station area, characterizing them as
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MAYQR SEES BOS1 ON
AS BIG FUTURE PORT

Expresses Prediction at
Luncheon to Pennsy's
N. E. Vice President

•

BOSTON TAX "Italir 431-50.
)urley Cites $14,00,000:Reduction In
'Prepetty Values in Announcing 70
Per Cent Increase.
Boston, Aug. 19—A tax- rate for the
J,omlng year of $31.50 was announcer',
yesterday by Mayor Curley. The nay'
rate represents an increase of 70 cent .
In the statement, Mayor Curley dc...
daresthat he could have reduced the,
figure this year if it had not been for
an unprecedented reduction in the
value of real estate, the first to occur
1/ in 52
years. In the computation of,
this rate, however, the
was 9180
materially assisted by being allowed to
anticipate the receipt of more than
$1,000,000 in a refund from the Elevated.
"It has been my sincere wish,"
Mayor Curley stated, "to prevent an
increase in the tax rate for the year
1931. For the first time in 52 years,
however, there has been a reduction
in the value of real estate, including
tangible personal property, which
amounts to $14,000,000
this year.
When it is considered that during the
past 10 years valuations have increased on the average $40,000,000 a ye*.
it is evident that there has been this
year a total shrinkage in property stilk
ject to taxation of $54,000,000.
A
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PORT OF BOSTON
HAS BIG FUTURE
BOSTON, Au,. ld. (A.P.) --That
Boston would regain her lost crown
AS commanding port of the North
Atlantic was predicted yesterday by
Mayor James M. cut ley at a
luncheon to George..'"*.g0.• t.n, vice
president of the Pennsylvania Railroa.d, who has been assigned to the
New England area.
Guests included representatives of
the Boston Port Authotity Board,
the IT. S. Depat tment of Commerce,
the maritime association of the
Chamber of ComIllet cr., railroads,
shipping and business interests.
Assignment of fast ships of the
Bremen and Etnopa class would
establish four-day service between
this city and Europe and make
Boston the "crack port of the Atlantic seaboard," the meeting was
told by Lawrence P. Wilder, New
York and Chicago transportation
expert, who is now serving the city
as a consultant.
Mayor Curley said he had assurance the French Line would make
this city more than a port
call
and that other lines would follow
its example.

or

tanzen Nurses utisenargett.
eynefrmes
Boston. Aug. 20
M. Curley - -fuer ordered Superin74freqfohn J. Dowling of the
Boston City hospital to discharge 14
nurses who are not citizens of the
United State.s. The mayor's action,
which he said he rsgetted exceedingly, resulted from an opinion by Corporation Counsel Samuel Silverman
that state law required preference to
be given to eitizel
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Crowley to Quit In January;
Anderson Slated For Post
Police Superintendent Has Been Eligible For Pension
Since First of Year; ('urley Expected to Agree to
Changes
Boston, Aug. 18—Superintendent of
Police Michael H. Crowley will voluntarily retire in January. Unless developments arise which force a change
In present plans, he will be succeeded
by Cant John M. Anderson of the East
Dedham-street station.
A formal request by Surat Crowley to
he permitted to retire on the pension
to which he has been eligible since
January will pave the way for the
elevation of Capt Anderson to the post
for which he was slated during the
regime of former Police Commissioner
, Herbert A. Wilson.
i
Mayor Curley is not expected to Interpose any objection to the retirement of Crowley, who has been permitted to hold his post since last Janu' ary because of the refusal of the
mayor to sign the retirement papers
which were sent to him by Commissioner Hultman.
,
The planned promotion of Capt Anderson to the most important uniformed position in the police department is
regarded as a tribute to the ability of
prominent political leaders to accomplish what was regarded a short time
ago as an impossibility.
Capt Anderson's prestige was believed to have declined with the passing into retirement of Commissioner
Wilson, with whom he enjoyed a
friendship which was not approached
by any other official of the department.
The transfer of Capt Anderson from
the coveted Back -Bay division to the
South-end district, with its radical
change in environment, was not looked
on as proof of continuance of the influence which the captain yielded in
the commissioner's office during the
Wilcon administration.
Several months ago Capt Anderson
was not even considered as a possible
successor of Crowley. The insistence
of Commissioner Hultman that Deputy
Superintendent James J. McDevitt had
a record which entitled him to preference, and the campaign which was
quietly but vigorously waged to obtain
recognition for Deputy Superintendent
Thomas F. Goode indicated that Capt
Anderson fell far short of commanding
the attention of the commissioner or
of those who were recomending the
qualifications of Deputy Goode.
Gave Crowley Csrte Blanche
Had Mayor Crowley signed the retirement papers of Supt Crowley when
they were presented to him, Deputy
McDevitt would undoubtedly have
been promoted.
In permitting Crowley to remain,
after reaching the age of retirement,
the mayor publicly declared that the
superintendent could continue to perform his duties as long as he eared to
do so, and the mayor stressed his decision that Crowley could carry on
during the remainder of his administ ration.
.1 forma.1 request by .S,11.0 Cr,,%10'
to be permitted to retire would not
i.mh.trr.t,is Mayor Curley, and in si,tte
of denials that any such action is contemplated, it was asserted to a newsparer man yesterday by interments
who are personally familiar with toe
situation, that Crowley win quit the
department In January.
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Bos'roN.--1st4n tirrald says government tax specialtids have uncovered speculations of' nearly $59-1,000
in the 1929 stock market by A high
ranking Boston ponco official for which
niint in his fnii,ral tax
he failed to ar,
return.
BOST( IN City rt,tocil um,n iniously
passes an order calling on Mayfyr
d!schargr A l! nurses ro the City
1-lw:pital who nrr not riti7.enN of this
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DODGING THE NEED OF SCHOOLHOUSES
/4/

Boston needs a considerable number of new schoolhousproes. The need has been acute for years and the building
approaching
$9,000,000
gram entailing as expenditure of
completion has not met the real needs of the school children.
Instead of representing the people and caring for the
interests of the school children, a majority of the members
of the school committee has been striving to spend money
for schoolhouses for nothing but sentimental reasons.
It is not surprising that Chairman Frank A. Goodwin
of the finance commission has publicly branded three school
committee members as unfit to handle the money of the taxpayers. Mr. Goodwin is right. He speaks witIA a knowledge
of facts. He should have taken another step and called upon the voters to elect a new sch+ol committee in November.
It does not demand super-intelligent men and womento discover where schools are needed. T.e ordinary citizen
can solve that problem. But the school committee loes not
accept the policy of placing schoolhouses where they are
needed. For reasons which cannot be interpreted, a majority of the members insist that schools must be built where
they want them and their wants are generally based entirely upon sentiment.
If the voters of Boston who are taxpayers are anxious
to lessen the tax burden which they are shouldering they can
easily do so by refusing to re-elect members of the present
school committee and making known their decision that all
schoolhouses erected in the future shall be designed for
school purposes. The idea of making school buildings into
palaces is too costly for the taxpayers.
i
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Boston Plans Reception
Heroes on Arrival Next Tuesday
BOSTON, Aug. 19—Russell Boardman and John Poland°, record nor.stop long-distance fliers are scheduled to reach New York next Monday. According to preliminary plans
which have been announced, they
will arrive here next Tuesday. at
which time a reception has been
planned for the aviators, who flew
front New York to Istanbul. Turkey.
Their plane, the Cape Cod, will
be taken from the ship to a New
Jersey airport, where it will be assembled. Tuesday morning at 10:30
Orr,for BosI e fliers \‘
ton, where they are expected to arrive at noon.
G. M. Bellanca. designer of their

plane, of Newcastle, Del.. will acplane.
company them in a cabin
With hint will be Mr. and Mrs.
.W. C. Price, Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Whitney and relatives of the
aviators.
At the airport in East Boston they
will be met by city and State officials and officers of the Massachusetts National Guard. An automobile parade will follow through
East Boston and i'helsel. to Haylarger
market square. where a
column, made up of various veterans and fraternal organizations,
will form in the plrade to City
Hall, where the flyers will be
greeted by mayor carleY•
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A G9od Wrangle :Pone Wrong
oring to leap *hat Boston is at long
It is
last to
s new postoffice if for no other reason !
than b
Ise the actual erection of the structure
will bring to a close tlitt,,exchange of barnyard
witticisms between Mayor Curley and the Postoffice
Department in Washington.
For more than four years now the postkffice
project has vexed, amused and bored by turns the
good burghers of the Hub. First, the site of the
Winding was discussed with heat and asperity by
all concerned and some who were not. There were
letters in "The Transcript" and Ralph Adams Cram
made his inevitable appearance as an ally of the
good, the beautiful and the Gothic. Finally, it was
decided to utilize the old site and the stage was
cleared for the extended limestone or granite controversy, a situation which was greeted with loud
cheers by Frank Buxton and "The Herald" as prime
editorial matter. Then came the jurisdictional
rdifference of opinion among the local labor unions
as td which group of mechanicals should handle
the structural steel on its arrival in the New
Haven Railroad's freight yards, and after all the
dust had settled and the broken hats had been
swept up by the frock-coated street sweeper in
Copley Square (there really is one) it appeared for
a time that there wasn't really going to be a new
postoffice after all. It was then that Mayor Curley
suggested that the excavation marking the site of
the old postoffice be kept permanently as a cow
pasture and the postal department in Washington
, replied that it was bored with Mayor Gurley's "bull."
At this juncture the judicious retired from both
, or rather all sides of the field and left School Street
Ito fight it out with the Federal authorities. Now
construction in Postoffice Square is actually under
II way, and in another year the $5,000,000 building Is
! expected to be in use. Probably, however, good
Bostonians are just a little sad that this should
be the case, for a good controversy in the New
England manner—such, for instance, as the State
House brick discussion—affords more pleasure along
the Charles and on Beacon Hill than any .number of fine new public buildings.

HON. JAMES M. CURLEY
Hon. Jame M. Curley will never again seek the mayoralty of Boston. But he is too valuable a ,man to allow to
enter private life. He is a born leader, there is no greater
in the Eastern sector, nor his equal as an administrator in
matters of public betterment. And if he is to be kept in
public life the voters of the Commonwealth must nominate
him for governor in 1932. He stands ready to accept
the
trust, with the promise of administering to the state
the
same sterling service he has offered to the city of Boston
during the past three years. A service that has won
the
commendation of all citizens of Boston regardless Of party
or
.creed.
•
Never more has the state needed a man of his vision
at
the State House. And never before was Curley in
position
to carry the banner of victory. He has only to be
nominated
in 1932 to be the next governor of the Commonwealth.
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HUB TAX RATE RISES
(- 70 CENTS TO $31.50
Property Values Go Down
First Time in 52 Years;
Fall $14,148,200 .
Boston, Aug.

JR--- The tax
rate for the city to Roston
will he
$31.50 on the thousand. an
Increase of
70 cents nvrr last year.
Ala.Y.QX...114113.0
M...Saroley announced tonight.
The
figure was annotinced in the
face of a
loss In property values for
the first
ti in,
,
ra rs ant ti
$3.2.,0,000 in city payments toiso of
poor
and Jobless.
Assessors placed the 1031
assessed
valuation total of th; cVy
000,000. which reprelenta aat
decrease
of $14.148,200 from. last,year.
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deceased while yet the mourning lilies are unwithered. There is a stock old political story of a man
who applied for the appointive office of an unfortunate public official who had fallen off the dock
and been drowned. This man saw hint splash into
the water, and he tore as fast as a taxicab could
take him to the office of the appointing power-and asked for the Job.
"You're just a few moments too late," said the
executive.
"How can that be?" asked the applicant. "1
saw him bit the water, and I made quick time up
here. How do you mean, I'm too late?"
"Why," said the executive, "I've given the
job to the man that pushed him in."
The executive council has approved the inscription to go on the memorial to Senator Lodge, on
the state house grounds. It reads:
"To Henry Cabot Lodge, 1 850 to 1921. Stateeman and scholar whose leadership was of lasting
service to his countrymen. This monument is
erected by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts."
We still have a few manifestations of statesmanship and scholarship in the G. O. P. of Massachusetts, but we are a hit short on leadership—
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EARMEN LOOK
TO BIG SESSION

I 1-42.

.
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frw., special trains will ectine.
Bast,. ..lta uelegates and guests,
fiium Chicago and Detroit and will
stop one clay In Montreal where they
Will be entertained by the Montreal
division of the organization.
It will he the first convention in
which the Boston local will have had
the opportunity of entertaining the
delegates since the union was formed
in that city in 1912. It is expected
that about 1200 visitors will be present.
Governor to Speak
The convention will be called to
order by John Carey. president of
Local 589 of Boston, who will welcome the visitors on behalf of the
union carmen of New England and
introduce the welcoming speakers.
among them being Gov. Joseph B.
Ely, Mayor dames M Curley. James
Moriarity, presidelit/frIlre Massachusetts State FederatiJn of Labor,
and J. Arthur Moriarty, president of
Walter J, Hannigan. vice president the Boston Central Labor Union. The
committee
is awaiting replies to inrd William E. Holden, treasurer,
have been elected delegates to repre- vitations sent to United States Sensent the Worcester division of the ators Walsh and Coolidge.
It 13 with much interest that the
Amalgamated Street Railwaymen's
union at the international conven- carmen of New England are awaittion of the organization which will ing the report of the convention
on credentials and the
open next Monday morning at 10 'committee
l
o'clock
at the Hotel Bradford, Boston. fate of William Walsh, a member of
which shall be of immediate, to say nothing Of
The other officers of the Worcester Boston Local 589, and a past presilasting, service.
division are expected to attend also dent of the Massachusetts State Federation of Labor.
ex-officto.
Walsh a few years ago was alleged
to have made charges agalst William
D. McMahon, president of the interaational union, and other general officers, which the general executive
hoard ruled he failed to prove when
tb
given an opportunity, with the reOSTON, Aug. 18—Eight of the ,,lied by the famous Caledonian Club
sult his membership rights were reoutstanding soccer teams in the State pipe band, champions of New York
voked.
will vie for top honors in the five-a- and New England. Entries close with
The case was taken to the courts
side competition to be held on Labor Norman MacKay, 168 Worcester street
by Walsh and eventually ended with
Day at Caledonian Grove, West Rox- Watertown.
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
bury, in the 42nd annual Scottish
court ruling !that his membership
games, Associated Clam, 0. S. C., of
was revoked unlawfully and ordered
AJLVIJ
iLCfl;
his reinstatement as a member In
Boston and vicinity. In addition to
good
standing, Boston Local 589 acthe soccer there will be track and '
cepted the ruling of this. court, but
field events for men and women, i
it
is
understood
that the Internationevents closed to Clansmen and their
al union never accepted the cleasion
families tuid other genies such as bagand refuses to recognize Walsh as a
piping and sword dancing, which will
member.
be open to the world.
At the recent election of delegates
Boston, Aug. 19- -A tax rate for the
The eight teams, as named by the
to represent Local 589 at the convencoming year Of a3!.50 was announced
tion, Walsh was among those receivgames committee, follow: Fore River,
late yesterday afternoon by Mayor
ing the highest. votes. He is a regCorinthians of Revere, Clan MacGreCiirley.
ularly elected delegate and the interThe
new rate represents an
gor, Clan Robertson, Clan Stewart,
est is in whether or not the credenincrease over the former rate of 70
Beacon 011, Needham F. C., and South
tial committee will accept the credenLawrence F. C. Fore River won the
cents. In the statement accompanytials or vote to refuse hint a seat.
ing the rate announcement Mayor
event a year ago and will rule favorite
among Matters Pending
Curley declares that he could have'
since its eleven was the outstanding
reduced the figure this year if it had
Trade matters of much importance,
team in the State this past season. It
not been for an unprecedented reduciespecially on questions of jurisdicwon the State cup, the Charity cup
tion in the value Of real estate, the
tion, are expected to come before the
and the State league title. Clan Macfirst to occur In 52 years. In the comdelegates. One of these is the disGregor and Beacon Oil were finalists
putation of this rate, however, the
pute between the Carmen's Union
in the Cijy Cup and also In the
city was also materially assisted by
and the Teamsters' Union, as to
Boston anbeing allowed to anticipate the reLstriet league rare.
whether an operator of a passenger
ceipt of more than $1,000,000 In a reThe draw for first round meetings
bus is a carman and belongs to this
fund from the Elevated.
will be made on the day of the games
union, or whether he is a teamster.
"It has been my sincere wish,"
Another concerns the attempts of
and the first pair of tpams will swing
Mayor Curley stated, "to prevent an
'steam railroads to get short-haul
Into action at 12 o'clock sharp. Al
tn=ase—firth
e
tax
rate
passenger
for
the
year
traffic with frequent buses
managers have been warned that they
1931. For the first time In 2 years,
instead, of infrequent trainit, and the
will be scratched if all their players
however, there has been a reduction
claims of railroad unions that the
are not on hand at that hour.
In the value of real estate, including
men. operating these buses are trainThere will he six track events for
tangible personal property, which
men because they are employed by a
men, all handicap, and also three New
amounts to $14,000,000 this year.
railroad. The latter system Is overWhen It is considered that during the
England A. A. A. U. junior championlapping the street railway services,
past 10 years valuations have Inships, s80, high jump and six mile
and according to the street carmen,
creased. on an average $40,000,000 a
should be handled by street carmen.
run. The highlight of the meet will
year,
It
Is
evident that there has been,
Thursday night is expected to be
be the 0. S. C. mile for the famous
this year a total shrinkage in propone of the biggest nights in history
trophy donated by Col. Walter Scott,
erty subject to taxation of $54,000,of
Local 589. other than the two or
Past Royal Chief. Five track events
000.
three meetings held for the purpose
_r
are listed for women, 440 relay, 100
of declaring a strike against the comand 210 handicap. high and bmact
pany, as the regular' meeting of this
jumps. Men's events are 100, 220,
local Is scheduled for Tremont Tem440, pole vault, hop, step and jump
),:e with 111 visitin7. delegates slated
and broadjump. music will be supto attend with the intcrila clonal oiTtCIr

Worcester Delegates to Convention at Boston Are
Named by Street Railway
, Men's Union
SCOPE OF EVENT
IS INTERNATIONAL

SO. LAWRENCE INVITED TO PLAY IN GAME
V

Boston Tax Rate
Is $31.50, Boost
Of Seventy Cents

eF//i 1/
Sept. 6 when
llThere'll be oratory a-plenty on
nty thus far disco/i
The only Important certai
or Dpvid IgnaSenat
er.
togeth
get
rats
lienDemoc
the
that
is
the
sday
bin in this affair for Wedne
is not the shade
speech. That's no
tius Walsh will be there, and there
tenant-governor will utter a
#oodspeech. He
a
is
make
as
will
,
he
freely
that
doubt
flowed
a
of
has
novelty, for Mr.•Youngman
nk in Lowell,
a clambake and
Is an orator. We recall a painful eVeni
proper and necessary, at many
' when Mr. Walsh
icans,
iate
Republ
immed
for
sad
year,
more
the
In
•
of
banquet; but this time it is
er. We
to outline his own
was opposed by William Moigan /Butl
importance, for we look to him
over
blocks
fey
a,
Is
rally
r
This
Butle
the
n.
from
fashio
Ve
d
decisi
walke
candidacy for governor, in
we
there
-and
thM
right
may
and
of the year. He
to the Walsh rally,
Ills great public opportunity
on Butler.
made
had
ly
all
mental
with
we
b
bets
subur
any
s
d
hedge
enter that arena at Fall River'
but the
g looming on the
Mr. Butler has distinguished abilities;
confidence that there is nothin
Lowell rally
his
of
ness
but
chilli
the
him;
en
betwe
alarm
st
to
contra
horizon of the party primary
in the
on a more distant
and the wild enthusiasm of the Walsh rally
he will be wise if he has an eye
and,
ent
eloqu
was
will
time
same
he
the
at
which
and
same city
horizon—the ultimate election In
of view, devastatieg.
be. He
point
may
lican
case
Repub
a
the
as
from
y
Curle
Mr.
face Mr. Ely or
likely
man, that a nomi. Marcus Coolidge also will speak, but it is
knows, as an experienced public
year,
this
rats
battle
Democ
of
tal
real
ramen
the
to
tempe
most
inary
the
that even
nation is a prelim
toward the Demoemotions during that
set
l
their
rather
contre
to
is
able
state
be
the
will
that
and
two
period. Marcus Allen Coolidge—blessed with
cratic party.
next Wednes, plus a Roman
man
l
names
Young
atoria
Mr.
gubern
to
look
lican
we
Repub
Thus,
but
nomination, but
prologue—is a substantial and excellent man,
day not simply to accept the party
be on
to make his
bly
party,
will
proba
his
nor
Ely
for
cry
Gover
ng
rallyi
inder.
a
spellb
no
to sound
rv.
y real, not only for
hand;. and there are few .more persuasive speake
titular leadership Incontestabl
the. party very
se
becau
t?
but
presen
be
action
Curley
Mr.
satisf
Will
his own
heading toward the
After these two big clambakes are ended, we
much needs militancy in its
ber.
Novem
this
from
year
a
t
would like to see, just as a aporting event, a rally,
contes
any other effecbeen
We see no signs whatever of
in each party, In which everyone who has
am, which
progr
, at
.
for
office
oned
meati
sday
cially
Wedne
unoffi
this
lly,
or
officia
tive rousement on
contemplates the possible this geasoni Is invited and participating.
g
writin
of
t
momen
at the
presence of Messrs. what a. gay and lively affair the Republicans
oratorical and inspirational
w Springs, Ohio, and might have with speakers including former GovSimeon D. Fess of Yello
the vice presidency ernor Fuller, former Governor Allen, Gaspar Baand
s
Kansa
Charles Curtis of
con, Leverett Saltonstall„Tohn Haigis, Joseph
of the United States.
Repub
ed
attest
men,
Wiggin, Henry Shattuck, Frank Lyman, and a few
Now, here are two good
neither of others!
are
they
that
belief
licans, but it is our
a people would instinct-,
them of the type to which
Will Mr. Allen Come Back?
in storming the Basship
,ively appeal for leader
not built to make
but
men,
ntial
substa
tille. Solid,
Incidentally, the chances that Frank Gilman
city, nor to save
breaches in the walls of an enemy
Allen may enter the primary race for first-place
extremity.
a nation in moments of
nomination, appear to be increasing. The former
need In Massasorely
s
lican
Repub
the
governor is discreetly silent as to all this, but his
What
wake them up. They
friends are certainly active in a quiet way, and
chusetts now Is something to
of wheat. They
price
the
than
more
sed
there are reports that an effective organization is
are depres
want rousement. Prof.
being brought together with this end in %Jew, to
need a fighting spirit. They
his voice, he I
raises
he
er,
speak
fluent
be made publicly active if any indications appear
Fess is •
s
he leaves us cool]
that the prospects for success are good.
an enthusiastic partisan, but
effective man in thei
Governor Allen is one of the melancholy vie-.
Vice President Curtis was an
inarticulate in his
more
tims of political circumstances. By all the rules,
Senate, but he is hardly
inent dumbsliow and by the test of performance, he should have
resent office, which is the pro-em
was on the floor
he
been elected to succeed himself. The fates were
of the political universe, than
a committee
was
he
body
that
In
e.
against it. We have heard all shades of opinion as
of the Senat
never an orator.
to what caused his defeat, but sifting them all it
worker and an organizer but
man,
Young
Mr.
serves
yet appears that it was Just not on the cards for
All of which the better
and get a Republican governor to he re-elected last, fall,
show"
the
"steal
to
e
chanc
for it is his
the state of mind in the commonwealth being
the headlines.
what it was.
Ever since his defeat his friends have felt, and
said, that he could and would come back.
have
ate plans rot
The Democrats are making elabor
s
Event through the months since last January
River auspices,
their clambake, also under Fall
have not worked in that direction, however. The
is going to b
which will take place on Sept. 6. It
present lieutenant-governor has a valid argument
ows usuall
a lively show--as the Democratic poww
—and he was elected in 1930, which in itself is a
that the. Demo
are. Long ago someone observed
good argument. There is no reason why he should
licans ge
crats have all the fun—but the Repub
stand aside for the former governor, or any former
ing, and thong
all the votes. Well, times are chang
governor—or anyone else. And be will not.
they seen
a
show,
good
on
Put
9011
the Democrats
There is very little sentiment in politics. Caning votes also
to have got the knack of garner
didates clamber over the casket of the'politically
VI'd 1? d Co
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Oratory for Democrats

this state.
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Politicians Get Ready
Orators Limbering Up for Party Clambakes—Mr. Lyman
Added to Those Mentioned for Governor—Opportunity Smiles on Mr. Youngman
By E. E. WHITING
0,BOSTON, Aug. 15.—No was present for an extended period, and though
one ever has determined there is no public report of what he said, it is plain
definitely when a political enough that he is not at all in sympathy with the
campaign
begins. Some present astonishing situation at the state house
men eminent in successful relative to contracts and related matters.
politics, who know not
Frank Lyman is that old-fashioned type of
only that "politics is per- public official who 'supposes that he occupies his ,
sonal" but that candida- post for the single purpose of serving the public •
cies are even more so, run :to the maximum of lila strength and ability. He
• T, 41
±s?ft !tyl:
a continuous campaign. earned that reputation when he was in the Legit,
.
As soon as one election is lature, and in those days was pointed to by high
out of the way, they begin powers in the party as a strong man, dependable,
preparing for the next sure, conscientious and able. The appointment of
one—whether their con- him to the commissionership met approval and he
ltests are six years apart, has been jogging along at the head of the public
as with the United States Senate—or annual as in works department efficiently and sensibly. If he
some town politics. Many an office has been lost Is to be placed at odds with other forces in the
by resting.
state house in this matter of road construction and
Our own James Michael Cialoy, than whom reconstruction, then so much the worse, in the long
none is a more masterful man in politics, begins run, for the other forces.
his campaigns early. He began to run for mayor
There has been a queer rumor afloat in the
four years before he was elected; which is one of
state house corridors, where all sorts of stories
the reasons he was elected. Mr. Lodge ever had an
have their birth, that it is on the political cards for
eye for the next contest—and he won a long sucMr. Lyman to be shelved, and for the governor's
cession of them.
secretary, DeWitt C. DeWolf, to take the position.
plans
relaearly
for
that
it
is
too
Some say
'Phis must be hot-weather gossip, for probably no
tive to the election of a state ticket, next year in
single move by the governor could do him more
better.
others
know
our grand old Commonwealth;
political damage than the retirement of Mr. Lyman
Mr. Youngman has been campaigning for a long
--who is not only an efficient public official, but
now
that
he
time, and he has done so good a job
who comes from the western part of the state.
has the field practically to himself. During the past
This current talk of Mr. Lyman as a possible
few weeks we ha.le successively presented the
contender for the Republican nomination for govnames of a number of men who have been menernor is a natural product of conditions at the
tioned as possible opponents of Mr. Youngman for
state house, but we cannot regard it, as more than
the governorship, in the Republican primary; and
that.
not one of them has aroused anything like popular
Clambakes in Prospect
enthusiasm, nor stirred the potential candidates
themselves to frenzy.
Some persons belie‘e that. the political season
really opens with the clambakes that mark the
Lyman for Governor?
close of summer or the beginning of fall. There
are
two of these—big ones--in prospect, one for
in
The latest name an have heard discussed
each party; and it is true that they will both have
this connection Is that of the commissioner of
large political significance, with "keynotes" soundpublic works, Frank Lyman of Easthampton; and
ed at each, and with a ballyhoo for the grand old
he is away on a vacation, and thinking about senparty or parties sounded on the tinkling clam
sible things. We have known Frank Lyman and his
shells and the booming oratory.
folks for a long time, and they are the salt of the
The Republicans have the first whack, in the
earth; and we have not the nerve to go to him and
Fall River setting where many a political comedy
ask him what he thinks about running for goveror tragedy has been enacted. Next. Wednesday, the
nor.
Republicans of various and varying hopes
The consideration of his name now Is an ob- ilth,
fears
will sit do‘yn and tuck their paper napand
vious reaction following the wild and tumultuous
under their chins, prePared to absorb clams,
kins
council
ten
executive
days
ago
when
action of the
roast corn and ginger ale in copioutt quantities,
it erected the Chinese wall about Massachusetts
whiie they listen to what's what.
commissioner
meeting
the
that
contracts.
At
road1
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P,
tess

ably represented by
Mrs.
Orient Heights, who has Mazza of
fought shoulder to shoulder for years
on dump-pollutions as they with Tom
Fourth Section and Bree affect the
ds Island
She pointed out that a
skun
other name has no affinity k by any
with the
Arnold Arboretum. The
meeting adjourned at one o'clock afte
interested had been heard. r all sides
Donovan dropped in to listeCouncillor
n but did
not speak on the matter,
alth
made it plain to his constitu ough he
he would take an interest in ents that
the new
specifications to see that
items affecting his home section woul
d be improved upon.
Polls Live Near Dumps
Councillor Donovan lives
Heights, as do most of at Orient
the officeholders of East Boston who
did not
think it worth while to be
such a heart-deep home present on
matter. But the more we affecting
those "Rambling Incinera think of
"Germicide Auxiliaries" thetors" and
more we
think they would be the real
thing.
Garbage collection, dieposal
dering of wastes is a legi and rendustry, and a large one, andtimate inbe preserved to individuals ought to
corporations rather than toor honest
put the
whole operation where ther
no lucrative return, exce e would be
pt
workers. Wherever tax-levi to city
es can be
increased we should not wipe
out industry.
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Principal .Speaker
At A. 0. H. Event
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BOSTON'S TAX
RATE FOR 1931
FIXED AT $31.50
Represents 70-Cent Increase—Property Valuation Drops 14 Millions

•

BOSTON--A tax rate for the corning year of $31.50 was announced late
yesterday afternoon by Mayor Jame
s
M. Curley. The new rate represents
an increase over the former rate of '10
cents. In the statement accompanying
the rate announcement Mayor Curley
declares that he could have reduced
the figure this year if it had not been,
for an unprecedented reduction in tale
value of real estate, the first to occur
In 52 years. In the computation of
this rate, however, the city was also
materially assisted by being allowed
to
anticipate the receipt of more than
,
$1,000,000 in a refund from the Elevated.
"It has been my sincere wish,"
Mayor Curley stated, "to prevent an
'nereatitalli'lhe tax rate for the year
1931. For the first time in 52 years
,
however. there has been a reduction in
the value et real estate, including
tangible personal property, whic
h
amounts to $14,000,000 this year.
When it is considered that during the
past 10 'ears valuations have increase l on the average $40.000,000
a
year, it. jt evident that there has been
hLs year a total shrinkage in property
subject it taxation of 854,000.000."

rue,
P1 /3

BOSTON'S TAX
RATE $31.50,
70-CENT RAISE
Shrinkage of Valuations Given
as the Reason for
u.Incr.ease—

:MAYOR JAMES M.
CURLEY
of Boston

Final Plans Made
For A. 0.11. Event
Annual Convention Opens I
In Bancroft Aug. 24

Final plans for the conv
ention banquet of the Ancient Orde
Mans which will be held r of Hiberin
the Bancroft Hotel on Monciay
24 were completed at, evening, Aug.
the
meeting of
the banquet committee
last
Letters of acceptance werenight..
received
from Gov. Joseph B.
Ely, Senators
David 1. Walsh and Marc
us
A. Cooltoga, Mayor James M.
Curley of Boston, Congressman Pehr
G.
Holmes,
Mayor Michael J.
Treasurer Charles F. O'Hara, State
Hurl
ey,
State
Auditor Francis X.
Sertice Commissioner Hurley, Civil
Paul
E.
Tier
my, Rep. Edward J.
Kelley. the Rev.
Edward J. Fitzgerald,
P.
R.,
of St.
John's Church and coun
ty chaplain
of the order; the Rev.
nell of Boston, state Philip O'Donthew Cummings. past chaplain; MatJohn J. O'Connor ofstate president;
Holyoke, national vice president; Mrs.
Mary Mattin Silk, national
presi
ladies' auxiliary; Atty.dent of the
John C.
Mahoney, Miss Mary
state president of the A. Kinsella,
Patrick F. Cannon of auxiliary and
national vice president. Clinton, past
All of the above named
the delegates at the banq will address
The banquet committe uet.
e is headet.
by Patrick F. Cann
on of Clinton,
chairman; Michael J.
Worcester, president ofO'Sullivan of
the United
divisions; Mrs. Margaret
president of Div. 1 of the T. Carrigan.
ladie
s auxiliary: Mies ntry
Southbridge. county O'Halloran of
treas
urer; Mrs.
Mary Haggerty. Webs
torian and Patrick J. ter county hisO'Le
ary
of Worcester, state treasurer.
The next meeting of
the
convention
committee will be
week and will be held during the
President James H. called by County
Ivory of Brookfield.

Boston Aug. 1ee-WI:tee,3931
tax rate .6131.50 per $1000 of Boston
valuation. Announcement of an incr
ease
of 70 cents over the 1930 rate
of
$30.80 was combined by Mayor
ley with an expression of regr Curet at
his failure to achieve his ambition to
reason this year's burden on the
taxpayers.
In averting the anticipated increase
of approximately $3, Mayo
Cneley
accomplished far more tti111 -r
7 1TAT been
held to be possible. The outstand
ing
favorable factor exerting
down
pressure on the rate was auth ward
orit
y
from Tax Commissioner Lon
g to include in the estimated muni
cipal revenue the refund of $1,020,000
the Boston Elevated railroad which
make before the end of the year will
. This
factor alone prevented a further
increase in the tax rate of approximately 55 cents.
Vainations Shrink
Valuations have shrunk $15,6
16,000
from the record assessed valua
last year of $1,973,616,000, redutieli
cing
the combined valuation on
tate and personal aenperty real esto $1,958,000,000. Ordinarily a normal
annual
valuation increase of from
$30,0
00,000
to $40,000,000 is reported
The
reductipn this year is fa • as
been predicted an th the than,,rian
oulaslon or
real estate ex
, shows &Inclusively that the
=lessors
'e
made no
general down ard
ision of values
in the downtn
strict.
The probability is
scores of appe.als for abatementsthat
will be flied with
the state board of tax appe
predictions last night esti als, and
assessed value in abatemenmated the
t proceedings at as high as $500.000,0
In the absence of a defin 00.
ite schedule revealing in what
thrInkage of valuation dist:Meta the
occu
supplementary report of the rred, the
assessors
must be awaited for the
which real estate experts information
are
anxiously seeking.
There is abundant evidence
l'fy the statement that owneto jusrs of
ernmercial and industrial
throughout the city will chal buildings
leng
e the
failure of the assessors to
general markdown of values make a
this year.
Comparison of the figures
which
the tax rate for the current on
determined with the corr year was
espo
nding
figures of 1930 reveals that
quirements for the present. while reyear
show
an excess of $2,555,358
.813,
been an increase, because there has
of
the
Elevated refund principally,
of 31,650,,
220.68 in the °Ns
i, thereby maki
ng
the net requireme ts $905,
138.20 more
than last year.*
The overlay Co meet
annually figured at. 1.7 abatements,
the net tax rellirementsper cent of
was not

changed.
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Coughlin Produces Samples
Captain Coughlin showed sample:
. of dock-mud, present dumpage vintage, from Belle Isle klet 4tpd Condoi
Sargasso. Everybody had a look an
a smell. "That's what oyour kiddie”
bathe in," roared the old seadog. Am
he made a hit.
The new contract will not be let
until July 1st, 1932, so that the goo(
ladies of Orient Heights have a whoh
year to go after the United States
Engineers and the State authorities
who have illegally allowed the Belk
Isle Inlet and Orient Lake to be closed
,up and make East Boston a mudhole
instead of a lily-white sea-scoured
On Tuesday last, in room 49, City
island as it used to be "When You and
tient
Rector.
Hulks
don't
come
under
Hall Front, Mayor James M. Curley,
I Were Young, Maggie." There were
who loves the plain 70,000 people of garbage contract provisions., bu t they no politicians present, thanks be;
ought
That
tocould
b
d
p
East Boston enough to spend $35,000,nothing but home-lovers and home000.00 on them, again proved his vision of the new specifications, be- owners deeply interested in the health,
cause you can't tell what these conadmiration for them by emphatically
wealth and happiness of their chilstating that he was in favor of a tractors will do when they take the dren, to which the constitution enbone
in
their
teeth.
cleaner and more healthful method of
titles them. Why shouldn't they be
Murphy Explains
removing swampy and boggy areas
Former Representative George F. indignantly aroused?
from the front door of Boston, all Murphy, who
was responsible for the The years go by and no politician
round, including our own home disthe real
rehabilitation
of
the Ferri,-. i ,, 1920, seems to care a hoot about
trict. We may be sure that when the took the
music there is in beautiful,
poetry
and
Capt:,',. 1•,L
floor
after
•ighlin,
new ten-year Collection and Disposal going into dump
and healthful surroundings.
statist
to show sightlymusic,
contract is let that we will be satis- how Fast Boston had bcc, the
thrills and heart-throbs
goat Love'
fied.
go with beautiful scenery. Much of
during twenty
• -contract.
..
•
Captain William P. Coughlin, Chair- dumpage. lie showed how by keeping the real music'and poetry of the
man Waterfront Committee East Bos- the sea-scours of Belle Isle Inlet,world is wrapped around the makeup.
ton Board of Trade, who started a Black Arrow and ShirleyGut
from apex to aphelion. Beachmont
campaign some weeks ago to make much of the evil which makes our road is no lover's lane.
the waterfront areas around East waterfront unsightly and unfit to
Rambling Incinerators Discussed
Boston safe for young and old Democ- bathe in would be eliminated He
Incinerators came in for consideraracy was the first speaker. The mayor showed that dock-mud is filth caused ble discussion but nobody wanted thew
presided, and around him were Dr. by dumpage and obsolete methods of as permanent dish, and that's how the
Mahoney, Health Coin inissioner; Corp. surface-drain and industrial outlet rambling cremators came in for notice
Counsel Silveritran; Public Works discharged onto the flats. The Mayor These could be used by the day and
Commissioner Joe Rourke and the was much interested in these facts tucked away in the city yards by
Finance Committee Chairman, Frank which have been for the most part night. Permanent incinerators finally
A. Goodwin. Captain Coughlin squared overlooked by all officials of the city get all smelled up, inside and out, and
away, suggested rambling incinera- and state. The attention of everybody while they may be smell-proof as
tors and gave the large audience rep- , is now on the bad condition of bathing, maybe in the process, aromas and
resenting all parts of Boston and beaches in general, and we are wak-Ifoul-smelling dust gets into the fabric
various civic bodies, the lowdown on ing up to the fact that it is not oil- of construction as to walls, windows,
local conditions. You saw all of it in steamers but enginering defects in the roofs and grounds around outside.
the daily press who were very handling of wastes from communi- There ain't no such thing as a nosecourteous and kind in their treatment ties themselves which is causing the gay aroma around an incinerator,
of the subject, and displayed many trouble. No other district has been whatever the type. The rambler can
pictures which gave us all a closeup closed into a morass as East Boston be built to do the trick, and with a
of things we knew of, in a vague way, has by the eagerness of land com- germicide tank as an auxiliary, we
but didn't entirely grasp until said panies and real estate interests to can expect much improvement in the
portrayal stared us out of counte- turn their bogs into industrial sites. way of handling such local disposal
nance. The conference was held for The only part of the word which we as we must endure. The conference
the purpose of suggesting changes in have realized is the "dust," foul an was a pleasant affair, all through.
the specifications which shall bind the disease-breeding. Rats, bugs, flies.;, There were many pleasant passages,
new contractor, whoever he may be to mosquitos, maggots, dead cats, dead and the Mayor was in fine fettle, letgive the citizens a square deal, which
hens and dead fish are the only thriv- ting everybody have his and her little
sad to relate, they have not had in ing industry we have discovered since say, to which he listened attentively,
former documents. Let it be under- the advent of the ten-year deback.,good-naturedly with occasional restood, right here, that 14,424gyjey City and state contracts call for clean partee, often enlightening and helpful
con- fill, under foot, but anything under the when some of the speakers got
did not let the first tentract. That was rushed through in nose is sufficient for the householder. tangled up in their remarks. Dr. Mathe closing hours of the Peters adAfter Mr. Murphy came the Home.. honey and Public Works Commisministration, under the "Nine Green owners Association, the Orient Heights sioner Rourke were instructed by His
Bottle" councilmaniac regime. We are Women's Club, the Blackinton Schooj Honor and give immediate attention
quite sure that if Mr. Curley had been Mothers Club and the East Boston to several crying evils, especially the
Mayor, Belle Isle Inlet and Orient Board of Trade, the United Improve- dump around Hood's Milk stables and
Lake would not have been closed up. , ment Association was represented, th the long, black or brown beetles
We are equally confident that after Dorchester Improvement Associatiot which are coming in through . Mrs.
Captain Coughlin's portrayal of our and Mrs. Henry D. Tudor of thu. Murphy's eaves at Orient Heights.
betrayal in this regard he will survey Women's Municipal League and AL The conference began at 11 A. M., and
the situation that we will have a little bert Brown representing City Erm ended just before Mr. Niland arrived.,
Back Bay Fens of our own from Chel- ployees Union 140, all favoring in, Mr. Niland was busy on the Revere
:;ea Creek to Winthrop Bridge before cinerators, but not in their neighbor,. Oil Farm prej,eet with Cornish Beth
hearhe 'throws the reins of municipal con- hoods,
and could qt Otto the garbage was
trol over the old horse's back in 1933.
ing in time to be heard, but he
Too bad he couldn't be made Perma6.64 TIN 45 ")

Mayor t arley Orders Officials To Investigate
Complaints About Dump Conditions Along
East Boston Shores Made By Residents At
— Public Hearing At City Hall—Rambling Incinerator Is Explained
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Boardman Due
On Boston Tuesday
I 'older of Nonstop Flight
Record Will Arrive in
New York Monday.

•

RuaNEW YORK, Aug. 19—(AP)
Polando, who
sell Boardman and John
recaptured for the United States the
record by
long distance nonstop flight
Istanbul,
to
York
flying from New
Turkey, are due here Monday aboard
managers
the S. S. Excatilior, their
announced tonight.
a
Their immediate plans call for
airport to
flight from a New Jersey
at
Boston Tuesday morn i 71 a, arriving
noon.
East Boston airport ilbont
met
he
will
Ilik.re
The transatlantic
celebrathere by the bureati of politic
transported In
tions committee and
they
where
automobiles to ch,lsca.
the Mayor. The
will be greeted
City
party then will proceed to Boston
James
Hall for a weliaiminti he Ma tor
and mein , n,
‘1. Curley
where
Gov. Ely will greet the
111°'
;
'
1'. the \n‘ni1),4. n mass iielel,ristion
i,c hchi in the new inuiditivil
South lbaton, with National
ri airplanes maneuverinn 0
head. Boy. Ely, Admiral Byt
Admiral Nelson are scheduled
among the speakers.
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BOARDMAN, POLAND° vi
DUE AT N. Y. MONDAY
HON. JAMES M. CURLEY

•

At last the Ely big wigs are scared of Curley. They feel
certain hi, will run for governor unless some obstacle is put
in his way to prevent him, or even embarrass him from going
after Ely. Hence they want him to be New England campaign manager for Franklin Roosevelt, feeling that under
these conditions he would have to remain out of active politics personally. Whether Curley will fall for this or not i)
not known, but he may not get the chance in any event as
Gov. Roosevelt may not be nominated. There is a strong
under current at present for Newton D. Baker, former secretary of war, and Mr. Baker may be the lucky man.
However Curley does not soon forget the abuse heaped
on him by Dan Coakley or Frankie Donahue, payroll chairman of the Democratic state committee. And then Ely sold
out the party by signing the congressional redistricting bil1,1
when he might have held it off and had every appointment
of his put through the council while the Republican congressmen sweated.

I ransatlantic F ers Plan to
Fly to East Boston Airport
Tuesday Morning
.\ iv York, Aug. 19—(AP)—Rusilell
Boardman and John Poiando, who recaptured for the United States the
long-distance nonstop flight record by
flying from New York to Istanbul,
Turkey, are due here Monday aboard
the S. S. Excalibur, their managers
announced tonight.
Their immediate plans call for a
flight from a New Jersey airport to
Boston Tuesday morning, at' ' g'Altt
East Boston airport about
on.
The transatlantic fliers wi
'41110
there by the bureau of public velehrations committee and transported
in automobiles to Chelsea, where they
will be greeted by the mayor.
The
party then will proceed to Boston city
hall for a welcoming by Mayor Japte3
M. Curley and finally/to the
State
ifilteve,ere Gov Joseph B. Ely will
greet the fliers.
In the evening a ni1195 celebration
will he held in tlee new munMpal
stadium, South Boston. with Nation,
guard airplanes maneuxering overhead. Gov Ely. Admiral yrd and Admiral Nelson are itch uled to be
among the speakers,
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A Roosevelt Boom
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Pennsylvania sent out to the
Democratic riatioruil convenParty Leaders Say That Gov. tion will be for R000kwelt.
"Tony" Cermack, a new
Roosevelt Has Prexy Delegates Stronger Than Did power in the Democratic parAl Smith in '28. — South ty and mayor of Chicago, is
Smiles on Him.—Illinois and expected to help the RoosePennsylvania Look to His velt cause in Illinois.
In Massachusetts such DemNomination.
ocratic leaders as Senator
Democratic leaders hrTe are David I. Walsh and Mayor
frankly astonished at the way James M. Curley of Boston
in which a Franklin Roosevelt have all declared themselves
boom, which started ,.ontlis friendly to Roosevelt.
and
Southern Senators
ago in the West and South,
House members are almost
is gathering speed.
Roosevelt today is stronger unanimous in declaring themthan former Gov. Alfred E. selves as ready to work for
Smith of New York, his pre- the election of Roosevelt.
decessor in the gubernatorial Some of them hail him as
office, was before the Demo- chief because they credit him
cratic national convention in with being largely responsible
1928. Even the statement for heading off John J. Rosduring the last week of Dr. kob, chairman of the DemoArthur J. Barton of Atlanta, cratic national convention, in
Ga., chairman of the execu- his effort last March to have
tive committee of the Anti- the national committee go on
Saloon League of America, record as favoring a plank in
calling on the dry Democrats the 1932 Democratic platforml
of the Squth to oppose the favoring a return of the connomination of Roosevelt, is trol of the liquor traffic to thej
additional confirmation that states. They consider RooseGov. Roosevelt is showing velt as one of them because
he has for years been spendstrength.
ing
part of his time in the
tts,
Massachuse
of
A native
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of South, in an effort to regain
Montana, was one of the earli- the complete use of his legs,
est Roosevelt boosters, and following an attack of infantile paralysis in 1921. Today
the West is now well spotted most of these southern Demowith Roosevelt workers. Sen- cratic leaders say in confidator Dill of Washington is ence that they are for the
among the most active for nomination of Roosevelt.
:.irge
Senator G.,
Roosevelt.
Direct reports have reachW. Norris of Nebraska, as a
Washington headquarters
ed
Proleader of the Republican
the
party that Democratic
of
gressives, has given the
in New York, who at
leaders
Roosevelt candidacy valuable
were inclined to be
time
one
support by his expressed adthe Rooseveltover
miration for the New York divided
Governor of his stand on the for-president boom, are getwater power question. His ting together more and more.
rallying cry, "What is needed Senator Robert F. Wagner of
in the White House is another New York, it is believed, will
Roosevelt," is being re-echoed at the proper time announce
throughout the West by his support of the Roosevelt
candidacy. Wagner's strength
Roosevelt backers.
in New York's Democracy is
considerable.
Pennsylvania Pledged
Reports from West Virginia
Joseph E. Guffey, former line up leading Democrats,
Democratic national commit- among them Clem Shaver,
teeman from Pennsylvania, former national chairman, for
has thrown abroad the Roose- the Roosevelt nomination.
velt band wa4on the biggest
block of votes -yet tied up for
any candikite. qie declared
that 66 of the 72 delegates
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HUB TAX IfATE $31,50,
70 CENTS INCREASE
Assessed Valuations Decreased
$14,148,200 Since 1930—Relief
Payments High.
tax
BOSToN, Aug. IS 4Th—TI e
Boston will be
of
City
the
for
rate
an increase
$31.60 on the thousand,
year, Mayor
last
over
cents
70
of
Je,lirley announced tonight.
the face
The figure was announced in
values for the
of a use in property
first time in 52 yf I'S and an in$3,:::,0,0oo in city paycrease
ments to poor and Jobless.
as1931
the
Assessors placed
sessed valuation total of the city at
$1,958,000,000 which represents a decrease of $14,145,200 from last year.
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BOSTON TO TIRE'
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ALIEN NURSES

City Council Calls on Mayor
Curley to Take
Action.
BOSTON, Aug. 17. UP).—The
Council unanimously passed an order
today calling on Mayor James M.
Curley to discharge all nurses at the
Boston City hospital who were not
citizens of this country.
The order was introduced by Councillor John F. Dowd of the Roxbury
district. Authorities at the hospital
named 12 nurses who were aliens but
said that all hut four of them had taken out their first papers for citizenship. Dowd made public a list of
22 names which lie said had been reported to him as aliens. Most of the
girls named came from Ireland and
_______
the Maritime provinces.

i0

iDZ A/d

BOSTON'S TAX RATE UP
70 CENTS OVER LAST YEAR
goes in gii.54) s Thonsantl; N allies Down
First 'Time in 52 venrs.
Boston. Aug. 18. iAPi The tax rate
for the city of Boaton will he 41.31.50 on
the thousand. an increase sf
Jai
over last veer, Ma
P gore NVFIF anannouneed tonigh .
reounoed in the fare at a loss In pmperty
eaitess for the first ttrne In 52 years end
eat Increase of *3.250.001 in city payirtente to poor mid Jobless
Mee/wore planed the 1031 assessed vatuottort total of the city at et.ASR.000.000
wt1c1I represents a decrease of $14,148,110P fIcari lest year.
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AL SEE
ICIFOR
STATEFUTOFFURE
DAIRymE

of
the public, citing Metyor Cuj
Boston as saying anti:-'trmilk
producers are in need of help. To obsolve all the dairymen's problems, will
take a long time, the commissioner
g
na
s obrei7ie
sst Lh
bgrirgeh
straen tijaa l apro
a ac;sutbhe
idd,e but
smaa
ahead for the milk producer.
j

•

•

Commissioner of Agriculture Addresses
County Group in Session Friday Afternoon at North Andover

CALL UPON CURLEY
TO DISMISS ALIENS
- --

Dr. A. W Gilbert., commissioner of' Those in attendance brought piesoft drinks and ice
agriculture in the commonwealth of nic lunches, and
served by the host. Mr.
cream
stev
Massachusetts, expressed a definite
ine w the farm open for Inrer'
th
enewe
view that marketing conditions for the .spection to all.
on
are
state
this
Milk producers of
In his address to the men, which
the up-grade and that the dairymen
the principal event of the meet1s.'as.
better
much
to
are looking forward
Dr. Gilbert reviewed briefly the
i
an
in
future,
conditions in the near
events
nvents and conditions in the dairying
County
Essex
address given before the
which led to the need of
a7ee
Dairymen's association at
co-operative efforts on the part of the
+ly
ee
a
d
arim
F
of that organization held
milk producers, hence the founding of
ternoon at the Edgewood farm in the New England Milk Producers' asGilbert
North Andover. Commissioner
sociation and similar organizations.
made a strong plea for closer cooperHe told of the difficulties encountNew
ation among the dairymen of
.ered in attempting to find a universal
Just
England, declaring that they had
marketing plan. Milk is one of the
gone through a six or eight months hardest products to market because
tense
period representing the most
it is' prodticed mast competitively, is
business situation ever known to the in most common use as a food and is
the mast perishable product, he said.
tions
&frying industry, The organiza
Aliated with the industry, he said, New England has one of the beat
ta accomplishing a great deal towards milk sheds existing, according to Dr.
establishing the business upon a souna Gilbert, with Canada and a tariff
basis.
wall on the north, the Atlantic ocean
Addressing rearks of greeting to the on the west, Connecticut to the south
was
he
which
dairymen's gathering to
and New York to the west. He ashost, Nathaniel Stevens, president of serted that New England is able to
texCo.,
Sons
the M. T. Stevens and
produce all the dairy products it con_ es and is doing so to a large extile manufacturers, expressed the hope sh m
that the day of prosperity ia not far tent, There is no milk imported from
distant, when there will be more work the western states, he said, though
aed better wages. Mr. Stevens as- butter and cream is brought in to
extent.
aerted that it is his belief that the some
farmers do not receive a just return The agriculture commissioner told
for their labor. Citing as examples the of the numerous small cooperative
situation in the south where cotton is creameries and proprietary groups
selling for one-half of its cast to which have sprung up and are selling
raise and in the west where wheatimilk at one-half a cent to a cent
sells at, far less than its cost to pro- per quart less than the Market price.
duce, he said that the farmer Is hard- These groups can do this, he said, bely receiving a fair return for his cause they have no surplus to handle,
efforts. As with Dr. Gilbert, Mr. w hile the mg milk companies must
Stevens is optimistic as to the future, take care of large surpluses in order
The meeting was largely attended to treat the producers fairly.
and was presided over by Francis C.
This surplus is pooled over a large
Smith, county agent of the Agricul- larea' accoeeing to the present marketTurner
ture extension service, Harvey
ing plan but a new plan was adopted
of Andover, president of the MRSSA- in Massachueette Thursday. whereby
_ e.
le
also
chuaetts Dairymen's association,
a n producer will be assigned a cerspoke briefly in greeting to the group, lain rating, which he must average.
as did Rudolph Messerli, superinten- The ratings will be based upon the
dent of the extensive Edgwood farm. size of the plant. If any producer exOf especial interest to the dairymen ceeds his rating, he will be paid a
present was a demonstration of prop_ lower price per quart for all milk
er handling and testing of milk from I allotment, he will be given a lower
the eow to the wholesaler given by rating. commissioner Gilbert said that
the Essex county 4-H Dairy club team it is not known whether this plan will
under the direction of the 4-H coun- succeed, though he has high hopes.
Legislature is pending in the Genty agent, Horace J. Shute. George
Lambert of Boxfnrd and Justin Little eral Court, according to Dr. Gilbert,
of Newbury presented the ciemonstra- to assist the Massachusetts dairymen.
the
time graphically showing the different He paid tribute to Dr. Parker of
processes including rooting, determin. Massachusette Agriculture College at
the Amherst, who is accomplishing much
ing the number of germs and
amount of free sediment in the milk for the dairymen, he said. In closing,
by the vacuum test. and determining the speaker declared that the dairybacterial men were never in better graces with
its keeping qualities and
content by the rietylene test.

Boston City Council Acts
Against City Hospital
Employes
BOSTON, Aug 17 (AP)—The city
council unanimously passed an order today calling on Mayor James M.
tyge to discharge all nurses at the
n. City hospital who were not
citizens of this country.
by
was introduced
The order
Councillor John F. Dowd of the
Roxbury district. Authorities at the
hospital named 12 nurses who were
aliens but said that all but four of
them had taken out their first papers for citizenship. Dowd made publice a list of 22 names who he said
had been reported to him as aliens.
Most of the girls named came from
Ireland and the maritime provinces.
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Boston's Tax Rate
Jumps 70 Cents
Levy Will Be $31.50, Mayor
Announces; Valuation
Is $1,958,000,000.
8
'
BOSTON, Aug. 18—(Al') Thee -t8
Boston `will he
rate for the city of
increaeceedt
$31.50 on the thousand, an
M or James
70 cents over last year,
h
.
ton
M. Curley announced
the face of
etr="trs announced in
for the first
loss in property values
increase of
time in 52 years and an s to poor
$3,250,000. in city payment
and jobless.
assessed
Assessors placed the 1931 $1,958,at
valuation total of the city decrease of
000,000, which represents a
$14.148,200 from last year.
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Have you noticed the new signs on
the highway urging New Englanders
to sail from Boston, and pointing out
that a day each way can be saved
from that port? Mayor Curky has a
sincere interest in the welfare of the
city of Boston; there can be little
question about that. His efforts to
have Boston win recognition of its
true size through aanexation, and
his interest in furthering the expandision of the part have
rected and

ur,'•-' •;.

been well

BINGHAM AND Ctij
ROUSE WAR HEROES
usSenator From Connecticut and Boston's
Mayor Advocate Strong National Defense
at Legion of Valor Banquet
(
BOSTON, Aug. 11 (/P)—Strong national defense was advocated tonight
by I.T. S. Senator Hiram Bingham of
Connecticut and Mayor James M. Curley in addresses at the annual banquet of the Army and Navy Legion
of Valor.
Advocating retention of the Philippines, Senator Bingham said some
public men were in favor of giving
up the islands because their "products compete with some of ours, and
because they are hard to defend in
time of war," being so far away.
"These reasons," he said, "are not
worthy of America. They should
not be the deciding reasons in the
solution of the Philippine question
. . . .
Up to the discussion of
the tariff bill, one heard little about
Philippine independence. . . .
"There was little talk about independence until representatives of the
sugar beet industry in congress and of
certain districts on the western coast
began to demand an exclusion of
Philippine sugar and Filipinos.
"To keep a few thouand Filipinos
out of the west coast, to gain a
larger market for cottonseed oil and
linseed oil and to gain a small additional market for beet sugar, we are
asked to surrender the magnificent
military fortress of Corregio, our
spearhead in the East, to surrender
our great naval base at Cavite, to lose
prestige in Asia by giving up something which we admit it's hard to
defend and actually to bring economic
ruin and disaster upon 11,000,000 people This would be an act of defeatism and selfishness unparalleled in
American history. .
"Let us have courage to face the
future boldly. Let us have determination to maintain what our soldiers
have wo nand to keep our flag where
Let us not call
It is today. . .
too loud on freedom to cloak our weariness. Let us take pride in bringing
health and happiness to those distant
Islands and stand ready to do our duty
In helping to solve the mighty problem of the Pacific and Asia."
Mayor Curley said there was little
Indication that the world was ready
to accept the program of peace as
lai ddown by President Wilson, "when
I look upon the sun-dried buildings
of Camp Devens, unfit for animals to

•

live in, and think of them as the
place in which our men are taught to
protect their nation, I feel, the time
may come when we will have to pass
the hat in the sacred name of economy in order to get blank cartridges
with which to fire a salute over the
graves of those in New England who
have died for their country," he said.
"As long as Europe remains an
armed camp," to emayor said, "so
long will it be necessary for us to
maintain some semblance of a protecting force in America."
Yt)
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COMMITTEE TO'
BE APPOINTED
tapoisett Selectmen to
Plan Boardman, Poland° Reception

Will Consider Joining New
Bedford in Welcome
to Flyers
Plans for receptions to Russell
; Boardman and John Polando. New
' York to Turkey flyers, both in this
city and in Mattapoisett. got underway today with announcement by
Mattapoisett selectmen that at a
meeting Tuesday night a reception
committee will be appointed to make
arrangements for the flyers' arriaal
in that town.
Arrangements to be made for the
New Bedford demonstration for the
flyers awaited thc return of Mayor
Ashley who was out of the city today. The committee appointed by the
mayor is expected to meet shortly to
make preliminary plans for receiving
the famous aviators.
A suggestion mat Mattapoisctt take
part in New Bedford's celebration in
addition to holding a welcoming party
of its own, will be discussed at Tuesday night's meeting of the Board of
Selectmen. Mrs. Ruth Boardman. the
pilot's wife, is still at the Boardman
summer home at Pea,ses Point, Mattapoisett.
Word from Boardman and Poland°
setting the exact date of their' arrival in New Bedford has not yet been
received. The flyers arrived in Marseilles from Turkey Sunday and are
to dismantle their plane Cape Cod
and sail Wednesday for New Ytrk.
They have signified their intention of
flying to Boston when they land in
New York, and plans for a demonstration there Aug. 24 are now being made
by Governor Ely and Maysirmucoley.
The flyers are expected here after

4-/ MAYOR CALEY
A BELIEVER IN
foi PREPAREDNESS
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Tells Army and Navy Legion of
Valor America Needs a
Protecting Force.
In declaring that "The sun-dried
buildings of Camp Devens which
house our men in times of peace are
unfit for animals. "and that "As
long as Europe remains an armed
camp, just so long will it be necessary fcr us to maintain some semblance of a protecting force in Americe." Mayor James M. Curley of Boston struck a keynote at the meeting
of the Army and Navy Legion of Valor at the Hotel Statler. Boston 'Tuesday right, which gathering went on
rercrd as favoring a strong nationil
defence.
That action came after Mayor Curley had flayed those responsible for
such conditions as those found at
Camp Devens and other army posts.
'ad and after Senator Hiram Bingham of
Connecticut had spolom about an
amendment pronosed to the Constitolion which would abolish the United
States army and navy and prevent
the manufacture of implements of
war in this country. "That amendment" he said. "wee propssed by
a man living more than A thousand
miles from A seacoast and whose person and home could not be reached
by gunfire from an enemy fleet."
Senatcr Bingham praised the Legion of Valor members and flaysd
"those men in public life who would
give up the Philippines for two reasons. one because some of the products of the island compete with them
In their business, and the second reason, because the islands are too semote for proper protection in time of
war
The giving up of the islands
wculd bring on en econorne disaster
and utter ruin to the 11.000.000 persons in the islands who, for 30 years,
have gradually been raisin; themselves above the level of their neighbors in Asia."
Amoa°. the noted guests were Brig.
General John H. Agnew and Congressmen William P. Connery of
Lynn.

BINGHAM AND UTLEY URGE
STRONG NATIONAL DEFENSE
Speak at Annual Banquet of the Army and Navy
• Legion of Valor---Senator Scores Those Who
Would Have U. S. Give Up the Philippine Islands
niaintain some semblance of a pro(.4)) — Strong tecting force in America."
Boston, Aug. 11
national defense was advocated toThe mayor paid tribute to the
of Mrs. Jane Jeffry Ricker
Bingheroism
Hiram
Senator
S.
U.
night by
• Spring, Me., one of the
Poland
of
ham of Connecticut and Mayor James
four women who have received the
M. Curley in addresses at the an- distinguished service cross, and prenual banquet of the Army and Navy sente
floret tribute in behalf
her d"
A vi
Legion of Valor.
of the city.
Advocating retention of the Philippines, Senator Bingham said some
public men were in favor of giving
up the island because their "products compete with some of ours, and
because they are hard to defend in
time of war" being so far away.
"These reasons," he said, "are not
worthy of America. They should not
be the deciding reasons in the solution of the Philippine question.
• " • up to the discussion of the tariff bill, one heard little about Philippine independence. * • •
"There was little talk about independence until representatives of the
sugar beet industry in Congress and
of certain districts on the western
coast began to demand an exclusion
of Philippine sugar and Filipinos.
"To keep a few thousand Filipinos
BOSTON, Aug. 11 (FP)—Strong naout of the West coast, to gain a larger
tional defense was advocated tonight
market for cottonseed oil and linseed
by U. S. Senator Hiram Bingham of
oil and to gain a small additional
Connecticut and Mayor James M. Curmarket for beet sugar, we are asked
ley in addresses at the annual banto surrender the magnificent military
fortress of Corregio, our spearhead in
quet of the Army and Navy Legion
naval
of Valcr.
the East, to surrender our great
Asia
in
base at Cavite, to lose prestige
Advocating retention of the Philippines, Senator Bingham said some
by giving up something which we adactually
and
mit its hard to defend
public men were in favor of giving
to bring economic ruin and disaster
up the islands because their "prod:
would
This
upon 11,000,000 people.
ucts compete with some of ours, and
selfishness
because they are hard to defend in
ne an act of defeatism and
4
•
history.
unparalleled in American
time of war," being so far away.
the
face
"Let us have courage to
"These reasons," he said, "are not
determifuture boldly. Let us have
worthy of America. They should
nation to maintain what our soldiers
not be the deciding reasons in the
have won and to keep our flag where
solution of the Philippine question
it is today. • • • Let us not call too
. . . .
Up to the discussion of
weariloud on freedom to cloak our
the tariff bill, one heard little about
ness. Let us take pride in bringing
Philippine independence. . . .
health and happiness to those distant
"There was little talk about indeour
Islands and stand ready to do
pendence until representatives of the
duty in helping to solve the mighty
sugar beet industry in congress and of
problem of the Pacific and Asia."
certain districts on the western coast
Mayor Curley said there was little
began to demand an exclusion of
indication that the world was ready
Philippine sugar and Filipinos.
as
to accept the program of peace
"To keep a rew thouand Filipinos
President Wilson.
laid down by
out of the wrst coast, to gain a"When I look upon the sun-dried
larger market for cottonseed oil and
buildings of Camp Devens, unfit for
linseed oil and to gain a small addianimals to live in, and think of them
titnal.me -ket for beet sugar, we are
as the place in which our men are
asked to urrender the magnificent
taught to protect their nation, I
military fortress of Corregio, our
feel, the time may come when we will
spearhead in the East, to surrender
have to pass the hat in the sacred
our great naval ba.-c nt. Cavite, to lose
name of economy in order to get
prestige in Asia by giving up r.,,meblank cartridges with which to fire a
thing which we admit it's hard to
salute over the graves of those in
defend and actually to bring economic
New England who have died for
ruin and disaster upon 11,000,000 peotheir country," he said.
ple This would be an act, of defeat"As long as Europe remains an
ism and selfishness unparalleled in
armed camp," the mayor said, "so
American history. . . .
long will it be necessary for Us to
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BINGHAM AND CURLEY
ROUSE WAR HEROES

U. S. Senator From Connecticut and Boston's
Mayor Advocate Strong National Defense
at Legion of Valor Banquet

!

"Let us have courage to face the
future boldly. Let us have determination to maintain what our soldiers
have wo nand to keep our flag where
it is today. . . . Let us not call
too loud on freedom to cloak our weariness. Let us take pride in bringing
health and happiness to those distant
islands and stand ready to do our duty
in helping to solve the mighty problem of the Pacific and Asia."
Mayor Curley said there was little
indication that the world was ready
to accept the program of peace as
lai ddown by President Wilson, "when
I look upon the sun-dried buildings
of Camp Devenn, unfit for animals to
live in, and think of them as the
place in which our men are taught. to
protect their nation, I feel, the time
may come when we will have to pass
the hat in the sacred name of economy in order to get blank cartridges
with which to fire a salute over the
graves of those in New England who
have died for their country," he said.
"As long as Europe remains an
armed camp," th emayor said, "so
long will it be necessary for us to,
maintain some semblance of a protecting force in America."
The mayor paid tribute to the heroism of Mrs. Jane Jeffry Ricker of Poland Spring, Me., one of the four
women who have received the Distinguished Service Cross, and presented her a floral tribute in behalf
of the city.
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Mother Radios Pride in Son

Maine Gossip

1

DISASTER
I dreamed a Titan wind arose
And all the sky was torn and riven.
So that her creatures broke their
chains
And crashed upon the earth from
heaven.
Moon and planets hurtling down
Plowed deep into the desert sand.
And plunging through the fragile
earth
The .netal stars did slay the land.
The huge sun broke. One fragment
fell
Within earth's seas and, where It
lay.
The loaded waters rose in haste
And drank the continents away.
I dreamed that when the sky was
down,
The wind did first abate its wrath.
But earth was slain. All silent now,
She wandered in a lightless path.
Alone she moved, unseen and dark.
Devoid of sound and life and men,
Within her breast a broken sun
That could not lift its light again.
—Jane Arms, in N. Y. Times.

An East Union inn registered two
patrons from Shanghai, China, one
'clay last.week.
Waldoboro has the honor of being the only town of that name in
the United States.
A L. Thompson of Thomaston has
a model T Ford manufactured in
1915, which was recently driven 165
miles on six gallons of gas.

Ott
A mother's pride in her heroic son was broadcast across the broad
Atlantic and to America when Mrs. Mary L, Polando of Lynn. mother
of John Polando, who accompanied Russell Boardman on their recordbreaking, long-distance, non-stop flight from New York to Istanbul, Tur01
key, visited the N. B. C. station in Boston. Mayor James M. url
Boston is shown with Mrs. Poland() as she dispatched her greaTiiks to
John in faraway Turkey.

Rupert Jones, one of the outstanding teachers and readers of
today, originally came from South
China, Maine.
An announcement today from
Sanford Mills, pioneer New England
textile manufacturers of Sanford,
Me.. that it has originated methods of creating "man made fur" in
commercial volume, is expected to
result in a marked stimulation of
the mohair industry.
Colonel Walter G. Morrill of
Pittsfield has received an invitation
or James M,, Quzley of
from
liirari invitation
Boston,
to attend the 41st annual reunion
the Legion of
of
members
the
of
to be held in Bostessenekug. 9
Val
The Colonel is the only CMl
War veteran now living in the State
that was voted a Medal of
Maine
of
Honor by Congress.

4'c
"On the occasion of memorial servHOOVER SENDS NOTE
ice of the Army and Navy Legion Of
Valor of the United States of Amera, I wish to extend on behalf of the
TO LEGION OF VALOR nation
cordial congratulations and

c.

Army and Navy Organization Holding Convention at
Faneuil Hall, Boston
Boston, Aug. 10—(AP)—Greetings
from President Hoover were read at
today's session of the 41st annual
convention of the Army and Navy
Legion of Valor, held in historic Faneuil hall.
Nineteen members of the organization, which is composed of veterans
of three major wars and several secondary conflicts who have been
i awarded the distinguished service
cross for acts of valor beyond the line
of duty, were in attendance.
The President's message, read by
Maj Edwin H. Cooper, chief of staff
of the Legion, follows:—

good wishes and to express sympathetic interest in the objectives of the
organization. To cherish the memories
of the valiant, to stimulate patriotism
in the minds of youths ard to inculcate respect for the flag are aims
which strike a responsive chord in
the heart of all good citizens, I trust
that your ceremonies on the 9th may
contribute to the greater realization
of your sound ideals."
Mayor Jameo_ALSusley and LieutGen Edward -1,.-Wari, chairman of
the mayor's honorary committee of
the convention, addressed the gathering. Mayor Richard NI. Rumen of
Cambridge presented a gavel madelif
wood of the Washington elm. The
convention opened yesterday with memorial services on Boston common
and will continue through Wednesday.
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I
Printing, P. J. Leary, chairman;
Mrs.
William H. Noonan, Brookfield;
presir,
E. Hogan, Worceste
Annie
dent of Division 11, Ladies' auxiliary;
e Whalon, Gardner;
Catherin
Miss
Doherty, Fitchburg;
Mrs. Hannah
r,
Florence J. Donoghue, Worceste
il
III
E.
county vice president and George
Smith. Fitchburg, county financial
secretary; publicity, M. J. O'SulliClinvan, chairman; Peter H. Ball,
ton; Mrs. Annie Hogan, Mrs. Margaret T. Carrigan, George E. Smith,
FlorJoseph P. Drugan, Milford and
P.
ence J. Donoghue; decorations,
Mrs.
Cannon,
J. Leary, Patrick F.
Haggerty and
Burke, Mrs.
David
Florence J. Donoghue.
Speakers, Patrick F. Canon, ClinnaP. Drugan, Milford:
Figures prominent in state and
y ton; Joseph Cassidy, Webster; Mrs.
yesterda
invited
were
circles
tional
E.
Frank
Hibernians
by the Ancient Order of
Catherine E. May, Leominster, county
ban;
to attend the annual convention
president of the Ladies Auxiliary
Aug.
on
quet in the Bancroft hotel
Miss Belle V. McLaughlin. Milford,
alsp
d
Ladies
appointe
the
of
were
24. Committees
county vice president
held in Auxiliary; Thomas F. O'Reilly. Millat the meeting, which was
hall.
H.
villa, country secretary and Patrick
A. 0.
Gov. F. Leary, Worcester.
•
The list of invited guests is:
Hotels, Michael J. O'Sullivan. chairJoseph B. Ely, Senators David I. Walsh j
Nellie
Miss
May,
e
Mrs. Catherin
and Marcus A. Coolidge. Congressman ; man;
4Vy of E. Hayes, county secretary of the
men Pehr G. Holmes, Mayq,E
Auxiliary; William H. Noonan.
easLadies
Sta
Boston, Mayor O'Hare,
Auditor George E. Smith and P. J. Leary;
urer Charles F. Hurley, State
s. Florence J. Donoghue,
Francis X. Hurley, Civil Service Com- souvenir of Worcester, county presiEd- chairman
missioner Paul E. Tierney, Rep.
Petrick F. Cannon, Joseph P.
Fitzward J. Kelly, Rev. Edward J. the dent:
of
Drugan, Miss Nellie E. Hayes and
gerald, P. R., county chaplain
l, Bos- Mrs. David J. Burke.
A. 0. H.; Rev. Philip O'Donnel
Cumton, state chaplain; Matthew
John ‘1101iCe,fIt- A
it-L 1-11/1"41 443
mings, past national president;
vice
national
J. O'Connor, Holyoke,
Martin Silk,
president; Mrs. Mary
the
Worcester, national president of
C. MaLadies' auxiliary; Atty. John Salem,
,
honey, Miss Mary A. Kinsella
, and
state president of the auxiliary past
'Patrick F. Cannon of Clinton,
national vice president.
at
Mr. Cannon will be toastmaster
nment will
the banquet. The entertai Frederick
be in charge of Mrs. J.
Donnelly.
Special to the Telegram
convention,
Final plena for the
WASHINGTON, Aug. 12.—Presi0. H. hall,
A.
at
held
be
will
which
also complelted dent Hoover received an invitaion toAug. 24 and 25, were
day to visit Boston during the first
at the committee meeting.
Church Service Arranged
week in October. The invitation WAS
Monday,
The convention will open
not by Boston's Mawr Curextended
mass at
Aug. 24. with a solemn high
have been expected, nor
might
Folas
Icy,
eburch.
9 o'clock at St. To'sn'e.. will assembrany other citizen of the Bay state.
lowing this the delegates
National, state
Moore, a former mayor
ble at A. 0. H. hall,.
extend offi- J. Hampton
and county officers will
phia, and now mentioned
Philadel
of
of
Leary
cial greetings. Patrick J.
as again a prospective mayoralty canWorcester, state treasurer, with Coun- didate in the Quaker City, presented
North
of
Ivory
H.
James
ty President
Boston invitation. Moore is presiBrookfield as chairman of the infor- the
dent of the Atlantic Deeper Watermal session.
year
be ways' association, which this
The convention proper will
mid-Atlantic
and
t
South
Presiden
forsakes
State
by
order
called to
The La- coast cities to hold its annual conJohn J. O'Connor of Holyoke.
he vention in Boston in October. Mr.
dies' auxiliary convention will
Mary Hoover was invited to address this
held at the Bancroft hotel. Miss
, will convention.
A. Kinsella of Salem, president
This invitatipn is an annual afpreside.
The officers of the convention will fair. too, but is seldom if ever acSt.
of
pastor
d,
cepted. There WAS no indication tobe Rev. Fr. Fitzgeral
,
John's church and county chaplain day that the White House would dc
an,
Mayor O'Hara. Michael J. O'Sulliv
anything except to respectfully place
general secretary, and Peter H. Ball It on file.
of Clinton, treasurer.
' The Philadelphian's principal misCom mit t ee Lists
sion in Washington at the moment
his own city
The committees named for the is to lobby in behalf of
an
convention, approved yesterday, were as the site of next year's Republic
is putting
as follows: Banquet, Patrick F. convention. Philadelphia
Cannon, Clinton, chairman: Michael np a strong bid for this honor, The
t of consensus of opinion here at present
J. O'Sullivan, Worcester, presiden
the United Divisions; Mrs. Marga- however, is that if the convention is
ret T. Carrigan, Worcester, president held east of Cleveland, it will go to
of Division 1, Ladies' auxiliary; Miss Atlantic City. Boston's prospects for
Mary O'Harroran, Southbridge, coun- the national convention are rated at
ty treasurer; Mrs. Mary Haggerty, something less than a bare outside
Webster, county historian and Pat- chance.
RICHARDS.
rick J. Leary, Worcester, state treasurer.

0. H MIKES
CONVENTION PU

Announce Invitation List for
Gathering Here on
' August 24-25
t-P1

HOOVER INVITED
TO VISIT BOSTON

Asked to Attend Waterways Meeting
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BINGHAM URGES
STOUT DEFENSE
Senator Tells Legion of
Valor Philippines
Must Be Kept
CURLEY ADDS VOICE
Hub Mayor Says World
Not Yet Ready For
Peace
BOSTON. Aug. 11 (AP) — Strong
national defense was advocated tonight by U. S. Sen. Hiram Brigham
of Connecticut and Mayor James M.
Curley in addresses at the annual
banquet of the Army and Navy Legion of Valor.
Advocating retention of the Philippines, senator Brigham said some
public men were in favor of giving
up the islands because their "products compete with some of ours,
and because they are hard to defend in time of war," being so far
away.
"These reasons," he said, "are not
worthy of America. They should not
oe the deciding reasons in the solution of the Philippine question.
• • • Up to the discussion of the
tariff bill, one heard little about
Philippine independence. • • •
"There was little talk about Independence until representatives of the
sugar beet industry in Congress and
of certain districts on the western
coast began to demand an exclusion
of Philippine sugar and Filipinos.
Mayor Curley said there was little
Indication that the world was ready
to accept the program of peace as
laid down by President Wilson.
"When I look upon the sun-dried
buildings of Camp Devens, unfit for
animals to live in, and think of them
as the place in which our men are
taught to protect their nation. I feel
the time may come when we will
have to pass the hat in the sacred
name of economy in order to get
blank cartridges with which to fire
a salute over the graves of those In
New England who have died for
their country." he said.
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at he again will mix
Since then it nes eiected a Demo- untningame
cratic Governor, although the margin in the inelSes of politics. To the
was only 7,000 in a total of 413,000 question Would he consider? the
votes. Governor Cross dictated the answer is "No."
terms of his nomination in important
Bay State Governorship.
respects. He is saying nothing about
his personal intentions. But the Lieutenant Governor Youngman
State would like to know his prefpersona non
erence among the Democratic can- knows well that he is
People Believe He Prefers Peace didates for the Presidency. He is grata among the Republican State
supposed to prefer Governor Roose- leaders in office and out. His pride
of Northampton to Rough and velt. The former chairman of the and confidence are based entirely
Democratic State Committee, James
J. Walsh, displaced through the in- on his demonstrated prowess as a
Tumble of Campaign.
fineries of Governor Cross, is out for vote-getter. With the direct primary
Smith.
operating as usual, in spite of persisAnything like a real row would be tent attempts to obtain preliminary
rather
parties
unfortunate.
Both
POLITICAL
MYSTERY;
MUCH
convention attachments thereto, the
feel that Connecticut it good fighting nomination of the present Lieuground for next year. Governor Cross tenant Governor appears inevitable.
has earned many friendships through Will the party leaders support him?
1 his attitude toward the machine, not In the face of any real peril of the
New England Wiseacres Puzzled ;
only among the opposition hut in his retention of the State—they will.
own party, although he gained no Will Governor Ely run for a second
Over Connecticut, Rhode Island
clear-cut victory over Roreback and term? The strong probability is that
and New Hampshire.
the old guard.
he will. He knows that it would be
In Rhode Island the Democrats are unwise for him to make any very
saying little. But they are hOU1•101- definite announcement now.
His
ing strong hopes for next year. Did prestige has increased greatly during
By F. LAURISTON BULLARD.
net Smith actually carry the State his seven months on the hill. Many
Edherial Correspondence, TEE NEW YORK TIMES in 1928? And were not the Repub- doubt his statesmanship but frankly
and Gov- concede his cleverness. He has comBOSTON, Aug. 6.—Political mys- lican margins for Senator
ernor reduced to 3,000 and 4,000 last promised with the Republican Legisteries multiply in this midsummer year? Is not discontent rife in all lature when compromise seemed wise
solstice of comparative inactivity. A the industrial communities of New and only once has he been affronted
by the council in the confirmation of
few trial balloons sent discreetly England?
an appointment.
New Hampshire's Possibilities.
aloft reveal no steady trend in the
If the Governor should retire there
situation
air currents. The general
The situation is intriguing in New I can be no question that Mayor Curley
is rather more perplexing than usual, Hampshire for different reasons. would at once set out to succeed him.
Many indications are in sight that he
and the men whose say-so's count' There the question in everybody's already
has started a campaign for
for most are scrupulously maintain- mind is not what may be the chances j the nomination, regardless of the inand
courtesy
ing a policy of bland
of the Democracy next year but what tentions of Mr. Ely. There lies the
peril for the Democracy in this State
golden silence.
are the purposes .of the present Re- —a clash between these two men
The things everybody wants to publican Governor. Governor John which might readily develop into a
know are plain enough. Why under G. Winant has broken all State tra- clash between the two ends of the
the sun did the former physician of ditions by obtaining a second term, State and might become so bitter as
although not consecutive. He is young to be beyond patching up even in the
the former President from Massa- and energetic, of attractive personal- presence of the common enemy.
chusetts make that statement the ity, and presumably ambitious. He I The one Republican candidate for
potential
greatest
other day about the possibility of in- is well liked for many things he has j Governor, of
during his present incumbency.I strength, would be Mr. Fuller. It is
ducing the sage of Northampton to done
year.
next
to
is
Senator
elected
be
A
Will the Republican Will the Governor try for the nomina- I altogether improbable that he knows
run again?
I himself what he may do. His indeleaders support Lieutenant AGovernor tion against
the redoubtable George
in both action and speech
Youngman if he achieves his unre- H. Moses, who has just affirmed his pendence
makes him formidable. A race belenting intention to be the party's intention to rt.n for a fourth term? I tween
and Curley would be a
Fuller
candidate for Governor next year? Both men have strong organizations
What will Democracy do in case the and both are formidable campaign- great spectacle.
Democratic Mayor of Boston decides ers.
to go after the Governorship against Now for the queries set forth at
the Democratic incumbent, who now the outset as to Massachusetts. The
is in the midst of his first two-year mystery of the coupal announcement
term? Does Governor Ely intend to may never be solved. Some of the
run again? What are the intentions, "informed" simply hold that the docif any, of former Governor Alvan T. tor spoke for himself and merely
Fuller; does he contemplate serious wished to remind the populace that
ly a jump into the political whirlpool Mr. Coolidge is still at large. Most
this Fall or next Spring? And, fi- people feel that the former Presinally, do any or all of these me dent is living in dignity and happireally know their own minds or ar
at Northampton and that it is
they merely opportunists, unable t ness
map the future and steering a somewhat cautious course amid the uncertainties of the present?
As an opportunity for the speculative students of affairs conditions
here never have been more attractive.
Connecticut Is Unsettled.
In some of the other New England
States conditions are almost as inNobody worries about
teresting.
Vermont or Maine. Put Connecticut is something else and both parties there are uncertain what may
be the correct strategy. One of the
most important Republicans in that
State said privately not long ago that
President Hoover could not carry
Connecticut were the State voting
for President at that date. The State
which gave Mr. Coolidge a vote of
more than two to one went for Mr.
Hoover - by less than six to five.

COOLIDGEWON'TRUN
BAY STATE OPINES
---------
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spectacular coup."There are few bargains in government. There are no safe short cuts towards
prosperity. The man who saves a portion of his
income lands at the end better, as a rule, than the
man who hopes for a lucky shuffle to make him
rich. It is so with government.
What has occurred may be the wise thing. It
may be that under the peculiar economic and
industrial condition& afflicting us now, It is wise'
for Massachusetts to forego the chance to follow
consistently the state policy of economical expenditure, and to substitute for it a species of philanthropy, by awarding contracts at a higher price
because the immediate recipients of these contracts have their headquarters and do their chief
business, or a part of their business, in this state.
The thought is that by so doing the money expended by the stale is paid directly into the
pockets of labor and capital stationed here. The
idea is that this policy insures the employment of
Massachusetts workers; that the money represented in the aivard is kept primarily in Massachusetts.
This may be the proper policy.. But what the
people of the state should recognize is that in
adopting this policy the council has taken a departure from economy and has frankly said that It
is willing to pay more than it is asked to pay, in
order that what it does pay shall go to local concerns.
What the people ought to recognize is that if
this policy is to be generally followed, if it is perhaps .to be extended in other operations, competition henceforth, for this year at least, is to be between Massachusetts bidders, and that outsiders
are not under consideration.
It may be that the council has no intention of
carrying the policy to such an extent. It may be
that its Wednesday decision was in fact an isolated
and exceptional act, warranted, in its judgment,
by the special existing conditions.
None the less, the policy of getting the state's
work done at the lowest possible cost consistent
with good work and good materials, is at least
for the moment put aside in favor of a guile different policy. It is that fact which makes the event
of last Wednesday of large importance to Massachusetts tax payers.
No other event of great interest has occurred
hereabouts through the week. There is the usual
hot-weather talk of candidates and parties, but it
lacks authority. Chairman Amos Taylor is simmering with plans for strengthening the Republican party, and the Democrats are looking for-'
ward with an expression like that of the cat that
has just noticed the canary's cage is open.

•

A Democratic "Duke"

The personal item of most interest In the week
Is the selection of R. Minturn Sedgwick, old Harvard star athlete, as the treasurer of the Democratic state committee. It. Minturn Sedgwick;
whet a name for a Democratic treasurer! Not
only
that, but his nickname is "Duke." And he went
to school at Groton, where they think that a
, Democrat is some kind of an eruption. No wonder
' everyone wants to know about the Duke.
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Well, he knows his way around the political
woods. He has no plans for opening an office for
the cashing of green goods and the accumulation
of political gold bricks. 'He' has not only cut his
political eye teeth, but his incisors, bicuspids,
molars and Wisdoms. 'In 1928 he worked in his
shirtsleeves, metaphorically speaking and probably
as a matter of fact, for Alfred Emmanuel Smith's
campaign.
Our guess is that Duke Sedgwick will be an
effective factor in his party's affairs for the next
few years. The Democratic state committee chairman, Frank J. Donahue, is a busy man trying to
carry Fall River on his shoulders, a task beside
which that of Atlas was nothing more than a
setting-up exercise. The trick is not only to carry
Fall River out of the poorhouse but also into the
„Democrat,iu. ,column -in "1932'"W 'being at the
moment headed in exactly the opposite direction.
Not that Chairman Donahue is spending his
time on politics. He is devoting himself sincerely ,
and ably to the considerable task he has on hand
to rehabilitate Fall River. He takes his Job withl
entire seriousness.
It is for that very reason that we see Mr. Sedg-'
wick assuming large proportions as 'a strategist,
diplomlaktind organizer for his party in the year
immedinly ahead. He and the chairman of the
state committee will consult not only often but i
purposefully. While Mr. Donahue may retain his
post as chairman of the committee, the exigencies
of his other position necesearily will prevent his
giving to the work of the party organization the
attention and time the case demands and which
under other circumstances he would effectively
give. No one has forgotten that last year the
Democrats reaped a large and luscious'harvest at
the polls; and no one who watched the process
will forget that the ingenuity and astuteness of
Chairman Donahue had a good deal to do with it.

Looking to 1932
This next year is a big one for the Democrats.
The country is to elect a President. It is particularly desired by the Democratic leaders that the
party shall be in A-1-A shape from now on. It will
need clever and energetic leadership in its organization. We seem to see Treasurer Sedgwick active
and effective in this work, cooperating with Chairman Donahue—and becoming in fact, a deputy
c ha Irma n.
Few doubt now that the governor is to seek
a renomination. The psychology of the ease is
what it always is. A man may entera high public
office siLcerely of the mind that ha will serve but
one term. Time passes, he gets into various snarls
and controversies and tests of strength, wins some
victories, suffers some defeats, catches the infection of political life—and as the term melts away
he conies to this great question in his own mine:
How do the people like what I have done?
There is only one way to get the answer to that
question—run again. So they always do—almost
always. There ffre a Lew exceptions, but only
enough to prove the rule. It's plain human nature.
The man who mows his lawn wants his wife to
come out on the piazza and tell him he has the
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Dubious Contract Policy
•

Serious Questions Raised by Action of Governor's Council in Favoring Local Firms Over Lower Bidders
From Other States— G. A. R. Vote Wanes
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, Aug. 8.----This
is a year of strange doings
On the Hill. One of the
strangest occurred at the
meeting of the executhe
council on Wednesday of
this week. The facts relative to this have been duly
reported in the news columns. The significance of
them Is considerable. It
will be interesting to determine just whence comes
the initiative in this radical departure from clistom, and t he abandonment of the policy, or prin..
ciple, that in public work contracts the lowest
bidder wins the. job.
The council had before it two highway rimstruetion contracts, The lowest bidder in each case
was from a concern outside of Massachui-etts. In
each case the award goes to a higher bidder, a
Massachusetts concern.
The council dives into deep waters. In general
it has been a sane policy that, other things being
equal, Massachusetts concerns shall have preference. This is not the course that the council has
now followed. It has gone much further than
that. It gives these two contracts to Massachusetts
concerns, other things not being equal. The difference between the lowest bids In these two cases,
and the accepted bids, is about $16,000.
That the council, or some of its members, were
a little apprehensive as to the public reaction, Is
indicated in the statement of some members that
this Wednesday action is not to be taken as a
precedent. It cannot avoid being a precedent.
Precedents are matters of fact, not of assertion.
It is of little consequence that any member, or all
members, of the council, say this departure from
recognized practice shall not be considered a precedent. It Is of considerable consequence that their
action constitutes a precedent in fact. It is not
less a fact by virtue of any denial, evasion, explanation or other utterance that may accompany or
follow the act.
The moment that the council put aside the
lowest bidder in a single case and gave the contract to a higher bidder on the ground the MaKs,4
chusetts concerns should be favored, it set a precedent. Any subsequent or coincidental warning or
statement to Massachusetts contractors in general
that they are not warranted in any assumption
that their bids would in the future be given preference over lower bids from outside concerns, is
ineffective.

Every Massachusetts contractor is wartanted
by the facts In assuming that his bid will have an
advantage over any bidder from outside of Massachusetts, for the current year at least.
Every contractor whose business is located
*wattle of Massachusetts is warranted by the facts
in assuming that he is wasting his time in submitting bids for public work under state control
in Massachusetts, under existing conditions here.
Where does this lead us all? There are in
Massachusetts several large and prosperous construction companies whose business covers a wide
field. They do not restrict their operations to
Massachusetts. Some of them reach into far parts
of the country. Their organization in Massachuaetts is a source of profit to the state and their
local communities in taxes and in wages paid,
material purchased, etc. What would their position be were each state to follow the precedent
end example offered and exemplified now in Massachusetts, and a wall erected around each state,
a China-for-the-Chinese policy established, and all
"alien companies" notified to keep out?
Now, a curious circumstance is that, though
there p-as a long discussion of this matter behind
the closed doors of the council meeting Wednesday, the decision was reported officially as being
unanimous. Just what is meant by "unanimous"?
Does it mean that the policy adopted met with
the unqualified approval of every member of the
council? Or does it mean that after an expression of di v 'recut opinions, the unanimous decision
was given out as an evidence of harmony—that
some members yielded the;r individual judgment
rather than present a divided report to the p:ibile?

Seeking State Economy
It is at way; a debatable question what course
in awarding contracts is for the public jeterest in
the long run. When money is saved on such contracts, there is a distinct. and definite contribution
to state economy. .Thus a rigid policy of obtaining
work and materials in all branches of the state
service, at the lowest cost commensurate with efficiency and reliable materials, operates tows rds
general reduction of the cost of government, reflected in lower taxes, stimulated prosperity, Increased employment, better wages. stabler prope? ty
and a permanent and desirable population. Massachusetts has followed such a policy, and thus it has
come about that while the cost of government has
been mounting in many states and in the nation,
Massachusetts has by comparison with other states
shown an excellent record 'In this respect.
A record for state economy cannot be built up
In a day or.a 'week. It is not &thieved by some
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BROUGHT HOME CURLEY
AND GRIEVE TROPHIES

Boston and District League Champions Eminently SixSeason Kilties Had That
. cessful During 1930-31
Extra Something Which Stamps Topnotchers
Clan MacGregor of Quincy fought I con A. C., whom they defeated by
its way to the top in amateur soccer I a great last-minute splurge in the
'final game of the series. The Kilcircles in this state by its great ties also figured in the Grieve cup
Boston
the
of
member
a
playing as
playoff which they won easily from
and District league during the 1930- the same team.
Manager "Sandy"
1931 season.
7v
4
4 4_ du /3 4- /
Rae had one of the strongest teams
Ny IC L. I) ,
-1(
in years.
Mayor Curley of Boston recently
• By winning more than ninety per
cent. of their games, the MacGreg-, visited Europe, but it is to China
ors kept out front in their class! that his mind turns as an outlet for
and finished the season by defeatcrop. Mr
ing their closest rival for amateur America's surplus wheat
board is
Farm
the
that
says
Curley
Oil
soccer supremacy, the Beacon
A. C., of Everett.
willing to sell its surplus to China,
Immense on the Defense
Great defensive work by such
"Sandy"
Alexander
as
stars
Steele, clan goalie, and Al Craig,
aided the Kilties when the fight for
The B. and D. league leadership was
Young Steele came
the hottest.
to the Clan after spending a season
with the Fore River shipbuilders
of the Massachusetts State league,
where he had the best average
He was the
among the netmen.
youngest goalie in the semi-pro
loop and by getting him to guard
their rigging the Kilties made a
move that proved to be the making
of the team. Hitherto, they lacked
an able goalie. "Sandy" recently
left for a visit to Scotland and expects to play several games there.
The Clan also boasts a veteran
forward line that led the leagus in
scoring goals and then battered its
opponents in the James M. Curley
and Thomas Grieve Cttp-serterboth
of which the local clansmen won.
Their record for the year includes
more than 15 victories in the Boston and District league race and
also two ties. They were not defeated in any league games. In the l
Curley cup playoffs, they met Bea- I
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GETS GIFT FROM CUALEY
QUINCY, Aug. 6 —John "1":"ITunt ,
an old-time resident of Atlantic and
a constable of this city 40 years,
was presented one of Mayor Curley's shilielahs Thursday.
Mr. Hunt is the son of the late
Capt. Charles H. Hunt, who commanded Co. H of the 39th Massachusetts Infantry during the Civil
war.

and the mayor proposes very easy
terms which China should be willing
to accept—if the Farm board is.
In short, Mr Curley suggests that
the transaction be financed by a loan

to be repaid within 50 years without
interest. As the political situation
in China is far less stable than municipal politics in Boston, even
with a charter which forbids any
mayor to serve two terms successively, there is some doubt whether
the beat opinion would approve so
extended a time payment for American wheat
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Island Democrats Receive Gifts.
Honest John Terry is happy. Wednesday's mail brought him by special

delivery a rather peculiar shaped
package stamped "From the city of
Boston". When it was opened it revealed a handsome blackthorne cane,
and on it was a silver plate which
bore this inscription:
Presented to
Honest John Terry
Tammany Chief of Nantucket
by the
City of Boston
Hon. James M. Curley, 111«yor.
When Mayor Curley made his brief

visit on the yacht-a couple of weeks
ago, he came ashore for a half hour's
ride about town and stopped for a
chat with Honest John at Tammany
on Middle Pearl street. He did not
mention the cane at the time, but evidently he kept the island Democrat in
mind and upon his return home had
the cane inscribed and sent along as
a reminder of his brief call upon the
Nantucket Tammany chief. Since the
cane arrived Honest John has been
showing it to visitors at the garage
on Middle Pearl street with genuine
pleasure, and he calls attention not
only to the inscription on the silver
plate, but to the stamp at the lower
end of the stick which says that the
cane was "grown and dressed in Ireland."

In the same mail, Selectman Holland, the other island Democrat called
upon by Mayor Curley, also received
a cane and his bore this inscription:
Presented to my good friend
William Holland
Nantucket Grocer
by
Hon. James M. Curley
Mayor of Boston.

Mr. Holland naturally appreciates
the gift highly and says he will cherish
the cane for use when the infirmities
of age creep upon him and he feels
the need of the support of a walking
stick.
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hest looking lawn on the street.. 'The office
boy
who does a good job likes to hear the boss say so.
It isn't idle verity. It is a natural pride in work
sincerely done.
Here is Joseph Ely, new to high political office.
He wonders just what the people think of what
he has done. He has tried to do his best—tried
to do what he believes the people of the
state
want dons. No one doubts that. He wants to know
what the people think about it. So you may take
it for granted that he will utilize the only possible
means to find out—be a candidate for re-election.
Oh yes, there was one other event here on
the hill—and It was a bit sad. On Wednesday a
bronze plaque was affixed to the stonework near
the Hooker statue, commemorating the founding
of the Grand Army of the Republic In Massachusetts.
The governor was not there; he was represented by his secretary.
The mayor was not there; he was represented
by the city—eVetion commissioner.
There was not a great crowd.
The G. A. R. vote is not what it used to he.
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CURLEY WOULD SEND
WHEAT TO CHINA
Asks Bay State Delegation to
Appeal to Congress.

•
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BOSTON, Aug. 5 (qP).—Mayor
James M. Curley today sent toluttre
Massachusetertongressional delegation an appeal to sponsor a special
act to permit the United States to
lend its surplus wheat crops to
China. The mayor said he had been
informed recently by C1hairman
James C. Stone that the federal farm
hoard favored such a plan, which,
however, would require a special act
of Congress.
Criticising President Hoover for
failing to adopt his suggestion made
a year ago along the same lines,
Mayor Curley said former Chairman
Legge had protested the plan could
not be carried out. He quoted Chairman Stone as saying the farm board
now was anxious to carry it out.
The mayor's plan would have the
' government pay the farmers for the
wheat surplus and then send it to
China in the form of a loan to be
paid in 50 years without interest. He
claimed the plan would relieve the
farmers as well as the famine in
the none east.
Chairman Stone, Curley said,
agreed that China would be the most
potential market in the world within the next 10 years for all kinds of
Imports, and that every effort should
he made to develop a closer relationship between the two countries.
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Boston Again Important
It really looks as if the present
efforts of Mayor Curlex_and his
friends to bard-Business of the city
by reviving its importance as a port
may become an achievement. Anyway, the present drift of developments in the matter of transatlantic
steamship service seems to point
that way. Some of the big lines
have been advertising a 3 1/2 day
crossing, with the Gulf of St. Lawrence as the western terminus. Of
and United
couxe, Canadians
Statesians who might go by that
service would save nothing in time
or comfort, when the effort spent in
getting to or from the Gulf of St.
Lawrence is reckoned in. It would
be easier for them to land at a real
port, where there are good rail
connections, even though the time
spent on the - hip were a day or two
longer.
For that reason Boston is being
seized on by rival steamship interests to play up In opposition to this
St. Lawrence 3 1-2 day service. Boston is considerably nearer Europe
than New York, for example, and
its excellent train service would
enable New Yorkers or Montrealers
to save time by going abroad or
returning via Boston. According
to Mayor Curley some of the biggest and best ships are beginning
to list Boston sailings for this
reason. The fact that Boston has
the only dry dock on this side that
is large enough to take ships of the
Leviathan size is also given as a
reason why the companies are being
drawn to this port.
Already the
number and diversity of sailings for
all ports out of Boston in the course
at a month Is great enough to surprise those persons who still think
of Boston's port business as gone
to seed.
Let the good work go on. Quincy
has water front interests, and they
are largely bound up with those of
Boston. Quincy wants to see Boston
grow, for as Boston's port activities increase Quincy's wonderful
water front will surely become
imore largely useful. As with Boston,
so with Quincy, the seacoast location is its greatest asset. Nothing
should he permitted to prevent it
from large usefulness when the
right time comes.
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SMITH IN
There is a rift
Democratic party
in Massachusetts,

AL=

CONNECTICUT

in the ranks of the
in Connecticut.
As
the division concerns
candidacy of Alfred E.

Air Heroes to Get Cups

the possible
Smith for President in 1932.
It will be remembered that in the
Bay State both United States Senators,
Messrs. Walsh and Coolidge, are favorable to the ex-Governor of New
York,
while Mayor cur
of Boston, a highly
energetic person, supports the
Roosevelt candidacy. This difference
of opinion threatens Jeffersornan prospects
for
next year in Massachusetts, and
a simile: divergence of judgment in
Connecticut would provide an automatic
men"cc to the Democratic hope
of carrying
the Nutmeg State.

•

Governor Wilbur L. Cross of Connec
ticut has made a name for himself
by
bucking two State machines. The
first
Was the Democratic one, which he successfully antagonized last September,
when the party wanted him as its candidate for Governor. He refused to accept the nomination unless he was permitted to name the chairman of the
Democratic State Committee, and that
privilege wa8 promptly accorded him. He
thereupon chose Patrick B. O'Sullivan
of Orange to succeed Chairman James
Walsh, Now Mr. Walsh announces
himself favorable to the Smith Presidential candidacy, as his namesake, SenJ

ator David I. Walsh, has already done in
Massachusetts. A dispatch from New

111ar James Curley, of Boston
, is shown with a silver victory cup
will-te presented in duplicate to Russel
l Boardman and John
Poland°, who piloted their monop
lane Cape Cod on the recordbreaking long-distance flight
from New York to Istanbul, Turkey.
The presentation will be made
ford, former national committeeman,
in Connecticut the case Is oinerent,- upon the air heroes' return to Boston.
and ex-Mayor David E. FitzGerald of New for Smith
was beaten there. Even so the
Haven, to regain control of the State
Hoover plurality was only 44,000, against
4,t7
organization. Governor Cross has not a
plurality of 138,000 for President Coolyet announced his preference as to the idge four
A shillelagh presented by Mayor
years before. The friends of
Presicizncy, (tnough here and there a Governor
James M. Curley of Boston to
Smith will argue that the
John
T. Hunt, 9 Appleton St., Atlantic,
proud Connecticut Democrat has ex-.
an
:Democratic party's best chance for
next
old-time friend, was received by mall
claimed:"Why don't you speak for your- year in
Connecticut is to name him for
yesterday.
self, Wilburn. But it is thought that President again,
Hunt, who has been living in Quineven if Governor Cross
cy for 73 years, 62 of them in
the Governor inclines toward the Roose- prefers Governor
AtlanRoosevelt. As for Mr.
tic. has been an admiring friend
velt bandwagon, along with National Cross himself,
of
lie managed to edge into
the mayor long before he ran
Committeemen Archibald McNeil, Jr., the Govern
for
orship in 1930 by the scant
public office. The gift came
as a
who succeeded Mr. Spellacy in his pres- margin of 7000
complete surprise to Hunt, who
votes in a total of 413,000.
had
ent post.
icceived no inkling of the gift
Whether he could do It again,
preespecialviousl
y.
The persistence of the Smith boom ly in a Presidential year, is
a question.
During a month's trip throug
h
for President is interesting, not to say The Old Guard is ready
Europe in June, Mayor
to throw the
Ctirley stopremarkable. The Massachusetts Demo-New Guard overboard
ped at various points
if necessary and
throughout Ireland. While in that
crate rerhember that "Al" carried the :ink or swim with "Al."
country, he
We shall now be
bought all the shille
laghs he could
Bay State in 1928 by. 17,000 votes, and Intel ested to hear what
Governoi Cross
find, and returned to
Boston with
very likely Senators Walsh and Coolidge ORS to say, if anything, as
nearly 90 of the canes.
to that. HavThey are
made of famous oaks in
are privately of the opinion that no othering bucked the f ste
the town of
organization
Shillelagh, Ireland, and
Democrat can turn the trick in 1932, I Walsh & Co ) last. fall,
have come
and succeeded In
into popular fancy.
The walking
There is reason for that opinion. It is having his way, he procee
ded to buck the
sticks are made in Dublin
. The mayam open question whether the presentRenublican Old Guard
or, since his return to
(Roreback & Co.)
this country,
Gpvernor of New York, for example,all winter at the Blilte House. th,
has presented the sticks
to a host of
cese was only partial,
friends, with Hunt being
would make any special personal appeal
but he got an
numbered
added
among
taste for the bucking
the honored ones.
to the Massachusetts Democracy, while
business,
Hunt
is the son of the
and
late Capt.
Governor Smith's 1928 journey tMoughteasoat the presert moment there is no
Charles N. Hunt, a
member of the
n for believing that he
the State, a continuous triumphal progwill forego
Quincy police depart
men,t
for nearly
it and tamely join in
70 years. John Hunt, who
the Smith-forrens, still looms large in the imag
is now 75
ina.jPregirlent. rrilltorie
years old, has been a
Commo
Codfis
the
nweal
h
of
th.
tion
special offialt
in the depart
Hsven informs us that this declaration
is regarded as a move by the Old Guard,
Including Thomas J. Spellacy, of Hart-

Curley Shillelaot
biven viuncy Ran 576/ii
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GOVERNOR ELY AND A SECOND
TERM

Already in political circles there
is speculation as to whether
ernor Ely will seek re-el
Govection. Lieutenant Governor
Youngman and his
friends are most anxious to
find just what the governor's
intentions are,
relative to seeking a second
term.
Perhaps this desire to find out
whether Governor Ely will be
didate for re-election is inten
a cansified by the current rumor that
of Boston will be a
Mayor Curley
candidate for the office of chief
exeeutive next year.
Among Boston politicians,
it is regarded as almost a
certainty that Mayor
Curley will be a candidat
e for the higher office. This
would hardly be fair
to Governor Ely or to
the democratic party. The gove
rnor won a victory
over a republican oppo
nent and brought his party
into power. That being
so, he should have a
second term without oppos
ition in his own party,
provided he makes an able
and efficient executive whos
e administration is
creditable to himself and his
party.
Governor Ely's administra
tion since he entered the
office, has been
entirely creditable. Indeed it
has marked him as an execu
tive of eminent
ability, fairness and soun
d judgment in dealing with
the very onerous
questions that called for
executive action in one of
the most trying
periods in the history of the
commonwealth.
In case MayorC 144ity
attempts to secure the nomi
nation against the
governor next year, he will
naturally be expected to show
why he should be preferred
some reason
to the governor. In that case,
he would have to
pick flaws in the governor's
record in office. Such a cour
se would lead
to a conflict within the part
y which would probably leave
soreness among
the adherents of both cand
idates that would not be heale
d on election day.
Thus the party strength
would be weakened and the chan
ce of electing
the nominee proportionally
lessened. That would serve the
the republican party in
interests of
materially aiding Mr. Youn
gman or whomsoever
the republicans nominate.
We do not believe Mayor
Curley would improve
his political fortunes by
adopting a course calculated
to split the party
in the state and destroy the
assurance of victory offered
by a united party
in support of Governor
Ely. Mayor Curley is a good
mayor and an able
man, but his political stren
gth and popularity will be
increased by waiting two years longer, befor
e entering the gubernatorial
fight.
well afford to avoid a cour
He can
se that might jeopardize the
solidarity of the
party which is an essential
political asset for any demo
cratic aspirant for
the office of governor in
this state.
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(1.ortec)rd In IVIet ronolit an
130S1011
According to the decision of
the Bureau of Census which has
placed 80
towns and cities within the
Metropolitan Area of Greater Boston,
Concord
is included. This does not
mean that
the old town will be affected
in any
way by the political scheme
of a contemplated Greater Metropolis
such as
Mayor Curley and others are
seeking.
It; only means that as population
Concord comes within the circle of
metropolitan area, in giving figures
for business purposes. It will proba
bly be another half century before Conc
ord can
be brought politically into a
Greater
Boston.
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CURLEY FROWNS ON
INCINERATOR PLAN
e Janie,. M. Curley of Boston yesterday frowned on the plan
for proposed municipal incinerators and indicated that Boston will
continue to dispose of its garbage
through the Spectacle island municipal plant, from which Quincy
frequently gets strong odors when
the wind is blowing right. The
plant is now being operated by the
Coleman Disposal company at a
contract price of $345,000 a year.
As the 10-year Coleman contract
will expire next July 1, plans will
be made to advertise the contract
to all bidders in an effort to obtain a lower price for the next 10
years. Contractors from other
cities have already come here to
study the extent of the work in
preparing bids. The Boston City
Council has the power of approval
in the contract.

Island Democrats Receive Gifts.
Honest John Terry is happy. Wednesday's mail brought him by speci
al
delivery a rather peculiar shaped
package stamped "From the city of
Boston". When it was opened it
revealed a handsome blackthorne cane,
and on it was a silver plate which
bore this inscription:
Presented to
Honest John Terry
Tammany Chief of Nantucket
by the
City of Boston
Hon. James M. Curley, Mayor.
When Mayor Curley made his brief
visit on the yacht 'acouple of week
s
ago, he came ashore for a half hour'
s
ride about town and stopped for
a
chat with Honest John at Tammany
on Middle Pearl street. He did not
mention the cane at the time, but evidently he kept the island Democrat
in
mind and upon his return home had
the cane inscribed and sent along as
a reminder of his brief call upon the
Nantucket Tammany chief. Since the
cane arrived Honest John has been
showing it to visitors at the garage
on Middle Pearl street with genuine
pleasure, and he calls attention not
only to the inscription on the silver
plate, but to the stamp at the lower
end of the stick which says that the
cane was "grown and dressed in Ireland."
In the same mail, Selectman Holland, the other island Democrat called
upon by Mayor Curley, also received
a cane and his bore this inscription:
Presented to my good friend
William Holland
Nantucket Grocer
by
Hon. James M. Curley
Mayor of Boston.
Mr. Holland naturally appreciates
the gift highly and says he will cheri
sh
the cane for use when the infirmitie
s
of age creep upon him and he feels
the need of the support of a walking
stick.
I)
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voKI-LAM, CURLEY
URGE U. S. DEFENSE
Aug. 12 (iP) -- strong
national defense was advocated last
night by U. S. Senator Hiram Bing.
ham of Connecticut and Mayor James
M. Curley in addresses at the 'an'nual banquet of the Army and B
Legion of Valor.
Advocating retention of the Philp
pines. Senator Bingham said soma
public men were in favor of giving

up the island because their "products compete 'with some of ours. and

because they are hard to defent
so far sway,

time of war- being
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will oppose Governor Ely for re- , doubtedly be new men, although
nomination. Nobody has ever ac- I it is expected that the ubiquitous
Looking forwara.
cused the mayor of being lacking in I Mr. Cook will bob up again about
In a dull season when too much . political acumen. A defeat for the the time nomination
papers are
.
thinking is apt to be burdensome, nomination would seriously impair filed for the
primaries.
His
the politcial sharps of the state are his prestige, while he would, bY chances, however, are slim.
Having
devoting considerable time to mild giving his hearty support to the once been ousted from the
position
speculation as to the probable Ely candidacy, assure himself of he held for many years against
the
candidates for state office in 1932, the friendship of many Democrats liveliest opposition of the
machine,
a harmless occupation out of which in western Massachusetts as well It is unlikely that he
will be able
some real ideas may come. One as of some Republicans. He could, to come hack.
political writer who, a few weeks in fact, place himself in a position
The Republicans are in a position
ago, was pointing out how utterly where he would be handed the nom- to which they are not
accustomed.
absurd it was to suppose that ination in 1934.
There is much enthusiasm, but It
o
Governor Ely worild seek a second
The other side of the story is is largely of the manufactured
vaterm, has seen a new light and now that Massachusetts Democrats are riety. The "leaders" are
confident,
believes that he will be very much confident of a victory next year. but the voters have
declined to hethere when the candidates are lined They considei that the guberna- come imbued with
the spirit that
up for nomination.
tonal nomination is equivalent to carries everything before it.
There
We are inclined • to agree with an election, while the situation may is uneasiness about the
business
him in his latest view. It is prob- be wholly changed by 1934. It is situation,
notwithstanding many
ably true that there are times when among the possibilities that Mayor evidences of improvem
ent In the
the governor is thoroughly disgust- Curley may deem it wiser to risk situation and the
fact that Massed with his job—or rather with everything by plunging into the achusetts is far better
off than
some of the things that go with it— .primary contest next year. He does most states. Prohibitio
n does not
but he is handling the situation 'not lack the courage to take this worry the Democrat
s but it is an
with considerable diplomacy and course if his political sense tells ever-present source
of anxiety to
without much noise. He has, what him that 4t is worth while.
the Republicans. It will be more
some eminent persons have lacked,
The Republicans, in the unusual worrisome before the
nominations
a sense of humor that helps to position of being on the "outs", are made—and after
carry him over many situations are more or less /narking time.
which would be embarrassing to Lieutenant 'Governor Youngman is
one who could not see the ludicrous in a stronger position than he has
c'EPO 01-i CAA/
side of politics—and politicians. Up been since his gubernatorial amk /4 /5/
to the present his administration bitions. were first manifested. It is
has been reasonably successful, as probable that he will have opposisuccessful as can be expected when tion. He certainly will if the great
legislature and council are con- minds of the party believe there is
13..stttn, Aug. 5
AP) -- Mayor
trolled by those of a different po- any chance for Republican success
James M. Curley today sent
to the
litical faith.
next fall. Every move that his opMamsachumetis Congregational delegaThe rejection of Dr. James J. Ponents within the party have made
tion an appeal to sponsor a
special act
to permit the United States
Lawlor, his appointee to the board so far has strengthened his posito lend
its
surplus
wheat crops to
or registration in medicine, while tion. Governor Youngman is dry
mayor said he had been China. The
informed reostensibly a set-back, may not be and presumably will have dry supcently by Chairman James
C. Stone
that the Federal Farm
all that it appears. In the opposition port. Rig in his favor that most
board
favored
such a plan, which,
however,
to his confirmation which was of the leading was in the Republirequire a special act of Congress.would
manifested at the hearing, neither can party of Massachusetts are inthe character nor the competence telligent enough to realize that it
of Dr. Lawlor was assailed. The makes little or no difference whethosteopaths believe they are entitled er_the governor of the state is wet
to a place on the board, and in the or dry. Their object is to concenexpectation that the governor even_ trate on the Congress where the
Wally would yield to their desires, votes count. There is no repeal act
opposed the confirmation of one to come before the people in 1932
who was not an osteopath. This the to give force to a wet candidate's
governor can do wt bout "losing appeal to the voters.
The Boston Herald's political
face." At the same time he has discharged his obligations to ,Dr. Law- writer believes that an entirely new
lor and his friends. The incident .ate ticket, with the exception of
may tut+ out to be to the gover- the secretary of state, will be put
nor's advantage rather than to his In the field. He may he correct, but
disadvantage.
it is more probable that Attorney
Notwithstanding all that has General Warner will seek renombeen said by Republican forecast- 'nation to the office he now holds
erg and by the friends of Mayor :that he will run for lieutenant govJames M. Curley, we are by no ernor. The candidates for state aumeirtranTrfffeed°' thtat the mayor ,ditor and state treasurer will
un-
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By Mark Sullivan
Y all the signs that politicians rely on, Governor Franklin
D. Roosevelt of New York is very close to the Democratic
Presidential nomination. The principal sign, in this case,
is the mental attitude of ex-Governor Smith. If Smith is for ,
Roosevelt, either wants him to have the nomination Or is merely
willing to let him have it—in that case, Roosevelt pretty surely
gets the prize. But if Smith does not want Roosevelt nominated, if Smith,actively prefers some other course—in that case
Roosevelt has not, to use a politician's phrase for the ultimate
of impossibility, "a Chinaman's chance."
This
condition,
Smith's Curley's action, in short, is interpower in the situation, has ex- preted by every politician to mean
isted since Roosevelt first en- that Curley, before acting, assured
himself, either directly or by infertered the picture.
To politi- ences,
that Smith does not want these
cians, Smith's attitude weighs , Massachusetts delegateshisfor himself
more than all the other factors i or for any favorite of
own other
than Governor Roosevelt.
combined
ti Rather
i
more convincing, to pollWhat has happened now is , ac nsisexxartienhcaed in reading such
that certain events seem to I signs,
e niesda in PerinsylDemocratic
'
ali,
have revealed Smith's mind. II vanla. In that &P
Joseph F. Guffey. Guffey
They seem to suggest that ,1 ileader,
tnholrl
ie
leader in Pennsylvania
Smith is willing to let RooseCurley hins Mas.sachirets, for
yelt go ahead and get the nom-,' Pennsylvaia noBasuch division
y State has.
'nation. The events that seem I into factions as the
While Guffey is not at this time the
to throw light on Smith's state official
leader of the Pennsylvania
of mind are of the sort that Democracy, no one doubts his Capoliticians interpret as a sailor pacry to speak for the organization.
interprets the weather. One of Guffey has been a strong, loyal Smith
man, was one o" Smith's most imthese weather signs showed , portant;
backers in 1928 and 1924 as
itself in Massachusetts. There, well.
a Democratic politician, Mayor
Pennsylvania Wants Him.
Curley_ of Boston, made
Under this state of facts, Guffey
statement saying:
now formally declares that in the
"Smith is a delightful man coming national Democratic conyznand dearly beloved, but he has tion, at least 66 out of Pennsylvania's
delegates will be for Governor
had his chance. He (Smith) 72
Roosevelt. The significance of this
has made a fine record for him- as.sertion, and its effect in furthering
self, but he could not be' Roosevelt's fortunes, is not limited to
elected and I think Smith I the fact, very weighty in itself, that
66 Pennsylvania delegates will be,
knows that he could not be. He next to New York's 94 the largest
should, I think, announce his bloc in the convention. The signifisupport of Franklin D. Roose- cance of it is not qualified by any
question about Guffey's ability to develt."
liver the 66—actually he has deliv-

B
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Ma 'or Curley's Action.
ered some such number in every nainterpret that, •tional convention during the past, 12
Now, as po c a
they begin with the fact that Massa- years.
(The whole Pennsylvania
chusetts, Democratically speaking, is Democracy, excepting a minority of
a strong Smith State. It is the strong- dry ones In rural counties, usually reest Smith State of all, stronger for flects what Guffey wants).
Smith than even New York. In MasThe real significance of Mr. Gufsachusetts no Democratic politician fey's action lies in the assumption
hoping to continue to exist as such as every politician will assume, that
would take a step likely to be regarded Mr. Guffey would never have made
as offensive by Smith. No such politi- such a statement without first satcian would make a gesture likely to isfying himself that it would not be
turn out, in the future, to be harmful objectionable to Governor Smith. This
to Smith's wishes or purposes. Cer- assumption is supported both by Guftainly no politician who had been in fey's known loyalty to Smith and by
Mayor Curley's position, would have Guffey's own sense, of personal selfmade the statement that Mayor Cur- preservation. If Smith should resent
ley made unless he assumed quite this statement by Guffey, if Smith
confidently: first, that Smith would should go after
those
not himself be a candidate for the , delegates for himself, Pennsylvania
or in behalf of
Democratic Presidential nomination: some other
candidate—Owen D.
and second, that Smith would not Young for example--in
any such
have any candidate of his own, any event, Guffey would be
a ruinm leadcandidate whom he prefers over Gov- , er and Smith would
get the delegates,
ernor Roosevelt.
for Smith is even more powerful with
the rank and file of the Democracy
of Pennsylvania than the local Guffey.

E Ws-

Gov. Roosevelt of New
York Will Surely Get the
Prize, Judging by Signs
Politicians Rely On.
By MARK SULLIVAN
ISI.KCIAl, TO TOF: OEHALD INEWS.j

NEW YORK, Aug. 1.---By all the
signs that politicians rely on, Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York
is very close to the Democratic
Presidential nomination. The principal sign, in this case, is the mental attitude of ex-Governor Smith.
If Smith is for Roosevelt, either
wants him to have the nomination
or is merely willing to let him have
it—in that case, Roosevelt pretty
surely gets the prize. But if Smith
does not want Roosevelt nominated,
if Smith actively prefers some other
course—in that case Roosevelt has
. not, to use a politician's phrase for
Ihe ultimate of impossibility, "a Chinaman's chance."
This condition, Smith's power in
the situation, has existed since
Roosevelt first entered the picture.
To
politicians, Smith's attitude
weighs more than all,the other factors combined.
What has happened now is that
certain events seem to have revealed Smith's mind. They seem to
suggest that Smith is willing to let
Roosevelt go ahead and get the
nomination. The events that seem
to throw light on Smith's state of
mind are of the sort that politicians
interpret as a sailor interprets the
weather.
One of these weather
signs showed itself in Massachusetts.
There, a Democratic politician, MavQ1y of Boston, made
a publi
e
saying:
"Smith is a delightful man and
dearly beloved, but he has had his
chance.
He (Smith) has made a
fine record for himself. but he could
not be elected and I think Smith
knows that he could not be..
He
should, I think, announce his support of Franklin D. Roosevelt."
Now, as politicians interpet that,
they begin with the fact that Massachusetts, Democratically speaking,
Is a strong Smith State. It is the
strongest Smith State of all, stronger for Smith than even New York.
In Massachusetts no Democratic
politician hoping to continue to exist as such would take a step likely
to be regarded as offensive by Smith.
No such politician would make a
gesture likely to turn out, in the
future, to be harmful to Smith's
wishes or purposes.
Certainly no
politician who had been for Smith in ;
the past, no politician in Mayor
Curley's position, would have made 1
the statement that Mayor Curley
made unless he assumed
quite
confidently: first, that Smith would
not himself be a candidate for the
Democratic Presidential nomination; and second, that Smith would
not have any candidate of his owii,
any candidate whom he prefers over
Governor Roosevelt.

Curley's action, in short, is Interpreted by every politician to mean
that Ctit•ley, before acting, assured
himself, either directly or by Infer- :
ences, that Smith does not want
these Massachusetts delegates for
himself or for any favorite of his
other than Governor Roosevelt.
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who heads the Pan American sysairways
tem of 18,500 miles of
operating in 32 countries, were
the only non-paying passengers
on the inaugural trip of the Boston-Maine Airways.
th e inauguration of the inatkRial run, which performs a
nn
tei9
daily mail' seevice in addition to
carAmerican
passengers, Pan
Mayor Curley
Boston, Aug. 1—The organized ried letters from
passenger airways of the country and the Boston Chamber Of Camto civic heads
were extended "way down East" merce addressed
today. The first air service in the and
business coaganizations at
railby
wholly sponsored
world
aach stop en route.
roads was inaugurated between
and
Boston, Portland. Rockland
//y,y 7'N P.FL40
A new, separate interBangor.
national air route for passengers
DWINELT: AT AMHERST
and mail between Boston, Mains
Director of Markets Attends Poultry
and the maritime provinces was
created In addition. The number
Market Study Meeting
1
of commercial air miles operating
(,5,i, chit to the Free Pres,)
daily
England
in and Out of New
31.—State
MONTPELIER. July
was almost doubled in a day.
Director of Markets R. A. Dwinell
multi-motored
One of the
WWI at Amherst, Mass., today at12-seater planes of the Boston tending the meeting of the Boston '
Maine Airways.Inc., went up from
Committee
Market Study
Poultry
Boston Airport at 9 o'clock
the
which has been appointed by Mayor
;daylight time) with every seat
James Curley of Boston to investito
gate lie -marketing and producing ,
taken for the inaugural run
situation in New England and especPortlanu, Rockland and Bangor:
dilly Massachusetts. In addition to
gINing etimmercial aviation a widmembers of the local board, there .
ened scope of operations in New
were present producers and market-1
railroad direcEngland; under
era from Massachusetts as well as
Bangor, a similar
From
tion.
marketing officials from all the othel
tlight was started on the reverse
New England States.
of the same run, also with a pas; The group is meeting at the build.
list assured by advance
Senger
imps of the agricultural college
a'
reservations. These planes, makAmherst and will attempt to familiarspeed,
ing two miles a minute
ize itself with conditions in the proreduce by hours the fastest train
Aluction of poultry products and theb
twowith
successful marketing.
Dr. Dwinel
times. Each is equipped
states that since Vermont is amone
way radio, and carries a co-pilot
those
,
States
are
which
the heav)
who is radio operator, maintainproducers of live poultry, broilers
ing constant communication with
and eggs he desires '..c. become 11Ceach airport, at which radio staquainter! with conditions in the othet
tions and weather bureaus have
states by conferring with the official,
past
been established within the
nresent at the conference
two weeks.
1/5a1
/-)a
yizw
Operation is 'by Pan Anierican
with
cooperation
Airways Co., in
and Maine railroad
Boston
the
and the Maine Central railroad.
international route
new
The
was inaugurated by Pan American
a big amphibian
with
airways
plane seating 12 persons, largest
of its type in the world, extendChairman Joseph J. Hurley of the
ing the Boston-Maine airways run
Boston school committee yesterday
provmaritime
to Calais and the
forwarded to Mayor Curley a letter
in which he set- forth that Boston
inces. The schedule calling for six
school
teachers have contributed at
hours between Boston and Halileast $6700 to a welfare fund of their
fax, N. B., included stops en route
own for the relief of the unemployed,
at Portland, Bangor. Calais and
despite the fact they have not conSt. John. N. B. Trains require
tributed to the municipal welfare fund
24 hours. This plane also had all
as charged by Mayor Curley.
seats taken.
It had been intended to have
I
j7
ir "
v
no official exercises, and to proceed with the new air service as
.if it had been long established,
but Mayor James M. Curley decided that the occasion 'Warranted
a band, and he assigned the FireDisabled Veterans of the World War
men's band of nearly 100 pibees
will have an outing and clambake at
the
both
On
Charles F. Murphy's camp in
send-off
Atty.
to provide a
Invited
Paxton Sunday, Aug. 30.
Inaugural runs.
Ely, Senator
Governor
guests are
President Philip M. Payson of
Walsh. Mayor O'Hara, Senator Marwar-time
Portland, who was a
cus A. Coolidge, Col. Edward S. Hayes.
dyer overseas, and who heads the
Congressman Pehr 0. Holmes. Casper
Airways,
lioston-Matne
Bacon. Mayor Cuzley of Boston, Lieut.
Gov. Yot1inrean7Men S. Draper and
which is the railroads' air subsiJohn C. Mahoney.
diary, and President J. T. Trippe,
Englander.
also a youthful New

8.& M. EXTENDS
AIR SERVICE
TO MAINE
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TEACHERS GAVE
‘, $6700 TO FUND
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ATTY. MURPHY WILL
I BE HOST TO D. A. V.
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Curley and Fall River
Just when the talk of Mayor Cure?
ley's possible opposition .to
Ely is petering out, word comes that
he Is receiving enc...dragement from
the Fall River Democrats, who are
not entirely satisfied with some of
the
yes of the present administrat onif
Fall River, throngh several unfortunate situations beyond the contml
of Governor Ely. has become the sore
spot of Massachusetts Democracy,
with an evident division in the party
ranks in the city, which has generally
been generous in its Democratic vote.
The Fall River committee is planning for Its annual clambake in
Island park, Sept. 6. When the committee meets the latter part of this
month to complete
arrangements,
the Curley-Ely issue may come to •
head, with every evidence that the
governor will have plenty
of
defenders. It has been decided to invite Gov. Ely and other high officials. but the dissatisfied element u
prepated to fight for an invitation
to mayor Curley as well.
The Ely loyalists are
not
keen
about having both men on the same
platform, particularly
with
the
rumor that the Boston mayor 15 likely to oppose the governor for renomination.
The difficulties started over the
of
financial condition
Fall Hier
which made It necessary for
the
governor to appoint a commission in
accordance with an act of the Legislature. Most of the Democrats of
the city had their own Ideas as Vs
the makeup of the commission, but
as only three could be named there
was bound to be disappointment.
When the commission
found :t
necessary to reduce salaries of local
officials and workers there was mote
unjustified criticism of the governor.
Adding to the flames
was
tha
selection of a Fall River police board
chairman. The governor appointe,
1
chairman. There
were
numerous
candidates. Tit ecity committee endorsed James A. Fitzgerald. The
governor appointed Dr.
Owen
L.
Eagan.
Soon
afterward. Joseph
Plante resigned his post
as
vicechairman of the committee. The
election of his successor may come
up at the next meeting and pave
the way for reopening the warm discussion precipitated by Dr. Egan's
appointment.
Between the appointment and the
confirmation, Fall River Democrats
talked quite freely of the expected
forneation In the city of a James M.
Curley chin in the interest of Curley's expected gubernatorial aspirations.
All Indications now point to the
taxation of chain stores becoming a
prominent issue In the next state
c.)mpaign. The two bills that have
been filed to bring this about are
creating more discussion than anticipated and men who may run for office are beginning to give them attention. From the consensus available It appears the question is likely
to be more personal than party, as
there is divided opinion among leaders in both major parties.
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bane.
State, is such. On the other
Massachusetts in 1930 did not become
Ely Seen as Likely Material
it.
a Democratic State. Massachusetts .4e.)
1930 achieved political independence
Mate
ng
Runni
ential
conare
Presid
for
far as the two major earties
became a subject of the
cerned and

vote," which acts as it

"Independent
fit; swayed more by issues an i
Political Seer Reads Potential Similarity in Cases of sees
men than by the party tag.
Gov. Joseph Buell Ely. by virtue of
Coolidge and Present Incumbent of Governor's'
being the lucky figurehead for the
Chair on Beacon Hill.
Democracy in the transition period of
By DONAL F. MACPREE.
BOSTON, July 23 — What is the
political future of Joseph Buell Ely
of Westfield, Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and

I

the Old Bay State. attains national
give any of them Ely as a running significance in the Tribe of Jefferson.
mate and possibly you have an appeal His significance is greatly enhanced
by the fact that he is the only son of
to reach the voter.
Massachusetts Democracy
The possibilities contained in an Ely Western
for Vice-President boom, ably conduct- ever to scale the hig.hts of Beacon Hill
conand he came at a time when Massaed and executed to a successful
clusion, may not be ignored. It spells chusetts became politically unsexed
romance and the potentialities of ro- As Calvin Coolidge was to the Remance are limitless in the realm of publican party, an Joseph B. Ely may
be to the Democrattc party. His is a
national politics.
name to conjure with—perhaps the
another
to
turn
might
Thoughts
Massa- man of destiny in 1932.
man, an adopted son of
There is romance in the name of
chusetts, who came down from the
There,Is something to capitalize
Vermont Mils to achieve fame in the
Curley caption,
politics of the Pt,mmonwealth party upon in that deriding
late "the young man from the sticks."
by grace of the good will of the
Presidential politics ni , more roWinthrop Murray Crane—to his ascenGov- mance, glamor, a spur to arouse pubsion into national politics, from
lic interest. There Is little of that in
ernor to Vice-President, to President
Roosevelt, Youn. Ritchie or Baker—
and thence to the zenith of news- all men of presidential timber,
But
paper reporter (at $1 per word). There
pocame a fateful day in 1919 and a
Andrew
lice strike in Boston. Mayor
was
AT,iefl sot.
.1. Peters seemed helpless. Chaos
impending. Calvin Coolidge was Gov-

Yankee Democrat? .
This question is obtruding itself on
political observers of these hot July
days whenever thought is given to
the audacious dexterity of that political prestidigitator, Ja. ie Mictiael
Mayor of Boston. is nevTeM
tricliTpicked up possibly by the Mayor
on his recent trip to Europe bears
some resemblance to the copyrighted
act of former-Gov. Alvan T. Fuller
and by him developed into a fine art
during the past three years.
Curley Rabbit Trick.
The trick consiets of taking a little white rabbit, labeled ''My Political Desires" and causing it to apernor.
an
pear and disapPear from boxes labeled
For a few home that seemed
"
"Lieu"Governor,
"Vice-President."
eternity the cap.ta, of the Commoncloaks her
renant-Goveror," and "Nothing." The wealth fair Boston, who
semblance of
bland Mr. Curley, while apparently real self in an outward
suffered an
only smiling benignly upon a tempo- unblemished spinsterhood,
indigestion. Dr.
rarily indifferent public and a highly attack of acute moral
specialist.
a
as
Inquisitive press, has caused his little tAiodtige, not summoned
practitioner
white rabbit to pop out from each of: tut acting as a practical
the Nathe several boxes with a disconcert- in a time of need, prescribed
potional Guard and issued a rule of
ing •rapidity.
clarion
But somehow, that little white rab- litical medicine that rang like a
"There
bit keeps getting back into the box call throughout the Nation.
public
labeled "Governor." The bunny seems Is no right to strike against the
any
to like it and Mr. Curley gives no out- safety, by anybody, anywhere,
ward evidence of objecting to his time."
Those words, hurtled at lightning
pet resting there between transfers.
Into
That may or may not be signifi- speed by press service wires
But this must be remembered, every nook of the country, elicited
cant.
South,
and
of
commendation from North
the Curley technique, unlke that
the
Fuller, has never been one of much from East and West including
action.
ballyhoo without
Democratic President of the United
Since Josepjh B. Ely holds sway, al- States, Woodrow Wilson.
though witla decreasing seeurity, on
That statement "made" Coolidge.
Beacon Hill, what do thd political From just a Governor of Massachufates hold in store for ''the young setts he became a national figure. He
Will he be had done something out of the orman from the sticks"?
resigned another two years to oc- dinary. He was available for political
cupancy of the chair donated by his preferment.
Harvard Law School classmates, asThe day soon came when that statesuming that he can overcome the ment had its reward. That which folblue
the
keep
Curley opposition and
lowed is well known. It is a thrilling
leather upholstered Harvard memento tale of the politically unexpected, but
from being replaced with a sham- of no moment here.
rock-studded throne, or does he aspire
Turning abruptly to the present. Jo'to higher things?
seph Buell Ely of Westfield is a Demof
Ely
Buell
Those knowing Joseph
ocrat and not a Republican; but, like
old, from the days when the shamrock, Calvin Coolidge, a potential man toto
anguish
brought
Dooley.
borne by
ward whom the gods of political de.-the heart of the Democratic son of tiny might lean kindly.
Westfield, suspect him of a desire for
Running Mate Possibilities.
political advancement; and the sooner
tts, a Republican Stair:
is
Massachuset
t
temperamen
the better if the Ely
years that the hoariest of
judged aright. But, while 1932 may for so many
cannot remember
not be the best year for causing "our political observersDemocratic In 1930.
went
Joe" to take his alpenstock out of the otherwise,
happened before.
closet, dust It off and caress it loving- Such things have
Fifteen years ago we had a Demoly, It Is nevertheless the year in which
Governor in the person of thP
he might not turn a cold shoulder to cratic
now United States Senator David
the sui..gestiettWalsh. It happened since the riv't
Cannot Be Ignored.
War. Those occurrences, however.
Joseph B. Eis. the young crusader are easily explained 'away by Bt.
from the West, because, by fluke of put-divans. but the debacle of 1930 may
fate, r e eccninilished what no West- not be explained awe!, easily. It m iv
ern M iseaeho.si Its Democrat ever tier IlOt be amenable to the excuses of the
fore atieomelished in being eleciel past.
Massachusetts In 1930. It Is claimed,
Governo- can hardly be ignored wnen
the poltticAl crop for next year is con- definitely ceased to he a Republican
sidered. What of Ely in 1932?
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New Mark at Boston
Boston, July 29 (W)--New England temperatures today rose to record -breaking heights in the third
day of the heat wave.
Several
prostrations were reported in greater Boston and Worcester.
The official temperature in Boston at noon was 95 degrees, one degree higher than the record for this
date set in 1894. Prcvidence reported a mark of 92 at the same
hour Springfield reported 92, and
Portland, Me., 93.
New Haven was the only city reporting a lower temperature than
yesterday with a mark of 88, one
degree less. Burlington, Vt., also
reported high temperatures.
The I.T. S. weather bureau here
predicted relief late tonight in the
form of thunder showers. Cooler
weather tomorrow afternoon and
night with a change of the wind
from the southwest to the northwest appeared certain the forecasters said.
The intensity of the heat caused
the virtual suspension of work at
noon in the city hall of Chelsea and
Cambridge. For the second successive day, Gov. Joseph B. Ely ordered
the dismissal of employes of Massachusetts State House departments
for the afternoon with the retention only of skeleton forces. Five
hundred granite cutters In Quincy
quit work at noon and workmen on
city jobs in Providence did the
same.
Mayor James M C
-y of Boston orderedany
. sfnrets in the
tenement districts roped off while
the
fire
department
operated
sprinklers for the benefit of children playing there. Activities in
the city playgrounds were held to
a minimum.
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Democr s of ,-*be . South to oppose .Yorw who at one time were inclined
the no illation. of Roosevelt, is ad- to be divided over the Roosevelt-forditionalf confirmation that Roosevelt President boom, are getting together
more and more. Owen D. Young and
is leadi g candidate. „
Al smith are being urged by some
iiny Stipporteits in West
al
;
admirers for the nomination, but the
usetts,
Senator
Massac
!A n a ice of
ildValltage seems to be clearly with
Burton K. Wheeler f Montalia was the present governor. Sen. Robert F.
o.Ae of he earliest R sevelt boosters. Wagner of New York, it is believed,
e West is n4w well spotted
ad
• time announce his
orkers toward jthis end. Sen- will at the prow
. w th
of the Roosevelt candidacy.
. a r iill of Wash! ton IN among support
in New York's
sti•ength
Wagner's
: tile m at active for ooseve11. Senator 0 orge W. ?Terri of Nebtaska as Democracy is very considerable.
Reports from West Virginia line up
a lead r of the Rept,blican rogressl es as given the Soosevel candi- leading Democrats, among them Clem
d, y aluable support by tiis ex- E'haver, former Democratic national
pr sse. admiration lot the New York chairman, for the Roosevelt nominabecause of its stand on the tion, also.
g
RICHARDS.
w er power quest1od. His rallying
c,4 xi' 7 7
hat is needed in the White
Cr
-WU 4.4 •I 7" ell
bat,
H se Is another Rqbsevelt,"
'
West.
the
re cc .ed throughout:.
os ph. F. 0Ter,T former— Demofrom
Cr tic national corn
Pe nylvania, one of the moqt levelthe
in
I
men
and far-seetig
he d
pa ty and whose infi1enCe a1 counsels re still forces jto be ijeckoned
BOSTON, July 27 (AP)--A check for $25,000 was toilharmed
with, has, thrown a oard th RooseJamee M. Colley by Percival P. Baxter, former governor of
nyor
of
plock
velt and wagon thel biggest
3Iui ine, and Son Of I be la 4 e James P. Ita xt er, si x times mayor of
voter, yet tied up f r aey c, iclidate.
deleHe c clared that. 6 of Jthe
In tol.
Port
to rile
gates Pennsylvania
The t•heek represents part of a $50,000 bequest under James
Dem retie nationahl coventon will
be fo• Roosevelt.
Baxter's xvtil to the city of Boston for the erection of a memorial
n4w dower In
"T ny" Cermak.
; pantheon to the founders of New England. The money is to be
of Chikept
I he emocratic part
. on compound interest until 111,04m,000
ork the
(ago, on a visit
ACCUMUlAtel, in about 62
other day. sounded 4ut A Sr1itn and
years.
repor ecl that the orme 4andard_
James Baxter died in 1921. The first 115(000 of the
not
slot
nly
Twill
party,
the
beare of
bequest was
paid in 1923. The will provides thou when a
seek he Democratic Inomirtatlon nimbuilding committee is
sevelt.
seif
ut Is friend
selected it. include niem la•rs of the American
Antiquarian society
Serm k also assure( the w4 voters
; of aVorcester, the New England Histot•ical and
that "Roosevelt 15 wet" en gh for
Genealogical society
; of Boston and tile Massachusetts
the Democrats of III nols, thai whom
Historical society. The testator
there are no wetter unless It may be
was a member of all three societies. At
the time of his death he was
Massachusetts.
In
I considered a leading New
England historian.
Has State Reckoned In
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Must Wait 62 Years
For Memorial Pantheon
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And in the old Bay State, which
amazed the country by tearing itself
out of the Republican column. such
Democratic leaders as Sent. David I.
Walsh and Mayor Jaera_M. Curley of ,
Boston have declare3— theirtafirves
friendly to Roosevelt. while Senator
Walsh explains that Al smith is still
the first choice of the Democrats of
Massachusetts. until he definitely ;
eliminates himself. Thus the torches
for Roosevelt were raised while these
were
two Democrat ;
spokesmen
,t, on the North shore
,
luncheon gue.
of Col. E. M. House, the power behind l
the throne of the Wilson administration, who Is now one of the main ,
backers'of the Roosevelt boom.
!
Southern senators and House members are almost unanimous in declaring themselves as ready to work
for the election of Roosevelt. Some
' of them hall him as chief because
; they credit him with being largely
I responsible for heeding off John J.
Raskob. chairman of the Democratic
national convention, in his effort last
March to have the national committee go on record as favoring II
plank In the 1932 Democratic platform favoring a return of the control of the liquor traffic to the states.
- Call poosevelt Southerner
They consider Roosevelt as one- of
them because he has for years been
spending part of his time in the
'South, in an effort to refain the complete use of his legs, following an
attack of infantile paralysis in 1921.
Today most of these Southern Democratic leaders say in confidence that
they are
for
the nomination of
eoosevelt and they are zonfident he
will be nominated end elected.
Direct, reports have reached the
i'ashingtcm headquarters of the parI that Democratic leaders In New

.
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,
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Fund for Memorial
Given Boston Mayor
Check Is Part of $50,000
Willed by Former Portland
(Me.) Mayor.
BOSTON, July 27—(AP) A check
for $45,000 today was handed Mayor
James
l, Curley by Percival P.
Baxter, former Governor of Maine
and son of the late James P. Baxter,
six times Mayor of Portland.
The check represents part of a
$50,000 bequest under James Baxter's
will to the city of Boston for the erection of a memorial pantheon to the
founders of New England. The money
IA to be kept on compound interest until $1,000,000 accumulates, in about 62
years.
James Baxter died in 1921. The first
$5000 of the bequest was paid in 1923.
The will provides that when a building committee Is selected it include
members of the American Antlquartffn
Society of Worcester. the New England Historical and Genealogical Society of Boston and the Massachusetts
The testator was
Historical Society.
At
a member of all three societies.
tha time of his death he W,'IS con
aidered a leading New England historian.
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L:uricy Gets $95,000
Check for Pantheon
To N. E. Founders
for
toston, July 27 (TI--A check
Mayor

handed
$45,000 was today
James M. Curley by Percival P. Baxter, former governor of Maine and
son of the late James P. Baxter, six
times mayor of Portland. The check
represents part of a $50,000 bequest
under James Baxter's will to the city
of Boston for the erection of a memorial pantheon to the founders of
New England. The money is to be
kept on compound interest until $1,000,000 accumulates, in about 62
years.
James Baxter died In 1921. The
first $5000 of the bequest WILS paid
In 1923. The will provides that when
a building committee is selected it
include members of the American
Antiquarian society of Worcester,
the New England Historical and
genealogical society of Boston and
the Massachusetts Historical society.
The testator Was at member of all
three societies. At the time of his
death he was considered a leading
New England historian.
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The convention closed its session
Saturday when the members of the
Daughters of St George entertained
the women visitors with a luncheon
served by the Hotel Bradford managemsnt en the roof garden.

1

Lodge

•

Theodore Parsons and Joseph J.
Spargo of Granite lodge, American
Order Sons of St. George, of Quincy,
and Mrs. Ethel O'Brien and Mrs.
Margaret Catotigh of English Ivy
lodge of this city, were members of
convention committee in charge of
the 43rd annual grand lodge session
of the New England divisions at Boston over the week-end.
There were 250 delegates registered
vhen the convention opened Friday.
They were addressed by Daniel H.
Rose of the Boston election department, representing Mg James Isly_
. Memorial seri-Aces farrOwedwhich there was a boat trip to
Nanta,sket where they were guests
of the City of Boston at a lobster
dinner.
On Friday night the annual banquet and ent?rtainment were held.
Representatives and members of 48
lodges, vice consuls from the British
consulate, and Mayor Curley were
presented.
The Boston mayor was given an
ovation when presentee. by Robert
W. Cooper of Chelsea, past grand
president. He described his recent
visit to England and thanked the
order for promoting a more friendly
feeling and a better understanding
between the people of English speaking lands.
He spoke of the peace that has
reigned between the United States
and Canada for more than 100 years.
Walter H. Heaman, grand president-elect, pleaded with members to
Americanize their ideas and to honor
the country that is giving them protection.
Others presebt were S. H. Bernard,
British vice consul; J. A. Brennen
of the British consulate; Past Supreme President William F. Barlow
of Boston; Past Supreme President
John Orrell of Lowell; Supreme Secretary Arthur Brown of Brockton;
Supreme Chaplain George Watts of
Worcester.
Grand lodge officers elected were
Past Grand President Alfred Wigglesworth of Holyoke; Grand President
Walter H. Heaman of East Boston;
)rand Vice-President William Porter
of Manchester, N. H.; Grand Secretary John W. C. Sargent of Cambridge; Grand Treasurer William J.
Platt of East Boston; Grand Messenser Benjamin Barnes of Fall River;
Uranci Assistant Secretary 61. Woodhead of Sanford, Me.; Grand Assist Messenger Fred J. Banks of
Lewiston, Me Grand Chaplain C. W.
Wyatt of Fitenburg; Grand Inside
Sentinel Arthur Mottram of Portland, Me.; Grand Trustee George F.
Watts of Worcester; Chairman Finance Committee Walter Towers of
Brockton; Chairman Law Committee
Robert W. Coca,er of Chelsea; Chairman of Appeals and Grievance Committee Herber; Horsfall of North
Adams.
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Gift For Hub Pantheon
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(Associated Press Photos)

Former Governor Percival P. Baxter of Maine, second iron
right, handing to Mayor James M. Curley, of Boston, second from
left, a check for $45,000, -reprniutiniFffii balance of a $50,000 gift
left by former Governor Baxter's father, James Baxter, six thnes
mayor of Portland, Me. The money is to be left on compound
terest until it grows to $1,000,000, when it Is to be used for the erection of a pantheon in memory of the founders of New England. On
the extreme left is (:ity Treasurer Edward L. Dolan; on right, Rupert
S. Carven, city auditor.

' '')
I attention to the fact that the work there is four
months ahead of schedule; that despite the difficulties and dangers of such work, traffic has not
been seriously interrupted, and no lives have been
lost in the operations; also that the work is being done by war veterans, most of them men with
families. So here is a
"politically-managed"
construction job being done expeditiously and
well. The exhibit helps the mayor, of course.
In this day of debatable values, we may perhaps quote a story of a woman who called on a
laWyer, seeking a divorce from her husband. The
lawyer listened, and then said, "All right. For a
small retainer, I will start the preliminary work
on the case."
"What do you mean by a Small retainer?"
asked the good lady.
"Oh," said the lawyer, "about $500."
Said the lady, as she walked towards
the door. "Nothing doing; $500 be darned.. I
can get him shot for $10."

Walsh and Curley Friends
And in the old Ray state, which
amazed the country by tearing itself
out of the Republican column, such
Democratic leaders as Senator David
T. Walsh and Mayor James M,._Gurley
of Boston have declarlerlheti;77es
friendly to Roosevelt, while Senator
Wat,.1 explains that Al Smith is still
the tirst. choice of the Democrats of
Massacliusetts, until he definitely
eliminates himself. Thus the torches
for Roosevelt were raised while these
two Democratic spokesmen
were
luncheon guests on the North shore
or Col E. M. House. the power behind the throne of the Wilson admini istration,
who is now one of the main
hackers of the Roosevelt boom.
Southern senators and House members are almost unanimous in declaring themselves as ready to work for
the election of Roosevelt. some of
them hail him AA chief because they
credit him with being largely responsib!e for heading off John J. Raskoh.
/
chairman of the Democratic national
convention in his effort last March to
LJ
UNIJAI
have the national committee go on
record as favoring a plank in the 1932
Stronger Than Smith Was
Democratic
platform favoring a re.
Roosevelt today is stronger than turn
,
the control of the liquor traft:ov Alfred E. Smith of New York, fic, to of
the
states.
They consider Roosehis predecessor In the gubernatorial
s n
tge- velt as one of them because he has
Do.r
emloicerabtaic
hel,
for years been spending part of his
c convention
w' before in
whole-hearted and enthusiastic sup- time in the South. in an effort to
port of the southern Democratic lead- regain the complete use of his legs,
reluctantly
his aefefaotr following an attack of Infantile perilonlyd icted
er's
L
1 ysis in 921. Today most of these
Even the statement during the pastlsouthern Democratic leaders say in
; week of Dr Arthur J. Barton of At.:confirlence that they are for the nom' lanta, Oa., chairman of the executive illation of Roosevelt and they are con..
committee of the Antisaloon League of ()dent he will be nominated and
.
America calling upon the dry Dem-, elected.
ocrats of the South to oppose the' Direct reports have reached the
nomination of Roosevelt, is additional Washington headquarters of the party
confirmation that Roosevelt is leading that Democratic leaders in New York
who at one time were inclined to be
candidate.
% 0tlished
.
A native of Massachusetts. Senator divided over the Roosevelt-for-PresBurton K. Wheeler of Montana was ident boom, are getting together more
one of the earliest Roosevelt boosters, and more. Owen D. Young and Al
and the West is now well spotted with Smith are being eyed by some admirworkers toward this end. Senator Dill yrs for the nomination, but the. adof Washington is among the most vantage seems to he clearly with the
active fot• Roosevelt. Senator George present governor. Senator Robert P.
W. Norris of Nebraska as a leader oil Wagner of New York, it is believed,
the Republican progressives, has given, will at the proper time announce his
the Roosevelt candidacy valuable sup- support of the Roosevelt. candidacy.
port by his expressed admiration fori Wagner's strength in New York's
the New York governor because of Democracy is very considerable.
his stand on the waterpower question. Reports from West Virginia line up
, His rallying cry, "What is needed in leading Democrats. among them Clem
.the White House is another noose- Shaver, former Democratic national
i velt," is being reechoed throughout chairman, for the Roosevelt notninsalso.
the West.
Joseph F. Giiffey, former DemOcratic national committeeman from
ennsylvania.,9404 9Lt e most levelthe
d
•ayVti
y and whose influence an
At.,o Pi?El —14 42..PA14.°
reckoned
with,
.‘re still forces to he
has thrown aboard the Roosevelt
'I'll 1,', CITY of ltosiOn" had
ork Executive
bandwagon the biggest block of votes
to pay Post and (71aliy, litr. around. the
yet tied up for any candidate. lie deworld aviators, to be the guests of the muFront The Republican's
clared that fit of the 72 delegates
Washington Bureau
nicipality last Tuesday, the city and state
Pennsylvania will send to the DemWashington, July 25—Democratic ocratic national convention will he
gave the two fliers just as warm a welcome
leaders here are frankly astonished for Roosevelt.
as if they had been paying a friendly call
at the way in which the Franklin
"Tony" cermak, a new power In the
instead of coming to give a paid show. A
started Democratic Piety, mayor of Chicago.
boom, which
Roosevelt
representative of Mayor_Cigley extended to
months ago in the West and South, on a visit to New York the other day
them the freedom or the etty III sufficiliing
somided out Al Smith and reported
is sweeping the country. The gov- that. the former standard bearer of
like that and the governor presented them
ernor of New York is now recog- the party would not seek the Demwith a couple or the state seals of Massaocratic
himself hut was
nized by both Republican and Dem- friendly nomination
ehusetts. This was all very tine, of course,
to Roosevelt. Cermak also
ocratic party leaders as the one assured the wet voters that "Rooseand 111;1411! a Dive party. lltit so far as we,
eith^r velt is wet" enough for the Democrats
outstanding candidate in
know
it, was unusual. Paying guests are not
of Illinois, than who there are no
I. introduces a,
party for the presidential nomina- wetter unless it may he in Massachuuncommon, but t e paid t'
pew itlea iii he. .t alit v.
tion, and all agree that "he will be setts.
a hard man to beat."

ROOSEVELT NOW
REAL CANDIDATE toit ioneaei
ithwhaondweevren

Democratic Chieftains at
Washington Frankly Asat Way Boom
Sweeping the Country

ALL SAY HE WILL BE
"HARD MAN TO BEAT"

West Well Spotted With
Boosters, Pennsylvania'
Committeeman Promises
Strong Support, Cermak
Indorses Him, Southerners
Confidentially For New .!
Y
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like it. There was no possibility of a satisfactory
redistricting bill. The legislators and the governor,. of course, knew this. They did what they
belled to be the best possible thing. We see no
reason for questioning their entire sincerity. The
result was the new law. Throughout the state it
went well enough, all things considered. The one
really sore stint was Cambridge. Not only did it
throw two distinguished men—Luce and Dellinger
mutual conflict, which displeases the
—into
friends of each and the Republicans in general,
but it (.irves-,.1141.?•it?.•analtritb'manY'"eOligressional districts that a Cambridge resident needs1
a map and a guide to find out where he is.
This Camb.ridge situation interests both ReI
publicans and Democrats, and in both cases otter,1
5wAtep
tage
disa4vari
141.(the ,g4v4nior's
ates ,
him I
he is a candidate for re-election. It will cost
the
Republican votes'and It will cost hint Demor

ra Mr.
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more of
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n 'ed nve money to keep tt/p with the
Joneses,.
money, ti
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ago,
days are one.J The man who,'a ge eration
ealth if he
n .•tlre• high road to
was then
and buggy, costinig (with the
owned a
aps .around #300 alt gether, today,
harness)
I
costs
j thinks i1imsf close to poverty. If his car
a
was
father
whos
man,
•
The
000.
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votes.
e land and lived in a house of seven
power. i
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rooms, i c ting around $6000, now needs
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1
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$35,00(11 h me or better, with t
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gardenir, not to mentipit a bo tlegger. 'Who's -. have -a-bearin
Democrat there, whom we
emergetic
and
emiment
for politics!?
going
in
will not name, is working hard to stir up opposi'I'llIS consideration is even buore pressing
but
None,
ticket,
th
on
to the Ely renomination, and is going about
plaCe
second
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the cas of
party
salary
saying that the salvation of the Democratic
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Michael Curley.
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any such race (this despite
mon y at his business or his profession, while
was;
reply
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r'arin'
state,
was
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., is 'serving the
Why,
"Jim Curley won't run? He won't run?
in!"
him
push
we'll
of the
by gosh,
As for the increasing at
anyone
We don't get any very clear notion of
governorship nomination in the Republican party,
urge,
pushing
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had
we
If
Curley.
pushing Mr.
It comes front the advent of signs that the strength
against Bunker 11111
lean
and
out
go
would
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we
be
to
of the present governor appears
prefermonument or something. else like that in
not, through any act or omission of the governor
Curley.
Mr.
push
to
trying
to
ence
I
of
mutter
growing
in recent weeks, but from a
The Curley strategy, or plan, is plain enough,
dissatisfaction- and disaffection in two places,
entirely correct. Of course he would like to
strong,
and
is
normally
where the Democratic vote
the ambition and he has the
and witete any Democratic candidate for governor, he governor. He has
that. Also, he is a
disputes
one
No
the
win
ability.
to
is
today, must look for support if he
political mountains,
climbs
master in politics. He
state—districts also where Mr. Ely did have
. He will run
precipices
off
jump
not
does
he
but
strong support a year ago.
in the primary against Ely if he sees better than
These two districts are Fall River and Caman even chance to win the nomination. He bebridge. It has been apparent for some time that
c
Democrati
the
lieves that if he wins the nomination, he will win
from
away
slipping
was
Fall River
ic
the election, lie is not going to enter any pricolumn. Hard times helped elect the Democrat
textile
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in
times
mary, where all he can get is exercise. His posiHard
year.
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in other letters—
centers are not ended. The emotional and drama- tion remains as we have stated
come right, in
breaks
the
If
waiting.
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program
watchful
s
spending
the
governor'
tic effect of
to commit
going
not
is
he gees. Meantime, he
fading away. Fall River finds itFelf in dire exly.
premature
nor
prosrily
unnecessa
declining
and
himself
taxes
tremity, with climbing
The second change in the political situation,
perity. There is a tough job in that city, and,
of
to the increasing desirability and
be
program
the
may
addition
in
.however stout and able
Ely,
rehabilitation, the process towards restored pros- value of the Republican nomination against
poa
as
Curley
Mr.
of
does
g
chances
is the improvin
perity 'is necessarily a slow one. Politics
rest
changes
these
of
both
And
ent
front
nominee.
nourishm
tential
not
take
does
Politics
wait.
not
logic. It is emotional. always. The Fall River on the same foundation of facts—the political
e. In
situation grows more and more menacing to discontent in Fall River and in Cambridg
both cases, these operate against the chances of
Democratic success.

,Carley Strategy
The rambrid4.e. SjtUatiOO, S

th fray

Democratic Disquiet

Over in Cambridge is the principal poison of
the redistricting bill working. The Legislature
had a difficult problem, in redistricting the state
so as to make 15 congressional seats grow where
16 had grown before. It is an ancient truism in
politics that the hardest thing to do is to take
something away from someone and make them

the present governor.
Just as a little sidelight on the Curley status,
we may make note of his visit to the excavations,
where the Boston subway is being extended under
Governor square --the prize traffic congestion spot
of outer Boston—on the anniversary of the day,
he turned the firet shovelful of earth. He drew
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saying that the salvation. of the Democratic party
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Democratic Disquiet As for the increasing attractiveness of the
by gosh, we'll push him in!"
. governorship nomination in the Republican party,
We don't get any very clear notion of anyone
It comes from the advent of signs that the strength
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disaffection in two places. .
The Curley strategy, or plan, is plain enough,
where the Democratic vote is normally strong, and entirely correct. Of course he would like to
and whete any Democratic candidate for governor, be governor. He has the ambition and he has the
today, must look for support if he is to win the
ability. No one disputes that. Also, he is a
state—districts also where Mr. Ely did have
master in politics. He climbs political mountains,
strong support a year ago.
but he does not jump off precipices. He will run
These two districts are Fall River and Cam- I in the primary against Ely if he sees better than
bridge. It has been apparent for some time that
an even chance to win the nomination. He beFall River was slipping away from the Democratic
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the election. He is not going to enter any pricandidates last year. Hard times in the textile
mary, where all he can get is exercise. His posicenters are not ended. The emotional and drama- tion remains as we have stated in other letters—
tic effect of the governor's spending program is
watchful waiting. If the breaks come right, in
failing away. Fall River finds itself in dire ex— he goes. Meantime, he is not going to commit
tremity, with climbing taxes and declining pros- himself unnecessarily nor prematurely.
perity. There is a tough job in that city, and,
The second change in the political situation,
however stout and able may be the program of in. addition to the increasing desirability and
rehabilitation, the process towards restored pros- value of the Republican nomination against Ely,
perity 'is necessarily a slow one. Politics does is the improving chalices of Mr. Curley as a ponot wait. Politics does not take nourishment from
tential nominee. And both of these changes rest
logic. It is emotional, always. The Fall River on the same foundation of facts—the political
situation grows more and more menacing to discontent in Fall River and in Cambridge. In
Democratic success.
both cases, these operate against the chances of
. Over in Cambridge is the principal poison of the present governor.
the redistricting bill working. The Legislature
Just as a little sidelight on the Curley status,
had a difficult problem, in redistricting the state we may make note of his visit to the excavations,
so as to make 15 congressional seats grow where where the Boston subway is being. extended under
16 had grown before. It is an ancient truism in Governor square--the prize traffic congestion spot
politics that the hardest thing to do is to take. of outer Boston—on the anniversary of the dayi
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Ominous Signs of Democratic Disaffection Are Noted in
Fall River and Cambridge—Max9r Curley Bides
1-lis Time—The Drive on Youngman
By BEACON HILL
BOSTON, July 25.--inje, 't into this situar
The ii ,•\%.
The significant change in tion is a good man, an able man, and a man
the political situation, strong in 'the western part of tlie state—john V.
this week, as seen in the Haigis, of GreenfitIll,' who served well on Beacon'
somewhat restricted area Hill and was for a little time in the ,otlicc.
around Beacon Hill, is atate„Aeasurer, following Ill elevation of 7\1r.
,;:stsratr,te,i
the feeling that perhaps Youngman to tile lieutenant-gevernership.
the Republican governThis mention of Mr. Haigis is obviously an'nomination is go- other political kite sent up by those who want
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party' pessimists the Republican party. So far. a number of an, h
than
have been saying for the :kites 'have L been flown, and the lightning. Jias
past few months.
avoided every one of them. Ilow about Haigis?
It. is never safe to
Other Booms
gauge the politics of . a
For a time, all the talk was of Alvan Tufts
state from any limited region or district, for till& Fuller; it was moving, to listen to the enthusiastic
is a wide state with many men (and women) of encomiums on this ex-governor from the lips . of
many minds, and. what looks like truth in one those who, a few years ago, would have voted to
place is a fairy tale in another. Here, on and have him politically drawn and quartered. In
the atmosphere is rather their animosity towards Youngnran, some of
about ,Beacon
densely political; men think and talk in a politi- these -party men found virtues in Fuller, which
cal world, and sometime don't get the slant of they certainly never before had recognized or susthe "plain people," who work in offices and stores pected. This wild enthusiasm has rather petered
and barber shops and trolley cars and ditches and out. Mr. Fuller likes to stir the animals up, and
workshops and churches and drug stores and he will, undoubtedly, continue to do so for so long
fields and steamboats and dairiea, and hen neries as the ink and paper supply hold firm. That he
and such places—folks, who do not believe that
vill enter the primary •race against Youngman
politics is the chief .end of men. Thus, what we seems a very remote chance now. It remains
hear and P in this surcharged political region, possible; all things remain possible in his case,
falls into the risk .of being over-political; never- for he makes quick decisions. It remains possible,
theless, we do get a sort of reasonable reaction but grows unlikely.
here, and it is on the basis of its reasonableness
There was talk of resurrecting Ehen Sumner
that it is dished out.
Draper, as a' wet candidate, basing this rehabilitaof
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A Haigis Boom
tion on a reconciliation tit that's the word) with
The week has prmluced, or revived, a possible William Morgan Butler. Since the suggestion was
Republican nomination for made (by a man long active and sometimes
candidacy for the
governor to oppose Mr. Youngman in the pri- highly effective in party councils) there, has not
tirades. It is. one of the curiosities of our cerrent been a single flutter of general interest in the
polities, and we have occasionally referred to it, (idea. Gaspar Bacon has declined to he led into a
that the political woods are full of political lead- swamp of uhcertainty, and is not .at present con.
,
ers i who do liot appear to be leading anyone sidering any such- shift from his present plans to
yet) who are fervent In limir desire to defeat lvir. go a:fte'r Amid get) tlre
place on the ti,9tet.
Youngman for the nomination—and who appear Last week, we brought forward a suggestion
to be about to undertake the somewhat difficult made from a good source—the name of Joseph
task of, doing- it without a candidate. We have Wiggin. • That, also, has not stirred wild mass
heard this anti-Youngman talk for a long time, in meetings.
conc'entratedly.".political circles. • and in all this
Now conies the name of John 'W. llaigis. It
discussion we have never heard mentioned any Is not his doing. He, is "in the hands of his
individual who is likely to get the nomination friends," Rad may, tbe political gods have.mercy
on him. John Haigis is an able and a popular
away from him,
It is our unbiased opinion at the moment that man. He is of gubanatorial size. II is geo,Mr. Youngman has no actions oppositionoxpresse(l graphically good material, particularly. if Irk •F7,1y•
terms bf any individual candidacy, though is in the race again. We understand 1 at Mr
plenty of it stated in terms of hostility Halgi.s, himself:. is not very eel linsiastic about the
. 03 elect—but not elected.
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going t
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Democratic Disquiet
As for the increasing attractiveness of the
governorship nomination in the Republican party,
It comes from the advent of signs that the strength
of the present governor appears to he slipping;
not through any act or omission of the governor
,•in recent weeks, but from a growing mutter of
dissatisfaction and
disaffection in two places,
where the Democratic vote is normally strong, ,
and whete any Democratic candidate for governor,
today, must look for support if he is to win the
state—districts also where Mr. Ely did have
strong support a year ago.
These two districts are Fall River and Cambridge. It has been apparent for some time that
Fall River was slipping away from the Democratic
column. Hard times helped elect the Democratic
candidates last year. Hard times in the textile
centers are not ended. The emotional and dramatic effect of the governor's spending program Is
fading away. Fall River finds itself in dire extremity, with climbing taxes and declining prosperity. There is a tough job in that, city, and,
however stout and able may he the program of
rehabilitation, the process towards restored prosperity is necessarily a glow one. Politics does
not wait. Politics does not take nourishment from
logic. It is emotional, always. The Fall River
situation grows more and more menacing to
Democratic success.
. Over in Cambridge is the principal poison of
the redistricting bill working. The Legislature
had a difficult problem, in redistricting the state
so as to make 15 congressional seats grow where
16 had grown before. It is an ancient truism in
politics that the hardest thing to do is to take
something away from someone and make them

like it. There was no possibility of it satisfactory
redistricting bill. The legislators and the governor, of course, knew this. They did what they
belled to be the best possible thing. We see no
reason for questioning their entire sincerity. The
result was the new law. Throughout the state it
went well enough, all things considered. The one
really sore spot was Cambridge. Not only did it
throw two distinguished men—Luce and Dellinger
mutual conflict, which displeases the
--into
friends of each a ad I he Republica us in general,
but it :carves I he' city anititirSe' many— ddligres-;
Mona'. districts that a Cambridge resident needs
a map and a guide to find out where he is.
This Cambridge situation interests both Republicans and Democrats, and in both cases operates LO the ,ggvesnor's
W
he is a candidate for re-election. It will cost him
Republican votes . and it will cost him Democ tIc
•
votes. '

Curley Strategy
The Cambric* sit pa 000, is also,. Illegjhinirg to
.have a be&rtng On the I teino,ra tic primary. One
emiment and emergetic Democrat there, whom we
will not name, is working hard to stir up opposition to the Ely renomination, and is going about
saying that the salvation of the Democratic party
rests on the nomination of James Michael Curley.
When we ventured to say to him that it was our
idea that the mayor might not be eager to enter
any such race (this despite sidewalk gossip that
be was r'arin' to go), his reply was:
"Jim Curley won't run? He won't run? Why,
by gosh, we'll push him in!"
We don't get any very clear notion of anyone
Pushing Mr. Curley. If we had a pushing urge,
we would go out and lean against Bunker Hill
monument or something else like that in preference to trying to push Mr. Curley.
The Curley strategy, or plan, is plain enOugh,
and entirely correct. Of course he would like to
he governor. He has the ambition and he has the
ability. No one disputes that. Also, he is a
master in politics. He climbs political mountains,
but he does not jump off precipices. He will run
in the primary against Ely if he sees better than
an even chance to will the nomination. He believes that if he wins the nomination, he will win
the election, lie is not going to enter any primary, where all he can get is exercise. His position remains as we have stated in other letters-watchful waiting. If the breaks come right, in
he goes. Meantime, he is not going to commit
himself unnecessarily nor prematurely.
The second change in the political situation,
in addition to the increasing desirability and
value of the Republican nomination against Ely,
is the improving chances of Mr. Curley as a potential nominee. And both of these changes rest
on the same foundation of facts—the political
discontent in Fall River and in Cambridge. In
both cases, these operate against the chances of
the present governor.
Just as a little sidelight on the Curley status,
we may make note of his visit, to the excavations,
where lire Boston subway is being extended under
Governor square—the prize traffic congestion spot
of outer Boston—on the anniversary of the day,
hti turned the first shovelful of earth. He drew
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from ally limited regibn or district, for this
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is a wide state with many men (and women) of encomiums on this ex-governor front the lips of
many minds, and, what looks like truth in one 'those who, a few years ago, would have voted to
place is a fairy tale in another. Here, on and have him politically drawn and quartered. In
rather
about .Beacon Hill,' the atmosphere is
Youngman, some of
their animosity towards
densely political; men think and talk in a politi- these 'party men found virtues in Fuller, which
cal world, and sometime don't get the slant of they certainly never before had recognized or susthe ''plain people," who work in offices and stores pected. This wild enthusiasm has rather petered
and barber shops and trolley cars and ditches and out. Mr. Fuller likes to stir the animals up, and
workshops and churches and drug stores and he will, undoubtedly, continue to do so for so long
fields and steamboats and dairies and henneries as the ink and paper supply hold firm. That he
and such places—folks, who do not believe that will enter the primary •race against Youngman
politics is the chief .end of men. Thus, what we seems a very remote chance now. It remains
hear and see in this -surcharged political region, possible; all things remain 'possible in his case,
falls into the risk of being over-political: never- for he makes quick decisions. It remains' possible,
theless, we do get a sort of reasonable reaction but grows unlikely.
here, and it is on the basis of its reasonableness
There was talk of resurrecting Eben Sumner
that it is dished out.
Draper, as a' wet candidate. basing this rehabilitation on a reconciliation (if that's the word) with
The week has produced, or revi ed, a possible William Morgan Butler, Since the suggestion was
for made (by a man long active and sometimes
Republican nomination
candidacy for the
governor to oppose Mr. ,Youngman in the pri- highly effective in party councils), there, has not
maries. It is, one of the curiosities of our curren( been a single flutter of general interest In the
po!!,.lcs, and we have occasionally referred to it, Idea. Gaspar Bacon has declined to he led into a
that the political woods are full of political lead- swatop of niicertainty, and is not at present eon-.
ers (who do not appear to be leading anyone sidering any such shift front his present plans to
yet) who are fervent, in their desire to defeat Mr. go atter. t and gett the second place on the ticket.
Youngman . for the , nomination—and who appear Last week, we brought forward iv suggestion
to be about to undertake the. somewhat difficult made from a good source---the name of Joseph
task of. doing- it without a candidate. We have i Wiggin. . That, also, has not stirred wild mass,
heard this anti-Youngman talk for a long time, in i meetings.
cencentratedly'political circles, • and in all this !
Now comes the name of ,.John W. Haigis. It
discussion we have never heard -mentioned any is not his doing.. Ile, is "In the hands of his
individual who is likely to get the nomination friends," and may_ the political gods have mercy
on him. John Haigis is an able and a popular
away front him'',
It is our unbiased opinion at the moment that man. He is of gmbelltatorial size. ii is geo,Mr. Youngman has no serious opposition•expressed graphically good material particularly ir :iktr.• Ely
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